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SOUTHEEN CULTIVATOS.

INDEX TO TOL. 15, FOE 1857.

PliANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELEANY.

Agriculture in Georgia, Fairs, &:.e Page 50
“ Diversified Pages 138, 209
“ of the United States Page 243
“ value of Lime in “ 21

Agricultural Botany—Chinese Sugar Cane “ 21
" Heading, Benefits of “ 107

U. S. Society Pages 130, 145, 179

Colleges Page 203
- • - • "237

247
259
320
83
17
87

115
117
162
278
288
306
289
308
308
194
363
365
365
367
19
23

,
210

Page 117
149
245
334
81

“ Lectures in Georgia
“ State Fairs for 1857 “

“ Clubs in Texas “

“ Premiums “

Animal Manures “

Angora Goats “

Apples, Southern, making Cider “

Ashes, wood, &c “

“ as a fertilizer “

Aristocracy, village “

Apiary, or Bee House (illustrated) “

Appetite, want of “
“ to give a horse, an “

Absenteeism, Southern “

Alcohol and Brandy from the Chinese Cane “

Arkansas, resources and developments “

Ants, killing in Texas “

Autumn, Spirit of “

Autumn Words, the Season, &c “

Agriculture “

Agriculturists, training, &c “

Bacon “

Boys “

Bees and their Management Pages 78, 130, 178
“ notes on Pag
‘ Hiving “
“ Tansey takes away their pugnacity.
“ and Honey

Basket Willow, Culture of

331
352
29
308
368
369
371
371

Botts in Horses Pages 112, 192
Bott question, will it ever be settled? Page 149
Book, new. Cotton Planter’s Manual Page 127
Barometer for Farmers Pages, 176, 227
Brinley’s Steel Plows Page 183
Bhnd Staggers in Horses Pages 206, 223, 320
Bermuda Grass Pages 247, 336
Bathing Page 257
“Bill Bug” or Com Borer Pages 271, 366
Baggett Bur Plow, «fec Pages 301, 343
Broom Corn, cultm'e of “ 171
Bean Poles, a substitute for “ 225
Cliinese Sugar Cane and Imphee “ 362

“ “ for Hogs “ 362
“ “ North and South „ 15
“ “ in Mississippi “ 17“ “ Agiicultural Botany “ 21
“ “ as a Fertilizer, &c, “ 55
“ “ its value, &c-.Pages53, 63, 65, 84, 109,

[113, 119,129, 144,151,172,176, 178,273,279, 273,343, 340
Concrete Buildings, Mr. Saxton’s Page 18

“ Walls, rock in ‘‘ 248
“ House of D. Redmond at “Fruitland” “ 242

Cisterns, cement, &c Pages 19, 129, 341

^
“ “ for Syrup Page 257

Cotton, cut worm, rust and rot ‘‘ 20
“ tall picking “ 34
“ Spinning on Plantations—Henry’s Patent.. “ 45
“ Northern Factories, &c “ 49

Sea Island “

Cotton, circumstances alter cases Page 84
“ Culture of “ 85
“ Report on “ 116
“ Gin, its oiagin, &c Pages 113, 207
“ Planter’s Manual Page 127
“ to Long Planters in Florida “ 144
“ Plant and Olive Branch “ 162
“ crop and course of exchange “ 174
“ False Statistics “ 179
“ for Roofing, &c “ 177
“ Baling with Iron Hoops Pages 212, 225, 239, 307
“ and Corn in Mississippi Page 215
“ Threshers Pages 63, 215
“ Culture in Arkansas Page 225
“ Empire of “ 247
“ anew Gin “ 247
“ crop in Choctaw County, Mississippi “ 306
“ Baskets, Osier Willow for “ 310
“ Young, dying, cause of, remedy, &c “

“ Crop of the United States “

“ most extraordinary... “
“ and Sugar Cane in Louisiana....**** “
“ the proper preparation of for market “
“ Crop, DeBow’s Review on the “

“ Native “

Chickens, Cure for swelled feet in....
*.i*-**

Composts Pages 130, 333
Country Houses, Southern—“Fruitland,” near Au-

gusta, Ga Page 242
Culture, level—Letter from Col. Cannon. ..Pages 12, 83, 206
Chinese Prolific Pea Pages 32, 54, 64, 236
Crime, one of the roads to Page 55
“Chinas” the, a Plea for. . . - “ 85
China Berries as food for Animals “ 100

“ kUlHogs “ 149
“ poisonous .Pages 162, 210

Climate, the Relations of Labor and Page 106
“Cultivator,” The Pages 119, 300
Cuban Sugar Plantation Page 1^
Calves, raising “

Cane Roots, plows for “

Crops, Rotation of “

“ Weather, &c “

Chufas “

Colors, effect of on Health “

Cut Worm, the Pages 181, 247
Cold, intense, its effect Page 194

Cream Soap “ 194

Cows, feeding on Tomatoes “ 215
Childhood, shadows of. “ 215

Crusher, Corn and Cob Page 227, 307, 343

Corn Crib, rat proof. Page 227
“ and Cob Crusher
“ keeping green for winter
“ and Hogs

Corn Stalk Cultm’e
Cholera, Poultry
Chess, or “Cheat” in Wheat
Chickens and Turkeys, raising

Clothing for Negroes, Water Proof
Cement for Iron
Cottage Homes, Suburban, &c
China Beri-y, information wanted
Cider Making
Clover, the raising of
Dairy, a Southern, reply to “E. G. P.”

Devon Cow, “Helena”
“Kate Kearney,” P;

108
149
161
276
178
180

227
“ 279
“ 321
“ 368
“ 257
“ 258
“ 299
“ 306
“ 311
“ 335
“ 53
“ 87
“ 276
“ 40
“ 20

[52, 175

66 ! Ditching, Hill Side Pages 53, 82, 146, 148, 273, 298



INDEX TO VOLUMEXV'JV

'Ditching Hill Sides, Level Page 311
“ “ H[£»w leveling instrument “ 335

Digger,^Mapes' & 'G>i*bs’"iiotary Pages 110, 143, 214

Degs, feirses and SkebP" Page 15

Draininglolv land/s,^ Pages 246, 307

Dress, simplicity ofEnglish “ 215

Ducks."successfuimethoid of raising “ 267
Emigration, i . . ^ Page 114

Education, best suited to young farmers “ 288
'English developments; remarkable “ 310

Experiment, fra«eti6ns of an acre for an, &c “ 370
Forage mating ;ahd'V7intering Stock a.. “ 10

' Fodder plants ...— “ 17

« palling. “ 119

Foot Eril, to eiure-... Pages 19, 86

‘Fish experimemt.'.. “ 53,259
Farmer, the, and his Home Page 118

"Farmer’s Private Library “ 52
“ Meteorology for “ 86

Farm Stock; feeding steamed food “ 79

Farming in Florida “ 213
“ Horth-and South Pages 258, 298

Fence, Iroard, a cheap “ 114, 131
“ Wire at the West. Page 311

Fhes... “ 115
February number;, remarks on “ 128
Floating Mills “ 143

Fattening.Hogs “ 161

Flesh in Vegetables Pages 182, 183

Fashionable Friends Page 184

Free Labor, what it leads to “ 224
“ Society—Life in New York “ 270

Fowls, Hame?;s. Shanghai “ .224
“ '4?,out in Page 257, 257, 308, 353

Field Peas and their culture Page 238
Female Health and Beauty “ 290
Food- and Drink, simple “ 319
Flea'S [ Meas ! 1 “ 319
Fi-uit for Health.... “ 225
Grass, itethering work Horses, at “ 177

Stanford’s Wild Oats “ 215
“ Lawn for the South “ 306
‘‘ Land, how to manure, &c “ 230

Bermuda “ 336
‘f “ —Agriculture “ 369

Gitisses for the South Pages 70, 340
G’J-.mo Page 110

‘‘ astonishing effects of “ 163
“ Homemade “ 181

Ground Peas, or “Pindars” “ 119
Game vs. Shanghai ‘f 224
Gout in Fowls Pages 257, 335
Gi-dpe Culture Pages 301, 336
Hay making in the South Page 12
Hydraulic, or WaterKam “ 15
Horse, a good “ 15
Horses, Morgan (illustrated) “ 33
Horses, Botts in, &c “ 365

“ Han- Oil for “ 34
“ Scratches in “ 86
“ Botts in Pages 112, 192, 343
“ Dogs and Sheep Page 115
“ feeding in travelling “ 173
“ Lampas in, how cured “ 177
“ Blind Staggers in Pages 206, 233, 320
» Shoeing r. “ 290
“ to give an appetite “ 306
“ Treatment of “ 341

Horizontaliziug 83
Homestead, The, (poetry) “ 161
.House, the Old, (poetry) “ 118
Hygiene, Plantation Pages 140, 170
Hogs, “thumps” in—a cure >. Page 161
Hogs—Chinese Sugar Cane, &c ’ “ 262

“ fattening “ 161
“ and Pork Making Pages 212, 226
“ Black and White Page 226
“ and Corn “ 321

Harris’ Patent Plow “ 176
Hop Tree (illustrated) “ 299
Hives and Hiving Bees “ 210
Health, Fruit for “ 225
Hill Side Ditching—Mr. Harmons, Terms.

“

298
LevelEows “ 273
Hardwick’s Level “ 311“ “ new leveling instrument “ 335

Houses, Cheap Paint for “ 321
“ Southern Country “ 242

In^rovement of our Land—our Watc'hward,&c.'’
[Pages 22, 224,234, 279

Irish Potatoes, fall crop Page 180
Iron Hoops for Baling Cotton Page 225, 239, 212
Inquiries - Page 271
Irrigation, raising water for “ 275
Itch, Mad “ 371
Japan Pea - “ 129
Jamaica, misfortunes of “ 86
Kitchen, “a love’’ of a “ 112
Level Cnltm-e, CoL Cannon, &c Pages 12, 83,206

“ Eows Page 273
Leveling Instrument “ 116

“ Land “ 148
Lime, its value, &c “ 21
Library, Farmers’ Private “ 52
Labor, Lecture on Pages 42, 74

“ the relations of. Page 106
Letter from Texas. . - “ 23

“ a miscellaneous “ 80
“ from LieutenantMaury “ 86

Liquid Manures “ 86
Light at Home (poetry) “ 108
Lampas in Horses “ 197
Low Lands, Draining “ 246
Lands, old, renovating “ 25T
Land, exhaustion of “ 274

“ Sandy, improvement “ 279
Landscape .^Esthetics, &c “ 304
Lupin, White—Mechanics and Agriculture, &c “ 368
Ladies, a good word for the, &c “ 371
Moon’s influence on man and plant “ 54
Manures—suhsoiling “ 83

“ Liquid “ 86
“ Covering “ 182
“ making Pages 205, 333

Meteorology for Farmers Page 86
Milking “ 87
Milk, Eice “ 229

“ “ 266
Mills, Floating “ 143

“ Wooden, for Chinese Cane “ 176
“ Sugar, description “ 212
“ “ a cheap... “ 226
“ Saw, Portable Pages 241 298
“ Sugar, a goodand cheap Page 272

Mobile, trade of “ 151
Mutton W.S. Pork “ 289
Memorandums “ 342
Muscadine Wine “ 342
Moss, Machine for Spinning Spanish or Long “ 367
Mules, interesting article on “ 363
Negro Houses—Sunday Labor “ 237
Never give up “ 54
Ohio, Sheep in “ 66

Oat culture at the South. “ 77

Orchardists, a hint to “ 87
Oil, one perrny’s worth “ 163
Other Folk's Eyes.. “ 2:5
Osier or Basket Willow in Texas “ 241

“ Willow for Cotton Baskets Pages 81
,
310

Old Fielas, reclairniug, deep plowing Page 259
Overseer’s Eules, &c “ 303
Poultry, Breeds, management “ 16

“ Cholera—Snake Bites, &c “ 257
Pea Vine Hay, saving “ 32
Pea, Chirrese Prolific Pa^es 32, 54. 64

“ Japan ...Page 129
“ extraordinary “ 131

Peas for Hogs “ 55
Plow, Steam “ 64
Plows for the South Pages 83, 183, 271, 340
Plow, Harris' Patent Subsoil and Turning Page 176

“ Steel (Brinley’s) “ 183
Potato, Sweet, seed of “ 99
Potatoes, seedling, sporrtaneously produced “ 150

‘
‘ Irish

,
fall crop -v

“ 180
“ Sweet, saving “ 309

Pindars, or Ground Peas “ 119
Plantation Hygiene Pages 140, 170
Poetry, rural .". .Page 149
Plantiog Seeds, time of “ 179
Pneumonia in Cattle “ 181
Preaching of the Trees (poetry) “ 240
Pork ys. Mutton “ 289
Paint, Cheap for Houses “ 321
Planters, to the “ 364
Prices, the prospect of. “ 366
Eural Architecture—Ornamental Gardening “ 46

“ Literature, Southern, &c “ 147
“ Art Association “ 153

Eat Trap, funny “ 225
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227
246
308

77
78
79
86
87
111
119
128
See.

Rat Proof Com Crib Page ^7
Rice Mills

“ Hulling Machines
“ Com, and Chinese Cane

Roofing, a good and cheap ‘ 246

Rescue Crass 270

Right Spirit
‘340

Soap making, the art and principles of. Pages 34, 48

“ Cream Page 194

Steeping Seeds ^2

South, defending the - 64

Southern Country Houses—“Fruitland” ‘ 242

Sheep in Ohio
‘ 66

“ raising in the South Pages 111, 211

Stock Growers, hints for Page
“ Raising in the South

Sowing and Reaping (poetry)

Shade Trees about Dwellings
Slavery, strength of

Sm-faces. how to lay off

Sorghum Saccharatum
Sugar Plantation, Cuban .

“ Cane, Chinese Pages 15, 17, 21, 53, 55, &c
[See “Chinse Sugar Cane.”

from the Sorgho Pages 142, 279
“ Cane, the new Page 172
“ scarcity of “ 212

Soil, stirring the “ 130
“ exhaustmg the “ 183

Shanghais, swelled feet, Seeds, &c “ 146

Subsoiling Pages 83, 129, 214

Salerastus a poison Page 161

Snake Bites, cure for “ 193

Season, in South Western Georgia “ 211

Swamp Lands, clearing Pages 214, 239

StaUs for Horses, Dr. Eddy’s Page 226

Sorgho Saccharometer “ 241
“ experiments in South Carohna “ 340

Stanford s Wild Oat Grass “ 270
Shoeing Horses “ 290
Sea Island Planters, Habits of, &c “ 300

Sun Flower Culture “ 321

Salt—its uses and Manufactm'e “ 338
Symp from the Sorgho “ 342
“ Cistern for “ 2-57

Seeding, Drilling vs. Broadcast “ 366
Snuff “DipniDg” “ 371
Tomatoes, feeding cov. s on “ 215
Texas, Cattle from “ 23

“ Items ‘‘ 116
“ frost in “ 193
“ killing Ants in “ 194

Turkeys, raising in Mississippi “ 148
“ and Chickens “ 299

Tillage, a few thoughts on “ 173
Trade, the laws of, &c “ 210
Tobacco Crop, the next “ 290
Tanning Leather, the quick process “ 319
Trees in Gra- s Land, how to manure “ 230
Thousandfold “ 353
Underdrains, wooden, cheap “ 144
Vineyards “ 258
Wet Weather, Work for “ 366
Weevil, killi.-ig the 320
Wild Oat Grass “ 270

EDITORIAL.,

Answers to Correspondents, Pages 24, 56, 88, 120, 184, 216,

[280, 312, 344, 372

Agricultural Statistics,
“ Geology

Page 26
“ 222
“ 186

Pages 248, 312

: Page 312

:
“ 314

Wheat, seed, suggestions 'as to .

“ growing near tlie Texas coast “
“ “ mrotat’on “

Willow, Osier, for Baskets “

What a man waRts his wife to know “

Wool Grower, a great
Warm Weather Drops “

ork for the Month (January) “
“ “ (Febraafy) “
“ “ (March) “

“ (April)
“ “ (^4ay) “
“ ‘‘ (June) “
“ “ (July).

(August).
“ “ (Septenr.ber) “
“ “ (October) “
“ “ (Xovember) “
“ “ (December) “

Wine Prospects in South Carolina “
“ Make your own “
“ Georgia “

Wines, American “

Weight, selling by “

Work for wet weather “

194
226
310
81

118
1.50

225
9

41

73
10.5

137
169
201

233
265
297
229
361

273
309
370
367
310
366

Society in Mississippi
“ Fairs, Southern
“ Book Publishing
“ Fans : :

“ Society in Jackson county, Texas “ 345

Book Table, Our, Pages 25, 56, 89, 121, 154, 217, 281, 314,

[346, 373

Brood Mares, sale of : : :

Berckmans, Louis E. : : .

Boilers, Cane Mills, Sec. : : :

Bott Flies and their young : :

Burton's Sugar Mill : : : :

Cotton Seed exported : : :

“ Planters, important invention for
“ Plastic—valuable invention
“ Packing ; : : :

“ Crop of 1856 : : :

“ Growth of, in United States, and manufac
turein England :

“ Culture in Algiers :

“ Circular, from Xew York
“ Culture, of : : :

“ and Negroes : : :

Cooper’s Patent Plow : :

Chinese Sugar Cane and Prolific Pea
“ “ &c., ; : ;

“ “ Introduction of
“ “in Illinois
“ “ Sugar from
“ “ Syrup :

Correspondents, To, : : :

Concrete, or Artificial Rock Houses
“ and Mud Houses :

“ Houses : ; :

Crops and Weather : : :

China Tree, value of the : :

Chemistry of Tillage : :

Chinese Prolific Pea—Mr. Fleming’s crop
Coffee Pot— a great one ! :

Camel Load : :

Devon Cattle, sale of : :

Ditching Hill Sides—a proposition

Enlargement of the Southern Cultivator

Enlarging the Cultivator :

Education in Rural Districts

Explanation, a word of :

Fair, the Atlanta : :

Fruits that never fail :

Frait in Louisiana : :

“ Preserving for Winter
! Georgia Wine : : :

j

Grape Growing and Wine Making Made Easy

I

“ Rot in the* : :

: Gardening, Landscape :

^

‘•Home Ji'urual,” The
Ploney Crop—a great :

I
Hides and Lrather : :

I

Houses, Concrete, &:c., :

[

“ Mud and Concrete

i
Hill Side Ditching—a proposition

I IlluRrations : : :

j

Leather and Hides : :

I
Lime, Water, doc., : :

! Landscape Gardening :

’ Mustang W'ine : : :

Mills, SugarCane : :

'• Burton’s Sugar Cane
Michaux’s Bequest : :

Missi-ssippi State Agricultural Society
“ “ Fair :

Mail, seeds by : : :

Muscadine 'Wine : :

i\Ient and Position : :

Negroes and Cotton : :

Palma Christi : : :

Peabody’s New Strawbeiry
Peppermint Oil : : :

plan s, rare, for disfribiition

Preserving Fruit for winter
Prolific Pea—Mr. Fleming's crop

Russell's Magazine : :

Reprints ; : : •

Rural Districts, educations
Renew your Subscriptions

Reasonable Request :

Page 27
“ 120
“ 121
“ 186
“ 248
“ 26
“ 26
“ 58
“ 58
“ 59

91
156
217
217
282
90
90

Pages 90, 345
Page 120

“ 155
“ 313
“ 314

Pages 90, 121

Page 152
“ 185
“ 216
“ 153
“ 345
“ 251

Pages 282, 314
282
345
184
250
184
373
218
252
374
248
345
186
281
312
345
344
26

126
154

Pages 152, 185
Page 185

“ 150
“ 216
“ J54
“ 185
“ 344
“ 58
“ 121
“ 248
“ 154
“ 186
“ 345
“ 248
“ 282
“ 345
“ 282
“ 345
“ 24
“ 154
“ 185
“ 186
“ 283
“ 185
“ 216
“ 218
“ 344
“ 345



VI INDEX TO VOLUME XV

Ulieuiiiatism : ; :

Kot ill tlie Grajie : :

Sufjfar Cane Mil s, IJoi'erK, &c.
“ from t,he Cliiese Cane

Sorglio Sucrar : : :

‘ and Tinphee : ;

Southern Cultivator, Enlargement of
SentimontH, Our : ;

Southern Agricultural Fairs
Strawberry, Peabody’s new
Tillage, tlie Chemistry of :

Wine Test of Mr. Axt :

“ I'remiums at the Louisville Fair
“ Mustang : : :

“ Georgia : : :

“ Musc.adine : :

Weather and Lhe Crops :

Water Lime : : :

Yield, a great : : :

Page 345
“ 345
“ 121
“ 313
“ 153
“ 344
“ 184
» 217

Pages 248, 312
Page 24

“ 51
“ 25
“ 81
“ 58
“ 281
“ 282
“ 153
“ 155
“ 27

IIOKTICIJLTIJRAL DEPARTMENT.

Apples in the South : :

“ Soutlieni Seedling best
Apple and Pear Blight :

Aphis, Cabbage : :

Borers, remedy for : :

Baptisia, description of a new
Bene Plant : :

Bulbous Flowers for the South
Brandy, Catawba, in Alabama
Cabbage Aphis : :

Catalogue, Fruitland Nursery
Curculio, the—queries :

“ The : : :

“ its liabits : :

Corn, Green for the Table in winter
Cucumber Vine, Prolific :

Catawba Brandy in Alabama
Dwarf Pears : : :

Evergreens, removing :

Edgings, Ornamental for the South
Flowers for the South :

Fruit Growing in the South
Fruits that never fail

“ for the South :

Fruit Trees, low headed
“ Grafting

Fruit in Florida :

“ Southern : :

“ Preserved :

“ in Polk County, Texas
“ Ilealthfulnees of :

“ Trees, protection of from frost
“ “ to kill Inse 'ts on
“ “ keep straight
“ “ Planting :

“ proper size of, for transplanting
Fruits of the Season ; : :

‘‘Fruitland Nursery” Catalogue, &c
Fig, the : : : : :

“ Culture : : : :

Fustic, “ Vir<riha Lutca'’ :

Farm Gardens : : : ;

Grape Growing and Wine :

“ Culture and Wine Making
“ Kebecca ; : ;

“ Isabella : : : :

‘‘ Cropofl85fi : :

“ Culture in Tennessee :

“ (hdture
,

: : ;

“ Growing and Wine Making Mf
Grapes, Wine, Preserved Fruit

“ Iveport upon : :

Gardening, subsoil : : :

“ moral influence of
Gardens, Farm :

“ Vegetable
Grafting Fruit Trees
Hedges for the South
Horticulture, a few words on
Haw stock for Pears :

Irish Potatoes, how to raise and keep
Insects, to kill on Fruit Trees :

Luxury, a cheap ; : : :

Longworth, N., letter from, on Strawberries
Laurel Oil, for Flies, &.e.

:ide Easy

: Page 94
Pages 123, 252

Page 220
“ 95
“ 127
“ 160

189

Pages 285, 349
Page 288

“ 95
“ 123
“ 190
“ 221
“ 283
“ 256

Pages 287, 351

Page 289
“ 32
“ 130
“ 191

Pages 27, 92
Page 30

“ 248
Pages 32, 252

Page 60
“ 95
“ 125
“ 130
“ 160
“ 285
“ 287
“ 316
“ 318
“ 190
“ 374
“ 375
“ 2.54
“ 123
“ 63
“ 125
“ 222
“ 62
“ 29
“ 376
“ 366
“ 377
“ 29
“ 95
“ 284
“ 314
“ 160

347
“ 1.59

“ 188
“ 62
“ 190
“ 95
“ 191
“ 3.50

“ 220
“ 318
“ 318
“ 287
“ 317
“ 221

Mushrooms, raising : : : :

Orchards, Planting, special directions :

“ plant Now! : : : :

“ and Vineyards in South Carolina
Pear, the—its Culture in the South : :

“ Tree, longevity of : : : :

“ Trees, preparation of Gi'ound for :

Pears, profit of : : : : : :

“ Winter

Page 62
“ 316
“ 351
“ 98

Pages 28, 122
Page 157

“ 99
“ 61
“ 62

“ on the Quince Stock, for the South, Pages 160, 254, 283
“ on the Haw stock : : : . Page 220
• “ and their Culture, notes : : : “93
Pomological Society of Georgia ; : ; “29

“ “ Report of Commit-
tee ad interim:::::: “59

Peach Worms :::::: “62
“ Tree, the—Prof. Mapes’ system : :

“ 123
Plants, migration of : : : : : :

“ 127
“ new Native “ 2^

Pruning in Summer : : : : :
“ 158

“ proper mode of : : : :
“ 254

Roses, cultm-e of : : : : ; :
“ 318

Strawberry, the “ 125
Strawberries, watering : : : : :

“ 189
“ their culture, best varieties, «fec. “ 219
“ Letter on, Irom N. Longworth “ 317

Scuppemong Wine : : : : : “ 221
Trees and Shrubs for the South, Ornamental, Pages 126, 156

“ Southern best ; : : : Pages 350
“ Insects, &c. : :

Tree Pseony

—

{Pmonia Moutan) : : :

Vintage in the West—letter from R. Buchanan, Esq.
Vineyai'ds, Southern : . : : :

“ —Cost of Posts—yield per acre, &c.
“ and Orchards in South Carolina

“Virgilia Lutea” : :

Wine : : : :

“ at the South : :

190
375
377
31

377
98
222
286
287

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RECIPES.

Apples, pure Wine of :

Apple Jelly : : :

Bacon, a new mode of saving
Bleeding from a tooth, to stop
Blueing for Clothes
Bleaching Muslins :

Citron, to preserve :

Cans, sealing wax for

Clothes, Blueing for :

China, to mend broken
Convulsions in Children
Cholera Infantum :

Cider, to Clarify :

Gilding, to keep flies off

Ham, to preserve :

Jelly, Quince and Apple
Knives, cleaning
Leather Varnish
Paint, a cheap
Preserves, Water Melon
Poison, antidote to

Quinces for the Table
“ and Apple Jelly

Rats, to drive away :
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WORK FOR THE 3IONTH=-(JANEAKA .)

THE PLANTATION.

We can add little to our previous hints under’thls head

most of which we are constrained to repeat for the benefit

of new readers:

Plovjinix must now be pushed vigorously and steadily

wherever the ground is not too wet. Turn well under

all vegetable matter, that it may decompose, and yield

nutriment to the coming crops of Corn, Cotton, &c. Plow

tZeej^and ifyou have no regular subsoil plow, let your

turning plow be followed in the same furrow, by a bull

tongue, or broad coulter, drawn by a stout team. This

wfill loosen up the subsoil, and bring into cultivation a por-

tion of your land which heretofore has never been made

available. 1 he miserable system of scratching to the depth

of three or four inches, must be abandoned. No Planter

in the South should pretend to plant a crop of Corn or

Colton in less than 10 inches of mellow and well maiiurod

soil. Try deep plovri^ g one year, and you will need no

urging hereafter.

J.I.n-Atre should now be hauled out, distri juted over the

ground and turned deeply under. Scatter it evenly, so

that all the plants may be fed.

Spretad all trash; weeds, corn and cotton stalks, &c.,

over >our land and turn them under with the plow. Haul

leaf mould from the hollows of the woods, and cnmpo't it

with barn yard manure, lime and ashes, ijtforeyou spread

it on your fields.

Fill up gullies with logs, brush, &c
,
and ‘run ditches

horizonally along ycur hill sides, to prevent washing

Da'p plowing will also be found of great benefit on hill

sides subject to wash. In ail cases plow horizontally, i. e
,

across instead of up and down the hilt sides.

Repair old buildings—erect new ones—look over and

repair your farm implements— take good careofyour stock,

and keep all work animals in good condition for tin

hard labor they they will have to accompli.sh the coming

aeason.

A new year, and new era in Southern Agriculture and

Plorticulture are now dawning upon us. We have the

finest climate, and so.me of the richest lands under the

sun— to say nothing of that system of domestic servitude

which supplies us with the best and most easily controlled

field laborers in tiie universe, and enables us to produce in

vast quantities one of the earth’s greatest staples. Cotton !

—a crop whi'’h controls the destiny of nations. We should

then, endeavor fully to appreciate our high position and

manifold advantages, and let us this year, commence cur

plantingroperations with the determination to make larger

crops than heretofore—to practice a more thorough sys-

tem of plantation and domestic economy— to avail your-

selves of all the lights of agricultural science— to improve

our old worn out fields— to keep out of debt—and by our

earnest and persevering efforts, to elevate the vocation of

the Southern Planter to its rightful position, at the head of

all other professions.

Nor, while devoting all proper energy and attention to

the urgent and laborious duties of the plantation, must we

forget the still lugher claims of home and its surroundings.

Let us encircle this choicest and dearest spot of earth,

with ever) ti/ing that can make it lovely and attractive.

Plant all the choicest fruits of our sunny clime, in such

abundance that tioi only your own household and servants

but the pent up inhabitants of neighboring cities shall be

fully and cheaply supplied. Scatter everywhere about

your d,veiling sv.'eet and beautiful Flowers, to delight the

eye and the senses, and bind the hcaits of your cliildren

iiidisolubiy to the dear old homestead. Fill your Book

shelves and centre tables, not only with tlie literature of

.\gricuituie, but with all that may quicken the imagination

and fancy, refine and elevate the sentiments, and improve

the. heart; and thus let the wealth won by your enterpnze

and skill, minister to the true enjoyment of life.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Sow early varieties of English Peas during the first fort-

night in .lanuary, and continue to sow a succession every

week daring tlie spring and early summer. Hoe and

earth them up in dry, warm weather, and set a row of

sticks to support the vines as soon as they require it.

Where English Peas are wanted in large quantities for

market, it wfill be found too laborious a task to stick them..
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For that purpose they may be planted in single rows 2i

to 3 feet apart, and left to ramble on the ground. Amongst

the scores of varieties of English Peas the Extra Early is

one of the best, yielding a fair crop of good sized pods.

Dwarf Imperial, if planted at the same time, will succeed

them, and Prussian Blue will come at last, and stand the

heat better than most other Peas.

Cabbages, Lettuce, RoAishes, Salsofy, Spinage, Po.rsnips.

Beet, &c., may now be sown on ground properly pre-

pared. Choose a warm exposure—spade, manure, and

pulverise your beds well, and do not plant your seed too

deep.

If you have Cabbage plants saved during autumn in a

pit, recollect to give them full air, whenever the weather

proves mild, that they may not become too weak. By

doing this, you will have plants ready for transplanting

during the month of February. Turnips should now be

sowed for spring use. As they will stand a good deal of

cold with a slight protection, the bed should be covered

slightly with pine tops. The Flat white Dutch and Red

Topped Dutch are the best varieties for early use. Colza

or Rape should be sown now, and if the season proves

favorable you will have a supply of excellent greens for

table in the beginning of March.

If Onions (black seed), have not been sown yet, it

should be done at once.

Irish Potatoes may now be planted for an early crop.

Plant the sets 8 or 10 inches apart, on coarse litter, long

manure or straw, in the bottom of deep trenches, 3 feet

apart. Put a handful of manure on each set, and cover it

with 5 or 6 inches of earth. Haul the earth well about

the stems as they advance in growth, but do not cover the

tops with dirt.

Prepare all your garden implements' for use, this month;

and get your ground spaded or plowed thoroughly, turn-

ing deeply under all the manure or vegetable matter that

you can obtain. Be sure never to stir the ground or plant

any seed when the soil is wet.

Hot Beds should be prepared the latter part of this

month, in order that you may have a good supply of Cu-

cumbers, Cabbage, Tomato and other plants for spring

operations.

THE ORCHARD.
Plant out, immediately, all the finest varieties of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Api'icots, Nectarines, (Quinces,

Pomegranates, Figs, Grapes, &c., giving the preference,

in all cases, to trees and vines raised in the South. One

tree set out now, is worth three set out a month hence.

(See directions for planting trees in previous numbers.)

Strawberry Beds may be planted any time before

March, but the sooner the better. (See directions in

previous numbers, last volume.)

Orchards that have been allowed to grow up in grass

and broomsedge during the fall and summer, should be

cross plowed between the rows, leaving a space as far as

the branches extend to be stirred up with the grubbing hoe.

Be careful not to injure the roots by this working—dig in

some well rotted manure, (muck, lime and ashes)—cut

away all suckers, and leave a space around the tree open

and mellow. As soon as warm weather approaches, this

space may be mulched with saw-dust, pine straw, forest

leaves, long manure, or any substance that will retain

moisture.

It your peach trees are suffering from the borer, now is

a good time to apply scalding water. Bearing trees will

require but little pruning, only taking out limbs, which
are crowded or rubbing each other. Young trees should

now be pruned, in order to give them a proper shape.

MAKING FORAGE AND WINTERING STOCK.

Dcring the winter months, when the husdandman sees

his cattle and other animals pinched for food, he will be
less unwilling than at other seasons of the year to listen

to a few suggestions designed to aid him in the art o f

making forage, and in wintering his stock. Information

on this subject is not so general nor so thorough as the

best interests of our readers demand. Sixty years ago

Georgia exported considerable beef and other meat; and
now her enterprising cultivators might, with the advan-

tage of numerous railroads, and lines of ocean steamers,

greatly extend the commercial interests of the State based

on this department ofproductive industry. It is truly an
inviting field for the employment of agricultural labor,

skill and capital
;
but all the processes appertaining to

stock husbandry have to be studied as well as practiced

before their defects and advantages can be weighed in an

even balance.

Our correspondent, ‘T. C. C.,” of Milldale, Miss., says

he “can’t help pulling fodder,” although he regards it an

unprofitable business. Others, doubtless experience diffi-

culties similar to those which he has stated on page 309

in our last volume, October number. Among other inter-

esting statements, may be found the following :

“I have tried cutting up corn and shocking it as I used
to do at the North, but I cannot cure it one time in ten, as
about that time "we have a shower every duy, and some
times three or four of them. Provided we could cure
stalk fodder it would not answer to feed horses and mules,
as they could pick only a few blades off the front stalks in

the rack and no more,”

Our friend of Mill Dale will take no exceptions, we
trust, ifwe remark that racks for holding hay and other

forage for horses, are now discarded by all good managers

who keep these animals. A tight box large enough to

hold any forage that may he given them is far better, as it

saves from getting under their feet the leaves of clover, pea

vines, dry corn blades, or other fine and nutritious feed.

In keeping domestic animals, the first lesson to be learned

is economy in not permitting anything of value to be

wasted, or turned to a less account than it is capable of.

Not to study and practise economy in the management of

stock is to set at naught the elementary principles ofgood

husbandry.

Rain every day, and sometimes two or three times in a

day, would be as injurious to grass when being made in-

to hay as to corn cut and put into shocks for making fod-

der. The writer has had not a little experience in curing

most of the green plants used at the North for wintering

neat cattle and horses
;
and he now has a frame barn

over forty feet square on the ground, well filled with for-
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age made from corn grown in Georgia. Had it not been

for the ravages of the “army worm,” early frost, and

drouth, his hay crops, grown the first year of his South-

ern farming on poor land near Athens, would have filled

fwo barns of a liberal size for the State of New York. Poor

land far from the sea coast, requires not only domestic

manure in abundance, but that it be produced at the small-

est possible cost. Now, ifmeat, the flesh of young mules

and horses, and the wool and mutton of sheep will pay

for their growth on the farm, it is clear that an indefinite

quantity of stable manure may be had for nothing.

Fixing our mind steadily on the great purpose of ascer-

taining the best way to bring all the old fields of the

planting States into fruitfulness and profit, we find the

want of skill in the care of stock during the winter moi'ths

to be the most serious impediment. Where millions of

of cattle, horses, mules and sheep ought to be kept in a

growing, or in a fattening condition, are seen animals

badly fed, often dying before grass comes in spring, and

almost universally w’asting their droppings—the loss of

which makes the soil poorer for their subsistence thereon.

To remove these defects in our present stock husbandry

is an object of the first importance
;
for it must precede

the general improvement of the tilled lands of the South.

We cannot afford to purchase foreign guano, or other fer-

tilizers for that purpose. Science and experience alike

teaches us that the subsoil and the atmosphere will yield

the food of agricultural plants in sufficient quantity to en-

rich the surface soil. Nor does the consumption of these

plants by animals materially impair their value for mak-

ing either rich mould or minerals at and near the surface

of the ground for the nourishment of growing crops. If,

however, the excrements of our animals, formed of ingre-

dients taken from the soil, be not restored to it again, the

land so treated must lose some of its fertility and value

every year. But as plants can be made to draw largely

on other sources than the surface soil for their aliments, to

return to the latter all the manure that may be made from

said plants is a sure process for increasing both the fruit-

fulness and value of arated fields. This is entirely prac-

ticable without the intervention of domesticated animals)

but less profitable to one who knows how to make money

by stock growing. For this purpose, fodder pulling is too

expensive; and, fortunately, it is wholly unnecessary,

Where one has hundreds ofacres of corn, he can afford to

lose a vast amount of nourishment for stock, by leaving

four-fifths of it in his fields to be gathered in part by his

cattle in winter. But so much alimentary matter as de-

cays in his fields unconsumed, involves a loss, provided

the flesh of mules, and neat stock is worth more than

the cost of gathering and feeding to them food already

grown. Believing that forage can be produced at a

liberal profit from corn, peas and grass, and finding thus

far no serious difficulty in curing the plants named, we
give our practice for what it may be worth.

To mature the ear or ears on each stalk, we leave all

the blades below them, and cut off the stalk just above the

ear at fodder-pulling time. At the North this practice is

called “topping corn.” The stalks and leaves so cut are

set up in small shocks till cured
;
and they should not take

the weather a day longer than is necessary to dry them

for the barn or stack. Such is brifly our plan for making

good forage from stout corn. If the plants are compara-

tively small, we cut them at the ground, or below the ears

—higher or lower according to the size of stalks. Even

large corn stalks if c’.^t and c”if-^d at the proper time, con-

tain more than twice the nutritive matter per 100 pounds

that IS found in cc n cobs which are often ground and fed

with meal. Our remarks on this point are based on per-

sonal exp rience in f eding a dairy of fifty cows for weeks

on known weights of steeped cobs with meal, and steeped

cut corn stalks, expressly to learn whether the stalk or

the cob was the better alimentary substance. After corn

plants are ripe, the elements, rain, dew, sunshine, frost

and atmospheric air remove all soluble and volatile ingre-

dients from them much faster than many suppose, if they

are permitted to stand out singly in the field. Thus de-

prived of their nutritive matter, old and weathered stalks

are little better than small sticks of wood for feeding cat-

tle. These facts apply to the stems of all forage plants,

and indicate the reason why we urge the propriety of cut-

ting and cui'ing all plants of this character, and of house-

ing them, before they part with any of their most valu-

able ingredients. In short, our system gives us first-rate

hay at a cost not exceeding two or three dollars a ton

—

about the home value, dry weight, of good manure.

We have not as yet erected an apparatus for cutting

up and steeping large corn stalks
;
but if we do not find

the new Sugar Cane better than our old favorite maize for

feeding stock, we shall endeavor to grow and work up
corn to the best possible advantage. Indigenous to this

continent, corn is the king of all American plants. If any
plant from China can beat it, we shall rejoice thereat, and
adopt it for making hay as well as sweetning. In this

connection we will state that we have recently seen a fine

dairy of thirty cows in the District of Columbia kept al-

most exclusively on the Chinese Sugar Cane. The forage

had been housed some months and the hard stalks v/ere

cut up on a block of wood with a hand axe before they

were given to the cows. They were eaten so freely, and

gave such returns in milk and flesh as prompted the writer

to procure sufficient to plant some forty or fifty acres for

his own use. As much more may be done with corn

plants than is now generally practiced, we are by no
means sanguine that any cereal is better for our climate

and soil.

If we have got one that is equal to maize in economic

value, its introduction will mark a new era in American
agriculture. However useful the sorghum saccharatum

may ultimately prove, it is destined to be seriously dam-
aged by the over-praiseof its visionary advocates. There

are few trees more valuable than the Morns MuUicaulis

;

and yet the enthusiasm of a popular epidemic killed it

outright.

Both corn stalks and those of the Chinese Sugar Cane
are best cured in shocks standing on their butts, on dry

ground. We have made ten acres of pea vine hay the

past season, and found more difficulty in the process than

we ever had in making hay from broadcast corn. Not to

lose the leaves of the vines, we treat them as we do heavy

clover in making it into hay—handle as little as possible,

and that carefully. It is idle to think of making hay by
the hundred tons, which is needed on a farm of three or

four hundred acres by putting it when green upon poles,

or fences, or on scaffolds in barns or sheds.

It must be cured on the ground where the plants grow,

with no needless labor. One who cannot do this, will
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find it wise to let his stock pick up most of their living in

forests and corn-fields during the winter. They must

range far and wide, and drop their manure where their

owners will never find it, To avoid this, many farmers

at the North make large stacks of corn stalks on their

poorest land wdiich being fed out to cattle they leave their

dropping near the stacks and where manure is most need-

ed. ^This arrangement saves ail the expense of hauling

out dung in the spring when other v/ork presses hard for

the toil of man and beast. To have as little outside hay

to the weather as possible, we have seen sixty tons put

into a single stack, which when fed was hauled on an ox

sled and scattered over the poorest part of the meadow.

It is bad economy to make little fodder stocks. Ifyou can-

not afford a barn for shelter, do not damage half your fod-

der by exposing it on the surface of a dozen or more small

slacks. Give all your cattle the benefit of at least a good

shed to sleep under nights, and have that well covered

with dry leaves to keep them warm. Cows should be

stabled. L.

HAY MAIONG IN THE SOUTH.

A Brief Essay ^
read before ike ''Beech Islo.nd Farmers’’

Clubf at the October Meeting.

To the Members of the Club

:

Gentlemen—As it is expected that each member of

this Club shall make a report of some experiment, I take

this opportunity to present the following, on Hay
Making

:

About the first of May, I had a ten acre lot of good
river-bottom land plowed up, with double plows, from 8

to 10 inches deep
;
the land was then well harrowed with

a good two-horse iron-tooth harrow, across the plowing,

and then rolled with a ca5t iron two- horse roller, in order

to make the surface as smooth as possible. The land vras

soon covered with crab-grass. In consequence of the hot

dry weather, I had almost despaired of realizing a crop :

but after the heavy rain which fell about the first of Sep-

tember it revived and grew off rapidly, and continued to

improve until the latter part of September, when it was
from two to three feet high, at which time I cut it with

scythes. The plan I adopted for curing, was, to have

what was cut in the morning turned over and stacked up
about four or five hours after it was cut, and that part of

it that had from 4 to 6 hours sun on it was then pat into

common size shocks, and remained until the next day
about ten o’clock, or until the dew was entirely off, at

which time they were again opened and the hay again

spread, and remained so until evening, vrhen it was put

into shocks again, and remained so until the dew wms off

the next day, when they were were opened and spread

as above stated
;
in the afternoon, such as wms sufficiently

cured I had packed in the barn.

I measured one acre and obtained from that 7,675 lbs

of well cured hay, which I sold for 75 cents per cwt., in

Augusta
;

it was v/eiglied at the City Scales, and at that

low price amounted to S57 56. At per hundred, the

amount would have been S’76 75; at ^1 25 per hundred,
^95 93; and at 50 per hundred, $115 12. These
prices are not unfrequently paid for an article in no way
superior. I think there were three or four acres in the lot

as good as the one I measured; the balance not more than
two-thirds as good. At the rate sold, the Vi^hole lot would
amout to $460 : and of course still higher at increased
rates, as shown above.

1 would simply call the attention of the members to the
fact that this crop has been made under unfavorable sea-

sons, and if sold at the average price that Northern hay
commands in Augusta, which is about $T 50, it would
amount to $920. or $92 per acre.

My impression is that two crops may be taken from the

same land by commencing earlier in 'the season, and there

is no crop more profitable with the same amount of

labor.

All ofwhich is respectfully submitted,

Jonathan M. Miller.
Goodale^ near Avgusta, Ga., Oct., 1856.

EEVEE CUETUKE—LETTER FROM COL. H. J.
C'aimoii.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Engagements of an

I

unyielding nature have, for some time past, and until

very recently, prevented an earlier notice of the many
communications received And the numerous articles read

by me in relation to the System I do so earnestly and ar-

dently advocate, as agriculhirally soiiQdi to this section of

country
;
that is, to run every row—every furrov:—(and

were it practicable, I would say, every foot-path—every

scratch made by a plow, in going to or returning from

work—and every rut made by a wheel, regardless of

length, upon a dead level. I can truly say '‘Eight yards

of uneven ground is three score and ten miles with me”—
in this connection at least.

This, I find, has recently very generally been alluded

to, as “Col. Cannon's plan of leveling land ;” “Col. C.’s

system of level rov/s and culture,” &c. This is all wrong.

While I am, and ever expect to be, ready, if not fully able,

to defend it, no claim of creator is put up by me in re-

gard to it. It is not mine, and for aught I know, it may
date back to, and before, the days of Babylon,

In theory, even here, I know it is not new, and, if any

credit comes to me, connected with it, it can only be that

I have, to some extent, simply performed the humble part

of a pioneer, in proving its positive practicabitity, its easy

accomplishment, and its admirable adaptation to the pre-

sent condition, the urgent, daily increasing, and gulliedly-

glaring wants of South Western Tennessee and Northern

Mississippi.

“The very head and front ofmy offending

Hath this extent, no more ”

—

Ten years ago I met with the first and only man in this

section of country who advocated level rows and culture.

He was a plain man, and 1 do not know v/hether he knew
what the horizon was. I am quite certain he did not in

this connection. From daily seeing our soil washing away
and sometimes even sloughing off from us, (and this pre-

disposition is constantly inereasing) my attention was at-

tracted and thought \vas aroused. It seemed to me, theo-

retically and philosophically, that the plan was correct,

But, like others are doing now, I doubted, for some time,

its practicability, paving determined to try it, and being

compelled to leave home I hired this man to “level a field,”

as he called it, in contradistinction to “circling with a

fall.” But whether from a doubt of his own theory, or

w'ant of success in reducing it to practice, or from wdiat

cause I cannot say, I found, upon my return home, he did

all of my work with a decided and easyly detected fall.

This, in many instances, was anything but an improve-

ment on the old straight up-and-down hill mode of run-

ning the rows. The worst washes I have ever seen, on

land, have been met v/ith where a “little fair
' was given

the rows.

Thrown, thus, upon my own resources, I went to work,

determined, fully and fairly, to test this system
;

to prove

its truth or demonstrate its fallacy, and you have the re-

sult, so far as my experience at Melton is concerned, in a

complete and triumphant success.

With me it is a thing accomplished. Euclid contains
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no problem more si'isceptible of a clear and satisfactory

demonstration. I have around me and everywhere about

me, the daily, the hourly, the visible, tangible evidence

before my eyes at every turn on my plantation, and 1 no

longer enact the part of a doubting “Thomas.” Have I

not a right to be earnest tlien '?

Xo ghastly gullies glare upon me—no sicldy hues, the

,sad premonitors of premature decay, arrest my sympa-

thetic vision in any of my arable land. Sometimes, 1 see

a “small break,” easily remedied, and, invariably, as soon

asthelevel is applied a fall is detected; frequently of

only a few feet in length, but always a fill.

This is no fancy sketch. It is too positively, painfully

true, where the remedy is not applied. And where this is

done the land is reclaimed, certain.

I have engaged in tins cause and write for no empty

and ephemeral eclat. In fact, my frienda so charge and I

frequently feel that I am too much disposed to avoid what

is commonly called newspaper notoriety. Ofxtself, it has

never been otherwise than distasteful to me, and the only

thing that induces this communication is a sincere and

unalloyed desire to do good. I have enjoyed the great

advantages of this system myself and seeing the great

need of its general adoption, I freely, though feebly, offer

them to others.

Allow me here to say, if anything of interest or profit

enures from what I have said or shall indite in this article

the public is certainly indebted to an earlier enjoyment of

it, from my having just read in the November number of

the CiiUivator, the very clever, condensed and sensible

communication from your clear-headed Florida correspon-

dent, signing himself “B. F, W., Jr.”

I want to know him and request his address in full It

reached me just at a time when I was at home enjoying a

short respite from other long continued and arduous agri-

cultural labors. It comes to me as a most opportune re-

minder of a determination I formed of writing once more,

and somewhat more in detail, upon level rows and level

culture—side hill ditches— the character of the surface

and soil of our section of country, and especially in

answer to “ B. C of Texas, to give him my vhx'j

sim'^X& viodusoperoAidi, in accomplishing the work; thus

saving the soil from washing away and enabling me to

manure to advantage every slope, with a positive certainty

of a retentive and proftabla return. He says he is seeking

information upon this ^'-vexala question What I have, he

is certainly welcome to. No truth ever came to me in a

iiiore unquestioned though, as I think, underrated shape

than the one he utters when he says : “There is, in my
humble opinion, at least a four fold greater loss of fertil-

ity on broken lands, from this cause alone” (washing

away of the soil) “than from the crops grown upon them.”

He might have made it forty-fold, without any forfeiture

of my confidence in his truthfulness. It certainly approxi-

mates if it does not overreach, that proportion of difference

here.

“B. F. W., Jr.,”' says; “Col. Cannon’s remarks on

leveling hilly lands have excited a good deal of attention,

and if one may judge from the comments of his brother

planters, his doct ines are not altogether Comon-icalP I

believe, .'’sHr as I have seen, I have the weight of author-

ity, as well as numbers, with me, tUeoreticoUu at least,

since I have explained, as I did in your August number,

that it was the rows and not the surface that must be,

made upon a level. However, be this as it may, I take

pleasure in saying to “B. F. W.” that I have recently been

actively officiating as a priest at the agricultural altar, and

I regard his articled of faith as so decidedly orthodox
;
in-

deed, I may say, as S'> pleasurably and positively CoMon-
kal, that I will most willingly undertake the easy and
agreeable task of shriving him, and promise now to im-

pose a very light penance for wdiatever of a heretical na-
ture may be found in his creed.

I hope he will allow me to quote lus last parapraph.
Speaking of having all the “rows perfectly level,” he
says; “If, instead of leaving this whole matter in the

hands of overseers, planters would give to it the thought
and personal attention which its importance demands, it

would not be difficult for each one to astertain the plan

best adapted to Lis particular locality.”

The single liead of that holy man , John tlie Baptist, had
to be taken to Herod “in a charger,” and here we have
this whole— all-important— life and clothing tmestion pre-

sented in a nut-shell, stamped indelibly with the high
impress of Truth itself It comes iiome to the honest heart

of every one, and cannot be added to or taken from with-

out weakening its force.

So, also, when he says : “that a long steep hill side, of

stiff clay, or stony land, avill require different manage-
ment fi'om a short gentle slope, having a light poroius soil

”

I am disposed to agree with him, as far as the character of

the soil is concerned at least,

I am glad to have the very efficient aid of your
practical Utica correspondent, Mr. Harimon, so far as the

“level rows” are in question. That is the main point

;

the deep corner-stone foundation of this system of security

to the agriculturist of our particular section, if not of the

entire South. And I am truly sorry, in his earnest advo-

cacy of “side hill ditches,” he has felt compelled to locate

me in the “mountains.” During the past summer I feit

called upon to define my position politically, and Mr.
Harmon now forces me to do so geographically

,

by say-

ing in eonnection with my “mountain” home : “Col.
Cannon, I have no doubt, has saved bis plantation in the

stiff lands of Tennessee, where they grow corn, clover,

grass, wheat, &c., where they have, from absolute neces-

sity, a regular rotation of crops
;
bnt that does not prove

that the planters on the light lands of Mississippi, Ala-

bama, Georgia, and South Carolina can, by his modus
operandi, (dispensing with hill side ditches) save theirs.”

I do not live in the “mountains;” and while I try to

grow a little moi’e corn, wheat, clover and grass than any
ofmy very clever neighbors, I must say to him, he has

not only located me wrong, but he has, unintentionally

done injustice, not to me, but to my section and soil. I

live in the important county of Fayette, Tennessee, afew'

miles west of our county seat, Sommerville, (Melton, pro-

bably leadiiig to the mistake, being merely the euphoni-

ous name I gave my plantation,) and cultivate as liglu and
as loose and as easily washel off soil as any I ever

saw in any one of the States named. Cotton, that Croesus

of plants, is king here too, probably to too great an

extent. And whether to al] of us he has that magic of

Midas, his despotism is supreme, and his subjects, though

sometimes murmuring, are always loyal. It is due my
adopted and prosperous county I should state tliat her

cottons yearly come in successfu.l competition with the

best bales in the New Orleans market
;
and when well

handled in the field simnly, and well ginned, have never

failed to command the very highest price paid during a

season, “I speak that I do know and testify of things I

have seen.”

And I will just whisker, Mr. Harmon, that I nave a
very clever friend living and cultivating land of the

same character and soil in Shelby county, Tenn., Col.

John Pope, who has come twice in competition with
the world, once in London and once in New York,
and each time his cotton has triumphantly borne oft’ the

premiums. No! no! just now I would almost as soon
think of “taking a tree” as the “mountain” home assigned
me. So much as to my geographical position.

Further, as to the character of our soil, surface,

Our surface, vegetable mold—of a dark g' ey, to a choco-
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late color—varies in depth from 2 to 6 inches
;
does not

pack or frost up to any great extent. Underneath this we

come to a loose, quite porous stratum, from 2 to 5 feet

thick, on ordinarily level land, of what is here commonly

called “yellow dirt,” which by exposure becomes greatly

changed in color, and, as is very generally contended,

ameliorated and productive. We then encounter the clay

proper, if there is any pure clay in this country, of an

impacted, but, as I think, of a positively impervious char-

acter, greatly varying in depth. This, too, becomes, pro-

ductive by exposure and admixture.

Our very eminent State Geologist has promised me a

visit this winter, when I hope to get a reliable analysis of

all three strata.

The general surface of the country is of an undulating,

or rolling character
;
so much so, at times, as to be pro

iperly called “broken.”

Now, with this description of our county and soil, if

Mr. H. finds his differing so much as to call upon

him to make side hill ditches as a necessity or as an ad-

ditional means of security, all I have to say is, that that is

a question he and I must each determine for himself, after

a full survey of all the points involved. There are doubt-

less sections of country whose surface and soil may ren-

der them necessary, and I was not aware of the extent of

my innovations until reminded by Mr. Harmon when he

says

:

“As to the utility and absolute necessity of hill side

ditching there has, so far as 1 know, been but one opinon

up to the time of Col. Cannon’s address. And there

should be but one still, and with the planters of the cotton

growing regions, there is or cannot be but one opinion,

and that is, without it the country is ruined.” This

sounds a little dogmatical, but doubtless Mr. Harmon

meant simply to apply it to the “cotton growing regions,”

thus shutting down upon our very clever corner of Ten-

nessee.

Here, however, with the very sliglrtest emphasis, I will

just say, my experience, based upon practice, too, enables

me to dispense safely and profitably with the time, labor

and land devoted to them, and that I simply regard them

as a mere temporary safe-guard against imperfect work

in our part of the country.

So much for the ditch itself. Another and much more

serious difficulty presents itself to my mind, in the direc-

tion Mr. Harmon would and does give them. I under-

stand his plan to be to run his rows level and give his

ditches a fall. Within my knowledge the strongest ob-

jection ever urged against level rows and level culture,

has been the gresd; number of short rows and short, turns it

necessarily gives you in filling in between the unequal

widths of your level guide rows.

And I freely acknowledge that there is some force in the

idea, so far as the quantity of land you can plow in any

given length oftime is concerned. The two single points

I would particularly present as fully answering this ob-

jection is, whether the improvement in your lands and the

necessary increase in your crops upon even a smaller cul-

tivated area would not well warrant this course of pre-

paration and culture, in comparison with the wretched

system of more rapidly running over a larger though con-

stantly wasting and more impoverished surface, with

straight rows up and down hill. And next, the great bene-

fit of level culture, not only in retaining the very hasty

and sometimes very heavy and washing summer showers,

but also of keeping and returning to the soil every leaf,

every boll, blade, twig and stalk that grows, and every

atom, of manure that is put upon the land. With this sys-

tem, my poor gullied hill sides are actually becoming my
best land and especially so for wheat and clover.

'^Vit^WeveTwns anos moutons.^^ I dislike parenthesis or

digression, and do not usually indulge in either, But,

writing rapidly and without revision, you must now ex-

cuse me.

Then I ask if Mr. Harmon’s plan of level rows and
ditches with a fall, will not almost indefinitely if not un-

necessarily, add to this the only forcible argument against

the system we both advocate, of level rows and culture,

by cutting them in two wherever the ditches do, as they

must invariably cross them '?

In ar, ,ver to “B.C.,” of Texas, I will say, so far as my
plan of work is concerned, that nearly the whole of my
plantation was laid off by the old fashioned common raft-

er level and a plumb.

I would recommend, however, the substitution of the

spirit level for the string and plumb. Three pieces of

timber, 2 for the two legs and 1 for the cross piece are all

that are necessary. The size of the timber or plank as

also the length of span to be selected to suit the taste, size

and strength of the operator. Twelve feet span and plank

3 by 1 inch are sufficient. I prefer the rafter level to the

table system, as being more accurate, though pos.sibly

somewhat slower. Each foot of ground passed over and
each slight inequality ofsurface is, by that plan, seen by the

person harrying the level, and advantage can be taken of

each. Never span a break, no matter how small. When
necessary, move the feet back and always let the front foot

rest on its edge, on a dead level. No additional water is

thus thrown into it, and it only has to dispose of what
falls perpendicularly on it.- Never fail to level the entire

field, and on no account trust anything to the eye. The
spirit level is to be attached to the cross piece or the string

and plumb to the apex, if you use the plumb. The num-
ber of guide rows, to depend on the character of the land

and surface
;
more numerous, as it is most broken. I

generally make a hand, with a plow, follow the level so as

to make no mistake in the guide rows, then a small chap

with sticks or a hoe to mark the row, will answer and
save some time and the labor of the mule. One of the

best levelers I have ever met with learned under me, and
I know him to be as ordinarily gifted, mentally, as one in

a hundred. It is painstaking particularly that ensures

success in this system, and any man of common sense can

accomplish it.

With all the condensation I could hurriedly convey into

this hastily written communication, its length admonish-

es me to stop. The field I have had to go over has been

a broad one and I feel and freely own it has had but a

feeble gleaner in it. Much has been omitted it might have

been proper to have put in. Among other points I was
anxious to compare the fall of the streams around us and
especially of the Ohio and Mississippi, with the fall we
give our corn and cotton rows, and thus show that, mak-
ing every hydraulic and hydrostatic allowance, the ex-

pression I used in my address, that “a fall of 1 inch to 12

feet (the least ever given here—many double it) gives a

fall of 36 feet 8 inches to the mile. Over such a fall a

thousand rills course along your cotton beds at a speed,

compared with which the current of the mighty Missis-

sippi would present the appearance of eddy water,” was
not too strong, but too painfully true.

For the purpose of directing attention to this point, and

without going into details, I will here simply furnish a few

facts, which, I have no doubt, will strike many with as-

tonishment, as they did me. The three miles of fall, at

Louisville, is but a fraction over 8 feet to the mile, and the

Ohio, from Pittsburg to Cario—including falls at Louis-

ville—has but a fraction over 4 inches to the mile, and

from Evanville to Cairo, but a small fraction over 2 inches

to tbe mile, and the entire “mighty Mississippi,” from its

source to its mouth, has but a little over 6 inches fall per

mile, and I have no idea that at Memphis the fall is over

1| inches, if that. And yet hundreds here are cultivating

land, even where they have, so they say, “taken a great

deal of pains and put a heap of work on it to save it,”
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with that “little fall” ofwhich they speak, ranging from 40

to 100 feet per mile !

Will the Editors be so good as to furnish me the fall of

the Merrimack river, if you have it, or can readily procure

it for me 1

With a sincere desire for the continued and increased

success of your able journal, and an ardent hope that a

new year may inaugurate a firm purpose on the part of

planters to go to work and determine this all-important

question, each for himself, I remain.

Yours respectfully,

H. J. C \NN0N.

Melton, {Sommervillc P. O.) Tcnn., Nov., 185G.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE—NORTH AND SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—There seems to be

considerable variation in the samples of stalk and seed

exhibited by different growers of the Chinese Sugar Cane.

At the late National Fair, specimens shown by Prince &
Co., of Flushing, Long Island, and others whose names I

do not now recollect, as well as those exhibited in some

Seed Stores of Philadelphia, differed widely from each

other and still more widely from that which I obtained from

you under the same name. The stalk of the Northern

samples ranges from 10 to 12 and even 14 feet in height,

while mine rarely exceed 8 or 9 feet. The diameters vary

also from the largest size corn-stalk (say 2 inches or more)

to not more than three quarters of an inch in some samples.

Theirs has a rind much like corn—thin and comparative-

ly soft and yielding. They differ in the structure of the

celular tissue also—approximating more to the pith of the

corn stalk than to the firm, hard cell of the true Sugar

Cane. Their pith is but little more sacharine than corn

stalks, while ours is so sweet as to rival the true cane, I

notice also in some of these samples a disposition to throw

down rootlets from the lower joints into the earth like our

corn, which I have never noticed in the plant I grow.

In the seed, also, I find marked differences, The color

varies from reddish brown to black in the chaff, and the

inner envelope is lighter in its hue, while the size in dif-

ferent samples varies from half to double that to which I

- am accustomed to see it attain. The seed is placed much
more compactly in the head than mine.

These differences are probabh. dependent upon the ad-

mixture of pollen from other varieties
;
perhaps from the

Dourah or Broom Corn. It is possible they may be dis-

tinct species, though it is scarcely, I think, probable.

Some of the Seedsmen, to whom I refer, supply field and
garden seeds largely to the South, and will doubtless dis-

seminate their Cane seed also. I draw the attention of

your readers to the subject, that they may be on their

guard in purchasing this seed for the production of syrup.

Disappointment must necessarily await those who shall

cultivate this tall corn stalk cane for the sacharine juice.

' Many of the Northern farmers have grown crops from
• such seed as I refer to for provender, and so far as I can
learn, speak of it in the highest terms of praise. It is at-

tracting general attention as a forage crop, and will be
very largely planted the coming season for that purpose.
\ aluable as the Northern variety doubtless is in this re-

spect, it will not answer for syrup. R. Battey,
Rome, Go.., Nov., 1856.

A Good Horse.—According to Abd-el-Kadar a well-
bred horse is one which has :

1. Three things long— the ear, the chest and the fore-

arm,

2. Three things short—the bones of the tail, the hind
legs and the back.

3. Three things large—the face, the breast, and the
croup.

HYDRAUEIC, OR WATER RA3I—REPLY TO
Hou. Gai’uett Andrews.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your correspondent,

Hon. Garnett Andrews, wishes irformation in relation to

this most useful and economical machine, and I am pleased

to give him such data to work upon in selecting one as

his limited description of the stream, elevation, &c'., will

permit. As Mr. A. has not given sufiicient particulars

lor me to base the true calculations upon, I give him the

following rule, which will enable him to make nearly an
accurate estimate of the amount of water he may expect to

receive at his door, viz :

First ascertain the quantity of water flowing per minute

or hour trom the dam or head, as nearly as can be done.

This, with a ten feet fall, will elevate one-seventh part of

the volume fifty feet, or one fourteenth part of one hun-

dred feet high, and carry it to the distance of 250 to 300

yards. A stream furnishing less thau 3 or 4 quarts per

minute would not be worth the expense of ram, &c., for

his elevation. The greater the length of pipe, the more
friction to be overcome—the larger should be the dis-

charge pipe. The greater the elevation or pressure, the

more strength is required for each pipe.

For rams and more accurate information upon the sub-

ject, write to Messrs, W. & B. Douglass, Middletown,

Conn., who* can furnish the proper size for Mr. A.’s

stream. Very respectfully, R. B. N.

Huntsville, Ala., Dec., 1856.

A SOUTHERN DAIRY—REPLY TO “E. G. P.”

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your subscriber,5“E.

G. P.,” in the November number of your truly valuable

paper, asks for the best and most economical plan for

building a “Southern Dairy” on a large scale, &c.,” and
also “what system of feeding will preserve cows in good
condition and abundance of milk I”

I will answer the first by stating that I have a subter-

ranean dairy, twenty-five feet (at the bottom) below the

surface of the ground, 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, 7 feet high

inside, with a 4 inch flue passing up from the back end of

this little apartment, through the earth to the height of 3

feet above its surface. This dairy is situated on the north-

western slope of the hill upon which ray house stands and
entered on the lower side. It was first dug out, and
widened at the bottom for the logs, and constructed thus

;

The room mentioned as being 8 by 4 by 7 is walled up on
3 sides and covered with square hewed red cedar logs

nicely fitted together, and the fourth side being open as an
entrance, is faced up with the same, and holds the ends

of the side logs, as well as the stair case logs, secure-

ly. The stairway or sloping entrance is walled up and
covered like the room below, and ends upon a landing 6

feet below the surface of the ground. It is here secured

from intruders by a latticed door, which admits a current

of air in summer to pass down and up through the flue.

This landing is protected from rain, &c., by a simple shed

roof, and is latticed on the east and west and open on the

north, and extends to the ground on the south. It is en-

tered by an ordinary pair of steps.

The cost of the lumber out of which this dairy was
built was less than $30, the work being done by my
own servants, under my supervision. Since I built

it (1848) we have never had the first pan of sour milk

from it, neither have we had from it soft butter to put upon

our table. Fruit, meats and fish keep sweet until con-

sumed by the family. It not only keeps everything put

into it, at a low' temperature in summer, butprevents Ireez-

ing in winter. I do not hesitate to say that it is the most

useful dairy I have seen, and I have examined many in

other States. As “E. G. P.” wishes one on a large scale,

I would advise him to have one built of cedar, stone or
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brick of the proper size and to adopt this plan. Nothing

can be better. About once a month a little lime should

be spread upon the dirt floor, to prevent unpleasant odor

from spoiled milk. No water stands in this dairy, and

but rarely any dripping from above. The whole (except

shed roof) is covered up with earth to the common level

and is well set in blue grass and sliaded by fruit trees.

Keeping cows in winter being a subject ofpractical ex-

perience with me, and one which I have taken much
pride in, I think I can give your subscriber such informa-

tion as will enable him and every one else, who follows

my plan, to keep fine fat and healthy cows, and to enjoy

the comforts of a large yield of rich milk and butter from

fall until spring.

My plan is this : To plant early in spring an ample

stock of long orange Carrots and Sugar Beets, and in

summer a crop of Ruta Bagas, for the number ofcows to

be kept. In summer my cows run at large, but are fed at

night and morning with vegetable parings from the kitchen

with a little meal siftings, and such trimmings of vines,

grass, &c., as are thrown out of my garden. This treat-

continues until frost, when we begin to feed moi’e freely.

Cut shucks, hay, fodder or oats, with a little meal or bran

on them, are then given as a bulky or filling up food, with

boiled vegetable scraps and a little meal, twice a day.

When vegetation is entirely killed, we keep our cows in

stalls in cold and wet weather, and give each one a half

bushel in the morning, and the same at night, of Carrots,

Beets, or Ruta Bagas (washed and sliced) boiled with a

quart of meal, a little salt, and any vegetable scraps which

may be kept about the kitchen. We give also as much
shucks, hay, fodder (cut up, with a little meal upon them)

as they will eat up readily.' We have found this system

to pay most liberally for the outlay. We keep two cows,

both fine ones (native stock) and manage to keep one in

good milking condition when the other is dry. Last win
ter, for instance, our brag cow had a calf in December.

She supplied our family of seven whites and six servants

with the richest milk from two to three times a day, and
allowed my wife to sell from S2.75 to S3.50 worth per week
besides. The cost of meal and long food, which 1 always

purchase, did not exceed 12^ cents a day for this cow,

while the roots were not estimated, they being grown upon
my own premises.

Such results as the above should not be anticipated in

many instances, as there are but few cows which give so

much milk. In fact, if made known, the truth would not

be received by many of your readers. This system, how-
ever, cannot be denied

;
a sufficiency of long and boiled

food, warm and spacious stalls, exercise in good weather,

an abundant supply of pure water, are the true secrets of

a successfuldairyrnan. After such wintering, more especi

ally when they have had the range of a rye or barley lot.

your cows come out in spring fat, sleek, and strong enough
to supply themselves with food in summer; and are en-

abled to escape those fatal diseases ‘dmllow-horn” and
‘ffiollow-tail,” which by many are called ‘‘murrain.”

Let “E. G. P.” protect his cows from cold and wet
weather in winter, and he will find his stabled cows will

give more milk and keep in better health, than those run-

ning out when feed on double the quantity of food.

The long orange Carrot is most productive here. The
Sugar Beet is always cut short by the potato, or “blister

bug and Ruta Bagas uncertain on account ofdry weath-
er.

As for milk pans, I think tin, glass and stone-ware
equally good. But neither will do unless scalded and
sunned frequently

;
otherwise they will cause the milk to

sour and spoil very rapidly. Very respectfully,

R. B. N.

Huntsville, Ala., December, 1856.

POULTIiY—BREEDS. ]>IA>AGE3IENT, &c.

Editors Southbrn Cultivator—The September num-
ber of your valuable paper having failed to my address, I

write 1

1

say that you will furnish it if possible, as I am
not willing to forgo the information to be gleaned from a

single number.

I will further improve the present opportunity by ask-

from yourselves or some of your numerous correspondents

a few plain instructions with regard to the rearing and

proper management of domestic fowls :

1st. Which breeds of hens lay best at different seasons

of the year '?

2nd. What description and preparation of food is best

calculated to secure fine fowls for the table, and a plentiful

supply of fresh eggs'?

3rd. What is the very best mode of treatment to be per-

sued with young chickens and Turkeys'?

4th. And above all, how may that arch-enemy of young
poultry, the tcart, be prevented or cured 'I

5th. I would be glad to know what author you con-

sider most reliable upon the subject just mentioned^

A speedy answer to the foregoing questions will be very

thankfully received by Mrs. M. B, W.
Mobile, Ala., Dec., 1858.

REPLY OF THE EDITORS.

1 st. The best layers, for the winter months, when eggs

are most valuable, are the short-legged, plump and well-

bred Brahmas or Shanghais, A cross of the Game upon

the Shanghai or Brahma, produces a fine table-fowl and a

good layer—though the infusion of Game blood renders

this cross somewhat quarrelsome.

2nd. Mixed food such as corn, (cracked or soaked)

wheat screenings, boiled potatoes, rough rice, Indian meal

dough, or baked corn bread, (without salt) with a plenti-

ful supply of gravel, old wall plaster or pulverized 03'ster

shells, and an abundance of water, will keep your fowls

in the best condition. When put up to fatten, they

should be fed 3 or 4 times a day with a dry dough made

of sweet potatoes and meal, with a plentiful supply of

water and pounded charcoal. Give them no gravel; keep

their coop and feeding trough perfectly clean, and they

will be fit for the table in about 10 or 15 days. If kept

up longer, they begin to fall away in flesh, and are apt to

become unhealthy.

3rd. We have had little experience with Turkeys.

Voung chickens should be fed on hard boiled egg and

meal dough for the first day or two—afterwards, on boiled

potatoes, meal dough, wheat screenings, &c. Finely-

chopped fresh meat is also of great service in feeeding

young chickens, supplying the place of insects, and mak-

•ing them grow off vigorously.

4th. If the fowl is particularly valuable, apply to the

warts a weak solution of caustic, or cut the wart off and

bathe the part with strong salt and water. It is a loathe-

sorne disease and very difficult to cure, and we generally

prefer to kill the fowl at once. As a preventive, keep

your poultry-house perfectly and well ventilated

—

mix a little surphur in the food of your fowls from time to

time, and keep a sunken tub full of fresh hard-wood ashes

under cover, for them to dust themselves in.

5th. Bement and Browne are our best American au-

thors
;
but the most perfect treatise on Poultry in ourpos-
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session is an English work entitled “The Povltry Boolc^'^

by Rev. W. Winfield and G. W. Johnson, Esq. It is

beautifully illustrated with colored engravings from life.

It may be ordered through C. M. Saxton & Co., ofNew
York. PublisJied in London, by Wm. S. Okr & Co,

Price, S5.

[Since writng the above, we have received the nev:

edition of Bement's “American Poulterer’s Companion. ’

It is greatly enlarged and improved, and in all respects a

;apital work. See further notice, elsewhere.]

ANGORA GOATS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As this class of do-

mestic animals are occupying some space in the public

consideration, and several gentlemen are aiding in giving

information the on this very interesting subject, with your

permission I will offer the following extract from Dr.

Abraham Reese’s “ Cyclopedia or Universal Dictionary of

Arts, Sciences onid Uiteraturef upon the authority of

Hasselg, Buffon and Pennant.

“The Angora Goat is, in general, of a beautiful niilk-

u-hitc color, with short legs, and black, spreading, spirally

twisted horns. The hair on the whole body is disposed

in long pendant spiral ringlets
;

its ears are pendulous, and

theghorns of the female instead of divarcating, as in the

male, turn backwards, and are much shorter in propor-

tion.

“In its native country this animal is highly valued, and

with sufficient reason too, for it is a source of riches to

its cultivators; the finest and most costly robes of the

highest classes in Turkey, being fabricated of its silky

fleece
;
the price it bears is very great. Most of the Euro-

pean nations have agents for purchasing the valuable wool

of this animal, which, the Turks, it is reported, will not

allow to be sent out of their Empire in a raw state, but in

the form of thread, a multitude of the poorer orders obtain-

ing a livelihood by spinning it. The most considerable

manufactory of camblets, fabricated with this wool in

Europe, appears to be those ofLisle and Ameins, in France.

In order to preserve this beautiful hair in good condition,

the goatherds of Angora are peculiarly careful of these

flocks, washing and combing them with the greatest dili-

gence
;
and it is said that change of pa.sl.ure frequently

makes them lose their beauty
;
this variety being natur-

ally confined to narrow bounds, and produced only in the

tracts surrounding the towns of Angora and Bubazar, two

places situated in a small District of Asia Minor, not far

from Smyrna, and remarkable for producing a peculiar

race oisheep, cats and rabbits, as well as goats, with hair

of uncommon length and fineness.”

In the plates of natural history in the same work may be

found the likeness of an Angora male goat that will be

found sufficiently resembling those of Mr Peters in the

Southern Cultivator to identify the family appearance.

I am, mysfelf, perfectly satisfied that Mr. Peters’ Goats

are what the world knows as Angora; I can find no

such goat as “Cashmere” in any work I have examined.

Why not, then, drop this innovation, “Cashmere Goat,”

and use the proper phrase, “Angora Goat I” and then the

ballance of the intelligent world will know what we are

talking about.

These goats are, no doubt, very valuable in and about

Angora. Whether their Angora gloss will be retained in

our climate and pa'slure must be d termined by experi-

ment. Whether the price of labor with us can justify

vmshing and combing goats as the Angora goatherds do

is another interesting problem. And also time and further

experience, must settle the question whether the mixture

of the Angora with our common goats, will be as valuable

as some of our ardent people now think. And lastly, the

proper mode of raanufactoring the Angora Goat hair to

profit, is the crowning result necessary in order to estab-

lish the true value of this family of goats in this country.

Agricola.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE IN MISSISSIPPI.

Editors Southern CuLTiVATCtR—As out door oper-

ations are suspended in consequence of rain, I will again

trouble you with a few inquiries; not on Bees, however,
or the production of honey, baton a producer of another

one of the sweets of domesfic life, to wit: the Chinese
Sugar Cane, or Sorgho Sucre.

We received a few seeds late in June last, and although

we thought it a humbug, we planted them about *he 1st

of July, tlie stalks grew 10 to 14 feet high, matured to the

very top, yielding a fine crop of seed, w’hich were duly

taken care of, more for the novelty of the thing than any
thing else. But opportunely, Mr. R. Peters hasgiven us

the results of liis experiments, which proves that there is

money in it, and in order to test the matter fairly, I wish
to know the cost of Mr. Peters’ Mill, also the number of

kettles necessary. I shall plant one to twm acres of the

Cane next spring. Any information relative to its man-
agement and culture will be thankfully received. Many
thanks to Messrs. LaTaste and F. T. for their responses

to my inquiries on Bees
;

I siiall profit by their advice.

A. T. Sherrill.

Charleston, Miss., Dec., 185G.

Remarks.—The iron work of the Mill used by Mr.

Peters cost S'L’), in Atlanta, Ga. The wood work can

be made cheaply by any good negro carpenter. You will

find the information respecting kettles, &c., in the pamph-

let which we sent you per mail.—Eds.

FGHOEli FEANTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—“W. H. R..”of Madi-

son county, asks for something from which he can make
fodder and not interfere with cotton picking. Having

tried many things, so as to dispense wdth fodder pulling

on account of the labor, as well as the loss to corn, it may
be that I am able to aid him.

Millet grass, seed usucdly for sale by D.aniei. Swett, in

Vicksburg if sown about the 10th or 15th of April, on

good land, well plowed and harrowed, then harrowed in,

will be fit to cut when first the heads begin to change

color, say the 20th July to 1st August; do not delay cut-

ting for any seed to ripen, save a part of field for seed. On
the ricli land in Tennessee I have known 1^ to 2 bushels

sown per acre. I sow 1 bushel on good land, and have

cut fully 2 ton per acre. The richer the land the more seed

is required to make the stalk small and less woody.

The Guinea grass you call, sucii as I saw at Col. R.

Peters, and at the Beech Island Farmers’ Club, planted

about 3 by 2 and cultivated the first year, on rich land has

made, the second year, 6,000 lbs. of hay, weighed. It is

preferred by horses to fodder.

The Pea sown in drills, say 15th of March,.worked well,

will be fit to cut with a sharp “briar hook” (a short stiff

scythe blade) when in bh)om and a few ^ grown peas are

formed. Make a rail pen and floor it; put in about 2

feet of vines on a diy, clear day
;
then a layer of rail, and

anotUer layer of vines and so on
;
cover with boards to ex-
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dude rain; as they wilt and settle down, there is air

enough to cure. No better food is needed.

Egyptian Millet, step-dropped in Si feet rows (rich

land) 10 to 15 seed 2 feet apart, will bear several cuttings,

and when you can spare the time.

Bermuda Grass, planted on a rich, rather moist low
ground and kept rich, will give full 2 tons ofhay per acre.

It has given more o« rich land.

Clover can be grown in Madison county; sow 1 bush-

el to 8 or 10 acres, with | bushel of oats, say in September

or October, in a cotton field—the picking of cotton will

cover the seed. I have made 2 cuttings a year.

I have now for planting, Muticole Rye, Clover, Blue,

Orchard, Timothy and Red Top or Herds, Stanford’s Wild
Oat and Rescue Grasses. Intending to test all, but mostly

as grazing grasses.

By the way, I forgot Gama grass. I brought it here in

1834, not knowing it waS indigenous and pressed it for-

ward until the demand for cotton land encroached on my
Gama patch. I have watched it for days and weeks, and
can safely say that it grew here 1 to 1^ inches per day,

and was cut three or four times per year, yielding a good

feed. Some aver it is coarse, but not too much so for

stock to destroy it
;

if permitted to run on it they keep it

eaten down to the earth. I admit, like too many others, T

run after new things, for I do not see what we can have

to desire over and above the articles I now name as for-

age plants.

The Patent Office sent me, years ago, a few seed of the

Multicole Rye
;

it was sown too late to make any grain,

and from the immense quantity of grass I have been in-

duced to oi'der a bushel, from Pitkin & Brothers, in

Louisville, Ky., price $1.75, with a view of testing it fully

on pine land, drilled and on rich land sown broadcast,

and to be cut as a forage.

I think we need pasture for winter more than anything

else. If we had pastures our hogs would cost nothing but

to harden meat as is thought needful, and our work ani-

mals and cows would fare better.

The Rescue, with me, (I am very certain I have had it

10 years,) does not make grass enough. I have not had
enough growing to test satisfactorily and hope, “by your
assistance,” to do so the coming year. I say above I have
had the Rescue—a friend sent me, from Texas, about 1844
a seed he called a variety of the Musquite. I planted it in

a corner of the flower garden and, when absent, a servant

cleanedit up-, I only got one bunch, those I saved and put
away so carefully that I have never seen them since. But
I cannot be mistaken in the plant I think. To think I

lost so profitable a seed—$20 per bushel—think of it.

Shanghais and Rescue ! Yours truly,

M. W. Philips.

Hinds County, Miss., 1856.

COfVCRETE BUIEDINGS—MR. SAXTON’S
Octagon House, its Cost, 4fec.

D. Redmond—Dear Sir: Yesterday I received the en-

closed letter from Mr. Saxon, near Adairsville. I send it

to you, thinking It might answer a valuable purpose in

connection with my former letter on the subject of con-

crete. Mr. Saxon’s house is very much admired by all

who have seen it. It is certainly a striking fact that so

large and handsome a house could be built at an expense
of$1100, not including the labor of eight farm negroes,

at spare times from the crop.

If you are not wearied with the subject, permit me to

add one or two extracts from Lieut. Wright’s work on
the subject of concrete, in addition to those previously
set you

:

“In England, concrete, as a substratum, especially on
dangerous soils, is fast superceding every other material

at the present time. The materials usually employed in

the manufacture of concrete by the English, are hydrau-

lic lime, sand and some other material like coarse gravel,

or stone or brick fragments.

“The lime, fresh from the kiln, is first ground to pow-
der, then mingled with the other ingredients, properly

proportioned, and the whole well blended in the dry state,

in order that the slaking of the lime may be delayed to

the last possible moment. When the materials have been
thoroughly incorporated, water is added in sufficient quan-
tity to bring the mixture to the consistency of good mor-
tar, and the mass again turned over with the shovel once

or twice, with all practicable expedition.

“The foundations of some of the most important struc-

tures in England have been built entirely of this kind of

concrete, and constructors of that country unite in

giving it an excellent character.

“Concrete admits of a great variety of applications.

Arches, and indeed entire buildings, have been construct-

ed of this kind of material alone, and it furnishes an easy
and cheap means of forming the shafts of columns, the

ornanamental work connected there with it, and many
kinds of artificial stones.”

It may interest you to know the cost of a cubic yard of

concrete, as used for the foundation of the sea wall at Fort
Warren

:

Mortar— ) Cement, 286.37 lbs—3 cub. ft. paste, $1 28
8.17 cub. fl. 5 Sand, 674 lbs.—6 1-2 cub. ft. dense, 17

Gravel, 25.13 cub. ft 24
Making mortar, 0.064")

Making cement, 0.109 t noc j oi
Transporting do. 0.051 ,!

0 06 • 31

Paoding do, 0.031 J

Tools’ &c 11

Cost pr cub. y’d, concrete foundation, $2 11

Analysis of cost per cubic yard of common roofing con-

crete :

Lime, . 28 cask, at 70 cents - - - $0 19

Cement, 180 lbs., at 1-2 cent - - - 50

Sand, .54 ton, at 50 cents - - - - 27
Granite fragments, .57 yard, at 70 cents - 40

Gravel, . 54 ton, at 50 cents - - - - 27
Making mortar, 138 yard, at 39 cents - - 14 3-4

Making cement, &c., _____ 59

Cost per cubic yard - - - - $2 76 3-4

The same cement would cost more at Augusta than the

above estimate, but this difference would be more than

made up by the greater cheapness of the other materials

and of slave labor. A smoke-house built and arched with

concrete would be inaccessible to vermin, and indestruct-

ible by fire. A spring-house built and arched overhead

with concrete, would be exceedingly cool in summer. If

an estimate of the cost of a neat paling of wood be made,
it will be found to exceed the cost of a congrete wall

;
the

latter will be more ornamental and vastly more perma-
nent. The coping should be made of cement concrete.

I will endeavor to obtain from a Mr. Rogers, of this

county, estimates of cost ofa very large three-story con-

crete house, which he has just built, and will send it to

you when I obtain it. I am yours, truly.

C. W. Howard.
Spring Bank, near Kingston, Ga., Sept., 1856.

Rev. C. W. Howard—Dear Sir: Your favor of the

— ult., requesting a description and estimate of my con-

crete building, was received, and Contents duly noted.

Several considerations seem to forbid my answering yours,

as I would wish. The pressure of business denies me the

privilege of writing by daylight. I have been very care-

ful to item all my moneyed expenses, and to some extent

the amount of labor. To collect all the memoranda, and
make a faithful exhibit, would require more ti,me than I
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can possibly command, I will give you an outline, how-

ever, and at a future time, if necessary, give you a full

report. The figure of the house I have now in progress is

an octagon, of 19 feet to the side, two stories high. First

story, 11 feet from floor to ceiling; second, 10 feet

There are four rooms, each, above and below, of an aver-

age of 330 square feet. These rooms, from the necessity

of the case, are irregular hexagons, all having fire-places

in a common centre. Besides these eight rooms, there

are eight triangular ones, as per exhibit herewith sent.

The chimney occupies the centre, being eight feet square.

The roof has 2 1-2- inches rise to the perpendicular foot,

and projects 5 1-2 feet on all sides. The roof is of can-

vass, with three coats ofCroton lead and one of sand.

There are 22 windows and 19 doors.

I estimate gravel at 5,000 bushels, and rock at the same.

I will give you my expenses up to the present lime;

Paid laborers at different times and for various

purposes, - - ' - - - - SlOO 00

Paid carpenters 200 00

Cost of roofing, including lumber, canvass,

paint, &c., - - - - - -150 00

Lumber in the aggregate - - - - 175 00

Paid brick masons, 8 00

Paid for brick, (4,600,) 30 00

Contract for plastering 200 00

Carpenters’ work on hand, - - - - 30 00

Painting yet to be done, - - - - 50 00

Total amount of moneyed expense, - - S942 00

This is exclusive of nails and implements used in opera-

ting.

The amount of labor done by my own hands, (8 in num-
ber,) would probably be worth 8 or S900. This labor,

however was done at times when hands and teams were

not essentially needed on the farm. In fact, I have never

made a better crop than last year. I will say, cover-

ing all contingencies, the house will not exceed ^1,100;

and when completed, will be worth ^$.3000. Had I time,

I could give you ray plan of operation, and my reasons

for it. Like all new projects, were I to build again, I

should vary in some things greatly, viz : I should use

more lime in proportion to sand and gravel, but less mor-

tar in proportion to rock. The cement should be rich.

To obviate the expense, I would then break my stone and

beat them into the mortar
;
compression being an essen-

tial item of a strong wall. The foundation should be o

stone for two feet above the surface of the ground.

Yours, truly, R. C. Saxon.

Pleasant Hill, Ga., Sept., 1856.

TO CURE FOOT EVIL—BACON.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice the inquiry

of “Felix,” in the September number, for a “Sovereign

Remedy for Foot Evil.” I have suffered some loss among
my own stock from this disease, and believe, from the

trials I have made myself and the results of the experience

of others, that the following is a sure remedy, viz: As
soon as you discover any lameness in the anim.al, exam-

ine the foot, and you will generally find considerable

tenderness, just at the edge of the hoof and hair. Wash
the foot well with warm water and soap, dry it, have

ready a strong solution of sulphate of copper, (blue

stone,) and with a swab, made by tying a rag to a small

stick, rub the solution well in, round the edge of the hair,

where it appears to be affected
;

next morning grease it

with fresh lard or oil, to stop the action of the blue-stone;

at night wash again and apply the solution, and thus con-

tinue until the disease is stopped, which seldom requires

more than three applications. Then tie a {fiece of cloth

round it, to keep the horse from gnawing his foot, and let

him rest until well. If applied in time, this will, I be-

lieve, in most cases, prevent the loss of any portion of the

hoof.

To Preserve Bacon.—I noticed, also, the article on
“Hogs, Pork and Bacon,” which has induced me to give

you my experience in preserving Bacon from the skipper.

The plan is simple and efficacious. When your meat is

fully dry, have some oak bark ground, (the same as pre-

pared by tanners,) and pack the meat away in it, being

careful not to let the pieces touch each other. In this

manner meat may be kept bright and sweet, free from

skippers, for two years, and how much longer I cannot

tell, as two years is the extent ofmy experience. I thought,

and also those who eat of it, that the meat was as good as

any that we had ever tasted. There is no unpleasant taste

imparted to the meat. M.
Dahlonega, Go,., Sept., 1856.

BUIIiDINCf CEMENT CISTERNS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As I think the month
of October one of the best for cistern building, I hand you
the latest improved plan, viz : Let the cistern go down
perpendicular to thi-ee feet of the bottom,which should then

have the shape of the larger and of a hen’s egg. The
next improvement is in having the cistern twenty or

twenty-five feet deep, which enables you the more easily

to keep the water cool. The next is not to fill the cistern

nearer than eight feet of the top, and the last to cover the

cistern with charcoal or saw dust,as they are non-conduc-

tors of heat.

Permit me to suggest the use of cement to make troughs

for keeping milk cool during the summer. Say for shal-

low vessels, as butter plates, &c., two inches, then the

next four inches, the next six, the next eight, &c., increas-

ing by two inches.

_ .

~
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The value of the cemented trough is that, however, long

it may be without water it never leaks and then two

hours is ample time (if it would dry) to make half a dozen.

The same way a bathing establishment can be made say

six feet wide and twenty-five yards long, five feet deep for

caching children and ladies to swim, with double can-

vass around to protect them from the sun, &c., with suit-

able dress for each sex. Let the South teach all how to

swim, without regard to age or sex. It should be done,

for I have known the necessity a time or two, and have

long been a great advocate of teaching each sex the art

of swimming.
Can any one of your numerous, readers suggest a more

suitable plan than the one I have mentioned'? How easily

one of these could be attached to the artesian wells of

South Alabama or to any one of the many springs in the

Southern country. If the water is too cool, convey it some

distance in flat troughs through the sun. In w’inter let

there b*e no water in them lest they are broken (being im-

pectly made) during cold weather. The water in cisterns

is rarely frozen, being so deep in the earth and covered

over carefully.

I was glad to see that Col. R. M. Johnston, of your

State, favors the idea of teaching ladies to swim, &c., &c.

I am greatly pleased with the Address. G. L. J.

Cmnming, Ark., 1855.

Our Government lands cost Si an acre on an aver-

age, and champagne S2 a bottle. How many a man dies

landless, who, during his life, has swallowed a town-

ship, trees and all

!
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DEVON COW, HELENA.
Calved June Sth, 1851. Bred by and the property of C. S. Wainwright, The Meadows, near

RMnebeck, N. V.

COTTON-=.CUT-WOIlM—UUST-.^llOT.

The Cotton crop of this State will be unusually short.

The long drought of the summer caused the weeds to be

small and the forms to shed, and the cut-worm in the

spring, the army or grass-worm of the summer, and the

rot in the fail have materially diminished the crop of this

year as compared with the last.

Prominent among the ills the cotton plant is heir to, is

the cut worm. It is the same worm that annoys the gar-

dens. Last year it destroyed about one third of my cot

ton crop, and was equally attentive to that of a friend and

neighbor, on an adjoining plantation. No one else in the

neighborhood has been sensibly injured by it, I then se-

lected a dozen of those worms and fed them in a glass jar;

they ate voraciously, and after attaining their full size,

and being thoroughly gorged, they lay stupid and passive,

under the process of transformation to the chrysalis state,

in which they are incapable of locomotion. After re-

maining in this state some two or three weeks, they came
out moths or butterflies; then laid their eggs in great

quantities on the under side of thecotton leaf, and died.

The eggs hatched a day or two after they were laid, and
the young brood commenced a vigorous attack on the leaf

which nursed them. The cycle of their lives, from the

egg to the moth, is about six weeks, varying a few days,

according to circumstances, such as the weather and
food.

This year, these worms commenced their work of de-

struction on my ph^ntation and in my immediate neigh-

borhocd about the last of April, when the stand of cotton

was fairly up
;
and from the quantity, then to be found

around the young plant, threatened, in a very short time,

utterly to destroy the stand. In consultation with my
friend and fellow-sufferer of the last year, we agreed that,

as we had then failed by the use of the hoe and plow to

check their progress, the only effective mode of protecting

our crops was to hunt the vwrms and kill them. My hands

engaged in this work for a few mornings, but as the

worms appeared to be doing but little injury, we quit it.

They were grown, and going into the chrysalis state.

Having gained some knowledge of their habits, and fully

believing that we were to have another swarm dui’ingthe

season, I had the fields infested with them cut out to a

stand, and the cotton put in first rate condition for grow-

ing off rapidly, so as to be beyond the reach of injury

from the coming generation. Thousands of the chrysalis

were exposed by the scraper and hoe at the depth ofabout

two inches from the surface, and the hands in working

were directed to destroy them.

A little more than a month after, the worms appeared in

great force, but most abundantly in cuts where they had

not been before noticed or hunted. All hands were at

once set to work in gathering them, and kept at it from

early dawn until breakfast every day for three weeks.

The process was very simple. Before sunrise the worms

were on the cotton, and easily caught and bagged in tin

cups and gourds
;
as the day advanced, they hid in the

earth at the roots, leaving unmistakeable signs of their

presence on the young plant; and thus directed, the hands

caught them by merely grabbling in the loose earth. Im-

mense numbers were destroyed in this way
;

I am right

sure not less than ten bushels from first to la.st. At the

end of our labors, their numbers w^ere so diminished that

I felt no further uneasiness about them. The places cut

down by them were replanted about the lOih of June, and

J have now a pretty fair average crop from the seed then

planted. I am quite sure that by persevering in this

course of extermination, I saved my crop from almost total

destruction.

So much for my'experience with the cut worm. I have

given it to you in the hope that it might be somewhat ’ i-

teresting to some of your readers, but more especially to
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request for my own and the benefit of the planting com-
munity in general, that you or some of your correspond-

ents would give us a full history of this iusent, stating its

habits, and particularly in what condition it hybernates,

whether in the egg or the chrysalis; what mode of oul

ture is the best to prevent these worms from coming, or

after they are on us, what can s'ay their ravages 1 Al-

though too late to profit by such knowledge this season,

we could treasure it up for the next.

The rust is another pest of the cotton planter. Com-
mencing in spots, it rapidly enlarges its circles, until the

whole field is embraced in them Every cotton planter is

familiar with its appearance and effects. WHiat will

prevent it 1 and- what will destroy it after its advent.

It is a question among planters wdiether the rot or

blight of the cotton boll is caused by an insect, or is a

disease of the plant. Will some of your correspondents
slate their experience on this point, and give some opinion
as to the remedy ?

Is the cotton louse and the small ant we see about the

young cotton, the same insect in different stages of its

existence! , H.
Yazoo County, Miss.

Li3iE—ITS VAIiUE TO AGlilCUETUEE.

Editors Socthern Cultivator—aluch has been said

in regard to the above caption, but I shall offer a few re-

marks which I have not had the pleasure of seeing in any
printed form, and should they suit your views you can
give them a space in your paper.

Liine has a two-fold tendency, one to do direct service

to growing vegetation, tlie other indirect. Lime offers

carbon on its own account by its superior affinity for it;

it speedily decays vegetable fibre and thi’ows an addition-

al supply to aid their wants by its changing their con-
dition into humus. Vegetable substances thus suddenly
changed, not only offer carbon, but produce moisture by
loss of their elementary condition. It coagulates alumina
and renders the soil friable and easy of culture. We con-
sider lime as a special generator or a reservoir for carbon
to nascent plants.

Plants have an innate power of robbing from air and
soil food to supply their v/ants. The leaves of plants
have galvanic force in drawung, from atmosphere, carbon,
roots, &c., on glass, and why not the rootlets drain from
lim.e its elementary condition in this particular ! It un-
questionably does. Lime being thus suddenly deprived
of its purity goes steadily to regain its supply which is

again converted into use by plants, and thus continues as
long as an uninterrupted state of affairs exist.

When we analize our grain crops we find lime an indis-

pensible article in their composition— they do not mature
without it. hi an needs this substance for the develop-
ment of his bones—in bones and grain it exists.in a phos-
phate. We do not condemn special manures, but when
we consider the great influence the vegetable kingdom
possesses in the conversion of elementary substances
into digestible food for their wants, we almost feel

disposed to be incredulous on the subject. Natuiehas
strange ways Oi its own. The Datura Stramoni culls its

deadly drug from the same soil that the rose would fill our
olfactories with rarest of perfumes or furnish our table;
with the daintiest morsel to allay our hunger. Each genus
seems to have its own road to travel, and change.s constit
uents to its own liking and adaptation. We do not mean
by this that lime would be formed from silica, or potash
from alumina, i ut we are disposed to the opinion ihtt
where lime or sibfa orpota.->h is present the plant changes
it to suit its adaptation for its civil wants in that particu-
lar.

^

''Ve have always considered fresh burnt (calcined) lime
as best adapted to agricultural purposes. In this condition

it is sparingly soluble in water and enters into combina-
tion with tlie soil more thorouglily, neutralizing acidity

and furnishing a greater scope for the rootlets of plants to

feed upon.

Plaster to grass crops is said to be more efficient, but

we do not see the philosophy of this. It is, however,
more permanent from i's insolubility as a sulphate, and
would render good service to succeeding crops.

Lime is soluble in carbonic acid gas, and should always
have topical application no matter in what form it may be

applied. This gas is generated by the decay of vegetable

matter and renders it always susceptible to (he wants of

vegetation whenever moisture is present. When plowed
into the soil too deep it may go beyond the reach of the

roots and to be of no service to the growing crop. This
illustration is plainly proved by the stalactites in caverns,

and the petrifying of wood and human bodies in certain

lime districts where exposed to these influences.

Pomona.
Mississippi, November, 185G.

AGRICUETUKAE BOTAAA"— CHINESE
Sugar Caue.’’

Richard Peters, of Atlanta, Ga., has experimented suf-

ficiently with the Chinese Sugar Cane to satisfy himself

that it will be of immense value to this country for mak-
ing syrup. He first planted it in the spring of 1855, re-

garding it, as he said, •'•'a humbug,'’ until his children dis-

covered toward autumn that it was as sweet to their taste

as the real sugar-cane.

He planted it again last spring on land that would pro-

duce in an ordinary season, 40 bushels of Indian corn per

acre. The seeds were sown in drills about 3 feet apart,

plowed twice and hoed once.

When the seed was fully ripe, he had the stalks pulled

and the seed seed-panicles cut off. The yield of seed per

acre was 2.5 bushels, weighing 36 lbs. per bushel, and

1,20G lbs. offodder. He procured a horse power mill, with

iron rollers, worked by 2 mules, crushing out juice at the

rate 8 gallons of syrup per hour, for experimenting. At
the first trial of the mill, 70 average stalks passed through

the mill gave 38 gallons and 1 quart ofjuice
;
two gallons

more of juice were obtained by passing them through the

second time. The 40 gallons and 1 quart made 8 gallons

of thick syrup.

From an eighth of an acre, the yield of syrup was 685

gallons—being at the rate of 468 gallons per acre. Thirty

selected canes weighed 49| lbs.; the weight of the juice,

pressed out was 25^ lbs.; of crushed cane, 23 lbs
;
loss in

crushing, | lb.; and of crushed cane dried in the sun there

were Oi lbs.

This unexpected result led Mr. Peters to make an ex-

periment on 30 stalks of Indian corn one week beyond the

‘‘roasting ear stage.” The 30 stalks weighed 351 lbs.;

juice, 15i lbs.; crushed stalks, IO2 lbs.; loss in crushing,

i lb.; yield of syrup, I5 pints; and it was of a very dis-

agreeable taste, rendering it entirely unfit for the table.

Dr. Bobert Battey, of Rome, Ga., made the following

tests of the Chinese Sugar Cane juice and syrup at the

mill: specific gravity of the juice, 1 085; syrup, 1.355;

New Orleans syrup, 1.321
;
thermometer applied to syrup

indicated 77 degs.; to the juice, 70 degs.; saccharoraeter,

252 degs.

The juice should immediately after being extracted, be

placed in boilers, and boiled slowly until the green scum
ceeses to rise; then stir in a teaspoonful of air slaked lime

to every five gallons ofjuice;
;
continue boiling and skim-

ming until the syrup thickens and hangs down in flakes

on the rim of the dipper, when immersed and removed.

The cost of making in upper Georgia, will not, says

Mr. P., exceed 15 cents per gallon, He proposes to plant

50 acres next year. He remarks that he is satisfied that
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this plant will enable every farmer in the Southern States

to make all the syrup required for home consumption. He

also adds, that the chemists, in in his opinion, will be

able to discover a method of converting it into sugar for

export, thus rendering the Chinese Sugar Cane a staple

production of the Southern States.

Thus much for Richard Peters’ experimenting. He will

probably find, by experimenting further, that the cane

will yield more syrup, if the plant be not allowed to blos-

som and bear seed.

This matter was referred to in a former article on this

subject, to which the readers’s attention is directed.

This plant was introduced into France in 1851 with the

expectation that it would supersede the use of the sugar-

beet in the manufacture ofsugar and alcohol. It is called

there Sorgho Saccharatus or Holms Saccharatus, and was

obtained from China, known as “ the Sugar Cane of

North China.” It is said to be one ofthe richest plants in

Saccharine property known.

The sugar beet yields from 8 to 10 per cent, of sugar
;

the Sorgho from 16 to 20 per cent., from which 8 or 10

per cent, of pure alcohol can be produced
;
and the refuse

is good feed for cattle. It is said that the Chinese make
large quantities of sugar from it. If this latter statement

be true, then it would seem that the art of crystallization

is understood by the Chinamen. M. "Vilmorin has made
cider from it, demonstrating that 2,400 gallons of cider

may be produced per acre from Sorgho. Mr. Wray,

quoted in a former article on this subject, further states

this plant will grow wherever Indian Corn will ripen,

through it matures better in hot climates
;
also that two

crops a year may be raised in the cotton producing States,

and one anywhere south of 45 degs.; that it does not re-

quire re planting oftener than the hop
;
and that it will

produce from 3,000 to 4,000 lbs. of choice sugar per acre,

at each harvest.

Mr. Wilder, of South Africa, a missionary of the Ame-
rican Board, writes to the Journal of Commerce, confirm-

ing Mr. Wray’s statements, and adds, that the plant while

growing, resembles broom corn. The natives of Natal

cultivate it for its saccharine juice, of which it yields a

larger quantity than the common sugar cane, but not as

rich in quality.

He remarks that the juice produces from one-half to

three-fourths as much sugar as the real sugar cane. The
advantage it has over the sugar cane is, that it grows well

wherever Indian corn does, and may be raised from the

seed in four months, ready for making sugar. It will

grow as well on high land as low, and yields an abun-

dance of seed which makes good feed for horses.

Notwithstanding all that has been said of this plant, a

writer in the Florist, published in Philadelphia, maintains

that Sorgho, or “Imfy,” is only a variety of broom corn,

“turned up in a foreign land.”

The plant under cultivation in New England will, un-

doubtedly degenerate, i. e
,
lose its saccharine qualities.

Hence, it will be necessary in experimenting to procure

seed from a more Southern clime every year in order to

retain, or secure the greatest possible amount of sacchar-

ine juice.

Many feel inclined to try the plant another season in

order to satisfy themselves whether or not, syrup, rich and

palatable, can be produced
;

for, say they, ifwe can make
a good substitute for molassses, from the product of our

own farms, though we do not succeed in making sugar,

much will, however, be gained.

Richard Peters is sanguine that it will succeed well at

the South. It will be cultivated there with greater profit

than in more northern climes. Whatever shall be the re-

sult in sugar and syrup making, it will, it is thought by

some, be found a good product for soiling cattle. It is

hoped that farmers will test if for this purpose.

As Mr. Peters proposes to plant fifty acres of it next

year, it is hoped that he will test the saccharine qualities

of the plant at different stages of the growth of it

;

also whether the blossoming and bearing seed do
not materially diminish the saccharine richness. It is be-

lieved and maintained by some, that the amount of sacchar-

ine is increased by removing the panicles before it flowers.

This is, undoubtedly, true. Experimenting can easily

confirm or overthrow this now quite probable inference.

In experimenting, farmers must be careful that they are

not deceived in purchasing seed
;
for there are several

species, and a great number of varieties of Sorghum, Hol-

cus, and millet near relatives of the botanical family to

which they all belong, that are of no agricultural value in

New England, and of little where indigenous.

Rural Observer,

{in Massachusetts Ploughman.

IMPROVEMENT OUR WATCHWORD.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having been a sub-

scriber to your valuable journal for the last six years, I

have perused its contents with the utmost pleasure, and
always found its pages replete with entertaining and in-

structive matter. As I did not deem myself capacitated

to contribute to its columns, I have never before ventured

to intrude upon you and the patience of your readers. It

was not, however, for want of disposition on my part, but

from my sense of inadequacy for the performance of such
duty. Were it otherwise, I would not only now, but time

and again contribute my mite to yours, as well as others

of my favorite' periodicals devoted to agriculture, and to

the best of my ability advance ihefarming coMse. Now,
that it is my adopted pursuit, I am a warm advocate for

progressive improvement. While I yet highly appreciate

my former profession, and heartily sympathize with the

old fraternity, my greatest interest and warmest enthu-

siasm are with my adopted brethren. Were it my p^-o-

vince, fain would I tread some, as yet, untrodden track,

draw upon some unexhausted fund of language and mat-
ter, and adduce some unstale argument, to arouse our

brotherhood from their lethargy in the cause most dear to

us, and upon which the whole train of business pursuits

depend. It is the mainspring, the lever, by while is moved,
and upon its success depends the prosperity of all.

Earnestly would I urge that we adopt Improvement
as our watchword, not only in the tillage ofour fields and
culture of the various growing crops, but in the preserva-

tion and improve condition of our soil, by an elevated

standard and system of farming in every respect. I look

forward with the most pleasing anticipation to the time

when the old systems shall have been forgotten, and new
and improved plans prevail throughout our Southern land

—when we shall be indepentent of the North for agricul-

tural implements, improved breeds of stock, poultry, &c.,

and would that I could add of her manufactories, mer-
chandize and all. But, credit to whom it is due. The
agricultural sun, which long since rose in the East has

been rising higher and higher, until it has well nigh reach-

ed its zenith in our Southern land, and ere it has fully

reached the more distant West, may not our beloved coun-

try teem with the most promising and prosperous results '?

But how is all this to be accomplished % Through the

medium af agricultural journals, developing practical ex-

perience and scientific research, and disseminating knowl-
edge, interesting and instructive to all classes. And,
“last, though not least,” I would inculcate the principle,

love the old home I Cherish its memory—cling to the old

associations—embellish its walks and improve its grounds

—for it was the home of your fathers. Those hallowed in-

fluences will be ever present to cheer you in the monoto-

nous tedium of your routine calling, ever proving a con-

stant source of emulation.
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Excuse the wanderings of my pen. I had a particular

object in view in the outset, but as I have already occu-

pied more space than I intended to, I shall close without

reaching it at present. With the best wishes for the con-

tinued success of your time- tried paper, as well as your

neighbor, the Soil of the South
,

onx: State journal, the

American Cotton Planter^ I am, very respectfully.

Homestead.
Pleasant Hill, Ala.

BOYS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—May I not hold up to

your youthful readers some of the characteristics of a

farmer, with whom I am acquainted, who is now in the

eighty-first year of his age, and urge upon them to imitate

him. He was ever an early riser in the morning. The
sun rarely ever caught him in bed. His languuge to his

boys was

:

“He that would thrive

Must rise by five.”

He was ever temperate in eating and drinking, and as a

consequence was uniformly cheerful. Often his family

awoke by the soothing sound of his cheerful morning
song.

He always kept his “farm enclosed with a good fence,”

which saved him from being annoyed by stock breaking

into his fields. 0, the vexation and loss which some men
are subjected to by keeping bad fences, and, unhappily,

sometimes their neighbors have to shai'e with them.

This aged farmer ever kept out of debt—he almost made
it a rule to “owe no man.”

“ To Creditor or Bank he’d never to run.

He feared neither Constable, Sheriflf or dun.”

He raised his own horses, mules and oxen, and always
superintended breaking them, and on such occasions em-
ployed none but gentle means, acting on the principle

that “a gentle hand will lead an elephant by a hair.” It

was remarkable that his animals were always “true pull-

ers.”

When driving his horse to the plow, or his team on the

road you would never hear his voice above a “Mezzo
Tone.” How different this from many. I know some
boys, ah ! and men too, who, when plowing can be dis-

tinctly heard a half mile. Such seem to practice the high-

er department of dynamics. They strike, “Torte,” and
from which proceed with a rapid “Crescendo,” until their

power to produce sound is exhausted. I often hear “gee

and haw” in the “explosive tone.” Of course this plan of

driving horses is not musical.

Now I would say to young plowmen, be calm, be gentle,

but “ onward move.” The horse you drive is a noble

animal
;

treat him kindly, he can appreciate it and will

reciprocate your kindness. Filius.

Rough and Ready, Ga., 1856.

LETTER FRO^l TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—This section of coun-

try is yet new in cultivation
;
but die rich soil and de-

lightful climate are inviting rapid improvements.

As to soil, it is not inferior to the Mississippi bottom,

and you have no idea or conception of the beauty of our

prairies in flowering time.

I send you a lew seed of a beautiful shrub tree, called

“The Free -ho-lee-ah,” which I have never seen growing
anywhere but in Texas. It is an evergreen: growsfrom 3 to

8 ft. high; leafgreen and resembling the Kalviia of Virginia;

the flower is purple and in bunches, similar to the Locust

flower
;
the perils similar to and forming a flower like the

pea. It blooms about the 2lst of March, and the seed are

enclosed in a pod of the ground pea appearance, and
generally two in a pod.

ULTIVATOR.
I feel confideut, if this can be raised in your section, it

would be the delight and admiration of the ladies, as also

other lovers of floral beauty.

I send you a sample of Mexican Onion seed, which I

procured fresh from Mexico. This onion is highly prized

by the lovers of that succulent vegetable. It is without

the strength of the common onion, being so mild you
may eat it as you do an apple. I have seen it as large as

a common saucer, and when sliced it looks as though it

had been iced.

I am told they do not grow to that perfection North as here.

It may be so, but “they say” has injured more crops than

ever did deep plowing.

I want to raise the ground pea, but know nothing of

the mode of culture. Will you please, by letter or through

the Cultivator, give me, minutely, the mode of preparing

ground, planting, and after-culture'? My soil is “black

sandy loam,” 4 to 5 feet deep, based on a stratum of clay,

lime and sand.

Did you ever hear of the Salt Lakes of Texas '? Do you
want to I Last month I could have taken you to fifty

places within 30 miles of me and have shown you millions

of bushels formed by solar evaporation, and all you had
to do was, back your cart and pitch in. You may judge

of the quantity and quality, when I tell you I think there

is enough (if salt would do it) to save all the Black Re-

publicans in this Union
;
that would require a large quan-

tity and great curative powers.

On the 23rd of February I set ont 9 orange trees, and
after the spring rains I mulched with chips and trash from

wood yard, as directed in the Cultivator, and until the

21st of September they had no rain for 4 months (and a

scorching hot summer). They are all safe and doing well

—credit to the Cultivator.

I think this section is going to produce fine Sea Island

Cotton. A small sample was tried last year at Corpus
Christi, and received the highest encomium from judges

in New Orleans. It will be fairly tested next year.

With respect, F. B.

Rancho, 'near Corpus Christi, Texas, Oct., 1856.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE IN TEXAS

A subscriber, (E. B.) writes us from Gonzales, Texas,

as follows

:

I have tried the Chinese Sugar Cane here and find it an

important acquisition to our agricultural resources. It

stands drouth better than any other plant that I am ac-

quainted with. It seems admirably adapted to our cli-

mate here. Its introduction into this country must pro-

duce an entire revolution in our rural operations. Its cul-

ture will supercede that of Indian corn and other forage

crops to a considerable extent, and the monopoly of

sugar will no longer be restricted to the State of Louisiana

;

it will afford ample opportunity of raising poultry, making
butter, cheese, pork, lard and bacon, and be the means of

producing a quantity of manure where that is needed. I

doubt whether it will answer as well on poor land as has

been represented by some writers
;
except, probably when

sown broadcast for forage. I find it easily affected by
frost. In every other respect the accounts which I have

seen are entirely within the bounds of truth.

I planted the Sorgho on the 14th of April, plowed it once

and subsoiled and hoed once. We had no rain after the

1 3th of May. The grain matured about the middle of

July and produced at the rate of 50 bushels to the acre

as to the land planted, but from depredations ofbugs and

poultry there was not half a stand. After the grain was
gathered the stock was burned in the field and I had no

opportunity of ascertaining what a second crop would

have produced. The stubble is now green, the sprouts

have been destroyed from time to time as they have ap-

peared by stock, and recently by the frosts. E. B.
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AUGUSTA, GA:

VOI.. XV. KO. 1 JANUARY, 1S57.

We most cordially tender the “compliments of the

season” to all our subscribers, readers, correspondents

and contemporaries
;
and hope our united efforts in the

glorious cause of Agricultural Improvement may be pro-

ductive of the best results, during the year upon which

we are just entering.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Syrup Making—W. M.—The pamphlet noticed in our

last will give you the desired information. D. B. Plumb
& Co., of this city, will send it ifyou wish it.

Osage Orange.—Subscriber.—Of course, it will “thrive

in the Mississippi bottom;” it is its “native home.” Set

your plants 6 or 8 inches apart in a single row—cut them
off close to the ground when you plant, and clip them 3

or 4 times per year afterwards, for the first few years. We
do not know of any plow “made expressly mtear up cane
roots.” Can our readers give us any light on such an
implement 1

Gang Plows.—W. W., M. D.—We cannot recommend
these Plows for the South. It costs too much to keep
thecm in repair, and they are not adapted to our systems
of culture.

New Plow.—A, R. C.—V/e cannot advise you in re-

gard to the Plow unless you send us a model
;
but if it will

do the work mentioned, it is certainly an acquisition.

Rowe’s Crusher (G. B. A.) is an excellent machine for

heavy work. We cannot state the difference in power
between it and the “Litfle Giant.”

Evergreen Seed.—D. D. H.—These will have to be
imported. Mr. Nelson will write you.

Grape Cuttings, &c.

—

T. R.—State the number yot
desire, and we will furnish them.

Feeding off Wheat Fields.—J. McM.—We have
never approved of the practice, particularly on stiff lands.

Better keep your stock off.

Sugar Mill.—J. C. A.—You will find your inquiry

answered on another page.

Youatt on the Horse.—J. L.—Send ^1.50 to C. M.
Saxton & Co., 140 Fulton street. New York, and they

wdl send you the work per mail, frepaid.

Sumac.—B. McK,—Wm. R. Prince, of Flushing, New
York, proposes to furnish the true Dyers’ or Tanners’ Su-

mac.

Asparagus Beds.—A. A. P.—Never allow your plants

to go to seed—cut them down when hylf grown, and
cover the ground with a thick mulch of leaves, &c.

PEABODY’S NEW STRAWBERRY.

We are in receipt of the following letters from Cincin-

nati, Ohio, the head-quarters of the Strawberry in Ameri-

ca; and can only remark, in reply
, to our correspon-

dent, that we have no further information on the subject

than Mr. Peabody and his neighbors have furnished.

With every desire that it should have a fair and impartial

trial, we r.egret that the plant should not have been

placed in the hands of a committee of disinlerested gentle-

men, whose report would, of course, have been satisfactory

We cannot think that Mr. Peabody would peril his reputa-

tion for the sake of a few paltry dollars; and yet, those seven

inch Strawberries, with all the perfection of long keeping,

exquisite flavor, etc., seem almost “too good to believe.”

That berries of this size and even larger, have been raised,

however, we are quite confident
;
and that Mr. Peabody’s

new fruit is all he claims for it, we are willing to concede,

until convinced of the contrary. We, therefore, submit the

matter and con to our readers:

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 14, 1856.

Editors Southern Cultivator—You have published

the article of Mr. Peabody in relation to his Seedling

Strawberry, v/hich he claims to be superior to all others,

but of which he will let us know nothing, till we send
him $5000. Can any Strawberry be of A-alue, that can
be carried 1200 miles by a wagon, railroad and steam-
boat without mashing I Does not the article bear a char-

acter more than suspicious! We rely on you Editors

for information, and deem it a duty you will cheerfully

perform. Have you seen it bearing and tasted the fruit 1

If not, has any reliable person who has, slated to you its

quality! What is your opinions of it from what you
know or the peculiar demand before he will sell ! Ans-
wer and oblige many besides a subscriber. If you will

vouch for the truth of the statement, orders from here will

be numerous, if the price was four times the present charge.

A Subscriber.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Afov. 1, 1856.

Editors Southern Cultivator—We feel a deep inter-

est in the Strawberry. Mr. Peabody’s advertisement is

singular and wants confirmation. He wants $5000 for

plants before he will sell one, of a plant that it does not

appear has ever been seen in bearing. If seen in bearing,

and the fruit equal to his statement, he would have 20,000

calls. Can any Strawberry be a good table fruit that can

be sent 1,200 miles by wagon, railroad and steamboat

without mashing ! Our best strawberries require a spring

cart to carry them even in small baskets a mile or more
to market. If you know the value of this, .plant is equal

to its character, advise us. If its value is not known, we
deem it the duty of Editors of a Horticultural paper so to

state. If its quality is not known with you, we should

deem it worthless. We rely on Horticultmal papers for

information of the quality and value of plants. .In your

report we shall have full confidence.

A Horticulturist.

As the only reply to the above which we can give, and

in justice to Mr. Peabody, we cheerfully copy the follow-

ing from the Soil of the South for December:

Our New Seedling Strawberry.—We are happy to

inform our readers that the subscription list comes bravely

on, and that we shall be able to send out the plants before

spring.

The following letter from the Rev. Dr.^iiggins, a gen-

tleman of refined taste and an extensive traveller, ’ c h i

Europe and America, will show his appreeiation oi i:

fruit, and the fidelity of the painting:
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Columbus, Ga., Nov. Gth., 1858.

Charles A. Peabody, Esq.— Dear Sir—I accept, with

great pleasure the painting of your new Seedling Straw-

berry. Mrs. Torrey has truly made a beautiful picture,

and yet has done but simple justice to the fruit. I retain

a very vivid recollection ofmy examination of the plant a

few months since, and am greatly struck with the fidelity

of the drawing now lying before me.

As to the fruit itself, I must beg to repeat what I said

then—that for size, beauty, flavor and lu.'curiance of plant,

I have never seen a strawberry to compare with your

Hautbois Seedling. You may safely stake your reputa-

tion upon its success. I shall indeed be greatly disappoint-

ed if your fellow-citizens, both North’ and South, do not

fully appreciate this latest triumph of your genius in this

department of Horticultural enterprise.

I have great pleasure in subscribing myself, dear sir,

very truly yours, Samuel H. Higgins, D.D.

THE WINE TEST OF MR. AXT.

Mr. Chas. Axt, of Crawfordville, Ga., already favor-

ably known in this State as a Grape Grower, recently ex-

hibited some specimens ofwine in this city, made by him

from the Catawba Grape, which were grown at his place

during the years 1855 and 1858. There were two samples

of the vintage of 1856 and one of 1855, known as dry

Catawba. These wines bore the test triumphantly and

were pronounced of good body and fruity taste. The

wine of 1855 was considered the best, having improved

by time. JMr. Axt (sa37s the Constitutionalist) has

achieved for himself and for the South a great result in

the succ essful introduction of this important branch of in-

dustry into this State. His wine we would place in the

front rank of American wines of the same class, equal to

the best dry Catawba from Longworth’s or Week's cel-

lars.

CHINE.SE PROEIFIC PEA.

Messrs. D. B. Plumb & Co. (the Agents) as well as

ourselves, have received a large number of orders for this

new and remarkable Pea, all of which are duly entered,

and the Peas will be sent out about the first of February.

We are authorized by the gentleman who raised these Peas

to vw.rrant them fully up to his representations in all re-

spects; and the concurrent testimony of his neighbors

leaves no doubt of their great value. The quantity of

seed on hand is quite limited, and early orders are there-

fore advisable.

Consolidation.—The Aniericna Cotton Planter and

Soil of the South have been united, and will be hereafter

published in the city of Montgomery, under the editorial

charge of Dr. Cloud and CuAs. A. Peabody, Esq. Both

these gentlemen possess excellent qualifications for their

work, and will, doubtless, produce a first class Agricultur-
j

al Journal. Terms Si per annum. Address Dr. N. B
Cloud, iMontgomery, Ala. •

GARHEN SEED.

Our friends, D. B. Plumb & Co., have now the largest

and best assortment of Garden Seeds we have ever seen in

this market. They will send Catalogues by mail and fill

all orders promptly and with care. (See advertisement.)

OUR BOOK TABEE.

The American Poulterer’s Companion.—A Practical

Treatise on the Breeding, Rearing and General JManage-
ment of various species of Domestic Poultry, Illustrat-

ed with portraits of fowls, mostly taken fi-om life
;
Poul-

try-Houses, Coops, Nests, Feeding-Hoppers, &c., &c.
A new edition, enlarged, and improved. By C. 'N.

Bement. With 120 illU'trations on wood and stone.

New York : Harper & Bros.

The “rage” for high-priced “model” Shanghais, and

other aristocratic denizens of the poultry -yard, has passed

away; but the taste for ornamental fowls is too natural

and the luxurj'^ and economy of a well-kept Poultry Yard

too generally appreciated, for country resident at least,

ever to become indiflerent to the subject. We, therefore,

hail with pleasure the appearance of our old favorite,

Bement, so greatly “enlarged snd improved,” that we
find it impossible to recognize in it the humble and unpre-

tending volume over which we pored so eagerly some ten

or a dozen years ago
;
and from which we probably im-

bibed a good share of that once wide-spread mania known

as the “hen fever.” The present volume contains a vast

amount of new matter
;
about 100 finely-executed wood

cuts, and some 20 colared lithographs, many of them of

great fidelity and beauty, and is altogether superior in

character and execution to any work of the kind yet pub-

lished in this country. It wdil be found a useful and orna-

mental addition to the library of any of our readers.

For sale by Geo. A. Oates & Bro., Augusta, Ga.

Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the year

1 855. As^ricuUure.

The Volume of Patent Office Reports for 1855 is of more

than usual interest. It is embellished with three colored

portraits of noted English Devons, and fine wood cuts o

the Cashmere Goats of Mr. Peters, of Atlanta—also, pic-

tures of various insects injurious to vegetation, outlines of

Haarlem Lake, drained and undrained, &c., &c. Among

the subjects treated of at length, we notice the following ;

Animals (Domestic), Apples, Almonds, Apricots, Bees

Cabbage, Cattle, Chineise Sugar Cane, Chinese Yam
Climatology, Colza, Corn, Cotton, Crops, Dairies, Devon
Cattle, Eggs, Exports, Fences, Fertilizers, Fodder, Forage

Plants, Gardening, Goats, Grape Culture, Grass, Guano,

Hay, Honey, Horses, Improvement of Land, Indian Corn,

Insects frequenting the Cotton Plant, Lightning, Liquor-

ice, Madder, Manure, iMeieorology, Milk, 3Iillet, Mules,

Oats, Oil, Olives, Onions, Orange Trees, Oris Root, Palma

Christi, Peas, Peaches, Pears, Pepper, Plums, Potatoes,

Poultry, Raisens, Rice, Rye, Salt, Sheep, Sorgho Sucre,

Sugar and Sugar Cane, Swine, Tamarind I Tea in the

United States, Timothy, Tobacco, Turnips, Vanilla Plant,

Walnut, Wheat, Wine, Wool, Yams, &c., (S:c.

It may be obtained from the member of Congress from

your District, and is well worth writing for.

To Correspondents.—-Communications bearing the

following signatures have been received, and are on file for

examination and insertion:—J. 0.—-G. D. H.— John

I

Roberts—Parke Jones—E. J. Taylor—W". A. T.—W. N •

! W.— J. H. V.— J. D. F.-R. B. N.-E. R. K —Dr, M. W.

P.—Georgian—E. J. C. Vf.-— L. C. Gaines—J. B. H.—S.

Heard-F. M. A.-J. F. E.-J. S. R.—F. B — W. H. S.

—J PI J.—Rusticus-L. S. G.—W. H.— .S. R., dc.
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The Home JournaLdAwQ.y'& has been, and no doubt

always will be, while under the editorial care of Morkis

and Willis, one of the most refined family newspa-

pers extant. The series for 1857 will contain new attrac-

tions, new features, and new type. The editors will con-

tinue to devofe their time and abilities to the work N.

P. Willis proposes, in addition to his usual picturings of

home-life, and rural family sympathies and interests, out-

doors-and-in, to give more of his valuable “Letters on

Health,” which his experience enables him to write, and

which have been so widely quoted, both at home and

abroad, and also “a series of Portraits of Living charac-

ter.” General Morris, besides his usual constant labors

upon the several departments of the paper, will make it

the woof on which to broider first the new sketches, songs,

ballads, etc., suggested by the history and events of the

passing time. T. B. Aldrich, the gifted young poet,

whose productions have recently created such a sensation

in literary circles, has prepared an original prose poem,

entitledkhe “Rose of Glen Lodge,” which will be publish-

ed in numbers, from week to week. Genio C. Scott will

continue h.\& piquant and popular papers onfashion,gossip,

romance, etc., which have proved so “interesting to la-

dies.” Besides these constant writers, the Home Journal

has a corps of correspondents, wholly unsurpassed, in the

society of New York, and through these gifted and refined

“mediums,” its readers are kept apprised of all that occurs

new, charming and instructive, in the brilliant circles of

city. For the health, and moral improvement, and the

religious culture of families, the editors watchfully gather

every new suggestion, and carefully chronicle all signs of

progress and utility. By unceasing vigilance and indus-

ry, and by skill, acquired by long and successful practice,

they will, undoubtedly, still keep the Home Journal in

the front rank of family newspapers. The terms are two
dollars a year in advance. Address Morris & Willis,

New York.

Agricultural Statistics.—The following valuable sta-

tistics, which we take from Hwnis- Merchant's Magazine^

give the nearest attainable approximation to the number

ofacres cultivated in each crop:

Land actually cultivated in the several crops of the United

Slates, in ]849-'50.

Product. Acres. Prod.uct. Acres.

Indian Corn .31,000,000 Sugar .. ..400,000

Meadow or Pas- Barley. ..... . . . . 300,000
ture exclusive of Rice

Hay crop .20,000,000 Plemp ....110,000

Hay ,13,000,000 Flax ....100,000

Wheat ,11,000,000 Orchards .... ....500,000

Oats . 7,500,000 Gardens ....500,000

Cotton , 5,000,000 Vineyards . .. .250,000
Rye 1,200,000 Otherproducts .. 1,000,000

Peas and Beans .

.

1,000,000 Improved but not

Irish Potatoes. .

.

1,000,000 in actual culti-

Sweet Potatoes. ,

.

Buckwheat
750.000

600.000

. 400,000

vation . 17,247,614

Tobacco Total 113,033,610

lap'll is stated that the stalks of sunflowers may be

profitably used in making paper, the fibrous nature of the

plant being well calculated to furnish materials for fine

writing and printing paper, as well as fine and coarse

paper hangings.

COTTON SEED EXPOilTED.

Our commercial report of this morning notices the en-

gagement ofa ship of 800 tons to take a full cargo of cot-

ton seed to Providence, R. I, where the articles is to be

turned into oil cake.

An extensive factory for extracting oil from the seed of

cotton is already in operation in Rhode Island, and we
understand that one or two companies are forming in Bos-
ton with the object of getting up similar establishments

there.

This is an enterprise in which the South is deeply in-

terested, promising, as it does, to convert an article hither-

to almost worse than useless into one of great commercial
value.

—

N. O. Picayune.

[How much more sensible it would be for us to get up

these oil-mills at home, and secure to ourselves the profits

of manufacture.

—

Eds.]

Important Invention for Cotton Planters.—Mr.

Geo. G. Henry, a merchant of Mobile, has obtained a

patent for an arrangement and conibination of machinery

which is expected to create quite a revolution in the indus-

try of the South. By its means the seed cotton will be

converted on the plantation, by one contiuous process,

into merchantable yarn, and this without a greatly increas-

ed outlay of capital, and with the ordinary labor of the

plantation. We shall have more to say respecting this

invention, hereafter.

Vanilla.—The Vanilla Bean, which is now much used

in flavoring puddings, jellies, ices, etc., grows in Mexico,

near Vera Cruz, and has become very profitable to the

cultivators. The Bureau has information that last year’s

importation of, and consumption in the United States, of

this article, amounted to 5,000 lbs., at a cost ofS20 per

pound, or $100,000, paying the United States a duty of 20

per cent., of $20,000. At the present time the Vanilla

Bean is selling at $30 to $40 per pound.

[Has the culture of the Vanilla Bean ever been attempted

in our Souuthern States 'I We have an idea that it migh^

be raised here, and shall endeavor to procure some of the

seed for trial.

—

Eds ]

1^” The “ Va7i Derveer Cottoid' is said to be a new

variety of superior excellence. The seed is for sale in

Savannah, by Messrs. Lockktt & Snellings. Farley,

JuREY & Co., of New Orleans, make the following state-

ment respecting it

;

New Orleans, Oct., 1856.

We have sold Mr. Van Derveer’s two last crops, and
from the excellence of his cotton, have obtained for it 2 to

4 cents per pound more than other kinds of cotton will

command. Farley, Jurey & Co.

This is all we know of its merits. It is probably worthy

of a trial.

A Great Honey Crop.—Mr. M. Quinsy, of St. Johns-

ville, Montgomery county. New York, has sold this year

upwards of20,000 pounds of honey, principally produced

by himself, and the temainder by a few neighbors who

have followed his example. Himself and son make the

production of honey a business, and undoubtedly a very

profitable one. The honey is deposited by the bees in

small, cheap boxes, with glass sides and ends, and sold in

the same by weight, including the weight of boxes.
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Sale of Brood Mares.—The Bardstown (Ky.) Gaz-

ette says that Messrs, F. G. Murphy & Co., of that vicin-

ity, have sold to R. A. Alexander, of Woodford, Ky., tha

following brood iriares, at the prices annexed; Motto,

Si,000; Sally Ann, Si,000; Betty Lewis. STjOOO
;
Kate

Quinn, S500,

Great Yield.—Mr. Williamson Page, of this county,

says the Raleigh Standard, raised the following crops on

one acre of land, viz : In September, 1855, he sowed one

bushel of wheat mixed with turnip seed, from which he

raised 45 bushels of wheat and about 800 bushels of tur-

nips. In June, 1856, he planted the same ground in corn

and peas, and has harvested 51 bushels of corn and 64

bushels of peas. The only fertilizer used was stable ma-

nure.

Matticultntal Dtpariment.

FLOWERS FOR THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Though we of ‘‘The

Sunny South,” are blessed with a beautiful climate, still

our friends from the North feel somewhat disappointed in

examining our gardens, for, with the exception, of a few

dreary-looking arbor vitae and some unsightly rose bushes,

very few ornamental plants are to be found
;
in fact, we

want diversity of flowers. I will, therefore, here give a

short list of such kinds of flowers, as will thrive in our

latitude, and will at some future time make additions to

this list. The seeds of them should be sown in the fall or

early in the spring :

Adonis astivalis, Pheasants eye, with a deep scarlet

flower and feathery foliage.

Ageratum cceruleum, a beautiful blue annual, recently

introduced from Mexico.

Araaranthus tricolor, well known under the name of

Joseph’s coat.

Althea rosea. Hollyhock, a well known perennial,

which of late has been highly improved.

Althea Chinensis, Chinese Hollyhock, in many double
varieties, introduced from China.

Ammobium Alatum, an everlasting little white flov/er

from Australia.

Antirrhinum Majus, Snapdragon, in great variety of

colors.

Aster Chinensis, German Asters. More than 30 double
varieties of this beautiful flower are offered by florists.

Calendula Crista Galli, a well known annual.

Callispsis Bicolor, yellow, with a dark brown centre.

Carthamus Tinctorius, with an orange colored flower
and a thistle-like appearance.

CoioMauche Coerulca and
Catanauche Bicolor, with handsome everlasting flowers,

natives of Turkey.

Celosia Cristata, Cockscombe, in great variety of
shades, one of our very best annuals.

Celosia Indica, Slender Cockscomb, at first deep pink,
changes to silvery white.

Centaunea Cyanus, blue.

Cento.unea moschata. Sweet Sultan, lilac colored.

Centmerea svaveoleiis

,

Yellow Sultan.

Delphinium, Larkspur, in many varieties, the hyacinth-
like flowering are the finest.

Delphinium Chinensis, di beautiful perennial Larkspur of

several colors, from China.

DioMthus Caryophyllus, Double Carnations. This is an

old and highly esteemed flosver, still seldom to be met

with in our gardens. Must be increased by layers every

year, as the old plants are very apt to die out.

Dianthus Chinensis, Chinese Pink of an almost endless

diversity of shades, single as well as double.

Dianthus Imperialis Plenissima, a new and splendid

variety, just introduced.

Dracocephalum Aloldo.vicum, Blue Dragons Head, from

Turkey.

Double Balsorns, in many colors.

Elicrysium Lucindum, yellow, and

Elicrysium Alacranthurn, white or pink, both very valu-

able flowers, from Australia, They are everlasting flow-

ers, and will, when put in a drawer, keep fresh for many
years.

Ernilea Flammea, a small scarlet annual,

Gilia 'Tricolor, three colored Gilia.

Gomphrena Globosa, Batchelors’ Button, either crimson,

white, or orange colored.

Heliotropium Perutianum.—This flower, so highly es-

teemed for its delicious vanilla fragrance, will, when
covered over in the autumn with earth, stand our winters

south of latitude 33°.

Hesperis Tristis, Dark Rocket, and

Hesperis Alatronalis, White Rocket, both biennials, are

very fragrant after sunset,

Iberis Speciosa, Purple Candytuft.

Ipomoea Quamoclit, Cypress Vine, from Mexico, the

most graceful and fairy-like climbers, when trained as an
arbor or screen,

Lavatera Trimestris, a pink flower, from the south of

Europe,

Papaver somniferum. Double Poppy, in a great many
colors,

Pojpaver AJurselli, Splendid Poppy,

Pharbilis Limbata.—This beautiful “Morning Glory,”

of recent introduction, has a dark purple flower, distinctly

edged with pure white, in beautiful contrast.

Phlox Drummondi, in great variety of colors.

Polygonum Teretlfolium, an exceedingly graceful South-

ern perennial, described in the February number (1856)

of the Southern Cultivator.

Portidacca Thellusoni, Scarlet Portulacca, blooms all

summer, but only in the forenoon.

Potcrium Sangvisorba, is excellent for edging flower-

beds; perennial.

Reseda Odorata, Mignonette
;

this very fragrant little

flower, from Egypt, will continue blooming for a long

time, if constantly cut off, and not suffered to produce

seed,

Rhodanthe Manglessii, from Swan River, in Australia,

Of all the everlasting flowers this is certainly the most

beautiful, the drooping, pink colored flowers have an ex-

ceedingly graceful appearance.

Salpiglossis Variabilis, Petunia, from Buenos Ayres, in

many different colors
;

will stand our winters under a

slight protection.

Scabiosa Atropurpurea, Mourning Bride, in several

shades.

Scnecio Elegans, Double Purple Jacoboa.

Tagetes Erecta,, Double Yellow, African Marygold.

Tagetes Patula, Double French Marygold.

Verbena Alelindris.—It is but a few years since this
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plant was inti'oduceefroin Buenos Ayies; varieties of the

greatest divevsity of colors have sprung from the origi))nl

scarlet flower
;
and now it is considered indispensable in

any garde:

n

Viola fragrant violet
;
perennial.

Xeranthemnni Auunum, a purple eternal annual.

Zinnia Elcgans, in many varieties, of which the scar-

let is one of the finest.

The Gillyflowers and Ten Weeks Stock have been des-

cribed in the December number of the Southern Cultivator.

Wallfooioers, double. in different shades, are biennial, and

will not, therefore, bloom before the second year.

IvOBRRT Nelson.

Avgnzta, Ga., Dec., 1850.

tme' pear—its cueture in the south.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Our ideas about hap-

piness and contentment in this world are as different, as

opposite, as human minds and orgmiizations are. But
there are some subjects about which most ail of us have

some convictions, and which indeed constitute the basis

ofh’aman happiness.

Among those are health and the comforts of life.

Health is sometimes independent of our will and exertions
;

but the comforts of life can almost always be realized to a

greater or less extent, when we make those consist in

things really useful, easily attainable and promoting

health and cheerfulness- of disposiiion. Our diet or daily-

food, of course, is among these, and is certainly worthy of

great consideration.

Every one of ns cannot select a locality of his choice,

but scarcely any locality, fitted for the abode of men is to

be found, where industry and skill cannot make the soil

produce crops, fruits and fiowers, adapted to the climate,

and which add so much to the comforts of civilized life.

It is natural, therefore, that the inhabitants of such a cli-

mate a.s yours, where few natural tVuits grow spontaneous-

ly, (1) should endeavor to increase those luxuries suited to

the locality-. As fur fromthe oranges of Cuba as you are

from the choice productions of the East, (the eastern and
northwestern Apples and Cherries,) it must be your ob-

ject to iuiprnve every fruit which your soil can produce.

What may be considered barely as a luxury in a colder

climate, becoixie.s a necessUy for you. The constant use

of good fruit is one of the means best calculated to coun-

teract obstructions and biliious diseases, the result of a diet

founded on careless habit
;
hut not well adapted to such

warm laiitudt-s.

The SouMi is already comparatively rich in native varie-

ties of Ap[)!es and Peaches; but the Pear has been much
neglected, although well adapted to your climate.

Let the Apple remain where it was in the fir.st days of

Creation, perhaps -at the top of the li-^t of the useful fruits;

but let the Pear not be overlooked. Itis a luscious, healtliy

fruit, a constant liearer, and. under good management, a

hardy?- and thriving tree. All depends upon a selection of

such varieties ;is are suited to ^ onr climate, anii ihe stock

which is be>t suited to the different soils and locrdicies.

Mach has been saiii about the [ireference to be given to

the Pe<ir or to the Quince stock; both are good, but

require ditierent treatment. All that is wanted is

tile proper knowledge of xheir different habits and re-

quisites. A good soil, rather dry than wet, and never shal-

low
;
proper attention paid to remove ill weeds, and to

restore the ennsiiiucnts of the soil, if exhausted
;
a regular

prui'ing to remove useless or crowded bratiches and slioots,

is all that is required.

varieties which never do well on the quince,* or old Pear

root-grafted varieties offeeole iiabits and indilTerent quali-

ties'. It is more than time that we suppress and reject all

those wortiiless varieties from the old catalogues, in the in-

fancy of Paar culture. New, hardy, fine varietie.s, either

native or foreign, jiave been tested and are now generally

superseding the old stock of Laquinthiye and l3uhamel.

Therefore 1 would advise my Southern friends to give

these new varieties a fair trial. Some, undoubtedly, will

prove admirably suited to their clinmte. It is a known
fact that generally^ the Pears are better in the middle States

than they are in the East or in the A^orth
;
and from all I

have seen the Pear tree will not suffer by far so much
under a temperature iiO'^ aoove, as by 8 or 10^ below

zero.

The only?' objection against the Pear in the South is,

that late or v^inter varieties do not prove to be late, but

ripen in October and November, and of course that you

have most all our latest ripening varieties, about the

same time. But you are also earlier—I have received

ripe Pears from Georgia when in Jersey and Pennsylvania

there was no such thing as the appearance of a ripening

Pear.

However, this does not seem to be a serious objection,

since we must consider a fruit best when most "useful, and

that is undoubtedly during the heat of the summer.

—

Through pait of the month of June, till November at least,

you can and must have a succession of good Pears. And
i believe I am not far from the truth when I think that

winter Pears, comparatively valueless here as table

Pears, will prove actue.l desideratums for the South.

Such are;—Leon Leclerc (de Laval); Poire Prevok;

Beurre Bretonneau, Passetardive, Souverainede Printems

and others. Among the last new foreign varieties we
have many winter fruits. As far as tested the trees of

some of those varieties have proved hardy and sound

through a winter 8° below zero, and a summer of 100° in

the shade. A fair trial indeed for the first year of their

introduction.

And this is a good promise of their future success. For,

when a variety is not suited to the climate it is first shown

by the weakness, cracking and blistering of the tree, and

no cultivation, care or manuring can infuse health and

vigor in a plant not destined by nature to grow in extremes

of heat, drouth or cold.

If I was not afraid of my remarks extending so far, I

would like to impress every amateur or planter with the

necessity of paying due attention to the planting of the

tree and the selection of the variety. A tree destined to

yield crops anti to remain in the same place for halt a

century or more is well worth one hour of labor and at-

tention. One hour’s labor willlning the soil to the proper

depth, the tree to its equilibrium between branches and

roots, and have it placed in the. nest condiiion, (with the

extension of all its sound roofs,) wlitre it lias to grow,

aud remunerate the skillful planter,

ii'iie next thing I would recommen:! is protection.—

If the, tree suckers and lingers the first season, it is often

lost and alway-s injured to a great extent. It will never

do as well as a tree starting fairly after its removal and its

un.ivoidaiiie mutilations. The first season after planting

is a season of great trial. After that a tree will take better

care of itself, with the aid of a good irUclligeut pruning-

knife

But the all important thing is tlie selection ot thriftyr

growers. I\L ns sana in corpore sano can applied to

fruit trees also— a good healthy fruit Ujion a sound vigor-

ous tree. Such a tree will stand the climate, neglect and

ill treatment and still yield sound and good fruit, when a

Many persons have been disgusted with the cultivation
, ^

ofth« P.^sr because tlipv IvM nn- the if.-ifiv nrohfi- aud !

AVcdor.ot qiiiTcirndcrstandthisAmLoiyoWiging corrcspoiuanit
Oi in., r.ai

,
oecau^e t.-ey nacl no. the tii.ihy, pionli.. a.ia

^

probablv, expl.aia liis meauuig iu future commumcati-ius
hardy varieties, or because they receive Quince budded

[
-wiKcb, we avehappy to say, behas yromUedus.—Eis.
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feeble vavifely. uoder the same eircumstances, will dwindle

to nothing and never produce a perfect fruit.

If desired, sirs, I can send you a list ol varieties which

I have no doubt will all do well in your ciiniite, and send

you the gralts of the new or untested ones tor further trial

You will soon find out, in your happy ciirnate, which are

the most pro'ihsing varieties. Let us aiwr.ys bear in mind

that the excellency of a fruit does not entitle it to be on

the list of the very best unless every body can grow it

under ordinary circumstances, and that depends altogther

upon the vigor of the tree. For myself, 1 prefer a fruit of

very good quality to a best one, if the fii st be more prolific,

more thriving, more hardy, and bettersuited to all kinds of

soil. This is what I should call market • varieties. Al-

though the market now is very poor in such fruit, it is as

easily to be obtained, however, as many w'orthless

cider fruit. Perhaps I shall not see it, but I hope the. day

may soon come when every laborev,as well as the wealthy,

shall be able to consume good Pears.

In taking up the Pear Culture much later than the

Eastern States, you at least possess one great advantage

over these. You will not have to go through endless, dis-

couraging trials, to reject worthless things, find out sy-

nonymes, &c., Ac. You can start with a stock of tested, or

at least very promising and vigorous varieties. I have

not the least doubt some varieties will prove superior

in quality, and most suited to your climate. You have

fine soils, plenty of elbow room, and enterprizing rn-m who
soon will make the Pear a popular fruit for the South.

L E B.

Xeic Jersey, Z)sc.,l856.

(xKAPE GKOVfI>G AM>

Editors Southern Cultivator—I w'as pleased to see,

in your September number, by iMr. Buchanan and your

Carolina correspondent, the rebuke given to extravagant

estimates of grape culture. For, though Mr. Axt, in your

October number, vindicates his calculations by good au-

thority, yet I think it is “too soon to hallo, for we are

not yet out of the woods’.” It is true, the experiments in

Georgia have been very encouraging, so far
;
but they

have been too few in numbers and years to rely on. Be-

sides, we have not yet made wine. We have reason to

apprehend difficulties on that score. Our grapes ripen in

the hot season, say 1st September, and I doubt that the

temperature may be found too high for making good wine

If we succeed according to Mr. Axt’s estimates, our slave

labor will soon glut the market so as to bring down the

the price as it is in Europe. Cheap wines can often be

had there, I believe, for 2U or 25 cents per gallon, perhaps

less.

I am planting the vine, but not with an expeefation of

averaging over half of iMr. Axt’s estimates. I shall be

well satisfied to make half, and write this to warn others

to be moderate in their views, so as nat to be crying hum-
bug if they should not have their estimated success.

Caction.

dSIiddle Georgia, 185G.

THE .HOST EXTRAORDINARY COTTON IN
the World:

Editors Southern Cultivator—T have, accid'jiiially,

the most extraordinary stalk of cotton in the world, say

two hundred open bolls before the early frost In oeptein-

ber, J85G. This stalk is about six feet high a; d at each

joint on the main stalk from two to three lirnlis put forth,

and at each joint on the limb a boll and limb with iron,

two to three bolls each on this last limb, making common-
ly from three to four bolls at a joint. At one limb joint I

have three bolls, and turn limbs with each three b‘d!s,

making nine bolls to the joints. One limb has matured

ULTIV ATOK.
and opened twenty bolls by the Istday of October, and

ail large and sound. With this seed I am of the opinion

cotton can be raised much fiirthev North and South, as it

matures so early and is thouttht to be the cotton for South

Louisiana and Texas, to avoid the boll worm
;
and also for

Tennessee, North Carolina and Indiana Territory west

and northwest of Arkansas, to avoid early frost, and the

otlier Southern States, for an extra early crop. I am in

latitude J. L. Gol.ee, M.D.
South Bend, Arh., 185G.

P. S.—Should you or any of our frien<ds desire to hear

more about this cotton privately, you can do so by ad-

dressing R. H. Douglass, South Bend, or Wm. Waldron,
Cummins, as also Ales. Donelson.

[See advertisement and certificates on another page, in

present number.] .

P03IOEOGICAE SOCIETY^ OF GEORGIA.

CONSTITUTION.
Art. 1st. This Association shall be named the Porno-

logical Society of Georgia.

Art. 2nd. Its object shall be the advancement of Fruit

Culture and the science of Pomology generally.

Art. 3nd. Any person may become a member of this

society by paying into the treasury the sum of one dollar

annually. The payment often dollars or more will con-

stitute a life membership thereof.

Art. 4th. The officers of the Society shall consist of

a President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, to

be elected by ballot at each annual meeting. These shall

constitute the Executive Commhtee, who shall have the

general management of the affairs of the Society during its

recess. ^

Art. 5th. There shall be an ad -interim committee of five

also appointed by ballot to examine and leport on any
specimens of fruit v/orthy of notice submitted to them in

the intervals between the meetings of the society.

Art. Gth. The Constitution may be amended at any
Regular hleeting of the Society, notice of the proposed

amendment having been previously given.

BY LAWS.
Olst. The Annual iMeetingof the Society shall be held

at Athens on the Tuesday of the commencement week of

the Universiiy. Another meeting shall be held yearly in

connection with the Southern Central Agricultural Society,

on the .second day of its annual Fair, at each of which times

an exhibition ana discussion of fruits shall take place and

other business be transacted.

2nd. No member in arrears for dues shall be eligible to

any office, and for continued neglect shall cease- to enjoy

tiie privileges of membership.

I'rd. Distinguished Pomologists beyond the limits of

the Stale may, from time to time, tie elected honorary and

corre.s|)ondii)g members thereof, and enjoy tl.e privileges

of rneriibersliip without the payment of the annual fee.

Wm, N. White, Secretary, Athens, Ga.

TIIE GRAPE CROP OF lg56.

We have received, says the Journal of Coinmerce, the

following statement from one of the most eminent vine

grower.s of the Ohio valley. His remarks with l ePrence

to the- vintage of this year, and especially the adaptation

of our Southern States to grape growing, will be read with

interest:

The grape crop in the Ohio val’iey this year was a very

small out— probably not more than an average of 80 to

iOO gallons to the acre. The severe winter injur* d many
of tlie vineyards seriously. Some of the vii es were killed

down to the ground, and about half the buds in others
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were destroyed. The “rot” or mildew also injured some

of the vineyards much. But a bad season with the grape,

like other fl’uits must be expected to occur occasionally.

Our experience thus far has proved that the grape is about

as reliable a crop as the apple, and perhaps more so.

A fair average crop for a series of years is found to be

260 to 300 gallons to the acre, in well cultivated vineyards

in the Ohio valley. The cost of producing this crop will

not exceed S50 to S60 per acre, and less with proper

economy. We plant the vines usually 3 by G feet apart

in the rows, and an acre will contain 2,420 vines. Warm
hill sides, or the tops of hills, are generally selected for

vineyards. Any undulating land is preferable to level,

as it affords better drainage. The grape wants porous

soil, with good under-drainage. A tenacious, wet sub-

soil, or blue clay, or hard pan, will cause mildew and rot

after the fourth or fifth year, and should be avoided.

This cultivation is largely on the increase all over the

west and southwest, wherever the conditions are supposed

to be favorable, and the consumption of the wine is fully

equal to the production.

Thirteen years ago, when the writer commenced plant-

ing, the price of wine was lower than it is now. It was
also inferior in quality to that made since, and but little

known. Now the character of our native wines is well

established, and those who have acquired a taste for them

will use no others. Their cheapness and their purity

have helped to introduce them into general use in some

sections of the country, and the failure of the grape crops

in Europe will add to the demand for them. Viewed in

every aspect—moral and economical—our native wines

may be considered a most valuable addition to the agricul-

tural products of our country.

It is now estimated that there is in vineyard culture

over 4000 acres in the Ohio valley. About half this

quantity is in the vicinity of Cincinnati, and probably

three-fourths are now bearing. In the Missouri Valley

there are 700 to 800 acres
;
and in the Upper Mississippi

Valley 500 to 600 acres,

In Tennessee, Alabama, South Carolina and Georgia,

several vineyards of the Catawba grape have lately been

planted, with flattering prospects, thus far, of producing

far better crops than those of the Ohio Valley. How they

will hold out, has yet to be tested. The mildew and rot,

our great enemies in vineyard culture, seldom trouble the

first two or three crops, but I have little doubt that the

uplands of North Carolina and Georgia will be found more
favorable to the cultivation of the Catawba grape than any
section of the United Statet.

FRUIT €4ROWINGf IN THE SOUTH,

Editors Southern Cultivator—In looking over the

back numbers of your valuable paper I noticed two ar-

ticles which I cannot refrain from answering, although as

far back as the Tenth and Eleventh Volumes; butbelieving

there is a large portion who keep the Cultivator as a

reference upon subjects pertaining to Agriculture

and Horticulture
;
and knowing if any one follows after

the precepts advocated in those articles they will experi-

ence a fruitless disapointment. I also want it strictly

understood that it is no self-interest which prompts me to

write this article, neither do I wish to enter in a quarrel

with any of the correspondents of a paper I so devotedly

love, as I do the Southern Cultivator.

The article in the Tenth volume is headed “Fruit Cul-

ture,” and signed M. W, Philips, in which he says : “the

impression has long gone abroad, that fruit trees worked
at the North, will not do hei’e, neither will they bear or

live long. A parcel of stuff about naturalizing or accli-

matizing, or some other intangible matter. This is all flum-

mery.”

Let us look into this matter and see if this is “ all flum-

mery” or not. I will first mention that I have devoted a

large portion of this season to visiting orchards in this vi-

cinity, making observations upon this subject, and as

there has been vast quantities of Northern trees sold in

this and the adjoining parishes within the last few years,

it has afforded me opportunities for making many obser-

vations, and in not one case have I yet found the North-

ern tree one half so sure to bear as the Southern raised

tree, when worked with a variety of peach of Southern

origin.

A few weeks ago I visited a peach orchard which cover-

ed 100 acres of land, the proprietor having two years ago

cleared 200 acres, which was also covered with peach

trees. This orchard when at its heighth, consisted of

5,500 trees, and covered 300 acres of land. I asked the

gentleman who resided upon the place, why the trees were
cut down. He informed me that there nad been only two
crops gathered in ten years. I then asked him where he

procured the varieties of peaehes. He said they were the

choicest varieties the North could produce, worked upon
Southern stocks.

I travelled in every portion of the orchard, examined the

trees, tasted the fruit, and in six among eight I found a

worm, and a large portion far inferior to the same varie-

ties when grov/n at the North. Many ofthe trees were dead,

the remainder had a sickly appearance and were evidently

following the same road, while in the same orchard a por-

tion of trees which were worked with varieties of South-

ern origin, looked thrifty and sound, and the gentleman

informed me they would mature their fruit, when the

Northern varieties would, when they did blossom, drop

every one.

Two miles from this“orchard is another which I visited;

it covered five acres, the varieties all Southern origin. The
land appears the same,and no better protected in any way,

shape or manner. The proprietor informed me that the

trees produce a good crop nearly every year. The trees

were large, thrifty, sound and completely covered with

fruit free from worms, beautiful in appearance, and equal

in flavor to either of the Crawfords, the President, George

the Fourth or Buckeye, (the three last were three among
seven varieties, which took the premium at the Ohio State

Fair in 1855, as being the best in cultivation.)

About one mile from this last named orchard is another,

which covered 25 acres of land, the varieties nearly all

Northern, the buds having been cut from the trees of the

first named orchard. The trees will not compare at all

with those in the second named orchard, in size or sound-

ness, and the proprietor informed me that they produced

a crop once in five or six years.

I also visited two more orchards situated one and two

miles from the last mentioned one. The varieties all of

Southern origin. One covei’ed seven and the other eight

acres. The proprietor said the trees produced a crop

every year, but some years more than others, that they

always had peaches enough for their own use, marketed

some, and fattened pigs enough on the peaches which

dropped off the trees to pay for cultivating them.

Let us see what Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati, says

about foreign varieties of grapes, for if the change of cli-

mate affects grapes, I certainly do not see why it will not

affect other varieties of fruit. He says:—“I have expend-

ed $10,000 for foreign varieties of vines, have received

them from nearly all the wine-producing districts of Eu-

rope, and have not in one instance yet found a variety

adapted to our soil and climate. I consider them utterly

worthless.”

If the difference between the soil and climate of Ohio

compared with that of Europe, exercises such marked in-

fluence upon fruit brought from Europe to Ohio, it seems

very strange to me, if the difference between the North-

ern and Southern climate does not exercise as much, if not
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greater influence upon fruit trees which are brought 600,

800 or 1000 miles nearer the equator.

The article in the Eleventh volume of Southern Cultiva-

tor, which I refer to, is headed “Acclimated Fruit Trees,

&c.,” and signed “Plebs,” in which the writer says :

—

“After an experience with trees in the South for 20 years,

of those brought from Baltimore and north of it, and after

being conversant, in a limited degree, with fruits for 35

years, I am unwilling to see my friends and neighbors pay

two prices to any man, on a flimsy pretence of acclima-

tion”

As far as the honesty of Southern nurserymen is con-

cerned, I will only say: f think them just as honest in their

dealings as Northern nurserymen are
;

they might in

former years have asked rather high prices for their trees,

hut those wishing to buy trees can find plenty ofnui-sery-

men in the South, who will sell better trees, at as low

prices, as well packed, and in far better condition when
delivered than any Northern nurseryman can possibly do;

but there is one thing the public must learn, viz: the man
who has made the fruit business his study for years, read

volumes after volumes of works devoted exclusively to

horticulture, and edited by the most eminent writers on

both sides of the Atlantic, and learned how to perform the

many scientific operations upon fruit trees, who has serv-

ed a number of years as apprentice to the nursery busi-

ness, and can join the scientific with the practical, got

only by experience and observation, I say, when Plan-

ters, Lawyers or Doctors learn that they do not know as

much about the cultivation, and management of fruit trees

as a thorough bi'ed nurseryman, then there will

cease to be such a difference of opinion on this important

question.

The days the writer of this article has lived will not

number as many as those of Mr. Plebs’ experience, but he

has devoted a large portion of them to the study of horti-

culture, besides performing many a hard day’s work in

different nurseries
;
he does not presume to be perfect, for

the more he learns the more he sees there is to learn, but

he fancies he has learned one thing, viz: if the differ-

ence between the climate where a certain variety offruit

originated and the climate to which that fruit tree is taken,

does not exercise any perceptible influence upon that tree,

it certainly does exercise a marked influence upon the

fruitfulness of that tree and the quality of that fruit. It is

the fruit more than the tree which has to become adapted

to a different climate. Every year’s experience teaches

us that no fruit can be grown as near perfection out of the

latitude as it can in the latitude where it originated. Mr.

Plebs says: “he shall require the say-so of more than one,

or one dozen who are interested.”

Permit me to quote a few lines from Mr. P. Barry’s ad-

dress delivered to the Fruit Growers’ Association, Burling-

ton, Iowa. Mr. B. is well known among the Horticultur-

al community, and is considered as good authority as we
have in America, having been engaged in the nursery

business for the last 19 years at Rochester, N. Y. He says:

“My advice to you, here in the West, is to sow every

good seed you can get. I mean the seed «of* those fruit

which succeed best here.”

Again in the same address he says:—“No other fact

connected with fruit culture is more fully substantiated

by every days experience than this, viz: To insure success-

ful cultivation we must have varieties that are adapted to

the peculiarities of our soil and climate. Many of your

most valuable apples for this country prove utterly

worthless with us, while many of our best fruits fail en-

tirely with you. This Society and others of similar char-

acter are collecting information on this subject of the

highest value. The fact is well established that the fruit

which succeeds best in particular localities are those

which originated there, or in others slightly different. I

believe the Baldwin, Hubbardson Nonsuch, and Porter

apples are nowhere quite so good as in New England,

The Newtown Pippin, Swaar, Esopus, Spitzenburg, and
Northern Spy, are scarcely anywhere so good as in New
York. Our Northern Apples are of little value in the

South, and the very finest Southern Apples are utterly

worthless in the North.”

The above coincides with observations I have made in

the Eastern, Northern and Western States. The Rambo
grows nearer perfection in Pennsylvania than in Ohio,

while the Northern Spy is a very uncertain apple in

Vermont and New Hampshire.
I believe the South would have been far in advance of

the North in raising fruits, at the present day, if the in-

habitants of the South had given the attention the import-

ance of this question merits and demands; but it is pleas-

ing to witness the spirit which has been awakened within

the last four years. The reformation has commenced

—

the South is beginning to see the advantage gained in

planting Southern raised trees. Pomological Societies have
been formed and are still forming

;
search has been made

over some portions of the South and the labor rewarded
by some of as choice varieties of Apples as the North have
produced. The dawning of these good days is already

perceptible; several bright stars are already glittering in

the catalogues of the different Southern nurserymen. The
South can now unfurl its banner to the breeze and show
a large number of as choice varieties of Apples and Peach-

es, also, a few Pears and Plums, as the North has ever pro-

duced.

Some might say the varieties are numerous enough.

To those I would say, the South covers a broad area and
will, therefore, require an extensive Catalogue to suit the

different soils and situations. Let not the good work stop.

I would advise the lovers of good fruit to plant every

good fruit seed they can get,and in the fall before the leaves

drop select every “sport” which can be very easily dis-

tinguished by the thick velvety and glossy foliage. You
can drive a stick by them and in winter graft them upon
bearing trees. In two or three years you can test the

quality of fruit. We have a seed bed containing several

thousand seedlings in which I have selected every “sport.”

We might not get one good variety, but we can reason-

ably expect several. If they prove good, Messrs. Editors,

it will afford me the greatest pleasure to send you a box
of choice Southern Seedling Apples. If there are any at

the present day who believes the Northern tree will grow
as well, live as long, and bear as well as the Southern

raised tree, I invite them to pay me a visit, and I will show
them the Northern and Southern trees standing side by
side. Yours respectfully, J. W. Fjslt.

Bayou Sara, La., 1856.

SOUTHERN VINEYAKD.S.

Editors Souturrn Cui tivator—I am greatly pleased

to see that Southern Pomologists are beginning to take

more interest in the vine. If I am not greatly misinformed

in relation to the soil and climate of South Carolina,

North Carolina and Georgia, &c., particularly on the more

elevated parts of those States, they ought and I trust soon

will produce wine equal to any country and far superior

to the best of the imported.

There are undoubtedly many wild varieties of grapes

yet to be discovered, or at least brought into cultivation,

that will rival and surpass any we yet know of native

kinds, and it is useless to cumber the grounds with the

foreign grape, as they have been fully tested and in all

cases found unsuitable—mildew ruins them.

I am experimenting with raising seedlings, and am try-

ing to procure seeds of all the natives that are promising.

J. B. G.

Columbia, Pa., 1856.
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DWARF PEARS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Dv/arf Pears are not
j

what the name indicates. The tree only is dvv^arf in its

liabit. The fruit suffers no diminution in size, but on the

contrary many kinds of Pears are much improved by
budding or grafting on the Quince. The habit of the tree

is diminished in size and brought into earlier bearing

budded or grafted on the Thorn, Mountain Ash or Quince.

The latter, however, has been found most desirable and

better adapted on account of its thrifty habit, and is now
the only one used to any extent for this purpose.

The ordinary Quince now generally in use in our gar-

dens does not answer for this purpose, and when used

gives but poor satisfaction from its slow growth and in-

ferior fruit, and is never used by nurserymen of any repu-

tation.

The kind used is a hybrid called Angers, fro‘m France,

and also one called Orleans, both having large roots and

growing rapidly and to a good size and fully adapted for this

purpose, and are'the only ones that v/ill fully repay the

amateur for his experiments. These trees from their di-

rninitive size are most admirably adapted to gardens and

other small spaces too limited for the ordinary Standard

Apple and Pear, and when fully grown will measure fif-

teen feet high and bear from 3 to 5 bushels of fruit annual-

ly. The finest Pear sent into the Eastern fairs are said to

have been grown on these trees The tree as an orna-

ment may be trimmed or trained quenouille, pyramid or

half standard,or in any form almost the fancy may dictate,

at very slight .expense of time or labor. In our estimation

we know not of a more magnificent or imposing sight

than one of these trees neatly trimmed and in full bloom

or fruit. We have had the pleasure during the past sea-

son of I’egaling ourselves by plucking from the trees in

question some excellent Madeleines, Bartletts, de Angou-
lemes, Diels, &c., and we must admit that we now con-

sider their presence indispensable among our collection.

We had often, in looking over Downing and others, seen

Pears designated as melting, juicy, buttery, &c
,
all of

which we read with credulity until the past summer; and

would then, we think, have added a few more words of

praise had we written the book and had a dish of the fruit

to have discussed over during the operation.

Pomona.
Mississippi, Nov.,

FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I enclose you descrip-

tions of a few choice fruits tested by me last season :

Tke Champagne Gra.pe .—This is unquestionably one

of the finest table-grapes, and is for that purpose cultiva-

ted largely about Pans, in France. It is one of the few

European grapes which I can recommend for the South,

as it for the last six years has succeeded admirably, and

produced finely here with me. Bunches of middling size,

shouldered
;
berries round, not very close set

;
skin green,

turning yellow, and half transparent when fully ripe. Ri-

pens here by July 15th.

Frankenthal is another European grape, a native of

the “Rhine,” and perfectly adapted to our climate. Bunch-

es close, berries round, skin deep plack, covered with a

blue bloom
;
very sweet, juicy, and high flavored.

Both of these varieties are very productive, and satis-

fied with any treatment. They prefer a good rich loam,

and not to be exposed to the sun. The Frankenthal is

often considered identical with the “Black Flambufgh,”

but is entirel3v different from it, and much better suited to

our climate. Ripe middle of July. I confidently can re-

commend the above kinds as a decided acquisition to

Southern agriculture.

Canary .
—This delicious peach originated here from

the seed of the “Yellow Rareripe,” impregnated with the

pollen of the “Red Rareripe,” and the “Moorpark” apri-

cot. It produced fruit last summer for the first time, and
I expect you will agree with me in calling it a delicious

fruit, though you would find it much finer, if you could

pull it, perfectly ripe, . from the tree. Fruit medium size,

very regular oblong, with a small but acute projecting

point, and a very slight suture. Skin beautiful canary
yellow, very thin, and rarely tinged with a faint blush on
the.sunny side. Flesh exceedingly juicy, with a high vi-

nous and peculiar flavor, resembling the flavor of a rich

apricot. Ripe by the middle of July. Freestone. Rath-
er delicate for market.

Early Green Ccitkrorine .—Entirely different from the

well known CatJuirine Cling peach. Fruit round, very

little inclined to oval, skin creamy white, slightly tinged

with carmine on the sunny side. Flesh white, luscious

and sweet, and rather firm, which makes it a very desira-

ble variety for market.

Plums were splendid last season, as you saw by
the samples sent. Washington, Jefferson, Duane’s
Purple, Columbia, Imperial Gage, and many others, have
been superior, and generally admired.

Notwithstanding that the season was unfavorable

to the perfect development of peaches, you will probably

admit that the “Flewellen” peach is a first rate variety.

Robert Nelson.
Avgusta, Geo., Dec., 1S56.

SAVINCf PEA TINE HAT"—THE CHINA
Proliac Pea.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the October num-
ber of the Cultivator, I notice a communicated from “T.

C. C.” in which he complains that he can find no suitable

substitute for fodder, much as he objects to the loss of

time and corn involved in pulling it. Ke says he has found

it impossible to gather and cure pea-hay so that his horses

would 'eat it, even after several days sqnning. I think he

would find it an advantage to pursue a plan introduced

into our neighborhood by Dr. Goree, which is, to plant

the peas in ridges four or five feet apart, after he has taken

off his oat crop. Just before frost he has the vines pulled

up and thrown into “win rows.” After it has taken one

day’s sun, and before the leaves get dry enough to crum-

ble he has the rows chopped in two every ten or twenty

feet (depending upon the amount of vine) then loaded on

a wmgon, and driven to a convenient place for stacks,

which are made by setting up posts fifteen or twenty feet

in height, well imbedded, and having holes bored with

a two inchaugar every two feet, through which are thrust

strong poles extending five or six feet on each side. On
these are hung the vines, from bottom to top. The stock

should be thatched wdth oat or other straw, and suffered

to remain untouched for a month
;
when he will find a

rich; sweet food that will keep his horses and mules (un-

less at work) perfectly fat without the asssistance of other

food.

Another plan which we find seccessful is to put the

vines- in ra'il pens, having after each load two or three rails

thrust through from one side to the other, so that the next

load may partially rest upon them
;
in this way, admit-

ting a free circulaiion of air. “T. C. C.” will find by
adopting this plan that his most fastidious horses will

willingly eat pea hay.

Mr. Wm. F. Douglass, of this county, is this year

planting “China pea,” which I think should supersede

the use of every other. I have noticed Ins crop from time

to time during the season, and must say I have never seen

anything to equal it. I shall plant no other nex;.year. so

well satisfied am I of its superiority. Y'f R
South Bend

,
Ark., Oct., 1850.
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We copy the following from the new work on Morgan Horses, just published by C. M. Saxton & Co., and

noticed in our December number, last volume, page 375 :

North Star was foaled the property of David Lincoln, of

Greenwich, 3iass. Sired by. Morgan Emperor, g. sire.

Bulrush, g. g. sire, Justin Morgan. Dam, a bay. He took

the second premium at the National Fair at Springfield,

Mass., 1854. He is a bright bay; weighs 1,0G0 lbs.;

black and curly mane and tail. He is a very symmetri-
cal, well- shaped horse, with fine bold style and excellent

action; and is now owned by Henry Olmstead, East Hart-
ford, Conn,

GREBN MOUNTAIN 2d

Green Mountain 2d was foaled in 1834, the property of

George Bundy, Sired by Gilford, g. sire Woodbury, g. g.

sire Justin Morgan. Dam sired by Woodbury, a dark

bay mare of great beauty and action. This horse is 142

hands high, and weighs 1,100 lbs.; color deep bay. Mr-

Bundy sold him, when four months old, to Daniel Gay. of

Stockbridge, Vt., who kept him till he was four years old,

and sold him to Hii’am Twitchell, of Bethel, Vt., and he

sold him the same year to John Woodbury, of Bethel, Vt.

Mr, Woodbury sold him to Silas Hale, of South Royalston,

f. r
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Mass,, who kept him till 1855, when he sold him to a

stock company in Williamstown, Vt., where he is now
owned. Mr. Hale took him West in 1853, and he received

first premiums at the several State Fairs of Kentucky,

Ohio and Michigan, and in 1854 he received the first

premium at the Vermont State Fair, at Brattleboro.’ He
has also taken several other premiums. He is a horse of

great muscular development, and remarkably nervous,

spirited action.

TALL. COTTON PICKING.

Tha Vicksburg (Miss.) Whig, of a late date has the

following

:

Villa Vista Plantation, Nov. 24, 1756.

Mr. Editor—Beat this who can ! Four negro men and

two girls picked, on Wm. Hawes Harris’ plantation, 7,750

lbs
,
of cotton, commencing at daylight and quitting at sun-

set. L. Henry, 1,560 lbs.; Arthur, 1,235 lbs.; George,

1,200 lbs.; Abner, 1,415 lbs.: Eleanor, 1,150 lbs., and L,

Betsey, 1,190 lbs. They have been picking at this rate

for the last ten days. L. J. Philips,

Manager of V. V. Plantation.

“ THE ART AND PRINCIPLES OF SOAP
Making.”

Editors Southern Cultivator: In your remarks un-

der the above head, May No . 1856, page 163, I think the

minds of your readers are liable to be misled. If I am
wrong, I shall be giad to get light.

You say, “water slowly decomposes soap.” Is it not

the lime and salts in the water which decompose the

soap I My daily experience shows me that one pound of

hard white soda soap, combined with ten pints of water,

(free from lime and salts,) keeps for a length of time with-

out at all losing its solubility. All soaps contain water in

greater or less amount, and keep for years without appre-

ciable deterioration in quality. It is foreign matters

in the water, then, which decompose the soap, and not

water itself.

You say, “because the oil or grease seems to neutral-

ize, in the first place, and mask in the second, the too in-

tense causticity of the alkalies named-” Does not carbon-

ic acid fulfill amply the two indications named, (neutralize

and mask the causticity,) as well as the fat % Why remove,

with so much care, the carbonic acid from the alkali, and

supply its place with the fatty acids'? Soap is certainly

something more than a caustic alkali deprived ofits caus-

ticity. Nor is it simply grease deprived of its greasiness.

It is a true chemical compound, having, sui generis, posi-

tive detergent properties, wholly distinct from those of

its constituents. The property, when in dilute solution,

of uniting readily with greases, constitutes its chief value.

This property is not at all characteristic of either caustic

or carbonated alkalies, else we should find no difficulty

in the very ready manufacture ofsoap under almost any
conditions. The alkalies, to unite properly with grease,

must be concentrated, and hence do violence to the cloth

as well as to the hands of the laundress.

You say, “But since commercial soaps are so shame-

lessly adulterated.” Adulterated with what'? Pereira

says, “with excess of water, lime, gypsum or pipe-clay.”

Water is the only adulteration I have ever met with—and

this in no wise injures the quality of the article as a deter-

gent.

You say, “We never saw any one weigh either potash,

ley, grease or oil, in making soap.” Surely, it is a very

rational proceeding with a new beginner,, especially if

potash is used.

You say, “Adding a saturated solution of caustic lime,

as long as any precipitate falls in the ley.” It seems a

needless waste of time and fuel to add so large a quantity

of water as would be required to dissolve the requisite

amount of lime. If the potash be in the state of proto-

carbonate, every ten pounds will require at least six pounds
of lime in a caustic state. The U. S. Dispensatory in-

forms us that one pint of water at 60° dissolves 9 7-10

grainsof lime. PemVa says 11 6-10. Now, if we assume
11 grains, we shall require four hundred and seventy-one

gallons of lime-water to render caustic ten pounds of pot-

ash. A bulk altogether too large to be evaporated for the

recovery of so small a quantity of alkali. Your previous

remark, “unless you prefer to throw it away,” is well put

in.

You say, “Hence, the simple addition of salt will often

solidify soap, (forming, in part, a soda soap,j
’ &c. Does

not the addition of salt in sufficient quantity, to potash

soap, such as you describe, alvooAjs solidify soap '? And
does it not form in toio a soda soap % So say the authorities.

You say, “One pound of such soap is worth many
pounds of the insoluble, filthy, resinous stuff sold for

washing purposes.” If reference is had to the brown tur-

pentine soap usually sold, I must differ with the opinion

expressed. My own observation is, that good turpentine

soap is a most excellent detergent. • It unites with grease

with remarkable facility, and by the friction which it in-

duces, greatly promotes the cleansing of cloth, while a

pure tallow or oil soap causes the folds of cloth to glide

smoothly and quickly over each other, so that little or no
motion takes place in the fibres of the cloth, and the remo-

val of dirt from the interstices is thus retarded. Good
house-wives always add rosin or turpentine in their soap-

boiling, for the improved quality of the soap thus yielded.

You certainly, Messrs. Editors, have not had much practi-

cal experience at the wash-tub, or you would not speak so

harshly of rosin soap.

You say, “Neither rosin nor any ©fits feble acids ever

become rancid
;
and therefore, says Knapp,” &c. I think

you certainly mistake the ground upon which Knapp
makes his assertion, and I apprehend he is in error, as the

weight of chemical authority is against him. Indeed, he

says himself, on the very next page, “rosin, in combina-

tion with either soda or potash, forms by itself a soft

soap'^ The technical point aside, every house-keeper

knov/s practically that rosin does make soap, and a first

rate washing soap can’t be made without it. I remark, in

conclusion, rosin is one of the constituents of the “Eng-
lish Honey Soap,” so celebrated for toilet use, which took

the medal at the London Exhibition.

R. B.

[The strictures of our correspondent refer to an article

published in our last volume, page 163. The senior Edi-

tor (who wrote that article) will reply in good time.]

Hair Oil for FIorses.—Immense fortunes have been

realized in the manufacture of Hair Oil for the Lords and
Laities of creation. But here i-s a recipe for the manfac-

ture of hair oil, said to be successful in promoting the

growth of horse hair, rendering \i pliable and glossy. We
give the technical formulae of the prescription

:

R.—Take
Brushus et currycomus ad libitum.

Elbow greasus quantum suff.

Blanketisus firstratus.

Stablus warmus.

Fodderus never say diet-us but meal us et oatus.

Exercisus non compromisus.

The effect of the above is truly wonderful. It results

in

—

Coatus shinitus,

Appetitus wolfitus,

Muscularitus, two-forty-itus.

Horse Latinus.
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Sbufitistmtnts. AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
{Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.)

he Subscriber has received and will continue to receive

X throughout the season, his stock of genuine and fresh GAR-
DEN SEEDS—crop of 1865. The usual deductions made to coun-
try Merchants. J. H. SERVICE.
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and RedONION SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUE GRASS, &c., <fcc.

Jan57—3t

A. LONGETT,
fAEALER in FERTILIZERS, No. 34 Clitf street. New York.
I 7 PERUVIAN GUANO No. 1—Government brand and wmight
on each bag. COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadel-
phia Guano Company. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME and
BONE DUST. Jan57—3t

XMPROVED SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, of the best

i brands, for sale by A. LONGETT,
Jan57—3t 34 Cliff street. New York.

CHERRIES !—AMERICAN VARIETIES.
TX/ E can furnish a limited number of nearly all the new Ameri-
Y V can varieties of CHERRIES, worked on the Mahaleb stock

and especially suited to the South. Also, all the old approved
kinds. Price, 50 cents each or $40 per hundred. Address :

Dec56—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

/COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadelphia Guano
Company. A. LONGETT, A^nt,

Jan57—:3t New York.

GLOVER’S PATENT COTTON PRESS.

ir
I

Patented July 3rd, 1855.

rpHE above Press is designed for plantation use, and is the only one known that can be effectively worked hiside the Gin House or

_L Shed added thereto. As will be seen, it is a vertical Press and combines simplicity, durability and quickness of action. Being

inside of the Gin-House, all handling of the Cotton is saved
;
the top of the box is a hole in the floor and the cotton is raked from the

lint room and taken out down stairs a bale. Being above ground and under shelter it is not liable to decay. Its diirability considered,

the Press is much cheaper than the screw. One of these Presses has been in operation on my own Plantation for 3 years, giving gen-

eral satisfaction. I also have one erected at the Foundry of Messrs. Ewan & Bro., Columbus and Nassau streets, Charleston, S. C.,

who will give any particular information wanted, and furnish single Presses promptly, whom please address. These Presses can be

worked either by hand, horse and the power that drives the Gin.

Patent Right to States n,nd Counties for sale. For purchase of Patent Rights address A. M. Glover, care ofMoore & Glover,

Charleston, S. C. For purchase of Single Presses address Messrs. Ewan & Bro., as above. Jan57—2t.
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PATSNT BUCKLE.
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I
DESIRE to sell the Ei^lit of making and selling the new
DOUBLE-JOIETED PATEET BUCKLE, and will thank-

fully receive offers for it until the 1st day of June next. The
Buckle is the best that has yet been invented, one answering for

the w’hole ward robe and should be made of gold or silver. The
Right of one State is worth a fortune. I will sell the Right of

one or all the States together. ' WM. SLADE.
Gum Creek, Dooly Co., Ga., Nov. 24, 1856. Jan57—5t

WHITE’S GAHDEKITIG PGR THE SOUTH.

A new Work by W. N. White, of Athens, Ga., containing di-

rections for cultivating the Kitchen and Fruit Garden, with
large and valuable lists of fruits and vegetables adapted to the
Southern States, with Gardening Callauders for the same..

Price $1.25, sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of Price.

C. M. SAXTON & CO.,
Agricultural Book Pirblishers, 140 Eulton-st., New York.

Jau57—^2t

DIOSCOREA BATATAS—TTBW CHINESE
Potato—or Ifam.

rr^HE experience pf another season in the cultivation of this new
X esculent, warrants us in conSrming all we' said in relation to it

last year. Wherever it fe.ll'on into the hands of judicious cul-

tivators, and received th§^ care necessary to its full development,
the result has b( (. n er i

,
\ sn' ctory in all respects

;
and it may

confidently be rcc miAli cict 1

1

the esculents proposed as sub-
stitutes for the d '-Ct . )> lo the Dioscorea Batatas is certainly
the only important one. tS c cu)i i'.ow snpxily small roots from 4 to

9 inches long, carefuiiy packe i fur transport at $3 per dozen; and
small seed tubers (such as we sold last year) at $i per dozen to

$7 per hundred
;
these latter can be sent by mail. Description

and directions for culture furnished with each package. WTiere
practicable,parties are invited to examine the roots before purchas-
ing, as we have them constantly on view.
NEW CHINESE NORTHERN SUGAR CANE.—Seed of this

celebrated and invaluable plant in packets at 12j cents each
(prepaid by mail 25 cts.) 75 cents a pound.
CHUFAS or EARTH ALZvIOND—$1 per 100.

JAPAN PEAS, 50 cts. a quart. NEW ORANGE WATER
•MELON (true), CHRISTIANA MUSK MELON

;
KINGPHILIP

CORN
;
SWEET GERMAN TURNIP, etc., etc., wfith the largest

and most comprehensive assortment of VEGETABLE,FLOWER
and FIELD SEEDS to be found in the United States.
Catalogues on application.

JAS. M. THORBURN & CO.,
Jan57—2t Seedsmen, &c., 15 John st., New York.

THE MOST EXTRAORDINAHlf COTTON IN
the W’oiid.

I
HAVE for sale the earliest COTTON in the world,and will sell

the seed at $1 each or six seed for $5. or the seed of the stalk
now on hand say thi’ee thousand, for $2,000. J. L. GORES,

South Bend, Ark., 1856.

CERTIFICATES.
I certify that I am doing business for Dr. Goree and have seen

his communication of the 28th of November, and cheerfully certify
that it is correct and not the least exaggerated. The cotton is

either a new one or one I have never seen before, as I am very
well acquainted with most of the new cottons of the present day.
I believe this seed will open as early in latitude 34 as any seed I
know will in latitude 32. ALEX. DAVIDSON.

I certify that I have seenDf. Goree’s stalk of Cotton, and that it

is all he describes it to be. It differs from the fine cotton of the pre-
sent day by branching much more and every branch fiUed with
bolls. I consider it an entue new cotton, and, far more valuable
than the best I have ever seen, and fully a month earlier than our
earliest cotton and well suited, I should think, to the latitude of
Tennessee and perhaps of Kentucky. It would not surprize me if

this cotton does not more effectually than any thing else settle the
stomachs of the Abolitionists. It certainly is a very extraordinary
stalk, maturing sojearly so many bolls.

WILLIAM WALDRON.
At the»request of our neighbor, Dr. Goree, we have examined

the stalk of cotton described by him in a communication to the
Southern Cultivator, and do cheerfully testify to the correctness of
the general facts of his description, and believe them all to be
correct. ROBT. H. DOUGLASS.

[Mr. Douglass did not see the cotton for two months, and it hav-
ing been so long in the house, the childi'en had pulled many bolls

off ami on the 'twenty boll limb it only had nineteen, -.inuthat is why
he worded it as he did. The others saw it the next day after pull-
ing. J. L. GOREE.]
[Jan57—2tl

PEABOUT’3 NEVv’^ SEEDLING STP-A\V-
berry.

SUBSCRIBER has originated a new Seedlmg STRAW-
X BERRY, which combines more good qualities to maxe up a
jjerfect berry than any ever yet introduced, viz ; It is of ihe largest

nze. measuring six and seven inches in circumference
;

it is of
beautiful form, attacl'.edto tbe caylx by a polished coral-like ne^
without seeds : rich, deep crimson color

;
fruit borne on tall

stalks, of the most exquisite pine flavor; fie.sh fiim, melliog and
juicy

;
and bears transportation better than any StrawbejTj’- ever

cnlrivated (See engraving and description of the plant in the
November No., last volume.)

I will be prepared to send the plant out, whenever the following
terms are complied with. Not a plant of this variecy hr-' ever left

my grounds, nor ever will, until the propositions below are .sub-

scribed to. I propose to get one thousand sub.scriptions at $5 per
djfcen plants, throughout the whole country. Subscribers on for-

warding their names, and j)ostofliee addre.ss, with the number of
dozen desired, will receive by retnim mail a berartiful colored plate

of the vine and fi n't, diawn from nature: aud as soon as the thou-

sand subscriptions are made up, I will notify each subscriber, when
the money may be mailed to me., and I will prrt the plant.s up in

moss, envelope them in oil silk, aud forward them by mail. By
this method they can be sent to any part of the Union with safety

and de.spatch. I have sent package.' of 100 of the eommoji Straw-
berry 1.000 miles by mail, without the loss of a plant. Packages
of one dozen wUl go through the mail as certainly as a letter.

Subscribers, on receSving” the colored plates will please .show

their friends, that it may hasten the completion of the list. From
one dozen plants, one thousand may be produced the first year.

—

This plant is the hermaphrodite, always bearing perfect crops of
fruit, without any impregnator.

Direction.s for the culture of this plant will be sent with each
colored plate. CHARLES A. PEABODY.

Cohimbus, Ca., Oct. 1, 1856.
As a proof of the keeping qualities of this new Strawberry, on

tbe morning of tbe 9th of May last, [Frida,y,] I picked a case of
the berries, took them to Columbus, six miles, in my buggy, sent
them from Columbus to Savannah, three hnndi’ed miles by Rail-

road, aud from Savannah to New York, nine hundred miles by
steamer to my friends, Me.ssr3. J. M. Tborbum & Co. The follow-

ing extract from Messrs. Thorburn & Co.’s letter, will show the
condition of the berries just one week after they were picked.

C. A. P.

New York, May 16th, 1856.

Mr. Charles A. Peabody—Dear Sir.—The Strawberries
came to hand on the a,fternoon of Tuesday, sound and in very good
condition, retaining an unnsually strong Strawberry aroma. * *

The berries have wilted down only a very little, up to this time,

Friday morning, May 16th. Yours truly,

Jan57—tf J. M. THORBURN & CO

TTFY'ANDOT CORN.—Persons wishing to procure Seed of

t f this new and most productive variety ofCom can be sup-

plied by early application to D. B. PLUMB X CO.
Jan57—It

“FKUITLAND NURSBRT,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fruits and Flowers for tlie 5?outh !

ifJHE Subscriber has just issued a NEYf CATALOGUE OF
X FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH, in which all the BEST and
most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (sititable to our
climate) are fully described

;
with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Ac. Also, a
selected list aud description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn-

ment of their- homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to aU applicants perinr.il. FREE OF

POSTAGE, bv addi-ossing D. REDMOND. Augu- .a. Ga.
Dec56-^tf

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM williug to dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOAVN E'WES, in iamb; also, fom-fine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I w ill sell a Buck and three Ewes for 100, if applied for prior to

the 1.4t of January next. RICHARD PETERS,
Dec56-^tf Atlanta, Ga-

PUHB AND VALUABLE BBdD',.

Having experienced the great difficulty in obiauiing reliable

FLOWER SEEDS, suitable to the South, IJui- raised a
small quantity, which i have placed m the hand.- of D. B. Piuiuh &
Go., Druggists, in this city, for retailing. I wouU.. pn. i'c.'larij- draw
the attention of the ladies to the sxrlendi;! collection of Sf ck Gilly

Flowers, Ten Weeks Stocks, Double Wall Flov .a-.', a-'V'i German
Asters. ROBERT NEL>ON.
Dec56—tf Augusta. Ga.

3LAG A ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a -few :
of three to four months oM, a: s-IO per

pair. For Lo '

•
. Iconsidci- this breed s;.p: -i'!r to any

other—they cannu io to take the mange, and .-u i free fvoin

cutaneous errn, -I' . -aisease of the lungs, to whhi'. bogs are

so liable when i, . A dry pens in a Southorn clir. r.h .\:'<lross

Nov55—tf R. PETERS, A;I '.h.r. La.
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THB CHIHKSB PBA.
HE most PROLIFIC PEA known ;

well adapted to poor lands

I and yieldiug more to the amouat planted .aud the acre than

an}' other, by an him'di'ed per cent. One pea planted yielding a had

gallon, if allowed proper distance to spread. The p-eas growing in

bunches, save great labor in gathering. The vines are eaten greedi-

ly by stock, and the pea is unsurpassed for the table in delicacy and

richness of flavor.
_ ,

Any one wisliing them can have a package containing han a

irint (from 6 to 7 ounces) ^ent per mail, postage paid, by remitting

us $1 30—($1 iu current funds and 30 cents in postage stamps.) Any,

one not perfectly satistied with the Pea will have his money re-

turned. Address D. B. PLUMB A CO., Augusta, Oa.

l^^'For ebstaut Agencies, addi-ess D. EEDMOAD,
Koy.56—5t Augusta. Ga.

R. B. NORVELL,
A UCTIOX AHD COMMISSION MERCHANT, AND DEAL-

ER IN MACHINERY AND AGRICULTURAL UIPLE-
MENTS, Huntsville, Ala Decoh—

FRESH G-ARDSIT SE.EDB.
"^X^E are now receiving our supply of choice GARDEN SEEDS,
YV Avhich we warrant to be GENUINK and of the crop of 1856.

Those who purchase our seed may rely upon getting a fresh article

as we keep no OLD seed on hand.
pTfS^Merchamts supplied at a liberal discount.

D. B. PLUMB A CO.,

Kov56—4t Broad-st., Augusta, Ga.

EVERGREEITS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A PEWrareandbaautiful EVERGREENS Trees and Shrubs

of the proper size for transplanting maj^ now be obtained

from tbe subscriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Cedar,

AUGUSTA IQ-URSSRy.
Extensive Collectic-n of Selected Roses and

Bouthern Raised Fruit Trees.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of

o Roso.s, that he has now a superb collection of new and rare

varieties, which be will be happy to supply such as may desire

them- His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of any
Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes ivill be generally of a
larger size. He has also made recent additions to his stock of

FRUIT TREES, and can now supply tine sorts of the following
varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shell Almonds, English "vValnuts, and Ha-
zle-nuts.

Also, GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardy Flowering and Orna-
mental Shrubs. Orders from the country uill be promptly attend-

ed to, and Trees and Shrubs carefully packed aud directed,
r Osage Ora ge Fruit for sale at tpl per dozen.

Catalogues of Roses and Fruit 'J’rees will be sent gi-atis, to all

post-paid letters. Addi'ess F. A. MAUGE, Augusta, Ga.
Doc56—4t

Pyramidal
, . .

Vitie
;
Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Grandiflova, “Mock Orange, ’

Pittosporum, Ac., Ac.
;
iu short: all the most desirable Evergreen

Trees and Shrubs that fiotmsh in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied in

quantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue sent per 'mail.) Ad-
di-ess [Dec.56—tf] D. F>.EDMOND. Augusta, Ga.

SELECT APPLES—BOUTHBRIST SEEDLING.

ACHOICE collection of Summer, Autumn and Winter APPLES
—mostly Southern Seedlings, and all perfectly adapted to this

climate for sale by the subscriber at 25 cents eacit, or $20 per hun-

dred. Address D. RELMOND,
Augusta, Ga.

Descriptive Catalogues sent, '^GvmSiWJree ofpostage.

Dec5b‘—tf

PEACHES !—SOUTHERN SEEDLINGS.
HE very finest collection of PEACH TREES ever offered in

1 the South, may now he obtained from “Fruitlaud.’’ In addition

to the well known and approved varieties of Europe and the North
we have many knew and exceedingly valuable Southern Seedlings

found iu no other collection, and furnishing a saccessionai crop of

fruit from the first of June until November. Price, 25 cents each,

or $20 per hundred. Descriptive Catalogues sent gratis per mail.

Address D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

PEARS FOR Tm SOUTH i

S
TANDARD and DWARF PEAR'S, of the most approved

varieties, finely rooted and well grown. Price 50 cents each,

cr $40 per hundred.
The Pear, under proper cultivation, is much larger and finer here

than at the North or in Europe, and the kinds I offer are among
the very best. Descriptive Catalogues sent free of postage.

Dec56—tf Address: D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

HEDGE PLANTS, BASKET WILLOWS, &c

OSAGE Orange, Macartney, Cherokee and other running
ROSES for defensive and protective Hedges. Also, the

Enonymus, Cape Jasmin, “Mock Orange,” English Laurel and
other beautiful Evergreens for Ornamental Hedges. Osier or Bas-
ket Willow cuttings, of flie best vai-ietie.s. Catalogues sent,

gratis. Ad(b-ess. D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56— tf

GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, LIULBBPUIIES,
&c,, £cc.

All the finer varieties of native send foreign GRAPES—some of
the former, for Yinejvards, on reasonal)Ie terms the quan

tity. Also, the finest collection of Strawbemes in "the Sourli;

Rochelle or La-udon BLACKBERRIES ; varieties of the RASP-
BERRY, MULBERRA". &c., <fcc. SeeDescriptive Catalogrie, sent
/ree o/ ^osfao^e to all applicants. Addi’ess: D. REDMOND,

Dec56—tf Augusta. Ga.

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For SALE, a few halfblood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
INov.^.5—tf1 R. PETERS. Atlanta. Ga.

PLUMBS !—FRUTTLAND NURSERY !

All the most approved varieties of the PLUIW on native seed-
ling stock.s, furnished to order. Also, frll Gaialogues of

“Fruitland Nursery” mailed to applicant.s. jPne of postage.'

Dec.5G—tf Address: D. REDMOND, Augusta, ,Ga.

COTTON SEED.

1
|QAA BUSHELS—Olive—very pure. Price fifty cents a

•UW w bushel at my gin, or forwarded to cash orders at fifty

cents per sack extra. Also, 1,000 bushels “Crowder,” equally pure
and very productive, an early opener, growing and making till late.

The voung bolls do not dry up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other
varieties do. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,
Nov56—6t - Yazoo City, Mississippi.

BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON SEED.
bushels of BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON
SEED for sale in sacks fi’om 1 to 5 bushels in a sack.

Price $1 per bushel JOHN M. TURNER.
Nov.56—4t Augusta G.a.

CARMICHAEL 8c BEAN,
I 'jEALT'PS IN HARDWARE, CUTLERY, and AGRICUL-
IJ TURAL IMPELMENTS, Ai i.nsta, Ga.

Vv’'e are, also, Agents for the fo • 'wing articles :—SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, made bv Staarns A . larvin. New York

;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND "COB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING,
PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; AT-
KINS' SELF RAKING REAPER

;
CIRCULAR SAWS, made

by Hoe A Co., aud Welch A Grifilth’s HORSE POWERS
;
FAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL A BEAN,

ApriloG—Cly Augusta, Ga.

THOROUGH BRED NORTH DEVON AND
Ayrshire Bulls.

I
OFFER for* sale a few choice young BULLS, bred from supe-
rior Stock, with full pedigrees. For particulars, address me at

No. 23 Fulton street. New York City A. M. TREDWELL,
Importer, Breeder and Dealer iu North Devon aud Ayrshire Cattle.

Residence Madison, Morris county, New York.
Dec56—3mo

“ SPEED THE PLOW.”

I
T is admitted by the best judges- that WARLICKS’ IMPROV-
ED PLOW is the best implement of the kind now in use. It

is a Southern invention, and is pecularly adapted to agricultural
purposes iu the South. The best farmers of Alabama, Georgia
aud Soutli Carolina, say it is the very thmg they need. Its ex-
cellencies consist mainij'- in the following particulars :

1.

It is the cheapest and most ecomical plow that can be used

2.

It is acknowledged to be the plow for snbsoiling clay lands.

3.

It is of lighter draft, and more easily managed bj’ the hand
than any other plow.

4.

All the plows used in the So'uth maybe attached to ike stock,
and it is equally useful both for breakiug"np lun;l .'.nd cnitivatiug a
crop.

5.

It is not liable to choke iu gra-^sy or rough .

Premiums were awarded to this plow at Ag-icul'iiral Fairs in
four Southern States in 1855. Certificates of the most fia'. ieriug
Idnd could bo'appended if necessary. The best way, hcxvevor, tu
test the truth of the above statements, is to try th.o plow.
Those wishing topurch.ase plows cr to obtain plows cu trial, or

to obtain any information concemiug it, will i4ease address the
•subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing in whe-f in grassy lands
this plow is far superior to all others. I’. . V,’ J CLIAMS.

ATlauta. Ga.. .July 3. 1856. A\
.
c: —6t

NECTARINES, APRICOTS, Fl^rC", 8cc.

All the choicest varieties of tbe above
;
also. Pomegranates,

Almouds, English AValnuts, Ac.. Ac. Addrc.-:.s :

Dec.56—tf 1). EEDIMOND, Augusta. Ga.

EVERBLOOMING ROSES.

Embracing all the leading .sorts of China, Tea, Bourbon,
Noisette, H_^, brid Perpetuals, Ac. Also, a great variety of

Spi’ing Roses, Mo.ss Roses, Banksiau Roses, CJimhers, Ac., Ac.
All select, strong plants, grown on their own roots. Price 50 cents,

or $-5 per dozen. Catalogues sent /res of postage. Address;
Dec56—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, G a.

SHEEP FOR &ALR
ONE very five half French aud half Spanish MERINO BUCK,

one vear old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH
DOWN BUCKS, of the WUbb .stock.

Jimeoo—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga,
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB

MiU.

(PATENTED MAY 16, 1854.)

Manufactured of the best materiils, by jOOTr, MOCK-
BEE & Co., under the ii mediate supervision

of the Patentee.

pelled and best Crushers Tve have ever seen, and by the use of
which we believe a saving of one-third is made :

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia County, Ga.
(Dr. Crawford has two Mills in use.)

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield District, 8. C.
(Mr. Rambo has three Mills at different places.)

J. PRINTUP, Warren County, Ga.
JOHN B, WHITEHEAD, Burke County, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock County, Ga,
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe County, Ga.

(Mr. Barrow has two mills.)
GEOPGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.WM J. EVE, Richmond County, Ga.
GO >DE BRY,\N, Richmond County, Ga.
Wiu. J. MIMS, Richmond County, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, Jefferson County, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Hall County, Ga.
JAMES M. HARRIS, Hancock County, Ga.
A. H. COLLINS, Columbia Count5", Ga.
HENRY ,T. SCHLEY, Burke County, Ga.

(Ml'. Schley is using two Mills.)
PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TORRYE, Lexington, Miss. nov5G

—

3t

CAKMICHAEL & BEAN, GENERZ L AGENTS, AU-
GUSTA, G'^ORGIA.

The attention of PLANTFUS and stock Feeders
is respectfully called to this Mill, as cembining in a remarka-

ble degree, portability and power, simplicity of construction and
arrangement, durability, and lightness of draught.
In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions
will ^company each Mill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
Corn and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from being over-heated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone; and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made
the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding
Com and Cob Meal.

Caution.—The Little Giant has always taken the first premium
wherever exhibited, and we confidently assert that in all respects
it is unequalled. It is the product of genius, experience and perse-
verance, and such has been its success, and such the celebrity
which it has gained during the two years of its existence, that
several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their ap-
pearance, with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant's thunder, they may be
able to follow in its footsteps and share its fame. These Mills are
guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according to

the directions, and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill
which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill which
hes ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.

The smallest size. No. 1, will grind, five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to

ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold for $50. No. 3 re-

quires two horses, will grind fifteen bushels per horn', and sells

for $60.
We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our possession official written and printed
testimonia's which will gladly exhibit t(^ persons wanting Mills,

showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant over all

others :

TESTIMONIALS.
Augusta, Ga., April 3d, 18.55.

I have been running one of SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN
AND COB MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per-

forms to my entire satisfaction. It Avas warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour, but I ha^-e ground over thirty-five bushels in an
hour and a half, or equal to twenty-three and a half bushels per
hour. In feeding thirty horses, I save at least one hundred bush-
els of Corn per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels
of Corn with the Cob, where i formerly fed three hundred. I con-
sider it decidedly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if I

could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

I. D. MATHEWS,
Proprietor of the Augvsta Omnibuses.

Augusta, G -., Oct. 1, 1856.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gent .-—After having used the

LITTLE GIANT constantly for nineteen months, I cheerfully

confirm every statement made in my certificate of the 3d of

April, 1855. I. D. MATTHEWS.
Beech Island, S. C. Oct. 1, 1856.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean, Augusta, G&.—Gent I have
had a No. 3 LITTLE GIANT in constant 'use for the last nine-

teen months, and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob
Meal. I have never worked my horses and mules harder than du-

ring the past summer, and they have never before, at this season
of the year, been in as good condition as they are now. Two
horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, and I feel confi-

dent that I save fully 30 per cent, by using the Mill. I am ac-

quainted with several kinds of Crashers, but consider the LITTLE
GIANT far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.
Messrs. Carmichael &. Bean—Gent :—We are using the

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS, which we
bought from you, and hereby recommend them to Planters and
Stock Feeders as the most simple and durable, the most easily pro-

CORN AND COB MILLS.

rilHE undersigned have now in store and offer for sale the follow-
JL ing CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this MiU:
1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob

;
also, gi'ind fine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

.3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.
4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.
6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied

and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-
ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob :

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 10.

“Little Giant” ....4+ 15.

“Maynor’s Champion.. . ....5 20.

“Collmrn’s Mill” ....7.1 32.
The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the

simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding parts last-
ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crasher in use.
Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

B. S. WELLER,
Seed and Agricultural Store, No, 57 Market

street, Nashville, Tenn.

Having established a general Agricultural Depot at the
above place, I desire al) my old and trixe friends, and the

public at large, to call and see me, and examine my stock in trade.
THRESHERS, MOWERS, REAPERS, Barahill’s mirivalled

CORN AND COTTON DRILL, &c., &c. GARDEN SEEDS,
from the celebrated establishments of Landreth & Son, Phila., and
Robeit St. Clair, Baltimore. Also, Clover, Timothy, Blue Grass,
Canary, Hemp and Rape SEED, BUCKWHEAT and BARLEY,
constantly on hand and for sale.

All kinds of Copper, Tin, Brass and Sheet Iron WARE still

manufactured, and STOVES, GRATES, &c., for sale. Agricul-
tural Implements not on hand, ordered and solo at the manufactur-
er’s price and transportation. Also, TINNERS’ MACHINES and
HAND TOOLS from Peck, Smith & Co.’s Manufactory, South-
ington, Conn. Also, all kinds of HORTICULTURAL IMPLE-
MENTS, and a fine stock of FANCY POULTRY, always on hand.
Nov.56—3t

A FARM WANTED.
I
WISH to purchase a FARM in Southern Georgia of from 1000
to 5000 acres of land, near the Florida line and lying in the

Southern part of Charlton county preferred. Persons having land
in that neighborhood to dispose of will please address me at No.
162 I street, Washington, D. C., giving a description of the land_and
the very least money and best terms that will buy it.

MILTON GARRETT.
Reference—Dr. D. Lee, Athens, Ga. Noy56—tf
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PEABODY’S PROLIFIC CORN.

T he Subscriber is now prepared to furnish SEED of this invaluable variety of grain. I will put it up in sacks of one bushel, half

bushel, peck, and quart, and furnish it at the following rates : For sacks of one bushel $10, half bushel $5, peck $3, or (piart 50
cents. This Com grows like the Wyandot, but is altogether superior for Southern culture, both as a stock corn and for bread, weighuig
near as much again as the Wyandot, each seed producing from two to seven tillers, each tiller producing ears like the main stalk, one
grain often producing twenty ears of com. The ears are full and large, with a heavy firm grain, weighing, when shelled, over sixty
pounds to the bushel. It is a first rate stock corn, and unrivalled for bread, as it makes a meal as white as flour. The seed that Inow
offer is perfectly pure, as I aid not jjlant a grain of any other com the past season. Lands that will produce forty to fifty bushels of

our common corn to the acre, will produce one hundred and fifty of this. My laud is common pine land, never having produced over
fifteen bushels to the acre, with the best culture that I could give it. The past season, I manured a few acres with a single sack of
guano to the acre. I have gathered and measured two acres, and notwithstanding the di'outh has cvit oft' at least one-fourth of the crop,

the two acres turned me out oneliundred and cightxj bushels of shelled corn. This is the second year thatl have planted this com, and
it not only holds out its astonishing productive qualities, but has increased in weight. Did it not produce a grain of corn, it is worth
its price for the immense amount of fodder that it produces. A field of it growing looks like a field ofmammoth wheat, so many tillers

it produces. The tillers or suckers should not be removed, as they produce like the main stalk. One bushel o: seed will go as far as

two of the common corn in planting, as it requires a greater distance.

Orders may be addressed me at Columbus, Ga.; or, to my agents, Messsrs. King Sc Sorsby, Columbus, Ga.; and Messrs. J. A. Mor
ton & Co., 40 New Levee, New Orleans

;
Ruse, Davis Sc Long, Savannah, Ga.; Lee Sc Norton,' Montgomery, Alabama.

As a supplj"^ of this most invaluable grain is quite limited, planters would do well to send in their orders early.

CHARLES A. PEABODY.
Columbus, Ga.. Oct. 1, 1856.

THE PEABODY CORN.
At the solicitation of Mr. C. A. Peabody, the undersigned accepted an invitation to visit his farm about the middle of July,when they

were shown this extraordinary and very remarkable com.
Its singular peculiarity consists in throwing out fruitful tillers, or suckers—all emanating from the roots, as is natural to rye or

wheat. Upon two acres, said to have been manured with 148 and 1.52 pounds of guano, it was not uncommon to see, from one grain

planted, as many as fom- and sometimes five stalks, besides the parent one, the greater proportion contaming three. These tillers were
in size and height nearly equal to the origmal stalk ;

on each of which we observed from two to four ears of medium, or respectable

size, and all rapidly progressing to matmity. For some days previous, and after the period of our visit, the country was suffering under
the influence of a severe drouth.

The crop consisted of about forty acres, planted in rows five by four feet, one grain in a hUl. With the exception of the two acres

above alluded to, no manure had been applied the present year, as informed by Mr. Peabody. The unmauured part did not promise so

well, yet it was far superior to any we had ever seen on the same character of land.

The entire farm is pine land, natm'aUy thin, and without the aid of some fertilizer, would not produce over ten or twelve bushels

of the ordinary variety of corn, with propitious seasons.

Should this com not deteriorate in after culture, from its being a Northern variety, it must prove a valuable acquisition to the farm-

er and country.

We submit this article as the means of suspending public sentiment until its merits or demerits can be more fully tested and known.
B. A. SORSBY,
JAS. M. CHAMBERS,
WM. H. MITCHELL,
WM. H. CHAMBERS,

Columius, Ga., Sept. 18, 1856. J. C. COOK.
COLUMBUS, Ga., September, 18, 1856.

This is to certify that we, this day saw weighed on a pair of patent ballance scales, a half bushel of the Peabody com, the measure
being sUghtly rounding, which we allowed for shrinking—and the weight was thirty-fom- pounds—equal to 68 pounds per bushel.
A ’ B. A. SORSBY,

Nov56—.3t JOEL E. HURT.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO
Sucre ! !—Pure Seed ! ! !

|_LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
containiag fmm 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Teims easy.

The Radroad from Macon will be completed to Albany . y 1st

Sept, next ;
thus giving easy a,ccess to all of the above named

lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a I’aUroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. 10th. 1856. Nov56—tf

HOPEWELL NURSERY, FRSDERICKBURG,
Virginia.

T he Pi-oprietor of these Niu'series calls the attention of Tree
Planters to his large stock of FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL

TREES, <fcc., for fall planting. The propitious season has produc-
ed finer gi'own trees than he has ever before offered. He would
call especial attention to his list of Southern Apples, which.he
grows in large quantities—his present stock is about 90,000—em-
bi'acing a large number of Virginia and North Carolina sorts, koep-

ing the whole winter, and equal in size and quality to the most
popular Northern sorts, w’hich ripen here, with few exceptions in

he fall.

Also a large stock of Standard and Dwarf PEARS, PEACHES,
APRICOTS, NECTARINES, QUINCES, GRAPES, STR.A.W-
BERRIES. ASPARAGUS ROOTS, ORNAMEN'^AL TREES
and SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, ROSES, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &c.
E^^The facilities for shipping are equal to any in the country.

*x*A new Catalogue just issued, and sent to all applicants.

Nov56—3t H. R. ROBEY.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we

i win send it by maU, post-paid at $1 . 80. Address
- Wlft. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

,
GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH

I rpHE work, securely enveloped, w’ill be sent by mail (pre paid) to

I JL any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
1 cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bills of any specie pay

\
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

I
May56—tf Athens, Ga.

The subscribers take great pleasui'e in infoiming the Planters,
Farmers and Gardenei’s of the South, that they have secimed

from the most reliable sources a limited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties of which may be briefly

summed up as follows :

1st. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, wiU 5deld from
400 to 500 gallons of fine syrup, equal to the best New Orleans

;
and

from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close di-ills, on land deeply plowed
and highly manured, it will yield from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of superior fodder to the acre.

3d. It surpasses all other plants for soiling (feeding gi'een) and
fodder, on account of the gveat abimdance of sugary juice which
it contains

;
and is gi-eedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, gro'wing
off freely and rapidl}', after each cutting.

5tb. It stands drouth much better than common corn, retaining
its gi-een color andjuiciness even after the seed matures-

6th. The seed is excellent for human food, whe; ' ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals very speedUy. From twenty-
five to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so certain and prolific a crop that planters maybe .sure

of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South af Mary-
land and North of IMexico. If planted earl}* in the Southeni States
the seed will mattire and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which has been very carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, w ill be ofiered in cloth packages, each
containing enough to plant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivcxtion, which is perfectly simple.

These packages will be fonvarded per mail, fkkk of post-
age, to any address, on receipt of $L.30 for each jjackage. When
not sent by mail, we will furnish the packages at $1 each.

Early orders are solicited, as the supply of good and reliable

seed is quite limited. Applicants’ names will be entered in the or-

der in which they are received, and the seed will be ready for mail-

ing or delivery on the first of October.
Addi-ess, with plain directions for mailing or shipping,

,
D. B. PLUMB Sc CO., Augusta, Ga.

^^Pamphlets, containing full history and description of this

plant, with valuable Reports on its merits, will be sent, postage

free, to all who purchase seed, or who will enclose a three cent
stamp.

Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be supplied

at a liberal discount from retail rate's, if their orders are received

immefi’.tely. Oct56-tf

I
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WTANDOT FEIOLIFIC
ri'^HE greatest Agricultural wonder of the age. 1.-; dircoverj^is

I worth millions to the country. Yield 1.50 bn-hel-' to the acre,

(some say 300.) Plant only one kernel in a hill, each kernel will

produce from 3 to 12 stalks, 10 to 12 lea; big];, 4 e.v yp i ar.s, 8 to 14

inches long, 10 to 16 rows of beautiful pearl v bite t > u. Seed se-

lected with care, warranted genuine, put xip in a .>a '-ufi.lcient to

plant an acre. Price !|1. 50, delivered in New Yor’ . vv. Money
or P. O. stamps must accompany the order, with di. .uons how to

send.
Those who order sent by mail, and remit $4, t, :'" ro. . ive, post

paid, a parcel to plant an acre
; $2, half an acre ; $1 ti-r of an

aci'e. Orders for less double the above rates. Circulars showing
the result from different parts of the Union, s iU be s uit to all vrjio

address J. C. 'IHOV 'I’.'^iON,

Jan57—3t Tompkiusville, Staton I.slaijd, N. Y.

GEORGIA LATO OFFICE AT Ar’GyjST-A.
1 HE undersigned respectfully informs the pu’olic, generally, that

JL they have opened an office in the city of Anju tu, opposite the
Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PUPCHASE
And sale of lands and real estate of 3,11 descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Connnission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale anti purcha .o of Lands in
Cherokee and Southwestem Georgia. Persons vrishiug to have
Lands sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of; also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
sect’ou of Geoi’gia, and wi.shing to sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and tomis, and they
will be entered into our general Registry, free of change. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or *Lands,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or airy county in the
State, will find it to their advantage to favor us vrith their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE <fe Co.
JAMES M. DVVIDSON,

o- yVoodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE & CO.,

Feb56—tf Aagi'ota, Ga.

1857 ! 1857 !

SOU'rMERN CULTIVATOR,
A MONTMEiA" .YOUMNAE,.

DEVOTJED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., 'and’p. REDMOND, Editors.

The Fifteenth volume conimences in January
1357.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1 I TwENTY-Fn-E Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

j

One Hundred Copies 75
ALWAY’'S IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless tlxe cash

accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittaunces, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.
Addr.ess W3i. S. JONES, Aujfusta, Ga.

U^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished vuth the paper at club prices.

. THE FAST TROTTING STAL.LION,

S
T. LAWRENCE has just arrived per steamer Sonthemer and
is at C. A. RED’S Iffantation, four miles from Augusta, on the

Savannah Road, and will be lotto Mares at the rate of $25 the sea-
son until the Mare proves with foal or parted with.

St. Lawrence is a beautiful Bay, vith black legs, mane and tail
;

16 hands 1 inch high
; 7 years old, withgeud bone and ivell propor-

tioned
;
weighs 1300 pounds. We believe him to be fastest trotting

Stallion on the American continent, and, willing to back ourjudg-
ment, will match him against any btaihon for $1000 a side to go to
wagons, over LaPayetto Course”
His sire was the renowned trotting horse, St. Lawrence, who

was the best trotting horse of his da}’-, having, on tv/o occa.ffon.s,

beaten the celebrated Jack ilos.uter. an,, others. His d.am was the
fast trotting Mare, DutchMoff—she byMorg.an.
The proprietors hating rermrd a Stock Company, for the pur-

pose of improving our Southern Stock, and one of tiicm havmg
travelled through the Northern and Easteni S.'a’.e.s and ..errious of
the British Provinces, instrn.c t :d to buy liie tinest and iarge.st Trot-
ting Stallion that could tie in’oem ed x.nlinrit, -1 In pri-.m; and as tve
ha.ve been at, a verv heaw f'nM;'.y m .curu.'.g this fine Stock
Horse, we hope the I’icnters vt j c x to t’" iuverc t, an.i bestow
that patron.-ige wbidi oni nn.EO ' ving T',

By way of encoui ^ ^ a . .
->

. ..r., ef h- CS-os, we
offer the follovi inar premiv- ms : t- o; ex "' -v -ntl.s old, a
Pitclicr valued at <“ - i i ^ i. ' C

Good pastimes grt i is. h r a • ’ e ...... i ’
. . g: ..In feel,

if desired, on moderate rc;:' s.

-'T’ ... 1

V ' / '

'
^i'‘':™-:ors.

C. A..' .
' D, J

Augusta, Aug. 25, Oc^"6—it

|fy’°The CoustitVienal:; . E.k'-.vieli A ,k err c. ''‘a, ,.,..’ Re-
publican, and Soavli Cavollmi a ”1 \ . v 14 ... • i c four
nsertions in wcel ly a-.id •''orv a.d ’' I;-

'
I .

"U" -,.
,

•

I
WISH to ell my ft OCR I the
Di-jjot on tne Mcm;)ius .

'

. . '.. ..‘•n’em-
pliis and Soinm; wile i’lank .oa,,, ...i . . • „ •, .. con-
taining' biO acn;:,',

;
390 a.:res In <.

’ it..-, i- t;- oJv
ti'mberod, ali under a jhav' a d .4 . -e . e -d
.M’ory framed Dwobing, framed Neg-o 1 a. ..

,

' .. .ie- fm* . w

horses .and 100 1'.ead of cattle., la/, a.-iv ..i my .mby
$5 worth .of milk i)cr day. There are 15-!-.;,, \ in.ri'idt

Ih’ees of choice qiially.

I will sell the farm together with rhe C’-'.-c M r,"1 a.-’’-. ''-.keiy

young Negroes, and give -|'•:'sessiou ir e,., .il;- ; a- . v , •
. n. : a {' a

Farm and Dwellings next whu'cv. Here is am i,. ’ .a- a
r-.arty fa-auliar vlh Stock Rai.-ing and ; d • ;,)t M- t,mn and at-

tion to the business, to be f./and in iVest ’ ^ .am . . e.

The place ennbe divided into!' lots, win a L, .y: . \ bniid-hio: -Tite

on each, with v.-ood, w.ater and cleared laud on em h. All .-ear and
ivith a good road to the Dei'ot.

If not sold privately before the l.st d.a;," of J’ ly it w,.l, en ihr.l d ' v,

be divided and .sold in lots to suit -par. hascr.s, tir.gi-.; icr i- idi my
Stock, coiisistingvof 75 head of COWS, nna.tly m ealt bv my
luin Bull; 20 MAIlES, in foal by ••Mobrnska e nne s. •ci.' f h. ; d
HOGS and SHEEP, together wi:h my Brahmin BULL, At cm his,
and the thorough b’-ed young STALLION, Nebrur.xa, sired 'oy im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 j-eans old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further i'r ff.rma-

tion will call on uiyself or G. B. Lock, at Mompi'ds, or ii will he
shown by my Overseer on the place.
The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at 14

o’clock, A. M., and returns at 14 o’clock. P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

Jnne56—tf Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may now be obtamed at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at $1 - 80. Addi-ess

WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—^FEBRUARY.)

THE PLANTxVTION.

Om—Continue plowing for this crop, breaking up

vry deep, and using all the manure you can possibly ob-

tain—unless your land is naturally rich. You can^ how-

ever, scarcely manure Corn too highly— it will appro-

priate ail the food you offer it, in the growing season.

Manure heavily
,
plov' deep, and plavt <%$ early, as the sea-

son v:ill admit, if you wdsh to have full cribs next fail.

Coi/.OT?.—Push steadily forward, also, your preparations

for Cotton planting—have your “bed.?” thrown up deep

and mellow, and get a “ stand” as early in the season as

possible. We are not aware of any recent marked im-

provement in the cultivation of our “ great staple though

the practice of our best planters, as iieretofore detailed in

these pages, might be more widely adopted, with profita-

ble re.suUs. Who will give us a short and practicad/oxxi

comprehensive, treatise, on this most important subject,

for our Blarch number % Many of our new subscribers
,

cannot obtain the back volumes of the CuUivai- r

;

and

we desire that all interests be fully and fairly represented

in our journal. Let our best and most snccessful Cotton

planters speak out Our friends, G. M. Saxton: & Co., of

.New York, are, we believe, abont issuing a Cotton

Planfer^s ilfa?!?/ :', ' which will be very valuable to our

readers. We will notice it more fully as soon a.s it ap-

pears.

Sprino- O Is .''houiJ now be sown as soon as possible.

J -ish P tfato‘.s may be pl anted, and Sivect. Potatoes bed- i

ed out for the production of draws,’’ the last of the
|

mo)ilh.
j

Fenres must be vepoired, and put in erder for tiie sea-

son. *
I

Hedges of the Osage Orange, Macartney and Cherokee 1

Rose, F.vergreen Thorn, &c., (S:c., may still be set out,

tiiough the season i's growing late.

THE VEGETABLE GAliDEN.

Tb.e operations of the Gru'dencr must now commence in
|

good earnest. In order to secure a regular and abundant

supply of good vegetables, the garden must be put in a

thorough condition at once. Let it, however, be remem-

bered, that the soil should never be stirred, nor any seed

planted, while the ground is wet; in fact, it must be dry

enough to crumble easily, when raked over. See re-

marks of last month, under this head, all of which will

also answer for this month, and if any crop, that was put

in before, has been destroyed by host, let it be renewed.

Enslisk Peas may now have a good hoeing, drawing

a good ridge of soil to them, particularly 'on the nortii-

ern side.

All vegetable seeds, except Cucumbers and Musk
Melons, may be planted from the middle fill the latter

part of this month, as Beets^ Spinage, Parsnips, Salsify

LeM.uce, Tarnips, Onians, (black seed) Cabbage foi-’ suc-

ce5.sion, &c.

During the latter part of the -month, CoMmge plants

r. ay be set out for a crop.

Glra seed may be planted; if put in ra'her deeply, say

covered with a couple of inches of soil, it will be safe, and

be ready to start as soon as the season will permit. Plant

Irish Pninioes,, and if any of the former planting have

come up, lioe and draw the soil up, so as to cover them

completely, and they will soon appear again.

By the middle of the month, Vdoicr Melons and a small

crop of early {'.nrn may be put in; Adams' Early, and

White Flint Corn are the best varieties.

Now is also the time to sow Colza seed. We have of-

ten planted the seed during the first week of February,

and had excellent greens in four weeks.

If Hot beds have not yet been prepared, do it at once.

Where Smeet Potatoes are v.'anted early in thesumrner,

pnj: out your sets in a hot bed, that you may have au

abundance of tlraws to set out by the first of April.

THE ORCHARD AND FECIT GARDEN.
Set out tlie Peach, the Plum, the AppU, the Pear, the

Qi'.iiice, the Fig, t\\e Pornegranale,t\\e Grap^'pAxe. Stram-

herry, the Raspberry
,
txed. all other desirable kinds of liruit

and ornamental trees and vines. Examine I’each trees

for the Avorm, and Apple trees for the borer, and dig those

depredators from their hiding places with the sharp end

of your k.nife. Heap leached ashes around your Peach

n
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trees froiii the “ collar” to the htiglit of 3 or 4 inches

above the surface of the ground, or pour boiling water

around them as heretofore directed. Work around all your

fruit trees, stirring the ground well as far as the branches

extend, and applying a good top-dressing of manure.

—

Cover the surface with leaves, pine straw, or loose man-

ure, to the depth of 4 or 5 inches, so that the roots may

be protected.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Plant, at once, all Bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crown Imperials, Dahlias, &c., &c. Sow tender AAmuds

in hot beds, and prick out into open ground as soon as

all danger of frost is over. Dress and inmbardcrs

;

plant

edgings of Box; spread gravel on garden walks, and roll

the surface firinly
;
plant ornamental Hedges or screens

oi Arbor Yitec, Y/ild Olive, Holly, Privet, &c. Prune

Hoses and other ornamental shrubs. Set out rooted plants,

and cuttings of the Rose, Cape Jessamine; and* other flow-

ering plants. Stake all newly planted and plant shrubs.

Clear up all weeds and foul trash, and prepare your flow-
j

ers to “see company-.” Prepare ground for laiens, by
j

plowing very deep, (subsoiling 18 inches,) manure highly
j

and sow a liberal allowance of mixed seed, such as Ken-
j

lucky Blue Grass, White Clover, Herds Grass, Texas
|

Musquit, Italian Ray, &c., &c. When sown, roll smooth-

ly with a heavy cast iron or stone roller, and keep off all
j

fowls, pigs, cattle, &c.
j

Transplant Evergreens, such as the Wild Olive, Cedar,
!

Magnolia, &c
,
by digging a deep trench around them, (if

j

large trees,) and lifting a large ball of earth with the roots.
!

Prepare a wide and deep hole to receive them—cut off

smoothly with a sharp knife, all broken or bruised roots;

use an abundance of water
;

fill in with fine, rich soil,

pressed firmly around the roots with the foot; leave a

shallow basin or cavity around the trunk to hold water

hereafter, and finish by staking securely and mulching

with a thick layer or leaves or straw, over which sprinkle

a few shovelsful or earth, to keep the wind from blowing

it away. The very best time to transplant Evergreens is

just as the young growth of these trees is shooting aut in

idle spring.

A LECTURE ON LABOR.

EV DANtEL LEE, M.D., PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, JANUARY, 1857 .

Gentlemen—I shall commence the present course of

Lectures by attempting to explain the origin ofproductive

industry, and the dignity of human labor, it being the

most important element of Agriculture. s

Some regard all labor as a “necessary evil;” others

consider it as a punishment for the disobedience of our

first parents. I have not been able to view the subject in

either light, or shade. To my mind, nothing in nature is

clearer than the fact, that our daily wants of hunger, of

nakedness, of sleep, and of shelter from the extremes of

heat and cold, are designed by Providence to make us pre-

eminently working as well as thinking animals. Other

animals both labor and think, but with greatly inferior re-

sults. If we compare man, with his wonderful powers of

speech, with the mute snake, we find the latter able to sub-

sist comfortably a whole year on a single meal; and at

the sa'ne time the i*eptile needs no clothing. In a year

man requires over a thousand meals, and not a little arti-

ficial covering by day and by night. The most careless

observer cannot fail to notice the extreme weakness, the

utter helplessness of a child during several years of its in-

fancy, which are in no respect a matter of choice with

either parent or offspring. For wise and beneficent pur-

poses, the family tie has its strongest ligaments not in

any conventional rule, but in the organization of man. To

meet the most obvious and pressing wants of his children,

and provide for his own, he is compelled to labor in some

way by a natural law from whose penalty there is no es-

cape when disobeyed. Savages and semi barbarians,

when left to themselves, labor comparatively little; and

as a consequence, they remain fronfage to age unimproved,

and suffer all the privations and exterminating wars pe-

culiar to man in his lowest estate. From this unhappy

condition of physical suffering, of social, moral and intel-

lectual degradation, there is no possible escape except by

and through that muscular and mental labor which our

Creator has made at once the most honorable, the most

useful, and the most effective of all possible employments.

To work with one’s hands or brain is no more a punish-

ment than the inability of a child to walk and talk before

it is six months old is a punishmeut. Providence imposes

on all alike his own conditions of life
;
and while He

causes the proverbial industry of the ant and honey bee to

contribute indefinitely to the happiness of these insects, He

makes manual labor the mostprolific source of human en-

joyment, Productive industry is not only a blessing to

those who perform it, but the parent of ten thousand col-

lateral blessings in the perfect economy of Infinite Wis-

dom. Nor is there more than a shade difference between

physical and intallectual effort
;
both meet as equals in

the nervous system
;

and neither is capable of ruling

the other tyranically without serious injury to the whole

constitution of man.

On no subject is there more erroneous talking and writ-

ing than on that of the rights and duties of labor. Per-

sons calling themselves philanthropists not only “rejudge

the justice” of Heaven, but would fain re-create the uni-

verse to give their fellows a happier existence than this

world affords. Such philanthropy, however, rarely fails

to injure the parties to whom its devotion is so vehement-

ly paid. All zeal without knowledge is fraught with dan-

ger and mischief. Seeing this, thoughtful students often

and well enquire, “Why is it that man’s productive pow-

ers, whether in agriculture, manufactures or other pursuits,

develope themselves under such uniform features and

characteristics % Why are all either free and independent

laborers for themselves, or hired, or apprentices, or

slaves!”

These questions strike at the root of man’s industrial

and social organization
;
and their right solution deeply

concerns the best interests of society in every country.

Let us then be sure ofour facts before we attempt to reasoa

at all on this labor question :
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No one can doubt that hundreds of millions in civilized,

and seini-civilized nations are at work for themselves as

free laborers, or for others as hirelings, or as slaves, or as

apprentices for a term of years, or life. Nor can there

be a reasonable doubt that each of these forms of human

industry has prevailed for hundreds and thousands of

years, by the force of some law which operates indepen-

dently of revolutions in governments, and in defiance of

the schemes of enthusiasts. If self-employment and free-

labor are better for all than to work for wages, or be a ser-

vant for life, why did not tire early experience of man-

kind lead all to adopt exclusively this most advantageous

system of industry % No other good reason for preferring

a life of comparative dependence as a servant to that of

an independent worker for one's self, can be given except

to affirm that the subordinate position requires less mental

care, less anxiety, and less responsibility
;
and it is, there-

fore, preierred by minds of an inferior grade, God has

not given to all that degree of intellectual force necessary to

raise them above a subordinate position in providing for

their own animal wants.

From this state of things there is no appeal
;
and, there-

fore, when the philosopher Greeley and the Tribune un-

dertook, a few years since, to carry into practical opera-

tion Fourpjer’s theory of a general proprietorship and

association of laboring families, by which all “hired help”

was to be happily dispensed with, the scheme un-iformly

failed. Neither “phalanxes,”' nor the most ingenious as-

sorting of trades and professions with a view to suit all

tastes, and all proclivities, can alter the essential ele-

ments ofhuman nature.

Some men are, apparently, born to command; some to

excel as master workmen, and become the employers of

thousands; some attain to the distinction of being faith-

ful and reliable hired men
;
and some are happy to be ex-

empt from all business cares, like wages or the providing

for a family, and labor for life as an apprentice who never

-ets through learning his trade. In this country, the last

n::..n:ed persons are miscalled

Between these different forms of productive industry

there is really less antagonism and greater nroduction,

taun there would be under any other conceivable arrange-

ment. It is the arrangement of God not of man. Nlake

all who are servants for life, and. all hired persons, inde-

pendent of their employers, with their present defective

labor, and mankind would compete together with less di-

versity of jDroducts, and a smaller quantity; and at the

same time, their common wants would in no respect be

abated. The people of England wanted not a pound less

sugar after they unwittingly changed the industrial re-

lations of the laborers on their West India Islands; and
yet, these laborers, when licenced not to work by the

British Parliament, found themselves utterly incapable of
making a tithe of tlte sugar which they made before.

Negroes cannot work miracles more than white people;
and it would have required supernatural power to give to

the officious change of labor on these sugar plantations

any other than a ruinous result. The experiment was
precipitate, and based on two ideas, both of which are

ialse. One was that common field hands will do more
and better work as hirelings than as servants for life; and

the other was the popular notion that the relation of mas-

ter and apprentice for life is morally w'rong and a public

evil. ‘The'*wri»Bg and the public evil lie at the door of all

who have a private standard of ethics which differs essen-

tially from that of the Bible
;
and who will not permit

employers and employed to pursue in peace those indus-

trial arrangements which long experience proves to be

best for all parties. If it were entirely practicable to send

out of the planting States every negro, it would be difficult

to find either at home or abroad, three and a half millions

of laboring people who would, or who could produce an

equal quantity of cotton, rice and sugar. These great

staples are among the necessaries of civilized life; and in

no other way than by negro labor ns now directed and
controlled

y

can the present supply he maintained. Na
other agricultural labor in this country is so remunerative

or is managed with equal skill, all the reports of larger re-

turns ni the free States to the contrary notwithstanding.

Their agricultural statistics are exceedingly defective, and
greatly over estimate the value of Northern staples.

First ; They estimate their corn, oats, hay, pasturage and
all other food for domestic animals, at a high figure.

Secondly : They claim full credit for all the slaughtered

animals grown and fed on the crops named, which are

thus estimated tvnee^ox the benefit of Northern tillage and
husbandry.

Thirdly: They not only count the hay and grass that

form milk, and then price the latter at some millions, but

this milk appears again in the account once as cheese,

and again as butter, and still again in pork made from

whey and buttermilk. Hay and grass are re-esiimated

in wool and sheep, in horses, mules, cattle, and j^attly in

swine.

Neither Southern cotton, rice, tobacco, nor sugar is thus

over-estimated
;
and, consequently, the great staples of

the planting States are made to compare unfavorably with

those of the fanning States. Isolate the apprentice labor

of the South from that of hired persons both North and

South, and the. latter in both sections will be found less

remunerative than the former. To understand the reason

of this, you should study closely the causes that enable

one who has a cotton mill in Massachusetts or elsewhere,

operated by fifty hands, to undersell goods made in a fami-

ly by only five hands. Possibly these five laborers may
be better informed, and work harder than the average of

the fifty ; but much sound economy is entirely practicable

in the larger establishment which is wholly impracticable

in the smaller one. So obvious and important is this dif-

ference in manufactures, that the system is rapidly extend-

ing from cotton mills of fifty up to five- hundred operatives.

At the North, the well known principle of extensively

combining the productive powers ofman is far less applied

to agriculture than to the mechanical arts; while at the

South the reverse is true. We have but few large manu-
facturing establishments of any kind. Our plantations,

however, often give employment to fifty times more opeh

ratives than are seen on Northern farms. It is absurd to

contend that a system of rural industry is bad in itself,

and unprofitable, so long as the laborers are, to all human
appearance, happier than any other equal number of farm

operatives in any country
;
and at the same time, their erh-

ployers command the best markets in the world for their

staples, in spite of all competition, backed by mountains

of prejudice against their system of productive industry.

It is suicidal for honest labor in one form to attack equal-

ly honest labor in another form; for their interests are

identical. Each has its peculiar advantages to compensate

for its acknowledged disadvantages. The parental care

and guardianship which belong to the apprentice system

for life, and the mutual confidence it inspires, make it

triumph over all opposition, not so much by the wit of

man, nor the strength of numbers, as fi'om the fact that
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the relation of master and servant is founded in Nature,

and has the God of Nature for its support.

Man does not create the necessity that compels him to

till the earth. Tiie whole dispute about the different

forms of labor, when sified to the bot'om, is found to be

more a controversy relating to shades of color than any

solid matter. An impartial investigator will find each

best in its proper place. It fully meets, and can alone

fulfila natural want in society; and, therefore, it is that

society perpetuates from age to age, the five, different

kinds of productive labor which I have named

Had ourCieator made ail men on a common level in

capacity, and attainments, in industry, frugality atid

economy, it is possible thatonly one classoflaitorers would

have l)eeii known amorg mankind. But since no such

equality of endowment exists, or can pos'iiily be made

to exist; and since there is an infinite diversity of gifts, pro-

pensities and habits, including millions witii whom idle-

ness and vagabondism, with all their attendant evils, are

almost incuiable maladies, there is a positive necessity

for coercive labor. Such at least has been the decision of

the best informed of our race in all ages of the world.

In the pt ogress of time, important changes in society

take place-; and the words s/arc and slavery are no long-

er applicable to those held to service for life in the United

Stales.

When the savages of Africa engage in wars, and in

place of pin ting prisoners to death, or killing their ene-

mies in battle, make them proferty, and sell them as

such, long usage denominates them * slaves.” But where

servants are born the property of another, who feeds,

clothe!-, and protects them alike in infancy, sickness and

old age, and who is bound by State laws to provide for

all their wants through life, persons so held to service op

proximate nearer to the condition of apprentices than to

that of slaves, properly so called. This was the opinion

of the framers of the Federal Constitution; and the same

clause which enables a master to recover his negro ap

prentice for life, who runs away from him from one State

into another, has precisely the like force in authorising the

mastt r of a white apprentice, who flees into another

Stale, to capture him and take him back to serve out his

time. In all hired and apprentice labor, it is expected that

the emplfiyer as well asemployed will be benefitted. Each
of ihese industrial relations is some times abused; but it

is the purpose of sound public opinion and restraining

laws to [trevent all abuses as far as practicable. Doubt-

less something more will be done as the subject becomes

better understood. The unexpired service of a man who
is hired for a year and has worked only a few months of

the time, and that of an an apprentice who is bound to

serve his master seven years, or for life, have, from time

immemorial been bought and sold as lawful property.

Nothing more than this continuous right to service on the

fulfilin!-nt of important and reciprocal obligations on the

part of I he purchaser, is ever sold when a negro chaeges

owners in ih's country.

Viewed as a system of Apprentice labor for the gradual

but certain improvement of an inferior people, giving

them all the liberty they can bear without abusing it, 1

see no good reason why Southern Agriculture carried on

by this I inil of labor may not become as popular under a

new, aii'i more appropriate name, as it is now un-

popular fiom a name derived from a land of savage cani-

bals

No one can truthfully deny that as American appren-

tices, wl'.ol some discipline, salutary restraint, and elevat-

ing lain I hive worked wonders for these naturally stupid

and .Nad y degraded people. Withdraw these advantage.s

premaioielv. and ihMr relapse into barbarism is ascertain

SHiiy fi lure event can be

isoi.e thing to labor industriously, and quite a differ-

ent thing to labor to the best possible advantage. No one

who has not made agricultural industry a special .study,

has any adequate idea of tlie amount of honest hard work
annually thrown away by its misapplication. Every
State in the Union loses more in this way than it would
cost to give every child an excellent educatipn, including

a thoi ough knowledge of the true principles of tillage and
husbandry. It is by the absence of this information that

the soil is every where deteriorated and impoverished by
American cultivators

;
and as tlie number engaged in tak-

ing annual crops from the arable lands of the United States

increases rapidly, it follows that the injury done to the

soil also increases from year to year in a nearly equal

ratio. It is true, no census, State or National, shows irr

terms the damage done to a single acre of latid in the

whole country
;
but no well informeii person, wlm sees so

many million acres ofabandoned old ficlJ.s, and .-o many
still under the plow that yield diminished harvests, can
doubt the fact tliat American agriculture is prosecuted at

the expense of the natural resources cf the e irth. This
being the most prominent feature in our system of tillage

and farm economy, whether carried on by hired labor, by
farmers working for themselves, or, by planters working
apprentices for life, it becomes a question of paramount
importance to know what are the positive resources of

any square yard, or given quantity!- of earth, for the

growth ofagricultural plants I Do one hundred pounds
of common soil contain ten pounds, one pound, or one-

tenth of a pound, of the precise things which nature takes

from the ground in forming cotton, corn or wheat? Mil-

lions labor to produce these and other crops, without

knowing their elements, or the scarcity, or abundance of

said elements in the land cultivated. The mind that di-

rects the planting of the seed is just as dark in reference

to the food on which the young plant is to subsist as the

place where the deepest roots hide themselves from the

light of day. To remove this intellectual darkness, and
make every cause of inlertility, plain both to the eye and
the understanding, is the object of Agricultural Science.

No form of muscular toil, no amount of hard work can
possibly give to the mind what skilful teaching and study

impart toil. Had physical labor been adequate to make
one wi.se in reference to the principles of agriculture, all

its principles would have been mastered before the Flood,

and never lost to the world. But long experience proves

that the principles of any industrial pursuit are rarely

learned without uniting much critical research wilh the

practice of the art, trade or profession. Hence, too much
study and too little work, or too much work and too little

study, may be equally incompatible with the most skill-

ful appIicn*ion of manual labor. One who is expected to

govern and direct the labor of others needs more informa-

tion than one who simply has to direct his own muscular
powers, and govern himself An overseer on a plantation

is in duty bound not only to govern himself properly, bul

all others under his charge. He should, therefoie, be bet-

ter informed than a common man, who works by the

month or year in the field. But one who owns the plan-

tation and the persons that cultivate it, should be better in-

fi>rmed in agricultural matters than his overseer; other-

wise he is more in the power of the latter than prudenca
warrants. The wise professional education of planters

and farmers will do more to elevate society, by their ex-

ample and personal influence, than any other measure
which is equally practicable. They give employment to

more people than all other classes combined. Whether
these lahoi ing people are hired for wages, or serve as ap-
prentices for life, it is the interest of the employer to in-

struct them in all that relates to the best system of tillage

and rural economy; for their hands and intelligence must
carry into execution all the plans of the proprietor. Hii
knowledge becomes' the common property of all under
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liim, if they have the capacity to learn. Hence, the ser-

vants of a highly cultivated family are uniformly more

polite than those of a family wanting in that regard
;
and

for a similar reason, the operatives of a master who is

thoroughly acquainted svMth his business become more

skdlful f>r his example and verbal instruction.. It is in

this way that the most unintellectual laborers are instruct-

ed and greatly improved by constantly associating with

pei-Nons much better infirmed than themselves. The

jii IgmerK and reasoning faculties of a farmer or planter

bliould he cultivated in the highiest degree; and yet he

should not be wholly removed from his agricultural as-

sociaiioiis.

( To be ennelvded in ovr next.)

COTTON SPINNINNi ON PLANTATIONS.
Dir. Henry’s Patent Dlacisinery.

We copy the following account of the apparently im-

portant invention of Mr Henry, from the Journal of

Onnu'cice. It cannot fail to arrest the attention of our

readers

:

.An mveiitinn, which is forced, from its character and

nanuv., to occasion such a revolution in the operations of

commerce, and add so enormously to the annual pro

ductive wealth of our nation, deserves a description, far

ruo.- e elaborate, extended as this article may appear, than

we Call now devote to it.

Betbie we proceed to describe it, however, it is due to

the Ml >ject to say a few wordi about cotton itself.

It is admitted by all, to be the great basis of the now
exten ted commerce of man. During no five centuries

had the progress of the work equalled that of the last half

cet tury
;
at the commencement of which era the produc

t on of cotton and its manufacture may be regarded as

h ivitig iieen just inaugurated. And the transcendent

progre^s of the arts and the extension of commerce has

only lieeii equalled by the increase of this production and

its manufacture.

(jl idly would we indulge in a review of this bright

eoo-li; but le.tving it to the reflection of our readers, vve

mu'.! turn to ihe immediate business of our article.

!'ti e.-»iim ite the extent of this improvement in the manu-
faciuie of cotton yarns, we will first describe the mode
tne seed cotton is prepared fur, and in which it is sent to

liiai kel

Coiioii in the seed being over three times its weight

wlien guinea, and a very imlky article besides, the gm
hiiu^es must be located in, or very near the lands upon

w’hich It !s produced The gtn is placed in the second

story of a large building, and the cotton is taken up to it,

ih it as the gin takes the fibre Ifom the seed, a brush

wheel, runiimg in the rear of the gin saws, while it

biU'.hes the lint trom the saws, may also throw the fibre,

now in a very open, straight condition, into the lint room
on the side of the house brlow; the norses or mules

woiKnig to a segment wheel below, giving motion to the

gin Fiom the lint room, the cotl m is taken in baskets

to a nox, niider a huge screw, and there it is piessed into

an 1 oecomes a hale.

Will II it teaches ihe ports, each bale is sampled by the

sriler lo 'cil ny, and is re sampled by the buyer— which
op r lioiis are lepeaitd iii the f reign ports. So light i."

iiie .n ncle, even afti r it is pressed as described, that a

.sir mini it only dr.twmg three leet water may lie piled

ever vvitii coimii uahs until the hurricane deck, as it is

cai I, Is as as com|)ieit ly covered us is the hull and
bei vern de -ks On iiring sOld III the ports, it is alrnosi

u n vr I s oly compres.'e 1 at the instance of sliipmasier.s

liia t ley may stow into ilieir ships a greater number ol

ponu is.

Shipped, via Liverpool to Manchester, it is opened in

their factories tliero, and about one bale of short staple

Surat cotton is added lo two or three of our American
cotton, and well mixed together.

By this process of baling and packing the cotton, it

becomes tangled and malted together, and the leaf, trash,

&.C., which the gin did not extricate, the fibre takes fast

hold of and to open and disentangle it, tnid free it from

this trush, leaf, &c.. which must be done to make good
yarn, the cotton is run first through a machine called a

picker. Its cylinder revolves about IGOO times in a

minute, and is armed with strong iron teeth. It is then

taken through the lap machines. These liave two or

ofteruir three beaters, revolving some 2 1 00 to 2200 times

in a minute. The fibre is passed through two of these,

in many factories, from whence it is taken to a set of

carders, and often through another set to finish it for the

drawing heads, &c.

The improvements of Mr. Henry arise from this—the

lap machine is attached to the gin, and all the preferred

spinning machinery is so arranged in connection, that

I'rom this gin and lap the cotton is taken on through the

different machines used in the process of spinning, with-

out any handling from the time if enters the gin until the

yarn is put into bales.

The gin, in the process of Mi*. Henry, is not required

to gin over one-third the quantity gins now do. For

example, a planter now making one hundred bales of

cotton, has some 1000 lbs. ginned in a day (that is, clear

of seed) and is three to four months ginning such a crop,

off and on. The same planter beginning to gin on 1st

September and ending 1st March, at about 340 lbs. a day,

will gin and spin this crop.

Running the gin thus, we extract from it more of its

natural functions, (that of the carder to cleanse the cot-

ton,) than is now expected from it, when the great desi-

deratum is to gin rapidly, that the crops can begot off as

soon as may be to market, and before bad roads interfere

with its hauling, &c.

We have said above, that the cotton, when taken by
brush wheel off the saw cylinder, was in a very open,

straight and flexible condition. In the improvement we
are considering, the cotton as taken just in that condition

from the gin, and passed on through the lap and other

prirparation and spun without going into a lint room, be-

ing baled or being re-opened, &c.

It will strike every one very forcibly, that taking the

fibre when thus open and loose, or to have the impurities

taken from it, as this fibre has not grasped or tangled it-

self about them, the wash and impurities fall easily, freely

and naturally from the fibres, precluding the necessity of

the tearing, bruising and pulverising manipulation it now
requires to cleanse and open it, and withal which, it still

is very imperfectly done. Besides, taking the cotton just

from the seed, it is oily and elastic, and works far more
kindly into yarns then than it ever afterwar ls will. It

must be here stated that in running the cotton through

the gin as rapidly as it is now run, in the necessarily

running it through the picker in the cotton factories to

open and disentangle it, and the continued severe man-
ipulation it has to undergo in the further operations of the

extra heating in the lap machine and extra carding, that,

besides the ascertained laige amount o! waste, some 17

per cent., which now flies off in consequence of this

treatment, a large quantify of broken up, mutilaifd and

intrinsically destroyed fibre enters into the yarn, and of

which it is largely composed.

And herein stands out in bold relief the great improTe-

menis that the waste, liy Mr. Henry’s [lroce^s, is mmin-
ished at least 10 per cent, and the yarn being luade cf

comparaiively unbroken and unmuiilaled fiUri-, is infin-

itely stronger, and finer yarn cun be made ol it with

greater ease.
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We all know the length of the fibre is what gives

strength to the yarn—and the less its manipulation the

less the fibre breaks, and the less of the downy substance

by which it is serrated you remove. And to this downy
substance may be ascribed the adhesion or affinity of fibre

for fibre, which makes the yarn of cotton the king of

textiles.

THEN TKS IMPROV.EMENT :

1st. Presents to the family of man a yarn, all of fifty

per cent, better than can be manufactured by the present

processes, and which secures to itself the markets of the

world, defying all competition.

id. The machinery can be conveniently arranged on

the plantation, where the cotton is ginned, and very little

additional power to that which gins will also spin it.

3d. The machinery working like clock work, v/ith the

exception of one skilful carder and spinner to superintend

from one to a half dozen plantations, the little children of

each plantation, from eight to twelve years old. and a few

of the women not required to work out, will be fully suf

ficient to spin up the crop, in addition to those now em-

ployed to manage the gin
;
in a week’s time these will

learn enough to proceed successfully with it.

4th. The crop can be spun up in season to withdraw

any hands necessary to spring planting, that may have

aided in spinning.

.5th. In effect it will double the exports of the country,

and generate and set in operation new improvements and

enterprise.

We might enumerate, one by one, many other of the

numerous improvements resulting from this invention,

but we will simply say in addition, that cotton being spun

into yarns, is so compressed, that the same number of

pounds that co^xr over a steamboat, exposing it to wet and

fire, can on the same sized boat be stowed and protected

nicely under cover

Yarn, unlike cotton, is iiot extra hazardous, and insur-

ance will be lessened on it. The freight and general

charges being on the pound, as they will be on an article

doubled in value, will be reduced in the descending ratio

one-half. Sold by numbers in the ports, its frequent

sampling and turning out for examination, &c., will be

discontinued. There is deducted from the price which
the planter sells his cotton, wherever be sells, all the

losses and charges on it until it reaches Manchester, and
also the estimated waste on it there, while it is beifig con-

verted into yarns. Hence a system which saves 10 per

cent, v/aste to and in ports, from damages, sampling,

&C.J with the saving of charges—10 per cent, more—fur-

nishes, with other stronger considerations, the motive to

determine the planter to the manufacture of his cotton into

yarns
;
and the advantage to customers is, that the saving

of 10 per cent, of waste is equivalent to an increase of the

American crop of 300,000 bales per annum.
Commission merchants will rejoice in their commis-

sions on an article doubled in value, paying them well to

represent the interests of their principals.

As Surat is rendered available in Europe for yarns,

mostly by its mixture with our cotton, spinning ours up
cuts off so much of the Surat as is now thus used, from
competition with us. No small advantage itself. So
many %'aluable results have already been presented,

flowing immediately from this improvement, that we may
now allow the minds of those who understand it, to pur-

sue its consideration for further material ones.

Every practical spinner or manufacturer acquainted
with the operations of the picker, speader, and beaters,

and carders, will at once see what this new mode accom-
plishes, and its contemplation has been said by those

who appreciate all of its consequences, to be intoxicat-

ing.

The release of capital in Europe, now employed in

spinning, to be diverted to the demands of increasing

commerce, and the enormously increased income of the

South per annum, will far exceed the valuable effects, the

discovery of two Californias.

If the cotton of the South only ginned has set the

world in motion, what will it achieve when the planter

also manufactures it into yarns I

One word in conclusion, respecting the consumption

of cotton, and its connection with this improvement.

Its consumption has been evidently checked by the

clear incompetency of planters to produce it. That of

last year, when 3,500,000 bales of Americaia cotton were
consumed, besides those of Egypt, Brazils, India, &c.,

and without the stocks of manufactured goods on hand
being increased, proves this.

Although England exports about 160,000,000 lbs. of

yarn a year, she is eager to v/eave up and finish the

cloths for consumers, and hence does not press the yarn
trade. The consumption of cotton yarns in Germany,
Russia, South of Europe, and France, is rapidly on the

increase, and could they command a portion for their

consumption equal to what the British nation or our own
consumes to the head, if our crops were doubled, it

would be insufficient to meet it
;
however, with a yarn

superior to any that can be produced by any other pro-

cess, ours must distance all competition, and meet ready

markets. Spinner.

KTRAI. AKCHITECTUKE—ORNA3IEATAl^
iiurdeiiing"—The Eiubellishnieiit of

our Homes.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Our farmers and

planters, are, it seems to me, almost culpably neglectful

of the beautiful and tasteful around their dwellings, and of

what is due to the Creator and Architect of the Universe

in the erection of Churches for His worship. It appears

tome that the adornment of home would have a powerful

influence in elevating and educating our rural population.

The associations connected with a pretty and pleasant

homestead would have a tendency to check emigration.

Farmers would then endeavor to improve their soil, in-

stead of seeking richer lands.

I v/ould respectfully suggest ,that some practical hints

on this subject, showing that taste could be exercised

without any great expense, would be well received by the

subscribers to the Cultivator.

The remarks might extend to the style of building fences,

well houses, out buildings, the arrangement or plan of the

buildings and grounds, &c., &c.

How often we see stables placed near and in front of

the principal entrances, not a shrub or vine around the

house, a rail fence enclosing the door yard, &c., &c.

I am aware that I have taken a liberty in thus introduc-

ing a subject and making a suggestion, but I have done

so, hoping that it might attract your attention enough to

induce you to draw from some of your numerous and

qualified correspondents a series of articles on this subject.

Yours, &c., W.
AiJdn, S. C., Dec., 1856.

[The same correspondent very obligingly sends us the

following article, which, we presume is from his own

pen. It appeared originally in the Charleston Courier

:

RURAL ARCHITECTURE, &C.

Jn a progressive and enlightened age as this, it is some-

what astonishing that so little effort has been made to

improve and beautify the homes of the rural population

ofour State,

The associations connected with childhood have an im-

portant bearing oh the conduct of the man, and the recol-

lections of youth form the most agreeable pictures that

are impressed on the tables of memory.
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The scenes of our childhood, the hopes our youth, and
j

the aspirations of our manhood come crowding at the mere
j

mention of home. In infancy, consciousness first dawns
upon the beauty of nature beneath the grateful shade of

its trees, and their memory in after life acts as an incen-

tive to noble action.

There are but few whose eyes will not brighten, and

whose Dulse will not quicken as the reminiscences of past

happy days are brought to mind.

“Ho w dear to this heart are the scenes ofmy childhood.

As fond recollection presents them to view

;

The orchard, the meadow, the deep tangled wild wood
And every loved spot which my infancy knew.

“The wide spreading pond, the mill that stood by it,

The bridge and the rock where the cataract fell,
j

Tbe cot of my father, the dairy house nigh it,
j

And e'en the rude bucket which hung in the well.”
{

Y7ith associations similar to these, and with sufficient

wealth at their command, a large portion of the citizens of

our prosperous State are content to dwell in houses but

little if an)' better than those constructed by the first set-

tlers of our soil
;
and there to bring up and educate ilie

children, who are to be the men and women of the next
j

generation.

They think, no doubt, that it is for the benefit of those

children that they condnue to economize and toil; but a

few moments reflection would show thatthe foundation of

all education is laid at the home of out childhood. With

the perceptions of order, symmetry and beauty, awakens

the desire for possession, and with them comes that-reflne-

ment of manners which distinguish a civilized from a

coarse and brutal people. And as the first perception of

order and beauty is awakened in most minds by' external

objects, a confortable and attractive home has an import

tant bearing on education and refinement.

Like a strong anchor, the mere sentiment of home has

saved many a person from shipwreck.

Then, how necessary does it become, for a thinking,

moral people, to throw every attraction around their home
that their means will allow. In this view, the adornments

of the Homestead has social and moral influences far be-

yond the mere gratification of the eye, or the considera-

tion of dollars and cents.

The desire to surround ourselves with the higher sourc-

es of enjoyment, rather than be content with mere utility,

is to acknowledge the existence ofa sentiment, which, next

to a religious one, is the purest and noblest part of our na-

ture.

A man’s dwelling, to a certain extent, may be regarded

as a type of his character, and in the aggregate, the ap-

pearance of the houses, as an index of the people.

Ranlett, in his work on Architecture, observes that,

“The house proper, deserves more care and calculation,

in its structure, than a packing box. It is the case in

which a man places the objects which are dearest to him
;

in which he shuts himself from the world to enjoy that

portion of it which he can call his own
;

it is his sanctu-

ary in the time of trouble, his retreat from oppression, the

scene of his first struggle for life, and the last glimpse of

the world.”

Doubtless many persons are deterred from endeavoring

t© I’ender their homes attractive by fear of its involving a

large outlay ofmoney. To a certain extent, this need not

be the case—taste and judgment will point out many ad-

ditions and ornaments, that can be had, which cost but a

trifle or a few hours labor.

The effects of vines, evergreens and shade trees, are

not sufficiently appreciated. Three-fourths of the cottages

that have endeared themselves to the hearts of true poets

and lovers of nature, have owed their charms to the trees

and shrubs and vines with which they were embowered.

It is the rural character imparted by this drapery that wins
the affections.

Associations of refinement, grace and beauty, are con-
nected with the female occupation of a cottage, where

“Across the porch, thick jasmines twine.
And in the garden, myrtles blossom.”

In our wild woods we have many beautiful running
vines, such as the jasmine and china, that would require
but the labor of a few hours to transplant, and which
would aid materially in giving significance and feeling to

a cottage, however humble it migfit be. For variety, the
rose, honeysuckle, grape or hop might he added.

A row of evergreens judicously placed might hide an
unsightly object from the view*. But nothing can com-
pensate for the want of shade trees around a country
house.

In lieu of enclosing the door yard and adjoining field

with the ordinary worm fence, how much better it would
be to have a hedge—a plain paling— a rough board or

even a post and rail fence. Such ac.ditions as these, cost-

nothing but time, would entirely change the aspect and
throw' a charm around many a place that now looks cold

and desolate. Something of a love for the beautiful is

ahvays suggested by a vine covered cottage, because mere
utility wmuld never lead any one to so adorn their resi-

dence,

A house might be compared to a wmman. A great deal

of money might be expended in rich dressing, which
would add, if properly applied, to the attractions suited

to the taste of some persons, but when neatly and tastily

dressed with well fitting garments, there is a charm that

all will acknowledge
;
and to carry the simile a step furth-

er, if slovenly dressed creates a dislike.

There is a misapprehension of the requisites of beauty
in a dw'elling

;
most persons think to embellish a house

would be very expensive— this need not be the case. An
expression of beauty can be given to the simplest farm
house. Even a common log house may be made attractive.

Our country houses should embody such ideas of order,

beauty and truth as shall elevate and purify the mind. A
building may completely answer the useful requirements
ofman, and yet give not a ray of pleasure or satisfaction

to his heart or understanding.

If, in the erection of the more expensive class of houses
the opinion of architects were consulted, it would save

many hundreds of dollars and add t© the comfort and hap-

piness of the occupants. Beauty and convenience are in-

finitely cheaper than ugliness and inconvenience. It

seems reasonable to conclude that a man who has made
it an especial duiy to adapt certain means to certain ends,

would be more competent to do so than one who probably
had thought of it for the first time in his life.

In regard to cheap residences, there are no buildings,

however humble, to which an agreeable expression may
not be given. A picturesque character is bestowed by
bold projections, casting heavy shadows. Roofs preject-

ing from 12 to 3G inches, not only have this effect, but

serve to protect the walls and make it cooler in summer.
Hoods or projections over doors and windows, with

heavy (or thick) casing, contribute to the general appear-

ance, and give a cheerfulness of external efiect. These
are among the simplest, cheapest, and most effective

modes of giving force and spirit to any building. De-
prive any structure of its light and shade and it becomes
tame, cheerless and unattractive.

Feeling can be shown by bay-windows and rustic trel-

lises covered with vines,

“A thing ofbeauty is a joy forever.”

Farmers generally urge that they have no money to
expend in ornamental decorations, but if they would only
think of the pleasure derived from a pretty home and the
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aifluence it would exercise on their children, and of the

trifling cost in money of such additions as these; they

could not help but admit their error.

In the construction or repairing of any and every coun-

try house three things should be kept constanti}’' in view,

viz : convenience for domestic duties, proportion and

synmietry, and bold projections for casting shadows. In

addition, the yard should be w'd! supplied with oraarnen-

tal, vines,, shrubs, flowers, and shade trees!

pKRs'iruMON.

Aihin, S. C.
,
ilik/rc.li

, 3, l85o.

“'THE AND FRINCIPEES Dl'' SDAF
Slaking'.”
»

A CoHRESPONOENT, Writing over the sigriature ot ‘‘fl.

B.,” whose comunication may be found on page 34 of oar

last number, “thinks” our “remarks on the art and prin-

ciples of soap-making,” published in May last, calculated

to mislead our leaders. Thence he proceeds to point out

sundry errors, as he supposes; and says : “If! am wrong,

I shall be glad to get right.”

Soap being an article of universal consumption, audits

home production on the plantation a matter of good econ-

omy, the subject is ofsufticient importance to w’arrant a

thorough discussion in this family journrd. We stated

that “water slowly decomposes soap.” Our friend asks:

“Is it not the lime and salts in the water which decompose

thesoapi” We ansv/er, no
;
in the case to which o.ur

remarks applied. Everybody knows, or at least ought'to

know, that earthy so.lts in spring and well water decom-

pose soap, and often so injure the water that it is nearly

valueless for washing purposes. We wej'e explaining

how the niilk-hke apearance of soapsuds is produced in

-pur-^ water. Oar correspondent fals entirely to give the

rationale this interesting phenomenon. A solution of

gypsum, copperas, alum, or other salt not unusually found

in w'ater that has passed over or through a mass of earth

or soil, seriously impairs the quality of soap suds, or the

emulsion of oil or other grease in water. In a word, the

decomposition of soap in thetwo cascs.is.difxerc.ru; giv-

ing rise to a wide difference in the detergent power and

value of the suds. So long as the chemical compound

called soap remains perfectly- soluble' in Wii.t-^r, its soiu-’

tion is clear and translucent; but as the most satisfactory

analjsishas shown , that pure water 11 abstract one-

fourth of the alkaline base from oleic acid, this oil is left

diffused through the water in infinitely small particles, and

in the early stages of the formation of suds, gives ro the

water the appearance of fine white clay' being similarly

diffused through it. The milkiness ofthe water increases,

and the suds thicken as washing and the decomposition

of the olcate of potash or soda ad'vances,' • “R. B sug-

gests that Knapp is mistaken in his views on the subject,

we will here state .Ur. Knapp is a Pro.Rssor in the Univer-

sity of Giesen, which is more distinguished than any other

in Europe for the skill and thoroughnes.s v/ith which ana-

lytical chemistry is studied and taught therein. LtEBiO,

Eres ENtus, Will and Knapp have given to its Chemical
[

Science a world-wide reputatibn. Neither Europe nor

America affords higher authority than the author of

** Chemical Technology,” w'ho, asvre stated in our former

article on this subject, devotes forty-eight pages to its

elucidation. He says; “Cold water never dissolves the

oleate, raargerate or stearate of an alkali

—

the soap of

commerce therefove—without decomposi/iov. The neau-

tra! salts arc resolved into an alkali which dissolves, and

iiito an acid salt that is precipitated. The same decorn-

|>osition occurs when hot solutions of soap—particularly

weak solutions—are cooled.” The critical reader wilt

note in the above, the absence of all allusion to the

agency of lime, or other earthy salts ixt decomposing soap

in water, Knapp farther remarks; “Chkvhell investi-

gated this decomposition, in the case of' .stearate of pbtash,

with the greatest accuracy, and the results of iris exarru-

natioa are vrei! suited to illustrate lim action of soaps in

general. When a solution of neutral .'C :irstc of potash is

cooled, one -fourths ofitspotasii remains oi so'tuion, and a

mixture of neutral with acid stearate of potash is separat-

ed. If the same salt is allowm-d to dissolve in 5000 parts Of

cold w ater, the acid stearate [of the mixture] is alone pre-

cipitated,- in the form of scales, possessing liie lustre of the

mother of pearl, and the half of the piotush remains in so-

lution. This behavior is common to 'the neutral margar-

ates and oleates of potash and soda : and it explains why,

in using soup, even with the ivalsr, u whitish tur-

bidnesa.—soap suds~is always obudned. The alkaline

property of soapsuds is ’ due to the liberation of a

portion of the caustic 'potash or soda; and this it is that

affords the possibility of removing fciity impurities in water,

which is the sole object of washing w’ith soap,”

Our friendly critic will .see that bur theory of the deter-

gencyofsoap isfuilynsustained by the most reliable author-

ity, and that such' detergency is chemical in its action, and

not mechanical as he evidently believes when he says.-

speakingof turpentine soap : “It unites with grease with

remarkable facility, and by the friction- which it induces,

greatly promotes the cleansing of cloth, while pure tallow

or oil soap causes the folds of cloth -to slide quickly and

smoothly over each other, so that little dr no inotioa takes

place in the 'fibres of the cloth, and 'the I'cmova! of dirt

from the interstices ts thus retarded. Good housewives

always adds rosin or turpentine in their soap boiling, 'fi r

the impiroved quality of. the soap thus yielded.'’

No one has a higher opinion cf -‘good haUse'WLvea"

than the vi-riter
;

yet, have they that critical knowledge

'pf'the chemistry of domestic aflairs, particularly in refer-

ence to the manufacture of soap, -wlfich entiile.s their

opinions to overrule, on a puVely chemical question, a dis-

luiguisli'ed Professor pf the Geisea University 1 To do

“good housewives” no more than justice, we are constrain-

ed to remark that very few are, from choice.in the nabit oi

washing their hands with “rosin soap” to avail themselves

of that excellent ^fneiion'’ which commends itself so

highly to the favorable notice of “R, B.” At th.e .same

time, we would state.that we have nothing to say against

“good turpentine soap.” It was a bad x^rticle that wc
condemned. The idea that either rosin or iurpentine. is

better than fat or tallow to make soap is an injurious enror.

The former have cheapness in their favor—nothing more.

Again, “ Ji B.”'asks : “.Uocs not the addition of salt
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Siilficie):: qa:^!)tiiy to potr.sh soafu sue!) as you describe, i

nlLca'iir sol.diiv ' Aii-! does if ih)C tdr!i;-t« h-to a soda
,

soap 'j say ihe autuovides.”

II’ Oil-; fiieuJ i)ad read ilie • autlioi Ities'/ closely. 1‘6
;

would Lave faund tiiat oy addiiiy an exc.es.s of what he :

calls a ‘‘suriicent quantity ofcoiunion salt'' the foi rnaiiun
j

of a soda soap wid be preve nted. In the lirst volume, i

(Philddelpliia odidon.. ISIS) page 405, of Knapp .s Cherni- i

cal Technology, laay be found the following
;

j

“ When .‘^oap [meaning potash soapj is cut up into
;

small pieces, and placed iii a solution of common salt,

saturated a: the ordinary temperature, no a-ction lohaUtcr

kikes piuce. The pieces of soap, far from being dissolved

or soliened, swim on the suviace of the solution without

ever being wetted by it. The solution of salt flows from
j

their surihoe as oil from iee. Even after long immersion,
j

no other result ensues than would occur if soap were
j

plunged into mercury ; instead oi softening, its hardness!

is ratUef inci'f-ased. II tiie solution of salt is boiled, the
j

soap is softened by heat, and assumes the form of a gelati-
;

oUSj or, rather, thick and doughy mass, which is equally i

insoluble ia the saline .solution, keeping perfectly distinct
'

from it, or at most separating into flocks that swim upon
|

the surface. Tliese flocks harden w'hen taken out, and
i

cool down to hard soap, if the solution of salt is not
[

saturated, but diluted to a certain extent, the soap and salt
|

contend for the water after such a fashion that neither
|

positively get.s possession of it. The water is partly im-
j

bibed by the soaf., but a part remains with the salt, so ;

that a solution of soap is seen swimming upon the saline;

solution, which is now' saturated, without mixing with it
|

or dissolving, but still forming a distinct layer. It is i

only when ihc salt in solution is below one four hundreth !

of the Liquid, that the soap is not prevented by it from dis-
I

solving.’’ 1

The fav2ts above quoted are important to all w'ho are in
|

the habit nf adciiig salt to a pouish lye when boiling it
|

with grease for making soap. It is easy to put in too
\

much Siil:
;
and it is as easy to see why we qualided our

[

remarks as to the certaivtp of getting hard soda soap by
|

the use of salt a.s indicated.
|

In turn, it would not be ditTicult for us to criticise our
|

critic
;
but as it is not likely our numerous readers wmuld

|

be beneflited thereby, we sha'I let the matter pass;
|

wiih ilie remark, that the manufacture and use of poor
|

soap :s on the increase in this country', Every where
1

men use ilirii bale scientific knowledge to make money
j

by shaiTirless uduHerations, by the production of inferior
|

articles, and bv the aid of the most enticing pufls.
j

L
1

XOftTlIERN COTTON AND WOOEF.N ?TANU-
;

factories.

j

As it may be interesting to the growers of Cotton to!

know .siuncthin:: of the manner in w'hich it is worked up
j

in the large cstai)li;hmenrs of (he Xerth, we subjoin the

following iirfn ic from a NfW E.iglaad paper. The wri-

ter i^ iji^acrining the ••pacifle Ll.lis and Print Works" of

Ervn iif.a, M ’j.s :

‘ Th > e^.’ v !:s'«mcnt celei^rated fur its print.s, delaines

ami • h-i 1 .“s coiiipuiy, whirh has a capita! nf t v >

miliniii^ I'f lini! rs, was cnarieietl in lis4'.l. and l•o!|lm^'nced

Ofiera n>ns L: Pj5!. Tfie e-l; l>!i>h!iieiit cnii>ists of three

paiiilUl i.n ! ;ings -the mi l in liof.t. the print works in

the iv.ir, and a large inter.nehiate building.

Tiiat pari of liie main bmliling in operaiton is 50G feet

long, 7'2 foe: .vide, a.nd seven stories high: when com-
pleted, it will be h(it> feet in length.

Bleaciiing, primiiig, dyeing, &c.. are carried on in the

rear edifice the principal part of which is 050 feet by 60

feet, exclusive of two wings used for storage, oflices, &.c.,

each 450 f'eet by iO feet, and three stories high. The in-

termediate building is 800 feet, by 50 feet, and is also

three stories in height If the various floors were ail on
one plane, the works would cover an are of more than

1 63 acres. These buildings constitute, it is believed, the

largest cotton mill and print v/orks in the world.

In that portion of the works now in operation, there are

employed 50,000 self acting spindles, 1,P27 looms, 275
carding machines, 36 fly frames, 19 warping machines,

and 27 dressers. The yearly consumption of cotton is

1.500.000 pounds, and of wood, 700,000 pounds. The
aver.age produce of cotton yarn per day is 3,500 pounds,

and of woolen, 1,000 pounds. The printing room con-

tains 12 steam engines, and 12 great printing machines,

capable ofgiving from five to twelve colors at once. These
beautiful pieces of mechanism are capable of running

through 300 pieces per day, or an average of 75,000 y’ds.

They are truly lightning machines. In the printing ar-

rangements there is an investment of BOO,000 to S70,000
for copper cylinders alone.

The engi'aving room, where designs are prepared

and sketched, is an interesting department. A little host

of sketchers and designers here exercise their ingenuity,

taste, and skill to please the fancy/ of the ladies, who are

to purchase the fabrics of the company. The sum of

$12 000 is annually spent for designs.

The chemicals and dyestuffs used, reach the value of

over Si,000 daily, and comprise an anmtal consumption

of 800,000 pounds madder, 40,000 pounds of cochineal:

and there are employed besides, 550,000 pounds starch,

4.000 gallons sperm oil, 2,000 pounds glue, 450 barrels

flour, and numerous other articles. The gross annual

amount of prints manufactured, reaches 7,000,000 yards,

and of delaines and challies 5,600,000 yards. The power
which sets in motion the vast machinery of the Pacific

V/orks is derived from five turbine wheels, each six feet

in diameter, and calculated to work up to 275 horse pow-
er, but at present only exerted to about 150 horse power.

The steam engines also furnish about 100 horse power.

When the entire building is completed, the number of

wheels ’will be increased to eight, two of them seven feet

in dia.meterand of 350 horse power each”

Of the steam apparatus of the Pacific Mills the writer

says :

‘'‘file steam for warming the premi.ses in cold weather

and heating the dryinj; room— the steam for the priming

engines, and for bleaching, dyeing, and other processes

—

is generated in 25 cylindrical boilers, each 28 feet long by
5 feet diameter, and which are now producing, in the ag-

gregate, high pressure steam equal to 1000 horse power

per hour; while in winier the volume is equal to 1700

horse power per hour. No lire is used on the premises,

except in the great boiler hall, in the intermediate build-

ing; and in this department occur some items ofconsump-

tion, viz; 10,000 tons ofanthracite coal per annum, lOOO

bushels ofcharcoal, besides over 100 cords of wood.

'I'here are l.Gl'O persons employed on the works, one-

half of whom are females, and ihs sum paid them annually

IS over .$360,000. In connection wuth the cstabiisttment

is a library of 1 700 volumes furnished for the use of the

empl 'Vf es, who are required to confribute one cent a

week for its mainienam e and increase. Theie is al'O a
reading rouni open every evening f.ir llie workers,

'in which thirty-tw o of the leudij'g newspapers and nmga-'

zmes ot the day are on fiie. Besides tlieie is a lecture

room where lectures are given. A relief society fur the
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benefit of its members in sickness, adds to the means of

usefulness established by the company for its operatives,

and to the funds of which it liberally contributes. The

receipts from members last year were $2,237, and the dis

bursements $1,240.

AORICUIuTUliE IN GEOiiiaA—FAIRS,

To the Executive Committee of the Southern

Central A"ric%dtural Society

:

Gentlemen—You will pardon the liberty I take in ad-

dressing you, Y’our high character warrants tiiis belief

In the alFairs of life, the wisest, even, may sometimes find

food for thought in the suggestions of the unimproved.

The thoughts which follow and the expression given to

them, have resulted from a visit to the late Fair. It was
evident to all that there had been a decrease of interest in

the exhibition of Geogia industry. This decrease was ac

counted for by the last unfavorable season and by the ab-

sorption of public interest in the Presidential election. This

certainly will account for a degree of abatement of inter-

est, but it still leaves much unaccounted for.

This falling oft is ominous. It argues a lack of interest

not only in Agricultura in its ordinary sense, but in pro-

gressive agriculture. I had almost said in the science .of

Agriculture; but the term, though often used, is not strict-

ly correct. That cannot be called a science which is not

positive and that cannot be positive, which is based upon

the uncertain sunshine and showers. Agriculture uses

science and is dependent upon its results, but it is not

a science in itself

Upon no persons does the advance of Agriculture so

much depend as upon the Executive Committee of our

State Society. If the farmers of the State are ignorant, in-

dolent or obstinate, it isFnotthe fault of the Committee
But we look to them to devise plans of improvement; to

foster those w'hich have been begun, and to invite to

generous and legitimate rivalry, by offering premiunrs to

intelligent industry.

The question arises, Is Atlanta the best place for the

Fair I It certainly has an advantage in its facility of ac-

cess and in its number of Hotels. But there are great dis-

advantages. It is a railroad city. Its inhabitants are en-

grossed for the most most part in occupations w'hich do

not admit of interruptions. The place is too new to have

attained that condition of society in which a general in

terest is felt in the object of an industrial exhibition. No
one could fail to remark the very small number of the

Atlanta population wdio were on the Fair grounds. The
interest of the citizens of a place must add greatly to the

interest of the Fair. By these remarks I do not design to

cast a reflection upon the citizens of Atlanta. I am mere-

commenting on the unsuitableness of the place for a par-

ticular thing. If our Fair was a Railroad Convention, it

would be a suituble location.

The town near which our Fair should be held, should be

sufficiently large to accommodate visitors and not so large

as to render the meeting of the Society an object of inter-

est chiefly to the Hotel keepers. I do not presume to sug-

gest a place—one might certainly be found combining
the necessary requirements..

Might there not be selection of a ground for the Fair on

which exhibitions of improvements, not only in practical

but ornamentalagricuiture might be exhibited! It will

be a noble end of the Committee to aid in arresting the

migratory disposition of our people. Every thing wdiich

tends to the improvement of our lands, which gives per-

manence and comfort to our dwellings, and which adorns
both in reasonable limits, assists in rendering our popu-
lation permanent—in creating a love for the soil and the

Homestead.

Suppose our Fair grounds included a small stream of

iraterin which there was a considerable fall. There are

thousands of persons in our State who have never seen a

water ram in operation
;
wlio can well afford to buy one,

and who wmold not hesitate to procure one, if tliey saw' its

cheapness and value
;
there are numbers who have not

seen the simple process of churning butter by a water

wheel, although they have a branch running by their

dairy, which could do this at a cost of a few dollars. There

ai’e again numbers who have never seen a fountain, and
who certainly would not be without this most pleasant

luxury, after having seen one playing, and remembering
that the little branch which has run idly at the foot of the

hill before their doors, might so easily be made to dispense

its pleasant coolness in summer and refresh the parched

sod, which they have in vain sought in defiance of the

sun, to render continuously verdant. The cost of these

things are trifling. I am quite sure that the Fair grounds

at Atlanta to which even a water cart was a stranger,

would have been most agreeably improved by the play of

a fountain. If such a location were selected, we might be

benefitted by an exhibition on a small scale of the greatest

decideraturn to Georgia Agriculture—a well coducted in-

stance of irrigation.

Many persons confound irrigation with warping or flood-

ing
;
they suppose, therefore, that they can not employ

the benefit of irrigation unless they own perfectly flat

land. Whereas, on the contrary, there is hardly a farm

in the primitive region of Georgia, a portion of which
cannot be irrigated. There is scarcely a branch in Mid-

dle Georgia which might not be made of vast value to its

owner. The same stream may w'ater the hill side from

its summit to its base. By this means we may defy the

drouth of summer and increase greatly our crops—an im-

provement amounting to this, that we may have an equiva-

lent to a good rain, exactly at tlie time we want it, and
lasting as long as we wish it, and no longer. This is

putting the advantages in a wa}!- that all can understand

It. In addition, a hillside prepared for irrigation is at the;,

same time protected by the necessary ditches against all

washing from rain. At the end of the main ditch necejs-

sary for conducting the water of irrigation there must al-

ways be more or less fall, which can be tipplied to me-

chanical purposes when the water is not needed tor the

land. '
.

But the farmers of Georgia have never seen this pro-

cess of irrigation. There has been books after books

written upon the subject, illustrated with diagrams, but.

they are of little use except to those who have seen a pro-

perly irrigated field.

Cannot the Executive Committee give ns the opportun-

ity ! It might easily be shown on the Fair ground, if

there were command of a proper stream— a very small

one will answer, and one acre will serve as an illustration

as well as fifty acres. I respectfully su£ge.st whether

several gentlemen cannot be found who will unite in send-

ing to England, for a person thoroughly acquainted with

catch work irrigation. The services of such an one

usually commands in England about $1000 per annum.
There are single planters in the country who could make
the outlay advantageously—certainly several might do it:

his services might be secured to prepare a piece ofground

for our next Fair. The irrigation of our undulating lands

would introduce an era in our agriculture.

It is possible that new branches of Agriculture might be

introduced through our Committee. For instance, large

quantities of prepared Sumach are brought annually into

tliis country, yet we have several varieties of the Sumach
growing spontaneously. Will not one of tliese answer

the purposes of commerce !

A large amount of European industry, and in climates

most similar to our own, is employed in the cultivation of

the Poppy. Will this cultivation answer with us 1 If so,

it would be extremely lucrative.

The Hop is the most profitable of all plants when (he
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climate and soil suit it. Tiie crop of an acte of Hop.s in
j

Kent, in Enjjland, varies, in a good year, from S1500 to

S'2501) to the acre. It is there an expensive crop, from the

great value of the land and from the poles necessary in its

cultivation. Our lands are cheap and poles cost but little.

Why may not this plant be cultivated with us, and to

greater advantages than in England!

Soda, which is now so extensive an article of commerce

is made from sal soda. This plant is cultivated in Spain

and on lands which can be overflowed by salt water, its

cultivation is very profitable. Are there not thousands

of acres of salt marsh on our coast now totally useless,

which might be made valuable by the introduction of this

plant 1

Might, not the connection of a Market Fair give increas-

ed interest to our annual exhibifion and be of value to the
|

State! There is nothing of this kind in this country

either North or South. I have wondered at this, as these

market Fairs are so nurneious and of so great utility

abroad. Sales are made by the sample of Grain, &c.
j

These are always for cash. Bankers are present to make
the necessary advances. To prevent fraud, the sample is

divided between bu^’er and seller. Formerly we had no

crop but cotton, which bore a fixed price. Inconsequence

of our Railroad system, all other articles of farm produce

have their market value. If it were understood that a

large number of farmers would be present at the Fair,

with samples of their cotton, grain, &c., buyers would be

attracted and via: verso.. If this be practicable, the con-

course of persons at our Fair would be very great. And
is it not practicable! I leave the question to be decided

by persons more capable than myself

Would it not be possible for the Society to establish an

Agricultural School and Mode! Farm, and to place the Fair

ground permanently tipon the farm. Permanence is of

great importance. It is, of course, impossible for the So-

ciety to make valuable improvements upon a spot of mere-

ly temporary interest.

If the Fair ground was connected wnth the school, an

Economic Museum could be there established. Presents

of Agricultural, Mineral, Commercial and Mechanical im-

portance would be made to ii. It would be to the interest

of inventors and venders to send samples of their wares.

There is not a similar institution in Europe that would
,

not interchange the products of the several countries. A
valuable collection could thus be made up at small cost.

With this Museum, a Library composed of Agricultural

and other cognate works could be established, and some

one connected with the school might be the curator of the

whole.

In regard to an Agricultural School, it is proper to dis-

criminate between such an one and the Manual Labor

schools, formerly existing in Georgia. The writer was

deeply interested in the first Manual Labor school estab-

lished in the State. That, with all others like it, were

failures. The reason was obvious. The boys going to

the school were, for the most part, sons of wealthy farm-

ers or planters, and it was impossible to keep them in or-

der. The Agricultural was wholly subordinate to other

pursuits. An Agricultural school should be composed of

the sens of the poor, who have been accustomed to labor;

and the amount of labordone should notonly cover expens-

es, but leave a profit. This is done elsewhere and may be

done in Georgia. A company of 100 persons who would

subscribe lOU dollars each could make a successful begin-

ning. Should tJie suggestion of such a school be favorably

received, the details of most of the prominent Agricultural

schools in .Europe can be furni-htd, and would c|]^erfully

be made public Tliese alone would tully occupyva.‘hew3^_

paper article. We sadly want a class of eduegi^ .Over-

seers, such as could be furnished by a proper A|r^<;dltufal

school. •
'

The State could be made to aid such a school by pl'o-

per eft'ort. It has aided our Academic school at Athens.

!t has more recently aided the military school at Marietta.

May the day be far distant when the Georgia Legislature

shall prefer the sword to the plowshare. The appropria-

tion to the Military School was right. But it is a safe

precedent for a demand for aid to an Agricultural school.

The noble devotion of Dr. Terrell to the Slate University

wiil answer a most valuable end to the class of students

who can alTord a collegiate education. But we need an
institution for another class who .cannot be brought into

association with the students of college without injury to

both.

There are other suggestions which I had designed to

offer
;
but iliis paper is already too long. It may be an

intrusion to call the attention of gentlemen so well skilled

in Agricultural affairs as our Execiive Committee to them.

But whether valuable or worthless, they are at least the

offering to the Agriculture of the State of a true-hearted

Georgian'.

Jojiuary, 1857.

SEEDS.

We have been requested to put upon record a fact in

relation to this subject, which may serve as a caution of

some utility to a good many. A farmer soaked his seed

corn this spring, as he usually does, some of it 12, and
some of 24, 30, 35, and up to 48 hours. Towards the

last days of his planting, the land became very dry, and
as there was no rain for upwards of two weeks afterwards,

there were many parts of the ground so dry that seeds

could not possibly germinate. The consequence was,

that much or perhaps all of the seed corn which had been

steeped long enough to cause it to sprout, could not pro-

cure in the earth moisture enough to have the process,

already commenced continued. The sprouts or swelled

germ finding no moisture, rotted or died. Had as severe

a drought as actually did occur, been anticipated, our in-

formant would probably have preferred to plant unsoaked

seed in the dryest portions of Ms field. He thinks that

when there is considerable probability of a “dry spell”

after planting, it would be safer to plant seed which had

not been steeped at all, than to put any seed into dry

ground—already dry—which has become soft or com-
menced to swell or germinate.

—

Exchange.

Marriages.—“Marriage is the mother of the world; it

preserves nations, fills cities and churches, and peoples

Heaven. An unmarried man, like a fly in the heart of a

sweet apple, dwells in perpetual sweetneess, but dwells

alone and cannot enjoy it for want of company.” Mar-
riage, like the industrious bee, bulds houses, forms socie-

ties and republics, sends out colonies and blesses the

world. It is one of the good institutions which God at

first gave us. Even in Eden it was not good for man to

be alone. Man was too complete, as at first made, to be

entirely happy. He was independent without having any

j

depending upon him. He v/as not to be happy without

j

having some other to care for
;
so the Lord God took from

i

him one of his own ribs, and out of it made him a wife.

Thus it needs a wife to restore man to completeness as

such, and more especially to complete his happiness, by
having a wife to depend on him.

Georgia Wine,—We are indebted to Col. Sullivan of

Americas, for a bottle of excellent wine, manufactured by
himself from the dark variety of the Scuppernong Grape.

Its llfivor and body is good, its complexion attractive, and

its effects most salutary. Col. S. thiuks this variety of

grape on many accounts superior to most others. It is

a free and sure bearer, ripens late, and is suited to al-

most any location, damp or dry. The grape culture in the

South is likely to receive increased attention .—Journal

Messenger.
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DBirOI'T cow, KATE KSARI^TEY-.

Calired Mov. 30tli, 1850. Bred by Mr. W. Baker, Devonshire, England, Imj^rted b^f and the

property of C. S. W'ainwriglit, The Meadorvs, near RMnebeck, N. "S’.

TME FAKMEll\S PSiVATE EIBISARY.

.If there is any man who needs a good private library,

it is the farmer. For, in the hrst place, he has a 2^rofes-

siov to master which requires as much study as any other,

not excepting divinity, physic or law. This will appear

evident, when we consider that a knowledge of the physi-

cal sciences generally is essential to the best understand-

ing of agriculture, and then he must liave immense prac-

tical knowledge of his art, of the markets, of the law of

exchanges, of men and of things, in order to tine greatest

success. Besides, there is no reason why the firmer

may not enjoy literature and science, books and lectures

for their own sake, as well as the men of other callings.

And there is the consideration, that he who tills the soil

has considerable leisure in the course of a year to enjoy a

good library, especially in . the winter, by his own fire-

side.

In the next place, to use a pulpit phrase, “ Knowkdge
is Powci-y'’ to the farmer, as well -as to other men. It is

power to increase his income from farming, power to

guide his family and “ his affairs with discretion,’' pow
er to give him an influence in his neighborhood and town,

power to make his itiduence ffit abroad through lectures,

speeches, editorials, and books : for a farmer may devote

his leisure to lyceum lecturing, editing, authorship, and

even to serve his constituents of a winter in the State or

national Capitol, if he has the necessary requirements.

Thirdly, a farmer needs a good private library, or as

good as his ineatis will allow him to secure, for ilie saJ:e

of hosfomiiy, as well as for his ovvrt sake For he gene
rally lives sornewh it lemote from the circulating ]i!»rary

of lliP vili ige. even if there is such a lilirary; and the

same is true of the winter course of popular lect ores.

Thus he and his, being more con.^ined at home during

long winter evenings, need more the moral and mental

enjoyment and stimulus of a library. And tiiis .li'orary,

to meet the wants of both the head of the house and his

family, old and young, should embrace not only the lead-

ing works on agn’iculture, but books on history, politics

and religion; as well as biographies, travels, poetry, and
miscellaneous literature, adapted to give the young a taste

for reading, and the old the best solace amid their declin-

ing 5mars. Many who read these lines remember with

pain how much time they lost under the roof a farmer in

tlieir childhoodand ycDuth, for the lack of sm h a. lihrary as

we have described. They dosed awav lor.g -.nvd precious

winter evenings for the want of books, i. ooiis They
wasted hours, weeks, months, or even years, at country

taverns or shops, or else in bed, because tliey had not

either acquired the love of reading, or else had not the

books to read.

Fourthly, a farmer’s private library is one of the best of

home attractions. The importance of making his dwell-

ing aUractive to his wife ami children, as well a.^ to him-

self, cannot be over e.^timrited If it is not ondi red a

place of happine-<3, the nivern, the shop, or some
|
lace of

more douiiSiul indnence ma v lie .'lougl t for. winlmi; away
piTcioiis time. The well filled library at home .-i r.- ,'isthe

attention of every fmiilv, Idiere are illn.-'tr..ied luults

fir the chil Iren, hooks of adveniuic lor (he cmaig and

of solid reading f>r the lover of strong, rn. i *. I iond.

I hiis [lUre and I li'Vnted ta^re.s are formi d t’lai m i- ill

carry tiiroUgh 1 fe, hnrMii! places are aviiirc *, t m • -'lens

are re- isted. the nece.-^.siiy for consointly miooi g t" he.ir

lectures no 1 inger exi'l.sy tor one cm I'e ul : : u )' ' ores

HI iionie, and save expo-ure to night :dr ana ' a.,l\ '(.nil-

j

ated \ooms.~ idossac’iiis'. iis Plooghniait.
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INF€)KMATI«?«.' WANTED OF TKE OF

tiie C’liinsi Tree.

Editors Southern CULTIVATOR—Having long suspect-

ted that there was more value aitac'iecl to this berry than

is generally known, simply from tlie fact that a tree
j

bearing so large a quantity of berries, and as near perhaps
|

a never-failing bearer iis any other tree, and also observ- 1

ing that these berries are not the favorite or especial food
j

of any kind of birds, the robin only eating tliian at such
j

times as their ordinal’’'' food is scant, it follows as a matter
j

of course, that these ben ies have a value not generally
j

appreci ited, okelse the Croat Creator is at lault, in ere-
j

:iting so much 'hr so little; wiiich would be too serious I

an impeachment ofldivine Wisdoni, to be seriously enter-
j

tained. Hence, as amatter of belief! tliink there must be
|

great value in the China berry ; and T am so strong in this
j.

belief that 1 for one am fuliy determined to plant a large

orchard so soon as I can obtqin a little' more information

in their favor. And 1 would ask any reader of the CidtA-

voJor to answer, as fer as experience has taught, the fol- '

knving querries
;

|

1st, Will sheep winter on them as their principal food
j

and keep in good order i
|

2nd. The same ofhogs
;
and will they kill pigs 1

|

hrd. Will anything winter on them as their entire food,
j

for two or three months, and keep in tolerable order
'?

j

These querries are few and simple, and I hope will be
|

fully responded to, especially by those most experienced. I

M. T.-hlcGEHEK. .

I\2irinit Elbciy Arko/t^sr/s, Nov., 185G.
^

*

FIIINESE SIJfTiK C'ANE.
i

Great excitement is being created thro'dghout all parts
;

of the United States in regard to the Cninese Sugar Cane,
j

or Sorgho Sucre. The supply of sugar to the commercial
j

world not keeping up to the demand, and the consequent
(

large enhancement in price, induces a feeling of the high-

est satisfaction o'o account of the discovery of this new
source of supply for one of the indispensables of modern

civilization. Tiiere will, no doubt, exist a very general

feeling on the part of farmers, to trv a quarter of an acre,

or so of the Sorgho Sucre.' 'I'he great resmbiance, how-
'

should induce cauiiofi in obtaining a supply of the seed.

—

Okio Valley Parmer.

MIEE .SIDE DiTCillNG—ANECVDOTE. -

Editors '^outher-v Cultiva’J'or—The article ofCapt.
Hardwick in a late 'aumber of tlie Soxdkcrn Cxdliva-

tor calls to miind an anecdote of the tiinei wlien hill side

ditches were comparatively unknown.
During the sitting of the Court at Watklnsville, a young

lawyer, while enumerating the effects of a client, included

his land among his moveable property. The gentlemen
of the bar indulged in a hearty laugh at the young man's
expense. The late witty Judge Clayton, of Athens, who
was tl'.en Judge, interrupted the laughter of the lawyers
by saying: ‘-'Why do you laugh 1 The gentleman is

right. Land in Clarke county is moveable property

—

mine has gone down toe Oconee long ago.” Thanks to

hill side ditches, lliis peculiar feature ot' Georgia land is

ceasing to exist. A Sussckiber.

There cannot be much .selfishnes.s where there is a'^wife

snd faniilyc There the house is lighted up by mutmd
charities; evorytliing achieved for them is a vicloiy:

everyihiV’g endured is a triumph How many vi--e'- are

supiir'essed that there miy l>e no had example! IJmv
Tiiaoy exertions made to recommend and inculcate a nood.

cne !

THE - FISH EXPERIMENT.—PROPAGATION
and .Domestication of Fish——Aisit to Dts.

Garlick aud Ackley’s Fish Nur-
sery, near Clevela-nsi, Ohio.

Tiic artificial re-production and cultivation of fish, has

for seme time been practiced in parts of Europe. In

France it is now carried on to considerable extent, and

the produce of some of the streams and ponds, yield large

pfofit.s. The subject is now attracting some attention in

the L'nited vStates. The New York State .Agricultural So-

ciety’, in their last premium list, have offered a prize of

fHOO for the best cs.siu’ on '.he
‘‘ Production and Preser-

votinn of Domestic. Fish for Ponds.”

Garlick and Ackley, knovvn as distinguished surgeons

of Clcvdand. Ohio, were the fir.^t, we believe, to intro-

duce the ariificiai spawning and domestication of fish iu

the United States.'^ Dr. Garlick being an enthusiastic in

this line, commenced the business in connection with his

associate. Dr. Ackley, upon thp farm of the latter, two or

three years ago. They made .several trips >to Lake Supe-

rior and Fort Stanley'-, in Canada, to procure trout for

stocking tlieir streams, and in every' instance were suc-

cc.sstui, except the fir.st, when they lost a large number of

fish in transportation.

After this, with persona! attention, ths-y found that by'

reducing the temperature of the water in the vessels con-

taining the fish, to 32 degrees, by' the application of ice,

the respiration and circulation in fish was so reduced that

they experienced no difficulty in transporting them any
distance with perfect success. In this way they' have pro-

cured at different times, 150 fail grown trout.

.Feeling an interest in tlie success of this ente-rprise,

and while visiting Cleveland a short time since, we called

on Drs. Garlick and Ackley, who very kindly conveyed
ns to the farm and fish nursery, situated about three miles

frotn the city. The farm contains about JOG acres;

through the timbered portion of it runs a ravine, abund-

antly sunplied with never- failing streams of water.

Across this ravine, dams have been built so as to lorm

three ponds, connected by sluice-ways between. In the

upper pond the young trout are confined by netting across

the sluice. The .second ponds are destined for the fish

after they have become so large as to be able to protect
' themselves from tlie voracious appetite of the elder fish of

j

their race.

At the head of a large spring, and near the upper pend,

j

is situ;tted the hatching house. In thi.s house is a tank

]

four feet wide fiy eight feet long and two feet deep. The
I water is received from the spiing into this tank, and is

;

discharged from a pipe near the top into the hatching

I boxes, ten in number, tvnd so arranged that the first js

j

higher in the series than the last, so that there is a con-

i stant stream of water pa.ssin,g from the tank above,

i through the two hatching boxes. In this tank we saw
i
the fish,. “ Queen , the prolific mother of

!
thousands. Her mate “

'rrifon.,'' like his sex sometimes

I

in other departments of animated nature, had become

!

somewhat unruly, and had been assigned his abode, for

:
the time being, in one of the fsonds witli the f.miily at

j

large. Our iriends have so educated and trained tl\e old

!
queen that .‘ he has l)ecome as tame a.s a pet cliicken, and

ate minnows from our fingns readily. J'his fi-h was ta-

I

ken from the tank and pi iced in a pan for insfteefion.

She is like all of this f.mily, truly beauiifid She rnea-

!
su PS al'Oiit seventeen iin-l'.es in lengili. Her weight we

*vVe have sliowii, in previous oumbers of this journal,

dial onr vener.iblf iiieii i, Dt. b a'jh M a

.

x . «.f Charleston,

coimneo'-eil die an ilici.d pro.tucii m of Fish t'limy year.?

prinr lo ihe expei loieol.^ ot' Drs. Gaklick and ACKLEY,

—

Eus ^juikeriL CiutiouLor.
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now forget, but with careful feeding can be inci*eased

with astonishing rapidity. We were presented by the

gentlemanly proprietors with a most beautiful engraving

of her. '

It is the intention of these gentlemen to have some of

the old and a number of the young fish on exhibition at

the Ohio State Fair the coming fall. The display of do-

mesticated Salmon and Trout, it is said, constituted a

most interevSting feature at the great National Exhibition

recent closed in France.

Dr. Garlick is now engaged in writing a series of arti-

cles on the “ Artificial Reproduction of Fish,” which ap-

pear in the Ohio Farmer. They will finally be published

in book form, and will, no doubt, prove of immense value

to farmers and others who now own streams and ponds

in this country.

In every State in the Union, and in almost every coun-

try, there are numerous springs and streams that, with

comparative little labor, may be turned to profitable ac-

count for the production of fish.

Where brisk, cool springs are not to be found suited for

trout, ponds exist adapted to various other kinds of fish

that delight in such water. In a day’s ride through some

sections of the country, we have frequently met with a

dozen springs and streams that might be employed in this

way. In France, and other countries of Europe, not only

trout and many other kinds of still-water fish are propa-

gated to a great extent, but salmon by thousands are rear-

ed to full' size in a very short time. In the northern and

eastern sections of our country, but more particularly

near the Northern Pacific coasts, numerous places abound,

most admirably adapted to salmon. It is said that a thou-

sand lbs. of fish in proper places can be produced at a

tithe of the cost of raising an equal quantity of meat.

—

Louisville {Ky.) Courier.

THE 3100N’S INFLUENCE <>N lUAN AN©
Plants.

Septimus Piesse, a learned correspondent of the Scien-

tific American,., says

:

The influence of the moon is admitted by all medi-

cal men practicing in India. From infancy the natives

of tropical climates are taught to believe in lunar influ-

ence, and that with good cause, for the intimate connec-

tion which exists between the new and full moon, the dis-

turbed state of the atmosphere, and the attacks of epi-

demic, has been well ascertained. Two hundred years

ago a physician named Diemerbroeck, wrote a treatise on

the Plague, in which he says; “Two or three days be-

]

tore and after the full moon the disease was more violent;

more persons were seized at these times than at others.”

I Many other authorities could be quoted to prove that the

I

moon’s influence is not to be regarded as purely imagi-

nary, as is commonly the case. Many curious facts are

recorded concerning the moon's influence upon the vegeta-

ble kingdom. It is stated that if peas are sown when the

moon is increasing, they never cease to bloom
;
that if

fruits and herbs are set during the wane of the moon,
they are not so rich in flavor nor so strong and healthy as

when planted during the increase. In Brazil, the farm-

ers plant during the decline of the moon all those vegeta-

bles whose roots are used as food
;
and, on the contrary,

they plant during the increase of the moon the sugar-

cane, maize, rice, &c. The English gardeners observe

similar rules in regard to grafting, pruning, &c. From
observations of Mr. Hov/ard it appears that northerly

winds are more frequent during a full moon, and south-

west winds blow chiefly at the time of the new moon.

—

It is also remarjtable that rain falls more frequently du-

ring the last quarter of the moan, and that not a twentieth

part of the rain of the whole year falls at full moon.

THE CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA—LETTER
from Col. J. B. L. 3Iarshall.

Editors Southern Cultivator—At the request of my
friend, Mr. W. F. Douglass, I give you my personal

knowledge of the Chinese Prolific Pea.

I feel a great interest in the extension of this extraordin-

ary Pea, and I am satisfied that if the Southern farmers

will give it a fair trial, they will find it to be the greatest

pea both for tabk use and forfeeding stock' now known.
It must be admitted, by every reasonable and sensible

man who will take the pains to inform himself, that it

certainly is the most prolific pea ever seen or heard of. The
extraordinary yield from one single pea gathered by iMr.

Douglass far exceeds anything of the kind I ever saw.
It only remains to show, then, that it is a good pea for

use.

It is a beautiful and deUcioits pea for table use-, and as

to stock, the hogs eat them with the greatest avidity; and
the experiment having been fully ’tried Sy Mv. 'D'oUgl.ass

to my certain knowledge, I can say with candor to the

public that they not only agree with them, hwi fatten faster
than anything I have seen tried.

It is a well known fact that pea hay is most valuable
for winter feed for stock; and it will be needless to add
that where there is so great a yield of grain that the vine
increases in tenfold proportion. 1 will only say that on
the 1^ acres Mr. Douglass had in cultivation last year,
there was at least four times as much vine as I ever saw
on any piece of ground of the same size.

Ifyou think this statement will be of any importance to

the public, or benefit to Mr. Douglass, you are at liberty

to publish it. Yours, &c., J B. L Marshall,
Assistant Engineer Little Rock

and Napoleon Rail Road.
South Bend, Ark,, Jan. 4, 1857.

Never Give up.—Who are our rich men 1—our distin-

guished men!—our most useful men I Those who have

been cast down, but not destroyed—who, when the breeze

of adversity swept away their props, sought new stand-

ards— pushed on—looked up and became what you be-

hold them now. A glorious sentence and worthy to be

inspired

—

never give up! Men are not made—they make
themselves. A steady perseverance—a determination

never to sink, though millstones were hanged about their

neck— is the true doctrine. It is this that has made the

wilderness to blossom, that has given wingd to the ocean,

filled valleys, leveled mountains, and built up great cities

of the world. Who then is a fool, and yields simpering

before the blast I Who is a suckling, and cowers before

a cloud 1 Shame, shame on you. You are big enough to

possess an iron heart, and to break down mountains at a

blow. Up, and let this be the day of your redemption.

Resolve to be a fool no longer—even if you are obliged to

stand with a red hot iron upon your brow—never give

“ Jim Walson’s Book.”—On the plantation of James
Watson, near Port Gibson, Mississippi, may be witnessed

an exhibition of memory that is truly remarkable. An
African girl about fourteen years of age answers to the

name which heads this article. It is the custom of Wat-
son to give rewards for over-work, and during the cotton

picking season the amount each hand picks is weighed

twice per day—noon and night. This girl stands by the

overseer, and listens to the number of pounds announced
to each hand, and at night the result is reported with the ut-

most accuracy, Her correctness is repeatedly to put to

the test by Watson and others, who keep memorandums
during the weighing, and a day or two afterwards she le

catei-hised, and her memory found perfect. Mr, Watson
works from sixty to seventy hands.
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CHINESE SUCJAil CANE AS A FEKTIEIZER.
|

Editors Southern Cultivator ; !

Among the innumerable advantages, which tlie public
j

are already aware, belong to the Chinese Sugar Cane,
!

one most important has escaped mention. For cheapness

and value, as a gjvcri mamurey Vais, plant stands pre-emi
i

nent. It is time fhr the Southern people to awake to the I

necessity of improving their lands, and to subdue that
|

greedy appetite, which takes every thing from the soil and
j

returns nothing to it. Patriotism, philantliropy, paternal
|

love, and a far-sighted polic}' unite in demanding this of
|

them. If the present system of cultivation is pursued i

much longer, our lands will be exhausted, our govern- i

ments impoverished, our commerce destroyed, our cities
j

in ruins, and our people driven like the poor Indians who
j

preceded them, from the land of their fathers, before tJie
|

indomitable perseverance, energy and science of the Yan-
!

kee and the European. Another system might improve

our soil, enrich our governments, increase our commerce, I

build up our cities, and render us a great, happy, and
|

contented people. To do this, a complete revolution must
j

be accomplished, old empirical notions must be eradi- I

cated, and plans substituted in their stead. To
i

find out these by skilful experiments, and to prevail upon
|

the mass to adopt them, is the noble and useful vocation
;

of the scietific Agriculturist; for he who makes “two!
blades of grass to grow where only one grew before,’’ is

j

justly entitled to be called the benefactor of Ids race.
{

The three fundamental principles of planting, are deep
|

plowing, thorough drainage and manuring.' It is ob-
j

vious tliat the latter is the most difficult to apply skilfully.
|

The vaiieties of manure are innumerable. Almost every
j

mineral in the earth, every gas of the atmosphere, every i

exhalation and excrement of the animal, and every re-

spiration of the vegetable bodies give food to the plant.

—

To choose from all these, what can be applied to the crop

with the greatest benefit, and at the least expense, is the

object of the Planter, and evidently requires no small

amount of study, judgment and experience.

Green manuring, so successfully and extensively em-
plyed in Great Britain, has seldom been used in this coun-

try, except by accident, in turning under the grasses, the

spontaneous growth of fields suffered to lie out. The su- !

periority of this manure over all others is easily demon-
j

strable. From the food of the horse, fljr instance, a large
j

amount of carbon, and a still larger proportion of nitro- i

gen is extracted before it passes through the stomach, for
j

re-producing the tissues and organs of the body; the!

amount of these gases, generated by the metamorphose of
j

these tissues being mainly exuded through the skin. The
excrement of the horse consequently cannot be as rich as

ais food. When this excrement is mixed with straw and
urine, as in the common manufacture of stable manure,
and suffered to undergo fermentation and decomposition, i

a large amount of nitrogen again escapes into the air in !

the form of ammonia and nitric acid. But when any
green crop is turned under, the gases generated by its de-

composition escape slowly and with difficulty through the

pores of the earth, and consequently a greater amount re-

mains there to feed the plant, tlian can be produced by a i

quaintity of farm-yard manure, much exceeding the green
'

manure turned under. Tliis demonstrates clearly, that

this manure increases the fertility of the soil beyond all

otliers, for all organic manures are subject more to the

same disadvantage as that of the farm-yard. Whether
this superior will counterbalance or more than counter-

balance the increased expense, if the expense be increas-

ed, is the next question : and one that can be solved only
by experiment.

Clover and other long rooted grasses are principally

osed for this purpose, on the other side of the Atlantic ; it

is our object at present, to suggest as superior to them the

Chinese Sugar Cane, particularly to the Corn Planter;

and for tlie following reasons: 1st. On account of its

greater bulk. 2d. The luxuriance with which it grows.

3rd, Its richness in saline matters. 4th. Its similarity to>

Corn. 5th, On account of the cheapness of the seed, when
the plant has become generally cultivated. H. F. P.

Nas/nnllo, Tevn., 1857,

ONE OF THE ROADS TO

One of the surest methods of makine- criminals is to

degrade labor and pay undue respect to wealth. Men
will run any risks to gain a position in society. The re-

cent disclosures in the case of Huntington, Tuckerman,
and otiier similar delinquents in. this country; of Sad-

lier, Robson, Redpath, and others in England and France,

prove that the desire to appear well in society, to be rank

ed among the happy few who live without labor and n

dulge in the elegancies of life, is one of the strongest

incentives to crime. And it must be noticed, for the fact

is painfully evident, that the false spirit of aristocracy

which reverences mere wealth and scorns honest labor, is

becoming alarmingly prevalent among us. It is time that

the Press and the Pulpit, and every other instrument for

modifying opinion, and pioducing a moral efiect, were
employed in checking the growing evil in question. It is

especially the duty of parents to instill into the minds of

their children just ideas on the true dignity of labor, and
the worthlessness of mere extrinsic show; for the child

tiiat has been taught to regard wealth as the standard of

excellence, and honest labor as degrading, will run a nar-

row risk of ending his days on the gallows or in the cells

of a prison, A few nights since, a little child of some ten

years, wlio should have been as guileless and innocent as

a cherub, on being requested to dance with another child

of her own age, shrugged up shoulders, and in her child-

ish way, positively refused. On being asked why she

hesitatedi?sh^' said-sl>e cSuldsd. dance with the other little

girl because her father was captain of a steamboat. Of
course thehitle creature was taught to regard the captain

of a steamboat with disdain, and probably to look upon
the children of all mechanics as below her, or she would
not have dreamed of making such an excuse. It would

rtquire no gift of prophecy to foresee what must be the

inevitable termination of a life which is commeneed with

such false ideas of what should constitute true claims to

honor and respect.— fSc?/- York I'ivies.

-•

PEA.S FOR HOG^-«riEDGE8 AND FENX’E'.^.

Editors Southern Cui.tivator—In your last issue I

see, a gentleman advocating the doctrine of fattening pork

hogs entirely on peas. From the little experience I have

had in the matter, I think hogs should be taken from the

peas and fed on corn, say one or two weeks before killing,

for the reason that if the hogs are fed on corn a while be-

fore killing, the fat will be firmer or harder and will not

drip as it will when fattened alone on peas. I may be

mistaken in this; if so, I would like to know it. It is also

my opinion it will' not do to put stock hogs on peas.

I am trying the O.sage Orange. It is doing fine so far,

and I think it will do when planted on the right kind of

soil, and also rightly cultivated. I planted some where

there was rock and it did no good. 1 have a mile of plank

fence; plank and post furnished at .iioGOanhle; white

oak plank, post oak post. I think this cheaper than rail

fence. Yours, &c., A. R
LaGrav^e, Ala, 1857.

^3^ Feelings are stars, which guide us only under a

clear sky; but better is reason, the magnellic needle,

which directs the ship when they are corcealed and shine

no more.
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OIJK BOOK TABLE.

Transactions or the New York State Agricui-teral

Society. Vol, 15— for 1855.

We are indebted to the kindness of Col. B. F. Johnson,

the able and indefatigable Secretary of the New York

Society, for a copy of this volume for the year 1855. It

contains the continuation of Dr. Fitch’s work on Insects

—an able Essay on Climate, by F. B. Hocgh; Ylr. How-

ard’s Essay on Grasses; the second part of Watson’s

“Practical Husbandry;” the Address of Hon Samuel

Cheever; Farm Reports; articles on Drainage; Proceed-

ings of County Societies
;
Report of the Secretary, &c.,

&c.; making a volume ot 763 pages, very neatly printed

and bound, and in every way creditable to the “Empire”

Society of the Unioni

I “Multicaulis,” with which a certain class of over-cautious

,

“oldfogies” are ever ready to assail anything which is new,

j

and outside of their experience We have already de-
voted considerable space to the elucidation ol'the .merits of
this plant, and shall continue to furnish our readers with

j

full details ofsuch experiments as v/e may deem valuable,

i
We have not the least doubt that another year v/ill fully

; establish its claims as a Syrup and Sugar Plant, through-
out the entire Union. Syrup of a fine quality has been
made, from NewOrleans to Maine, and from the eastern

i Atlantic to the tipper Mississippi—the seed, through the

i

exertions of the Patent OfKce, Coi. R. * eter.s, ourselves

I

and others, has been scattered far and wide, ofien wiiliout

I

price, and always at a cost far below its real value; and
I

the indications at present are that it will have a general

j

trial throughout tTie length and breadth of the land. The
result of this trial cannot but establish it as one of the

staples ol our country, and may in tlie course of a very

j

few years render us almost entirely independent of foreign

j

countries for our Sugar, which indispensable article of

j

food is one of our very heaviest imports. Our Southern

{

readers will do well to raise and carefully save all the

j

seed possible during the coming season— as, from the more

j

perfect development of the plant here, as a Sugar plant,

and the difficulty of fully ripening seed at the North, our

j

Southern raised seed will, probably be in demand atremu-
!
neraiing prices. At all events, it is well to save an abun-
dance ot it as food for stock and poultry, and for trying

experiments in soiling, making foiage, green manuring,
&c

,
&c., on a large scale, another season.

We have yet a number of the pamphlets noticed in our
December number (p 375) which we will mail to all appli-

cants who will furnish their address and enclose a post-

age stamp directed to D. Redmond, Augusta Ga,

The Horticulturist, for Januar}^, is an excellent num-

ber. No gardener or lover of fine fruits and flowers should

be without it. It is published monthly and may be

had for per year, in advance, by addressing Robert

Pearsall Smith, 17 and 19 Minor st., Philadelphia, Pa.

Transactions or the New Hampshire State Agricul-

tural Society
,
for the year 1855.

This is the fourth volume issued by this enterprising

Society, and we notice one feaiure in it highly worthy of

commendation—viz; the Secretary has addressed a series

of questions to the leading agriculturists in every town

in the State, with reference to various matters of rural

economy, and the amount of information which these

queries elicited adds greatly to the interest of the work

The detail of experiments with new foreign seeds is also

ofmuch value. The Secretary, James 0. Adams, Esq.,

will accept our thanks.

The Chinese Sugar Cane
;

its History, Mode of Culture,

Manufacture of the Sugar, etc. With Reports of the

its success in different portions of the United States, and
Letiers from dislingui^hed men. Written and compiled

by James F. C. Hyde, of Newton Centre, Mass. Bos-

ton;, If^57. Pi ice 25 cents.

This little volume is an additional evidence of the wide

pread interest which the Chinese Sugar Cane is exciting,

and funii'hes undoubted proof otTts complete success as

ta sugar plant wherever Indian Corn will grow and rijien.

It is peculiarly gratifjinj; to the writer [D. R
]

to wilness

the iriumph.int succs'ss of tliis plant,especially in the Suufh.

fls lie w; s tlie first to introduce it into jreiu ml notice ami
culture hen

;
and has n* ver for a nu'iiient f Itered in his ad

vocacy of its claims, despite the cries of “liuitibug” and

The Cotton Planter and Soil for January, appears in

a very neat dress, and i.s full of matter especially adapted

to the wants of the Southern Planter and Hor iculturiot.

Published at S'l per year. Address Underwood & Cloud,

Montgomery, Ala.

Agricultural Books —Mr A. Sherman, the Agent of

C. M. Saxton & Co., is still on liis travels, engaged in

the good work of supplying standard Agricultural Books

to our planting friends in the interior. We hope he will

receive a kind reception, and that every householder will

replenish his book-shelf from the ample store which Mr.

5. presents. Read the article headed “The Farmer’s Pri-

vate Library,” whicli will he found in present number.

AXSWEBS TO COKBE8FOXDENTS.

Bees.—E. R. D —The work you desire—“ Miners’ Bee
Keepers Manual ’—may he obtained from C. M. Saxtow
6. Co., 1-iO Fulton street, New York, postage free, for

Grape Culture.—Rev. J.L. E.—We prefer the Catawba
to the Scuppernong as a Wine Grape—tliough the latter re-
quires the lea.st trouble in cultivatiun. The Catawba grows
ireely from cuttings— the heuppemong must generally be
layered. Mr. Axt plants from l.fiOO to 2,0(10 Catawbij,
cuttings pev acr<.‘, on land trenched to the depth of at least
two teet. This trenching may be partly done wilh die plow,
but the spade is, by far, the best implement, fhougli, of
couise. the most expeni-i ve. A properly planted ami managed
Viuevard wil

, doubtless, be a good investment anyvirre,
i die Srut'a

; tliough tve have yet much to Un n in the
niakiug and ke ping of Wine. S e an article ciiGrapo
culture in Teiinessee, in our next number.
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Ora(’T!:d Tkees.—J. A. MeP.

—

if you wislj to start a
large {j-rcLurd at oiice. procure froiueome reliable IMursery-

laan a seleciiou of the bestvarietie?, (grafted or budded ;)

plant prcperly, and with earefiii alter-eultnre, success is al

most eertaiii. !>ee tlie various articles o:i the Pear, tVc., in

present iiuittber.

“Ei.ements oe AGRH'tr.TrRE.’' c.—W. M.— Write C.

M. Saxton & Co., as abore, eriCiOsiug .-jl.’io.

Sugar Cane.—

V

v'. T. S.

—

The advantage possessed by the

Chinese variety over the true Cane is tliat tJie former pro-

duces a>% abuudaucc of seed and will grow wherever Corn
willripesi. Its product of saceSiariue juice, al’so-, falls little

‘ short of that yieUletl by the true cane ;
while it yields two crops

of matured stalks per season, anywhere South of latitude 34'^.

“Some five or six varieties of cane iiave been cultivated in

Louisiana. None of them have ever been propagated from
aeed there

;
nor in fact elsewhtjre as far as known. Wray, in

his ‘Practical Sugar Pi nter,’ remarits ‘that no variety of cane
is known to perfect it.s seed, (or indeed to produce anything
like seed,) eliiiaria India, China, the Straits of Malacca, Egyi.'t

ortlie South Sea Islands : as in all these eountries the cane is

entirely propagated by cuttings.” In Louisiana the season
of planting is in the fall, iaimediu.teiy after the grinding is

over. The planters use generally for cane seed, the riper

part of the stalk. Some cut the cane in tlie middle, to

use the top.s for planting, and bring the lower joints to the

mill
;
some, again, use tee green tops alone for planting. In

the West Indies, says Fieischnnnan, “We are told that the
few upper joints of the plant nearest the leaves, cominonly
designed as the 'cane tups,’ are used as cane seed. Where ilie

cane arrives to perfect maturity, where every joint is ripe

and every eye well developed, the top points may answer,
hutin Loaisana, vriiere the cane is never entirely matured,
where it must be cut before the upperjoints are Vovmed, the
tops are not tit for seed, and the result iiiuti: necessarily be a
bad one. Pieces of cane having from 5 to 1'2 or more joints

are used lor planting.” It will be seen that tt)e true cane does
not mature seed except in tropical countries, and that bv.toiie

crop of canes j>er year can be obtained even there. Yoa
cannot fad with the Chinese Cane, ifyou will read and profit

by all that has appec.red in our paper, i'be French are mak-
ing cider and alcohol in abundance fix-ai it, but we cannot
describe the process, at present.

Sh.ade ok Trees.

—

Ami^o.—Intelligent people, and even
'

medical men, differ greatly in regard to the effect of .shade I

treea around dwellings. One authority says:— ‘ The inter- i

position of a dense forest, or a high wail, a chain of elevated i

hills, or any other nat-ural or meciianicai obstacle has been i

known to protect the inhabitants of villages, camps, of con- '

vents, and ofsiugle habitalions, from the pe.stiferous iutlu-
;

ence t^)f neigaborie'g marshes. A notable instance of this
‘

sanitary principle is stated in respect to’ a convent .situated
i

on .^ount Argeutal, near the village of St. Slephauo, which
tor a lung time wasrouiaikabl Ibr its salubrity but when the
trees v/ere cut dow 1 it became extremely sickly.” Others,
equally well informed, regard the shade of trees and the damp-
uees rvhieii it engenders, as uuheuhhy, and v/e agree with
these l ist to a certain extent. Will uur readers give us their

views Dll the subject 1

Plows A.vn Pr.owi.vo.—Gr.—The best tiirciag plow we
know of, is Kick's inm Lemn, (nr *• vVashington”) No. 2.

We may give you a short chapter on surface and subsoil plows
hereatier. Tne expanding Horse Hoe is a very jierfeet im
piemen for keeping the rows eJeau,

Soioi.vo Cattle.—M. A. B.

—

Mr. Nei.so.v will prepare
an article on Soiling Cattie in tlie South, for a future number.
In the iueautiine, .see Stephens’ Book of ttie Farm,” “Col-
rnau s Agricultural Tour,” and other works on Luropean
fanning.

T\ot Beds.—W. P.—We republish for you the mode of

miikiug the ‘‘ German Kot B.,d,” as desired: “ Take wliite

cotton cloth of a claae texture, slridcli and nail it on fntuies
of any size you wish: take two ounces of lime water, four
ounces linseed oil, one of white of eggs, two ounces or yoiR
of eg,^s ;

mix thelnne and oil With very gentle heat, beat the
egg» separately, and mix them wirii the former;, spread this
mixture with a paint brush over i he cotton, aliown g each
coal lo dry beiore applying another, uulil. they become
water ^r.tof. The f 4 uwi ;g are i he advaiitag. r rhis shade
possesses over gl.ass ones : — 1. Tue c >sl beii g hardly o-,e-

foartn. 2. Repairs are e s ly ainl cheaply made. 3. Th-
light, T.iev do not require vvateri! g; no .uniter fow intense
the beat, of ihe sun, liie plriutsaic never stl’.ac.k. u m ii oi

burn
,
of eiifchked in growih, ne timr do tiiey j>row u,; io.i ,

sick, add Weakly as they do u der ghf s. and a. id tin re i

abuiid-i.nc of li.,lit. 4. lue lieal arisc.g entirely Imm b>-l .ug

is morn . quabie and temper le, wlncii usagrealntj et. Ta-
YKpoi 1 s.i g m>!ji the manure and eanii .s c Lidei:.-.cd tiy the
<300 Lor ..assiig over the euixaee ol snade, and stands iu dri-os

upon the inside and, therefore, the plants do not reriuire as

frequent watering. If the frames or stretchers are m.ade
large, they should be intersected by cross-bars about a foot

square, to support the cloth. These articles are just the thtri.<g

for bringing forward flower seed.s in sea <ou for transplanting.''
jj

In addition to our own remarks, under the head

of “Work for the Month/’ we give the following sea-

sonable hints A'oni Apenkck’s Rural, Alinanac.'\

TIlii IklTCHEN IN THE .S(,WTTr-?..

In discussing this subject, tbe great difllcalty is to keep

i within the inoderaie limits recjiilrtil in a publication of this

j

kind, and yet convey the rcqui.site infor.mation,

;
As a general thing, in the -South, wc consutTte too much

;

of rich and highly nutritious food
;
and too little of vege-

I

tables and fruits. The blood thus formed is too thick,

! especially as perspiration is conti»iuous and copious
;
and

. dalliiess and disease are ilius induced. Vegetables and

I

.soups ought to constitute a large portion of our diet in hot

j

weather
;

together with tlie free use of fruits before

i

noon.

!
The Vegetable Garden is the most important appendage

i
lo a homestead. Select a rolerabiy level spot of land

! naturally rich. The exposure is of less moment than is

i generally represented
;
though we should prefer a gentle

1
slope to the East, with protection, at some hftie distatice

I
from the cold North blasts. Water, from a running

^ stream, pond or even a we!!, is indispensable. Pond.s can

j

readily be formed, and alford the best water. They may

J

be kept full or well supplied from a well or spring, n.-^ing a

I

small wind mi!) and pump. The location should be oiie

I

convenient to the dwelling, that the ladies of the Lrnily

1
may have easy acce.ss

;
the garden being, usually under

I

their exclusive care. It should also he accessible from the

(

stable or farm yard, that supplies of manuremay readily

be had.

The shape slmuld be nn oblong 5 qirarc, that the plow

and cultivator may be u.sfd as inucii as pr..soi!jk', Oiic

bro.ad main walk up the centre, at, leasfp feet, vride ‘.x ith a

gate at eacli end, wide cnongb for a cart or w.uton to

pass; with borders live Let wlile next the fence, ad

!
around

;
and a walk inside of these borders, also five

feet wide. Dwarfed fruit trees mav bo jficiuted along.side

of ;i.I! the walks running Icng'liways of tlu' warden, hut

n.'.'t across the ends —that the plow and ciihi valor nny
iiavi; free access to the end walks, fir itiritinir. The less

complmaiioii in llie arrangement and iayin2 “IT rT the

vegetable garden, tlie be'br Sliane and oi iiaua iiiai

tree.-;, flowers and siirnb.s are out of [,) .ce theie

d'lie entire garden slmuli be tren''hcd if pn-.-'i de
;
of tit

lea.st Irencb-ploiL'f.d —xhwx is, in breaking up, afi. r a hetivy

dre.'Siog of UHiiUre has iaen aprdied, usi- siion;.; tfauiG

and good, deep-tiibng plows, running liic plow' to ifle,

hvlrr’ in evert! furrou- ; thus t-tn ring u, • ihe, so--! to

at 'Last a f lOf ill d' ptli. It will luiqnesiiouahly 'p ni to

ireneh wii h tile spade and l horougiil v enru h the gar.'eu

(n I Ik; depi h of till re, feet; iind<mdraiiii-ig at .-ante time

when at til! pract ictib'e. Put wiili a fur .sod,. mu.- root ir>

cpih, .-im! pleuufni Mippih's of nimuiv find nf vvat* r. the

Vt-ry tinC'! Veg; r od- .s ."UI heprofnri-d ;it fdi ni .-i nns in

dies <1 111 lie N i iier I liior m u miiiig iinr -ee I lUU'f he.

sjt.il ed. .Sow agaoi fill I fi-ain, if neees-aiw ’'h- e.o -t of

•seel is a more noiliing I'nnijiHreil to ilie fidv;i u’figi s of a

pleiiidul supply of ve^t iahleft in ili-rir tetMuis,
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PXASTIC COTTON.—VALUABI.E INVENTION.

We noticed, at the recent Fair of the South Carolina

Institute, in Charleston, several specimens of elegant fur-

niture, the material of which (plastic cotton) is to be ob-

tained at a very small expense, and the chemical process

to which it is subjected being very simple. Thearticleis

very pliant and may easily be worked by the hand.

—

When dry it becomes hard and durable—qualities which

vender it peculiarly valuable in imitating the most elabor-

ate wood carving. In the manufacture of rich furniture,

models, decorative work, &c., it is exceedingly useful.

The material is light and strong. The articles exhibited

attracted general attention, and were greatly admired.

The inventor, or discover, James M. Legare, Esq., .A.ikin,

S. C., offers the invention for sale, to be used within the

United States or elsewhere.

This material (Plastic Cotton) is prepared from com-

mon cotton in two w’ays, as it may be required, for v:ork-

itig by hand (No. 1), or for casting or pressing into moulds

(No. 2).
I

The qualities w'hich five years of trial have developed
|

in No. 1, and which Sive guaranteed by the inventor, are :

'

That the plastic material can be prepared at a cost per i

pound not exceeding the cost of ordinary cotton. That

v/hen manufactured, it is not warped or otherwise affected

in any way by sun or fire heat, or by atmospheric raois-
j

ture; has greater hardness than the woods in common]

use
;
can be used in mass or for slight open work with or !

without support, as \t aliea.ys retains its fibre; may be
|

given any desired color or bronzed or gilded : may be at-
|

tached to wood work without the use of glue, and so
|

firmly as to resist the effects of warping in the surface to
j

which it adheres; and under no trial has been known to
I

crack.
|

Plastic Cotton No. 1 is especially applicable to the
!

manufacture of antique and rich furniture,and to the decor-
j

ation of churches or public or private buildings, &c., &c.,

at less expense and with much more ease than by carved

wood,' terracotta, or papier mache. No other substance in

the arts can be used wholly without moulds.

Plastic Cotton No, 2— requires a like time for prepar-

ation—the cotfon in either case being immersed from five to

fifteen minutes only
;
can be prepared for use at from 10

to 15 cents per pound, which is less than the value of good

frame composition, and as the plastic cotton is much light-

er, it, of course, goes further in use
;
that it may be used

in any degree of softness, and cold or hot, and never ad-

heres to the mould; takes a sharp, clear impression; is

tough and flexible when in use, allowing complex and

undercut nsoulds to be employed
;
becomes very hard

and capable of poli.'^h
;
does not crack; and will readily

take any of the preparations now employed for gilding It

resembles feuttapurcha in its crude state, and in the ease

with which it may be softened by heat, but is much more
elastic; contains no resinous ingredient whatever; may
be used in conjunction with No. I, or alone.

Plastic Cotton No. 2 is applicable to all purposes to

which papier mache, frame composition, &c., &c., are

now applied, such os interior decoration, frames of all

kinds, and any purpose requiring moulding.

TEXAj5 MUSTANG WINE.

We have received through Roet. Nelson, Esq., from

Dr. C., of G., Texas, three bottles of native Wine from the

Mustang Grape. No. 1. The pure juice, only pressed and

filled in'o a cask, from which it had been drawn constantly

for daily use It is exceedingly high colored, being of a

deep crimson hue. It had some resemblance to claret,

and might,, perhaps, by proper treatment, make a tolerable

good claret. It will, however, at any rate^ make a superior

vinegar.

No. 2. About a pound of sugar had been added to a

gallon of juice
;

it was not so good an article as

No. 3, which was a pretty fair wine, though perhaps

too much sugar had been added. It was, unquestionably,

the best of the lot, and resembled somewhat the Malaga cf

our manufacturers.

Considering that these wines were bu-t a few months

old, and made in a rude way by persons who are ignor-

ant of the process of making wine, we have no doubt, that

a fair article cau be made from the Mustang Grape, wduch

grows spontaneously and in such an abundance that large

quantities can be gathered
;
in fact Dr. C. assures us that

he easily could have gathered one thousand bnshels.

As the juice has a good body, there can be no doubt

that a good Cognac brandy could be made from it.

Cotton Packing.—The Chamber of Commerce, ofNew
Orleans, has issued a circular for general distribution

among factors, merchants and planters, in which tom-

plaiiit is made of the practice offalse packing cotton. The

Chamber has determined to endeavor to put a stop to the

practice, by throwing all the burthens of expense, which

accumulate upon such practices, upon the planters. Tlia

following is the pointed resolution adopted :

Resolved, That in the ease of falsely packed cotton—
‘pfiated,” and packed with evident intent to defraud—
wherever it be discovered, and the marks are so prese»'ved

as to be identified, it should in the opinion of thi Cham-
ber, be restored as nearly as possible to its original con-

dition, and sent back until it reaches the door of the

packer, with all its accumulation of expenses. It is to

be presumed that many, if not all, such cases originate in

the malice or dishonesty of employees, and the course re-

commended would be likely to induce such vigilance on
the part ofthe planter as to it:uard against the recurrences

ofacts involving his good name and interest.

“Love after Marriage, and Tliirteen other choice

Novelletes of the Heart," by Mrs. Caroline Lee He.ntz,

has just been issued by the well known publishing house

of T. B. Peterson, 102 Chesnut street, Philadelphia.

—

The numerous admirers of Mrs. Hentz will find this vo-

lume a rare treat. It may be had at ^1.25 bound, or a.

S'l in paper covers. Sent per mail, free of postage, by

enclosing the price to the Publisher, as above.

Catawba Brandy.—At tlie last meeting ofthe Ameri-

can Pomological Society, Col. Wilder, the President,

stated that Catawba Brandy (made almost exclusively,

at Cincinnati,) has been puichased at S5 per gallon, for

exportation to France, for the purpose of flavoring foreign

liquors.
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TUB COTTON CHOP OF 3856.

In order to ascertaintlie extent of the crop,Gen. McQneen,

Member ofCongress, fromS. C., adopted the happy and re-
|

liable expedient of addressing ‘letters to the Representa-
j

lives from the cotton-growing States, and from their seve-

1

ral responses he has made up the estimate. According to

his figures, the crop will not exceed 2,700,000 bales

—

about 800,000 bales short of last year. The estimates for

the .several States may be summed up thus :

In Texas the crop will exceed- that of 1855 by 20 per

cent., in consequence of iitcrease of land in cultivation
[

and hands from immigration. In some portions ofArkan-
!

sas, the increase will be 10 percent., from a similar cause, i

while in other portions it will fall short 20 per cent I

Louisiana reports the crop 20 ['Cr cent, short; Mississppi

from one-quarter to one-half siiort; Alabama, Georgia,

Tennessee, North Carolina and Florida, tell a like story,

and in South Carolina Mr. Orr estimates the crop at one-

fourtn short of 1855 ;
Mr. Keiti at one-third short; Mr.

Brooks at one fourth short
,
and Mr. Boyce and Mr. Mc-

Queen at more than one-fonrth short.

®fliticttituinl SejiMlraeni.

REPORT OF THE COIHMITTEE A» INTERIM!
of the Pomological Society of Georgia.

Yo jr Committee would respectfully report that quite a

large number of fruits have been submitted to them for

examination, the past season, of which several seem

worthy of general cultivation. Among these are :

1st. Princess Faro.gun Peach
;

ripe specimens were

received from Peteis, Harden & Co., Atlanta, Ga.; ripe]

August 19th. Fruit large, oval, one side larger than the

other. Skin downy, yellowish white, dotted with red,

and in the sun nearly overspread with dull red. Flesh

white, melting and juicy. Quality best. Freestone.
|

2nd. BaLllniore Rooc'O) Pe«cA, (from the same parties),
j

Fruit large, roundish, tapering a little to the swollen point, i

suture extending more than half around. Skin creamy
j

white, with red dots and a line red cheek. Flesh green- ;

ish white, red at the stone, to which it adheres, juicy,
j

melting, sweet and excellent.—quite equal to the Old Mixon
|

Cling, with which it rifiens, August 24th. I

3th. Saov: Cling, (also from Peiers, Harden & Co.,) is a
j

very sweet and juicy Peach of entirely too small size to
'

merit further propagation
;

ripe August 20ih.
I

4th. Large Wnile Cling, from Peters, Plarden & Co
.

|

bought l.qv them as Stewart’s Late, is another peach of the

highest character, ripening about the 20th of August.

5th. P'ie Long Grape, from Dr. C. W. Long, Athens,

Ga. This fruit was found over 30 years since by Col. Jas.
i

Long on his plantation, near Danielsville, Ga. The vine
|

makes a vigorous growth; leaf is heart shaped, slightly i

lobed and similar in shape to the Lenoir. Bunches ol
i

ifuit somewhat shoulderea, very compact, of medium to
j

large size. Skin thin, dark purple, with a thin bloom,
j

Berries rather small (size of Lenoir_), tender, very little 1

pulp, pretty sweet, vmous and very good. This grape
j

promises to be valuable 'or wine, being a most almndant

'

bearer and producing a good, sf.-arkling wine. Ripens the
'

last of August— three weeks latei than Lenoir.
I

Glh Tne Jacksan Cling Peach, a Seedling variety, from

Mrs Cul. L. A. Franklin, Athens, Ga. Fruit large, ob-

long, with a very large swollen point. Skin rich dark

yellow, covered with dark red in the sun. Flesh rather
j

firm, orange yellow and dark red at the stone, very juicy,
j

sprightly and rich; distinct from the Lemon and Blanton
|

Cling. Quality best. A delicious peach, and it is thought

unusually hardy, not having failed of a crop in eight years.

Ripe August 20tli.

7th. Pearl C/mg, also a Seedling of Mrs. Franklin;

ripens at the same time. Fruit large, round, suture ex-

tending three-quarters around the fruit. Skin creamy
white, profusely dotted with red and a rich red cheek.

Flesh firm, white, red at the stone, vinous, juicy^ and ex-

cellent. Very good or best.

8th. A large Seedling peach (freestone) sent Sept. 1st by
J. Van Buren, Clarksville, Ga., similar in form to pleath

Cling, was received too green to decide upon its quality,

9th. Paxe or Columbia Peach .—The largest specimen
of this variety we have seen this year was sent in Aug,
2t)th by Jeremiah Gray, of Clarke county. Too well

known to need description.

lOth. A late summer apple, also from Mr. Gray, on
which we will not report until we get the name.

11th. Stephenson Cling Peach, from Thos Stephenson,

of Clarke county, is of the Blood Cling family hybridized

with some light fleshed variety, or as if it is a “half Indian

Peach.” Size large, roundish, suture distinct. Skin very

down, of a creamy tint, shaded with flesh color, the tint

deepening in the sun, and passing through deep pink to a

dark dull purplish red where fully exposed. Flesh white

somewhat tinged with red and deep red at the stone,

very tender, melting, juicy and of a delicious vinous flavor.

Quality best. Sept. 1st.

12th. Louise Bonne de Jersey Pear, from Peters, Har-

den & Co. Very fine. Sept, tith,

Bevrre Bose, Beurre Did and Napoleon Pca/rs, from J

Van Buren. Very fine.

Surpass Virgalieu, from Peters, Harden & Co., is most

delicious.

I3tb. Alberti's Late Rareripe Peach, from Peters, Har-

den & Co. Glands globose. Fruit very large, roundish,

suture slight. Skin not very downy, yellowish white,

sprinkled with red dots and with a mi^rbled red cheek.

Flesh pale, light red at the stone, very sweet and juicy.

Very good. Freestone. Sept 0th.

14th. Golden, from Peters, Harden & Co
,
but not of

suflicient merit to justify a description. Sept. Oth.

15th. St. Alichael Peaxh, GVxnds reniform, a beautifu

Southern variety of the Pace or Columbia type, but rather

later and better than tluit variety
;
very large and globu-

lar. Skin downy, bright yellow striped and marbled with

dull red, suture slight. Flesh yellow, slightly marbled,

with red, near the apex the red not reaching to the stone,

sweet juicy and very good or best. Sept. Kflli.

Wliilc English—Late White Kngli,'-1T or Heath.— Beau-

tiful specimens of this noble and well known cling liave

been handed in. Those tVorn Gov. W. Lumpkin, Dr. R.

D. Aloore, Mr. Waddel, Mr. Pndjjeon and Mr. Donnahoo,

ofAthens, and Peters, Harden & Co
,
Atlanta, and one of

the same cta.'^s from Air. Nelson, were all fine. Ripe gra-

dually from the Oth to the 2Ulh of Se[)t.

10th. To Kalon Grape, Peteis, Harden
.
& Co., ripens

early in September and very good, but said to be a very

poor bearer by thegioweis.

17th Bland, Grape, beautiful bunches from Peters. Har-

den &Co., and from Dr J C. Orr, were received early .n

September, perfectly ripened. A desirable variety, but

requires carelul pruning and cultivation.

I8ih Olio, from Peters, Harden & Co., is a very flaa

lasted Grape, but the berries are entirely too small.

19th. Cad.oAcba Grape \ magnificent bunches, from Mr.

Axt, tlirough Dr. Luuon, the Iluvor of which did not belie

their exterior.

flOth. Raymond Cling : large, roundish, slightly oblong*
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suture shallow, but distinct. Skin downy, yellowish

white at apex, but nearly or entirely covered with differ-

ent shades of red. Flesh white, juicy, vinous and very.,

good. Ripe middle of Sept.

Several Seedling Peaches were received at this time

from Dr. J. Orr, J. H. Coult, of Athens
;

R. Nelson, Ma-
con: and Peters, Harden & Co., Atlanta

;
some of v.'hich

were of large size and good quality, but none quite ecpral

in flavor to other varietie.s ripening at the same season.

2lst. A Seedling Apple, raised by Mr. Mangurn, and
sent to the Committee by Peters, Harden & Co. Fruit

large, roundish, much flattened, stem short in a regular

cavity. Calyx open in a deep basin. Skin, yellow

striped, and w'a.shed with varying shades of red, a few

russet specks. Flesh yellowish white, fine grained, ten

der, moderatelj’’ juicy, with a fine mild Summer Pear

main flavor, very good or best. Ripe September 12th.

22d. Donahoo Cling .—Glands reminform. Fruit very

large, roundish, suture quite deep on one side and visi

ble entirely around the fruit. Apex depressed, or with

but a slight swollen point. Skin creamy white, beauti

fully dotted and tinged with red in the sun Flesh ivhite

to the stone, exceedingly juicy, excelling the Heath Cling

in tenderness of texture equally rich and luscious. A
most desirable peach. Ripe Sept. 10th to 20th. Differ-

ent from Heath in jjhape, and still better in quality.

From Mr. Donnalioo, Clark county.

23dj Presiderd Church—Glands reinform. Size large,

roundish, inclining to oval, suture shallow, often a mere

line, with a small point at the apex, which is rarely de-

pressed, with pale red in the shade, and beautifully mar-

bled and washed with dark red in the sun, the exposed

specimens are nearly covered with dark red ; in size and

color it somewhat resembles the Late Admirable, and is

quite as fine a flavored peach. Flesh pale red at the stone,

very juicy, melting, of delicious flavor, the fruit free from

rot. A great acquisition. A Seedling, raised by Rev. A
Church, D D., President of Franklin College, Athens, Ga

21th. Oconee Greening Apple, from Mr, PricJgeon,

Athens, Ga. Fruit very large, roundish, flattened. Skin

smooth, green turning to yellow, when ripe a little brown-

ish in the sun, russet about the stem, with a few scattered

russeit dots. Calyx open in a shallow slight!', furrowed

basin. Stalk very short in a rather deep regular cavity.

Flesh yellowish, fine grained, crisp, abounding in a delight

ful aromatic lijVely sub-acid juice. Quality best. Original

tree tree stands on the bonks of the Oconee River, a little

below Athens. Ripens from October 1st to December.

2.3ih. Yapp's Favorite Apple, from Robert Nelson. Fruit

large to very larne, loundish, somewhat conical. Skin

oily smooth, greenish yellow with a blush in the sun,

sprinkled sparingly with russet dots, a little russeted about

the stem, and somewhat marbled with dark patches made
up of minute black dots. Calyx open in a deep basin.

Stalk short, in a deep cavity. Flesh white, fine grained,

tender, juicy, almost melting and of a most grateful sub-

acid flavor. From .Laurens county, in this State. Qual-

ity best.

2 tih. H a-inn's Delicious Peach, {vora John T. Grant,

Esq
,
of Walton county. Free bought of Mr. Camp, of

Newton c.ouof'y. Fruit large, round, a liiile oval, depress-

eil at the [c x P-uut verv small anti within the. depres-

sion. Smuro. shallow. Skin modirraiely downy, of a

rich aieoiiv winte vvuh a faint lilush in the sun. Flesh

whim i(( me ^toise, wiili the exact flavor of a Heath Cling.

Q taloy Oct Khh.

27dj G nnls ('linjj ,—A ('’liniistone Peach from Mr J.

T. (b-.iiii Fi list nic.uiuoi t(t l.oge, oblung. to pni to t!ie

pi'oinni(-ot j>o:ot. Suture well oi.aiked Skin |i:-i!e <uva!oy

white, quite downy and preliy much covered with dull

red. Flesh pale red at the stone, juicy, tender and when
fully ripe very good.

28th. Athenian Cling, from Hettry Hull, Jr., Athens.
Fruit very large, oblong, depressed at the apex. Suture

a mere line. Skin v'ery dpwnvr, yellowish wlTite, marbled
with dull reef in tlie sun. F’iesii pale red at the stone,

rather firm and rich, pf a high vinous flavor— a very
great acquisition. Tills and Horton's delicious aie the

two best Getober" Cling Stone Pe-Tches, and they ere of

flavor totally distinct from each other, one a very sweet
and luscious, the other ofa brisk' and vinous flavor.

As we are closing tins report, three proi- i sing late

beaches have been presented by Mr. Y. L G. Ihirris, and
a box with a gn-ar numlter of varieties of A.m tipples has

Iveon.received from J. Van Buren, Ksq.. Cl rksviile. On
these the Committee will report hereauer ihrougii the agri-

cultural Press.

All of wrhich is respectful!}’ submitted,

AY At. N. Chairman.
Athens, Ga., 1S5G.

JLOW FllUIT TiJEE.S—-CIAJSE PEA.XTli IMG,

At a recent discussion in the American Institute Farm-

ers’ Club, on the subject of Orchards—How to grow

and preserve them," our friend, T. W. Field, Esq, o

Brooklyn, gave utterance to the following very pertinent

and sound views, nearly all of which we entirely en-

dorse :

Mr. Field said that it is often a.sserted, tliat '• the gene-

ration which plants trees is not the generatiot'. v/hicii eats

the fruit.” He thought that depended upon the way the 3v

plan't. Beyond all question the form of tree best adapted

for all the functions of growth, health and productiim-

ness is the pyramidal or conical, hranrhin^ from near thr

ground.. The tree produced by a seed dropped into culti-

vated ground or grown in an open plain, untouched by

the pruning-knife, is much more nearb/ our model than

the artificial thing whittled up to a single siiuft in the nur-

seiy.

NMture needs but little assistance, and that little in the

right timeand_ place -As. single terminal bud pinched qff

the young shoot in its first midsummer growth will do

more toward affecting the shape which natiuc herself is

constantly re-proilucing, than all the barbarous surgical

operations performed by prutiing knife, saw and axe.

—

The continually decreasin.g longevity of our Iruit trees ts

without doubt accelerated by the continually increasing

artificial structure. A trunk six to ten feet high is no

more necessary to the pcrlect structure of a tree than a

neck of equal length to a man. It is quite as superfluou.s

to a tree as a gutta-percha tul.ie 10 feet long is to a iiuman

being to draw ail his sustenance through. The advan-

tages of a low structure ol tree are

;

First. Longevity—by conforming more perfectly widi

nature, by less exposure to accidents from storms, and iiy

interfc-riiig with less violence to its organism in heavy

pruning.

Second. Hastening of the production of fruit. Fruit-

ing of the pear and apple is lessened to six years [in (he

South to 2 or 3 years, fiom the graft or bud.— Ens
]

ii -

stead of twelve, by not wasting a long period i*"* firodu-

cing a useless trunk
;
by not requiring an excess of sap;

to provide for the waste in travelling iq) a loiur, naked

trunk, exposp'd to surface evaporation, in the fet venr heat

of summer; and i>y a quick maturity of liierntu li<aiing

branches from not being early depiived ot s qt-bii'ailiitig

leaves. i lie ground i.s ino!c«ed and protected tr m the

parebitig Ik at of sinimuT by ilic low branen . -d a

ni'ire generous and cm linu.i! .>uppiy »d trait sap
|

r 'Vidcd

'I'id/d. A much huger number oi liees ihay la giowu
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and fruited on a given area of ground. The same amount

of foliage and fruit-bearing branches condensed into a

low pyramid will not cover and poison with its shadow

one-quarter of the area, as if in a large straggling grov/th,

elevated on a trunk eight feet high.

In order to produce a large quantity of fruit, then, plant

a large number ot trees on a small plot of ground, culti-

vate and manure them well, [Yes! that is the whole se-

cret. Plant properhi at first, then cultivate and ruanvre

well regulo.rly ofl.erwa.rd3 .

—Eds ] arid a few apples or

pears from each tJ ee will afford a large total. Plant 300

trees on an acre, instead)^ of thirty, twelve feet apart each

way, instead of fort}?", and if the next geticration fnid

them too thick, after having afforded the planter fruit foi;

twelve or fifteen years—why, as they'-cost nothing, let the

lucky generation cut down the excess.

In my own grounds I have three thousand atDple and

pear trees bra‘ichiiig from the ground, planted tesi feet bv

five. Such close planting as this is, of course, unneces-

sary where land is abundant and cheap; but the usual

space between our trees muy be lessened with benefit.—
Eds. Most of them are in bearing their third and fourth

year, and ottly when crowding loo closely will

every alternate rov/ be removed. Thus may the genera-

tion which plants eat the fruit of its labor and be sat.'ified.

Dr. Waterbury complimented Mr. Field upon hises.say

on the theory of growing trees, and said in his opinion,

that the great want of this country was more agricultural

theory. A man may practice us his fathered, but if he

does so without any theory, he is like a machine, and

does his work without a thought wiiv or wherefore, or

whether he might v/oik in a different manner, and gain a

greater product. Upon the subject of grov/ing trees, how
few men have any theory upon the lav/ of nature that

makes them grow. No tree can be judiciously pruned

without theory, as to why and for v,'hut purpose a tree

should be prunned.

Mr, Pardee said that the reason why Wayne county,

New York, gave more good market apples than ail the

counties west of it, v.ms because the farmers cnrumehced

right, v.'itii'well-plam.ted., grafted trees, introduced by a fam-

ily by tne name of Foster, who were pioneers in the first

settlement. Some of the apple trees planted thirty years

ago produce now from ten to twenty barrels a year.

IVofessor Mapes said, in setting peaih trees, let them
stand an inch higher than in the nursery, in piantinii

peach stones, set tltem butt up and out of ground. In

trimming, always cut next to a 'single bud or a triplet

bud; in the latter case, pinch off the two outside buds.—
Never cut off a limb at a double bud. Peach limbs should

be shortened-in every year. Upon this plan and in this

way the trees w'ili last many years. Dirt should never

be piled or suffered to accumulate around the stem.—
Never cut off the large limbs of peach trees. Ail Jersey

peach growers know that they cannot grow peaches, or

make their trees live without working tlie ground. [But

this working should be s/ialloiv near the tree, so as not to

injure the roots.

—

Eds.]

Mr. Field said that any interference witli the wood ot

trees over one year s growth, is injurious. If tlie limbs

are cut while succulent, the wound heals at once.

Solon Robinson exhibited some grape vines with a re

markable luxuriance of roots, to illustrate the great ad

vantage of a deep preparation of tlie soil to grow vigor-

ous plants and urged tlie necessity of digging large deep
holes fir all trees when transplanted.

Mr vVagner stated chat tlie ground f .r his vines wa-^

care'n'ly dug lour feet deep
;
an I llicti ibe plant.-;, wlien

takv-n out for ir.m-planting, are renioved witli -dl the roofs,

and set in siiinlar ground start at once itito beaiirig

vines.

Tiiere was exhibited a be.iutiful parlor ornament, fjrm

ed of a variety of growing plants, under a glass shade,

that fits so tight upon its base as to prevent evaporation,

and thus keep the plants perpetually green.

PEAKS.—PROFITS OF—CrET'UKE,. &c.

WHY is it, that even at this time, after many of the large

nurseries have for years sold thousands of dollars each,

of the choice kinds of Pear trees, that not one , Pear of fine

quality is ever to be found in our markets 1 Where do
they go if grown, or have they all failed and refused to

fruit'! I..ook to the large cities, and any confectioner or

fruit dealer will tell you, that so great is the demand ^or

the first class of Pears, that those who grow them find a

ready sale to the first store keeper to wh-om they apply,

an'd hence that they are free-d frem the necessity of em-
ploying tniddle-vien as hucksters, and therefore do not

send them to mur.ket.

During the last three years, the fruit dealers of.Broad-

v.^ay 3 New York, have been 'unable to find a supply, end
evefi now v/e tind in their windows great quantities of
Pears imported from France, and like our own, Sold at

25 to 50 cent-; each. Many have been purohosed in F ranee,

.at 10 to 20 cents each, and have paid a large profit to the

importers.

We can readily understand that our country readers

can scarcely believe that buyers can be found to pay
such prices, but they" are mistaken. In large cities we
have a class whose fathers, and not themselves, earned

their foruines, and we arc sorry to Say that thousand.s who
have becoiak rich by their own successes, ape the habits

of those who iirherited th.eir fortunes, and the strife now
is among these two classes, who shall outyie his neighbor

in extravagance. Others who are still engaged in business,

i
ape the retired and v."ealthier portions of the community,

I
and many" an inmate of a stone front house spends ten or

I
twenty thousand dollars per y^ear. rather than be surpassed

j

in extravagance by either the two generations of aristocrat&

j

or the retired merchant princes.

j

Temperance is now the order of the day in fashionable

! circles, and those who formerly drank wine at S5 per bot-

tle, now eat Pears at per dozen. Do not fear that this

class of consumers will pass away, or that a change of

fashion will throvv" them back to wine instead of fine

fruits. Not so— the march is onward, and the demand
must be supplied. France, with her thousands of acres of

fine Pears, can spare but few, and that only" at particu-

lar seasons of the
3
,"ear. for export. We have now more

!
than iOUO kinds, of Pears, and many" of them worthy of

cultivation. Does any reader believe that one farmer in

1000 is aware of this fact ? Do even the dealers in our

markets know anything about fine Pears'? Why" then do
not our farmers near large cities, or indeed distant froni

them, raise fruit worth heur S'25 to S75 per barrel, rather

than pay" the same freight on barrels ol poor Apples or

.Peaches, worth from SR to S3 per barrel ”? But, say"s the

old style operator, ‘Tf we all do it,they willvmZ sell at sucli

pi ices.'’ Very true; but ail will not do it, and only those

who do it properly can do it at all. We hud many dwart

trees tliis year bearing 200 Pears, wliich we sold at 12~

cents each; and if ten years ago,when we commenced by.'

putting out a fe w hundred Dwarf Pear trees, we had put

out live acres, the. crop of tiiis y'ear would have given us

four limes the value of the land, including the cost of trees

!
and cultivation.

Last autumn and this spring, indeed every" autumn and

spring, hitve found our nurscry-mcn unable to supply the

deaiaudfor Dwarf P.-dr trees, and thousands ot dollars

worth are annually imported from France, in athfitum to

.iorne grovvih. Wiieie are the Pear.- 7 Wiiy, ni.my of

!i)e growers have pu. :heii- trees in tlie ground, and liave

never given tliem tile iiecessriry atteniion to secure profit-

able lesuits
;

otiicr.s Jiuve put them out improperly as to
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depfh, leaving the quince rootJi only in the ground, and
auer a few years they have ceased to bear. But sonie

have both planted and cultivated properly
,
and these have

.prcnted, and will continue to profit largely by Pear cul-

ture Why is it that the whole Agricultural and Horticul-

tural community are not alive to these facts '? Simply be-

cause not one in one hundred sttbscribe to an Agricultur-

at or Horticultinral paper; and among those who do,

many from mistaken econornyselect such as devote two-

thirds of tneir columns lo .ba'‘4cr(]Mf.h^ not conrsected with

the legitimate u.ses of an agricultural paper. It is either

true or false, that choice fruit-cuiture, properly pursued,

will pay large
;

it is also true that badly pursued, like any
other business badly pursued, it will break its votary.

We say, and our saying; accords with our pra.ctice. that it

will pay largely, that it does pay us largely, and our past

articles have shown how it.may be done. Let our read-

•ers be up and doing
;
there is po secret about it, but

simple truths alone, such as any intelligent man may follow.

Should we not be asliamed at fmdini': foreign fruits im-

ported into our large seaports and .sold at such prices as

if raised here, would pay twenty times or more the pvufn

per acre that can be realized by raising any of our great

staples 1

Mach can yet probably be done to improve fruit-cul-

ture beyond the point already attained. We saw two
Pears at the Farmers’ Club of the American Institute last

month, which far surpassed anything of the kind before

exhioiied. They were grown in Cedifurnia. and are more

than double the size of the same kinds grown here. They
would have sold fur $l each from any Broadway window.
Why should the enquiring mind despair of duplicating

•such gro'vvihs here 1 Have not many doubled their own
crops by superior cultivation 1 And why not the size of

their Pears I The one was presented by the Kev. Ely

Corwin, of San Jose, California, recording Secretary ol'

the State Agricultural Society, of a species palled the

^Tound Pear,”giown by E. L .Beard, E-q
,

of San Jose

Mission, weighing 25 pounds
;
girth 145 inches; circurn-

T-fence, longitudinally, 21 g indies.

Mr. Wheeler, of Sacramento, sent also a Pear—dimen-

sions, 15i by HI inches; weiglu, 335 ounces—exhibiie,;

by H. Hill Wheeler, Esq., of Hillard Terrace, New York.

— Worki/ty Fttnncr.

HAI.SIN (4 M (JSlircOOM.S

.

I

i

j

I

j

Mr. Blot, a French gardener, near New York, states

that he has a garden at Harlem where he can grow eighty

to one hundred quart.s a day of mushrooms upon an acre.

The beds are made at the bottom of trenches three feet deep

rounded up fifteen inches high, the trenches being covered

over with boards A. bed will last five or six months with-

out renewing. The plants come naturallyTrom decompos-
ing hor.se manure, but he ha.stens the growtlt by planting

the spa\yn or seed of the mushroom, which is to be found

in old beds of horse manure, in a suitable state of deconi-

positio.n. The plants continue growing in the trenches

summer and winter, and are gathered daily as they come
to perfection, and sold to restaurants and hotels at about

375 cents a quart. The supply is very much belrind the

demand, and in consequence large quantities areinported

in a preserved state. Mr Blot states that there is nothing

in the climate to prevent grovvingin New York all that the

city could consume. The following calculation will show
the profit of growi-ng mushrooms :

To cultivate an acre, two men and two horses would be

required, Expenses of horses, say 400
The labor of two men, say 730

Beni of an acre of vacant city lots 400

Total S 1,530

A sale of SO quarts a day at 30 cents will produce

ip2S 80 per day, or SI0,512 per annum This would
give S8,0S2 as the net profit of one acre of the many va-

cant ones lying idle in and about this city, and we are as-

sured that it would take many acres to supply the demand
at the price stated.

Pe-ici] Worms.—Boiling water, says the HorlicuLtural-

ist, is a most excellent application in the spring of the

year, for diseased peach trees, and is a certain remedy

for the peach worm. A correspondent very effectually

excluded the peach worm by digging a trench around the

foot of liie trunk, forming a cavity a foot in width and

four inches deep, and then pouring into this basin a very

thick whitewash made of fresh lime, and suffered to stand

one day before applying.

[Dr. J. M. WabD; of Newark, N. J , al,?o e.xhibited, last

fall, the .M/goM Pear ever raised thi,? side of C.tlifornia It

was of the Duchesse h’ AnpooJcinc varieiy, grovrii on a
i

d war! tree, and weiglied, when picked, between .34 and
j

ounces ! Ai! the Norihern and European varieties of

the Pear are much improved in .site and ni/ali/j/ wiien

properly pl.mted and cultivated in the South. We are

happy to state that Pear culture is on the iii'-rease among

u.s, and trust that our readers will fnliy avail themselves ol

the undoubted advantaims ot nur cliniaie — Eds]

Farm G.iRDEXS.— Mr. R., at a late meeting of tiie Farm-

ers’ Clul.., advocated planting everything in long rows,

so that nearly all die labor of cultivation can be done by
|

the horse hoe. and the persons who cannot find lime for

spade cultivation will not neglect, as tliey now do, tliis

valuable aid to family^ economy and lieaith, the farm gar-

den. What IS most needed now is, for us to endeavor,

WINTEii PEARt? IN NEW JERSEY.

Ax experienced pomologieal friend, writing from Eliza-

bethtown, N. J. under date of December 17, .says;

‘•Fruit is scarce wiih us this season. Apples are worth

ifo perbai-rel, and very mxlinary at titat. Pears are now
very scarce, and con'miand fabulous prices—25 to .50 cts

each ' J have, on hand in good condition the following

varieties;— Easter Beiirre, Glout Morceaii, Doyenne d’

Alencon, Btinre d’ yG'embei'g aiid Jaminette I'ln se are

the principle kinds to he had at present for table u^e; also

Winter Nelis, vvhicli is not yet quite rj])e with me, al-

though seMom kee[)ing so late. Beiin e d’ Anjou, Beurre

Diel, Columbia, Vicar of Winkfield, and Beurre Langelier

are now nearly all gone. I’he latter is still in good con-

and will, I tliink prove one of our best early win-

ter Pears: size large and (iiir
;

I think quite equal to

'
' lout Mor.’c.au. Beurre Diel has been extra fnie and

Y'icar of Winkfield has been what. I iiever had it before:

p/erfectly meUiiig and i)!'good quality. W. R,

[In tlie free of such facts us are above stated, is it neces-

l>y constant reiteration of the subiect, to induce farmers to

culUvate and eat more garden vegetables. We must keep

talking of what it is best to raise, and how to plant and

sew, and tend and make produce in the easiest manner,

sary for us to urge upon those of c.ur readers who liave

easy access to our Atlantic seaports the ccrloinly ofprofI

from Fruit Growing'? The Atlantic slope of the Southern

States, ought to be the Orchard of the world.—

E

ds.}
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THE FIG.
I

This is, emphatically, the poor man’s fruit, thriving in
j

almost any soil, producing fruit the first year from cut-
j

lings, and yet, notgone family in fiftyihave a good meal of
j

figs in the year. Every family in the South should have
j

a few fig trees : they require less care than any other tree. I

Cattle wilt not browse upon them, and whites, blacks,

adults, and children, pigs and chickens will fatten on them.

They are a natural vermifuge for children, and not bad to

take.

In the upper portions of the South, fig trees will require

some little protection during the coldest weather. It is mot

generally the cold weather of winter that kills them, but

the cold of spring. They should be planted in the cold-

est, most exposed situations, so as to retard the putting

forth the bud in the spring. A thick dressing of stable

manure around the roots of the tree in the winter, will

prevent frost from injuring the tree. But little attention
j

has been paid to improving this fruit, through new seed-
j

ling varieties, when it is as susceptible of improvement, !

- as any other fruit. Throughout the whole Southern por-

tions of Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and

Texas, dried figs may be exported as profitably as from

Smyrna.

—

Soil of the Smith.

Fertilizers KOR Flower Plants.— It has been proved
that, for the generality of flowers, and more especially

geraniums and the more delicate lilies, common glue, di-

luted with a sufficient portion of water, forms a richer

manure than any o'ther other yet discovered. Plants
i

placed in sand on the worst soils, display much beauty

and vigor when watered with this composition.

CHINE.^E .SFGAIl CANE AT THE NOHTH.

The New York Tribune discourses upon the merits of

the Sorgho and its ultimate effects upon the imports of the

country in this wise, after speaking of the Beet as a sugar

producing plant;

“But the prospect of a liberal and profitable yield of
j

sugar from the Sorghum, or Chinese Cane, is still better. !

Here is no crude theory—no rash experiment. The Sor-
j

ghum has been extensively grown for sugar from time im- i

memorial in China and other parts of the East, where
|

its product came necessarily in direct collision with that I

of the cane. The Sorghum will grow luxuriantly in all!

our States south of 45®,' though it will prove most produc-
|

live and profitable in the South. Two crops of it (for
j

sugar) may be grown in all the Southwestern States,

though but one probably would ripen its seed. The evi-

dence embodied in the last two Agricultural Reports from

the Patent Office, wiih that afforded by the personal ex-

perience and observation of thousands of our citizens last

summer, abundantly prove this a sugar plant of value,

and in connection with the use of the refuse (or bruised

and pressed stalks) for fodder, will soon render the pro-

duction ofsugar (or alleast Molasses) as common throngh-

our Union as that of corn now is.

“That Sorghum is a plant strongly charged with saccha-

rine juice

—

that it will grow luxuriantly from Lake Erie

to Florida—that its juice boils readily into a very palat

able and sweet Molasses— that the cuttle will eat and be

nourished by the pomace or bruised and pressed stalks—
and that this plant might be grown with profit for

fodder alone—so much is already established. The ready

erystalization or graining of sugar from this hlolasses is a

more difficult process, requiring skill, chemical know-
tedge, and perhaps expensive machinery. As yet, seed

te scarce and dear, exj^erience limited,machinery, even for

crushing and pressing, hardly in existence, while the no-

torious inertia of the great mass of our farmers, and their

reluctance to ti’y new plants, weigh heavily against any
new industry such as this. We do trust, therefore^

that Congress will not now abolish nor essentially modify

the duty on sugar. The current assumption that this

duty enhances the price of the staple fifty or sixty per cent,

is simply absurd
;
but let it pass. We desire that sugar

be cheap and abundant—not for to-day merely, but per-

manently—and we believe the way to this end lies

through the steady encouragement of sugar-growing at

home.
-If if 'll- ^ if .

“But we do not gauge the capacity of this country^ to

produce sugar by’- its adaptability to the growth of the

Sugar Cane. On the contrary, there are other plants of

broader range within our limits from which sugar may
be produced, and among these we give a higii rank to the

Sorghum This habitant of the temperate zone is not an

upstart—it has been producing sugar in China for centur-

ies, and in Southern Africa for generations. And the ex-

periments in growing it in France and this country have-

thus far proved highly satisfactory. It grows luxuriantly

from the Gulfof Mexico to Lake Champlain, though the

IMiddle and older Southern States appear better adapted

to it than the extreme North, where ihe uniform ripening

of its seed cannot be relied on. We are confident, how-
ever, that it will produce sugar in three-fourths of the

area of the New England States. Its value as a fodder

plant is fully established
j

it will produce more food for

cattle per acre than even Indian corn, as it grows far tall-

er, and horned cattle, horses, and even hogs eat it with

avidity, not only when green, but also after it has ripened

its seed. The American experiments in making sugar

from it have as y'et been on a small scale, and with imper-

fect machinery
;
but the juice is abundant; it is about as

sweet as that of the cane; and the syrup therefrom is de-

cidedly the more palatable. Hitherto seed has been

scarce, so that but a patch has been grown by any one
;

but this year’s seed will serve to plant thousands of acresv

and it is ail carefully saved.

“Vfe trust Congress, therefore, will let the sugar duty-

alone for the present. Let us give the Sorghum a trial;

and let any other saccharine plants be also tested. To
give up that we cannot make sugar, is to narrow the

field of production and enhance the the price of the staple

in Cuba, Brazil, &c To enlarge this field seems to us

the true way' to abundant and cheap sugar.”

COTTON TEREt^HEli AND CLEANER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been kindly shown

an article in your Cultivator, wherein I see that you have

received a letter from a gentlem.an residing in Texas, ma-

king enquiries of you, if there is any such a thing as a

Cotton Thresher and Cleaner, that cleans the dirt and
trash out of the Cotton without injuring the staple. Also

your invitation to correspondents or subscribers to inform

you if there is any such a machine in their section of

country.

I have written to inform you that T am the inventor and

Patentee of just such a machine as I think your corres-

pondent wants It is a machine for cleaning the dirt and

trash out of Cotton, preparatory to ginning. I do not

pretend to ^ay that it icUl remove stains

;

l-ut it is every-

thing in the form of a perfect Cotton Cleaner that any'

Planter co'vtld wish
;
as it not only cleans the Cotton per-

fectly, bu! leaves it so open, witliout injuring the staple,

that the Saw or Roller Gin can gin one third more, and
ihe hands can pick as much again

;
for the most dirty and

trashy Cotton can be cleaned by running it through the

machine once. It is also an excellent Thresher for Peas,

riie machina when made full size, run by the gin gear,

and properly fed, call clean 35 or 40 bales of Cotton per

/
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day.' huleeii, the Pian'ers h.ere, who u^e diern, think it

Dost to roothe whole oF their Cottoo erop through tliem,

CIS the Cotton leares t[,ie machine so ioose, dry and clean,
^

that the]/ consider it a great saving in the rime of ginning
tind wear of thexr Gms: and if the Cottott is wet they vnti

it through the machine to beat it loose and dry it before,

laying it in bstik for ginnirtg, A smalier one can also be

made by preserving the same reiative proportio.rES, that

can tun at the same time with the Gin, so that all that is

requisite to do, is to feed the Cotton Cleaner, s,ud let it

discharge the Cotton into tlie feed box of the Gin,

I ejneiose a view of the machine, in which figure 1 is a

perspective viewn Figure 2, a Transverse Vertical sec-

tion, and iigiire 3, a longitudinal elevation of tlui main
shaft, with beating w'ings detached. Oiher letters d.e.sig-

Kate other parts of the niachine. B is casing
;
H is the

concave Ited, composed of rods or slats; J is supporting
frame; C is hopper

;
a iigure 3 is main shaft; B is a dri- I

ving pally
; gg are beating win^s

;
Fare radial b.ars or

^

arms supporting the bars; ff to which the beating wings
I

are attached. [We are unable to give the engravings a!-

laded to, at. j’>rasent.— Eo^:.]
j

-Much of the Cotton, when it comes front the field, is in
|

a matted, dirty condition, and if snhiected to violent he.at- ^

ing action at first, would be much inim-ed. d'he slow
'

motion of the be.ating wings at the smallest end cf the

cylinder acting in corijnnetion with the bars or ribs of the

concave H opens the fibres of the Cotton without injuring

the same, and as it is gnadually pas.^ed along, the increas-

ing speed of die wings iients the Cotron and ogitates the

air to such a degree, tliat the dirt, and a part of the seeds

are separated from the Cotton, the fibres are thoroughly
opened, and tiie Cotton is discharged irom tlie machine in

the most perfect, condition for ginning,

f could procure a large number of testinionials in favor

of its efficacy, hut the foliovvi.ag may be srifticient, for the

present, it b' irtg an opinion kindly .sent to me by L C.

Robbins, Mechanical ,Engineer, Washingfon, D, C,

CMltNEHE PiiOL-IF'JtC FKA LET'I’Elf FMO.H
E,v-fdov. «i' ArfiaiisaK.

The following very convincing letter was recently ad-

dressed by Ex Gov. Bahw, of Arkansas, to Robert H-

l)ouG'.,A.s.s, Es(|., father of the gentleman who first intro-

duced tins very wonderful Field Pea to public notice

through our columns :

Fopr S,’.i!TK. Ark., Dec. 20. 1855.

/Jmr Su- ! thank you for the package containing

the specimen of Clrina Peas. From the hardy appear-

ance of the few I picked up on the g ound, in this month,
at your plantation, I had supposed it capable of resisting

the winters of a higher latitude, and will give it a trial in

this vicinity. If they succeed as well here eis in your al-

luvial soils, they must prove invaluable.

The evidences ulibrded me while at your iiouse, by an
examination ol the quantify of vine ;md peas gathered

ftorn one and a half acres of ground, D beyiRui anytklthR

in UiP. vniij of a ^rcat yield I luice ever knoten.

! think I am within bounds when I say the yield in pea
and Vine must be at least four or five times greater than any
other pea—clover or grass lor hay. And the waste peas

were equal to any other fall pea crop; and, from the quan-
uiy of v^aste vinos remaisiing on the ground, 1 think it will

prove a fine manure ai>d supporter of the soil.

lour son, IMr. W>3. F. Douglass, has done well in ma-
king: arrangeinents for the extended culture of this inval-

uable pea in the older States, where it will doubtless do

more iu re instating the old, worn-out lands, than guano
or any otiter application to tlie soil, while; at the same
time, the yield is likely to be as great on .such lands as on
th.e ncii b'frtoiii.s of the Arkansas. Should it prove so,

tiiis pea will become as farndiar to every Southf rn Planter

as tiiose now esteemed a.s the most productive.

Rcspeclfuily, your obk. servk
,

Tito.s. S. Drew.

JoH.v Wism, Esq — Dear .S’b-.- My opinion of your
Cotton Cleaner and Threslicr is as follows : in .simplicity

of construction and efficiency of action, it is certaiolv one
of the very best machines for the cleaning of Couon tfiat

ha.s ever come under my observation, and if the above
opinion can be of atiy .service to you, you are at liberty

to use it in- any wo)? you may see proper.

WLshing you much success, 1 remain respei-tPdiy yours,

'if C. KoB3i.\s.

My invention ha.s not been brou.ybt nmeh into notice,

except in thi.s pl.ice, as my ciiTLim nances are ?.>.!ch tliat I

rvsUid not provide rhe means ul iunfishing mjself vvicli

Agent.s !;> travel tbrouijh iiu^ CoRon .gsavA'intr retrion of

rhe United State-^, althoiigli a .short lirne before, ] wa.s

;-;hown your article in D.iulhr^ u- i'v/firof/rr, a ttfO-

tlemau ofiered to assist uic'. so t.h.-G. { shall now sen<i

out one or more .Ayents, '.viih sand! working machirres

for oper.atiori and trivd, anil .andfavor to .sell ntthts 'o in

diviriuals or counties a.s .soon, as p.ossiidc y'onr CuHi-
ixitor !s ta.ken .and rciffi bv F-toiicrs pt incipjaiiv, who need

fo.icti H machine, you vcould confor a lastiso:- obligation on
me. by giving the inv-ention a notice i.n it, and ordage.

Y our mi.csi obh. seiu'^r., ..F.,.i<.v Wiyph

P. S -‘-I could refer any persons ioaking emptiries con

cerning the machine ; To 31aj R-eamor Young, 11. Young,
Jt,, E.sfare of CoL M. YY-is.ng, Dr. T. B Y'^-hnn. Gcnci-'a'l

Tbos Bfsck.shear, 'Fhns. Jones, Esq . M B. Jonc.s. Esq .

Ja.s founR, A. T Mcintyre. s'i.os-- Vf yche, L VYyche,

H VYycho, VYin Lowder., L Bowen, M. Bowen, T Bot

topos, Hoii Col. Jus Sewai'd. and ;5. innnbcr of ot hers who
would ehceifody fxe tlu-ir te.sdmony in favor of tite e.lll

mey of the machiue— ait b-eing in rffis county.

Tui: .Steam Flow.

—

A cotrespondent cf the London

'Pines says :

. ‘Ufi'i Fiiday last 1 had the pleasure of witnessing Mr.
Fowler .s new steam plow at work on the farm of Mr.

Charter, near Slough
;
and i veish the public to know that

inadrinery has at last been set in uioiion which really can

pl()\v With economy as well as e.fii. iency. Mr Fowler

i.s able so ploiv very light land, 1 was informed, for 3s, and

Iseavy land for (is per acre f and he i.s now trenching for

ills Rova! Higiine.'-s, Prince iVibert, on khoic Farni, TO

osf.nc.s deep, at losf per acre.’’

’'Ki'ons Toe. to .itd .50.

,

yAoout So G2,

'

D.ci'r.vm VG 'ruL South.—The New (fika.os BuJeiin

sug;.te.sfs lisc following capita! method of deferiding the

Soutii.;

“ The best way of defersiliog tiie South," liie BulleliD

says," is to lOake. a vigorous.and extended assault u,oon oid

fields and dilapiriated fences, 'fhe enemy is .sure to enter

at- every gap, and lie concealed in 'eveYy hria.r patch and

acie of weeds he'nihy tiiscover To i-out him, lioise foot

and dragooiis, it is nece.sSt«y to set tiie plow and the

.'pn.de going; and ihfil to overvA-heiin ifia'i with mountains

of n.anuffj. Nothing like rn.asiufe f >r the riglits of the

8outh, and tlie expul.'ion of its enemies. 1'hcv <'ank.

sfati i it Ht ail. Tlie ‘ Y.rginia and Kciitucky RcsolmifiiisY

are nothing in cooiparis n witli it. 'Fhcy ttiay lie at-

lackc!! it! front and .rear, and teiribly slimn-vtc*; but

mu.-.k tiosu the swmTips an I dtep plowing, vvil'l a plenty

of it, V. ill [irove invulin r.ii Ic. Cot on baie> a'C l.ui ^Oi^-

satnei 'in potency, placed besi-fes heaps of muck."lAioniasvilte, Ga., 1857.

J, W.
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

A correspondent of the PrcdHe Fanner sends the edi-

tors of that paper some molasses mace from the Chinese

Sugar Cane, which is pronounced equal to the. ijest maple

molasses. The mode of manufacture v.-as rude, Ivut show.s
j

how easy the molasses was obtained. He sa^vs;

‘T cut five stalks, stripped off the leaves, and witii a

h-animer pounded it into pumice. ' ] placed this in my
cheese press, applied a little water, card gathered about a

pint of the water and juice. This process was very im-

perfect.—extracting but Ca small part of the juice. This

my wife evaporated by pntiiog it in a basin on the top of

the stove. From it d got five tabiespoonfuls, from the five

stalks, of the very bestmolasses—equal to that made fron>

the sugar maple. Pioud of my success, soon after, wiiich

was about the raiddie'of August, I cut up and quaitered

and split with my knife about a bushel of the stalks —put
them into the boiler of the kitchen stove, added about one

pail full of rain vvaiter, and steamed the stalks about an

hour—then removed theni. Judging from the taste by

chewing some of them, half or more of the juice yet re-

mained in the stalk. This juice and v/ater we strained

through a linen cloth, and boiled it away. No other

cleansing or purifying process was tried. From . it we
made a quart of molasses—a sample of wtiich I send

you."

Massachu.sktts MotiAssRs.—We are indebted toJ.,F.

C. Hyde, Esq., ofNewton Centre, for a specimen of mo-

lasses which he has manufactured from the Chinese Su-

s:ar Cano, grown upon his farm in that town. - Mr. Hyde
is confident that the cane can be successfully cultivated,

and with as much ease a.s Indian corn, and produbing an

article of molasse.s as good as that now selling in the mar-

ket at sixty cents a gallon, and doubtless sugar of an

equally good quality. We understand that this subject is

now exciting general attention in this community, and that

the experiment of its successful cuhure will be thoroughly

tested .
—BoiUm Journal.

Self-Culture.—It is our business carefully to cultivate

our minds, to rear to the utmost vigor and maturity every

sort of generous and honest feeling that belongs to. our

nature. To bring the dispositions that are lovely in pri-

vate life, into the service and conduct of the. cornmon-

wealth
;
so to bo patriots as not io forget we are gentle-

men. .To cultivate friendships, and not to iimur ev-nniies.

To model our principles to our duties and situation. To
be fully'persuaded that all virtue which Is impracticable is

spurious; and rather to run tlie risk of falling into faults,

in a course whicii leads us to act with effect a n.d enefiiy,

than to loiter out our d yvs v/ithout blame and witbdut use

He trespasses against .'-.is duty' who sleeps upon his

watch, as well as he thar goes over to the enemy'.

—

Hrsc-ription op a Paktv of Pleasurk.—'‘We went out

clean—we came hoine dirty; we went out sober—we
came home drunk: we v.'ent out v/eil—we eame home
.sick; we went out laughing—we came 1 >me crying; we
went cut vvitii cash—we came honte money itvss; we
went out for air—we came home full of dust.'"

Sugar Canp: in Nebraska.—The,Bellevue Gazclic, pub-

lished at Bellevue, Nebraska Territory, has the folic w-

ing

;

“V/e acknowledge the receipt of a small quantity of

molasses, which was manufactured from cane grown in

our Territory’, Mr. Charles AIcRay intormed us that the

cane is known as the ‘Chinese Sugar Cane,’ and’ that

from the early' maturity of tiiis species there is every rea-

son to think that its culture can be made profitabie."

CRIN'EHE .SUOAE. CANE—SECOND CSOE,

A. friend, writing from the vicinity’ of Montgornery,

Ala., under date of Dec. .3. say’s of the ssroii'J crop cJ

rom his spring planting:

"Or. the. 2!sr. of November, I cut catir. from the field,

ci'u.'s bed out 100 gallons of juice; boiled it down to ‘J;j

gallons of good svrup. This is doir.^ well, i think.

A.J."

Rath:-;;! . Fruity.—A celebrated comedian arranged

with his .greengrocer, one. Berry, to pay’ him qu.nrterly;

but the greengrocer sent in hi:^ account long beiore the

quarter was due. The comedian, in great wrath, called

upon the greengrocer, and, laboring under the impression

that his credit, was doubted, said; "Isay, here’s a pretty

mul, Berry; you have sent in your bill, Berry', before it

is Berry. Your father, the elder Berry, would not

have been such a i'r/t?5e. Berry; but you need not look

bio.ck. Berry’, for I don't care a strav:, .Berry, and I .-^hiir't

pay you till Cfirbinias, Berry.”

Foot Ev'il, or "run round” on a Horse’s Foot.

—

Editors Southern OuUivator—Take soft soap and stir i a»

fine salt, spread it on a rag 3 inchee wide, and twelve

inches long, and smear it on the hoof so that the diseased

part be covered, and over this sew a slip of osnabnrg 4

indies wide, so as to be securely arranged. Put on fresh

soap and salt and clean rags every 24 hours. It is a

never-failing remedy'. 1 have stopped the disease so quick,

that it only extended an inch long. It will also cure the-

Scratches. Mecklenburg.
Mississippi, 1S57.

CiiiNESK Sugar Cane.— It is stated that a plan has been

invented in France, that proves, successful in making sy'-

rup by' cold m.^sceradcR, The cultivation of the plant is

progressing in France, and meets with great favor. One
variety has yielded 80 to 100 bushels ot seed per acre, and
one half of the weigltt of the .stalks in syrup. The results

in France show that tlie ripening of the seed of Sorghum
does not detract from the value of the juice.

A man’s true wealtii,” (said Mahomet, and it is a

maxim th:\t Chri.stians may endor.se, if i '. is in the'Koran,)

" a man’s true vveallh, liereafter. is the good lie does in

this v/orld tO his feHow-raen.” When he dies, people

may say, " v.'hat property has he left behind him I” but

angels will ask. " wiiut good deeds hci.s lie sent before

him ?” -
.

Georgia OuA-NOEg.—We were not nil ^ u.- -u- tluit

oranges were cultivated as far north .a

G

lx .. . ki-ssrs.

Curtis & Cobb, 348 Washington cjJrxtt h. v - whi 'h

were brought from Darien, Ga., by Jlr 8. Z Coiuns. '’nd

which 'Are of a quality we have nevcV so .

’’

beside.^ being very large and haiuksom-c. in -appt t iCc

They aeU readily at S‘2 per dozen.— Brsfor Cvld.rai-a'.

Georgi.i -Sug.ar —^^We havereceiv ul. s > ; >ri:.;inah

Georgian, ivomS\x(\'gt'De.'Lyo\\, a .'-pcZ.,. Georgia

Sugar, made by' him at Harrack, a few rnilc.s fiom th’s

city. The iudge informs us that he de.signs going largely

into iho business of sugar making the ensuing yoar. He
will cultivate tlie Chinese Sugar Cane.

O—•

A Spanish peasant, when he eats a good apple,

peach, pear, or any other fruit, in a forest or by the road

side, plants the seed; and hence it is that the woods and

road sides of Spain hav*e more fruit in andalong them than

those of any other country. Csnmit we, in this country
,

j

do the same
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S£:a Island Cotton.—It is not generally known, says

the Goliad (Texas) Express, that Sea Island Cotton can

be raised to advantage in this portion of Western Texas.

The fact that it can be cultivated to a very great advan-

tage here, is now beyond all doubt. The last two years’

experience has given the most satisfactory proof of the

fact. We know some two or three gentlemen planting on

the San Antonio river in this county, who have raised

this season more than 1000 lbs. of this staple per acre.

Sfilep in Ohio.—The Ohio Farmer estimates the profit

on sheep in that State the last year at SC,000,000, and the

whole capital invested SCO,000,000, The number of

sheep is probably five millions, and the wool clip last year

reached 10,100,000 pounds—one-fifth of the entire wool

•clip of the Union

A sweet country hume, with roses and honey-

suckles trained to climb over it; with good taste, intelli

gence, and beauty within; toil enough to insure health,

and leisure enough to court acquaintance with books,

the flowers, and the loveliness of nature; with peace,

plenty, and love; is surely one of the Paradises which

heaven has left for the attainment of man.

I^^A taste for trees, plants and flowers, is a peculiar at-

tribute of woman, exhibiting the gentleness and purity of

her sex
;
and every husband should encourage it, for his

wife and daughters will prove wiser and happier and bet-

ter for its cultivation.

I^^Florida Long Cotton was selling at Charleston, at

the latest advices, at from20 to 30 cents, and in Savannah

from 20 to 37 cents. The principal sales being effected at

25 cents. The sales of Sea Islands range from 40 to GO

cents.

—

Alligator Advertiser, Jan. 1.

In England, out of 50,000,000 acres cultivated,

10,000,000 are sown to wheat or other cereal crops, while

in France 50,000,000 are cultivated for that purpose. The
.average growth of wheat per acre in England is thirty-two

bushels, and in France only twelve bushels, while the

produce of English land is about S*1C per acre, and that of

France per acre.

Soracstit ©tDHDiitij anil

A New Mode of Saving Bacon.—About a couple of

years ago we were entertained at the house of a friend

with a dinner ofeggs and bacon. We complimented our

host on the superior quality of his bacon, and we were
<curious to inquire the way to like success in the prepara-

tion of this dainty article of diet, though one that is better

fitted for the palate of an epicure than for the stomach of

a dyspeptic, To our surprise we were informed that that

portion of our meal was cooked eight months before. Upon
asking for an explanation, he stated that it was his prac-

tice to slice and Iry his bacon imrnediately on its being

cured, and then pack it in its own fat. When occasion

came for using it, the slices siightly refried have all the

freshness and flavor of new bacon jnst prepared. By
this precaution our friend always succeeded in “saving

his bacon, ’ fresh and sweet through the hottest of the

weather.

—

N. E. Farmer.

Apples and pears, cut into quarters and stripped

of the rind, baked with a little water and sugar, and eaten

with boiled rice, are capital food for children.

Antidote for Vomos.— Cut this Out.—

A

correspon-

dent of the London Literary Gaxette, alluding to the

numerous cases of deaths from accidental poisoning,

adds ;

“I venture to affirm there is scarce even a cottage in this
country that does not contain an invaluable, certain, im-
mediate remedy for such events, nothing more than a des-
sert spoonful of made mustard, mixed in a tumbler of
warm water and drank immediately. It acts as an emetic
is always ready, and may be used with safety in any .case

were one is required.”

To Preserve Wkws.— Editors Southern Cidtivator—l
submit the following plan, which I have tested two sea-
sons with the most satisfactory results. As soon as the
Hams become thoroughly dry, they should be taken down
and packed in clean cotton seed, a layer of Hams and seed
alternate. When the season for the fly shall have passed,
pack the Hams to themselves.

With esteem and respect,

John B. Phillips.
BelU Passi, Jan

,
1857.

How to Make Tea Properly.—The proper way, to
make a cup of good tea is a matter of sofne importance.
Tlie plan which 1 have practiced for these twelve months
is this: the teapot is at once filled up with boiling water,
then tea is put into the pot, and is’allowod to stand five

minutes before it is used
;
the leaves gradually absorb the

water, and as gradually sink to the bottom
;
the result is

that the tea leaves are not scalded, as they are when boil-

ing water is poured on them, and you get all the true flavor
of the tea. In truth much less tea is required in this way
than under the old and common practice.

To Preserve Citron.—Take 3 lbs. of sugar to 14 lbs.

citron, cut in as large pieces as convenient. Put the sugar
in a preserving kettle with a little water

;
boil and skim,

add cloves, cinnamon, mace and coriander seee. Put
in as much of the citron as the syrup will cover,
and cook till you can run a straw through, then place
upon plates to dry. Molasses can be used instead of
sugar. A little citron thus prepared, if used in mince or
dred apple pies, will add much to their ^divox.—Rural
New Yorker.

Quinces for the Table.—We know from personal ob-
servation, that few persons are acquainted with the best

method of preparing quinces for the table
;

it is simply
this: Bake them, remove the skin, slice and eat them witk
cream and sugar. Prepared in this manner, many prefer

them to the peach. If you have never eaten them pre-

pared in this way, try it, by all means, and you will

thank us for the suggestion.

—

Farmers Mirror.

Sealing Wax for Cans.—A very good sealing wax is

made by melting and stirring well together one ounce of

Venice turpentince, four ounces of common rosin, and six

ounces of gum shellac. A beautiful red color may be
given by adding one-quarter of an ounce or less of vermi]^

lion.

To Keep Flies off Gilding.—The meat market at

Ghent is now completely free of the intolerable nuisance
of flies. The simple remedy consists in the inner walls

having been painted witli laurel oil {Oleum leaurinobiUs?)

the smell of which the flies cannot support. Even gilt

frames can thus be preserved unsoiled. The smell of the

laurel oil is not unpleasant, and one easily gets accustomed
to it.— The Builder.
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Shi crtifiemtiiio.
GRAPES, STRAWBEPJRIES, MULB,ER'RIES,.

i&C., &c.
A LL the finer -varieties olnative tindforeign GRAPES—some of

-TjL the forruer, for Vinej-ards, on reasonable terms by the quan-
tity. Also, the finest collection ofStrav.berriesm'theSouth-
Rochelie or Lawton BLACKBERRIES

; varieties of the RASP-
BERRY, ML LBERRY, See., Se e. See Descriptive Catalogue, sent
free, of postage to all applicants. Addi'ess; D. REDMOND,

Dec56—tf Augusta, Ga.

EVURELOOMING ROSES.
~|DMBRAGING all the leading sorts of China, Tea, Bourbon,

Jjj Noisette, Hybrid Perpccuals, &.c. Also, a great variety of

Spring Roses, Moss Roses, Banksian Roses, Climbers. &c., &c.

Ail select, strong plants, grown on their own roots. Price 50 cents,

or $5 per dozen. Catalogues sent /ree o/^osm^c. Address:
Dcc56—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, G a.

A FARM -WANTED.
T WISH to purchase a FARM in Southern Georgia of from 1000

U to 5000 acres of land, near the Florida line and lying in the

Southern part of Charlton county preferred. Persons having land

in that neighborhood to dispose of will please address me at No.

162 I street, Washington. D. C., giving a description of the land and
the very least monev and best terms that will buy it.'

MILTON GARRETT.
Reference—Dr. D. Lee, Athens, Ga. Nov56—tf

GRADE CASHIsrERE GOATS.
ITOR SALE, a few halfblood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
Jj [Nov.55—tf] R. PETERS. Atlanta, Ga.

PLUMES !—F.RUTTLATO HURSER'Y !

A LL the most approved varieties of the PLUM on native seed -

ling stocks,- furnished to order. - Also, full Catalogues of
“Fruitlaud Nurseiy" mailed to applicants, /rte o/ postage.
D.ec56—tf Address: D. REDMOND, Augusta. G-a,

CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!

THE GREAT RORAGS PLANT AND RENOVATOR OF SOUTHER.N LANDS!!'

HIS very remarkable Lew Field Pea is b}' far the most valuable and productive variety ever introduced. It is -vvoll adauted to
1 poor laud, yielding at least three or four times as much as any, of the com.mou varieties, and producing a groAvth of vine almost

incredible. It grows in clusters of from 12 to 20 pods, each pod contaiaing 10 to 12 peas, and is of cour.se far more easily gathered than
any other. The vine never becomes hard, but is so/t and from the blossom to the root. It is greadilj- eaten bv stock, and
the Peas are unsurpassed /or the table in delicacy and richness of flavor.

We subjoin the following extracts—the first from Ex-Govemor Drew, of A^rkansas, and the remainder from several well known citi-

zens of South Bend; in the same State :

Fort Smith, Ark., December 20, 1856.
Dear 5/r .-—The evidences aftbrded me while at yotm house bj" an examination of the quantity of vine and peas gathered from one

and a half acres of ground, is beyondjxnything in the way of a great yield I have ever kno^on.

I think I am ivithin bounds when I say the yield, in pea and vine, is at least five times gi’cater than any other pea—clover, or grass for
hay. And the waste peas were equal to any other full pea crop

;
and from the quantity of waste \ ines remaining on the ground, i thiiLk

it will prove a fine manure and supporter of the soil.

Your son, Mr. Win. F. Douglass, has done %vell in making arrangements for the extended culture of this invaluable Pea in the older
States, where it will doubtless do more in re-instating the old, worn-out lands than .guano or any other application to the soil, while at
the same time, the yield is likely to be as great on such lauds as on the rich bottoms of Arkansas.

Respectfully your ob’t. seD-‘t., THOS. S. DREW.
To Robert H. Douglass, Esq.
Dr. Goree, of Arkansas, estimated the yield in Peas or Ha^- at ''five times that of any other Field Pea he had ever seen vlantedP W. R,

Lee, Esq, sajo he ‘has never seen anything to equal it,’’ and that it should "supersede the use of every atfnr,” and the*following certifi-
cate settles the question of its value for Hay ;

-

“We, the undersigned, saw “that pea-vine,’^ and thbik. after the p.ea.s lyere gathered, that the vine would have made as much hay as-

a stout mail could carrv
;

it covered a space of tqn or Uvelve feet in diameter, and lav from one foot to eighteen inches deen.”
WM. e.Aieeks,
B. W. LEE.

South Bend, Ark., Sept., 1356. -

Col. J. B. L. Marshall, Assistant Engineer on the Little Rock and Napoleon Rail Road, say.s

“If the Sonthem Farmers will give it a fair trial, they will find it to be the gremest Pea both for table use and forfeeding stock, now
known. They fatten hogs faster than anything I have ever tried. On the 11 acres Mr. Douglass had in cultivation last year,there was
at leastfour times as much vine as I ever saw on any piece ofground ofthe sanu size,'' &c., &c.
For further particulars, see Circulars furnished gratis by the Agents.
We are prepared to send but a limited quantity of these Peas, put up in cloth package.s to go by mail. They will be forwarded, free op

postage, to any address on receipt of $1.30, or otherwise at $1 each. Current funds and postage stamps will be a satisfactory remit-
tance. Our names will be printed on all packages of the genume seed.

Any one not perfectly satisfied with the Pea will have his money rctiumei. Addres.s (with plain directions for mailing)
PLUMB & LEITNER, Augusta, Georgia.

Dealers in Seeds and country merchants can be supplied, to a limited extent, at the usual discount, if their orders are forwardccl
immediately.

^ ^ ^
Feb57—tf.

" FRUITS FOB 'TOE south’:
“ FHUITLAUD IIURSBHV,” AXJSU.STA, a30HG-ir.a..

^ 2''HE Subscriber takes pleasime in offering for fall and winter planting, choice TREES of the following v.nrifUr,- ,.f ,1'; nk.-;, all -j-.

L w-hich have been found to be well adapted to the South

:

APPLES— succession, ripening from May until December, and keeping uutilJuue, mostly of Southem .'-nd many but
recently introdirced to the public—price, 25 cents each.

^P'RIfiOTS

—

.'uch fine varieties as Moorpark. Breda, Hemskirke^ Peachf-Ac., See.

PEACHES—the choicest collection ever oflei'ed, inc.luding La additition to all the bust Northern and Foreign .'Orts, a sj)]e:.dM vuri. ^
of new Southern Peaches not found in any other Catalogue. The present year’s stock of Peach trees Is quite iimired in i nuiber, si

that earlv orders are advisable. Price, 25 cents.

NECTARINES—Boston, Stanwick (new), Hunt’-s Tawny, Ne-w White, and all other first cla.^.s sort.-s.

PEARS—Dwarfs and Standards—a selection of the ro-y best, recommended by the American Poraol-'g!-.:! So{M'oty, and most
of which have been fully tested in the South.

PLUMS—aU the largest aud best varieties;.

CHERRIES—Twenty or more select kinds, worked on the Mahaleb Stock, ars low Standai'ds or Dlva-us
—

'io proper form for the
South.

, ^

GRAPES—fine rooted plants of the Catawba, Isabella, Scuppemoug, Warrenton and other native varieties, for the table and for

wine making. Price, 25 to 50 cents.

FIGS—strong rooted trees of 6 or 8 of the best kinds, fui-uishing a succes-sional crop throughout the entire season. Price 25 to 50
cents.

STRAWBERRIES—a selection from 35 or 40 varieties including Ilovey’s Seedling, Longworth’.s Prolific, McAvoy’.-; Superior, and
all the new and desirable sorts. Price, $2 to $3 per hundred.

POMEGRANATES

—

.strong rooted trees of the sweet and sub-acid varietie.s. Price, 25 to 50 cent.;. \

BLACEIBERRIES—the famous Rochelle or “Lawton”—also, the Albino or “White Blackben'y.” .Price, 50 cents each—$5 per
dozen.

RASPBERRIES —The American Rlack, Red Antwerp, &c. Price $1.50 to $3 per dozen.

HEDGE PLANTS—such as Osage Orange, -$8 to $10 per thousand
;
White Macartney Rose, cutting.s, $10 per tliou:- and : Cherokee

Rose-, cuttings, $5 per thousand ;
Fortune’s Yellow -Rose, cuttings, &c., &;c.

-
.

—ALSO—
A very choice selection of ROSES, new and rare EVERGREENS, FLOWERING SHRUBS, &c., &c.

Labelling, packing, marking and shipping, carefully- attended to.
.

. .

•^^A new descriptive Catalogue now 'ready, and ;vili be.sciit to all who de.sii-e itl free of postage. Address :

XovSe—2t
'

' D. REDMOND, .\ugusta, 'Ga.'
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AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
{^Nearly o]j-posite the United St.aks and Globe Hotels.')

.Subscriber has received and will coutiune to receive

X throughout tlic season, his stock of geuiuiie and fresh GAR-
DEN SEEDS—crop of 1865. The usual deductions made to coun-

try Merchants. J. H- SERVIGE.
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and RedONION SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUE GRASS, &c., &c.
Jan57—3t

CHERRIES !--AMEHICA2!Qr VARIETIES.

WE can furnish a limited number of nearly all the new Ameri-
can varieties of CHBRRIE.S, worked on the Mahaleb stock

and especially suited to the South. Also, .all the old approved
kinds. Price, 50 cents e.ach or .$40 per hundred. Address :

Dec56—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spani.sh MERINO BUCK.
one year old Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June.56—tf RICHARD PETERS, A tlanta, Ga.

A. LOHGETT,

Dealer in FERTILIZERS, No. 34 Cliff street, New York.
PERUVIAN GUANO No. 1—Government brand and weight

on each bag. COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadel-
phia Guano Company. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME and
BONE DUST. Jan57—3t

I
mproved' SUPERPHOSPHATE of lime, of the'b^t
brands, for sale hv A. LONGETT,

Jan.57—3t " 34 Cliff street. New York.” OLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadelphia6u^
Company. A. LONGETT, Agent,

Jaii.57—3t - New York.
0

OVER’S PATEHT COTTOH PRESS.

1

Pate«.ted July 3rd, 1855.

above Press is designed for plant,.ifion use, and is the only one known that can be effectively worked inside the Gin Honse or
JL Shed added thereto. As wi 1 be seen, it is a vertical Press and combines simplicity, durability ai d iiuicknes.s of action. Being
inside of the Gii -House, all handling of the Cotton is saved

;
the top of the box is a hole in the floor and the cotton is raked from the

Lint room and taken out down .stairs a ba.e. Being above ground and under shelter it is not liable to decay. Its durability cen.'^iden <1,

the Press is much cheaper than the sciew One of these Pi esses has been in operatio > on my own Plat tation for 3 years, givii g gen-
eral satistaction. I also have one et ected at the Foundry of Messrs. Ewan & Bro., Coh nibus and Nassau streets, Charlcsti n, 8. C.,
who wiil give any particular info ii ation w mted, and furnish single Presses promptly, whom please address. These Presses can be
worked • ither by hand, horse an 1 the pow. r th it drives the Gin.

Patent R ght to States and Ccunties for sale. For purchase of Patent Rights address A. M. Glover, care of Mooi< & Olcver,
Charlefiton/S. C. For purchase of Single Pre.ises addruss Messrs. Ewan & Bro., as above. Jain57

—
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PATEITT BUCKLE.

[j
DESIRE to .sell the Right of making and selling the new

il DOUBLS-JOEs^TED PATENT BUOKLE, and will thank-

fully receive otfers for it until the l.st day of June next. The
Buckle is the best that has yet been invented, one answering for

the whole ward robe and should be made of gold or .silver. The
Right of one State is worth a fortune. I will sell the Right of

one or "lithe States together. \VM. SB ABE.
Giir7i Greek, Dooly Co., Go,., N<jd. 24, 185S. .Ian57—5t

WHITE’S GAISBEI^ina FOR THE SOUTH.

A new work by W. N. White, of Athens, Ga., emitainhig di-

rections for cultivating the Kitchen and l-'rait Cfardeu, with
large aaci valuable lists of fmiits and vegeta,bles adapted to the

Southern States, with Gardening Callanders for the same.
Price $2.25, sent by mail, post naid, on receipt of Price.

C. M. SAXTON & CO.,
Ag'ricultural Book Puidishers, 140 Puiton-st

,
New York.

Jan57

—

2t

DIOBCOREA BATATAS--HBW ::HiNESB
Potato—or Ham.

t fC' HE experience of another season in the cnitivation of this new
J_ esculent, w-arrants us in conhrming all we said in relation to it

last year. Wherever it ha.s fallen into the hands of judicious cul-

tivators, and received the care necessary to its full development,
the result has been entirely satisfactory in all respects ;

and it may
confidently be reaffirmed that of all the esculents proposed as sub-

stitute.s f ir the diseased potato, the Dioscorea Batatas is certainly

the only important one. We can now supply small roots from 4 to

Pinches long, carefully packed for transport at $ 5 per dozen; and
small seed tubers (such as we sold last year) at $1 per dozen to

$7 per hundred; these latter can be sent by mail. Description
and directions for culture furnished with each package Where
practicable,parties are invited to examine the roots be; ore purchas
mg, as we have them constantly on view.
NEW CHINESE NORTHERN SUGAR CANE.—Seed of this

celebrated and invaluable plant in packets at 12i cents each
(prepaid by mail 25 cts ) 75 cents a pound.
CHUFASor BARTH ALMOND—$1 per TOO.

JAPAN PEAS, 50 cts. a quart. NEW ORANGE WATER
MELON (tiue), CHRISTIANA MUSK MELON ;

KING PHILIP
CORN ; SWEET GERMAN TURNIP, etc, etc, with the largest

and most comprehensive assortment of VEGETABLE,FLOW'ER
and FIELD SEEDS to be found in the United States.
Catalogues on application.

JAS. M. THORBURN & CO.,
Jan57—2t Seedsmen, <fcc., 15 John st.. New York.

T’HE MOST EXTRAORDINARY COTTON IN
the World.

I
HAVE for sale the earliest COTTON in the world,and will sell

the seed at $1 each or six seed for $5. or the seed of the stalk

now on hand say three thousand, for $2,000. J. L. GOREE,
South Bend, Ark., 1856.

CERTIFICATES.
I certify that I am doing business for Dr. Goree and have seen

his communication of the ^Sth of November, and cheerfully certiiy

that it is correct and not the least exaggerated. The cotton is

either a new one or one I have never seen before, as I am very
well acquainted with most of the new cottons of the pre.'^ent day.
Ibel.eve this seed will open as early in latitude 34 as any seed I

know will in latitude 32.
” ALEX. DAVIDSON.

I certify that I have seen Dr. Goree’s .stalk of Cotton, and that it

is all he describes it to be. It ditfers from the fine cotloii of the pre-

sent day by branching much more and every branch filled with
bolls. 1 consider it an entire new' cotton, and far more valuable
than the best lhave ever seen, aud fully a month earlier than our
earliest cotton and well suited, 1 shou'd think, to the latitude of

Tennessee and perhaps of Kentucky. It would not surprize me if

this cotton does not more effectually than any thing else settle the
stomachs of the Abolitionists. It certaiul3

' is a very extraordinary
stalk, maturing so early so many bolls.

WILLIAM WALDRON.
At the request of our neighbor. Dr. Goree, we have examined

the stalk of cotton described by him io a communication to tlu

SotUhtru Culti-Bator, aud do cheerfully testify to the correctness ol

the general facts of his description, and believe them ad to be
correct. ROBT. IL DOUGI.ASS.

PEABODY’S NEW SEEDLING STRAW-
berry.

SUBSCRIBER has originated a new Seedling STRAW-
J. BERRY, which combines more good qualities to make up a
perfect berry than any ever yet introducert, viz : It is of the largest
size, measuring six and seven inches in circumference; H is of
beautiful form, attacbe i to t^e caylx by a polished coral-like neck
without seeds

;
rich deep crimson color

; fruit borue on tali foot-

sta ks, ot ihd most cxiiUi.site pine flavor; flesh firm, melti g and
juicy; and bears transportation better than any .strawberry ever
cubivated (See euf'raving and des ription of the pla,.t in the
November No., last o uiiie.)

1 will be prepared to send the plant out, wffienever thefol'owing
term.-i are c niipl ed v. ith Not a plant of this vari^-t^ has ever left

my ground.', noire er will, until the propositions below are sub-
scribed to. I propose to get o' e thousand sub.-criptioiis at $5 per
dozen plant.s, throughout 'he v.’hoie country. Subscrihei s on for-

ivardlng their names and post < face add e.^s, vviih the numVicr of
dozen desiri-d, will receive by return mai a beautiful colm-cd plate

of the vine and fi'U'C d aw-n 'rom natuis ; and as .<oon as the thou-
•sand .sub.sc.riptir ns are made up, I wiU not fy each subscriber, when
the muu-y may be mailed t > me, and I will put the plants up in

moss envelope them i • oi; s Ik, and forwa d them by inai!. By
this method they ca he sent t any part of the Uni ii with safety

and de.'^patch 1 have sent packages of 101 of the common Straw-
bt-rry 1 O' Umi^e.s by iriad, with lut the lo.ss of a plant. Packages
of one dpzen will go throimh the mail as c'^rtain y a,s a letter.

Subscriber.s, oil receiving the l•olored > lates will phase .show
their fri,end.s, that it may hasten th'- completion of the list. From
o’''e duz 'ii plant', one thousand may bo pioducedrhc first year.

—

This plant is the hennaph-odite, always hearing perfect crops of
f u t, without a ly impri-gnator

Dir.uctions for the cu ture of this p'ant will' be .sent with each
colored pla e. CHaRLEo A. PEABODYk

Couhv.bus. liO., Oct. 1, 1856.

As a, proof of the keepimr qualities of this new- Strawberry, on
the mor- log of the bth of May la.st [Friday,] I picked a case of

the berries, took them to Columbus six miles, in my buggy, sent
them from Coi'iml us to Savannah, three hundred miles by Rail-

road, and from ’^avaun.ah to New York, nine hundred miles by
steamer to my friends, Messrs. J. M. Thorburn <fe Go. The follow--

ing extract from Messrs Thorburn & Co ’s letter, will show the
c.^ndiaon of the berne - just one week after they were picked.

C A. P.

New York, Maylhth, 1856.

Mr. Ch.\RLES a. Peabody—Dear Ni/-.— The S'rawberries
came to ha 1 1 on he afternoon of Tuesdav, sound and in very good
condition, retaining an uati.sually strong Strawberry aroma * *

The berrie.' have wi t' d down only a very little, up to this time,
Fridav moruiu«. May 16th. Yours truly,

Jai57— .f J. M. THORBURN & CO

"^7"YANBOT CORN.—Persons wishing to procure Seed of

tV th.s new and most productive variety of Corn can be sup-
plied by early application to D. B. PLUMB & CO.

Jau57—it

“FRUITLAND NURSERY," AUGUSTA, GA
Fruits and Flowers for the South !

''I
''HE Subscriber has just Dsued a NEW CATALOGUE OP

JL FRUIiSFORTHESOU I H in which al the BEST and
most desirable NA i IVE and FOREIGN varietits (suitable to our
climate) are nilly described

;
with specia. directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c. Also,*
selected list and description of the rarest and most beautifol

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs aud those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn-
ment ot their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, FREE 0?

POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM willing P. dispose of a few very tine yearling SOUTH
DoW.n ewes, iu Lmb; also, four tine yearling BUCKS,

not related TO the Ewes.
Persons wislimg to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Suei-p would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to •btaiu a small tiock uf undoubted purity.

I w ill sell a buck aud ffiree Ewes for $t00, if applied for prior to

the 1st of J uuaiy next. RICHARD PLTEKS,
Decob—if Atlauta, Ga.

PURE AND VALUABLE SEEDS.
AVlNlf experienced the great difficulty iu obtainmg reliable

il El.CWER bEEDS, suitable to the South, I ha\e raised a
s.jiall quantity, w<.ich 1 have placed m the i aiids of D. B Piumb St

Co., Diuggists, 1 1 this city, for retaiiiug 1 would pai ticulany draw
tae aiteiuion afthe ladies lothe sple.ndi'l co lection ofStock Gilljr

r'ioweis, Ten Weeks Stocks, Douulc Wall Flowers, and German
Asters. ROBERT NELSoN,

Dec.ffi—tf Augusta, Ga.

BLAC.i ESSJX HOGS.
[Mr. Douglass did not .see the cotton for two months, and it hav

ing been so long in the Louse, the children had pulled many boll.'

off and an the twenty boll limb itouly had nineteen, mdtiiat is why
he worded it as iie did. The others saw it the next day atter pud-
lug. J. L. GOREE.J
IJauoT—2tl

I
JOR SALE, a few pa r of three to four months old, Pt $20 per

jiair. For 1.0 llog.s, 1 c-m.sider this hived s iperuir to any
,,,li(;r—they eanm t be ii.ad<- to take toe mange, and are free from
•utaneou.s Cl 1 iijitioiis ainl oisea'C of tl 0 hiri^s, to which hogs are
.so liable when confined in dry pens in a S utt ern i limafe. Address
Novh.'i—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

r
j|
HE undersigned have now in store and offer for sale the follow-

1, ing CORN AND COB MILLS

;

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:
1st. That it will crush Coni and Cob

;
also, grind tine IMeal.

'2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

.3rd. That it has an extra set of tine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
.5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. Thej^ submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-
ing hal/ of a bushel of Corn and Cob

:

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” -.21- Minutes. 10.

“Little Giant” ...44 15.

“IMaya0 r ’ Champion 20.

“Colijurn’.s Mill” 71 “
32.

The Manufacturers of ‘CMaynor’-: Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong aiul durable, its grinding parts last-

ing, (not being made cm the coffoo udll principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. <fc J. MOORE & CO.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO
Sucre ! !—Pure Seed ! ! !

r|''HE subscribers take great pic sure in informing the Planters,
1 Farmers and Gardeners of tii ; South, that they have securecl

from the most reliable sources a liu ited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties of which may be briefly

summed up as follows :

Ist. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from
400 to 500 gallons of flue syrup, equal to the best New Orleans

;
and

from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeply plowed
and Iflghly manured, it will jfleld from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of superior fodder to the acre.

3d. It surpasses all other plants for soilmg (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the great abundance of sugary juice which
it contams

;
and is greedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, growing
off freely and rapidly, after each cutting.

5th. It stands drouth much better than common corn, retaining

iis green color andjuiciness even after the seed matures-
6th. The seed is excellent for hmnan food, when ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals very speedily. From twenty-
five to seventy-flve bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so cei'tain and prolific a crop that planters may be sure

of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South of Mary-
land and North of Mexico. If planted early in the Southern States

^he seed will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which has been vei'y carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, will be offered in cloth packages, each
containing enough to plant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivation, which is perfectly simple.

These packages will be forwarded mail, FREE OF post-

age, to any address, on receipt of $1,30 for each package. When
not sent by mail, we will furnish the packages at $1 each.

Early ordei’S are solicited, as the supply of good and reliable

seed is quite limited. Applicants’ names will be entered in the or-

der in w'hich they are received, and the seed will be ready for mail-

ing or delivery on the first of October.

\ddress, with plain directions for mailing or shipping,

D. B. PLUMB & CO., AugWa, Ga.

p^Pamphlets, containing full history and description of this

I lant, with valuable Reports on its merits, will be sent, postage

free, to all who purchase seed, or who will enclose a three cent

stamp.

f!^ Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be supplied

fit a liberal discount from retail rates, if their orders are received

immediately. •
Oct56-tf

R. B. NORVBLL,

Auction and commission merchant, and deal-
er in machinery AND agricultural IMPLE-

MENTS, Huntsville, Ala.' Bec56—2t*
|

PLANTATION AND GARDEN
Fertilizeis.

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the

most increduloius their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden ami the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tided them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond their anticijia-
tions :

PHOSPHATED guano.—

I

n barrels of about 2-30 lbs., at 2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 2-50 lbs.
at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at li-

cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of alxuit 200 lbs., at 1-^

cents per III.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 ibs., at 21 cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1 . 75 per ban-el.
Also, ROCK Si’JLT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent perib.

Orders by mail or othenvise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using
the above fertilizers ivillbesent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to anj^one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,
August56—ly 98 Jlagaziiie st.. New Orleans.

WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN! 7

The greatest Agricultural wonder of the age. Its discovery- is

worth millions to the country. Yield 150 bushels to the acre,
(some say 300.) Plant only one kernel in a hill, each kernel will
produce from 3 to 12 stalks, 10 to 12 teet high, 4 to 20 ears. 8 to 14
inches long, 10 to 16 rows of beantifnl pearl white com. Seed se-
lected with care, warranted genuine, put up in a parcel sufficient to
plant an acre. Price $1.50, delivered in New 'Turk City. Money
or P. O. stamps must accompany the order, with directions how to
send.
Those who order sent by mail, and remit $4, will receive, post

paid, a parcel to plant an acre : $2, half an acre
; $1 quarter of an

acre. Orders for less double the above rates. Circuiai-s showing
the result from different parts of the Union, will be sent to aU who
address J. C. THOMPSON,
Jan57—3t Torapkinsville, Staten Island. N. Y.

GE^GIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.
^|5HE undersigned respectf-ully informs the public generally, that
X they have opened an office in the city of Aug-usta, opposite the
Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale and purcha.se of Lands in
Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lands sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of

;
also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and v.-ishing to sell, Avill find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and tei-ms, and they
will be entered into bur general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only A's hen sales are effected.

Persons Avishing to make iiiA-estments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, SouthAvestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, Avili find it to their advantage to favor ns with their order,?.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE & Co.
T 4 (VI US M. DAVIDSON, v.- Woodville, Ga.

Feh5fi_tf GIRAR.PCV WHYTE A CO., Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHAMGE OF SCHEDULE.
PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
ArriA-e at Angusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

ArriA'ing and leaA ing Union Point daily (Sunday's excepleU at 10
A. M. and leaA-ingat 2.30 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at CAimming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily .at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta dailv at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3 . 30 A. M. and 4 ,45 P. M.
Arriving at

' “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.
WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD,

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. lil. and 3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July 14th, 1855. AuaSS—tf

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854/

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTD’ATOR for 1854
may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we

will .send it by mail, po^t-paid at $1.80. Address
WM. S. JONES, Augi’Ua Ca.
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THE CHINESE PSA.

T
'HS-most PROLIFIC PEA known

;
well adapted to poor lands

,

and yielding more to the amount planted and the acre than
|

any other, by an liundi’ed per cent. One pea planted yielding a halt’
|

gallon, if allowed proper distance to spread. The peas gianving m !

bunches, save great labor ingathering. The vines are eaten greedi-

ly by stock, and the pea is unsurpassed for the table in delicacy and
richness of flavor.

Any one wishing them can have a package containing half a
pmt(irom b to 7 ounces) sent per mail, postage paid, by remitting
us $1 30— jJt cnrrcni funds and 30 cents in postage stamp.s.) Any
one not perfectly satisfled with the Pea will have his monev re-

turned. Address D. E. PLUMB A- CO., Augusta, Ga.
^[C^For distant Agencies, address D. REDMOIND.
Rov.76—5t Augusta. Ga.

' FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.
are now receiving our supply of ch.oice GAKDEN SEEDS,

Yv which we warrant to be GEN UI-N'E and of the cro]) of 1856.

Those who purchase our seed may rely upon getting a fresh article

as we keep no OLD seed on hand.
SK^Merchauts supplied at a liberal di.scount.

D. B. PLUZiLB CO..
NovSf—It Broad-st., Augusta, Ga.

SVERGRESNS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for tlie South.

f FEW rare andboautiful EUBRGREEXS Trees and Shrubs
of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from the subscriber. The collections embraces tie Deodar Cedar,'

Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway Spruce, Silver

Fir,' White Piuc, Bals.am Fir, Silver Cedar, Iii.sh, English and
Pyramidal Yew, Swedish .Juniper, American and Chinese Arbor
’Vite ; Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Graudiflora, ‘Mock Orange,’'

Pittospornm, (fc'c., &c.
;
in short all the most desirabl.. Evergreen

Trees and Shi-iibs that flmirish in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied m
quantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue se-nt gratis uei' mail.) Ad-
irrss [Doc56—tt] D. REDMOND. At7g:nsta, Ga.

.SELECT APPLES--SOUTHBRN SEEDLING-.
A CHOICE collectio-n of Summer, Autumn and Winter APPLES

J\. —mostly Southern Seedlings, and all perfectly adapted to this

climate for sale by the subscriber at 25 cents each, or $'20 per hun-
dred. Address D. REDMOND,

Augusta, Ga.
Descriptive Catalogues sent, per mail, /ree o/postage.

Dec56—tf

PEACHES !--BOUT'HI]RN SEEDLINGS.
HE very finest collection of PE ACH TREES ever offered in

I the South, may now be obtained from “Fruitland.” In addition

to the well known and approved varieties of Europe and the North
770 have many knew and exceedingly valuable Southern Seedlings
found in no other collection, and furnishing a snccessional crop of
fruit from the first of June until November. Price, 25 cents each,
or $20 per hundred. Descriptive Catalogues sent gratis per mail.

Address D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

^

PEARS FOR THE SOUTH !

S
TANDARD and DWARF PEARS, of the most approved

varieties, finely rooted and well grown. Price 50 cents each,
or $40 per hundi-ed.

The Pear, under proper cultivation, is much larger and finer here
than at the North or in Europe, and the kinds I offer are among
the very best. Descriptive Cat^ognes sent /ree of postage.
Dec56—tf Address: D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

HEDGE PLANTS, BASKET WILLOWS, &c.

OSAGE Orange, Macartney, Cherokee and other running
ROSES for defensive and protective Hedges. Also, the

Enonymus, Cape Jasmin, “Mock Orange,” English Laurel and
other beautiful Evergi-eens for Ornamental Hedges. Osier or Bas-
ket Willow cuttings, of the best varieties. Catalogues sent
gratis. Address-. D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

Dec56— tf

THOROUGH BRED NORTH DEVON AND
Ayrshire Bulls.

I
OFFER for sale a few choice young BULLS, bred from supe-
rior Stock, with full pedigrees. For particulars, afidress me at

No. ‘23 Fulton street. New Y"ork City A. M. TREDWELL,
Importer, Breeder and Dealer in North Devon and Ayrshire Cattle.
Residence Madison, Morris county. New Y'ork.
Dec56—3ino

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mad (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bfils of any specie pay
;ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

Mayoo—tf Athens, Ga.

COTTON SEED.
bushels—

O

live—very pure. Price fifty cents a
eHHw bushel at my gin, or forwai’ded to cash orders at fifty

cents per sack extra. Also, 1,000 bushels “Growder,” equally pure
and very productive, an early opener, growing and making till late.

The young bolls do not dry up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other
varieties do. Addi’ess DR. A. 'VVl'WASHBURN,

—6t Y’azoo%ity, Mississippi.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.
Extensive Collection of Selected Roses and

Southern Raised Fruit Trees.

F a. IMAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of
e Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new and rare

varieties, vyliicli he will be happy to supply such as may desire
them- His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of any
Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will begeuerallv of a
larger size. He has. also made recent additions to his stock of
FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follovvino-
varieties : Apples. Pca-.-s, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots”
Plums, Cherries, Soft SlieJl Almonds, English Walnuts, and Ha-
zle-nnts.

Also, GRSEX-HOL^SE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardy Flowering and Onia-
mental Shrubs. Orders from the connti-y will be promptly attend-
ed to, and Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed.
Osage Ora ge Fruit for sale at $1 per dozen.
Catalogues of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis, to all

post-paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE, Aiigusta, Ga.
Dec56—4t

LANDS IN SOUTH^/VESTERN GEORGIA'
For Sale.

''I'^HE Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,X containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in
cultivation.

Also 3.5,000 acres imiinprovod LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durabilit\-. Terms easy.
The Railroad from Macon will be compVtc<i tp Albany , 1st

Sept, next; thus giving easy access to au of the above named
lauds. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama
within ten miles of a railroad, will be takeii in exchange, if desired’
at then- market value. W. W. GHEEVER.
AVmnij, Ga.. Oct. 10th. 1856‘. Nov5G tf

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis A Ohio Raih’oad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a ne-^v' and substantial fence. A good two-
stoi-y framed D-^velling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am no-vv selling from my dair\'
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sen the fai-m together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
yoiing- Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and DweUings next whiter. Here is the'best chance for a
party familiar -with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at •

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, -with a beautiful building site

©n each, with wood, -water and cleared land on each. AU near and
-ivith a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it -ivUl, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with mv
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf bv my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wislung to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion w-ill call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it wUl be
shown by my Overseer on the place.
The Train, on the Memphis A Ohio Road leaves Memphis at

o’clock, A. M., and returns at II o’clock, P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

June56—tf Memphis, Tenn.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst., and until further
notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad will rua

as follows :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5.00 a. m. and 12.15 p. M.
Arrive in Macon “ 2.15 P. v. “ 1.00 a.m.
Leave Macon “ 11.45 a.m. “ 9.30 p.m.
Arrive in Savannah “ 10.45 p.m. “ 7 ‘20 a m

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
'

Leave Savamiah 12.15 P. M. and 8.30 P. M.
Arrive in Augusta 8.45 P. .M. “ 5..30A. .M.

Leave Augusta 6.00 a. .m. “ 4.30 p.m.
Ari’iveiu Savannah 1..30 P. m. “ 10.45 P. M

BETWEEN MACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Macon 11.45 A. M. and 9..30 P. .M.

Arrive in Augusta 8.45 P. 31. “ 5.30 a. .31.

Leave Augusta 6.00 a. 3I. “ 4.30 p. m.
Arrive in Macon 2.15 P. 31. “ 1.00 A. 3i

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE & EATONTOM.
Leave Savannah 5.00 a. m.
Arrive in MlUedgeville 2.45 p. 31 .

Leave Macon 11.45 a. m.
Arrive in Eatonton 5.00 p. m.

W. M. WADLEY’’, Gen’l Superintendant.
Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 185-5. July56 ^tf
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EooHoiiiy and t^fi-icellany.

Work for the Month .r.Tse 41
A Lectiiro on Labor 4 J

Lotton >Spiiiaing on i’lantntion.s

—

Mr. Iieiirv'.< Patent M:>-

chinory •• Jo

Tlnral Arcliitoctnro—Ornaincutal (Jarderih’.g', Ac ” 4b
The Art and Principles of tSoai) Making- ‘t (.4

Northern Cotton and Woolen Factoric.s '' 49
A,gricnlturp in Croorgia—Fairs, &c.. Ac nO
Steeping Seeds, A.'-. rr2

Devon Cow Kate Aearney, (illustrated) '• .'iy

The Fanaor’.s Privr.te Library by
Fish Exjx'rinicnt, &c.. - " 5;j

hdbnnatioa wanted of the China Lorry .%•

Cliinese Sn.gtir Cane.b. b3
Hill Side Ditching r>:5

The Chinese Proiitie Pea—letter from Col. .Marshall. ' HI
The Moini’s Intlucuce on man .and |.'iant.s :~)4

S’ever give np. &c “ TM
Chinese Saga! Cane as a Fertilizer “ 55
One of the roads to Crime - ‘‘ 55
Peas for Hogs, Ae - “ 55
Chine.se Sugar at the North “ 63
Cotton Thresher and Cleaner . 63
Chine.se Prolific Pea—letter from llx-Oov . Drew, of Ark.. “ 64
Steam Plow “ 64
Defending the South “ 6-1

Chinese +Sugar Cani^, Ac . .
“ 65

Sea Island Cotton , 66
Sheep in Ohio, Ac “ 66

Editorial
Our Book Table, A.c Page 56
Answers, to Con’e.-ipoudeut.s, Ac “ 56
Plastic Cojtt.on^—Valuable Inveption 58
Mustang Wine. . . “ 58
Cotton Packif).', A c, .18

Colton Cro]> of io5b “ .59

•) rtir ;; b <T32Je Jit.

Report of the Co;:i.... ,.e Poiuological So-
eiet} of Oeei gin

,
Page 59

! jOW Friiit 'i’rees. A c. " 60
i’cars—Pi-'/iit 01 , A “ 61
Farm Oapieiis dd
liaising Mnsbru-.imk '

fid

Peach Worms 02
Win Icr Pears..'-

'

'• 62
The Fig “ 63

New Mode of Saving Bacon...' i’age bd

Antidote of Poison '
iti

'i'o p-.-eserve Hams .• “ 66
Hoav' 10 Make I'ea properly ab
'fO Pi'o.sevve Citron ... " 66
(^)uinces for the Tabic - •- ’• bb
Sealing SYax for Cans :. 66
'i’o Keep Fiie.s off (J ildiag : . - - 66

llhsstrntidisa.

Devon Covv Kate Kearney Pago .52

COfclM AIM'D GOB MILL.
. TilE CHEAPEST AN fe .E.ICST,

W Fi offer (or sale the. above MILIi, -ndiieh snrjvas.ses all ot.hnr.s

in speed and di.n-a.l)i ;ty, shujdieity and sij c. gth a.. w.< a as
economy. Th.at part oi ti i; Mid iio.s .

'-.iiLiiO to w ‘ ;u beoi, separ-
ate from' thg mai;.i >; .dy, c.i.. o, » -ri-ooved A! .-juiij ex-

pense.
I _

The above Mill has received the di'st .at Bie St-i te. Fairs
of JSew Pork-, Ohio, Michigan, \o'-'h i i

, na and 2'- . • ;.,s

also at a large nainbe.r of County ] airs .e v,. rious Si-ai.e.s.

34ic YOUNG AMFJUOA MILL peic^rt.-.s its work belter and
ueasly twice as fast' as any 'dit.rCoiu ' i i.d Cei) ivtaiyt
oftered to the ymbiic.
Planters are inviu-d to '\xaii;iii<; the Mill and coraoa. : bs ad-

vantages. OrS .N A THOS. A. lii tN iS.

Feb57—tf ..

“irLGTARIHBS, ^APRIGOTS, FIGS, ^^c.

AIjL the ehoiec.st varietie.s of ti r u Pomegranates,
Almonds, English Walnut

,
A t ,< <'<:ss:

Dec56—tf
__

' D ^ 9 August.-!, Qa.

BOYiJ'o AiiXA”i:;..iA. WGATOA .

BUSHELS ofBOYD’S F.XTllA I'KOLfFlC COTTON
A'li'J S.EED for -mkc. in s-u-ks from 1 to 5 bnsheis in a sank.
Prie.e $i 'per bushel J vHlN M. TERM EH.

NovSti—4t Augusta Ga.

CARMICHABIi A - t

I -.rA i .^'^S IN HARDWARE, CUTLEKi, and AORICUL-
JJ T -JR All TMPELMENTS, A'i ;,aista, Ga,
We are, a'lso. Agents for the fo 'wing arr:<-.}i>- ;—SALAMAN-

DER SAFES, ma.de by St.Jani.s A Javvm, New York; LI2’'rLE
GIANT CORN AND COB MILl-.' : Indian Rubber BELTING,
PACKJNG-andHOSE, made bv Boston Beiting Company; AT-
KINS' SELF RAKING REAPER; CJKCl.TAR SAWS, made

!

by Hoe A on., and Welch A Griffith’s HORSE POW'ER.-i, F.5N i

HILLS. IHRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES.
;

CARMICHAEL A BF.AN.
j

xYugatsta, Ga.
|

1857!
S ‘l> U T H E R N

1857;
CELTIVATeik,

• A AOrjiATAE.
LhVO::;:> to SoyjHKRN- .AGRH'Ur.TVnK. HOiriTCLOTUfr--.. ;;T0 ! t'

jki!;el) 1 .n-g. rouLTHV, aj.

FAJ.-.-yi !-;coM):\iY, &,,c.

DA.'b.MEL .USE, M, D., and D. REDLIOIJD, Editors.

Tii .3 Frfteentli voIiAne commences kx Jayitzaiw

_ lesi.

OxE Cony', on.' year .%!
j
Tv. entv-Ftve ^ & ,q

SxxWjtiks 5
I
um: Hunjjuj.o (;oi>iEs.... 75

ALvVAY.b IN AD) ANCE. No ])i!per .sent u-j ess the cash
acc.orapanie-. the order.

Tim Bids of ail .si'ccie-paying Bajiks. ajid IV.st Offi -e Stamp-?
rt;eeivcd .at i)ai-.

iiemittaiinees, by imai 1 .'pn.T-p.aiu) will be at t'ne Publisher's risk,
AjJiJiti-'.s.s AY Al.. S. JONE?*>, -Aiig: 33aitn., Uo,.

fr^s-PerAcns-who will dot .as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnifrlicd with the paper at clitb prices.

FLOWBR SEEDS FOR THE SOUTH.

H.iYlNH experienced the great difficulty in obt.ainin" reliable.
Flower Seeds suitable to the South. I have raised’a smaR

quantity, which I am aojv offering to the public. I w-omld partico-
lariy draw the attention of the Ladies to the unsnrpaa ed colle^'-
t'lous of DOUBLE STOCK GILLIFLOWEKS, TEN WEEKS
S'i'OCXS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, AVALLFLOW-
ER. HOLLYHOCKS, aud many others:

AT TEX (’F\TS A PATEti. Delphinium .\jacis.
Double Stock Gillifiower.-?. • Dianthus chLnensis,

*' Ton AVe<-ks Stocks. Double Balsams.
' iinpi j'ial Stocks, Elicry.sium lucidu,m,
'• .'.utiimual .SiOt k, I’apaver samnifenijii.

w'arnatiou.s. nia.i-kantbum,
k*v allflower, Emilea fiammea.

Dianthus iinpp’ialis pl(aas.stma, t { ompherena globo?:i,
Rhodonthr- M.huglesii, Hbri.s speciosa,
Heliotn'pdum pcruvlaimm, Ipoim .i Quamoclit,
Pbarbitis li id;-ata, Lovatcratriraestri.s,
l’'-h'gaijura. lenetifoliuv. Mm’.solli.

' yiVE cenx.s ‘’F.iv i’AS'KK. Plilox Dnumuoudi,
Adoni.-i oestiyali;.

A.geratu.u coernieiun.
nv - r ; u ibu .s 1 1 - icol- . r.

Ail nna i'O.S:’.-l,

' cliinm-si.s,

A u ;mob ium alai u ;

.

AjHirrhlaam najhs,
A. ter. ebmensis,
Cab ndula I'vista gaili.

Cailiopsis bicolor,
1 '• i:;inor.i-he bieolor.
< X;-i;)sea cristata,

Ci'losia iiidiea,

i .'-.‘litoiirea cvan.i'v

rdi'rs; r-i'.closu'

fi.-r 1 v.ery vvi

Augusta, Ca.. or i - fje
fion
Ty6,o7_tf

Portalacca Thcllu.soni,
Potej'iina L-iiig A isorb*.
Reseda odorata,
Sidpig’osis varh- bibs,

.Si:ai:ii)s.a au'..: u.qjun.' q
<Tiiia tricolor.

Stuecia elegam.,
Tagete.s ereeta.

' “ r-atula,

\'.-!'i>ena liieb’.i.lris.

j 'ola cd.nata,
Ziunea elegan,-.

.K.rr;! ithcuiums an. tium,
linap haiiu-m fobduum.

.,

' " tr'o?'.c-y .'Old a -e ce-nt postage, stamr
b of s to l-u: 'T-t A LEITMER.
suas." iber. -will im ei v ith prormt atten-

ROCER i' NEi<B0^N.

PORTABLE STEAM
subscrihar rcspcc.t.G'ly calls the- .a: a of "onihert;

Plantersand Mechanics to the PORj'APd.E STEAM EN-
i ! 'NES, of which he has the Agency in Nev. Or -

' - They are
v; -imple in thelf consi.'u rllonthat atyvncgj'o , ry ca,pacitv

' i be taught to nm o-'.x iu .a day. For diiv ii.g .jt machinery.
1 uuningcoi ton gins, plantation sawmills, or corn m-dls.

,
umping-

vvater, steaming food, etc., they .cannot be exi -ihed. A striking
t’oatnfe of these engines Is chat they co.stlo.?- .Lan would mules oi-

iiorso's, ,to do the sar'ie amcmit of VAirl'. A -'-. ir .-.f horses wdi-
I i'.adily move them place to ; b-tco ov.er .any o” nary road. They
!-cqj: b\- no briek-woHs U; set them up, bu'.'+h-.;y are ail ready to b’ -

put ill opei-atiim, with ij:e n.xception of ,a mioh.:--(i6r,; er cl imney.
0>!e Is kept at work in the subscriber’s waj-el!;: - s<> . very day be-
:a. een'dand 3 o’cloe!-:, a' d are invit--.;! tiK caii aud inspect it.

’riie Planter, iL.iocialiy, should look y Ph uh •(. .u; uprn theifftro-
ductioi: of those Eugiues, to tW,; .the place -ff horse-pov/er in gffi-
' 'Ug ooi;t;;;i :ind grir:ding c-r-u. as the cc-’t o' -;inrdng .-i G. 8, or K-
’'.;r=e Fogine is/much less e; - day Au-n du- exj);- - '’'leding thf
same- !iv ir.hor of iiov.-es-;

FKICB 8 .

2.1 House Power 8375)
' do. ;io. 500
6 do. do. 700
8 do. do 900

' 10 .}o. do 1,100

.\ piunphlei. .onvaii.yng •'id'er pavticr.hus will i)e sent bymaii t<

pei.-i.iii .-eiu’estmi; it. Address,
D. C. LOWBER.

Ft'b.57~Ty 98 Magane .8t., New Orle.-uis.Apriio'J—Ciy
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—(MARCH.)
THE PLANTATION.

Provision Craps o/nd Provender.— Putin, as soon as the

season will allow, an abundant supply of Corn^ Irish and

Sweet Potatoes, Spring Oxts, early Cow Peas, Millet,

Douraand common Corn (broadcast and in the drill, for

fodder,) Lucerne, in drill, &c., &c. The Chinese Sugar

Cane should also be planted and still farther tested as a

syrup plant. For particulars of making, &c., see pamph-

lets sent per mail by the agents.

In preparing for your regular Corn crop, plow or sub-

soil your land 10 to 12 inches deep (15 inches would be

tar better) manure heavily and plant early. Do not lose

a moment after the danger of late frost is over.

As soon as you have finished the planting of Corn and

other provision crops, prepare for respecting v/hich

are various articles in present and former numbers.

Sweet Potatoes should now be bedded out and provis-

ion made for an abundant supply of ‘‘draws," No crop

cultivated in the South is more worthy of attention than

the sw eet Potato. It is one of the most valuable crops foi

man or beast, and no planter .should fail to have ful

“banks"V. the setting in of winter, even if he does no-

make a “big crop" 01 Cotton. The (white) Yavis

the Yellow Yanis, and the Red “fVcgw Killers" (so called'

are all fine and productive varieties.

Irish Potatoes should be planted in drills 3 feet apart

and covered with a thick layer of pine straw or leaves, a^

heretofore directed.

Chinese Sugar Can-: should -also be sown plentifully

during the present and the next two months, for greet

and dried forage. Pl-ant the Chinese Sugar Cane seed fat

away from all plants of the Millet family, such as Dour;

Corn, &c. Also, sow L-uceme or, “Chillian Clover. W
prefer the drill system—land deep and rich

—

for ihes'

crops.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
If you have over-wintered Cabbage plants, set them

out now. Sow^ more Cabbage seed to head in the summer
P'lat Dutch is the best. Thin out Turnips, as soon as

they have four leaves
;
leaving them at the distance of

six inches apart; and sow more Turnip seed; Kark
White Dutch and Red Topped. Dutch are the best for

spring use. Ifyou did not sow seed (black) last

month, do it at once
;
they w'ili come into use in the lat-

part of the summer, when all that were raised from setts

or buttons are gone. If you did sow Black Onion seed in

September, it can now be transplanted. Sow Carrots^

Beets, (“Extra Early" is the finest) Parsnips, Salsify,

Lettuce, Radishes, Thyme, Parsley, and Rape (for early

greens.) Plant all in rows 15 inches apart. Sow, also,

a little spot with Celery and protect them from the sun
When Cherry trees are in bloom plant Snap Beans-, asd
when Apple trees are in flower plant Squashes (Scallop

Squash 13 the best) in hills 3 feet apart; also. Cucumbers
and Mushmelons 6 feet apart; the Nutmeg and Citron

Mdons are very fine and the earliest
;
Beechwood Melon

iS very superior, but a little later. All vines are greatly

benefitted by guano or poultry manure. At the same
time, also, sow Okra, Tomatoes Egg Plants. Hill up
Rhubarb. Asparagus will now begin to sprout

;
don’t

suffer any to run up to seed, but cut all down. Cabbages,

j

which have been set out, and are starting to grow, should

once a week have a watering of liquid manure—a shovel-

tul of chicken manure, dissolved in 10 gallons of water,

will be found an excellent fertilizer for them.

All vegetables, that already have a start, should have a

good hoeing by the latter part of this month.

Plant a full crop of English Peas, as heretofore directed.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN.
If you have not finished pruning your orchard, do it at

mce, omitting only such trees as are growing toa luxurL

ntly to bear. Such ought not to be pruned until tire

eaves are pretty w'el! sprouted. By this method, such

fees will get checked and go to bearing
;
should, how-

ver, this late pruning not be sufficient, give them another

svere pruning in the middle of July; that will prove

atisfaclory.

As soon as the trees are beginning to bloom, hang up a
umber of wide-mouthed bottles, half filled with molasses-

water, in your trees—you v/ill catch a great number of
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insects and tJius prevent them from doing injnry to your

fruit.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Propagate DoMuis as soon as you can see the sprouts

m- buds
;
with a sharp knife split the stem idght through,

ieaving a piece of the stem and one or two buds to each

piece
]

platit them so deep as to be covered with at least

4 in«lies of soil Tie up all your flowering plants to stakes;

the wood of the China tree, when splintered out, furnish

the best and most durable stakes where Cypress cannot be

had. If annual flower-seed has not been sown yet, it

should be done at once. Recollect, that fine seeds will

only need to be covered slightly. If covered deeply, they

will not sprout.

A LECTURE ON LABOR.

EY DaMjEL t.KE, M.D.j PROFESSOR OP AGRICULTURE IN THE

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, JANUARY, 1857.

{<C4)nduded from our Ftbrwary number^ page 42.)

To take a philosophical view of Labor, and develope

the physical and intellectual man equally, and with the

greatest success, the instruction of the plantation should

partake more of the character of a first class school; and

that knowledge which is most useful to the citizen, and

the profession of tillage and husbandry, should be as dili-

gently cultivated as the soil, for without a knowledge of

the true principles of agriculture, planters uniformily im-

poverish the land, and ultimately reap poor and unpro-

fitable crops, because Labor is misdirected and misap-

plied. On the other hand, educational institutions ought

to have a broader basis, that the higher seminaries of

learning and science may come nearer to the masses, and

supply the most urgent and obvious wants of advancing

civilization. It is folly in the extreme to suppose that the

working muscle of the citizen and cultivated common

sense ought to be separated. Laboring hands and en-

lightened, cultivated intellects should be no farther apart

than are the members of one body which the Creator has

joined for the highest worth and usefulness of both. If

any one, by mental and moral culture alone, were able to

dispense with food, respiration and animal heat; if the

health of the mind did not I'equire the habitual exercise of

the limbs as well as of the brain
;

if physical toil were

not as necessary to the moral and social progress of socie-

ty as it is beneficial to the constitution of the laborer; I

should have less confidence in the wisdom of seeking to

improve a whole community by having some work more

and read less, some read and think more and work less,

and many both work and read more and play less.

Public opinion commits a serious fault when it exacts

the cruel sacrifice of much that is valuable in the life of a

laboring man, by compelling him to submit to thepreter-

naturnal development of a few muscles at the expense of

all his other faculties and powers. Nurserymen often

dwarf trees to obtain early fruit
;
but such treatment of

man is infinitely worse, for it perpetuntee both ignorance

and brutality in the very heart of a nation. In England,

©n the Continent of Europe, and in this country, labor has

been divided and subdivided to an extent quite incompat-

ble with the dignity of the industrial arts, the general dif-

fusion of useful knowledge, and that accumulation of

capii .l which is so eagerly sought by this class of speciali-

ties. It renders the producing classes narrow-minded,

and incapable of wise self-govprnment
;

so that they

consmne in mere animal indulgences a large share of the

wealih which their industry calls into existence.

Porter has shown that the addition to the wealth of

England—its production over consumption— is about fifty

million pounds sterling a year; or not far from two hun-

dred and fifty million dollars of our money. He has also

proved from official and reliable data that the people of

England annually consume spiritous liquors, including

beer, and tobacco to the amount of fifty thousand pounds
;

so that if intoxicatingdrinks and a poisonous weed were no

longer used, the capital of England might be thereby aug-

mented twice as fast as itnow is. These are important and

striking facts. They show that the wealth of theri chest na-

tion in the world, whose surplus capital is loaned to all re-

sponsible borrowers in other countries, and which does

so much to construct American railways, manufacture

American cotton, and expand American agriculture and

commerce, might easily be doubled if the producers of

wealth in England would only deny themselves a few

luxuries, and lay up the money which they cost, which

luxuries, upon the whole, injure far more than they bene-

fit the consumers. But self denial and self-government

are more easily taught than practiced. Habits of indul-

gence grow with the facilities for their gratification
;
and

therefore we see the proceeds of human industry con-

sumed in one way or another, nearly as fast as produced.

The possession of money encourages weak minds first to

be idle, and thus cease to add wealth to the community; and

secondly, to double the daily cost of food and drink by

more expensive living, and double the yearly expense of

clothing. With the means of gratification, one’s vanity

enlarges its consumption with marvelous rapidity
;

till at

length the fortune being exhausted by extravagance and

vice, stern necessity compels a return to labor and better

habits.

Unless a wise use be made of money, or of liberty, its

possession operates more like a curse than a blessing.

Suppose every negro in the Southern States had full

liberty to drink intoxicating liquors, and command of

time and labor in from and nourish an appetite for the

drams which lead to drunkenness 7 What would such

liberty be worth to persons who would inevitably abuse

it to their own serious injury 7 And what is money

worth to one whose common sense and self-discipline are

so little developed that it is used to patronize extravagance

and strengthen vice and crime 7 With too much freedom

youth runs riot on the pocket funds created by honest

labor, because the community signally fails to teach

through its seminaries of learning and by the force of ex-

ample, the great science of keeping as well as producing

property.

To labor hard and faithfully to command gold and silver

no matter whether the wages of one day’s work, or the

proceeds of ten thousand, and then not know how to

keep, nor how to use the funds so acquired, is evidently

working for naught. There is wealth enough annually

called into'existencesoon to enrich every member ofsociety

if properly husbanded, but needful reforms in haliits, cus-

toms and fashions are not encouraged by an increase of

capital. Hence, in prosperous times, when labor is ia

good demand and well rewarded, the masses ever live up

to their incomes. A few, however, are more considerate,

and bring their expenses below their means of purchase,

and thus add to the taxable property of the State. So far

as my observation and means of information extend, the

planters of the South greatly excel in this virtue. Divide
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the property of Georgia and South Carolina equally

among the people of these States, excluding slaves, and

each will have from two and half to three times more pro-

perty than the people of the wealthy State of New lork by

a similar division.

In his late Report, the Secretary of the Treasury adds a

fraction over 15 per cent, to the census valuation of 1850

to obtain the present value of the real and personal pro

perty of the several States, By this official estimate every

man, woman and child in Georgia, exceeding servants

for life, would have, an equal division, S'1,065. A similar

division in South Carolina gives S 1,203. In Rhode Island

which is the wealthiest, fcr capita., of the Northern States,

a like division gives $'6-28. Massachusetts has 60G
;
and

New York about S400 ;
or one-third as much as South

Carolina.

With such creditable and undeniable facts in their favor,

should not South Carolina and Georgia be thankful to a

good Providence, and content with the advantages which

they now enjoy I The climate of New' It ork will not

compare with that of the Cotton growing States for agri-

cultural purposes; and the South still has ten times more

land than laborers either black or white. Sagacious

Southerners see the necessity of having more cultivators

of the soil, and the only practical question is w'hether

they shall be black or white, bond or free.

Looking mainly to the laws of Nature for instruction

and guidance, I venture to suggest that laborers of a tro-

pical origin will ever be found best for the cultiv'ation of tro-

pical plants grown in the strictly tropical “sunny South.”

The fact should be borne in mind that the demand for these

plants or their constituents increases much faster than popu-

lation in Europe, and in all other parts of the world, and is

likely to do so for one or two centuries at least. It should

also be remembered that the Southern States contain over

six hundred million acres of land, and after persons ot

European extraction cultivate with tree labor all the

ground they can be persuaded to cultivate, there will re-

main Cotton, Rice and Sugar lands enough to give em-

ployment to twenty million negroes. This fact indicates

an agricultural power in the Southern Atlantic and Gulf

States which no one has to my knowledge laid before the

public. Time, however, will disclose the whole truth in

reference alike to the Labor, the climate and the soil of

the South. All that relates to its agriculture you will be

expected to understand when you leave the University, so

far as science and literature can inform you on the sub-

ject.

Here at Athens, although sufficiently elevated above

the ocean to give us in part a Northern clim.ate, we are

able to grow a crop of w'^inter wheat, and one of maize on

the same land in the course of a year. Wheat and maize

are the most valuable bread plants known
;
and while our

climate is so favorable as to bring both to full maturity,

succession, in twelve months, that of England is too

cold to mature corn in any part of the year, and barely

suffices to ripen one crop of wheat. At an elevation ot

1300 feet above the sea, wheat does not fully ripen in Great

Britain.

Georgia contains 58,000 square miles, or 37,120,000

acres. Of these, the census of 1850 returns 6,378,479 as

under improvement. Taking the permanent fertility of the

land into consideration as well as immediate returns for

Labor, there can be no question that better results would

be obtained if our best skill, labor and other available

means were concentrated on half the surface now gone

over. In truth we have an agricultural force barely ade-

quate to the proper cultivation of three million of our

thirty-seven million acres This is one reason why our

extraordinary advantages of cZiTTioic are so little appreci-

ated both at home and abroad. Its agricultural capacity

is about twice that of New England
;
and the surplus

fruits of our planting industry, over and above consump-
tion, are probably four times larger tlian those of the

farming industry of the most Northern States. Such is

the dilTerence in climate, soil and markets, that an amount
of labor v/hich in one place barely commands a comfort-

able subsistence, in another, secures a foitune in addition

to a good living.

Regarded as a whole, the climate of Georgia is ad|mir-

ably adapted to both white and colored laborers—to plant-

ing and farming. There is ample room for the profitable

employment of all kinds of agricultural industry; and it

will unquestionably pay better at present than either com-
mercial or manufacturing industry. N sparse population

scattered over a million square miles need hardly under-

take every branch of the labor carried on in den.sely po-

pulated countries, and expect to excel in all. So long as

land shall be in excess of occupants, the self multiplying
power of agricultural plants and the animals will give to

Southern tillage and stock husbandry, advantages more in-

viting and valuable than any which are likely to be found
in other branches of productive labor. Wlien the planter

by putting one seed of corn into the ground gets two ears

from it, and from one to two thousand seeds in return.

Nature assists his Labor by the vital force in the parent
seed, in a way and to a degree, without a parallel in any
other department of the whole circle of industrial arts.

Animal vitality is no less the ffiiend and laborer of the

skilful husbandman. It is, however, rny duty to say now,
and illustrate hereafter, that neither animal nor vegetable
vitality confers upon agriculture, and through it upon
mankind at large, a tithe of the benefits both will confer
when Labor and Science are equally honored, fostered and
understood by the American people.

In these college halls you are learning from experience
,

something of the labor of science
;
hereafter the science of

labor will doubtless claim no inconsiderable share of your
attention. It is indeed a profound aii.d interesting de-
partment of knowledge, simple and common as human
labor, whether physical or mental, appears to the feeble

thinker. The most advanced science teaches man that he
must labor in harmony with Nature, or her antagonism
will, sooner or later, defeat his best laid schemes for the
improper acquisition of food, raiment, wealth, or power.
Is it consistent with the laws of Nature that the least cul-

tivated Africans, as well as the more intelligent Asiatics
and Europeans, shall be civilized by due personal efforts,

and the 'proper instruction and care of civilized communi-
ties.

I know no other opposition to the industrial education

of negroes by the cultivation of cotton, lice and sugar in

this country, except that which attaches to, and arises

from the apprentice system of planting. Great pains

have been taken to prejudice the hundreds of thousands of

European laborers who have recently emigrated to the

United States, against the South as a field for the successful

exercise of their skill and industy. This, and the com-
mommon notion that a white man needs an umbrella

over his head while working in a cotton field, to lessen

the depressing influence of solar heat, are likely long to

keep most Europeans from attempting to compete with

negroes in the production of cotton and other tropical

plants. Other branches of industry, and other kinds of

agriculture, more European in character and associations,

will hardly fail to command a preference, where the labor-

er is free to gratify his taste, and tum his previously ac-

quired agricultural knowledge to an immediate use and
profit. Nor is the daily exposure from morning till night

to the direct rays of a burning sun, while at work, very

inviting to a white person born and raised in a Southern

Atlantic or Gulf State. Hence, the never-ceasing de-

mand for colored laborers in the large cotton growing dis-

tricts. and their continuous migration from the tobacco
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yajsing States of Maryland and Virginia to the warmer
Jaliludes of tiie South. But judging from the unprecedent-

ed high price, now paid for this kind of labor, the

supply falls njuch below the positive wants of the con-

sumers of colton and sugar. Are these growing wants to

be satisfied ? and if so, in what way 1 Thisisnoab-
slract, nor idle question

;
but one deinanding a practical,

.TOt a theoretical solution. There are negroes enough in

MVica, if properly employed, to produce all the coffee,

mgar, rice and cotton needed by more cultivated people
;

B'U't opinion is greatly in conflict as to ii:hcU iy Ike proper

miy to employ colored laborers'? Time, which settles so

.many controversies and doubts, will ere long settle this

grand dispute by the light of Southern experience and the

pres-fftig wants of mankitid.

3s?egraph wires will soon bring Africa, Asia and Eu-

.rope very near to the New World; and our planting ad-

vantages for the elevation of the dark-skined pagans who
mbabil the vast continent South of the Mediterranean, can

.Itamlly fail of being better understood in England and

France, where some four-fifths of our cotton is manufac-

Jared. Science is making our agriculture a most valuable

«]Qd instructive School for the benefit of blacks not less

than whites. Iti time, we can send colored planters to

Jirica, every way qualified to civilize and christianize

ate natives of that country if it be possible. Unite the

5t®ady industry and varied attainments inseparable from

ibe most advanced agriculture, and you unavoidably es-

feiblish and maintain one of the most effective educational

ifflstifulions in the world. It teaches not only the primary

iSaty of labor and skill therein, but cultivates every Chris-

tian feeling and principle, by which the heart and the

ffead are equally improved. It would be a serious reflec-

tion on any civilized, educated community to assert, that

ffieir influence on uncivilized people would not, and could

.not leach them many useful lessons. The duty of the

best informed to instruct all who are less informed, and
ihits more rapidly advance the knowledge and happiness

of all classes, is too little urged on public attention. The
nonorable and excellent labor of learning and teaching to

ujainlain universal progress among mankind is clearly

sts^cepUble of infinite extension
;
and it deserves abetter

analysis than I can give it. in the present lecture. To di-

the labors of sincere philanthropists into proper chan-

:®a]s is an object of no small moment; for the activity of

opanding benevolence has made it one of the greatest

powers of the age As productive industry and general

iEfelligence render man less a slave to his every-day ani-

v/ants, he has leisure to cultivate his higher and no
bl'si faculties and sympathies; while his industrious ha-

M-te, acquired in the school of physical necessities, will

seoke him an earnest and steady worker in any new en

tieTprise, whether in philanthropy, religion, politics or all

l&re® combined. Industry must be met by equal

mhastry; and if it is not, every idle man virtually adver-

5is83 himself as a servant who stands in need of a master

Mfeness long continued makes a man a brute, if not some
tfeiog a little worse. To rise in virtue, knowledge, power,

'saff asefulness, we should first learn the arl of learning.

Master this art, and your success in college will he equal-

jiy creditable to yourselves, gratifying to your friends, and

ci/lvaniageous to the public.

UsLORtDE OF Lime for Steeping Seed.-t-Ih Gerrnaviy

it js considered of great efficacy. Beans steeped four

.litaws in a solution of a quarter ofan ounce of chloride in

a of water, were up and in rough leaf before others

."isrwn at the same time were above ground
;
and an equal

sSilEtence was observable with other vegetables. Those

are ambitious for having the earliest vegetables

::E&£)Md give it a trial— Ohio Valley Farmer.

GRASSES FOR THE SOUTH,

Eoitors Southern Cultivator—Giving credit to

who )i it is due, is sheer justice
;
and if in so doing one in-

dividual be made conspicuous, and it be done with a pro-

per motive, no one can find fault. That the whole South

need “line upon line and precept upon precept” to induce

a change, no one doubts; and it is not to be found fault

witli, for it is better to he slow in changing than to be ever

changing. No one thing is more desirable, in a pecuniary

point of view, than pastures; and nothing more difficult to

get Southern men to attempt. The idea is continually

before planters eyes, Xo kill grassei' ; and to name pastures

is the next thing to insulting them. Notwithstanding this,

I must plead for the grasses, and ask the many friends I

have had the good fortune to make by my labors in the

agricultural way, to believe me to be m this, as always,

laboring for their good.

Whilst on my trip eastward, I met with a friend of my
youth, who was kind enough to say he had regarded me
as wild, when urging, in by-gone days, the Bermuda
Grass; looking on it as a curse

;
and did now acknow-

ledge he was wrong, and was putting out some hundred
or more acre, regarding it as the best grass he ever saw.

Since my return, a few days since, a planting friend ask-

ing my opinion as regards Devons, said he wanted some
50 or 100 acres of Bermuda; he has now some twenty or

more acres
;

at once frankly admitting his former preju-

dice.

I would say to all planters, try other grasses, try all

grasses; let it be on a small scale so as not to injure by
the cost, and if you need to see, so as to believe, visit the

farm of Col. R. Peters. I again repeat, he is doing for the

South as much as any other man, by way of proving that

grasses will grow, that stock can be raised, that a fair in-

terest can be made. Readers of the agricultural press

will remember the report of Col. C room, of Alabama, as

to Clover
;
and I hope ere many years that many will be

induced to follow the above examples.

The planter who has never had the advantage of good

pastures cannot appreciate the difference in the saving of

corn, in the condition of stock, and the facility of raising a

supply. Depending as many do upon corn and fodder,

they will not look at the cost in the first place, and upon
the immense labor; besides, could a planter of 10 hands

save only 10 bushels of corn per work animal, admit he

had 5 for the plantation and only 1 for his fiunily, thus 60

bushels extra to feed to hogs ,or say 1-2 busliei for four

months of the hardest time on hogs, what would be the

gain in young stock and in sows 1 I would not be afraid

to open an insurance office and insure that one acre of

good land well prepared and well set in Bermuda Grass,

kept for these 6 animals, that it alone would save those

GO bushels in the year. Only one thorough preparation is

needed; now calculate the saving and see how economical

even to enclose that acre so the grass could never spread,

admitting it to be the great evil. To make 60 bushels of

corn is worth, labor alone, not less than, say, S15, at 25

cents per bushel, and if 30 bushels per acre, a rent on one

additional acre, but put at only SlO, the interest on $100

at 10 per cent., and a planter can safely invest at 10 per

cent. Then if preparing a hedging the acre cost SlOO, the

planter is safe.

But this is not all. Suppose 10 acres of rye, sown 11-2

bushels per acre every September and kept alone for pas-

ture and turned under, say 15th of April, when cotton is

planted, it costs, say 15 bushels at 75 cents, $11.25; for

the rye does about as well sown on a well cultivated cot-

ton field, as if it were plowed just then. Then $11.25 and

a hand to sow the grain $1 more, $12.25
;
will it not feed
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as much as ‘25 bushel of corn worth 50 cents per bushel,

Sl‘2.50 in December, February and March 1 Try it and

report.

I have no sort of idea that the Rescue will, at S20 per

bushel, begin to feed as many stock, yet I dare not dis-

courage the Rescue, though I admit I have not confi-

dence enough to pay S20 per bushel, and if it produces

onhj 50 bushels per acre to pay $1000 per acre for the

seed, it beats the Ponregranate and “Morus Multicaulis,”

so bad that both have retired before it.

Yours with all respect, &c.,

M. VV, Philips.

Edwarfh^ Miss., 1857.

OAT CULTURE AT THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Conversing with two

planters of much intelligence as well as long practice and

skill in planting, the Oat was alluded to, when I stated

that our excellent ‘-Broomsedge,” whom I claim as a per-

sonal friend, objects to oats being grown favorably upon

the same land two years in succession, both of whom re-

membered to hava seen a second crop of oats, and it a fair

one, from the same land, though they had not tried it

—the fact was a mere accident. Just here I would ask

you to inquire, particularly, what was the result of a

volunteer crop at the brick yard, near your city '? When
I saw the small field the oat was small, but was improv-

ing, and a very severe winter upon it, besides the land had

not been plowed, and rather too much of a stand.

In 1839 and ’40,
1

planted srme field fo oats, using a

two horse plow both crops, preparing the land well, and

covered with a two horse rake—land finely pulverized.

The last crop was the best.

We had considerable discussion as to oats injuring land.

One of the gentlemen, about my own age, but experienced

at the plow from his childhood, not knowing my views,

remarked that oats did injure land, and gave the reason

—

the same I have heretofore given—and without an argu-

ment or ceasing from his remarks until summed up, said

the injury was in the management of the land by the

owner— the boAl management.
Which brought up the remark that causes my present

writing. He said of all the varieties of the oat he had ever

known, the one that several of us plant here is the best

This staggered mm, as, in the month of February, he had

said, his oat crop was lost, that his seed and labor was a

loss from the remarkable cold weather.

] reminded him of this. He then asked me if I had

plov/ed up my land and sown spring oats'?

I told him I had, except a few acres to keep in the seed

of the black oat.

To this he said, although he had to all appearances

had his oats entirely killed, having examined; indeed 1

had looked over a part of his land
;
yet as he had to supply

another plantation with seed and was rather behind, he

could not get time to plow up, and in postponing he found

his oats seemed to come from the roots and his crop was a

good one.

This is nev/ to 'me. I certainly did not see on much of

his land, when turnip tops had made several inches growth
after the freeze, any sign of oat vegetation, yet there was a,

stand, and a ciop gathered.

This oat I have sown three or four years
;

it is a black

oat; makes either a w^inter or a spring oat
;

is the heaviest

oat I know, and does not grow so tall as the Egyptian (a

white) oat. It begins to head out when quite low and
grows up as it heads, so that, though of not more than h

to 12 inches when heads are seen, the crop on good land

will cut about 3 feet. They have sold at 75 cents and $l
when others were to be had at 50 cents.

1 regard the oat crop as a great object, and so far from

regarding it is an exhauster, think it can be so managed
as, to be an aid to improvement. There may be error in

this, but if so, many of us are wrong. More of this ere

long, perhaps through Frank. G. Ruffin, of Richmond,
Va. Yours truly,

M. W. Philips.

Eduards, Miss., 1857.

“HINT&i FOR STOCK GROWERS.”

Editors Southern Cultivator—Why not say hints

for the citizens of the South'? See page 90 of the Southern

Cultivator for 1856, March number. There are many
Southern men who really believe that cotton planters do

themselves an injury by providing anything which will

ensure a certain independence. They seem to think that

all we make that can be made by any other people re-

duces our customers. They seem to have the idea that if

we make our own corn, meat and flour within the cotton

growing region, that thus far we make people unable to

buy our cotton.

A project has been proposed to form a neighborhood in

which one man will grow cotton alone, another corn,

another hogs, and so on, and then exchange and sell the

surplus. I ask how much money would the cotton plan-

ter have clear '?

My own opinion is, the Planters of the South should

make their own supplies, such as the climate will admit

of, except, perhaps. Sugar only, and if they have by this

fewer purchasers, they will have more money. Because
the diminution, if any, will be so trivial that it v/ill never

be felt. Let any one count up the cost to buy corn, fod-

der, meat, alone, and then how many extra bales to be

made to pay for it.

That the South can grow hay and make beef and mut-
ton cheaper than it can be made in Connecticut in Mas-
sachusetts or in New York, no one will deny if he will

look to land worth $50 an acre. See Report of John B.

Adger, from the Farmer rf* Planter, on the 84th and
85th pages of the March number of the Southern Culti-

vator for 1856. Suppose he only averaged 2 tons, his land

not worth, perhaps, over $25 cash, it will thus be equal

to about 3 tons of $50 land. But admit only 300 pounds
per acre, will it not pay better than cotton 1 We of the

South are the pronest people on the earth to talk of inde-

pendence, and yet we are more dependent than any por-

tion of this country at least. If we could be stimulated to

making all necessaries, we would be on the way to inde-

pendence, and not until then.

As one of the citizens of the South, I am determined to

make every exertion to not only make necessaries, but to

make a surplus. I have done so for years, and will do it

again. The only true policy, in my humble opinion, is

to be, all ofus farn^ers; to have many things growing, so

that whether it be dry or wet, whether we wake or sleep,

something will be doing well. Rely upon no one thing.

The reverse has and will ever cause ruin.

Yours, &c., A Farmer.
Mississippi, 1 857-

In Cheshire, England, where the dairy is a great

object of attention, it has been found that on pastures

long used for this purpose, which had thereby become
impoverished, the addition of bone dust to the land had
resulted in the immediate augmentation of the crops on
the land, of 700 per cent ! Nor, need this excite our sur-

prise, when it has been found by the strictest examination,

that the milk of a single cow, will, in seventy-five vears,

exhaust the soil where she has pastured, of more than a
ton of phosphate of lime, to say nothing of other substan-

ces.— Ohio Valley Farmer.
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RAISING STOCK IN THE SOUTH, Arc.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Our country here-

abouts, this morning, looks more like the Icy South than

the “Sunny South.'’ The trees everywhere are loaded

with ice, and still raining, with the wind frdfo North- east

and the thermometer indicating 33° Fah. What will be-

come of the stock is a problem I can’t solve
;
that will de-

pend entirely upon -whether or not this weather continue.

Planters are not prepared for such weather as this, not ex

pecting it, and consequently their stock are badly provided

for. More pigs and shoats die in this country than any coun-

try I ever saw, and the reason of this is to be found in the

fact that our system of hog culture is defective. Instead

of managing our sows so as to have them “bring forth” in

March and April, and September and October, in mild

weather, and thus the pigs grow up healthy, and get the

start of hot and cold weather, the boar is permitted to

run with the sows from January to December, and our

crop of pigs not unfrequently come in winter, and in the

spring we have a few little scrubby things that have lost

all their vitality in such weather as this, and the sows

are not in a condition to bring them at the time we want

them.

If planters would manage like your correspondents,

Bradbury, of Georgia, and E. Jinkins, of Mississippi,

they would overcome the difficulty in hog raising, which

they say exists in the climate.

I read with no ordinary pleasure Mr. E. Jinkins’ article

n the December [185G] nnmber of Cultivator. I

think, from his talk, that he believes that land can be

improved in Mississippi, by manuring, rotation of crops

and rest. If so I should be pleased to hear from him on

the subject through your journal. I have been ridiculed

hereby some who cal! themselves P-l-a-n-t-e r-s, because

I contend that a vt?orn-out place may be improved at less

expense than one can be taken from the woods and

brought into cultivation and improved in the way of

building like the old one.

They say, “what! haul manure enough to improve 400

or 600 acres of land, and that, too, one or two miles ! !

”

No sir, I don’t propose to do any such thing. No man
that has a thimbleful of brains in his craninm would

dream of such a thing. I propose to make the manure in

the field where it is needed, and on the highest points, so

that it may be carted, and with but little trouble; and in

this way, together with rotation, subsoiling, rest-abso-

lute rest—turning under pea vines and stubble, and guard

draining and horizontal culture by which last to keep the

manure where I put it, and the soils where Nature’s God
put it to improve a plantation.

In conclusion, permit me to say that I intend to make
some experiment in the application of manure to different

crops, and subsoiling, which perhaps may throw some
light on the above subject, the result of which I will send

you at the close of the year.

Fours, &c,, G. D. Harmon.
Utica

^
Miss., Jan

,
1857.

BEES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The interrogatories

of A. T. Sherrill, and Mr. LaTaste’s reply in your

September [185G] number, and reply of“F. T.” in October

number, have awakened me to revive my own 34 years

ofexperience
;
13 years in Elbert County, Ga.; 13 years

in Noxubee county. Miss
,
and 9 in Arkansas, with Bees.

During which time I have been more liberally assisted

by a pamphlet, or small book entitled “Buvan on the

Honey Bee,” in arriving at correct conclusions, than all

other reading (not s little) put together. Several asser-

tions in that work I seriously doubted; such as the short

life of the male bee (drone) 4 months) and worker bee

5| months, and, long life of the queen, not proved, but

known to live 7 years; and the- capacity of the wmikers,

to raise a new queen, upon the sudemdeath of the old one.

These doubts led me into various observations and experi-

ments, to prove up for myself; and in every instance I

found Bevan correct, and' ^vrith all my heart -would T re-

commend to all w'ho desire correct information on Bee

raising to purchase that truthful, and truly instructive

work. Many other writings, that I have read, abound in

hurtful errors.

Of all the luxuries vouchsafed to man, I know of none

that man takes so little pains to cultivate, and on account

of his ignorance, abuses so badly as tlse Bee. Often it is

said, the moth, or insects have destroys d the bees
;
but 99

times out of 100 this is not so
;
they are lost either by the

ignorance, or neglect ofthe owner
;
and I can unhesitat-

ingly say, that I do not believe insects ever did destroy

a strong healthy swarm. The simpleton takes the effect

for the cause. The dunce when he finds his bees gone

from a gum turns it up and finds it lined with cobwebs
and insects, then he is certain that the insects have de-

stroyed them. Thus charging on insects the very charge

he ought to make against himself, for murdering by his

neglect or ignprance his ow-n most faithful and industrious

slaves. But how is this % Do you set your gums exposed

to all kinds of weather, cracked in many places % Do
you set them on the ground, or so near that the toads and
fowls of your yard can eat your bees at pleasure % If sOy

you deserve to lose your bees—you are the true murder-

er.

Bees are valiant and v/aichful, and when in full force,

will defend their entrance from all intruders; that en-

trance should never be more than 5 inches long and 1-4-

incli wide,

I have already invited the reader to Bevan for much
useful information, and, to avoid being tedious, I will now-

give him my plan of management, which for simplicity,

economy, and profit, is better than any I have seen or

know of, and w-hich makes my bees worth, in a poor-

honey country, at least $10 per stand
;
yielding me 2 1-4

gallons of the best honey, and 2 pounds of wax per stand

a year
;
worth ®2, or 20 per cent,, on $10.

I utterly repudiate the stoppage of swarming as destruc-

tive. Vv^here is the fool that ever thought of raising hogs

without new families, or anytihrig CISC'! So important

a law of nature cannot be violated without ruin
;
hence

all the fancy tales of bee palaces, bee houses, &c., are

nothing but ingenious contrivances to destroy bees. The
size of the gum should conform to the capacity of the

country to produce honey.

[Here follows a description of gums, which we are

obliged to omit, on account of not having the requisite cuts

to accompany it. We will indeavor to illustrate the matW

in a future number.—Eds.]

My gum bench is two inches higher on the back than

the front, which gives a handsome descent from the back

to the front

—

a material aid for the bees in carrying out

their dead and filth. The lower end of the gum is so

sloped as to stand erect on the bench, and is also 1-3

smaller than the upper end. The importance of this is to

lessen the waste apartment, for it is here and at the mouth

that all the battles are fought between the bees and their

enemies
;
and the smaller this apartment is the less chance

for the moth, especially with weak hives. The bench

should not be less than 2 1-2 feet from the ground. And
as much room diminishes swarming, when one vvisbes
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many swarms, the head of the gum should be placed in

August under the upper apartment, to remain until the

next swarming season is over.

HOW TO MAKE A WEAK HIVE STRONG.

Take oiF the head of the gum, cut out the comb, until

you come to the eggs that produce the little bee; then

cease to use smoke; patiently wait awhile, and you will

see the bees crawl up freely, and among them the queen

will be easily known
;

capture and destroy her,

for her v/eak laying qualities is the sole cause of

the weak hive. But you will destroy the hive. Be

easy
;

just , close it up snugly and your faithful work-

men and best of servants, will do the balance. The little

workmen will go to work and build some rough cells over

some of the eggs intended to raise the worker bee, and

by feeding them on different food new queens are raised.

These new queens fight for the- rule until all are slayed

but one, and in 50 days you will see your hive stronger.

I don’t believe it, some will say. You don’t. Very well.

Then tell me, if you ever knew anything to lay three kinds

of eggs. Then how does it happen that there are three

kinds of bees, unless one kind of egg produces 2 kinds of

bees. Answer this, or no longer doubt a truth that I have

proven.

THE PROPER TIME FOR ROBBING.

There is but one season of the year that will do every

year to rob bees, and that is immediately after the swarm-
ing season. You can then with safety rob all but the

young hives, and you can take all the good honey at or

near the upper end of the gum.

Robbing after that must be done with caution, or else

you destroy your bees. But you can rob as often as you
please after that, even in the dead of winter. But you
must always leave them enough for winter food. It is no
uncommon thing for bees to gain no weight after the 1st

of June; and hence close robbing is dangerous. By
weighing, I have known them to gain finely one week,
and lose the next. Once I had a very large swarm of

10 pounds to gain 44 pounds in 11 days, and after 5

weeks old it gained but 10 pounds the ballance of the year,

and I have had a swarm that come the last of August that

gained but 6 pounds, yet lived through the winter
;
anoth-

er that weighed but 10 pounds, including bees, that also

lived
;
but these are rare cases. I have had some eight

swarms in August and all lived, but rarely ever had one

the last of May that did live. Fifteen pounds clear of the

gum, makes a safe hive, to live through the winter.

I doubt the propriety of cultivating anything to feed

bees. But it is just to say that 1 have tried only Buck-
wheat, and then I observed, by actual weighing of bee-

hives, that when thejr gained fastest they paid the least

attention to Buck- wheat
;
although it was blooming finely,

I have often watched bees on flowers, and find all gather-

ing bee bread, and I seriously doubt whether they collect

any honey from flowers
;
but where they get it from is a

mystery to me. But I believe the perspiration from leaves

is the main resource, having noticed many employed oh
green leaves when they were making large gains.

Bevan is right about the life time of bees. Now I close

by assuring the reader that proof and proven facts, have
been my only guide. And if I can advance the cause of

my little, but great favorite, I will respond to queries put
in the Cultivator. Yours, &c.,

M. T. McGehee.
Bradley Co., Ark., 1856.

Cheap Fruit.—An American, at Gibraltar, writes that

he bought “two pounds of grapes, two pounds of apples,

two of peaches, two of lemons, and a basket to carry them,

and all for a quarter of a dollar.”

SOWING AND REAPING.

Sow with a generous hand.

Pause not for toil or pain,

Weary not thro’ the heat of summer,,

Weary not thro’ the cold spring rain
;

But wait till the autumn comes

For the sheaves of golden grain.

Scatter the seed, and fear not

A table will be spread
;

What matter if you are too weary
To eat your hard-earned bread'?

Sow while the earth is broken.

For the hungry must be fed.

Sow
;
while the seeds are lying

In the warm earth’s bosom deep.

And your warm tears fall upon it

—

They will stir in their quiet sleep;

And the green blades rise the quicker,

Perchance for the tears you weep.

"Shen sow—for the hours are fleeting,

And the seed must fall to-day

;

And care not what hands shall reap it,

Or if you shall have passed away,
Before the waving corn-fields

Shall gladden the sunny day.

Sow, and look onward—upward

—

Where the starry light appears

—

Where, in spite of the coward’s doubting,

Or youc own heart’s trembling fears,

You shall reap in joy the harvest

You have sown to day in tears.

{English Paper.

ECONOMY OF FEEDING FARM STOCK. BY
Steamed Food.

The scarcity of grain in the years 1854 and 1856 has

led to the investigation of more economical methods of

feeding farm stock. Thousands of farmers who had for-

merly been in the habit of feeding hogs, cattle, and horses,

npon dry corn in the ear, have found a saving of at least

twenty per cent, in grinding or cleaning the corn fed to

their stock. But recently, still greater improvement has

been adopted by a system of more thorough preparation

of the food by steaming or boiling, which renders it more

perfectly adapted to the natural demand of the animal

economy, thus securing the perfect digestion of all the

grain consumed.

On the 16th of July last, Mr. Samuel H. Clay, ofBour-

bon county, Ky., put up six thrifty hogs, averaging in

weight about 2.jU pounds each. 'Ihese he fed twelve days

on cooked meal—taking fifty pounds of meal, adding wa-

ter, and boiling it until the meal had absorbed sufficient

water to increase the bulk to four hundred and fifty

pounds of mush. This was fed to the six hogs twelve

days. The gain of each hog was from twenty five to fif-

ty pounds. This was by the way’of preparation for the

experiment. The hogs were then separated into three

lots, and placed in close pens, and fed as follows : The
first lot, Nos. 1 and 2, were fed on boiled corn, and roa-

sumed, in this time, nearly seven bushels when dry. Un-
der this treatment the two gained 102 pounds. Nos. 3 and

4 were fed the same length of time on boiled meal, pre-

pared as detaded above. The meal, when dry, was less

than five bushels; No. 3 gained thirty pounds, and 4

gained fifty pounds.

Numbers 5 and six were fed on dry corn for the same
period, and consumed seven bushels and one peck. No„

5 gained 10 pounds and No. 6 gained 32 pounds. Taking
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the average gain of the hogs in the separate pens under

the various forms of feeding, and estimating the value of

the corn at 28 cents per bushel, it brings the cost of the

meat gained per pound as follows : Nos. 1 and 2, fed on

boiled corn, at 1 cent and 9 mills per pound
;
Nos. 3 and

4, fed on cooked meal, at 1 cent and six mills per pound

;

and Nos. 5 and 6, fed on dry, cost 4 cents and 8 mills per

pound.

At the end of thirty days, the hogs were changed and

fed as follows : Nos. 5 and 6, that had been fed on dry

corn, were changed and fed on cooked meal for twenty-

six days; they consumed in that time six bushels, and

gained together seventy-four pounds. Nos. 3 and 4, that

had been fed on cooked meal, were now fed the same
length of time (twenty-six days) on diy corn, and con-

sumed six and a half bushels. No. 3 gained thirty-four

pounds, and No. 4 gained ten pounds. Nos. 1 and 2 wjpre

continued on boiled corn, with about the same result as

on the first trial. Estimating the corn as above, the cost

of the gain of Nos. 5 and 6, fed on boiled meal, was one

and a half cents per pound. The gain of Nos, 3 and 4,

fed on dry corn, cost four cents and one mill per pound.

Taking the extremes in the experiment, it will be seen

that No. 5, when fed on dry corn, consumed 202^ pounds

and gained but ten pounds in thirty days, which brings

the cost of the pork gained at ten cents and one mill per

pound. The same animal, when put on boiled meal, in

the second trial of twenty-six days, consumed but 117

pounds and gained 40 pounds, which reduces the cost to

one cent and four mills per pound. No. 4, when fed on

cooked meal, reduced the cost to one cent and three mills

per pound, and when changed to dry corn increased the

cost to nine cents and one mill per pound.

Recent trials in feeding dairy cows on steamed food,

show equal advantage in the inerease of milk and condi-

tion of cows over the ordinary method of feeding.— Volley

Farmer.

A 3IISCEI.I.ANEOUS LETTER.

1. Cholera in Foiols— Charcoal as a Remedy. 2. Hog
Hair to Manure Irish Potatoes. 3. A Cock with Four
Spurs. 4. Seuppcrnong Metamorphosis. 5. Shelter for

Stock.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Sending you my dol

lax for the next years subscription to the Cultivator, I will

add a line or two on some other subjects.

1. Cholera in Fowls.—Have you or any of your

subscribers ever tried charcoal for this disease ?- A neigh -

bor of mine, not long since, had two chickens attacked

with the above epidemic, and in order to get them out of

the way, so as not to impart the contagion to other fowls,

she sent them off and put them in the coal pen, near the

blacksmith’s shop. In a short time these two chickens,

contrary to their owners’ expectation, recovered. Think-

ing that it might have been owing to the charcoal my
neighbor mentioned it to a friend others, who resoved to

test the charcoal cure the first opportunity. Shortly after

an opportunity presented itself for her to make the trial.

One ofher Muscovy ducks was taken with the epidemic

which produced the usual prostration. The lady took

this fowl which could not stand up, washed off the gum-
my stuff which usually issues from the mouth and eyes

in such cases, and gave the duck powdered charcoal,

mixed with dough. The fowl was so far gone that the

dough had to be forced down its throat. In less than a

day it had gotten well. I do not pronounce charcoal a

good remedy for cholera in fowls, but recommend experi-

ments to test its value in fowl pharmacopceia. I shall try

it when I have an opportunity.
|

An old man told me, the other day, he thought cholera

wa§ produced among poultry by their sv/allowing live

insects, worms, or maggots, which continued to live in,

the stomach after they had been swallowed; and gave as

a proof, his having opened fowls that had died of this dis-

ease, and having found “live things” in their craws. I

cannot agree with my old friend, for my own post mortem
examinations do not confirm his theory. Perhaps I was
not careful enough in searching for the cause. Let this

theory be farther examined into

2. Hog Hair to Manure Irish Potatoes.—Any ma-
nure that is better than cotton seed must be good indeed.

Hog hair for manuring Irish potatoes is better than cotton

seed. I tried this the past summer, manuring part of my
potatoes, on the same bed in the garden, with cotton seed

and part with hog hair. You could tell to the very row
where the former ended, and the latter began. The rows
that were manured with hog hair produced larger, aud
greener vines, and more potatoes. As the seacon for

killing hogs has just passed', let everyone who has Irish

potatoes to plant collect the hair at once, before it is scat-

tered and lost, and put it in a corner of the garden to use

in the spring. I know a wealthy planter of whom his

neighbors say that his negroes would as soon think

of leaving one of the hogs at the killing place as to fail

to collect the hair, and cany it to the garden. Of course

hair is a good manure for field as well as for garden
crops.

3. A Cock with Four Spurs.—I have in my poultry

yard a cock which is a curiosity that I never before saw
or heard of. He has four distinct and perfectly formed

spurs two on each leg, one immediately above the other

These spurs touch each other at the base, but are en-

tirely distinct. The lower ones are something over an
inch long, and the upper ones are a little over three quar-

ters of an inch. The cock is of the ordinary breed of

chickens, perhaps a little crossed with Shanghai, and is

not yet quite two years old. I must give him a “walk”
to himself, with a few hens, and see if he will propagate

his variety.

4. Scuppernong Metamorphosis.—A neighbor ©f mine

has a Scuppernong vine, which after bearing the veritable

grape that it should have done for four or five years, this

summer produced nothing but small, black, hard musca-

dines instead of white fruit. There was no muscadine

vine witnin a quarter of a mile of it, or I might think the

colored grape was the offspring of illicit amours between

the Scuppernong and the Muscadine. Perhaps they con-

cealed love-letters in pollen, and made carrier pigeons of the

bees. But then, if this theory be correct, why should the

fruit be so black '? Why not a mulatto color 1 But per-

haps, after all, this Scuppernong may be a “Southern vine

with Northern principles ;” and, partaking of the Fremont

furor, have indicated its perference by changing its color.

It is to be hoped that another year it may be a white man
again. If it does not, my neighbor, who has no use for

traitors or turn- coats, will cut it down, and no longer

suffer it to cumber Southern ground.

In the same garden, a number ofyears ago was planted a

“white blackbery” vine In a few years the fruit of this

vine became black. I accounted foi this, however on the

score there having been blackberry vines not far from the

garden. But may there not be something in this soil of

this garden which has a tendency to change white fruit

to black I

5. Shelter for Stock,—A farmer should have shelter

for all of his stock except, perhaps, hogs. I have been

reminded of this by seeing the manoeuvers of my calves

during the present cold spell. My milk-woman and cow-

boy have their fire morning and evening at the cow-pen

in order tc tha w ihtir fingers when they consider them

“friz.” No sooner is the fire made than the calves crowd

around it, disputing and pushing for precedence, like a

crowd of school boys. It would be very pleasant to them
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to have sheds warmed up with s^ood fires, no doubt. But

as they cannot gel both, they would compro-

mised by accepting the sheds. And if I live and prosper

they shall have the latter. But oh! the curse of cotton!

How many comforts it cuts off from man and brute !

Horses, cows, and sheep should all have shelter. As
to hogs, it is doubtful policy to give it to them, from the

fact that, asleep or awake, they always have their snouts

in the dirt. And when the dirt is dry, it gets into their

nostrils and lungs, and gives them coughs and consump-

tions. Under shelter the dirt is always dry, and there is

nothing like hogs to “kick up a dust.” Perhaps, then,

the/ should not have shelter. lam sorry for them, but

they “had no !>usiness to be hogs.” They might put up

with a good thick skirt of woods, and this is protection

enough from the weather for them. Or if they have sheds,

the roofs should be suffered to leak a little occasionally.

But, Messrs, Editors, I must close this salmagundi let-

ter, leaving it to you to print or burn.

J. A. Turner.
Timiwnld, Putnam Co., Ga., 18.57.

CUETUKE OF BASKET AVIEEOW.

The cultivation of Willows is not difficult nor expen-

sive if properly understood. The first thing necessary, is

to choose a proper piece of land, which should be rich

and moist, but not wet. Many suppose that willows re-

quire a wet place or they will not thrive, but it is not so.

If you will notice where native willows thrive best, you
will find it is not in wet places, but close to the banks of

some stream, where the land is always well drained, but

never suffers from drouth Consequently, we find the

best land for a willow plantation is rich allavial interval

that is flowed constantly; or a mucky swamp, naturally

moist, but well drained. If the land is not naturally rich,

it should be plowed under as deep as possible, then har-

row and fit it as you would a garden. There is no danger
of doing it too well, as you have it to do but once and it

will aft’ect the crop for several years.

When the land is prepared, mark it off as you would
for corn, or use a line to set by and set the cuttings in

rovs’s feet apart and about 1 foot apart in the

rows; stick them perpendicular and leave but one or two
buds above the ground. If it is green sward use an iron

spindle to make a hole for them. On mellow land, it is

no more work to set an acre of willows than to plant an

acre of potatoes, but it is very important that it be done
well, as they are not set every spring, and if badly started

they will never produce a full crop.

They should be cultivated the first year so as to pre-

vent all grass and weeds from growing among them and
keep the ground loose, and the second year until they get

up so as to shade the ground and be injured by working
among them.

Cuttings should be procured in the winter and set as

early in the spring as the ground can be prepared.

CUTTING, BINDING, &C.

The cutting is a very important of their cultivation. It

may be done as soon as the leaves are off, or at any time

before the buds begin to start in the spring.

But it must be well done, they must be cut close and
clean, othefwise the stools will form in bad shape and
will not prodi.ice good willows. The best way to be sure

of having it done well, is to cut them as close as you can
—say within an inch of the old stock—and then in the

spring go over them again, and cut all small ones that may
have been missed, and cut dov/n many stubs that may
have been left too long. This is but little labor and will

insure a good crop.

The best instrument to cut them with is a small hook,

similar to a corn-cutter, with a blade two or three inches

long, and the handle about two feet
;
the blade should be

narrow and thin similar to a jack-knife.

They should be bound in small bundles as soon

as cut, and lie careful to get the lower ends even. To keep
them from drying up until the water is ready in the spring

they may be set in a damp cellar, or set up in a solid pile

on some moist piece of ground, and straw piled around
them to keep them moist. As soon as it begins to be
warm in the spring set them in water sufficiently deep to

touch the lower ends of all and let them stand until they

peel which will be in May or June in this latitude. If

you have a brook running through your land, you can
easily fix a place to set them, by building a dam so as to

flow a level piece, and then put up poles, once in a few
feet, for them to lean against, so that the sun may shine

on them and the air circulate freely through them. Or in

case there is not a brook convenient, a small piece of

ground in some low place, can be levelled, and after mak-
ing it as tight as possible, bring a stream of water into it

with spouts or pipes.

PEELING AND PREPARING FOR MARKET.
In peeling willows by hand, as they always have been

peeled, it was necessary to handle them all over twice,

one at a time, which made it very slow business, requir-

ing the labor of a man and boy to peel one hundred lbs. a

day: but as there is no longer a necessity of peeling them
in that way, it would be needless to describe the opera-

tion. With the machine the peeling is very easily and
quickly done

;
the operator takes a bundle of willows and

feeds them into the machine as he would a bundle ofgrain

into a threshing machine and they are passed through and
come out peeled at the rate of one to two tons per day.

There should be a trough or vat of water so placed that

the rods will fall into it as they come out of the machine,

and as often as the trough is full, rinse them in the water

and spread them out to dry. When they are sufficiently

dry so that they will not mildew, they may be tied in bun-

dles and are ready for market. In binding them put some
of the thick ends both ways so that the bundles will be as

large at one end as at the other, and to get them tight use

a strap with a buckle at one end, and draw them together

as tight as possible, then tie with strong twine three or

four bands to a bundle. They are very slippery things

and if not well bound are liable to work loose and thus be

scattered and lost. The object of having them fall into

the water as they come out of the machine is to remove

the slime, thus preventing them from turning color, as it

very desirable to have them white.

THE AMOUNT PRODUCED PER ACRE.

This, ofcourse, varies, as with every other crop, accord-

ing to the richness of the ground and the cultivation. The
amount will range from one to three tons, and sometimes

higher, even to five or six tons, but two or three tons may
be considered as a fair average yield. The first year’s

crop will be comparatively light—depending much upon

the cultivation which they receive—the second year they

will produce a middling crop, and the third year a full

crop, and every year thereafter.

ENEMIES

The Willow is subject to no disease and has very few

enemies. The bark and leaves are so extremely bitter

that cattle will not eat them, and there is no need of fenc-

ing them in if they are in a lot where cattle run only in

fall and spring, but it will not do to let cattle run among
them through the summer.

There is a caterpillar similar to an apple-tree-worra,

which eats their leaves, and thus stops their growing, but

they are not numerous and do but very little injury. But

to prevent their spreading it^ well to go through the field

two or three times in the coffse of the summer and des-

troy all that can befound, and by so dong but very few

will make their appearance another year.
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THE MARKET.

There is no fear about finding a ready market for any

quantity of willow. It can be used for such u great vari-

ety of purposes that there is no calculating the amount

that will be used in this country when it can be obtained,

Ido not expect that it will always command the prtce it

does, neither ought it do so. Now that it can be peeled

by machinery, at a cost not exceeding ten dollars per ton

and the whole cost of raising and peeling a ton not ex-

ceeding fifteen ortw^enty dollars, it ought not to sell for

“one hundred and fifty dollars.” At present the price is

even higher than that and but very few can be obtained at

any price, and none except in a few of our largest cities.

But if they could be supplied they would find a hungry

market in every city and town in America, and the uses

to which they can be applied are so numerous that the

amount which would be used if they could be obtained at

a reasonable rate is absolutely unlimited, • But allowing

that we may sometime produce enough to more than sup-

ply our own market, they would readily find a foreign

market, and we may as well export willows as cotton or

any other product and we ought to export a great many
to pay for those we have been importing for the last

twenty years .—Farmer tf* Visitor.

HILL SIBS ' BITCHING IN MISSISSIPPI.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the Cultivator (ox

October I notice an article on “Hill Side Ditching—Capt.

Hardwick’s Plan,” which, With regard to the manner of

arranging the instrument, is exactly what has been prac-

ticed in this part of Mississippi for some years. Yet, I

think, for our lands, (which have a spongy soil six or eight

inches deep with a clay subsoil entirely impenetrable by

water—thus causing the soil to become saturated and

wash off) we have a plan of running our ditches which
answers a better purpose than the one he suggests. We
take the level to the highest point on a natural drain and
start as Capt. H. does, with the short end of the level in

front and run up hill. Should the hill have two drains, as

represented in the sketch sent herewith we go to the top

of the hill, then turning the longer end of the level in

front we descend to whatever point our instrument carries

us. We then direct the natural drain to whatever distance

we think necessary (depending on the nature of the land)

and lay off another ditch, and so on until we have
finished.

After our ditches are laid off we then make them
our guide rows, and instead of making our rows perfect-

ly level we plow parallel to our ditches on the under side

and cause each long row to empty its own water. All the

short rows empty into the next lower ditch.

We never give our ditches more fall than will carry off

the water—say from one to one and a half inches in

twelve feet. Those ditches which answer best are made
shallow and wide—say 3 feet wide and 4 inches deep—all

the dirt having been rolled out with hoes on the lower

side of the ditch.

Where the hill sides slope gradually we allow a greater

distance between the ditches, and our object in these

ditches is not so much to carry off water as to prevent

washes. I have seen Capt. H.’s plan tried here, but it

don’t work so very well and has been altogether discard-

ed here.

I herewith send you a rough sketch of the plan alluded

to that you may understand it more easily
;
as I am more

of a practical farmer than a writer on agriculture. If you

think you can make anything of this, by any corrections

you may think fit, which M|i|l benefit your readers, do so

;

if not, throw it under the table. W. H. R.

Canion, Miss,, Oct., 1856.

PLOWS FOR THE SOUTH, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—You may remember

my writing to you last fall for information- respecting the

best Plows adapted to light sandy soils. You referred me
to Dr. Philips, of Mississippi. I wrote him, and his letter

in reply being very satisfactory and instructive, I enclose it

for publication, in your valuable journal, hoping its peru-

sal by your subscribers vi^ill prove valuable to them.

Respectfully. W. J. Kurtz.

Laurens, Co., Jam.., 1857.

Edwards, Miss., Dec. 5, 1856.

Dr. V/. J. Kurtz—Really and sincerely, sir, do I receive

with great pleasure such letters as yours of the 16th. This

day read and this night I reply. I am pleased for two or

more reasons:— 1st, that my friends deem me that

worthy
;
2d, when I can be of service. I have in all pro-

bability, been at more expense and more trouble in test-

ing plows than any private farmer, North or South, and

I trust not without advantage to my fellows, to my coun-

try, and not least to the deserving mechanic. This class

of our population is not sufficiently prized, they are the

planter’s strong aid
;
without them we could not possibly

make our labor remunerative, when prices droop. I ad-

mit, too many of them are governed entirely by the sordid

motive, but the few who follow their calling from a desire

to give satisfaction and arrive at excellence should give

respect even to the indifferent.

From the character of your land, I would judge that

you would want a mould board to set at a larger angle to

the bar than I would, with a little less fullness in the

breast and a little more curve. Our planters as well as our

mechanics are too much inclined to have one plow for

I

all work. If you will reflect on this matter, you will at

once see a stiff soil requires more force to break up ad-

hesion and less curve to turn, for it only needs to be turn-

ed very little over a perpendicular, whereas lighter soils

need comparatively no force to break up adhesion, but

more to turn further so as to make a clean turn. I would,

therefore, advise you to apply to T. E. E. Beinley
,

Simpsonville,' Ky., to make a plow for light lands. I re-

gard him to be the best plow-maker I now know. His

prices are;—No. li, 2 horse, $8; No. 1, I horse, $6.50 to

$7; Double Shovels $7, excellent for cultivating
;
Culti-

vator $7, a 3 small shovel implement, very nice for culti-

vating and stirring the earth.

I know his prices seem high, but Iknow tiiey are cheap-

er than any 5 or 6 plows I ever used. I have used them for

three crops already, and they will do me for five more, at

least double that of the cheap plows. Bebides, being steel,

when worn out the steel is valuable for laying, &c.

The Mississippi Scraper is hard, very hard to describe,

I have not the price. They are made of a slab of iron

about 12 inches wide and some 16 long, and shaped as a

long diamond
;
the side fastened to the plow is 2 inches

higher than the outer edge, so as when the edge next to

cotton is on the bed the outer edge hugs the bed or dips

into it, and when set on level land the handles and chip

are not perpendicular. The bottom edge is sharp and
kept so, so as to shave off earth, grass and weeds. They
are made too light and not long enough. When you are

ready, I will take great pleasure in having one made for

you exactly right, by which you can have others made.

Let me say this: be not discouraged on trial, put to

the Scraper the most skillful hand and give $I when he

shaves a bed to stand end to end, leaving about ^ to 1

inch on each side of the cotton only, not touched. 1 have

10, perhaps 20 hands that can average 2 to 3 acres, be-

hind good scraping, in putting cotton to a perfect posi-

tion for first working—not to a stand, but in bunches.
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The culti’.’ator I prctar is eiiher the double shovel,

moulds- about b inches wide, twisted like h turn plow, or

three shovels to a light sto^k, small shoveT.

I always count upon a Doctor makiii" a good planter

or I’armer if he will devote himself to it. Your beginning

is good. Levy coiitributions, “black mail” on every

source to get infor.mation, if meanness characterize the

possessor, iet-liim go and try. somewhere else.

My ambition is to be useful. Whenever and wherever

1 can serve, you oblige me by conimanding the services of

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

^NIMA Ii J [AN 17RES^—SU BSO I L

I

NG .

Editor.s SpuTHBRX CULTIVATOR—"As the grave yard is

located in a grove of trees, the roots of which, we found,

had left their usual horizontal position near the surface of

the ground and had gone down perpendicularly to the

bottoms of these two old graves where they had rioted for

unknown years on the remains, perchance, of some sturdy

yeoman or maiden fair.”

The above extract is from Mr. J. Van Buren’s article in

the December riSali] number of tha Southern Cultivator,

in which I do not think he has given the whole cause of

the “roots leaving their horizontal position near the sur-

face of the ground, " and going to the bottom ofthe graves.

They may have gone, in- part, in search of the “lamented

dead,” "out the main cause was that the earth where they

went down had been spaded and pulverized, or, in other

words, svMnilcd. His discovery, therefore, is not only in

favor of depositing dead animals as food for fruit trees, but

is also a powerful argument in favor of subsoiling. No
one supposes that the roots of those trees would have left

their horizontal position and went down to the remains of

the departed, if the ground had been as hard there as else-

where. Just so in corn and cotton culture, if we plow

de«p we give the roots of plants liberty to hide themselves

from the scorching sun and roam at pleasure and with

ease in search of the food which they need.

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmom.
Uiicc, Mlsi

,
Jan., 1857.

EEVI'L CIRTTJRE—HORIZONTAEIZING, &e.

Editors SouTHER.v Cultivator— I have just had the

pleasure to read Col. H. J. Cannon’s communication in

the January number of your invaluable journal, and as

he has had much to do with me in his remarks, and in

some instances seems to misunderstand me, I feel called

upon to set my.self right. I read the Colfs article with no

ordinary pleasure, and feel myself much benefitted by its

perusal.

To keep land from washing has long been my favorite

.study, feeling as I did and do and shall, that it is the fun-

damental ground work of all Agricultural improvement.

And any system from whatever quarter, which had for

its object that result, has ever received from me the most
respectful consideration. And I am proud that this sub-

ject occupies such a prominent position in this depart-

ment of “Plantation Economy” in your paper.

Col. Cannon’s system of “leveling” land seems to be

ideniicnl with my own, the only difference being found

in the fact that T find it necessary to locate in addition to

“leveling,” hill .side ditches.

And if Col C. had read my article as carefully as I did

his, he would have found that my ditches gave me no
more “short rows” and turns than he has without them,

as my row.s cross the ditches as they come to them, the

plows, in cultivating the crop crossing them also, paying
no attention whatever to them—the hoe hands being re-

quired to dead out any dirt that the plows may leave in

the ditches.

My system of “leveling” land being the same as Col.

Cannon’.s, and he having saved his land by that system,

and I having failed, it follows, therefore, that something
more than leveling is required in this country, and that

something is nothing more nor less than hill side ditching;

and here the controversy between ue on this point ends.

Still, however, I intend to run on -a. perfect level every foot

of every row in one field in which there is no ditches, and
report the result; and that report, I am sati.sfied will, be

washed, badly washed!!—would have been saved by
ditches. And here permit me to say to those who have
contemplated ditching and “leveling,” not to be deterred

by Col. Cannon’s success in the “cleaner corners ofTen-

nessee,” for his .system will just as certainly fail in this

country as that the thermometer, in Hinds county, this

morning, was at 14'^ Fah.

But the most remarkable feature of Co'J. C.’s article, to

my mind, is the fact that he “regrets that I located him in

the mountains,” as if that word carried v/ith it something

reproachful.

Now, if Col. C. thinks that I have done "him and his

country injustice because, to illustrate an agricultural

truth, I said he cultivated the stiff lands of Tennessee,

similar to that in the mountains, what sort ofjustice does

he suppose his expression ot unutterable contempt for

mountain life has done hi.s brethren of his ov/n State, who
live in the fertile valleys, amongst the mountains, which
is to be found in every division of the State—East, Middle

and West. Last fall was a year ago, I was in every di-

vision of Tennessee, and I found the people quite as in-

telligent and the lands quite as good for the purpo.se3 for

which It v/as used, in Middle Tennessee and in the East-

ern portion of the State as that in Col. C.’s “cleaner cor-

ner.”

At “Mont Vale Springs,” in the Eastern portion of the

State, 28 miles from Knoxville, in the mountains of

Blount county, I was cured of that “demon of human suf-

fering,” Dyspep.<=ia, and I shall always, I trust, look back
to that spot—to the “sparkling waters of Mont Vale”—to

the mountain scenery that around it everywhere meets the

eye, and to the pure invigorating mountain air, which
bears up the drooping spirit, with the fondest recollections.

I shall always remember the feelings inspired when tra-

velling on the cars from Chattanooga to Nashville. The
train was thundering along the railway with lightning

speed, and, looking out the eye rested upon mountain
rising in majestic grandeur above mountain, and in a

line about the same distance from the summit, were huge

craggy rocks, thrown wildly upon every mountain, pre-

senting the appearance of innumerable white villages in

the distance.

Unlike Col. Cannon, to my mind that word “Moun-
tain,” is associated with ideas solemn and sublime. It

brings to the mind salutary and consolatory reflection.

Our Savior often retired to the mountains and prayed

where no eye but his Farther’s could see. He was “trans-

figured upon a high mountain,” in the presence of Peter,

James aud John. He wept over Jerusalem, the Holy

City of God, which was located in the mountain, or

“surrounded by mountains,” He atoned for the sins

of the world upon the mountain. Our Heavenly Father

selected a mountain for the Ark and the first family of the

new world to rest upon. Moses, the man of God was
interred upon a mountain, Ho.mer, the immortal poet,

sung in the most mountainous country in the world. The
mountains have produced the world’s great men. Still

Col. Cannon had as soon “take a tree” as to go to a

mountain.

But this article is already too long. Adieu.

Yours, &c., G. D. Hahmom*,

Utica, Miss., 1857.
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE EXPERIMENT.

The following (says the Germantov-n Telegraph) is one

of the fairest tests we have yet seen with the Chinese

Sugar Cane, indeed it is less than a fair test, as it

was made, as will be seen, under disadvantages; but

the result was the same as with others. Mr. Bulkley’s

horse eat the leaves and stalks greedily. Cows cannot

eat portions of the stalks unless they are chopped in small

pieces, on account of their inability to bite them in two.

Hogs are known to be fond of the stalks. A gentleman

from Massachusetts, informed us a few days ago, that as

provender for cattle, the fodder—stalks and leaves—pro-

motes the secretion of milk—increases the quantity and

qualty of butter—and in fat cattle gives a fine flavor to the

beef! At any rate, and under al circumstances, the plant

may be regarded as an acquisition of no mean importance

to the countiy
;
and as there can be little or no speculation

inthe seed, there is not the least motive in any one to at-

tempt to mislead the public, Mr. Bulkley’s commtinica-

tion, we repeat, is valuable. We copy from the Scienlijic

American

:

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHINESE SUGAR
MILLET.

Messrs. Editors

:

—Knowing that you take a deep inter-

est in anything which promises to be valuable for our
country, I send you the result of an experiment which I

made with the Chinese Sugar Millet

—

Sorghum Sacchara-
twm.

Having received from the Patent Offlce a paper of seed,

I planted it as a matter of curiosity, though not having
the least confidenc that it would prove to be worth any-
thing, The seeds and stalks so nearly resembled our
common broom corn as to make me feel quite sure that

they were these.

I planted it in hills, about % feet apart, with G to 10
seeds in a hill. It was greatly neglected during its growth,
from an impression of its worthlessness.

Some time in August, there was a chance frost which
nearly terminated its growth, and, in fact, completely des-

troyed some sweet corn growing in the same garden.

The millet was just putting forth its seed stalk, and the

seed was consequently, all destroyed. The stalks, how-
euer, were left standing until some time in October, when
—still supposing them to be worthless—I had them cut
and thrown into piles, to get them out of the way.

After they had Iain upon the ground for some time I

took a handful of the stalks and gave them to my horse,

who eat them greedily—eating both leaves and stalks.

About this time, I saw a statement in the papers that

some person had made some molasses from this plant.

This led me to make the following experiment with mine,
although I had reason to suppose that the frost and the

exposure on the ground would have destroyed any good
qualities which it might have originally possessed.

I took some of the canes and cut them into pieces about
three inches long, when they were readily ground through
one of Hickok’s Portable Cider Mills, with cast iron grin-

ders
;
and then pressed with the powerful pressers at-

tached to the mill. The quantity ground was about half

a bushel of the pieces, and the juice expressed was about
^ven quarts. This juice, when evaporated, made one
quart of molasses, that is pronounced, by those who have
tasted oi it, to be superior to the New Orleans molasses,

and some say, equal to the flavor of the maple syrup. It

is, at all events, good molasses.

From an estimate made, I judged that the square rod of

ground planted—if the canes had all been used—would

have produced four gallons of molasses, or at the rate of

640 gallons per acre. Such a crop would have proved

valuable the last year, since sugar and molasses are sO'

high.

There is little doubt in my mind that any person who
has a small piece of land may manufacture his own mo-
lasses and perhaps sugar.

I cultivated on so small a scale as not to warrant the

expense of erecting the rollers for expressing the juice

from the cane
;
they may be cut in a straw cutter, and

ground in one of Hickok's Portable Cider Mills, with

such facility that two men could obtain five or six bar-

barrels of the juice per day by hand, and proportionally

more if horse or other power is used. This juice could be

cheaply boiled in one of the evaporators with which you
are acquainted, without burning the syrup or wasting any
fuel.

Besides the molasses obtained frofti the stalks, the

leaves will make good forage, the seed will nearly equal

that of a crop of corn or oats, and the tops will make
brooms.

With all these advantages, may not the Sugar Millet

prove of great value to the community '? Every family

in the country can make their own sugar and molasses,

while at the same time, the seed, forage, and brush for

making brooms will pay all the expenses of raising the

crop.

Those having seed to spare, will do well to make it pub-

lic, that more experiments may be made during the next

summer. H. G. Bcjlkley.

Kalamazoo, Mich., 1857.

COTTON—CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In reading your jour-

nal (and I love to read it) I have sometimes been surprised

to see what uniform rules, some of its contributors lay

down for the preparation of land in which to plant cotton,

without considering the old and important adage that “cir-

cumstances alter cases.” This adage must not be over-

looked by farmers, if they would be successful in their

avocation, plant what they may; and the disregarding of

which has often caused failures, discouragements and loss.

True, there are things in the management of cotton as well

as other products that will apply wherever it is cultivated,

but no rule for preparing the land will apply uniformly,

with equal success, all over our vast cotton growing re-

gion with its varied qualities and states of soil, that is to

say : that some kinds of land need more preparation than

other kinds. Planters must learn to regulate their opera-

tions according to what they are operating upon. Some
planters contend that it is useless to break up cotton land

before bedding. Yea, that it is best not to do it.

This may do on cortain kinds of land where the soil

is inclined to be loose, sandy and mellow, but where the

soil is close and stiff, cotton will always grow better and

yield a more remunerative crop if the land is broken

thoroughly and deep. This theory is often made to look

very plausible, and may perhaps be correct so far as its

advocates own farm or section of country is concerned,

and hence some person living in another part of the coun-

try and cultivating a different kind of soil, embraces it and

tries it without remembering that “circumstances alter

cases,” and finds that its practical effects don’t turn out so

well with him
;
but forgetting to call into question the

false theory which he has embraced, he attributes his fail-

ure to unfavorable seasons, bad kind of seed or some

other accident, fails to think that “circumstances alter

cases,” and pursues the imbibed theory and runs the round

of disappointment again.

The easiest and the cheapest way in the outset is often

the hardest and most expensive in the end. Not only in
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the preparation of land before planting, but also in ar-

ranging the rows in planting and in cultivating the crop

throughout it is needful to remember that “circumstances

alter cases.”

The distance of the rows apart should be proportioned

to the quality of the soil. Land that will produce with a
j

fair ordinary season from 15 to 20 busliels of corn per
j

acre should not be wider in the rows than from 2^ to 3 1

feet, when planted in cotton
;
and 3i feet is generally wide ,

enough for the best of upland. In this estimate of distance
j

between rows I speak only of those cotton growing re- '

gions which have come under my experience and obser-

vations, to wit : the middle and upper portions of Caro-

lina and Georgia. Farmers are often too hasty to embrace

new theories and hazard their success, because they are

easy and have succeeded well somewhere and with some
persons

;
but farmers should always consider the'.r where-

abouts and circumstances, lor “circumstances do alter

cases.”

These are thoughts, Messrs. Editors, which have sug-

gested themselves to my mind from reading the CnitivaUrr.

and if you deem tliem worthy of notice you may give

them a place in your paper
;

if not, I am still

Yours, &C., CUKROKF.E.

, Cave Spring, Ga
,
1857.

THE CUETURF. OF COTTON,
Ah Essay delivered hef&rc the Beech Island {S. C.) Fanners'

Club Jan'uary, 1857.

BY H. L. MAYSON, KBQ..

Mr. CriAiRMAX—The subject for discussion to-day

—

the culture of Cotton— is one of the greatest importance to

every Southern man, inasmuch as from Cotton we derive

our principal wealth, as well as our political existence.

There is no other crop that we can raise by which we
can acquire the same amount of wealth, or by w'hich we
can successfully keep in check the conflicting party strife

of our country. Cotton has become indispensable to the

happiness and comfort of mankind
;
and should the South

abandon its culture for five years it would produce such a

revolution in the Manufacturing and Commercial world
as was never before seen. Thousands of operatives in !

factories that now' find employment at least sufficient to

procure their daily bread, would he thrown out and forced

to find some other means to obtain a living, and in too

many cases would fail to obtain work, and thus be reduced
to stai vation or crime; while millions of money now profit- !

ably employed in its manufacture would become useless, I

and factory buildings, reared at the cost of thousands,
j

stand idle or be left to decay and ruin, and the civilized i

world reduced to an extreme never before known for an
j

article of cheap clothing; w'hile misery, want and deso-
{

Idtion would spread over the entire gloiie
|

But, sir, all this time the South could be free from any !

of these evils, by simply raising merely a sufficiency for

her own use, and having that manufactured at home, and
allowing none to be exported, either to the North or Eu-
rope. !

But, sir, as thisdiscussion is only, or at least particular- ^

ly, intended to benefit the members of this Club, 1 will
j

confine the remainder of my remarks to the preparation 1

of the soil and the after-culture of this plant on such
j

kind as is generally cultivated by the members of this

Club, namely: light sandy soil. 1st, the preparation of
the land : I incline to the opinion that an 8 inch shovel
is the best plow to use in laying olF with

;
the rows should

be from 30 to 36 inches wide; this should be done if pos-
sible, in January, or, at farthest, by the 15th of February;
after your rows are run off put in your manure, and follow’

up with an Allen Plow, throv/iug two furrows to each
row; you can then let them remain till aboufthe middle

of March, when you should finish out the bed with the

same plow (the Allen). About the 1st of April com-
mence planting

;
open your beds with a small Tongue

Plow; if the land is not too dry, roll your seed and sow'-

covering with a board or harrow
;
as soon as your cotton

is well up, run round with a three toothed harrow and

follow after with the hoe, chopping out— this is a very
important working and should be well done, for if well

done and all the young grass removed you will after-

wards have but little trouble in keeping your|rrop clean.

The second working with the “Sweep,” following with the

hoe and bringing to a stand, and also replant missing hilk

—this work should be done carefully, as the plant is very

delicate at that age and liable to the “sore shin” by being

bruised with the hoe The balance of the culture maybe
done with the hoe and sweep. Seventeen acres is suffiel'

ent for the hoe.

I have no experience with manures, except stable or

barn-yard—do not know how guano and the other foreiga

manures wdll answer.

I should have said, in the proper place, that if the land tr.-

tended for planting has been lying out or stubble, it will be

necessary to first break it well and thoroughly. Cotton doe.s

not require deep culture, nor does it want much dirt

thrown to it, as the one injui'e its roots, and the other

often destroys the stand when young, and if farther ad-

vanced injures tlie bottom forms.

A PEEA FOR THE CHINAS.

Editors Southern Cui.tivator—Startle not, dear read-

er, I am not going to inflict upon you a dissertation oc.

those long legged things that have afforded Mr. Burnkajc

so rich a theme for the display of his wit('?), but I pro-

pose to say a word in the defence of the much abused

Pride of India, or “ChinaTree,” {Mclia Avedaraeh ) The

Cochins can do their owm crowing.

I am apprised that this tree does not rank as highly ae

it formerly did, as an ornament for the grove, and I ant

equally certain that no very great taste is displayed wk-ei:’

we notice those to which preference has been given over

the Chinas. A gentleman is settling a new place—he

must have shade trees, and these must be maple, beech,

elm or v.'ater oak, of course no other will do, because it’s

not the fashion. Vfell, he pays a man a pretty good psioc

to put them out for him, and in six or seven years behold

his grove. Do tiiey resemble tlie trees formed by nature!

Do you see that beautiful taper from the root to the (op !

or do you not rather see a diseased trunk, surmounted by

an unsightly knot, from w^hich sftring out many irreguk.c

branches, giving the whole thing the appearance of a tow -

headed boy, whose hair has not been combed from his

infancy.

To have a fine grove, you must plant the whole tree,

no matter whetlier large or small
;
take it up and set it out

properly, and it will be sure to live, but put the whole

tree.

But I started to say a word in defence of the Chinas.

The great objection urjjed against this tree is iis fikhmest.

If this is indeed an objection, I cannot see w’hy it doet

not apply with equal force to all trees, for all must shed

their leaves, and while others drop theirs gradually, the

China is sooner through, and hence your cleaning uji

sooner done. It should be remembered that every leaf,

stalk and berry that fills from this tree is a valuable ma
nureforthe garden. The China is never infested with

catterpiilars and other noxiou.s insects, an advantage that

can be claimed for no other tree. But the great advantage

of this over other trees is its rapid growth. From the

seed in a few years you have a fine, and if properly ma.'i-

ased, I would add, a beautiful tree.
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A tree, like a child, will need attention from the birth

till it can care for itself. It must have proper prun’mg-,

and this must be done at the proper lime. But if allowed

to attain size and age, as is common in the cities, and suf-

fered to be trimmed by a rough negro with a dull axe, you
may expect to see just what you do see—a mangled thing

that should be cut down and used a;.- fire wood. Lei the

matter be well considered, and I feel well satisfied this

once popular tree will again find its way. around our dwel-

lings, V, L.

Near Augiisla, 1857.

vSHABE TREES ABOUT BWELUiNGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My viev/s in regard

to the effect of shade trees around dwellings coincide with

yours— that, to a certain extent, they do engender sick-

ness—butthismust depend in a measure upon the local-

ity of the place, as well as the nature of the tree produc-

ing the shade, A friend residing in a neighboring coun-

ty had a large number of the barren Mulberry growing in

his yard, casting so dense a shade that the rays of the sun

never reached the ground. I called his attention lo the fact,

and advised him to remove every alternate one, but he

chose to let them stand; the consequence was he lost his

wife and his only three children, and came very nigh

losing own life. Now, w^hether this is to be attributed to

the dampness caused by the shade or not, I arn not pre-

pared to say
;
but my impression certainly bears in that

direction. I may be mistaken in ray notion, but it seems

to me that the leaf of the Mulberry retains moisture longer

and is more difficult of decomposition than the leaf of any
other tree, for which reason I have always looked upon
it as a species of Upas, and have never allowed the wood-
man to spare it on my premises. On a high, sandy, ele-

vation, I cannot think that shade would be so apt to pro-

duce sickness as on a low place, but in either case the

trees should not be suffered to stand so closely as to pre-

vent the sun from drying the ground, and again they

should be trimmed sufficiently high to permit a free circu-

lation of air. I believe, too, that if the housewife v/ould

be careful in having all fallen leaves immediately lemoved
to the manure pit before they commence decaying, a very

great cause of sickness would be removed with them. I

would also recommend a similar disposition to be made
of all slops, dead chickens, &c. This includes a part of

my rural management, and I think the bakers will attest

that my family has enjoyed a goodly share of health.

V. L.

C^dcr Urecti, near Augusta, 1857.

TO CURE FOOT-EVIE AND SCRATCHES IN
Horses.

Ed/tors Southern Cultivator—A contributor in the

January number gave a prescription for the cure of the

“Foot-Evil,” a disease which I am well aware has al-

ways been dreaded, and looked upon as incurable after it

has “raw rouiidA the hoof. 1 have seen it treated very

barbarously with hot soft soap, hot grease, tar, &c., and

as I had some knowledge of the power of medicines, I

thought sometliing better could be applied.

My plan of cure is simply this : No matter at what
stage of the disease you may meet with it, have the parts

well washed and thoroughly cleaned
;
then apply pure

Nitric Acid with a small vag mop on a stick, and be sure

that the acid touches every part of the sore surface. I

have used the acid diluted one-half, and even one part to

three of water, and it was quite as efficient, 1 could de-

tail many cases, but it is needless
;

all that is required is a

trial It changes the color of the hair and the sore flesh.

It seldom needs repeating, if well put on. Turn the ani-

mal in a dry lot, and have him watered with a bucket, or

m a teough.

I have seen bad cases of ^-Big cured with Ni-

tric Acid, by applying it continuously to one spot o/i the

face, so as to make an issue, or artificial ulcer. It is a
sudden and certain remedy for Scratches.

Respectfally yours, &c. A, R. K
Concordia Parrish, La., Feb. 3, 1857.

METEORDEDCY FOR FAmiERS-.-EETTER
IVom Eieut. Maiii-y

Observatory, Washington, D. C., )

January 23rd,. 1847. )

Editors Southern Cultivator.— The great snow-

storm of 1857 commenced here about midnight of the 17th.

Where did it begin I which way and how fast did it

travel, and where did it end '?

These with other circumstances connected with it, are

interesting points of inquiry
;
and if those of your readers

who keep meterorologicai journals will send me an extract

from them for a week commencing January 14th ; and if

those who do not keep journals will report when the storm

began and ended with them, the amount of snow that fell,

and the way the wind blew, I shall have materials

enough to go into the investigation.

Will you do me the favor to say that I will be much*
obliged to any of your readers who will have the kind-

ness to give me such information tlirough the post office.

Respectfully, &c., M. F. Maury,

THE MISFORTUNES OF JAMAICA.

The property holders of .Jamaica are moving to effect

some change in their social and political relations that

will enable them to cultivate the earth with more success

than they can at present. The Fabnoniii Post of a recent

date, has the following :

Five gentlemen who have resided for many years in

Jamaica, and desire a change in its social and political

condition, having addressed a letter lo M. Labouchere, the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, directing his attention

to certain suggestions which they offer, with the object in

view of arresting “the wide-spread and annually increas-

ing distress which overshadows the entire population, and

has sunk a large portion of its inhabitants into actual des-

titution.” The gentlemen whose names are attached to

the letter stale that the condition of the colony is at the

lowest possible point, short of universal bankruptcy and

ruin—that real estate has no market value—that dwelling

houses are gradually decaying, and money can with diffi-

culty be raised, even in return for personal property

—

that most of the neceesary articles for consumption are

imported from the United States, while the nataral pro-

ducts are neglected—and that the money capital of the

country is drained, in the absence of any exchange of

trade. They add that the industrial condition of the in-

habitants is at the lowest ebb, and that their moral and

social condition is not a whit more elevated.

Liquid Manures.—One cow will void every month

about 1000 pounds of urine, containing seventy-five lbs.

of solid matter, or guano. Partially rotten pasture turf,

thrown daily upon the stable floor, is an excellent absorb-

ent of this valuable manure. Human urine mixed with

sulphuric acid in the proportion of one part of the latter

to twenty parts of the former, and absorbed in a compact

heap of pasture swards, and the whole applied as a top-

dressing for wheat, will produce a great increase cf crop,

It has been calculated by chemists that in every pound of

urine there are the elements of a pint of wheat.— Ohio VaL
ley Farmer.
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A HINT TO ORCHAKDISTS.

]\fr. Edilor :—Allow me to present you with a speci-

men of the Lancaster Greening and New York Pippin

Apples, with the compliments of James H. JBostwick,

Esq., of Jefferson county, Ga., from whose orchard they

were taken. Mr Bostwick has an Apple orchard con-

taining one hundred and twelve trees, of eighteen varie-

ties, planted in 1850, commenced bearing in 1852. In '55

and ’5G he had an abundance of apples, some of which

weighed a pound, of as rich flavor as any northern, eas-

tern or western, and fairer were never seen—to both of

which assertions you can testify, after you i;ave submit-

ted those now presented to the usual ordeal.

During my journeyings through Burke and Jefferson

counties,! have wondered why so little attention has

been given by the citizens to the culture of so great a lux-

ury.

My opinion was, that the soil and climate were as

genial as those of New Jersey, where is grown the most

delicious fruit, of the greatest varieties, in profuse abun-

dance. To all suggestions I niade in relation to this mat-

ter, I was met with that common phrase : “It canh be

done but it has been done by Mr. Bostwick, and satis-

factorily done; and he gives it as his opinion, based upon
actual experiment, that Apples, Peaches, &c., can be pro-

duced upon Jefferson county soil, that will compare
favorably with that produced in any State in the Union.

He has also a small Peach orchard whic'n produced,

during the two past years, the finest fruit, in lavish quan-

tities
;
and I regret that I have no specimen to present with

the apples.

These orchards have produced large crops ofcotton and
potatoes, every year since the trees were set; and he

says the trees have been materiolly improved by the ope-

ration.

His hogs are fattened upon the fruit, and good results

from their rooting among the roots of the young trees.

Now, I imagine the reason why so many have failed in

their attempts at orcharding lies in the fact that when the

trees were set, they supposed their work done. That was
a mistaken conclusion

;
for manuring, plowing and cross-

ing, if you please, are as essential to the thrift of fruit

trees, and the perfection of their fruit, as to that of cotton,

corn, or any other product. Yours truly,

A. SlIERMAN',

Constitutionalist

.

SOUTHERN APPEES—MAKINC.; CIDER, &e.

Editors Southern Cultivator—You ask my opin-

ion in regard to the “best cider apple V' I feel prepared,

after giving it a fair test, to pronounce Hughes’ Virginia

Crab as standing a full head and shoulders above all other

cider apples cultivated in the United States, and the Har-

rison Long-Stem next to it.

In my first practice in Pomology I followed Kendrick as

my guide, and, of course, commenced an orchard out of

Northern apples, including the Harrison Apple for cider.

I failed utterly, all rny winter apples ripening and falling

off the trees in autumn. Pell’s far-famed “Newtown Pip-

pin” alone has cost me some thousands of grafts to re-top

them with good Southern varieties of winter fruit.

I have for years been positive in the opinion that South

©f Maryland we must have a Pomology of our own, so far

as apples are concerned.

The labors of the l.rst 8 years of my life have been de

voted to the examplification of the above opinion, and the

result already is that my orchard now contains more than

a dozen varieties of Win'er Apples— all Southern Seed-

lings—which, in my opinion, cannot be equalled in point

of fine quality by the same number of varieties of Apples

grown at the North. As regards the Newton Pippin, 1

can best it with Camak’s Winter Sweet. I, however, can

take but little credit to myself for anything I have done in

advancing the science of Pomology, as I have worked as

noiseless as a mole, and on my own ground. It is to Mr.
J. Van Buren that the South is more indebted than to

any other living individual for giving an impetus to Po-

mology by collecting, publishing and disseminating ail

the varieties ofSoutiiern Seedling Apples ofsuperior qual-

ity heretofore discovered.

You need have no fears in regard to Hughes' Crab suc-

ceeding as far south as Augusta. I met witli it in the

greatest perfection on a gentleman’s farm in Coweta coun-

ty, Ga. The gentleman did not know any use he could

put them to, as neither his negroes or hogs would eat

them !

You would probably like to know my process for mak-
ing fine cider. It is as follows :

Let the crabs be thoroughly ripe ; then grind well and
press close, and from the press put the cider in open-mouth-

ed barrels, and to every 60 gallons mix in 5 pounds of

maple coal-dust, and also two dozen eggs, and beat up
shells and all. If the weather is very cold, it will take

from 12 to 15 days before the coal will be precipitated
;
if

mild, not half that time. The next process is to press it

through a large and deep hopper filled with the finest of

sand and also 20 ply of the very finest flannel, having its

vent, or outlet in a grooved plank, to catch it as it issues

from the hopper.

The coal takes up all acidity, and it comes from the hop-

per in a stream about tlie ^ize of a rye straw and as pure

as the morning devA.

Another and more speedy way to purify it with the

coal and eggs is, after it is mixed to put it in a large cop-

per boiler, and so soon as it boils to skim it and pass it

through the hopper.

But cider made by the latter process is not so fine as

the former, as it loses much of its aroma which passes oil'

in boiling. Yours truly, S. McDowfxl.
FrfmJclin, Mamv Co., N. C.

Milking.—The Massachusetts Plovghmav says;—The

milker should sit close to the cow, and should endeavor

by all means to be on good terms with her; and if he

scolds and kicks, she will be quite likely to return the

compliment. Sit close, and let the left arm be in contact

with the leg of the cow
;
then she cannot set her foot in-

to the pail if she is disposed to do it. She cannot kick

while lier leg is in contact with your left arm, for a blow

requires space between the agent and the object. The

best milker is he who is quicke.st, for there will be a flow

in less than a minute from the commencement of the pro-

cess. Take advantage of this, and not let the milk flow

back again. Milk out all that the cow will give, for the

last of the milk, or the strippings, is worth more than four

times as much for butter as the milk that first comes.

Strength of Slavery.—A waiter in the A.ugwsta

Chronicle Sentinel says

:

“The real strength of slavery lies in its adaptation to

the relative capacity of the two races, in the eliecrful sub-

mission of the slave, in the dependence of the civilized

world on its productions, in the fa-vorable convictions o

all who have any practical knowledge of it, in the instinc-

tive repugnance of the whites to equality with blacks,

and in the social and political ligaments which bind to

getber all classes at the South. Thus fortifi''d, it needs no

help from the officious schemers who now the

land.”
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AN8WER8 TO CORIIESPONBENTS.

Rotting of Apples.—W. M. L —Please give us a par-

iicular description of the disease that affects your Apples,

and let us know whether you cultivate Northern or South-

ern varieties. All the Southern kinds that we have tried,

and a few of the Northern varieties succeed admir
ably with us at “ F’rmtia'nd.y Late Northern Apples are

of no value in the South.

No Address.—Dr. Ch.\s. N. H.— It is impossible for

us to comply with your request, as you furnish no post-

office, or other indication of your locality. Correspon-

dents are often too negligent in this particular,

Arkansas GrapeSeeds.—Mrs. R. J. G.—Many thanks

k)r your kindness. We will plant the seed sent.

Concrete Houses.—C, D. M —Our concrete house

is nearly complete, and we will shortly publish drawings,

description, &c,, as you desire.

Planting Fruit Trees, &c.

—

G. W. L F.—Your com-
Aiunication is on file, and we shall reply to it at length here-

after.

Sample Numbers.—N. C.—The desired numbers were

aent per mail, and we shall be greatly obliged by your

kind efforts.

Osier Willows.—W. B. H.—We answered your letter

per mail, and you will find an article in present number,
giving much information on the subject.

CurriNG Sugar Cane.—M. R. S.—The Chinese Sugar

Cane will bear cutting 4 or 5 times during the season, like

any other Millet. If for Hay, let it tassel—if for green

forage, cut at any stage, and sprinkle freely with salt be-

fore feeding out.

Wa.rts on Fowls.—J. G.—An intelligent and experi-

enced correspondent (A. R. K.,) writes us from Concordia

Parish, La., as follows:—“Seeing in the January number
an inquiry from a lady correspondent, Mrs. M. B. W., of

Mobile, Ala., as to the best cure for warts, and although

the query was answered by you, still I think the follow-

ing a more certain cute than those you proposed, so I

concluded to give her and your other readers the benefit

pf my experience, and not only mine but of nearly every

person of my acqu dntance near here. First, pare off the

wart or warts with a sharp knife or scissors, and apply

immediately the common Spirits of Turpentine to the

place. It may be necessary to repeat the operation, but

it never h is so happened with me. It has been applied to

the qyelids v/ithout any injury. I never have, known it

to fail of effecting a speedy cure.

Weights and Measures.—W. P,—We have publish-

ed the following before, but repeat it for the benefit of your-

self and other new subscribers .

Of wheat, sixty pounds to the bushel.

Of shelled corn, fifty-six pounds.

Of corn, on the cob, seventy pounds.

Of oats, thirty- five pounds.

Of barley, forty eight pounds.

Of potatoes, sixty pounds.

Of beans, sixty pounds.

Of bran, twenty pounds.

Of clover seed, sixty pounds.

Of timothy seed, forty-five pounds.

Of flax seed, fifty-six pounds.

Of hemp seed, forty-four pounds.

Of buckwheat, forty-two pounds.

Of blue grass seed, fourteen pounds.

Of castor beans, forty-six pounds.

Dwarf Pears.—H.—Success with dwarfs is certain if

you will only select the proper varieties, plant the trees

right, and give them high culture afterwards. A corres-

pondent, (G. W. F.) in South Western Georgia, writes us

on this subject:—“I have extensive collections of almost

every kind of fruit here in my own grounds. Of Pears,

over 150 varieties, mostly on the quince. The trees grow
well and look very thrifty and vigorous. They would

have yielded me a good deal of fruit last season but for late

frosts. As it was,! had a good many fine Pears, although

my trees are yet very young.”

Chinese Sugar Cane Culture.— E. P.-^You will find

directions in our January number, but as the season for

the earliest planting is now at hand, we will repeat, in

substance. The Chinese Sugar Cane seed, if planted in

March, anywhere South of the latitude of Augusta, will

ripen two crops of seed from the one planting
;

i. e. after

the first crop matures, and the cane is cut, the plant will

^'•rattoo'id'^ or shoot out from the ground and ripen another

crop of seed before frost. A good single crop may be

made in the same latitude, by planting any time before

the middle of June—though we advise our readers to get

their seed in the ground as soon as possible after corn

planting. In regard to culture, Dr. Robt. Battey re-

marks : “While the seed remains in the hands of the few,

and commands a price too high to permit a waste, it

should be planted for one season with good distance, that

the seed crop as well as the cane may attain their highest

state ofdevelopment. I would recommend that the rows

should be three or even four feet apart, and a distance of,

say two feet, given in the row, dropping one or two seed

in a place. Let the ground be well cultivated, as for corn,

and the shoots or suckers which spring up from the root,

be all permitted to grow, A small portion of the crop

should be reserved for seed, and permitted to stand until

fully matured and dry. It would be well to limit the

canes in the seed patch to one. By all means permit no

Broom-corn^ Dourah-corn, or other plants of the same

^SiVimy
y
to grow nea,r ymtr Ca?ie. It readily intermixes

with these varieties, and effectually ruins your seed for the

production of syrup. For the same reason, great care

should be observed in procuring reliable seed, as well as

in keeping them so.

“After the first season, when a full supply of seed shall

have been secured, a better- paying syrup crop may be

grown, by closer planting. The space between the rows

may well be narrowed down to three feet, and the seed

put in, say two or three every six inches. When well up,

the stoutest and healthiest plants should alone be allowed

to stand. The cane, when very young, presents so much
the appearance of grass, that an advantage may perhaps

be gained, by dropping some other seed with the cane

that the latter may be more readily distinguished. This,

of course, should be drawn out with the superfluent cane

plants. When of sufficient size, the plants should be
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suckered dovvn to one cane lor each root. In other re-

spects, the successful grower of corn will not be at a loss

in the cultivation of this plant. 1 have found n suitable

time for planting to be immediately after the corn crop,

although excellent results have been obtained by planting

as late as the 15th of May, in Cherokee Georgia. It will

doubtless be desirable to make several successive plant-

ings that they may mature gradually, and so give more

time for harvesting the crop. The land, in my opinion,

should be prepared iuall respects as for corn.”

Those wishing more special information in regard

to harvesting, crushing the stalks, boiling the syrup, &c.,

can obtain it by enclosing us a postage stamp ior a copy

of our pamphlet on the subject.

Ground P£.4s or Pindbrs.—A Subscriebr.—We have,

in former volumes, published much on the culture of

Pindars; but, for the benefit of new subscribers, we give

the following from White’s ‘‘Gardening for ike Souik” :

This plant is likewise known as the ground nut, pin-

dar and pea nut. Although not exactly belonging to the

kitchen garden, a few hills should be allowed a place for

the sake of the little folks, and indeed, when baked, few of

the older members of the fa.mily will find them unpala-

table.

The ground pea was originally brought from Africa. It

is also said to be a native of Mexico. This plant is a

trailing annual, one of the few which ripens seed under
ground. The yellow pea shaped flower springs from the

part of the stem near the surface o! the earth, and after

being fertilized, the flower stem elongates, growing from
four to eight inches, turning downward until the small

tubercle which is to be the future seed pod, reaches and
penetrates the earth. From the lower extremity of each

legume, in the early part of its growth, filaments proceed,

seeking moisture and probably nutriment from the soil.

The seed of the ground-pea abounds in a fine oil which is

sometimes expressed for table purposes.

This oil renders it a very valuable crop for fattening

hogs, being for this purpose fully equal ,io and probably
better than corn. The vines are greedily eaten by most
farm animals.

Culture .—The ground-pea thrives and produces best on
a light, tolerably fertile soil with a good clay subsoil.

Like clover, it possesses a long tap-root which extends

deep into the earth, drawing thence the fertilizing proper-

ties which are beyond the reach of many of our cultivated

crops. The soil should be deep and mellow and well

broken up, so as to be ready for planting soon after the

heavy frosts are over. The last of March or the first of

April is a suitable time.

For field culture, they may be planted in the pod, (wo
in the hill

;
but for the garden should be shelled. It is

best to drop about four in a hill on the level ground
;
the

rows being laid off three and a half feet wide and the hills

two feet asunder
;
cover them two or three inches.

When they come up, thin them to two in a hill, and, if

there be any vacancy, transplant. It is better to plant

them level than on ridges, as they are less liable to sufl’er

from drouth. As they continue growing all the season,

it is well to get them started as early as the season will

permit. The only afier-culture they require is to keep
the ground clear and mellow, and a slight hilling up
when they are laid by. They will produce from twenty

-

five to seventy or eighty bushels per acre, according to

soil and culture, and are as easily cultivated as corn.

Flower Sekds.—We are indebted to Robert Nelson,

Esq., of this city, for a collection of Annual Flower Seeds,

embracing many varieties very beautiful, and heretofore

quite rare. These seeds will be supplied per mail on the

testug set forth in Mr. Nelson’s advertisement, which see

OUK BOOK TABTE.

The An.vtomy .ii.ND Physiology of the Horse: "With

Anatomical and Qeustional Illustrations. Containing

also, a series of Examinations on Equine Anatomy and
Physiology, with instructions in reference to Dissection

and the mode of making Anatomical Preparations. To
which is added. Glossary of Veterinary Technicalities,

Toxicological Chart, and Dictionary of Veterinary Sci-

ence. By George H. Dadd, M. D., V. S., author of

“The Modern Horse Doctor,” “Cattle Doctor,” etc.

Boston : Published by John P. Jewett & Co. 1857.

As the title indicates, the above work is intended for

Veterinary Surgeons, and those who would make the

anatomy and diseases of the Horse a study. It is the most

complete treatise of the kind that we have yet seen, and

should have a place in every enlightened farmer's library.

It forms a large octavo of nearly 300 pages, and the typo-

graphical execution and embeilishment.s of the work are

excellent. It may be ordered from the publishers, as

above.

The Vermont Stock Journal ts a new monthly paper,

published at Middlebury, Vt., by D. C. LiNSLEy, at 50

cents per annum. It is devoted to the interests of Stock

Raisers, and contains much information of value.

Drainage—A Statement of Facts, showing the advantages

and profits of Thorough Drainage.

This pamphlet should receive careful consideration

from all owners of swampy and wet lands—who may re-

ceive much benefit from its facts and suggestions, whether

they adopt Draining Tile or not. Copies may be had per

mail from C. & W. McCammon, Albany, N. Y.

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory,

for 1857, contains a valuable article on Rural Architec-

ture, accompanied by beautiful designs of Farm Houses,

Cottages, Suburban Residences, &c., also practical trea-

tises on the management of Fruit, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, cultivation of Grapes, Strawberries, Raspberries,

Blackberries, Gooseberries, Currants, &c
;
plan for laying

out a Fruit Garden and Ornamental Grounds with the

best location for Fruit Trees, Vegetables, &.c., together

with useful articles on the rearing and management of

Poultry, and various other subjects of interest to every

lover of rural life. It contains also a very full and correct

list of Nurserymen in tlie United States and Canada
;

List of Agricultural Implement Makers, &c., together with

a list of the Fruits recommended by the American Ponio-

,
logical Society, as corrected at its last meeting, lield at

i Roche.ster, September, 1850. It is a work of 141 pages,

illustrated wiih 80 engravings, and i.s alike attraciive and

useful, containing as muc.h matter and more information

than many dollar books.

This beautiful and valuable work will be .«ent, postage

paid, to any address, on the receipt of 25 cents in postage

stamps. Address Joseph Harris, Rochester, N. i.

7'he Horticulturist, for February, contains the fol-

lowing articles :

Landscape in connection with Tree Planting
;
A short

account of the Life and Writings of John Claudius Lou-

don—By his Widow
;

Visits to Country Places, No. 7,

around Boston, H Hollis Hun ne well’s, Mr. Wilder’s, Mr.

Peabody’s, R. S Fay’s, Col. Pei kin’s, Gen Lyman’s, J K.

Thayer’s, J, S. Armory’s, J. S. Gardener’s, Botanical Gar-
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den at Cambridge, Hovey’s Nurseries

;
Gas for Country

Houses, with a cut
;

Night Temperature—by Amicus,
j

Philadelphia; A few words about Sickly Pear Trees—by ^

the late A. J. Downing ; Frost, and the Cunila Mariana,

or Dittany—by J. Stauffer, Mount Joy, Pa.; Garden Vege- ‘

tables. No. 2—The Cauliflower—by W. M. Chorlton
;

Remarks on some of the Chinese Plants—by J. B, Garber,

Columbia, Pa
;
Wine Making—by Edward C. Delavan,

N. Y.; Vine Borders heated artificially, with a cut; Cle- ,

matis patens, var. Amelia and Louisa
;

Reply to Dr.

Ward on Pear Culture—by T. W. Field, New York; '

Monstrous Brocoli, with a cut; Fruit Culture—by W. B. I

Waldo, N. Y.; Prost Gage Plum—by Wm. Tompkins,

New York. -
,

Horticultural Revieic.—Patent Office Report ; Manual
of Botany—by Asa Gray

;
Strawberries, Graperies,

Grapes—The Winter Contest.

Editor's Table.—The Journal of the U. S. Agricultural

Society; The Transactions of the Pomological Society;

Intermediate Native Fruit Reports; Pears, why not more

plentiful; Roses
;
The Cloth of Gold

;
Grape Vine Bor-

ders
;
Grafting Geraniums

;
The Guava fruited at Cleve-

land, and notice of other varieties, and the Eugenia fra-

grans; Origin of Cuba Bast
;
Firewood—Gossip; Trees

as Arches
;
Lippincott’s Gazetteer of the World

;
Taxo-

dium sempevirens
;
Washington Gigantea

;
Baumann’s

Plan of the New York Park
;
The Schuylkill Park

;

Answers to Correspondents; Catalogues, &c., received
;

Note from Cincinnati
;
The Valonia Oak, by Alan W.

Corson.

Calendar of Operations for February.—Vegetable Gar-

den, Fruit Trees, Pruning, Grapery, Greenhouse, Flower
Garden and Pleasure Grounds—by Wm. Saunders.

Terms, per annum. Address

Robt. Pearsall Smith,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Cooper’s Patent Plow.—Mr. G. W. Cooper, of Scri-

ven county, Ga., has presented us with one of his new

adjustable plow stocks, which evinces much ingenuity

and mechanical skill. It is so arranged that the depth of

furrow, elevation of handles, &c., is entirely under the

control of the plowman, and the ease with which every

variety of point or share can be attached to the stock,

adds greatly to its practical value. It is mostly of iron,

very light, strong and durable, and seems to combine

many of the advantages of Forman’s, Warlick’s and other

stocks heretofore noticed. The patentee will dispose of

rights for the use of this stock on reasonable terms. A
sample of the plow, with many others of different con-

struction, may be seen at Fruitland Nursery."

CHINESE SUGAlt CANE AND FItOEIEIC FEA.

We have purposely delayed sending out the packages

of these seeds until the present time in order that we might

“make one job of it.” We send them now (March 1st) in

full time for planting, and if any of our readers who have,

previous to this, ordered through us, fail to receive their

seeds by the 20th inst., they will confer a favor by inform-

ing us at once.

Mr. A. Sherman, the Travelling Agent of C. M.

Saxton & Co
,
will also receive subscriptions for the

Cultivator, and we commend him to the attention of our

friends throughout the country.

Chinese Prolific Pea !—For a full description of

this Pea, see the advertisement of Messrs. Plumb &
Leitner, in another column.

To Correspondents.—We have yet on file for inser-

tion many practical and valuable communications on the

various subjects to which our journal is devoted—for all

of which we will endeavor to find room in good time.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

At the late meeting of the United States Agricultural

Society, Mr. D. J. Browne, of the Patent Office, was re-

quested to give in his “experience,” in respect to it. This

he did with great readiness, tact and ability, and no doubt

to the general satisfaction of his numerous and intelligent

questioners. Every sort of inquiry was made, and as

promptly answered by Mr. Browne. We append the

main points in relation to this addition to our cultivated

plants, as elicited from the remarks and replies of that

gentleman. He first observed that he could say no more

than had been already published, but was willing to re-

ply to any queries that might be put. As to the process

ofgranulation of the Sorghum, he could not say much, but

the proportion of crystaiizable syrup depends on the dry-

ness or moisture of the land on which the plant grows.

It should be cut when in its milky state. When pressed

it is deprived of its leaves and passed through rollers
;
and

for crystilization the syrup should be raised a little above
blood heat. In some cases the old-fashioned cider press

had succeeded. Could not say how the free acid evolved

would be best neutralized, but it is generally done by lime

water. When a saccharate of lime is formed the fluid re-

mains sweet. When the plant is cut at 45 or 50 degrees

Fahrenheit it does not ferment, but keeps sweet, but if

cut earlier in the season than when this temperature pre-

vails it is apt to run into the ascetous fermentation. Five

cuttings of Sorghum had been made in Florida last year.

Sugar could sometimes be had from the dry stalks, but it

is expensive. It contains saccharine matter as far North

as the milky state can be had
;
in Massachusetts it has

shown 23 percent, of sugar, here in Washington only 14

per cent. It requires a dry and soil and hot sun. Should

not be planted so soon as Indian corn by several days.

Will mature in less than a hundred daysfiom sowing sow-
ing the seed. Foi%sugar it fiourshes best on poor soils,

but for fattening animals on rich soils. For sugar it

should be haiwested, or rather cut late in the season, but

for seed should be cut, and therefore planted earlier. As
a fodder, Mr. B. considered it as making a revolution in

cattle- fodder all through the Union. The seed can be

produced at the price of oats, at the rate of fifty or sixty

bushels to the acre, and can be converted.- into bread or

chocolate, fed to fowls, &e. It will give 1500 gallons of

vinegar to the acre. The most northerly point of its

growth is Minnesoto. If the seed be cut off it will sprout

again and bear double, as last year in South Carolina!

Did not think it good for producing quantity as much as

a fine quality of milk. These answers were made to

questions chiefly from Hon. Mr. Clemson, Prof. Nash, Mr.

Waring, and others; and in the discussion Mr. Clemson
and Dr. Antisell took prominent parts.

Gardens for Children.—Children’s gardens are now

the fashion in Germany, and have been successfully in-

troduced into London. A practical guide to the English

Kintergarten, has been issud by the “Council of Educa-

tion,” and a monthly journal was 'commenced in May
last, by Mr. and Mrs Ronge, who have established an in-

. stitution for the training of teachers, young ladies and
nurses; their form of education is introduced into the

wealthy families in aristocratic quarters. Nothing could

promise better both for youth and age.
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THE CH-IOV.'TH OF COTTON IN THE UNITED I goi

I^tatcs and its Ifniiufacfui't* iu England.
It is not enough that we have an abundance of ef-

ficient labor to produce all the cotton the world shall need,

OxE might challange the industrial statistics of the-j in addition to what is raised in other countries. We must

civilized world to furnish a more interesting and instruct-
|

have good land in eolia! abundance before we are safe

ive body of facts than those which would express the

progress of cotton culture in this countrj'-, and of its manu-

facture in 'England, in the last sixty years, England has

from outside competition, and the danger of losing every

material advantage we now possess^ "Very unwillingly

I

does England depend so much on the Cotton- growing

had, and still has, the capital, labor and coal, as well as I States of the American Confederacy ibr an article so in-

the industry, enterprise and commerce, necessary to excel
j

dispensable to her domestic peace and prosperity. Hav-

all other nations in the cheap and extensive production of
!

ing, however, tried thirty years in vain to supply her

cotton goods, and in finding adequate markets for the
|

wants from other quarters, she is beginning to make her

same. History teaches the pregnant fact : nor is it likely
[

necessity a national virtue, and to speak more respectful-

that any country will equal her in this important branch
|

ly of the kind of labor which produces her cotton. New
of manufacturing industry for many years to come In

j
England will ere long do likewise-, nor will similar infiu-

the last fifty years, the general increase of population in

the Island of Great Britain has been about 100 per cent ;

ences fail to operate in France and Germany.

In a word, people are not apt to quarrel long and' ear'-

while on an area of near 3-20,000 acres surrounding Man-
1

nestly with their bread and butter, nor look with jaun-

chester, the increase during the same period has been 335 ! diced eyes at the sources of their wealth, when once un-

percent., and in Manchester and 15 other to-vvns within the
[

derstood. Without interfering with other branches of

same area, the increase has been 330 percent. Consider-
|

Southern agriculture, we can grow not much over three

ing what Great Britain has lost by emigration to her nu-
|

a half million bags, having an average weight of 450

merous provinces and the United States, the rapid pro-
|

pounds. This gives 1,575,000,000 pounds. Allowing

gress of her agriculture, and consequent increased demand
j

three pounds of seed cotton to produce one of lint, there

for labor therein, and the great commercial prosperity of' be fingers enough to pick tour thousand seven hun-

London, Liverpool, and other cities, the growth of the Ared and twenty-five million pounds, as gathered in cotton

Cotton Manufacturing District of England is without a
j

fields.

parallel in the Old World. Congress has endeavored, by
|

Allowing that the present low standard of physical corn-

high import duties on British cotton fabrics, when brought
j

fort with the laboring millions of Europe, and the masses

into this country for consumption, to transfer the labor of} everywhere, is destined to rise rapidly as compared with

carding, spinning and weaving cotton from Old to New !
the past, it is easy to see a correspondino increased demand

England; but with indifferent success. On the other
j

forall kinds of cotton fabrics, whether of clothing, bedding

hand, Parliament has made no inconsiderable efforts to
|

or other household goods made of cotton, sail cloth, or

obtain a full supply of cotton from India, and other coun- ' bags for holding grain and flour. L-ooking to the almost

tries than the Southern States, with no better results. ' infinite variety of uses to which this article may be ap-

The laws of trade are more potent than those of Legisla-

tures, because they are laws of Nature. The manufacture

plied, and its more than probable future consumption, we

are a little concerned to know where all the fingers are to

of cotton, however, is extending in France, Germany,
j

come from to pick nine or ten thousand million pounds of

Russia, and in other European nations, as well as in
|

seed cotton in the few montiis allowed to this work in

America. Allow to the two hundred and fifty million !

autumn. Possibly they may come in part from western

peop’.e in Europe the same amount of cotton goods per ' Africa, from Eastern Asia, from Europe, from the North-

head which it takes to supply the inhabitants of this

country, and the consumption of our great staple will l)e

doubled from this increase alone. Can it be produced to

the extent it is likely to be needed during the next twenty-

five years I

We doubt if it can, unless much more free labor is em-

ployed in its cultivation than at present. It would be a

national misfortune to lose the many aduantages secured

ern States
;
but certain we are they will come from some

quarter when needed. If there is anyuhing in the natural

attractions of soil and climate, of good government that af-

fords security to life and property, then the Southern

Stales are destined to be at once the richest and most po-

pulous part of the christianized world. Our process of

reasoning on this subject is simple and in tliis wise : The

longevity of the people of the South, their success in grow-

to the republic by virtue of having almost a monopoly ofi the valuable plants adapted to temperate zones, and

this article of prime necessity in clothing mankind. It
|

many that demand the heat of a tropical summer, attest

will ever do more than anything else to save us from the I

truth of the remark that the Soutli has a peculiar and

expense and misfortunes of a war with any of the great

powers of the Eastern Continent. As a Pacificator the

Cotton Plant is unrivalled. Its power in this regard will

be maintained just in proportion to the dependence of Eu-

rope on the United States for a supply of its lint ; and our

remarkable climate, and one as salubrious as it is^extra-

ordinury for its agricultural capabilities. These are n-n-

/r/ruZ advantages, and will certaiuly be known in time

among all commercial prople and nations.

We have shown elsewhere, in the present number of

success for the next quarter of a century in fully meeting j the Cultivator, and from reliable sources of information,

the European markets will depend on our skill in grow-
j

that the citizens of Georgia are worth per capita 150 per

ing cotton, and maintaining the natural fruitfulness of the
j
cent, more than the citizens of the State of New York.
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We do not say that the citizens of our adopted State are

more industrious, intelligent, or more economical than

those of our native State; but we do say that one can

raise a crop of wheat and one of corn in succession on

the same land in Georgia, in the time consumed in the

growth of either crop in New York. In the last

named State it requires the heat of two summers to pro-

duce both crops
;

in Georgia the heat of one is sufficient.

This, however, is less than half the advantage which

Georgia has over all climates like that of New York.

Winter in Georgia is just cold enough, and just long

enough fully to renovate man's physical and mental ener-

gies, so that he can labor happily and profitably, through-

out the year. Place a tropical sun over our heads twelve

months in succession, and our cotton crop would soon

be no larger than that of South America. The recuperat-

ing influence ofour Southern winters has not received

tliat public attention to which it is fairly entitled. With

what elasticity of muscle, and strength of will are hun-

dreds of thousands of planters, now engaged in preparing

the earth to receive its seed, and in committing it to their

well- tilled soil I Their energy has often excited our ad-

miration
;
and with the smiles of Providence, the cotton

crop of 1857 will considerably exceed that of any pre-

vious year. L.

COMPOST FOR GARDENS.

“A Gardener,” in the Geromntovm Telegraph, gives

us the following good compost for gardens :—“Perhaps

the best manure that can be used on gardens, is animal

excrement in a decomposed state
;
but as this is not al

ways available, a very efficietjt substitute is found in a

compost made of muck, one part; gypsum, lime, charcoal

dust, bone manure and salt, equal proportions, onepart;

clay, one part
;
and chip manure, one part. These in-

gredients are to be thoroughly^ incorporated, and wet with

urine, or soap suds. A sinall quantity of sulphuric acid

diluted with water—one thousand parts water to one of

acid—will be found beneficial, if sprinkled over the com-

post before applying it, as will also a solution of copperas

in water. Both these liquids are powerful fixers, and

therefore tend to economise the volatile and gaseous pro-

ducts of decomposition, and renders them available to the

plants. By filling the soil with this compost, we may se-

cure a good crop of almost any vegetable. It is cheap as

w'ell as efficient, and may be prepared in almost any quan-

tity.”

A travelling correspondent of the Neic England

Farmer makes the following fling at our imperfect system

of farming. We fear there is too much truth in his stric-

tures. Let us strive manfully to shake off our supineness,

and furnish our enemies with no cause to reproach us:

Most of Georgian and South Carolina farmers, as far as

my observations extended, never make, save nor apply

any kind of manure. Land is cultivated, or rather crop-

ped, as long as it is capable of producing anything, with-

out regard to rotation, and then left common, making what
is termed “old fields.”

The area of this worn out land is rapidly extending it-

sell, planters seeking some new spot, again to practice

the same exhausting process of tillage.

Farming tools, that belong as far back as the seven-

teenth century
;
plowing that merely scratches the sur-

face; overseers who have no intelligent notions about ag-

riculture; slaves who care not how their work is perform-

ed
;
absence of home markets for fruit and other perish-

able products
;
the frequent and entire loss of crops upon

land shallowly plowmd iu seasons of drouth, are a few of

the disadvantages and features common to Southern farm-

Great Production.—A writer in Xh^WorJdng Farmer^

states that Mr. Edwin Shaterell, of Rahway, N. J., raised

from a single seed, twenty Valparaiso Squashes, weigh-

ing in the aggregate 2500 pounds. One weighed 154

pounds. The seed was planted on a heap of pond muck

which had lain exposed to the w’eather about a year. The

same writer say's, Mr. Wm. Marshall, Jr., of Somers,

New York, picked, last season, from a piece of ground

measuring 15 by 21 feet, 162 quarts of straw berries, or at

the rate of 268 bushels 12 quarts per acre.

Extraordinary Sale of Apples.—We have the plea-

sure of putting on record (says the Nashx'ille Banner,)

probably the best sale offruit ever known in this country,

and that, too, of Tennessee fruit. The specimens of ap-

ples exhibited at the Fair by Mr. J. W. Dodge, artist,

raised on his farm in Cumberland county, on the moun-
tain, were sold at auction on Wednesday night. They
were sold by the half dozen, and as high as S5 20 per

halfdozen paid. The w'hole lot sold, amounting to about

a barrel and a half, of seven varieties, brought Si 1 1. If

any of our famous fruit-growing States in any section of

the Union can equal this, we should like to hear from

them.

InttitEllEtfll Stpaitment.

FEOWEK8 FOR THE SOUTH.
(“Cdosia Crfikntar—Cockscomb.)

Editors Southern Cultivator—“Did anybody ever

see the like F’

“Why, sir, I declare I thought you had a better taste

than to plant such an old-fashioned thing, which I have

known since I was a little girl— it always grew in my
grand-mothers garden—the common old Princes Peaiher ! ’

This, and similar exclamations I am listening to almost

every day during the summer. Still, by a little closer ex-

amination, the ladies admit tiiat they never saw' so beau-

tiful Pnnee's Feathers as mine, and before they leave my
garden they alw'uys tell me to be certain to save some of

the seed for them.

Although the Cockscomb is entirely different from the

old Prince's Feather, (Arnaranthus CoAulatns) wffiich it

somew'hat resembles, still it is true that it is so old, neg-

lected and forgotten, that it is almost new again. In fact,

we have thrown away a heap of fine old plants, (merely

because they were old fashioned), which we ought to get

back again, while we have introduced many new ones’

whose only merit is to be new. But I for one will never

give up true beauty for so silly a reason, and will continue

to plant the “Cockscombs” in my front yard, because they

are lasting beauties. From spring, through the whole

summer they are growing prettier and prettier, until at

last they at once must succumb to the severe stroke of

“Jack Frost.”

Years ago only a red or deep crimson varie<.y was
knowm. Now they sport in all different shades and hues,

in pink, scarlet, crimson, orange, buff, yellow and vari-
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gated colors. Unlike most other flowers, they do not get

exhausted and wither
;
no ! they are always developing

more beauty
;
they are one of the greatest.as well as most

constant ornaments of our gardens, and a group of them
j

on a lawn, or in the front of a house is a most beautiful
j

object. Besides, they are so easily raised from the seed
j

that there is no trouble in getting them, and they are so

perfectly adapted to our climate that they will reproduce

themselves.

Another species, also very ornamental, is the Celosia

Itidica. It grows up very straight from two to three feet

high, producing its flowers in long beautiful spikes, which
at first are crimson but afterwards turn white

;
it is almost

indispensable for boquets.

Both of these plants are annuals, and belong to that

class which iscalled “everlasting,” for they will keep for

years, particularly the latter, when dried and put away.

Robert Nelson,
j

Fniitland Sursm-y,'' Angnst^, Go., 1857.
j

NOTBi^ ON PEAR8 AND TKEIR CULTURE.

Editors SoDTHERN Cultivator—If you think the fol-

lowing observations made during the past summer would
|

interest the readers of your valuable journal, you are at

j

liberty to publish or otherv/ise dispose of them as may be
j

most in accordance with your opinions.

1st. Bezi D'La Alotle .—A noble variety, and worthy
the attention of all cultivators of the Pear; although not

quite first-rate in flavor, its large size and productiveness !

amply compensates for its slight defects in flavor.
i

Snd. Rcnissekft dc Rheim$.—One of a peculiar type or

class
;
of which it is the genitor of a numerous progeny.

With the exception of the Seckle, Rosteizer and Madeline,

this race of diminutive Pears should be erased from the

list of cultivators and nurserymen
;
not from any want of

excellence, but in consequence of their small size, as we
have an ahundance of equally good flavor and of large

size.

3rd. Andreu'S.—A large green Pear, with a dull red

cheek, of only passable flavor, not more than good.

4th. Stevens Gi nesscc, Louis d’ Prusse .—A fine large

turbinate shaped Pear of excellent flavor; the trees are

vigorous and grow admirably on the quince.

5th. Belle et Bonne, Belle d' Bruxells .—A very large

turbinate shaped Pear; color, a dull green with some
spots of russett, sometimes of fine flavor, at others quite

indifferent.

6th. Cuniberl-and .—A medium sized and very pretty :

looking Pear, but of indifferent quality. We have recent-
1

ly noticed that this vanety has been placed among the re-
j

jected ones.

7th. Passe Colmar .
—An excellent Pear of medium size,

and fine flavor. Worthy of a place in every collection.

6th. St. Gkislaine .

—May do for saints to eat, but for us

sinners, with mouths as large as a clam, it is entirely too

small. Let it go with the other small fry^

9th. Zepherine Gregouc .
—One ofthe ne\^'arieties, with

quite a windy or airy name
;

it is of medium size, turbi-

nate shape, yellow color with considerable russett; the

lower. part of the stem is much swollen where it joins the

fruit. Nothing remarkable in any respect.

lOth. Flemish Beauty .
—Rightly named, and of great i

excellence at limes
;
at others, not so good; but taking it

ail in all, should have a place in every collection.

llih. Dunmare —A beautiful Pear, of fine size, flavor

and appearance, and should meet with more extended cul-

feare than has hitherto been bestowed upon it.

22th .
— Glout Morceau .

—A ^ood sized winter Pear at

the North
;
here it ripens in October and November; it is

hardly second-rate in quality, being astrigent and of coarse

texture.

13th. Brown Beurre.—From the high encomiums be-

stowed upon this Pear we had expected to find it of great

excellence
;
with us it is hardly very good.

14th. Van. Asschc.—One of the new varieties, of large

size and every way entitled to attention, being of first-rate

flavor, and bound to become popular.

15th. Rosteizer.—A small early Pear of the Rousseletc

family; it is of first rate flavor, which is all that saves it

from condemnation with us, as we are dead against this

host of diminutive varieties.

16th. Summer Ban Cretcin:—An old and somewhat
neglected Pear; in size it is large, and of fine appearance,

in flavor about second-rate and deserves more attention

than it receives. Ripens in July.

17th. Easter Bergarnotte.—Ripens in October; rather

a queer time for Easter to come. Never will make much
noise in the world. Mene, Tekel, Upharsin.

18th. Julienne.—The best early Pear yet cultivated at the

South; too much cannot be said in its praise
;

it is of

medium size
;
pale yellow' color, with a long slender stem ,

in quality, best.

19th. WilJdnson.—Although not of first-rate quality,

yet from the great productiveness of the tree, together

with the beauty of the fruit it will long be a favorite
;

it

IS of medium size, a beautiful golden yellow' with a car-

mine cheek.

20th. Sageret.—A very pretty’- speckled pear, but won’t

“do to tie to,” being astringent and rather below size.

2lst. St. Germaine.—If St. Germaine ever ate one of

these pears, I expect he thought he was in purgatory rather

than being canonized as a saint.

Our numerous list of Pears needs sifting
;
entirely too

many small ones have a place in it
;
none should be be-

low the size of Peabody’s new strawberiy. We shall

place ourself on our reserved right, and condemn all who
do not come up to that standard.

We see no reason nor common sense in retaining so

large a number as we now have, when we have plenjty of

good size and equally as fine flavor. The Seckle, Made-
line and Rostizer are sufficient to gratify^ the lover of small

varieties.

We would here take occasion to urge upon our Southern

friends to plant Pear seeds, and test the varieties raised by'

grafting them when one year old upon bearing trees which
will hasten the lime of fruiting very materially. We are

willing to hazzard our opinion in saying thatour Southern

Seedling Pears will be as far superior to those ofEuropean

or Northern origin as are our Southern Apples.

Time will give us these, and until then we must of

necessity use the former. Northern varieties are usually'

more healthy and less subject to blight than the European

varieties, although there are quite a large number ofthose,

particularly of the old and -well established varieties that

are vigorous and healthy.

Very little has yet been accomplished in Pear Culture

which is of any benefit to the South, except the discovery'

' and detection of synonyms. As to which varieties are

best, experiment alone can determine, for the difterence

between the soil and climate of the North and South is so

great it is but reasonable to infer the character of the

fruit produced in the two sections will be equally as

great.

Were it necessary, we could give instances where a

variety of superior excellence at the North had proved of

value here, and visa versa.

We have under trial quite a number of Southern origin

which we hope ere long to produce fruit and will then

place the result candidly before the public. We now have

*
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one of supeiior quality which we shall ofter for sale the

coming season at our usual price, for we shall not in but

rare instances ask anything more. Our object from the

commencement of our nursery operations has been to

place our trees before our Southern friends at prices a

little lower than those asked by Northern nurserymen.
We here avow it has been our intention to cilford no

excuse for. sending to the North as heretofore fpr fruit or

fruit trees. We have every year for several past, paid

from 50 cents to S‘b50 per tree at the North for new vari-

ties and tlie year following sold the same varieties at 40

cents per tree; grown here, from grafts taken from those

identical trees. Our object is to place it within the means
and tempt our Southern friends to engage in the cultiva-

tion of excellent fi’uit in abundance, and we have the gra-

tification of saying our motives have thusfar been duly ap-

preciated and seconded.

We had the pleasure of receiving a letter a few days
since from an enterprizing citizen of this State, w)io

says: “in five years Georgia will be the greatest fruit grow-
ing State in the Union. If so this will be a rapid stride,

as it is btit seven years since the attention of the public

was directed to the substitution of Southern for Northern
varieties.

There is an erroneous opinion promulgated at the North
in relation to Southern fruit, and we reluctantly are com-
pelled to think designedly, by interested persons. Not
long since we read in an extract from an address delivered

by a distinguished Northern Potnologist, before a North
ern Society, the following paragraph ;

“Our Northern Apples are of little value in the South,

and the very finest Southern Apples are utterly worthless

in the North.”

The former part of this assertion is all known to be
true, for we have for 30 or 40 years been proving them

;

but is the latter clause true ? For so late as 1845 when
Dov/ning’.s Fruit and Fruit Trees ofAmerica went to press,

itappears there was no such anomaly known as Southern
fruits, for with the exception of the Columbia Peach
and the Father Abraham Apple, none are mentioned

;
and

even in 1855 wlien B.4Rry’.s was published, in his descrip-

tive list of 133 varieties of Apples, but four hail from the

South of Mason and Di.xon’s Line, to wit: Bokannon,Red
June, Cane and Limber Twig. Now, as our Southern
Apples have only been before the public for seven or

eight year&(with but few exceptions,) how does the dis-

titiijuished orator know “Southern varieties are utterly

worthless at ihe North.”

We here will run the risk of saying not one of our
Southern varieties, with the excej)tion of those four men
tinned atmve, have ever been grown or fruited in a State

North of Mason and' Di.xon s Line. We challenge the

author to prove to the contrary, for we kiunv they liave

had neither grafts nor trees from the South, and further if

they had, they have not had time to fruit them. We speak
of St.rte.s as far south as Georgia or South Carolina. When
the foregoing assertion was made it was fjr Buncombe,
for the benefit of Northern nurserymen, and a fraud upon
the Northern fruit grosvers.

Wiiether our Southern varieties will succeed at the

North or not remains to l)e tried and ascertained, and
wheti they f.ave had as long experience with ours as we
have had with theirs, we shall deem them competent to

judge.

Northern nur.serymen see and know that the glory is

about to depart from Judeah, and fear that they must
soon exclaim ‘alas ! Othello’s occupation's gone.”

V/e do not claim to be a prophet nor the son of a

phophet. but tlie North must pay back the amount she has

received from the South with interest for fruit and fruit

trees purchased from her, or be content with indifferent

varieties, and second-rate prices in the market, or procure

j

her trees from the South.

I

The reasons urged against Northern varietie.s and trees

! will not apply to Southern varieties going North. Our

j

trees are raised an a more sterile soil than theirs, and on

j

being removed to a better, as we know theirs to be, will

j

have a tendency to increase the size of the fruit, to say

i

the least. Southern raised trees are healtliier and less sub-

I

ject to disease than Northern, and instead of dying down
i will grow off vigorously. Some of our varieties may not

I

have time to arrive at perfection there, but that is a ques-

I

tion to be yet determined by experiment.

J. Van Bcren,
r'ln fin 1 S.aT

j

very distinguished Pomologist, well known both

I
in Europe and America, writes us as follows, from Florida :

I

APPJbE.S IN TME .SOUTH.

j

Editors Southern Cultivator—During my rambles

through the Carolinas and Georgia I was much surprised

to see that the larger part of the apples sold in the stores

were products of . the North, while the North Caro-

j

lina and Georgia Apples are nearly all of superior quality,

!
and most of them very productive varieties. With such

j

Apples as the Buff, Nickajack, the Camak, and Carolina

j

Greening, and many others, the South could depend on

I
its own resources, without the expenses and inconveni-

ences of transportation, which almost always proves so in-

jurious to fruit, especially late in the fall.

A circumstance which struck me all over the Southern

States is the comparatively small number of Apple and

Pear trees. The Peach tree alone seeming to be cultivated

or, in some localities, rather allowed to grow spontaneous-

j

ly. What I have seen of the few Apple and Pear trees is

I enough to convince me that they succeed admirably in

j

these latitudes, grow faster, are less exposed to diseases

I
and produce uncommonly fine crops. If neglect or care-

lessness could be justified, the 1‘act that the blossoms are

1
often injured by spring frosts could be brought in as an ex-

j

euse or justification; butas it is not a drawback to the cul-

j

tivation of the Peach tree, although as much and perhaps

j

more exposed to those frosts and other inconveniences

j

(as the borer, the short living of the tree) why sliould it

I

be an objection to raise other fruits as useful, perhaps

more so than the Peach ?

Travelling through extensive plains and valleys, with

hurdlj one Apple tree in sight, I was often thinking that

if only H good apple tree was to be jiiund on an average

to every ten acres of ground, instead of purchasing poor

Apples from ilie Nurtli, the boulh could not only supply

its own wants but send to the niidiile States Apples of a

quality and flavor unknown in the Northern States. Jt is

a very singular feature in Pomology that almost all the

Southern Appltj possess a spiceness, an aroma, a richness

of flavor winch we find in very tew of the Northern vari-

ties. They are, moreover, of uncommon size, and some
last as long as the late Noriheni varieties.

There are many valleys, many favored spots in . that

rich, varied and sunny Georgia where Apple and Pear

trees would escape the spring frosts. This fact will he

better known when more fruit trees shall be planted in

different localities on southern and northern slopes of the

mountains or in favored and protected valleys. It is hard-

ly possible to expect fruit trees to grow equally thrifty

and to be equally produciive in every spot of such vast

area as North and South Carolina, Alabama and Georgia.

In France, only a few proyinces are celebrated as fcuU
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growing localities, such is Normandy for its Apples, An-
jjers for the Pears, other departments for the Grape, and

Gascoigne for its Plums,Peaches and Nectarines. &c. The
same law will prevail here

;
but it must be tried and found

out, eis it will undoubtedly be in a few years hence.

There are few more hardy, lasting and well shaped

trees than some of our fine varieties of native Apples.

Most of these have recently sprung from native seed and

possess all the vigor and thriftiness of young and new
varieties. The Apples of the North and East are unsuccess-

ful in the South
;
but this is not to be regretted. I have

seen and tasted enough of those noble Southern Seedlings

to be induced to try their cultivation in the middle States,

where most of them will undoubtedly retain their high

qualities and their beautiful size and appearance.

The North has a hundred apple trees, at least, for every

one to be found here, and still the North had not enough

for a good supply at home. Apples sold at S5 and S6 per

barrel. It was nearly the same in 1855, and still those

repeated failures do not discourage our planters. They
have winters of Arctic severity, spring frosts like yours

;

still they keep on. Why should you not try under more
favorable cond itions 7 B

.

Jami-aryy 1657.

GKAJFT1N(^ FKUIT TREE.S—CABBAXtE
Apliiis, tfcc.

EofTORS Southern' Cultivator—A correspondent,

“L.,”in your November [1856] number,inquires for infor-

mation in reference to grafting the Peach. I have prac-

ticed it for several years with complete success, and great-

ly prefer it to budding. My method is to lift one year

old stocks early in February; cut off the tap root (as

short as may'^be to leave a goodly number of horizontal
j

roots) with a slanting cut, cut clean the bruised ends ofi

the others and insert the graft at the collar of the root, by I

the usual method of cleft grafting, or, for very small stocks,
|

whip grafting. Then replant either where I wish it to re-
1

main or in a nursery, being careful not to handle it by
j

the graft, or to let that receive any sort of a push or tap.
j

I use waxed cloth instead of wax. I think it every way i

preferable.
j

In February, 1655, I grafted a plum scion in a peach
;

stock without lifting the latter. As an experiment, I re-
j

moved the soil from around it and cut off all the horizon-

tal roots. The plum tree is now twelve feet high, well

branched from within eighteen inches of the ground,
measures six inches and a half in circumference above the

swell of the graft, and promises to produce some fruit next
year.

At the same time, I grafted a peach graft in a sprout

which came up from a horizontal root of a plum tree.

That year the peach grew 6 feet high with four or five

lateral boughs, and was covered with fruit buds. I was
obliged to transplant it in the spring of 1856 ; but not-

withstanding this check it matured six excellent peaches,
all thet were suffered to remain on it. This stock had no
tap root at all.

in February' of the last year,I grafted a peach in a three
j

year old stock of the common flowering almond. In this

one season it has grown to a heiglit of seven feet; is
i

thickly branched on every side, and covered with fruit I

buds. My object was to dwarf the peach, but w’hatever
j

the result may be it does not promise that at present. I I

give these experiments for what they are worth
!

Have you ever known a barren plum tree 7 In 1852 a I

volunteer seedling came up in my garden, which, from its ^

peculiar appearance, I 'was induced to save. In 1651 it i

bore one plum of a remarkable fine quality, the rest of its

fruit being destroyed, as I supposed, by a late frost. In

1855 it wms covered with blossoms, but produced no fruit,

which, without examination, I ascribed to the same cause.

Last year it was again loaded with flowers, and I exam-
ined a great many of them carefully. The result was
that I found in every one a mere rudimentary pistil, and
that w'as black and dead. All the other parts of the blos-

som were perfect and healthy. What is the explanation

of this 7 Is it a natural defect 7 oris it attributable to

some incidental cause 7 The tree grows in a good soil, is

very thrifty and is evidently a variety of thp common
chickasaw plum.

Tour correspondent “L.,’' will find nothing so efficaci-

ous as a remedy for the Cabbage aphis as Scotch snufF,

sprinkled fifeely on them, or cutting off every leaf on
which they appear and grinding it to powder, and even

then if he "lets one escape, in two days they will all be

back again.

1 had a favorite pium tree which w'as awfully attacked

by the black aphis. Limb, leaf and fruit they covered it

like a pall ofdeath. At the urgent advice of a friend and
with no faith in the remedy, I w'as induced to bore a half

inch hole in the trunk ofthe tree, half through, and fill it

W'ith the flour of sulpher. In five days every aphis was
gone, and though they re-appeared in small numbers on
other trees and vines, they never touched that tree again,

yet, however, I am not certain about the sulphur.

In conclusion, let me thank Mr. White, for his “Gar-

dening for the South,’" the very thing for every one who,
like myself, is A Learner.

Sclvia, Ala., 1857.

CARAFE CFETURE IN TENNE88SE.

BY JOHN R. EAKIN, OF WARTRACE, TENN.

The writer has for several years, been engaged in the

effort to establish a vineyard in Middle Tennessee, near

Wartrace. As he has year by year marked the result of

the effort, and acquired information from other quarters,

both at home and abroad, he has become more and more

convinced that the thing is eminently practical, and wor-

thy the attention of all who desire the advancement and

prosperity of the State.

It is fast becoming here in this country a question, how
the least ground can be made to produce the most value.

With our forefathei's it was a different question, given an

unlimited quantity of ground, how can the least labor turn

out the largest product. Slovenly modes of culture and

crops that required little care or neatness, were the natural

results of an extensive surface ofrich ground, and a scarc-

ity of hands. It has been corn after corn, and cotton,

cotton to the end of the chapter
;
very naturally, too, be-

cause such things with a virgin soil, and sparse population

were the most profitable in that day. But, the cream of

the soil has been all skimmed away
;
families have grown

up and divided the old homestead—worn as they are

—

immigration has demanded room also, and new modes of

culture must be devised, and people must set themselves

to solve the other proble.m, too. 'When they begin to

work at it in earnest it will be the inaguration of a new
era and a better one, which I hope is not far off. Facilities

of communication with the world opens new markets. We
can now sell fruits, hops, willow twigs, ground peas, and

best of all, wheat. Many things now bring money which

our fathers planted in patches for fanidy use, and threw

the overplus away. Cannot vines be made a source of

revenue to the State, and of comfortable subsistence to

families, confined to small portions of ground, but willing

to work fora living! Let us see what we are promised

in what has already been done. 1 he vineyards in the

vicinity of Cincinnati are cultivated almost exclusively by
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Germans. They labor in them with their wives and

children, the cultivation is li^ht, and after the first prepar-

ation of the ground, all the members of the family ca)r as-

sist. Each acre so cultivated, will produce, one year with

another, three hundred and fifty gallons of wine, at a low

estimate, worth one dollar per gallon. The average of

some vineyards is far above this, some below it; but this

is a fair average and a safe one for our calculations. Sup-

pose it to be only half that or one hundred and seventy-

Sve gallons. My head vine-dresser, himself a German,
and experienced in the business, tells me that a man and
his family will cultivate 3 acres with little difficulty and two
and a half acres with ease. Take the lowest estimate, and
we have ST37

;
this on two and a half acres, without

hired labor. But this calculation will be considered by
those more versed in the business, ridiculously low. 1

put it so to show with what certainty on how .small a por-

tion of land an industrious family may make a support.

Seven hundred dollars would be a much more reasonable

calculation of the value of their produce, leaving out the

ordinary productions of a kitchen garden. It it is for this

class that the introduction of the vine culture will do the

most. The class who tire of living from hand to mouth,
tending corn on rented land, and who finally with their

families and a cart, wend their weary way to the swamps
of Arkansas, Missouri and Texas—or worse still, give up
in despair, and take to politics and the grog shop.

Passing by the amateur (who will cultivate his vineyard
as he does his roses, profitable or not), the man of capital

has every inducement to embark in this buiness as a

Source of profit. The annua! ex{»ense per acre of cultivat-

ing a vineyard has been estimated with the utmost accur-

acy. It amounts to about sixty dollars. Independent of

tlie wine made, the sale of cuttings each year nearly pays
ihe expense of cultivation. The crop has been estimated

above in a rough manner. Three liundred gallons are

very safely calcttlated on Mr. Buchanan one year made
eight hundred and eighty-four. His average for seven

years was over four hundred gallons to the acre. When
the wine is prepared and bottled, it will nett 150 percent,

upon these calculations; but every thing is put at the lovv-

est, as when sold from the press, after fermentation.

We can ha.rdly conceive the immense addition to the

wealth ofTennessee— or its capacity far increased popu-
lation and power, siimdd it be found that its soil ar.d cli-

mate are adapted to this culture, and its citizens encour-
aged to pursue it.

There is every reason to hope that we are peculiarly

v/ell situated in this respect. We have the climate of the

South of Europe, and our calcareous hill sides afford the

elements of soil every where thought most desirable. The
vine flourishe.s under more varieties of climate and soil

than any other plant intended for the use of man, I l>eiieve,

Indian corn not excepted. From the sunny plains of

Persia, to the cold and misty shores of England, it has
pushed it.s way through Europe, becoming better at this

place and worse at that, but pervading every country,
and hailed, as a blessing. In mir country it is indigenous.

Nature herself lias marked out our adaptedness.

Its cultiu'e has not heretofore been genera! for several

obvious rea.'<ons. In the first place, we were not wine
growing emigrants, and had too much which it was more
profitable to do, to take time, to learn. Not until the pre

sent jreneration, has the immigration from wine producing
countries been very large, and the application of their

own habits of agricultural management is just beginning
lo attract attention.

Quite early, however, in the West, intelligent and far-

seeing men had turned their thoughts in this way, and
many experiments were made to introduce the business,

with but little success. We had not learned enough, and,

more than all. had not found the right kind of grape. It

lays at our feet, and we were striving to acclimate the

European grapes—they theniselves, being strangers in

Europe, old natives of Persia. They tefused to cross the

ocean after that, died out, and became barren, and almost

ruined all hope ofour wine making at all. Daniel Web-
ster declared that we never could; we lacked the volcanic

element in our soil, and would have to give it up. We
were loth to think so. Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati,

especially, hung on to the idea of acclimating the grapes

of Europe. It is admirable to read of the pertinacity with

which he struggled after this object regardless of expense,

and hopeful after defeat. Hear what he says :

“There never was a year, for twenty years, that I did

not collect foreign grape roots from some of our Eastern

cities. 1 also imported over 5000 grape roots from Ma-
deira, of all their best wine grapes; as many from the

middle part of France and from Germany. All lived and

'were cultivated for a few years, and finally discarded. As
a last trial, I imported 0000 roots, composed of 24 varieties

of grapes, from the mountains of .Jura, in the north part

of France, where the vine region suddenly ends. Their

vineyards are for-months covered with snow. My suc-

cess was no better than with vines from a warmer cli-

mate.”

Discouraging enough to drop the Kellie at last! but

Mr. Longworth had.the trueg/iL and hit it at last with a

native grape. He has earned the name of the father of

wine making .in the West.

Coming nearer home to our own State and city, we
find that the same spirit has been operating here. Many
have been impelled by the same hope of acclimating the

foreign grapes, to make long and expensive elforts. The
most remarkable and noteworthy of these was made by
our fellow citizen, Dr. Felix Robertson, nearly half a cen-

tury ago. It becomes a matter of historical interest, which
I hope will be my excuse for publishing, in full, a letter

lately received from the Doctor on the subject. Every
portion of the letter is interesting— not the least so to me,
his cheerful God speed at the end.

Nashvjllr, August 30, 1856.

Mr. John R. Eakin—Dear Sir :— I received afew days
since your letter asking information on the subject of the

cukure of the foreign grape. I believe I wa.s the first

person in this vicinity who made an attempt at the cul-

ture of the vine to any extent. I cannot be precise as to

dates, having notJiing bui memory to rely on. I think it

was in 1810 that 1 commenced. There was no means of

obtaining slips at that time nif^her than Glasgow, Ken-
tucky. I ordered a quantity of slips from there, sufficient

us I supposed, to set ten acres They were broughtdown
in cold, dry weather, and from the carelessness of the

wagoner, (who neither gave them water or protection,)

they arrived in very bud condition, and caused it to be

two or three years before I had the ground fully set. I

planted them, I think six feet by four, a stake to Ccich, six

or eight feet high. I did not prepare the ground as was
diiected, by deep and tnorough spading and turning. It

was prepared as well as could be expected with the plow.

I think my collection only comprised four or five varieties.

A large and small cape grape, Madeira and Bordeaux. I

do not at present reeoliectany others, all said to be foreign.

The Long Cape is what is now called by some the

Schuylkill Mu.seatel, and is, I believe, by many, claimed

as a native. This is decidedly the best table grape I have
yet tasted. The Small Cape was something over half the

size of the larger; round, black berry, and quite sweet,

it bore in short, compact bunches. The Madeira was
much such a looking grape as to color and size as the Isa-

bella, but I think ,a purer sweet. The Bordeaux was a

large, round berry, in short and very compact bunehes.

About the time the vines first commenced bearing, I
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met with a Swiss who said he had been raised to the cul-

ture of the grape, ar.d I employed him to attend to the vine-

yard. He paid very strict attention to it for two yeais

butbeame disheartened at the prospect and left.

From the time the vines commenced bearing, you could

see they were becoming unhealthy, and in a few years

they had not strength to form any bearing wood . I made

but very little wine ;
it seemed to be more hke claiet than

any other wine.
. j

In 1820, I think, I broke up the v^eyard and sold

what vines were still living to Col. ^
transplanted them to his fama a few miles off. Hiey

flourished again pretty well for a few years, JinaUy

died out, and the Col. has abandoned •

Francis Fink, a German, soon after my failuie, p an ed

some five or six acres, three or four miles from INa.hville

and continued to cultivate them for several year^, but

finally despaired of succeeding, and sold out and removed

to Ohio. His stock was foreign vines. I have known

several others make uials on a small scale, say rroin a half

to one or two acres, but invariably with like resul s.

Some have lately commenced grapes that are said to be

native, and as yet are in good spirits of succeeding •, but

doubt whether the short lime which they have been at it,

would justify a positive conclusion. All the vineyards

which I have seen have been, I think, on too flat or level

land. Hill sides, and those having gravel in their com-

position, I should prefer. I have seen a few vines o. the

Lono- Cape cultivated to furnish the table, which have

succeeded admirably. They were planted in yards, and

trained on the house or trellis to the full extent of their

•Growth. This vine, treated in that v/ay, perhaps would

Succeed in field culture, extended on trellis work. They

are, I think, decidedly the best table grape yet cultivated

amongst us, and is worth the exertion to obtain it. I think

I have seen on a single vine more than five bushels of

bunches of grapes.

The grape is the only sure fruit crop we have. I have

never known them to fail. They are sometimes affected

by rot, the cause of which 1 do not believe is certainly

known. It commonces in a minute spot as if it were the

sting of some insect, and rapidly spreads over the berry.

It appeared to me that it was apt to occur in very wet, or

very dry seasons. Some persons attribute it to Nvet, some

to drouth.

I have thus, Sir, given you a short and hasty sketch of

my experience of the grape culture, and wish it could have

been fuller and more saiisfactory. 1 hope and believe that

you will succeed better than we who have preceded you,

and that the culture of the grape may become a profitable

business in our country. The pleasure of our tables

would be greatly increased, and the intemperate use of

distilled spirits much curtailed thereby.

Wishing you great success in your enterprise, T am

dear sir,

Your obedient servant,

Feiux Robe-rtson.

Several others have continued to experiment with foreign

varieties from time to time, in this State and elsewhere,

with uniform non-success. It is almost hopeless, yet in

the infinite varieties of our soil and local influences, there

may still be found places where it will succeed. Mr.

Camus, a Frenchman, having a small vineyard on the

Nashville road, about ten miles from Nashville, has three

varieties of French grapes, or supposed to be, which are

bearing abundantly, and as yet give no signs of decay.

He has made a small quantity of wine from mixed grapes,

but owing, no doubt, to imperfect appliances, it is of too

acid a character to suit the general taste. His vines are

beautifully luxuriant, and may turn out hereafter to be

highly valuable. It will require some years yet to test

their health and durability, after so many failures, but

Mr. Camus himself is very confident of them under his

mode of culture.

In our native grapes now lie the deep hopes. The
Isabella and Catawba stand yet at the head of the best for

wdne, more especially the latter. It is a native of North
Carolina, near about our own latitude, and from a coun-

try very similar. It was first introduced to jjublic notice

by Major Adlum, who considered he had rendered there-

by a greater service to the country than if he had paid

the National debt. Nine-tenths of the wines about Cin-

cinnati are the product of this grape As yet it is pre-

eminent, but not perfect. It is very liable to disease, and
often disappoints the hopes of the vintner. We may have

in our forests something better still, and all those grapes

which are observed to be of remarkable excellence in a

wild state, should be noticed by amateurs and cultivated.

The Catawba should be adopted by all about com-
mencing the business, and the others made subjects of ex-

periment. The wine is pleasant, of a delicate .straw color,

mild, and keeps without any foreign mixture. It needs

neither sugar nor alcohol. Several excellent specimens

have been made in our vicinity. Mr. Vaulx succeeded

in making a small quantity from his vineyard near Nash-
ville, equal to any I have ever seen. He did not test its

keeping qualities, but there is no reason to believe it de-

ficient in that respect. Others at different points have
commenced in earnest, and there seems to be a growing
confidence in the success of the business. The experi-

ence of the writer so far, has been most encouraging. My
vintage this year, although necessarily small, from vines

only four years old, was at the rate of 400 gallons to the

acre. The wine is of excellent quality, with the proper

amount of saccharine strength to ensure its keeping.

In order to embark in the vine culture, less preliminary

knowledge is necessary than would be at first supposed.

To commence aright is the main matter, and that is easily

learned. As the vine grows year by year, ample time is

given to any one to make themselves acquainted with the

training, and other subsequent processes of wine making.

A few plain directions to beginners will close this article,

already too long perhaps for service.

The ground should be well prepared in the fall or early

winter, to receive the benefit of the freezes. Undoubtedly,

the best means of preparing the ground is by trenching at

least two feet in depih. By trenching is meant simply,

what its etymology would import, cutting up and loosen-

ing the VjJwle of the ground, into open ditches, like

military defences. The entire surface of the earth is to be

loosened up if possible^ and that is best performed in the

following manner

:

Begin at one side of the ground to be jirepaifd, and lay

off a land the whole length about three fe<'t wide. Dig
and throw the dirt out carefully from the side of ,the pro-

posed vineyard, until you have a clean ditch, at le.i.st 18

to 20 inches deep, cind if two feet the better. Lay off then

another land by the side of the first, and of the same

width. Dig it out, throwing all the dirtinto the first ditch

until your second one is completed to the same depth.

Ditch No. 1 will then contain the soil taken from ditch

No. 2 in an inverted form and will be slightly raised. Lay
off another land in the same way, dig and tlirow the soil

into ditch No. 2, and so on until you go over the whole

ground. Your last ditch will of course be open, which

you may leave so or fill as you please. The dirt from

your beginning ditch can be scattered over the bed. That

is trenching, and decidedly the most perfect mode of pre-

paring either vineyard or garden. No one should be

satisfied with any less effectual mode, if this be at all pos-

sible. It seems slow, and is more expensive, but in the

end it pays better. One hand beginning now will trench

one acre before spring, which acre will be increased there-
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by threefold in value. I omitted saying that a hill side

should be selected if you have it, and a friable calcareous

soil, if mixed with gravel the better.

For those who cannot trench, a large'plow, followed by
a subsoil plow, well used, is the next best. It may do,

but not so certainly, and the vineyard will not be so good,

unless in very favorable soils. It fails to throw the rich

surface soil to the bottom, a very important part, as it is

not favorable for the roots to run near the surfoce. They
should be tempted down.
Where time and opportunity fails to allow the use of

the subsoil plow, it may still be worth while to begin with

the use of the common plow alone, run as deep as pos-

sible. It is not a very hopeful plan, but by subsequent

trenches between the rows, it may do partially, and in

favorable localities, yield a remunerating crop. For those

anxious to begin, it is better than nothing, and may afford

a start to be improved upon afterwards.

During the winter the slips or one year old roots may
be obtained, and they should be set out not more than 6

feet by 4 apart, leaving the top eye just level with the sur-

face of the ground, and slightly covered with light earth

to prevent being killed by the sun. Two slips should be

set in each hole to allow for one failing. If both grow,

one may be removed next springs for replanting missing

spots. It roots are used the top should be trimmed away
to one or two good eyes. The proper time for planting is

after the spring has fairly opened, say from the middle of

April to tbe middle of May.* The first years’s cultivation

is only to keep them free of weeds. No trimming, training

or staking will be needed, it will be hard if the beginner

does not learn in the next twelve months how to pro-

ceed.

The preparation of the ground let me repeat, is of the

highest importance. You cannot have a vineyard with-

out it, any more than you can have a house without a

foundation. If you wish to throw away your vines, and

what little trouble you do take, let your ground alone un-

til spring—snatch a little time from your farm or garden

—

dig a hole in the hard ground where you want your vine

to be, just big enough to get it in, and “let it rip.” After

a few years, folks will hear you talking that vines do no

good in this country.

After all, the.best and most compendious piece of advice

to a beginner, is to lay out a dollar or less in the purchase

of Mr. R. Buchanan’s Treatise on the Vine Culture. It is

an eminently practical book, by a practical man, adapted

precisely to the wants of those who wish minute and de-

tailed instructions.

To those who would like to enquire further concerning

this subject, the writer cheerfully proffers, if addressed,

to give them the benefit of all he knows. Satisfied of the

importance of this branch of industry, in every sense, he

is not likely to be averse to a little trouble now and then,

in its service.— Tennessee Farmer tf* Mechanic.

VINEYARDS AND ORCHARDS IN SOUTH
Carolina.

Dr. Randall Croft writes the editor of the Greenville

Patriot and Mountaineer, as follows;

Mr Editor:—We have just returned from paying a

Christmas visit to my bi'oiher, who resides on Shaw’s

Creek, four miles from Aiken, where we spent three

weeks delightfully; and with the best of friends, tne

choicest fare, and plenty of good cheer, the time passed

so quickly away, that we regretted when our own busi-

ness required our presence at home again. While there,

we frequently saw our Iriend and townsman, Mr. Pinck-

*From four to eight weeks than this in the more
Southern States.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

ney McBee, who is spending the winter at Aiken for the

benefit of his health. We were much pleased to see the

imorovement in his appearance and spirits, which a few'

weeks sojourn there had effected. I also met another of

our Greenville friends, Maj. Easley, who is there for the

same purpose. He is looking better, and I hope will soon

be restored to health. How fortunate are we to have in

our own State a town like Aiken, where the sick and af-

flicted can resort with confidence in the winter, and with

impunity in summer. It is a delightful place, and w'e

were gratified to see how much it had increased in size.

It has been much frequented by consumptives, and those

suffering from pulmonary diseases, from the Northern

States, during the winter, and those flying from the dis-

eases of the city and the fevers of the lower country dur-

ing the summer months.

There are two fevers raging to a very considerable ex-

tent in that section—the grape and the peach fever. And
you can form no idea of the wine excitment existing there

at this time
;
neither are we able to describe it. We are

not certain that we have not caught the infection. Every
one is either planting or preparing to plant him a vine-

yard. The vine has been cultivated very successfully for

several years by A. de Caradeuc and Dr. McDonald. I

spent a very delightful day with Mr. de Caradeuc, from

whom I received much information and instruction on the

growing of the vine—the proper location of the vineyard,

and the different varieties of grapes which are best suited

to our climate.

For the first time in my life, I saw a regular wine press.

You are aware that wine is only the juice of the grape ex-

pressed, and allowed to ferment, when it is drawn oflf and

put into casks for a year or so, and then bottled. It should

receive no alcohol. I tasted, at Mr. de Caradeuc's and Dr,

McDonald’s, a delightful Claret, an excellent, still Cham-
paigne, and a delicious Madeira wine; also a very fine

brandy. These gentlemen may be said to be the pioneers

of vineyards in South Carolina, and are rendering much
essential service to the State. They make some seven or

eight hundred dollars to the acre; and they are doing thb

on lands which twenty years ago no one would pay taxes

on.

Our rice planters do not clear one hundred dollars to the

acre on lands that are w'orth from one hundred to two
hundred dollars per acre, while they are realizing six or

seven hundred dollars. Their places are perfectly healthy

for whites and blacks, while the rice lands are healthy for

neither.

The grape is, generally speaking, a pretty sure crop.

Dr. McDonald has some thirty or forty acres in vineyard,

and Mr. de Caradeuc sixteen or eighteen. There have

been others in South Carolina who long ago attempted

the culture of the grape. Mr. Herbemont, Mr. Guigniard,

Mr. Maverick and others, all of whom failed. The stum-

bling block to those who first made the attempt to raise

wine, was the cultivation of the foreign grapes. It is

now reduced to a certainty that they will not do, but that

our native grapes are eminently successful. Those
which Dr. McDonald and Mr. A. de Caradeuc plant are

the Warren, the Isabella and the Catawba. The Warren
produces the best Madeira, a wine resembling it in char-

acter; and it is the vine which these experienced gentle-

men prefer. They also plant largely of the Isabella, and
the Catawba. These are all native, and no doubt will do
well over a great portion of our State; and it is our

opinion these and also the Scuppernong will do well in

Greenville District, and we think that the time is not very

distant when we will see a great portion of our hillsides

covered with vineyards making sixty thousand dollars to

the hundred acres, or six hundred dollars to the acre,

which is only a moderate estimate, according to the ealcu-

lations of those who are realizing that, and a good dnaJ
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iriore, on lands much thinner than our poorest mountain

ridges. The best location for a vineyard, is a hillside

fronting the east, so as to have it protected from the even-

ing sun. The approved distance of planting the vines, is

in rows of eight feet in width, and four feet apart in the

rows. The grape produces from two to lour hundred gal-

lons of wine to the acre.

Is it not strange that our State Agricultural Society has

not taken a more lively interest in vineyards, grapes and

vines, than it has 1 We would think a premium offered

for the best of each of those productions, would elicit

much light on the subject. We asked Mr. de Caradeuc

why Dr. McDonald and himself did not exhibit their wine

and brandy at the Fair, and he observed he would do so

when there vv’ere premiums offered tor them. We are

credibly informed that both Mr. James Rose and Mr.

Henry (iourdin, (gentlemen distinguished for their busi-

ness habits, their elegant hospitality, and their great judg-

ment on wines,) have passed considerable encomiums on

Mr. A. de Caradeuc’s Warren wine. Major Bausket (a

near neighbor of my brother’s, who is not only one of the

best lawers of our State, but one of the closest observers)

has just returned from a trip up the Mississippi river as

high as Cincinnati, gave us a glowing and graphic de-

scription of their vineyards. He says every acre that is

planted in the approved vines, is valued at one thousand

dollars per acre, Air. N. Longworlh, of Cincinnati, who
has not only built a wide reputation, but a mammoth es-

tate by his vineyards, has done it mostly by his Catawba

grape. Thirty years of his life have been devoted to the

culture of the grap8,and for fifteen years he tried the foreign

varieties, on which he failed, as the rest did w’ho tried ^

them, and sunk one hundred and twenty thousand dol-

lars He then turned his attention to the native grapes of

the country, and in the space of sixteen years has not

only retrieved his losses, but has amassed seven or eight

millions of dollars. His taxes the last year amounted to

eighty-five thousand dollars. What golden harvests must

he not reap from his still and sparkling Catav/ba I AVe

have frequently drank it, and so have you. It is a de-

lightful Champaigne, selling at two dollars a bottle, or

from six to eight dollars a gallon. We asked the Major

what he thought of the grape culture '? His answer was ;

I can see no possibility of its failure.

What an adjuvant the production of light wines in our

State will be to the cause of temperance! The Temper-

ance Societies, led and conducted by their great chief, our

worthy friend Judge O’Neal, have for a long time fought a

good, true, and steady fight, against intemperance, A
powerful ally has now appeared in the field. They can

now do as old Leatherstocking did when the Prairie was

on fire—“Let fire fight fire.” The experience of all Eu-

rope has proved that a wine making country was never

much given to intemperance. With the expressed juice

of the grape, the spirits are elevated, and the skin filled

before reason is dethroned. With distilled or alcoholic
|

liquors, the reverse is the case. But what is this to me or

to you, Air. Editor 1 We are digressing from our subject.

We would advise all of our friends to plant out a few

of the Cawtaba, and a few of the Isabella, Warren and

Scuppernong vines. These are the most approved grapes

for making, wine, which will keep well. The Burgundy,

as a table grape, is thought the most of about Aiken. All

these, however, are fine. By planting now any one, in a

year or two, if he desires to establish a vineyard, could

have a good number of cuttings, and should they not they

would have an abundance of table grapes. There is such

a great demand at this time for the cuttings, and roots,

that it is very difficult to procure them in numbers, Aly

brother intended planting out fifty acres this sping, but

Will not be able to get the cuttings. The Warren is the

»»ost difficult to obtain. From description, I think it must

be the same which we call in Greenville the “Bunch-clus-
ters.”

We also paid a visit to our mutual friend. Air. Wm.
Gregg, of Kalmia, whom we esteem as one of the greatest

men of our State, in head and heart. Pie is the father of

the largest and best conducted factory in the South, the

Graniteville Factory—one that our State has just reason
to be proud of. On entering his library, we were pleased

to see in a neat frame an excellent likeness of yourself.

We rode with Air. Gregg all over his extensive orchards,

and found him courteous, kind and communicative. He
is the great fruitist of the State, and deserves much credit

for making those barren sand hills more lucrative than the

most fertile rice or cotton lands of our or any ot\)er State.

From some thirty or forty acres in peaches, he last year
cleared and realized S‘5,500. He was busy planting out

some forty or fifty acres more, and should the year after

next be a good fruit one, we verily believe he will make
twelve thousand dollars net from his peach orchard alone,

in the planting of which great judgment and taste are

evinced.

PREPARATION OF GROUND FOR PEAR
Trees.

For each row of trees dig a trench two and a half feet

deep by five wide. Fill up the trench to the depth of 1

foot with small and broken stones. The ground should

be so selected that there shall be a gradual descent from
one end of the trench to the other, to carry away all water
that may find its way to the bottom of these broken
stones. For the compost to fill up the remaining one and
a half feet, use turf from the road-side, or old pastures,

spading to the depth of 3 or 4 inches—the same having
been thrown in heaps till rotten, and mixed with some
lime. Old lime rubbish, such as plaster from torn down
houses, and old brick-bats, form an admirable admixture.

A little leaf mould added, is also beneficial. When the

trench has been filled with this compost, (putting in an
occasional layer of the best ofthe original soil with it) place

the trees selected for planting, on the prepared soil, spread-

ing out the roots carefully and covering them with the finest

of the soil. Conclude the operation by mulching with,

half rotted manure. An excellent mulching and shading
can also be provided by a top layer of brush or small

limbs, cut up so as to lie in immediate contact with the soil.

In the absence of sufficient rains, the mulching should be

occasionally well watered during the first season, follow-

ing the planting. The distance between the trees in the

rows should be 8 feet for^warf trees, or 15 feet for stand-

ards, Alternating a standard with a dwarf, each dis-

tant from the other 10 feet, is a very good ph.n, removing
the dwarf when the standard shall require all the room.
The rows should be distant apart 12 feet for dwarfs, or
25 feet for standards.— Ohio Valley Former.

SEED OF THE SWEET POTATO.

To John Bausket, Esq.—Sir :—Long ago you offered

a reward for the seed of the Sweet or Carolina Potato.

Doubtless it was incredulity of the existence of such seed

that prompted you to offer the reward. There were a

great many blooms of the Potato in the fall of 1855, and,

looking carefully for seeds, (in the calyx, ofcourse) I found

some three or four of them. Storing them securely away
in a paper and labeling, I deposited them in my portmonce

and kept them there until spring; when I planted them
in my garden, where there were no other potatoes near,

and set up sentinel sticks around as a guard. After a
time a little morning-glory-looking plant peeped out from

the ground, and you may imagine the relief it afforded my
suspense, when I beheld it taking on the well known fea-

tures and marks of the not-to-be-mistaken Yam Potato.

By cutting the vines and planting them I made three or
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four hills of potatoes, yielding a double handful of respect-

able tubers.

My only apology for addressing you \s, Eureka! I

intend planting the tubers thus raised the coming season,

and expect to send you a good large Yam for a potato pone.

So that you may expect the grand proof of the pudding

—

*‘the chewing the bag.” Respectfully,

E. J. Mims.

La Pine, Edgefield District, S. C., Feb., 185G.

CHINA BERRIES AS EOOD FOR ANIMALS.

Editors Southern Cultiv.\tor— For the information

of M. T. McGehee, of Mount Elba, Ark
,

I would state

that I have from childhood been well acquainted with the

China Tree and its fruit and have always considered the

berries of no use as food for domestic animals. The China

Berry and leaves, however, I know to be an excellent

manure, A. McL.
Cl-ayvelle, Ga., 1857.

lomtstic CcDnointi anlt

To Stop Bleeding from the Cavity of an Extract-

ed Tooth.—Noticing the case of Mrs. Locke, who bled

to death in consequence of the extraction of a tooth. Dr.

Addington, of Richmond, Va., says he never fails to stop

the bleeding by packing the alveolus from which the

blood continued to trickle, fully and firmly with cotton

moistened in a strong solution of alum and water. He
cured a bi'Other physician in this way, whose jaw had

bled for two weeks.

Recipe for Mending Broken China.—Take a very

thick solution of gum arable in water, and and stir into it

plaster of Paris until the mixture becomes a viscous

paste. Apply it with a brush to the fractured edges, and

stick them together. In three days’ the article cannot

again be broken in the same place. The whiteness of the

cement renders it doubly valuable.

The Boston IVIcdical Jo^irnal mentions the follow-

ing simple and economical apparatus for overcoming bad

odors, and purifying any apartment where the air is load-

ed with noxious materials. Take one of any of the vari-

ous kinds of glass lamjDs— for burning camphene, for ex-

ample—and fill it with chloric ether, and light the wick.

In a few minutes the object will be accomplished. In dis-

secting rooms, in damp, deep vaults where drains allow

the escape of offensive gases, in outbuildings, and in

short, in any spot where it is desirable to purify the at-

mosphere. burn one of these lamps. One tube charged

with a wick is sufficient.

To MAKE Starch Polish.—Take 1 oz., Spermaceti, and
1 oz., White Wax

;
melt, and run into a thin cake on a

plate. A piece the size of a quarter dollar, added to a qt

of prepared starch, gives a beautiful lustre to the clothes

and prevents the iron from sticking.

Blueing for Clothes— .Be/, and cliea/per than Indi-

go .—Take 1 oz. ofsoit Prussian Blue, powder it, and put

it in a bottle with 1 quart of clear rain water, and add
1-d oz. of Oxalic Acid. A teaspoonfu! is sufficient for a

large washing.

To Implove Pear Trees and their Fruit.—When
planted in a clay soil, mix sand and lime together at the

rate of one part of the former to two of the latter, and ap
ply a bushel of the mixture around each tree after the soil

has been hooked up and loosened. Broken bones are

also a good manure for Pear trees.— Ohio Valley Farmer.

lim ntiseraeiito.

FRUITLAND ISTURSBR-Y-—A CARD.

T he subscriber would respectfully infonn his customers and
friends that the unprecedented demand for trees, added to

the severity of a, portion of the winter, and the premature coming
on of spring (15th of Feb.) has prevented him from tilling many
late orders with which he has been favored. His stock for the next
year, (1857-8) however, will, he hopes, be amply sumcient to meet
all demands, and he earnestly solicits that orders be sent in as

early in the fall as pos.sib'e. Laud intended for orchards, next
year, should be deeply plowed, well manured, and cultivated in

some hoed crop, like corn, cotton or sweet potatoes. Por further
particulars see Descriptive and Priced Catalogue of FruitlandNur
sery, sent/reeo/ postage to all applicants. Address

D. KED1.IOND, Augusta, Ga.
“Fruitland Nursery,'’ Augu.sta, Ga., March 1, 1857—if

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and Best.

WE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses all others
in speed and durability, simplicity and strength as well as

economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being separ-
ate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a small ex-
pense.
The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fairs

of New Pork, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and
nearly twice as fast as any other Cora or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are invited to examine the Mill and compare its ad-
vantages. JOHN & THOS. A. BONE&
March—tf

GARDEN HAND PLOWS.

fTlHESE well known and most useful little PLOWS, worked by
_L band, >vith six different working irons to suit such work as
may want to be done, attached to each at pleasure, will be found
at all the Hardware Stores in this city, by wholesale or retail.

Marcb.57—2t B PICQUET.

SEED OF FINE LONG STAPLE
For Sale.

T his cotton, with the subscriber, has proved early and pro.
ductive. Price #5 per sack of 2 bushels, delivered in Beaufort

on board the Charleston and Savanuh steamboats, and less if taken
in bulk from the plantation. RORT. CHISOLM,
Marcb57—It Beaufort, S. C-

PURE AND VALUABLE SEEDS.

Having experienced the great difficulty in obtaining reliable
FLOWER SEEDS, suitable to the South, I have raised a

small quantity, which I have placed in the hands of D. B Plumb &
Co., Druggists, i:i this city, for retailing. I w’ould particularly draw
the attention of the ladies to the splendid co. lection of Stock Gilly
Flowers, Ten Weeks Stocks, Double Wall Flowers, and German
Asters. ROBERT NELSON,

Dec56'—tf Augusta, Ga.

^IVIORBURN’S WHOLESALE PRICED LISTS of VegetaWe,
JL Field, Tree, and Flower SEEDS for 1857 will be mailed to
Dealers enclosing a three cent .stamp.

J. M. THORBURN <St CO.
March57—It. 15 John street, New York.
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“SORGHO SUCRE,” or CHI^7BSS SUGAR
Caiie :

I
TS History, Propei- Method of Culture and Manufacture—Value
as a Syrup or Sugar IMaking and Fodder Prodiiciug Plant, &c.,

&c., including Reports ofmany Practical Experiments in the South
and other portions of the United States. Compiled from various
authentic sources, by D. Redmoxd, Assistant Editor of the South-
ern Cultivator.

Copies of the above Pamphlet and PURE SEED fumi.shed

by PLU3tB <S: Leuwer, Augusta, fta.. See their advertisement in

anther column.

FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.WH are now receiving our supply of choice GARDEN SEEDS,
which we warrant to be GKXUI.VE and of the crop of 18.0(1.

Those who purchase our seed may rely upon getting a fresh article

as -vve keep no ot.d seed on hand.
jU^Merchants supnlied at a liberal discount.

D. B. PLUMB Sc CO.,
Nov56—4t Broad-st, Augu.sta, Ga.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.
Extensive Collection of Selected Roses and

Scutliem Raised Fruit Trees.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of

• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new and rare
varieties, which he will be happy to supply such as may desire

them- His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of any
Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a
larger size. He has also made recent additions to his stock of

FRUIT TREES, and can now supply tine sorts of the following
varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shell Almonds, English 'Walnuts, and Ha-
zle-nuts.

Al.so, GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, Sec., and hardy Flowering and Orna-
mental Shrubs. Orders from the country will be promptly attend-
ed to, and Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed
Osage Ora ge Fruit for sale at Si per dozen.
Catalogues of Roses and Frait Trees will be sent gratis, to all

post-paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—4t

LANDS m SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

LJtHE Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
1 containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpa.ssed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.
The RaUroad from Macon wiU be completed to Albany .y 1st

Sept next; thus giving easy access to all of the above named
landis. Old settled plantations situated m Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Aloany, Oa., Oct. 10th. 1856. Nov56—tf

COTTON SEED.
BUSHELS—Olive—very pure. Price fifty cents a

• vl \J vJ bushel at my gin, or forwarded to cash orders at fifty

cents per sack extra. Also, 1,000 bushels “Crowder,” ecprally pure
and very productive, an early openei’, growing and making tfil late.

The young boUs do not dry up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other
varieties do. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Nov5t5—6t Yazoo City, Mississippi.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WI.SH to sell my STOCK F.\RM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis Sc Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, ail under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
.story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
S5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or 1 will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
jaarty familial- with Stock Raismg and can devote his time and at
tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to .suit purchasers, together with rny
Stock, consisting of 75’head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; -20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska ;” a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at

o’clock, A. M., and returns at 11 o'clock, P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

Ju*e56

—

tf Memphis, Tenn]

“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fi-uits and Flowers for the South I

Ij"'HE Subscriber has just issued a NEW CATALOGUE OF
Jl FRUITS for the SOUTH, in w’hich all the BEST and
most desk-able NATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (suitable to onr
climate) are fully described

;
witli special directions for the trams-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &,c. Also, a
selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful
ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise
for amateurs and those w ho desu-e to add to the comfort and adorn-
ment of their Immes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, frkk ov

FOST.VGE, by addi-essh)g D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For sale, a few pair of three to four months old, at $20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any

other—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneoixs erruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are
so liabjo w'hon confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Addros.s
Nov.5.5—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and tw-enty-tive
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bfils of any .specie pay

.

ing Bank.s. Address WM. N. WHITE,
May56—tf ^Athens, Ga.

PATENT BUCKX.E.

I
DESIRE to sell the Right of making and selling the new
DOUBLE-JOINTED PATENT BUCKLE, and will thank

tully receive offers for it until the 1st day of June next. The
Buckle is the best that has yet been invented, one answering for
the whole ward robe and should be made of gold or silver. The
Right of one State is worth a fortune. I will sell the Right of
one or all the States together. WM. SLADE
Gum Creek, Dooly Co., Ga., Nov. 24, 1856. Jan57—5t

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
{Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.')

T
''HE Subscriber has received and w-ill continue to receive

^
throughout the season, his stock of genuine and fresh GAR-

DEN SEEDS—crop of 1865. The usual deductions made to coun-
try Merchants. J. H. SERVICE.
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and RedONlON SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUE GRASS, &c., &c.
Jan.57—3t

DEALER in FERTILIZERS, No 34 Cliff street, New York.
PERUVIAN GUANO’No. 1—Government brand and weight

on each bag. COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by t.he Philadel-
phia Guano Company. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME and
BONE DUST. Jan57—.3t

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHA.NGE OF SCHEDULE.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, iust., and until further
notice, the Passenger Trains on the Cientral RaUroad will run

as follows :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5.C0 a. M. and 12.15 P. M
Arrive in Macon “ 2.15 P. M. “ 1.00 A. .M.

Leave Macon “ 11 45 a. Jt. “ 9.30 P. .M.

Arrive in Savannah “ 10.45 P. JM. “ 7 20 A. M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12.15 P. M. and 8-30 P. H,

Arrive in Augusta 8 45 P. M. “ 5-30 A. M.

Leave Augusta 6.00 a.m. “ 4.30 p.w.

Arrive in Savannah 1 30 P. M. “ 10 45 P. M.

BETWEEN MACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Macon 11.45 .\. M. and 9.30 P. M.

Arrive in Augusta 8 45 F. M. “ 5.30 A. M.

Leave Augusta 6 00 a. M. “ 4 30 P. M.

Arrive in Macon 2.15 P M. “ 1.00 A. .M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE 6c EATONTON.
Leave Savannah 5 00 a. m.

Arrive in MlUedgevUle 2.45 P. M.

Leave Macon 11.45 a. m.

Arrive in Eatonton 5.00 P. M.

W. M. WADLEY, Gen’l Snperintenc'ant.

Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 185-5. JuJy56—tf

t

t
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

IIE undersigned have now in store and offer for sale the foilow-

L iug CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG- AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young ximcnca” claim for this Mill

;

1st. That it will crttsh Corn and Cob
;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

.3rd. That it has an extra set of fineand coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
.5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Griant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agi'icultural Society for 1855, in grind-
iirg half of a bushel of Corn and Cob

:

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 21 Minutes. 10.

“Little Giant” -...41 “
15.

“Mayuor’s Cbanq ion.. . ....5 20.

“Colburn's Mill” ...-71 32.

The Manufacturers of “51ayuor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding partslast-

ing, (not being made on the coft'ee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf
" H. A J. MOORE & CO.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO
,

Sucre ! !™Pme Seed ! ! !

f|''HE subscribers take gi’cat pie rure in informing the Planters,

X Farmers and Gardeners of th ; South, that they have secured
from the most reliable sources it lin- ited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties ofwhich may be briefly

.summed up as follows ;

1st. One acre of the .stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from
400 to 500 gallons of fine syrup, equal to the best New Orleans

; and
from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

•3d. Sown broadcast or in close di’ills, on land deeply plowed
and highly manured, it will yield from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of superior fodder to the acre.

3cL It surpasses all other plants for soiling (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the great abundance of sugary juice which
it contains

;
and is greedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, growing
off freely and rapidly, after each cutting.

5th. It stands drouth much better than common corn, retaining
ite green color andjuiciness even after the seed matures-

6th. The seed is excellent for human food, when ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals very speedily. From twenty-
rive to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so" certain and i)rolitic a crop that planters may be sure
of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South of Mary-
land and North of Mexico. If planted earty in the Southern States
the seed will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, tvliich has been very carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, will be offered in cloth packages, each
eontaming enough to plant half an acre, in di’ills, with full

direction for the cultivation, which is perfectly simple.

These packages will be foi'warded mail, FREE OF POST-
AGE, to any address, on receipt of $1.30 for each package. When
not sent by mail, we will furnish the packages at $1 each.

Early orders are solicited, as the su^^ply of good and reliable

seed is quite limited. Applicants’ names will be entered m the or-

der in which thej' are received, and the seed will be ready for mail-

ing or delivery on the first of October.
Address, with plain directions for mailing or shipping,

D. B. PLUMB & CO., Augusta, Ga.

|^^’’’Pamphlets, containing full history and description of this

p-lant, with valuable Reports on its merits, will be sent, postage

free, to all who purchase seed, or who will enclose a three cent

stamp.

1^^ Dealers in seeds and counti-y merchants can be supplied

at a liberal discount from retail I’ates, if their orders are received

immediately. oct56-tf

R E. NORVELL,

Auction and commission merchant, and deal-
FJR IN MACHINERY AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-

MENTS, Huntsville, Ala. Dec56—2t*

PLANTATION AND GARDEN
Fertilizers,

The Sub.=:criber has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments -were satisfactory and profitable beyond their anticipa-
tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., -at2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LLME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at li
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., at
cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2} cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel.
Also, ROCK SALT, in ban-els of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

1^^ Orders by mail or otherwdse promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, eontaming further particulars and directions for using
the above fertilizers will be sent by maU, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,
August56—ly 98 Magazine st.. New Orleans.

WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN.

The greatest Agi'icultural wonder of the age. Its discoveiyi^
worth millions to the country. Y’ield 150 bu.shels to the acre,

(some say 300.) Plant only one kernel in a hill, each kernel will
produce from 3 to 12 stalks, 10 to 12 feet high, 4 to 20 ears, 8 to 14
inches long, 10 to 16 rows of beautiful pearl whita corn. Seed se-
lected with care, wan-anted genuine, put up in a parcel sufficient to

plant an acre. Price $1.50, delivered in New York City. Money
or P. O, stamps must accompany the order, with directions how to
send.
Those who order sent by mail, and remit $4, will receive, post

paid, a parcel to plant an acre
; $2, half an act-e

; $1 quarter of an
acre. Orders for less double the above rates. Cu-culars showing
the result from different parts of the Union, will be sent to all who
address J. C. THOMPSON,
Jan57—3t Tompkinsville, Staten Island. N. Y.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.
HE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that

X they have opened an office in the city of Augusta, opposite the
Insirrance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OP LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in

Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wi.?hing to have
Lands sold, will pi-esent them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of; also, the original plat and grant if they have* it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wishing to sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the na,ture of titles and terms, and they
will be entered into our general Registry, fi-ee of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wi.shing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, will find it to their advantage to favor ns with their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, VvHYTE <fc Co.
T/' MES M. DAVIDSON, v.. Woodville, Ga.

Feb56—t.f GIRAKOEV V7TiYTE CO., tiUTUSia, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGF OF SCHEDULE.
PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8-50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
An-ive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P. M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9. .50 P. iL
Awiving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3 -.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.
WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July \Ath, 18.55. Aug.55—tf

^^OTHERN CULTI'^TOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may now be obtamed at this office. Pi-ice, $1.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at $1 . 80. Addre.«s
WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
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EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare andbeaiitifiil EVERGREENS Trees and Shrubs
of the proper s^e for transplanting may now be obtained

from the subscriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Cedar,

Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cyi)ress, Norway Spruce, Silver

Fir, White Pine, Balsam Fh-, Silver Cedar, Irish, English and
Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chinese Arbor

Vit*; Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Grandiflora, “Mock Orange,”

Pittosporum, «fcc., <fcc. ; in short all the most desirable Evergreen
Trees and Shrubs that flourish in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied in

quantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue sent (grat/s per mail.) Ad-
dress [Dec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Aiigusta, Ga.

GRADE CASHIi<[ERB GOATS.
lOR SALE, a few halfblood BUCKS at $.30 each. Addre.ss

INov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.
I
AM willing to dispose of a few very tine yearling SOUTHDOWN EWES, in lamb; also, four tine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I will sella Buck and three Ewes for $100, if applied for prior to
the 1st of January next. RICHARD PETERS,
Dec56—tf Atlanta, Ga.

THOROUGH BRED NORTH DEVON AND
Ayrshire Bulls.

I
OFFER for sale a few choice young BULLS, bred from supe-
rior Stock, with full pedigrees. For particulars, address me at

No. 23 Fulton street. New York City A. M. TREDWELL,
Importer, Breeder and Dealer in North Devon and Ayrshire Cattle.
Residence iladison, ilorris county. New York.

Declid—3mo

CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!

THE GREAT FORAGE PLANT AND RENOVATOR OP SOUTHERN LANDS ! !

^1’’ HIS very remarkable new Field Pea is by far the mo.st valuable and productive variety ever introduced. It is well adapted to

J. poor laud, yielding at least three or four times a.s much as any of the common varieties, and producing a growth of vine almost
incredible. It grows in clusters of from 12 to 20 pods, each pod contaiaiug 10 to 12 peas, and is of course far more easily gathered than
any other. The vine never becomes hard, but is .so/£ and from the blossom to the root. Itisgreadily eaten by stock, and
the Pea.s are unsurpassed /or the table in delicacy and richue.^JS of flavor.

We subjoin the following extracts—the first from Ex-GovemorDrew, of Arkansas, and the remainder from several well known citi-

zens of South Bend, in the same State :

Fort Smith, Ark., December 20, 18-56.

Dear Sir :—The evidences afforded me while at your house by an examination of the quantity of vine and peas gathered from one
and a half acres of ground, is beyondgnyching in the icay of a great yield I have ever Icnovm.

I think I am within bounds when I say the yield, in pea and vine, is at least live times greater than any other pea—clover, or grass fbr
hay. And the waste peas were equal to any other full pea crop

;
and from the quantity of waste vines remaining on the ground, I think

it will prove a fine manure aud supporter of the soil.

Your son, Mr. Wm. F. Douglass, has done well in making arrangements for the extended culture of this invaluable Pea in the oldea'

States, where it will doubtless do more in re-instating the old, worn-out lands than guano or any other application to the soil, while, at
the same time, the yield is likely to be as great on such lands as on the rich bottoms of Arkansas.

Respectfully your ob’t. serv’t., THOS. S. DREW.
To Robert H. Douglass, Esq.
Dr. Goree, of Arkansas, estimated the yield in Peas or Hay at times that of any other Field Pea he had ever seen planted." W. R.

Lee, Esq
,
say.- he “has never seen anything to equal it,” and that it should '•'supersede the use of every other," and the following certifi-

cate settles the question of its value for Hay :

“We, the undersigned, saw “that pea-A'ine,” and think, after the peas were gathered, that the vine would haA’e made as much hay as
a stout mim could carry

;
it covered a .space of ten or tw'elve feet in diameter, and lay from one foot to eighteen inches deep.”

WM. U. MEEKS,
B. W. LEE.

South Bend, Ark., Sept., 1856.

Col. J. B. L. Marshall, Assistant Engineer on the Little Rock and Napoleon Rail Road, says :

“If the Southern Farmers wiU give it a fair trial, they Avill find it to be ike greatest Pea both for table use and forfeeding stock, now
knoAvn. They fatten hogs faster than anything I have CA-er tried. On the 11 acres Mr. Douglass had in cultivation last year,there waa
at leastfour times as much vine as I ever saw on any piece ofground of the same size," &c., <tc.

For further panicxilars, see Circulars furnished gratis by the Agents.
We are prepai-ed to send out a limited quantity of these Peas, put up iu cloth packages to go by mail. They will be forwarded, frea of

to any address on receipt of $1.30, or otherwise at $1 each. Current funds and postage stamps aa-IU be a satisfactory I'emit-

tance. Our names will be printed on all packages of the genuine seed.

Any one not perfectly satisfied with the Pea wiU haA’e his money returned. Address (with plain directions for mailing)
PLUMB & LEITNER, Augusta, Georgia.

Dealers in Seeds and country merchants can be supplied, to a limited extent, at the usual discount, if their orders are forwarded
immediaZely. Feb57—

t

f.

FRUITS FOR ; i OUTH !

“FEtriTLAND NUHSERV," AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

rnHE Subscriber takes pleasure in offering for fall and winter planting, choice TREES of the following varieties of Fruits, all of

J. which have been found to be well adapted to the South

:

APPLES—a succession, ripening from May until December, and keeping until June, mostly of Southern origin, and many but

recently introduced to the public—price, 25 cents each.

APRICOTS

—

.such fine varieties as Moorpark, Breda, Hemskirke, Peach. &c., Ac.

PEACHES—the choicest collection ever offered, including in additition to all the best Northern and Foreign sorts, a splendid variety

of new Southern Peaches not found in any other Catalogue. The present years stock of Peach trees is quite limited in number, se

that earlv orders are advisable. Price, 25 cents.

NECTARINES—Boston, Stanwick (iicav). Hunt’s TaAvny, New White, and all other firtst class sorts.

PEARS—Davarfs and Stakuards

—

a selection of the very best, recommended by the American Pomological Society, and most

of which have been fully tested in the South.

PLUMS—all the largest aud best varieties.

CHERRIES—TAventy or more select kinds, worked on the M.ahaleb Stock, as Ioaa- Standards or DAvarfs—the proper form for the

rooted plants of the CataAvba, Isabella, Scuppernong; Warrenton and other native varieties, for the table and ftir

•wine making. Price, 25 to 50 cent.s.
.

pjQS—strong rooted trees of 6 or 8 of the best kinds, furnishing a successional crop throughout the entire season. Price 25 to 50

^^^"^STRA'WBERRIES—a selection from 35 or 40 varieties including Hovey's Seedling, Longworth’s Prolific, McAvoy’s Superior, and

all the new and desirable sorts.
.
Price, $2 to $3 per hundred.

POMEGRANATES—strong rooted trees of the sweet and snb-acid varieties. Price, 25 to 50 cents.

BLACMERRIES—the famous Rochelle or “LaAvton”—also, the Albino or “White Blackberry.” Price, 50 cents each—$5 per

dozen.
RASPBERRIES —The American Rlack, Red Antwerp, &c. Price $1.50 to $3 per dozen.

HEDGE PLANTS—such as Osage Orange, $8 to $10 per thousand
;
White Macartney Rose, cuttings, $1-0 p^r thousand ; Cheroka©

Rose, cuttings, $5 per thousand; Fortune’s Yellow Rose, cuttings, &c., &c,
—ALSO—

A very choice selection of ROSES, neAv and rare EVERGREENS, FLOWERING SHRUBS, <fcc., &-c.

Labelling, packing, marking and shipping, carefully attended to.

neAA’ descriptive Catalogue now ready, and will be sent to all -who desire it, free of postage. Address ;

Nov56—?t REI>M0ND, Augusta, 0*.
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SHEDS SOUTBL

Having experienced the great difficulty in obtaining reliable
Flovzer Seeds suitable to the South, I have raised a small

quantity, which I am now offering to the public. I would particu-
larly draw the attention of the Ladies to the nnsurpas-ed collec-
tions of DOUBLE STOCK GILLIPLOWERS, TEN WEEKS
STOCKS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, WALLFLOW-
ER, HOLLYHOCKS, and many others ;

1857! 1857!
SOUTiERN CULTIFATOR,

A .TOUHIVA.S.,
DEVOTED TO .SOUTHERN- AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BREEDING. POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LBb7 M. D., 'and *D. REDMOND, Editors.

Tile Fifteentli volume commences in January-
1857 .

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1 1 Twenty-Five Copies $'20
SixCopiE.s ‘7 5

1
One Hundrei» Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.
The Bills of aU specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps

received at par.

Remittanuces, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher's risk.
Address WM. S. JONE8, Augit^ta, Ga.

i^^Persons who V,-ill act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS^ w'ill be furnished with the paper at club prices.

AT TEN CENTS A PAPER,
k Double Stock Gilliflowers,

“ Ten Weeks Stocks,
“ Imperial Stocks,
“ Autumnal Stock,
“ Carniitions,
“ Wailliower,

Dianthus imperialis plenissima,
Riiodonthe Mauglesii,
Heliotropium peruvianum,
Pharbitis limbata,
Polyganum lenetifolium.

AT FIVE CENTS PER PAPER.
Adonis eestivalis,

Ageratnm coemleum,
Amaranthus tricolor,

Althea rosea,
“ chinensis,

Ammobium alatum,
Antirrhinum majus,
Aster chmensis,
Calendula crista galli,

Calliopsis bicolor,

Catanouche bicolor,

Ce'osea cristata,

Celosia indica,

Centourea cyanus,

Delphinium Ajacis,
Dianthus chinensis,
Double Balsams,
Elicrysium lucidum,
Papaver somuifeimm.

“ mackanthum,
Emilea flammea,
Gompherena globosa,
Heris speciosa,
Ipomea Quamoclit,
Lovatera trimestris,

“ Murselli,
Phlox Drummondi,
Portulacca Thellusoni,
Poterium Long visorba,
Reseda odorata,
Salpiglosis variabilis,

Scabiosa atropunpuuea,
Gilia tricolor,

Senecia elegans,
Tagetes erecta,

“ patula,
Verbena Melindris,
Viola odorata,
Zinnea elegans,
Xeranthemums aunuum,
Gnaphalium foetidum.

S^^Orders; enclosing the money and a thr?e cent postage stamp
for every dollars worth of seed sent to PLUMB & LEITNER,
Augusta, Ga., or to the subscriber, wiU meet w-ith pi-ompt atten-

tion. ROBERT NELSON.
_Feb57—tf

(
COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadelphia Guano
y Company,, A. LONGETT, Agent,

Jan57-—3t New York.

PO.RTABLII STEAM ENGIICBS,
U|'’'IIE subscriber respectfiilly calls the attention of ‘•'outhern
J_ Plantei-s and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-
GINES, of which he has the Agencj' in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacitv
can be taught to run one in a day. For di'iviug light machinerj^
running cotton gins, plantation saw mills, or corn mills,

l umping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than w-ould mule^J or
horses, to do the .same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, ai d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look w-ith pleasure upon the intro-

duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-
ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost o: running a 6, 8, or 1()

horse Engine is much less per day than the expense cf feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
2v Horse Power $?375

4 do. do 500
6 do. do 7(X)

8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1.100

A jjamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent b} mail to
anv person requesting it. Address,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

"dIOSCOREA BATATAS--NBW GHIMESE
Potato—or yam.

T he experience ofanother season in the cultivation of this new-
esculent. warrants us in continuing all we said irr relation to it

last year. Wherever it has fallen into the hands of judicious cul-

tivators, and received the care necessary to its full development,
tlie result h.a.s been entirely satisfactoiy in all respects ; and it may
confidently be reaffirmed that of all the esculents proposed as sub-
stitutes for the diseased potato, the Dioscorca Batatas is certainly

i the only important one. We can now supply small roots from 4 to

9 inches long, carefully packed for transport at |*3 per dozen; and
small seed tubers (such as we sold last year) at $1 per dozen to

$7 per hundred
;
these latter can he sent by mail. De-; 'iptioii

and directions for culture furnisbed with each package, t.'here

practicable, parties are invited to examine the roofs be'ore purchas-
ing, as we have them constantly on view.
NEW CHINESE NORTHERN SUGAR CANE.—Seed of this •

celebrated and invaluable plant in packets at i2i cents each
(prepaid by mail 25 cts ) 75 cents a pound.
CHUFASor EARTH ALMOND—$1 per KKi.

JAPAN PEAS, 50 cts. a auart. NEW ORANGE WATER
MELON Grue), CHRISTIANA MUSK MELON; KING PHILIP
CORN

;
SWEET GERMAN TURNIP, etc., etc., with the large.st

and most comprehensive assqrtment of VEGETABLE,F.LOWER.
and FIELD SEEDS to be found in the United States.

Catalogues on application.

JAS. M. THORBURN & CO ,

Jan57—2t Seedsmen, &c., 15 John st,. New York.
'

BOyD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTOH SEED.
Onfl BUSHELS of BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON

SEED for sale in sacks from 1 to 5 bushels in a sack.
Pi'ice $lper bushel JOHNM. TURNER,
Nov.^1

—

4t Augusta Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO RUCK,
one year old. Also, tw-o superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS. Atlanta, Ga.

I
MPROVED SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, of the bcist

braiids, for sale by A. LONGETT,
Jan57—2t “ 34 Cliff 'trect. New V orb.
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WORK FOR THE 310NTH—(APRIL.)

THE PLANTATION,

Corn.—After a premature spring, in February, we have

been visited by a second winter, whieh has retarded all

operations on the Plantation, and few persons in this re-

gion have even commenced planting Corn up to the pre-

sent date (3Iarch 18). It is absolutely necessary,, there-

fore, that the utmost energy be called into requisition and

that not a moment be lost, whenever the ground is in pro-

per condition. Manure heavily and plow deep—u^Q the

best and heaviest seed you can obtain, and let your aftei-

oulture be of the most thorough character, working often

and shallow, so as to break no roots. More suggestions on

this subject hereafter.

Cotton.—Having properly started your corn crop, push

forward the planting of Cotton, without delay. It is very

important to get an early stand, and much may be effected

in this way by throwing up the beds light and dry. See

the various hints and suggestions of our experienced coi-

respondents, in previous volumes and numbers. See also

the new ^-Cotton Planter's Manual," of our friend Col.

Turxer. It may be had from Geo. A. 0.\tes & Bro., of

this city, or from C. M. Saxton & Co., of New York, at

51, postage pre-paid.

S'^cce^ Patoitoes.—Plant your main crop of ‘‘sets’’ and

“draws” this month. Try the level system heretofore des-

cribed in our journal. Reason and experience both teach its

superiority. But, if you plant in hills or ridges, plow the

soil very deep and throw them up broad and flat on the sum-

mit so that they may catch and retain as much moisture

as possible. Potato “draws,” or any similar plants may

be safely set out even in dry weather, by dipping the

roots in a thick batter of black woods-mould, or surface

soil and water, as heretofore described.

Irish Potatoes, already planted, must be put la

immediately, or it will be too late for a summer crop.

They should be dropped 10 inches apart in 3 feet drills,

and covered with a thick layer of partially decomposed

pine-straw or leaves.

Chinese tSugar Ca.vr^ox syrup, and to supply an abun-

dance of seed for future use, should be planted as

soon as the weather becomes settled and warm—a little

after Corn planting time.

The Chinese Prolific Pea is also worthy of a fair tiiai,

as it comes to us very highly recommended by highly re-

spectable and f/towitorestorZ men. We shall plant at least

50 acres of it the present season, if we can reserve seed

enough for that purpose.

Common Corn and Chinese Sugar Cane, for cutting

green and for winter forage, should also be sown plenti-

fully during the present and the next month. Sow, also-

Egyptian Millet, but do not let it come near the Chinese

Sugar Cane, or you v/ill ruin the latter as a sugar plant.

Early crops of Coiv Peas may also be sown. For fodder^

we prefer the drill
;
but if intended to turn under for ma-

nure, SOW’ the Peas broadcast.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Attend to all work not performed last month, without de-

lay. Set out all Cabbage plants, you may have, and sow-

more Cabbage seed to head in the summer : Plat Dutch is-

the best. Thin out Turnip, as soon as they have four

leaves, and sow m.ore Turnip seed; Early V, nite Dutch

and Red Topped Dutch are the best for spring use. Also

sow White Norfolk Turnip, it will grow larger than ths

former and succeed them. Ifyou have not already sow^n

Onion seed (black), do it at once; they will come into

use in the latter part of the summer, when all that w’ere

raised from setts or buttons are gone. If you did sov/

Black Onion seed last fall, it can now be transplanted*

Sov/ Carrots, Beets, (“Extra Early” is the flnest) Pars-

nips, Salsify, Lettuce, Radishes, Thyme, Parsley, and

Rape (for early greens.) The White Belgian Carrot

stands our hot summers best. Also sow Mangel H artzely

it will be found very good for late use, w hen the other

beets are gone. Plant all in rows 15 inches apart. Sow,

also, a little spot with Celery and protect them from the

sun. When Cherry trees are in bloom plant Snap Beans;

Early Valentine is an excellent variety, and we are in-

clined to recommend it in preference to all others. When

Apple trees are in flower, plant Squashes (Scallop Squash

is the best) in hills 3 feet apart
;

also, Cucumbers and

Muskmelons G feet apart; the Sutmeg and Citron Md/ms
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j
ness to hills and mountains covered with snow from four

to eight montiis in u year, adequately accounts for the

I chilling “northers” ofTexars, and tlie like (dianges of tern-

t' perature, only lessdisagreeahle in Oeor'2:i«. Such a climate
J

I I

has somewliat peculiar ugrieulturul powers, and natural-
j

I ly develops some peculiarities in its most jnoductive lu-

!

r bor. These peculiarities arc worthy of our best consider- !

j

ation.
j

The first European settlers in Georgia liad a deep pre
j

I
judice against negro slavery and hoped to jtrosper bettci'

j

S without it, (hatj did the Carolina.s and Virginia vrith it. I

t Kut tlie climate of all the southern part of flie jirovince
}

was and is adapt«rd to the production of tropical jilanls in
j

the cultivation of wiiicti wliilc laliorcrs were found less
j

valuable than blacks on many accounts; and slave labor
j

was finally introduced, and established bylaw', more from
j

necessity thatt choice. Xor have the recent jirogress in
i

agricultural science, and the unprecedented exodus of
!

emigrants from Ireland, been sufficient to iniro<lucc Irish i

upon the now deserted sugar plantations of Jamaica.

While millions of industrious immigrants have settled In

the Northern States atid Canada from Europe, the planters

of the British West Indies are without laborers, and trying
|

hard to remedy tlie loss of their slaves by the purchase of
j

('oolies from China.

These facts are instructive, as proving how much cli-

mate has to do with systems of labor, and the di.siribution

of laboring people.

Something like half of the year, wiiite persons can labor

on plantations licre as well as in finy country, even in our
j

most Southern States, This fact is impoitunt
;
for as whites

become acclimated, and accustomed to Southern field

work, and as their nunibers atigment much faster than

blacks, it is obvious tijatthey v/ill extend their indu.stryto

the production of all the staples of the South, 'i'his be-

ing a natural result of an increase of population, i

and the inevitable concentration of negroes upon [

large estates, as the country grows older, it is time '

to cultivate a good understanding between botii kiiids ofi

agricultural industry. They are not antagonistic, no more
|

than the facts that one mui! eats inead arid v/earsa shirt
!

make him the natural enemy of every other man wlio do*
j

likewLse. Let all be indu.strious wlio will, that ail may '

have a pdenty of both food and raiment. We need a more,

liberal and patriotic feeling to encourage alike both white
j

and colored people to create more tiiun they consume, that

the wealth and general improvement of the South may ex-

cite the admiration of mankind. Advantages of climate

and soil avail nothing unless intelligence and industry

use them for v/ise purposes. The most valuable natura!
j

resources are often sadly abused, or misused, by an o\ej
j

desire to command at once benefit.s which properly belong
!

to future years. It is the part of wisdom to look ahead,
|

and see the condition of things, and esptciuily of humai; I

society, after one or two generations have come and gone,

cultivating the land as we culti'.utc it, and illustrating itj
j

iheir labor, morals and institutions, the principles we now
teach by precept and example. Partial and one sided

vie'ws of grave subjects mislead thousands to the serious

.-''jury of themselves and their posterity. Man ever rnis-

takcshls true interest when he fails to regard the ttiteresl.s

of otlier.s dear to them as his is to himsell, 'i'be tme policy

is to harmonize all interests by earefully avoiding ex-

tremes in every dir(;elion, 'I’be world whs niode for all

of woman bom, not for a favored few.

'I'ime, climate, and tlie natural increa ,< ol' .',c 1 ;ui/k‘i)i

tiimily, to .say notliing of the wi/nderlal j»r(»gt'e!-,sof.seien-

ence and art, arc tnuking rafjid changes in Ar.erican so-

ciety. 'I’be census of
,

'Missouri, whic’n has just, been lal.ej),

indicutes ve,i y forcibly tlie < liange. in ag: ii'iilturu! i,,i!>or

nov/ going on in that liirming rather tlian )hi

:

St:it>

It lias a total [lojmlation offll“2,“0b, of whoi'; an.

wiiiies, ’Ki'rl free hhadrs, and hiv«rt. 'Mn-

increttse of the white population in -ix ye^i >. '. a., been

over tbii ty-eiglit fter cent., or u !iil<‘ .I'e increase

of tlie slaves bas been 1 nr only a fVartion ‘'n.er two
jier ceiit. 'J’wo r<)unties return no hiv»*>,

;
tv.ei tycoun

lies retitni only l.bOt) altogether, the liiglast leiiehmg

only ninety-.six, and the lowest bur eiglit, I'p to tin,

year JH.'dJjthe increase of the slave pnpiilutioj; in rdi.ssotn i

w'as rapid and remark. ilde, but the iiierea-je jCenis Eiow to

be as effectually cheeked there as in Ifelawarc ar.d Mary
land, 'i'his fact, taken in conn<'Clion with tin* comfmra
lively small number there, and tlic great number of whites,

seems significant of a change in the fiinunes of the State

A letter from Jefferson city, the capital, dated, February

fitli, to the St, Louis Demoerfd, says :

“Large slaveholders are now selling out their lands in

all quarters of tlie State, arid ]>reparing to move to Texas ;

Olliers are ofiering their lands for sale, and negro buyer

are traversing the .State, buying tip negroes for ih.e Soutit-

ern market.”

Even in upper Georgia, w’here e.otton i.s grown with

le.ss facility than nearer the sea coast, lUrming Ituidr. arc

almost given away by their owners who are anxious to

remove with their servants to parts where the labor of the

latter will pay better, 'J’hc liigli price of cotton and sugar

operates as a powerful attraction toward the lami and
climate best adapted to their production, V'iew tlie plant-

ing interests of the South in whatever light we u\ixy,'pro

is its most remarkable feature. Soon the “.'.it! of

slavery” v/ill be entirely forgotten, as the lav, s of climate

ard ofliUinau industry arc studied and understood

L.

IJ KNJCJ'iTS OK A(;inci —
'!'he Soiilhcrii f'lilli vator,

}>y:\H Cr. i,'riVAToa—Not havin'r jicnned a:', article for

your column's for overtv/o years, I liave concluded to-day

to .'•end you a coinmunic'ition setting forth the many bene

fits that liave inured to rny home from agiieu'turel reading,

and as your paper stands, deservedly, lorcinost in nearly

all Southern tigricultural libraries, it will be undeistoixS

that whatever of benefit or advantage I i.avc der;'/eri iw

mainly attributable toils columns.

I am a farmer—raised so—and the xor 'if a farmer,

though my father was never very .Mieev .u-' in this de-

partment, and consequently 1 grew up .strong in the be-

,
lief that all farming was but another name for drudgery,,

and that there was nothing enlivening or attractive con-

!

nected with it. 'i’hu.s, when I began, I embarki^J in it, not

I

with any pleasure or delight, but becau.>e 1 c^^Ktld .v.-e r,t>

I

other goo<] opening for a start in business. For several

years, 1 plodded on in the old beaten ir.'jick in vrhich I hadi

I

been reared, and seldom attempted any experiments o*

advances in my line of business. About this time, ? f>e-

carne encumbered v/ith an old crazy set of nnlls, which ?

thought, by carrying on in connection v/ith the

v/ould enable me to live, and thut; my little foc'.e
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divided in the endeavor to conduct two different businesses

while, in reality, I was not strong enough for either. The
cos7.seqi3enc€ was no manure at all was saved and dis-

jEibuted, my farming operations were always delayed to

a late date in the season, while, ofcourse, bad preparation

of a heavy, vret soil produced bad stands; while careless

and imperfect tillage, with negro discrimination in thin-

king, invariably gave me shorter crops than any other per-

son on similar land.

I was thoroughly convinced that farming was a poor

business, and I became so disgusted with my bad stands

..hat I frequently would not go in the field for weeks, leav-

'ing its management entirely to negro supervision
;
while

a.\y mill vras a source of perpetual disquietude. About
"this time (5 years ago), a copy of the Southern Cultivator

tell accidently into my hands. I there read of the plea-

sures of farming, and how, to succeed at all in it, that deep

plowing and thorough preparation was indispensable. I

subscribed for the paper and received 9 numbers at once.

Th«k perasal opened my eyes entii'ely to new things.

''Gladness grew in me at the discovey—there seemed to be

.i latent joy awakened within me—and I determined to

oievote myself to the farm and its interests.

A.b.o.ut this, time, a friendly freshet swept my old mill

kSam away, and I then resolved that I would spend no

more time in mending it, ' but that I would apply my
whole time and attention to farming. I had to

fnegin -tander very discouraging circumstances. I had made
crop of any consequence, while my stock had been so

'Smii'-zly neglected that I was left without one breeding

and 0137 empty barn and larder, together with the

dilapidated condition of the fences and buildings were a

ft%htfur commentary on the industry and thrift of the

owner. In fact, there never was an individual, unless he

imiS the victim of disease or the devotee of Bacchus,

widi good land around him and help to cultivate it, whose
imUR'&es presented so shattered an appearance as your un-

worthy servant.

Hut I began to husband manures, to haul cotton to gin

'ter ike seed,'&c., and through the winter I amassed more
cau'atsre than Ithought could have been gathered on the

place in 5 years.

I was a constant and ardent reader of the Cultivator.

T-ltrough its wholesome influences I was buoyed up in the

berieftiaat farming would pay, and more than that, that

ikere was a charm, a kind of cheerful halo thrown around

home that was beyond comparison, and that could

stcCfee obtained in any other pursuit of life. Here I began

.imperceptibly to love home and studied how to adorn it.

I Eicw felt a new pleasure in watching the operations of

iMatare manifested in the vegetable economy, and I en-

joyed those pure and lovely draughts of pleasure which
koiae feut the farmer ever experiences.

i commerxed operations in deep plowing, but I found

that I haff no plow on my premises that I could induce to

aio 'aNKi'k 6 inches deep. I bought one of Ruggles’ Eagle

.l?lows in New Orleans. Here I was assailed by a new
dlisaster. My old neighbors assured me it never would do

—that the very shape of the cast iron points would not

let it in the ground. That objection, however, was soon

slfispelled, as the plow, with two good horses, turned up six

.iach furrows most beautifully.

1 was then told by old veteran farmers that such plow-

fmg would ruin my land—that it might do in Northern

but was not adapted to mine. I asked how they

..itaew it would ruin it '? and I was assured that every per-

- SoYicmmd said so. I inquired for proof. No experiment

iS-f SilaS 'kind could be produced, so I went ahead, and was
vlcfflouneed and laughed at by the whole neighborhood.

I knew .my land produced almost nothing anyhow,
I «tas resolved to believe what your correspondents

ssM. So I broke up deep and manured as well as I could.

Previous to that year, there were spots in my .swamp lard
that had become so inexpressibly barren that you could
find an acre in a spot that would not have made a bushel
of corn. Upon these exhausted spots I expended most of
my labor, and carted manure upon them until they were
liberally supplied.

For the first time in my life I made a heavy crop of
corn, heavier than I ever anticipated. And how often,

while walking in that field, while the dark emerald maize
waved its rustling banners round me, did I think of your
journal that had taught me to love my occupation and
had enabled me to make such a change in all around me

!

My neighbors were stumped and attributed much of the

improvement to the turning loose the waters of the mill

pond which had previously exerted a very pernicious in-

fluence on the land
;
but they still declared that I had got

all out of the land, and that I could never make a <>ood

crop again.

I have made three crops since, and have been each time
well repaid not only for all the manure put on but also

for the deep and thorough plowing that I have ever since
given. In the year 1855, the dryest season here extant. I

made more corn on 10 1-2 acres of land than I made in

1852 off of45 acres, and I would not have my creek bot-

tom land broken up on the old skinning system if it was
done for nothing.

In my next, I hope to be able to tell you what draining
has done, and what underdraining will, I hope, do for me
this year. Allow me, then, in conclusion, to say that the
pleasure, happiness and instruction that I have drawn
from the Cultivator could not be estimated by me in dol-

lars and cents. May its shadow never grow less, but may
it go on conquerring error and prejudice till our own
Sunny South may become as productive as her climate is

beautiful. Yours, Aristander.
Pike Comity, Miss., 1857.

RAISING CARVE.S.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Much depends upon

the object we have in view as to the method which we adopt

in raising our calves. It is very true and reasonable that

the way nature points out for all animals is the most pro-

per for them. «

There. are many modes of raising' calves, and we sup-
pose that every man thinks his plan the best. That the
public may have some correct data from which to judge of
this matter, it would be well to know the different meth-
ods—old and new—of managing calves, and then some de-
gree of certainty may be attained.

There is a method in many parts of the States, of separat-
ing the calves from the dams at a day old

;
others let them

remain with the cow until weaned—when the latter is the
case, the calf sucks so frequently the cow’s udder cannot be
filled or distended, and consequently she gives so little milk
it is seldom the calf is more than barely kept from starving.

If a calf sucks from a cow half that she gives,it benefits him
more than .though the same be fed to him. If we take a
cow that gives “a good mess,” as the term is, and let two
calves suck her they will frequently get quite fat with this

chance and seem to wean better, winter better and make
thriftier cattle than those that never suck. A couple of
calves striving to get more milk every time, would have
a tendency to increase the quantity, or else nature has not
provided for this emergency as she has for others.

When the calfis first dropped, the first object is to get
suck, as the first from the udder of the dam in this state

is almost indispensable to the health of the animal ; next
the cow is milked clean twice every day, after the calf

takes his fill, till the dam does not give more than it will

consume
;

after four weeks the calfshould be turned out to

run with the cow, to suck when hek;hooses, until when
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about nine montlis old, at which time the cow will gener-

ally wean her calf off.

This plan of weaning calves is adopted throughout

nearly the whole of the Southern country, as our planters

prefer beef to veal as a general thing. Often it happens

that the calves do not come out of the woods until they
|

are some months old. But since the planters have began

to improve their stock, they have began to pay more
j

attention to toe calves and many have adopted a plan to

|

raise them by hand.
j

In rearing the calf by hand, we must use every precau-
j

tion to keep iliem as near the natural condition as possible, ,

as the first year of the animal’s existence is a period ofj

most luxuri;m.t growth, so, also, it should be the period ofj

luxuriant feeding, as the most liberal feeding is most amply
j

repaid
;
so is the slightest neglect the cause ofirreparable

!

loss.

We let the calf suck the dam for a day or two, after

which milk into a bucket two or three quarts of milk, and

after getting the calf backed into a corner, stride across it,

inserting the fore finger of the right hand into it’s moutn
—having, it possible, an assistant to hold the bucket for a

few days— a.id pressing the head down with the left hand

into it
;

after a few day’s commence teaching the animal

to hold its head down into the bucket without your finger
|

in his mcurh
;
when, by perseverance and abstinence

;

from nourishment it can soon be made to drink by itself,
|

and thus you give it skimmed milk mixed with new milk
j

and afterwards all skimmed milk, without any more trou-

ble than placing the pail or vessed before the calt. If the

calf is allowed too much milk for several months, it is in-

jurious to the future development of the young. It does not

distend the stomach properly, nor call into use its ruminat-

ing habits. Calves thus brought up sometimes prove
i

light bellied, indifferent feeders and decidedly inferior
j

animals.
j

The calf is sometimes fed on milk at one degree of
j

temperature, and at another time on another certain de-
j

gree of temperature, varying in degrees of heat as often
j

as fed, and as often fed irregularly, and, I might say, rather
|

sparingly for three or four months, and then turned out to
!

shirk tor itself. In this way the food must be poor, and it

requires a greater quantity to support the solid parts of

the body, thereby distending the capacity of the stomach

and intestines, as the poorer the food the less the chyle to

support the animal system, the remainder passing off in

the excrements, at the same time contracting and stinting
{

the lacteal vessels, which convey the chyle from the mis-

sentery to the thoracic duct.

The chyle is a white juice in the stomach consisting of

the finer and more nutritious parts of the food which is

received into the lacteal vessels and serves to form the

blood.

Kence my conclusion, that the poorer the calf is kept

the more the lacteal and arteiial vessels will be contracted

and stinted, and the more the stomach and intestines will

be distended, and, should the plan be persevered in, the

fine points and just proportions never will nor never can

be fully or finely developed ; no matter how wellthey may
be kept after; although some may, by great care, be

brought to a positive state
;
but, as u general rule, it stints

them forever.

Again, when a calf is fed too bountifully, as is the case

with many a; the present day, all the vessels become ex-

tended to such a degree that the reverse cannot but be ex-

pected; that is the vessels that carry nutrition to the solid

pavts of the body will be so much more e.xtended than the

intestines, that when they come to be fed as all planters

would vrish to feed their stock, after one year of age, on

.good fodder or hay only, the stomach and intestines be-

come insufficient to furnish the v/ants of the lacteals, so

that the sy mpathy of the organs will not be preserved—

:i LT IV ATQR.
so essential and requisite for their future advancement and

prosperity. D
Si'uih Carolina, Feb., JS57.

(IIINE.SE pirGAil c am:—EETTE i: FKOU DR.
Kobt. Battey.

Editors Souther.v Cultiv.vtor—The general interest

now felt (over the entire country) in the Chinese Sugar

Cane, and the experiments made with it by myself and
others, has so encumbered me with letters ofinquiry that

1 find it a serious tax upon me to reply to questions so

often repeated. May I ask the use of a small portion of

your space that I may speak to all at one sitting '? If there

be any of my correspondents who are not readers of the

Southern CuUivator, 1 trust they will at once avail them-

selves of its benefits.

1st. Of the precise dimensions of the mill used by Mr.

Pet.'^.rs, I cannot speak definitely. I would select for my-
self rollers of cast iron 18 inches in diameter and 24 inches

in height, and of the latter dimension 4 inches should be

devoted to the cogs and 20 inches (roughly turned off in

the lathe) for the pressing surfaces, which should not be

smooth, or the cane will slip and greatly retard the press-

ing. Such a mill will harvests acres satisfactorily.

2nd. The mill must extract 50 per cent, of the entire

weight of the cane, or it is notieconomically adjusted. If

it be put up in the best style, and the power is ample, 60

per cent, is not too high a figure for the best cane. The
mill should so perfectly accomplish its work that the ba-

gass shall be a refuse product—so far as syrup is in ques-

tion—after having passed the mill. It will be so broken

and contused that it cannnot be returned to the mill with

any advantage, and pressing it after tlie manner adopted

for the extraction of cider would be a most unprofitable

expenditure of time.

3rd. “The leaves or blades” should be removed before

pressing, and indeed before cutting the cane from its root.

This should not be done “carefully,” as suggested by a

correspondent, for this, in the strict acceptation of the

term, would involve needless waste of valuable time. The
fodder should be stripped offrapidly and tied into bundles

as usual with corn for the reasons : first, that it is a valu-

able part of the crop
;
secondly, if left upon the cane it

would retard the pressing and contaminate the juice with

an additional quantity of objectionable vegetable matter.

4th. Let me say by way of explanation to my Northern

friends ; syrup is, with us, the juice of die cane boiled

down to the consistence of molasses, while the latter ar-

ticle is the drippings from granulated sugar. The first

is a primary ,aud the latter a secondary product. The
consistence is materially the same.

5th. To those who desire a statement of the number of

barrels of juice and syrup estimated for an acre, I would
say ; measure your barrel in gallons, and by the simple

j

rules of arithmetic, divide my figures by yours, and you
have the estimate. I give my figures in gallons as being

more definite and more easily comprehended.

[

6ih. In reply to many inquiries for seed of reliable qual-

ity, 1 would say : that I have no seed beyond a very
' small parcel which I have grown for my own experi-

I

ments. I will, however, cheerfully assist those who de-

sire in referring them, so far as I can,, to reliable sources

for their supplies. Parties who have such seed for sale

would do well to let the faetbe known through your adver-

tising columns. Bob.'-ifit B.\ttev.

Rnmc, Oa., 18.57.

CoR.v Fodder .—Editors Sontiiern Culttvalm—I tried

;

sowing the corn thick in the drill, for fodder, last yeaix

and like it very much. It makes a very heavy yield,

and much finer forage tlian the move matured blades. I

expect to make my fodder in that way next year.

Yours, &c.;
'

G. W. W.

,

Fair Viev:^ La.., 1 857.
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Chinese Sugar Cane.—A number of farmers in this

town and vicinity have pledged themselves to raise an

acre or a half acre of the Chinese Sugar Cane, and to pay
each his proportion of the expense of the machinery ne-

cessary to grind and boil the products, to the end that the

raising of the article in this region may be fully and satis-

factorily tested. Dr. Chaffee, Representative at Washing-
ton, has pledged the seed necessary to plant eight acres.

The object is a worthy one, and it is to be Imped that the

trial will be sufficiently thorough and extensive to be the

basis of future action.

—

N()rlhamj?(on Cmirier.

lUEPORTS OF COIHMITTEF8— AND
€tib3)’s Rotary DSgger.

The undersigned Committee of the Beech Island Farm-

er’s Club, appointed to test the performances of a “Mapes’

&, Gibbs' Rotary Digger,” and “Washington Plow, No. 2,”

recently purchased by a member of this Club,

REPORT
That tliey have witnessed the performances of these

implements in a loamy clay soil in excellent order to ex-

hibit them to the best advantage.

From the cost of the Digger (.^125 at the factory in New
York), and from several notices of it in the Working

a journal conducted by Mr. Mapes, one of the

inventors, and particularly on account of an Editorial ar-

ticle in the July number of that journal, in which it was
stated that, with a single yoke of oxen, this implement

would completely pulverize the soil the width of two and

a half double horse plow furrows (assumed to he at least

20, perhaps 30 inches) and IG inches deep, the Commit-

tee expected to see the most remarkable and efficient ag-
j

ricultural implement yet invented—one calculated to cre-

ate a new era in farming.

On examining it, they found tlsat it was an attempt to

combine the Subsoil Plow, the Roller and the Harrow in

one. The Subsoil Flow which was attached to the beam
in front, had a blade 7 inches wide at its greatest width

and from the bottom of the blade to the beam was 15

inches. The Roller, which was immediately in the rear

of the subsoil plow, was 10 inches long and 11 in diame-

ter. On each side of the roller were the diggers, small

iron teeth 2| inches wide and 6 inches long. The Roller !

consisted of a succession of plates revolving each on a

journal of its ov/n, and each digger or tooth did the same;

both the roller and diggers, however, revolving in the

rear of the plow on a common axel. We tried this imple-

ment or machine first with one yoke of oxen, but finding

they could not pull it when made to do its utmost, another

equally fine yoke was added, and the work was more

than ample for both yokes. At its be^i, this machine sub-

soiled and rolled down (the land being in such condition

that not a clod was made) a strip 7 Indies wide, the cen-

tre of which w'as 121 inches deep, and the whole on an

average of 10 inches. It could do no more.

The Diggers at the sides entered the earth, making holes,

on an average, 4 inches deep, and scooping out at every G

inches, a handful of earth. The entire width of subsoiled

and scarified land was 18 inches, and a very thin coating

ofdead grass choked it up every 30 or 40 yards.

As good a Subsoil Plow as this can be placed on the

plantation ofany member of this Club for SG, and can be

made to pulvenze the earth as deep and as wide with two

good mules. The Roller is of no appreciable value; v.'hile

the diggers, whose only possible use might be to pierce a

clod occasionally, and which absorb at least one-half of

the motive power, are simply a nuisance.

The unanimous opinion of the committee is that the

“Mapes’ and Gibbs’ Rotary Digger” is a gross imposition.

The question was put and not one of the Committee would

consent to accept of it as a present.

The “Washington Plow, No. 2,” the cost of which was

$10 at the factory, was next tried. It was found to be
rather too much for one yoke of oxen, but two

} okes car-

ried it with ease, and it cut and turned a furrow 12 inches

deep and 12 inches wide. For breaking up land and for

hill side ditching and surface drain.s, it is an excel-

lent implement. While in the opinion of tlie Committee the

“Digger” never can be improved into a machine of any
economic value, they think it v/ould be a very great im-

provement to the latter valuable plow to make the beam G
or 8 inches longer.

All of which is respectfully submitted to the Club.

R. BRADrORD, f7m

,

S. Cl.ark, 'j

H. R. Cook,
Jon. M. Mir.i.ER,

|

Geo. B.

J. H. Lamar,
|

T. W. WiiATf.r.v, I

H. L.M AY.-. MN, j

[Without expressing our own opimru on lihs, subject,

but merely for the purpose of showing how diiTeremly

the same matter is regarded by dilTercnt people, %ve a^>

pend the following Report on this implement, from a

number of gentlemen at the North, who also witnessed it

in operation.—Eds. So. Cult.] ^
Mapes’ and Gibbs’ Digging Machine.—This imple-

ment the Committee saw in u.se, and had every reason to

be satisfied with its performance, as it leaves the soil in

better tilth and to a greater depth, than can possibly be

brought about by olowing, harrowing and rolling. This
machine may be wmrked by a pair of oxen or mules, and
will disturb as much soil in two hours to a depth of six-

teen inches, as can be disturbed in five hours by the

same team witli any plow to the depth of eight inches
;

or, differently stated, it will disturb five acres to the depth

of sixteen inches, in the same time that the same team
can plow two acres to a depth of eight inches. The soil

is left in a finely divided state, and the machine may be

so set that the surface will be turned to any required

depth from one to twelve inches, while the lower portion

is disturbed without being elevated or mixed with the sur-

face-soil.

H. MeigS; Chain-.in.

John A. Bunting,

Thos. W. Field, J

A. O. Moore,
John V. Brower,
R. L. Waterbury, 31. D.,

C. F. W-TTI.E,
[

A. S. Walcott,
Wm. Raynold,
S. Blackwell, 1

John M. Bixby, J

S'ev: Ynrl-^ Jan. 3d, 1857.

GUANO.

In answer to sundry inquiries as to the price of

Guano, Iiov/ to know that it is genuine, what kinds are

best, how to use it, and whether it is profitable for a farm-

er, we offer the following remarks :

Guano is sold by the agent of the Peruvian Government

in New York, at $60 per ton for No. 1, in bags ofabout 160

or 170 lbs,, and 500 tons or upward at once, on 60 days’

credit. In smaller lots, it is $65 cash. We believe that

it is not sold in less parcels than 25 tons by the agent. It

is a mystery to many persons how retailers sell guano at

less than these prices. They may do so and be honest
;

because they buy long tons and sell short ones; and, as

it costs about 21 cents a pound, if sold at 3 oe-nts, which
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is the usu?.i price, it aftbrds a fair profit—say $1 a ton

But guano, said to be genuine No. 1. Peruvian is some-,

limes sold oy the single ton in this city, at Su5 a ton. It

may be so, but we don’t believe it. We don't believe it,

because men are not apt to do business v/ithout profit

;

much more, at a positive loss At S'dO a ton, we should

like to kno w our man, and have more confidence than we

now have ^ ; any one in than trade in this city. It is al-

together better lor farmers to club together and buy their

guano direct from the agent, at his price, and be sure to

get honest weittht and quality. In every carge of guano

there is 51 to I'H) ions in the bottom that is damp, and

this is sold as .k'o. '2. at about SI5 per ton less than No. 1,

and the bags weigh 15 or 20 lbs. more, on account ol the

water, and ticsides, it is not so good. Then we have

“hlexican b-.,uUiO/’ which is sold at any price from SlO to

$25 a ton. ‘ Icliabo Guano" is worth about $40. There

are some other kinds, both genuine and manufactured,

but none bu: Fe.'uvian can often be found at retail. What

becomes ofal. the others, is a mystery to those who know
that some of 'diC largest retail dealers in the city buy large

quantities o; :;ie clieap kinds, and carl them to their store-

house, where, for aught we can say to the contrary, they

are still in store, waiting for a rise in the market. It is

barely possible, hovrever, that when No. 1 and No. 2, Per-

uvian an.u i : xiemr, Chilian and Ichabo, are emptied up-

on the floor ingr-'.liei, the moisture of the No. 2 is absorbed,

and the iMercican loses its color, and the whole pile turns,

of its own aecord, into “genuine No. 1 Peruvian Guano

—

Vv'arranted.”

We should a little rather buy of the agent at $05 than ol

any retailer at $55, notwithstanding the warranty
;
and

that is the only way to know that it is genuine : for we
defy the bes: judges to tell by looks, taste or smell.

In England, adulteration of guano has been carried to

an extent hardly to be credited by such honest traders as

the universal Yankee nation. As it is generally supposed

that some of that nation have learned to adulterate liquors,

it is barely possible that they have learned to adulterate

I

i

i

i

1

i

i

I

!

i

I

I

guano.

As to the best kind, we cannot recommend a farmer

ever to buy any but genuine No. 1 Peruvian guano. Other

kinds may be worth their cost, but then again they may
not be bett-jr than so much yellow dust.

IIOV,' TO USE GU.-VNO.

The best way is to sow it broadcast, without any mix-

ture or preparation, except to break the lumps and thor-

oughly incorporate it v.uth the soil by a light plowing or

lieavy harrowing, and sow the land with wheat or other

small grain and clover or grass, in all cases. If it is

used with corn, potatoes, or other crop>s, mix it well in

the soil, and follow that crop with another the same sea-

son, to get the after effect of the guano.

If applied a.s atop-dressing to grass, it should be sown
immediately before or during a rain, or ehe mixed with

i

charcoal du.st, or plaster of Paris. It may be thus used i

upon wheat or other small grain. '

'

aU.\XTiTY TO THE .\CaE.

From 200 to HOO pounds we consider the most pi ofiia'dc

application, though it has often been used u) ;'d. .iLtage in

larger and s.cr.iK.r pvoportior::..

IS IT PROUlT.tni.E 1

For the f urpose of renov; fmg the p.ioc st, woru-outl
sandy-plain in the country, or soil-denuded gravel knoll, i

it is the most profitable apphcatioii ever made by u farm-

;

er. Upon all lands which need manure to make them '

produce a fair crop, it is profitable oven at the present
|

extravagantly high price. In whatever .situation it can
be used, where other manure cannot, it is profitable : and
it is certainly so, in very many cases, to use it instead of

other maiwne. v/licve that has to be hauled any con.sider-

able distance. If it wrouM be profitable to restore such a

tract of barren sand as that, for instance, between New
Haven and Meriden, Connecticut, to a condition which
would produce crops of grain capable of paying all ex-

penses, followed by a heavy crop of clover, then it would
be profitable to apply guano to that land, for that is what
it would do. If a farmer, can make the poorest old field

as productive as his richest one, for an expense of $9 an
acre, then it is profitable to use guano. Tlie same may
be said of Superphosphate of Lime. If it is genuine it is

valuable, and its use profitable. But bow some people

have been cheated with this stuff !—Ncio York Trlba'ne.

HOW TO YAY OUT .S[Ti£FACES.

To lay out an acre circle : First fix a centre, and with

a rope a.s a radius, seven rods, three links and three-eights

long, one end attached to the centre and kept uniformly

stretched, the sweep of it at the other end will lay out the

acre.

For one-quarter of an acre, a rope 3 rods and 14 links

will be the right length.

For one eighth of an acre, a rope 2 rods and 13 links

will be enough.

Triangles ; If you wish a triangle to contain just an

acre, make each side 19 rods, bh links long.

A triangle whose sides are G rods and 20 links

long each, will contain one-eighth of an acre.

To lay out an ellipse or oval ; Set 3 stakes in a triangu-

lar position. Around these stretch a rope. Take away
the stake of the apex of the triangle, which will be where
the side of the oval is to come—move the stake along

against the rope, keeping it tight, and it will trace out the

oval.

A square, to contain a acre, or just one hundred and
sixty rods, should have each of its sides jus: i'2 rods 10

feet and 17-lOths long.

To draw an oval of a given siuc ; The long and the

short diameter being given—say 20 feet fur the shorter,

and 100 for the longer—divide the short diameter into any
number of equal parts, say ten, and from each point draw
a line parallel to the long diameter; then divide the long

diameter into the same number of equal parts (10), and
iVom each point draw a line parallel to the short diameter.

Then draw a liiie from point to point where each

corresponding line cuts the other, on the outside, and this

connecting mark will describe the oval or the ellipse re-

quired —Arator.

SHEEP EAtSl.’VG IZ'i THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If I should indulge

at tiie outset in a few introductory remarks which might

not seem to be very appropriate to my subject, or should

fail to meet the expectations of the readers of the OtiUi-

tviL/- in bringing my views before them, sympathy o.n

the part of the Editors ought, of course, to be extended to-

wards me, as they iiTVe invited me to their columns on

tlii.-', .s d'ieat, and lor the farth-jr reason tlial we arc both

fond nf good mutl.in.

We are admonished, Mess:rs. Editors, ir. Ko;y Wnt, of

the way ward rai ablings of sheep, from shepherds being

i-a; i.h-yed to watch over them day and night, and in proof

of tiieir fidelity to their floclcsthey were tiic first to receive

t;ie glad news of the birth of our Savior, and of beholding

with their eyes the star that hung over his couch, Thio

great event took place in the niglit time and was first re-

vealed to the keepers of sheep (they being awake) which

goes to prove their vigilence,day and night, in protocting.

their flocks from beasts of prey.
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Sheep are the most innocent and unsuspecting of all do-

mestic animals, which admonishes us they need our pro-

tection and that they should not be suffered to roam at

large over the woods, as other animals, without some per-

son to look after them. I shall, therefore, as a matter of

convenience and profit, recommend them being taken for

safe keeping to pastures inclosed with good fences, with-

out which no one need think of raising them to profit, as

the days ofshepherds are past.

I have for the last eight or tew years kept on my plan-

tation from 75 to 100 head, which has cost me nothing

except salting them once a week and keeping up my
fences

;
besides this they have had no other care during

fall and winter but to keep them behind my other stock

to glean what they leave in the different fields; and I

might have kept double the number by taking care of the

Vvheat and oat straw, and feeding it to them, which has

been waisted on my place every year
;
and then have

had in the spring and summer a sufficiency of pasture

grounds to have made all fat
;
sheep are less expensive in

winter than any stock we raise, but it is indispensible to

have good pastures in summer for them, and nothing is

better than a Crab Grass pasture.

My experience with sheep is, they have yielded me a

profit by their wool of 50 per cent., independent of a fat

lamb or sheep, whenever I wanted it. Now, Messrs.

Editors, if we can add to our table comforts another

wholesome dish and make 50 per cent, off of the capital

invested, by their fleece, whoought to object to it 7 What
profit sheep raising in the South would yield on a large

scale I cannot say. I only preach what I have experi-

enced myself.

There is no better way to prepare wheat or oat straw

for sheep, to make it palatable, than to saturate it with

salt and water when putting the straw away.
I think it advisable to shear sheep but once a year, say

in tljie spring. This plan may not yield so much wool,

but I think it would be conducive to their health. If,

hov/ever, a disease called the rot should gel amongst them
turn them in on a hoarhound patch, and let them stay

there a few weeks—they will eat it freely and it will

prove a sovereign remedy.

I was struck, Messers. Editors, with an idea advanced

by one of your contributors, in one ofthe early numbers of

the 14th volume—that we should raise our own mules, &c.

I give in at once to his advice, for I believe in raising

everything on the plantation we can. But behold, in a

subsequent number, another of your respected correspon-

dents, in the same county, informs us: “If there was 100

acres of stubble or pasture lands in that county, he had

not seen the man that saw it.” I concluded at once that the

chance for raising stock in that county was anything but

good. The preacher that has the most effect with me is

the one that practices what he preaches, and I say av/ay

with all the rest.

I will now close this imperfect communication by say-

ing that “any man who is not fond of a fat quarter of

lamb, nicely dressed, is no friend of mine.”

E. JlNKINS.

Horse Pen, Miss., 1857.

A “liOVE” OF A KITCHEN.

A Paris correspondent of the New York Express gives

us Ae following bagatelle

:

“There resides in the Rue de la Chaussee d’Antin, a

worthy lady who makes a single apartment in house more

elegant than ail the rest combined. This grand apart-

ment is—the kitchen. Whenever this lady receives com-

pany, all sorts of ingenious plans are formed, and every

description of little artifice employed to induce her guests,

without actually asking them, to have a peep at this den

—generally kept as much as possible in the back-ground,
for obvious reasons, (nothing is so disgusting to a true

epicure as the smell of cookery.) In most houses, there-

fore, the kitchen is as far distant from ti:e drawing-room
as possible. In this instance, on the conrrary, the local

topography is so arranged that many persons Vv ish.ing to

go out, mistake the door, and, just as they are about hasti-

ly backing out, are accosted by the most dazzling of

cooks, who cries, with a smiling air, ‘it’s the kitchen,

Monsieur, (or Madame.) There’s no iiurm! Walk in, if

you please!’ By this time, the glance ot tiie visiter has
taken in all sorts of unexpected thing.s hung around the

room, and he is induced to enter this curious boudoir

kitchen. The walls and the floor are composed of njosaic

brick of numerous colors—the prevailing bezng blue and
white. Gas burners issue from rare and !)eautirul China
saucers, or burn through the artificial wicks of antique

lamps. The dressers and closets are covered with burn-

ished copper, and contain the tliousand and one utensils

of the cuisine, all shining with dazzing [-crish

—

ti\e knciicn

girl being a Holland lass, spares uculier brick' dust nor

muscle in keeping up the proud repuiation for cleanliiiesB

of her country. What is most surprising in this model
kitchen, is to see the saucepans and gridirons, bright as so

many new matches, hung up with rose colored ribbons.

Evidently these utensils consume more ribbon than even
madame’s bonnet ! A short time ago, the friends of the

proprietress of this unique establishment begged her to

give a breakfast in this elegant kitchen. She consented,

on one condition : the guests should themselves cook the

breakfast they were to eat, and afterward they were to

wash the dishes and put everything back in the same or-

der in which they found it. The stipulation was stoical-

ly accepted. Two ladies who have four or five hundred
thousand francs a year to spend, the lady ofan admiral, a

duchess, and the wives of two foreign ministers, were pre-

sent on the occasion, and took part in the novel proceed-

ings. The dish washing efforts of these fashionable but-

terflies must have been amusing.”

BOTTS IN HORSE!?.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The greatest remedy

in the world for the cure of Bolts in horses ; Take the

root of Jerusalem Oak, or “Worm Seed,” as it is common-

ly called, and boil it into a tea, which is easily done by

mixing a little water with it and setting on the fire. Give

the horse two quarts of the tea about milk warm, mixed

with a little molasses or sugar. As it will operate on him

like a charm by giving instant relief, and destroying the

botts, the worm seed or Jerusalem Oak is the great sover-

eign remedy for worms in either the human family or

other animals and seems to have been particularly design-

ed by the Great Creator of the Universe as such. It is

the main ingredient which is used in all vermifuges for the

distruction of worms in children, and is found in almost

every farm in the United States, growing about the corn-

ers of the fences, and is known by the great multitude of

seed which it bears and its peculiar smell
;

it has a very
large root, and is a weed which dies in the fall and comes
up again in the spring.

The Botts are caused by a small nit which is deposited

on the legs and flanks of horses in the fall season by a
fly which resembles a bee

;
the horse in biting or scratch-

ing himself with his teeth gets the nit in its mouth and
swallows; it almost immediately hatches and becomes a
worm and feeds on the nutriment of the maw, until it is

discharged with the food, when it is transformed into a
fly. Uuiing the time the worm is in the maw,if the horse

becomes heated by severe exercise, the worm will seize
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^aold on the maw and c.oinmence eating it, and sometimes

in a few hours will entirely des roy it and death follows to

the horse as tlie consequence. And there, is but little

doubt but nine out of ten horses, die in the United States

by this f ttal disease. Persons who own horses ought to be

very particular and scrape off the nits when discovered on

their horse’s legs or body, and grease well the places so as

to prevent others from sticking. By taking a nit in your

hand and wetting it, then rabbing it with your lingers, you

can hatch the worm from the nit in fifteen seconds. The

horse is a valuable animal and pays well for every atten-

tion paid him; if properly cared for, and well treated he

will do good service until he is thirty years old.

Symptoms op Botts.—The horse become restless;

stamps with his feet
;
switches his tail

;
will lie down

and wallow frequently, and look back at his flank. When
this is the case you may be sure it is the Botts, unless the

horse is greatly .swelled in body, from the cholic. The

above remedy wdl euro in thirty minutes, if properly ap-

plied. I have knewn it to cure in ten minutes.

Wm. B. Trotter.

Pehruary^ 1857.

THE COTTON GIN—ITS ORIGIN, &c.

EctTORs SocTHHR?r CuLTiTATOR—In a back number of

your valuable journal, over the signature of “Antiquary,”

is an article puporting to give the origin of the Cotton Gin

;

which, upon reading, “leaves one in doubt whether the

«take that m\Ae the track was going in or coming out.”

The writer urges Boll’s claim to the invention, but before

he closes his communication he tells us that Whitney
actually commenced suits against Bull and others who
were using in the United States Court. And he

states, furthermore, “whatever doubt may exist in relation

to Boll’s claim to the invention of the gin, there is but

little doubt but that ho is entitled to the credit of the first

packing screw.”

Now, if “ Antiquary’^ entertains doubts in reference to

Bwll’s claim, why longer fail to give credence to the tes-

timony of so many dituinguished witnesses in favor of

Whitney 1 Whal unproclaimed revelation is there, that

we should discard iho testimony of such men as Edward
Everett, and the pul)lic generally 1 Our great solicitude

to bestow Uie merit of die invention upon the true dis-

coverer
;
and to see the same recorded on the pages of

history by the free historian of free America with thegold-

deo j^en of Truth, so that our history may be what all

kist-iry ought, tlml in which virtue, merit, and genius may
stand out in their own unfading beauty, the admiration

a«d model ofthe world I A discovery which has caused

the Guhuie of this beautiful staple, cotton, to rise from its

languishing condition (owing to the great difficulty of

separating the seed from the fibre) to be the sole mono-

poly in the Southern States, ‘should be treasured up by the

r«ing genraiion as a happy epoch in the progress of

science- The name of the inventor of such a machine

should not be of d‘>ubiful memory with us (who arc the

recipients of the manifold blessings arising from such

invention.) If Bci.i, was the inventor of a machine, the

prototype of our pre^nt Cotton gin, let us all unite in

vindicating his cause. And to prove to “Antiquary” that

I am like a thousand others only anxious to stop the cavil-

ing on tills matter and to bestow the honor on the meri-

torious, 1 would say that I am as willing to see the laurel

wreathed about the memory of Mr. Bull as Mr. Whitney,
provided it be due. But until “Antiquary,” of Pike,

has adduced facts to substantiate Bull’s claim, we
shall continue to bestow the honor upon Whitney—where

we believe the rising generation will accord it.

Respeetfviily, J. C. R.

O.iaioiia, DTiss
,

1 357.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE—SORGHO SUCRE.

TRANSLATED FOR THE “WORKING FARMER,” BY M. S. OLCOTT.

During the past year, I have made the public acquaint-

ed with the various products obtained from the stalks of the

Sorgho Sucre, and have shown how this plant should be

cultivated. I think it well to enumerate the results which
have been arrived at since that time, to say a word con-

cerning the causes of the failures related by various ex-

perimenters, either in culture, extraction of sap from the

stalks, or distillation of (juice that runs from the

crushed canes.)

The trials made in the middle and Southern provinces

of France, have confirmed my previous assertion that the

cultivation of the Sorgho and that of Indian Corn, were
strongly analogous. Nevertheless, several agriculturists,

unwisely thinking to sensibly increase the yield of stalks,

have practiced numerous floodings of the field. The eonj

sequense has naturally been, that the sap yielded by the

stalks under such circumstances, has only given on dis-

tillation three per cent, of alcohol, in place of the

five per cent, usually furnished. This unpleas-

ant result is due entirely to the too great quantity of wa-

ter contained in the stiilk at the time of cutting. I repeat

here, what I have previously urged, that ifirrigations are

necessary when the soil is dry, we should not ab»se this

nor practice it too late.

The experiments have proved, contrary to what I have

maintained, that the stalks should be gathered when th^

seed is first ripe. In the South (of France) it is done i®

September. If the stalks are cut too soon, the juices they

contain are proportionately less saccharine
;

if they are cut

too late, they yield a smaller quantity of sugar.

At various depots, the alcohols arising from the disfel-

lation of the expressed juice of the Sorgho, have been re-

jected because they had an unpleasant taste. This is

solely due to the crude methods of manufacture. Thus, if

in place of crushing the stalks with an ordinary wiate-

press, they had used a regular eane mill similar to those

in use in the colonies, and which M. Cail, of Paris, ex-

hibited at the World’s Exposition, the yield of sap, in-

stead of being 35 or 40 per cent., would have been iaa-

creased to 50 or even 60
;

if instead of leaving the to

remain undisturbed fiDrseveral weeks after expression, k
were at once submitted to distillation, they would never

have had cause to complain of its having passed from the

saccharine to the acid fermentation.

But it is not sufficient to crush the canes, or to have a

special crushing mill
;

it is likewise necessary to submit

the do^asx (crushed stalks) to the action of an hydraiflac

press.

Finally, to sura up, the stalks must be cut when the

grain is ripe, crushed as soon as possible, and the distil-

lation of the v^so^u (juice) speedily attended to with sttiG

able aparatus
;
those used by the farmers who have ob-

tained their alcohols with bad flavors, being very far ftrom

complete. The stalks may also be dried, for the sugar

is well preserved in the medullary structure.

The facts gathered this year concerning the produete

yielded by the Sugar Sorgho, enables me to state that we
can rely upon 60,000 kilgrammes per hectare of stalks,

30,000 Llegrammes sap, and 1,500 litres of alcohol at 50

“centes” of very fine flavor, and without essential oik.

In Champagne even 3,000 litres were obtained fast

autumn.

The da^asiS (crushed eanes) may be fed to horned cat-

tle.

As to the yield of seed, it varies from 40 to 50 hectolkres

per hectare.

Ail other things being equal, the Sorgho Sucre is kova

this time forth destined to assume an important mak
amongst the crops of the South (France) and Algeria. I
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remain convinced that, if well cultivated and well treated

in distilleries, it will be for certain countries what the su-

gar beet is for the provinces of the north of Europe. I do

not despair of hearing soon that its culture is introduced

in Martinique, the Isle of Bourbon, &c. We know that

this plant is an annual, and that the xesou which it yields

contains eight to ten per cent, of raw sugar analogous to

that from the cane.

If this plant, which surprises one by its height and the

beauty of its stalks, be not distined to be cultivated in

France for its sugar-bearing qualities, it is indisputable

that it may still be regarded as one ofour very best forage

crops. Cut in July, in the more central portions of

France, it affords an abundant green forage, sprmgs
agairi

f
and sires in Oct-ober an excellent second crop. We

do not elsewhere posses amongst thegrassess, plants which
offer such advantages.

I repeat that the hulls of the seeds contain a coloring

matter of a blueish violet shade, which M. Secard, of Mar-
seilles, has successfully used in the dyes for cotton and

linen goods, Gitst.we Heuze,

Professor of Agriculture in the

Imperial School at Grignan.

JowH-al cC Agricv.li-nre PrafAque]

Kilogramme 2 lbs. 5 1-2 drachms.

Hectare 2 1-2 acres.

Litre 2 1-9 wine pints.

Rema«ks.—

U

nlike the Diascorca Batat-as, which has

met with very general censure from our experimei'iters

last season, the Sorgho has fully met the expectations of

its most sanguine friends. As it becomes more generally

known, and new experiments are instituted upon it, we
predict that it will meet with more extended favor. Its

good qualities may be enumerated as follows :

1. Its cultiaation Is uo more troublesome than that of

eom.
2. It grows to full height, and will doubtless perfect its

seed as far north as the latitude of Halifax,

S. It is a very profitable forage crop, giving two crops

—one in July, die other in October

—

of a green fodder

superior to sweet corn.

4. It yields 26 bushels of seed per acre, w'hich make
a fine meal, and the hulls of which afford a good dye
stuff,

5. It, together with this seed, gives also one thousand or

more pounds ofexcellent sugar per acre, and at the same
ume fifty-five gallons of molasses or syrup.

6. It gives on distillation about 300 gallons of alcohol at

50 centesimal.

7. The crushed stalks may be fed to cattle, who are

very fond of it,

8. Ifused to make syrup only, it ha-s yielded to Mr.
Peters at the rate of 468 gallons per acre.

9. The molasses may be distilled into rum, brandy
and a beverage similar to cider.

Without being champion to the extravagant speculations

of some of our friends, we cannot but believe that the in-

troduction of die Sugar Sorgho into America is of vast

importance to our political economy, and we think the

day not far distant when its manufacture into sugar, and

distillation into the various alcoholic compounds, will be

largely undertaken in the Northern and Southern States.

In the letter which we translated for the Workmg
Fanner last spring, M. Avcq^uin says that the brandies,

rums, &c., yielded by it, can in no wise compare with

4he Cognacs, but Professor Heuze, in the above article,

maintains that this inferiority is entirely due to imperfect

methods of manufacture. We shall see, however, in the

future which view is the correct one.

The samples of syrup made by us at the Westchester

Farzn School, were of very fine quality, equal, we think, to

good maple syrup; and that given to us by Col. Peters, of

Georgia, tasted not unlike molasses candy, or the cooked
syrup on baked pears.

We esteem it our duty to afford every information in

our power concerning the Sorgho, and shall translate from

time to time the remarks made upon it in the French
journals, H. S. Olcott.

EMIGRATION.

A correspondent of the Charleston S'anAa^d, writing

from Texas, makes the following sensible remarks in re-

lation to emigration

;

“ Instead, therefore, of persuading the young men of

South Carolina to leave their native Stale, I would say tO'

them, “turn your attention to every new branch of busi-

ness that is honorable and remunerative. Build up manu-
factories of every kind. Introduce the culture of every-

thing that yields a large return from a small extent of land.

Use your boundless extent of water to irrigate your lower

lands and make them yield five to ten fold as much as

they are now doing. Plant groves around your dwellings

to shield you from the miasma that rises from the creeks

and rivers. In short, do everything that is necessary to

j

increase and multiply the resources and ir.dependenc€

j

and power of South Carolina.*’

I We have, on more than one occasion, within a few

j

years been compelled to give the parting hand to most
useful and valued citizens of our district, who were about

seeking more desirable homes, and a greater yield for

their labor, in the distant lands of West. And we also

have been called upon to record the melancholy fate, and
perhaps, too, to learn of the wreck of fortune of those

who relinquished abodes, smiling with health, plenty ami:

prosperity, in their maternal and native Carolina. An
uncalled for or imaginary dissatisfaction, or, may be. a
thirst for more I’apidly increasing gain we fear, in too

many cases, prompts the actors.

The soil and the various departments of mechanical and
industrial pursuits in South Carolina, all of which tend to

the development of our resources and the building up of

our commercial importance and State-rights independence,,

still hold forth inducements and rev/ards for the invest-

ment of enterprise and capital. 3Iany are the noble and
never-failing streams, coursing our native valleys and em-
bodying within themselves the element of power neces-

sary to put in motion the driving machinery and busy

loom, whose waters of wealth have been permitted to

flow on, yielding no increase. The soil, too, with a proper

and judicious system of cultivation, has never failed tc

render a remunerative return.

Why, then, will the sons of Carolina, who have been

nurtured in her lap and reared to mannood beneath her

genial sun, desert her standard, and lend iheir enterprize

and means to enriching and building u[) other lands']

Gratitude, and respect and veneration for iier honored

name, if nothing else, should deter them — JVakk-

nian.

Cheap Board Fence.—The following vril! be found to

be a cheap and lasting fence: Posts si.\ feel long, holes

dug 15 or 18 inches deep; then have the posts set in and
well rammed. Next, throw up an embankment at least

two feet high this will make a narrow ditch as deep as

the foot of the posts, thereby preventing decay. It will

also drain the land considerably. Two boards— one a

foot wide, the other eight inches, with a cap board four

inches wide, on top, will be high enough for a common
fence. It can be easily seen that a fon- e made in this

way will last longer than any other Gnoe made of wooc-,.

and the first cost is but little more th.an a i'.ommon r.ig-zii^-

I

rail fence. R. W. S., (A Farmer.

I

Canada Wesl, 1657.
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I.EVE T, IX INSTRUMENT

.

Editors -Soutiikrv Cultivator—The annexed sketch

of a Level which I have for many years made use of in

taking levels on my hillsides, will, perhaps, from its sim-

"A

pliclty, eheapness and accuracy, be of some use to our

farmers in laying off vineyards, orchards or roads, etc.

A, A, are two glass tubes
;
phials from which the bot-

j

-3
1

J

toms have been filed off arc as good eis any, so that the

glass be clear and white,

B.cB, B. B, is a tin tube, which any tinner wdll make

for 25 cts.; its inner diameter should be a little larger than

the diameter of the glass tubes : it should be water tight

at the joints.

D, is a socket, intended for the stick (E), which latter

can be of any length. Now pour water (slightly colored)

in one of the phials; it will, of course pass into B, fill k

and rise into the other phial, and, of course, the two sur-

faces (C, C,) of the water will be on a perfect level with

each other, whatever be the quantity of water poured in,

and whether the stick (E) be planted in the earth perpen-

dicularly or not.

The second sketch will show its use without requiring

further explanation. The line A, B, being the line of

level and the uprights (?•!, N, 0, P,) being sticks put up at

suitable distances.

A single inspection of these plates will show at once

that nothing can surpass the accuracy of this instrument,

however coarsely it may be made, while the truthfulness of

most other levels depends on the mathematical cor-

rectness of the make.

We cannot too e^irnestly urge the imjxirtance of the use

of the level to the farmer. The present method
^ of plowing hill sides any and all ways is ruinous

to bottoms and hill-sides.

I could point out a dozen fields, once fertile and
watered by fine springs, which are now convert

ed into arid sand-banks, while deep gullies on the

hill sides attest whence the sand came from
;
and

the springs, and indeed in many instances fine

runs of water, have completely disappeared.

A. C.

Soitiil Laroli ,u/ . iMarch. 1851

TlIE.iTi’CtiNT S-'OR DOGS,
Slieor.

IIORSE.S, AND

6V/ — A.'vsw me to nfTer to your correspondent ‘'Wid-

geon,'' me folio .ving Minple cures.

I'.l.^rKMPF.R IN DOGS.

DIARRllOIA IN SHEEP.

I have found rock salt to be an efiectual corrective. For

field stock, lumps of it must be put into “box troughs,”

with only one side open, v/hich must always be turned

away from the wind, on account of the rain.

I have fu;-!j:l from experience that a large tablespoonful

of common s vlt elfeets a cure, if given at the commence-

ment of the dis .Mse. If the first dose be not sufficient, it

nsav be repeated alter the lapse of one day.

.1 A UNDICE IN DOGS.

Some time since a large thorough-bred retriever, belong-

ing to a friend, hid the misfortune to be poisoned, but

fatal effecls \v.<-r i prevented by nature compelling him to

vomit very i.'ee'y. d'hree full days afeewards, being in-

formed that hail not purged since vomiting, I was
induced to apply <i railier severe remedy, in the shape of

two drops oi croioii oil on the tongue, at the same time

giving directions !br liis diet to be plain, and of a liquid

nature, (^n the se -ond day after administering the cro-

ton oil, the aiiinjai iiad peificiiy recovered his usual

I'.eakhy state.

As ratv eggs -irn said to be an alleviation, if not a cure

for this disease in t'lr- human .subject. 1 h.ave no doubt they

VTOuld be eqac.lly effectual with dogs,

WORMS IN ItORSE.S.

One plrtofcold drawn lin.seed oil will be found an ef-

fectual cure: but remember that perfect rest must be given

while it rern.ain.s in the stomach. The worms will surfeit

themselves wifi! the oil, and so die, when they will be dis-

charged ia the .:ou . .se of nature.

SUBSTITUTE FOR CLASS IN CUCUMBER FRAMES, tC.

The following is in answer to one of your correspon-

dent.s ;

—

Procure some strong canvass, and brush it over

with boiled linseed oil while in a hot state, allowing it to

dry thoroughly previous to the next application. Three

coats will be sufficient. It being presumed that the

wooden frame is already made, stretch the canvass, and

nail it on carefully. D. C.,

[Li jMortoni’ Practical AgricuUure.

Wood A.she.s saturated with chamber lye, forms

an exceedingly valuable manure. .By attention to the

saving and mixing of these two materials, a quantity of

rich manure may be annually obtained at the homestead

of every farm, equal in quantity and high fertilizing pro-

perties to a ton of Peruv ian Guano, costing fifty or sixty,

dollars .— Ohio Valley Varuier.

£h^A correspondent of the Boston TranscripL says

the Chinese linden, or lime in addition to its being the

very best and most beautiful shade tree, i.s of great impor-

tance as a destroyer of the common house fly. In the

season of house flies he had found that almost innumerable

quantities of dead house flies were, in the morning, under

the branches of linden, amounting to thousands upon
thousands, the surface around being literally covered vridt

them.
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TEXAS ITEMS.

We fi.nd the following items of interest in lateiiiumbers

of the Texas State Gazette, and other journals :

gythe apples of Arkansas and Missouri are among

the imported and costly luxuries of interior Texas. We
have paid 60 cents per dozen in Austin. The Editor of

the Tdegro.pk, while at Palestine, writes to his paper :

= T noticed in town yesterday three wagon loads of Ar-

kansas apples, which had been brought about 400 miles

to be disposed of here at 50 cents per dozen. It is about

time that the people of Texas were rendering themselves

in this respect also independent of foreign produce. Ap-

ples can be grown here as well as in Arkansas.”

We desire to see the experiment fully tested at least.

Corn! Corn!!—The enormous prices given for corn

in this city, being as high as $1.50, per bushel, should in-

duce farmers to bring in supplies before the price falls.

Now is the lime for a fine harvest. We learn that parties

are about proceeding to Eastern Texas, to buy up for this

place. They intend to shell the corn and send it in sucks.

I^^he Galveston Civilian says:—“We have on vari-

ous occasions announced the fact, that the trade in Texas

cattle, horses and mules, with Missouri, was growing

mto importance. Last spring a friend of ours drove 560

horses and mules from southwest Texas to Missouri, and

sold them. On Tuesday last, he ngain passed through

this city with fifteen thousand to invest in another drove.

In all, he has driven caballados tlirough four or five differ-

ent springs.”

|^“The Nueces ValUy thinks it too hazzardous to at-

tempt sheep raising in "Western Texas on a large scale.

The flocks will perish with disease. The Valley has chief

reference, we think, to the lower or Gulf portion of West-

ern Texas. Higher up the country, several experiments

have been successful. We believe that among these, we
may mention the sheep ranch of Col. Kendall in Comal

county.

ll^^The steam Plow attracts much a^^tion at present

and some of our agricultural friends advise us that they

intend trying it in Texas. By recent improvements, this

machine is also used for ditching, trenching, planting,

hauling out and spreading manure, hauling farm products

to market, &c. By throwing the wheels out of gear, ma-

chinery is propelled by it, a pump is worked; a thresh-

ing run, corn sheller, stock mill, feed cutters, &c. This

is all comprised in Hussey’s late patent.

Manure.—Experiment shows that the same amount of

manure which has been covered nine inches deep with
{

earth so that no evaporation can escape, will produce four

bushels more wheat to the acre than that which has lain

exposed to the weather. Keeping manure covered, then

when wheat is a dollar and a half a bushel, will add six

dollars to the value of the products of every acre of land

growing wheat,

Halamara, has purchased mowing ma-

chines, horse power presses, annealed wire to bale with,

&c
,
and proposes to commence the making of hay on the

Corpus Christi prairies on a large scale. The musqnit grass

grows on these prairies, and as we all know is one of

nur most nutritious grasses. It is thought the investment

will pay. If it does, we can ship from Texas an indefin-

ite amount of the article.

g^^It is greatly feared that the severe frost on the 18th

inst.j has injured the stubble cane in our sugar region.

We hope not. Our sugar planters already have had a

hard lime of it.

REPORT ON COTTON.

BY HON, JOHN P, KINARD.

This great staple, which is continually increasing in

importance, and ascending step by step, with gigantic

strides, has well nigh attained that high position which
has been claimed for it, that “Cotton is King.” Its influ-

ence is felt everywhere, in every department of trade, in

commerce, in politics, in Government, and in every

branch ofhuman pursuit. It claims and possesses a direct

or indirect power, and thus it is that “Cotton maybe call-

ed King.” A few years ago, its production was only a

bantling, a small speck in the agricultural horizon. Who
would have believed thirty-five years ago, that the produc-

tion of the then insignificant, but now great staple, should

hare increased from a few hundred thousand bales to equal

to five millions of bales, as compared with the size of bales

then packed for market 1 It has gone on gaining power;
developing the resources of our country

;
building our rail-

roads, ships, steamboats, and, in fact, every enterprise,

either North or South, East or West, owes its success,

in some way or other, to cotton
;
and, notwithstanding

the rapid and unparalleled increase in production, the

price has, with a very few exceptions steadily paid tb«

producer remunerating rates.

Unlike any other production of agriculture, time and
experience has shown that cotton possesses the singular

characteristic of creating its demand. It is a singular

fact, and worthy of important note, and a fact too that has

never been satisfactorily accounted for in the commercial

world, and, we believe, it has never been attempted by
any other class, save commercial men, that the more cot-

ton produced, the higher price is obtained for it. This

fact has been fully demonstrated by all the hugest crops

that have been produced, that higher prices have been uni-

versally the result, unless effected by extraordinary coun-

terbalancing influences, such as war or revolutionary dis-

turbances.

The present crop, [1855] islikely to be largest ever pro-

duced in the U. S., and will doubtless reach four millions of

bales, and yet we see Fair Upland rulhig at the higL

figure of 12 cents per pound. This part of the subject

might be discussed at great length. We shall, however,

content ourselves at present w'ith the above facts, leaving

our agricultural friends to deduct from it wiiatever of truth

or interest it may contain. Another view of the subject

presents equally strong points upon almost the opposite

premises, and which, to my mind, is the most reasonable

and most probable to take place. It is the following :

It is a fact undeniable, that there is but a small portion,

of our globe, upon which cotton can be successfully

grown; and when we take into consideration the rapid

annually increasing consumption of this great staple, and
the absolute circumscribed limits of culture, is it not rea-

sonable to suppose, that within a very yeai*s, con-

sumption will have gained so much upon the production of

cotton, that the world will be astonisiied to find that they

have as yet known nothing as to its true value 1 I re-

peat. then, that the strong probability is much in favor of

a very large increase as to price, even within our day
;

and, should we be spared the lot of three score years and
ten, to see the ruling rates of cotton quite ns common at

from 15 to 20 cents, as are the current rates of to-day and
of last year. So much then as to the probabilities of the

course of prices,—now as to the mode of culture, best

seed, &c.; and,

1st. There can be no general rule that will apply to the

cultivation of cotton
;

for what will suit one year, will not

suit the succeeding one. Much, very much, depends upon
seasons. But the successful planter !iiu.>t make showers

and sunshine all subservient to his mode of operations.

2nd. If a farmer will watch his crops closely, he wil
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soon ascertain what soil suits best for the successful cul-

ture of cotton, and what sort of manures, the quantities,

&c., suit certain soils the best.

It is known to most ofmy acquaintances that I cultivate

the poorest lands, and that I have, perhaps, been one

amongst the successful cotton planters of the district; and

whatever success I may have attained, I attribute to a

close observation of the soils and manures most valuable

to those soils, and best adapted to the culture of cotton.

IMy exjierience is, that the gray sandy soil is best adapted

for the reception of guano, and will give back to cotton a

greater percent, than other kinds of manure.

My plan is to prepare ray lands well by thorough deep

plowing, and bedding high. About two weeks before I

am ready to commence planting, I prepare my guano

with equal parts of charcoal, and then open a deep nar-

row furrow, depositing about 150 pounds of the mixture

of guano and charcoal per acre. This 1 cover up with

light furrows, until ready to plant, then open and plant

my seed, which I do about the 1st to 20th April, and cover

with the ordinary board or harrow, or with the forked

plow, if the land is sufficiently smooth to admit of it. The
distance ofrows is the next matter; that depends entirely

upon circumstances. The calculation should be made as

to the probable size of the stalks, with view that the limbs

should only slightly interlock, when grown, so as not to

De too much crowded, nor so wide apart as to be waste of

ground Next, as to proper culture. This is, also, a diffi-

cult task, as that depends very much upon the season.

The most important matter that I have ever found in the

cultivation of cotton, is the first hoeing or chopping out;

and my conclusion are that as soon as the cotton is up,

and of sufficient size, say three to four leaves, it should

be chopped through, leaving four or five stalks in a bunch

about twelve inches apart—followed next by the plow.

After you get over your crop in this manner, turn back

and thin out to a stand, leaving one stalk in a hill. On
this plan I have succeeded on the poorest sandy lands of

Newberry districts, in making regularly every year 800

to 1000 lbs. per acre. After it is cut down to a stand, the

plow does pretty much the balance of the work. I vary

the different kind of plows as circumstances may dictate.

1 believe, though, the bull-tongue or scooter to begin with
—and, afterwards, the old-fashion shovel and sweep

—

answers the best general purposes. As to how late cotton

should be worked, depends also upon contingencies;

some seasons cotton should be worked very late
;
and

then, again, this plan would prove disastrous. The same

reasons and remarks may apply to topping. We, there-

fore, can only be governed by circumstances.

Picking should be commenced as soon as a hand can

pick from GO to 100 lbs. per day, and followed up closely,

so as to gather it before being stained or injured by bad

weather; and, in order, too, to obtain good prices early

in the season, when prices are always the highest. Great

care should be taken in ginning, and properly packing.

Every farmer who makes ten bales of cotton should have a

good gin of his own. The fine short-toothed gin is much
tne best, as in ginning it does not cut nor injure the staple.

Next, good gunny bagging should be procured, and have

your cotton well baled, say with six good ropes. The
bales should weigh not less than 4U0 to 450 lbs.

In the proper place, I have omitted to mention the best

kind ot seed. There are so many varieties of seeds, it is

difficult to .say which Is the be.st
;
but my experience is,

that the pure Pettit Gulfis the best variety for our section.

The Boyd's Prolific has been recet)ily introduced into this

district, and yields finely; but I am of opinion that it is

only an improved variety of the pure cid Pettit Gulf.— So.

Ca. Agricidt urisl:

3^*A11 subscriptions to the Son! erji CuKivator be,gin

with ti;e January number.
j
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WOOD ASHES A FEKTILIZEK,

Ik nearly all soils, ashes are beneficial to cult-ivated:

plants, but more so on gravelly land than clay
;
the latfei

being formed of granite rocks, naturally contains potash'

turnips, bcfks, carrots, potatoes, &c., contains a very large-

amount of alkalies, and to such ashes are found to be very
beneficial, But the immediate benefit of ashes is most
perceptible upon leguminous plants, such as peas, beans,

and clover, &c. On grass land it destroys moss, sorre'i

and all our sour plants. On poor, thin soil, it should be

mixed with peat, muck, barn-yard and other organic or
vegetable manures. Lime is excellent for wheat or corjm

These two crops grow well wherever clover vAlI grow,,

in calcareous soils. Barley requires a rich loam, finely

pulverized. It will not grow well on a sandy or soft soil,

It will always do well on land suitable for turnips. A
strong clay, well pulverized and dry, will yield a goocl'

crop. Clay soils always contain more or less brae.

Wood ashes are a most excellent manure, and can bt
used to adv^antage on almost all soils or crops. Orchards

fatten oit them. Unleached, they act rapidly and power-

fully; leached, they act more slowly, but continue to- act

for many years after being applied. The mechanical

effect on soils is to render sandy lands more compact and-

retentive of water, while they separate and render friable

heavy clay. Some fitrmers apply ashes as a top dressing;

This will do very well on pastures and meadows, bus

they should be plowed under previous to planting or sow-
ing, so that the roots of the plants may thereby be fed.

Salt, lime, and plaster may be mixed with ashes to advant-

age for almost any crop, and upon all soils. Our people-

should be careful to save all their ashes and apply them
to their lands, and even burn them with the view of fur-

nishing themselves with a sufficient quantity to mak-e-

liberal applications of them to their lands, with such other

manures as they can raise, annually and systematically.

This is done in Edgecomb county, N. C.. with astonishing,

success. Let all it —Arafnr.

NOTES ON 15EE.S—ilEPEY TO MR. DIcGEIIEE,..

Editors Southern Cultivator—In th.e few notes I

have had the honor of submitting to the readers of your

journal, I purposely refrained from referring to the many

disputes at present going on between some of the Bee

keepers, because I thought inquirers wou^d be better sa-

tisfied with one fact than a thousand fancies. Opinions

are valuable only when they have truth for their founda-

tion. The question whether bees deposite in their cells

the identical substance gathered from the flower, os'

whether it undergoies any change before deposited, may

be mooted to the end of time
;
and so far as lam person-

ally concerned, I am free to acknowledge that it mak^s-

very little difference, protdded that which I take froix tire

comb is good honey. The disputed points lam willing tC'

leave in the hands of experienced naturalists, but the nevr

theory stalled by your correspondent, Mr. McGekee, I

cannot allow to pass unnoticed. He expresses his serious

doubts that bees collect honey from flowers, and intimates

that honey dew is their sole dependence. Now, how any

man of observation can have any doubt on a matter so-’

very plain, and one so easily ascertained, is certainiyr

very remarkable. Has he never seen his bees visit flow-

ers, and leave them unprovided with farina I Has he-

never noticed again that his bees are oftener seen on those

little flowers that scarcely have any pollen I If bees go
about flowers for the only purpose of gathering bee bread,.

! is it not equally reasonable to say that butterflies, an'.*
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the other many insects seen about them, are there for a

reason 1 No person denies that bees do gather

honey from honey dew, but the other idea is entirely new,

and if Mr. Mc-Gehek will look a little closer, he will be

compelled to acknowledge i)i.s erior.

Mr. McGehee seems to think that to the ignorance

or neglect of the bee keeper is to be attributed the losses

sustained by the ravages of the moth. While I am wil-

ling to grant that care will do much for the welfare of the

hive, 1 have been in the business long enough to know
that it is impossible to keep the miller from entering the

hive; and that just as soon as the eggs are deposited, all

the care bestowed cannot arrest the evil. Various plans

have been suggested to prevent birds and June-bugs from

attacking cherries, figs, and grapes, but they sttil take
j

(iheir share. If it is so difficult to prevent a thing done in
|

©pen day, how much more so to devise a plan to destroy
|

the moth, Vithose operations are carried on in secret.
j

One portion of Mr. McG. s communication I do not ex-
i

actly understand. He says his hives yield him ten dol-

lars per stand. Does he pursue the old plan of removing

the top and cutting away the honey 1 If so, he is far be-

hind the age. Mine generally average me about thirty
j

pounds per hive, but then I never interfere with the lower
j

section, leaving that for the exclusive use of the bees.

Were I to take a portion of tliat, certainly I would get

swore honey, but in the same ratio I would injure the pros-

perity of my apiary.
j

In speaking of robbing, Mr. McGHnuusays thismay be
j

(done immediately after swarming season, when you can
{

rob with safety all but the young hives. With me I never
j

think of taking honey till liie celLs are perfectly sealed
j

over, which will commence i.-ikiruz place in June. I have
!

often had young swarms to fill both sections. The honey

which, Mr. McG. says, may be taken from the upper

jsart of the hive, I would not consider good. That which

i take IS always new and ota perlec’t whiteness and alto-

gether free iVom bee bread, young bees, &c.

Mr. McGehee seems to doubt the propriety of cultivat-

htg anything for bees to feed on. If I thought that flow-

ers did not afford honey, I might entertain similar doubts;

but thinking differently, I would still recommend the sow-

ing of a small patch of buckwheat, or which would be

still belter, v/hite clover.
j

Other portions of Mr. McG 's communication inculcate I

very erronecas principles, but having noticed the most

obieciionabie, I shall let the others pass
;

with the single

remark, that if he will abandon some of liis old fashioned

notions, lie wilt make a wortliy coadjutor in a very laud-

able cause. Re.spectfully, V. L.dr.'.sTE.

Cedar Grccih. near Avgunlo
^
yio.rr'k^ 1837.

i

WHAT A MAN WANTS 1.0 S WIFE T(!= KNOW.
|

There are certain things a rnm wants his wife to know,
which are never learned at Ladies’ Serai naries, and too

setdom, we fear, at home. One would like his wife to

know ho’w to make a shirt. Ever so riclu it would lie a

comfortable sensation to think' that she made it, yet there

are some who cannot even sew on a button. To be able

to COOK a beefsteak projterly, nr roast a joint to a turn—
to make a savory sauce, or dish, a fricasee— to cook one’s

hasbrmd a good dinner, in short, if need be, is what every
j

v/oman ought to know, and what very few do know, uii- I

til obliged to learn it. It is a solemn fact, that not one

marriageable girl in twenty can make a really good cup

of coffee.

It is all very well to study French, without ever being

able to read or speak it with any facility— to learn six or

eight sciences up to confused smattering, unavailable from

the fear of making blunders, to learn music and drawing

for the parlor and drawing room
;
but a man w^ants more

itiiaw flue in a wife; and the sensible lover is often fright-

ened away from an amiable girl by a display of accomp-

lishments, which indicate the lack of more useful acquire-

ments .—Rural American

THE OLD HOUSE.

There’s a spot that I love, there’s a home that I prize

Far better than any on earth

;

It is bound to my heart by the holiest ties;

And I prize, oh ! how fondly, its worth

—

’Tis not beauty, nor splendor, endears it to me,

Oh no ! for its grandeur hath flown :

But ’tis fondest affection that binds me to thee

—

My old home—my dear happy home !

Oh ! home—what dear magic is in that sweei sound
,

How closely it speaks to the heart:

What a world of deep tenderness in thee is found;

Oh ! who from such treasure could part 1

Could barter the joys of a sweet home of love,

For a path in a strange world unknown ;

Could seek for vain pleasures and heartlessly rove.

If they knew the real value of home I

Some sigh to be wealthy, some seek to be great,

Some envy what others can do ;

But oh ! I’m content with my lowly estate
;

For the hearts all around me are true;

And ties that are nearest and dearest to me,

And hearts that are truly mine own.
With fondest affection now bind me to thee.

My old house—iny dear happy home

!

THE FAKHER AND HIS HOME.

It has always been a matter of wonder to us that the

farmer should care so little for himself, the members of

Ills family, and his home—that he should hold tasteful

and beautiful things in contempt—that he can abide no-

thing which is not useful, according to his idea of useful-

ness, and that he should sacrifice comfort evermore to

cash. The large majority of farmers have but two tests

by which to tr)^ men and things ; can they work—are

useful 1 They bring up their boys and girls with the

idea that work is the great thing—the more work a boy

or Cl girl can do, the higher they rise in the scale of excel-

lence. When they marry, they must marry a girl who
can work. If she is “very smart” s’le is considered u

prize. The prevalent fancy is particularly pleased if she

lias been known to lift a fivc-pail kettle from the fires and

get out a large washing before breakfast. It is all work,

work, work—nothing but work. She commences her

life ambitiously, determined to be as smart as her neigh-

bors, does everything about her house, herself, bears

children, takes care of them, and actually wears out her

life with work, and, after death lives in the memory of

her friends, as a woman wlio was “mighty smart at work”

in her day.

A fanner's home is .rarely beautiful and tasteful in its

externals. So almost universally is this the case, that

when an instance is found it is the theme of unwonted

delight, and the cause of special remark. The barn very

likely fronts the house acro.s.s the street.

Carts and wagons stand upon ground which sliould be

occupied by shade trees. There is no door-yard. There

are no flowers, Everything is for use— every thing sug-

gests work, and work oniju There is no indi'-ation ofa !de

above this work— nothing to sliow the existence ofa want

above eating and drinking. The soul necessarily grovv.s

small under the cull pressure ofa life like this. It is a iif'e

contemptible and unworthy in every respect in which it

may be regarded. If this unmiodfuliiess of comfort, and

the polite amenities life, were the result of simple indifler

ence, the case would be more hopeful; but there largely
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pievails a degree of contempt for these things, which

proves tl'iat perverted notions have become inbred and

well nigh ineradicable. Many a farmer whom we know,

Holds in the utmost scorn all show of polite life. The

man who talks bluntly, and helps himself at table with-

out show of baslifulness, and holds the parlor in con-

tempt, and turns up his nose at flowers, and rejoices in

the thickness of skin upon iiis hands, and isn’t ‘‘stuck

up,” is tlie popular man. What wonder is it that a boy

brought up in this way, who accidently gets a sight dur-

ing absence at school, or on a visit, of a different and

more exalted kind of life, should leave the farm, for other

pursuits and places as soon as possible 1

We love the life of a true man who is a true farmer.

His lot is the noblest and sweetest—the most from free siclt-

ness and care that falls to mortals. But this stereotyped

talk about the desirableness of a farmer’s life, as it pre-

vails in most localities, is the veriest gammon e\ er uttered.

The farmer should be a gentleman. Some of them—nay,

many in the aggregate—are gentlemen—and they make
the noblest aiticle of the kind we have. There is nothing

in the farmer’s profession that should make him awkward
and boorish in the least. We trust that the young men
now coming upon the stage will be something more than

drudges—men who will take position in society—men
who will delight to make their homes beautiful and com-

fortable, and who will do their share to throw the charm

around the farmer’s life which belongs to it
—comfort,

eonvenience, beauty, taste—the charm which shall make
the life attractive to those who ate bred in it, and which

will secure for it the talent which now seeks a more con-

genial atmosphere in other fields.—Spring/i-eld RepvMi.

THE cultivator—FODDER PULUNO, Ac. 1

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have induced two of ;

my friends to subscribe to the Cultivaior, and they are
|

much pleased with it. I wish all its subscriber.? would
|

agree to pay two dollars instead of one, that you might en-
|

large the sheet and illustrate it move fully.
'

Last summer, several friends engaged to try with me!

the effect of pulling corn upon the weight of grain 1 un-
j

fortunately was taken .sick at the time of “saving fodder,”
j

and consequently made no experiment. My friends did,
j

however, (three in number), and the result was that the 1

one who noticed the greatest difference found it to be three
|

pounds on the bushel.

The weight of unstripped corn was (01 lbs.) sixty-four

pounds per bushel.

The stripped corn was (Gl lbs.) sixly-one pounds per

bushel.

On the 23d of July 1 marked a cotton dower. On the

I2ih of September it was an open boll.

From form to flower days.

From flower to open boll 51 •“

From form to open boll 90 days.

I believe this occurs under the most favorable circum-

stances. Various casualties reduced me to only one form

and one blossom out of several of each, to nb.serve. The
present year I will be more careful, mark more largely

and note carefully, and ifyou think it of any interest will

forward you the results, Providence willing.

BiioOfC.

Uhciiy Co., Go., 1857.

L-ROUAD PEAS «R PINDAR.S,

Editors Southern Cultiv.ator—I see in your.Ktnuary

number a letter from Texas, the gentleman signing his

name “F. B.,” stating that he wanted to raise the Ground

Pea, but did not understand the manner of cultivating.

As I have liad some experience in cultivating them for

stock to advantage, I have concluded to write to you.

If you think it wortli anything, you can piubiisu it
;

if not,

throw it away.

In the first place, about the middle of Febr.taiy, I select

the poorest field I have, and lay off the rows, three

feet apaiT, and bed it up with a turning plow and opess

this bed with a scooter, say five inches wide
;

I the« drop

the peas (in the hull) in this furrow about eighteen iRches

apart, and cover them with a scooter by running on each

side of them; I then let them lie there until the hull be-

gins to crack; I then run u board over them. The board

is about IS inches long and about 7 wide, and i inch

thick with a small notch cut in the middle of it. and is at-

tached to the jilow stock in the same manner as the plow.

This answers for one working, and enables tne pea to

come up better. As soon as they come up so that you
can see them across the field, if they are grassy, take

a turning plow and side them with the bar of the plow
next the pea, tlirowing the dirt entirely in the middle and
leaving the pea to stand on u ridge about 5 inches wide.

Keep the gra.ss off this ridge by hoeing until the pea be-

gins to blossom; then take a large scooter aiid plow the

row out good with it
;
after that cultivate entirely with a

sweep, running farther and farther from the pea every

time you worlc them. Be careful not to break off llie

vines after they have rotted down, for they Viull make
more in the grass than they will after they are thus toi-e

up either witli a plow or hoe. This is th.e be't manner of

making ground peas I ever tried. .PoNti.

March; 1H57.

That would not pay for the waste of fodder in leaving it

fo dr)'’ on the stalks. vVe do not strip fodder in this sec- !

tion until a yellowish tinge is perceptible on the field of

corn. Some might remark that that was the incipienecy

of decay. That may be
;
but our horses prefer it then to

Northern hay, and there is an inappreciable loss in the I

weight of the grain.

I was induced to engiige in these experiments from

articles in the CidticaLor oy careful and observing men
vshowins a very great loss to those who .stripped their

torn. To tiiose in the section of your correspondent I

would say, cultivate grass; but to those in niy section I

would say, “strip” your corn and raise the grass too, if

you can.

Another experiment of interest to Sea Island Cotton

pkmters living on the coast, I made myself.

On the 23d of July I marked a form (square to Upland

plamers.) On the 1st rff September it was a blossom.

Sorghum S.ACCUARATUM.-The BulktiH tT lOjtum:,

of Puri.s, has a notice in its September number of the

North China Sorgho a Sucre, or Sugar Millet, from the

pen ofDr. Tunel, Secretary of the Agricultural Commit-
tee of Toulon

;
he says that in the vine growing proprie-

taries in that region, the juice ofthe Sorgho has been pro-

fitably mixed and fermented with the juice of the grajve,

and witliout impairing the flavor of the w'ine produced.

He, also, speaks of another species of Sorgho to whicli

Leopold Wray gives the name of Sorgho al 'Irnphy, or

Sorghum of the Caffres
;

it is an earlier variety' than the

Chinese, audits cereal product is mere abundant
,
hence

51. Nayot who grows it successfully at Martinique, says

that the grain is there ground into flour which is snore

nutritive than rice, and is preferred by the Coolies there

to rice, as palatable food; its leaves also make an abun-
dant and excellent forage, and the juice of 'J*.e canes, Ute

best of rurn, — Gcnc^ste Pctrmyer.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“Sugar Making.—W, B. T.—The newpamphlet of C. M.
Saxton & Co., noticed elsewhere, contains some of the

anformation you desire. We believe a Mr, Millkr, of

Savannah, can furnish a Mill with 3 horizontal rollers, to

he worked by 2 horses or mules, for .$'2‘25. As wc pro-

gress in the raising of the Chinese Sugar Cane, the neces-

sary machinery will be much simplified and more cheap-

ly furnished. See article headed “Sugar Cane Mills,” &c.

Snap Beans.

—

C.—One of the best and earliest is the

*'Early Valentine.”

Gardening Book.—E. J. G.

—

White’s “ Gardming for

the South, is the book for you. It costs $1.25 post paid.

Enclose us $‘2.25 and we will send it and the Cultivator.

Fruit vs. Meat.—N. F.—A medical friend advises tts

not to eat so much meat during warm weather, but to sub-

stitute fruits—also, never to cat meat and fruit together.

What do all the other doctors say 1

Pruning.

—

L.—If you prune trees just as the buds are

swelling, it will retard the blossoming several days, and

often save your fruit from late spring frosts.

Aristander, of Pike County, Miss., will confer a favor

hy sending his full address to the Editors. We trust he

will not suffer the pen he wields so deftly to lie idle. His

articles on Drainage will be very acceptable to our readers.

“Pond” will accept our thanks for the Watermelon
seed, which we will plant.

S.OUIS E. EERCKMAN8, Esq.,-PEAR CULTURE
in the 8ontb.

Any lingering doubts of the superiority of the climate

the South for the production of the very choicest

Pears, are about to be solved by the careful experiments

of our friend, Louis E. Bbrckmans, Esq., formerly of

Belgium, but now of New Jersey. It is well known that

M. Berekmans has devoted the greater part of his life, as

3in amateur, to the culture of fine Fruits, and that he was

she friend and successor of Van Mons and Espertn

—

whose extensive experiments with Seedling Pears he has

«arneslly and perseveringly continued. His collection of

these Seedlings, alone, numbers over Twenty Thousand,

from which we have every reason to expect some Pears

of inestimable value for American culture. These seed-

lings, and samples of all his other specimen varieties of

Fruits, M'. Berekmans intends transferring from New
Jersey to the more genial climate of the South, the coming
autumn

j
and, with that view, has purchased a very suit-

able and attractive situation adjoining “ Fruitland ytui

-

sery,'^ (near this city,) where he de.signs establishing a

Southern specimen Orchard, in which he will critically

test all the most promising varieties of native and foreign

Fruits, but more especially the Pear, which has always
been his favorite study and specialty.

Having ample means and leisure—the most unbounded
and tireless enthusiasm, and the stored experience of over

a quarter of a century, as capital to begin with, M.
Berekmans cannot fail of giving our Fruit culture a fresh

and vigorous impulse
;

and we feel confident that his

accession to our ranks will be hailed with the liveliest

gratification by all Southern Pomologists.

INTRODUCTION OF THE CHINESE SUGAR
Cane, South.

As some untmthfnl statements respecting the introduc-

tion of this valuable new plant have been put forth by cer-

tain persons, it may be well to set the matter at rest by a

few facts. D. J. Browne, Esq., of the Patent Office, is un-

doubtedly entitled to the credit of first introducing the

seed into this country, having brought over from France

about 200 pounds in the fall of 1854. Previous to any
knowledge of the seed of Mr. Browne, however, and be-

fore we knew that any such seed was in the possession of

the Patent Office, one of the editors of this paper (D. Red-
mond) obtained, through Parker, White & Gannett, of

Boston, a few ounces of the seed, which this enterprising

house had just imported from France, This seed was
planted early in the spring of 18-55, and had grown knee

high before wc were aware of the Patent Office distribu-

tion. Some of the original seed was distributed by us to

Dr. Robt. Battey, of Rome; R. Peters, of Atlanta;

Robt, Nelson, (then of Macon); J. Van Buren, of Clarks-

ville
;

Col, John Bonner, of Hancock county, and
many other agricultural and harticuliural gentlemen

of this and the adjoining States—nearly all of whom
were sufficiently impressed with its value to save

seed for more extensive planting last year (1856.)

The syrup and forage experiments of Gov. Hammond, of

South Carolina, Mr. Peters and Dr. Bobt. Battey, of

Georgia
;

ourselves, and many others, were all based

upon the products of this seed

;

and any attempts of other

individuals to circulate reports to the contrary are too base

and unfounded for further notice. If any credit attaches

to the introduction of the Chinese Sugar Cane into

general culture in the South, the writer claims it; and ifany
discredit is attached to it, he is also willing to accept it. So

much for a rather small matter, to which we should not

Irivc thus alluded, had not one or two individuals taken

the trouble to nmrepresent it.

As to the varieties of the Sorghum Saeckarahm., or

Chinese Sugar Cane, we are not aware that the several

importations of the seed thus far made into America,

have exhibited any particular difference of product.

There are, we believe, as many as fifteen different varie-

ties of the Sorghum Saccharotum

,

and it remains for eare-

ful experimentalists to prove which of these will suit our

soils and climates best. We doubt whether a more usefut

variety than we now have, for ail purposes, can be ob-

tained
;
but this matter is now in a fair way of solution

;

as we understand that Mr. Wray is coming over from

Paris immediately with all his South African varieties, for

careful trial in the Southern States. We shall watch the

result of these and all other trials of this plant with great

interest, and report all important facts connected with the

subject to our readers. D. k,

Errata.—On page 106, second column, ninth line from

bottom, after word “remain,” insert “as they are, that the

serial currents may also remain.”
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OLK BOOK TABLE.

Amkrican Pomological Socikty, Proceedings of the

Sixth Session, held in the city of Rochester, September,

1856. Boston : Published by the Society.

This volume contains full details of the most interesting

and important meeting yet held by the Society, and thiows

much light upon the progress of Fruit Culture in America

This most delightful branch of rural industry is rapidly

extending itself in cTcry direction, and there is every

prospect that our country will, in a few years be the

Orchard of the World. We of the South are peculiarly

favored by nature for the prosecution of Pomology, and

can safely and profUabl^ devote to it a portion, at least, of

our study, time and capital. It is true that we need a dif-

ferent selection of varieties and a different system

of culture from those of the North, in many respects

;

and it is, therefore,', necessary not only that the South

should fester and sustain Pomological Societies of her

own, but that we should, h-rent\er, be more fully re-

presented in the National Council ot Pomology. The

next meeting of the American Society is to be held in the

city of New York in the fall of 1858, and ue t^ust

that the North and South will there meet together in

friendly rivalry for the smiles of Pomona

The President of the Society, Hon. Marshall P. Wil-

der, will accept our best thanks for the copy of Proceed-

ings before us.

C«iN£.sE Sdgar Caxb and SroAR Makikc. By Chas.

F. S'l’AXsBURY, A. M, Late Commissioner at the Indus-

trial Exhibition, London. New York : C. M. Saxton

& Co., Agricultural Book Publishers, 140 Fulton st.

1857.

The present is the third or fourth volume whieh has op-

peered on this subjeel daring the past few months. It

contains much information on the raising and crushing

of the cane
;

boiling, clarifying and crystallizing of the

juice, &c
,
and (with the exception of a trivial ulteration

in the Report of Col. R. Prthrs) seems to be all correct

It may be obtained per mail from the publishers for 35

cents; and we commend it to all who desire to extend

their knowledge of the Chines* Sugar Cane and its pro-

ducts.

Thb M 1 .S.STSSIPPI Plajttrr axd Mkchanig. Devoted to

Agriculture, Horticulture, and the Mechanic Arts.

DAVtfi &/ VViLLiAMi, Proprietors. L Harpkr, LL. D
,

Editor. Published monthly at Grenada, Miss., at §1-50

per annum.

This new laborer in the Southern Vineyard, starts with

the right spirit, and a determination to do good service in

the cause of agricultural improvement. We welcome it

mo&t cordially, and wish it the most gratifying success.

TO COBKE.SPONDEXTS.

Oua table fairly groans benenth the weight, not only of

valuable and appreciated communications for our paper,

but also orders for agricultural books, trees and shrubbery,

grafts, seeds of various kinds, letters asking information,

&c., &c. We have worked almost every night the past

winter, until the “small hours,” and yet we are far in

arrears with our correspondents. The long days of early

summer, however, are now at hand, and we hope soon to

be fully even again. It is, of course, impossible for us to

answer, per mail, all the letters we receive, but where

such answers are indispensably necessary we will en-

deavor to do so. For the present, we crave the indulgence

of our friends, and pledge them our best efforts for the

foture.

SUGAR CANE MILES, BOILERS, Ac.

The wide-spread cultivation of the Chinese Sugar Car.e,

gives rise to a general desire for more particular informa-

tion respecting crushing mills, boilers, &c.,and we, tnere-

fore, gladly avail ourselves of the kindness of a friend to

furnish the following statement from a manufacturer of

Mills, Mr. A. N. Miller, of Savannah, Ga.

1 st. Cost of a ‘2 roller, vertical mill, 18 inches long and

24 inches diameter, S 1 00. This includes rollers and bear-

ings. The addition required will be to elongate the shaft

in the driving roller so as to allow for a spur bevel wheel

to be placed on when steam power is to be used.

2d. The cost of a 3 roller mill will be $150, including

bearings.

3rd. A 3 roller horizontal mill of the size named above

with sides, frames and pan, will cost $350. We make a

snug 3 roller mill, rollers 12 inch diameter and 2 feet long

with frame and pan, complete spur and pinion, for horse

power, at .$225. These have proved large enough to

answer a good purpose in Florida for 200 or 300 acres,

and will keep a battery of hve pans supplied.

4th. We do not make the pans and kettles. Mr. B. H.

Weed, of Savannah, has them on hand.

5th. A verticals roller mill, with cast frames and paii,

will cost the same as a horizontal ($350), which (horizon-

tal) is much preferable.

Another gentleman of Savannah writes;

“ I have seen Mr. Weed, and the prices of Boilers are as

as follows ;—60 gallons, $13 ;
60 gallons, Slu; 80 gal-

lons, $18
;
100 gallons, $21

;
150 gallons, S'3o.

A late number of the JnhUigem'e/' also furnish-

es the following

:

SORGHO SUCRE—HOW TO MAKE SUGAR.

The introduction of this article into our country, has

called for an exercise of our mechanical talent to bring for-

ward something to meet ihe experimenting demand for

new sugar mills. In passing through the Insiitute Fan

my attention was attracted to a singularly constructed re-

volving machine running upon three rollers; but, upon

close examination, Ifoandit to be a Chinese Sugar Cane

Mill, invented by Mr. Hodges, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who

has been so successful in improving the Little Giant Corn

Mill, and has also, laltly, invented a most complete agrt-

eulturnl staam boiler, one of which is also in operauoa at

the Fair.

This Sugar Mill is certainly of a most novel construc-

tion. It oonsisls of three vertical cast iron rollers, sup-

ported between strong cast plates, resting upon a inangti-

gular wood frame about eight feet on its sides. 1 . ndei

each corner is a large truck wheel so adjusted when

working as to revolve in a circle, the shaft of one of the

rollers occupying the centre of the frame and clutched fast

to a luuber below, preventing its turning, while the otner

two, being geared into it at the lop, are made to revolve

around it as the whole fi ttme is turned by the horse. On oae

corner is a feed table, from which a man feeds the cane,

which, having been acted upon by the two rollers, passes

out upon a table on the other corner, which is removed as

ofien as a sufficient quantity accumulates. Tlie juice passes

down through the bed plate and is received in a vessel

made for that purpose. In a few minutes the tr-ck wheels

can be cHanged and the clutch removed, and the wtioie is

ready to travel. There being no heavy beams to raise,

posts to set, or over-head sweeps to jirovide, and at the

same time so easily transported from place to place, it

will prove to be just the thing needed by our farmers at

this particular time, and from the ciieapness of the article

it must meet with ready sale. All interested in this line

are advised to give it an examination.
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ACJRlCUIiTUKAI. GEOROGA.

To intelligent cultivators, there is no study more usetul

and interesting than that of Geology in its relations to ag-

riculture. Aided by analytical chemistry, a critical

knowledge of the natural arrangements of different rocks,

and of their constituent elements, enables one to decide

in his own mind with considerable confidence as to the

value of any given soil, formed mainly from the debris of

known strata. Occasionally, an important exception to

Vi^hat might be expected in a particular locality occurs ;

and then it deserves to be recorded for the advancement

of agricultural science. Having recently met with a case

of this kind, we will briefly state the facts for future refer-

ence.

Spending a few hours not long since at Union Point, on

the Georgia Railroad,we were invited by Mr. J. B. Hart, the

gentlemanly proprietor of the Hotel there, to visit with

him a field which, as he said, was remarkable for its pro-

ductiveness. So far as we observed from a superficial ex-

amination, there was nothing peculiar in the clay, sand,

stone, or rocks of that place to distinguish it from other

red soils in the neighborhood. There were, however,

numerous specimens of a peculiar mineral on the surface

of the ground that appeared to hare been precipitated

from water which had percolated through the underlying

earth and rocks. On analysis this mineral yielded over

lifsy per cent, of lime mechanically united with clay and

the peroxide ofiron. Whether the presence of this lime

had any agency in causing the peculiar fruitfulness of the

field, each reader will draw his own conclusion; we have

no doubt on that point. Our difficulty was to account for

the presence of so much lime in that geological position.

Neither quartz, felqm.r nor mica (the minerals that form

granite) contains more than traces of lime. Porcelcdn

upar, however, differs from albite (soda felspar) in having

lime in addition to soda
;
while hornblende is, well knov/n

to contain so much as from 12 to 14 per cent, of lime in

Its composition. But sicnitic hornblende yields its cal-

careous base very reluctantly ; and we are not aware that

bosaltic hornblende exists anywhere in the vicinity of

Union Point. As both of these rocks are important in an

agricultural point of view, we will give their constituent

elements

:

Basaltic Sienitie

Hornblende. Hornblende.

Silica .. ..42 24 45.09

Alumina .... 13.92 12.18

Lime .. ..12.24 13.83

Magnesia .. ..13.74 18.79

I rotoxide of iron 7.32

Oxide of Manganese .

.

0 23 0 22

Tluoric acid 1.50

o

j
S
1

99.53

By examining the above figures, it will be seen that

ricither variety of hornblende contains either potash or

soda
;
and it may be .stated in this connection that mica,

which abounds in both potash and magnesia, but in differ-

ent varieties, contains neither lime nor soda. Albite is

the only primitive source of soda, v/hich is so abundant

in the ocean and on all continents. Hornblende is un-

questionably the prlncip;;] soarce of all lime in soil.?: amd

stratified rocks
;
but, unfortunately, if universal fertility is

desirable, neither hornblende, nor aqueous deposits oflime

in any form are as general and abundant as cultivators

may wish. The fact, however, that something like marl

is sometimes found where least expected, should encour-

age planters to search for calcaieous minerals wherever
they may be located. Any substance appearing like

marl or rock, that will effervesce on the application of

vinegar, or some stronger acid, most likely contains lime.

In granitic regions, such minerals are less frequently

found than in more recent formations, or in districts of

stratified rocks. Water that has passed over limestone

in masses, often dissolves and carries with it this mineral

to distant parts where the earth is nearly destitute of cal-

careous matter. In a similar manner, rivers collect from

ten thousand different and distant sources, fertilizing

salts of potash, magnesia, soda, and iron, which are de-

posited on all bottom lands overflown in their course to

the ocean. Where such fluviatile deposits are arenaceous,

all soluble salts are more subject to be speedily removed
by rains, than where clay rather than sand predominates.

Whoever would deepen his soil on common agricultural

clay, should stir the ground well to the depth he wants
the roots of his crops to penetrate. Shallow tillage ap-

plied to land of superficial fertility, only aggravates the

evil by making the soil thinner still
;

while deeper plow-

ing deepens, first the roots of plants, then the mould and
finally the available miaeral food of crops even on poor
land L.

Satticultuial Stjjnttatiit.

PEAR CUETURR IN THE SOUTHo

Eon'oRs Southern’ Cultivator—Will you or some
one of your correspondents who possess practical know-
ledge on the subject, give us, througii the columns of the

Cultivator, some information on the culture and manage-
ment of the Pear Tree in our Southern country—both

Standard and Dwarf— the varieties most suitable for our

clin)ate and best adapted for home use, or for market crop

;

for summer use or for keeping through the winter?

The Pear tree has been very much neglected at the

South, while at the North and in Europe it stands highest

in favor among choice fruits.

The culture of fiuit for market is opening a new field for

the enterprize of our people, and let us, by comparing

notes, and seeking out information from all who have

paid attention to the subject, obtain the best guide for lliese

who are ready to embark in the undertaking. The experi-

ence of Northern and European fruit growers, though it

might aid us somewhat, is not altogether what we want.

Our climate and our soil differ materially. What with

them would be a fall fruit, would ripen with us in mid-

summer. There may be varieties which are well adapted

to their seasons which Mmuld not thrive witli us. Let us,

therefore, have the experience of all practical fruit grow-

ers here at the South. 1 would like to see several columns

of the Cultivator every month devoted to Southern Pomolo-

gy ;
to the culture and management of fruius, with lists of

all the most approved varieties.

Will you not give a helping hand to this suggc-stio:. I

a.

South Caroline/., 1S5G.

[We will cheerfully comply with the wishes ofour corres-

pondent. The raising of fine Pears, Grapes, Peaches,

Apples, &c., in the Soutli for shipment to Northern and,

perhaps, European markets, is destined to occupy the

time and capital of a great number of our people; and

that, at no distant day. An enterprising end fO(,tcfi,l
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neighbor of ours is making the Pear a speciality, having

started an orchard of over 1000 trees as a beginning;

and another, who has been most appropriately styled the

“Pmr King, ’ has liundreds ot the choicest varieties, and
|

thought it best to give each one the Cheiokee name of

more than tic-cn fy thousand Seedling Pears yet to be proved,
j
either the Indian or the stream where it originally grew.

We shall shortly publish a series of articles on the culture
j

The Ducket, Cumack’s Winter Sweet and Maverick's

perfect beauty, but as coarse grained atid as insipid as

the Buff.

The foregoing list of apples were nearly all originally

found jirowing in old Cherokee Indian fields, and I iiave

I

Winter Sweet were found on the land of white men, and

j

I, therefore, have not given them Cherokee Indian names.
of this particular fruit by one of the best living pomolo-

gists, whose introductory appeared in our January num-
; balance of winter varieties that compose my orchard

ber. "V/e feel the deepest interest in Fruit Growing in the
j

which I think first best arebut few, to wit; Yellow Crank,

South, and will take a pride and pleasure in making the
j

Green Crank and Vincent; of these I know nothing of

Odtha:«r tl,e medium of coramunicalin? all valuable I

i

i

some amateur had them who is fond of a variety ot high

g names and a long imposing catalogue.

Respectfully your co-laborer,

Silas McDowell.
Sugarioicn F'ann, Macon Co., N. C., 1857.

P. S.—There are a variety of opinions in regard to the

apple I introduced as the “Nickajack” being the same as

information on this sulject to our readers.

—

Eds. So.
j

goundin
CfLT

FRFII’^K.ANI) NUKSERY CATAL<)(^
f-in .'^eedliusr Apples best.

JE—.SOI

cYf.

'II-

D. REnM, VD, Praitlund Narscnj Augusta, Ga.\

Dear Sir :—1 have just received I

die “ Summerour.” The appearance and quality are cer-

and examined your Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental I

i

VT, J *•
.1 J •

, i
difference in the color ot the flesh as well as its taste. I

Trees, and am .mpelled to give expression lo my hearty
!

-f

approval ot the course you are persuing in confining
j

,,gxt Georgia Fair, where I purpose exhibiting both the

your collection of Apples to a few and select varieties, ! apples. S. McD.

and with >^pecial reference to their adaptation to our South- i

. —
* THE PEACH TREE—PROF. MAPE8* SY.STEia.

evn .States.
:

It is a fast well known to Po.mologlsfs that though the
j

Wh copy the following excellent suggestion from the

diiTereni, varieties of the Apple and the Peav embrace a
|

Horticnliwist, and a late number of the Wmking Farmen-

great many hundreds of each, nevertheless, all those of the
j

We Imve seen Peach trees pruned in this way on the farm

very best iiuality could be comprehended in a selec-
j

of Mr. Peters, in Gordon county, Ga., that surpassed ia

don ofoO fro.n each fiimily of these fi uits, leai ing the entire
|

vigor and beauty any that we liaveever noticed e'sewhere;
long lists of the balance of second and ordinary quality

; , , . . w- t
’

and yet ncmiy all nurserymen persist in pmuding in their
Newark, N. J..-

long catalogues the high sounding names of hundreds of his superior skill and management. We have

varieties of inferior quality and utterly unworthy ofculti- adopted it in all our new orchards. Let our readers give

valion. I repeat it, f atimiie your judgment and resolu-
| ^ .

tion in thus depe.i ting from a custom so very common
and injurious to the science of Pomology.

Lhe'Zli years experience I liave had in making an or-

chard of Winter Apples, my utter failure in the com-
mencement by planting Northern varieties, and my ulti-

mate success finally, by commencing anew with 8ouih-

ern Seedlings, inspires me with confiience to speak bold-
j

ly and posiiiveiy on this subject

assert the

ON THE CULTURE OF THE PEACH.

j

BY .S -A MUEL T. JO.VES, THE CEDARS,

YORK.

•STATEN ISLAND, NEW

As yon were pleased, in a late number, to intro.Iucc

T , ,
some approbatory remarks upon my management of the

], therefore, confidently i,
,^ leach, It may not oe nninlercsting to some of your re.io-

ers to have a statement more in detail. It is not unusual

to hear of the degenerncy of the Peach tree— iliat it 1-.

moie subject to disease than formerly, an i especially the

if/'l/oirs—i\nd that the duration ot' ilie tree, in vigorou-,

liealtli, is limited to some six or seven years. 1 have even

heard the belief expressed, that the ifell urs was uansinit-

ted, from generation to generation, by budding from trees

^apparently iiealthy, and, also, that the infection vva.>

I

luude to spread from one tree to anmher.

In my judgment, founded noon the experience of maiD'’

years, liiesc ideas are erroneoii.s not less than liiey arc m-

jurions and dis*'Ouraging to the. propagatimi and wn' be

ing oftlie tree 'I hrough ilie exercise of a little 'n.re a:; 1

atieniion on the part of the grower, which is but a s.nall

la-tuin for the generous load.s of delicmu.s f. uu yearly .'iir

nislied by ilds tree, 1 have been enabled i.. preserve nrost

of them in lull vigor for a period uf upY^-rds of aixtram

year.s

'I'hc system I have followed first co.umi ti'-es in the n'r-.>

The Becholor is large, render, juicy ami hri.tle
i
and V,..x I

'’'il T" '"‘'’r!''

BuRSN.who is good author].,
-, prenounccs i. the

i ggS '1^jop or ceulral brata-hc.s. turec or

best of Autumn Apples ; witli care, howcvei . it keeps
|

well until March.
i

*We have also fine Soutliern Seedd^g Apples fron'r dm
The Cullawhee i.s the 'V->-gA'5/ of all opples that grow : a I

l)order> of Florida —D I

the very latest and be.st Northern variety of

Apple.s sou.h of 3M, north longitude, will be tiothing

but an aniunin apple, and not hang well on its tree at tliat.

I will also make another pompous a.ssertion, that I have
now in my orchard twelve varieties of native Southern
Seedling Winter Apples that cannot be surpassed for excel-

lence of quality by any other variety in the United Stales,
j

Besides the varieties which 1 cl ,ini a , my own selection, J. i

Van Buren, of Clarksville. Ca
,
has extender! his research-

es far sou'll of the field of my opeiMuons, and has niade a
valuable collection ot lute v .rieties of the Ajiple, which, !

no doubt, will grow and flourish side liy side with the
j

orange and the fig in Louisiana and Florida.* Tlie ad- i

ditions 1 h.ive made to the liit of native Southern Seed-
ling Winter .Apples, by bringing them to noti.-e, are tiiese:—Equinelely; Junaluskee; Carnack's Winter Sweet;
AlavericU’s Winter Sweet; Cullasaga: Elarkee; Lucket;
Niclcajack, if not a Summerour, Bachelor, and Cuiia-
whee.

All the above varieties are late keepers but the two last.
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four laterals, at a height not exceeding two or two and a

half feet from the ground. This system is constantly fol-

lowed in after years, which disposes the tree to grow

with hollov/ centre, admitting light and air more thorough-

ly among the branches, and greatly facilitating the gather-

ing of the fruit and the future prunings. These latter may
be performed during the winter, early spring, or, moder-

ately, during the summer, so as not to endanger the pre-

mature bursting or running into wood, of the buds destin-

ed to furnish fruit the following year. By means of an

ordinary walking stick, furnished with a hooked handle,

the topmost branches, even of trees prunned with hollow

centres, may be bent down, and made accessible from the

ground, until the the limbs become too rigid to bend,

through extreme old age. Ihis is by no means a small

advantage, when among many hundreds of trees, it is con-

sidered that the full flavor of the fruit so much depends

upon gathering it precisely at the proper period of matur-

ity, and through which an examination by the touch may
be had with facility of each separate fruit.

The next, and more important consideration, is to res-

train the tree from exhausting itself by its too generous

crops offruit, and which can only be done, with facility,

by diminishing the number of fruit-buds at the winter or

early spring pruning. My constant instructions at this

time, are “not to spare the knife,” being w'ell persuaded

that it is necessary not only to the longevity of the trees,

but also to the size and quality of the fruit. As the fruit

is borne only upon the wood formed during the proceed-

ing year, the rule is, first, duly to attend to the hollow

form of the tree, which should be constantly maintained,

and secondly, to head back each fruit-bearing branch to

at least one-half its extent. The crop is thus easily kept

within reasonable bounds, and if, after the lapse of many
years, any of the main laterals become too rigid, or too

much extended, new ones may be allowed to grow in

their place, and the old ones then withdrawn. The vigor

and growth of the tree seem to be surprisingly increased

under this restraining system, as are also the size and

quality of the fruit.

The third important point is, to guard the tree from its

insidious and deadly foe, the worm. For this purpose,

two examinations of each tree should regularly be made
—one in the month of May and the other in September.

Fortunately, the presence of the worm may easily be dis-

covered at or just beneath the surface of the ground, by
the oozing of the gum, and, if not duly attended to, will in

a short time occasion the destruction of the tree by cutting

around the bark, and thus diminishing or totally destroy-

ing comunication between the tree and its roots. The
worm is most speedily and effectually destroyed by scrap-

ing and probing them away through the aid of an ordin-

ary oyster-knife, which is usually pointed and formed

with a double edge. With such an instrument, a person

may go through many hundreds of trees in a day, when
the system is regularly attended to as above described, and

it will be found that, with such care, but here and there

only will a tree be infested and require attention.

As the Peach tree is so generous in its growth, and in

its exhuberar.t crops, it is necessarily a great exhauster of

the soil, and must have the support ofproper manures. It

is also essential to its prosperity that the soil should be

kept open, and free from grass or weeds. I have found

that the cultivation of many kinds of root crops requiring

manures and frequent stirring of the soil, such as potatoes

beets, turnips, &c.,. are quite consistent with the health

and vigor of the tree, but that, when the soil becomes

bound through a dense growth of grass, which excludes,

light and air from the roots, it soon dwindles, becomes

sickly, takes on the yelloics^nnA dies. At the period of

Uoiung of the fnut, a large demand for silica is made
upon the soil, which must necessarily be dissolved, and

conveyed through the roots, trunk, and branches, in a

soluble state. It is probable that, along with carbonic

acid, some kinds of alkaline manures, such a.s lime, or a

mixture of one-third potash and fwo-thirds salt, contribute

most powerfully to aid the efforts of the tree in effecting

its solution, and, with this view, I have caused a handful

or two, according to the size of the tree, to be applied upon
the soil, and forked in to the distance of about three or four

feet around each one, at the time of the examinations for

worms in May and September. A dose of guano to the

same extent, in lieu of the above, is also excellent.

Under this system, which is by no means expensive or

burdensome, I am well repaid by regular and large crops

of the finest fruit. I have never had a case of the yelloios

unless, through some oversight, a tree has been neglected

at the examination for worms, and the application of the

alkaline manures has been omitted.

In my judgment, this disease i.s owing entirely to a

want of attention or neglect of one of the important points I

have adverted to, and when a tree, through neglect, has be-

come affected with the yello'ics, I have in no instance

known it to extend to the other trees upon which atten-

tion had been duly bestowed.

Prof. Mapbs, of the Working Farmer, seiys :
—

The above, from the HorticuUnrist, accords mainly

with our expeiience, but differs in some particulars. We
will repeat these differences with a view to profit by the

observations of others which may be called out in reply.

PRUNING.

When taking the Peach tree from the nursery row, we
find its growth unequally distributed, the greater number
of branches occurring towards the next row, and the les-

ser towards the-next tree in the same row. We therefore

remove all the branches and cut down the main trunk to

two and a half feet. When put out in place, the brunches

will be thrown out equally in all directions. This being

done in the spring, at each succeeding spring we cut

back the new growth two-thirds its length, always cut-

ting next to a wmod or triplet bud, and never next to a

fruit bud. By this method the tree has many instead of

a few branches; they are short and nearer the trunk,

forming a round low head, and fruit borne on the ends of

branches cannot bend them below the horizontal position,

as we have found that even when trained, the slightest de-

pression below the horizontal line causes their decay.

PLANTING.

Having observed that fine fruit could only be obtained

from trees around which the soil was thoroughly disturbed

in early spring, we have thought it judicious to dig holes

four feet in diameter and four feet deep, fillirig the hole

with surface-soil, and not returning any of the sub-soil,

but spreading it on the surface to become ameliorated by

sun and air. We always place the tree one inch higher

out of the ground than we found it in the nursery row, as

it will probably settle half an inch or more the first year,

and Its cotyledons should never be covered with soil, or

each of them will contain a peach-worm in a short time.

PEACH WORM.

We have used the various methods of dosing with boil-

ing water, removal with a wire, application around the

earth-collar of the salt and lime mixture, all or either of

which seems to be perfectly effective.

Mr. James Galbraith, Gardener, ofNewark, who is most

accomplished as a Horticulturist, paints the earth-collar of

the Peach tree with a very thin coating of the black mix-

ture used in Newark for preparing cloth for wagon tops,

and he finds this a sure preventive against the peach-worm

and of no injury to the tree.

CULTIVATION, &C.

The soil must be disturbed around Peach tree.s in '-cry
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early spring, or they never yield full crops without self-

exhaustion. We have used no other manure during the

last few years, than the potash phosphate ofLime.

THE .STIiAWEEllKY.

Editors Southern Clh.tivator—Your correspondent,

“J. F. M.” must have read the opinions of some wise

Eastern and Western Botanists, who say; “there are no

pure starninate or pistillate plants,” though a man half

blind can distinguish the blossoms at the distance of 10

or 15 feet. At an early day, we had male and female

plants only. I had an eighth of an acre in Strawberries,

and had to go to market to buy fruit of an illiterate market

woman who never read a book in her life, but raised five

times as much fruit on the same space of ground as

others could. Aware of this, her neighbors, when she

thinned out her plants in the fall and threw them on the

road where they travelled, picked them up and planted

them
;
and the result was, they never bore a single berry.

The old woman’s object was to deceive them.

When 1 was green enough to believe in the old wo-

man's sexual character of the plant and published it, my
doctrines were ridiculed beyond measure. But our mar-

ket gardeners, aware of ilte old woman’s success, became

converts, and the fruit went down to one-lhird its former

price. From seed nearly all are pure male or female plants.

A portion perfect in male organs (stamens), and more or

less perfect in female organs (pistils) and oear more or

less perfect fruit, more or less deformed ones, and more

or less entirely barren. These, hermaphrodites, are the

only kind known in Europe, till enlightened by our mar-

ket woman, as the great Linnaeus and his followers held

the doctrine. Wise men could not be expected to believe

an ignorant market woman, wiser than themselves. I

would advise “J. F. M.” to get our seedlings, the Prolific,

McAvoy’s Superior, and the Extra Red. The first is

hermaphrodite, and the only plant we have ever seen that

bears a full crop of large, perfect fruit, ft not only is atten-

tive to its own flowers, but to all flowers in its vicinity, and
pistillate plants require no other impregnator in the gar-

den. The males, having no children to aitend to, run at

random,and soon kick all the women out of bed. If the Pro-

lific should do this, the cultivator would sustain no loss, as

no pistillate is as vigorous a grower. None bears a larger

crop or larger fruit. McAvoy’s Superior I deem the best

of all pistillates. But she is not a Mormon. She is not

willing to be one of the hundred wives, even to the head

priest. If far separated from plants with male organs,

many berries are imperfect. I should plant every third

bed or row with the Prolific. Many deem a rich, loose

loom, best for Strawberries. I mix with my rich garden

mould, one half of the poorest and stilTest clay I can find,
j

The result is, plants of much larger growth, that stand dry
!

weallier, bear more and larger fruit, and the plants are
I

never thrown out of the ground in the spring, when the I

ground thaws. The Extra Red is not equal to the Piolific
j

and Superior in quality, requiring more sugar. The fruit i

is all ofgood size, of great beauty of color, and an im-
!

rnense bearer, and very valuable as a market fruit. The
{

Superior, if taken to market, requires to be taken Muth
j

care, as the fruit is not firm. Thei'e are but few of these i

•Seedlings yet cultivated for market, as they are a recent
|

production and seldom, if ever seen in market, as it is sold
!

oy Mr. Heath and others, and private families, at an ex-
'

tra price. Mr. IMcAvoy, Mr. Schneike, 31r. Ernest, Mr. '

Jackson^ Mr. Pentland and Mr. Kelby, and many other ^

gardeners, have them for sale. The Prolific, the Superior
j

and Extra Red were from seed I raised by impregnating
Hovey’s Seedling with the largest English hermaphrodite.

IUj

McAvoy planted the seed, and gave some of the plants, by

my direction, to my tenant, iMr. Schneike. The Prolific

was among a groat number of plants sent him by Mc-
Avoy, and was first known as Schneike’s Seedling. A
premium was oftered by our Horticultural Society for a

Seedling Pistillate, superior to Hovey’s Pistillate, or any
other pistillate, ofS'oU, and after afulltest, it was awarded
to Mr. McAvoy. N. Longworth.

Cincinnati. Ohio, 1857.

P. S.— I have seen berries of the [Longworth’s] Prolific

and Superior that measured b inches.

FIG Cl ETUKE—FliUIT IN FEOIfIDA, iSrc.

Wu are indebted to Mr. iMAaoN, of iMonticello, Florida,

for an article on the cultivation of Figs. Want ofspace in

our columns compells us to confine ourselves to some ex-

tracts from his communication. We fully agree with him

when he observes that “every farmer, from the great to

the small one, may adorn his orchard with this delicious

fruit.” We also should recommend, as in all fruit trees, “c

rational and moderate pruning of the Fig tree anid, Ike se-

lection of the most projitable varieties, since they grow equal-

ly well from scions.'"

That figs can be resorted to as an article of o.ctualfood^

there is not the least doubt, since we know, as Mr. M.

states, that Greeks used figs as a portion of their al-

lowance." Slaves in Greece were often kept on figs as the

Arabs live on Dates.

Mr. Mason recommends drying the figs in ovens. This

may be a necessity during the rainy season in Florida
;

but it is not so here; and figs dried in the sun are muck

better, nor does this process require much more time.

The author of the article complains of a deficiency of

fruit through most parts of Florida. This remark agrees

with the experience of a friend who lately spent some

weeks in different parts of that State. He says :

“It is a strange fact that so few fruits are cultivated in

a State where the use of fruit would prove so beneficial to

the public health. Peaches and figs grow easily and bear

prolusely in this sunny soil, so well fitted for the peach

tree, and moreover they almost always escape the spring

frosts so iniurions to our own orchards. The oranges

this side of Palatka are a very uncertain product. Most

of the celebrated orange groves are bitter or sour fruits,

and it is to be feared that the same insect which destroys

most of the orange trees in the extreme south of Georgia

and north Florida, will soon find its way to the interior

and southern part of the last named State. For the pre-

sent winter a great number of orange trees and oleanders

have been killed or badly injmed as far as 30 miles south-

west from Ocala. It is indeed surprising to witness in all

climates that stange propensity ofmen to cultivate tropical

fruits which seldom succeed;and are destroyed at least once

in 10 or 15 years, while it would be easy to stock farms

and plantation with fruits of easy raising and certain

yielding. Amateurs try to cultivate the banana, so easi-

ly killed by the least frost, and requiring in all cases a

covering or protection during the winter months. I have

seen a native Florida apple seedling tree of fineappearance

and well suited to the climate. Why should Southern apples

not succeed in the rich soils ot the hammocks 1 Vv’^e can

see no reason for that. People are too prone to admit

theories when there aie no facts to sustain these. Many
of my acquaintances who supposed the Apple and the

Pear could not succeed in Florida, candidly acknowledged

that they had never tried, nor 'witnessed any trial of the
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kind. That Cherries atid Currants might not do well

there, is very possible and almost probable; although

silicious soils are required for the health of cherry trees.

But Peaches, Strawberries, Figs, Apricots, Nectarines, and

Grapes are certainly better adapted to that climate than

to any of our middle States. The only objection is the

prevailing trade wind rains, which often spoil the grapes

and the second crop of strawberries; but this is not al-

ways the case, and some varieties could be selected either

very early or very late which might escape the influence

of those rains.

“I cannot recommend too much the constant use of

ripe or dried fruit in a climate where bilious diseases are

so prevalent, and where the main food, winter and sum-
mer, is bacon Fruit is not only a blessing but a ne-

cessity for Southern climates, and nature by a wise dis-

pensation has scattered innumeral)le species of fruits

over the warm latitudes, while there is none in the

polar regions where fish, meat, grease and oil, are requis-

ites ofaniuial life, and foutid in ptrofusion all over the

Arctic regions,'^

OKNAMJeNrAL TJtlili.S AND SHKUBS FOR
the South.

Editors Scd^kkrn Cultivator—Surely we live in a

blessed cfunate! Nature has, indeed, overwhelmed us

with its ricf) gifts; for while our Northern friends with

great difficulty eau keep a Tea Rose, or even a Fig tree

jn pot alive during the snow storms of their severe winters,

these and many other kinds of trees and plants grow al-

most spontaneously tnid very lu.xuriantly in our gardens.

But what ha.ve we done to assist Nature in embellishing

our homes 1 Very little indeed; nay! I may as well

say: notking : f>)r the e.xceptions aie “few and tar be-
j

tween ”

It is the amtii'ion and ruling passion of our planters to I

brag of the miuibcimU' tfieir bags of cotton; no matter
|

whether locir huuse is surrounded with brooni.-iedge and :

.lamestown weed growing in to their door ;uid all kinds of;

weeds liibog up their fence corners. 1 know that many a
|

nam desoiscy tiic idea of planting a flower-garden, or sur- '

rouiuilng his d welling widi ornamental tree.s and shriiOs,
|

hec;mse tiiey cannot at pleasure l)e turned into Dimes and
|

Dollars. But, surely i they will be turned into moiicy.

perli.ips even to ^ turtLine, thoiiiih ioiperceptibly. They
will iiiake onr wives, chifiien and i. lends leel contented

and happv, mid c.iMse ns to etqoy in.-nya deligiitful hour

with our fi jiJc, instead of hunting tor mea.ier fde.tstires

away fro o b.onic

Le.r jiowever, hope that, although it /,oos /cxlc thus a

ispiiil ot ioiprovciiieiit iiM-s dawiied upon tts, as ini Inchca-

lion of;<dv-ir>e,ing civiliz uitm.

ft is to t!ie iidif-s that we are indebte.tl for all the eiiibcl-

jishnieni oi <iii; hotnes— out of doors as w:-!! jis in-doors

Pi'Oviderce g:i ve itoiu a higher, a inocc piire a pprt ctofon

of the beaulifs in ?vainre, and u hilc, ili- imsb.oid s only

care i.s fn’ ii)« eatable produce of ill'- gaivlcn ( trnit and

-vegr tallies ' ilictr “ iieifcr h.-dves' kemiy enjoy the

higher Die isures ai'f.rded by beaotifal iho.vco. Poor

bacuelor.-^ - i pU y voti, for you do not know but bidi'of tiie

pleo.sUfes oi tins life.

As matter <>f co'ur.se, di.'Ci imination mtist be made sn

the selection of shi unbery, winnhi-r tn'.coded for a tmail

front yartj, a large garden or even a park.

It would, ho.vevn-r, ie.-td ineloofaf if I iiere altemjitetl to

give lidos for Icnid.-^cafie gartienitig. a subject to wh.icn 1

will retorn at Kvune otlitr time. For the ijenehl of the

ladie.s, I'icipfore, I will at present merely ctiumera'ic such

licc-^ iiiid slii'u'os a.s are wor.h_>' of a [d-ace tti a Southern

ga"dcn;

j

from Brazil in 1837,and is alw’ays treated as a green-hou.se

j

plant. It is rather tender in this latitude, but does well a

I
little farther south. Here the lop is always killed in the

I
winter, but a little litter or a pile of soil drawn up over

‘ the stump will protect it sufficiently, and its beautiful deep
! orange colored, bell-shaped flower, distinctly veined with

dark crimson, will amply repay this little extra care. Of
the several varieties raised from seed A. venosum

far surpasses the original species in size, brilliancy of

color and regular form. Another variety, A. mantwraiuw

,

deep pink, striped with white, is very beautiful, but as yet

I quite rare. Leaves palmate, deep glossy green. Three

j

or four feet high and very erect.

j

Amorpha fruiicosa .—A native Southern shrub, with

long, upright, dark purple spikes of flowers, with brown
stamens, which gives it a very pretty appearance. Its

greatest fault is that it is indigenous. Five or six feet

high.

Affi-i/gdalus persica. the Peach —This tribe, besides fur-

nisging the delicious fruit, also gives us several highly or-

namental shrubs and trees. The little A. pumila, general-

ly called “dwarf almond,” is one of the earliest blooming

j

shrubs, producing its beautiful double rose-like flowers in

I

long wreaths. The double Flowering Peach growing to

j

the size of a tree and covered early in the spring with

I

magnificent pink colored double flowers, is well known

i

Two new varieties, however, the double wffiite bbssotned

• and the double crimson colored, have recently been intro-

!
duced from China, and these three varieties, when planted

together, unquestionably form a most magnificent object;

and should be found in every garden which will admit of

trees of such size.

Cidijcanthus fioridus^ Sweet Shrub.— Another vveil

known, though highly esteemed native shrub. C. macro-

cn,rpa \s a new variety with bright scarlet flowers and very

rare yet.

Copparis spinosn, the well known .shrub from which the

Capers are obtained. It is a ihoniy, trailing plant, some-

wluit resembling a bramble, with nice white flowers

This shriil:» has no great beauty to recommend it, but be-

ing parti mlarly adapted to dry aiid rocky bills it may be

eai()!oyed in larger gardens, to cover ^Llch unsightly

places, atid may be useful in yielding the well known
condinieiU called “Ca[iers," witicfi is the flower buds

steeped ill vinegar.

Cr.'ris cuaao'ctisis, “Redbu.l”—a well known tree in our

1 wood. There is a variety ol‘ ibe Europiean “Redbud '

i with while flowers, winch forms a fine contrast. Bota

i areoiily lit fiir huge wardens

Cfii<)iid.:dhus 1 1 d I a US ttce, so ca’ledk was

j

finineriy known under the name of Ca'i,' iingiKS pni-:i>.:-

i

It closely reseaiiilts ttie Sweet Shrub, but the flowers,

j

whicii ale highly odoriferous, are jiiodnced Very early m
i

tiic spring and are pale yellow. Five or six feet high.

I Propagated by layers.

i
•Jfiti'ai.'.ttl.hus II rg! uica, (('Id ni.tn's beard) is a w«-ll

I know'll an i jU'etty native shrub, which needs no deserip-

i
lion.

i Cti'loiiii' fo/MOMca ( pjowering Quince), blooiHing. as it

j

does, very early ni .March or e-fteii even in Fenruary,

! when flowers are scarce, is a great ornaiucnt in a gar

-

! den. 'i'htieai'c varieties with pink, and with double ilow-

I

ers, bi’.t tiiey cannot c.oine up to tlie ongina! species 'vV.tit

j

scar'et ilowci s to reg.ud to beamy and ell'i ct. 'i'hey am
I best pi-ojugaied wall cuitinits of the root. 3 or 3 itiches

j

iong, and such cuttings wiil ofttii bloom in a few weeks

; after (liey arema'de. This shrub is often called Pyruc^ -ia

i, pionica,

! scnld-a, from .fapiin. witii futmiifu! w-ute bell-

' shajred ilowers in elongated ch.i-ters, ami produced in

;

itreat abaudai-.c- in A.pril and May. Four to six fbcf

A';..:: iu'v — this floe shrub was latro-luced
;

in;
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Dcut::ia gracilis, from East India, resembles the former,

but is smaller. Both of them are propagated by cut-

tings.

Fa,gus sylvalica.—Who wouldn't know the majestic
|

Beech tree, of our forests I Nobody, however, might i

think of planting it as an ornamental tree near a residence
j

There are several beautiful varieties, as the “Fern-leaved"
|

and the “Weeping Beech,” but the finest is the “Blood
j

Beech,” so called on account of its dark blood red foliage,
j

In a large garden or park, and in scener}’’, among trees

of a light green foliage, it forms a most striking contrast,

and in such localities it is almost indispensable. Grows
50 to 60 feet high, and must be propagated by grafting on

j

the common Beech.
j

Forsythia viridissima.—This beautiful shrub, of recent
j

introduction, was first discovered by Mr. Robt. Fortlni-:,
|

in China. Very early in the spring, say in February, it !

IS loaded with bright yellow bell-shaped flowers, graceful-

ly di'ooping, and blooming before the leaves have appear-

ed. Easily propagated by cuttings. Grows 4 to 5 feet

high.

Gcnisia Emcrus, also called Coronilla, a low trailing

shrub whose slender branches are covered wdth bright

yellow, pea-shaped flowers, blooming for a very long i

time. Easily propagated by seed and layers. Two feet
|

high. Robkrt Nelson.
|

Frm^and Augusta, Go.., 1857.
;

( To be Continued .)
|

FaiMKDY roR Borbrs.—N. S. Smith, ot Buffalo, says,
j

in the Country Gentleman, that he has found the follow-
|

mg an effeetual remedy for the borer:
j

Make a mound of soft earth around the root, rising

about six inches above the place where the borers are at

work. Then saturate this mound with a strong brine,

made ofcommon salt. Make the application twice within
|

four weeks, any time when the ground is not frozen. Old
j

pork or beef brine is just the thing.
j

Mr. Smith says the brine is taken up by the tree, and !

thus destroys the insects. He adds that it should be ap-

!

plied cttutiously to young trees, and we fully agree with
|

b>.m.
I

MIGRATION OF PEANTS.
|

Botanists have long been convinced that the facts con-
j

nected with the diffusion of plants may often be explain- 1

ed by an inquiry into the structure of their seeds, the I

lightness of these, and their capability of transportation
j

by winds
;
by their texture preserving them from destruc-

j

non in the waters of the ocean
;
by the prevalence of par-

|

ticular currents in the air or sea; or by the pres-
j

ence or absence of mountainous barriers, or other
i

obstacles to their dispersion. It has been observed
|

that the God of Nature has provided a variety of methods
j

for the diffusion of seeds. iMany such have been noticed

by naturalists, and their operations have been illustrated

by facts well ascertained. The most important are

doubtless winds, or rivers, or marine currents. The form-

er convey the lighter kinds ofseeds to an incalculable dis-

tance, and the latter are well known to transport others

occasionally from the most remote countries. Besides

these more genera! causes, it is well known that seeds are

often conveyed from foreign countries which were trans-

ported in commerce. Various plants are well known to

have been introduced in Europe by the accidental mixture

©f their seeds with rice brought from the Flast Indies, and
these tropical countries have interchanged some of their

productions in the same w'ay. Some seedt, are capable of

preserving their vitality in the stomach of birdft, and are

thuc propngated. Such are the mistR^oe and junipei. A

number of facts are upon record which prove that the mi-
gration ot plants by means of currents in the ocean to dis-

tant shores, wdiere, if the climate is congenial to them,
they form new colonies, is not a matter of conjecture, but
a thing which actually takes place. Several remarkable
instances of this description are recorded in the Ama.cci-

tates Acadeinlccc. It is stated that the seeds of several

plants of equinoctial countries are occasionally collected

in the Hebrides.—Prichard's PhiisicoJ History of Man-
hind.

' '

Me take pleasure in submitting the following

proposition to our readers. The work of Col. Turner
will supply a want badly felt, and cannot fail of obtaining

a large circulation :

NEW BOOK—“COTTON FEANTEH:*;’ MANUAL’*
l*ro 3» 083 tion to Educate Poor Bvuys.

M-rsrs. Editors:—Please do me the favor to announce
that 1 have in press a volume which will prove very in-

teresting to cotton planters, and the Southern people gen-

erally. This book being a compilation merely, I can

speak of it with more confidence than I might under other

circumstances. It is entitled “ The Colton PloMtcr.s’

Manual," and is made up of nine chapters. Chapter Ist.

“The Ordinary Method of Cotton Culture;” ‘dd, “ I)r.

Cloud’s Improved System;” .3d, “The Natural Flistory

of the Cotton Plant, its Species and Varieties;’’ 4th, “The
Analysis of the Cotton Plant, with Suggestions as to the

Proper Manures;” 5th, “Diseases and Insects Injurious

to the growth of Cotton;” 6th, “ Tiie Different Uses of

the Different Parts of the Cotton Plant;” 7th, “ Professor

McKay’s History of the Cotton Trade from 1825 to 1850;”

8th, “ Report of the State Department of the Cotton Trade
from 18.50 to 1855;” 9th, “History of Cetton and the

Cotton Gin ;” “ Memoir of Whitney.”

As to the culture of cotton, I simply give, in the Man-
nol, papers from the most distinguished and successful

cotton planters, such as Colonel Chambers, of Georgia,

Governor Hammond, and Mr. Summer, of South Carolina,

Dr. Cloud, of Alabama, Dr. Philips, of Mississippi, and
others.

The balance of the chapters are compiled from sources

equally unexceptionable. The whole subject of cotton

culture, cotton manufactures, cotton trade, and cotton

everything, is brought before the reader in a condensed

form, and it will be very difficult to raise any question

concerning cotton in any of its thousand ramifications,

which does not find a solution in thi.s volume. The sta-

tistics embraced in it will be found invaluable to editois,

politicians and statesmen.

The book will be issued about the firat of Pdarch by
C. M. Saxton 6c Co

,
Agricultural publishers, of New'

York, at the low price of S'l, sent to any address, postage

prepaid.

Having long felt the necessity of a more practical sys-

tem of education for boys than now exists in Georgia, I

have lately, in conjunction with another, established a

school at this place, to which I will give much of m)'

attention, though not actually engaged in teaching. I

propose to devote tlie interest on ail the money I make
by the publication of “ CoUon Planters' Mznno.1,"

for the space of five years, to paying the tuition of a?

many worthy boys who have not the means of obtaining

an education, as the interest on the amount, whatever it

may be, will warrant. The education of boys needs some

stimulus, since it is generally overlooked in the mania for

female colleges, whicii sorely afflicts the country.

Gentlemen of the press in Georgia, and elsewhere, will

oblige an ex-editoriai brotiier by the publication of this

letter, and calling attention to the book, or by a simple

announc^’incnt of tli'i- fortliccmiag volume. By doing so,
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and sending me two copies of their paper, to the post

office from which this is dated, I am authorized to say that

they will receive from the Messrs. Saxton a copy of the

CoUmi PULnlers' yiamtal, free of postage.

J. A. Turner,
'Cujrnvjoldy Putnam. Co., Ga., Jan. 27, 1857.

REMARKS ON THE FEBRUARA" NU3IBER OF
tbe SoutheiTi Cultivator.

j

Editors Southern Cultivator—The leader, a lecture
j

on labor, by Dr. Lee, is, in tiuth, a leader well deserving i

its name. When it is known that Dr. Lee has had a “fin-
j

ger in” getting up the agricultural statistical tables in New '

York, and in the Patent Office, laboring to have a full and !

correct detail; when it is remembered that Dr. Lee was
|

well abused by certain Northern folks, then we will be

better able to appreciate this lecture, as far as it goes.

Capital is It; and passing strange that all of our folks

hare failed to see that the census reports, and statistics,

give all that is made, and then all that is made from that,

and even perhaps all from that again, thus valuing the

article in hay, then when fatted as beef, then in leather

and lastly in shoes.

^‘Cott-on Spinning, &c.”—Who could be so indifferent

to the weal of the South not to desire this f Yet, planters,

don’t be in haste. It is not done yet. Make up a bonus
and test it. Don’t attempt it unless you count tlie cost.

It can be done, it will be done; but perhaps not yet.

Much labor and expense has to be incurred. Pretty

things on paper sometimes hare a thorn when handled.

^^Rnral Archiln,ctnre, Ac.”—When will our people make
their homes more pleasing to themselves and their fami-

lies than elsewhere, and thus save some youth from all

the evils of bad company and temptation 1 Is it not

cheajrer to give the youth so many delights at home that

absence is painful, than to keep home the most irksome 1

Thus much to those who can only act from interest. To
the philanthropist, the patriot, I appeal as a Christian

to his brother, and ask him to try neatness and order, im-

proved buildings and stock, flowers and shrubs, fruits and
birds and fishes, and all that makes home more lovely and
see its effect on the neighborhood. I could talk till the

morning dawn
;
but why, ihi.s age—the California age

—

runs v/i!d on making money and measuringa man’s worth

by his love for a dime.

^ A;^ruuUurc in Gemgia.''^—“Gsoaeu” is a progressive

man, and so he ought to be; his State has done much, and

I hope he will cause the Executiva Committee to put their

minds to tbe work and strike out for improving— not fol-

low in tbe rtmtine. I would add to Ids suggestions
:
pro-

cure the best plows, (ye^irly), hoes, planters, scrapers,

gin, press, and seed, and te.st, thmugli a searching emm-
mittee, and puidish for the good of the m-asses. Of course

the Committee would be careful in ordering not to he

gulled. Yit, mativ of the best would l>e sent gratis,

knowing that that Committee would test fully before rc-

p Ttiiig. i would aliei su»g<»sf the Castor Bean, Sun
Flower, testing bark of ths Cotton fur rope, twine and

p.iper.

The people of the South look to the Executive Cnnirait-

tee of the Southern Central Agricultural Society ! !

!

Gentlemen, [ ask the application ofall your thought.

'‘Peas far Hgs'’'—Lard from hogs when fully fatted on

peas, as also the pork, is as white, as firm and will show
in July or August with lard, &c., from hogs fed on corn

or sweet potatoes

“Ansv'-ers fa Con-espondenis''—“Plows and Plowing”

—

“The best turning-plow” I “know of” is the “Brinley

Plow,” made in Simpsonville, Ky., cost at Louisville, on

board steamboat, S'6..50. “T. E. C. Brinley, Simpson-

ville, Xy.” This, for such stiff land as I work, will do

!

I

f

better work and last longer than any of some twenty
varieties now on my farm.

'‘PLa.dic Cott/m .

—

James M. Legare, of Aiken, S. C.,

will make to himself a fortune and be a benefactor to the

South. Cotton will yet be king, commerce to the con-

trary notwithstanding. v

‘'Cotton Crop of 1856.”—Gen. McQueen is, no doubt,

as all leading men of South Carolina are, first-rate, but

his figuring is too small by 2 to 4 hundred thousand. The
crop will run between 2,900,000 and 3,000,000 bales.

Yours with all respect, &c.,

A Friend.

CUBAN 8UGAR PLANTATION.

A correspondent of the Syracuse Courier gives the fol-

lowing interesting account of one of the largest sugar

plantations in Cuba :

This estate is very properly sailed the “ Flor de Cabas,”

(Flower of Cuba.; There are other estates as large or

larger, but none that liave such perfect machinery, and

which have laid out so much money for that, and on

buildings. There are about one thousand acres of land,

nearly three-quarters of which are under cultivation with

sugar-cane, the balance being devoted to gracing and

planmin fields. The product of this estate, of course,

varies with different years; thus, last year, owing to the

rains, they could not cut all their cane, and it fell short ;

but its present average crop is 10,000 boxes and 1,000

hogsheads of sugar, and its gross income at present prices

will be from SJ'^hOOO k) 1*350,000. Of this enormous

sum about one half is absorbed by interest on its debt,

and by its annual expenses. There are 650 hands—350

negroes and 250 Chinese. The resi are overseers, cart-

rnen, coopers, engineers, etc. There are 80 ox-earls for

drawing the cane to ihe mill, and 600 oxen, four being

used to every cart, and they are relieved twice a day.

There are many buildii^s in this village, for it >s almost

like one. Besides the sugar house, there is the dwelling-

houses for the owner and for the overseers, tbe drying-

houses, the hospital, the baracoons for the slaves, and

even a nursery for the children of the slaves.

The sugar- house here is the principal attraction, and it

18 an enormous affair. It is all one floor and covered by

a single roof, end its inHirior is somewhat similar to that

of some of our large sugar refineries in New York Thcie

are two large rolling mills for crctsliing the cane, each

with three rollers six feet long, one placed on the lop of

two, the cane feeding itself and passing under otte and

over the other two rollers, it cemes out squeezed almost

dry, and as flat as n sheet of paper, the juice runs down
into trough.s. These rollers are s«t very close, within an

eighth of nn inch nf each other, and the pressure is enor-

mous. To drive these rollers there is an engine of fifty-

horse power. 'I he juice is then carried by pumps to a set

of fourteen kettles, wfiere by steam it is condensed, and

then it runs tfirough a btvly of tvarbon, or burnt bone, isfo

another set of cisterns : it is then carried to a vacuu.m

pan, where it is evaporated, then fiver a set of copper

pipes for condensntioti, again through the charcoal for

cleuoloriug, then into another vacuum pan, where it i.-*

boiled to a cryslabzing point. Jl is then carried off to

another part of the buildiiiff, and by copper ladles is

emptied into the sugar moulds, holding about sixty pound.s

each, wherein another day it is ready for claying. This

process is only followed where it is intended to make box
sugar, which is always ckiyed, while that packed in hogs-

heads is called muscovado, and is packed info the casRs

in a green state, where it is then allowed to purge itself

for fifteen or twenty days, and is then ready for shipme.'it.

On this estate they make mostly clayed or box sugar; ami

the process of claying is this: The moulds containing tire
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green sugar are placed on a long floor in a room holding

from 800 to 1,000 moulds; the point of the mould is be-

low the level of the floor, which is made with square holes

for their support; after the sugar has set in the moulds,

the plug at the bottom is taken out, and on the base or

upper flat surface of the sugar is placed a quantity of

black pasty clay, which has the property of distributing

the water very equally through it. The clay is wet and

the water filters slowly through the body of the sugar,

carrying with it all color, and leaving the base of the

eone perfectly white. The process is repeated several

times, and the sugar is kept in this house for about twenty

days. It is then turned out of the moulds into large open,

flat, wooden trays, and the different layers of strata of

sugar is divided by a negro with a large cleaver into white,

brown and yellow, that nearest the point is still colored

with molasses and not very dry. These several classes

are all kept by themselves, and the sugar is dried either

by the sun or by ovens, and then packed into boxes hold-

iug abobt 400 pounds each. These are then nailed and

strapped by pieces of green cow-hide in narrow strips,

the boxes weighed, branded, and ready for transport to

market.
!

THE JAPAN PEA.

Slr :—The extensive circulation ofyour paper makes me
desirous of calling, through it, the attention of agricultur-

ists and others to the merits of the Japan Pea, or Ca.jan-

ics bicolor. It is a native of the East Indies and Japan, and

has had but a limited trial among agriculturists here yet,

but still enough to demonstrate its perfect adaptation to

our climate and soil, its great productiveness, its excel-

lence and wholesomeness as an article of diet, and its

easiness of cultivation. I have sold all that I have raised

the present season at S4.50 per bushel, and think they

have been more profitable than three crops of Indian corn.

They may be plmted about the same time as corn, are
j

well adapited to field culture in rows two or three feet

apart and about a foot apart in the rows
;
they do not re-

quire a very rich soil, and forming a stiff bushy stem they

need no poles to support them. They are also free from

bugs so common among other peas, and are fit for house

use all the year round
;
they appear well adapted for

ship’s stores, for which they are used by nations that cul-

tivate them, and I would recommend a trial of them for!

the use of the military and naval departments of the
j

government, as occupying much nutriment in a small

space and requiring no other preparation for cooking than I

soaking about 24 hours in cold water.
j

Yours, C.4LEB W. PuSEY,
|

[in N. Y. Tribune.
|

Foreslville
,
Chewier CovMty, Pa,. i

. ^ I

BriEDINCf CISTERNS.

Every plantation that is scarce of water can have the
j

deficiency supplied by properly constructed cisterns, and
|

always have an abundance for stock and all other pur-
1

poses. It is generally conceded that pure cistern water is

more healthy and better adapted to the wants of man
generally, than spring or well water that is strongly

saturated with lime-stone. I will give my method of con-

structing cisterns, and with which 1 have uniformly been

very successful.

To build them where you have clay or gravel founda-

tion, it is necessary to commence your excavation circular

digging down about three feet perpendicular, then make
an off-set of eight inches all around, on which to rest the

arch, v/hich must be constructed of brick and made eight

inches thick. After having determined the depth you
wish it, proceed to dig about half the depth perpendicular,

the balance finish up in the shape of the larger end of an

egg
;
next, proceed to turn the arch, leaving an opening in

the centre about eighteen inches in diameter, then careful-

ly clean all the loose earth that may have fallen in, and
you are now ready for cementing.

Let the sand for the first course be coarse, cleanly wash-

ed and gravelly
;
for the second coat the same will do to run

through a fine corn meal seive. To prepare the cement
take two parts of sand to one part of first quality hydrau-

lic cement, namely : Louisville, Rosendale. or Roman;
either will do. Be very careful not to mix more at a time

than the plasterer can use without having to add water a

second time. After you have first coated it, let it stand

about one week to set : after which apply the second coat.

If the cement is of good quality your cistern will do to use

in about two weeks after.

Should it be necessary to blow your cistern out of rock

you will have to make a lining of brick or stone, (either

will do) being very careful to fill up all the backing with

solid wall; as you value a good cistern, do not trust to

pudddling or ramming behind with dirt.

I give you the following table of sizes and capacity of

cisterns in barrels, each barrel containing thirty-one and
a half gallons

:

Barrels. Gallons.

7 feet in diameter by 7 feet deep. 52 4

8 8 78 00

8^ 9 a 98 12

9 10 a 122 18

9^ 11 a 150 16

10 “ 12 n 182 12

11 “ 13 240 6

12 “ 14 u 308 00

From the above table you can readily determine the

size of any cistern you may determine to build.— Temies-

see Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHINESE SUGAR
Cane.

Editors Gencssee Farmer—On the 5th of ?Jay, I planted

some seed of the Chinese Sugar Cane, in rows three feet

apart. It came up, and I thinned it out to six inches in

the row. It grew to the height of eight to ten feet. I fed

part of it to my cows and hogs, and they eat it with great

avidity. On the 16th of September, I cut 40 stalks, and

pressed the juice out by passing them through a pair of

tinsmith’s rollers
;
the produce was 7 quarts of juice,

which I boiled to one quart ofgood syrup, or at the rate of

18
1 ^ gallons per acre.

I concluded to try it again, in order to determine at

v/hat stage of its growth the stalks contain the greatest

amount of sugar. On the 2.3d of October, the seed being

fully ripe, and after some light frosts, 1 cut up (jO stalks,

stripped off the leaves and pressed the canes as before, but

as the rollers are very small, fully ten per cent, of the juice

remained in the stalks
;

I also spilled four or five quarts

of the juice. After all mishaps, the result stands thus;

weight of 60 canes, 102 lbs,; juice, 14 quarts; good ma-

lasses, 62 pints
;
dry fodder 4 lbs; seed, 6 quarts. Rate

per acre of cane, 49,368 lbs.; juice 1 ,694 gallons; mo-

lasses, 332 gallons and 3 quarts; dry fodder, 1,936 lbs;

seed, 90 bushels—good seed weighs 40 pounds to the

bushel.

Farmers keep up your spirits, for the sweet times are

coming. R. D.,

A farmer near Crediton, in England, who had suf-

fered much from the devouring of his seed wheat by rooks

adopted the expedient of strychnine, and steeping several

bushels of wheat in the liquid, which he afterwards sowed
in a field. The result was, the field was soon strewed

with the dead bodies of these destructive birds, of

which several bushels were collected.
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‘BEES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.”

[In oar last aar/oer, page IS, we were obliged to omit

a portion of lUr, M .CbetiKK s article, owing to the non-ar-

rival of the cats; which, wiiii the description of his Hives,

we now take pleasure in furnishing
;

J

No. 1 ,
the body of my gum, holds .3 pecks; the upper

apartment o; No. ‘2 holds 2 pecks more. Nos. 2 and 3

show the front view of the complete gum— No. 2 shows

the gum witii t::e head on, the Imdy of the gum and un-

der the upper apartment—and this is the condition of rny

‘>-um for receiving a new swarm, and it remains so until •

next .spring o: even later, unless the bees have tilled it to
j

the bottom
;
wheal remove the head, using cotton snroke

;

to drive the bees somewhat do wn, taking what pure honey
j

they have; and t.hen I place the head on top ot the upper
|

apartment, as per No. 3, the head and upper apartment be-
j

ing held on by a tapering stick (a), which passes through
j

2 laths, one narled to each side of the gum, not a nail being
'

used about the .bead
;
the draw pin holds all cn tight and I

enug. The bees will then fill the upper apartment with
j

pure honey, un.::nxed with bee-bread. This plan gives i

double the arnoan: of honey, and all or nearly all pure. '

Now for the why and wherefore. !

The bees, when hived in No 2, will place the pure hon-
}

ey at the top of the body of the gum, establishing their
|

brood combs in the middle of tiie hive, as described by
the dotted circle, and which occupies about half the hive

and the bees deposit the bee-bread near their young, which
is their principal food

;
and, having their combs once thus

esiabiislied, they will continue to raise their young in the

same combs for four or five years, and would never re-

move tiieir brood combs but for the fact that the cells, by

the oft-repeated raising ofyoung in them, become too smah
to answer the purpose any longer, and the queen will

then sciitter her eggs to any other part that will answer
and for this cause! kill them' at. 4 years old, or sooner, if

new hives are abundant.

Now, after the gum is filled (that is the body of the

gum) it will be perceived that the honey apartment wiii

occupy only about a quarter of the body of the gum
;

thei;

at the first robbing, by adding to the honey apartment a

half bushel more space, where the bees will not deposit

bee bread, is the great advantage of my style of gum.
which is the simplest, and cheapest of any plan I know of

that answers the same pui'pose.

Nos. 4 and 5 show a side view of the gums—No. 4

has the head on the body, and No. 5 the head on lop.

SouTii.CRM FnaiT.—Our attention has been directed to

the letters of a correspondent of the Jowrtuu of Conihicra:

^

iVorn Chicago, HI
,
in which the writer, speaks of tlie su-

perior liavot' and size of Southern Pears sold in that mar-

ket. He says th.'V. he lias been twice appointed on com-

mittees to the qualities of Northern fruit, but has never

eaten such before, particularly the Bartlett and Duchesse

d’Angouleme. They are raised ut LaGrange, NIiss.,

which is the seat of Col. John Hebron, 8 miles from Vicks-

burg. His lear orchard consists of 20,000 bearing trees

and of 35,000 w'sich are growing. The product of his

fruits of several kinds the last year will reach ,^30,000.

His markets are New Orleans, St, Louis, Louisville, Cin-

cinnati and Chicago. In the latter places a single Barlett

Pear early in the season retails among the wealthy at 50

cts. each. We are astonished more than ever that such

little attention is paid to the culture of fruit by Southern

planters in a cli,rnate more than all others adapted to the

Peach,the Pear, the CJrape and the Fig, and many varieties

of Apples and other fruit

—

Spar/o, Gcnrs. 'icin.

PiKMOVLNG E'l vERGREENs.—There is no season for re-

moving evergreens in the ovJinary way like tiuit when
the buds are lust swelling and the roots pushing out new
fibi’es. There are fifty dilYerent opinions about the best

lime to plant evergreens. The above may be taken as ours

and it is not given without plenty of trials of other inodes.

We except, of course, moving the trees with a large frozen

ball during w.inler—but one which is only occasionally

practiced. These who can get their trees with a ball of

earth attached, during this winter, should not put oft’ so

very benefic’.en,- an undertaking.

—

E.rc^aiogc.

Co^trosTS.—Lime is a substance which it is an error to

use with composts in which we have barnyard manure;

it is equally an error to mix lime with any compound rich

in ammonia. The tendency of lime in all composts is to

promote decomposition and to waste nitrogen, which es-

capes b)'' union with hydrogen under the form of am-
monia, which is the very treasure of the dung heap, and

of most other manuring substances.—3'Ior/mrii Praciico.l

AiiricnUurc.

S'l'iRRiNG THE Soit, (X Dry We.\tiier.—Never stir

sandy soil in dry weather, except to kill weeds. When
sandy soil is dry, stirring it increases its dryness. Clay
soil should bestirred in dry weather, enough to keep it

perfectly pulverized. The pulverized eartli at tlie surface

acts as a mulch to keep the moisture below. All soil

which is now perfectly fine is made more dry by being

moved. But clay soils, when ruin comes, becomes w -

crusted. Tne crust should be frequently made fine ay

the rake or hoe—-0/Lb Fcurmcr.

The PT. S. Ngricuei'CR-M. Society held its annu.d meet-

ing at Washington oa the 1 -Itli .January, and the res , f

was deemed highly satisfactory to the members who vs e

present. Hon. Nlr. Guthrie, Secretaiy of the Treasury,

and Hon. Humphrey Marshall, were the dchgates from

Kentucky, and were authorized, on behalf of Louisvnie,

to guarantee $20,000, to secure the Society from loss, f

the next exhibition should he held in that city, arid ac-

cordingly it was decided, to hold it there —A < . ti

Parpirr.
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A Chkap FKNGt;.—Being short of rail timber, and

Jiedges require so much labor and patience, I have tried

the following method of economizing, with perfect sue -
1

cess. Plow and shovel up a ridge six feet wide and two
|

feet high
;
then lay stones or blocks for the end of the

j

rails to rest on, 1 ft. thick or more
;
this makes it 3 ft. liigh

|

to the rail. Four rails high with poles along the middle
j

well locked or staked, make it as high as eigtit or nine in
j

the ordinary way. It should be well banked up to the i

bottom rail, and seeded down to gra.ss. ITogs cannot get
i

a foothold to creep through, neither can cattle knock it !

down or jump over, as the shoveling leaves a deep furrow
j

on each side.— Gcne^iee Farimr.
{

Extraordinary Pka.— We have in our office the long-

est specimen of a pea that we ever saw. The pods mea-

sure 221 inches, and contain 20 peas in each. They
were grown by Mr. Austin Babb, in the upper part of

this district. Mr. B. informs us it is very prolific both in

vine and fruit, and he thinks it will be found a most ex-
j

eellent renovator of the soil, as well as food for animals,
j

The pea is larger than the common cow pea, but we think !

it is of the same species,

—

Lo.urensvillc Herald.
|

Innitstic ©ranniii^ khIi :

Cure for Cholera Ln’fantfm.—The following is said
|

to be a most efficacious remedy for tlie cure of this fatal
|

and distressing disease among children, which pa.rents i

would do well to cut out for reference

:

Take a pound of wheat flour, wrap it tightly in a cloth,

and boil it for three hours. When cold, cut off the muci-
i

lage and a ball is left resembling chalk. This is to be

given to the patient in boiled milk, mixed with a small;

quantity of good port wine. The milk must be pure, ,

and not from swill fed cows. The remedy is simple and

within the reach of all. i

To Bleach MLLsr.iNs and White Clotii.es Beautiful- !

LY.—Take one pound of Chloride of Lime, and pour on to
\

it in a jar one gallon of water
;

stir it well with a stick for i

i

fifteen minutes ; then let it settle and pour off the clear
j

1 liquor into clean bottles, and cork up for use. A tumbler-
j

: ful added to a tubful of water, in which the clotlies are

rinsed, will add very much to their whiteness. This
:

I must be made in a stone vessel.

To Make Leather Tarnish.—To 1 quart of strong
j

; alcohol add one-half pound of gum shellac, 1 oz. rosin, :

I
and one-fourth oz. camphor. Set in a warm place, with i

|i frequent stirrings for several days, or until all is dissolved
; |

! then add 2 oz. lamp black with a little alcohol—and it is
|

; ready for use, and as good as the best. If too thick, thin i

with alcohol. :

Vinegar.—Vinegar may be made from cider mucli
i

I
quicker and better by diluting it one-fourth with soft water

j

and exposing a large surface to the air, by filling the cask
j

about two-thirds full and exposing it to a temperature of

!

about 77°.
^ I

It may be made much quicker and cheaper by the fol-

lowing :
—Molasses and whiskey, each one gallon

;
water,

thirty gallons
;
cider, five gallons; brewer’s yeast, one-

half gallons
;
expose as above.

|

To Clean Kives avith Expedition and Ease.

—

Make
:

a’strong solution of the common washing soda and water;
;

after wiping them, dip the blades of the knives in the
|

solution, then polish on knifeboard. The same would of
j

course be effectual for forks. This simple method will no
j

doubt greatly diminish the dislike which some servants ^

have of this part of domestic labor. .

vn

Convulsions in Children.—Dr. H. G Davis says : “In

a few cases of convulsions in children, wheel have ar-

rived so late as to find the little paiient, to appearance,

in uriiculo mortis, and feeling that whatever was done
must be done instantly, I have applied to the chest a nap-

kin wet in quite boililing hot water. It was applied for

a second, perhaps then after being raised, for two or three

seconds the application repeated, thus jus; failing short of

injuring tiie skin. The effect wms in every instance to

cause tliC child to take a full inspiration soir.ewhat like a

sigh, the pulse immediately returning vvl-.ei: :c had been

entirely lost at the wrist.”

To Clarify Cider.—Mix together oi.e o/jart each of

lime and clean dry ashes, and two quarts of new milk.

Pour tliese into a hogshead of cider just Lorn the press.

In ten hours it will be fit to rack.

Simtitistinriits.

ITEW YORK STATE AGRICVTLTTIRAL
Works, by Wheeler, Melick <3^ Co.

Doable Poi'cr, and Combined Thresher and Vi'^nroicer in opera-
tion.

"TT rE arc Manufactnrer.s of Endless Chain Uall'vaY ^lorse Poat-

T T er.s, and Farmers’ and Planters’ Machinery for Horse PoAver
nse, and are owners of the Patents on, and principal makers of the
followiuff caJ.nable MACHINES :

—

Wheeler’s Patent Single Horse
Power, and Overshot Thresher with Vibrating Separator. This is

a One Horse IMachine, adapted to the wants of modimn and .smalt

grain growers. It separates grain and chaff from rhe straAv, and
tlireslies about IdO bushels ofwheat or twice as many oat.s j^er day.
without changing hor.ses—b}' a change nearly double the quantity
may be threshed. Price 8128.
Wheeler’s Patent Double Horse Power, and Overshot Thresher

with Vibrating Separator. This Machine islike ‘he preceding, but
larger, and for two hprses. It does doidilc the '. :>; k of the Single
Machines, and is adrtfsted to the wants of iai u-' and meoinm grain
growers, and persons aaTio make a bu.s in (>.', oi .’-- oshing. I’rice

-8160.

Wheeler's Patent Double Horse Power, ami Vo ; -,od Thre.-rher

and Winnower. [.ShoAvn in the cmt.] Tliis N ;o o a Two Horse
Machine

;
it threshes, separatc.s the grain fr<m> U.e straw. an<l'.viii-

uows it at one operation, at the average rat<- of inb bashei- ofwlicar
and 300 bushels of oats per day. In out-door vto; k, and for (ler.-^onv

Avho irake a bu.sincss of threshing, it h .an l um^uallod 3lachine.
Price -8245.

Also Clover Ilullers, Peed Cutters and 8;>-.vkig Machines.
Our Horse Powers are adapted in a 1 re.^-pet ts to driving every

kind of Agricultural and other Maclnne.-, li admit of beirg'-

driven by Horse Fewer, and our Thoshers may be driven by any
of the ordinary kind.s of Horse Powers m use—eit'.e-^ are sold separ-
ately.

'|2^'^To 2)er.sous Avishing more information and applying Iw m.ail,

we will foiward a circular containing such details as purchaser .i

mostly want—and can refer to gentlemen having our machines, in

every .State and Territorj'.

*AOnv tirm have been engaged in maiuifaotin icg this cla.ss of

Agricultural Machinery, 22 year.*, and have had longer, larger and
more extended and .sucees.sful experience than any other House .

All our Machines are waivantedto give entire satisfaction or m.ay
be returned at the expiration of a reasonable time for trial.

tli Orders from any part of the United States and Territories, or-

Caiiada, accompanied with satisfactory references, will be filled

with i)romptness and fidelity. And iJIachine.s securely packed,
will be forwarded according to in.«trucf ion.«, or ))y cheapest and bc.sc

routes. WIIEELEP, MELICK dc CO.,
April.57—It Albany, N, Y.

I
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

J
UST received direct from France, the ffenuimc SEED OF
SOllGHO SUCRE, or CHINESE SUGAR CANE, for sale iu

quantity or small nackets.
Our spring stock of SEED is very full, and of the most valuable

varieties in cultiv.ation.

J^^Seed Catalogues, and Pamphlets containing information in

reference to the Chinese Sugar Cane, will be furnished on applica-

tion, or forwarded to those wl'.o enclose us a ijostage stamp tor

each. OURTIb & COBB, Seedsmen and Florists,

Aprils?—^t 348 Washington st., Boston.

“SORGHO SUCRE,” or CHINESE SUGAR
Caiie

:

I
TS History, Proper Method of Culture and Manufacture—Value
as a Syrup or Sugar Making and Fodder Producing Plant, &c.,

&c., including Reports ofmany Practical Experiments in tlie South

and other portions of the United States. Compiled trom vaviou.s

authentic sources, by D. RedmonT), Assistant Editor of the South-

ern Cultivator.

Copies of the aboye Pamphlet and PURE SEED furnished

by PLUMB & Leitnkk, Augusta, Ga.. See their advertisement in

anther column.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

fl^HE Subscriber otfers for sale six impi'ovedPLANTATIONS,
i containing from 7o0 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and m

eultiA’ation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty

and Baker coisuties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot

be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terras easy.

The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany . y 1st

Sept, next; thus giving easy access to all of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,

withui ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. AV. CHEEA'^ER,
Albany, Ga., Get. Wth. 1850. Nov5G—tf

COTTON SEED.
BGSHELS—Olive—very pure. Price fifty cents a

HH bu.sbel at my gin, or forwarded to cash orders at fifty

cents per sack extra. Also, 1,000 bushels “Crowder,” etptally pure

atrcl very productive, an early opener, grooving and making till late.

The young bolls do not dry up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other

varieties do. Address DR. A. AA’'. AA'ASHBURN,
Kov56—6t Yazoo City, Alississippi.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell nry STOCK FARAI, situated immediately at the

Depot on the Alemphis &. Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-
phis a.nd Sommerviile Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-

taining 610 acres
;
oOO acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new^ and substantial fence. A good two-
story frauiied D\velling, framed Negro Houses, and Sta.bles for 20

horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy

:S5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres weU set in Fruit

Trees of choice qn.aliTy.

I will sell the farm together Avith the Crop, Stock and a few' likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the

Farm and Dw'ellmgs next Avinter. Plere is the be.st chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising aiul can devote his time and at

tion to the business, to be found in AA'est Tennessee.
The place can be di\'ided mto9 lots, Avitb abeaiitiful building site

on each, AA'itli Avood, Avater and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to tlie Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it Avill, on that clay,

be diA’ided and sold in lots to sixit purchasers, together Avitb my
Stock, consistmg of 75 bead of COAVS, mo.stly iu calf by my Brah-
min BuU; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood

HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred yomig STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-

ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishmg to examine the premises or get further informa-

tion will call on myself or O. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it Avill be
shoAA'n by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Alemphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at 14

o’clock, A. M., and returns at 14 o'clock, P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

June56

—

tf Memphis, Tenn,

“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fruits and Flowers for the Sontli I

rilHE Subscriber 'nas just issued a NEAV CATALOGUE OF
JL FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH, in Avhich all the BEST and
most desirable NATWE and FOREIGN Aarieties (suitable to onr

climate) are fully described
;

Avitli special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees. Shrubs, Vines, See. Also, a

selectecl list and description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EA^'ERGRBENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs and those Avho desire to add to the comfort and adorn-

ment of their homes.
This Catalogue Avill be sent to all applicants per mail, FREE OF

ro.^TAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
I)ec56—tf

PATENT BUCKLE.

I
DESIRE to sell the Right of making and selling the bcaa

DOUBLE-JOINTED PATENT BUCKLE, and Avill thank-
fully receive offers for it until the 1st day of June next. The
Buckle is the best tliat has yet been inA'cnied, one an sayericg for

the Avliole Avard-rohe and .'should he made of gold or siHer. The
Right of one State isAvorth a fortime. I will sell the Right oi

one or all the States togetlier. AA'AI. SLADE.
Gum Greek, Dooly Co., Ga., Nov. 24, 1856. Jan57—-At

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

F
or sale, a fcAv pair of three to four months old, at -$20 per

pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any
otlier—they cannot he made to take the mange, and are free from
ciAtaaieons errnptious and disease of the lungs, to Avhich hogs are
so liable Avhen confined in dry pens in a. Southern climate. Address
Nov5.5—tf R. peters, Atlanta, Ga.

F

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
rs't HE Avork, securely enveloped, aa’III he sent by mail (pre-paid) to

i any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and tAventy-riA-e

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the hdls of any .sneeie paA'

ing Banks. Address AYAI. N. AYHITE,
Ma,y56—tf Athens, Ga.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
(Nearly opposite the United States and. Globe Hotels.')

HE Subscriber has received and AA-ill continue to receiA-e

throughout the season, his stock of genuine and fresh GAR-
DEN SEEDS—crop of 1865. The usual deductions made to coun-
try Merchants. J. H. SERVICE.
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and RedONION SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUE GRASS, &c., &c.
Jan57—3t

A. LONGETT,

Dealer in fertilizers, No 34 Clitf street, NeAv York.
PERUVIAN GUANO No. 1—Government brand and Aveight

on each bag. COLUMBIAN GUANO, imported Iw the Philadel-
phia Guano Company. SUPERPHOSPEIATE OF L131E and
BONE DUST. Jan57—3t

FLOWER SEEDS FOR THE SOUTH.

HAVINCx experienced the great diificnlty in obtaining reliable
Flower Seeds suitable to the South, I have raised a small

quantity, Avhich I am noAV oifering to the pirblic. I Avonld particu-

larly draAv the attention of the Ladle? to the nnsurpas.-ed collec-

tions of DOUBLE STOCK OILLIFLOWERS, TEN WEEKS
STOCKS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, WALLFLOW-
ER, HOLLYHOCKS, and many others:

AT TEN CENTS A PAPER. Delphinium Ajacis.

Double Stock Gilliflowers, Dianthus cliineusis,

Ten AVeeks Stocks,
Imperial Stocks,
Autumnal Stock,
Carnations,
AVallfiow'er,

Double Balsams,
Elicrysium lucidum,
Papaver somniferum.

“ mackanthum,
Emilea flammea.

Dianthus imperialis plenissima, Oompherena globosa.
Rhodoiithe Mauglesii,
Heliotropium peruviauum,
Pharhitis limbata,
Polygauum lenetifolium.

AT FIVE CENTS PER PAPER
Adonis oestiA’alis,

Ageratum coenrleum,
Amaranthus tricolor,

Althea rosea,
“ chinensis,

Ammohium alatnm,
Antirrhinum majus,
Aster chinensis,

Calendula crista galli,

Calliopsis hicolor,

Catanouche hicolor,

Cciosca cristata,

Celo.sia indica,

Centourea cyanns.

Heris .speciosa,

Ipomea Qnamoclit,
LoA'a,tera trime.stris,

“ Murseili,
Phlox Drnmmondi,
Portulacca Thellu.-^oni.

Poterinra Long visorha.
Reseda odorata,
Salpiglosis A'ariahilis,

Scabiosa atropunpunca.
Oilia tricolor.

Senecia elegans,
Tagetes erccta,

“ patnla,

A^erhena Melindris.

A'iola odorata.

Ziunea elegans,
Xeranthemum s an nnn n;

.

Onaphalium feetidum.

Jl^p^Ordevs; enclosing the money and a three cent ixo.stago staii'.p

for CA'cry dollars Avorth of seed sent to PLUMB A LEITNKK,
Augusta, Ga., or to the subscriber, Avill meet Avith prompt atten-

tion. ROBERT NELSON
Eeh57—tf

COLl’MBIAN GUANO, imported by the Philadelphia Guano
Company. A.. LONGETT, Agent.

Jan57—3t Noav York,
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YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and Best.

GARDEN HAND PLOWS.

E offer for sale the above 3IILL, svliich surpasses all others
T T iu speed and durability, siiuplioity aud strength as well as

economy. That part of the 31ill most liable to wear being seriar-
ate trom the main body, can at any time be removed at a small ex-
pense.
The above 3Iill has received the tir.st premium at the State Fairs

oflSewPork, Onio. 3Iichigau, North Carolina and Tennessee, asaim at a large number of Countv Fairs iu various States.
Tne YOUNG _A?.IEEICA3IILL performs its work better and

ne^atly twice as ia^t as any other Corn or Corn and Cob 3Iill yet
ottered to tne public.

Planters are invited to examine the 3[iil and compare its ad-
tantages. JOHN A THOS. A. BONES.March—tf

fj -iESE wed known and most useful little PLOV/S, worked bvband with SIX different working irons to suit such work asmay want to bo done attached to each at pleasure, will be founda. all the Hardware Stores in this city, by whalesale or retail.MarcboT—dt B PICQUET.

H
PURE and VA.LUA3LE SEEDS.

ditlicnlty in obtaining reliable
i EOAEF SEEDS, suitable to the South, I have raised a

ptaced m the hands of D. B. Plumb A

PCHTA_BLB STEAM ENGINES.^PHE subscricer re.spectfnlly calls the attention of • outbern
3Iecbanics to the PORTABLE STEA3I EN-GINES, ot which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are

so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacitycan be taugnt to lum one in a day. For driving light machineiT,runnmg cotton gins, plantation saw mills, or corn mills i umpino-
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
mature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
houses, to do the same amouut of wmrk. A paii- of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordiuaiy road They
reqiiire no bnck-w’ork to set them up, but tliev are all ready to beput m operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimneyOne IS kept at work in the subscriber’s wmreliou.se every day be-Hyeen 9 and 3 o’clock, ard all are invited to call aud imspect it.ihe l lanter, especially, .should look wuth plea.sure upon the intro-
duction ot these Engines, to take the place of horse-nower in giu-nmg cotton and grinding com, as the cost of running a 6, 8. or 10horse u.ngine is much le.ss per day than the expense of feeding the.same number of horses: ®

PRICES

in this city, for retailing. I would particularly drawtoe c.tfentmn ot tne ladies to the splendid collection of Stock Giliv
Piow'ers, 1 en Weeks Stocks, Double Wall Flowers, and German

ROBERT NELSON,
Augn.sta, Ga.

Aster.'

Dec56-

FRESH GARDEN SBEDS^
now receiving our supply of choice DARDEN SEEDS

•Inch wm -warrant to be GENUINE ami or the crop of l.sob'
.L nose who purchase onr seed may rely upon getting a fre.sh article

^Gep no OLD seed on hand.
^[b^Merchaiitd supplied at a liberal discount.

„ D- B. PLU3IB & CO.,
No\Db 4t Broad-st., Augn.sta, Ga.

24 Horse Power
4'

do. do
6 do. do
g do. do
10 do. do

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will' be'sent bv mail toany person requesting it. Address,

X. ,
E>. C. LOWBER,

±eb5< ly 98 3Iagane St., New Orleans.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.^N and after .S-mday, the 14to October, inst.. and until further

.
botice’ the Pas.senger Trains on the Central Railroad wdl runas follows :

BET3VEEN SAVANNAH AND ilACON.
Leaves Savannah Dailv at .5.00 a. m. and I'"* In p ^T
Arrive m IrRcon “ .... 2.1.5 l>. M. •* I.I'Oa’h
Leave 3Iacon “

. . . .11.45 a. .h. “ 9 SO r v'
Arrive in Savannah “ .. 10 4=; p a- “• 7 on .

'

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUST
V" '

Leave Savannah 12.15 p.m. and 8 . 30 P. M
Arrive m Augusta 8.45p. .m. “ 5..30a. M.Leave .Aigusta 6.00 .\.ai “ 4 30 p >j’

Arrivein Savannah 1.30 p. « nj'qs
p'

BETWEEN 3rACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave ilaccn 11. 4.5 v.

9';
Arrive in Augn.sta 8.45 p. .ai

LeaA-e Augusta 6.00 a. m ‘

Arrive in Macon 2 1 5 i> ai

BETAVEEN SAVANNAH. AIILLEDGEVIl'lE
Leave Savannah
Arrive in Ivl lUedgeville
Leave Alacon
Arrive in Eatonton

Savannah, Ga., Oc

30 p. AI.

5.30 A. M.
4-.30 p. AI.

1.00 A. M.
A EATONTON.
- 5.00 A. .AI.

. . 2.45 P. AI.

.11.45 A. .AI.

5.00 P. .M.
\^ . M. WADLEY, Gen’l Superinteiidant.

1855. July56—tf
T-MPROVEp SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, of the bestA. bi-and.=, for sale by a t rAx-u.ir.rT.m

JanST—3t
A. LONGETT,

34 Cliff street, New York.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.
SxLensive Collection of Selected Roses and

Southern Raised Fruit Trees.

F a. 31AUGS Avould respectfully inform the amateurs of
9 Roses, that he has noAv a superb collection of new and rare

yarietie.s. which he Avill be happy to supply such as may desire
them- His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of anv
Nuisery at the North, aud his Rose Bushes aauII be generallA' of aHe lias also made recent additions to his stock of
L RL.^1 IRLL.b, and can now supply tine sorts of the followuim
varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricot

°

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shell Almonds, English Walnuts and Ha-
zle-iiuts.

’

Also, GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica.
Orange and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardv Flowering and Orna-
mental Shrubs., Orders from Hie country will be promptly attend-
ed to, aud Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed
Osage Orar ge Fruit for sale at Si per dozen.
Catalogne.s of Ro.ses and Fruit Trees will be sent ."ratU to aH

postpaid letters. Addi-ess F. A. 3IAUGE, Aimusta| Ga
Deco6—4t

DIOSCOREA BATATAS—NEW CHINE^ .

Potato

—

or Yam.

The experience of another season iu the culti\-ation of this ncAv
cscalenL, warrants us in conlirming all we said in relation to "t

last year. Wherever it has fallen into the hands of judicious cul-
tivators and received the care necessary to its full development
the result has been entirely satisfactory in all respects

; and it mav
confidently be reaffirmed that of all the esculents proposed as sub-
stitutes for the diseased potato, the Dioscorea Batatas is certainly
the only important one. We can now supply small roots from 4 to
9 inches long, carefully packed for tran.sport at $3 per dozen- aud
•smiall seed tubers (such as Ave sold last year) at $1 per dozen to
55/ per hundred; these latter can be sent by mail. Description
and directions for culture furnished with each package Where
practicable,partie3 are invited to examine the roots beiorepurchas-
mg, as we have them constantly on vicAVNEW CHINESE NORTHERN SUGAR CANE.-Seed of thi,
celebrated and invaluable plant in packets at 12'.- cents each
(prepaid by mail 25 ct.s.) 75 cents a pound.
CHUFAS or EARTH ALMOND—81 per 100.
JAPAN PEAS, 50 cts. a quart. NEW ORANGE WATER

31ELON/mie), CHRISTIANA 31FSK MELON; KING PHILIPCORN
;
SWEET GERMAN TURNIP, etc., etc., with the laracs*

aud most comprehensive assortment of VEGETABLE,FLOWEIi
and FIELD SEEDS to be found in the United States.
Catalogues on application.

JAS. 31. THORBURN &. CO.,
JaiioT—2t Seedsmen, &,c., 15 John st,, New York.

^jWlORBURN’S WHOLESALE PRICED LISTS of Vegetal)!.-i Field, Tree, and Fhnvcr SEEDS for 1857 Avill be mailed tc
Dealers enclosing a three cent stamp.

J. 31. THORBURN A CO.
3Iarch57—It. 15 John street. New York.

BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON SEEDOAA BUSHELS of BOYDS EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON
SEED for sale iu sacks from 1 to 5 bushels in a sack

Price SI per bushel JOHN 31. Tl'RNER
N0V06—It Augusta Ga
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

r| ' HE undersigned have now Jn store and oifer for sale the follow-

i. ing CORN AND COB MILLS

;

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill;

l.st. That it will cnish Corn and Cob
;
also, gidnd tine l\[cal.

2nd. That the entire grinding .suiface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coar.se plates.

4th. That it depo.sits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, .showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the; Maryland A.gricultural Society for 1855, in giind-

ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob

;

Time. Revolution.?.

“Young America” 2.V Minutes. 10.

“Little G !;U!t’’ 4.V “ 1.5.

“M-ayiioi-'.-. ChaiiiiKoii 5 “ 20.

“flolluini'.-' .MliT' “ 32.

'I'he Mannfactui'er-^ of ••Ai;iy’.i >r’' Champion” claim that it is tire

.simplest in consrnu tiou, strong .snil diirablc, its grinding partslast-

ing, (not being inad(“ on ilic coffm- mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the be-t Cora and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

PLANTATION AND GARDEN
Fertilizers.

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated ^MANURES, a single trial of wliich -will prove to the

mo.st incrednlons their value as a restorer of f(>rtility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing lai-gely the pru ducts of the

! Garden and the Orchard.
1

Numerous testimonials from gentleman who trkM them last sea-

I

son liave been received, all ofwliom concur in .saying that their ex-

!

periments Avere satisfactory and protitable beyond their anticipa-

I

tions

:

PHOSPHx^TED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2
(
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of a bout 250 lbs.

at 2 c(mts per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In baiTcls about 175 lbs. at li
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about Ib.s., at U
cents peril).

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sack.s of about 140 lbs,, at 21 cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-odcri'/ed Night Soil, in imwde-.' Si .75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At Si- 75 per barrel.

Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 ceot per lb.

1^^ Orders by mail or otheiavise promptly attende-i to. A
paiai)hlet, containing further particulaa-s and directions for using
the above fertilizers veill be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
.'damp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,

Augustol!—13^ 98 ilagazine st., Nbav Orleans.
~ FRUITLAND NURSER-Y-—A CARD.

The subscriber would respectfull3’- inform his customer.? and
friends that the unprecedented demand for trees, added to

the severity of a portion of the winter, and the premature coming
on of spring (15th of Feb.) has prevented him from filling many
late orders Avith AA'hich he has been favored, flis stock for the next
year, (1857-8) hoAvever, Avill, he hope.s, be :mipl3- sufficient to meet
all demands, and he earnestly solicits that orders be sent in as
eai'h' in the fall as possible. Land intended for orchards, next
3'ear, should be deeply plotced, well manured, and cultivated in
some hoed crojA, like corn, cotton or SAveet potatoes, i’or further
particulars seeDescriiitive and Priced Catalogue of FiautlandNui'
scry, .sent free of postage to all applicants. Address

D. REDMOND. Augr.sta. Ga.
“FruitlandNiirserA-,” Augusta, Ga., March 1, 1857—%Z

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO
Sucre !

!—Pure Seed ! ! !

.subscribers take great pie .sure in infonningthc Planters,

L Farmers and Gardenc'rs of th , ,South, that tlic}' have secured
from the most reliable sources alii. itedsuppl3- of FRE8H SEED,
of this very .vahrable plant, the properties of Avhicli may be briefly

.-ummed up as folloAvs :

Lst. One acre of the .stalks, proporl}’ culth-ated, avIII \'iold from
400 to 500 gallons of tine .S3’ruj), equal to the best New Orlean.? ; and
from the same roots, a .second ci'op of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadc.'ist or in clo.se drills, on land deeply ploAvcd
and highly mamired, it a\ ill 3-iold from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of sujAorior fodd('r to the acre.

ikk It surpasses all other plants for soiling (feeding green) and
btflder, on account of the great abundance of .sugaiy juice AThich
iT contain.-)

;
and is groe<lilA' eaten bA' .stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Eg3 ptian ilillet, groAvhig
0.ff freely and rapidi}'. airer each cuttiiig.

.5th. It stands drouth much lACtter than common corn, retaining
its green color ami juiciness even after t,h<! seed tmitures-

6th. The seed is excellent for human food, Avhen ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals A'er_y S])cedi!3'. From twentA--
ttA'e to sevout_v-tiA e hushel.> can be raiseil on an acre.

7th. It is .so certain and prolific a crop that plauter.s maA' be sure
cxf succeeding Avith it as a )Stigar plant iiiiAwliero .South of Maiy-
1.and and North of Mexico. If planted earh* in the .Southern .State-'

the seed Avill mature an<i ju oduce atiothor crop the .same season.
The seed, Avhicli has been A Ciy carefull3' kept ptire, fi'om

the original imi)Ortalion, Avill bo ofi'ered in cloth packages, each
containing enough to j)lant half an acre, in drills, Avith full

direction for the cnlth ation, AA'hich is perfectl3' simple.
The.so packages Aviil be fonvurded mail, I’REK OF POST-

AGE, to any addre.ss, on receipt of $1.30 for each package. When
ttot sent by mail, Ave will furnish the packages at $1 each.
Early orders are solicited, as the suppl3' of good and reliable

seed is quite limited. Applicant.?’ names will be entered in the or-

der in which the}' are received, and the seed Avillhe read3' for mail-

ireg or dcliA'cry on the first of October.

.Address, Avith plain directio?Js for mailing or shipping,
D. B. PLUMB & CO., Augusta, Ga.

I^^Painphlets, containing full history and description of this

plant, Avith A alnable Repoi'ts 011 its merits, Avill be sent, postage
pfoe, to all Avho purchase seed, or who will enclose a three cent
vtamp.

Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be supplied
at a liberal discount from retail rates, if their orders are received
immediately. Oct56-tf

R. B. NORVELL,

Auction and commission merchant, and deal-
er in machinery AND agricultural IMPLE-

MKdCTS. Huntsville, Ala. I>ec56—2U

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT ATJGUrSTA.
triHE undersigned respectfully informs the public generall3'-, that
X tliCA' haA'e opened an office in the city of AngAi.sta, opposite the
Insurance and .State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in an\- .section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention Avill be given to the .sale and purchase of Lands in
Cherokee and .Southwesteni Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lands sold, Avill present them Avitli the best chain of title they are
in po.ssc.ssicn of

;
also, the original plat and grant if the3'- haA'e it.

'i’hose owning tracts of Land.s, improA'cd or unimproA ed, in any
section of Georgia, and Avlshing to .sell, will find this the ino.st ef~

factual mcdiinn of offering them. All we require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lauds, the nature of titles and torm.s, and they
will be entoi’od into OAir general Registiy, 17 ee of charge. Com-
missions are charged 01113' Avhen sales are effected.

Persons Avishing to m.nffe iiu'estmeuts in Real E.state, or Land.®,
located in Cherokee, .Southwestern Georgia, or a7i3' countA' in the
State, Aviil ffud it to their adA’antage to favor ns Avlth their orders.

DAVID.SON, GIRARDEY, 'aVIIYTE & Co.
TA?iES M. DAVID.SON, o. AYwnvdle, Ga.

^b56_tf _ GIRARDEY- WHYTE .V CO^ t- isto, Ga .

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.
PAS.SENGER TRAINS.

J
EAVE Augusta, dail3' at 6 A. M. and 5 P. 31.

_J Arrive at Aug ii.sta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P.
Leave Atlanta daily-. at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M
Arrh-e at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P 31
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

An-iving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. M. and leaving at 2. SOP. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Ari-iving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 0 A M.
Leaving “ “ “ S.v'iP. M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS
Leavmg Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M,
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. 31. and 4.30 A. M.
3V1TH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAII.ROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. 31. and 4.45 P. 31
Arriving at “ 7 . .55 A. 31. and 5.35 P. M,
3VITH WESTERN AND ATL.\NTIC RzVILROAD.

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. 31. .and 6 P. 31.

Arriving at “ 3 A. 31. and 3 P. 31.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July 14th, 1855. Aug55—tf

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTLV'ATOR for 1854
may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we

will .send it b}- mall, post-paid ar $1.80. .Address
3Y5t. S. dONES, .3-v,:r.-.ua. Ga.



SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR.
EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES

for the South.
A i'EWrarofvud beautiful EVERfillEEX.S Trees and Shrubs

of the proper .size for trausplauting- may now be obtained
Horn the .subscriber. The collection.s embraces the Deodar Cedar,
Ciwptom-eria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway tjprnce. .Silver
iir, White Pine, Balsam Fir, Silver Cedar, Irish, English and
Pyramidal Yew, SwedLsh Juniper, American and Chinese Arbor
VittP : Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Granditlora, “Mock Orange,”
1 ^tto.^porumJ^ Ac., &c.

;
in short all the most desirable Evergreen

Shrubs that tlonrish in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SiIiU.B.S and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied in
<iuan ity, {-See Descriptive Catalogue sent iOratbs per mail.) Ad-

[Decoti tf] D. REDMOXD, Augusta, Ga.

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $:10 each. Address
fNov...^tf] R. peters, Atlanta, G.a.

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.T A1\I willing to dispose of a few Aory tine vearlino- SOf'i'n;

to obtam a small hock ot undoubted pnrifv.
'

thJ v-i'if f
^ ^ J’PPlied for prior t<

Deft?
lilCJ-IARD peter,S.

Atlanta, Oa
THOROUGH BRED NORTH DEVON^^dAyrshire Bulls.T OFFER for sale a feAv choice voungBTTLLS, bred from suoe

\
pedigrees. Fuv jiarticulars, address me atNo. .,3 1 niton .street. New York Cilv A. M. TREDWEI T

Iinportcn-, Breeder andDealcr in Xolth Devon and Ayrshire Cattleliesidence Madison, IMorns county, N’cav York
DecoG—3mo

CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!
inx; GHBAT FORAGE PLANT AND REXTOVATOR OF SOUTHERN LAITOS l '

ev,,
mcredime. It groAvs in clu.sters of from 12 to 20 pods eacli iKjd Vontafuino-^i

lu-oducmg a groAvtii of vine almo>(
any other. The vine never becomes hard. Imt is .vq/> and 7/«M7t/(;7/stVorrtrie ]n~ f I

course far more casU>j gathered than
The Peas are u.osurpassed/m- f/ie table in delicacv aiM richness of flA

l>Io-'^om to the root. It i.s greadily eaten by stock, amiTlie^as Ae Si hAmr
l-<iov„n.„rD.w;„f remainder from v.'d well IcnoAvn citi

20
,
isob,

d from one

It Avill prove a hue manure and supporter of the soil.
^ ^ ^ quantity of waste vines remaining on the ground, I th in k

^atSS: in the older
the same time, the yield is likely to be as great on ;i: ml tSlSTStJ^S^SkW
To Robvht H. DOUGLA.SS. E.sq

Re.spectfully your ob’t. servT., TIIOS. .S. DREW

w.k.
cate settles the question of its value for Hay :

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ supersede the use of every otiurf and the following certiti-

a stout man cmhd fcd ^d£i^ i-ny as

w:.r. c. iviEEK.k.
South Bead, Arl-., Sept., 18-50.

Col. J. B L SiarsUali, Assistant Eugineer on the Little Rock and Napoleon Rail Road ways •

Theyfiuen hogffelJer^'^^^^^^^^

D. V,'. LEE.

‘If the
know-n. They fatten hogs faster^thaVauvrtdng^I havifeA-m On*t]m '^h'

forfeeding stock, n<»w
otUctferur-ntes asrnuchviae as lever se^^o onlay ^^Ifl^nd u/Se ’’ I? Jr'”

cultivation last year,ther[. was
For tartherparticular.s, see Cmcnlars furnished |i4isb/the IgeSs

’ ' ’ ”

^nr names Avill be printed on all packages of tlie o-etijrme.seed
' ^ ^ and posmge stamps will be a satisfactory remit-^ An^ one not pertoetly tatl.iied .vithtl.c Pcarvmlmvo hitmoncy returned. Addrett (with plain direr, lon.t for maiUnr,

*» - l-ited eaten,, a, tho'™ktt?t“f tlkSL.
- - . . A-_ . - _A^=iA:r _ . ^ FcbOT tf.

FRUITS FOBYTHE SOUTH !

“ PRUITLAWD NURSERY," AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

T"fvhS5a?e%lSfES’SI,V;k cl,oiee TREES of the followinr varieties of Erui,.. all of

rece^dj?Sl,Al”“lfe'p";i,Ik-p^^^^^
Dece.oI.er, and keeping until June, of Southern origin, and ,.,a.,y hr,

varieties as Moorpark, Breda. Hcmskirlcc, Poach. &c., AcPLA0.^S—the caoiccst collection ever offered, iuciuding,inaddititiou to '«« the 6c.«Xorthera and Fo-ei-nw.ri - . i ,-iof new Southern Peaches not found in anv other Catalogue The preoeut year’s steek 4 l P^'h tilt •
variety

that early order.- are advisable. Price. 2:5 cent.-.
I'le.xiu :yeai .s stock ol l eadi trees is (luite limited in number, .m

Huuf- TaiA Uv, Xc-iv 'VN-bite, and all other fir.st tdas.s sorts

of .rtk^'ave been oily TiYd^Ytlm'siYa.’ Y Hm Amerirau l-„m„l.

PLVHS—all the larg 'St andbe.st varieties.

as low Standard, or DwarL-lhe propor forn

peal .Society, and mo-.'.

Scuppo„„„g, Wanannon and other uative varietiea. for I he i.-.ble .-ovl rbr

contf^^^
' ^ *'1 'uc e-rsiomal crop throngliout the entire .sea <

STE^WEEERIES-a select; .11 from 35 mU; van,Tie- in.-iuding Ilovey'- S.-edling, Longworth's Pn.litle. McA
11 irom .>.) I

all the new and de.sirable sorf-. Pr;r e, .-.vj to .23 i.er Imml
POMEGRANATES—stronuri.nted tre, -. of the sAveef ;iud sub-a. ld

BLACKBERRIES—the famou.s Rochelle or “Lawton ’—a'-o Jk-
dozen. ,

- -

varieties. Price, 2-5 to .qu eent.s.
Albino or “Wiiite BlackbeiTv.” P.dce. .50

RASPBERRIES —The American Rlaek. P-d aAntworp Ac price si “0 tp «•> mr i

HEOGEPtMJTS^au, ..age orange, .--to.Slh,. I,at, ..ulliYlV,;;;" A,Rose, cuttings, .t^.o per tbou.arid
; Fortune^ YcIIoav Rose, eutiiugs. & e..

‘'uttui„ . . i i p, i

Alr.SG-

on. Price 2;5 r

A-iy'.- .SiipiTi'or.

CTl, .-u'-h— -f.'

o'-and: (.In.-,

^7 ofcoke selection of RO.SES. new and r.are E VER<'-RE>1\S. FI.r.\YF.RlXG .SIIRUB-S Ac A--La^ibug, packing, marking ;uid -bii.ping. car.; fulb, attended t.>,

' .. -.

%-*A new de.scriptive CcUvhgY: wa realty, and
Xca"50— Y to all Av-o de-ir

'J p->fiage. Ad irr-s- :

D. kld.mgxd. h -trs Yp.,
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WIIiD CAT BANKS.

For the information of the public, and to protect them

against fraud and loss, we subjoin a list of the Wild Cat

Banks in Georgia, not one of which we deem worthy of

confidence or credit. Let the people, therefore, beware of

the bills of these Banks ;

Merchants' Bank, of Macon.

Interior Bank, Griffin.

LaGrange Bank, LaGrange.

Bank of Greensboro’, Greensboro’.

Southern Bank, Bainbridge.

Cherokee Insurance & Banking Company, Dalton.

Planters’ & Mechanics' Bank, Dalton.

North-Western Bank, Ringold.

BROKE.
Manufacturers’ & Mechanics' Bank, Columbus.
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The Fifteenth volume commences in January,
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TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1 I

Twenty-Eivl
Six Copies “ 5 1

O.ne HU-NDP.f:> Copies... . <5

ALWAYS IN ADYANCE. No paper sent unless the cash

accompanies the order.
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The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, andPocu Office Stamps

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher s risk.

ADDRESS WM. S. JONEr?,
r^Per.«ons who Avill act as AGENTS, and obtam SUBSCRI-

BERS, wiUbe furnished with the paper at club prices.

“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.

IMPORTANT NEVY ARRANGEMENT-
njiHE Subscriber takes great pleasure in informing his customers

X and the Emit Growers of the South generally, tuat he has

recently made an arrangement witli the v.'ell knoiNm Pomolo-

gLt, LOUIS E. BERCKMANS, Esq., now of New .jersey by

which he will have full access to all the graits and buds

of that gentleman’s collections of Pears, which numbers 7nany

ktmdred of the best ncaited varieties, and more than iv>eiHy

thousand new seedlings of great promise. In audition to tos

unrivalled collection of Pears, the specimen orenards ot JR.

BERCKMANS contain all the best and rare.st varieties of other fruit

known in Europe and America, from which tve shall cull everj-

thiug of e.special merit. It is not our object to mv.itipiy varieties,

but to .select, with the greatest care, a few of the very best tor ex-

teusive propagation.
, -vr

A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected ey M.

BERCKMANS, will be offered from my Nur.s -ry the coming fall,

and all the leading varieties of Southern Fruit. Roses, Ornamental

Trees, Strawberry Plants, Grape Yines, &c.. &c.. can then be lur-

nishedm quantity, at t’eri/worferate^r/ecs

r^Full Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, sent i?a.s£_pam, to

alljplicants. Address, D. REDMOND. Augusta, Ga.

April.57—tf.

REAPING MACHINES.

Haying had the Kentucky haryester thorodghiy

te.-sted we now confidently recommend them to Planters as

the best Machine for Southern use ever offered. „
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

Apri]57—3t
Augusta, Ga.

HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS, GRAIN
Cradles, Fan MHls, See.

YTSTB are imw prepared to furnish GRAIN GROWERS, with

n McCORD'S HORSE POWERS, a light and excellent

^'biIgAEDUS- horse powers, all Iron, heavier than Mc-

^PAPLIN’S and WARREN’S HORSE POWERS.
Iron frame THRESHERS ;

Baltimore, New lorx and Georgia

made THRESHERS, from $30 to $60.

FAN MILLS, of the best make and different .size.;

GRAIN CRADLES, alight and strong artk-lc
_

Also BELTING, and all articles necessary for gatuenng and

cleaning Grain for market CARMICHAEL & BEAN
April57-3t Augusta, Ga._

LAWSON WATERMELON SEED.

A FEW packages of genuine “Lawson” WATERIMELON
SEED, at 10 and 20 cents each. If per mall, 16 or 32 cents

may be sent, to cover postage. Address
April57—tf PLUMB & LEITNER, Augusta, Ga.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

Deale rs in hardware, cutlery, and agricuL'
TURAL IMPLEMENTS, Ai usta, Ga..

^ v
We are, also, Agents for the fo 'wing articles :—SALA^'V*v

DER SAFES, made by Stearns Si larvm, New
GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS : Indian Rubber BELTING
PACKING aud HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; Ai-

KINS’ .SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR >‘'AW S. made

by Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS ;
FAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

April56-Cly Augusta. Ga.
_

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE vervfive half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK.

one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOL 1 u

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June56-tf RICHARD PETER-S, AtJ.auta, Ga.
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ivmiK FOli ME ' MONTH-»-0¥AY^)‘

- THE TLANTATIGCNi.
^

in jt at. the' rate jq^-abottt 3, bushels -It may.bf cnt^

'when in the tassel, and fed ^re,qQ,:qr
2
dri€jd,.fb^i\iintej;

.
^Isq,. .fqr^. .Ibd^er,^

.way, on a ,sinaU,;Sea|8,. tovs^tisfy, yoursg|ye?,

-value. If; ^alipvvqd, to. ^^standp.-it ,
wiil^ niatUJA. itsAC^^ if"

planted .pyenj a^ late-a^ .the .rniddle -ofJune,.oyjst of July.

.idAke U\s.^ro4nd very deep-And .rieh, as pre.yit)\isly dire^-^

DB¥CiTED EXCLUSrVSLT TO THB IMP;ROVBMEITr OF SOUTHEFK AO^tlOUETITRE.-’'''-

TlfiS is one ofthe very busiest months on the planta-.

iionj and ho one who desires to" make a’good erbp has any

timpcjodpse.no.w. .
. , : . .

"
'

.

'

C'nwj -not'.already brought to a ‘‘stand.,'’ must be pro-

'

f
,,THE.-KITqHEN‘,:GA^,EX- . ..i-

^

br;Transplant J^gg: apd, pqn.tinue
^, planting,

.^ga?^€very lO.or 12 days,^ V-
•

,
^

psrly worked at once, first “running round”..«lose to the

row with a Ion? scooter, after which use W shovel," and

then keep" the ground stirred between tile rows, as often'

as>oAee every 10 or 15 days, running quite shalloia, with

a harrow, cultivator or a horse hoe, fpliowed by^hand hoes

to clean and mellow the space between the hills. Do not

creak any roots, or use the turning-plow, at ail, in work-

ing this crop, except to “lay by” with
;
and even then it

is rirrnecessary.

Cotton must be brought to a “stand,” and scraped and

moulded without delay. The moulding must be done as

soon after scraping as possible, so., that the roots of the

young plants may not be left exposed to the scorching

e fleets of I he sun.

Rye, and perhaps Whedt;vc\^y be cut in some

places, the ksjt of this month, and the ground afterwards

planted in Suceet Potato “draws,” or Cow Peas.

Caw should be now sown broadcast or drilled,

in" deeply plowed, and well manured land. If intended

for hay, the land must be rich; "if seed only is desired,

moderately fertile land will ansvyer. The Chinese Prolific

Pria should also be planted 4 by 4 feet, 1 or 2 Peas in a

hill, to secure a future-supply of seed.

'Sweet Potatoes should be planted extensively; as here-

tofore’ recommended. Select a rainy or cloudy day, or

the ^ool of the evening (from 4 P. M. till sundown) for

settln?>: your “draws”—dip the roots in a batter of water

thickened with fine rich soil, make the holes with a point-

ed, stick ' (or “dibble”)—set the “draws” deep into the

mellow ground, and press the earth firmly around them.

Sow Corn in drills for fodder—opening the drill wide

aiid deep with a long shovel, and scattering the corn along

Hill up Bush Beans, before bioQmi.ng, jq keep them up-

right when bearing;

.

!

r p'-. C:V'.

Workmarefully around a.i)d, Cwumhers, wiiha.

pronged, hoe-rprune tho-yines so asAp d.istr’bwl© the fruit,

equally, and if the striped bug is troublesome, try the ef-

fects of sprinkling'The vmed“\tdt'k~we^'bamphor water,

which is made by tying up-in,muslin, a piece of gum

camphor a's large as an egg and infusing it in a ba-rrehof

rain vvater. To prevent the wind from bundling.up the

vines, throw a shovelful of dirt upon them, here andAhere.

The main point, however, in thismonth is the proper thinr

ning of the crop.^ Never leave but two; or, .at most, three

plants of Melons; Cucumbers or Squashes ia each hilh v

'

All vegetables vrill be greatly benefitted by a judieibiffief

thinning, for a crowded growth is just as injurious to

them as'if they Were overgrown with weeds.
'

.

'

H6e and stir the soil frequently around your plants;

and, whenever you possibly can, ‘ mulch them; "it will

improve them wonderfully.
*

Plant out Tu?;'ia^o<?s towards- the end of this month for-a

late crop, and cut them down until the early patch is giv-

ing out
;
then lei them go to" fruit, and you will have

plenty until frost.
'• a

Sow Cabbage seed the latter part of this month, far fall

and winter use. Flat Dutch and Bergens are the besC

Fry also, the genuine “Buncombe” seed, if you can ob-

tain it.

Transplant /Ac.y.5—they will be fit for use all next wFw-

ter. .

'

If you are raising Onions, itoxx\ the black seed, thin (Mt

the rows and transplant. Such transplanted Onions vill-

Gpme in late, and last till Christmas,,
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Finish cutting Asparagus by the middle of this month,

or the first of June, at farthest.

Continue to plant Okra^ Squashes and Melons, of the

dilFerent varieties, Lima (or Butter) Beans, Sweet Corn.

Transplant the Tomato, Pepper, Cabbage, Cauliflower,

Celery, &c. Plant Carrots, Beets, Salsify, Parsnips, &c,,

for a succession.

Now is also the proper time to feed your plants with

liquid manure, [say one pound of Peruvian Guano or two

pounds of hen manure dissolved in 10 gallons of water].

Once a week is enough, and give plenty of pure water

after the application of the manure.

The Strawberry patch should receive a good working

with pronged hoes, to avoid injuring the roots. After

thus loosening up the soil, replace the mulching, and there

will be little trouble with the weeds for the remainder of

the season. If cultivating solely for fruit, the runners

must be scrupulously kept down.

Weeds will now begin to infest your gardens, and must

be ruthlessly destroyed at their first appearance.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN.
Destroy Catterpillar's nests wherever found on your

fruit trees. If the branches are crowded or over-laden

with thickly-set fruit, thin out one-half of it, and the re-

mainder will be enough better to pay for the trouble.

Dust over the Plum and Nectanne trees with a mixture

of quick-lime, ashes and sulphur, while the dew is on the

leaves, to destray the curculio.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Shade, water, weed, cultivate and mulch your flowers

and notice the general directions for last month in this de-

partment.

DIVEKSIFIED AGRICl LTUltE,

Undoubtedly more money may be realized from a

plantation by devoting it mainly to the production of one

staple, concentrating thereon all the energies, thought and

muscle at the command of the proprietor, than by divid-

ing his attention, labor and capital among a variety of

crops. He is, however, far moi'e likely to impoverish the

land which he cultivates, when thus actively pushing it

to the extreme point of its natural fruitfulness in the growth

of a single plant, like cotton, corn, or wheat, than when
he studies and follows Nature in her admirable system

of diversifying her vegetable offspring. Nature is the

cultivator’s best teacher. Her great lessons are full of wis-

dom. The barrenness which follows over-cropping and

bad tillage, is an admonition, warning man of his folly and

the certainty of the punishment that ensues from such

practice. The positive waste of labor in the prolonged

cultivation of poor land is itself an evil of fearful magni-

tude, and one that grows much faster than population. In

a word, a State, or community that sells its soil to pur-

chase gold, ever makes a bad bargain; for a State cannot

emigrate with its gold, nor can its inhabitants subsist with-

out the perennial fruits of agriculture. From this con-

dition of things there is no escape, provided we assume
that the chief end of man is to make money by wearing
out the soil. This unsound philosophy, this corrupted

morality, must beprobed to the bottom, and removed from

the popular mind, before it will receive and cherish abet-

ter system of tillage and husbandry.

A man may innocently chase dollars as children chase

butterflies, and derive much pleasure from the employ-

ment ; but he is prone to overstep the line of innocent

labor, or amusement, in his too eager pursuit of riches and

pleasure. Educated to want, or believe he wants, ail that

any virgin earth can possibly produce, lie is not content to

restore to the land a full and fair equivalent for the wealtn

it yields him. If he would honestly do this, no arated

field would ever dishonor his draft. But to check on a

bank where one has never deposited funds, and expect

such checks to be paid, and never dishonored, betrays a

lamentable want of common-sense. We are forever

drawing on the soil for food, raiment, and every species of

wealth, and think it a great hardship if required to deposit

in return one-tenth the amount we receive. Nay. we
complain of losing money, when v/e .Minply cultivate a

variety of crops, that every element of lertility may do its

share in production, and that we may delay the final e;:-

haustion of the particular ingredients winch form corn and

cotton plants. We find it convenieiu to forget that the

next generation will need good crops uf these important

staples quite as much as we do, and that posterity can

only have fertile land by the care and foresight of those

who have cultivated it before them. All work for the

highest immediate returns in cash—not for the greatest re-

sults in the course of the lifetime of a community. Thie

short-sighted, narrow-mindedness, which approximates

man to tne beasts that perish, this blind worship of the

Present with its gewgaws and its filth, regardless of the

Future, alone forbids agricultural improvement. If mar.

would consent to look ahead, to consider effects in con-

nection with their causes, he would discover that wealth

obtained by over-taxing the powers of Nature, whether in

man himself, in working animals on the farm, in cultivated

plants, or in tilled earth, cost more than it is worth
;
and

more than it possibly can be worth in the economy of In-

finite Wisdom. God requires that all extremes shall be

avoided; else we might be happiest when surrounded by
extreme heat, or by extreme cold : by extremes in eatieg

and drinking, or extremes in hunger and thirst
;
by ex-

treme mental or bodily effort, or extreme laziness and.

stupidity. Our greatest sin is in carrying our p-f

money to an extreme; so that it is now, as of old, “the.

root of all evil.” This undue love of money prevents alike

the improvement of man, and of his defective agriculturc-

Progress in planting and husbandry depends entirely on

progress in knowledge and sound morality. Without the

latter, man ever refuses to do his duty. He exaggerates

his rights, and denies his obligations to others when tcld

that he is bound to leave every acre of land as fruitful ar-

he found it, for the public good. While Nature and Sci-

ence suggest a diversified agriculture, the public good de-

mands it.

This alone will give the community a plenty of wheat,

meat, wool, vegetables, and oiher necessaries, as well as

of the great staples, corn and cotton. A mixed system of

tillage and husbandry, of gardening and fruit-culture, is

indispensable to meet all the varied wants of civilized so-

ciety. Let these wants be mainly supplied fi’om the son

near the consumers, and each comsumer can easily furnish

the essential fertilizers to maintain the normal productiv-

ness of the land that feeds and clothes him. The fact can

hardly be too often repeated that of all the animals on tiiis

nlanet, man is the only one who impoverishes the soil-

and that is done by this bad system of tillage and hus-

bandry. Nature and science do not countenance any
conduct of this kind; it is founded in ignorance and fol-

ly, like most other popular errors. Long established

habits, and customs, extending to all nations, appear

to demand a continuance of the practice of taking
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everythin" possible from cultivated fields, and giv-

ing very little or nothing in return. Commerce is King,

and is pretty sure to push and enlarge his dominion, re-

gardless of any damage that may be done to the planting,

grain-growing and grazing lands of continents and islands.

Commerce rarely looks beyond immediate profits; and,

consequently, it does much to foster a hand-to-mouth prac-

tica of agriculture. Intelligent commercial men ought to

consider the future wants of their calling, and co-operate

with those far-seeing cultivators and land-holders, who
seek to augment and perpetuate the natural resources of

the farming interest. But instead of this, commerce every-

where urges planters and farmers to give the largest pos-

sible quantity for export, without bestowing a thought on

the sad consequences of covering whole States with bar-

ren, and deserted old fields. Few have the courage to

commend this desolating work; and yet, strange to say,

'fewer have the higher courage to labor earnestly to re-

move the popular mistake.

A reft)rmation is most likely to ensue if we can intro-

duce a diversified agriculture into districts now distin-

guished for the growth of one staple, and for their general

dependence on buying nearly all the other articles con-

sumed.

When the favorite staple is high, and the year favor-

able to its production, of course they make heaps of

money
;
but they take great risks, and in turn are com-

oelled to pay high prices for mules, negroes, provisions,

groceries, and other plantation supplies. ’The same Di-

vine law that covers a plantation with many kinds of

forest trees^ and many species of smaller plants, in a state

of nature, adapts it to the economical production of differ-

ent crops, whose aggregate value is considerably larger

than that of any one crop, for a series of years, possibly

can be. Hence, the most thorough study of the latent re-

sources of arable land serves only to confirm the wisdom

of having winter wheat, rye and barley, and winter grass-

es, to grow in winter and early spring, as well as cotton

and corn to grow in summer and autumn. Every advant-

age of climate and of soil deserves serious consideration
;

but this is never done by men of one idea. To accumulate

the food of their staple in the earth w’here it is expected to

flourish, is a refinement on planting a little beyond their

sphere of thought and action.

And yet, all winter growing cereals and grasses can

easily be made to yield valuable manure, and on that ac-

count, if no other, they deserve attention. A wool-grower

in New Hampshire recently sold his staple crop for

$15,000, and at something like sixty cents a pound. His

advantages for keeping sheep will not compare with those

•of some thousands of our readers. The profits of sheep

husbandry are little understood at the South, or the busi-

ness would be more practiced, and encouraged by legal

restraints on the depredations ofdogs. Rightly managed,

sheep will do much to enrich a farm. In what way they

do this on the best wheat-growing farms in New York,

Pensylvania and Ohio, we will explain in another article.

Hogs, horses and cattle will effect the same renovating

purpose, where one fully comprehends both the means,

and the objects sought. As no animal produces some-

thing from nothing, at first view, it v/ould appear absurd

to say that the mere existence and growth of domestic

animals on a farm could add to its fruitfulness
;
and with-

out good husbandry, such is the fact.

By the terms "good husbandry” we mean a thorough

knowledge of the principal ways and means by which

soils are both improved and deteriorated, and the careful

avoidance of the one, and adoption of the other. Almost

all farms have living springs of water upon them
;
and

on all arable land, water that has passed into the ground

and appears again in a running fountain, brings with it

in soluUon both the mineral and organic food of plants.

Stock of all kinds drink daily of such water, and in the

course of a year, drop in their solid and liquid excretions,

over the fields where they are kept, many pounds of fer-

tilizing matter derived from water alone. These elements
of fertility never would get out of the spring, branch or

river and upon distant uplands, without the aid of the live

stock in question.

Again : almost all low grounds more abound in the food

of plants than uplands, for the obvious reason that water
is ever passing from the latter to the former, and quite as

much beneath the surface as above it
;
and in both cases

water conveys the raw material of crops from the higher

to the lower soil. Grasses, cane-brake, and all other food

for stock being uniformly more abundant along the banks
of rivers, creeks, and smaller streams, and in low grounds
generally, all graminiverous animals go to these grand
sources of kixuriant herbage to fill themselves, and then

often seek higher and drier land on which to^ ruminate

and sleep. Hence on the latter much of their valuable

manure is deposited. In this way nature gives back to

uplands, a part of the essential elements of vegetation

which she had removed in the water that percolated through

the earth to form a living spring or branch. Can man
learn nothing from these interesting facts 1 Yes, he may
learn much.

1st. That so far as plants ofany kind are formed of ele-

ments brought to them in moving water, or air, the land

whereon they grow never can be exhausted.

2ad. Such crops or plants, like those of the irrigated

parts of the Nile valley, may all be exported without in-

jury, or be made into the very best of manure to enrich

any other cultivated earth.

3rd. Live stock, having the natural power of cheap lo-

comotion, can be driven by hundreds and thousands from

parts where their food is scarce to those places where it

most abounds, and back again, partly to transfer the

cheapest possible manure from one place to another, and
partly to produce a full supply of working horses, mules,

and oxen, of milch kine, wool and meat.

4th. This plan of drawing fertility from all running

water, and all low ground where water largely evaporates,

co-operates admirably with that feature in good husband-

ry which draws largely on the subsoil both on uplands

and lowlands, to increase the fruitfulness of the surface

soil All green crops grown and plowed in are of the

latter character
;

it is, however, often unwise to depend
exclusively on the subsoil and the atmosphere. Manure
ofsome kind is needful

;
and the question is how to pro-

duce it at a moderate and reasonable cost!

Our advice is, examine your low grounds carefully in

that connection. Whether they shall be in good pastures

meadows, corn, or cotton, your local circumstances, and
professional knowledge can best determine. If drainage

is necessary, you will practic it. All we venture to say

is, that good bottom lands are under-valued at the South

for their capacity to enrich the adjoining uplands, as

well as yield the great staples of the country. There is,

however, more difference in the quality of low grounds,

from one extreme to its opposite, than in arable uplands.

This diversity affords another argument in favor of a truly

diversified system of tillage and husbandry. In this way
one 'S able to make the most of any local advantage,

whether by irrigationd-rainage, breeding and rearing

stock, or simply planting in connection with wheat-cul-

ture. L.

Death from Snuff.—The Intelligencer, pubKshed at

Austin, Texas, notices the death of a little girl some 5 or

6 years old, from the effects of taking snuff. She was so

adicted to its use, child as she was, that she literally ate

it and lived on it. Let this circumstance be a warni#g^
all snuff-dippers.
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Thk word Uyf/mK^ifp derived from the Greek ‘^uciea,’'

meaning health, and consists j'n proj>er)y carrying out

fiuch rrieasures in our daily vocation as are ctilculated to

prevent the causes of disease from . acting, deleferiously

on the human system. it may Ijc de'fipcd ‘hjie art of

jireserving healtn," so that any remarks made on such a

subject would naturally ftre-suppose a knowledge of those

laws that govern tjic animal economy in the state of health;;

such, in medical language, is termed Physiology,
,
Having

made such department of science (combined with ugricul-

rtuya). pursuits,) nrjy study for tpor^g than twenty years, and

having, during that time, ijcen sj)u^ted In different .sec-

tions of country, on different varieties of soiT, wLere dis^

curses of a divensified character prevail, and where rhany

obtjervaiions of a practical nature ( have thought werh

made, enbtddens me on the present occasion. to offer these

reflections, and here 1 remark that it is not spcculutivfc

tlicory, but deliberate amclvsions to which I am led after

a careful and longinvysligation of the principlcsofhygiene,

based oh observation t^nd experiment, .as it ought to be

conducted on a plantation, that I propose to ofler to this

,

(Society.

“The importance of hygiene has ever been recogni/.ed

by mankind., Tp, none is a thorough knowledge of its

,

princi]jlei| more useful than to those persons whose avo-

^cutloh it. is t(i till the earth, and y(;t, jierhups, by none

,is an acquii ement of such more neglected. If ^to, be ini-

formed on the hultject of Vr:getuble Cheml.stry is neoes^

fi:\icy to enable the. agrirpalturi.st to rai.se, surely a know-‘

ledge of VitaJ Chemistry i.s neces.sary.to the rnaintainance

of the animal raised. 'J'be laws which govern the func-

tion.** of org* ns wjihip (heir bodies, ilien should be studied

by farmer.^, that they may be aide to e<,iiiiiatc (•orrectIy|,

not only the impres-simis rnade^but Ijie cause m.aking .such

impressions iij)on their own and (j!her,bodic,s around

t^vrOt i,S itof)o.ss,ible to enjoy urtintcrrujhcfl licahh and

at the same time to b,e ignorant of the ,1a w.: andmature

O.nddocal|ty of the agents calculated to (leteriorate it!”
j

lo;ig qs fiu mcr.** ,arc ignorant and indifferent oh this

-aubject, so Iqng vyill they have need j’or the “Hoct,or and'

,hJs,quuscous Drugs.”
.

. .

, ,1 have noti'-efl (danters, among wbos(v funlly I prac-

4,iCe4 n'y profession, conic every year to me to get a list of

(arnily supp'ie.s of mcdtcine, and who kept tfieir medicine-

chest, and who devolgd muali oftlKdr. time toi iln: perusal of

lOvvefg Mpdicul C’ompanimi, llmdimi and Gunn’.s Donies-

*if.ic l^facticc of Medicine,' particularly in ferdlcnco to tlie

’remedlartrciftmenli of their negfocs
;
but ‘wMm' ti’cgrccfed

m a lurncntaldc manner 'to' ae.ijuaiht thcmsclvcf} wi'th tliy

r.o.k^c$, of their ma'ndlcs- -ah iideqiuitc km)’\l;lcd^c of which

. would enable them to keep f licir bands ‘in ’ the field—and

'avohr’tbuf solicifude always attending “domestic ireat-

Viftnt,” an(l save th'e'subjccl'thehisclvcs hnucli irnn'CcCssary

'suffering.
' ’ '

' m
i

'i'liat “an ounce of prevention is wohlT a finuml of cure,!’

k.'t* iDuliful saying; anti nCV^r wa<f iW apfilicdbik

' it,y rhore correctly puidbfth (liah in thh prev'e'htitih ofdi.s!-

Tlie pihserVation of the ht filth o) Ouf si ives ;ind

dUr own, family sb()ulp'’bc a priiViary' consideration With

firrmVrs. Their festdratiph lo liculih when diseased, a

se^j^ondaryWme. '

|

As Southern planter.^, out:, capital. copgist very mueih ih

our HhiV,c projtei ty^. and any means that could be devised

,lojc rider ,lt fnnkt .valiViible, that wobid Cria hie us to realize

"rciitcsf profit on the capital' invei^tcd, wd thinlc ough

'ipklyservu our .serloiVs conskleYatiort.'' Thfh it is mo.stoli

*v|Q’iy^ third if TrcserVatlon' of jhidh hcattb, h'y ‘Which thj

original' stamTna"(1(' If cdh'^tiin'tion i.s''prdscn/ed tin'

«vem tiio prolongation of life is attained,

basis of such an end
;
and furthermore we would 'urge the

principles on the scale of humanity. Providence in. His
wisdom has .seen fit to cast their Jot among us as servants,

and as .servdntsthey should be treated, not as felons. Aivho

had violated our Penal Code of Law, and were sentenced,

to spend their few days at the bench of soi.-ie needle-grinder

or in the quarry of a stone-cutter. 'i'hU'., on the principle

ofhumanity, as well as interest, does it la hoove tlie South
ern planters—.slaveowners— v/ho have the managetnent of

negroes, to institute, on all proper occusions, an inquiry

as to the rauses of their maladies, and when ascertained to

adopt such measure,s or course of policy as sliall be deem
ed best to remove them *, or if this be impracticable, to

render them harmless. And while investigating such
causes we would not confine oursel ves tn ..such ns produce
active and dangerous maladies, but even to those of h

chronic character and such as affect tin ir j)rncrev iix'C n:-

loJion$%ip-^ for the raising a family of young negroes or. a

plantation is an important item of iniMc^i oiujur capital.

We have for years found most female.-? rnat were barren

or unfruitful on a plantation, rendered m. by injudicious,

management at some period of - tin it fife— violating the

laws ofPhysiolbgy.

LOCAI.ri'Y.

It is a well ascertained fact that particular locationrjhave

their peculiar disea.ses. As for instance, miasmatic dis-

tricts, with red day soil (such as suit the cotton plant

vycll) will be visited annually wiih cliills and fever; bili-

ous remittent and continued, and when such places'’ are

adjacent to or surrounded by .stagnant pools, the bilibus

attacks will put on a more malignant type—such aS con-

gestive or typhoid—followed afierwards wth 'liver de-

ra'ngement, enlurgVnient ofthe spleen and iiif'ractiori.^ bf

so'rnc of the abdominal vicera. So, likewise, stiff clay

s(jil, river Ijottom land, with pvtdific growth ofcypre'Ss-'ddg-

wood and riioss will be' visited With similar fliseaifes as

ilic above with tlie addition of pneumonia, pk-ufti^’ and
rheutnatic disorders during winter months, Irom the eir-

cumstane'e, that they have an abundant source g? ma-

larial exhalations to produce such diseases as inalaiYal dis

Iricts generate, i’hcy are low, damp and partially cover-

ed with poqls of water during winter months, and donse-

(juentl'y htivc combined to the above prolific cahse-'of

disease a soil and atmosphere; then by keep-

ing in check for day.s and weeks together one ol ihc'inost

important furretibns of the animal economy, viz: Perspr-

ratinn, both .Sensible and insensible. Now, tlic import

ancedf thi^ one vital function When viewed in retcrtmce

to hygiene, m'ay Le inferi’ed wJien we state that Physiolo-

gists h.ive decided that two-fifths ofthe ingesta taken into

ihc’.stomach passes ofi by insensible perspiration through

the skin. When' this is over-abundant and collects, on

the surface it iY tei med sweat. '
«

From the above estahli.shed fact, all Pathologists agree

that it iSa matter of very great importance to presarve.ibc

natural re'la'xation of the skin, “to keep the ])oi’es-"open.”

'fheskin being it large organ, receives its supply of blood

froth tlic heart and large blood vessels. But suppose .sotne

accidental iiccumulation oh circumstance occurs tivrtit:on

stiicts the vessels distributed upon it, then as a matter, of

course this fluid (the blond) mitst be forced into yessels

less eohstricted, and these in silch cases are usually :tl;c

internal viscera'; hence Congeslmi, that justly .dreaded

condition which is bften found. Here must be'Seeivoita

glance the great importance of appropriate dress.
^
(.^’lan

nb|. next' the skin, wo.olen clothes, thick-soled aho§a.^,and

socks, and warm. bedding, to prevent such conditio;} . as

such a locality is so much cairulated. to
_

produce., Ijigh,

dry and level countries of a sandy loam soil, gro^wt^h qqn

aisiing Of (Pinus.Pulusuis, Quercus/ihecoinmon \ioc,^gid

bla’ek jac'lcysuch aa may oe found about midway ,bet\v;j"^ti

Iho' sea4jbard and .Kioujatain, have ultjo their
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visitation qfdiseasp. Fevers, though milder, dysentery,

diarrhoea, bowel aflfections, and during springand summer

;

morfths, the exanthemata or erruptive class of diseases, as

measels, scarlet fever, &c.

Even the mountain plains themselves are not exempt

from the maladies that affect our race; branchial and.

catarrhal affections often torment and harrass us in these

localities.

r Now we arrive at the rationale why the nature of the

•location should be understood. Uhis fully known, will

throw some light on the nature of the diseases that pre-

vail in such situations and to which the inhabitants are'

rnost subject, and, hence possessing such a knowledge

will enable them more effectually to guard against their

attack For instance, if the place be such as are subject

icr bilious autumnal fevers, such as are produced by ma-
laria,! exhalations, then we .‘•hould <:^

it,ard the system par-

ticularly against such attacks. Wc should avoid, during

sickly seasons, exposure to vi^ht atmosphere, fretting met
^

and sleeping, in wet clothes. VVe sliotild, moreover, in such

places purify our sleeping apartment.s by tlie thorough ap-'

jplicaiions of lime in whitewashing, Ijoth inside and out-

side of the house. If fevers are raging, burn tar freely

around the apartment and use chlorarc of lime as a disin-.

fecting agent. Remove all sources of fihh and stagnant

pools of water ncar the house by raking and sweeping up !

the fill h and by ditching or filling up low places, and everii

"the -wells, from' whence we obtain our efrinking water,;

should be cleansed effectually every week, and cleanli-

ness of peason knd free vemilation of our apartments and;

our bed clothing shf/uld be strictly aitf nded to, arid most;

especially .should the diet be noticed. '1 he laborer-'- should

not leave for their work of a morning until food and
drink be taken into the stomach to strerigtlienlhe powers of:

nature
;
and in sickly.situaiion.s a.nd during a sickly season,

Thave fijund benefit by Supplying them with a draught of

hdftfoffee. It seem^^ with many consticuiiohs, to act al-

most like a tonic. It does at hast give a relish or zest to

biher fijod and imjDarts an irttpelus. or vigor "to the cutane-

OuTcapillary system of yessels, and hence ih calculated'

_tp pt'oduce and keep up an ( rpjilli’irium' in that system:
cfV^sSels' v/hich we deem so urportunt. Some we have!

known to use algoholic liquors where we recommend hot!

toffee; but if we use alcohol at any tiriie, ith. with one

who has suffered with a febrile attack and whose sysieri)

ifibugh debilitated, is, convah scen(. and requires both tonlcn

anti-miasmatic prescription. Wc then have a strong

'decoction of do"-wobd arid ‘cherry tree bark, made and

botUed up; we add* to this o'ne-fnurth of whi.^key. which
;

prevents fcffnentatioji, and^of this prescription one v/ine-j

gla^ rn^y be taken three .or .firur times, per day.

^'Jffhe.plothmg should be such a^ are calcxilaied to resi.'si

:

the effect of the heavy dews that, occur at this .season. :

Shoes and hats, articles much neglepted by negroeS; .should
j

worn, '

RECpLARiry OE. ptET
. l'

must, by all meatis, erth)reed, fiir pnn -.hing one day
j

t^O'bt^orrnanOizing tite next is calculated to di-order the i

i^lkiry secj-eiion and ' conseqUeiiily the functions of boib',

(he »kio ar,d sto nacn, pfwucifi<g tacrel/y cicolera morirus.
;

^aunuice, and various other incitient to the plac/-

•iand season. Here I -c.ould nruonly enforce resr-ji la r hour*:

meals, but ‘ correct cooking-. ‘ Food given out to
j

itfseroes i* so often m ingled up by them and so often eat !

.Ifealk cooked and parimily done, that I tnirik suen matters

d&serve>a passing i>otice.; anrl to remedy such, we • uggest
j

iwiierever there is ten luruds to feed, let one be allowerl
,

4tfie or two hours a' rioor> -o prepare and c<x)k the food for
j

-there are generajly negro children to betatmn care

ipfMhie rook can attend K,^tl'kem ami.see the rmrsesdo iheir
|

idi^y, -tend rAoreover of different vegetables!

grown on a plantation will add,. to heahn wad n^ake their]

—
allowance hold out better. The overseer, sliould frcjqucni

,

ly examine the cooking and see that it i.s jutgp'.fcrly done.

When negroes cook themselves it encroaches upon th^-

i rest they ought to have both at n'oon and ’flight
;
undci

such circumstiinces the cooking beiiig done ,in a liurry la

. usually burnt outside while it is raw wdlun, .t.vud coase

j

quently very unliealiliy.

iVIany years of observation and pract ice of the medical
prefession has convinced .rn(; that such a. ctn)rse .of dietetic

is pursued by ricgroes to a greater extent tlnm pj, infers ar-
aware of, and that it i.s-i more juolific

. nutsc of dise».>i',,

sucl) as colic, bowel affections, d:c., that i vt u piiy.sician:*.

lay down in ibeir medical woiks, on tlK.-cau^e f'fdiseusta

and that is wJiy w e do most strexuom ]y (iiget-o this point

Such plans adopted, w.e tnitik .'valuin '"')-; lu a two-folil

point of view, viz ;

1st, By disseminating or thinning the mapshy cxhala

lions that originate, oi liy firevcniing > cuiicci.tration oi

their poisonous nature
;

and,

2nd. By aiding that princifile of huin.-.n ea.cnoniy Th.-

“vis medicatrix nuiurca ' to rc-sist tfie attack of rioxiouv

agents.

'fhe same tirgurnent will, in lil.'c manner, apply to

other situations. 'I’hus, when bronchial or pulmonary
affections prevail, sucli ascatarrli, pneunronia, 6lc'

,
a mor"

strict attention to the functions of the f-ffein
;
such measure;.,

as invigorates the nervous energy of the cutaneous capi!

larics.
'

Flannel next to the skin is a sme<}v.a vop,

—

a perfect in

dispensable. Indeed, the clothing of the human family

wc deem equally as important as diet and exeroise. It

ought, in such ih.sfarices, benon-conductors of caloric, .'^ucK

as will retain the heat of the body lorigc.st undisturbed
;

then we -suggest the genera] dress to be one h; If, V ntirely

wool. Even sock.s should not be neglected. Woolcri

clothes for ne^roe.^ h.ave more than onfc inducernei't to re-

commend them. It not only retain > thO lie.at of the body
longest and causes us less li.aiile to be eff-^efed by the

various changes and vicissitudes of the wci'll.er, but at the

.same time is less conriburtible than colion clothes.

When wc Iparn tbe natiifc and !).ai)its of tjie negro,' that

they are careless and slothful, with a peculiar t,-<lurc

that pmpurits 'alrho.st to an in.stinctive lov" f/fthe firy.

^ea I to keep by the fire wiih their v/eu;ir,g apparel

on. their bodies. We perceive^ then, the two fold n'.;ces-

sity of urging such r-aiment. Tins i'h a of \yoolen directs

itself to our mind so important becau jc it has f.i'Ien to our

lot to vi.sit and at;end piof;;:' ionally some i;’l .ca.'-e.s
,
of

burning, By dieir cloihes taking fire, and llter'dly burning

up before tiiey could be leiicvcd of ih; m, o /, :ng in evt ry

in, ta nee to their own earclessrn ss. tV-tm! n >,t ibe ^ki';

ipay be conducive to he..= !th by stdl another r/;ode,orex

plamifiorj, VIZ : l.y generating and pre'ier\ u;g ^ regi !at

pl^y. of elecjrig phenopicna tliat recent Thysiidogirixl

writers contend rnu^t exist in the animal ecot.on y. fut

the preservation, of perfect btal h. Wlj^ n sve v cv/ the

mod ificaf ion and- change- experienced by gouty and rheu

malic suffeicrs iri exvcl par.-inernne with the eh ingca (hat

occur in th’c off ' ‘ricai cor/dition of the a‘ no.spiioi e, kvdi /-

theory is at least pl-iUsi'ole
'

In addihoYi to the above, tiseaehoap v/ater nreef :;3rmf*nt

made of cor/n.-ion oanuburgs and t : 'ed v/iih wei!

inseed oil aii'i afurw'f^Td v/ol! dried. ix;t this ho

Ioojc and used in the fall months, when tlie dowi^ s;, . re

or v/hen they are nece sarily exposed to rain. Ar.d'ju.vt.

hf-re let us notice that doririg r-leequrig hour? ?•!! the ‘r-'W

.ers of the con.stitution.are in a relaxed state, It n at that

time the, ay stem is more su cejAinle, to exU-r rud, inffof )ru>c<*.

arid mo.re jikely to he atiaeked w'th vyriout oi catt>, benp^

exiht.s the riofeesiiy of corr.cet i;rd clothe i sych as aj-e

idalf-uldted U> prrere'rve the same fem|'e nature' ffTh' h;is'ex-

isied through the day. Good heavy w'oolert blanket?
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filch hand, fiome-made quilts anionj» tlie women and
|

children, with cotton, hay or shuck mattrasses.
Ihe location should not only be considered geographi-

cally but geologically, for we do lind certain conditions
of soil to have a powerful effect on the system. To at-
tempt to point out the peculiar diseasesincident to certain
geological sfraiii would be a ta.sk difficult to accomplish,
and indeed would be wandering in the wide field of
speculation and hypothe.sis. But when we behold certain
•sections of country where lime and limestone water pre-
vails and tliere see almost circumscribed as by a line cer-
frain calculous aflection of tlic kidneys and stony concre-
tions in the upnary bladder nrevail

;
and when we turn

our eyes to the mountainous districts of the Alps, and there
bod bi'onchoceleand goitre almost epidemic, then we think
we see enough to warrant, us in dropping a line caution
I'U this matter. Thus do v/c see the importance of know-
ing the diseases incident to certain localities before we
move and settle witli our families there, and when known
enaoled ns, to some e.xtent, in throwing around us partial
I’votortion.

FOOD.

Man is an omnivevous animal, consequently a strict

adherence to one kind of diet is in opposition to his na-
ture: and to obey Nature’s laws is one of the first prin-
ciples of hygiene. These first known, readily dictate the
general outline to be followed—meat, bread, vegetables,
molasses and, occasionally, coffee with milk. Our prac-
tice on our own plantation for years has been never to

allowance our negroes with meal or vegetables, that is to

be furnished to all in quantities as much as they can rea-

sonable consume. Bacon may be given about tv/elve

pound per month, with half gallon of molasses, and milk
whenever the stock produce it. A most important part
worthy of notice, is the attention necessary to be given to

young negroes from one to ten years of age. They re-

quire an old, trusty woman to pay attention to (heir food
and clothing—ihth' food should be well cooked and they
fed to satisfaction, and no diet suits them better than
milk and bread, with meat and vegetables once per day.
We would urge the necessity of nutritious and healthy

diet, especially in sickly seasons, from having observed,
in 1850, typhoid fever originate and prevail with .violence
on a neighboring plantation among the blacks, we thought
at the time, mostly for want of correct food

;
and our

opinion was verified by the fact that after we substituted
a nourishing diet—meat, fresh beef, and colfee—and the
disease was checked from spreading. When we recom-
mend bacon, let it not be understood that salt provisions
alone should be adhered to

;
for fear of injuring the di-

gestion or producing scorbutic affections, an occasional
mingling of fresh beef, or mutton or kid, as we raise each
on a farm, might be allowed. During convalescence from
acute diseases, quantity and quality should be observed
with a critic’s eye.

( Concluded in our next.')

litc'JLiARiTiEs OP Glass.—It is a curious fact that in

science that glass resists the action of all acids except the

fluoric; it losses nothing in weight' by use or age; it is

more capable than all other substances of receiving the

highest degree of polish
;

if molted several times over and
properly cooled in the furnace, it is capable of receiving

a polish which almost rivals the diamond in brilliancy. It

is susceptible of receiving the richest colors produced from

gold or other metalic coloring, and will retain the original

brilliancy of hue for ages. Medals, too, imbedded in

glass, can be made to retain forever their original purity

and appearance.

SUGAR Fltem THE SORGHO.

Specimens exhibited at the Farracr''s Club in Nev; Ycrrk.
So'/gha Alcohol. Arrival oj AJr. hconard Wrai/, of
Nataf South Africa.

D. Redmond,

Editoi ofthe Soiotherud' ulttvator—Your paper has come
so prominently before the American public, because of
the labors of one of its editors in cultivating the Sorgho
Sucre, that I am tempted to forv/ard you an early account

of the gratifying proof presented to the members of our

Club of the importance of our new Sugar plant. The
question is no longer resting under doubt, as to the possi-

bility of producing crystalized sugar from the Sorgho. Its

friends will no longer be met with obloquy, and oft-

repeated sneers and charges of intemperate enthusiasm
;
for

the assumptions of Col. Peters, Dr. Battey, Mr. Redmond,
Gov. Hammond, and those of us at the North who have
attempted its culture, are fully supported by proofs given
in the experience and fortunate results of Mr. Wray.

In the pamphlet of Mr. Vilmorin, which I translated
for the Working Funner, something more than a year
since, is made mention of the fact that one Mr. Leonard
Vfray, a planter, of Natal, in Kaffirland, had described to
the author fifteen varieties of Imphee, which were esteem-
ed for their saccharine richness by the natives, and from

he h^rnade sugar. This gentleman is likewise
referred to in' the report to tbe French Minister of War
(if I remember aright), and in the Journal d' Ag. Pratirpue,
and other leiSing journals. He has now been more than
five years engaged in efforts to introduce the Imphec, and
he tells me he has expended over i:4,000 sterling in ex-
peiiments, etc. On invitation of a Govei nor of one of our
States, he visits this country to introduce the plants, and
dispose of his patented process of manufacturing crystal-
ized sugar; and in view of our waning production of
sugar on even the more favored ofSouthern plantations, the
arrival of Mr. Wray can only be considered as of great
consequence to our national revenue.

Almost simultaneously with the publication in Europe
of Mr. Wray’s African experience, came returns from
China, and specimens of seed of another variety of the
Imphxc i-ornWy, sent by the Count de Montigny, the French
Consul at Shanghai, which plant has run through all the
phases of experiment in France, even to triumphant suc-
cess, and has been introduced to American agriculture
under the name of “Chinese Sugar Cane.” Its^adapted-
ness to our peculiarities of climate and soil has been
proved in no less than thirteen of our States and Territor-
ies, as I know by actual correspondence, and the fact that
syrup can be made wherever Indian corn will mature its

grains, is abundantly settled. But, except in a very small
way and in few instances, specimens of crystalized sugar
have not been obtained, and hen«e the idea has lately
been advanced by a chemist at Boston that nothing but
glucose or grape sugar could be had. It is not surprising
that he should arrive at such conclusion, for it was previ-
ously entertained by the Committee of the Imperial Accli-
mation Society appointed to examine into the subject, and
I do not doubt but that if this mysterious chemist, whose
name I have been unable to learn, were to push his ex-
periment sufficiently far he would attain similar results
as the French chemist whose labors, as Dr. Ferrel express-
es it “resulted in obtaining magnificent cubic crystals of
sugar.” Our friend, Col. Peters, in a recent letter desires
me to enquire into the above report of the Boston chemist:
but just as I am about complying with his request, I have
been fortunate enough to see, taste and handle subslaotial
proofs of its unreliability.
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Mr. Wray laid Ijefore the Club several samples of sugar

which he had obtained by boiling in a common iron pot.

The crystals are clear and perfect. One sample resembles

dried maple sugar, and is not dissimilar to it in taste. It

is not purged of the molasses, because Mr. Wray desired

to prove that the syrups of the Imphui, or Sorgho, arc not

of unpleasant flavor. Another sample resenibies good

clayed Haxano,, and is fully equal to what I am now using

at 12 cents per pound, wholesale.

Of his sixteen varieties, four will ripen in 00 days, and

are, therefore, suited to our own latitude, and that of Cana-

da, whilst others, amongst which i.s the gigantic Virn-bfs-

chu-a-pa, require four and five months. The Northern

varieties are called, in the Kaffir tongue:

Nee-a-za-na, Boom-ve-va-na,

Oorn-se-a-na, Shla-goo-va.

The Southern varieties are ;

Sh la-goon-dee, Zim-rnoo-rna-na,

Vim-bis-chu a-pa, Zirn-ba za-na,

E-a-na-moo-dee, E-both-la,

E-thlo-sa, Boo-es-a-na,

En-za-ma, Koorn-ba-na,

See-en-gla-na, E-en-gha.

The juice resulting from them is more limpid than those
*

I from the Sorgho, more free from mucilage or mere extrac-

I tive matter, and more prone to crystalize
;

but yet Mr.
Wray says there is not the slightest difficulty in securing

the granulation of Sorgho juice by following his process.

He claims that he can make as much sugar from the InipJiyee

as from the Louisiana Cane, and equally good. i

He likewise exhibited a bottle of alcohol from Sorgho
juice, as pure, I think, as any I ever sav/. It was sostrong
that on shaking it in the bottle a beoA could not be raised

on the surface. This alcohol was manufactured at Hyer-
es, France, by Mr. Wray's partner, the celebrated Count
de Beauregard. Turrel, in his Report to Marshall Var-
iant, says that the Count sold .Sorgho alcohols on the

Marseilles Exchange, at the ordinary price of other alco-

hols, and until he made it known, without awakening a
suspicion as to their origin.

Mr. Wray is of opinion that the Chinese Sorgho will

make more alcohol than his Afiican Impluicr,, but the latter
j

v/ill posses.? an advantage in the production of sugar.

He remains in New York but a day or two and will

then turn his face towards your ov/n State and South
Carolina, where you will become fully acquainted v/ith

him.

I have recently visited a number of our Northern States

and have everywhere found the merits of the Sorgho ac-

tively canvassed. Two firms in Boston have each im-
poried oter « hr/t of seed. Thorburn, in New York, has
done likewise, and it is a matter of sor^e difficulty to find

a .Seed Store or Agricultural Warehouse unsupplied, I do
*

not think it would be an exaggeration to say that fifty

thousand acres of it will be planted this season, and its

capacities for sugar, alcohol, stock feeding, etc., will be
|

fully tested. Our ingenious mechanics are astir. I have
recently seen three mills, by as many different rnanufac-
turers At the meeting of our Club yesterday, Mr. Hodge.s
of Philadelphia, exhibited a cut of a mill recently invented
by him tor crushing Sorgho. It consists of three iron

rolle.cs, placed vertically, one of which is fast to a beam
anchored in the ground, the other two are attached to a
platform and v/ith it revolve about the third rollers. He
has just exhibited at the Washington Fair, and obtained :

a medal Something should be invented in season for the

fall crop better than the wooden roller mill used here-

tofore, and less expensive than the large apparatus of the i

plantation.

A suitable premium for one will be offered at the United
States Agricultural Society’s Fair, and from present indi-

cations, 1 should judge we will have several competitors.
|

J4.^

With an apology for the length of my communication,

caused by much personal interest and tlie confidence of

sympathy on your part, and in the hope of u realization

of all the flattering promise now giveti by the Sorgho,

I am, dear sir, very respectfidly yours,

U S. Ot.cor;-.

\Vi:Jf‘kc:dcr r'ar'nt School, Ml. Vent,a a, ,V, V., 1^.07.

AM» (tlllHS’ K<»TAKA
IfeiKU'f of .Ur. tCnhr.. NoJkou.

Editors Sol'tfibrn Ct i.TivATOR— ! have caicfuUy eg •
,

arnined and worked “•
vl apes’ and Cibb^’ Rotarv Digger/’

sent me for trial, and l)0g leave to say, thar. in all Cf-sential'

points, 1 coincide with tlie lb- port of oho “Beecli Island

Farmers’ Club,” jmblislied in your .^pril :i'n.'iljer. In the

report of the Northern Committee it is pointed out as ar

advantage, ‘‘that the lower portion of the stnl Isdisturhed,

without being elevated or mixed with tixi iiurface,” Thii;

I must consider a decided disadvanloy/i. As far as i

understand the principles of working the soil, 1 consider

it a very essential point for tlie improvement of the land

to have the surface turned over, so as to cover up all

vegetable matter growing on if, and also to have some
of the sub.soil turned up and mixed with the surface. Thus

according to my experience, is the true principle in im-

proving land. “Mapes’ and Gibbs’ Rotary Digger” dees

not accomplish either desideratum. It acts precisely like

a rnole, leaving all weeds and trash on the surface, and the

soil is thus unfit for any seed to be put into it, as the

weeds unquestionably will overtake the crop. Beside.s,

the implement is very heavy and complicated and 1 can-

not consider it but a clumsy curiosity, unfit for any prac-

tical purpose. IlonKFiT Nf'f.son.

Augusta, Ga., Ayril,

FIAIATINC;

Edftors SouTii.BRN Cultjvator—A Iravelllrig irian Lao

alv/ays .something to tell, and having been much of a

traveller during the earlier part of my life, 1 arn now
travelling my life over again atrtbe fireside, fcorne topics

often occur to my mind, and if you think that the

following lines might be acceptable or useful to your

reader.s, you may perhaps, sometime or other give them a.

place in your valuable periodical.

Travelling once through Hungary. I came to Pestii, tlcc

capital of that fertile country. It i.. situated on the lew
and sandy shores of the Danube, River which is there

about half a mile v/ide, with a very sluggish curre.nt.

I'iiere being no suitable localities for procuring a fall &
v/'d-Uirfor mills, the inhabitants have re,sortfcd to “Floating

Mills.”

It looks, indeed, very strange to the traveller to .see mere
than thirty of such mills, floating on the v/ater; and a ,

the arrangement is so exceedingly simple, and may Oc n:

some uee to persons V/ ho are living near a river. I -.rh

describe them in a fev/ v/ords. 'i'.he mill consioUi c'

two flats laying at anchor out in the stream, about 10 fi. .r

from each other. On one of the flats (the larger of m e

tv/o; the whole, and excceediogly econorriicaily put

grinding concern, is to be found ; between both flats tr.s

large wheel is v/orking, and the secxind flat (a .urnuLie,;

one; serve.'; merely for a support for the other end of the

axel of the wheel. '^I'he v/hee! itself is about 10 feet v/id-^

each of the paddles consisting of a board 1 0 feet lofig

which is the v/idih of the v/neeL There it lays, v/orkir.g

by the tide or flov/ of tliC stream slov/ly, but constantly;

day and night. The stand of the v/ater has nothing to do

with it, for, laying at anchor, it v/ill rise and fall with the

tide. By a .simple bridge or canoe it has communicatio.’'

v/ith the shore, and i.s perfectly moveable.

This is certainly a very easy and cheap use of v./tc.;*
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power, an'd ra?^ht be employed udvantageously for many
different purposes bn ouiMarge' rivers'

'

*.

We are dot yet so far advanced in’ agricultural improve^’

mcntj'as to do much at irrigation. But'wlien we redch.that-

point ('and wd' must' come' to it) such a simple mechanism
would 'be''‘'^bx'cee;dingly usef^ in suitable localities, for

lifting any -qbailtity' cf water for agricultural purposes. In

such a way the }andS'ol’TBab*y'f^h’'mT9'Wri^^^^^ ( now a des-

'ert^' t^eVoeiiitiVated' lik#gardehs six 'fno'Ssdnd years ‘b^o
;

fSgypt is, to a'greUt'bxieVit,“kepf -'feriife af tlng very day,

by me<pns of its “Sakias” or. water mijls.-.and it . is. w-ell

kupiyp' ^'everybody likjU ''Water is the iife.an'd .soul, of all

Kermiiig ap'd gardening'.’;
..

.Robert Nee50n,
,

-
•

; .
- ; -T~~! A ‘

; t - --.r-

Tm i W ClTt'im :
: EliS ' FE A'. '

.....'T 'r-~rr,:r. y:-. vei 'VS.W- pr.Wit "r.rr-
-

Tgirii.;!^ST^Thg..Vv'fite.r o,t\e., of;- yGivrdVRtfeTnityj bn-

i

sKfe_sd^bipgri^r§ely'pntey{i^ti^;,ip-the,;^alen..'PW!d'b9llbm»bd,:

praj,:«arptiopjOi)^e^

l^iriU^eWytt&r p.ie^:.

|)a«Hip^i; pfitl^i.6 %pA;p]^j,'dinp],vipg .rthakyefy-rmatay of, -you-

fi!?3.f^ust.,i^egU!'i:di3fCipltiv>u 1 Ji ris- to the:.sidv4n.£age pt-

tp,gafliest‘^,9Wj<’b>ttbnuas pkair gs possible fVpn;iffche.

iieldi gihjip pWfied4 P ng- ;:pbypdbr,- an^ ,,al togetke r.

riW^§ ;,|}effec,i,;Und
,

yaluqble„,-,thba fyi’l^erei'.^^ined, r;aaon;

cp^pt|^ap4d.P»U.-2i-r0ip!f gath,ere4,: ij:t,

;

together,-, as • cotton.,

,W4fr4,hff.(^p||PQyi>as,. b<^n bapspd&fiit ppghFtp be;'spregd.

out, gp^.^jtfie ^ppp/oi-f^ cppplofif |dpy;>^tpt;,d^yj; ;bPlt do not

€xp.psqjt,,l9, the;spn,, a.t,:aiity tip^^urrjess^ 4l twas, picked

'dicing
v -rr:;lo' a md ii

•• ••.

In,„dampj:;wpt-iW.f^ther it is best to have your negrpes in

},he colton house overhauling cottoni pickings. out al!.’,de-

fective and siained -ootmn, trash-, -&Ory4hftiT to have them
exposed to the weather, ptqrraSpOf.wind-and lightning, be-

ing more dangerous in an open-fieid than in houses.

:-Glfi.,yo;ur.<ottO'Aa4.soon after harvesting k as 'possible.

CIbttbn gaains no gbojd'^by being kept in bulk, but bn the

contrary it! deterin^’ates dn value, losing a-great^deab of ks

soft, silkiy feeling and .natural vegetable oil, which quali-

liesdaSe ' VerytrHUoh desired by consumers. -

>J(Sdgmg.'b}r the sales of cotton in Charleston and Savan-
nahivi WQuid sa-y that; the McCarthy Gin answers the

best for your purposes. I Consider that similar cottons,

otre pa^cchgot out:on the old Rwo roller gins-and the other
• -oi^' ihe-McCarthy Gins, that ninety nine times' out* of a

htindred itbat there is a, difference of from 3- to -10 cents per

pQitin'd im favqrof the cotton /ginned on thb WfcGarthy Gi'O'

Xhis 'gin.-tope, worked.slowly and not to turn out more
tb,aff froih' pounds of,, lint per hour, as by run
ming it faster, you make the cotton rather too dry and
'iieecy. .

- a; ilgv-sTJ 'W o.* OvEc'”'''' v < -v .ciJontJ;

Packing/ first' g&t ' Hid Sdif-Isl^bd' ffhf^thd/e"^

.isy-TiO economf ' W^taf'^^eii'ih- pl.fitrr!'g Up prbdtif’e'^ih'^

bdd
,
uhsigh'dy ‘padkffge'siWfIt 'off'42'y&*4s)'''Wliic3i \vill be

ja!r’ge'''eno0.gh tb-ebritciih from' 860 to 350' pbhritlsi'wHi'ch is'

the oska ! Wdighbbf bag^ ofSea Isiand^Cottbh
;
after ha'v/

jngThd''b% madeAVi'th strong tWine', put the cotton in' it

m pbrciels 'of h6'’t less'thah'20 pounds;' this to be forced

down by"ThWp'Sc''kcr;' With a heavy 'm4let, waVning'him
nb'i; 'to bpitfebdcc’o juice or allow any ‘wate'r WhateverTb
comb hbaVdhebUdside ‘of inside of the bag; ;usin,g \vatertb

pack cbilon/'to’’ hiy khowledge', ha.s cost the plantefs ol

Fibri'da thousands of’ dollars.'- When you have' 'finished

the 'bag,' mark itWa'refully \Vitli yo'ur name in fulTof yom'

imfialfe/fiUmberi'ng'' each bag as you pack it blFy if you
should htfvd'reasbhub think that a portion of ybur crbp is

better'thandheblhefjit is 'to' your ad vantage to put abis-

iinguifehing’braTid bn "the 'inferior parcel/ It is 'Well tb

have onels brand k'no'Wn and desirable, as' in aL'diill time,

those part3%s" '-'"wKbse’ cbtibn 'has been iisod utp dnd ^tveh
j

satisfaction, stand a better chande of disposing df their

crops the next year. .

''

.Hoping that these few suggestions may be the mcans'bf
bringing increase,d..prosperity to you, m.y friends, 'and thaG
as an irgent and friend of Long' Cotton planters in Florida^

1 may neveri/^Ce a bag of “water packed'' cotton, I remaiu'

with sciiti merits .of bsteetn,
.

'

Ybur friend, ' V
“ MER'ciiAxt FARSiffR.'’f

Chxfleston, S. C.,' J/urr'/t, 1857,
' ' ''

'

.
.

'

'OF CHINESE' S.r'GAa cANE''.

Editor.s Southern GuETivA-ToR—Lenclose a 'fe#'setts'

for your inspec'tionr Their ^history is this^r—While so-

journing in Ohio in I stepped into a'Seed^fbrekvheje

ihere was no person in at the-hrontent b'dt^''W'-vefy(^sm^

boy. 1 discovered the s'Ce'dj^iin a shbW 'cabfrpand; asked

him what they were.-'^ Hb'^helieved they calleff-'rt'' coffee

corn,” but could tell but'! itilb about it,"'nnlyWhat'k was
sent from the Patent' Otffee fbh distribution. •-^Hponimy re-

questing it, be gaveWne ffeai^ a tablespbbhfel b?them.

I hoped to cultivate i-t- tU'ud'vaniage and- savWiw|f e'difee ex-

penses.' i- Being, unsetikd, I.-'did not’- piantin -until • lBa6,

and then, -net until the 1 0th. ,of~Jane.. It produced a. mavfl

^estic stalk, varying from 12 to- 10 feet in height', yielding:^

nearly 5, 'quarts of seed, such as I enclose. During itsi^

growth the' children, cut down and chewed up several of'

the stalks for its sweetness. My wife fell into the sarneG

habit
;
but considering itoti^ fet, kept the -know ledge of it^

frorffe me until recendy. .
-

:

; ;

TRl^fabts above stated, in connection with ybur articie'4

in the'^Cfeki'haitar, in which you rhentio'n that there are a'

nulnbGr of varieties of the Chinese Sugar Cane, siiggefet-

ed to mb that the little boy made a slight mistake. ThaG’
k was intended to produce Sugar instead of coffee.

^

M’'ill you be so kind as to give the your opinion .as^to,;

whether it is a Variety of the Chinese Sugar Cane or notl

Should Vny seed prove genuine, J wish to make the most

of them;, if not, lean but roast them and try the coffee

experiment

Your early compliance will (as the planting season is -

now on us) very much oblige.

Yours respectfully, Jesse J. Smjtb.
.

Catoosa County^ Ga.^ 1857.

[The seeds resemble those of the Chinese Sug^r

Cane, but there are so many varieties of Sorghum, that

we are nqt fully able to de-cide whether they are genuiae >

or not. We sent our correspondent some of our own pure /

seed for comparison

—

Eds ]._ ^

^

lob I .ir^ilq/U'—_2£

—

;V - y •

'
I 'l^^EiV WutfD ENDER’bitari^'l.—We'^' hUve iVjding

'^

/ u fidet^¥Sinih'g borne in CraWtpfd "'cdbnty, dh* ‘.a ' cheaper '

-

pfad^thfn d bave sebfi ' recotfimend^d. l'’ji'ut in sonie two
'

hundred rods, last spring, at an expense of from 10 to 15
cents per rod. We do not know how long it wilj last— ,

the blbest I know of is some eight years I tliink.iua'

majority of cases it will pay the expense ofmaking.i'n tWe
.

years.
' '

-

'

We dig a ditch 2i or 3 feet deep; at 2 feet deep., 8
ijficbes wide, then 1 foot deeper G inches wide at top, and,-'

.

3 or 4 inches at the bottom
;
then place in apiece ot tin?'-

q

'der so large that it will lay 4, 5., C or 10 inches from ffie -

bottbrh, acco'-ding to the quantity of water required to
;

pass. The timber should be well driven down before filL^.

ing up. Where splitting timber is scarce, boards o»e cr .

ope a.nd,a half inches thii k and from 5 to 7 inches broad,

according tb the quantity of water, cap be used, whifch ,

vsfitl increase the cost a Uiile W. C,

V

;

’ '' ''• '
'

'
' [in Ohio CuUvo^r.

J
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JJ^ITED STATES AaKICUIiTURAE SOCIETA.

^ A New York agriculturist, writing froirt Louisville, Ky.,

j

under date ofIMarch 19, says :

„ The Executive Committee of the Society are now, in

• session, rnakir^, all the preliminary arrangements for its

-Aftb,grim.d exhihilion (ii the F.ull., The Horn .Marshall P.

^Wilder,, President of the Society, Mr. H. S..01.cott, Secre-

.^tary., o(_^he .Implement Committee, aud others, arrived

he-re ;yesterday, via Cincinnati. L. A, Whiteley, Esq,

.associate editor pf ihe.Z<M«5r2'^^ >vu,s elected As-

.,sistan.t.^cretary,.and Acihur "Peter, Esq,,. Apista.nt Trea-

f.surers. Thc.Hpn..Cib?Qn Mallory was cliosen Cb.airman

of the local I^xecu tive Committe
;
the other nvemhers. are

,.the. Ho.u.,James Guthrie,. ex-Secretary;of. the Treasury, T.

Hmit, J.^ BT O’Bannon ,
B ...J. Adams, W,^ )Vatkin s and

I^ac Everett. .
,*

.

•; ^
^

, Afcer a fair deliheratioq, and reference to the appointr

j'menV o^^fhe various State Sdcieti’es, i t Was'de'cide'd to'hoi4

.^the exhibition on the Ist, 2d', 3d, ’4th %hd ,5th or^Sepfem-

TliiB, oh reflection, will bd'seen to'bh h jtidrcid'us

^’hhoice. The|^ escape all danger of the e'qhihoctia! stoi^
\

’%e‘ stock ds not Tagged Out by ‘OxhihitiOri at other' shoVs
;

hhe public curiosity has n,ot been sated', the Weather- ;is

?not fitful'; ex’liibitors can take prize stock- and agfiVuitur-

^alTniplements tO otherTaivs
;
and moreover, this bemg- the

’great Natrondl show ot the cophtr'y, it %rympproprrafely

Ici^V the \va’y in advance of the bthers, By this arrange-

ment a visitor irom New YorkVamcbrne here", see the mag;

fhificeht stock anddiorses of Kentucky, Itjdiana, -Ohio and

-BHnOis, and the “Grand Field Tirial-df Implements,” stop

Cincinnati to attend the Fair oftlie Ohio Board of Agri-

culture, and arrive home in ample time for thatof the Nevii

'^ Yof k State Society on the 30th September to the 2nd Oc-i

"'tobj^.'
^ *r ; :•

' •

' Judging from the'spirit manifested by the gentlemen co-

'operatihgMMth the Society, I have-not the slightest doubt

that this fifth exhibition will be equal to, if not supass its

predecessors.- With ample arrangements for the- accom-

modation of stock, abundance of water on the grounds,

a

tract of forty-three acres surrounded with, a good tight

fence, and the very Best -possible vadroad facilitie.s for

hri.Rging. passengefSj stock:^ and'^.rnacGbing

gate of the grounds, thereTan be no reason why exhibit-.

' 6rs should not throng here wirtr their ahifnals,' and a vast

’crowd attend to participate in the festivities. With biit

' slight alteration, we may apply the celebrated Berkley

‘^prophecy to the onward march ofthis Society ;

"

^
“ the star of empire takes its way, '

:

* The first/M/r acts already past.

The//?A shall clothe the drama with the day,

Time’s noblest offspring is its last.’’

1. 'Die Fair is to be held on the grounds of the South-west-

ern Agricultural and Mechanical Association, which Soci

ety came forward at the Washington meeting ofihe United

States Society, and through Secretary Gutherie and Hon
Humphrey Marshall as delegates, guaranteed S30,000 and

the free use of their grounds and buildings. The track is

mainly level, and is supplied with abundant springs

and cisterns of water, and is situated so as to be accessible

on all sides. The Louisville and Lexington railroad track

runs immediately in front of the ground. Passengers are

lauded on a platform which is some 50 feet wide, running

to a sufficient length for ITcars. ^Tiie grand entr.incc is

‘directly connected with this pLitfonn. Stock can thus bi-

Temoved from thecars and driven across the platform into

ilhe appropriate entrance. Implements and machinery .-ur

directly taken to the place, and the usual delay and ex-

pense of carting between distant points is entirely obvi-

ated.

One ofthe most novel features of this exhibition will be

showing the stock of horses to the several juries in a n.ag-

nificent amphitheater, around which are. erected tiers

,
of seats to accomodate 8,000 persons. There is atp^w^r in

the centre of this in which the judges are placed; When
the hour appointed for the exhibition of a certain class .of

stock.arrives, it is announced. by the ringing of a. large
bell. The animals of the class, ave led ipto^he arena
through large gates, and their seveml points are examined
and decided upon, by the judges^ . The_.Yictori(9.us,animal

is at once adorned with ribbons oTyarpus, colors, a.|(vd',thus

the entire -.audience, ace made, acq.ua inted -\yith,the- cesujts

of the examination of the. jury.. The, .g.enibtnenf of the

Society here say that the utmost , iuteix'-at. i^ avva.keped by
this mode of procedure, and the gractic^-jhas j?:9eu-hi^4y

succ.essfuL .. : . k,

_ The gallantry of .the south-,westera.gentlemen is,shown
by tlieir having a comrnodious brick hou.sg, Qom^rtabiy
furnished, and separated froiit the. crush, pnd G,CQvvrd on-tlie

grpunds.by a fence, for the sole use,of jadies... ’.Thus there

will be no difficulty whatever in the way of members at

the East bringingJ.beir-wciv«s-,;-daught€-r-s and sisters to at-

tenduheaneetiniS; foj; civey..wjll he slrpplifed’ ivitfe (v.nice,

comfortable place of retreat’and, rest. The „Galt Hou^.e is

' immense in size, and complete in appoihtment^T ’ T think

dt equal fo our'As tor' House' in e-vefy re^pket:'
,

^

' A'-]etter W'hs ‘read from Mr. J-. ThDmpsoir,“Watdeh .of

'the -Implement Committee, resigning hi's'cdhfi'ehfidtt''^lth

it becadse'of pi'eSs of other business." JoS. A.^Mbpre; Esh.,

of LouiSnlle was aj^Jbinted'- m'
:
his- place, 'MfH'A G.

^Munn whs added to tlfe-CommitteeT-''' 'C-

'

Mr'.- Clcoft is' makingIhe'necessalA'T'‘c!imffiaTy'^<^

nations for the Implement Trial’, mid'seed&'-c'orlfident-bf its

being perhaps ' one of the most’ attractive find' tiSefu-l-‘'fea-

'-tiires of the show. It cerfainly iS 6f ‘^rSt 'tmpdfta'ttcd io

our farmers, and has the good vHslies of ihe ehtire cdun-

tfyforits success.- This being thfefirst field trial ofiniple-
' ments by the 'Society', it cannot be’expectbdlb attain 'that

perfection in detail and general consequence' that' anothcir

season and more practice-'wiil necessarily Bring' with'ft

;

but the great-, bold stand for reform has*'be'efi tkken, ‘ah,d

this folFs tfial mhif-be of great use.
'

'
-

'

The premiumlist figures up pretty largb^ambunting to

some $16,000—^^but it will proba-bly be' much curtailed

after a second examination.
‘

^

THE I.ON-DOIS"- TlMKl^ 0>' t'OTir’'fEN,. •

The Lrm.dm. Times an exchange papey,) is ppen-

ing its eyes. It sees hov/ closely the interests of England

are interwoven with those of ' the Southern States, and

give.s us the result of its obseryafion, as follows

:

In sober truth, the American slave-ownef is.qne of the

few consistent personages left on the earth,, and, should.

,

have a foremost niche in the next Essay on decision, of

character.” There is no subterfuge, no ‘sentimental huot

buggery,’ as it is called by the New Orleans about

him. He does what he likes with his own
;

'c^Q>,a,yowjs his

principles, acts up to them, and now openly prophecies a

-Millenium, in which the cotton plant, shall be the tree of

life, and the ministering angels shall be, of tfip family of

Ham. On the contrary the abolitionists and ffieesoUers-,

(.he Norih.ern States and i'lngKmd, are ail playing the j»y-

oocritg. We all live by the cotion tree, . It i.s the BritisJ*

leart of oak. Many a baronial hall, many a church, many
I guild, c'tios, navies, and, other works have been ntade

rom cotton wool .and from the African who watered it and

ducked it from the flossy pod, and cleaned it and packed

i into bales. ^Millions of our countrymen would never

lave seen the light but fpr this exotic production and for

Ls cultivators. A failure ol the crop is to a large part of

'ur people a virtual famine. Should the cultivation of the

lUnt find its limits, that is, should it not increase in equal

proportion to the multiplication of the human race anditfi
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grov/ing wants, we shall find ourselves more hide-bound in

our means of life than we are by the narrowness of these

isles. We know that the thread of our national dynasty
}

is cotton. We know that for all mercantilepurposes Eng-
land is one of the States; and tluu, in elfect, we are part-

ners with the Southern planter. Yet, as a nation, we are

abolitionists, fete Mrs. Stowe, cry over her books, and

pray for an anti-slavery President. We thank God that

no slave can exist on British soil, and only the other day

some of our soberest statesmen were denouncing and pro-

hibiting slave-grown sugar. But all this time we are cloth-

ing not only ourselves, but all the world besides, with the

very cotton picked by Uncle Tom and his fellow sulterers.

It is our trade. We are Mr. Legree’s agents for the manu-
facture and sale of his cotton crop. Should anything hap-

pen to Mr. Legree, and should he be so unfortunate as

not to keep up his black stock, we shall all be ruined,

and shall have to take our place in the second rank of

nations.”

LEVELING, OK HILL-SIDE TRENCHING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Much has been said

through the Cultivator, and as there remains something

(to my mind at least) important yet unsaid, allow me,

through your columns, to pick up what may be termed a

few dropped stitches. In doing so, however, it will be

best understood by your readers by giving the whole plan

or system; then each, with his own plan before him, will

be enabled to see wherein they may differ from the one

intended to be presented in this.

Allow me to i-enmrk further, that I have tried several

plans, none of which are without objection; but, perhaps,

fiwer in this than any other.

First, then, on arriving at the ground, select the highest

point of a natural drain, if any
;
place your level, (rafter

plan preferred, both ends of the same length, having a

plumb-bob in the centre)
;
follow the level to the right or

left, until you reach the end of the field intended to be

leveled, followed by a boy with a grubbing-hoe, who will

give a deep chop as near the hind end as may be, without

disturbing the earth under the foot thereof; return

v/hence you started; place one foot in the place or point

made by the level at starting and then go the opposite way.

Remember we started first on the lowest part of the upper

end of the natural drain. We now go the other way
from the drain or starting point, by the same rule and

plan as the first half— this ended you have located the first

trench, and that, too, upon a perfect level. Next go low-

er dov/n the same natural drain, and repeat the operation

as before; then again, until, in your judgment, you have

located a sufficient number to serve the purpose of leveling

and draining (by draining is only meant to do so by di-

viding the rain water that falls and the seep water from

wet places, thereby preventing the water from collecting

in bodies, and at the same time distributing it as equally

among the rows as possible. Running streams, of course,

belong to another class of work, and should be done be-

fore this is commenced, which, however, when done,

adds to and benefits this. Indeed, streams that overflow

must be constrolled before the plan of hill-side trenching

can be connected with it; if done, however, the hill sides

and bottoms can all be placed together under the same

plan and rules as above.

This places meat a stand point, from v/hich I can now
bring up the .subject of running or laying off rows, which

is the dropped stitch among your correspondents. The
trench having now been cleaned out, which appears to be

understood by them, we will commence with the plow at

(ons end of the trench and on the lower side of the same,

junning parallel the whole length thereof, the distance

being the width the row is wanted. Turn—go back and

forth, running rows until you reach the halfway ground

I

between this and the trench below it. Change— let the

plov/man fall on the upperside of the next trench below
;

run off by the same plan as above, until the rows meet in

the centre, on any part of the ground
;
he will then and

there change his plan by starting from the narrow point

w'hence the rows met—following the rows on his right

from the narrow point to the fence, return to the narrow

point, running a row as he does so
;
then turn to the set

of rows on his left; go and return as before—continue

first on the right and then on the left, in the same way
until the ground is finished. The object in all this is to

preserve the centre and keep half way between the

trenches—retaining for the short rows the very same level

the long ones have.

If the rows as described above meet in more places than

one, in filling out, the same rule must be observed in go-

ing and coming, first on one side and then on the other.

Allow me to remark that the leveling system commenced
under the advice given in a book, by Tayloe. When I

was a boy, I assisted my father in leveling a piece of

ground, but as the water would, in places, collect in

bodies and break over, doing much damage, he abandon-

ed it entirely. The next plan introduced was the one now
in general use, viz: Hill-Side ditching with a fall, running

the rows parallel with them. This I tried some 12 or 15

years ago, but soon abandoned it because every row at

one and a half inch fall for every twelve feet, soon pro-

duced a “sharp” little gulley in its middle.

I have now gone back to the level system, taking from

the hill-side plan the only good thing about it— its trench-

es, or, more properly, guard drains. So, with level guard

drains and level rows, none need fear. Each row, if it

has a perfect bed, will hold all the water that falls in it
;

if

imperfect and one or more should break and bring the

water of several together, it can go but a short distance

before the water will be caught by the guard drain or

trench.

If the above will aid you or our brother farmers and

planters, they are yours. JoN^s M. Gunn.
Dfl.llas Co

,
Ala., 1857.

SHANGHAIS—SWELLED FEET-SEEDS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have lost, recently,

[ several of my very largest Shanghai Cocks. They at

first show a slight lameness, then their toes begin to swell

j

and as the disease advances the toe perishes away so there

j

is nothing but the cone left. The disease seems entirely

! confined to the foot, and one foot at that. I have examined

!
them aftor death, and find the foot one mass of corruption.

I split the foot of one when first taken, and found it full of

matter
;

I put Iodine on several times, and it was a benefit,

but did not cure. The hens are not attacked with the

disease.

Now, Messrs. Editors, can you or any of your wise
readers give me the cause and a cure

;
if not the cause, the

cure will be very thankfully received.

Can you inform me where, and from whom I can pro-

cure seed of the Frijoles, or Turtle Soup Beans?- Also,

the Hco Sung seed "I fMas. M. K. J.

* Tdscuvibui, Ala., 1857.

Remarks.—We have never seen but few fowls attacked

as our correspondent describes, and have no knowledge of

the proper remedy. The authorities are generally silent

upon the subject, and the only remedy we have ever

heard was a thin slice of sally l)acon bound upon the

sole or bottom of the foot with a cloth bandage. Do any

of our readers know of ac?4?-c? Who can furnish the de-

sired seed ?

—

Eds.
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SOUTHEllN Kl KAE EITERATT RE—PAST A^D
Pi-eseiit.

Dr. Daniel Lee—Dear Sir:---\ have been taking

the Southern Cultivator ever since it was first published,

and have never wrote an article for it, but have been soli-

cited frequently. I am no writer for the press, being a re-

served, domestic, unostentatious sort of a man, with more

practice than theory
;
but I regret the change it has under-

gone since you have been Editor. Your first editorial

articles suited me finely, and I think ought to suit the

whole South, if they would study their interest closely.

When you v/as first Editor, you lectured your readers on

domestic economy strictly ; particularly, on cows, milk,

cheese, butter, beef, sheep, wool and everything that ap-

pertains to good living and living as independent ofother

people and nations as possible. Then you was on the

right traclc] and I often said you was the greatest bene-

factor of the age in Georgia, But now, I see you have

diverged, or run into the popular breeze, or cotton mania,

which all old farmers know has ruined Middle Georgia.

Messrs. Editoi’s, I will tell you what makes times so hard

:

the spirit of speculation is too strong; white folks have

got too lazy to work here in Middle and Southern Georgia,

and they do not want to raise but two or three articles on

their farms, with which to buy the rest—they don’t want
to be at the trouble to manufacture anything. We are too

lazy a set of people and have five times too many profes-

sional vultures and loafers and loungers among us.

Writers call this the Empire State of the South!. Why,
this is one of the most dependent of the States, consider-

ing its locality. We raise but one article to buy
salt, iron, sugar, coffee, rice, molasses and 100 other

things!! The sugar, syrup, and rice we can raise;

the salt might be made on our own sea coast, and in con-

sequence, the supplies would be better and the present

enormous prices would come down. Do you call

this living independent of other nations % I call it a state

of vassalage. The Empire State of the South, indeed ! !

!

it is all a humbug. Georgia ought to he, from her local-

ity, the Empire State of the South; but there istoogreata
spirit here for Railroads. Messrs. Editors, the facilities

here for carrying off the raw material to enrich foreign

nations at our expense, ai’e too great now. Why not em-
ploy all the political, loafing, dram-selling partisans in the

manufacture of something to eat and wear and get rid of

these pests to society at once '? I repeat it, Mr. Editor, all

this speculation is based on laziness, and a lazy man has

got no conscience, and he will he in a speculation, to live

without labor.

I hops, dear- Doctor, you will lecture us on your

first impressions, when you came to Augusta, and not be

such a full-blooded cotton writer, for I believe you have

the interest of the South at heart, and that your motives

are good
;
but you are subject to a little cotton contagion.

The reason there is so much more money wanted now is,

that it is a gieat deal easier for some people to buy a living

than to make it, if tliey only can get the money. Do lec-

ture the South on making something to eat and wear and

living more independent of the North and Europe
;
fori

think more of you than any Northern man 1 ever saw.

Respectfully, L. J. S.

Remarks.—The writer of the above has our thanks for

his good opinion, and his first lecture on editorial duties,

and Southern economy. It will do better for a man born

and unbearable. The lamented John S. Skinner gave to

the pages of The Plovj, Loom omd Anvil the best matured

thoughts ofa long and active life, devoted to the advance-

ment ofAmerican agriculture; and yet he often complain-

ed to the writer that his journal paid him nothing for his

services
;
while the Genessee Farmer (which said nothing

ofthe Loom and the Anvil) had forty thousand subscribers.

All needful reforms in society are eflfected by slow de-

I

grees, and often more by appearing to sail with the popu-

j

lar current than to be forever toiling against it. Nothing

is easier than to say with L. J. S. “Why not employ all

the political, loafing, lounging, dram-selling partizans in

the manufacture of something to eat and wear, and get rid

of these pests to society at once V' Such a wholesale and

speedy extinction of Evil reminds us of a green legislator,

who introduced a bill to “abolish all adultery in the State

as though a legislative enactment would extinguish a grave

sin forever

!

Our friend ought not to have waited till the SenUhern

Cultivator had reached its fifteenth volume before he

wrote a single line for it, to encourage that system of

farm-economy which he deems so impoitant to the South.

His silence, with that of many others, naturally led us to

;

believe Public Opinion was strongly against raising the

mules, horses, wool, hay, butter and cheese consumed in

the planting States, within their limits
;
and if the popular

sentiment be not opposed to these and all kindred indus-

trial arts, why are they so generally avoided as some-

; thing discreditable '? Unquestionably popular sentiment

i is wrong in this matter, although only a very few care to

I

interest themselves to right the wrong,

i
That there are too many professional men, and too few

I

educated farmers and planters at the South, will hardly be

I

denied
;
while not one in a thousand of those who speak

^ warmly against what they denominate “professional vul-

I tures,” will join in a common effort to build up an Agri-

I

cultural College in Georgia that might be more flourishing

j

and useful than the medical institution in Augusta. So

j

long as the owners ofihesoil do nothing themselves to in-

j.augurate a better system of tillage, of genuine husbandry,

' and of wise economy in all things, it can profit but little

to complain of an humble editor for seeming to get off “the

j

right track.” His paper must go on the same track with

its readers; and not only so, but at the same speed and

in the same coaches, or the paper will soon be without

j
readers. Such is human nature, that man willingly pays

! more for what Htdibras calls “ the vlcasv.re of being

cheated,” than for any other amusement. The people buy

humbugs because they love them, if they did not love

them, they would not patronize them so extensively, nor

receive their nostrums as a free gift. True science :s no

humbug, and, therefore, it is not sought alter by the mil-

I lions. That they reject it, is no good reason why it

• should not be cultivated at the South. Planters have pe-

and reared at the South to talk of the “laziness” of his culiar interests which science will protect and advance,

follow-citizens than for one coming from the icy North. |^when popular political theories, like those of demegogues,

Nor should the fact be overlooked that no people care to would destroy them. Science goes back to the, sure

be always reminded of their errors and short-comings in foundation of things. It rejects all vain imaginings, all

a spirit of fault-finding, which soon becomes wearisome phraseology, to dwell forever with simple
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.

The sim^plicity of the Bible, like that of all truth

j

has often eaused its pearl to be 'trampled onder the feet

of swinje. '!' '

•

"
'

'Oor views of the most essential wants of Southern citi-

zens have not ^changed during the ten years that we have

addressed the rn through the columns'of this journal. A
self-sustaining work, in which tens of thousands should

eonstantly instructmne another, from their readings ex-

jjerieoce and observation, was what we hoped to see es-

tablished on'a permanent basis. The value ofsuch a work

consists not fn -the fruit of any one mind, but in the time-

ly' eontnbmiohiS' of hundreds who know the truth and

point of whafthhy say. Judged by the intelligence and

hdmber Of i#'c6rr‘espondents, the Sa'uthem Culiindibr has

fe-iv e4'uafe"'hnfcl' no superior in the department Of know-

ledge- tOwhfOh'ut is devoted: Write forthe - not for-'

gettihg tfef ' strOhg agrurnehls are best expressed in soft

words. '

ii.
'

' ditchingI

„

.T omwlu- -sr'— ^ 1

Epia’.c^s, CtipTivATOR-rr-Never haying written,

a piece Tor publication, I now feel, the greater delicacy jn.

atfernplfhg *'as it^ is id condemn the, theory and prag-

tifee'df able'h "Writer as Col. Cahnon'.' Biit when T see

& theory • *^0 'highly'Oxtolled, which I feel itnust result iP'

juripuslyhl .adopted by the cotton planter, ! can/no longer '

lernaip pgptral and in gombatting this I will onlygiye;,

the iessphs, of that best of teachers—experience. ,
, ,,

,

' in the place, perrhit ineTd say that Madison coun-

tyj - Miss, j' has ' been One of the fairest p'ortiond of tbe

Sunny Bomhdl Where now stretches the endless cotton

field, once blpomed the. loveliest prairies; but man, ener-

getic man, found it and appropriated it to husbandry. Ip

the early settlements
,
we first cultivated these prairies;

then gavd.Wtfiy the timbered hill's to the wPodmans aite S

isfe then.gloried ijP ,
straight rovys, Years rolled on. Al-

though ,th.e detecipration of our lands suggested.that some-

ihing must be done : some one proposed “level rows,” and

then edrdMeficcd the system’ of “ horizontal culture,”

which i -SO' much deprecate. This plan look like magic,

and but a few years elapsed before out* planters all enjoy-

ed the prospect of level rows.

Now fof the result. It sometimes rains here, but not

more, I su'ppose, than in Georgia, and never did a rain of

any magnitudeJall butThat our hills showed that a young
avalanche had .swept dovifn their sides, leaving Scarcely

the vesuge.oTa row behind. The next plowing we would

raise, another ridge of loose earth, whicii .in due course

of time, would foiiow the first to that great emporium,
ihe Mi-ssissippi;' The next year, to remedy this “wash,”

we -would change the rows a little, when the water would

accumulate, at , some other point, and another landslide be

the result
;
.-and so on for years, till, naught was to be seen

but thefribbed I'emains” of a once fertile district.

Your coi’respohde.nt' from an adjoining county, Mr.

Harmo'h, 'is convinced ofthe inadequacy of this plan, hence

the adoplion of Hill-side Bitches, of which he writes. I

have
,

given you the experience of a community for 13

long yearSr. j! So, much for “Col. Cannon’s theory.” I am
done with it. . .

I am truly glad'tb see the interest which Mr Harmon
rnanifost's in ffii's* matter, Tnd hope tobe of service to him.

Me knows -the disease ;H'ias the remedy; but, I think,

make.s an iraprpper application.

Nature is a model of such infinite perfection that none

«an improve her, and we are but to look forward totheexe-

«ution of her suggestions. Look abroad upon this beau-

iiftd earth. Why these sUriny' hills, these broad spreading

! uplands, tbese deep-shaded hollows, these purlihg sfrea'm'.s1

i

Are they but to vary the la n'dscajpe, to please the eye %

:
No sirs; they are of practical utility, without -which we

!
would but have a rnighty frog-popd. Then, as we, qre

!
cultivators of the soil, let us imitate Nature, and get rid pf

I
the superabundance of water which fplls— not try to re-

i
tain it. Col. Cannon returns to Nature when/he sowg
igrass and leaves his land level, and, of course, succeeds

';t|hat. As I proposed to be of service to Mr. Harmon, I

: will proceed to give the plan \yhich has .been, adopted, to

The rejection of all othefs, in this vicinity, I cannot pmi^

itd say here, that to Mr. M. V, Cojlum, of.this county^ be?

! longs the credit' of first having theorized and pracUced.it.

I

Each row should be lts own conductor—emptying jts

j

water Th some natural or artificial drain. • ^Parallel ditche^

I
are vjJullly unnecessp^ry '—there is no use fora ditch where
iyou have natural drain to empty in—when you have eipp-’

Tied the last row leading into the upjpbT end. pf this, .dr^n^

• then corn e.s The, jiee4 of ditcijj.and llijs last row being,

;
faked up gives it at pnceY Noyv.the water whicH.faTls op

jhiils above. . this' point, i^.tbgt . most . tOibe dreaded—jtbbs

Ma'st row o.r ditch of „c,ouis.e,rises. as you ,l|uye.the.d)f.ain^

Co rnrnence abpve th is apd fall or drain the ,ro|kVs into^i{;rif

ithis dbes.not fill opt th,e, ‘‘cqt”.. qr hill,,ghe last row emp^yg

qng in atTbe.iiighek point,or o,pd>shQufo fie, .rakei-oub-fpr.

ia. secbpd djtch apd .filled, .in as, the dtkeL,';

.'I

you have, an qulkt for ,tbe,Jasirqw.; Thusypu^seeThe.^^^

|drop pf vvpter is.cQntrplledTill it is .eip,p.t4ed,in.the(.n^tiji^|

[draip.; No ,wa.ter‘ is perniitted.toJq.vsr tc.^fie rpads;,

;or , fen/-. e, rows, being .taken pf? by^ these, filtches,.;: .Tfia fob

'tq .be gi.yeh, ought to. be-dei-ermined foom tfiqpharacte,r ^o|

itfie soil-— i^apdy less than tepa^cious'-spils.. T _.. .
;

Y,.>

i

'

. ,. 1-'. .-t;
’A''S.UBSCR;IBpp.v;,j

I
: i.-.!

j ;'BAISiN,G THB KEYS', iN" TIJ.SSIiis.SIPE.K.

' Editors' Southern' CultiVat-or—I' propose ‘To

'

gtve^

iyou our plan for raising-Turkeys. The niale Turke^Yfbm'

iwhic'h v/e are raising is a half cross with the Wild Turkey,'

and will be six years old this spring; the hens are from

two to five years old and abiiu ten or twelve in nun>-'

•ber. 1 have a house for them to lay and sit in
;
and‘

?when disposed to sit, they are left on the nest, until soitie

j

five or six are disposed to sit
;
from twenty to twenty-five*

leggs are placed under each hen
;
-as soon as the young

,
Turkeys are hatched out they are taken to the bat-field,

_

as affording better protection from the haWk. I never

give them one mouthful to ' eat, never get them up, anff

sometirnee do not see them for a week or two.’ ’ When so’

treated, I have rarely ever knorwo one tb die— some are

destroyed by hawks; pole-eats.,, minks, &a, but I gener-

ally get four-fifehs of the .number put out. - -

Eor five years, I tried housing and feeding them regu-

larly tlxree times a. day, and every year lost nine out of

iten. They .are the most economical fowl that can be:

.raised ; theyTequire no feeding
;
but -when left free will-

foam the fields over, destroying worms, and insects oT

every description. Last summer they saved us about 25'

acres of cotton from the worm
;
in the fall they will readi-t

ly fatten on acorns.
* My opinion is that more young, fowls are killed by
over-feeding than die from disease. J know it to be so

with Turkeys. ,
A SuBscRiHEm

Mississippi, 1857 . .}

Prices of Negroes — We attended the sale of tlie

property belonging to the estate of Smith Bradley, de-

ceased, on Tuesday last. Ten negroes were sold' at an'

average of S730, Negro women and boys brought as,,

high as S900. Of the number sold there was one child,

two years old and one five years bid.— Grecniiln' Enkr-

prisc.
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Hogs!

Edctors Southern Cultivator

—

I see,’ in the, March
number of the CidtivoJor, that my friend M, T. McGebee,
of Bradley county, Ark., solicits queries respecting the

treatment of Ihs “little favorite,” the honey-bee. -.Now, aS'

•it is a,great favorite with me as well as himself, and. as I

have not “Sevan,” I propose, by your. permission to pro-

pound.a few questions in reference to hiving tlje swarms,
for I find great difficulty when they swarm.to get them in

the,hi;ve.and keep them there, so much so that I, have al-

most given them up in despair.

you, plane the plank that you make yowr. hives,

-su;
, „v ::

2nd. Do you perfume the hive, by rubbing or other

.

wise/?
....

3rd.,, Do you ever put bees in an old stand dr hive that

they_ have once worked in /

Giye y,our whole proceedings in the* act of .hiving the

swartn. ,/ ,

'

^

I can s4y, to friend McGehee, that my. neighbor witness-

ed the^ s.udden death of three-fourths of’ld head df s^qq^s

after eating,China berries freely.'
* YourSj,

’ '

•

O'-'
''

S'^fiVENSON/’''*'

I)eKiitb.^ Kcriiper-.couiitii, M'i&L,lSbl. ‘

,

' * ' '

' -f-— '’ r--''-

Horses’ Shoc Lb //be’ Exercised Daily.—

H

bfse's' rie-

quire dilijy exercise in the dpeh air, and can no 'more Be'

exp^^ted to exist without it than their owners/- Ekcrcise''

is ahhessen tial feature in stable management,.and .Kk'e well

opponun'ed ^food tends alike to preserve' the Ti’eahh of
liorsek’;

'
-

- /
’

' ’
:t; U;;

Daily ex't^rcise is necessary for all horses, unless 'they-

are sickj it as.sists and promotes a free circulati'dn ofth'd'

blood, determines morbific matter to the surfa'c'e, d'eyeldps‘

the muscular structure, creates an appetite, improves the

wind and finally invigorates the whole’system/ AVe cah-f

not eXpecfinuch of a horse that has notbeeh daily habitif-

ated to sufficient exercise; while such as have been' 'daily'

exercised and well managed, are capable ndroniy of|;ifat

exertioh and fatigue, but are ready and willing to db oiir

bidding at any season. When ah animal is bve’rWofked',

it renders thesystem very susceptible to whaf ever;hiorbiffi

infiaence may be present, and irhparts to thb dis^ksei they'

may be laboring under an unusual degree' bTWe'vffdtyv

Ihe exhau.stion produced by want of I'esf'l^' tfqiiaity

dang'erous, such horses are alwaysamong the first"vicTimsd

of disease, 'and when attacked their tfeatmeht is embaf-
rassihg and unsatisfactory.

—

So'vtheni Asricultufist.
'

Plows, or the Right to vmanufacture and^use thena, caft-.,.

be had by addvessing me at C^eechee, T'Seriven’ county.^

Ga. G, w. Cooper. «

'

Grz.,. 1857; -:v; ^ r -

R EALAR ksv-t:

T

he foregoing^jiurtakes' ratlier too much of

the nature' of an adwikemeni to.-A'p^GekX \n the readlag

o'olumns ofour journal ; bat we depfirt from ah established
'

rule in giving it place, becaush ’we kribw^Mr., Cooper to

'be, a' worthy and reliable rnan, as .well .-^s. ap . lingenij^s

sjelftaught Georgia^ mechaaiic. We. are using hiS Patent

flow Stbeks,‘amofig others, at “.PirviiltoTtd Nursery , andf

find his subsoil point, for 2-horse plb'we, to be one/ ofthe'

mqsl, convenient and
.
efficient tqplfthat, we have ever, tried

,

for deepening the soik • Drawn opt,an;4nch ,qr two lopggr

than Usual,
•

'and steeled on' the point and wings, ’
it ekn

hardly bb surpassed
;
and if isfsb sihijIiTe' thal a'ny plant'Eff*^

tiQ,^VmUliyan^ rhakeiit.—

' I •noaih ;o i*WETinr;p

! EDiTORsHon.THERN ^Gk;LTiY^To^r-T-i..,hav!e .often'ffi©^:..

well; :plea-.^ed;with.the:ppetry^precepted u.Siih4hb

If regret that) baysejfnusic accP;nppaB'yingi ili;,yhis,.,

ljo.w.e,vcjr!, e^fh.e present priee-of the pia>ppr.,)Xye c,annpt-PX;>i

fieot,, L': d) Jjt-ayie'!BeJjected;a,pie!Ge^:.'yYhi<^oi^^^^ think apprg^;

yOU;.fiaB-U4e C,, .,;T:;nr.r;.v,: C.nH

) aCvj:’ O

t

' '

5.- * •T.'*

! . .f: i..,.:- AXCTA TiV • v .Y

I
There’s-- afiittleirni'sdhef-makiHge I

I ji i ho:

i

V- n ; -a?

•urnfh'Warting every'm-ndertakingu

I

afi -‘..'iiAnd hismame i's'-'^Sy-and'-By'e. ' ’

I

da:-. v’.WhWthey oaghrtdido''thid minute ' /-o '

I

r- Y'S'Will feelbettevdbhe/l'hedi cry,-
'

br-.-^ ^Tftp-worrbwfwe te-egin- iD*^.'A''- '’’7^'’ '‘‘’U-'

I '! :c bfi,.’'-b'says
?’•

n. ;u- Hi .u

PLOWS Foil CANE KOOTS-SUBSOIEING
, See..

EDiTpRs Southern Cultivator—In looking over th'e

January number of the Cnltimlor find an'enquiry made
about a plow that will tear up cane roots. Thave one of

the most perfect implements for that purpose, thathas ever

been invented.
'

'

It is pimple in its construction, and does its work efTec’-

'

tually. It IS worked on my Patent Plow '^tock; It can”'

be iviade for one or lor two horses. And when you are
j

doneusins: the root-cutter, you can easily attach any otlier i

of the known plows, such as subsoils, scooters, 'shovels, i

sweep's/ goplier.s, btizzards, scrapers, turning-plows of all
|

descriptions, and shapes of mouldboard, either cast or
j

wrought, itnd, indeed, any plow that can be attached to

any other stock, can be to this.

My' prices' are as follows ; for one horse stock, $5 ;
for

two horse stock, .$8
;

for one horse .stock, with root cutter

attached, 8^7 : for two hor.se stock, with root-cuttcr, SI I .

All other Plows can be attached to the Stock for the

same prices that they can be made for any other stock.

This is now considered by those who are using it, to be
-one of the most perfect plosv stocks in existence.

;

•;i - Th.ose wbu hreedihis tl’cftcherousrwooing :

j
or! .YdoiWiillffiiR ffiil'bless:guidance:rpe'-—

’ ’ What we always put off doing, '-
; f , e-'i.i..

A ,.;.:,Clearly,,-,wu sballjiiever do ;/i ' v oi — ''

;
o,t: ,[We,sliell reach whatever \ye endeavoi; . ®,i.k

!
;;;!t;o'!:!jf.ion .‘‘‘Ivdw” 'we more rply ;„/ » - “

,

j
v.Af; But unto.the realms; of “Never” - - a

I
ahdv/-' Deads the -Pilot “By-end-By©,”. •

,

! 't.RiU-OjY', .i
U

. i
' /b ..-f -

.vBOir'T -..^QUESTI-«N.'-,E.VBR BJil.-

i rjru, 0.' .. .iu,-. :.)C:

I

'jHDit6Rs_ SouTHE'RN CULTIVATOR—I notice/ in Amiir'

/^lurph number "a cbfn'munTcaliop from Mr. “ E. V.

Trofief,'” entitied “‘Bbtts iri- Horses,” giving his views' in

regard to their ac/ion, a .specific remedy,. &c.p&c„ X am'

4 ' gVeaHadihirer of that noble^ animal-H;‘the horse—an4

eVery'fhing'.appeVtaining to him is of great interest, to me.

1^’or s’evei'a! 'years I have paid considerable attention, es-’’^

pecialiy to that destructive cbmplaihf, termed the Botts or

Grubs' in Horde's.
,

From all the lights before me—received^

from practical observation, reading and’experiments

—

have arrived at the following con'clusions, viz;

1st. Dw!/s or G/'r

^

5 are in the stomach of every horse:
^

2nd. They live wlihlty upon fhe principle ot s:uctton, a.nA'

have no means of.cai?/.ttg. otherwise

!

3rd: No horse is affected by them, Ayho is regularly/s</,

watered, and salted. . .

'lih. Tnat nohorseds rtomach was ever perforated hj Ule

bods or grubs, because, as before stated’, the w.orm has no

mouth prepared by nature for cutting through any sub-'

stance, that I have been able to discover. The grub is'

provided with two sha.rp, lancc-hkc feelers, by which ti«.
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Jiolds to the stomach and a small mouth through which he

sucks the liquid contents of the stomach ! He is a sucker

and nothing more.

Then, to my first assertion—as woi-ms are in all animals

and as each possesses affinity for its particular class of

animals, so have the holts a natural home in the stomach
of all animals of the horse genus. It appears to bean
order of nature that no animal, commencing with the

highest—man—to the lowest, but has incorporated in the

system some kind of V)orm.

Second. If the botts or Grnbs do not live by suction

alone, why do they remain so long in the stomach of a

horse without eating their way out, when it certainly be-

comes empty very often 1

Third. All the cases of death produced by botts that

have come under my knowledge, resulted from want of

regular attention and under long fasting.

Fourth. Some one asks, “if the boots, by eating up the

stomach do not kill the horse, what does %” We will

tell you. The presence of the botts collected in the car-

diac opening, or that part of the stomach at which the

food enters in large quantities in consequence of the en-

tire emptiness of the organ of all the food and juices they

have been accustomed to feed upon, acts upon the gang-
lion or collection of nerves, at that point, which are wisely
provided by Providence to cause the proper fiow of gas-
ti’ic juice for digestion, and thus irritating those nerves,

which ramify the whole stomach, causes an unusual flow
of gastric juice into that organ, there to lie until the time
comes for its action upon any substance, not containing
life, (for it is a well known fact to Physiologists that the

gastric juice will not act upon a living substance.) We
then have the stomach empty of food, the botts packed in

its cardiac opening, and the large supply of gastric juice
lying inert in that organ. The horse cannot swallow his

food. We dose him and back it comes through mouth
and nose. He rolls in great agony, unless relieved by
what'? Any sweet mixture you may give. Sage tea and
sugar or molasses, or milk and molasses, or Jerusalem oak
tea and molasses ! Why use a sweet liquid to cause the

botts to retreat '? Because, like many other animals and
insects, “sweetning” will make a ruthless lot of botts be-
have themselves.

If these remedies fail and the horse dies—what kills

him % The botts, say you reader. It is verily so, my
friend. The botts kill him; but they don’t eat through
his stomach ! Not a bit of it ! Now comes into play
that gastric juice we left lying so completely inert awhile
ago. True to natural laws—its natural laws in particular

the suspended work goes on, and every part of the
stomach it comes in contact with as a now' dead sub-
stance is at once acted upon and digested! Hence the
honey-comb work ! Hence the old theory of so many, that
the botts ate the maw “through and through” and thus
produced death,

I shall ever believe my theory the most reasonable one
when viewed in the right light

;
and the proper remedy

which should be resorted to at once, is blood-letting, and a
drench of sage tea and molasses, a quart at least given
gradually, or milk and molasses, or Mr. Trotter’s remedy,
followed in from one to two hours with a large dose of
castor oil. If delayed until inflammation is set up in the

stomach, the case becomes more complicated and less

easy of treatment—promptness is the word, F. J. R.
March, 1857.

A Great Wool Grower.—The Manchester Mirror,

says that Mr. Abraham Melvin, of Weare,N. H., recent-

ly sold 25,000 pounds of Spanish Merino wool to parties

in Boston for fiO cents a pound, amounting to ^15,000.
The wool wms his own raising, and part of a three years’

stock.

SEEDLING POTATOES SPONTANEOUSEV PRO-
diiced.

Mr. Editor—It has long been a question of interest in

my inquiries—are new varieties ofthe potato ever produced
spontaneously from seed-balls falling upon the ground in.

the autumn and germinating the next spring '?

The analogical fact that seeds of many tropical plants,

such as those of the cucumber, melon and pumpkin—but
especially of the summer squash and tomato, do frequent-

ly thus survive the winter, strongly suggested that spch
might be the fact with the potato. The uncertainty ofmany
new potatoes, suddenly coming to light in some neighbor-

hood, also led in the same direction. Happily this ques-

tion is now settled, in a positive and most interesting man-
ner.

In 1855, 1 cultivated, in one corner ofmy garden, nine-

teen hills of a seedling potato, derived, in 1853, from the

Early Mountain June, and which I have named the Early

Mountain June Pink Eye, I had another plat of the same
variety, of twenty-four hills. This variety is very pro-

lific in seed balls, averaging that year about seventy balls -

to the hill. Just after my fall digging, I gathered per-

haps one-quarter of these balls, and left the remainder to-

rot upon the ground. My garden was plowed the next

spring, May 6th, and the other plat still earlier, the occu-

pant sowing it with barley. The plowing, in both cases,

was earlier than the time when the potato seed finds hear

enough to sprout. The plat in my garden was planted

partly with sweet corn. May 20, and partly with citron

melons, June I2th. When hoeing the corn, June 12th,.

and preparing the hills of my melons, which were to be

transferred from my hot-bed, the soil was found pretty

thickly covered with young potato plants, from one inch

to an inch anda half high. A. small portion of them, only

(41 hills) were spared, standing at a distance of three or

four feet apart. Subsequently, (July 2d) all those grow-

ing in the sweet corn were removed with the transplanter

to another place, it being apparent that the shade of the

corn would ruin them. Those in the melons were left to-

grow there permanently. After the discovery of those in

my garden, I visited the site of the other plat, and found

them springing up thickly with the barley. These last,,

being in light soil, were all burned up during the heat of

the last summer, having to contend, moreover, with the

barley around them. Those in my garden were treated

as potatoes usually are, viz . hoed twice or three times.

In the fall digging, I selected 12 varieties from these 41

sorts, which seemed sufficiently promising to justify fur-

ther trial. The most of them contained tubers of eatable

size.

As this ground was plowed very deep, the most ofthe po-

tato seed was obviously turned under too deep ever to grow

and find its way out. I shall look, theretbie, with inter-

est, after my next spring’s plowing to see whether any of

the buried seed has retained its vitality sufficiemly to grow

the second year. During the progressive culture of the

melons and sweet corn, new seedling potatoes kept com-

ing up, some of them as late as September.

If now we suppose that another person had occupied

this garden, ignorant of what I had cultivated upon u in

1855, he might have taken these young potato plants for

tomatoes, permitting them to grow where tliey came up,

or transplanting a portion as I did. Tlie consequence

would have been just the same, that is, new varieties of

seedling potatoes spontaneously originated, though aided

by culture.

Altogether this experiment, though involving little wis-

dom or labor, is full of interest in the histmy ot potato

culture. C. E Goourich,

[in Jour, ofS. Y. Stale Sociely.

Utica, February, 1857.
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE AND 3IIEES.

Levi Bartlett, Esq., writes the ''Gro.riite Farmer

Visitor^' as follows :

Mr. Editor— present high prices of sugar and mo-

lasses, have produced a very general desire to experiment

with the newly introduced Chinese Sugar Cane. The favor-

able results in the manufacture of molasses from the juice

of this cane, in various sections of the country the past

season, seems to hold out great encouragement to us, even

here in the Granite State, that at least molasses, if not

sugar can be profitably made for family use. The past

season the cane was successfully grown in a various sec-

tions of the State
;
and it is confidently asserted that it

can be successfully grown wherever Indian corn fully

matures.

There is much inquiry respecting the form or construc-

tion of a mill for crushing or grinding the cane. Many
persons seem to think some kind of a press is necessary

to extract the juice after the cane is ground. This is all a

mistake.

Mills for crushing and at the same time expressing the

juice, can be built for, perhaps, one-fourth of the cost of a

good cider mill— I will here give a description of some

efficient and cheaply constructed mills, in this and some

other countries. The descriptions may aid us much in

putting up crushing mills the coming season. Perhaps

it might be well for a few persons in the same neighbor-

hood to “club together,” and -build a mill, and procure

sheet iron pans for boiling the juice, all of which might

be readily moved from farm to farm. It may not be ad-

visable to go into large expenditures till the thing has

been more fully tested.

Sugar cane is grown to some extent in some portions of

Mississippi. By the last census returns, it appears that

the crop of was equal to 38S hogsheads of sugar,

and about 18,000 gallons of molasses. Many of the most

substantial planters making all the sugar and molasses re-

quired for their own use, with some to spare to their

neighbors. The sugar mills are rude and of small di-

mensions, consisting, in part, of little more than the rollers

for grinding the cane, which are made of seasoned oak

limbers, and stand generally in the open air. A cheap

shed suffices for a protection of the kettles, which are

common iron ones.

Lieut. Herndon, U. S. Nav}'-, in his explorations from

Lima on the Pacific, across the Andes, to Para, on the

Amazon, in Brazil, frequently speaks of the Sugar Cane,

and sugar making. So also does Lieut. Gibbon.

Lieut. Herndon visited a plantation near larma in Peru,

and says, “Sugar cane is extensively cultivated. Two
men to cut and two to carry, will supply a mill which

consists oi three upright vooden rollers, in a rude wooden

frame. The rollers are ragged^ and placed close to each

other. The head of the middle one extends above the

frame, and is squared, so as to allow the shipping on it a

long beam, to tlie end of which is harnessed, wdiich walk-

ing in a circle, gives motion to the rollers. The end of

the cane is placed between the rollers and is drawn in and

crushed by them ; a wooden trough is placed below to

catch thejuice. Much a mill will produce 1,500 pounds

of iuice in a day. These 1500 pounds of juice will give

from 250 to 300 pouncks of sugar, which is worth in Tar-

rna cents per lb.”

Sugar cane is the most useful and valuable product of

that section o’ the country. The leaves of the cane when
green serve for food for cattle; when dry to make wrap-

ping for the candy and sugar. The crushed stalk is used

as fuel for the oven. The hogs fatten on the foam at the

lop of the boiling. From the first boiling is made the

candy or brown sugar cake, which is eaten after dinner

by almost all classes. It is worth G? cents the pound in

Tarma, From 1,000 pounds of juice boiled ten hours, is

made 400 pounds ofcandy.

In the late published volumes of Commodore Perry’s

expedition to Japan, I find an account of the sugar mills

of the Island of Lew Chew. These mills consist of three

upright cylinders of hard wood, supported in an upright

position, by means of a wooden frame. The cylin-

ders are about a foot in diameter, and arranged in a

row, with a mortice between them, to regulate the ap-

proach and their pressure upon the cane. The central

one has a wooden axle, or shaft extending through the

frame which supports it, to which is attached a curved

lever of 15 feet in length, by which the mill is readily

worked. This central cylinder has a row of cogs of hard

wood near its upper end, which play into mortices cut

into each of the other two cylinders. A single bull or

horse is generally used to work the mill, and the animal

moves in a circle of about thirty feet in diameter. The
cane is placed first, between the central and right hand
cylinders, and before it escapes is caught iu the hand of

the workman, and, being twisted like a rope, is thrust be-

tween the central and left rollers, by which it is complete-

ly crushed and its juice expressed, which flows through

gutters into a tub, placed in a hole near by. The juice

is then conveyed to buildings, temporarily constructed for

the purpose, and there boiled in iron pans, holding about

8 or 10 gallons.

In connection with the above description, there is a

well executed engraving, showing two mills in use, and

many other of the operations in sugar making. The
plate reminds one very strongly of an old- fashion mill for

grinding apples for cider.

The foregoing descriptions are so intelligible, that we
think every millwright would readily construct one, and
if the manufacture of syrup is found profitable it will then

do to “go in,” for more costly fixture, &c.

Warner, March, 1857.

TRADE OF IIOBIEE.

Statement of the quantity and cstimoXed value of articles of

Merchanddze, of domestic growth and tnanufaclnrc, ex-

portedfrom Molrile, Ala., in the year eliding Dec., 31,

1850, by T. Sanford, Collector of Customs:

Articles. Total.

Average
price,

$
Valuation.

Brick, common 4,00U,UUU 8 00 $ 32,000

Cotton 557,243 0 9 2,607,903

Hides 23,630 2 50 59,075

Lumber, pine 8,184,000 01 81,820

Lumber, hewn 1,309 7 00 9,583

Masts and Spars 2,158 172,640

Oysters, bushels 40,000 1 00 40,000

Oysters, gallons 8,000 2 00 16,000

Rosin, bbls 13,838 1 75 24,316

i
Spirits Turpentine 20,000 50 10,000

1

Staves 318 50 00 15,900

1 Tallow 10,000 10 1,000

j

Tar and Pitch 2,000 1 50 3,000

Total 126543157

Preserves in Tin Cases.—The Xcio Bedford Mercury

learns that a lady residing in that city was badly poisoned

a few (lays since, by eating a few spoonfuls of preserved

I

whortleberries which had been put in a tin case. The

j

liquid from the berries had formed verdigris on the surface

! of the metal. For several hours the lady above mentioned

remained in a nearly insensible condition, and was with

difficulty brought to. The article was procured for the

purpose of making pies. All preserves of this description

should be put and kept in glass.
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€«»(€KBTE,‘OR ARTJ'FICIAE HOl?S

vj^ answer to.' iery'Wny 1n q^uiries
,
and sis a prginde to

;a inpre
.
e^tendejd article on this subject hereafter,

;jfeiiefly f describe tJie\-meAdd:.xit constructing a ;CcEncrete-

House, such as. we have recently built, and how 'ticcu^^jr

7*
''^Ist.' LotA^ioN, <fcc.—Selc^ if nosssible, a higfi and.dry

’htihatlon, and get \your 'Heavy materials, 'sueh as rbck’j

"sand,dime, gravel, &ci| on the spot as early iii tfie season

"as possible
I
sayhy the' first or middle of J^fay, in, prdler

that ..you tnay avail yourself of the long, Warm days of
’ suriimeri for successfully carrying on your ppierafioris. !

Materials. —d^he proper waih?7h/5 are

TCOarse and fine large: and small and, Wat<^r\

The lime may be from any godd, pure rimstohe, hhat will

slack readily and ^^setV^ or harden fhoro'ughly, when' dry

;

the sand should be^hai-p, and as fi-ee from clay loam, and
other earthy matter as

,
possible

;
and the Gravel and

triUiuk tnay h© P:f uny, size, frona -that ofa boy’s .piarble,: up

tp IB inches or two feet square, according ;to, the thick-

,n^S,of .your.w.aUs, 1.. ,
, .

>,.
-

‘

3d. FouNDATioN\?-Haying fully anatured yoiir Plani
'iay 'off - your and eommenee by digging 4
jtrenclitWo feet wide andawo feet deep, the. area or full

size pf your outer) walls. With., a heavy piece of hard
wood, squared or rounded at the lower end, pound or ram
^^oWh'thh earth in the bottomjof this trench, going’ over it

repeatedly,mntil il is solid and compact. A layer of hy4
draulic cement mortar,' two ihches thick, spread evenly
over the bottom of thO trenches thus compacted, gi\-es

"you a solid foundation to start on,- as soon as it ^^sctis,” or

''becomes hard. Ifyou intend, carrying up inside division

of concrete, the foundation for these should be I'tiid

in the same way. Good hydraulic cement will take at

'l^§t three parts of sharp sand; but it must be used^ as

'soon ae mixed, or ft 'will “se(tf and become useless.

4th. Frame and Boxing.—Cut common 3x4 scantling

two feet longer than you -wish your highest story to be
;

'set up a double row with the lower end resting firmly

spon the edge of the hardeny cement in the bottom of

of the trench; range them "true"ernd “plumb” them; let

7ting them stand three or four inches farther apart than

you desire your wall to be in thickness
;
then nail cleats

across, above and below, to keep them in place, adding
also “stays” or “braces,” driven slantingly into the ground,
and nailed to the scantling at the upper end. Your skele-

.ton or frame—work of scantling, being all set up and
.“stayed” firm and “plumb,” proceed toarrange your “box-
ing” for holding the concrete, and keeping the walls in

shape. This is done by cutting sound inch or U ipch
plahk of 10 inches or a foot wide, so to fit inside of the

tworows of scantling and fornvtwo sidesr>f a box; tMove-

able pieces, the thickness'hfthe wall are dropped in be-

tween," at intervals to keep the box of the proper 'yddth;

and wedges driven in between the boxing and the^cant-

ing, on the outside, prevent it spreading by the pr^sure

of the concrete. Wooden “clamps,” to slip down, here and
there, over the upper edges of the box, will also be fpund

very servkeable. "
.

—

5th. MixiNd Concrete, Laying- -fp, -willbe

wfell to have at least four large mortar beds, one on 'each

side ofthe fiduse, made of strong plank, in the Usual way.
These should be surrounded by casks of Water i(oil casks

cut in two, are excellent); piles of rock, sand, gravel; '&c,

—the ifme of course,- to be kept under cover.andused as

Wanted. Slack up your lime until it forms a thin, smoothe

creamy mass, then add four or five parts of clean, sharp

sand, stirriiig and mixing constantly, and 'msing water

sufficiently to bring the Whole, when thoroughlytmingled,

to the consistency of 'a ’thick batter. Into this ‘‘Batter,”

mix coarse and- fine gravel (that has previously: Been

screened and well dampened) until the mass -is -thick

enough to be lifted oh' a cOmmon shovel, '[Thed proper

and careful ftiixihg of-the sand with the- lime,; - and the

gravel with the fndrtar afterwards, is very importanVund
should - only be entrusted' to your most careful hands.]

'Having one dr two “beds,” full of ' this mixture^ you .are

rteady to begin your wall. Wheel the mortar to the&iun-

datidh in common Tail road wheelbarrows, letting the

'commoiVbands shovel it into the bottom of-the tcenehes,.

while the superintendant oT “boss” -workmam-spreads it

evenly with his trowel. When the bottom layer oftnor-

tar, 3 ihehes thick, is laid in, wheel large and sinalhrock

(previously sprinkled with water) to the wall, rmd press

it' into the soft mortar at every available point, leaving a

small space- between each piece of rock, and working tiie

soft mortar 'against the plank boxing, to preserve a

smoothe surface on the wall. When you can press mo
more rock into the mortar, pour another layer- of the lat-

ter' Oder and through the rock, then add a layer of rock

ds before, arid so on, Until yOur boxing all round is full.

You have now 10 inches or a foot of wall,- allround, built

;

arid if the lime is good and the weather dry^.it will be

hard enough in 24 hours,' to raise your boxing another

tiefi This is readily done by knocking out the wedges^

between the plank and the scantling, raising.' up tihe plank

and sustaining it implace by “cleats” nailed on the scant-

ling. In raising the boxing, begin at the -point where-

you comlnenced layingiup ihe day previous, as that por-

tion of the wail -Willvof-Gourse, be the hardesL It is not

necessary to fai§Q,<2^(.t,hefkP^iug at once, or go entirely

around the, waj.l in a day^:
^
A foot or yard of the wall can

be completed at a time, if advisable
;
but if the complete

, round can be made, so much the better. Planks to cover

up with, ip case of a sudden shower, or wht-.n a storm is

apprehended, should ,be provided, and placed within

reach. •n; '

6th, General-Details, Floors, Windows. Doors, &c.
—'We prefer a cement floor for a basement, on many ac-

cGunts; but those whb desire a wooden floor, should

leave air-holes in the .outer walls, under the lower floor,

six inches above the surface. This maybe easily done,

by inserting wedge-shaped blocks or pins through the

wall, to be knocked.out afterwards. When you are leady

to lay the floors, level up your walls and run one course

of brick ail around, the thickness of the wall, for the

ends of the flooring-joists to rest on— Ailing in around

these ends with concrete, when they are ft.-ced in tlieir

proper places. The door and window frames should be

made gf 3-inch yellow pine, the full thickness or width o!

the walls, and may be set up and built around, like those

in a brick house, as the wall progresses. A piece of com-

mon inch plank, “cut in” all around them, to prevent the
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actual contaGi.;of:the damp ngortar, wiM. keep them, in a

great measure, from warping. Where base-boards are

> needed, blocks of scantling -may be buUt.in flush -with the

„inner surface, of the wall, at the proper distances apart..

We cannot think of any other particulars in whTcli a con-

crete house differs from one buik ‘of brick
;
andAve freed

not, therefore, eriter into more-minute details, at present,

v! ^7th. A»Y.4.NTAaEs, CoatPARATiVE GosTj :d>5C.T-A:house

of this description is .admirably,..adapted to, our Southern

climate...„Being a non-conductor, it is cool in summer
ahd^warmin winler-^the walls' 'do nbf absoVb ifroisture

ffrofrif tfre atmospherejlike a brick iiofrse—wdth a cement

•floOrj^it is proof ragainst e^ry; description of vermin--^

5.-^it>is not pear as jjable to Burn and deqa-y.n? a \yooden

..hpus^, its
.

y,mlls
^
J^ecoming harder and harder, wkh age,

until it is almbst'a ‘solid liiass of fock
;
and it possesses an

anff supetibf in rfra'ny i-e^

>re;^ects,'to either wbod or brick, dts^most striking advan^

,.t4ges ov:es brick^ ar.e, that it can be,.,built iH..many.k>cati(>ns

ere brick.cap iiot be readily obtained^—that it, .costs

^much less than brick," in almost all cases—and that the

erecubh of the walls Onlydieeds flic sUperihfeiidcince'bf one

good mechanic, (mason or brick}atyef)all'kliedteavy labor

being done by eommoft floW hands. The walls of our

'dwelling at “Ia’.uitlan4i". enclose an .area.of oyer feel

—they are 2.0 feet high; 1.8 . inches ,th'c,k in ihe

.^basemen t^[9 ft ] and X2 inches in the upper story [11 ft.]

'with 1wo tower parh'tion vValls^^ feet high, 1 ferot thick

j

’and' ’'52 Feet Ibn'g'each. V -liime -cost frO cents* per bushel at

the Raih'oad^-and wmhauled;- itmeady S miles.; ,the' large

rockwas quanfed afrd.hauled from^Rae’s .Creek, agmile
off;.,the water, for^making-^rriortar, hauled in a cask, over

a'quaVterofa mile'; the process of putting up ' siich waiy
was entirely frew to our -•wo'rkfnan and buiselves; and
yet, in the face of all these diflicukies, we have completed
tlie walls at lass expense.ahan any .-brick, con-

tractor in Augusta would undertake to do them for. We
can safely say, therefore, that, wherever Time is not worth
more than 20 or 25 cents per busfiel, and rock, sand and
water are convenient, a house of this deseription can be

• built nearly as cheap as wood, and at half the cost. of brick
;

and, for ourselves, we tvould not exchange, it for the best

samples of either. j

We have in preparatfon, ^drawTng'm'Td full description

of oufdwelling, which will pfobably appear in our July

number. In the meantime, it will-afrbrd us great pleasure

to give any further suggestions or explanations on this

jsubjoct, through iht . CnllivaU>r

;

or personally, to any
gentleman who may call upon us at Pruitland."

^
D. R.

The We.ither and the Crops,—The Spring has been

and is still (April 20th) unprecedentedly cold and back-

ward—nearly all the early blooming fruits and forward

vegetables have been cut off by frost, wheat corn, and what
little cotton was up, in our more Southern States, have suf-

fered severely—early planted rice has been much injured,

and the Agricultural and Horticultural prospects of the

South, generally, cannot be considered very flatter

>ng, at present Still, our season is so long and our cli-

mate so benign, that all that is necessary-to secure abun-
dant harvests, is the employment of a little extra eneriry

eiad well directed labor. “Speed the plow," with judg
sent and skill, then, ami the rew-ard is sure !

Felton’s Portable Grist Mill.—We do not profess

a very instinctive acquain(ai:ce with the principles of ma--

.•hinery, generally, and have heretofore been quite scepti-

tal as to the value of Portable Grist Mills; but w*e must
say that we are very favora'oly impressed with Felton's

Mill. It seems to be quite simple and'durable— is readily

adapted to gin-gearing or other horse power, steam or
j

water—grinds up the corn and cob together, for feed, if
j

desired, and makes, really a superior article of meal for

family use, as we know by -repeated trials. Planters and
Farmers would do well to examine it carefully for theni-

selves, and as the Agent, Mr. D, Chaff'EE, is doing a re-

gular custom-mill business, for “toll” at the Machine Shop
of Mr. Platt,- the facilities .for seeing it thoroughly .tested

are ample. See advertisement in present number* !.-

^ ;.?90RGH0 Sl;GAK,:

' The '^cellent article of our fnend; Prof. H. S.^Olgott^

,of the Westchester (N. Y.),Farm School, wUl, we are ;sure,

, attract much attefrtion. The incalculable value' of' the

/wp/teC.s -is now- fully t^st^bli^ied, arid-’ we
look eargerly forw-ard to mofe important developments,

ffdm the -experiments of the thousands who are now en-

gaged in their culture. Sevei*al of our immediate neighbors,

as, well-as. ourselves, will test the. Sorgho more thoroughly

th.i3,.year, for. syrup, green and dried forage, ajcohoT.afrd

as brVad corn, and the results shall be” duly set before our

readers^' We'diave high expectations-jbf success wifk die

-new'-/»?fifec5 of Mr. Wra.
,
-whose' advent ' among -us-’^e

are anxiously expecting..-..: . y - uj.!

In answer to many inquiries, .yve
,
would state. ,tha( .the

Sorgho, or Chinese Sugar Cane will ripen its seed ,and
corrid to full perfection, if planted in good rich "soil any
time before thC''middle of'- Je/tie-, ih- this- latitude. -

- Early

plantings, es|3ecialiy a .little to the South of us, are sure

to
.
produce of }:xerfect seed—ihe®anes being. cut

off. s:ix inches vabove the ground as soon as the flrst 'crop

ripens. This^was done here, last year. We shall attend

the United States . Agrieultural Fair, at Louisville^ Ky.,

and keepour readers advised ofany improvement in mills,

boilers, &c.: .
-- -

The Vine, in "South Carolina.—A friend, w:hq is

largely engaged in Vine culture in our neighboring State,

writes us as folio w's, under date of April 13 ;
—“In rny let-

ter of the 10th inst, I stated on the report of my'vigneron

that the^frost on Monday night last had damaged some of

the buds of the vine, but that it was not serious. On ex-

amination personally I find that one-quarter, if not pne-

third of the fruit buds' were killed.’ TWe' Warren suffered

the most, and the common Isabella next, the BtU-gundu

very little, and, .the Catawba and a late ripening .variety of

Grape _were scarcely touched. The Bliie Grape

is, only now, beginning to put out; so that it a^nd the

Senppernong are clear of the frost. The other native and

foreign varietiesl have not noticed,”

liquifying quartz rock.s.

Nearly a. page of the New York T/75i/?ec was recently

occupied by Dr. Benjamin Hardinge, in announcing a

discovery by which he. claims “to liquify quartz rock, to

extract the last particle of gold or other metal which that

rock may contain, and to hold that rock in the form of

liquid in casks and hogsheads ready to be turned into

rock again as it is needed, thus affording a new material

for building, cheaper than brick, and as beautiful as pre-

cious stones !” He can do this at the rate of fifteen tons

a day ! By way of support to this claim. Prof Girard, of

the Smithsonian Institute, Prof Adelberg, and J. E.

SciiWABE, of New York, Prof ZiLiefot, late United States

assayist,- and others, accompany the announcement-of (he

discoverer with their ceriificate that his- claim is not un-

founded, that he can accomplisli the wonderful feats

which he claims to perform. If there is no deception

about this, it must certainly be regarded as one of tlie

j

greatest and most useful discoveries ofmodern times. We
i

shall look with interest for additional developments, ^ -
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OUR BOOK TABLE.

HowtoWritk: a Pocket Manual of Composition and
Letter- Writing, &c., &c. This is the first of a series of

popular Hand-Books, and embraces hints on Penman-
ship and the choice of Writing Materials, Practical

Rules for Literary Composition in General, and Epistol-

ary and Newspaper Writing, Punctuation and Proof
correcting in Particular; and directions for writing Let-

ters of Business, Relationship, Friendship, and Love;
illustrated by numerous examples of genuine epistles,

from liie pens of the best writers; to which are added
Forms for Letters of Introduction, Notes, Cards, &c.,

and a collection of Poetical Quotations. Price, in pa-

per 30 cents, muslin 50 cents.

How to write is intended for a class of young people

and others, who are not satisfied with the puerile and

trashy works so common under the general title of Letter-

Writers, who do not desire to be saved from the necessity

of study and thought, but who will be grateful for a little

guidance in their studies, and for such instructions as will

aid them to think for themselves, and to express their

thoughts in fitting words.

A leading New Fork paper, of a recent date, speaks of

it in the following terms of high commendation :

'‘There are many ‘grown gentlemen whose education
has been neglected,’ that will find invaluable assistance in

the hints and directions of this little Manual. It has been
compiled with excellent judgment from the best authori-

ties on the subject, though the fresh and lively manner of
j

the book is due to the Editor. The ample details which i

it gives in regard to the mechanical execution, social eti-

1

quelte, and cunventional forms of the various kinds of cor-
|

respondence, constitute (lie most useful portions of the
1

volume, and can scarcely fail to be of advantage to a very
large cla<s ot letter-writers. We commend to our readers
es[)ecialiy its directions respecting ‘orders for newspapers’
and other periodicals. They are explicit and admirable,
and their general observance would save a world of trouble
both to publishers and subscribers ”

j

The same publishers have also just issued “ How
;

to Talk,” “How to Behave,” “How to do Busi-j

ness,” &(•.. Price of each voLirne, 30 cents, paper covers
;

I

50 cents, muslin. Address: Fowler &, Wells, 308

1

^
jBroadway, New York. ^

Massachusetts HoRTicut.TUKAL Society. Reports ofthe
j

Committees tor 1857, with a list of members, &c. Bos-
j

ton : 1857.
j

1 he Reports of the Ma.ssachusetts Horticultural Society I

are always welcome
;
evincing, as they do, a thorough-

isess of discrimination, and a most liberal and progressive

spirit in ail that relates to the improvement ofgardens and

orchards, the introduction and trial of new fruits, &c.

AVe are indebted to tlie kindness of Ur. Ebe.v. Wight,

Corresponding Secretary, for tlie present and many pre-

vious Reports of the Society.

The Cotton PLantcr and Soil. Fanner Planter., Ara-

tor, Carolina Callivator, Southern Planter, (fcc., &c., are

all battling earnestly and ably for tlse Agricultural in-

terests ofthe Soutii, and should be warmly sustained by

all our people. I

^^’All subscriptions to the Southern Cultivator begin
j

with the January number. •
j

j

HIDES A^'D LEATHER.

i Country Tanners are so scarce at the South, and have

1
local markets entirely so under their control that hides

I

which are worth, green, 12 cts. a pound in New York, and

ten in Savannah, are bought for six cents a pound in the

interior of this State. On the other hand, good leather is

sold at higher prices than we dare to name, lest our

word should be doubted, or our information. The public

good seems to demand the extension of this branch of

manufactures; and where it is properly conducted, it is

equally profitable to the proprietors, and beneficial to the

community. It is the height of mismanagement to send

our hides a thousand miles North to be tanned and curried,

where bark is much dearer than at the South, and have

the leather returned, taxed with several mercantile profits

before it reaches the consumer. By this double loss, we

get only half price for our hides and pay two prices for

leather, boots and shoes. L.

Michaux’s Bequest,—We learn from the Charleston

Alercurij that Michaux, the well known French botanist

and author of “American Forest Trees,” has remembered

the New World, in which he long labored, most munifi.-

cently, in his last will and testament, bequeathing us the

generous sum ofS“22,000 for the encouragement of sylva-

cultureand horticulture; S14,000 to the American Philo-

sophical Society, and .-$8,000 to the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Society. It is now more than half a century

since Michaux’s first labors in this country, and there are

at present growing on the Ashley River, South Carolina,

says the Alercunj, Camelia Japonica trees planted by his

own hands, over thirty feet in height, branching from the

very roots, and crowned every year with the glory of

their magnificent bloom.

Peppermint Oil.—Two towns in St. Joseph county,

Michigan, produce large quantities of Peppermint, from

which the oil is extracted by manuUcturers there. In

1855, 25,000 pounds of the oil was produced, which

lirought, in the New York marker, S3 per pound. From

8 to 12 pounds is produced from an acre of the plant. The

first crop requires a good deal of care; but the next two

years it yields wiihout attention. After the third year>

the crop must rotate, in order to rest the land. The mint

IS cut in August, and the oil extracted by distillation, filtra-

ed through flannel, and put up in tin cans for market.

S.ARDiNES IN Alabam.a.—The Colurubus Sun says:

—

The ColumLais Enquirer learns that in the Coosa river, a

few miles above Wetnmka, sardines, precisely like those

imported from the Mediterranean, abound and could be

caught almost by the wagon load. We can testify to the

correctness of the E/iquirer'’s information. We have

feasted on the sardine.s of the Coosa. They are caught in

traps in great abundance by J. P. House, at his plantation

on the Coose, about 15 miles above AVetuiuka, and in

the absence of a market near by for disposing of them

fresh, feeds them to his negroes. They are, without doubt

the genuine sardine.
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Be Careful with Guano.— It may not be as general-

ly known as it should be (says the Philadelphia yorth

American) that great danger may be incurred by the reck-

less handling of guano, V/e understand that cases have

occurred of persons having cuts upon their fingers who,

in handling this manure, have received a deadly poison

into the system. The guano contains an organic element

which is just as certain to operate against life if it once

reaches the blood, as the corruption of a body that gets

into a wound upon the person of the dissector. Farmers

should be aware of this fact and be cautious. We hear of

a death from this cause occurring within a few days in a

neighboring county.

I

CHINESE SUGAR CANE IN lEEINOIS.

Mr, E. Baker, of Rochester Mills, Wabash county, 111

,

writes to the Belleville Advocate, that he shall plant 25

acres with the Chinese Sugar Cane the present season

“I am convinced,” he says “that the State of Illinois will

in five years make her own sugar, and if I have luck I

shall make, this season, enough sugar, and certainly will

molasses, to supply my little town. At all events, I shall

try.”

Mr. Kitch, ofWabash county, who some months ago,

made a statement of the result of his experiment with the

Sugar Cane last year, offers to bet the sceptical editor of

'

the Charleston Co^^^^cr, $500, that he will manufacture from
j

one acre, “planted with the Chinese weed,^' five hundred
j

gallons of molasses, a superior article to any manufactured !

in the South, and sold by the merchants in Coles county,

in 1856 for 75 cents per gallon. And further, that he will

manufacture it at the cost of 10 cents per gallon.

Water Lime.—

A

correspondent of the Country Gentle-

man asks, what is water lime 1 and the question is an-
j

swered as follows : which we insert for the reason that
j

while hydrulic cement is known to most persons, it is by
|

no means so generally known by the less seldom used i

name of water lime
:

^

Water lime, which our correspondent may be familiar 1

with, under the name of hydraulic cement, is made by
1

burning an impure limestone, and then grinding it like !

plaster or gypsum, for use. When mixed with nearly
j

twice its bulk ofclean, sharp sand, and mixed with water
|

it soon “sets,” and by exposure to air and water, be-
j

comes, in a few months, hard like stone. Two parts of
i

water lime and three of sand, usually m.ake the hardest
|

cement. A cellar, first smoothly paved with small stone, i

and then coated with water lime mortar, made of the best

materials, is furnished with as perfect a floor as by the

best flagging. Water limestone differs from common
limestone by the impurities it contains, and more especi-

ally by a large proportion of alumina or clay— it does not

burn so as to slack to powder, and hence needs grinding-.

It has been made artificially by mixing clay and some
other ingredients with common or pure lime.

A Snake Within a Potato.—The Chicago Journal, of

a recent date says, “that Mr. Chas. E, Day, of the North

Side, yesterday showed us a boiled potato which, on be-

ing opened, was found to contain a small snake 2 inches

long. It is an ugly looking thing. The development took

place at the dinner table.”

Fine Cotton.—The New York Courier and Enquirer

has been shown a sample of Sea Island cotton, taken from

a bale sold in Charleston, S. C
,
at S‘1-25 per pound, pro-

bably the highest price paid in 20 years. The factors who
sold this bale are confident that it is the finest bale of cot-

ton that has ever crossed the Atlantic. The planter (of

Edisto, South Carolina,) took the medal in the London

Exhibition of 1851, and the prize bale, which spun yarn up

to No. 900, is believed to be inferior to this. Tins bale was

picked out by the lady of the planter with her own hands,

and it is a marvel the perfection to which she has brought

the staple. We understand it is to go to Havre.

Lusus Nature.—An exchange paper says :—Mr. Ma-

son S. Barkley, of Jessamine county, Ky., has a mare

that produced two colts, a few days ago, one of which

was a horse and the other a mule colt They were both

good sized and perfectly formed. This is certainly a re-

markable phenomenon, and the like of which we do not

remember ever to have noticed before. What is still more

singular, Mr. Barkley is not aware that his mare was ever

bred to a horse the past year.

Longevity of Mules.—The Medical Wo-rld says that

there is a mule in possession of a farmer, near Ballingloss,

Ireland, which has been employed in the transit of ammu-

nition, &c., to Vinegar Hill, since 1798. There is saying

that a white mule lives longer than any other mule. Some

year ago, one of that color on Col. Middleton’s estate,

in South Carolina, was ever eighty years old, and was

still at work.

Wheat Crop.—The accounts from almost every part

of the country give encouraging hopes for a bountiful har-

vest. In some localities the the severe winter has injured

it, but generally the crops are represented as looking re-

markably fine.

[This was written before the late frosts. We fear the

prospects are not so flattering now.]

High Priced Forign Wines.—Mr. Cozzens gives us

the following, in his “Wine Press

The Chateau Wines of Lafitte, Margaux,and Latour, of

185(), have all been sold at 5,700 francs per tun of 4 hogs-

heads, or 1,000 bottles. These are r27t5 svr lie, wines on
the lees, and will not be fit to bottle until four years at

least, from the year of the vintage. Taking into account

the loss sustained by racking the wines oft' lees, fining,

leakage, interest of the money, &c., it is always' estimated

the wines will cost double the original price when ready

for bottling. This will make the value of the wine itself

about two dollars and five cents per bottle in France, irre-

spective of the cost of bottling, cases, &c. Add to these

shipping expenses, and duties here at 40 per cent
,
and

then what will these wines be worth in 18G0'?

The Season in Ten.nessee.—A correspondent v/rites

us from IMemphis, under date of March 17th ;

Editors Southern Cultivator—Since the 1st of March
we have had very cold weaiher— frost every night, and

often ice. The ground slightly frozen. The early fruits

are all killed, except in favorable localities. The weather

has been very dry during that time, which is favorable.

Yours truly, W. B. H.
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K ''COTTON Ctl.TCRE IN AtOIEKS.

A correspondent of tfie Liverpool Tme.s, givesa rather

discouraging report of the French elfort to silpply the

^markets of theAvorld with cotton raised in Algiers. He'

writes:

As to cotton, the utmost that the 'most enthusiastic^

Frertchman can' say about it is, that it is an expensive ex-

perimeht, I have asked in vain for those cotton' planfa-'

tvonswhieh produced i\\G $ok and the

andjdte, fine stockings wliich we say at the, French Expo-

,

sition^^( World's Fair). I have been told, as a fact quite '

decisive of the cotton question, that the prize of 20,000
|

francs, offered annually by the EmpeiroV for the be^t s'pecF

men of xr^fe'co-ttoft-j-'ha^beeti divided, in 1855, be-

tween a Frenchman and an Arab. This fact suggests the

conclpsion that natives and colonists ..vre all staving against

each pther to produce cotton, and that all French
.
Africa

is covered with competing cofton pIantatio5is. '''i’h'e fortu-

nate winner of the lOifKlOfrhncs is the 'Caid Ali'Ben 'Afd-

hamed, whose plantation is near'Guelma.^ As l had ask-^

ed. ip yain for cotton, wherever I had been„I^had: made
prepa.rappns to take ajwo^ day’s journey pn ,mule, back,
in or^er to see the famous plantation, when T fortunately

mef' witli'a di'shnguiohed Avah,who kne^ b‘dth‘ the ''fila-ce'

and the Caid, and who assured “rhe -{hat 'this cotton plan-
tation amounted to aboxrr'hffden- 'acres.'' ‘’Subsequent in-

quiriy confirmed- this stdtemehb and r.I’^tca'me ' to the •eoh-

clusiqn.ibatuhe Guebpa 'C.oUon pldutation wri^aaqt . wortiv

fourd,ajys’ journey, .and ,th,e further chance, if, the rain

should come on, of being shut up in that country for a

moVith!”
’ '

'

^ ' ''
'‘'b"

' ' '' '

With all the forcing of the Government and Its propo-

sitiod 'io biiy all the cotton produced there, at a favorable

price, all' the land cultivated with cotton at the last pub-

lished returns was 1,000 acre s^ and fo r tha t produced the

%vernrnent paid 300,000 francs." /The wj-i mr .adds;
,

•.

%.eing that the cotton produce, tji.rougbont. the world
is, I believe, about 700,000 tons, whereof En,gland con-
sumes, about 350,000, there doesnot, 1 fear, appear muct
hkelihood of AIgters'hecoming a very formidable corape-

DcEham C.4TTLE FOR (’ALiFOflNi.A.—Messrs. B. & C.
S- Haines, of Elizabetbi N.- J., have just made a shipment
of Short Horns to Geo. ]H[. Howard, of San Frarujisco, the.

first of this breed of cattle sent to that State. The lot em-
braces one bull, “two years bid, and one about six months;’'

and tVvo heifers a year a'nd a half old. We shall look

with much an-xiety for the sitccess ofthis first undertaking i.

to intrpdupe improved, cattle in,to that great Stme, so well

adapted to the busjness of smck-raising.—Ea'c/iaa^e.

titor of the United States.

A-MlOrican Tfa a Fau.uhk...—

a

correspondent of one:
of our contemporaries, ’ Writing'’- from Greenville, South
Garolinn, says

,

,

I a’m within a few miles of the place where the experi-
ment, was blade of laiising Tea. It has -proved a failure
The.pl uit- wilhgrow well enough, but wages are too high ’

in this country. ' AV.e'oannot afford to pick, roll up anb*
dl y any soit of leaves here for half a dollar per pound. lli'“

C hi nra,.where. a man is hired for one dollar a rnotith and
boards himself, u may be'done.” -

'

Wash -FOR Appia: TaKKs.-Mr. J. F. C. Hyde, ofAlas-
sachusetrs.-recmimends a weak solution of potash and
water as a wash f/r apple trees. A pound, of potash to

a pailfuj.of water was fiis proportion. A half pound of

potash in a pail of water would be sufficient to kill off the

moss [and insecisj on tlie bark.
’

Ora.n’gk A.\D Lkmon CuLTL’tiK.— We liopc somc of OUl"

capable correspondents will rc.spond to the ti llowing re-
quest of a Iculy subscritier in Louisiana :

TLdiLot^ ^ciulliGTii ill«r— 7 on will much o^hge me
by making the enquiry through your columns for know-
edge!'' in the cultivation ot ffrange as well as Lemon

H S. S.

OiiNA^G^M^ALi TBEBS A?^D FOR THE
I

'South.

\CoiiibiKe(l

,

Glycincckiiien.sk, also,ca.lled'nff7s/«?:iri,—Oftheyampapt

elimbers, this’,' which was introduced from tlhinaih If^,
producfekfh'e'''nWst gtirgeous' clusters efpea-flowetr khap^
blossoms, of beautiful pale lilac collar; tils git>wtbris?soa

strong>,.tliqtI baye known ,UiewiHe {o..grnw..^x: inches.j.m

twentyffq.nr Jiom's.
. Jp ri.ch niois^^ soij^.and fuller exposed,^

to the sun, it will cover a frellis in a very sfioft time.
,

A '

Cilinson 'As "^e jl "a6
'

'a pirrF' vyhile xffirfei'y 'hd've 'ferienfiy

sprimg from seeds in Eur6pe'^ bbth-6f'whicfl,'how'evte¥paf%^

quite rare in America. ”-5

: llffkuy., (,Silyec-^ll^—

These plants gire indigenous, topur.s.wanips^ybut xvell^

Worthy oT a place in oiu-'gardehs and' par^s. 'The fbrfflfb

brV with fflarge'ffat; twb--wih'gpd' seed, iVfKe pi*ettidst. ’Kb

h urn e roust.' av lii te* bell- slipped', d ttodpi ng-ffowers, -like

ilmpis,rAyf, highly ornaiperttal ^during the month, of .April,,

Ten tq hbeen feet, .high,
^ -.r-..' -

lli'bkciis Siiruici(s'(A\i]\eix) i.s' so cbminon in’ our gar-
'

den's,' ds alriibst tb haVe lall^n into disVdpbte.'
'

I
fe’/'/fVi'fd'/w/i'f.s'b,, -aikO Qd 1 led .G^ryk&r'tik jnpani’ens pfr&tn. - i

Japan TJiougii qvnte com.m.onj sti.ll -it isj very ornamental

in the early part obt-lee'^faweDwhen-leadeel with its bright

yellow flowers, beautifully .contrasting with the .-daEk,

glossy green st^m,s..and .foliage. As t.fle you.rjg shoots ai'e ..

iilooimng belter than the old ones, t'he shrub .should be

pruned often and severely. Six feet high. Propagated by

suckers’.
' '''

- '
' "

KticlreKlcrn..pa'iyic:diiUn, from Ciii iia,'—tA.' sniail tree^ not ,

attaining more than fifteen feet in height, .with. leaves, like

those ofdhe “Pride of In.dia.” .. The flowers also resemble

those of the iatter,'!mt are 'bright yellow,, marked with a.

scarlet eenlre.
.

Propagated from sceds^

kagerUmmia //w/,/cq..—Vvhen tliis jrfree was first intro-

duced frpuvEp?tffndia to Europe, 'nearly a hundred years
.

>igo, it created quite a .’ sensation amnng_ hortjculfurists,
'

and even now it is.lughiy japprecicUed in .the North. Nob
^

vvu tii.s l a nd.i rig i t i s, o n.epf nips i o rn.amen fab
.

t vees
,

sU.ll ,i t is
.

so conmion,, as.hm'dly ,to bo valued.
.

A white variety is

much looked for, and yypuid be quite an acquisition, but

has not yet been. discovered.
'

' Mianrilin. —Of all the deciduous species of this beaiiti-
,

ful fiunily the. flX fun.sp/c’tt//, with largewhite, and AJ. ohc- ,

vata \vjt!> large purple flowers, areyery.or.namcntal in our

garden.siii 3Iurrch, \vhen flowers are scarce. They are,

propagated by layers and suckers.

Pccnnra fTree Poeony) is one of the most orna-^

mental shrubs I know. pf_ Its, very.doiibje flowers have

been so much improved by l-ig'i cui.i'ore and hybridising

that we now have a great variety of shades from Dure

white to crimson. The free peconies should be transpant-

ed early in the autumn, say in October, and in rich, deep--

ly worked ground If the situation i.s somewhat moist,,

ind on the north side of a building, where they could have,

Nome shade, so much the better; it not. they should have

a mulching with litter during the hot nart of the summer.'



S'O CJTHET! iSi .G UI T EVA TO R . lAT

The propagation is rather slo\V and dilneuJt. Cuttings

wil! root but sfosvly
;

the best x\’ay is by grafting tlreni on

Paony roots! - They grow from 4 to 5 feet high, and a

watering 'A’ith liquid manure is Very beneficial to them.
'

'nnpirtalh .—A great deal was written in fa-

vor ofihis tree, wlnn it, some 1‘2 oi- 15 years -ago, was in-

troduced froin Japan to Europe, h resembies the Catal-

ripa in growth, fohage' atid form of the flowers,

the latter, however, are of a pale blue color, and appear

very early in the spring. Its groAvth is very vigorous,

and i hdve seen it throw up- a straight stem IS feet high in

one summer.
*• Phiiat^TpAft.^ cor/marms^ from the South of Europe, re-

sembles’ the common Pkiiadelpkus of our swamps in every

respect, 6\tt the flowers are nearly as fragrant,' 'as the

Orange blossoms. Four to six feet high. Propagated by
suckers, • -

Poirictar/ia Gillcsii.—This' South American shrub of re-

efent introduction has' proved a great acqais'ition to South-

ern gardens. Y\’'heh planted in'rich and moist ground rt will

blooni’wonsta fitly from the beginning of !^^ay until No-
vember. The flowers are large, straw colored, with very

l0ng, brighrscarlet sramens';’ and produced in larg-elfeads

or cius^tefs? Erorn six to eight ieef h.ig'i.*' Prcpdgfited'

froni seeds, .

'
.

-

' Jpkrtita^'^ranahinv tcvriccdta (Pomegranate)' ——The"
donbfe scarlet and dodblewhite vaffeties' are old cufrrbm-'^

ers iff au

Sijmphoricarpos P'actriios& (Sh

o

wb erry
.
)-^A 1though this

little shrub i.s indigenous. to Canada, still it stands our
Southen: climate pretty well J’he shrub itself is rather

indifferent until autumn, when it shows its pure.-white

berries in close bunches. These berries, ofa very peculiar

appearance, will keep on the bush until Christinas. Two
or three feet higli. Propagated by suckers. .

Si/ringu vitlgaris, (Lilac ).—Like so many others of our
ornamental shiubs, wegot tins from Asia. They are too

iwell known to need any description. The finest are : the

pure snow-white, andihe Chinese the latter. is.pale pur-

ple, and blooms twice in the season, viz ; dn April and in

September. Both require rich moist sod 11 and are propa-

gated by suckers. .

’

• o .

'*

Tarna^rix..—A beautiful shrub from the South of Europe-

with exceedingly delicate foliage, and a graceful aspect.

The pink colored flowers are produced in long spikes;- It

prefers rich soil and is most beautiful, when plah ted -Oin

ithe banks of streams. Six to eight feet high. Propagated

'from cuttings. V - .-g y -u..; ;•

' TFezgdtcrn.'efiWas introduced by Mr. Robert Fortune'

‘about ten years ago from ClurKtinto England. It ds, in

general, admitted to be.oneofouf finest t>ma«nental'sJir.qb6.

;It-forn:K large clusters of .pinkvcoloved riowers,.b^utifully

arranged amougthe foliaget-- Another, -Wttg‘etian7it.aMlis^

is quiie new, perhaps;milJ. more -griiceful, than the first;

)ramed:speeies^.which it resembles, but blooms for a mueb
a'rd^n's." The most beautifol \mn'ety^ however, longer .space odtimef. -Four totfive deea high: - Propagateti

:from 'Cuttings^ .Vf- a j q ;; .j'.L- ir

.Vibiirtin^ihi Snowbell).—This is a largevfam ii-y ofplants,

niost;o£ which have not yet befetr sutficieutly . tried in the

[South. Tlie common Snowball, Viburnv:ii'uOpiilm'7r(fseim,

.produces beautiful,, large, .wlii-re,'^ globe-shaped 'dusters of

flowers.-.;; it does best in rich moist clay sml,^as;itv in its.

wiki :State, always is found in such.locauons. • Vibit-rnuvt

Gzv&'ceus :{Creffihcj'\y Bash) rioe.s also well here'.' -Four

to six teet h igh-. V/ii] grow from cuttings, but more cer-

tain from-Hayers. ,
'

- .

Virp'ilu: Intai (Yellow Wtoo<E ^—A very fine - American

is the^Vfrriegafcd,' straw-bblored, ' b'eauiifuHy edged -bfith

bri;^r’scafiet.'
’

‘ A ' '
"

;

-

pfhy dnrM, from Missouri,-and '.called Missouri Cur-
ravjt,'’—=Early in' die spri ngd t prbdu ces its ve! low .flowers'

iri sfnMl clusters.’' Tire flowers' are 'p.^cee'dihgly fragrant,

like^aTn'atfons'. Si.x feet high. Propagated by suckers.

(liocust).—Every
_

pd'sbn knows the' common
Locu'St^j ind it hilght seem ridiculous to recohimend ii;

still sblfieyarletleS are very n fie. R. incruih] Qr unibr'aculL

fer'a is very beautiful, forming a close globe-shaped head,

a's if do'ne by art ; it is well adapted to avehufs or in the

front of a building. .bsyfr/a produces very large’ l^ihrub, though very rare In foliage and flowers it re--

clusters of rose coloTed flowers/ and often blooms t wice
j

^embles the- Titorn less' Locust. Ten feet high.' Propagated

during the summer. The- pyramidal -and the weeping
Locust are also odd-Io’oking and highly ornamental In

large gardens and parks.
-

'

SalfsbubPa or Gingkn T.' re, from -Japan, has a very pe-

culiar and strange loolri ng foliage. -Ten to 15 feet high.''

Prop'agatcd'by euttings-. v .

,Sd}'.'iL (Widows.)—But few of this large family are or- :

namenfal. TlieJVe’epmg WJIlow, iliiough cbnufion, is
j

Very beautiful after it hcsdlfained a'gnod size. The Ring-
leaved Willowds a.curiosity. The Caspian Willow .S'^Zhf

acPtifoiiGj and tfie yellow ba'iked Willow. Shli '-vilelltna]

are beautifcr near streams in a park.

Spi'rgci.—We' have several very beautiful species of

this finelamily of shrubs; Sp. pi a n i'f'otla is perhaps om-

of our most cliarming shrubs in February and March
when loaded with its whi'e double flowers, looking as it

covered with snow. Sp'/ccei R'cve.<;li, comes a liiitle

later, but is equally as fine, with long wreaths of loV’elv

v.’hite blossoms : a variety witii double flowers has just

been int.'^oduced, and is splendid. Sp: Df>tixrla^!( Sp. cal-

l6sa find Sp.'b Jla are all beautiful .sr>eoies with pink floW-
ei*s, and worthy of a place in any Southern garden, even
in the smallest.

I from seed and layers.

I

ViUx Agnus. Castus (.Chaste Tree)j from the South of

I

Europe,- produces numerous heads of neat blue flowers,

and can be keptin.bloom nearly all the summer, by con-

itantly cutting off the flowers The fuluigc has: an odor

like lavciideiS ' 'Leu feet; high. Best .propagated from

sted
.

^ ,
F,.p}ii-;HT, NKi.soN..

'yOriiUlu,ii<p.pX.^ Avpu^l'i-i G<^.i Afi/ fr,-:.lB57. . ,

Sierciitila vlaf ti'f (Yarnisli Tree) from L iiin-'i.—Per-

haps one of our t'e.st shade trees iii the Sol d:. Grows
very ranidly,. with a straight stem and a sleelc .r -en b.a'k ;

forms asymmetrical head with very large let.ves. It ha.s

a tremendous tap-root, and will, therefore, not, li!>>

the China trie, get blown out of the ground. It nev^t

gives suckers, and no insect ever troubles it. Thirty feet

high. Propagated by seed.

LoNG.F.yrr.Y of 'ehu Pk^k '1 am;.—A Brussels writer saysi

—In. a light, free .sod witti a rich, deep subspii, in which,

water does not stagnate, ip winter, the trees preserve

tlioughout their individual, existence a Jiea'ih.y . degree of

vigor, and bear abundamly. If the soil, is rich iti humus,
or if it is marly clay pt tome (ieptli, reslipg upon an equal

deptli of silicipus gravel, mixed with brick earth, lying,

upon thicker beds of sand which absorbs muisture, (he

growth of the Pear tree will theic, be. more comp-jct, less,

luxuriant; but the tree .’lv ill bear fruit of a finer flav.or„

and will generally live longer. Vfe found growing in

an orcliard in We.sl, Fl.andt.-rs, a variety of IVar, under

the name of Poire ds Froment,
(
Wheat Pear; doubtless the

descendant of a variety known among tlu- Romans as the.

Pyrus liordeana, the fruit of whii-ii ripened about the

.same tiineas barley. This maj .-stic tree has two uprighe-

parallel sterns, is twelve teet m circumference and forty-

five fret high. In it produced liileen .'•acks ot)

Pears. The baik is deejJy rent in many places, indicat-

ing that the tree was of gre.-it age. Plie firmer, jurn.self

85 years old, loM me that his grand-father, who died 50

years ago, at the age of fl'J, had frtquefilJy told him that,

It produced a rich boyhood.
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PRUNINC; IN SUMiViER.

BY G. M. KERN.

Horticulturists and Gardeners unanimously concur
j

in the opinion that pruning is an important operation,
j

Different opinions, however, obtain among them concern- i

ing the manner in which this important operation may I

be most successfully and profitably performed. If we ask
the industrious nurserymen or orchardist why he annually

cuts off so many large branches, and twigs, and buds,

from his trees, we are told that such procedure is necess-

sary to obtain fine, straight, and thrifty trees, to secure

well proportion heads, and to produce therefrom a bounti-

ful crop ot fruit. The vegetable gardener and florist, al-

so, freely employ the pruning-knife. The one stoops

down over his cucumber vines to make them accommodate
j

themselves to the narrow limits of a hot-bed, in view of i

forcing them to bear an early crop; and the other tops

and stops his plants in pots in order to obtain a bushy
and profusely flowering growth. The vine dresser, too,

finds it indispensable to trim his vines that he may pro-

duce an abundant harvest of the grape
;
and with the

hedge grower, pruning is the all-important work which
alone is able to render^his endeavors profitable and suc-

cessful
;
and he has yet to contend, it seems, with an end-

less multitude of opinions, countless queries and innumer-
able vexations resulting from the unsettled state of our
general knowledge on this particular subject. In all these

various branches of Horticulture, pruning aims to attain

one common object
;

it must be the means employed to

give us entire control over bun o fide growth or vegeta-

tion of the plant or tree.

We may distinguish two main purposes which all

rational growers ot fruit trees must keep in view to obtain

the results desired : Tlie first, of the greatest moment,
and which may be said in some degree to involve the

other, is to control the equilibrium of the sap throughout
all parts of the tree; and, second, to regulate adroitly the

respective quantities of fruit-bearing and leaf-making por-

tions. If the proper means for the attainment of this end
are understood,the question at once arises—which form and
habit is the tree to receive 1 In one case we permit nature

to pursue herown course, allowing the tree to attain its

natural shape and dimensions; in the other case we force

the tree to grow according to our own patterns, a pyramid
an espalier, or even a hedge.

For a full understanding of the means to govern the equi-

librium of the sap, we must look to one of the principal

laws of vegetable physiology, upon which all proceedings,

in this particular, must be based. The fluid nourishment
taken up by the root, ascends through stem and branches I

into the leaves, where it is altered in its nature, by a pro-
j

cess of breathing or respiration; from the foliage, as the
j

lungs of the tree, the fluid descends again into the branch- I

es and trunk, to be deposited as a new layer between the
j

bai'k and former wood, thus swelling the size of the tree,

by depositing these layers, or, as they are familiarly

ealled, “growths,” from year to year; and a portion of this

descending fluid, afier having been thus elaborated and
j

fitted for these functions in the leaves of the tree, passes

into the germ to form and bring forili fruit to perfection.

It is, therefore, manifest, that the breathing organs, the

leaves, are most important agents in the vegetative pro-

cess, and by the healthful quantity of its foliage the vital

power and successful fruitage of the tree are governed.

For this reason, the shortening of branches becomes ne-

cessary when a tree is transplanted, by which operation

the roots are always mure or less injured. Roots and leaf-

making branches must, here, be dexterously balanced.

Every bud that develops itself, in spring, into a shoot

with more or less foliage, is, therefore, a pump on the

quantity of sap which the root i.s able to receive.

And here it is well to consider that the course of sap is

always “onward and upward ;” the highest placed buds,

therefore, naturally receive more than the lower ones.

—

Every part of a tree, therefore, which has assumed too

strong a development at the expense of other parts, can be

controlled, by depriving it of parts of its buds, i. e.: by
making that part shorter, while the weaker portion

should be encouraged by being left unpruned. But it is

found that gardeners too often counteract this axiom in

the science of pruning, and erroneously hold to the doc-

trine that a branch is made to grow stronger by shorten-

ing, while the long growth makes it weaker. This must
not be confounded with the usual practice ofshortening-iri

branches with a view of uniting their w’hole supply of sap

for the benefit of a few eyes, which must then, of course,

take on a stronger development than if this supply had
been distributed to many buds. On this principle, older

trees, whose branches are disproportioned to the vigor of
the roots, and which are frequently exhausted by heavy
fruitage are greatly benefited by being “shortened-in,” the

vegetative capacity of the roots and branches being there-

by adjusted to a fairer balance.

Passing on from the great number of high-stemmed fruit

trees, wherein nature herself provides for a general growth

and uniform distribution of sap, to the class of the dwarf
trees, we find that the main purpose of the gardener

should be, to bring the lower lateral branches to perfec-

tion. To accomplish this object, he naturally finds it ne-

oessary to shorten the leading top branches, allowing the

lateral branches to remain longer, in order to form a well

proportioned pyramidal top. The same object must be

kept in view by the hedge-grower fuom the very beginning

of his operations. To secure a proper density in the bot-

tom part of his hedge, is the most important item in

his calculations. He aims to accomplish this by trim-

ming, very closely, the ascending shoot of the previ-

our summer; but, with increased vigor, new and stronger

shoots burst forth, and, if no timely stop be made in their

disproportioned upward growth, these again are to be

abated in the coming year.

And here the great question arises—what means are at

hand to control this growth in summer and limit its de-

velopment to the desired point?—for certainly it would

be quite unreasonable to suppose that to be a sound and

sensible horticultural practice by which the tree is allow-

ed, during the summer, to make as many shoots as its

vigor may prompt, and which the gardener sees growing

all the while with the pleasing prospect of cutting thenni

all off the following spring. In view of such practice,

well might we ask whether the vegetative powers of the

tree might not be more economically managed? and,

whether a fruit tree must necessarily produce a heap of

useless brush-wood before its energies can be directed to

the production of fruit ? And under such treatment, is it

to be wondered at that many complain that their trees do

not bear well ?-

After the buds develop themselves into young shoots

the course of the vegetative process in the trees should

be closely watched. The outline and ideal of a perfect

and pyramidal dwarf tree, with all its details, should stand

out in a lively image before the imagination of the gar-

dener; and, during the summer growth, it should be his

aim to so direct the ample store of new production as to

bring it, in the nearest degree possible, to a perfect tree,

and to profit, by every means in his power presented by’

this redundant growth, to secure fruit for the ensuing

year. With these considerations before his mind, his

first efforts should be directed to secure for the tree a com-

petent lop-leader. If the shoot of tlie uppermost eye pro-

mises to become such, it may be preserved for that office.

But, if inferior to some of its lower neighbor's on the

brunch, some of the latter should be chosen for the leader
;
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in which case the extremity of all other surroundins;

shoots should be carefully pruned off when about

six inches long. By this means, the leader will gain in

strength, while the other shoots, which are to become the

lateral branches, are, fora time, arrested in their growth,

and thus their due .proportion is preserved. It is, however

proper to remark that it may become important to stop

the exuberance of growth in this leading shoot itself,

when it seems to draw too largely on the supply of its fel-

lows
;

this is done, whenever ic becomes necessary, by

pruning off a few inches of the extremity. The leaders of

the lateral branches should also be examined and treated

in like manner in order to secure a suitable leader, well

proportioned to the minor shoots of the same branch

Particular attention should be bestowed upon t-lie small

shoots which are to become the fruit-bearing branches

Jt frequently happens that their terminal shoot takes on

too strong a growth, thereby losing its capacity for bear-

ing fruit, and becoming but a leaf-branch. By resorting to

this method of method of checking the strong-growing

shoots, the gardener and orchardist is enabled to exercise

a complete control over the development of his tree;

though it may be necessary to repeat the operation over

and over again. Under this treatment, the fruit-branches

are greatly favored and strengthened, and even new ones

are developed, which, without this attention on the part

of the gardener, would have become but useless leaf-

branches. During Uiese operations in summer every hap-

hazard water-shoot, frequently sprouting on trees, should

be removed
;

in general, ordy a proportioned number of

shoots is to be preserved
;

all those which would tend to

create excess should be taken off altogether. In this man-
ner the sap and strength of the tree will be employed in

the production of useful and valuable parts, securing

abundant corps, and well proportioned, healthy trees.

It is in the Nursery that the beginning should be made
to form the pyramidal tree. When the bud has grown to

the height of fifteen or eighteen inches, it should be check-

ed by pruning off the extremity. This check will cause

the growth of smaller lateral shoots, each having a new
and well proportioned leader. These lateral shoots thus

developed, are well fitted to become the leading lateral

branches. Care must be taken, however, to prevent them

from becoming rivals of the upward leader. By this treat-

ment the tree is really advanced for one year, inasmuch

as the sap of the first year is turned at once to the best ac-

count in the production of branches, instead ofcutting off

the redundant grow h as a useless switch, as is usually

done, when the tree is transplanted.

For hedge-growing it is quite leasonable, also, to turn

the vigor of vegetation, by repeated summer prunings,

into the production of dense brush-wood to form the ba.se

of the hedge, instead of throwing it in the fire of the b*'ush

heap the following spring; or of raising hedges, as too

many are, which are dense enough ci^hi feet above Ike

groiuKf but open at the bottom, wliere the greater density

is needed.

This subject of summer pruning is of great practical

importance, and deserves a rnwre extended exposition

than we can nov/ give it. Anri we feel assured that the

horticulluiisl would find greater satisfaciioii and more en-

joyment, to say nothing of profit, in the culture of l)is

favorite orchard, when cot ducted with such considerate

precavitions and watchfulness over his trees as the philo-

sophy of this subject su2:2:psfs.

—

Cindn.natus.

To Destroy Flies.—To one pint of milk add a quarter

of a pound of raw sugar, and two ounces of ground fiep-

per
;
simmer them them together for eight or ten miimtes.

and place it about in shallow dishes. I'he flies attack it

greedily, and in a few moments are suffocated. By this

method, kitchens, &c., may be kept clear of flies all sum-

mer, without the danger attending poison.

.SIJBSOIIi GARDENIA f;.

“ Ahcaijs do your best and leave the rest."

Some people are afraid to look below the surface soil,

apparently regarding it as a sacred spot that must not be

disturbed or intruded upon. Now the fact is, too many of

us have been looking at the surface of things instead of

penetrating into the subsoil below and examining its tex-

ture, to see if a mine of wealth be not there secreted.

The period has arrived when gardening must commence,

and those whose garden plots are underlaid with a stiff,

tenacious subsoil, would do well by considering whether

some measure might not be taken with it that would ren-

der it more certainly productive. It has been demonstrated

beyond cavil, that when a tenacious subsoil is dug and

loosened up, without bringing it to the surface,or mixing it

with the vegetable mould of the surface soil : if the season

is very wet, the water descends into it readily, and the

plants are protected from the injury of their food being too

much diluted with water; and if a drouth comes on, the

roots penetrate deeper and are benefited by the reser-

voir of moisture which lies below, and the capillary attrac-

tion in the earth brings the moisture upwards to the sur-

face, and feeds and refreshes the vegetables. Any way
you may fix it, it does much good, like all those good

honest old rules, that work well either end foremost.

The way to work it is to dig a little gutter a spit deep

and the width of the spade on the side of a bed, and throw

the surface earth which comes out ot it to the other end

of the bed which is to be dug, where it will be required

for the purpose of filling the trench which will be left at the

conclusion of the work. Then begin atone end of this gutter

and dig it up, and turn it over in the bottom, from end to

end
;
when this is done, begin and dig in the usual vvay,

turning down the surface soil on the subsoil which has

been dug; doing (his from 'end to end properly will leave

another gutter which dig and overturn as before
;
and so

proceed till the bed is all dug two spits deep; the subsoil

being turned topsey-turvy, but none of it being brought up

or mixed with the surface mould.

Trenching dilTers from this in turning the whole over,

and bringing the subsoil to the surface
;
but that would

be inexpedient when the vegetable mould was not at least

two spits deep, unless the ground should be very heavily

manured.

Now what is the objection to putting a garden through

this salutary process ? None at all excepting that it will

require twice the amount of labor; and this may appear

to some a serious objection, but its adoption once in four

or five years may be sufiicierit, unless the soil is very still

and intractable
;
and it enables the gardenerr gradually

every year, to extend his diggings a little deeper into the

subsoil, and by bringing up to the surface a small por-

tion of it annually, tfie surface soil is constantly gaining

dcfith, whicli i.s a matter of firinie importance in obtain-

ing good crops with much greater certainty.

Should it be too serious an undertaking to overturn a

whole garden in this way in one season, try a single bed

this spring, and become convinced of the importance ot

doing everything you undertake in the way you are cap-

able of; and then resolve never again to do anything

uscU enough, wliich means, in common parlance, just, as

had as will in any way answer ilie purpose for the time

being.

The foregoing plan lias no novelty in it, for it has been

often done, will) the greatest advantages resnhing fiom

it. Tlterc is no untried theory about it that it need scare

the most limifl, and the writer does not expect to gam
anything fnriher by die suYKestion, than tlie pleasure of

seeini; many more good gardens, stocked with delicious,

flourishing vegetables, than lie lias in limes passed wit-

nessed.— Southem Agriculiurut
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GRAPES, ^:I^^---FRERBH,VE^^ .
FRUIT^' " &c.

';

ANexperiencedcorrespoiicJent, of Alabama, gives us the

following suggestive hintsr—We are obliged, however, to

dissent from his efetimaie of the respective jmerits of the

Ca.ta,wba .and .^cupperno^^g, deeinihg the.
,
laUer pf

.
little

,-.value. for, win^jiandi preferring .the HStiU” Qatawf

ba, of BucHAKAJSt and ho^Q-^'XiRVii^'untkmtt'svgidf

:

=

"
j

Ifybh are pTantingh=viheyfird for Wine be'^Shfe 'to get

ihV It inakeda richef 'WiheVhan the

CataWba." The"Deve»‘eeux ts fair VupeHhf ta the' Watt-Vh^

thbtJgh probably^ si eeedlmg^' from' the latter/’' The' Seiipi

'perhbhg is the most pio.fitable; because Vvhiie'd^^^^ gtapes

^are^abdut aS ktfbject ks Peaches to^rbasuaTti^j this 'is a

-hever-failifig crop? - It doei hot •^hke ’gobd'wiire"with

Sugar’ but with Mcbhol will' make''good wifieih fWo years
feofh the Vintage. The €ataWba Is best With andis
•three years - getting ’ hvelldW.''' T belibye ladies' UriiroVnTfy

prefehr the^'Scupperhbng Wine to'bhy bthVr.^'
'

’

!

VStraWberries' ihixed^With as mueh’khgaf d'S if fhfended

‘Tor erbam; and ’sealed' up'Vn - glaSS,' Will
,
"bh" ' six' month's

j

‘make fi’ most delicious'’ WiheV'" The berneW’w

itibe’ With efeam;- " They Will become soft, but will taste

like fresh strawberries ahd bieahi- ^easohed’ W^h^^ wifieJ

iStraWbeWies will not keep ifitiir; heither- vrill PkimS. !

-'PEARH RN 'THiS^'ijElNfyE BTOFli;-.--' j

fe;-' C O' ' rr- .-- v.:.; (

5 ;, ;WK.take the following from an §.rt4cle of our-friend, Lj

E. BEfeCKMAkS-; Esqijvvho hasspefirt a long lifeitr the study

of Pomology', and his - opinions are, therefore, Worthy of

'confidence. To the question, Quincd-graftcd Pcan
?” he replies;

. , .

- i

jiViTliavo no hesitation in replying,' Yes, they .will, and
often better than on Pear, stock

;
and they are less subject

-to blight. I know that I do not agree with the opinions

pf my late friends, Van Mons and Esperen, who never

would admit a Quince stock in theirexperimentalgardens,

. I respect their memory, but cannot Itelp considermg their

opinions as a prejudice. They had not found out the

good Quince stock., and perhaps did not know how to

plant quince-grafted. trees. E myself,, did not know then;

At present, my best trees are on the Quince
;
and my best

fruit also. Those who would successfully cultivate, these

must pay_attentipn to, the following rules : ,

1. Have a good,.substantial, rather deep soil, with. por-|

pus or drained subsoil.

2. Select the good Angers, or Orleans Quince, for stock.

^ 3. Plant no other I'^arieties than those wliich succeed on

the Quince.

,4. Plant the trees deep enough, so that tlie place where
they have been budded shall be at least three inches below
the surface of the soil.

5. Iveep the weeds down.
G. Keep the branches low, and make a pyramidal tree,

by judicious pruning once or twice a year. If well jorun-

ned, the tree requires no pinching.

Much has been said about the of the Quince

stock. If properly planted in genial soil, which is not

exhausted or impoverished by intervening field crops

without a reasonable supply of manure, as most of our

apple orchards are, the Quince-grafted tree will thrive for

some fifty years or more. Some actual facts will prove

what I state. Hon. M. P. Wilder has in his garden at

-Dorchester, trees wliich he brought from Long Island

some twenty years ago. They have yielded fine crops

almost every year, and there is no reason to anticipate a

diminution of growth or crops. These trees are on the

Quince, but they have been planted by a man who knows
how to manage trees.

In the same gqrden are someJinc.Urbaniste trees.—a pare

on the Pear and a part on the.Quince-r-pIanted in the

same, spot, in the same year. Those on Pear roots are

now, beginning to bear some spare fruits, while the others,

on Quince, have yielded bushels, of fruit for the last seven

years; and are aetually .ioad.ed with a splendid crop.. .All

are equaily he.althy. '
. .

He vylyo wants large cVop.s, of.Pears, indifferent in size

or^quality, riiay plant alflijs trees on tffe Pear stock ;/ but

he'has to wait .from ten to fifteen years. If you want large

fine fruit, which, ip .fa.ct^ pays bcijer, .with less, trouble and
expense, select your vari.etieson. tbc.Qoioc.e. Tiiese.,will

often bear the . first year, an4 alwijy^s. tlie tbirff or.fouith

from thei.r planting. If I had. thiriy ,trees, torplpnt, .i\ye;ity

should be qn the.Quince^ the balajice on Tear stock. -

, -^mXvarieties will not grow .upon the Quince, but. even

these .do. that is, budded .pr grafted

upon "a variety w orked, already .upon the Quince, and .suc-

ceeding upon it.
. ThV French call ii mtp-'mediarij^ ^g;raft-

in blunting orchards’, the same, care. and tire same d'ig-

'grngls requiredTor a !3tandard.as for a Quince stpcl^, but

how di:pei;ent the result'? , Ask. Jffr., .Hovey, ,a,Q4 .others

arpund./^pston,, frpm whicli they derive thep: las'gesi.pro-

fits. They all, agree that the/Quince root kas pa d ,t|ie .soil

the expenses, tree and all* long before the jpgar

.shown .ahy sigiis of bearing.'*. . .

[We. have also on file, for our June number,-fan ejccel-

ient article ou this subject, ’ from an experienced Missis-

sippicorrespdndent.—Eds-]
‘

!>ES4^KIPTION OF A KBW BAPTIBIA, FOUND
, . near Aiken, S. C., >y H. W. RaveneV

Read before tke EUipt Societ y of. Natural Hista y. Janu
ary ISil

, 1856.

I desirfe to make this Society the medium of publishing

a new species of Bapiisia, which I have discPvered in

the “Sand Hills,” in the neighborhood of Aiken.
,

The honored Bo'.anist, whose name this Society bears,

aided by his numerous friends and correspondents, has

scrutinized, with such diligence and ability, the fforal

regions of our State, that his “Sketch,” which modestly

claimed bat a fragment of the harvest, has left for Future

reapers only scanty gleanings in the field of Phienogam-

ous Sotany. The “Sand Hill” region of our Siate, the

Flora of which is weTl marked and characteristic, has fur-

nished two species of Baptisia, which seem to have es-

caped his observation, viz; the subject of the present

notice, whose characters are given below; and Baptisia

Serencr., Curiis found some five or six years ago in the

Sand Hills, about Society Hill, and published by Dr, Cur-

tis, in vol. vii. of “Siliiman’s Journal,” for 1849, p.' 406,

and which I have also found here.' These two, and B.
perfoliata, R. Br., appear to be confined to the “Simd
Hills.”

The two former are rather rare, (of Baptisia Scrclia:. I

have found but two speciinens) but the latter is very com-
mon here

;
and with Ccratlola Ericoiifcs and E'-iogovuhi

lomentosim

,

is a peculiar characteristic of this region.

In addition to these three, just named, I find Bopti^^.a

tinctoriai'R. Br., B alba, R Br., and B. Icucapfa^ Nutull.

These three last have a wider range.

BAPTISIA STIP'JLACEA.

Species nova glabra, caule

ramosissiino, ramisque patentibus. Foliis trifoliolatis-, pe-

tiolatis, foliplis subrotundo-obovatis, basi cuneotis, petio-

lurn excedentibus. S'ipidis folioaceis, auricuJatr)-cordati&

obt'dsis, subaiuplcxicaul/biis, persistentibus, p-.tiolo U>^hgior-.-

bus Racemis terniinalibus, laxifloris, declinatis. Legv

minibus inflatis, subrotundis, pedicellatis.

Stem two to three feet high, diffusely branched, glab-
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afii*

rous. LeafletsVoundrsh-obomLe, Wrongly' reticulated on And where, now, are, the, hardy, robust men, and women
the .under side,, glabrous on botit surfaces.. Stipules, large,

roundish and unequally cordate at base, sessile and em--

bracing the stem,, persistent. Flowers, yellow, pedicel-

late)'.axillary and forming short racemes at the extreme'-

ties of -the branches (like dioseofB. tinctorea), theupper.

sometimes becoming unifoliolaie and bract-like.

Teeth .-of the xxdyx short, triangular. Leg.umes short, in-

flated, :on pcdied half inch- long, pointed with the long

reeun^ed and vuated, .style. Plant not blaeitening in dry-

ing.-v.pjo.wers in June and July. Root pereimhtl.

It is' iipt as it used to Tie, ’

.. .....

\
'

^.Vhen you and I were youngf y .

•

..'’Wi)e.u..i;oundeach elsh and niaple free^'
'

'

^
.

The'hcneysuckles^m^^ '

. ,

..I^mstdpi .loveTlie' cottage wiiefe

.'/y '^^'i passed 'nPy early y^ \
"

^

\

- though iioX’a sliigle' fe^

ThFuhehVb)xendearsi .. .

^ R is'noi'.now as ir'used to he, • :

" Thd mbs.s'is' on the roof,

" And from their nests beneath the eaves,

'"’V

^

’

'The swallows keep aloof.

•rx> > ..The robins how they used to sing ^
^

When you- hnd I were young.
'

' -And' how did flit the wild bee’s wing •

“ The opening flowers arhong !

’ '

' It is not as it used to be!
•

» The voices loved -of yore,
-

' A.nd the forms we were wont to see,

- r-:
- We see ai d hear no more -< •

'
" Mo more ! Alas, we look in vain,

For those to whom we clung,

A-' ' And love as we can love but once,.

AVhen you and I were young.

X ; SAEARiETUS A POISON.

Edjtcks Southern Cultivator

—

I have noticed in the

Cultivator for June, '1856, a paragraph in which it is,

stated that Air. George Summer, “in a recent lecture,”

spoke oi the excessive use of salerrctus as a cardinal cause

cf dur prevalent American ill-heahh, and denounced it as

a deadjy poison,,<^7 I jiave, before, expre.ssed rny views

on this subject, in the columns of .the CuKivaior^ and en-

deavored to point out some ofthe ill efiects of the immoder-

ate.; and long-continued use of alkaline compounds. Still

the question is a§kcd f‘Is salaiaetus a poisonJ” Most

as%^r$dl%At LS, ', so-As siiJa. 'ilcienUgc .vvritera,- in their

classiflcatigns ppisoias, imyariably include . theser amd-.

other kindred substance^ ^Ibng-. with arsenie,- antimony,

\ic.,,in the listof “irruuing.andoprroding'poisons,” - And
this, is exactly what they are: irrUating and corroding

vflisms.^ And there are numerous painful examples of

their, blighting effects upon human life and health every-

where to be met with. The e.vcessive rise of these noxious

compounds in modern cook.eiy is, without a-,sing!e doubt,

the prime ca- !:-e of most of those distressing stomach dis-

orders which afil'ict our race at the present dray. Com-
pare the present generation with the preceding one. Thirty

yeaiT, ago Dyspepsia was as lulJe known among oui

hardy, robust population as the alkalies were among. our

cooks; and it is, no doubt, within the recollect'toa o*

many that the introduction of these poisonous compounds
into .pur kitchens, wes speedily followed l->v a marked in-

crease of ihis fea- nl d'sorder, whose vic'ims continued to

iiiuiiiplv rom day to day with frightful rapidity, so that

in a I w years 'he dis ase had became so coKTimon that it

Tscei-v ed th-" distinctive title oi^Hhefashionaule complaint''

of'these days 1 They will not be found, I apprehend.,

among the rising generation, raised on hot soda cakes apd-

all nianner of “svveet.fixlns.” Look at our youth; pale,,

sickly, indolent, irresolute
;
\yUliout the powers of endur-;

ance; 'incapable ofexertipii, either bodily or. mental. And,

the sprightly, buxom i1niaidca---wi.,th “rosy cheek and fault—

les.s Ibrin”— the perfection of all female beauLy, and loveli-

fless--a}as.! she, fob, has been strangely transformed
b,

Lika the dpod-ied .fl.Qwer 'just openipg to the
,
.light, yvhik;

bathed in liie refreshipg bajiny dew, she.may .appear love-,^

ly— eyeii charining for a.A.lble—yyt.prematui'p depayeds.,

plainly .wriUeP- upon her pajjid coun,tena!}ce. jShpds, the^^

flower pi7 a -day.
'
.Alas ! hf>.w .scon slie.fcLdes. =Now, pale-

aiiAaUenuated|-feebTf ;liftde"ss, tipiid p.screancrsau;:

a bu.tterflg^Ysw’-Opris at a.caUe^iHar i ever ailing,, h’agilepasu.

the flowe'rf And t|(ese ^re-.Uie. things, tha.f, aVP fQ become^
tiie. nm'tbers .Qf ’die.hext gen^mfjgu.l

, Q piotJierR, of pur.

Re’'iplhiionajy/riefbe§ryC|,Amerm^j^^ I,forbear.,.,

) ;
Alosi h'ea.rulyidbjb ip the,, unqualified-

••cojidenipaijqn' pCja practice YhP.b. pnjy exU'emely -, sill-y. iur

dtselib’butJr'hygm with fhp m.o.at disastrous, copsequences -

.;tb fhej.rfe, hpajihim^^ happiness of the lumian ihnnly.

: ToWpdia, Mlss., March, 185'1
. , r, ^ Y

7Y,.

'

“TH-UAIPS ,IN:,.MO€iS«-K.A CURE. •• -.^x'

"I^DlTDRs T^outhern CyLTiyATOR—Engjosed I.send yo-U...

a recipte (for publication ifyou 'deem it.necessary) for ihej.

. cufe'of “thupips’^ in hogs. .1 do not recojlecbof ever .sep.-,,,

.mg it ifi pri'nf ( and as it is an effectual., remedy t think s

every person \vho rais'esdiogs should know it. One, of niy

neighbors gave it to me, .1 to you, and you to the public.

It has relieved everymne that it has- been given to in time,

in this vicinity,. My reasons for sending it to you are

: these ; I hear a great comp]aihrabou,t this
.

disease in the

southern portibn of the State
;
some have lost aver a huri-.

clred head arid are still dying, and something to relieve,

them, of course, would be an advantage to them, and the

receipe will actually cure in every instance where ii. is.

applied in time. Heie it is

;

1st. Burn all the old beds and around the feeding place
‘ for several hundred yards.

2d. Give to each hog, as soon as it is discovered to have

the thumps, one tablespoonful of Spirits, of Turpentine

every other day for a, week. This is a sure cure if applied

in time. T. B,

Glasgow, Ga., 1857.

ROTATION OF C'ROPS-FATTENlN(^ HOG&, &c.

' Editors -Southern Cultivator—R \vas not rny jnr ,

leilfforiAot trouBle*you^%ibth 'a coriiinFmTdai.fom^^^^ sopri,'1:ut',
^

ssecing my fast' artrble' noticed 'Ajjf a''brplite.f planter^ in...

•youF]M_arch number,' cbriipliirienting mb,' iri^part. an3 at

the same time, making inquiry whether or not I advocat-

ed rotation of crops, 1 have concluded. thereToie, to give .

you a short communication, explaining my views on that

subject.

In answer to my frieiid, Mr. G. D.'Harmon, ofMissis-

bippi, I must .say, that rotation in Corn and Cotton .will

wear out land. COrn, cotton, and small grain, alternate-

ly, will about keep it on a stand, provided ihe pasture,, the

third yeai, is not eaten.out too clean, but cultivating one

year and sowing down or resting the riext, will improve

land, provided ir is level. This is my experience. But

wlielher or not w'e would give in to Mr, Flarmon’s notion

of manuring and improving an old place in preference to

settling a new one as being the most profitable, 1 must

say it will soon become a matter of necessity find not of

choice, as 1 consider the bounds of slave leiriiory nbw”

fixed, should we not obtain Kansas. Therefore, sieces-
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sity will force us to improve what we have, or our lands

and negroes must perish together. I, therefore, consider

every spadeful of manure as adding something to the in-

dependence of the South
;
and, of course, I advocate level

culture, hill-side ditching, rotation in crops, manuring,

and everything else calculated to improve our soil
;
and

could we make it a Belgium in one year it would place

our institutions on a much firmer basis.

Before closing this communication, 1 must notice a re-

mark made by ‘ A. R.," of LaGrange, Ala., in your Febru-

ary number, who also alludes to my article in your De-
cember number, about fattening hogs on peas. He be-

lieves, with many others, that hogs should be taken from

a pea-field two weeks before slaughtering and fed on corn,

to harden fat. He, in this, is advocating a doctrine not

founded on practical experience. The fat formed by corn,

peas, acorns, or any other food, unless it is mixed, will

appear as obvious to the discerning eye as the layers of

alluvial soil on the banks of the Mississippi River. Corn
fat is white and firm, pea fat a light flesh color, and that

made from acorns is a very light yellow and oily, which
is never mixed until rendered up. I. hope, therefore, to

put this hardening of fat to rest, as I think I am sustained

by all experienced pork raisers. I have fattened pork fre-

quently on corn and peas and discover but little difference

as to dripping in the summer.
I never keep my stock hogs out of my pea-field if I

have enough for all; it is well, however, to feed and salt

them pretty well after taking them out, until you get them
back into industrious habits; they not being fed well after

taking them out is the cause of their dwindling off and not

doing well. Raise a child in idleness, with plenty, and

put him on his own resources, without aid, and he will go

the same way. E. Jinkins.

Horse Pen, Miss., March, 1857.

CHINA THEE BERRIES POISONOUS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In answer to the quer-

ries of M. T. McGehee, with regard to the China Berry, I

would state that I have some little experience, as there

are some very fine looking trees about my yard, which
never fails to bear large crops of berries. They have

killed some fine pigs for me. They will keep perfectly fat

on them and die at last. I do not know that they will

kill old hogs, for my sows ate berries with the pigs and

was not hurt. The robins crowded on my trees last spring

*n gangs, and we could find them sitting about m every

department of the yard, apparently drunk, and could not

get out of the way. To satisfy myself whether they

would die or not, I brought one into the house and it died

in a few-hours.

I have often heai’d that a decoction of the bark was an

excellent vermifuge for children ,and accord ingly I requested

my wife to give some to our son
;
she did so, and in less

than three hours his eyes were swollen very much and
the water streamed down his cheeks in abundance. For
further information I would refer the reader to Ewel’s

Medical Companion, under the head, “Pride of India, or

China.”

I verily believe that they will kill anything that will

use them as their entire food, and would advise Mr. Mc-
Gehee to abandon the idea of planting an orchard of them,

and plant the same ground in Chinese Sugar Cane.

J. C. Wylie.
Marshall, Texas, March, 1857.

N. B.— If you know of any cure for Blind Staggers in

Horses, please publish it in the CultivoMr. This county

is very subject to this disease.

[See back numbers of the Cultivator for various reme-

dies for Blind Staggers, and other diseases of horses.

—

Eds.]

VIEEAGE ARISTOCRACY.

Many are the follies and weaknesses of human mature
;

but none are more contemptible than those acted out by

the scrub aristocrats of our towns and villages. These are

to be found in all the relations of life. A young man
whose father was a hard working mechanic, either has a

moderate fortune left him, or he marries a few thousand dol-

lars, and forthwith puts on airs, perfectly disgusting to all

who are acquainted with his “rise and progress” in the

world. Such young men regard as beneath their dig-

nity, the vocation of their parents, and not unfrequ^ntljr

avoid letting it be known that they spring from such

sources. We have even met with some who looked upon

the vocation of an humble mechanic as beneath the dig-

nity of a gentleman, forgetting, meanwhile, that the taint

of the father attaches to the son ! Pride of this kind

never finds a resting place save in a weak brain, and

manifests itself in a perverse temper.

There are many young men in our towns and villages

(and some young ladies, too !) who seem to be proud of

the wealth of their parents—while their own reputations

would be soiled by associating with the sons of mechanics.

In their strange infatuation, it never occurs to them that

their fathers made all their property by downright steal-

ing, cheating, and lying— while their grand-fathers were

sold at public auction, in our seaports, to pay their pas-

sage across the ocean ! See the number of young men in

our country, who, endowed with scarcely common-sense,

and no sort of love for genuine republicanism, resort to

the study of learned professions, such as law and medi-

cine, while every mark about them declares, in terms

which cannot be misunderstood, that the God of Nature

intended them for brick-layers, house-carpenters and

black -smiths. Many of these ought now to abandon

their professions for the more profitable and equally hon-

orable fields of labor, where their fathers made money

enough to educate them, and thus elevate them to stations

in which they never can move with ease and grace. God

deliver us from the bastard aristocracy of our little vil-

lages, and cod-fish aristocracy ofour larger towns ! Among
these hateful funguses of society, respectability is based

upon the nature of a man’s vocation, instead of the man-

ner in which his duties are performed. The only senti-

ment which well regulated society recognizes, is in that

sound maxim—“ Act well thy part—there all the honor

lies.”—Exchange 2^aper:

THE COTTON PEANT AND THE OLIVE
Brandi.

The -olive branch as an emblem of peace, has parted

with its significance in the amity existing between the

American eagle and the British lion. The classicality of

its deep green spray and bright berries has lost all its

appropriateness, since the sturdy spokesmen of the depu-

tation of English husbandmen, in addressing Mr, D'Israeli

said, “Now doant let us have no war wi’ Merica, Cluster

Duzerly.” England had learned a lesson, had drunk au

unpalatable draught just then, and found to her astonish-

ment that though she might trample upon the long accept-

ed emblem of concord, the olive branch, yet the cottou

plant, the bread-giving, wealth-creating cotton plant, was

not thus to be treated with indignity. It was no doubt a

revolting mental dose this realization of her own depen-

dence, and doubly so because it has, in a measure, placed

her in a false attitude before the world. For the press of

France insists that England quails before the power of the

United States, and that we have placed upon her a most

grevious insult. To view the matter in this ligh‘ is not

generous, nay, more, it is unjust. England has not been

I

brow-beaten, but has merely attended to the admonitions

j

ofsound sense. The English may be a nation of utilitari-
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ans, but that they are not cowards, no people have better

reasons to know than their Gallic neighbors. That a war

has not followed upon the heels of Mr, Crampton’s dis-

missal is not to be charged to any decay of British pluck,

but to the fact that the co.tton plant has superseded the

olive branch as an emblem of Anglo-American harmony

It is not the lives, or the ships, or the money a war would

involve, but losses of a tar different character, which de-

terred Palmerston from coming into a collision with this

•country. It was the fear that a set-to with the Model

Kepublic would silence the naules and jennies of his fac-

tories, and hush the anvil ring, and dismount the trip-

hammers ofhis workshops, that caused him to repress his

ire, and to pocket that which, under any different state of

things, he would construe into an insult, and which, if

given by any other nation, would be the tocsin of immedi-

ate war.

All glory, therefore, to the Cotton Plant ! As a preser-

vative of a good understanding and a provocative of cour-

tesy between Great Britain and ourselves, it is worth all

war ships and Minnie rifles that were ever constructed

For niany years past, England has been trying to work

out her independence of us, and her statesmen have left

no means untried to produce a staple in her colonial pos-

sessions. She has tried it faithfully in India, but without

success. India cotton is superlatively fine and beautiful,

but for her purposes the merits of the article must be in

the positive degree. India cotton makes splendid mulls

and lawns, such as a bishop might wear or a bride adorn

herself with. We have seen it of such fineness that its

entire width could be drawn unrumpled through a finger

ring.

But of what use is Bishop’s lawn, nainsook, or India

cambric, for the clothing of her peasantry and her soldiery!

None; she must have American cotton for these purposes,

and none other can be an adequate substitute. The Indian

article is what the Frenchman terms, magnijique,

van sublime humbug /”

We do not feel disposed to regret that this is so. In

fact, we rather rejoice at it. The great wal 1 which fences

off British aggression from this country, unlike that which

protects the lazy celestials from the encroachments of the

Tartars, is made of cotton, and for the peace and security

of the world, it may be considered absolutely indispens-

ably that the mammoth manufactories of Britain should

place their sole dependence for material upon the good

faith ofthis great and glorious Union. It is a little re-

markable that our cotton defended us at New Orleans in

1812, against British bullets and bayonets, and that it has

proved our best safeguard against war with England in

1856.

—

Philo.. Eve Jour.

ONE PENNY’S WORTH OF OIE.

A very sensible article in your paper some time since,

from the Builder^ on this subject, so perfectly met my
views and habits tor many years past; that I cannot re-

sist the temptation to commend and enforce the idea, to-

gether with my own experience, to your readers.

How many things about the house and farm, are worn
and often ruined for the want of one minute’s care and a

little dab of oil. Every lock that squeals, give the blade

of the key a touch of oil. Every catch that jams on the

latch needs a drop. The hinges of the doors require it and

the coffee-mill, and the pocket-knife—the tongs, shears

and scissors, and every implement needs this lubricating

agent, where metal has friction on metal. Padlocks ex-

nosed to the weather should have a good cathartic dose.

You will not be the loser, by touching your boots on

the side where the little toe comes in contact with the

leather
;
as there is the spring and bend of the foot in

walking, and where the boots fails first and should

be kept soft and supple. A dollar saved is two earn-

ed. How often have I seen a whole family, jamming
and kicking at a door for months together to make it shut

and latch
;
when two grains of any kind of grease, would

make it slip like sleighing.

The complicated machinery of our brief existence will

not be the worse, by the application of a little of the oil

of human kindness. It works marvelously on a bad tem-

per— makes the world jog easier and keeps down wrinkles

and hard words and worse feelings. An oihj word which
does not even cost one penny; sometimes saves hard

knocks and lawyers fees—broom-sticks and black eyes.

Soft words put away anger, says the prophet. How true !

It is the real oleagenous panacea of life, for half the ills

that flesh is heir to. Make a note of this for constant refer-

ence .—Rural New Yorker.

ASTONTSHINtf EFFECTS OF HUANO.

Although some people may be inclined to doubt the

truth of the following yarn, we can bring forward any

quantity of vouchers. An old salt of our acquaintance,

says that when he was in the guano trade he sailed as mate

of an old brig w'hich might have been a lender to Noalrs

ark. On a return trip with a load of guano, the hatches

were left open one night and a tremendous shower wet

the guano in the hold, and produced the most surprising

effects. The timbers of the vessel sprouted and grew in

all directions. Between decks was a complete bowery.

The forcastle became an almost impenetrable thicket, and

the cabin a beautiful arbor. The rudder post being made

of white oak, grew up into a “live oak” tree, which afford-

ed a grateful shade to the man at the helm, though he was

sometimes annoyed by the acorns rattling upon his tar-

paulin hat. The masts became very imposing with their

evergreen foliage, and strange to relate, the foretopmast,

which had been carried away in gale, grew out again,

and the altitude of all the masts was so much increased as

to render the brig exceedingly crank. The vessel had
boughs on her stern and the figure head (speaking figur-

ately) was as full of boughs as a dancing master. They'

were obliged to prune the bowsprit and some of the spars

twice a week. The quarter deck, was covered with shrub-

bery, and the cook’s caboose resembled a rustic summer-
house. Crab apples grew on the pump handle, and a

cherry table in the cabin bore fruit. Perhaps the most re-

markable circumstance occasioned by the stimulating and
fertilizing influences of the guano was that cockroaches

on board became so large that they could get up sail on
the brig. One of the owners of the craft facetiously re-

marked that she went out a full-rigged brig and came
back home half bark. There is nothing like guano to

make things grow', and for strict truth and veracity give

us an old sailor when he lays himself out on a big yarn.

—

Boston Herald.

Icing for Cake.—Two pounds double refined sugar,

one spoonful of fine starch, one penny W'orth of gum arabic

in powder, five eggs, one spoonful of rose-water, the juice

of one lemon. Make the sugar fine, and sift it through a

hair sieve, rub the starch fine, sift, the gum arabic sift

also; beat or stir all well together. Take the whites of

the eggs, whisk them well, put one spoonful of rose water,

one spoonful of the juice of lemon, beat well together
;
then

put to the sugar by degrees, till you wet it, then beat it

until the cake is baked
;
lay it on with a knife, and the

ornaments, if you have any
;
and if it does not harden

sufficiently from the warmth of the cake, return it to

oven. Be careful not to discolor.
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SCOTT’3 LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
Mill, Improved,

iifi; 18,54.) • ^

Manufactured of tr,8 best raateriaK . by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & Co., under the imirediate supervision

of the Patedt^ei

. CARMICHAEL & BEAN, GENERAL

;

'
. , BkkcH I&LAKD, S- c., April 1,U857.,

Blessrs. Caumichaei, & Beais Augusta, Ga-^rGent—I have
had a No. 8 LITTLE GIANT in constant u?c for the last two
years, add have :fo(l my stock entirely on Corn and Cob’ Meal: '-I

have never worked niy horses and mule? harder than during this
time, and they ha-, c never been in better couditipu than they are
now. Two houses will grind fifteen biishcl.s per hour easily, and
1 feel confident tlir.t I save fully 30 per cent, by u.siug the mill.

—

I am acquainted with .several kinds of cru.shers, but consider the
LITTLE GIANT far stiperior to any I liave ever .seen.

Yours respectfully. TIIO?TAS S. MILLER.
Me.s.sTs. Cakmichaee & Bean—

G

ent.—AVe are using the
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COBB MILL.S, which we bought,
from you, and hereby recommend them to Plant.ers and Stock
Feeders as the most simple and durable the most easily propelled
and best crusher.? we have ever seen, and by the use of which we
believe a saviug of one-third is made.

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia county, Ga.
(Dr Crawford has two mills in use.

>

,
A. J. RAMBO, Edgefiehl district, S. C.

(Mr. Rambo ha.s three mill.? at difierent pJa-cefi.

J. PRINTI'P, Warren cotxuty, Ga.
•JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke county. Ga.
T. J. SMIT H. Hancock county. Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe county, Ga.

(Mr. Barrow ha.s t-v o milt,s )

,
GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WlM. J. EVE, Richnior d county, Ga.
Gt lODE BRYAN, Richmond county, Ga.
WM, J. MIMS, Ivichmondconnty.’Ga.
V.. A. IIATGHER, Joffer.son county, Ga.
.TOHN G. MERCK, Hall county, Ga.

' JAMES M, HARklS, Hancock conn ty, Ga.
A H. COLLINS, C )lumbia county, t.-ia,

IJENRY J, SCHLEY, Burke coxinty, Ga.
(Mr. Schlei' is tishig two •yidlsi.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga. •
. i. toi-'-

JAMES TOitKYE, Lexingtem, Miss. may57—tf

AGENTS, AUGUSTA, Ga.
vpHE attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

X called to this MILL,,, a.s combining in a remarkable degree,
portability and power, s inpHcity of coustruciion and, arrangement,
durability, and' liglitness of draught.

In setting these Mills, no, mechanical .work is required, it .being
ojiry neces.sary’t6 fasten them xlcwn to a floor or platform, and for

, purpp.'fe the requisite sei'fiws and a TfhittJd card of dhectious
will accompany each mill.
X Tt has- been proved- by .actual experiment, that Stock fed on
Corn and Cob Meal, are capable of doing more work, .and are less
liable fo ihjiu’y fiiom being 6vcr-heated,'over-fecdhigand 'drinking,

and will .always keqp in hettar condilipn. than when fed ;on Corn
'.aloiie

;
and in addit ion to this,' it is 'conceded by all who have made

.the -Irial, rthat a say-mg of at .least oae-foixrtli is madoby feeding
Corn and Cob MeaL .

* Caution.—The Liftfc'^lia'iif lias always taken the firsfpremium
.wherever exhibited

;
and we schallenge -the' patentees, maanfae-

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce PROOFS, of ijs .ever

-ItaVihg bhen equalled at any tri.aV conducted by disintefc.sfed per-

.«ons and on fair terms.- It is fhe product < of genius, -experionce

.and perseyerau,ce, a’qd.such lias, been its succe.ss, and ..such the
celebrity' whicii it has gained during the tw o years of its existence,
that several imitations and counterfeits have recefitly made'tlieir

.appearance yrith the yahi hope that by: assuming, high-.soimding
names and stealing some of the Little. Giant's tliuiider, they may

^be 'abler to follow in ifs fbofsteps'and share' fts fame'. These 'niill's

j,are;gparanteed against defects or Iweakage,- when used according
tq the du’^c,t,io],is,-and,'qt's eyidcace, of their dufabilitj-j a. No. .2 Alill,

which has gronn'd 'nine tho'fsand bushels,' and a i&o.B iMill, whicii
Ttas group'd fifteen thousand bushels, are'stilf-dbiiig goOd 'se'rriee.

The smadest size, No. will, grind five bushels per hour w'ith.a
smad horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete 1

and ready for attaching the horse! No. 2 will grind from eight to

ten, bushels per hour w ith one horse, and is said at $50. No. 3 re-

quires two horsps, will grind fifteen bushels ppr hpiu-, and sells

for'$60. '
.

' ' • ’
'

.

' We append a few of the many certificates which we‘ havb re-

...ceived,, and w;e liave in our posses.sioii ofiicial written and iwinfed
'te.stimonlals which, we^will gladly, exhibit to ^persons wanting
niflls,- shoyring ‘and ;^rbvmg- the- superiority of "the Little' Giant
over all others :

"
'

i
-

'

,

_ TESTIMONMLS,
Augusta, Ga,, A,pril 3, 1855.

t'iiave bebn funniifg bne of SCOTT’S LITTLL GIANT CORN
AND OOB B; MILLS. No. 4, for the fast five weeks, and it per-

.Ippms to niy.enth'e satisfaetion. It w-as warranted to grind tw’entv

^usbels per hour, But I have ground o'ver tliudy-five bushels in an
hotg.* and a half; dr equal to twenty-three and a halfbiishels per

hqup. , in fepding thirty hov.ses, I save at leaslj one hundred bushels

,
'ofCorn per month, it.now requiring only, .two hundred bushels of!

Cofft kvithdiie Cob, where I formerly fed three hundred. I cbn-,

siderf itirdecidedlyitbe^best kind of 'ci'KSher .-ever got up' atid-if I

'xoidd not repiace'mine.'Lwauldiiot sell.it for five hundred dollars.
C X -•

L D. MATCeWS.'
4 7

^ '

. rroprittot of- lh& Avg^u^ta Omnibuses.'

H'-.T-yf u;
.;

- AuteUSTA, Ga.v

A

pril 29. 1857.

„,,,:Mes,srs.!^>hJi^CHAEh;&.BEAN=^Genk^-A.ftm’ having used the

'LITTIjE''GIANT constantly fcf two years/I cheerfully confirm:

:^^«i'y-|itaVTfieht mkd^hi'iB.vcb5%ificate'bfihe 3d of April 1855. ‘

FELTON’8 ,S4EL]P».‘«^nAKPENIN«' ' “ '

P O H T A B L E G R I S T M
PaTF.NTKD .JANUARY 2, lg55.

. ..
, r

FATE.NT ,

..
PCETA3LS GSAIH imX.

'''

xr.OY,:;. Y.

For Grinding all kinds of Grain, inxluding Com and Oeld ami
adapted to tlin U/Se of Plaiitgr.?, by Horse Power. ,

Tht.s’is one of the'mbsfvalnable' invent ions of. the day,' Ppses-
sing allthe qualifications reqn site to* make it -availarbio -to the
Planter, it is destined to supply a^want that has loag-bceu .felt by
that pbrlodor the community.'' 'it occupies a-^pace of on'y tw-e

feet by three, and weighs about 300 Ibk It is very sirnpie Ifi' c'biv

stnict'ion,—the grinding-s«rfaees'are 'ofthe Tunst durable chara,cter
and are SelLSUarpeiniig, requiring up skill-to keep' in prder, and
should tKey*^ ever wear out, '

ca,a. .be replaced at a mSl'mg cost,—and the price comes withm the reach of eveiy Planter and
Farmer. o-

‘
:

-

,li is adapted to. Steam. Water, Wind or Horse Ppwer, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with on e-h'or.se power,
and from six to eight bushels wJth two hor.se power: it grinds suf-
ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature.

" ' ' '
- < -

The perfeGDg of this mill is the result of a long sprics .c^ ex-
perimeuis which have been 'attended with gre.-rt expense;' but
.the . succes-s of, the enterprize is most eomplete. Numerous 4;e-t;

monials in ifs favor have been received, and will be ch'eetfully
exbibitedrio all.

' '
.

'
..t

All .prders'for Mills;- Communication..-). A'c., will ba. promptly
attended to, arfd should be addressed to ihe Agent, . ,'

D. CHAFFEE, ’ ’
’

-May57tf
.

Augusta', Gf..-.-

SUGAR 'CANE ..SEED.
:

•’XITA'VING 'purefiased from Mr WRA.y.'bis impbrtationTof GSf-
XX NESCJMPHFE or SORGHO^ SEED, grovrn-in lYdnce.
under his own immediaie. inspection (thercjjy in.suring the utmp.st
purity), .ahd-de’senbed editorially by Mr. (jf'eely ii;i ‘•'Tbe Tri-

bune*.” wie'affer it for sale in quaut ties, atCNR DoT.t.A'R A P(^UNr>,
.and in packets,.pre-paid bp mail, at 25 cents. 60 ceutsand.^A jeap^
This seedj .so superior to 'any other iu, market c.an

unlwfroW 'THORBHR^^ Sr 'CG^^
'

.-.i. i-7'iji V, S : 15 Jblm'algee't.
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CHIIfUSB SUG-AR CANE, OR SORGHO
:-^7

.
Sucre ! t-^-Pure Seed! If

The subscnlTers take great pie r^ure iii informing the I’lanters,

*Fanuer.s find Gardeners of tim South, that they hayie, secured
the ^mofit reliable s^ources a. liu: ited supply of FllESH SEED,

. of*^is very valuable plant, the properties of which may be brietiy

guniihed up as follows
l§t. One acre qf the. stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from

400' fe .500 gallons of hue syrup, e^qual te the best New Orleans
;
and

„ iroih the ^ame roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.
.

Od. Sown broadcast or in close drills, bn land deeply plowed
and' highly' mapured, it will yicM from .

thirty to jifty thoiisand

jwawds ofsuperior fodder to the acre.

dd., If surpasses all other plants /or soiling (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the groat abuudance. of sug'^try juice, which
it contains

; ,aud is, greedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

;
‘4th. It bear.s roieated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, groy.-ing

.olhfrdcly and rapidly, after each cutting. .

'
Stir. It stands drouth much better than co'mnton corn,_ retaining

its green color and juiciness- even after the seed matures-
6th.- The seed is'excellent for human food, •when, ground into

ineal.nnd fattens domestic animals very speedil.v. From twenty-
live tq seventy-five bushels can be raised on air acre.

7th'. it is so certain and prolific a crop that, planters maybe sure

of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South of 2Iary-

.Jand and North of Mexico.. If planted-early in the Southern States

the seed' will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which ha.sl)ee'n very carefully kept pure, fi'om

the original- impoftetiou. will be offered in cloth packages, each
c-ontaining' cnoiigh to plant half ' an uicre7 in drills, witir^fall

direction for-the tuitividibn, whiehis perfectly simple.

These packages will be forwarded pei'mo //, KKKF or POST-

-ati-K, to any addres.s, on receipt of $ 1-3(1 for each paedtage. When
•Bot sent bv-mail, we will- .furnish the packagers at -^1 each.
• -mky57—tf .. . • ELUMB & LEITitsER., Augmda. Ga. '

NEW NORTHERN CHINESE SUGAR CANE
Seed. __

( Sorghum Sncckdratumg)

JUST EECEI'^D a large (luantity, puke.- /NT) GKNUIftF, from
the Original Soimce, aed for -sale at’$i per lb., and in packets,

prep-aidby mail, at 25 and 50 cents each. Ihvo pound.s are re-
(piired to seed an acre. J. M. ""HORBU e N & 'CO..

l.j John street. New York

.

A'egetablo, FloWer, Field, Fruit and Tree SEbDS, of the most
aJlpro^ ed .sort.s and best qualities, at wholesale er retail.

''-’’ayoT V

I
^IUUT AND ' OlINAMENTAi, mcludmg

EVERGREFn^, tii6 finest oollcction iu the Union. .1,700

'lbs. Chinese 'Sugar Faffe, ahd'alko' p'^a reels of 8p00 Seed.s, post-paid,

^cr ^1,^. Ghiues.e Imj\Qrial Rico lYhitc PQt'a’toe.s,' ihe mbst valn-

of EscuTeht-ST-thebnl'y ones' for s'ajc.cf American grbiyth, at

per dozen—$5 p‘gr 2’0_$2t)''pej’ IQO. Osier Willows—8 jfip st

;t,fbd.<;.-e^jl.to 85 .per IpOO;; Ea,\ytbn Bl^kbefry SlB per 100—82
pef doz. ’^Irrtpe.s, '(5p.bse.belyies.,.l^a§pb,efries ' aiid Currants, at

lowest rates. ' Einjiici.j.syand Fictof;a,Ehubai;b"89'pcr 100, "Arbor
'Ahi:^'; small ' fbt*.1 1 edges, 'and lai-ge' sizes, „ All' E vergrepiis of small
•'ffze.k for' NursCrses, AH the he'w’bative Grapes. TjCv'e anfi S'brub,

Ye.getabl(h F-i'-awor ai\d Eve.green Tye'c'Seeds.' Eaihh Almondsl'Y el-

hfw aud Ftbnby, Locust aud^Ositge Orange Ssed-s. .Stfawbgrries

—

splelid'd market yarlgtlG^A-8il to .82 per IpO' h , 7 ,

'

V' Friced Ga’hloghcs t-fAVerV Depaftineu|; sent to applicants' who
; . FW. S'. FRINGE & go;

,..May.57ft

'ciic!o'se.,stam ps^'
^ 'Flushing. 'N. A^..

IJATIONAX. AGHICUXiTURAL AND SESD
i-G j . Warehouse. - • ,

,

O. 251 Pearl street (betwdeii Fdlt'on and John streets), New-
yhfk. ' V ; \ .. .

TRKPWiXL^ Jones, Manufa'ctiirerg. ’Tropnitets and Dealers in

allktffds' of agricultural and HORTICULTURAL IM
FLE,MENTS and MACHINERY for P iantatioituse; mvit'e th e

attentn n .cf Deaders and FlanUrs t<^, their large assortiaent of
fepleipenfs'eNcreSsly adapted for the Spntb---;c'biDpr;VVng upwards
-of QNB’HrNTTptD AND. FXVTY d'fferent styTOyof PLOIUIHS and
:Tfe,o.v.g^. Castings; and iiatterns for Castmg ad kinds, of Plantation
'Hachfiierv-.

' '
' ' '

w.n-:; 'FE-RTILISER8, FIELB and GARDEN SEEDS.
;

-Amj-ffm piiemeht ?, 'Oast ings'or acliihery manufactured to ord er,

. p-tf^hbyt notice,- in a superief manner/ 5fay57—tf

TOOROUGH-BRED^DMH DEVON CATTLE
At Public Auction,

HE Subserrber mfeijdsfo.olding his'first Pfiblic'Sale of JTO'RTH
U DEVON .CA^rl'LiB, bn-Wednesday^ the -ITfh Daybf June,
18.37, at his Residence, four mles North of the Ehinebecl: Station,

bn'lITe'H'ud'r'' n k iV'er E^ilrbatT Tk'e'a'DimalsfbljeSpId'vvninumber
20 -and 25 head—males end females, iTbin cilveg to.fu,ll

all bf wl'ich have- been bit Imf bred or imported byLim-' b’f,

nuiiP have perfoct Herd Book portigrees. As'a lot, he bcl'eyes he
may say wifr truJi. they cre fully equal to any ever yet offered to

’^e>Fafmet.s bf the 'United /tatbs.- Amertgst th-e uhrnlmr'win be
the imported, Bull M/Y BOY (71). a/dihe importedrUcM^, Nonpa-
•^Eft.LE (924)'afed Mo.s.= B osk (004) ;

also, ahiiihber of very .wipe

^brCalve.s 'of .ah age snitable to be removed ,S-bUththe -comln'
'fthtififtn-.

' '

. i
.

'
'

Gatal^ues; containing' full pedigree and till necessary infor-

iiiiftmn,-^are'noVy- i-eady, and- -will bo sent to ail de.siTing them —
Afrtnrgements.miy ttginade k)' Yvtnch.'animals..f('A the'Soutirwiil

Ikj kept until autumn. GVl‘.'sioh-h.soH,‘ -E^v Secretary New York .

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
LglHE S ubscribers offer the toUowing sea.sonable SEEDS, the
_L growth of last year and of unsurpassed quali'ies Dealers
and others .*eqUiriDg large quantities, will be served at prices
considerably below the rates (juoted.
Best quality Rod T- p TU RNIF- per lb . .$0 7,5

Red Top Strap Leaf Turnip 0 75
Large White Engli.-^h G lobe Turnip 0 kO
Large lYhite English Norfolk Turnip : 0 50
Long White Tankard Turnip '. (» 75
Yellow Stone Turnip. 0 75
YcUow '' berdeen Turnip , . . Q 75
Be.st Amei-ican Improved lluta Baga Turnip. 0 75
Imported Improved Rnta Baga Tnruip. .. . ... . .

. p 0 50
Imported Pni-ple Top Rula Baga Turnip : 'O' 50
Aud 12 other tine yarieties of Turnips, from 50c. to . ..... J 0 7.5

Early Scarlet HofnCARRGT. 1 00
Improved Long Orange Carrot 'l 00
Eong Y^hite Carrot. ... : 0 75
IVhite Sugar BEET 0 .50

Yellow Beet. ...... 0 .50

Long Kcd.'Maiigcl 'Wurzel Beet. , 0 50
Fine mixed KRc^NGH GRASS Sfed for Lawns. -iier bush, .

' 5 00
And other Mixtures .or Lawns, at 83 and 4 00

Also, the' finest qualities' of Red, White. Dutch, Luyerne and
other Glovers

;
Timothy, Red Top Bkie Gras.s

;
English and

Italian Ray Gras.ses; Or.-'-hard; Sumet Scented Vermel; The
Fescues, aud other Grasses, with a large arid complete assortment
of YE iET'BLE„ 'FLOWER and FIELD Seeds' of, ttie best
qualities at reasonable rates. '

- J. M. THORBURN <fc CO.
'* '

15 John street, New 'Y.ork.

Ca.talogubs on applicatibn. • ' May57^^,

PLANTATION -IN BOUTH-WESTBRI^

'

' Georgia For Sale,

S
ituated on the casthlde' of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-
bany, .the - river forming- the We.stei-n- boundary, vebntaining

1,346 acres. (more or'les.s) first-quality PINE LAND. .Bbtw/ eu .500

and fiOO acres are iu cultivation, all of which i.s fresh, none eff it Rav-
ing been cultivated -morethan 4 years. Thirt}- or -forty- acresW'iS
comprise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvem'<3iit,s

are a good*G in House, Oversefer’.s House, G ibs,. Negro -Hou*ies,; etc.

The. ilLhealth of the the-propnetor is his reason for. wisMag to
sell. Apply to . S. H. HARRIS, on the.Plantation; /or

E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla. '
^

' .^^^Fossession given 1st Januaiy next. .

Alluuiy, Ga.. March 27, 1857. MAy57^4ff'^

Ikj kept until autumn
SfSti^ .4gTicultn,gal.Society. Aiba-jy^laaid S-iadfor^ Howard, Esq.,

i’Et-fie ’Boston Culfwator,Tdass havekind'y consented .to,. act as

^f^egts ibF'pufchh^c' 6f anima'ls For Such person? aS'kre'unab le to

‘titreh^tficFsalb thhfiiisblve^.
'

'

h' " u',. .

'***
bi5 'no'bi'Ming'iti;-’hiit

all the'tmhnalsbid -hprih will be;

«>IirI anil'no aforifal on the catalpg.ua will kfi disposed of. onfii.ihe
'

; -i -/: -k'' :" ,C, WEIGHT,-
,

..

" The' 2ii^doTr.s,“ near Rhinhbeck,'^N.
'

IMPORTED GlRDSN SEED,
TN anticipapiouof.late Frosty, I have order-edand received addi-

X tional Supplies of all Varieties of FRESH GARDENtBEED^
suitable for ihe|U’esent season, .

, ,
.

Orders by mail, orotaerwise, promptly attended to. . . : .-

-V7M. HAINES,: ->

May57—tf Ausus's, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD. '

!

CHAiNGt OK . SCHEDULE. . ..

'7PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEA'VE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M. ...
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. Al.

'

-
,

Leave Atlanta' daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P, M.
'

Anivemt Atlanta' daily at 2 . 50 A. M. and at 3 .36 F. M.
CONNEGTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH. - y

Arriviug'and leaving Union Piibit dally (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. M. aud leaving at 2.30'P. M.

WITH WASIUNGTON BRANCH. -
,

Amvragat C.uuunmg dally (Sundays excepted) at 9,A. M.
Leaving “ " “ 3.30R.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS. •

'

Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M. .
/

.

- Arriving at Augustadaily at3 P. M. aud 4'.30 A. M... -

WHTH ATLANTA AND L.t GRANGE RAILROAD, :

Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M, and 4.45 P..M.',

AiTiving at. ‘v
,, 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH 5VESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD,
vLoavingAt'lanta'daUy at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M. . . ;

AnlViugat ;
“ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M. o h'. .

GEO. YONGE, General Superiutendentb
MtX 1855. • Augoo—tf--

SHEEP FOR SALE.

QNE ^very five half French and half Spanish MERT^’O HUTOT,
one yeaff'old. .Uls'o, tWo sup’erior e breed yeiarling SOUTH

DOWN BUCK.S;.of tKe^.Webb’S't6ek.
-

-
I

:

Jun^56—tf
'

'' RICH .\RD PETERS, '
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

The Manufactiirers of the ‘’Yoimg America'’ claim for this Mill:

1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob
;
also, grind tine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding siuTace can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fan' for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition

at the Fan’ of the Maryland Agriciiltural Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob :

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America”
“Little Giant”

10.

....4i
“

15.

“Maynor’s Champion.. . 5 “
20.

“Colburn’s Mill” 3-2.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the

simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long

•and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

PLANTATION AND
Fertilizers.

GARDEN

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-

trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out

soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the

Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-

periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond their anticipa-

tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2

cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs, at U
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., at 1^

cents per lb,

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2i- cents

per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per

barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel.

.Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to. A
^pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using

the above fertilizers will be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage

stamp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,
August56—ly 98 Magazine st.. New Orleans.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

rjlHE Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
X containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot

be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany . y 1st

Sept, next
;
thus giving easy access to all of the above named

land.s. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. 10th. 1856. Nov56—tf

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
The work, securely enveloped, will’be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any specie pay
iBg Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

JJay50—tf Athene, Ga,

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
ri'^HE subscriber respectfirlly calls the attention of '-'outhern

X Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-
GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation saw mills, or corn mills, pumping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road. They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, a) d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look wfith pleasure upon the intro-

duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-

ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost of running a 6, 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
21- Horse Power $375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1.100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent by maii to

any person requesting it. Address,
D. C. LOWBER,

Feb57—ly 98 Magaue St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in ctfftivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, wfith wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at li
o’clock, A. M., and returns at li o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memphis, Tenn)

“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fruits and Flowers for the South !

^f^HE Subscriber has ’ately issired a NEW CATALOGUE OP
X FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH in which all the BEST and
most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (suitable to om’
climate) are fully described

;
with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &.c. Also, a
selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn-
ment of their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per maU, FREE OF

POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

CHINESB^SUGAR CANE.

JUST received direct from France, the genuine SEED OP
SORGHO SUCRE, or CHINESE SUGAR CANE, for sale ia

quantity or small packets.
Our spring stock of SEED is very full, and of the most valuable

varieties in cultivation.

JZ^Seed Catalo^ies, and Pamphlets containing information in

reference to the Chinese Sugar Cane, will be furnished on applica-
tion, or forwarded to those who enclose us a postage stamp for

each. CURTIo <fc COBB, Seedsmen and Florists,

April57—2t 348 Washington st., Boston.

~~ AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
(Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.)

The Subscriber has received and will continue to rec^v-e
throughout the season, his stock of genuine and fresh GAR-

DEN SEEDS—crop of 1865. The usual deductions made to cona*-

try Merchants. J. H. SERVICE,
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and RedONION SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUB GRASS, iS^,’

Jaii-57—3t
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FLOWER SEEDS FOR THE SOUTH.
experienced the great difficidty in obtaining reliable

Flower Seeds suitable to the South, I have raised a small

ouantity which I am now otferiug to the public. I would particu-

larly draw the attention of the Ladies to the unsurpas -ed collec-

tions of DOUBLE STOCK GILLIFLOWERS, TEN WEEKS
STOCKS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, AYALLFLOW-
ER HOLLYHOCKS, and many others

AT TEN CENTS A TAPER.
Double Stock Gilliflowers,

“ Ten Weeks Stocks,
“ Imperial Stocks,
“ Autumnal Stock,
“ Carnations,
“ AA^allflower,

Dianthus imperialis plenissima,

Rhodonthe Mauglesii,

Heliotropium peruvianum,
Pharbitis limbata,
Polyganum lenetifolium.

AT FIVE CENTS PER PAPER.
Adonis oestivalis,

Ageratum coemleum,
Amaranthus tricolor,

Althea rosea,
“ chinensis,

Ammobium alatum.
Antirrhinum majus.
Aster chmensis.
Calendula crista gallL,

Calliopsis bicolor,

Catanouche bicolor,

Ceiosea cristata,

Celosia indica,

Centourea cyanus.

Delphinium Ajacis,

Dianthus chinensis,

Double Balsams,
Elicrysium lucidum,
Papaver somuiferum.

“ mackanthum,
Emilea flammea,
Gompherena globosa,

Heris speciosa,

Ipomea Quamoclit,
Lovatera trimestris,

“ Murselli,

Phlox Drummondi,
Portulacca Thellusoni,

Poterium Longvisorba,
Reseda odorata,

Salpiglosis variabilis,

Scabiosa atropunpunea,
Gilia tricolor,

.Senecia elegaus,

Tagetes erecta,
“ patula.

Verbena Melindris,

Viola odorata,

Ziimea elegans,

Xeranthemums annuum
Gnaphalium fcetidum.

reorders; enclosing the money and a three cent Postage stamp

for every dollars worth of seed sent to PLUMB & LEITNER,
Augusta, Ga., or to the subscriber, will meet with prompt atten-

tion ROBERT NELSON.
FeboT—tf

EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare andbeautiful EVERGREENS Trees and Shrabs

of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from tbe subscriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Cedar,

Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway Sinnice, Suvei

Fir, White Pine, Balsam Fir, Silver Cedar, Irish, English and

Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chme^ Arbor

Vita?
;
Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Granditiora, Mock Orange,

Pittosporum. &c., &c.
;
in short all the most desirable E^^rgreen

Trees and Shrubs that floiu'ish in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied m
nuantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue sent gratis per mail.) Ad-

dress [Dec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and Best.

\X^E offer for sale the above :MILL, which surpasses all others

T T in speed and durability, simplicity and strength as well as

economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being separ-

ate from the maiv body, can at anj* time be removed at a small ex-

pense.
The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fains

of New Pork, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as

also at a large number of Ciouuty Fairs in various States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and
nearly twice as fast as any other Corn or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are invited to examine the Mill and comp.are its ad-

vantages. JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.
March—tf

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM willing to dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOWN EWES, in lamb; also, four fine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ewes.
Persons w-ishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep w’ould do weU to avail themselves of this opportunity

to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I will sell a Buck and three Ewes for SlOO, if applied for prior to

the l.st of January next. RICHARD PETERS,
Dec56—tf Atlanta, Ga.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For sale, a few pair ofthree to four mouths old, at $20 per

pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any
other-—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from

cutaneous eiTuptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are

so liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

tf
" R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!

THE GREAT FORAGE PLANT AND RENOVATOR OF SOUTHERN LANDS ! !

rir-TTT^vprvrPmavkablenewFieldPeaisbyfarthe most valuable and productive variety ever introduced. It is well adapted to

zens of South Bend, in the same State
: FORT S^ITTH, Ark.. December 20. linii.

Bear Sir .-The evidences afforded me whnc at yo»r house by .au
*

and a half acres of ground, ts
is at least five times greater than any other pea—clover, or grass for

it Will prove a fine manure and supporter of the soi^^

making aiTan-ements for the extended culture of this invaluable Pea in the older

.S.S?Xrfi."Sd"ouSdo£errli;;m.Tu»
the same time, the yieldis Ukely to be as greatousuch landsas on THOS. S. DREW.

To Robert K. DouGL.tss, Eeq.
;n Pon- nr Hav at times that of any other Field Fea he had ever seen planted. . R.

Lee n”?a“i;^-hafn«?;“?n L%fng^ equal it," and tha/it should "saperse* tie use of erory otlurf andthe tollotvlngcertifi-

ca-.e^e,tles the question of its value for Hay
^ ^ have made as much hay as

‘We, the undersigned, saw that \nd lay from one foot to eighteen inches deep.”
a stout man could carrv

;
it covered a space often oi tu en e leei m oiamc , j WJI. C. MEEK^,

B. W. LEE.

South Bend, Ark., Sept., I8.j6.

Col. J. B. L. Marshall, .issistanl Engineer on the “tie Rock and Sapoleon^^^^^^
andforfecdio? Mk, now

known. They fatten hogs . ^ ^ j r-i
at ieofstfour tiAes as much tine as leter saw on any piece ofground ofthe same sue,

For further particulars, see Circulars furnished gi-atisby the Agents,

We are
They will be foru-arded. free of

tance. Our names will be printed on all packages of the genuine '^eed.
,

. ddress (with plain dire dions for mailing)

Any one not perfectly satisfied with the Pea will have his money returned.
LeitNeIR, Augusta, Georgia.

Dealers in Seeds and country merchants can be supplied, to a limited extent, at the usnai discotmt, if their orders to^urded

immediately.
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^TRUITI^AND IfURSERY-,” AUQ'IJSTA, iGA.
IMPOSTANT NEW AEKANGEAIBNT !

r|l HE Sitbkcriber tal^es greafcplSasure’ in inform'ng bis enStomers
and the Frnit Growers of the South generality ihat he has

recently made an a^ri'angemrcaat - '^^ith the well knowm Pomolo-
gist, Louis E. Beegkmans, ..Esq

,
now' of Nevy Jer.sey, by

which he wi 1 .have full access ,to all the, grafts and buds
of .that geatieman’.s coliectioBs of Pears, ryhich num'bers
]LU7idrcd of the best named varieties, and .more than iidenty

ihouHand new' seed..ings, ,qf great prom^e , In addithni to this

7mrivalled collection of Pears, the specimen or bards' of M.
BEReKW.tNffccnta'm all the’ best: and rarest varieties of other fruit

known in Europe .and America, Born .wh ch we shall cull every-
thing of especial merit. It is notour object to multip y varieties,
but to sele tj W'ith the greatest care, a few of the 'r6/’y best loi- ex-

.M.-’ty.c gam'', ii;'- sen' 'b'iJnx'-fL a -'wA limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selecteu by M.
BKRCKSUAS/wdtl fe)ei,t,efe*e.4 frflm;4pj;^i;3^pr.s^{35y,4j)q,CQ3iin^'' fa|.l«,

and all the leading varhd<i,Gs of Soti-thern Bruit. Bps.es, Ornamel tal
Trees, Strawberry P ants. Grape Vines, &.c., .Ac., can then be fiu*-

nished in, quantity, at tkry moderate ^rfccs.
Pu 1 Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, se'at p'ist paid, to

allAppricafits. Address, ‘D. REDMOND,. Augusta, Ga.
-

.
April57—tf. .

.

HSAPmO- MACHIHEB.
't^AVlNGhad the KENTOCEY dlAEVESTER thorddghly
_iA , tested :we now qoiifidently reebinmend 'ihem to Planters- as
the best Machine for Southern use ever offered.

CARAIICHAEL & BEAN,
April57—3t Axigusta, Ga

EAWBOH WATERBliiiEOM BEjhiD.

^ FEW packages of genuine • “Lawson” WATERMELON
jlSl. SEED, at lu and 20 cents each. If per mail, 16 or 32 cents
may he sent, to-cover postage. Address
AprL57—tf Plumb & LEITNER, Augusta, Ga. ^

B
SOUTHERI^T CULTIVATOR- FOR 185.^..,. .

OUND volumes of the SOUTHERN CWLTIVATOR for 1856
may now jje obtained at this office. .Price. $1.50. Or we

Aj.. -

WM
will send it hr mail. po,st-paid at $1 Address

“SmS. JONES, Augusta. Ga.

RETOTE'D to ‘=0U1 hern a GRICULTTJRE, .horticulture,
'

BREEDING, roULPRY,- BEES, . GENE:RAL .
,

i

: ... farm.economy,

DAHIEL LEBU-M> D,,' and D. FaE-BMO]KiD, Editors,

Tile -voIiHiLe eomnienGes, Januaiy,
-u.-.' ; i8S7. V-

-

' .. i

'

' b
•1

TERMS. ‘ff. f ..

OSE Copy, onq-y^w,, I TwEaXXY-Fiye' .Copm^- i

Stx Copies “ 5 j^ONR HunUrup'

1

ALYVAYS IN ;A4j^4?|C4+ir..No paperyjpiiY.ij^ss’ 0iQ ,ca'^h
[

accompanies the.pr^'^ipj,^.

"

'hi' y; ,7'

The Bills of a%s^^h;-paymg':feank.s,
I

received at p£ir. laava^ecr-^C v'-;d*" -v .
"’"Y-r-- i

Remittannqe§-, ,%',xp;aiT4pq§flgSA<i) will4)6^^ the .risk,
[

,«4PWR^, JONE.S,
'.'d'

,

I ig^Personswho ify,i,iU?.qtfis-r4Q:FNTS, fmd ''Q^tatb:
'

BERS, will be tqra^tsii^ wi|hvl^e.i;paper at club p'ficbsl" T',
‘

'

!

HORSE POWERSy -WRI]SHBRS,’.r-GRATH#/
Mills,

are now pre^^fi^d'to burnish GRAIN ..GROWEESIniwiih.b
lcCORD’'S*^fi'OR^SB^-YO^ERS, a light and.iexeetteBfeCWI.McCOR

article. st.-ocm. .sic- .

BOGARDUS’ HORBS POWERS, all Iron, heavier ’tfaan.eMor.U
Cords. -XiJ.U;.

TAPLIN’S ahd WARRiDN-’H HORSE POWERS .r.; iV

Ikon frame’T H HiESHERS ;
,

BatM-mose, New XorkantI G^oigia
rnade THRESHERS' 1rom,®'3,0 to, $6Q.'

'' "

FAN MILLS, o-f the best mafee and. different: si^es,.

GRAIN cradles, alight and strong 'article.
'

'Also, BELTING, and all articles necessary for gatheripg-^d'
eleanihg;Gr.aihtoi;:iaaTket: CARMI-GHAEL & BEAN^

'

' Aprih57^Y -

' '

Axi^etd^CTal

PATENT. HUC^p.

t
DESIRE tOYfilt the Right of making and selling the new
DOUBLE JOINTED PATENT BUCKLE, and will thank-

fully receive offers ffir it until the 1st day of June next The
Buckle is the best that has yet been invented, one answering for
the w'holo ward robe and should be made of gold or silver. The
Right of one State is worth a fortune. I will sell the Right of
one or all the States together.
Gam Creek, Dooly Co., Ga., Nov. 24, 1856.

WM. SLADE.
Jan57^t

F
GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

OR SALE, a few half blood EUCKS_at^_each. Addrees
[Noy55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

CENTRAL, 3^4ILROAD.

CHAiiGil'dF
' '' '

ON and after Sunday, the 14tb October, inst, and until further
notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad -will i-na

as follows :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON. '

Leaves Savarina.h Daily at. .. . .5 09 a. m. and 12 15 P. K.
Arrive m Macon “ .... 2.1.5 p.m. “ 1.00 a. M-.-

Leave Mac.on
’ “ ....11 45 a. M. “ '9-80 P. ml •

' Arrive in Savannah ' “ 10.45 P. M. 7 20A. ja. ’

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12

.

1 5 P. u. and 8 .30 p. Mx
Arrive in Augusta 8 45 r. M. “ 5 30 A. »fc

Leave Augusta 6 .:OOa. m. “ 4 30 P. 4f.
-

. Arrive in Savannah. ... 1.30 P-Jf. “ 10.45 P;Ji.
. BETWEEN- MACON AND WUGUS'TA.-

Leave -Macon, , .
. ^

11 . 45 .4. M. and ,9 . 30 P. M. _

Arriveln Augusta..'. 8 45 P.M. “ 5 30 A. ftE",

Leave Augusta, 6 00 a. M. “ 4 30 P, M.
.

Arrive in Macon , 2.15 p,m. “ 1 00 A. M.
BETWEEN SAVANNAH,YHLLEDGEVILLE AEATONTON.

Leave Savannah. 5 00 a. M,

AiTivG in MlUedgeville... , . 2 45 P. M,
Leave Macon .' .' ..31.45 A. Jt

'

Arrive in Eatonton , . ... 1 , § . 00 P. *ju

W. 31. WADTJIY. Gen’.’ Sxxperintcndant.
Savannah, Ga., Oct, 12, 1855. July5ft-tf
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THE PLANTATION.

Continue to plant Corn at all favorable opportianities,

plowing up deeply, a few acres after every rain, and put-

ting into the ground in the best manner. We have- often

made good crops after the “latter rains” of June—but the

sooner you plant now the better. Corn and all other pro-

vision crops wiKrule high this year. After the first hoeing,

give your corn a top-dressing of gypsum, ashes and salt

— 10 parts of the first, 4 of the second, and 1 of salt. It

will be of great benefit in a dry season, and no injury

at any time. Try it, ifyou can obtain the plaster. Work

your young Corn as often as possible, giving the roots a

deep mellow bed in which to extend themselves, and leav-

ing the surface level and well pulverized.

Pian^ plenty of Cov: Peas, using Plaster as a top-dress-

ing, after they are well up. It will act like magic on

lands deficient in lime. Plant, also, the Chinese Prolific

Pea-, which will yet give you a good yield, with favor-

able “ seasons.” Plant, also, plenty of Pumpkins

among your corn, or in a separate 'patch. Milch cows

and hogs relish them greatly, and they are quite fattening

when boiled up with meal or bran.

Cotton will need constant and unremitting attention

during the present month. Scrape and the plant

as soon as possible
;
keep the weeds down, and the ground

in a state of fine “tilth.”

Sow, in the drill, in your richest land, large quantities

of Chinese Sugar Cane and Corn for forage, A farmer

has never too much rough provender
;

it is useful for soil-

ing as well as for curing to hay. Buckwheat should also

be sown
;

it does best on high sandy land; excellent for

meal as well as for forage; for the latter purpose, cut it

when in Sower and cure it as you do hay.

Sweet Potatoes should be transplanted now as soon as

possible. Dip the roots in a thick batter—made by stirring

fine leaf mould and scrapings from the cow-pen into water

—set the plants pretty deep, and shade the ground around

them with a few handfuls of leaves, and '.'bw v.du grow

otT finely, even in dry weather. Just before sundov.^r. is the

best time for this operation with “draws.”

Vrhedt, Oats, and early Corn Fodder (from the drill)

may now be cut and stacked up carefully on a platform

,

of rails raised several inches above ground; or, (which is

still better) put under cover imraediately.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.
Little can be done, the present month, in the garden

with the'exception ofmulching, iceeding and watering. V7 e

regard the first operation (mulching) as of paramount im-

portance in this climate, and have spoken of it so often,

that repetition seems unnecessary. Mulch everything

—

trees, shrubs, vines and vegetable^—covering the surface

of the earth, as far as the roots extend, with four or five-

inches of pine straw, chip mould, spent tan, sav/dust or

forest leaves—and you will find that trees and plants thus

created grow much faster, and receive little or no check

from the long- continued drouths of mid-summer. Water,

should now be freely and regularly applied to all your

growing vegetables, in the manner heretofore directed

—

-

leaving no moisture exposed on the surface to the baking

rays of the sun. This is an excellent time to attack the

vceeds, and you must show them no quarter. Cut them

down and let tliem die on the surface; or dig them up,

and burn them, root, branch and seed. Plant Snap Beans

and scatter a little short litter or sawdust on the ground'

after having covered the seed. This will make them come

up.

Irish Potatoes can be planted and heavily mulched

;

they will give a fair crop in October. Plant Watcrmelom

fora succession. During the latter part of this month

Cabbage and Brocoli plants for fall and winter use may be

set out.

Seeds of Cabbage, Comliftawer, Celery, &c., may be

sown under low arbors, made of brush or pine tops, in or-

der to shelter them from the fierce rays of the sun. V/ater

often, until the plants are well up, when a little liquid ma-

nure may be used alternately with the water, from time

to time. Plant a full crop of Okra, without delay. Plant,

Peas, Sweet Corn and Snap Beans, for a succession.

—

Transplant Tomatoes, and early Celery, &c., and prick

out Celery, CoAdifiower and Brocoli. Pinch off the

I
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ing shoots ofyour early Tomatoes, Lima Beans, Melons

and Cucumbers, if you want t’ e fruit to set early; and

give the plants liquid manure if you desire large speci-

mens. If the green worm is troubling your fine Musk-

melons, place the fruits on a brick, when half-grown.

Sow Tomatoes for a late crop, they will come in when the

first is gone. Sow Rutabaga Turnip seed and transplant

them like winter cabbages, in rows 2 feet apart and 18

inches apait in the row. The white and yellow summer

Radish must now be sown. Transplant Onions and

Leeks, if not done last month, whenever the season suits

Also transplant Beds v.’here they stand too thick in the

seed beds.

Sirarcbtrnj Beds must be kept free from weeds, well

mulched with leaves or “broom straw” and freely watered

in dry weather, if you desire // w/Y, cut off all the run-

ners as fist as they appear, and keep the ground cool

and moist. But if you wfish to increase your plants, t\\e

muching may be dispensed with (except immediately

around the plants as directed heretofore) and the surface

must be kept clean, and well worked with a pronged hoe

THE FRUIT ORCHARD.

Where the frost has not saved jou the trouble, thin out

all fruit from one-third to one-half, if the branches are

heavily laden, and the remainder will be enough larger

and finer to pay for the trouble. Peaches, Plums, Nec-

tarines, Apricots, &c,, may now be I udded, using for the

stonefruits, by way ofexperiment, free growing and vigor-

ous stock ofthe wild Chickasaw Plum; but the tree must be

trained low and branching instead of tall, slender and

“spindling.” Mulch all young trees set out last spring,

an? give them a copious watering occasionally. Turn

ycm small “shoats” into the orchard to devour fallen frui',

and encourage them to “root,” or loosen up the earth by

scattering a handful of corn to them occasionally under-

neath the trees. Larpe hogs are frequently destructive to

orchards, tearing and mutilating the branches in their ef-

forts to obtain the fruit, even when the ground is thickly

covered with it.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Some hardy Annuals may yet be grown, but it is rather

late. If you do not wish to take up your bulbous root.

(_by which method they often are lost in this climate, un-

less properly attended to,) give them a heavy mulching

and let them stand in the ground until September, when

«liey may be taken up, divided, and planted again. When-

ever the Dahlias stop blooming, cut them down to the

groimd, and give them a good watering and and a heavy

ifflulch
;
they will soon sprout and bloom anew. Apply

liquid manure occasionally to all your choice flowers

should now be budded and layered—fumigate with

tobacco smoke to destroy the Aphis or green fly upon the

Jlose and other plants. Gather ripe flower seeds in dry

weaihtT, Use w-ater freely among your flowers whenever

ills necessary, and do not disappoint the plants an.i

yatsrseif by giving them a lit'le sprinkling, but give them

a thorniiyh so ikiog whenever you do give them a water-

i'ng. Rain water is by far the best.

PLANTATION HAGILNE.

BY DR. JOHN M. TURNER, OP AUGCST-I, GA.

(^Concludedfrom our May mmber,page IdO.)

HOUSES.

Thinking a great degree of negligence prevails in refer-

ence to the construction of n*gro houses, causes us to

notice them in this article We have often seen them low,

halt-cuvered, half-ceiled and with halfmade chimneys where

it was impossible for the inmates to dwell comfiirtable or

warm at nights. Now these, when viewed in reference

to health, ought to be considered next in importance to

lothing, food or location. Their hou^es are too often left

to the negroes themselves to build in the'ir own time, per-

tiaps at night or during the Sabbath, which easily explains

their careless niinner of construction. Their imperfect

covering keeps the house wet and damp—truly a source of

ilisease. Being partially ceiled allows the cold, bleak

winds of winter to rush whistling through, of which

nothing can possibly be a more fruitful source of sickness

+nd death to the A'rican
;
for it seems if Nature has fitted

him for anything, it is to bear, with impunity, the solar

rays of an equatorial >iin.

The low, half-finished chimneys, keep the house sub-

merged in smoke, soot and carbonic acid gas. Now, those

who are the least acquainted with the effect of carbonic

acid gas on anim d life, viz: that it is a gaseous exhala-

tion connected v/iih combustion that isdirectly poisonous,

must soon seethe danger that exists and be made to wonder
that more fatal cases of apoplexy and suffocation do not

occur; and the reason is this: gas being mingled with at-

mospheric air in the house so dilutes it as to prevent in-

stant or sudden rffect— nevertheless it comes thus diluted

in contact with the bronchial apparatus and delicate struc-

rure of the pulmonary tissue (the lungs) for a length of

time

—

a succession ol nights, the negro breathing it while

in his house. Thus it produces its slov/ though sure ef-

fects, as is seen by the sore throat, cough, pain in the side,

Iry and husky skin, emaciation, &c., that follow.

To such manage metit we cannot too earnestly place our

‘veto nor can we too seriously direct the attention of

>!avc-owners to these hovels as a source of affliction and
suffering among our black population. Everj medical

practitioners have, in part, overlooked it. Let it be re-

membered that the lungs are among the most important

organs of an animal, .>n 1 respiration, their function, one

of the most important operations of hfe. Consequently,

my course that would impede the healthy fuiiciioa of

these organs invades the very c tadel (f Lije.

1 do not deem it impuriant to give specific directions

how negro houses should be built. I would only say, in

.'heir construction let an eye-single be cast to the preser-

Vdiion ot their health. I'hey might be placed some height

from the ground, say 2 or 3 Let, so that filth may be con-

veniently removed f om utiderneath I'he chimneys

should extend above the houses sufficiently high to

prevent smoking Around the houses should be kept

clean—swef.t whenever the fi'th accumulates, at least

once per month, and the whole nouse cleansed and white-

washed once every summer as soon as our corn crop is

laid by— that is just before the commencement of sickly

season. This adds very much to the coinfirtalde and neat

appearance of the liuildings, and is, also, by its cleansing

and purifying effect, conducive to heaUh.

Having frequently observed typhus or jiil fwer occur

almost epidemic where crowded apariments or filth pre-

vailed, caused us to make some invesligalion while resid-

ing among the cotton pi mtations of Bui ke Co., G i
,
and

Barnwell Di>trict, S C
,
in reference to the origin and

canso of congestive and typhoid fevers that has proved

such a scourge to our country for the last dozen years, and
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in many instances I have concluded if those diseases were

not propagated, they, at least, were rendered more malig-

nant and fatal among our black population, by crowding

many to sleep in the same room, and it, perhaps, in a filthy

condition.

The result of breathing air that has been once respired

and, consequently, deprived, in part, of its vital principle

(oxygen), and at the same time charged with the perspir-

able exhalations from the skin cannot, in a longer. oi

shorter time, fail to enfeebl ' the “vis vatal,” and prove, in

the sequel, a source of disease. Consequently, we suggest

the propriety of building houses of a reasonable si~e, ac

cording to the number of the family that is to occupy it

Two families should not occupy the same apaitments:

besides injuring their health it has a lendancy to injure

the morals. And, moreover, these negro houses should

not be built in an open field.

We prefir the woods—the shade of the trees has some

effect in warding ofi’ the solar rays in summer and tin

piercing winds of winter, and, perhaps, the malarial ex-

halations of autumn. We would farther suggest th.it once

our buildings ate erected no large clearings of land ann

cuhivating the soil near the houses be effected Deaden-

ing timber, clearing land and cultivating the soil, all tend.'-

to render a place sickly.

We have noticed (with but few exceptions) the very

year large fields are put under cultivation near the re.si

deuce, that that year was noticed as a sickly one. Prof

Dunglison in his recent work on the Elements of Hygiene
suggests the idea, and supports it by good evidence, that

the turning up the soil by the plow is productive of febrih

diseases. And on page UlO of said vol
,
is a letter, wr.r

ten by W. S Whipple, MD., Surgeon in the Uniief^

States Army, in which he says, “When he w’as statiornd

on the Wallamette River, in Upper California, the Indian'

hold that they were strangers to disea-e until the whitc>

come among them to inhabit And ihe oldest white in-

habitants or settlers among them, wlto have been tl eo

more than thirty years, atiritmte the appearance of dis-

ease (fever,) to the turning up of the soil for agii ultuia’

purposes. They say, in ,my of their River retjions iht

sticking a plow or hoe into the ground is followed 1))

ague at certain perods of the year, as invariable as thi

thunder clap succeeds a fi ish of lightning. Thesestate-

inents, of course, are made by men ignorant of medica'

philosophy, but in matter of fact their statement can be

relied on, as much as persons more enlightened, especial-

xly when we consider they have no theory to support and
are free from the strong prejudices and fallacies of reason-

ing which often arise fi orn this source.”

If such have any weight it must prove an additional ar-

gument to build our own dwellings and that for our

slaves where the tree has not fillen and where the plow
and hoe have not dishevelled the virgin soil.

The woods around our houses might be burned ever\

spring nfter circumscribing by a rake the limit or extent

we wish burnt. A damp time should be chosen when i'

is quite calm, so as to prevent the fire set out f oin .spread-

ing b( yond our limit. By thus acting, rnu' h matter ihai

would prove as a source of malaria the coming autumn
will be destroyed and the danger of an unexpected fiie

prevented.

Gin Houses and Stables, both a source of malaria on a

plantation, ought to be placed at some distance from the

dwellings We have noticed large collection of cotton

seed near the dwelling emanate an odor while in a stat^

of putrifaction sufficient to produce disease. The staltle-

should be kept supplied with straw ofsome kind to serve

the dou lie purpose ofcornfirt to stock, absorption of their

excrements and formation of manure for our crops; thev

should be freshly supplied every one or two months and
the filth removed at some di'tance to the fields and placed

in heaps to undergo the rolling process.

OCCUPATIONS.

Often have we noticed laborers on a farm taking night

time to accomplish s-uch business as ought to have been

performed through the day, thus explosing them to night

air or depriving them of “Nature’s sweet restorer—balmy
sleep,” which is so very necessary to the preservation of

good health. Slaves should be prevented from too much
visiting or sitting up too late at night. A regular hour

'hould be prescribed for retiring and rising The estab-

lished maxim

—

^‘Early to bed and early to rise

Makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise”

—

will apply to the fi"ld laborer as appropriately as fo any other
'lass. By so doing, we get the nap before midnight which
!s generally thousiht to be doubly as beneficial ms when
taken in the latter part of the night Many times dur-

ing our professional avocation, have we had placed under

our care female slaves laboring under diseases peculiar to

their sex, and they were so friqnent that wc were led to

investigate t’ne cause, and the re.sult of such a search has

forced the conclusion, that many of those diseases were
produced by mismanagement at or soon af er their ac-

couchment, or from straining and lilting heavy burdenSv

^tn h indiscretions produce female disorders that ever af-

ter render her barren, or entail upon her different de-

crees of uterine displaci ment, that produces a waterj

discharge from theijenital organs, which can prove nothing

Out a source of misery and stiff-ring to herself and a use-

less burden to her owner Now, as bfing heavy bur-

dens and severe straining is often attended with such ef-

fects on the female, such as rolling logs, rnakinj; f*-nces„

lifting heavy rails. &c
,
we recommend the avoidance as

much as pos&ilde ofsm h business. Let that kind of planta-

tion work be set aside for the males. We would a!.'>o re-

commend very careful management at and after coti^ne-

ment, both for the safety of the mother as wr II as child.,

bet such ram dn in door, sewing, patening, making chil-

ilren’s clothes, from tour to five weeks.

Thus have %ve given a few hints in rfferenee to the

preservation of health «>n our Southern [ilantatioris, in-

tending what has been ailvanced to apply more ptirticu-

larly to the s'ave population. Such h; s hern the tu'id-

narksthat have directed om conductarnony our ow n g-

-ver since agriculture ha- bern our pursuit and engaged

oor aitention, and that has been f r near twenty years.

Wenre aware that the field is wide and the siii j- ct de-

serves mote at'ention than we have been a' Ic to devote

to it, and would lain hope these f<-w observations may
-licit investigation from stronger minds and abler peas

than ours.

Angnsta, Ga ,

CULTURE OF BROOM CORN.

In reply to the inquiries of several correspnnder.fs on.

ihis su'iject, we would say that the selection of a >o.t

idapted to it, and its f)r«ip< r prepmaiion to receive the

seed are of prime importance, It is sometime-s said thaC

iny soil in which Indiin corn will grow will answer far

iroom corn This is hardly true. Cold, siitfand wet

Und must be avoided, and so must that infected with the

roots or seeds of wee Is. Brouin corn is naturaHv slew

in its early growth, and needs a warm, rich an! finely

pulverized soil Nor will it always suc-eed without a

little help from some concentrated lertil zer, as Guano,

And after it has got a start, it cannot contend with wceds^

like Indian corn. If the firmer issounwi.se as to plant

It in a soil full “foul stuff,” he must expect to faboir hard

ind perseveringly to subdue the weeds, or they will sub-

lue his broom corn.

We say, then, choose a warm, rich, clean, portion of

the farm, alluvial land, if possible
;
manure, plow and
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Harrow as for Indian corn. Take special pains to ^ei

the soil in fine tilth. Plant as early as possible—in this

latitude, from the 1st to the 25th of May—in rows three

Jo three and a half feet apart, and in hills from one and a

half to two feet a}>art. Pass a lig'nt roller over the hills

after platriing About a dozen seeds- should be planted

ih c&ift hill, and at the second hoeing the plants should be

^tinned out, leaving only eight to a hill. Many experi-

enced formers use a iittle guarso, poudrette or ashes, to

give the corn an early start and keep it ahead of the

weeds. This should be done with a careful hand, or the

k'l'tirizer will make a clean sweep of the brooms. The
summer treatment of tlsis crop is precisely like that of

Indian corn. The horse cultivator should keep down
every weed. At the last hoeing, the plants should be

hilled up a little.

In September, when the heads are matured, the crop

should be ‘habled.’’ This is done by going through the

field, rov/ after row, and breaking down the top of each

so that it will lie in a horizontal position. The crop

'is then ready for harvesting. Before severe frosts come
(m, go through the rows and cut off the brush with a sharp

knife, just above the upper section, and spread them in

diin layers on the barn floor, or on piles of loose rails or

jwlos, where the air can circulate freely through them
H^heti thoroughly dried, they may be cleaned of seed by

iwachines, many styles of which have been made for this

ijiurpose.

'1 correspondent of the Cultivator describes a cheap in-

ulrumcnt, w'hich can be made by any farmer, as follows

:

Wail a plank, about three-fourtbs of an inch thick and fen

inches wide, to a stationary bench, letting it (the board)

rors above the bench a foot. Then take a saw and make
aeeth in the end of the said plank, like those of a comb,

and we are ready for operations. Take three or four

atraws at a time and draw them across the comb till they

are clean, presssing a little with one hand, while you
draw with the other, and so proceed until all your brush

'IS ready for the broom-maker —American Agriculturist.

THE NEW SUGAR CANE.

It is probable that none of our readers are ignorant of

the fact that a new and irnportaht addition to the agricul-

iiWal products of our country has been made within the

|jast' two years, under the auspices of the Patent Office,

ihrough the instrumentality of D. J. BrOwne, Esq
,
who

«si‘ed Europe in l854-'5 for the purpose of obtaining

laew and improved varieties of plants, &c
;
nor that, while

she great value ot the Chinese Sugar Cane procured by

Mr. Browne in France is very generally acknowledged,

•^bere are yet not wanting those who still doubt the fact,

are disposed to persist in disparaging the useful efiort-s

of this important branch of the Department of the Interior.

The arrival ofMr. Wray is, therefore, is peculiarly oppor-

taMie; for becomes not only prepared with overpower-

ing evidences of the great value of the new Sugar Cane,

Ssiit with the seeds of new varieties, specimens of sugai

and alcohol manufactured from its juice, the testimony of

j®Bple experience in its cultivation, and the information

.stfijd skill in relation to its manufacture which an experi

csBBced and intelligent mind alone can possess at this early

p®triod in the history of these nevv products.

Kepairing to the Cape of Good Hope from India in

5851 f purpose of a temportiry sojourn only, Mr
Wray was induced to ascend to Caffraria by the repre-

jseotations he had received respecting the soil, climate, and

products of the country, and there found a number of per-

sons engaged in the cultivation of the ordinary sugar

but was suprised also at finding among the spon-

pro lucts of the soil sixteen varieties of a plant

sicSti in saccharine juice, but which he was infornried all

atitopts at crystallising had proved unavailing. Yielding

to the temptation, however, he at once conAructed, in a

retired place, some rude machinery and appliances for

extracting the juice and reducing it to syrup and thence

to sugar, and found but little difficulty or delay in the

performance of his purpose. He thereupon at once

changed the plans for the future that had led him to Africa,

and resolved upon introducing to the civilized world this

plant of inestimable value. How far he has already suc-

ceeded may be understood when we state that the Iniphec,

as Mr. Wray prefers that this plant should be calkd, is

now known in the product of the cane and the manuf.ic-

fure of sugar, alcohol, and other products from its juice in

England, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany,

Belgium, Turkey, Mauritius. Ceylon, I'unis, the East

Indies, the West Indies, Brazil, Canada, and the United

States.

We have stated that Mr. Wray has found sixteen varie-

ties of this plant
;
and we may add that the variety hither-

to brought to this country from France constitutes a

seventeenth. How widely these varieties differ from each

other we are not fully informed; but we understand that

they differ in size, in the strength of ihe stalk, the period

nf growth, &c. Every agriculturist acquainted with the

vari ations in ail the staple crops of the country, and the

adapted ness of each to its special use, locality, season,

&G
,
will readily comprehend the probability and the wis-

dom of the same arrangement with respect to this novel

product.

In answer to a question respecting the propriety of ap-

plying the name '•'Chivese Sugar Cane,” Mr. Wray stated

that, although it is doubtless indigenous to Africa, he yet

found no difficulty in identifying it with specimens for-

merly obtained in China, in which vve believe, however,

ihe seminal principle had been destroyed by the time

consumed in transportation and the attendant vicisitudes;

but strangely enough, so far as can be learned, even the

Chinese have failed to crysialize sugar from its juice;

though there, as well as in Africa, this sweet and Irmpid

juice is doubtless universally relished.

In Africa thirty tons of the green stalks are obtained

from an acre of ground. In the South of France the pro-

duct has varied from 10 to 30 tons; and under favorable

circumstances, from 00 to 80 per cent for juice may be

extracted from this. The average product of dry seeds is

about 50 bushels to the acre. Mr Wray also fully con-

firms, and even amplifies the other important representa-

tions that have been made on this subject, especially in

relation to the value of this plant as a forage crop. Cattle

horses, sheep and swine are all fond ot it, and the honey

bee delights in the richness of its flowers. In the particu-

lar of culture, his information also accords with the in-

structions that have been issued from the Patent Office.

The time of planting must, of course v.ary, according to

the latitude and local peculiarities. It is very hard in re-

sisting excessive moisture, continued drouth, or early or

late frosts. It will not probably exceed, nor, it may be,

even equal in productiveness, crop for crop, with the su-

gar cane of the tropics; but it has ihe advantage of yield-

several crops in the year in those latitudes—of being, in-

deed, a continuous bearer.

Mr. Wray favored us with three samples of the pro-

ducts of this plant— the first, a specimen of sugar dried

with the molasses in it to preserve the peculiar aroma
;
the

second, a specimen free from molasses; and, third, a

specimen of unrectified alcohol distilltd directly from the

juice. These specimens are now in our office, and we
will take pleasure in exhibiting them to all who are inter-

ested in this subject.

Something has been said of Mr. Wray’s having visited

this country for the prosecution of some special enters

prise with other gc^ndemen indicated. This is a mis-

apprehension which does injustice both to him and to
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those persons. He is evidently a gentleman of great in-

telligence and energy, (heretofore, we may add, well

known to the scientific public, especi«lly as the author of an

approved work on the subject of Siujar Culture,) and we
are gratified to learn from himself that there exists no re-

striction or impediment to the exertion of his influence in

presenting to the whole country every facility requisite to

the cultivation of this invaluable plant and the manulac-

ture of its products.— Pewn$\ilvnnian.

.'ON FEEDING HORSES IN TKAVEEEING.

The follov/ing communication v/as written by J. B. C.

'Gazzo, oi Gazzoton, Lafourche Parish, La., for the Albany

Country Gentleman

:

I have been travelling on horseback for more than 17

years, within the pirishes of Louisiana. As regards the

face of the State of Louisiana is presents a great diversity

<jfroads, and bayous, some part of the country being slop-

ing vallt-ys, others flat ridges or coteaux, the upper part of

swamps; otheis, su h as the roads along side of the banks

of the bayous, and furthermore in the southwest part of

the State, Aitukapas and Opelousas, are very extensive

prairie roads As a physician tiavelling on horseback

•for that space of time, I have lost only one horse upon a

journey during that perioi. He was travelled within this

warm climate of8G° on a summer day
, between bO and 55

miles without eating. The day previous he was fed with

many others in the same stable; the mess of corn for all

the horses was thrown into a large trough, and they were
•all loose, and had free access to the whole. I have al-

ways believed that his death was owing to riding him too

long without eating; and even after this long travel 1

have no doubt he would have done well if he had been in

a separate stable, and been re.stricted to his portion alone

as formeily. 1 have tried two modes of travelling. 1 have

waited in winter for breakLst and then rode until night,

.and have alwiiys found myselfand horse very much worn
down at the end of the day’s journey. My usual mode i^

to start two or three hours after day light, and travel

about five miles an hour until 11 or 12 o'clock, depending

in some measure upon the distance o( the stand or placn

that I wish to reach. In the winter season we generally

rest from one to two hours, and can make our stopping

place for the night in good time, averaging 45 to 5U miles

per day. In the summer, I start at daylight, and ride till

11 or 12 and rest till 2 or b o’clock. My horse is as fresli

in the afternoon as in the forenoon and 1 can travel from

50 to 55 miles a day without much distress to myself oi

horse. 1 give my horse as much food as he will eat dur-

.ing the night, but nothing in the morning in the way of

meat, but always as much good water as he will drink.

I have travelled as fast and as far in the same time as a.nv

othei physician in America, and I do not now recoiled

ever to have injured a horse except the one mentioned
above; and 1 am well satisfied that the latter mode of

travelling is greatly preferattle to both horse and rider.

Application of Manuke.—To get the greatest benefit

from manure, it must be intimately mixed with tiie soil

It makes a much greater difltrence than most farmers
suppose, whether ihe manure is buried in lumps and
dons, or whether it is carelully spread and intermixed

with the soil, as tar as may be by plowing and harrowing.
The richest feitihzer is of no use to a plant unless filled

for plant food—so intermixed with ihe soil as to invite ihe

roots, and so porous to moisture as to become soluble,

that the roots may take it up. Hundreds of expeiimenis
have shown that a small quantity of manure, thoroughly

mixed wiih the soil—so as, in tact, to become a part of ilie

soil Itself— will produce an imraediale and asiomslung re-

sult .—linrul Nev; Yotker.

A FEW THOUGHTS ON TIEEAGE.

There are many deeply interested in agriculture who
read newspapers, but not agricultural journals. To reach,

such persons, we have been in the habit, for the last

twenty five years, of writing short, and as far as we were

able, pointed articles, at once commending any good

cultivation that we had chanced to see, and criticising de-

fects common in the community. In this way, many are

made to think, and finally to act, more in accordance with

sound philosophy, as cultivators of the soil, than they

would if no such suggestions, promotive of improvement

had been placed belore them. Our conviction is clear and

abiding that Tillage ought to be carefully studied by

every planter, farmer and gardener
;
becau.^e it is the foun-

dation of all prosperity in agriculture, and of prosperity

in all other industrial pursuits. Although we do not

touch on the science of tillage in the following article,

copied from the Chronicle tf* Sentinel^ yet it will serve as

an introduction to something more on the subject in the

Cultivator

:

Athens, April 26, 1857.

Mr. Editor :

—
"Witb your permission, I desire to a\ ai’ my-

self of tbe laige eireulalion of your weekly paper amoug
planters, to offer a few suggestions, having for tl eir ol ject
the general practice of an improved sj s’em of 1 1 aee.

Ail tillage has the effect to break up, and more or less com-
minute the earthy matter and vegetable mot Id that lie at
and near thesurtaee of the ground. Fertility is increased by
ihe loosening and commingling of tie various substances
wh ch constitute a soil, in a wa\

,
and to a degree not suffici-

ently understood by most cultivators. It no change were
wrought in the constitu^-nts ot the soil by cultivation, it is

obvious that little or no benefit could ai erue from the mere
stirring of the earth by the plow or hoe. It is known, how-
ever, that important changes are efi'ected by all the various
prccesses of ii lage ;

and if the nature of these changes were
known not to a lew, but to ail planters, it would lead at
once to very great improvements in this most impirtant
department of Southern agriculture. But, without taking
the time, and occupyirg the space necessary to explain how
a commixture of clay, sand and mi uld. greatly benefits eadi
and all for tbe growth of planes, and how the tree circulat oa
of air and water through the tilled earth also proino'cs vege-
tation, I will state the alu ost self-evinent fact tin t the value
of stirnng the ground at all depends on Xha thuronshness
with wh eh the work is done. 1 am confident tl at th< rough
i,ill«ge alone, if genet ally practiccO, w < uld lead lo the speei-y
re euch sure of all the Mud once cultivated, but now turned
out, and temporarily abandoned, in the planting htates.

The bare fact that '-ueh lauds have bt-en for years under the
plow is proof positive that the earth, even where the soil

IS washed s way, or coneumeu by the chemical action of tillage

and the giowth of agricultural plant-*, contains t. e elements
of fertility in a latent state. It is every way desirable that
the public b‘> able to develop these latent sources of agri-

eulluial wealth, and thereby render the South as dis-

tinguished for its general beauty and fruitiuluess as for the
skill and tconomy with uhich its happy labor is conducted.

To impart definite ideas on this eu ject, it is indispensable
that I deal somewhat in weights and uea^ures; for an acre
of Bur ace, a pound of colt* n, a bushel of corn or wheat, are
detinue quRUtilies, as are also the cubic leet of eaitb m a0
acre within twelve int hes of the surface, and t e number <f
ounces, drachms, and grains in each cubic fool of the things
which make the crop grow, therein and tl ere >u.

la other woid.-i, nature never torn s a plant from nothing,
but always of elemeiits which may be weighed and measured..

There may be stmie doubt how much of any given plant ia

composed of ingrediet.ts drawn from water and tlie atmos-
phere, and bow much from the substance of the soil; but ex-
pieiiments and anal^^tical chemis ry have thrown contidtr-
able iiglit on this inU resting point in rural science.

Knowing the numt’er of square teet in an acre, and the
Weight of a cubic foot of emmou earth, we are able to state
the quai ti') of soil stirred in plowing an acre at any givtm
depth; each inch being « qual to ILU tons Qwii g to de-
tec s in the form of plows, u u ten baupe s that the gn und
is less broken at the boitoui than at the surface, leaviog it in

a gruuvtd condition ; so that while the narrow point of th@
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plow pen-trated perhaps six inches,' all the soil was stUTed
to the depth of only three inches. Hence, in place of mov
3ng 600 tons of loosened earth per acre, the planter really

stirs only half that quantity. Shallow plowing has the eflfect

to harden the ground just below the surface, so as to prevent
the descent of rain water, when there is an excess, to be
stored up in the earth wh< re it is needed in dry weather,
and equally prevent the ascent of water from the deep sub-
soil when plants suflFer most fn»ra the want of it. In shcrt,

shallow tillage with a grooving plow operates to collect

surface water into all low places that it may run off down
any declivity in a volume sufficient to cut deep and ugly
gullies through a cultivated field. That the practice of this

s>stem of cultivation has been fol lowed by the results

named, will not be denied, and that a remedy is a matter of
^--at importance, is equally undeniable.

Hiding over the plantation of one of the most enterpris'ng
and successlul planters in Georgia, who cultivates a thou-

sand acres of corn this year, I was forcibly impressed with
the clearness and soundness of his views on the subject of

. tillage, as shown by the use of the most perfect cast steel

turning plows, each drawn by four heavy inu'es, which
broke up and turned over hundred tons of earth to

the acre. This is stirring the ground to a degree which indi-

cates that the cultivator is really in earnest in the pursuit
of his noble calling; and although [rarely bring any gent 1

cman’s name before the public in print without my first ob-
taining his consent, I shall i- rtify my remarks in this instance
fey saying that Mr. W illiam J. Eve, of Augusta, is the plan
ter referred to, that others may see his f lows and plowing, if

they wi h. Good tillage, however, implies something more
than fiist rate plowing. Where much land is gone over,
some will be broken when the ground is too wet, and some
Tsrhen it is too dry.

In either case, clay soils break into lumps, which need to

fee crushed. Mr. E. had three rollers m operation, two
drawn by two mules attached loe ch, and one by f .ur

mules, which evidently hid the best work, being more
weighty than the others. The suiface of a ph'wed field may
fee too open for the best condition of g owing p'ants

; a
defect wh'ch is best removed by the aid ot a roller, as well as
the ci tt-ihing oficlods and lumps. In preparing seed beds fi.r

wheat, the best larmers in Gre .t Britain, Canada and the
northern States, make great ui'e of the harrow. Rightly
made and opperated, no other impl ement of tillage equals it

for impartiuga ^ne tilth to the soil alter it has ueeu pro-
perly plowed. Mr Eve bad seven or eight at -woik, each
drawn by two muUs or horses ;

and while he is in auvanc -

of most planters in the extent and thori ughness with which
he harrows his fields, his shortcomings iu tins part oicultivatou
would strike a Geunessee wheat grower as quite remarkable.
My attention and thoughts at the time were too much engaged
in considering what would be gai» ei by under-draii.ing

and irrigation on his inaguificeut esta e, and how expertly
corn was dropped, guanced and covered, to criticise either

his harrows or harrowing, as I am now inclined to do to m-
augerate a better system of agricu ture.

The function of a harrow is somewhat peculiar, and to

render the percussion of its many tines most effective in pul
venzing the soil, it should move at a more rapid pace than
the plow. It needs no handle like those of Mr. E. to move it,

as the team, properly guided, will take it ev r to the rig it

places. According to the practice of the best cultivators
clsjwhere, his field near tne Savannah river should hav’e

been harrowed two or three times more than it was, to attain
the hifc-hest profit. On clayey laud, long experience has de-
monstrated the sound economy of working three horses
a-breast instead of two, that the mechanical power maybe
fully * qial to the attainment of tne end sought; and at the
same time the haiTow should lap one half or two ihn ds on the
ground already gone over by its iron teeth. In this way

can any seed have prepared for it a thoroughly tilled

bed, m wh'ch to expand the myriads of tender r<K tlets that
nature seeks to develop from its germ. To i lustrnte the
eouudiiess of the ptineiple for which 1 contend, the reader’s
attention is respectfully atkedto a few facts.

In no part of the Island of Great Brittain is there solar

heat enough to mature a crop of Indian corn; and in Scot-

iand all elevated districts are too cold to mature wheat.

The soil of the latter is nearly as unpromising as its cli-

mate ; and yet such is the skill of Scotch farmeis near Edin-
burgh, that a few of them pay from twenty to thiity' five

pounds per acre per annum for the use of land on which to

grow grass, hay, and other forage, consumed by cows whose
milk is sold at two and a half pence per quart. The rent of
land, however, well irrigated and manured by the proprietor

at $lUt) to $i75 per acre, appears incredible ; but that one can
pay such a rent, adll produce milk at five cents a quart, is

stall more extraordinary. I have the most reliable authority

or the truth of both statements. The land in question has

yielded 100 tons per acre of green Italian rye grass in 12
months, equal to 25 tons of the best Northern hay sold in
Augusta. Twenty five tons of Northern hay, at the present
market price ($1.50 per 100 lbs

)
would bring $750

!

So far as milk and vegetables are concerned, one can sup-
port a ^family fur half the money in Edinburgh which it

costs in Augusta This arises, not from any superiority of
the sunshine wf Scotland over Georgia, but from the ua
deniable facts that the citizens of Edinburgh have wisely
cultivated and patron’sed agricultural and horticultural learu-
irg for the last fifty years

;
while all such knowledge has

been unw sely neglected by most of the citizens of Augusta
and of the South generally. The feeding of plants, and the
feeding of persons are inseparably blended in the economy
of nature. It is unwise in the people of any city to throw
sand upon their own bread and butter. There is not an acre
of land in the valley of the Savannah which is not capable of
'yielding at le st ten tons of good hay iu a year if properly
imgated. Why then should its citizens be /orcet/- depend-
ent on the North for so weighty an article of aiin«ist univ^ersaL
consumption? Why should so many families be so poorly
supplied with milk, cream and butter, wbi'e .^orneof the best
farming lands adjoining the corporation limits of Augusta
are rented at four dollars per acre ?

The same neglect, to study tillage os, a profession, has ren-
dered house-keeping in all southern cities unnecessarily ex-
pensive, and entailed on the State of Georgia the temporaiy
blight of sixteen million acres of gullied old fields. But
thanks to such planters as Mr. Eve, Mr. Miller, and others
that I might name, a^thorough reform is in progress.

THE COTTON CROP AND THE COURSE OF
Exchange.

The financial editor of the New York Day Book is tell-

ing the Merchants of that great city some very wholesome

truths. In a late issue, he says:

Nothing more illustrates the dependence of the financial

institutions of the Noiih upon the great Cotton crop ot the

South, than theconditien of exchanges and ir deat this

season of the year, which is the perioJ between the ces-

sation of exports of the old crop of cotton, and the com-
mencement of the exports of the new in September and
October.

Tlie cotton bales are the chief basis of foreign exchange,

They supply bills to the dry goods importers, "with which

to pay their debts in Europe. The cotton growers are

credited by the importers and jobbers, and they, again, by
the foreign merchants To enable joltbers to extend their

cridits at the South, they have to get credit with the New
York banks to pay importers.

The moment the exports of cotton draw to a close

for the season, sterling exchange advances to a

specie standani, and specie begins to leawe the banks for

Europe, at which the said banks become alarmed, and a

tight tnoney market and tall in stocks are the cry. But as

soon as new cotton begins to be exported in the full, bills

of exch.inge become plenty and cheaper; the banks agairi

discount more freely, and the cry is that money is cheap

and plenty.

Now suppose the dissolution of the Union could be ac-

complished h»r a sing'e year, the financial business, grow
itigout of cotton exports should, with the dismembermeut
occur in August, and cotton bales should cease for once,

to form a basis of exchange for only a brief period, and
the New York importers would have no resource left but

to do now, and between cotton crops, that is, send out

specie, how long do you suppose it would be before the

bunks would be compelled to suspend specie payments
and call in their loans to the last dollar if possible ! Where
then would stand the occupants ofmarble stores ? Where
would then be the prices of stocks and of real estate !

General bankruptcy—worse than that of 1835, '37—
would occur. Where would those thousands and tensol

thousands of laborers in New York depending upon their

hands, find their oread and clothing 1 Would not hunger

and suffering Imm cold lead or riots, require military

force to put them down ? Yet we find five doily neiys-
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papfr in New York engaged in a sectional war against

the Sonih, and endeavoring to bring about the very crisis

the pfi'Vcisof whn h we have referred to.

We have the pheno'^nenon ofa commercial cify like New
York, more than half of whose commerce is derived from

the fifteeri Southern States, with all its leading papers (or

dve out ol its seven or eight,) laboring might and main by

every species of fraud, lying, and misrepresentation, to

drive the cSot.th from the Union, and its trade from the

streets of New York ! Can madness and folly go further 1

It the evils of disunion could fall alone upon those who
advocate it, or the punishment of treason be confined to

disunionists and traitors, we should pray for its speedy

-ttdvent.

Loutsiana —The recent census ot Louisiana shows the

I num'ier of slaves to be 2.3o,197, beingan increase of only

18,388 over the total of the year I8.o0, which was 244,809

J

Tne free population numliers 32 1.60S, being an increase ot

-S0,853 over the total of ISiO, wfiich was 273, 755. Thus
while the increase of the slaves has been only 7 percent ,

tint of the free population is nearly2l per cent. The pre-

ponderance of the free over the slaves is at present GI,409,

whereas, in the year 1850 it was but 28,94(). At the

.same relative raie of increase this preponderance will, in

1870 reach 80.000. Of the whole population, 33,000 was

'n the city of New Orleans, and 20,000 in other cities ano

towns. There wasa manifest decreise of the slaves of the

same communities It thus seems that the rural free in-

haoitants has decreased several thousand, and that the

tendency is to concentrate the poor whites and free blacks

in the towns. D mbtless the great emigration to Texas

anl Arkansas has operated to prevent a large increase of

the slaves.

NORTH DEVON CATTLE.

Ths: merits of the Devon Breed of Cattle, for the yokf

and the butter dairy, are too well knnwrj to need mention

here. Though their yiehi of milk does not equal that ot

some other breeds in quantity, it so f.r surpasses them ni

quality, »s to more than u ake up the difference, whei
wanted fur the churn. As wo king oxen, they are unequal-

ed by any other lireed in ac.iivtty, docility, intelligence

and beauty; the fine red color is almost invariably ob
tained in the hall-breeds, even though the cross be on a

white cow.

iidi as oeef cattle they are comparatively little known
in this enumry

;
it may be well, therefore, to point nu

here iheir claims for adoption as such. The high piice-

for beef, which have ru'e.l iii all our rnirkets for severa

years f)dst, and file greater discrinunatiou which is iiou

vn ide in the quality of lueats. will w.isrant the farmers ii.

other parts of the country than on the prairies and ric;

Ian Is Of the VV'^est, in turning their atiemion to the raisim

>and letding ol steers. Throughout New Engl.md, tin

greater ji.trt ol'New Voi k, Micliigan and the fur Norih

west, and again through all the Southern States, except

K^'iitu ky, Mi-S<>uii, and [larts of Vi ir'nia. the |). v.-

will be found the most profitable breed for the raising of

beef Tne sevt-nty of ilie wimers, and llic slioitntss o

the sti ronerc, rng*-tht-r with th*' mugiiness ot ihffnimii\ in

the far North, combine to produce the same results as the

intense tieui.s, i lie diouiiia tinu tlie li^iui e" oi ,ln-, .-i.il ii

Che Southern States, viz; scant pastures. Experience has
proven liiul llic Devon Wili aloou ooili txtieu.eo of cilinaifc,

a .d iliHi iheie are tew pastuies so poor, but that a proper

ly bred ammaloflhis bleed will gniii flesh in ihi tn

When fat, no beet known among us is equal to lliai f on

the Devon; ilie grain is finer, the fat and the lean btiie.

mixed and the pioporiioti of pnme pieces is greater thai

in any ot our other bneds. Th^y will not, it is liu*

€quai the Snort Horns in either w’cight or early matuniy
;

but they have as much of each as the districts of country

for which they are calculated will warrant. Half brel

steers are fit for the butcher at three years old or a little

over, and may be made to weigh 1,000 lbs. in the beef at

that age.— C. S WainwrigkVs Catalogue.

As an instance of the capacity of some of the Devons

for milk, Vlr. W.ainwrigkt further says:—‘‘The cow>

Helena, [heretofore figured in our pages] proved to be an

excellent milker—giving as high as twentij-two (22)

quarts per day, and fifteen (15) pounds of butter

a week. Her progeny have shown the same good quali-

ties.”

RURAL ART ASSOCIATION.

In a certain town within the circle of our acquaintance,

a society ofgentlemen has been formed, with the name of

•‘Rural Art Association,” whivse abject is the promotion

of horticultural knowledge and taste among its members,

and the improvement of the town in rural embellishment.

Monthly meeting are held at each other’s houses in rota-

tion. The order of exercises is somewhat as follows:

The first hour is devoted to supper and miscellaneous

conversation; then, half an hour to the reading of an
Essiy by some member designated at the previous meet-

ing: the remainder of the evening is occupied in aumiliar

discussion of some practical suiij^ct. This discussion is

opened by some member appointed at the last meeting.

He is allowed to speak tw’enty minutes. After his re-

marks, the Chairman calls upon all the other members by-

name, to e.xpress their views on the subject before the

ineeting. no one, however, being allowed to talk m >rethani

five minutes, except by special permis:-ion. Meanwhile
ihe Secretary is busy taking notes of the debate, for pub-

lication in the village newspaper. In this way, the bene-

fit of these meetings is not confined to the members o! the

.Association, but inures also to the whole town.

In addition to this, each gentleman of the Society is re-

quired to pay five dollars annually, as a condition of

uembership. This furtiishes a small fund, which is luedl

111 planting trees by the roadside in various paits of the

own. Tile Committee having charge of the tree [iluming,

-ndeavorio induce all landholders to set trees thenusi Ives

gainst their own premises
;
but where this cannot be

loiie, they use the funds ol the Society for that purpose,

in this way the streets of the town are becoming greatly

mpioved. Last year upv/ards of one hundred and fifty

ree.s were planted ly the Association, and this year, as

.nany more will be added to them.

Wc commend these tacts to the notice of our reader",i

Individucl effort will often ac ;omp!:3h mneh inward the

tiral em'-eilishing ot a neighborhood. But it cannot do
jveryihiiig; it cunnot compass a v/hole town, jilani trees

•y the mile, and adorn park,s liy the acre. Societies like

ne above, combining ih'e judgment, taste and nu ans of a
umber of respectable citizens, w ill gem rally aocoin[ilish

mporiant results. Their influence on the members tliem-

elves must be exceedingly happy, and the towns where
iiey are org mized have reason to be thankful fiir their

aborsand their i> d"- a A-rnculiurisL

PERSEVERE.— iiow many >ouiig iiit n in our land ore

visliiiig and sighing to be great, who neveriheless, w'lj

» is.s aw’ay in obscurity 1 And llie reason is a simj.le 0

tid soon told. Tiiey failed in per&eveiance '1 here anj

vvo [ir.nciplrs which it we nosses.-, we may succeed in

my undertaking. They are industry and perstvt lance.

to you live secluded from the workl, and wish to lise irt

t'eir estimation and comimoid their udiniration ? sityour

•rams to studying and leflecting, aiid you may scaticr

^our influence over ihe woilU,—Bui you must peieisL
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HARRIS’ PATENT SUBSOIL AND TURNING PLOW.

We present, above, a very rough and imperfect cut of

“Harris’ Patent Plow.’’’’ It will be seen that it is intend-

ed to perform at one and the same operation, the work of

a subsoil and turning plow—the lower and forward point

entering the earth deeply, and loosening the subsoil;

while the upper turning-share following, reverses or turns

over a furrow-slice of surface soil upon that portion of the

lower strata which has previously been moved and ele-

vated. It is in its action somewhat similar to the “Michi-

gan Plow” of the North and West, though the forward

merely lifts and stir without turning nt'cr the sub-

soil. The turning-share of the Harris Plow performs the

same office as the rear mould-board of the Michigan;

though, of course, being much lighter, it does not require

the heavy draft of the latter.

From a somewhat cursory examination and trial of the

A WOODEN MILE FOR THE CHINESE SUGAR
Cane.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am a planter and

take the Southern Cultivator, and Cotton Planter rp Soil,

but do not find any directions given in either to construct

a wooden sugar mill. Many of us are experimenting (in

a sm^ll way), with the Chinese Sugar Cane, and are not

willing to go to the expense of an iron mill for the amount

of cane we have to grind. The wooden mills are, I un-

derstand, used extensively in the lower counties of this

State and Florida to crush the sugar cane, for which

ithey answer a good purpose.

The obj( ct of this hasty scroll is to ask the favor of you

to call the attention of someone acquainted with the con-

struction of di good wooden mill, and ask them to give a

minute description of one, at an early Abl\.q, in the Chronicle

eSg Sentinel. I ask the publication in that paper because

of the Cultivator being a monthly, and if delayed to be

published therein, the information would come too late for

many of us. Yours respectfully,
' John Bass,

Sheffield, Newton Co., Ga., April 1857.

[An article for our July number will be early enough

for all practical purposes
;
but if we receive it sooner than

the issue of that number, we will publish it in the Chronicle

Sentinel, as. our correspondent requests.

—

Eds. So.

Cult.]

Harris Plow (above represented) we came to tne conclu-

sion that it is in many respects a really practical and use-

ful Plow for moderately light soils, and that such further

improvement as is necessary to strengthen and render it

efficient, will naturally suggest itself to and be added by the

inventor himself. The South stands sadly in need of

Agricultural implements adapted especially to negro use

and to our peculiar methods of culture, and all the efforts

on the part of Southern men to give us improved plan-

tation tools should be warmly encouraged.

Mr. A. E. Chilton, P. M., Byhalia, Miss., informs us
thac he has bought from the Patentee the right of this

Plow for Georgia, and many of the Eastern and Western
States, and that he will be here about the first of June to

dispose of county and individual rights. Our Farmers and
Planters should give the Plow a careful examination and
trial, and adopt it if found valuable.

Barometer for Farmers.—In one of his letters, Hum-

boldt says that a barometer should be considered as necee-

sary on a farm as a plow
;
but farmers generally prefer to

trust in the moon and other exploded nonsense, rather

than invest thirty dollars cash in a reliable instrument that

would repay them tenfold. A substitute, called Lecni’s

Prognosticator, is sold for ten dollars. It consists of a

phial full of a clear liquid, in which swims a snowy sub-

stance
;
in fine weather that substance lies on the bottom,

but before a storm it rises to the surface, with a tendency

to the side opposite the quarter from which the storm is

coming. The substances used are kept secret. An or-

dinary barometer indicates the density of the atmosphere.

Leoni’s instrument evidently indicates its electric state,

and for that reason we are of opinion that it is better in*

strument to prognosticate the weather. The following is

a substitute that will not cost more than a shilling, and

for aught we know it may be the identical thing itself.

Dissolve some camphor in alcohol and throw into the so-

lution some soda; the camphor will be precipitated in

snowy flakes; collect these by passing the mixture

through a filter, and put them in a phial with clear alco-

hol in which as much camphor as it would take has been

dissolved. Cork it, place it where it will not be dj^tarbed

e.xamine it every morning and night.
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L.AMPAS IN HORSES—HOW CURED.

BY R. JENNINGS, V. S., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Lampas, as it is termed, is a fulness or swelling of the

bars, or roof of the mouth, caused by the cutting of the

molar teeth. In all colts, lampas will be found. In ma-
ny, however, little or no inconvenience may be observa-

ble
;
while in others, the great tenderness of the parts in-

volved, causes the animal to refuse his food, submitting

to hunger rather than pain; in consequence of which, he
is compelled to submit to an operation as barbarous as it

is cruel, which is no less than burning out the bars with
a red hot iron, leaving the mouth sore for some time after.

This mode of treating lampas, has been practiced for

years, and is, at the present day, almost the only course
pursued in such cases, notwithstanding it is of no practi-

cal benefit whatever; but on the contrary, is often very
injurious. Still, the owner will generally ridicule the
idea of remedying the evil by any other means. It is an
established fact, that children, during the period of denti-

tion, are subject to the same disease. While some cut
their teeth with little or no pain, others suffer severely.

What father would submit to an operation upon his childl

what mother would see her darling babe thus cruelly tor-

tured! Wobe to the practitioner who would dare to make
such a proposition

;
yet men will submit their favorite

steed to such torture, believing that course to be the only
sure means of abating the evil. In this they are much
mistaken. We do not deny that a horse thus dealt with,
will regain his former appetite, but we assert, that,

nad not this operation been performed, he would have re

sumed his feeding equally soon, by means less painful

and more humane. In the child, the humane practitioner,

seldom does more than lance the gums. This, certainly,

is a more rational mode of operating, and my experience
teaches me, that my lancing the inflamed parts, the

swelling .soon subsides, and the horse soon feeds as usual.

For this purpose, a common pocket knife will answer tbe

purpose verj.' well, after which, the mouth should be
washed with a solution of tincture of myrrh, two ounces
to a pint of water; this should be repeated tvvice a day,
for three or four days, during which time, bran mashes,
flax seed gruel, and, if to be obtained, new grass would
be very desirable. No hay, corn or oats should be given
for a week

;
the teeth, then, will be in condition to masti-

cate such food. By pursuing this course, you save your
animal much inconvenience and suffering, without doing
h;m any injury.— Ohio Farmer.

TETHERTNH WORK HORSES AT GRASS.

A good many years since, when we lived in the county

of King Vv^illiam, where, if we were twins, one of ns

would live again—either there or in Albermarle—we saw

Gen. A.ylett's horses and mules staked out on clover, and

.secured by a very simple contrivance beyond the possi-

bility of escape or danger from the tether. The thing

was made in this wise
;
take two small hickory or white

oak poles, seasoned is best, and slightly flatten each end :

get two links of an old chain or have two made; have

made also two staples in the form of a je wsharp, with two
small holes in the jaws thereof

;
connect them by the

links, and then secure them by wrought iron nails to the

ends of the poles. Now fix a similar shape to each other

end
;
secure- one of these ends to the ground by an iron

pin 15 inches long, strap the mule by his neck to the oth-

er end and “ let him rip.”

Our esteemed friend, Mr. Wm. S. Fontaine of the same

neighborhood, thus speaks of them, and of a still simpler

plan.

“I used these tethers for some 5 or G y^ears, and never

knew any accident to occur. They were discontinued

stmply because I had grazing lots and pastures enclosed,

though I have tethered my mules out at night on the clo-

ver field for many years, simply for the convenience of
catching them in the morning. I, however, with them,
use a large rope 12 feet long, fastened to a leather halter,

and tied to an iron pin 15 inces long—made thus, q, of
half inch round iron; The whole businees costs 60 cents,

and it will last three seasons. When I do my mules thus
I work one set half a day, stake them out, take up the
other set and work the ballance of the day. In this man-
ner I never give my mules a grain of corn ora blade of
fodder from the lOth or 15th of May, till the oats crop
comes in. Under this treatment they become very sleek.

When you first tether a mule he will wind himself up,
but in a few days he becomes perfectly acquainted with
the whole machinery, and never ties himself up at all. I

was apprehensive that they would cut themselves, but I

have had 12 mules tethered out every summer since 1847,
and never yet have had one injured in the slightest man-
ner. I had a wild horse somewhat cut by the rope on his

hind leg
;
and with a small rope, particularly, there must

be more danger than if the animal were running at large

without any tether.”

—

Southcryi Planter.

COTl'ON FOR ROOFING—IMPORTANT IN-
veiition.

We are favored by our friend, Mr, Legare, with the

following letter, which originally appeared in the

Charleston Courier; and having had the pleasure of in-

specting some samples of the new material for roofing, as

prepared and applied by the inventor, we must say that

we have the strongest ,hope that it will fully realize his ex-

pectations, and prove of great value to the country at

large;

Aiken, S. C., April 28, 1857.

To the Editors of the Courier'.

Gentlemen,—Any invention tending to increase the de-

mand for a staple, cannot be without interest in a community
more or less directly concerned in its culture or sale; for

which reason I beg to make the tollowing statement through
your columns.

j

A few rough specimens of work in plastic cotton exhibited

in Novemoer last, were so fortunate as to obtain a gold
medal from the Institute; and the value of the inventioa
has been since fully recognized by the press in various parts

of the United States. At the time of the above named exhi-

bition, however, the plastic mass had resisted all my efforts

to render it capable of being moulded, as well as worked
by hand. This quality I have since succeeded in obtaining

t„r it, as well as a more valuable application as a substitute

for the expensive roofing materials now in use.

Many exp^ riments during the three or four past months
have, 1 think, established the following facts : That cotton

can be rendered fire and weather proof, and plastic at the

same time, and laid upon roofs, either flat or inclin d, so as
to form a single unbroken covering, at a cost much below
that of pine shingles, namely, from three to four dollars

per square of 100 square feet. A single thickness, (| inch) of

Plastic Cotton costs not more than $2®2.50 per square-, a
roof of double thickness (| inch) will cost from $3@4 50; the

last named gross amount is scaicely justified, however, by
even the present price of cotton.

The chemical salts used in its preparation, I need scarcely

say, are among the cheapest of their kind, or the above re-

sults could not have been obtained. The hardness of the

material is remarkable when dry—that is, from twenty-four

to forty-eight hours after being laid on. In color it some-
what resembles olate, though this may be altered at pleasure.

The different solutions for the menstruum may be ke it aa
unlimited time, in casks or smaller vessels, and mingled ia

proper proportions (cold) when ‘the raw staple is to be im-
meised. The immersion itself requires but 15 or 20 minutes,

or, where the quantity is small, a still shorter time willsuflSce.

I would only further say, tliat the menstruum referred to*

above is applicable not merely to cotton, but to any other

fibrous mate-ial, and that the values I have assigned are'

consequently rather above the average.

The retention of vegetable fibre, in all cases, is the best safe-

guard against cracking or injvuious contraction or expanaioit
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of the uiiiS' ; aiid uiy Eat^r expeiimeuts {jo to f-how that

vas’ a Tm'it of now absolutely vaKu^'less materiai, abouf^’-

insr in ^'ur Southern country, may be converted to use by
the above means, combined or otherwise with the more valu-

able staple. lam, \our obedient servant,

J. M. Legars.

:eEES AND TMEIll MANAGEMENT—HONEY
5>rosit!s—Notice ®f V. EaTaste’s Jlep3y<>

Editors Southern Cultivator—My communicRtiou

in your February numiier contains an important error,

which makes me seem to say that I obtain an am ual

Value of'SlO per stand. Two dollars is about the yield

1 obtain annually, or gallons, and 3 pounds of wax per

stand,

I was much pleased with the accuracy of my style o'

boxes, as delmtated in your March number, and ai^ain I

would say, for simplicity, economy and yield of psire new
fconey, I know of no other so well adapted to the wants

of most people, I am acquainted with other plans ihat

answer the same purpose, as well, except an addi ional

cost, in their structure. The directions and bints aire dy

given, if followed with to'erable strictness, will enable

any onf* to reap a gfond rewuird for their pains. My local-

ity is quite poor for honey raising. Other sections of

country are much better, and there the boxes should be I

to 3 larger than mine, as given in the March number.

Many persons are in favor of varying the size, to suit

large and small swarms
;
but this is of little or no conse-

quence, as it is well known that it is no uncommon cir-

cumstance for a hive to be very weak one year and

strong the next
;
the strength of the hive depending en-

tirely on the capacity of the queen for laying eggs; and

the old queen always leaving with the first swarm each

year; it follows that most hives change their queens,

and vary their strength every year.

This is the third time, I have distinctly noticed a severe

honey drouth, caused by killing frost; and liiiht hives

have been dying within the last few days. On the 6th

inst., the mercury stood as low as 12^^ below the freezing

point. A large amount of the forest is damaged. All do-

mestic and nearly all wild fruit is killed
;
and a most

promising wheat crop, is reduced to the forlorn chance of

a late sucker crop. Bees, under the influence of this

calamity will hardly swatrn at all this season
;
or if at all

very late. South of latitude 32 and north of 35*^, 1 think

and hope, the damage is light.

Mr. V. L^Taste takes up my simple doubt whether or

not bees collect honey from flowers, and treats it, as a new
opinion. A doubt is not an opinion

;
and I have not the

slightest objection, to Mr. L.’s opinion, which agrees with

most of writers on the same subject; but if Mr. L wit

read Bevan on the Honey Bee he will see that my doubt

is not new, Buvan notices several Apiarians who enter-

tained the same doubt, and at least one who contended

that bees did not collect any honey from flowers; and

although Mr. Bevan leaned to the contrary opinion, he

related one beautiful experiment, which proved the sound-

ness of my doubt. In substance he said : “A swarm just

hived, was placed in a tight room, with an abundance of

water and flowers, the freshness of the flowers were se-

cured by frequent and various supplies; the bees made
comb finely fur one day, when their works Were brought

to a stand still for some days, when the comb they had

built was taken away; and in addition to flowers, hone}

was placed in the room, and the next day, the bees agaii

commenced making comb
;
then the honey was w th-

drawn, and the bees tbe next day again ceased making

comb; and again the honey was given them, and th<

same resuli fullowed.” This experiment certainly proved

there, was no honey collecud fiom those flowers, or eis<

•ihe bees would have continued building comb.

?iew, J would like for Mr. LaT. or any apiarian, to

solve this question : If flowers give or yield any honey
of consequi nee, why is it that tiees do not swarm dur-

ing the greatest flowering season, but wait until after the

g eatpst flock of flowers is over before they commence
swarming 1

Here is my answer on the hypothesis that flowers yield'

but little or no honey: Luring March, in Iaiitude34°, is

usually our great month for blossoms. It is then that bees

are raising most largely (by far), preparaU ry to swarm-
ing, at the very season of the year when the food of the

young bee is most abundant (the polen of flowers), soor.,

after this the swarming thousands launch forth,

Because God thus provides the store

For those and many millions more;

at the very time when honey exists in greatest abundance

to supply the wants of new families, which nsually las:

about one month to six weeks
;
while leaves generally are

arriving at maturity you may notice the busy little fellows

crawling over the maturing and matured leaves, gather-

ing particles too small to be seen by the naked eye; but

when assisted by powerful magnifying glasses, shew a

brilliant body
;
and whenever this perspiring matter of

leaves is copious, it spreads into bright flakes, very visible

and then called Iioney dew; which is good evidence that

the bees have had a rich harvest, and which is scon too

hard for bees to make much progress in collecting of it.

A very limited amount of leaves arrive at maturity,

throughout the summer months, and until about the 20th

of September, at which time honey making ceases, al-

though blossom=: continue tolerable plenty for weeks later.

Abhoring the idea of being tiresome, I stop, contrary to

inclination, M. T. McGkhee.
Arkansas, April, 1857.

CH1NE.se sugar cane in TEXAS—CHUFAS—
Riscorea, *&rc.

D. Redmond, “ FruUland Nursery Augvsta, Ga:

Deo.r Sir :— I take pleasure in acknowledging the receipt

from you of a package of Chinese Sorgho, or Sugar Cane
seed. I was in supply last year and from 40 hills, each

2 stalks or plants in a hill, saved a full bushel of seed.

The plant grew so wondeifully in our remarkably dry

season, to which was added very dry winds from the

north, without dews at night, full as much as from the

south, and the juice proving so purely saccharine, I be-

came satisfied that the encomiums bestowed upon its first

introduction were fully merited. Thence! distributed to

every applicant and lent to very many persons, free of

charge, nearly the whole of my seed. The late frosts hav-

ing destroyed my planting, those from you came very

reasonably and are very thankfully received.

I cannot verify the same regard for the Chufas, which

is an imposition on sale, being nothing but the grass nut

well known everywhere at the South and as far iVorth as

.Missouri, They are to be had in this neighborhood at

gift.

A late writer from Illinois says : “the Dioscorca Bata.tai

is the Hog Potato ” It may be so and none the less valu-

ible. The Chinese variety may bear the sanie rtlauon to

us original stock or congener, that the apple does to the

crab, and be altogether as vaiuableas represented

in our rich diluvial and alluvial soils and fine climate

of Texas, both the Sugar Millet and Dioscurea must attain

:;reat peifection and yield. Thanking you again, sir, for

lie Sorghum, I am
Respectfully yours, C. B, S;

Montgomery county, Texas, 1857.

[We hope the “Dioscorea Batatas” will prove all that

our friend anticipates; but we personally confess to a lack

of faith in it, based on some partial trials a year or Iwo
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since. It is ‘barely possible, however, that we had not

the best variety
;
though we paid 50 cents each for tubers

the size of common garden peas. The “Imperial Rice

White” variety of a noted Northern dealer, was then un-

known, nor have we yet invested in that tempting escu-

lent, We mey “get behind the age,” in this matter, but

we have the satisfaction of knowing that we are general-

ly in the van, so far as the testing of agricultural and hor-

ticultural novelties is concerned, and we will endeavor to

console ourselves with the best Yams and Irish Potatoes

we can find, until the merits of the “Imperial Rice White”

Dioscorea Batatas are more fully established.—D. R., Ed.

So Cult.]

UNITED STATES AGRICUETURAE SOCIETY.

Great National Trial of Machinery and Implenicnts of

every description pertaining to Agriculture^ and House-

hold Manufactures^ at the

FIFTH ANNUAL FAIR,

to be keld in Louisville, Kentucky, during the Fall of

1857.

The undersigned, a Committee of the United States Ag-

ricultural Society, appointed at the Fifth Annual Meeting,

held at the Smithsonian Institute, in the city of Washing-

ton, on the 14th day of January, 1857, “to make all the

necessary arrangements for a ‘National Trial in the field of

Agricultural Implements and Machinery,” respectfully in-

vite the inventors and manufacturers of all such articles,

both in the United States and foreign countries, to parti-

cipate in a public trial to be made at the Society’s Annual
Exhilution, to be held in Louisville, Kentucky, during

the fall of 1857.

This new arrangement for the exhibition of Agricultur-

al Implement.s and Machinery of all kinds in actual ope-

ration, results from a conviction on the part of the Society

that no just awards can be made, except tipon a practical

working trial before competent judges
;
and the fullest

opportunity w-dl he afforded to test the comparative merits

of the various machines that may be entered as competi-

tors for the awards, both as regaids land for field imple-

ments, and steam power for stationery machinery,

A sepiratc trial of Reapers and Mowers will be made at

the appropriate season, special arrangements for which,

as to tune, place, &c., will be announced at an early

date.

It is intended that these exhibitions shall be on the

most extensive scale, for the purpose of testing the work-
ing qualities of these important implements more thorough-

ly th n has yet been done on any previous occasion, either

in the United States or in Furope.

All articles from foreign countries intended for exhi-

bition may be consigned to the “Agent of U. S Agricul-

tural Society, Louisville, Ky ,” by whom they will be re-

ceived and stored fee ofeharge.

This brief iuinouncement of the proposed trial is made
at this e.irly date to affoid the most ample time for the

preparation ami transmission of machinery. A circular

containing udl particulars as to the regulations will be

’ssued as soon as practicable, and, with the premium list,

w’ill be iorwaidfd to per-ons who may apply to the Secre

tary of I he Committee, Henry S Olcott, American Insti

tute, N. Y., where all business letters should be address-

ed.

To enable the Society to make arrangements on o snf-

ficien’ly libera! scale, it is absolutt ly necessary tliat the

Comniiiiee should know what articles will be offered for

c-omiieiHion ; and they therefore rtque>t that all inventors

or niaiiufactiu'ers who may be disposed to unite in the

proposed trial, will communicate their intentions to the

Secretary at their earliest convenience.

Tench Tilghman, Chairman, Oxford, Md.
Jno. D. Lang, Vassalboro, Me.
J. Thompson Wahder, Springfield, O.

Geo E. Waring, Jun
,
Am Institute, N. Y,

H S. Olcott. Sec., We.stchesler Farm School, N.Y.,

Committee on Implements and yiachinery of U. S.

Agricultural Society.

8;^"Editors of Journals of every description, who are

desirous to promote the interests of Agriculture aud Me-
chanics, will confer a particular favor by an insertion of

the above circular.

TIME OF PLANTING SEEDS—A SUGGESTION.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have frequently-

consulted works on Farming, Gardening, &c., as to the

best time to plant various kinds of seeds, &c., and some-
times fail

;
the cause (or at least one cause) being evident,

viz: that the time stated in works of the above class

might do very well in the locality where the publ sher re-

sides, but unless one was informed where that was, the

directions would almost be worthless. How is this to be
remedied 1 Can directions be given lhat will suit every

climate (at least in the Southern States) 1 I think there

can,

I would suggest, in place of mentioning any par-

ticular time or month, that a standard tree should be se-

lected ; for instance, say when the dog-wood or chestnut

begins to bud, plant or sow such and such seeds; when
in full bloom such a one, and so on in a similar manner.

I am not sufficiently well skilled to give any directions,

and merely offer the above idea, thinking it may possibly

meet the eye of an older and more able hand than my-
self. Respectfully yours, J. B.

Fancy Hill, Murray County, Ga., 1857.

FALSE COTTON STATISTICS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— T have a work before

me by Thos. H. Drescott, entitled the “Volume of the

World, &c., in which he has given the agricultural pro-

ductions of each State, and in doing so has made several

very considerable mistakes, which I regret, as I always
desire the history I read to be as near authentic as pos-

sible, so that the information I get may be correct. I am
not able to correct the gentleman referred to precisely

;

ihe object of these lines is to request you or £ome of your
readers to do so.

He puts down the cotton crop of Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana as follows:

Georgia 400,000 bales

Alabama .,.360,000 “

Mississippi 245,000,000 lbs., or 612,000 “

Louisiana 781,886 “

Now, in theabave calculation, I think injustice is done

your State (Georgia), as I have always had the impressioH

• hat Georgia was ahead of all the States in the production

of cotton, and Mississippi next, Alabama next, and
Louisiana next.

!n a late number of the Cotton Planter 4* Soil, I see

lhat a “Georgia Subscriber,” and I)r Philips, both say

lhat .Missi.-'sippi is ahead in the pioduction of cotton, sn

vou sec that there is diversity of opinion on the subject.

I want authentic information on this subject, and wilt be

thankful to you or any of )
our snb.seriuers to give it

through your journal. Yours, &c.

G. D. Harmon,
Utica, Miss., IS.^Z

g^*All subscriptions o southern Cultivator bog'e

with the January number.
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IRISH POTATOES—THE FARE CROP.

Most people plant their Fall crop of Irish potatoes in

May, usually afier they have done planting corn
;
and

therein they make a mistake. In a hot climate like ours,

the vines grow very' well in warm weather, but the tubers

mature best when it is cool. The best natural climate for

the potato is in Ireland, where it is cool and damp; in

Nova Scotia and the New England Siates, where they hav^

a short summer and an early, cool Fall, and in the moun-
taineous regions of Virginia', where elevation is equiva-

lent, in point of temperature, to latitude. We do not be-

lieve a mean potato can be grown on the Blue Ridge, We
have raised the Long Johns— di large potatoe with a desh-

colored skin and a productive kind— in Albemaile to

great perfection of size, but of such a strong, brassy taste,

that they were hardly fit to eat; and w^e have eaten the

same variety raised at the foot of the Blue Ridge. The
latter was a rich, mealy, well-flavored potato, equal to the

Mercer from the North.

Let us consult climate, then, when we plant, and come
as near the proper latitude as we can by artificial means.

Late planting will enable us to do this,

A late neighbor of ours said, that his father one year,

failing to get tobacco plants enough for all his land in

August, planted the remaining hills in Irish potatoes
;
and

the product was the best he ever had. A market gardener

of Richmond, two years ago, confirmed the statemenj by
his own experience. We then tried to follow the plan, but

failed to get our seed and lost the crop. Last year we
planted in May to be sure of the seed, but it was after the

first drouth had set in, which lasted from the 6th day of

May to the 3d day of June
;
and the potatoes either rot-

ted in the ground, perished in the sprout, or died after

they came up. We were so fortunate as to obtain

another supply of seed, and on the 10th of July planted

again. From the 7th of July to the 4th day of August
was another period of very severe drouth, and most of

the potatoes shared the fate of the first planting. But the

crop was prodigious. As there were so many missing
hills a good deal of guessing was necessary to get at the

quantity of land actually growing the potatoes. But mea-
suring the area and the potatoes, and guessing at the va-

cancies, we found we had made over four hundred bush-

els per acre of the largest potatoes we ever saw. They
were curiosities; a gentleman at our table measured one
—a sampleof many—and it was nine inches long; sever-

al of them weighed a pound, and a great many, fourteen

ounces.

Their size, and the failure to get a stand, were owing to

the mode of preparation, which was this; the land having
been previously well ploughed was laid off in row^s three

feet apart
;
the furrows they were dropped in was made

by the plow going twice in it, up and down
;
guano, at

the rate of four hundred pounds per acre, was scattered

in the bottom of the furrow, and on this was laid stable

and farm-pen manure indiscriminately, filling the furrow
about two-thirds its depth. On this were planted the po-

tatoes, ent into pieces, having two eyes each,—the cut

part on the manure—and nine inches apart. They were
covered lightly with plow, returning a portion of the dirt

thrown out by its up and down furrows. In the drouth

which ensued, the manure absorbed the moisture from the

superincumbent dirt, and prevented any from coming up
from below; and the potatoes perished inconsequence
A row treated with guano alone grew off very well, and
produced a good but not great crop. This is one of the

Norfolk plans.

We would advise a trial of it—only a trial—by other

persons, with this precaution: Let them prepare the

ground as we did, but not plant until after a rain has sat

Turated it. It will only be necessary to do it soon enough
before hand to ensure that the ciop will not be planted too

late. We would not wait until August
;
for a drought,

and an early frost might keep the crop back until frost.

Ours was slightly injured by that cause, but mainly by the

drouth : a light frost will do no harm.

We presume all our readers are familiar with the plan

of raising potatoes under straw. If the covering is nine

or twelve inches thick, fine tubei's may be grown in that

way on the hard ground, though it will be better to plow

and harrow until a good tilth be obtained. But do not

plant too early in this way. The premium crop of Irish

potatoes, at the late Fair of the Virginia State Agricultu-

ral Society, was grown by Francis Staples, Esq
,
of Hen-

rico. He planted under straw on the 20th of June, and

made on a measured acre, three hundred and ninety bush-

els of the finest potatoes we ever saw. They were not

as large as ours, though of a fine size, but they were great-

ly better, round, smooth, and uncommonly mealy. Ours

were not well-flavored as compared with Mercers, though

they were very fair potatoes. Whether this inferiority

was due to the variety, or to the mode of growing, we
cannot tell until after another year.

The after cultivation in the Norfolk plan is very simple

—throw the dirt from them and weed once— throw the

dirt to them without weeding a second time. This is all

:

and for a Fall crop that much may not be necessary. It

was so dry last Summer that no weeds grew
;
so we

could not tell.

Reader, try this plan on a small scale, if you please.

—

The labour saved in harvesting and handling a crop of

large potatoes is worth the labour and value of applying

the guano and dung; and the satisfaction of having a nine

inch, pound potatoe, for your guests, is something.

—

Southern Planter.

EFFECTS OF COLORS ON HEALTH.

Important Suggestions —From several years’ observa-

tion in rooms of various sizes, used as manufacturing

rooms and occupied by females for twelve hours per dav,

I found that the workers who occupied those rooms which
had large windows with large panes of glass in the four

sides of the room, so that the sun’s rays penetrated through

the room during the whole day, were much more healthy

than the workers who occupied rooms lighted from one

side only, or rooms lighted through very small panes of

glass. I observed another very singular fact, viz: that

the workers who occupied one room were very cheerful

and healthy, while the occupants of another similar room
who were employed on the same kind of work, were all in-

clined to melancholy, and complained of pains in the

forehead and eyes, and w^ere often ill and unable to work,.

Upon examining the rooms in question, I found they

were both equally well ventilated and lighied. I could not

discover anythingabout the drainage of the premises that

could affect the one room any more than the other; but I

observed that the room occujiied by the healthy workers

w'as wholly whitewashed, and the room occupied by the

melancholy workers was colored with yellow^ ochre.

I had the yellow ochre all washed off, and the walls

and ceilings w'hitewashed. The workers ever after felt

more cheerful and healthy. After making this discovery

1 extended my observation to a number of smaller rooms
and garrets, and found, without exception, that the

occupiers of the white rooms were much more healthy

than the occupiers of the yellow’ or buff colored rooms:

and I succeeded in inducing occupiersof the yellow rooms
to change the color for whitewash. I always found a cor-

responi ing improvement in the health and spirits of the

occupiers. From these observations, I would respectfully

drop a hint to the authorities of schools, asylums and
hospitals, to eschew yellow, buff, or anything apfiroach-

ing to yellow, as the grand color of the interior of their

buildings.
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The following are some of the things not generally ap-

preciated about a house :

1. The benefit of thorough drainage and
.
water snp-

ply.

2. The benefit of good heating and ventilation.

3. The benefits of proper color .;— Correspondence of The

BvUder.

HOME MADE GUANO.

By a communication in the American (Baltimore)

Farmer, vre learn that Mr. Thomas D. Rotch, a gentle-

man from Scotland, but who claims American descent

—

his father being a New Bedford man, and his mother from

Nantucket—has secured in this country a patent for the

manufacture of a manure by a treatment of the bloodand

offal of ani.mals with sulphuric acids or other acids, or

with copperas or other salts. Statements are made of the

effects of this manure in England, that represent it as far

superior to the best guano. A company for its manufac-

ture has been organized in Philadelphia, and it is proposed

to establish three others,—one in Baltimore, one in New
York, and another in Boston. The patent in England

was secured by a jNIr. Oldham, who sold it to a company
for fifty thousand dollars, and a “royalty” of tw’o Engltsh

shillings per ton upon all the manure thus made. That

was a pretty tall price, but we have no reason to doubt its

correctness. Mr. Rotch fixes the price of his manure at

S45 per ton of 2000 lbs.

We have long thought, and have often said, that some-

thing ought to be done to prevent the waste of fertilizing

matter in our cities. We hope Mr. Rotch will meet with

such success as to incite the skill and ingenuity of others

to devise means by which the very life-blood of our farms

may be returned to enrich our hungry soils, instead of

breeding disease and death in our cities, by being suffered

to pollute the air and water by v/hich they are surroun-

ded.

Mr. Rotch asserts that the manufacture of any manure
in which blood and sulphuric acid are used “ renders the

sellers, the consumers a.ndi the manufacturers equally liable

Jot damages.''

We think that no patent ought to authorize so broad a

claim as the above, which we give in Mr. R.'sovrn words

and italics.

—

N. E Farmer.

Extract of a letter from Count de Gouremj.

IIEMEDA'—CATTEE EUNG DISEA.SE8
(Piieiiinoaia.)

Paris, January 3d, 1S5T.

CoL. Johnson, Corresponding Secretary of the Agricul-

tural Society of the State of New York ;

I made the past summer, my accustomed agricultural

journey
;

this is the l8ih, and every one of them occu-

pied four months. This year I travelled all over Germa-
ny, and went as far as Brumen, Moravia. I was pres-

ent at the meeting of the German Agricultural Society, at

Prague, when neaily LJOO members were present
;

it waa
the 18th meeting, every year in a different city ; this year

the meeting outnumbered all its predecessors. I learned

there much which 1 did not know before, and among oth-

er things, that the remedy to prevent the disastrous lung

disease (Pneumonia) among cattle, v.’as coming more

j

and more into use. This remedy, consisting in innocu-
I lation, was discovered by Dr. Willems, of Hasset, in Bel-

gium. He inserts at the end cf the tail some matter ot

the affected lungs of a sick cow or ox, being in ths second

stage of the disease. Jhis remedy is now made use of

by almost all cattle breeders, and still more by the gra-

ziers, of the whr>le continent
;
but it seems that they have

not yet adopted it in f n^iiaiid
;
for in the month of June

last, Dr iSimons of the Veterinarian School in London,

d spoke against this remedy, at the meeting of the Royal

I

Agricultural Society. The governments of Holland and
Belgium have presented Dr. Willems with the cross of

; their order. He is making quite a business out of it; and
[of many thousands of cows and oxen innnoculaled, the

j

mortality has been only a half of one per cent. I have
'conversed wdth a great many farmers and graziers, in

I

Germany, Holland. Belgium and France, who keep from

j

50 to 500 cows and oxen, and all .speak with great com-
!
mendaiion of Dr, Willem’s discovery.

—

Journal of Ae:

I

So. of N. Y.
'

'

, CLT-WORMS-=THE WEATHER.'

j

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the Janq.&ry No.

;

of your popular journal I noticed an article from the pen
of your correspondent “H.,” of Yazoo City, Miss., in re-

lation to Cut-worms, Rust, Rot, &c., and asking for- the

experience of others on those subjects.

Having suffered severely for the last two or three years

from the effects of that destructive insect, the cut-worm,

;

has induced me to watch closely its habits, and endeavor

i
to discover, if possible, some mode by which I could get

I

rid of its certain voracious attacks on my young cotton in

i

the spring; and after much research and investigation

.

1 have finely come to the follov/ing conclusions :

j

That the only certain way to prevent the cut-worm from

collecting in such numerous quantities, is to pull up every

j

cotton or corn stalk and all the weeds and trash that may
! be on the land and burn them completely, for I have

come to the beliefthat the egg of the insect producing that

worm is deposited therein and hybernates there, and when
these stalks and trash are beaten down and plowed in

early in the season, are thrown together by the plow, and

my'riads of the young insects are soon produced, ready to

I
overwhelm the young plants as soon as they make their

i

appearance.

j

1 have alway-s been a strong advocate for plowing in

i

everything that was on the land when I commenced

j

cleaning up, and still think that it is of great advantage t€

I

do so on our poor and worn out lands, but he who follows

the plan will always be troubled by cut-worms. In proof

of this, I will state that I have a neighbor who is in favor of

the English mode of preparing land to plant, that is; by
raking and burning everything off clean, and he is rarely

ever troubled by cut-worms, except on his sweet potato

patches where he plows in his vines. I, on the contrary,

have always plowed in everythhing, and have had any
quantity of worms in my fields. This season, however, I

have adopted my- neighbor's plan, on a portion of my
place and can perceive a vast difference in favor cf his

.'plan.

j

[ would also recommend late plowing on old land as

:

a preventive— not to ridge up until the cotton should be

;

planted.

In reply to “H 's’’ inquiry as to staying the ravages of

^

the cot-worm after they are on us, 1 would remark that

j

the only way that I have discovered, is his mode, i.

by close and diligent worming every morning until the

i sun becomes sufficiently warm to drive them deep into

j

the earth.

While on the subject of cut-worms, I will here state a

fact that has come under my own observation within the

i
last week in my field, and, if necessary, can produce the

j

certificate of my overbcer to the effect, that he having dis-

;

covered a stalk of young cotton lately cut by a worm,

j

made search at the root oi the plant and found a very

lage cut-worm, which he pierced with the blade of his

knife, and fiom the body ot which a number (probably

as many as twenty) ot small living maggots or wcni^
came forth. A few minutes after making this discovery, I

happened to go into the field; he related to me what he

had seen and conducted me to the spot where he had d&
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stroyed the wofm, and 1 witnessed the phenomenon my-
sei£

A circumstance exactly similar to this was related to

me several years ago by one of my neighbors, a gentle-
j

•man of respectability and standing, but as the cut-worm
at that time did not annoy me any, 1 did not pay much
attention to it.

f am informed by ray overseer that since he showed me
what I have above stated, that he has discovered two other

worms filled with living young.

^
Can it be possible that so many little worms were the

*larvas produced from eggs deposited in the body of those

worms by the ichneumon fly, which we know is the

fiabit of this class of flies, or could they be the offspring of

the worms themselves. I would like for some of your

scientific and learned correspondents to investigate this

matter.

That those little worms came from the body of the

large ones is a matter of certainty, and if they were the

offspring of the worms themselves, it will put at rest

what we have been led to believe heretofore with regard

to the manner in which the cut-worm is produced, by the

different writers®on those subjects.

If you consider this worthy a place in your columns

you are at liberty to publish it, and I will at some other

time give my views with regard to Rust, Rot and the

Cotton Louse, of all of which 1 have seen a great deal.

We have had the most unpropitious spring, so far, that

wc have ever experienced for many years. A number of

our planters have planted for the third time, and still

the stands of cotton are very bad. The weather continues

unfavorable, too, for the growth of vegetation of all kinds,

being in the midst now of a spell of very cold and wet

weather for the 1st of May. F.

Ec&i Feliciana
y
La.

y
May, 1857.

FI^ESH IN VEGETABLES?.

All vegetables, especially those eaten by animals, con-

tain a proportion of flesh
;

for instance, in every hundred

parts Oi wheat flour there are ten parts of flesh
;

in a

hundred of Indian corn meal there was twelve parts of

flesh; and in a hundred of Scotch oat meal there are

eighteen of flesh. Now, when vegetable food is eaten it

is to its flesh constituents alone that we are indebted for

restoring to the body what it has lost by muscular exer-

tion. “All flesh is grass,” says the inspired writer, and

science proves that this assertion will bear a literal inter-

pi’etation. No animal has the power to create from its

food the flesh ofits own body; all that the stomach can

do is to dissolve the solid food that is put into it; by-and-

bye the fleshy portion of the food enters the blood, and

becomes part of the anin;al (hat has eaten it. The starch

and sugar of the vegetable are either consumed [burned]

for the production of warmth, or they are convei ted into

fat and laid up in store for future fuel when required.

Grass consists of certain fle-^hy constituents, starch and

woody fibre. If a cow arrived at maturity, eats grass,

nearly the whole of its food can be traced to the produc-

tion of milk
;
the starch of the grass goes to form fat [but-

ter] and the flesh reappears as caseine or cheese. When
a sheep eats grass the flesh of grass is but slightly modi-

fied to produce mutton, while the starch is converted into

fat ['utt]. Wiien man eats mution or beef, he is merely

appropriating to his own body the fleshy portion of grass

so perseverifigly collected by the sheep and oxen. Tfie

bumans^omaeh, like that of a sheep or ox, has no power

to eremite flcsli
;

all that it can do is to build up its own
form wiiii the nuiieiials at hand. Iron is oflered to an

engineer, and he budds a ship, makes a watclispiing, or

a niaiiner’s comp iss, accoroiug to his wants
;
but although

be alters tlia form and le.'Cture of the tnateiials under his

band, yet lU composiiiou remain the same, So as regards

I

flesh, although there be one “flesh of men, another

beasts, another of birds,” yet their ultimate composition

I

the same; all of which can be traced to the grass of the

I
field or a similar source. Flesh, then, is derived from
vegetables, and not from animals, the latter being merely

the collectors of it.

THE LIGHT AT HOME.

The light at home ! how bright it beams
When evening shades around us fall

;

And from the lattice far it gleams,

To love, and rest and comfort call.

When wearied with the toils of day,

And strife for glory, gold or fame,

How sweet to seek the quiet way,
Where loving lips will list our name,

Around the light at home.

When through the dark and stormy night.

The wayward wander homeward hies.

How cheering is that twinkling light,

Which through the forest gloom he spies
;

Tis the light at'home; he feels

That loving hearts will great him there.

And safely through his bosom steals,

The joy and love that banish care,

Around the light at home.

The light at home ! when e’er at last

It greets the seaman through the storm,

He feels no more the chilling blast

That beats upon his manly form,

Long years upon the sea have fled.

Since Mary gave her parting kiss.

But the sad tears which then she shed

Will now be paid with rapturous bliss.

Around the light at home.

The light at home ! how still and sweet

It peeps from yonder cottage door

—

The weary laborer to greet

—

When the rough toils of day are o’er.

Sad is the sou! that does not know
The blessings that the beams impart,

The cheerful hopes and joys that flow,

And lighten up the heaviest heart,

Around the light at home.

COVERING MANURES.

We clip the following front the American Farmer, pub-

lished at Baltimore. It is reliable and true doctrine:

It has been said with great probity and truth, that man-
ure is the farmer’s gold mine and we will add, that manure
is to the vegetable kingdom what blood is to the animal

system, the source of life. We, therefore, most earnestly ad-

vise, nay, conjure every culturist to exert himselfby every

possible means in his power, to accumulate everything

that may be convertible into manure, and when accumu-
lated to protect its qualities front deterioration. But few

ever think how great a loss they sustain, by permitting

(heir manure to be exposed to the sun, the wind and the

rains, and as few rtflect that ten loads of manure well

mken care of, are, intrinsically worth more, and will go
f.irther as a lernlizer, than twenty loads that may have

been kept without regard to the preservation of its more
enriching prop.erties. Many a farmer, through W'ant of

ittention, suffer^ his dung pile to become exhausted of

Its princi|»les of volatility . long before liehauis it out to his

grounds, for use—and many, afier hauling it out, permit

it to lem.-iin unplowed in for weeks, thus exf>Of<ing it to

mrther loss—and then, perchance, blames either his land

or his rnanurts for a fault that should properly attach to
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himself, for having' failed to preserve the virtues of his

manure.

Every body of manure should be kept covered with earili

a few inches in depth, until taken out for use, and when
taken to the field siiould bs plowed in as speedily as pos-

.sible, or each pi'e as thrown from the cart or wagon
should be covered with the surrounding soil, and that com-

pressed with a shovel. But this kind of care, owinii

to the high price of labor in our country, is more than can

be expected irorathe generality of farmers—therefore, for

the present, all that can be expected is this, that the catih

and other yards should be sufficiently dished in form as

to prevent the richness of the manure from being wasted

by running away on the occurrence of each succeeding

rain
;

that each yard be provided with a large body ot

rough vegetable matter and earth—say to the extent of G

or 8 inches or more, in depth over the surface of such yard
i

the dish-like form being preserved in spreading— to ab-

sorb the liquid voidings of the stock, and that plaster or

charcoal be strewed over the yard every few days, to ar-

rest and fix the volatiie gases—and further, as the excre-

ments of the animals accumulate a few indies in deptli,

through the season, over the yard, these should receive

additional coverings of earth

FT.E8H EATING AND VEGETABLE EATING.

To consider man anatomically, he is decidedly a veget-

able eating animal. He is constructed like no flesh eating

animal, but like all vegetable eating animals. He has not

any claw's like the lion, the tiger or the cat, but his teeth

are short and smooth, like those of the horse, cow, and

the fruit eating animals; and his hand is evidently in-

tended to pluck the fruit, not to seize hi- fellow animals.

What animals does man most resemble in every respect?

The ape tribes
;
frugiverous animals. Doves and sheep

by being fed on animal food, (and they may be, as has

been fully proved,) will come to refuse their natural food
;

thus it Iris been with man. On the contrary, even cat>

may be brought up to live on vegetable food so that they

will not touch any sort of flesh, and be quite vigorous

and sleek. Such cats will kill their natural prey just as

other cats, but will refu.se them as food.

Man is naturally a vegetable eating animal: how’- then

could he possibly be injured by abstinence fiom flesh?

A man by way of experiment, was made to live entirely

on animal food
;

after having persevered ten days, symp-
toms of incipient putrefaction began to manifest them-

selves.

Dr Lambe, of London, has lived for the last thirty

years on a diet of vegeiabie food. He commenced when
he was about fifty years of age, so he is nosv about

eighty, rather more, I believe, and i- still healthy and vigor

ous. The writer of the Oriental Manual mentions that the

Hindoos among whom he travelled were so far fniiii a ten-

dency to inflammation, that he has seen compound fracture

of skull among them, yet the patient to be at his work, as

if nothing hud ailed him, at the end of three days. How
difterent is it with our flesh-eating, porter-swilling London
brev/ers ! a scratch is almost de ith to them.—F'uvxrs and
Fruits, by J E D^/vran

I

!
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Horses’ Coats.—Lately gnmg to me country to spend

a few Weeks with a friend of mine, I drove a very hand-

some horse, and a good Tin—but was always annoyed
about his coat, as it was more like a lot of bristles than a

horse’s smooth skin, and all the grooming he could gei

^‘wouldn't do it no good.” IMy friend, who is a great

horse breeder and fancier, mmle me try giving him a few

carrots every day out of my hand, saying that he wouln

have a good smoothe coat in tliree weeKs—and he wms
right, fur in that time my horse had a beauiitui, sleek,

glossy coat, and all from eating a lew l airjts daily. He
lelrs me it is iiifullxble.—Pa/fer 5 Spirit.

I

EXHAUSTING THE SOIL.

Is it not a singular fact that in some of the old States

we have immense tracts of land, thrown out of cultiva-

lion, as having become exhausted of the soil, whilst in the

>11 countries of Europe, which have been in cultivation

tor centuries, the reverse is the case 1 The soil oi Europe,

says a traveller, is now betier than ever—and the reason

be assigns, is tl'.e plentiful sup{uy of manures, and ma-
nures made upon the best possible system, by wffiich the

soil is receiving more back than is taken away in pro

ducts

Of all farm products, (says Mr. Charles l?emeiin in the

Ohio Farmer) the atmosphere and rains furnish the. larger

quantities of its component parts, and whenever a proper

system of manuring exists, the ground must become con-

stantly enriched.

In Europe, manure is the ever present idea cf the farm-

er, and by gathering all offals, and making manure in any
conceivable way, he does not only by green manuring,

such as plowing clover under, but by stable, factory,

street, and dwelling munure, take good care to return to

mother earth the rental she requires, and to do it without

irrudgingand with compound interest Soil is only there

exhausted vvdiere crops are raised which are entirely re-

moved, and of which nothing is returned to the soil— for

instance, tobacco. This is very litile in Europe. The
tine wheat crops which smile upon the traveller, as he is

rushed past them by railroad speed, would bean impossi-

bility, if the idea of exhaustion were true. The meadows
too, which are mown thrice every year, and each time

give a good crop, have been mown for ages.contradicc this

exhaustion theory. No! the European farmer, and his

land, are always on good terms with each other. The
man yields good husbandry and the land yields good

crops.— E.r-cha nge.

BiilNLEY’S STEEL PLOWS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A geniiemari living

in Texas, a devoted friend of the Cultivator writes me
enquiring particulars about the Brinley plow. He says,

the plows he can get, only pushwei earth be:ore them, and
do not turn the dry.

There is a soil in our low grounds black as a coal when
moist; much hasgiic in it, yet so adhesive that it sticksio

iron, whether cast or wrought. Many pUjiiters think the

fault is in the plow, whereas the fact is, the fuilt is in the

material. Wooden mould boards would do laetter, and
steel even better.

Brinley’s plows are made of steel, and for this reason

well suited to the Prariesoil, which plows best when rath-

wet. These plows are not only suited to this land, but to

any lands not decidedly sand, as the construction is well

adapted to turn a furrow with ordinary* resistance. I do
not believe they would turn a furrow in any land with the

same resistance, nor with less on some land than other

plosv^s I have tried, but take strength, wear, quality of

such and draft, all advantages, and I will put them against

any other plow.

1 have no hesitatirn in saying I will give a silver cup
or goblet worth 3-0 to any plow sent to me that will, in

the judement of my neigb’oois, be superior I am inter-

ested in ’luiving the best in endorsing the best was; ray

only bruiher to start a 2nd rate plow, I would that “my
right hand forget its cunning” ere I endorse. [ have

used the Bimley plow 3 years, and hesitate not to say i: is

the ptnv:. Though steel, a cnmnu»n negro smith has sbas-

pened and laid it seveml times J s«y this, iiecauge raa-

!iy of my friends make it an ohjertioii, that cemutry

smiths caunnot lay, &c. Yours truly,

M. W. pRriTiJe.

Edwards, Miss., April 1857.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Currants.

—

G.—The common Red Curnnt, of the

I^orth and Europe, does not thrive here. We have, how-
ever, several varietie.s of Black Currants in cultivation at

Fruitland^'’ both in high and low ground, with every

prospect of success, thus far. The “native currant” you
speak of, is, we presume the Amelanchier, descri'ied in

our last volume, page 385. Of this, there are two com-
inon varieties, t!ie high and low bush. Both are easily

propagated by seed, layers, and, perhaps, cuttings.

“Pro Bono Puelico.”—We can only publish your article

as an advertisement. See terms on last page.

Sugar from Sorgho —J. McC. L,—See the article of

Prof. Olcott, in our May number. The first samples of

Sugar we ever saw, from this plant, were made by Dr.

Roet. Battev, of Rome, Ga.
,
from stalks furnished by

ourselves. We are daily adding to our stock of informa-

tion on the various processes of grinding the canes, mak-
ing syrup, sugar,, alcohol, &c., &c., and will be better able

to answer your queries and those of many other corres-

pondents, on this subject, hereafter.

Poland Fowls —A Lady Subscriber.—The race is al-

most extinct in this vicinity—the Shanghais, Brahmas
and other Celesiials, having driven nearly al! smaller and
weaker varieties, except the Game, from the field.

To Correspondents.—Tue press of matter upon us

has recently been so great, that very many of our most

valued and interesting communications are necessarily

crowded out of the present paper. Our July issue, how-

ever, will contain a great share of those deferred articles,

and be, in many respects, a very original number. In the

meantime, we trust all will continue writing—every ar-

ticle suited to our columns, is gratefully received, and

sooner or later will have a place in our pages.

Sale op Devon Cattle.— W'e have received the

Third Annual Catalogue of Thorough-Bred North Devon

Cattle, the property of C. S Walnwright, Esq ,ofRhine-

beck, Dutchess Co., New York. Mr. Wainwright is

well known as one of the most spirited, intelligent ai d

liberal breeders of the North
;
and as a portion of his very

luperior herd is to be sold at auction on Wednc'day, Jume

17, it will afford all who desire Devon Cattle of undoubted

purity and excellence, an opportunity of supplying them-

selves. We hope the sale will have a full attendance; and

that the prices may prove remunerative.

ENUAKGEMENT OF THE SOUTHERN CUUTI-
vatox*.

Several of our friends and subscribers have expressed

a wish that the CvJtivolnr should be enlarged, and we

confess that, spacious as are its present limits, we are

often sadly in want of room for the increasing favors of

our correspondents, and the current agricultural literature

of the day. .Should the circulation of the paper increase

sufficiently during the present year, we will make some

very marked changes and improvements in the next

volume; but, until then, of course, the present form must

be mamtained. We do not expect to make the Cultivator

a source of any particular pecuniary profit to ourselves,

and shall, therefore, be ready at any time to devote to its

improvement and embellishment a portion of any surplus

that may accrue above the cost of publication.

CONCRETE AND 3IUD HOUSEf?.

OcR very spirited and energetic contemporary, “ The

Tempcrojice Crusader

f

of May 7, favors us with the

following kind notice:

“The Southern CuUivo.tor iov hAay.\s ox\ our table, filled

with Agricultural theories and many important dirc' tions

to the farmer, upon a score of topics which address them

selves to his success and great pecuniary gain in tillage.

The ability, finished theories, and mature science which

the editors (one if not both of whom are practical as well

as theoratical men) bring to bear upon Agiicultural

themes in this journal, also the practical experience of

good faiLuers communicated to others through it, makes
the Cultivator an essential periodical for every farmer in

the State.

This number contains complete directions by friend

Redmond, one of the editors, for building Concrete or

literally mud Houses. The clieapest of all plans for get-

ting a desirable residence, or out-houses on a farm. He
has erected one, and is now occupying it himself. Terms
of Cultlvo.tor S'l a year.

Ourfriend, Seals, evidently misapprehends the nature of

the material known in architecture as On turn-

ing to Webster’s Dictionary, (quarto ed. pp. 243) he will

find’ (t)4) that concrete is described as “a mass of stone

chippings, pebbles, &c., cemented by mortar, laid at the

foundation of walls in spongy soils.” This foundation of

•‘concrete,” continued up the full height of the walls (20

feet) constitutes the material of our “Fruitland” cottage;

and is, in reality farther from being miul than a brick

house would be, inasmuch as bricks are literally com-

posed of mud or clay; and no clay whatever enters into the

formation of concrete. In order to test all available building

materials within our reach, (other than wood), however,

we are now erecting a small negro quarter [52 x 14] en-

tirely of well tempered clay-mortar, to which is added a

small portion of chopped straw. The walls are to be one

foot thick, and eight feet high, and the method of construc-

tion or building up, is precisely similar to that of the large

concrete house described at page 152, May number. The

roof-caves of this building are to extend 2 feet outwaidijr

over the walls, and the latter are to be coated externaly

with a good layer of cement. The floor wdl also be

of clay, pounded hard and covered with cement, thus

rendering it proof against predatory vermin and the pro'
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verbial carelessness of the negro, so far as fire is concern-

ed. The foundation^ to one foot above the surface, is of

concrete, as before described.

Ample and full ventilation is provided for; and we

are sanguine of producing a very comfortable adobe house

at a cost not exceeding that of a wooden one of the same

dimensions. Further particulars respecting concrete andi

mud or adobe buildings hereafter—provided our readers de-

sire the information. D. R.

RUS.SELIi’S MAGAZINE.

We welcome the appearance of a three dollar Monthly

Magazine in Charleston, S. C., emanating from the well

known book establishment of Russell & Jones. Neat

and attractive in appearance, we are happy to believe

that the work is in able hands, and that its success is en-

sured by men who have counted the cost, and possess pe-

culiar facilities for reaching and rightly estimating the

reading public. Its active literary digestion demands ap-

propriate aliment oftener than quarterlies are issued
;
and

hence it is, that so many Northern monthly and weekly

journals are eagerly read at the South. If these were free

from a mischievous spirit of propagandism, if they did not

tend to weaken the South by emasculating its thought

and literature, its art and science, we should not notice

the obvious wrong of starving our own publishers and edi-

tors while the manufacturers of fictitious ‘'Uncle Tom’s”

reap a double harvest of fame and fortune. Our duty,

our sell respect, and our manifold interests, material, moral

and intellectual, urge us to cultivate at home the power

and wealth of Letters. By so doing we do injustice to

no one, but simply help ourselves.

The working Mind of the North is natarally aggrandiz-

ing
;
and for the South, it has more blows than coppers.

As an element of strength, whether for defence or offence,

the Press is unrivaled. Yield this to the enemies of South-

ern Society, and it will soon poison all our domestic re-

lations, and divide every family against itself Magazines

have become a part of the life of advancing civilization.

They must be consulted or one loses caste for common in-^

telligence; and the only question is whether we shall

have Northern or Southern ideas disseminated throughont

the planting States. Not to give our own best thinkers a

fair hearing is shabby treatment to say the least of it

The Magazine in question contains much that is both in-

structive and interesting—matter adapted to the tastes of

both sexes, and worthy of perusal.

Sold at '2b cents a number, and S3 pef annum. Ad-
dress “Russell’s Magazine,” Charleston, S. C.

Rare Pr.ANTs for Distribution.— It is stated in a let-

ter from Washington, that the propagating department of

the United States Botanical Garden there, is in a position

to distribute a large number of seedling trees, cuttings and

other like matters, in the same manner as dry seeds are

given out at the Patent Office. Mr. W. A. Smith, LTnited

States Horticulturist, it is said, has now under glass in

the garden near the Capitol grounds, hundreds of species

of trees, flowers and shrubs, procured through the expe-

dition to Japan, and to the South Seas, w'hich will be dis-

tributed to the public this year. A considerable addition

to the green houses is under way, in the shape of a large

octagon, to accommodate the rapidly growing results of

Mr. Smith's diligence and scientific enthusiasm. The in-

creased liberality of Congress to this highly useful enter-

prise will soon be felt throughout the whole country, and
we hope our readers will not be backwaad in availing

themselves of these facilities.

American Grapes — It is appears from a letter read

before the last meeting of the Cincinnati Wine Growers’

Association, by Mr. Robt. Buchanan, one of the largest

and most successful cultivators of the grape in that region,

that the American grape is being substituted to a con-

siderable extent in the vineyards of Europe for the native

varieties, on account of its exemption from the prevailing

disease.

An Editor’s Audience.—Amid the trials incident to

the life an editor, the following thoughts of a brother of the

quill, bring some consolation
;

at least to him who feels

that his audience fully sympathizes in his tastes and pur-

suits ;

“Whom are you talking to?” Why, to a much larger au-

dience than the best conversationist ever could boast of, and
to more than ever listened to him during a month. Haw
few clergymen, how few lecturers, how few public speak-

ers of any description ever witnessed an audience half so

large as that to which the editor of the smallest country

paper preaches ? How many clergymen are tliere who
are accustomed to audiences of a thousand, and how few
papers are there which do not strictly and literally find

more than a thousand readers ?”

Iron Wire for Baling Cotton.—An Alabama cor-

respondent of the Chojledon Courier argues warmly in

favor of this new mode ol baling cotton. The principal

advantage is that wire will not burn like rope, and, burst-

ings, scatter the cotton to the flames and the wind, caus-

ing the destruction of every other bale wdthin its reach.

Cotton bound with wire, moreover, could scarct-ly be made

to blaze, and if combustion be carried on at all it must be in

a smouldering condition. The wire would hold the cotton

more firmly than rope, in a compact mass, so that air

could scarcely reach the parts on fire. The danger from

the devouring element being less, the insurance in store

or on shipboard ought to be reduced. Wire also is cheaper

and lighter than rope, and could afterwards be used in

baling up goods or for other purposes. It should be very

malleable and galvanized or dijiped in coal lar, so as to

prevent the possibility uf its rusting. Like rope, it can

be adjusted to any sized bale, both in packing and com-
pressing.

IMPKEE, OR AFRK’AN .SUGAR CANE.

There is none of the seed of the Imphee for sale here,

at present. Mr. Wray is testing all his varieties on the

plantations of Gov Hammond, of South Carolina: and

hopes to be able to supply an abundance of seed the com-

ing fall.

Blooded Horses in Tennessee.—The Nashvide Union,

states that the Tennessee Agricultural Bureau, has in-

structed the Secretary to prepare a “History of the Blood-

ed Horses in Tennessee.” The materials for this history

must mainly come from those who have been engaged in

raising this stock.
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PRESEliVING FllUIT FOR WINTER.

If the people of the South ate 'more Fruit and less Meat,

they would be far healthier, especially during the long-

continued and debilitating heats of summer. At this sea-

son, fruit is an absolute necessity to all who know its value;

but, in the winter, it deservedly ranks as one of our high-

est It is very important to know jo.st how to

preserve it in the highest perfection, and a few hints may

not be unacceptable. The common metnod of putting up

in cans is well understood
;
but owing to the difficulty of

entirely excluding the air, it very often fails of accomplish-

ing the desired end. A Mr. Dayton, of Nashville, Term.,

has put into practice a new and improved method of her-

metically sealing cans, which will be a great acquisition

to housewives, if the app iratus which he uses can be easi-

ly and cheaply applied. He puts fruit or vegetables in

cans similar to those of Arthur’s patent, (glass are. best for

all purposes)
;
and, after heating the cans and contents

to about they are sealed up in the ordinary way
A small hole is left in the top of the can, allow the escape

of the air, ov^er which is placed a piece of India rubber

about the size of a dime. The exhauster is then placed

on the top of the can and over the rubber, and a small

piece of sponge, saturated with alcohol, is lighted and

thrown into the exhauster. TJie combustion of the alco

hoi consumes every pirticle of air in the exhauster in a

second
;
the aperture in the top of the can then becomes

effectually closed by the piece of India rubber, and the

contents will be preserved perfectly fresh and n iIuimI

Another advantage of the exhauster is that it enables per-

sons to test their cans and ascertain wdiether they are

airtight, whieh is absolutely necessary in ordrr to pre-

serve fruit or vegetables. if Mr. D.ayton, will now fur-

nish the air-exhausters at a reasonable price, we can have

fresh fruits and vegetables all the year round.

Notes of the Weather for April —Lowest point

of the thermometer 30°. Highest 78°. Range 48°.

Monthly mean 55. 7, while that of February was 57. 0; the

lowest and highest points being exactly the same for both

months Such a remarkable freak of nature will, perhaps,

not happen again in a century.

Amount of rain during the month 3 36, as follows :

On the 1st 60
“ 6th 10

“ 0th 20
“ 18th 1.27
“ 10th 1.15
“ 26th 06

We specify the days for agricuburul reference.

There were six frosts, viz : on the 3d, 7th, 8th, 15th,

20th and 22d.

On the 7th the thermometer was 2° below freezing

The fruit was generally killed and much of the early wheat

cut down.
Seventeen out of the 30 days of April, the thermometer

was below frest temperaturp — S >or/a (ieurgioM,

a Bones as a Manure.— A luie numutrr of the Country

Gentlemen h'As an elaborate article by Levi Bartlett, ofN.

H
,
on bone manure. He concludes that there is no other

manure whose effects are so l isting as an application of

ground bones. Besides the increas.c of crops, he says it

supplies phosphate, which the grasses generally lack, on

old and long grazed fields in New Kngland, and caus-

what is called “bone disease” in cattle. Mr. W recom-

mends that the bones be pounded, and thus broke.n to

pieces, boded or ground, and then spread evenly over the

soil, and mixed with it. He has a ^field that was thus

dressed years ago, and the effect is yet very perceptible

on clover.

BOT-FLIE8 AND THEIR YOUNbto

Entomology presents lew facts for the consideration of

the husbandmin more worthy of his study than those

which relate to the propogation of hot-flies, and to the

j

nourishment and growth of their young. They belong-

to the dipterous, or two v.-inged order of insects, having

the generic name astrvs, which is the Greek word for

stinging, or exciting. The vowels o and e united form the

first letter in the name cestrus. The bot-flies which we

shall attempt to describe are the oestrus gastcrophilis equi ;

oe hemerrkoidales equi, w'hich are the stomach bot, and

fundament bot of the horse; the rcstrus bovis, O'c OK-hoi^.

which is oviposited in the back of the animal; and the

oestmis oris, or sheep bot, which is oviposited in the nos-

trils, and fully matured in the frontal and maxillary .sinu-

ses.

These flies appear to inhabit all countries where horses,

camels, horned cattle, deer and sheep are known to exist;

and without the aid of the latter for rearing the young of

the former, it is probable that these flies would soon be-

come extinct. The perfect insect lives but a few days;,

and where the horse-bot has been hatched and reared ar-

tificially, it was a pupa only 35 days, (see Genessee Far-

mer for 1811, p. 39.) Ten months of the twelve which con-

stitutes the life time of this tribe of insects are spent in

theWarmer habitation of a larger animal, and they are

thereby admirably protected from all external injuries. It

is obvious that those which grow in the backs of cattle

and in the heads of sheep and deer, subsist exclusively on

the tissues or secretions by wd:iich they are surrounded-

and there is good reason for saying that horse-bots, wheth-

er in the stomach, or rectum, which have their heads

deeply buried in the mucus of the lining membrane of

the alimentary canal, and fastened to it by natural hooks

made for that purpose, draw their nourishment, not from

the crude vegetable contents of the stomach and bowels^

but from the more nutritive blood or secretions of living

pains. Tiieir only means of escape after reaching matu-

rity, is to let go their hold on the mucus membrane, and

pass along w’ith the nutritive matter out of the stomach,

and with the fecal matter out of the big intestine. If they

fed on the contents of the alimentary canal, they would

be so harmless that nuture would not take the pains of

making the horse so uneasy, so unhappy, when the

stomach, or fundament fly attempts to oviposit on his

legs or lips. Instinct prompts the last named fly to lay

its eggs on the lips of the horse, which causes the animal

to throw his head about, and try every way to escape his

tormentor d’his insect is smaller than the bee-hke fly

which oviposits on the legs and sides of the horse, being

a half incli lung, and having brown, unspotted wings, a

hark abdomen, which at the base is white, but reddish

vedow at the extreinitv. The 1 ova or maggot of this fly

'S disiingni>hpd from that of the gacteronhilis. (siomach-

bot) by having two rings lesson its body, its hooks longer
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and sharper, and being of a lighter color. It does not

always pass at once to the rectum, but some times fastens

on stomach, where it is found in the Spring. When
near the fundament, injections of currier’s oil brings away

these iKJts without difficulty Dr. Leach makes the Gas-

terojphUis into a separate genus, of which he describes

five British species; but whether there are more than

one species in this country, or whether some designated

as distinct species are more than varietiex^ it is not

necessary to our present purpose to inquire. The

well known stomach bot-fly is about seven lines in length,

its general color is a clear yellowish brown, its head

broad and obtuse; its thorax has a greyish color; its ab

domen is a rusty brown, with a tinge of yellow, and has

a series of dorsal spots
;

its wings are whitish, with a

black undulating transverse fascia behind the middle.

The female secretes a glue-like substance with v/hich she

fastens each egg to the hair; which, however, the moist

lips and tongue of the horse readily remove and from the

latter, it passes into his stomach with saliva, water, or

food. The laeva is soon out of its shell, has fifteen wings,

many spinelets, and a tough skin, and is, at maturity,

from twelve to fifteen lines in length. Jts thickness is

about a quarter of its length
;
while it is favored with two

hooks one on either side of its mandibles, to fasten its

head and anchor its body to the lining membrane of the

stomach.

A few of these internal parasites appear to do little, or

no appreciable injury to a horse, under ordinary circum-

stances
;
no more ihsii do a fevv lice or ticks on horned

cattle. But where one takes no care to keep down their

number, his horses are in peril.

Our esteemed correspondent “ F. J. R ” who has an ar-

ticle on this subject in the last Cultivator, ^appears to be-

lieve that tiec.iuse the maggots of flies lake in their food

by suction, they are incapable of making their way
through the compact tissues of the stomach, skin, and mus-

cular substances. Other writers have advanced a similar

idea, but it is erroneous. That the laeva of common flesh-

flies^ which subsist on the flesh of dead animals, and aie

so troubles me to housekeepers by their depredations on

meat^ steadily work their way tlirough the hard cellular tis-

sue which surrounds fat, and the fascia of muscles, is

known to every observer; and these blowing flies too of

ten ov posit on bad wounds, sores and ulcers, as well as

on the bodies of persons in the last stages of fatal disease,

not to have the fact equally well established and that their

young penetrate living tissues also. ’J’he followeig ac-

count, moie at large, may be found in Kirby & Spence’s

Entomology, page 109: “On Thursday, June 2.o. died

at Asbonby (Lincolnshire) John Page, a piuper belong-

ing to Silk Willoughby, under circumstances truly siiiiju-

lar. Begging bread and meat from door to door, which,

when he received more than he would eat immediately,

he stored between liis shirt and skin. H.iving a emside-

rable portion of this food in store, so deposited, he was ta-

ken unwell, and laid himself down in a fi' IJ in the par-

ish of Scredington— when from the heal of tiie sea-on,

the meat soon became putrid, and was struck by the tlirs.

The maggots devoured not only the inanimate [lieces oi

flesh, but also the living flesh of the man
;
and after he

was accidentally found by the inhabitants, and they

cleared away these shocking vermin, he was conveyed to

Asbonby, and a surgeon [irocured, who s<dd it would

probably prove fatal” Page lived Imt a few hours, hav-

ing maggots of.an enormous size crawling both in and

over bis body,

There is every re.nson to believe that matrgots produced

by the boi-flv would find as little d fli uliy in perimaiing

the s nmach of a horse, if so ioclinel, as did tlm.se ili.,r.

trade ihiur way through tlte.^k n, abdominal muscles, and

perilofiieum of this live pauper; aud. iliereiore, it it is un-

philosophical to assume as F J. R. does, that an emp-
ty stomach or its gastric juice will, strangely enough, di-

gast the stomach into something like a honey comb, and
thus enable bots to pas.s through it. To place the fact

that bots sometimes pass through holes made in the stom-

ache of a horse on record in this work, which may be of

use for future reference, we copy the statement of the Rev.
Dr. DnwtiYof Rochester, N. Y., from the April number of

the Genesee Farmery 1841 :

“ I once saw in the stomach of a fine horse that had died

from their action, mvltituJes of hots sticking into the coats,

and many of them had 'pierced throngh that orgaiiy so that

on scraping them off with a knife the liquid matter of the

stomach passed through its coats.* Those bots were large

[* It is contended by many able writers on this subject,

that the coats of thestoma<..h are never pierced through by
the bot until afterlife leaves the animal. There is not

much uncertainty connected with this branch of the mat-

ter.

—

Junior Editor
]

and strong, and of a deep flesh-color.” Prof Drwey is

well known by his scientific coutributions toSilliman’s

Journal; and no man’s word will go farther than his.

Not to do these comparatively long-lived maggots injus-

tice, we are constrained to say ih.at their attacks on the

muscular coats of the stomach as food are rare, and it is

probably only when they, unfortunately, exist in great

numbers that they are driven to the necessity of killing

tlieir foster-parent, aud thus jeoparding their own lives.

Nothing is plainer than the fart ahat, were bots to destroy

a horse within two, three or four months after they attach

themselves to the inside of his stomach, every one would
inevitably peri.sh before it became a pupa or fly. They
want a warm nidus and their daily and appropriate food

at least nine months. A dead carcass is soon cold and
its flesh dissipated Hence 'his whole family of insects

generally destroy their young when they kill their horse.,

ox, sheep, deer, camel or other beast that supports their off-

spring.

To reduce the number of bots in the stomachs of our

hordes, we make it a point in our stock economy to wash
off all nits, with icarni watery from our horses, as soon af-

ter they are oviposited as practicable. This prevention is

simple, plain, and any serv.ant can practice it. With some
knowledge of medicine, and some experience in ibe care

of horses, we are coastrajned to say thatour faith is feeble

indeed in any internal remedy for Imts.

The Ox-hntfly or “ ” of some Engli.sh authors,

{(estrus i5»c>y/.s)resembles a small humtile-bee, from wliich it

IS disiinguished l>y the want of two under wings; it is

larger than a house fly, has brown unspotted wings, a

black bind on the aiidomen, which is covered at the end

with a reddish-yellow hair. For piercing the skin on the

iiacks of cattle, actually boring, a,s with a gimlet, a hole

largo enouiih to insert her ovipositor <uid an egg, the fe-

rn tie has a very curious apparatus. It is made of four

pieces which slip one into the other like tlmse 'f a tele-

.-.cope, tne itinio.-.t of which is armed with five sharp

poii.Ms, three of which arc longer than the otfiers. She

never puls more than one egg in a hole; and nirely so

many in liic skin of one animal as to endanger iis life.

•Aristotle, Pliny, Virgil and many other aricif^nt writers

givemccotmts more m' less trutldul of the attacks of this

i ga l or go.ird-fly. All t!;e old Kngli.-li, and half of the

j

nmdt rii authors, including both London and Wilson, who

j

have treated on “geMpnincs” advi.-e Imniers to have slip

' x-yokes so that o;<eii whm stung by the gad fly in the

!
fit-[d, may ho cleared at once, atid allowed to run strriigkt

i
all! a I (as it is said they do under such circum'tances)

atidnotiire ik tlie plow, nr cart. Tliis is notaUfmcy;
far every one who has In en much a'mut c utle l^as seen

tdeni raise their tails in a line horizontal to their i'a'‘ks,

and run viulemly without any apparent cause. Vikcil.
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thus des(5ribes a rural scene of this character, and the ex-

citing cause, as translated by Kirby:

“Through waving groves where Selo’s torrrent flows.

And Alborno, thy green Ilex grows,

Myriads of insects flatter in the gloom,

(Oestrus in Greece, Asilus named at Rome)
Fierce and of cruel hum. By the dire sound,

Driven from the woods and shady glens around,

The universal herds in terror fly
;

Their lowing shakes the woods and shakes the sky.

And Negro’s arid shore—”

Stinging insects are more numerous, and, apparently,

poisonous in some countries, even of the same genus; and

Aristotle was true to Nature when he divided them into

two classes—one which carries stings before (in its bite)

and the other, like honey bees, which carries its sting

behind.

Keeping cattle from woods, is the best way to avoid

injuries that result from this often troublesome insect.

Sheep, however, suffer more than either cattle or horses,

from the bot fly called oestrus ovis which oviposits in their

nostrils. Kollar thus describes this species of the CEstredee.

“The thorax in the winged insect is brownish black, and

dotted with white, the abdomen white spotted with gray

and black. The fore head looks ash gray, and is covered

with small deep punctures, the wings are shining and dot-

ted at the base. It lives in the vicinity of woods, in shel-

tered, shady places, where it is found in great numbers in

warm summer days. It anneys sheep very much
;
and

in order to escape its attack, they carry their heads low,

and thrust them under the belly of the next sheep. The
females lay their eggs in their nostrils, and larvoe creep up
into the frontal sinuses, along the pituitous tunic, to which
they attach themselves by means of two hooks; other-

wise they would be easily ejected by the sneezing of the

animal.” Sneezing, deflexions from the nose, and a stag-

gering walk are the most prominent syptome of bots in

sheep. They are so dangerous, and so near the brain

tint instinct tells the parent fly not to lay any more than

four or five eggs in the nose of any one sheep—a greater

number would hardly fail to destroy the sheep before the

maggot was half grown, and when, unlike the young of

flesh flies, it had six months longer to live before it could

possibly reach its pupa state.

In addition to keeping sheep out of woods pastures, it

is well to smear their noses with tar, which is offensive to

the bot-fly, as a preventive.

Speaking of the low regions of the torid zone, where
the air is filled with millions of musquitoes which render

uninhabitable a great and beautiful portion of the globe,

Humboldt and Bonpland, observe that to these may be

joined the (Estrus Ho7n.inus, which deposits itseggs in the

skin of man causing painful tumors. Gruelin says it re-

mains six months under the skin of the abdomen, penetra-

ting deeper if distnrbed, and becoming so dangerous as

sometimes to occasion death. The fly he described as be-

ing of a brown color, and about the size of a common
house fly; so that it is smaller than the rest of the genus.

L.

Water for Calves.—

A

ccident, says a correspondent

;

of the Ohio Cidtivator, recently taught me what, till then,

I did not know, viz : “That calves, while fed on milk,

need f/ee access to water; I had supposed the milk (con-

sisting of their entire food) was enough without wafer.

But in changing my calves from one pasture to another,

they passed a water trough and drank heartily. I acted

on the hint, and have since supplied them, and find they

need water as often as older cattle. No day passed with-

their using more or less.”

MI.SSISSIPPI STATE AGKICUETIJKAE
Society.

The Daily Mississiyyian has the following :
— “Pursuant

to the call made for a meeting of the friends of agricultur-

al improvement in the city of Jackson, a meeting was

held in the Senate Chamber on the night of the 21st,

and organized by calling Hon. W. McWillie to the Chair,

and appointing M. Vv^. Philips, Secretary. Whereupon,

after a full and free consultation, it was deemed best and

prudent to revive the Soviety as organized February 3,

1854, and that the constitution and names of officers be

published. It was ordered that this Society hold a Fair

during the month of November next, and that a petition

be presented to the honorable Legislature of the State ask-

ing for such aid in the promotion of the cause as in their

wisdom may be deemed proper, praying that twenty-five

hundred dollars be donated to said Society for said object.

Further, that the use of so much of the State lands lying

east of the Capital as may be deemed necessary for Fair

Grounds be granted to said Society. So soon as the ac-

tion of the Legislature be known, the Secretary will call a

meeting of the Executive Committee to determine upon a

Premium List for the Fair and the time to be named for

said Fair.

BattirnltHral Sepailmtnt.

MORAL INFLUENCE OF GAKDENINtt.

To most minds, it is a sufficient argument for gardening

that it furnishes a rational,pleasantand healthful occupation;

that a well kept garden is an ornament to one’s home, and

a comfort to his family. Has it not the additional attrac-

tion of a moral influence'? That it has might be inferred

from the fact that every employment gives a tone and

bias, more or less marked, to the character of him who

pursues it. The kindred pursuit ot farming, it is generally

conceded, exerts a decided and happy influence on the

character : why may not the same be true of horticul-

ture '?

It is obvious that this employment withdraws a man
from many scenes of temptation. It does not send him
into the haunts of vice in cities, nor into places of sharp

traffic w'here every high and noble principle is sacrificed

to the lust ofgain. It does not often bring before him the

dark side of human nature, and familial ize his mind with

gross wickedness, and stimulate his passions to indul-

gence. From his daily path, he seldom hears profane

oaths, or licentious jests, or enticements to intemperance.

His calling will not, indeed, ensure the preservation of a
virtuous character, yet it is eminently conducive to that

result.

Gardening brings one under the favorable influences of

home This is a positive advantage, and it accrues both to

him who follows gardening for a livelihood and to him who
makes it the recreation ol'his leisure. The working-man
pursues hisdaily toil within sight of his own gables; his

wife’s cheerful song is wafted out to him through the open
casement; his children, some of them labor at his side,

and others soothe him with their innocent prattle. He
who pursues gardening from a love of it, is not apt to

spend much of his leisure in other and questionalile

amusements. The early morning finds him among his

trees and plants, and when the day's business or study is

ended, he hies to his garden as the most delightful refuge
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from fatigue and cafe. The pursuit of office or wealth is

laid aside for the study of nature
;
the society of the street

and market place is exchanged for the society of home.

Every man will have amusements of some kind, and his

character is often determined, for good or for evil, by the

nature of his amusements. Gardening affords a rational,

innocent recreation, and one which carries with, it the

salutary influences of home.

This pursuit tends to repress evil passions.. One can

not get on at all while in a state of excitement. The em-
ployment requires patience, sober thought and careful

manipulation. And there is something in the very aspect

of a garden adapted to soothe irritated feelings and to pro-

mote peace of mind. Graceful trees seem to wave a wel-

come to the gardener’s footsteps; flowering plants, hold-

ing up their little cups to catch the dew, seems to smile

upon him as he passes, and heavy laden fruit trees drop

their ripe products into his hands, as if to reward him
for his care.

“Yes! in the poor man’s garden grow
Far more than herbs and flowers

;

Kind thoughts, contentment, peace of mind,

And joy for weary hours.”

“A gai'den is a place of healing to the soul. It would

seem as iffrom the growth of leaves and flowers and shrubs,

there exhaled a silent dew, which brought comfort to the

heart blistered in the sultry suns of life. The intercourse

of men and woman is often harsh and chafing. Little ir-

ritations, like nettles, lie hid along the paths—but the

silent growth of a garden communes without speech, and

every leaf becomes a leaf of healing”

This pursuit fosters a habit of industry, and so benefits

the character. A garden requires daily care. The seeds

sown, the bushes and trees planted, must be also watered

and pruned, and trained, and kept free from weeds and

innumerable insects. A little neglect, and all is lost.

That notorious and busy personage, who is said always

to find some mischief for idle hands to do, we verily be-

lieve passes by the gate ofevery gardener, in despair

!

This pursuit tends to cultivatea feeling ofdependence up-

on^n overwhelming Providence. When the gardener has

prepared his soil, planted his seeds and his trees, he can do
little more. He must wait for a higher power to waken into

life the seed-germ, and to excite into active growth the roots

branches of the tree. It is not human skill that makes and

the radicle descend and the plume rise; that causes the

sap to flow, the roots to push out their mouths into ihe

soil in search of food, the buds to expand, the branches

to extend, the trunk to enlarge, and flowers and fruit to

follow each other in succession. Human power does not

bring down the needful rains and dews, neither does it

give or temper the light and heat of the sun. When the

stated order of things is interrupted—when the showers

and dews are withholden, and the thirsty earth is parched

with drouth, or when the rain descends in torrents, or the

sun hides his face, and blighting winds and untimely

frosts descend—how entirely helpless is man ! And
when all circumstances combine to favor the gardener’s

operations, how can he help seeing the hand of Provi-

dence—a Hand co-working with and blessing him con-

tinually h

And this suggests the collateral thought, that gardening

tends to lead the thoughts heavenward. Theoljjects, with

which the gardener is daily familiar are peculiarly the

works of God, and are suggestive of his power, wisdom
and goodness A clerical friend, who sometimes indul-

ges in a vein of pleasaniry, writes us that he now coming

to find some meaning in horticulture. Formerly
,
he got

no further tlian to see the will symbolical in quack-grasses

and Canada thistles; the affections in clinging vines
;
the

understanding in sober rows of well-meaning vegetables;

fancy in the flaunting tulip; calm satisfaction in the well-

grown turnip; wise intelligence in a successful cabbage-
head; and a sympathetic influence, a power of melting,^

even to tears in the onion ! But now, he saw something
more; something, indeed, to amuse him, but more to ex-
cite sober reflection. He could not help “hearing the

voice of the Lord, walking in the garden in the cool of the-

day.” Fie saw a divine Hand rolling onward the seasons
in steady succession, and sustaining all the forces of na-

ture. He thought the undevout gardener a mad-man, no
less than the undevoiU astronomer.

As the gardener beholds all vegetation reviving in

Spring, his thoughts are carried forward to another season

when his own body shall awake in new and immortal life.

He sows his seed in the spring, assured that he will gath-

er its fruit in the autumn
;
how natural the reflection that

from the seed sown in this life, the spring-time of nis ex-

istence, he will gather the fruit in the harvest-time of the

Future life. He beholds around him, not only what is

necessary for his susistence, but a superabundance, untold

gratifications of the senses and the Intel ectuai tastes,

tokens of the boundlessness of Divine power and love;

how natural the reflection that the future abode of the

good will be, in beauty and enjoyment, far beyond all

human conception. A D G
,

\i% Country GcnUemani.

WATERING .STltAWBEKKIES.

In general we are opposed to the system of watering

plants which some persons so much affect. Strawberries,

however, require water in large quantities, and from our

experience we are convinced that it is every way proper

to give them water constantly and liberally even in the

wettest seasons. It has been our habit for many years to

water our strawberry plants from the time that they

bloom until the fiuit is all gpthered, and the beneficial re-

sults have been so marked and striking, that we cannot

hesitate to recommend it to every cultivator. The advan-

tages may be briefly stated, as securing much larger ber-

ries and increasing the crop fully threefold. Where water

is freely applied, almost every bloom will bring a berry,

and the quantities which can be gathered (rom a small

plantation are really astonishing, to those who have never

i tried the experiment. Those of our readers who doubt,

j

are earnestly r< quested to try an experiment of watering

half their plants, and withholding water fiom the other

half, and whatever may be the character of the season,

whether wet or dry, the results will be of the most surpri-

sing character.

The water should be poured from a sprinkling pot and
should be plenteously bestowed. A slight application

will do very little if any good. It may be applied eve-

ning or morning if convenient, but never during the heat

I

of the day, and all the troul-le and expense will be amply
compensated by the grateful return of improved fruit and

an increased crop .—tiovihern Planter

BENE PLANT.

The following, from a correspondent of the Patent

Office, may contain the information desired by H. P. L
,
of

Alabama

:

“In 1843; I sent sixteen bushels ofseeds of theBene plant

(sesmu7)i orientale) to a mill in Cincinnati, to be manu-

Lclured into oil. It yielded thirty nine gallons cf clear

oil, and about 5 quarts of refuse oil, or about ‘2l gallons to

the bushel.

“In consequence of the mill imparting the flavor of fl4x

seed, I could not use it as a salad oil, for wliich purpose

I am confident it would be superior, when [»ure, to the

adulterated imported olive oil I used if, however, as a

substitute for castor oil, and gave a considerable quantity

of it away for that purpose. All who used it praised it
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highly, both for its gently purgative effect and from be-

ing free from the nauseous taste peculiar to castor oil.

‘I cannot state with certainty how much seed this plant

will produce to the acre, but believe that 20 bushels is a

moderate estimate.

“The leaf of the plant is an excellent remedy for bowel

complaints in children, and also in adults. For this pur-

pose two or three leaves are put in a tumbler of water,

which they immediately render mucilaginous, but impart

no disagreeable taste. The negroes cultivate it for food,

using the parched seeds with their meats.

“1 consider it so useful that a few stalks at least should

be raised in every garden. And I believe it will soon be

-extensively cultivated for manufacturing oil, yielding, as

it does, about a gallon to a bushel more than flax-seed

-oil.

“I doubt whether it will mature well north of latitude

36°. It should be planted as soon as the frost is out of

the ground. Poor land is best suited to its production, as

it branches too much in rich soil, because the pods are

more likely to shatter from the branches than from a single

up-right stem. The seeds should be planted in drills 3

feet apart and 6 inches distance along the drill.”

KEEP FRUIT TREES STRAIGHT.

Trees in an open inclosure often acquire a leaning posi-

tion from the prevailing winds. This should not be suf-

fered beyond a certain stage of the tree. When as large

as one’s wrist, they should be set up erect, and, indeed,

thrown into the wind at an angle of ten orfiffeen degrees;

in order to bring them ultimately into a straight position

This is best done by o!)taining crotched limbs from the

woods, eight to twelve feet long, and planting the butt end

which should be sharpened, on the ground, and the crotch

end either against the trunk, immediately beneath the

branching point, or against a large outer limb, if mon
convenient, securing it from chafing in the crotch, by a

padding of straw, or litter, and setting the tree at once U[i

to the desired angle of elevation. Loosen, also, the

ground on the windward side of the root so that it will

not bind, and the w'ork is accomfilished. Let thi.s be

done when the tree begins to make its summer growth,

-or soonafi.er leafing out. One season, if the tree is thrifty,

will be all thiit i.s required. If however, it be obstinate-

repeat the trial anoiher year. The remedy is sure. Even
large trees, whic.h have acquired a permanent lean, ma\
he thrown into an erect posture, by loosening the earth

the root, and occasionally cutting otf ati o bstinate large

root, without injury to its- growth, and thus be inacb

sightly. An erect tree will be longer lived, and more fruit

mi than .a leaning one, and not half so subject to casual-

ly as if Jefi to its ovvo truid-mce'

—

V iGEc.^Eur. G \RDEv.—Tiie ear.iness of crop^ is much

accelerated by the application of thoroughly de^'ornposeh

manure at liie time of sowing
;
the matters for absorptioi

are thus pre-ented in a highly concentrated form to tin

mots, and the filants more speedily at maturiiy. Much
abso depeo'fs on the state of the soil at the ti-ne ofsnwioir

It is .surprisinji' tliat so little, atleniiiin is ^tven to draining

by those who are interested in seconrii; e :r!y crops; drain-

ed i>:roiind is dlway.s in a fit condition for working mucl-

so mer th-rn th.-at undraine-1. nrainin-j, also, hytheitreat

er eifii-if-ncv it conf-rs on wafer as a solvent of plant f lod

increases the availaide supply of the soil, and the rapidity

of thi.s supply depends upon the aggregate surfice of’ pa-*-

licles presented to the dissolving: aj^Piu Reduce a soil,

iherefore, u.n'-l the roots of phmts will have an increa.s'e’

pas'urage. ffence the lienefit of repeated culture such aS

digCT-n^. forlcinir hoeing, &c , and lienee, alsti, the bene-

ificial influence of frosts on soil. Frost is not a fertilizer,

but as water expands in freezing, and as the crystals of

ice pervade the entire substance, a diminution of the par-

ticles follows after thawing, increasing the soluble sur-

face. So tar from diminishing the necessity of applying

manures, the increased power of manufacture thus confer-

red on the soil must be accompanied by an increased sup-

ply of the r.aw material, if a permanent benefit is to be re-

alized.

—

Ezekwnge.

THE CURCUEIO—QUERIES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—

P

ermit me to ask a

few questions

:

1st. The Curculio punctures the young fruit and de-

posits its eggs; the worm then hatches, lives upon the

fruit and grows with its growth and strengthens with 'its

strength;” and arriving at maturity during the maturity

of the fruit, cuts its way out and enters the ground to

pass through its transformations.

The lime of its various stages ofexitslance in the form

of worm, chysalis and butterfly, is fixed (such is the case

with other insects.)

If those facts are true (as they are supposed to be) how
then will a curculio, depositing a portion of its eggs on
the Early Tiilotson (ripening the middle of June), and
another portion on the Baldwin's Laie OvHober, find in

both the proper condition for maintaining its young 1

Or, if it be said that it raises two or more broods the

.•<ame season, will not the October Peach be too old firm by
the time the brood from the early peach is ready for its

next attack 1

2d. What becomes of the Curculio when all the stem
*ruit is destroyed ? and how does it exist and propagate

us species through the season I

Remarks —The Curculio very seldom attacks Peach-

es
;
besides, the early as well as the late peaches bloom

nearly at the same perioi, and their development during

the early pait of the existence of the fruit is nearly the

same. Thus the Curculio might deposit the eggs in

either and cause them to drop, never troubling himself

ibuut the season of ripening. We understand, however,

hat the Curculio is not found in Florida. The reason

<iven is that the summer is so long that the chrysalis will

ijas.s through all the stages of transformation and come out

ID the autumn, when there is nothing for him to deposit

ms ej^gs on, and consequenily the breed will be dastroy-

ed.—

E

ds.

TREES, IMSECT.'k, &(.

At a late meeting of the xMew York “Farmers’ Club,”

Vlr. Pell, the great orchardist, read a paper on Trees,

iom which we take the following extracts:

The disi ruction of insecis that prey upon our trees

nu-^t not be indiscriminate Many wage war upon n.mles,

ybi-’h ought not to be destroyed In their subterraneous

xcavaiions they destroy thousands of gruirs. The des-

ruciion of cro'ws muiuphes noxious in.se(-ts iha: do lucon-

eivabiy greater damage to our corn-fit Ids ih.in the eiows.

never permit them to lie killeii. 1 he fb s.-^ian fly, and

ifteen thousand other insects, so hnniidable in our wheat

ields. may be outwitted by steep>ingihe sefcd,as)d .sowing

ar!y in well lilled ground

The few that escape will be devoured by tluir relent-

ess enemy, the ycihsw lord I'he iViotli (gort\n,i zea)

lestroys our Indian corn by peneirating ilie sn-ok just

bove the surface of the ground —and the -igroiis segt turn,

he ndcr routs. My remedy is 1 ite |)!an iiig.

The wire worm destroys our grass fields To prevent

US depiedaiions 1 use lime freely as a lop dressing—Iron*.
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one to two hundred bushels to the acre. Tlie beetle de

stroys our hickory trees ; the elaphifiion our oaks
;
the

canker worm our elms; the hyloi>ins our pirte trees In

13 days last Aui;u>t, 31 workman destroyed, in a vine

yard, 41,000,000 of the eg^s ofa small and very destructive

moth, which would have hatched in sixteen days thereafter,

and miijhtifleft uridi.sturbed, have produced three or (bur

more generations the same season to be noun hed by the

vitte I have seen flies depost their eggs on the living body
of a caterpillar.

Lumousts said that three or four flies will devour

an f.'x in as short a time as several lions, by each

producing 30,000 maggots I am opposed to the destruc-

tion of neetles, with one exception, l)ecause they consume
an immense amount of decomposing vegetable matter

which, Imtfor them, would destroy the salubrity of the air

we breathe.

I cherish wasps
;
they put an end to the existence of

countless thousands of spiders and similar insects. The
tiger beetle should on no account be destroyed

;
he is the

enemy of all other insects, and kills them indiscriminately

Hornets, dragon-flies and ants should be protected, or the

land would be over-run with otlier insects.

I have often heard it said a cold winter destroys insects.

I thought so until last spring, when I examined the chrys-

alids of many insects that, had withstood in exposed situ-

ations the preceding intense winter. 1 invariably found

them full of life, though the thermometer had frequently

been below’ zero. From whence do they obtain the ne-

cessary temperature to support life 4 Would not com-
plete solidification of the fluids necessarily produce
death I”

In reference to this matter, a member observed that we
know not the absolute amount of heat necessary to sup-

port vitality, and that insects had revivified after tl.ree

years, that had been brought from the Cape of Good Hope
perfectly dried and with a pin stuck through them.

OllNAMENTAI. EDGINGS AND HEDGES, FDK
The Soalli.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Permit me to say a

tew words in regard to ourgardens and front yards. How
sfif? and tasteless if looks to see a small piece of land cut

up in all imaginable and unimaginable mathematical and

fantastical figures lined with' planks or masonry. The

beds are also thrown up high and dry, while the paths are

as narrow as if made for the perambulation of chickens

only. How often have I exclaimed “ Dutchman's work.”

Planks and bricks were unquestionably introduced in

olden times, when it was difficult to obtain a more tasteful

article for edging our flow'er gardens. Now, however,

suitable plants for edgings or ornamental hedges can be had

in abundance, and consequently the planks and bricks

must soon disappear.

The first step in arranging a garden is the thorough

preparation cf the soil. But how is it done in nine cases

out of ten 1 An old crippled negro, unfit for any other

work, is put to scratching the ground with a hoe, and in

order to give this work a more honorable name, it is called

digging. How’ can it be expected that any thing can

grow by such wmrk I and stdl the owner is always utter-

ing f»rih his comfilaints against the nurseryman or seeds-

man because the plants will not thrive. No, throw aside

4he hrie and get a good spade^^wox]^ the soil at least twelve

inches deep, t though twenty inches is better) pulverize it

IhnrougMiy, and work in some tnanure, then lay off the

Walks. The main paths should alw'ays be w'lde ennough

for three persons to walk abreast, while the side paths

will answer if two persons can walk abreast. When this

done, proceed to plant the edges of the flower beds wdth

suitable plants. The beauty of such an edging consists

of its being as thin as possible and never more than six

inches high, and whenever needed, should be kept in the

proper shape by frequent trimming with a hedge sheers.

I will here enumerate a few of such plants as answer
well for this purpose:

Bar%s Siiffi'Mcosa, (Dwarf box) is known to every

body, and makes an excellent bordering, but requires

strong clay soil; in fact, it is useless to expect it to do

well in sandy land, unless it has a strong clay subsoil.

Potcrium Savg-uisorba, (Burnet)—As vve are often

blessed with ridiculous common names, I would mention

that this nlant is often called “ Watermelon Geranium."

It is a low perennial plant, with a close foliage resembling

the leaves of a rose bush, though much smaller, k thiives

finely in sandy soil, and produces a very neat bordering the

first summer from the seed. In order to look nice, it should

notbe suffered to run to seed, but the flower stems must be

cut down whenever they appear.

Rosa Lawrcnciana (Picayune i?ose)—makes a very

close and neat edging, which, however, needs frequent

trimming. It should principaly be employed for borders

at the main walks.

R ismaricus Ojtrinalis (Rosemary)—Few plants form

a more suitable edging on sandy sod, to vvliich it is per-

fectly adapted. It wdl not need trimming more than once

or twice a year. A well kept little hedge cf Rosemary-

in my garden was for many years the object of great ad-

miration to all visitors.

Santilcna- Cham.a,zupa,rissus (Cotoii Lavender, or

Fringed Rosemary) is a small evergreen shrub of very-

slender growth. The foliage is very delicate, though not

of a pleasing color, it being more gray than green. It is

excellent for edging borders and can be kept very thin,

not more than an inch thick, but requires fnquent trim-

ming. Few plants will thrive better in poor sandy soil

than this.

A good many more could be enumerated, but the above

are tlie most suitable.

I will now proceed to mention such shrubs as can be

recommended for larger ornamental hedges;

Cvdonia, J aponica or PiirusJapnnico- (Japan Quince)

—

Though a deciduous shrub, nothing can be more strikingly

ornamesttai than a hedge of this kind during its season of

biooming. It was in the garden of the “London Horti-

cultural Society,” that 1, for the first time, saw such a hedge

in full bloom, and nothing could look nrore like a sheet of

fire. Its quality of blooming very early in the season (in

March) when the garden is rather dreary-looking,

makes it so much more desirable. Besides, it will an-

swer perfectly’ for an outside hedge, as, when properly

kept, it is very protective Such a hedge mdy easily be

trained from three to four feet liigh.

Eu.onvvms japonica.—This shrub, rather too tender for

the North, will unquestionably before long become one of

the most desirable plants for a Soulliern ornamrnial hedge.

I

As yet, it is only seen in solitary specimens as a bush, but

j

whenever propagated in abundance, its dmse compact

foriTi, beautiful tiiossy green color, and its qotiliiy of tliri-

viiig well in any soil, will soon make it indespensaide in

eveiy Southern garden It needs but very little trimming,

as its natural ((irrn is somewhat taperinij, •nd it wdi, if

de.>ired, form ahedge or screen. t( n feet high. For tlie lat-

ter purpO'C, the plants may beset two feel apart; /or small-

er hedges one foot apart.

Gardenia Florida Jasmine)—We have a great,

advantage over Noith‘’n gardens in lieing able to grow

this be lUjifui shrub in perteciion. When propprly cultb

uvaied and trained it forms a most beaiuiful hedge, but
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such a hedge is seldom seen. Why ! not the slightest

care is bestowed on a Cape Jasmine. There it grows up

to a large spreading unsightly bush, merely for want of

being properly trimmed. In fact, the Gardenia needs a

good deal of trimming, in order to keep it thrifty and heal-

thy looking. The most suitable time for trimming it is in

July, immediately after its flowering season has passed,

it will then bloom again in the Autumn. July is also a

very good season for transplanting the Cape Jasmine,

provided it can be protected against the direct rays of the i

sun.

Jimipenos rirginiana (Red Cedar) is an exceedingly

handsome hedge plant, but will not bear transplanting

well, when taken from its wild state. The best way is to

raise them from the seed, and as I have had several in-

quiries from correspondents in regard to this matter,! will

here describe the way of doing it. The seed lies long in

the ground and seldom comes up until the second Spring.

I once had some chickens roosting in a Red Cedar tree,

and by scraping up their droppings and applying that

manure to some trees, little Red Cedars came up in abun-

dance- This led me to put away some of the berries the

next fall in a box, where I mixed it with some fresh hen-

house manure, and left it all winter. Early next Spring, I

sowed it all in a moist shady place, and got plants in

abundance. They should be transplanted when a couple

of months old, say latter part of May, on a bed for nursing

until big enough to be transplanted where they are to

grow large.

Jimiperus $uecica (Sweedish .Tuniper) will also make a

fine hedge from five to six leet high
;
propagated by cut-

tings and layers.

lUx (Holly)—Several of our native Hollies will also

make beautiful hedges, and should be raised as the Red
Cedars. J’hey are, however, somewhat more difficult.

PimiR (Spruce)—In localities of the South, where the

different kinds of Spruce will thrive, they will make most
magnificent large hedges and screens The balm of Gil-

ead i^Pinus balsamea) and the Hemlock (Pinus canaden-
sis) both of which grow spontaneously on the mountains
of the South, are the species which are best adapted for

this purpose; they must be raised from the seed.

Pruaus craoLiiiiaiius (Wild Olive, Mock Orange and
Wild Peach)— All these common nawes are wrong, the

true name being “ Kvergreen Cherry,” to which family it

naturally belongs. The adapttaion of this shrub for a hedge
and screen is well known, and has lieen meniioned in the

Cultivator'''’ m some earlier number. It forms a most
superb screen ten feet and more, but is only ornameiual.

and will never be a protective hedge. Should be planted

one fool apart.

Rosa .—Many of our fine evergreen roses are excellently

adapted to oru unental liedges. I will here name a few,

whose peculiar growth makes them better fitted for this

purpose than most others.

Archduke ClLarles (China) for a large hedge, say six

feet high.

CamellinJInra (China) the same.

Canniae (China) for r small hedge; has deep
colored small foliage.

Louis PhiMppe (China) for a middling sized hedge.

M tiyiUih— for a middling sized hedge.

AnUierose ('fea) for a small hedge.

Julie Mansais (Tea) for a small hedge.

Hermaseu (Buarbon) for a large hedge.

Jidte^lc Lngnes (Noisette) for a la ge hedge.

Ernestine B^rcide (Hy bred Perpetual) fora middling

sized hedge.

Giant of B'ltUes (Hybied Perpetual) for a middling

sized hedge. All the roses should be pruned often and
closely, in order to make fine hedges.

Spiroa priinifolia forms a beautiful ornamental

hedge, blooming very early in the Spring, when it produ-

ces a most charming contrast to the fiery red Cydonia ja-

ponica. Should be pruned by midsummer in order to

produce a close hedge that will bloom well. From four

to five feet high. Propagated by cuttings.

Tkvja (Arbor vitoe)— Has long been in use for hedges

and screens. Thuja stricla, from Nepaul, is the most
beautiful species for that purpose, and should be planted

from 12 to 15 inches apart.

This list of ornamental Hedge Plants could of course be

increased considerably, for nearly all shrubs, even the

Climbers can be trained into fine hedges, but this, I think,

wil answer for most purposes.

Hedges as well as Edging should always be planted in

a single row The hedges should invariably be trained

conically, which is the most natural way, and by which,

every Spring, from the bottom to the top will enjoy the

benefit of air, sun, rain, dew and wind, and thus be kept

beautiful all over. Robert Nelson,
Fruitland Nursery, Augvtta, Ga., May 1857.

BOT8 IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the April number’

of the Southern Cultivator, I read a remedy for Bots in

Horses, over the signature of “W. B. Trotter.” From

twenty years experience, the examination ofsome score of

horses after death, and various remedies and experiments,

with various ends, my opinion is, the writers hypothesis

will not bear the test of facts, as it regards positive symp-

toms, remedy and the operation or work of the bot. As it

regards their ori;^in, he is correct.

First of Symptoms .—He says after giving the sym.ptoms,

If the horse has such “you may be sure it is the bolts.”

This positive way of writing may lead some into error,

and cause wrong remedies to be given. After examining

ihe number 1 have, with just such symptoms, 1 found

1 was mistaken in the opinion I had formed— in the place

ot remedies for the bolts, I had administered for the colic,

which was poison for an inflamed stomach. Inflammation-

of the intestines, lungs, stomach, abcess of the bowels,

bolts, colic, (rom such symptoms as given by the writer;

hence 1 find it difficult to duscrirainate.

Second.—*The food for bots, be says, “and feeds on

the nutriment of the maw.” Plad he said, in the maw, it

would have been correct, as 1 have found from actual ex-

amination.

He further says : “If the horse becomes heated by se-

vere exercise, the worm will seize hold on the maw and

commence eating it, and sometimes, in a few hours, will

entirely destroy it, and death the is the result.”

I feel certain the hypothesis of the writer in the pre-

ceedins: paragraph would not have been written bad he

examined carefully the stomach or maw with botts on it.

Out of the number I have examined with botts, notone

did I find attached to the membrane or maw with the

mouth. By a careful examination with a glass you will

find no fang or nippers, or anything that will induce you
to believe they can attach to the maw or stomach with the

innuih, any more than earth-worms. They do not prey

on the maw, but live suction drawn from the juices in

the stomach. But on a close inspection of the posterior

you will find two fangs nr books, similar to the sting of a

bee, which can be brought togetlicr forminga focus which
enables the grub to penetrate any substance not harder

than wood.

I have taken a few from the maw and put them in a gill

ofgood spirits of turpentine for 24 and 48 hours, amf when
taken out they appeared unharmed, and when placed on

a pine board wolud adhere so as to require some force to

free them from it. Nature has provided those hooks as a
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means to ward off the danger of falling out of the stomach

in the course of digestion. In the months of June and

July the following year (being deposited the August and

October previous on the horse in the egg) they, by the

coarse ot Nature, having been deprived of the nether ap-

pendage, are thrown off by the course of digestion When
once attached to the stomach (which is done as soon as

they enter) they never relax their hold until forced by

Nature,

I have ?een them bedded in the stomach, having the

appearance of young bees in the comb, their heads a frac-

tion above the membrane of the stomach, when extracted

forming cells, produced by partial inflammation from the

smallness of numbers, upon the same principles of a tick

bite on persons. Where the numbers are increased, and

the horse well fed on corn, general inflammation ensues

and gangrene; hence the expression, “ They have eaten

through.’’

1 have never seen a horse die with botts that had been

fed on grass or oats alone. Horses well fed on corn are

more susceptible of inflammation than those on grass or

which are allowed to graze.

I would give you my remedies and experiments on botts,

&c., but am fearful of intrusion. Yours, A. P. R,

Salt Spruig. Ga., 1857.

P, S.—Do you know anything of the Rio Mara% Some
25 seed came to me for sale, from Messrs. May & Harris,

of Spring Place, Ga. They stated that the leaves were an

infallible cure for snake bite and an ornamental tree, &c.

FItOST IN TEXAS, AND .SOME REFEECTIONS
Thereou.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It is now 9 o’clodk.

The sun rose this morning with that peculiar majesty and

beauly, which characterizes a lovely Spring morning

The same blue expansive vault encircled us above, as

though a warm invigorating Spring morning was ushered

in. But how deceptive are appearances. All else is

changed, and " such a change.” Now as I look forth from

my window, I see the pride and beauty of the forest is

gone
;
the tendergrass and flowering herb, and the sturdy,

stalwart son of the forest, are alike the sharers of one com-
mon fate. Though they have struggled long against their

comthon foe, they are again locked in the cold embrace ot

the“ice King,” and their tender offspring, the leaves and
flowers, are swept from thein by his cold and icy breath.

Many conjectures have I, in regard to this withering si-

moon. There is a resemblance between this affliction and
the scourge visited upon the Egyptians by the destroying
angel of a sin-avenging God, It is sure, I believe, in the

fixed unalterable laws of Divine wisdom. Nor, do I pre-

tend to say, that this is a direct and special Providence.

But permit me here to indulge for one moment in a sketch
drawn from mv own fancy; I will then compare this cold

North Wind to the blighting influence of Northern fanati-

cism :

In its ice-like thraldom it has crippled and withered our
Southern Institutions. Whenever, or whereever, the sun
of our prosperity has gladdened our hearts, the cold with-
ering’ breath of a jealous, envious brotherhood, has swept
over Ms, paralizing our efforts, like as the touch of the

deadly ‘ Upas tree,” whose venom poisons every current,

and lays its victim beneath its shade.

Where is California, with her gold, her fruits, her flow-
ers I the withering breath of the “ Ice King” has swept
over her, and her fate is sealed. Where is Kansas, the

land of strife! The “ Ice King’s” fetters bind her in his

chains, whose locks and bolts are doubly riveted. I could
ask where several other States are, that once blossomed I

«Jider the genial sun of Southern skies, but alas the fierce

“Ice King” has bound them in fetters more strong than

the Icebergs of eternal snow.

Now the great lesson to be drawn from this fancy sketch

is simply this: That we of the South have greatly over-

looked our safest policy, while the North as an agricultu-

ral people, have outstripped us, have been the wise hus-

bandmen, have improved their soils, their stocks, their

machinery, in short, their all (but fanaticism
)

We have been the dupes of a miserable system Oui^
motto being to make all we could from our rich virgin soil,^

exhaust its capabilities in a few years as we could, then

off to the woods again, and so on, and on still; we have
struggled without attaining our desired object, until now
we are forced to lament our departed greatness, and to

wish for the bright stars of the Southern Galaxy which
we have lost in unequal combat, or an unwise and distor-

ted poliey.

Now, whenever Southern Agriculture shall take that

prominent stand in the eyes of her people, that it should ;

when her sons, warmed now as they are by the genial

rays of a Southern sun, shall eclipse in education, moral

and intellectual, their brothers of the North, then, and not

until then, may we expect the sceptre of our greatness to

return.

The fault of our present situation is not so much to be

attributed to what we have done as to what we have left

undone.

The North has budded up her Agricultural Schools
;
she

has extended her manufactures; she has whitened every

sea with her Commerce, and last, though not by any
means least, she has aided that powerful auxiliary, the

Agricultural press.

Now these are things which, as Southern Politicians,

Statesmen or Philanthropists, we have wofully neglected.

Can we expect, let me ask, in any wise expect, a return of

our former greatness, unless we aid the Agricultural press,

that auxiliary alone which can mitigate the sorrow^s of the

poor old field, or alleviate the pain of that suicidal and

reckless course heretofore practiced by Southern farmers'?

I answer no, and one word of advice to my brother far-

mers, send your dollar and get the “ Southern Cultivolor

for if my parents have not taught me augury in vain, this

year will be one that will be numbered with the famous

list of short crop years. Yours, R. D. H.

Boston
j
Rome Co., Texas, April 1857.

A Simple Cure for a Snake Bite.—Mr. Jno. Andrews,
of this district, informs us that a few days since he was
fishing; he had with him a small negro boy, who mis-

taking a mocasin for a stick, picked it up and was bitten

on the thumb. Mr. A. had frequently been informed that

his grand-father, one of our oldest settlers, who was a

great hunter, had never failed to prevent any evil conse-

quences resulting from a snake bite by washing the

wound in water, and at the same squeezing out the poi-

son. He, in this case, resorted to this cure. Holding the

wounded member under water, he washed it for some
time. The cure was complete; the thumb did not even

swell. The bite of the mocasin is as much dreaded as

that of the rattle snake. This statement may be relied

upon. Mr. Andrews is a man of character .—Darlington

Flag.
^

Scalding Milk.—The Devonshire mode of managing

milk, whether intended for the churn or otherwise, is to

scald it immediately, as it is strained from the cow. After

this operation, it does not sour so soon, even in summer

;

and if it is intended for butter-making, you have sweet

milk for family use, after the cream is taken off. In winter

the cream that is taken from scalded milk will not re-

quire more than 15 minutes churning to bring it to butter.
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INTENi^E COED—ITS EFFECTS.

For every mile that we leave the surface of the earth

the temperature falls five degrees. At forty-five miles dis-

tance from the globe we yet behold the atmosphere, and

enter, strictly speaking, into the regions of space, whose
temperature is 225 degrees below zero; and here cold

reigns in all its power. Some idea of this intense cold

may be formed by stating that the greatest cold observed

in the arctic circle is fiom 40 to 60 degrees below zero;

and^ere many surprising elTects are produced. In the

chemical laboratory the greatest cold that we can produce

is about 150 degrees below zero. At this temperature

carbonic gas becomes a solid substance like snow. It

touched it produces Just the same efirct on the skin as a

red-hvH cmder
;

it blisters the finger like a burn. Quick-

silver or mercury freezes 40 degrees below zero
;
that is,

72 degree below the temperature at which water freeze,s

This solid mercury may then be treated as other metals,

hammered into sheets or made into spoons; such spoons

would, ho vever, me't in water as warm a,s ice. k is

ity certain that every liquid and g is we are acquainted

wi h w "Id be ome solid if exposed to the regions ot

space. Tne g s we lig^'.t our streets with would become

w x; a'l would I e in le dity as hard as a ro -k
;
pure spirit,

wi ich we have never solidified, would appear like a block

of tr.insp f nt crystal, hydrogen gas would become quite

sol d and resemble metal j we should be able to turn but-

ter hk" a piece ofivory, and the fragrant odor oi the flow-

ers wiull have to be hot before they 'would yield per-

fume These are a few of the astonishing effects of cold.

—Septimus Piesse.

Pine Spirit Barrels — vVe leirn tVv»m Kemp P. Hill,

Esq., who is engaged in the turpentine busisiess, that he

has successfully tested pine for epirit barrels. That they

lose as iiitle by evaporating as the oak, and that no differ-

ence is mule in the New York market in the
}
rice of

spirit put up in pirie barrels.

4'his is an important discovery, as it will greatly lessen

the expense of barrel making.

As an evidrnce of the superiority of the pine barrel, we
can state that a lot of some seventy pine and oak barrel'

were hauled to the river bank about three weeks ago, for

shipment by boat, but owing to the low st.ite of the river,

they have lain there up to Monday last, when the owner
determined to ship by the Railroad. The lime being too

^shorl to get the whole lot to the depot in lime, the oak

was taken and the pine leff behind, fir the reason, that

the oak barrals were leaking -and the pine were mu
These pine barrals have been expo.'cd ro the hoi sun for

nearly four weeks and yet exhibit no signs of leaking.

—

diermd Gazette.

KIEEING ANTS IN TEXAS.

Ws have seen (says a Texns paper) a machine invent-

ed by Dr. Gregory, of LaGrange, Fayette county, which

is designed to exterminate thegrazing or cutting ant—the

greatest pest of this country. The wit of the invention

is a chemical compound, which being placed upon burn

ing charcoal p oduces a deadly gas heavier than air,

which sinks .mo iheir holes filling them up, and perme-

ating the earth in every direciion. The machine is

.simple in ons luction, cheap, and requiring no peculiar

skill in t e < p ra or to use it. Several gentlemen who

liave usel Uj in orm us that it is effectual and has no dele-

Herious jii'eci upon the ofj'rator. If it is what it claims

to be, .ring on your ant k.ilers. Shrubbery and fruit

Jreesari feuffe»’ing in Texas from the nightly deprtdu-

of these troublesome insects.

FASmONABEE FRIEND8.

The. hardest trial of those who fall from afiluence and

honor to poverty and obscurity, is the discovery that the

attachment of so many in whom they confided was a pre-

tence, a mask to gain their own ends, or a miserable shal-

lowness. Sometimes, doubtless, it is with regret that

these frivolous followers of the world desert 'hose upon

whom they havefa\tned; but they soon forget them.

Flies leave th** kitchen when the dishes are empty. The
parasites that cluster about the favorite of fortune, to

gather his gifts and ebb by his aid, linger with the sunshine

imt scatter at the approach of a storm, as the leaves cling

to a tree in summer weather, but drop off at the l.reaih of

wititer and leave it naked to the stinging blast Like
ravens settled down fir a banquet, and suddenly scared

by a noise, how quickly at the first sound ol calamity

ihese supeificial earthings are specks of the horizon.

But a true friend sits in the centre, and is for all

time. Our need only reveals liim more fully and
binds him more closely to us Pmsjienty and adver-

sity are both revealers, the difference being that in

the former our friends know us, in the latter we know
them. But noiwiths'anding the insincerity and greedi-

ness prevalent among men, there is a vast deal more of

e.'teem and feilow-yearningthan i>^ ever outwardly shown.
There are more examples of unadulterated affeeiion, more
deeds of silent love and magimnimily, than is usually

supposed Our misfortunes bring to our side real friends,

btfore unknown. Benevolent impulses where we should

not exper t them, in modest privacy enact many a scene

of b^uutilul wonder amidst tlie plaudits of angels. And
upon the whole, fnrly estirnating tfie glory the uses, and
the actual and possiole prevaleire ot the friendly senti-

ment, we must cheerily strike I) re and lift voice to the

lavorite sotig, confessing, after every complaint is tutkJ
that,

“There is. a power lo make each hour
As sweet as heaven desljiiied it;

Nor need wr roam to iniii^ it home,
Th.jugh few there be th u find i(

!

We seek too lii^h fir ihinjis elo.'C by,

And lose wliai naiure found ns;

For life h iih In re no charm so dear

As home and 6 i>--nds around us ”

» ^ »

Suggestions as to Seed Wheat.—Mr. Jethro Tul
says

;

“Common barley, sown once in (he burning stnd at

Patney, Wilt.sjiire, will, for many years afier, if sown in

indifferent warm ground, be ripe two or tliiee weeks ear-

lier than any olhn~ whndi has ever been impregnated at

Patney
;
but if sown a degree farther Norih, on cold clay-

ey i uid, will, 111 two or three years, lose this qu.diiy, aod
become as laie ripe as any other. The grams of vejjel-

ables are their eggs, and ii e plants proceeding Irom iheia

have their virtues and their diseases ”

The above cotitaijisa truth that is known, and (osotre

extent practised upon. But do not wheat giowers wio
are in the haliit ofseodmg North, where the wheat ripeia

some weeks later than with us, make a serious nibiuket

The same variety of wheat would uadoulitedly riprtl

later for having been cultivated for years in a higher lat'—

tude, and earlier 'or hiving been cultivated in a low r
latitude Add to this that Southern wh«at always con-

tains a 'arger pe cen age of gluten, and so makes titi.< ir

flour. Suouiti we not send South instead of North tor

’seed wheat?
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'•Ckeam Soap.”—Mrs. G. B. Alvord sends us the fol-

,

* lowing:

j Take 5 pounds of washing soda; 34 pounds clean

I

grease
; 5 pounds of lime, and 3 gallons of soft water

Slack the lime
;
dissolve the soda in the water, and stir

« the two together, allowing it to renaain over. In the morn-

I

ing, pour off the liquid, being very careful not to let any

particles of lime follow. Put it into an iron vessel where

the grease has been previously warmed— boil over the fire

for a few minutes, stirring it during the time. Take it off

and in a few hours you will have some nice hard or

“Cream Soap,” which, if used for wasSiing or cleaning,

house, will be found to be a great saving ot labor, and not

injurious to the hands or clothes. Dissolve a piece of it,

large enough todo your waslung,in a quart ofboiling v/ater,

making a suds, in which let your clothes soak all night.

In the morning, wash them as usual. They will require

very litile rubbing. Pour a pailful ofboiling water on the

lime which remains. Let it stand all night; pour off

carefully, and bottle it. This last is “washing fiuid,”

which is valuable for cleaning casks, &c., using a cupful

• lo a gallon of water —Am. AiiricuUii/nst.

Chicken EptoEatic.—The Russelviile (Ky.) ReraM o

,the 25th ult
,
says :

Mr. Martin Smith, of Harrison county, Ky
,
lias lost 150

out of 250 chichens belonging to him, within the last ten

|i' days. The disease is unknown. The chickens are seized

i' with violent sickness, resembling cholera, and die jn the

short space of three oi four hours. None taken ever re-

f cover, although the life of one was sustained for about a

week l>y administering whiskey and pepper. Theckick-
ens of Mr Smith, before the appearance of the' disease

h: among them, were in remarkably fine condition.

Commendatory.—A suuscriOer, wruing from Florida

p
says:

Editors Southern Cultivator— Enclosed
3
/o« will

I
find S2, for wliich p’ease send me your paper for two

)l years from the 1st January, 1857. I have .negljcted to

ii
farwaid It sooner in consequence of absence from home.

II

1 have deiived great benefit from the facts and suggestions

Ii
made tlirnugh it by your numerous correspondents arad

ii editorials. It comes nearer to what we want in this State

ki, than any agricultarai w'ork 1 am acquainted v/ith.

Sliu ertisemtEts.

j:^

'

. ,

STANFORD’S WILD OAT GRASS.
!*' T A5I prei ared to furnish SEED of the above Grass the present

jii/' JL year, in wil be carefully put up and marked, and sent to the

r 4epot of Georgia Railroad at Athena, or to an Express Company
there, fr’ee of charge to Athens, at per bushel. The quan-
tity of see 1 to the acre, shou d be two bushels. But half as
much wil answer for those who wish to raise ther own seed here-

after. JOHN R STANFORD.
' * Clarksvile, Ga , May 3.3th, 1857. June57—3t

ii" , LAST chance:
j* ^ CHINESE SUGAR CANE AND PROLIFIC
1 .. PEA !

ikt WT^ have still a few packages of the geiiumc seed of the CHI-
|V YV NESE SUGAR CANE left. It may be safely planfed f'r a
[. syrup or seed crop, any time before the 1st of July, in this lati-

tude. The UHJNEbE PROUIFIC PEA will also produce an
abuudance of seed for next year, if planted soon. Price of these
seeds, $ i,00, or $L,30 per package

;
when sent per mail, p^rpaid.

Addrens, with plain directions, PLUMB & LEITNER,
Junes?—tf Augusta, Ga.

STRAWBERRIES.

PARDEE’S MANUAL FOR THE CULTURE OP THE
STRAWBERRY will ensure success, and recommend the

best varieties for the different soils and locations. Price. . . .60 cts.

f • Sent by mail, postage free, on receipt of price.

C. M. SAXTON & CO,
Agricultural Book Publisl er=,

JuoeST—lt 140 Fuiton street, New York.

WILLIS’ IMPROVED STUMP MACAINE.
PATENTED MARCH 6, 1855.

Farmers, Mecliayucs Road Builders, Speculators, and allpragressim

men, your atttention is called to this Valuable Patent.

My STUMP MACHINE has great power. It has no equal.

—

It is simple in its construction, ca.sily worked, and not liable to

get out of repair. Its common weight is about 1500 lbs. It is ea-
sily born from place to place, and can be loaded in three minutes,
and unloaded, set up, and a h sty stump drawn, all within fifteen
minutes. Once fastened, it will pull an acre and a half of stumps
without changing anchorage. A single yoke of cattle or one strong
horse, is sufficient to work it "With such a team, if necessary, a
power of from three to five hunth'cd tons can be made to bear up-
on a single s’ump!
One man can work it, though two work it to better advantage.-

—

The time required to extract stumps from six inches to four feet in

diameter, will vary from t\vo to ten minutes. With this Machine,
standing trees may be taken out, large rocks removed trom their
beds; and it is the best Mfochinc ever invented not only for pull-
ing stumps, but for moving buildings, and other h* avy bodies. All
the iron used, is wrought, of peculiar quality, imported, sustaining
57 tons to the inch.

The price of these Machines varies according to weight and size.

I will furnish the Machine at my Manufactory, together with an
individual right to work it, for $200. I reside at Orange, Massa-
chusetts, where I .manufactui-e this article, on a largo scale, and
hold myself ready to furnish it, or sell rights to use it, in any.State
or Tow n in the Union, now unsold, on terms most reasonable.
This parent begins to be appreciated

;
all w'ho wish to br'ugso

good a thing into use, a'rd thereby make a “pile of money,” should
come to Orange, see the inventor, see the workings of the Machine
with their own eyes, and if not perfectly satisfied respecting its

merits, all ihex expenses shall be cheerfullv paid.
June57—tf WILLIAM 'W''. WILLIvS.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

1
'^HE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, G-a.,) con-

tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, at 121 cen^!^

per yard—finding every material except the W'ool. The exten-
sive and constantly increasing patronage the Factory has enjoy-
ed f'>r years past, assure the proprietors that the article of Winter
Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed by
any cloth made North or South.
Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

us to keep up the standard of the Goods, but to secure aa early
delivery of the same

Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunity and secure a first rate article at a moderate cost have
only to send us the Wool washed clean in cold water (if sent dirty
one-baif a cent per yard extra will be charged for washing.) Bur-
ry Wool is not objectionable—the Burrs are removed by machin-
ery.

The name of the owner should be marked on all packages sent
us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia, Alabama or

South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,
(and owner’s name also,) will be regularly and promptly received,

and the cloth when made, returned to the points directed. Each
parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instructions to

Junes?—6fc W f. SCHIjEY, President, Augusta, Ga.

GRAPES.
NOW IS THE SEASON FOR PLANTING,

tl-IORLTON’S COMPLETE GRAPE GROWER’S GUIDE—
' [60 cts.

Keemeliu’s Vine-Dresser’s Manual 50 cts.

Alien on the Grape ...» $106
Are works which should be in the hands of every one who has

a vine to plant or prune. The increased produce of a single year
wid pay for them.
Seat free of postage on recipt of price.

G M. SAXTONS CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

Junes?—It 140 Fulton-st
,
New York.

TO LOVERS OF FLOWERS.

I
>UIST'S FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY $1 25

) Beck’s Book of F lowers 1 00

W'iil give you the directi ms you need for selecting the rarest

and best wers, and for their successful cultivation. These are

the best books for amateui s.

Sent free of postage on x-eceipt of price

C. M. SAXTON & CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

Junc-57—It 140 Fulton-st., New York

PURE DEVONS AND GRADE DEVONS
For fcale.

For sale the thorough-bred North Devor BULL CALF
^'Southerner," 5 months old, of fine tonn and proportion. Sire

AcoA:w/c (prize bull), and dam, “Lively Dame;” both Herd Book
animals of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) .5 months old, sired by
the above Bull (Keokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur-
ham Cows. For terms, Ac., address

June57—tf D- REDMOND, Attgusta, Ga,
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
Mill, Improved.

(,1 a'ik.nTj!,!) y^AY ib, l«b4.;

-Manufactured of toe best materials by SCOTT, MOCK-
B££i & Co

,
under the imujed a.e supervision
of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL 8c BEAN, GENERAL
AGENTS, AOGUSTA, Ga.

attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

X called to this MILL, as combining in a remarkable degi’ee,

portability and power, s mplicity of construction and arrangement,
durability, and lightness of draught.

In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being
only necessary to fasten them dcwn to a floor or platiorm, and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions

will accompany each mill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that .*tock fed on
Corn and Lob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liab e to injury from being over-heated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone

;
and in addition to this, it is conceded by all w' o have made

the trial, that a saving of at least one fourth is made by feeding
Corn and Cob Meal.

Caution.—The Little Giant has always taken the firstpremium
wherever exhibited

;
and we challenge the pa entees, manufac-

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce proofs of its ever
having been ecjuilled at any tr.al conducted by disinterest^d per-

sons and on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the

ce ebrity which it has gained during the two yeaisof its existence,

that several imitations and countei feits have ivcently made their

appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
u imes and stealing some of the Little •tiant’s thunder, they may
be able to fnllovvr in its footsteps and share its fame. These mills

are guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according
to the directions, and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill,

which has ground nine thou and bushels, and a No. 3 Mill, which
bos groun l tifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.

The sma lest size. No. 1, will grind five l ushe s per hour with a
small horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to

ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold at $5''. Ne. 3 re-

quires two horses, will grind fifteen buthels per hour, and sells

for $60.
'.Yc append a few of the many' certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our poss ssion offic al written and printed
testimonials which we will aladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others

:

TESTIMON.'ALS.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of SCOT'l’ '> LITTL GIaNTcO IN
AND Cob i Mills, No. 4, for the last fi' e weeks, and it per-

forms to my entire sati faction. It was warranteo to grind twent v

bu'hels per hour. But I have ground over thirty five bushels in an
hour a' d a had', or < qual to twenty-three and a half busheL per
hour. In leeding thirty horses 1 save at least one hundred bushels

of Corn per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of

C"rn wiih the Cob, whe e I formerly ted three hundred. I con-

sider it decidedly the be.st kind of crusher ever got up and if I

could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hnnd- ed dollars.

I. D. MA I HI-WS.
Propriet'ir of ike Augusta Omnibuses

Augusta, Ga
,
April 20 1&57.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean— Gent.—After having used the

LITTlE giant constantly for two years, 1 cheerfu ly confirm

every siattment made in my ceitiflcate of the 31 of April 18 5
1. D. MATHEWS

Beech Island, S. C., April 1, 1857.

Messrs, Carmichael & Bean, Augusta Ga,—Gent.—1 have

years, and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob MeaL I
had a No. 3 LITTLE GIANT in constant use for the last two
have never worked my horses and mules harder than during this
time, and they' ha , e never been in better condition than they are
now. Tw'O horses will grind fifteen bushels pe-- hour easily, and
I feel confident that I save fully 30 per cent, by using the mill—
I am acquainted with several kinds of cru-hers, but consider the
LITTLE GIANT far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully. ‘ THOMAS S. MILLER.
Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gent.—We are using the

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COBB MILLS, which we bought
from you, and hereby recommend them to Planters and Stock
Feeders as the most simple and durable the most easily propelled
and best cni.shers we have ever seen, and by the use of which we
believe a savi g of one-third Is made.

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia county, Ga.
(Dr Crawford has two mills in nee.)

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefielfl district, S. C.
(Mr. Rambo has three mills at different places.

J. PRI'^'TUP, W^arren county, Ga.
JOHN R. WHITEHEAD, Wke coiintv, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock county, Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe county', Ga.

(]\Ir. Barrow has two mills.)
GEORGE SCHI EY, Augusta. Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmo d county, Ga.
GOODE BRY AN, Richmond county', Ga.
WM. J. MT'^^S, Richm >nd county, Ga.
V. A H ATCHER, Jefferson county, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Hall county, Ga.
JAMES M HARRIS, Hancocs. county, Ga.
A H COLLINS, Columbia county. Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Bur^e county. Ga.

(Mr. Schley is using two millaj
PORTE'’ FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TORrYE, Lexington, Miss. may57—tf

FELrTOX’S SEEF-SHARPENING
PORTABLE GRIST M

patented JANUARY 2, 1855.

PATENT

PORTABLE GRAIK HELL,
IBOYjN. Y.

For Grind'ng all kinds of Gram, including Com and Oob, stttd

adapted to the Use of Planters, by Horse Power.
This is one of the most valuable invtn ions of the day. Poees-

sing all the q-.alifications rcqu site to make it avnilable to the
Planter, it is destined to supply a want that has long been felt by
that porr.'on of the community It occup'esa space of on'y two
feet by' three, and w'eighs about 300 lbs It is very simple in eoa-

st'uct’on,—the grinding surfaces are of the most d rable charactef

and are 8elf-Sharpeuiug, requiring no skil. to keep in order, and
should they' ever wear out, cau be replaced at a trifling cost,

—and the price comes witbm the reach of every Planter arid

Farmer.
Ji is adapted to Steam. Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding th>ee bushels per hour with one-horse power,
and from six to eight bushels wi'h two horse power: it grinds su^
ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature.

The perfe<.ti g of thi= mill is the result of along series of ex-

perimenis which have been attended with great expense, bat
the success of the enterprize is most complete. Numerous te-tt-

monials in its favor have been received, and will be cheerfully
exhibited to all.

All orders for Mills Communications, .t'C, will be prompt^
attended to, and should be addressed to the Agent,

D. CHAFFEE,
May57tf Angusta, Ga.

SUGAR CANE SEED.

HAtHNG purchased from Mr Wrat, his importation of GHL-
NKSEIMPHfE <r SORGHO SEED, grown in France,

undt^r his own imincdiaie inspectio i (thereby insuring the ntmost
purity), and described editorially by Mr. Greely in ’ The Ti>
b ne ” we offer it for sale in quant ties, at One Dollar a Pouni*,
and in p-'ckets pre-paid bp mail, at 25 cents 50 cents and $1 each.
This seed so superior to any other in market, can be procara^
Duly from J. M. THO*<BURN «fe CO,
May57—2t 15 John street, New Yotk,
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

Jl^

V-.

ri he imdersigiiecl liave now in store and o^er for sale the follow-
i ± ing CORN AND COB 3MILLS:

LEAYITT’S “YOUNG AMERICx\,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manin'actnrers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:

1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob; also, grind fine Meal.

;

2nd. That the enth’e grinding surface can easily be replaced at a

I
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

I 4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

I

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
' land number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition

at the Fair of the Maryland Agidcultural Society for 1855, in grind-

I
iug half of a bushel of Corn and Cob :

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 2V 3Iinfites. 10.

' “Little Giant”. 4-i-
“ 15.

;

“Mavnor’s Champion 5 “ 20.

“Colburns Mill" “ 32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the

simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

]Slov.56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

;

^ PL^ANTATION AND~ GARDEN
Fertilizers.

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the

j

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out

! soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the

Garden and the Orchard
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex
periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond theii- anticipa-

tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2

cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lb.s.

at 2 cents per lb.

COAttSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at M
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., a± 11

cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 21- cents

per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 pei

barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At Si 75 per barrel.

Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using

the above fertilizers will be sent by mail, on the receipt of postagf

stamp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,
August.56—ly 98 Magazine st.. New Orleans.

Lands in south western Georgia
For Sale.

fl'^HE Sub.scriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
1 containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivat ion.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Doiigherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Alba.ny y 1st

Sept, next; thus giving easy access to all of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama
within ten miles of a railroad, wiU be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. \Y. W. CHEEYER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. iOth. 1856. Nov56—ti’

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH

T he work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any specie pay
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

May56—tf Athens, Ga,.

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subscriber respectfully calls the attention of ‘S outhern
Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-

GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation sawmills or corn mills, unnpiug
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horse.s, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are all readj' to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, a d all are invited to call and inspect it

The Planter, especially should look with plea.sttrc upon the intro
duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin
ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost o ' running a 6 8. or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
2.V Horse Power $375
4 do. do .500

6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1 100

A piamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent by maii tn
any jterson requesting it. Address,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb.57—ly 93 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Raih’oad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in We.st Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
he divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with n y
Stock, consi-sting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska ;” a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis &. Ohio Road leaves Memphis at
o’clock, A. M., and returns at 1-1- o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf :Mpniphis. Tenn)

“FRUITLAND NURSERY’,” AUGUSTA, GA
Fruits and Flowers for tlie Sontb !

^PHE Subscriber has ato'y issued a NEW CATALOGUE OP
1 FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH in which al' the BEST and
most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (.suitable to our
climate) are fully described

;
with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c. Also, a
selected list and description of the rarest and mo.st beautiful
ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise
for amateurs and those who desii-e to add to the comfort and adoru-
ment of their homes.
Tins Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, frke OF

POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

JUST ref’eived d rect from France, the ^ermine SEED OP
SORGHO SUCRE or CHINESE SUGAR CANE, for sale in

quantity or sma'l packe+s.
Onr spr nar sfi'ck of SEED is very full, and of the most valuable

varieties in cultivation.

jr^.Seed Catalogues, a-f'd Pamphlets containine’ u'formation in

reference to the Chinese Sugar Cane, will be furnished on apnlica-
tion, or forwarded to those who encU.se ns a postage stamp lor

each. CURTI* Sc COBB. Seedsmen and Florists,

April57—2t 348 Washington st.. Boston.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
( Nearly opposite the United States and GLt>he Hotelsi)

I
'^HE Subscriber has received and will continue to receive

throughout the season, his stock of genuine and fresh GaR-
DEN SEEDS—crop of 18t)5. The usual deductions made to coun-
try Merchants. J. H. SERVI' E.
GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and Red ONION SETS,

White and Red CLOVER, LUCERNE, BLUE CRASS, &c,, &,c,

Jan57—3t
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO

Sucre ! !—Pure Seed ! ! !

T he subscribers take great plo "^ure in informing the Planters,
Fanners and ftardenem of th South, that they have secured

from the most reliable sources ali. ited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties ofwhich may be briefly
summed up as follows :

1st. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from
400 to 500 gallons of fine syncp, equal to the best New Orleans

;
and

from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.
i?d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeply plowed

and highly manured, it will yield from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of superior fodder to the acre.

3d. It surpasses all other plants for soiling (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the great abundance of sugary juice which
it contains ; and is greedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, growing
off freely and rapidly, after each cutting.

5th. It stands drouth much better than common com, retaining
its greeii color and juiciness even after the seed matures*

6th. The seed is excellent for human fjod. when ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals very speedily. From twenty-
five to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an aero.

7th. It is so certain and prolific a crop that planters maybe sure
of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South of Mary-
land and North of Mexico. If planted early in the Southern States
the seed will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which has been very carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, w'ill be offered in cloth package.s, each
containing enough to plant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivation, which is perfectly simple.

These packages will be forwarded per mail, fkef. of POST-
AGE, to any address, on receipt of 8t 30 for each package. When
not sent hy mail, we will furnish the packages at pleach.
may57—tf PLUMB & LEiT5ER., Augusta, Ga.

Fruit and ornamental, trees, mclud-ng
EVER'-KEENS, the fi". .st collection hi the Undo. 1700

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also parcels of 8(’00 S-eds, post-paid,

fer $1 25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Potato(-s, the most valu
ab!“ of Csculent.s—the only ones for sale of American growth, at

at S3 per dozen—15 per 20—S20 per '00. Osier Widows—8 fin st

kinds—$3 to $5 per 1000 I awton Blackberry $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes, Gooseb' rries, Baspbe-res and CiuTants at

lowest rates. Uinnseus and Victoria Hhubarh $9 per 100 Arhor
Vitse, sm'’1l for tJedges, and large sizes. All Evergreens of small
sizes for Nurserses. All the new native Grap-^s Tr eand'-hrub.
Vegetable, F ower and I'vegreen Tree Seeds. B*nth Almond.s. Y e'-

low and Honey, Locust and Os-^ffe '’'range Se'“d.s Strawberries

—

20 snlend d market var'eties— $l to $2 i er 100
Priced Ca alogues of every Department sent to applicants who

enclose stamps. W. R. PRINCR & Co.
F ushing N. Y. 5Iay57 ft

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED
Waieliouse.

Tk'LO 251 Pearl street (between Fulton and John streets), New*
In Yo.k.
TREGWEI L, <% Jones, Manufacturors Importers and Dea’ers ii.

allkind< of AGRICU LTURAL and HORTlClJLT'U.iA I. SM
PLEMEIs'TS and MACHINERY for P antarion use, in'-ite the
attenti n d I'ea'e’s a' d Plant rs to f eir large asso’tm'ut f

Impleme 'ts exr ressly adai'ted frr O’e s outt—comprii ng upwards
of One Hundred and r IFTY d ft’erent styUsrf PT,Ol'‘-'HS and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting a 1 k nds of Plantation
Machinery.

FERTILISERS, FIELD and GARDEN SEEDS.
Any Implement-, Castings or '1 a hinery manufactured to order,

at short notii e, in a supe’ irr marner. May57—tf

THOROUGH-BRED NORTH DEVON CATTLE
At Public Auction.

The Subscriber intendsholding his first Public Sale of NORTH
DEVOiN Cattle on v\ ednesday. the 17th Day of June,

1857, at his Residence, four mi’es North of the Rhinet’eck station
on the Huds n l iv-er R'lilroad The animals to be sold will number
between 20 and 25 head—males and females, irom calves to full

grown—all of which have been either bred or imported by him e f
and have perfect Herd Book pedigi-ees. Asa lot, he believes he
may say with truth, they «re fully equal to any ever yet offered to

the farmers of the United states. Amongst the number will be
the imported Bull vIay Boy (7l) and the imported Cows, Nonpa-
KEILLE (924) aiidMos.s Pose ^904) ;

also, a number cf very nrpe
rior Calves of an age suitable to be I'emoved South the com n -

autumn.
Catalogues, containing fuT pedigree and all necessary infor-

mation, are now ready, and will be sent to a 1 desiring them —
Arrangements may be made by which animals for the South will

be kept until autumn. B. P. Johnson, Psq., Secretary New York
State Agricultural Society, Albany, and Sandford How’ard, Fsq.,

«f the Boston Cultivator, Mass have kind’y consented to act as

agents in the purchase of animals mr such persons as are unable to

alter d the sale themselves.
There will be no bidding in, but aAl the animals bid upon will be

©old
; and no animal on the catalogue will be disposed of until the

aoofion. C. 8. WAINWRIGHT,
May57 “ The Meadows,” near Rhmefceck- N. Y

NEW NORTHERN CHINESE SUGAR CANE
i

Seed.
( Sorghum Saccharatum.

)

J
UST RECEIVED a large quantity, PURE AND GENXTNS. from

,

the Driginal Smtree, aed for sale at -$1 per lb., and in packets,
!

prei>aid by mail, at 25 and 50 cents each. Two pourds are re-

quired to seed an acre. J. M. ”'HORBU N A CO.,
15 John street, New York.

Vegetable, Flower, Field, Fruit and Tree SEI DS, of the moet
i

approved sorts and best qualitie'^, at wholesale or retalL
^fay57

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
"

The S ub=cri’'ers offer the tollowing seasonable SEEDS, the
CTowth of lart Te.-rr and ot un.si’.rprassed quali'^es Dealers

and others 'cquiring large quantities, will be served at price*
c ,n,siderahlv be'ovv the rates quoted.
Best qualify Red T p TURNIP per lb.. $0 75
Red Top Strap T.esf Turnip 0 75
i.arge White English G'oke Turnip 0 .T

Large White English Norfolk Turnip 0 50
Long White Tankard Turnip (’ 75

Yellow Stone Turnip 0 75
Ye’Iow ' berdeen T'urnin 0 75
Best American Improved RutaBaga Turnip C 75 i

imported Improved Ruta Bas’a Turnip 0 50
'

Imported Purple Top Rufa Baga Turnip 0 .50
j

A nd 12 other fine varieties of Turnins, from 50c. to 0 75

Early Scarlet Horn CARROT 1 00 i

Improved Long Orange Carrot 1 00
Long White Carrot 0 75

White Sugar BEET 0 50
[

Yellow Beet 0 50 i

I oug Red Mangel Wnrzel Beet 0 50
Finf- mixed i-Rr NCH GRASS Sfed for Lawns., per bush.. 5 00
Andoiher Mixtures. cr Lawns, at $3 and 4 00

Also, the finest qualities of Red, White Dutch, Lucerne and
other Clovers

;
Timothy. Red Top Blue Grass

;
English and

Italian Ray Grasses
;
Orchard

;
Sweet Scented Vermel ; The

Fescues, and other Grasses, with a large and complete assoi-tment
of VE .ET -BLE, FLOWER and FIELD Seeds of the best
qualities at reasonable rates.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
15 Joan street, Now York.

Catalogues on application. Ma3 57—2t.

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ITUATED on the easts de of Flint River. 10 miles below A1
bany. the river forming the Western lonndary, containing

1,346 anrps (more or less) first quality PINE LAND. Betw* en 500
and 600 acres are in cultivation, all of which is fresh, none of it hav
ng been cultivated more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will

comprise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvemente
a-e .a good Gin House, Overseers House, C ibs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the tie proprietor is his reason for wishing to

sell. Apply to S. H. HARRl.S. on the Plantation, or

E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.
Possession given 1st Jannarj* ntxt.

Albany
,
Ga., March 27, 1857. May.57—4t*

^

IMPORTED GARDEN SEED PRESEL

I
N aiitieipat on of late F-'osts, I have order'd and receive ' addi-

tional Supplies of all Varieties of FRESH GARDEN SEED,
suitable f n- i,he present season.

Orders by mail, or otaerwise, promptly attended to.

WM. HAINES,
May57—tf Au-'us a, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.
PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8. 50 A. M. and 6 15 P. M.
AiTive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at !)•

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Cumming daily (Simdays excepted) at 9 A. SC
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P. iL

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9 .20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD,
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at ” 7.55 A. M. and 5 35 P. M.
WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD,

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. M. and3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent
July Utk, 1855. Aug55—tf

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCS,
one year old Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

Jane56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Oa,
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FLOWER SEEDS FOR THE SOUTH.
HAVIN<i^ experienced tlie great difficulty in obtaining reliable

r lower Seeds suitar ie to the iSmith, 1 have raised a small
quantity, which I am now' olf. ringto the public. I would particu-
larly draw the attention of the Ladies to the unsnrpas en collec-
tions of DOUBLE STOCK OILLIFLOAYERS, TEX WEEKS
STOCKS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, VvLlLLELOW-
ER, HOLLYHOCKS, and many others:

AT TEN CENTS A PAPER. Delphinium Ajacis.
Double Stock Gilliflower.s

“ Ten Weeks Stocks,
“ Imperial Stock.s,
'* Aiituimial Stock,
“ Carnations,
“ Waatlovver,

•Dianthus imnerialis plcnlssimt
Rhodonthe MavUglesii,
Heliotropium pernviauum,
Pharbitis iimbata,
Polyganum lenetifolium.

AT FIVE CEN 1 S PER PAPER.
Adonis oestivalis,

Ageratura coerulenm,
Amaranthus tHcoior,
Althea rosea,

“ chineii'is,

Ammobium alatum.
Antirrhinum majus,
Aster chhiensis.

Calendula crista galli,

Calliopsis bicolor,

Catanouche hicolor,

Ce osea cristata,

Celosia iudica,

Centourea cyanus.

Dianthus ch nensis,
Double Balsams,
El crysium Jucidum,
Pajiaver si n.n ii r' m.

“ mackanthum,
Emilea flamitica,

Gompherena globosa,
Heris specios.a,

Ipomea Qu.amoclit.
Lovatera trimestri.s,

“ Murselli,
Phlox Drammondi,
Portiilacca Thellusoni,
Poterium Long visorba,
Re.seda odorata,
Salpiglosis variabilis,

Scabiosa atropuupunea,
Gilia tricolor,

Senecia eleg^ns,
Tagetes erecta,

p.atula,

Verbena 3Ielindri.s.

Viola odorata,
Zinnea elegans,
Xeranibemums annuum
Gnaphalium toetidum.

JJ^^Orders; enclosing the money and athr e cent pn.'itage stamp
for every dollars -worth of seed sent to PLUMB & LEITNER,
Augusta, Ga., or to the subscriber, will meet with prompt atten
fiun. ROBERT NELSON.
Feb57—tf

EVERGREENS AND ORNAI^NTAE TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare audbeautiful EVERGREENS Trees and Shrub*
of tne proper size for tran-^pianting may now be obta n- d

from the su -scriber. The collect on.s embraces tbe Deodar Cedar,
Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway C'pruce, Silver
Fir, White Pine, Bils-uu Fir, Silver Ce lar, Irish, English ano
Pyramidal Yew, Swe lish Juniper, American and Chinese Aibot
Vitsg; CtdiT of Let anm, MagnnhaGiaudiflora. “.Mock Orange,”
Pittospo'^nm, tfcc.. a c. ;

in sho t ah the mo.st desirable Ev*-- g'-err

Trees and Shrub.* to it fl urish in f is latitude, DBClDUOUS
SHRUBS and T*?EE-^, of many varities can a'so be supplied m
quan ity. (*ee D Tiutive Catalogue s^nt i^rar.is per ic ail.) Ad-
dr. ss [Dec.56—ttj D. KFDMOND, -.ua stu. Ga.

SrOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILE.
The Cheapest and Best.

TTUE offer for sale the above MTI.L. which surpasses aT othersH in .speed and durability, simplicity and strength as w'ell as
economy. That part of the Mill mo.st liable to wear being separ-
•ite from the main body, can at any time be removed at a small ex-
pense.

The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fairs
of New Pork, Ohio, Mich gan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large numlier of County Fair.* in various States.
The YOUNG A 31ERICA MILL perform.* its work better and

nearly twice a.s fast as any other Com or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the p^lic.
Planters are invited to examine the 3till and compare its ad-

vantages. JOHN A THOS. A. BONES.
March—tf

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM -willing to dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOW'N EWES, in lamb; also, four fine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ew-es.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I .A ill sella Buck and Hu-ee Ewes fur $lt)0, if applied for prior to
tbe 1st of J nuary next. RICHARD Ph TERS,
Decofi—'f Atlanta, Ga.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

T
70R SALE, a few pair ot three to four months old, at S20 per
^ pair. For I.o' Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any

other—thej' cannot he made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous ermptions and disease of the lunt.’s, to which hogs are
so liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern clii-nate. Address

Nov.5.5—tf R. PETEK’S, Atlanta, Ga.

. CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!
THE GREAT FORAGE PI,AI-IT AlCD RSNOVATOR OF SOI7THBR1T LANDS!!

’'PHIS very remarkable row Field Pea is by far the most valuable and productive variety ever introduced. It is well adapted to
JL poor land, yielding at least three or four times as mm-h as any of the common varieties, and producing a growth of vii e almost
bicredible. It grows in cl isters of from 12 to 20 pods, each pod contai ling 10 to i2 peas, and is of course far more eas’hj eat.hered than
any 01 her. The vine never becomes hard, but is soft s.n>\ nutriii u from the blossom to the root. Itisgreadily eaten by stock, and
the Peas are unsurpassed foi- ttu-. to.ble in del.cac-.y an-' ’’ichnes-. of flavor.
We subjoin the following extract^—tVe firstfrom Ex Governor Drew, of Arkansas, and the remainder from several well known citi*

zens of iSouth Bend, in the same State

:

Fort Smith, Ark., December 20, 18-56.

Dear Sir :
—The evidences afforded me w-hile at your house by an examination of the quantity of > ine and peas gathered from on©

and a half acres of g-ounrl, is beymid anything in tfictcay of a gr^at yield I hate tva' knoten.
I think 1 am w ithin bounds when I say the yield, in pea and vine, is at least five times greater than any other pea—clover, or gr.a,** ffr

bay. Ann tbe w'aste peas vvereeijual to any other full pea crop
;
and from the quantity of waste vines remaining on tne ground, I think

it will prove a tine manure aud supporre>' of the soil.

Your son, Mr Wm. F. Douglass, has done well in making arrangements for the extended culture of this invaluable Pea in the older
States, where it will doubtless do more in re-instating the old, worn-out lards than guano or any other application to the soil, while, at
the same time, the yieldis likely to be a.s great on such lands as on the rich bottoms < f Arkan.-as.

Respectfulh yourob’t. serv’t., THOS. S. DREW.
To Robert H. Douolass, Esq.
Dr. Goree, of Arkansas, est mated the yield in Peas or Hay at '’’Jive timfS that nf a'-y other Field P a he had ever feen plantfd." W. R.

Lee, E*q
,
eay he “has n>-ver sem anything to equal it,” aud that it should “s persede the use of every otk r,” and the following certifi-

cate semes the question of its value for Hay :

“We, the undersigned, sa.w “that pea-vine,” and think, after the peas were gathered, that the vine w'ould have made as much hay as
a stout man could carry

;
it covered a space of tcu or twelve feet in diameter, and lay from one foot to eighteen inche- deep.”

WM. G. MEEKS,
B, W. LEE.

South Bend, Ark., Sept

,

1856.

Col J. B. L. Marshall, Assistent Engineer on the LiHle Rock and Napoleon Rail Road, says ;

“If the Southern Farmers w.ll give it a air trial, they will fi id it to he the grea est f'ea both for table use andforfeeding stock, now-
known. They fit en hog* f ister r.h.a,n anything 1 have ever tried O ' the 1 1 acres Mr. Douglass had in cultivation last year, there was
at Li astfour tiints as muck vine as lever .onto «« a/iu piece ofur mnd of the saitie size," &c.. See.
For further pai t.culars, see Circulars fnriii.shed grat s by the Aue.nts.W e ai e prepared to send out -a limited qua'nicy of these Peas, put up in cloth packages to go by ma'l They will be forwarded, free of

postage, to any address on receipt of $1 Jd, or otherw.se at $1 each. Curreut funds and postage stamps wi 1 be a satisfach ry remifr-

tance. Onr names will be priiu-d on ail packages of the seed.
Any one not pertectly satisfied with the Pea will have nis money returned. Address (with plaii dire tions for msil ng)

PLUMB So LE.'iN iR, Angusta, Georgia.
*;,* Dealers in Seeds and country merchants caa be supplied, to a limited extent, at the usual dbeount, u wieir orders are forwarded

itnmedia.t'^lij, Fcb57—tL
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A 3IONTHEY JOURNAL,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTIEULTURE, STOCK

BREEDI.VG, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
F.-VR-M ECONO.MY &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D
,
and D. REDMOND, Edilorfr.

The Fifteenth volume commences in January
1857.

Ti:.RM6.
ONF COPY, one year $1 1 TWENTY FIVECOPJES. $20
SIX COPIES “ 5

1
ONE HUNDRED COPIES- 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Ranks, and Post OfBce Stamps

received at par.

Remittances, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publishers risk,.

Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, C5-a,

i^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnsihed with the paper at-club prices.

“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA
IMPORTANT NEW ARRANGEMENT.

T he Subscriber takes great pleasure in informing his customers-
and the Fruit Growers of the South generally, that he has

recently made an arrangement with the v/ell known Pomologist.
Louis B. Berck.uans, Esq., now of New .Jersey, by which he will
have full access to all the grafts and buds of that gendemans col-
lections of Pears, which number of the best named
varieties, and more than twenty thousand new seedlings of great
promise. In addition to this unrivalled collection or Pears, the
specimen or hards of M. Bercioians contain all the best and
rarest variety of other fruit known in Europe and America, from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
ject to multiply varieiie.c, b’atto select, with the greatest care, the
very best for extensive propagation.
A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected by M,

Perck>i.\ns, will be offered from my Nursery the coming fall, antj
all the leading varieties of Southern Fruit, Roses, Ornamental
Trees, Strawberry Plants, Grape Vines, t c., Ac., can then be fur-

nished in curantity, at ®er modenfate prices.

I^^Full Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, sent postpaid to all

applicants. Addi-ess, D RED MOND, Augusta, Ga.
April57—tf

REAPING MACHINES.

HAVINGhad theKENTUCKY HARVESTER thoroughly tes -

ted, we no V conddentiy >’ecommend them to Planters as the
best Machine for ibouthernuse ever offered.

CARMICHAEL <fc BEAN.
Apri]57—3t Augusta, Ga,

LikWSON WATBRMBLLON SEED.

A FEW packages of genuine “Lawson” WATERMELLON
SEED, at 10 and 20 cents eacd. If per mail, 16 or 32 cents

may be sent to cover postage. Address
April57—tf PLUMB & LEITNER, Augusta, Ga.

GREAT ORIGINAL WORKS ON THE
HORSE.

Dadd'S anatomy and physiology of the
. HORSE, and DlCTIOl^TxiRY OF VETERRINARY

SCIENCE,
Splendidly Illustrated—plain $2 00

do. colored plates 4 OO
DADD’S MODERN HORSE DOCTOR, containing practical

directions for the Treatment of Diseases and Lameness of
Horses, with illustrations $L 00

The Twelfth Thousand LINSLEY’S MORGAN HORSES, as
interesting as a romance, giving the history of the Morgan Horse,
Pedigrees of the Principal Horses, of this breed, and general
instructions for Purchasing, BreedLug and Training Horses, $1 00

’3^=The Fifth 1 housand, new ready. Sent free of postage
upon receipt of price C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,
' June57—It 140 Fulton-st., New York.

HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS, GRAIN
Cradles, Fan Mills, &c.WE are now’ prepared to furnish GRAIN GROWERS, with

McCORD’S HORSE POWERS, a light and exceUent
s»rticlG

BOGARDUC’ HORSE POWERS, all Iron, heavier than Mc-
Cords.
TAPLIN’S and WARREN’S HORSE POWERS.
Iron farme THRESHERS

;
Baltimore, New York and Georgia

made THRESHERS, from $30 to $60
FAN MILLS, of the best make and different sizes.

GRAIN CRADLES, alight and stroi g article.

Also, BEL'J ING, and aU articles necessary for gathering and
cleaning Crain for market. CARMICHAEL& BEAN.

Aprils?—3t Augutsa, Ga.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,

Bound volumes of the sou 1 HEN CULTIVATOK for 1856,

may now be obtained at this office Price, $1,50. Or we will

send it by mail, post-paid at $1,80. Address,
WM. S JONE.S, Augusta, Ga,

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst., and nntil farther
notice, the Passenger Traias on the Central Radroad will run

as foLow’s :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5 00 a. m and 12 15 P. M.
Arrive in Macon “ 2 15 P. M “ 1 00 A. M
Leave Macon “ ...1145 a.m. “ 9 10 P. M.
Arrive in Savannah “ ....10 45 P.M. “ 7 20 A. M

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12 15 P. M. and 9 30 P. M.

Arrive in Augusta .8 45 P. M, “ 5 30 a m,

Leave Augusta 6 00 a m. “ 4 30 p. M,
AiTive in savannah 1 30 P M “ 10 45P. M

BETWEENMACON AND AUGUSTA
I eaves Macon 11 45 a, 31. and 9 30 P. M,
Arri e in Augusta 8 45 P. M. “ 5 30 a. M.
Leave Augusta 6 00 a >i. “ 4 30 p.m.
Arrive in Macon 2 15 P M “ 100 a M,

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE&EATONTON
Leave Savannah 5 00 a m.
Arrive in Mhledgeville 2 45 P. M.
Leave Macon 11 45 A M.
Arrive in Eatonton 5 00 P M.

W. M. WADLEY, Gen’l Superintendant.
Savannah, Ga,, Oct., 12, 1855. July56—tf
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’^lantatinii C'CaMiq anit EltscellMij.

WORK EOR TI-IS 3IONT.H—»^JU]LA'.)

THE PLANTATION.

Cotton.—Work this crop steadily, to encourage the de-

velopment and retention of forms and boils. Shallow,

surface culture, with light sweeps, followed by the hoe.

will be found the best method for the accomplishment of

this oi)ject. Do not allow the grass or weeds to get a

foothold either in the row or middles—wage a steady and

relentless warfare upon them during this month, after

which they will not give you much trouble.

Corn.—V/here this crop is not ‘‘ laid by,” it will be

well to give it a constant surfoxe working until prevented

by the spreading of the blades across the rows. Allow

no weeds to appear in your corn field—both weeds and

corn cannot flourith on the same ground. Do not use the

]jlow among your corn after ihe first two workings. It

i breaks and tears up the young rootlets, and docs far more

I injury than good. At the last working, sow Cow Peas

\
broadcast, and cover with a svveep, cultivator or harrow.

Plant, also. Pumpkins, in every second or third hill, and

' when well up, thin to one plant in a hill, and work care-

i fully.

i

Goto P£'«s should now be sown broadcast lor hay, at

the rate of a bushel or six pecks to the acre. Scatter over

: the surface evenly, and cover with a turt'dng plow
;
or,

1
first plow your ground deej ly, sow your seed, and drag

I

in with a harrow. Cow Peas intended for seed may be

;
sown indrilU, three feet apart.

( ,
Pumpkins may be planted as.a separate crop. Prepare

the ground as for Watermelons; hills 10 feet apart. When

well up, thin to one or two stiong plants in a hill, give

these a spi inkling of Plaster or Gypsum (a small handful

to eacii hdl) when the dew is on
;
loosen the earth, care- i

fully breaking the crust, without distuibing the plant, and

then let them run. The after-work cunsi&ts in shallow

surfice culture, and the destruction of weeds, until iJie

vines cover the entire ground.

Pulling Fodder, we consider “ behind the age” in all

respects. It should be discontinued by all enli'.'lut ned

and ecuiu- nical [ilanters. We confidenily offer the fol-

lowing substitute :

Corn ./A/r/f/er —Break up, very deeply, a piece of rich
hind, harrow if finely, and with a broad shovel plow lay
it olf in drills three feet apart, in these dribs scattercora
at the rate of 40 or hO grains to ilie foot, and cover wiih a
hoe, rake, boa d or harrow, drawn lengthwise along the
drill. When well up, “run around” it firelty close with
a long rooter, and repeat after 10 or 15 days. In the
Course of 10 or t5 days more, iireak out the entire mid-
dles with the rooter, and finally lay by wi'h. the shovel
plow, ruruingnp and down in th.e same (urrow, midway
between the'drills On good land, prepared and worked
in this way, the yield will be from 3 to G tons, (sometimes
even !0) ( f excellent fodder per acre. This is as much
as can h&pidicd f.om 20 to 30 acie^in the common way,
iuid at one tejith of the labor. Pound tor pound, it is as
gqo'd, if not belter than pulled fodder, as it contains the
enkpe juice and strengHi of ike 'plant, which, in the other
case,, lias gone to the formation of the ear or grain. The
kgs

'<f
weight and injory to the groin

,
by depriving corn

^alm of tkeir Leaves b fore alt growth ho.s ceased, is fully
equal ip the valve of the fodder polled. We, therefore, de-

sire lliOis: our readers should abandon this “ old ti'gy”

practice, !ind give corn-fodder a lair trial. It is.

not yei too late, but should be done immcdiakly. Any
one who l.nriy lesis it will, we are quite certain, abandon
fodder pulling loiever.

In moist weather, sow again the Chinese Sugar Cane
for soiling It can be cut every 15 or20 days and fed it to

your cattle in the stable or lot. You will, by so doing,

make a great deal of excellent manure.

Cnriiig Corn Fodder—Tho. proper time to cutdiilled

f idder, is when all the stalks are lairly tasseled out,or in lull

bloom. It may be cut close to the ground, with a long,

sharp knife or sickle. Select a dry day, cominencing

early in the morning.and cutting until dinner time. As
fast as It is cut, spread it thin along the row, and let it lie

and take the sun until after dinner, when the upper side

will be pretty welt wilted. TheVi tnim it over carefully,

and leave it on the ground until 5 o’clock in the evening,

wh.eri it must be gaihered up, tied in bundles ot modtrute

size (say a foot ihrough at the bami) and set up on the

')utt end, ill shocks of 4 or 5 bundles tach— lurning one
bundle- upside down, over the oiliers, as a “ cap-sin tif”

I'lie iie^i day, afitr sumise, these liuriules must be untied

and the fodder spread out again until noon, and then turned
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and sunned till night, as belore. This may be repeated the

third day, which will generally be sufficient, if the weath-

er is favorable. It may then be permanently stacked or

packed away under cover; and if, while packing, the dif-

ferent layers are sprinkled with salt, at the rate o( say 8

quarts to an ordinary ^-horse wagon load, it will be more

highly relished by stock, and all danger of heatiug ob-

viated. Many persons make a great mystery of curing

drill or broadcast corn- fodder; but we have always found

this simple method sure and effectual. The same plan, of

course, applies to the Chinese Sugar Cane fodder.

Cutting up Corn in the field, and using the stalk and

leaf for the winter feeding of stock, has also many advan-

tages, which we will speak of in detail hereafter.

Sweet Potatoes must now be worked carefully, throw-

ing up some fresh mellow earth to the ridges, and destroy-

ing all weeds. Make your last planting of “draws;”

and if the weather is very dry, before planting dip the

root in a thin batter—plant just at night-fall—and manage

as heretofore directed. As soon as possible, prepare a

rich, moist piece of land, and plant out an abundance of

cut vines to produce next year's seed.

Turnips.— is a most important crop for the plan-

ter and farmer, though not yet apppreciated as snch. A
distinguished English statesman has said that England

could better afford to lose its navy than its turnip crop.—

Therefore plant largely; it is indispensable as a winter

forage. We will hereafter describe the best and most

profitable way of feeding. If you have not already pre-

pared your land for Turnips, do it at once, pulverizing it

thoroughly by several plowings. If you have no land

which recently has been cow-penned, scatter some guano,

(250 pounds per acre) previously to the last plowing, and

turn it under immediately. Sow in rows, at such distance

as to allow the turnips to be worked with “ Knox’s Im

proved Horse Hoe,” if you have this excellent implement.

Make arrangements to sow often and largely, com-

mencing early, as it is sometimes extremely difficult

to get a stand. Make your first sowing about the

20ih of this month, and if that should fail, try again

every 10 days until the last of September, and your

perseverance will be crowned with success. Guano, su-

perphosphate of lime, broken bones, or a compost ot

woods-mould or well-rotted stable manure with crushed

bones and ashes, are each and all proper fertilizers for the

turnip crop. The manure may be applied in the drill or

put on plentifully broadcast, and plowed in well. The

Ruta Baga, Red Top, (“ strap leaf ”), Early Flat Dutch,

Yellow Aberdeen, Norfolk and Globe are all good varieties

—the two first, fifth and sixth being the best for field cul-

ture. As food for stock, we believe the Ruta Baga is

conceded to stand foremost.

Draining and Di/c/mtg.—The richest land on the plan-

tation is often allowed to run waste, worthless and wild,

presenting only stagnant puddles of water, rank grasses,

seeds and brambles, and fosming a harbor and receptacle

for snakes, lizzards, turtles and “vermin” of every de-

scription Now, during the “summer soHtice,” when

the ground is comparatively dry, and the heavy field-work

over, is a good time to change these offensive blotches on

the face of Nature into cultivated fields of the most pro-

ductive cha-racter. Dig wide and deep under-drains, or

open ditches to carry off the surplus water, cut down and

grub up trees, bushes and briars, destroy noxious weeds,

&c
,
and plant the reclaimed ground next spring in Irish

Potatoes, Corn, Cotton, or Grass for meadows.

Grass o.nd Woodland Pastures.—Select a piece of na-

turally moi&t, good land, timbered with spreading trees

—

cut down and grub out all small shrubbery, briars, brush,

&c., leaving only the large trees standing. Then break

up the ground as finely as possible, by plowing and cross

plowing, with a long, stout, sharp rooter, and seed down

heavily with White Clover, Kentucky Blue, Texas Mus-

qoit, Herds, Ilaliau Ray, or other grasses for woodland

pasture. Grass will not do well without plenty of mois-

ture, under our parching suns; and to such as are not able to

supply moisture and sustenance, by deep subsoiling and

liquid manure, we recommend a trial of the shade for

their pastures, meadows and lawns, as above indicated.

Hay.—Now is the time to make hay. Cut the grass

while in bloom, spread it immediately, and turn it over in

the afternoon. In the evening, rake it up in long and

rather thick rows. By turning them once a day for the

next two or three days, your hay will be nicely cured,

and equal to, if not better than the Northern hay. Should

rain threaten while the hay is drying, make a rush with

full force, and pack the rows up into sharp pyramidal

cocks the size of a molasses hogshead, and when the

ground dries again, spread it out thin to cure. Hay is now
worth in Augusta $2 per hundred, or ^40 per ton ! and

corn fodder, baled, about the same !

Weeds and Grass.—All crops on the plantation require

particular attention during the present month. The weeds

will choke up and strangle everything, unless they are

summarily dealt with— cut down and destroy them before

they go to seed
;
and thus prevent present and (in amea-

sure) future annoyance from them.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.
The earlier spring vegetables being now nearly all gone,

little can be done to advantage. It will be well, however,

to clear off or turn under all weeds and the remains of

early vegetables, and manure liberally by way of prepara-

tion for full crops. Celery seed may be sown, but the bed

must be shaded from the direct rays of the sun. Sow,

also, Ruta Baga and other Turnips, as directed under the

previous head; Lima or “Butter Beans,” the Green

Glazed Cabbage; purple Egg Plants, Radishes, Cabbages,

Lettuce, Tomatoes, &c
,
for late crops. In the latter part

of this month, transplant Cabbages for fall and winter use.

Take off limbs of your Tomato vines, shorten the lop

and set them out as cuttings, and shade them with a little

brush wood; they will soon come to bearing, and yield

fruit until frost. Also, plant Garden Peas and mulch

them pretty heavily.

Dig or plow your garden over thoroughly, and repeat

the preparatory operations of the spring, for, in fact, this

and the next month should be considered a second spring,

all the spring works repeated, and, if the season proves
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favorable, you may have a full supply of vegetables until

frost. Mulch and water young trees, shrubs, vines and

vegetables,using liquid manure as heretofore recommended,

alternately with pure soft water. Prepare the ground for

Strawberry Beds during this and the next month. Select

new ground near an unfailing stream, if possible—plow

deep, turning under a good thick coat of leaf-mould and

ashes, and leaving the surface fine and mellow. We give

from the experienced pen of Mr. Nelson, an excellent

article on Strawberries, elsewhere in present number.—

The most important work, however, for the present, is to

keep your Strawberries clear of weeds, and the soil around

them well stirred, which is done best with a pronged hoe.

Transplant Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Celery, Tomatoes,

&c. Plant Melon seed for mango pickles—also, Su:eet

Corn for late roasting ears. Plant out slips or vines of the

Potato without delay, and plant, also. Snap Beans, for

a successional crop. If you mulch them heavily as soon

as planted, you will find no difficulty in getting them to

grow.

THE FKUIT ORCHAED.
Wherever the spring frosts have killed the fruit, there

will be a strong tendency to over-luxuriance in thegrowth

of wood. This should be checked by cutting back or

nipjfing off the ends of the young shoots, in order to

produce more bearing wood for next year. Destroy all

injurious insects, and note carefully the bearing qualities

and peculiarities of the different new as well as old varie-

ties of fruit. No trouble or care should be spared in ga-

thering and sending to market in the best possible condi-

tion. Gather Peaches for distant markets as soon as they

show elasticity by pressing them gently with the hand,

before they are so ripe as to leave an impression of the

fingers.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Roses, (^c., should now be dudded and layered. Take up

early Rulbs, as directed in our last number, and plant

others to flower in Autumn. Roses, Chrysanthemums,

4*c., may be propagated by layers. Dahlias will need

staking and pruning, if over-luxuriant. Clip Box edg-

ings. Now, also, is the best time to trim Evergreen

hedges and screens. Gather all desirable seeds, as they

ripen, and put aw’ay in close paper bags, carefully label-

ing them. Water freely, both roots and foliage, and use

liquid manure for the roots, at intervals, particularly in

rainy weather, never applying it during a drouth. Keep

the earth mellow, and rmdch all large herbaceous plants

with woods-mould, leaves orsaw dust.

AGRICULTURAL. COLLEGES.

It is very creditable to the young State of Michigan

that its enterprising citizens are.the first to found and put

into successful operation a State Agricultural College in

the New World. The institution is located near Lansing,

the capital of the State, on a farm of 700 acres, and has

endowments in land and money that ensure it against a

failure from the lack of pecuniary aid at the outset. The

Legislature has given it S20,000 a year for two years
;
and

in case the money is wisely expended, more will doubt-

less be granted, provided the sale of lands, or income

from other sources, should prove insufficient.

The people of Michigan have always been liberal to-

ward their common schools and colleges; and this new

educational enterprise will confer more honor upon their

practical good sense than anything else which they have

ever done. It is an effort to teach and learn that kind of

information which is most needed in every agricultural

community. It wisely cultivates the most useful know-

ledge, rather than that which is inferior in character and

utility. It is a legislative recognition of the fact, that ag-

riculture is not so poor in principles, in learning and in

science, as to present to the youthful mind nothing which

is worthy of being studied. By recognizing Tillage and

Husbandry as an intellectual calling, a great point is

gained—a point, which v/e are pained to believe, the Plant-

ing South has not yet reached. We have no agiicultural

colleges, no agricultural schools
;
and we give a feeble

and inadequate support to our agricultural journals. If

the South had right views and feelings on this subject, it

would not be necessary for the President of the Virginia

Sta'e Agricultural Society to address the people of that

r iComrnonwealth in the following words :

“There is one other subject which nearly concerns the

farming interest, and to which I beg leave before closing

rhis report, to call your attention. I refer to the great sub-

ject of popular education. Seventy thousand of our adult

white population can neither read nor write 1 and these,

too, are ‘bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh they

are Virginia’s sons and daughters! In the name of hu-

manity 1 in the name of all that isgenerous, unselfi.-h and
noble in our nature! in the name of country, of Christian-

ity, ofGod ! will the farmers of Virginia any longer permit

the existence of this deplorable state of ignorance I

Ifmy humble voice could be heard beyond this assembly

I would say to the f irmers of Virginia, con,sider that your

children, aye, the descendants of the richest of your pre-

sent number, will eventunlly, in a few generations, be

numbered amongst the poor. Transport yourselves, then

in imagination, but thirty, forty, or fifty years into the

future, and whilst you yet live, make yourselves the ten-

der and blest fathers of the poor, and shed abroad your

hearts and means until every child within the limits of our

broad Commonwealth shall at least have the advantages

of free school education. Thirty years ago the Sage of

Monticello, and noble band of patriots, assembled on a
spot that will ever be memorable, as it appears most fit

for the highest and holiest of patriotic deeds. From the

summit of the Blue Ridge Mountains, at Rockfish Gap,

midway the State, and as if from the high heavens that

canopy it, emanated that immortal act which gave a ‘local

habitation and a name’’ to the University of Virginia.

—

This great institution of learning now stands the light

and life, the ornament of the State, and is well nigh all

that has saved us from intellectual degredation as a peo-

ple. But the light v/hich it sheds .uust be reflected, re-

fracted, and absorbed throughout the dark abodes of ig-

norance in our State, or else it will fall short of accom-

plishing all the beneficent purposes of its patriotic foun-

ders.

“The great men who founded our University with that

wisdom which sees the end from the beginning, and

themselves utterly above that modern meanness which

flatters and deceives, in order that it may lead, and ulti-

mately betray and de ert the people— those great men re-

cognized and acted on the law of our nature that know-
ledge must emanate from the higher and be diffused
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through the lower ranks of society, and hence they were

led to begin our system ofeducation by the establishment

ofan university of colleges, and ot high schools. It was

however, a cherished idea ofMr Jefferson, the father ot

the University, that a system of primary schools should

also be established for the elementary education of every

white child in the comnionwealih. The university, the

colleges, and the high schools have already prepared an

ample corps of teachers; and I would appeal to this as-

sembly as represenfativts of the farmers of the State to

throw the whole weight of their, intluence in favor of the

immediate adoption of some practical system of common
school education for the mass of the people.”

The above remarks are particulaily interesting at this

time as showing the earnestness with which the best

minds in the Old Dominion are devoting their energies to

the enlightenment of the popular understanding. Their

language and devotion remind one of Patrick Henry,

and betray a deep conviction that a revolution in the

opinions ofmen is indispensable to work out a higher and

safer position fur the uneducated voters of the South.

—

That Mr Jefferson saw the necessity of carrying useful

knov/ledge, and intellectual culture home to the people, is

a fact of some interest as an integral part of our elective i

system of government. But our present purpose is not

to discuss popular education in general, but rather the pro-

fessional instruction of farmers and planters. On this

head Mr Philip St. George Cocke, the gentlemen above

quoted, has these pregnant remarks':

“It is a very remarkable fact that amongst all the

numerous and varied pursuits of man, the very one oi

those pursuits which has the most intimate, the most ex-

tended, and ofen the most recondi'e connection with all

the laws of physical nature, with all science, with all art,

in short, with the whole range of knowledge, a pursuit,

too, upon which depends the subsistence and the very ex-

istence of the human species, upon which is based the

well-being, the h ippiness, the progress, the prosperity of

individuals, of States, and of nations. It is remarkable,

I say, that the pursuit of aiiriculiure should be the last

and the least io be bewefitted and advanced by all the vast

pi’i'gress that has been made in other departments ( f

skill knowledge and industry. And why is tliisl First

because die science and the art of agnculiure, having their

infinite connections near and remote, .withall knowledge,

the generat subject is most dificalt to be understood and
fidlijluioicn, as it is one of the most extensive and recon-

dite that can engage the human mind. In the next fdace,

because, throughout all history, and in every country, the

very men n ost engaged and interested in agricul-

ture, have been precisely those who have been least culti-

vated and improved by means of scholastic exercises and

education suited to their pursuits.”

This is a truthful and sound view of the subject, and

one that explains why it has taken over thirty-five years

alter the first bill was reported in the New York Legisla-

ture to iuund a State Agricultural College in that com-

mon wealth, and before the pittance of $'4f>,(IOO was oti-

taiwed tor that purpose, on condition that private citizens

gave an equal sum. It will not take so long for public

sentiment to ripen in Virginia. Hear the gifted President

of her State Agricultural Society:

“ It is universally deemed essential to educate the

st'Hesmiin, the lawyer, the physii ian, the divine, the sol-

dier, the sailor, the merchaot, the artist, and the mechan-

ic; ami s.dtools, and colleges, and universities innumera-

ble, are everywhere provided for iraioing the men desfin

ed to these occupations, by enlarging and strengthening

their minds, and extending their knowledge, so that they

may command and control all the resources, intellectual

and physical, for the attainment of the ultimate objects of

their respective professions: whilst the farmer, he who is

to follow agriculture as his vocation, is either left entirely

without education, or with such defective, partial learn-

ing as is to be acquired in schools which ignore the whole

subject of the theory and practice of agriculture as com-

pletely as if all science and all learning had no applica-

tion to, no connection with, and no uses in the most uni-

versal, the most necessary, the most complex, and the

most difficult of human pursuits. The consequence of

all this is, that even the best educated men, when they

first come to practice agriculture, find thaf, they have

everything yet to learn in the science and art, the theory

and practice ol their profession; whilst the mass, the

multitude of those who follow this calling, are as igno-

rant of science as are the cattle they drive.”
,

The losses sustained by the lamentable neglect of agri-

cultural studies are incalculable. Mr. Cocke considera-

bly underestimates them in the following statement:

“In our Southern States, the entire class of proprietors
i,

or cultivators of small landed propi rty, the managers or i

overseers having in a great measure the more immediate •

supervision and control of the large landed estates of ^

wealthy proprietors
;

the two classes of our Southern

farmers and planters, constituting at least nineteen-twen-

tieths of the whole number of those who wield the im-

mense capital invested in land and labor throughout the

slave-holding States, are universally and utterly ignorant !

of every abstract principle of physical or natural science, i

And it is reasonable to believe that the loss to Southern

igriculture each year in consequence of this lamentable

stale of ignorance, if such could be prevented, and the

amount ba saved for a single year to be appropriated and

applied to educational purposes, that it would itself be i

sufficient richly to endow as many agricultural schools

ami colleges as are at present required by our Southern

States. When we contemplate the vast amount ol igno-

rance, the total want ot education, existing among the

mass of the agricultural population of our own State, we
should I'e at no loss to conjecture, that the pecuniary loss I

to Virginia from this cause is immense indeed.”

To remedy this unfortunate condition of things, it is

proposed to establish an agriculi oral department or col-

1-geat the University with three professors; and also one

or more agricultuial schociL for the instruction of youth '

who may not have the means to command a college edu-

cation
;

said schools ta be located in the best cultivated
;

districts in the State. “ To carry this system into sue-
j

cessful practical operation,” says its au'hor, “ will require I

1^200 ,Ot/0 to be appropriated in the following manner,
j

viz: SfiO,000 to be invested in State six per cent, stock,

the annual interest of which would pay the three profes-

sors of the University Aiiriculiural College $1200 each,

which, together with tuition fe^s, would provide salaries

sufficif ni to command the seivi^es of the ablest
[
rofessors;

.$'40,000 would be left to build up and support an Agri-

cultural Institute. I'he requisite buildings could be erect-
;

ed at a cost ol from $50,0(10 to $75,000, and the balance
j

'of the fund should he invested in Slate stock, the annual

interest only to be used for paying the stilaries of profes-

sors, and other necessary expenses of the school.”

If is proposed to raise one-haif of $200,000 by sub-

scription. and the other moiety by aid from the Legisla-
j

ture. That there is en'nugli of liberality tuid inteihgenc#
j

in Virginia to achieve .‘something of the kind indit ated,
|

we have no doulu; and we shall n joice to see her taking
i

the lead of all the oth i Soutnern Stales in teaching agri-
j

culture as a learnnd and honorable profession. Sooner
(

or later, the Legislature of Georgia will move in the sam«
|

direction. Up to this time, it has treated the study of Tit ’
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lage and Husbandry as unworthy of any assistance
;
and

unlike the President of the Virginia State Agricultural

Society, it appears to regard ignorance as more valuable

to the cultivator and owner of the soil, than knowledge.

Everywhere these two great antagonist elements in hu-

mnn society contend against each other. At the start.

Ignorance has the advantage of possessing the mind of

man by which it commands many an unwise vole in all

deliberative bodies; but Knowledge is sure to win the

day after the people become sufficiently enlightened to

choose eniigkkned representatives.

When we see agricultural colleges going into success-

ful operation in Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio,

Pettnsylvania and New York, it is some satisfaction to

know that our cheap fifty cent Genesee Parmer, long cir-

<:u[aied widely in all these States, and when some of them

were territories, and labored faithfully to bring public

opwiif^ up to where it now stands on this question —
Sotsebody ought to circulate Agricultural Tracts at the

SouHti. All our efiforts far improvement are too narrow in

conception, and too limited in execution, to bring forth

immediate fruit of any considerable value. It is not pos-

sible lor schemes so isolated to have more than a very

feeble hold on popular sympathy. 1 he circulation of no

dollar agricultural paper at the South has ever been one-

half what it should be to awaken and keep alive a proper

feeling in behalf of the agricultural interest. No matter

what IS proposed lor the benefit of this immense Interest,

nothing can be done without concert of action: and all

experience in all countries goes to prove, that agricul-

ral communities move much slower than either commer-

cial nr mechanical ones Give, them their well attended

societies, their well-read professional and other lihraries,

their journals of large eireulation, and often issued, that

mental activity may pervade the whole mass, and in-

stead of being the mere hewers of wood and drawers of

water for oilier classes, their superior wisdom would be

looked up to by all, and govern every State as it ought to

be govern'd. To have unlimited politieal power is noth-

ing to t-inners, if they permit demagogues to use and

abu^e It True nobility lies not in appearing to be s'rong

and great, but in positive strengih duly and properly

used to ai-iiieve noble ends. The owners of American

farms and planiaiions have peculiar advantages for ele

vaiing themselves and their posterity, and at the same

^ time render a valuable seivice to all other classes by the

general improvenn nt of ihe country. An expansion ol

intellect and a deeper insight into the natural laws that

pervade all [dams all animals, and all inanimate matter

can only be a'Cjuir<d by an efbrt to enlarge one’s men

tai treasures and powers. There is unrivalr^d happiness

in study, provided one’s taste is early cultivated aright,

and he is not surrounded by adverse influences calculated

-to dwarf the intellect, m slead tlie affections, and corrupt

the heart The nioial influence of rural sciences has not

been sufficiently discussed before parents who have sons

to < ducaie and settle in the world. 1’emptations to evil

will be les-ened when sclumls and colleges are mainly lo-

cated on large, (aim
,
and studenis are rsqiiirfd to wittifss

and understand all the labors of the cultivator and stock

grower, as well as woi k in the laiH)ralory. and reriie their

lessons to ttache.rs. Tliey can be boarded fiotii chea[ier

and betti r at ahrge and well managed establishment,

wheie grain ami meats, fruiis and vegetables are grown

in the b- St [io>sii)!e manner, than in any village or ciiy.

A wt 11 cultivated, niglily productive faim is not to be run

away from to get an education, as something degrading

in its ru.-'iic naini e, but it possesses intrinsic advantages

for inaiiitaiMing the fihysical and moral health of youth,

and for their ctimforiablc suhsis'ence, wtiicli cannot be

elsewhere foun I. Hence, wheihet we regaid the studies,

or the associations of a strictly agiiculiural college, it is

calculated to make good students, sound, and thoroughly

educated men. Discarding pedantry, and the foppery of

learning, and all evasion ot honest and faithful applica-

tion to proper text books, surrounded by the beauty and
freshness of Nature, improved by Art and Science, and
removed from a thousand allurements to idleness and the

neglect of study, which too often are met with in the pre-

cincts of educational institutions, it is easy to see that

virtue, thought, and industiy would be strengthened at a

plantation college. Pure tastes, habits, thoughts and pur-

poses, with their best fruits, may be fostered, cultivated

and ripened, more successfully in rural retirement than

amid the din, and strife, and recklessness of commercial

towns, where vice and crime have almost unchecked sway.

Already the best-informed denizens of cities are sending

their sons into the country to be educated at farm schools;

and nothing is likely to be more attractive than a well

appointed agricultural college in any State of the Con-

federacy. Thousands of merchants and other business

men look forward to the time when they may retire to lit-

tle farms, cultivate their huits and vegeialdes, rear their

stock and poultry, and see everything flourish around

their happy homes. 1 he men of ciiies at the North have

hitherto been the most liberal patrons of agricultural col-

leges—many of whom were born and bred in the coun-

try, and command eminent success in business from the

mental and moral power thus acquired in agricultural

districts. In a word, agricultural colleges have become a

grand necessity in the prognss of mankind to dtvelope

aright the natural resources of the earth, and of humanity.

MANUKE MAKING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—There is nothing

hazarded in a.sserting that among all departments, duties

and labors of husbandry, there is none in which the plan-

ters and farmers of the South are so amiss as in the pre-

paration of nianures. No tillers of the earth are more in-

dustrious— in no other country probably do they perform

so much manual labor in the course of the year The farm

work done in the Northern States, indeed in all grain and
grass growing countries, bears no comparison to the

amount of bestowed on our cotton and corn plantations.

But in all the South, with here and there an excejited in-

stance, very litile or none of this labor is given to storing

lip manures and composts. Why sol Because we have

been accustomed to plant on freshly cleared land, a\\d7iot

accustomed to those methods of procedure by which, in

older and more experienced States the barrenness of fields

IS prevented, and those which have been permittee) to be-

come barren, restored to lertility. As ever happens in like

cases, ignorance occasions distrust in our aliility to ac-

complish anyihing valuable, and in our despair, we make
little or no etTort. It may be better to migrate to Texas,

Kanzas or Arkansa-'-, plant fresh lands, breathe bad air,

(iritdt bad water, rningle with a rude and depraved [lopu-

laiion and meet an early death in a paroxysm of billious

ffver, than remain at home in health and comfort, and en-

counter the troulde of fertilizing our own fields; but that

IS not my way of thinking.

If tlie. fmners of New England, Pennsylvania and New
.lersey had, as we have, ready access to the woods, the

thousands ol loads of leaves which lie at convenient dis-

tances, wou'd eveiy year be composted into first-rate ma-

nure for corn and oihercrnps. Why would they do what

1
we neglect') Only because they know by experience

that the thing is quite [iracticalVe and that it pays belter

than any other work. This we of the ^outh do not be-

lieve. becaUiC we have never made trial of it. In the ig-

norance of our inveterate haliits, we repaid the ferlilizaiion

of our old fields a matter of itnpossiiuhiy—and so in tha

hands of men who so think and act, it is.
,
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The Old Romans carried on a system of husbandry

greatly distinguished by its practical skill and bounteous

results : but no Roman farmer ever thought himself able

produce crops without the benefit of his stercorary. It

was deemed indispensible, because he most reasonably

concludes that he might as well expect to fatten his bul-

locks or support his family without providing necessary

food. In that day, the lights of modern science had not

dawned, but by long experience and vigilant attention,

husbandry, in all its departments, attained a perfection

scarcely inferior to that of Scotland, England or Belgium

in this age, Roman fields, like ours were chiefly culti-

vated by slaves
;
the climate, too, was much like ours,

and why cannot we, with the benefits of theirs and the ex-

ample of others, and the supei'added advantages derivable

from chemistry, geology and botany, become their rivals

in the great art of arts, the art of crop-making 1 There is

but one reason, the want of will and effort. Let us then

throw off the incubus of our backwoods prejudices, stub-

bornly and stupidly adhering as they do, to a blind faith

in new ground.

Having made a beginning, I intend, during the current

year to prepare a stercorary, or receptacle for manures,

perhaps more than one, from which I hope to carry out

annually, many tons of such composted matter as will

treble the crops I have heretofore made on the same fields.

Should such an improvement of our plantations be reso-

lutely undertaken and generally carried out, it is scarcely

possible to estimate the augmented wealth of the country

Thousands of plantations in the older counties of Georgia

as well as in the Carolinas and Virginia can be purchased

from three to ten dollars an acre
;
but lands of the same

geological formation in the Northern and Eastern States,

under an atmosphere far less propitious to crops, readily

sell for from forty to eighty dollars, and much more in

the vicinity of market towns.

On thelower side ©f the lots on which my live stock are

fed, I purpose to excavate a pit in the ground, somefour or

five feet deep, eight or ten wide and long enough to hold

all the leaves that can be seasonably hauled from the

woods, and all the waste fodder, shucks, strav/, &c., and
to receive the entire offal from the stable—solid and fluid.

On all wet and other days when my laboring force cannot

be employed in cultivating or harvesting corn and other

crops, they shall be busy in collecting and depositing these

putrescent matters in the stercorary. Indeed, I may deem
it advisable to detail a fourth of my hands the year round
to the labor of manure making on the plan here suggested.

Any planter whose fields have been sterilized by a vicious

course of cropping, might and probably would find his in-

come greatly increased by the labor of threefourths of his

hands on manured fields—to say nothing of the pride and
pleasure he would derive from contemplating the beauty
and success of his own achievements. To raise the pro-

doction of his plantation to two or threefold its present

amount, and its intrinsic value from three to twenty dol-

lars per acre would abundantly remunerate all the labor

he might expend on each improvement.

In conclusion, I would invoke the aid of our more ex-

perienced husbandmen, in furtherance of this most im-

portant, but much neglected branch of Southern agricul-

ture—especially on account of such contrivances and
practices as would secure the largest quantity of putres-

cent manures. J. C.

Blakely, May, 1857.

Blind Staggers in Rorszs—

E

ditors Southern Culti-

va.tor—At the request of one of your correspondents I

lend you a recipe for the cure of Blind Staggers.

As soon as the disease is discovered, bleed the animal
from the neck copiously and then have cold water teemed
profusely on his head till relieved. Try it.

Recipe eor Scratches in Horses.— 1. Bleed and take

2 quarts of blood from the neck of the horse.

2. Wash the feet affected with strong soap suds till per-

fectly clean
;

let them dry; then wash each affected part

with a solution of corrosive sublimate. Two or three ap-

plications will effect a cure.

It is prepared thus:—Take a quarter of an ounce of
corrosive sublimate and dissolve it in one pint of strong'

spirituous liquors, and it is then ready for use.

Doctor,
May, 1857.

I.EVEI. CUETURE, ONCE 3IORE

!

Editors Southern Cultivator

—

1 have to-day read

your always welcome journal. It has now almost become

a necessity.

I find in your March number an article in reply to one

of mine, published in your January number, from youT

Utica correspondent, Mr. G. D Harmon, of Mississippi.

I feel gratified that, after the smoke of the contest has-

somewhat cleared away, I find Mr. Harmon and I are so

nearly agreed. We both agree as to the deep—foundation

—agricultural importance of the best plan to save our soil

from washing away from us. We agree, in order to do

this every row should be run upon a dead level. And w-e

do not really differ as to the necessity for Side Hill Ditch-

es, for that is a point I leave to the good sense and discre-

tion of the planter, to be determined, everyvjhere—each

one for himself

The only seeming point, then, of disagreement between

us now is as to i\\e fall he gives them. And never having

used the ditches myself I have always said my objec-

tions were theoretical, and . his plowing across, without

turning, thus not increasing the number of short rows,

obviates the strongest objections I urged against them. So
far so well.

In closing this contest, then, I feel it so strongly on my
own part, thatl think lean safely assert it on his, that our

only object has been to av)aken thought, beget action and
elicit truth on this all important subject; and, often this

friendly tilt of ideas and experiences we have saved a

single slice of Southern soil from washing away from us,

we are content and amply compensated for whatever of

labor the controversy has imposed upon us.

It affords mepleasui’etoaddjthatfrom the high estimate

I entertain of Mr. Harmon’s practical good sense and his

enlarged experience, were I now to become his neigh-

bor I should hesitate long before I would discard his Side

Hill Ditches, and canvass very closely before I would even,

change the direction he gives them.

One word at parting, as to the ‘ Mountains.” In defin-

ing my position, geographically, as I was forced to do,

and correcting his mistake in locating me among “the

Heaven kissing hills,” either of Middle or East Tennessee,

he mistakes me much in thinking, even for one moment,
that I designed to speak “reproachfully,” much h ss “con-

temptuously” of “Mountain life.” No! no! That I could

not do. For I yield to no one in feeling sensitively alive

to all the healtful, ennobling and inspiring influences of

mountain air and mountain life. And I have sometimes

felt thatl enjoyed as positive an appreciation of mountain
scenery and sublimity as was propeily accorded to man.

I bow with reverence at the base of Ararat, Sinai and
Calvary and regard their names even as sacred. But
Noah remained not upon Ararat. He and is family des-

cended from that lofty “resting place,” going forth in-

creasing and multiplying, until they come plain of

Shiner. Thence they were scattered abroad to people

this earth.
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Moses, too, after being on Sinai tor forty days and forty

nights, in “the glory of the Lord,’- obeyed the express

^oiiimand oi God. himself, when he came down from the

Mount with the two tables of the testimony in his hands,

to arrest and punish the idolatry of the Israelites. And.

the body of Christ, mangled and desecrated as it was,

was taken down from the cross and from Mount Calvary,

carried to a garden and then placed in the sepulchre of

Joseph of Arimathea.

Acknowledging, then, as I most devoutly do. the sub-

limity and the sacredness of these—God’s great land-

marks of creation
;
appreciating, too, as I feel 1 fully do,

all the healthful, patriarchal, poetic and pious allurements

and surroundings which so properly invest them, in using

the expres-sion to wJiich Mr Harmon takes exception,!

simply meant to emphasize ihe idea that though I might,

either at home or in a trip for health or pleasure, cheerfully

join him in his pmus worship of all the “sacred moun-
tains,^’ or participate in his poetic inspiration around the

^‘sparkling waters of Mont Vale,” 1 thought, as a plain

CoUnn Planter, he had placed me too high up \x\ l\\<i

Mountain Home assigned me. And are w'e not now
agreed even in this 1

I have read a letter from one of your subscribers, w’hose

name 1 cannot decypher satisfactorily, from Portland

Dallas county, Ala
,
(it looks like Thos. Lang, Jr ,) ask-

ing some questions, which I think it proper, in this un-

certainty, to answer through the CuUivator—very con-

densedly indeed.

When my “level rows” meet a gully, I never straddle it

•with the level. I move the hind foot back, at such dis-

tance between the last two level points made by it, as to

enable me to get the level with the fore foot resting on

the edge of the “gully.” It would then have only to dis-

pose of the water falling in it. The manner of filling it

must be determined by the different facilities within easy

access to each one.

The distance between my “guide rows” is always de-

pendent, principally upon the inclination of the surface

—

increasing the riumbers as it is more abrupt and irregular.

On a gentle undulating surface 15 to 20 paces between

them has answered very well with me. Better, however,

have if possible too many then too few on all land.

A span of 1 2 feet is a very convenient distance between

the feet of your level. The mode of running off the rows

I think, is clearly and correcdy given by Mr Jones M
Gunn of your own county, in die May number of the

CiilLwator. There is profit in its perusal.

By the bye! Speaking of Gunns, reminds me to

tender to my brother in the Artillery, as well as the Agri-

cultural department, my thanks for his excellent “stitches”

in support of the “level system of rows and culture.” He

shouts, too, as well as he ^'stitches'' 1 find
;
and 1 think he

has effectually answered an anonymous article in the

same number of your paper, over the signature of “Sub-

scriber,” in which the writer makes strung objections to

what he choses, though very mistakenly to characterize

as “Col. Cannon’s Theory”— that I feel I am saved the

labor, and your columns the space of a more extended

notice from me, than simply to say to “Subscriber,” that

his avowal that said article was “the first pieceever writen”

enables me ihemore readily to excuse him formistakingmy

positive experience for “theory,” and so misnaming it in

his comunication from “Cottage Place,” and that neither

my experience or “theory” should properly be held re-

sponsible for the imperfect work ol either “early” or old

sei.lers in his or any other section of country.

Very respectfully, H J Cannon.

Melton, Swimnervit.ie P O Fnrtf.eco , Ttnn ,
May, ’57.

|^“A11 subscriptions to Vciq Southern Cultivator begin

'With the January number.

THE COTTON GIN—ITS HISTORY, »fcc.

Editors Southern Cultivator : In a late number

of your paper, two articles appeared on the subject of the

Cotton Gin. One, over the signature of the “ Antiquary,”

the other, over that of“ W. A. D.”

The main object of the former appears to be, to defend

the claim of Bull as the inventor of the Cotton Gin, the

latter, to induce me to write its history. To the former, I

would say, I do not intend, nor will I suffer myself to be

drawn into a controversy as to the merits of the claims of

Bull; and to the latter, that I will not attempt to write a

history of the great invention alluded to,—but to both I

will remark, I design simply to record, on the pages of

the Cultivator, some facts that can now be established,

and which, as is well remarked by W. A. D., “ unless

collected will very soon be lost.” Moreover, ifW. A. D^

will refer to an early volume of your paper, I think he

will find a history of the Cotton Gin, written by a com-

mittee of gentlemen, appointed for that purpose by the

Southern Central Agricultural Society. I have deferred,

so long replying to W. A. D., partly to collect some facts

which I thought might be valuable, partly from other

engagements, and partly—perhaps mostly—from in-

dolence.

Before giving the few scraps I have collected, I will

refer W. A D., and all other enquirers, to my friend P.

M Nightingale, of St. Simons Island, as the most likely

repository for authentic information now to be found.

He is the grandson of General Greene, in whose family

Whitney taught school at the time of the invention—and

in possession, I presume, of many of his papers, and, I

know, of many interesting anecdotes relating to this sub-

ject. The interest he takes in all such subjects, I hope,

will induce him to excuse me for thus introducing his

name. Indeed, his interest in the matter prompted him

to promise, some year or two since, to collect and for-

ward me interesting documents on this subject. Lest it

may be lost, resting in frail memory only, I will record

an anecdote which Mr. Nightingale told me concerning

the invention. Mrs. Miller, in the family where Whit-

ney was teaching, having a gold watch out of order and

no watchmaker being convenient, and having confidence

in his ingenuity, gave it to Whitney to repair, who per-

formed the work successfully. Some short lime there-

after a gentleman came to the house, having a fine sample

of cotton wool, and while exhibiting it for the admiration

of the family, remarked in the presence of Whitney and

Mrs. Miller, that there was a fortune for the man who

would discover a machine which would separate with

ficility the wool, or lint, from the seed of the cotton’

Mrs. Miller replied, addressing Whitney, he was the very

man, for she knew, since he had succeeded so well with

her watch, he had ingenuity enough to make such an

invention. After this conversation, Mr. N. says, Whit-

ney confined himself to his room more closely than usual

for some lime, after which he asked the family in to see

his model of a Cotton Gin. It was construcieU with wire

teeth on a revolving cylinder that drew the lint from

ttie seed, but the great difficulty was the lint wound
round the cylinder, there being no contrivance, it would
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seem, to throw off the lint when detached from the seed.

Whereupon, Mrs. Miller, who was standing by, seeing

the difficulty, reached out for a common hair clothes

brush, applied it to the teeth and caught the lint. Mr
Whitney, with delight and excitement, exclaimed—
“Madame, you have solved my difficulty; with this

suggestion of the brush, my machine is complete.” He
then added the brush, on the principle now used, to de-

tach and throw off the lint from the teeth that remove it

from the seed. A few years ago, with much trouble, and

at some expense, I procured part of one of Whitney’s

original cylinders with wire teeth and sent it to Augusta

to the Agricultural Fair, for exhibition, where it was lost.

It must still be in existence, I presume, in Augusta, and

I hope if found it will be returned, that I may deposit it

with our Agricultural Society, or some other institution

where it can be preserved with the care due to such a

relic.

When a boy, I saw John Lyon, and though at his

bouse, liave no recollection about him, except that I saw
Mr. Lyon who then owned a mill There are many
persons in this county who knew and recollect all about

him, and of his supplying the county with the few saw
gins then used. But I have elicited no tacts worth re-

cording, except from Samiul T. Burns, his brother-in-

law, and who worked in his shop at gin making, and

from Thomas Anderson who is now over eighty years

old. Both these gentlemen afein full possession of their

faculties, and their word is beyond suspicion, even if there

were a motive for misrepresentation.

Almost anything now concerning the early history of

the great staple, and the invention which has contr buted

so much to its value, is of interest. Therefore, the excuse

for stating what otherwise rni^ht appear trivial.

Mr. Burns promised me a written memorandum,
some time since, wliich not having come to hand, I have

concluded to delay my communication no longer for it.

But he told me in convt rsation, that the saw gin was
ffrst made in semi circles and fastened on the cylinder.

Edward Lyon, the brother of John, was a smooth tac< d

young man, who dressed himself in woman’s clothes

so as to get in with them who only Wliitney would let

see the gin in operation, as was related to me by Mr
Talbot, and mentioned in a communication 1 made to the

Cultivator \n 185’i.

Thos. Anderson and Bolling Anthony, in 179G, were
CO partners merchandising jit the residence of Anthony,
some six miles north-east of this place. He thinks they

were the first who bought cotton in the county. After

they got a saw gin, they paid two dollars and fifty cents

per hundred pounds in the seed. Lint Cotton sold in the

county for about twenty-five cents per pound. In June,

1797, he went to Virginia with two loads of ginned cot-

ton, of two thousand pounds each. He gave two dollars

per day for wagon, team and driver, and found them.

He had to go on ahead of the teams and provide depots

of provisions for their consumption. He went to Bedford

Court House, in Virginia, and sold out all his cotton, by

retail, in a day and a half, fur fiity cents per pound. He
loaded back at Calloway’s Iron Works, Rocky Mount,
Virginia, with iron, at $112 per ton. He made by his

trip of forty-eight days, one thousand dollars clear, “ but

a heap of it was cut money.”

Mr. A. says they first ginned with rollers, one hand
to a pair. They had twelve pairs, and ginned from

seventy-five to a hundred pounds a day Ihey had to

keep a hand all the time turning rollers, they burned out

by friction so fast. They got McCloud to make them a

thirty five saw gin, propelled by water; it ginned some
twenty-five hundred pounds seed cotton per day. He
thinks the saw gin did nearly as well then as now, ex-

cept it napped badly. M’Cioud was sued by Whitney

for an invasion of his patent. Mr. A. made a sec-

ond trip to Virginia, with cotton, in October, 1897,

“but the Carolinians had gone in and glutted the market,'”’’

so that he got but forty-tiiree cents per pound.

Mr. Anderson says, “sometime before,” he thinks a

year before, he had the saw gin, he v/as at what is now
known as the Simon’s, or Factory Place, at a battalion

muster, when Whitney’s gin was" in operation, and iho

whole baitalion were permitted to go behind ard .see the

(lakes of cotton thrown off tiie gin by the iirusii, but mme
were permiited to examine further. This Simon's, o.r

Factory Place, is the one mentioned by Mr. J’albf't, in my
interview, alluded to in my communication in 1852.

Antiquary says, “ About the year 1795, a gentleman

from Baltitrmre—the father of Judge Bull', of L Grange

—

settled in Columlna county, in thisSiate, and introduced

the Cotton Gin,” &c. Now, Mr. Anderson shows thaS

in June, 1797, he had four thousand pounds of cotton

ginned on a saw gin, and some time before he had it, say

in 1796, he saw Wiiitney’s gin in operaiinn Now, there

must necessarily have elapved tvw or ihree years fronv

the invention of the school teacher, on Sc Sinnuj’s Inland,

before he could have patented his" invention, j^ot ic into

practical working order, settle a place in Wilkes, erected

and set his gin to work. And this corresponds with the

historical fact, that “ Whitney’s invention came riito ope-

ration in 1793.” Nov7, Antiquary says, “About the year

seventeen hundred and vive/y-five.'’ (The itp.licsare my
own.) Bull, “ from Baltimore,” settled in Columbia

county, even aft*!- die saiv gin must have been in opera-

tion. For McCloud, as .Anderson tells us, before June,.

1797, had built one. It is very reasonable to suppose

that some year or two must have elapsed after Lyon had

invented die saw gin, before other persons could success-

fully take up the trade. And we must recollect that inas-

much as Bull came from Baltimore, where— it is to be

presumed— he had never seen a lock of seed cotton, it

would be some time before he would successfully direct

his attention to the invention, to which must be added

some time in working it out. And this is fortified by

what Mr Tall'ot said to me, as mentioned in my com-

munication of 1852, about Billy McLerran, the little

Irish blacksmith of this county, making the saws for

Lyon, ‘ the Jiist that ever were made.”

I think nothing is to be inferred as to xhe priority of the

invention from the fact tliat Whitney viflVred Bull a con-

sideration to let judgment go against him. I presume Bull

was sued for making a saiv gin, as McCloud anil i.ihers

were in Richmond, Columbia, Burke, and perhaps in

other counties But I always understood the defences

were put on the ground that the sow was no violation of

the wire tooth gin. And I cannot discover why the offer

might not have l>een, as welt as if (Ms were Bull’s de-

fenceasifit had been on the ground of prioi ity of inven-

tion Indeed, it is a mortifying histoiical fact, that

Whitney never obtained from the justice of her juries or

the liberality of her legislature, a dollar for an invention

that was an honor to the State in which it occurred, and

that has made us all the money we, for half a century,

have had, or ever expect to have. Notwithstanding ilie

respectability of the authority given by Antiquary for

this offer, yet there cannot be much reliance on such tra-

ditions, for it occurred some “ sixty years since,” and, I

apprehend, before the author was born. Antiquary, in

another part of his communication, gives an instance of

ilie unreliability of siu'h traditions, in his anecdote sub-

stituting the introduction of a man in female attire, sur-

reptitiously into BvLL'saxn house, instead eT Lyon into

Whitney’s, as is so well attested liy Mr Talbot who lived

in the immediate neighborhood, wlu'se kitehen— I am
Jilad to say, still standing— is the very gin liouse in which

the incident occurred—by Burns, the broiher-in-law of
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Lyon, and, if tradition is to have weight, by every one

who then lived in Wilkes county, where it occurred
j

Another one of those traditions by which the “ integrity
|

of history is so often falsifiied,'"’ is given by Antiquary— j

which gives, as it is thouont, the year 1806 as the time i

when the first saw gin was made in Wilkes county by
j

Edward Lyon. I have shown by a living witness that >

ten years before, the copyist of Lyon had made one.
j

And Mr. Anderson mentioned that, besides the one j

3IcCloud made for him, Hanson, of this county had one;
|

indicating that ten years before 1806 they were cornnjon ;

in Wilkes county.
;

All this shows the wisdom of the suggestions of W. H.
;

D., that if any thing is to be said on this subject, let it be
i

done now while there are some living witnesses to many !

important facts. *

.Mr. Bull, I have always understood, was a very enter-
{

prising and ingenious man (mechanic, I presume) and may i

be entitled to the credit of inventing the cotton gin, and
j

from what Antiquary says, probably introduced the iron I

screvv. I have seen the iron screws and taps lying about
\

our streets until within a few years. It think it probable
!

they will be Introduced again as wood becomes scarce'and
|

iron cheap. I have learned that the expense, when iron 1

was so high: was the reason they were abandoned. An
|

old citizen—al.vays curious in such m.atters—fold me, a i

few days sin -e, that the Gilberts of this place had one
j

which jjjcked two bass at a time, and cost, with its com-
\

plicated ge ;ring, eighteen hundred dollars, and w'hich
}

they afterwards sold to some one in Augusta for one
I

thou.sahd dollars,
_

•

At the haz ird of boring you and your readers with the

tediousness -cf my communication, as I am down with my
pen, [ will mil all that I recollect to have heard about

Whitney and his gin, though not to the credit of the
j

Empire Sta'e of the South.'"’ I understand from good
j

authority, ihat Whitney died poor; and, if not in bad
j

taste, or pro'ane, I would say, for our sakes he became
|

poor. It would have taken a crop of one of our largest
i

notion bag lords, at 14 cents per pound, to have withstood
|

the expense of his unsuccessful litigation in Georgia.! He !

lived and died bagless, though he has made more cotton
|

bags than has ever been grown on the soil of “ this glo- i

rious empire of ours,” from 1795 to 1857. His descen-
|

dants are poor. Tennessee, Alabama, South Carolina, 1
1

am informed, and perhaps other cotton States, have mani-
1

fested their appreciation of his merits by material and;

substantial aid, while the great and magnanimous empire
|

of his adoption has been worse than silent; for her juries
1

when appealed to for damages for a violation of his pa-
j

tent, refused the verdicts for him, to which, I have under-
|

stood, from tradition, the judges decided he was entitled. I

It is not too lute, through his posterity, to manifest our

.gratitude to the great inventor.

I have always lived in hopes that Georgia would, in

some lucid interval, be moved by generosity, if not jus- !

tice, to discharge her great obligation, not to be barred by
j

any limitation of time. And until she shall have done so,
i

she should feel herself in an unenviable category, next to
j

the repudiating States of the Union. i

Though the course of my remarks have led me to speak
i

of Whitney only, ihey’^ will also in a degree, apply to;

Lyon and Ids descendants Suf^h men as these are the
!

true benef.actor.s of m^inkiild. Wliere is the score r<fstates- •

men and warriors, mentioned i.n rlie hisfory of Georgia,
j

who'C services are to be mentioned in comparison with !

tbe>e. hum'de mechanics 1 "Were it possible to strike out I

all which the former have done front the past, so uncer- !

tain are the consequences of State policy— that it is qup.s--j

tinna'de whether' we shoul.I not be benefited by the|

o'oliteration. But who so hardy as m doubt the blessing.>|

couferred by the latter 'I While piles of hard cash have
|

been directly and indirectly appropriated by way of emo-
lument for the services of the former, while reams of un-
sullied white paper have been defiled by stilted preambles
and exaggerated resolves, recording their merits, and
clouds of empty gas vomited forth by our orators in praise

of the former, hardly one has risen up even to call the

latter blessed,—hardly one so poor as to. do iliem re-

verence.

These views might by applied to the nation and the
world still more appropriately, had I the space and time.

I would be willing to name a dozen inventors aud dis-

coverers, to whom mankind is more indebted, than to all

the warriors and staies.men who have lived for a thousand
years. And great as is the difference in favor of the

former, in the magnitude of the services rendered, greater,

if possible, is the difference in the rewards in favor of

the latter.

Hundreds of thousands are annually appropriated by
Congress to foster a nest of the brass-button fledgelings at

West Point; and like thousands were voted by that body,
the other day, to increase the pay of the full-plumed, when
a few coppers to furnish bed and board to some genius,

whose talents and, ti^ste would prompt him to pursue a
caterpillar till he could master its natural history, might
benefit the nation more than millions annually appro-

priated for other more imposing purposes.

Garnett Andrews.
Washingio7i, Ga., Ma.y, 1857.

“DIVERSIFIED AGRICLETFRE—HOUSEHOLD
Maaasement, &e.

Editors Southern Cultivator—T am very much
pleased at a scene in your May number, gotten up by
“ L. J. S.” in writing (as he says) “ his first article for the

Southern CuliixatorP He takes our Dr. Lee, Editor, pret-

ty plainly to task for changing his policy of Lecturing

Farmers “ strictly on Domestic Economy” to raise any-

thing needed, so as to be independent, &c
,
and says the

Doctor was, then, “in the right track.” But that he has
'• now run into the popular breeze of the great cotton ma-

nia”—“ the making of which has ruined Georgia lands,

&c.” Dr. Lee in his remarks has been very pleasant, and

sustains himself handsomely in answer to L J. S. when
he says “ that all needful reforms in society are effected

by slow degrees, and often more by appearing to sail with

the popular current than to be forever toiling against it.”

But after all, and on the whole subject of bettering the

Agriculture of the South, I am ready to give the Doctor

great and very great credit. The appearance of the

^'Southern Cullivator'‘^ found Georgia in adilemna. Her

farmers ready to, and actually moving to other new coun-

tries, where they might, by spending what they made,

while wearing out one fine portion of country, wear out

another equally rich, in making over again what they ne-

cessaiily lost in the unholy movement. It cannot be de-

nied that our farmers have grown wiser, in the appropria-

tion of labor, by the Cultivator, and that the worn faces

of our fields have put on different fronts—showing,

that the country will again do to live in. I must stop,

however, to give some credit to the contribution of our Mr.

L. J. S., for that he furnishes Dr. Lee with scope and

[il.-ice to appear before the agricultural public in the very

best essay on Diversified Agriculture” J have ever read.

It is also found in the May number, and 1 cannot too much

commend it to public notice. But enough is here said by

me on the subject of the right management to make mo~

ney The right of it is ready the important item ia

Political Economy I mean the advancement of any peo-

ple in wortli instead of show— in sohds instead of sti-

pe, finally, in all the attributes tliat make com-

munities de.sirable— the people more religious than hypo-

critical; and tiie world a better world. 1 hope that thft
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Editor, who has said so much in the right time and place,

on the subject making, will mix his remarks—in future

—and dwell sometime on the right use or appropriation.

But some of your contributors may say, what has this to

do with farming. I will tell them. The safety and good

progress of governments may be said to be in the hands

of farmers. By a proper use of the treasure procured by

our industry and skill, we might avert the dangers that

await and control the destiny of society
;
but what are we

now doing 1 We farmers and parents are ourselves la-

boring properly, (as we say) for our children; but, in

reality, ruining them by the use of it. We send them into

the world with pockets full of money to ride over commu-
nities, with three hundred dollar horses, and buggies of

two or three hundred—strangers to business— less and

less perfect in education—but with enough to see and fol-

low the paths to the deterioration of society—unto the

defacing of communities—and the loss of all hope in man
kind—moreover, we are, by a sort of waw-education, ed-

ucating our girls a/" native modesty to suit the

taste of our spoiled young men; and where are our hopes

either for comfort in our children, or for preserving the

purity of communities, effected only by raising better

sons and daughters. The wickedness of a world was re-

buked by the destruction ofa “Sodum and Gomorrah,” and

by perseverance in sinning, that world was destroyed by

a deluge. Through the means of a “Noah and his family

preserved” we have arisen to live, to thrive, and (in

America) to do well for nearly the last century—we are

noao improving in agriculture and the mechanic arts; but

we are certainly on the wane in true religion, and the at-

tributes that make good men and women. I have no

doubt that man’s selfish interest carries him further and

longer in the improvements of the arts of living in luxury,

pride and show, than he is found improving in the morali-

ties of his nature, and devotion to his God. This is (as

I think) our situation at the present time, growing worse

and worse. We must soon come to a close—“ wipe out,

and begin of the new.” Cannot farmers do something to

pvi off, if not avert the evil. I hope they will try ! by

governing their households better. W. R.

Culloden, Mov.

THE L.AWS OF TKAOE.—NO FAILURE OF
The Great Producing Powers of the

Sugar liUnds of liOuisiana.

Editors Southern Cultivator—But a small number
of persons, especially among Planters, give sufficient at-

tention to the laws of trade, to appreciate, or fully under-

stand what is meant by the laws of trade
;
and as good

proof of this position, we see it often happen that popular

expectation is disappointed, or many plenters raising cer-

tain articles with the expectation of obtaining high prices,

but often disappointed, and consequently discouraged, thr

victim often throwing the blame on others, saying A., B.,

C.,andD. recommend it. At this time some are plant

ing increased quantity of cotton, thinking to obtain 15 o)

even 20 cents—others are planting Chinese Sugar Cam
seed, believing they will obtain 60, 70 or 80 cents p r

gallon for Molasses. Twelve or fourteen years ago. Lead

actually sold at some of the mines of Illinois and Mi.'-

souri at $l per hundred, which low price suspended ope

rations at many of the mines, and the laws of trade or

dained that this low extreme should produce the other o

high prices. Hence, by the laws of trade is meant, tha

effect will follow cause, or low prices will kill off comne

tition, and high prices will excite the same. At this tiru'

tha Sugar, and Syrup, and Molasses makers of every elas;

are excited, and straining every nerve to raise increased

quauiiiies, and the liost who are pitching into the raisin

of Chinese Sugar Cane have more need of caution thai

farther encouragement, for many of them are doomed tt

disappointment in consequence of the low prices that

will rule at no distant day, when the world will almost

welter in sweets. Let those who doubt this stick a pin

in it. And here I would correct a great error that many
have fallen into, respecting the exhausted condition of

Louisiana for making Sugar, The two last crops were
short, and the last one almost, or quite unprecedentedly

short, and such wide extremes of the last four crops con-

clusively show that the Sugar crop is subject to greater

uncertainty than either Corn or Cotton, but little more so

than Wheat or Tobacco. But how came Lonisiana to

be exhausted when scarcely half of her richest of alluvial

land have ever been put in cultivation. These lands ex-

hausted ' What a humbug. The very lands that possess

the most complete recuperating power of any on the

globe, in the muddy floods of the Mississippi valley, ma-
king vast and rich of deposits wherever her mighty

floods overleap the frail, yet useful protection of levees,

dooming many to ruin for the present, but sowing tha

blessings of plenty for ages to come. Let those who be-

lieve that the sun, moon and stars will fail their usual

course, believe also that the great Mississippi valley, the

greatest Egypt of the world, will fail to be the garden pro-

dneing valley of the world
;
that the levees of Louisiana

will be overrun once or twice in a century, T think no one

need doubt; to doubt it, would be to doubt the Divine

care for keeping fruitful the most fruitful valleys of the

world.

Now, in conclusion, a word of considerative advice io-

Chinese Sugar Cane raisers will be in good time to pre-

vent much mischief. Go on, your excitement and enter-

prise is good to assist in developing the resources of your
country; but expect low prices for the years 1858, ’59

and ’60. Then the too excitable competitors will be kill-

ed off, but the persevering will be well taught, and ready

to reap the harvest of good prices that will follow the

next low extreme. M, T. McGehee.
Bradley Countv, Ark., Man, 1857.

HIVES AND HIVING OF BEES.—THE CHINA
Beery,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Mr. Stevenson de-

sires further information about Bees, and I cheerfully com-

ply. In making Bee hives, I do not dress the plank, ii

would be rather a disadvantage to the inside, causing the

Bees to labor harder, to crawl and fasten their combs to a

smoother surface; but it would give additional beauty

and durability to dress and paint the outside. Ido not

perfume or rub the hives with anything. 1 have often put

Bees in hives that other families have worked in, and
they remain as well as in new hives. In order to hive

Bees and keep them with the least trouble, it is necessary

that there are no large or tall trees in 40 or 50 yards of the

apiary, but there should be a sufficient number of thick

top or wide branching small trees, or sapplings to shade
the ground about the apiary. Such is the situation of

mine, and about nine times out of ten my Bees settle on
some small limb from seven to ten feet above the ground.

1 set my gum on the ground, or on a table, so leant and
propped to one side, as to give a large opening at the

mouth to receive the Bees. I next assistid, by a ladder,

ind one hand to help me hold steady and saw off the

imb containing the Bees, convey them to the mouth of

me gum, and giving the limb a slight but sudden shake,

hey drop off, and immediately they commence running

nto and up the gum
;
and if they, as they sometimes

vill, crawl up in part on the outside of the box, a gentle

Hushing down with a broom will soon induce tlnrn to

aka the riiiht direction, and when fairly in, the mouth,

hould be closed down, so as to leave only room enough
or a free passage. As a preventive to tlieir flight and
re-settling again, they should be well sprinkled with wa~
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ter, just before cutting the limb off. As soon as night

comes, they should be moved home. I have no doubt but

rubbing of perfumes on the hive is frequently the cause of

Bees leaving, their smell being very acute, high scented

perfumes no doubt distress them. The settling of Bees on

the body of a tree that I am unwilling to cut down, I ob-

viate by tying a bunch of cotton on the end of a pole, set-

ting it on fire without blazing, and holding it near the Bees,

so that the air will drift the smoke on them, which causes

them to take the wing and settle at another place; and if

they again settle wrong, I repeat until they settle right,

and to avoid being stung, I suspend a silk handkerchief

over my face. I do not loose exceeding 1-lOth of my
swarms, nor ami stung more than once in 20 hivings.

Mix China Berries with chips when smoking meat, it

is an excellent preventive against insects, better than sul-

phur or any other remedy I know of. Such is the result

of2 years trial of two of my neighbors and myself Thanks
to Mr. Wylie and Stephenson for their information about

the China Berry. M. T. McGeheb.
Bradlij Couniy, Ark.. 1857.

BACKWARD REASON IN SOUTHWESTERN
Georgia, Strictures, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Thinking ray broth-

er planters would like to hear of the prospect of the crops

in this section, I wdU briefly tell them In the first place,

the spring has been unusually late, and most unfavorable

forgetting up seed, and when up, checking the growth of

the plants -with cold, and shortening them in by frosts, so

that now corn is half the size it usually is, and cotton a

bad stand, and where re-planted not up. If a late and
disastrous spring will brighten the hopes of the spinners

for a full supply nf the staple from the growing crop, they

may rejoice, but 1 think, England’s millions dependent
upon cotton for tlv ir bread, have cause for trembling.

Every planter knows it is important to secure the first or

under crop, as the two last are the most uncertain, and
the re-plant cannot make the first, as the stalk will not

be sufficiently matured to take it on, and thus, those who
have re-planted or planted over, and they are many, be-

come dependent upon the middle and top crop. New
and strong land^mny force out a full crop with favorable

seasons, but the old and worn out lands of Georgia and
Carolina or anywhere else, cannot, it is impossible with

so late a start. That I know, for I once planted such
lands. My planting experience extends back eighteen

years, and I can truthfully say this spring is the most
backward I ever witnessed, not excepting the year we
had snow the 15th of April, and frost the next day. We
havf? had in this section three frosts in April, the 7th,

15th and 23d— the first and last doing most damage, so

much so, that I having, after planting my crop, enough
seed to plant again, had repeated applications from those

whose cotton vvas killed by frost, and some whose cotton

never came up. My corn was three weeks in the ground
before I saw the first plant, and my cotton is not a stand

yet, though some has been planted four weeks. The pre-

sent crop will be short' (100,000 bales, and I think, unless

very favora .le seasons ensue, the growing crop will not

diminish the decrease. I judge from news from abroad
and observation at home, of the lateness of getting up the

cotton, I consider the crop fully one month behind the

last.

Will you perntit an old friend of the Cullixator to say

a few words about i', for all can see faults in their b^-st

frietids In the first place, 1 think it is departing from its

old simplicity ami assuming too much of a scientific or-

der for the masses After reading many of your articles,

I have thought how many of your readers will be benefit-

ted^ in proportion to tlie number, who understand them.

Let us have plain bold theories to induce practice, and the

facts of that practice in words that all may understand.

Suppose I made an experiment and began telling it to

you in this language. In experimentum apriculturumy

plovem non breakabus estatum clodium, cum litatis even-

tuatis, absurdo Italium grassuyn. Would you understand

it? Just so, is the Cultivator becoming “ dutch” to the

masses.

Again, agricultural journals are becoming too much the

channels for puffing extraordinary seeds, rare plants, won-
derful trees, &c., inuring to the benefit of a few, and the

neglect of the planter, for whose pleasure and improve-

ment these journals are gotten up. If any one has any-

thing to sell, let him puff it in an advertisement and pay
for it. I do not say your paper does it, but I see a ten-

dency that way. As an instance, the Chinese Sugar

Cane has been an esteemed friend of the Cultivator for

months, and in the May number just to hand, there are no
less than five articles about it, besides the advertisement.

The last I am glad to see, as I wish the paper not only sus-

tained, but prospered. I mention the Sugar Cane only as

an instance of the way new things are taken hold of,

written about, and eventually written to death, when no
more juice can be squezed out, and then burned, as was
the Multicaulis. I mean nothing personal, but as an old

friend, I wish the Cultivator io keep up its old ways of

telling new things.

I arn truly, yours, Rebek.

Hopehazy, Baker County, Ga., May, 1857.

[Truly 1 the position ofan editor is no sinecure ! With

as many different tastes and peculiarities as he has readers

to suit he is fortunate, indeed, if in seeking to avoid giv-

ing one offence, he does not displease a dozen others.

Knowing this, we have endeavored to make our paper a

medium offree discussion on all matters connected with

agriculture and rural life, allowing each and all of our cor-

respondents to speak his own thoughts in his own way,

but holding ourselves only responsible for opinions.

There is little that is new and interesting to be said on the

ordinary routine of planting, and it a treat to ourselves

and the majority of our readers to have a fresh subject,

and one that promises such practical and satisfactory re-

sults as the Chinese Sugar Cane. As regards the charge

of being too scientific and learned for the masses, we plead

^‘unt guilty/^—“on the contrary, quite the reverse”—and,

were it so, we hold it better to endeavor to raise than to

ZiTtuer the standard of agricultural education. A gentle-

man who is, evidently so well versed in the classics as our

friend “Rebek,” will, we trust, never find himself “beyond

his depth” in the plain and matter-of-fact pages of the

Cultivator .

—

Eds.]

SHEEP RAISING IN THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator: I have read so much
about the above, that I am tempted to give you our expe-

rience in that line.

Two years since, we bought forty head of ewes, have

killed about thirty for mutton, have now one hundred

head and one hundred and twenty lambs
;
four have died,

and we lost several lambs that might have been saved if

we had had better pasture to protect from hogs. They
have cost us nothing except for salt and attention. The
wool will this year be worth about SI 20, which is half

the prime cost of the sheep, and the lambs fully S200
more— which will certainly pay—but they were attended

to, and not left to run about and shift for themselves.

A kansas River

^

1857. Arks.
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HOGS AND PORK-MAKING.

EDrxoRS SoTTHERN CULTIVATOR—Can a planter afford

to feed hogs when he can sell his corn at 80 cents cash,

and a prospect in 3 days of its being worth 100 cents'?

—

Can he afford to neglect his hogs, even if he could sell at

200 cents per bushel '?

Suppose he requires 15.000 pounds of pork, worth say

62 cents per pound, hauling, &c
,
&c., added, worth, say

Si 000. The planter has 1000 bushels he can spare, and

can sell for $1000. He has the hogs, if well taken care

of, that will give him the pork, and if not attended to he

will not make the half of it, but admit he sells $1000

worth, and has $750 worth of meat, so he only buys $250
worth and saves $750. Is there economy in it'? Hog
stock neglected one year, may cut down the stock, so

that in 1818, the planter would not kill $500, and 1859

not that much. In the meantime, the demand increasing

enhances price, and instead of 6^, it may be 8 or more

Some planters argue that meat cannot be raised when corn

commands 75 cents. Suppose it is so, but may it not be

better to do so one or two years than to permit stock to

run down, and when corn and cotton falls in price, there

are no hogs to feed.

When corn commands 75 to 100 cents, peas and pota-

toes and pindars, and Sorghum (Sugar millet) should come
in to supply most of feed. Not too late even in May to

plant squashes, they produce much and cheap food.

A calm, working discussion of this question, would no

doubt, be of much advantage. Not controversy, but just

such a discussion as if we were anxious for every South-

ern man to see what is best for him and his country, not

for the moment, but as a policy to be pursued*

Yours, An Enquirer.
Jones Hollow, AprU, 1857

DESCRIPTION OF A SUGAR MILE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Take four pieces of

timber 6 by 8, and mortice them together in the form of

the ground sills of a small building
;
a fifth piece fitting

exactly in the centre of end piece. Let the foundation be

about 8 feet long and 5 feet wide. In the middle of each

end piece, set an upright post 4 by 6 if you prefer, and 3

or 3i feet high. These posts must be well braced on each

side. Dovetail into the top of these posts a stick of timber

6 or 8 by 10 or 12, the wide side down. From end to end

lay a floor upon the ground sills of25 or 3 inch plunk,

about 2 or 3 feet wide. Three holes must be made in this

floor in a line for the necks of the rollers to work in—the

centre hole round—the other two elliptical. Similar holes

must be made in the beam above for the same purpose

The outer holes are elliptical in order to key them up to

the centre roller, so that they may be almost in contact.

The floor must be scooped out inclining gradually down
from within a few inches of the holes to within an inch or

two of the outside edges of the floor. This is for conduct-

ing and coiitaining the juice as a reservoir, from which a

pipe can lead the juice wherever it is wanted, or a play

hole may be made to convey the juice into buckets.

The Rollers are usually made of Live Oak, turned in a

lathe, from 18 to 30 inches in diameter. Cogs made of

Hickory or other elastic wood are inserted in each

roller near the upper end. The upper neck of the middle

roller is larger than that of the others and extends through

the upper beam 2 or 3 feet to afford a fastening to a long

beam, which is m.ucle curved or inclining to the ground,

and to which one or two horses may be attached to give

it motion. The necks of the rollers should work in boxe.s,

made of metalic composition, and the ends of the rolltr

necks ought to be banded with iron. It is proper to coun-

isisink the cogs

It is customary to pass the the Sugar Cane through the

the two rollers on one side and back through the two on

the other. When not in use, the rollers should be protect-

ed from the weather. G. J. A.

Brunswick, Ga., Moaj, 1857.

P. S.—I have complied with the request of your corres-

pondent in the June number of the Cultivator as nearly

as possible. I am no farmer, but 1 have seen hundreds of

mills, and my description 1 believe to be correct.

BALING COTTON WITH IRON HOOPS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As there seems to be

a good deal of discussion going on among planters, as to

the merits of baling Cotton with iron hoops, I believe

it to be the duty of every citizen when he sees his

fellows falling into error to warn them of that error.

—

1 here are several objections to baling Cotton with iron

hoops. The principal of which is, the colion presses in

our sea-port towns will throw away the hoops, and make

the planter pay for ropes, they not being prepared for

that kind of business. Secondly, if using that particular

mode of lastening were to come into general use, the price

of hoop 'iron, instead of eight or nine cents, would soon

run up to a much higher figure, and as iron hoops are a

foreign production, we would be injuring the production

of our own Southern States, which every true lover of

his country should never do There are also some few

minor objections, such as the action of salt on the iron

hoops in the holds of the vessels, and the cotton being

packed with jackscrews in the vessels the fastenings are

apt to slip off. The iron hoop is also worthless after it

leaches its destination, the rope is worth something to

make paper of the coarsest kinds with I have packed

Cotton myself with iron hoops several years ago, using

two rivets, which cost ten cents each, but finding that the

presses would not receive it, I abandoned it We should

recollect that all change is not improvement, and we
should be careful how we suggest even a slight alteration

in the management of a staple so necessary to the well

being of millions as Cotton I would make one sugges-

tion to my brother planters, that is, never to jRack cotton

bales weighing over 450 or 500 pounds—you injure your

screws, you wear out your negroes in treading it in the

box, you waste time also, your bales being so heavy are

torn in pieces by the handling of them with iron hooks.

Ifany one would just walk around the depots of our rail-

roads, and see the skinned and war-worn appearance of

an 800 pound bale, he would easily become a convert to

my opinion. This is only one side of the question. I am
open to conviction, and would like to hear the opposite

side. “ Dixit.”

Burke County, Ga., May, 1857.

THE SCARCITY OF SUGAR.

The Providence Journal has a very sensible article on

the present scarcity of Sugar, and its consequent high

price. It argues that theie is but one way to meet the

difiiculty, and that is not to eat it. If every family would
resolve to diminish the consumption of sugar one-half, or

one third, the evil would soon disappear, and this sicri-

nce would really amount to but liule. T he present ex-

orhitfintiy high price at which the article is selling must,

>s a natural consequence, check its ct'nsumption for the

sin'qile reason that the poorer classes, and even those of

mod) r.ite means, cannot affoid to !)uy it. The Piovidence

editor thinks that the present iiigh prices will h ive li e

Ifi ct to stimulate all the domestic sourc.es of supply, and
hat the presetit year will produce great qtianmtes ftom

the maj.ff and also from the Chinese Cane recently intro-

duced.

—

Balt. Patriot.
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FARMING INTERESTS IN EAST FEORIBA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If a stream were to

gush out of the ground, the first things borne on its bo-

som would be trash and all light substances; but as it
|

swells and strengthens, the heavier bodies are washed up
j

and borne off. The declivity is first sought, the meandeiv
|

ings of the stream laid off and its bed smoothed, and thus I

the heavy bodies float along unobstructed. It is to this I

would compare the tide of emigration. When a new
country is opened and its advantages made known, it is

the floating population— the wayward, the dissatisfied,

and the reckless and often wortliless—who first settle in

it. They are mere adventurers, and do not consider it to

their interest to improve, but simply to destroy. They
build shanties, cut down a few trees, make their corn,

and trust to their rifles for meat. They are light floating

bodies, and pave the way and make, as it were, starting

points for better citizens. 1 consider them only a degree

above the savage. The buffalo is the harbinger of the

savage, the savage of the honey bee, the bee of the

pioneer, and the pioneer of the better citizen. When
herds of buffalo were seen winding their way westward,

the Indian in the wake, the bee next made its virgin

honey on the banks of the Mississippi, the axe of the

pioneer sounded near behind, and soon the hum of the

loom, the ring of the anvil and the click of the mill joined

together in raising a new song, and opening a new era.

Every thing in nature performs its respective part.

The vapors of the Ocean, after watering innumerable

fields, return to it through a thousand channels. Though
a part is absorbed by the flowers, a part drank by count-

less plants, yet it all returns at last to the bosom of its

mother. It benefits every thing it touches, and every

thing it touches benefits something else. We should not

do evil that good may come, yet such is the case some-

times. The ihoui^htless boy may pluck a bud from a

plant, and cause it to put forth a dozen more. The
pioneers though they cut down and destroy and injure

land, yet they mark the richest spots of a country, the

places where the best water is found, and make trails that

will do to cut roads by.

Such is the condition at present of many parts of East

Florida. The way has been cleared, good farmers are

moving in, and it is time to introduce system and im-

provement. We see very little in this part of the ^-’tate,

|

(Columbia county,) except corn and cotton. Every one, I
|

suppose, makes his own sugar. The soil, mostly lime,
j

will produce almost anything. Where there is such a

great number of indigenous plants, it is only plau.sible to !

suppose that almost anything will grow. It is probable

that small grain cannot be cultivated for market to ad-

vantage; but each farmer can make enough for his own
use, and it is cheeper to mane than to buy. The farmers

that have been here some time are loath to believe that

there is room for improvement. They have farmed the

same way so long that it has become merely mechanical,

and you cannot convince them that a change would be

for the belter. These old fogies are found in more places

than in Florida—they ate found all over the South. 1 am
not a full believer in “ Y'oung America,” but as the soil is

somewhat ditTcrent to what it was when my father

plowed it, 1 see fit to plow it in a ditTerent manner. 1

would just as soon wear my futiier's old blue snad-tail

I was tr.ivelling in iNoi lh Carolina last fall, and noticed a

very poor, teeule horse altadied to tlie stage with a very

fine one. 1 remarked to tiie driver that that was bad

policy. “ Humph,” said he, “ two poor ones couldn’t pull

the stage; besiues it is the custom.”

Panning nosv occupies the highest position, and he

who only raises one or two things should not be classed

among farmers. The idea is, to take a given quantity of

land and cultivate it to the best advantaije, with an eye
single to economy of time and labor. I can not be con-
vinced to plant cotton alone, and buy necessaries. To
the farmer is given the seed of everything that grows,
and he should cultivate them accordingly. As a man is

expected to cultivate the faculties of his mind, and he is

the most perfect who keeps them best in equilibrium,

thus the farmer should cultivate all that is given him, and
he IS the best farmer who cultivates most to advantage.

*-rom the field to the orchard. After looking at the

variety in the field, corn and cotton and cotton and corn,

we go to the orchard and find a variety of peach trees and
trees-peach. Tliough the peaches are scarce, yet they

are the largest and best flavored I have ever seen. A little

attention alone is needed, and why, when bilious attacks

are so common, is it not bestowed! Apples are not

known. The same family, persimmons, haws, &c., grow
here, and why not they ! Oranges cannot be cultivated

to advantage in this county—most of them were killed

last winter—but we can have a few for ornament. The
.pommegranate and the fig grow finely

;
the pear I have

not seen tried. «

Now, from the orchard to the vineyard ! It is no where
to be found. I think the whole class of Pentandria Mo-
nogynia will grow here. There are vines of every de- •
scripiion. I am from North Carolina, the native spot of

the Scuppermong, and how I miss them!

All those things should be attended to, for a farm cannot

smile without them. It adds infinitely to appearance, to

say nothing of the luxury. In a Southern latitude like

this, almost tropical, what is better for health than an
abundance of fruits 1

Every thing about a farm should be pretty and neat.

1 regard economy as a moral obligation. What is more

instructive to children than neatness and economy ! It

trains their minds, it gives them good wholesome ideas,

and fits them for after life. They are taught to abhor

carelessness and disorder, and I might say that the former

—carelessness—leads to dishonesty
;
its ally is negligence,

and its greatest enemy frugality.

Nothing is more attractive than a highlj’’ embellished

yard. It causes one to love home and linger there;

There is an association with every tree and plant. The
old shade trees, yielding at last to mutability, bnt un-

changed for a long time,—how pleasant it is to wander
back to the home of our childhood, and view those speak-

ing monuments of the past. How many recollections !

Oh ! how fondly we think of youth and its young dreams.

The ivy creeping on the chimneys—the terraces around

the old oaks—the multiflora hanging on the poplar— all

have their associations, and call to mind events long since

forgotten, emotions that no other objects could excite.

I conclude this rambling letter by asking for informa-

tion. Will you, or some of your correspondents, be so

kind as to give an elaborate treatise on the cultivation of

Sea Island Cotton and Sugar Cane! lean find nothing

in the Patent Office Reports, and know not where I can

get information. A kind of agricultural and meteorolo-

gical treatise, I would think necessary. We have no

State geologist; a grand mistake, and we only know
that we have a lime soil The climate is somewhat pe-

culiar, as might be expected in a Peninsula. The Gulf

Stream must have its, influence, the salt breezes have their

(-fleet, and “ when it rains, it pours,” and Limt Maury

niiiiht infer something from the quantity ( f eh-ctriciiy in

the thunder storms. I thing an interesting article might

be written. VVtio in Florida will write it ! R. R.

LUile Ritter, E Fiorhia, Maj

,

l8.)7.

swarm of bees, it is said, contains from 10,000

to 20,00 J in a natural state, and from 30,000 to 40,000 in a

hivo.
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CI^EARIAG SWAMP EANDS.

Editors Southrrn Cultivator— It seems that the most

of your correspondents take position in favor of clear-

ing up and cultivating the swamp and pond lands, and it

is my honest opinion that if the commenders of this im-

portant subject were to give it a calm and dispas-sionate

consideration in all of its ramifications and not depend so

much upon imagination and supposition, they would find

that much hard labor and money is disbursed for that

which has never returned, nor ever will return ample

recompense. Ido not write from imagination or suppo-

sition on this subject, as the most of your correspondents

do; but I write as an individual who has had full expe-

rience in the cultivation of swamp and pond lands. My
father has got just as good swamp and pond lands as

there are in the State of Georgia, and has taken just as

much pains in clearing it up, ditching, and subsoiling it

as any man could have taken, and notwithstanding he

has had his pond land in cultivation, particularly for the

last five or six years, it has never paid him for the money
and time which he consumed in ditching it

;
and except

through contingency, it never will. There are two

things particularly to be taken into consideration in re-

gard to the clearing up of swamp and pond land, and two
things, I have no doubt, if they had their practical bear-

rings among the people, would cause a great many who
are now involving themselves head and ears in debt to

Irishmen for cutting moats to dry their lands, to re-

frain from doing it— the first is, the amount of money and

time that is to be consumed in putting it in the right

plight for cultivation
;
secondly, the precariousness of the

crop after you get it in the right plight for cultivation.

And I know of individuals in my own neighborhood who
have immerged themselves into their swamps from the

want of forethought or common sense, I know not which,

and have been broken totally and absolutely forever by
not having the means sufficiently to pull them out And
I would advise every individual, as well as myself, who
has to exercise dubiousness of the weight of his purse, to

keep out of those swamps and ponds. J. W. 01.

Jefferson County, May, 1857.

ROTARY DIGGERS, SUBSOIEING-CONCRETE
HoHseg»-Greea Manure, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In your May num-

ber of the Southern Cultivator I find, as usual, many use-

ful hints and statements. Among those I remarked Mr.

Nelson’s brief notice in regard to Gibb’s Rotary Digger. I

have seen that Digger in operation, and I agree with Itfr.

Nelson on all points. Subsoiling even if it could be done

by that machine, isvery good, but will never make a per-

manent deep soil. The subsoil can be broken and thus

answers for one crop or season. However, nothing makes
an actually lasting deep soil, but mixing and assimilating

the substrata with the vegetable soil. I would not ad-

vise any farmer to bury the top soil deeply under, all at

once, and bring up the inert clay, but to do it by degrees

two inches of red clay or any other dormant subsoil

with the exception of pebbles or coarse gravel, mixed with

6 or 8 inches of the cultivated upper soil will not affect its

fertility; on the contrary, it will give new strength to the

old crust and bring in it some of the potash or lime usual-

ly to be found in our subsoils, where they are deposited

by their specific gravity. Three years ofsuch a treatment

in succession would make a good bed for the roots of all

the farm ptoducts
;

it would add six inches of new soil

containing new and vi^jorous elements to the old soil de-

prived of most of the substances to be found in virgin

soils; afier that, subsoiling would prove more effectual

In the Oid Country w'here land is scarce and population

thickly settled, thorough cultivation of the soil is a neces-

sity. I have often witnessed the wonderful results of deep

cultivation on rather poor soils, and I can safely recom-

mend it.

One of the very best methods is the following:—A fur-

row is made with a one or two horse team, according to

the quality of soil, (clay or silicium,) using a plow with a

mould board which throws the sod over fairly. In the

same furrow follows an ordinary plow with two horses,

and if the first furrow is opened wide enough, all the sod

or ill weeds will be buried deep enough so as to be cover-

ed partly by two or three inches of the subsoil. The Mi-

chigan Double Plow does it well enough, but it' requires

four horses or mules
;
and I think those two separate

double teams accomplish the work better and with a great

deal less traction.

This result cannot be obtained by Gibb’s Digger, which
as, Mr. N. remarks, does the work of a mole, and is al-

together too heavy, too complicated, and too high in price

to be used extensively. Complicated machinery, clogging

easily or getting out of order at a great distance from the

black smith shop, should be avoided on large farms. But
the best results of double plowing is the burying of

the ill weeds and their destruction by a fine growth of the

next crop.

In some parts of Belgium, where pine woods are sown
and planted as regularly as cotton or sugar crops, the

heaJh can only be subdued by turning up the subsoil, poor

as it is, and covering the heath sods, so as to let the pine

seed have the start, before the heath can make its way to

the surface and destroy most ot the young pines, very

weak in their first and second years growth. Absence of

ill weeds is, in most cases, as good, if not better, than

manure; and to prevent their baneful influence on any
crop, deep burying of the plants and roots is the cheapest

and best remedy.

In regard to your at tide upon Concrete Rock walls and

their durability I will only state that I have known a large

and fine residence built in that way, perhaps some hun-

dred and fifty years ago, four stories high, in perfect state

of preservation. I allude to the conspicuous residence of

Col. Nightingale on the Southern point of Cumberland
Island, Ga. This buildingis in close vicinity to the ocean,

and exposed to all kinds of storms from the main deep, it

is built on the same principle, with nothing but oyster

shells in a mortar of the same burned oyster shells and

white sand. It has stood there for more than a century,

and shows no sign ofdecay. If oyster shells, will do I

guess rock or granite will do much better.

While I was with you, I heard many complaints about

the scarcity and high price of manure. I believe a plant-

tation could be benefitted a good deal by turning undev

green crops; for instance in planting corn could you not

find some rank growing herb or plant to be sown in the

empty space between the rows of the corn
;
as your cow

peas or any other fast growing plant I If that could make
a growth of 4 or 5 inches with thick stems and spreading

foliage as tUe pea, before the first plovving of the corn. It

could be buried, and bring by its decomposition potash

and other principles for the use of the corn plant. Albeit

I would strongly recommend a late crop of such kind of

plants after the corn is removed to be turned under late in

November, before any frost would kill it, and diminish its

f-riilizing properties. In my country sperguta (a good
food for cattle on light soils) is often used as the only ma-
nure for rye and with a very good result.

I am aware that the objection to my plan of a green

crop among corn would be the difficulty of the operation.

It would, of course require a deep furrow.^ in the middle,

while ill the ordinary way there is only two light furrows

for the corn and no middle plowing; but I will try it as

soon as possible. Yours, &c., B.
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FEEDING MIECH COWS ON T031AT0ES, &C.

We tried an experiment in feeding milch cows, that

did so well with us that we will give the facts, and per-

haps it may be tested by others, and prove equally satis-

factory to them.

In planting cotton we left two rows together, in which

no cotton seed were dropped. About four feet apart in

each row, we had the soil dug up with a grubbing hoe,

about a foot deep, with about two spades of manure well

incorporated with loose earth, and made into a flat, low

hill, or bed. When a good season came, we planted a to-

mato plant (large round red) in each hill. They were

worked with the cotton, and came very finely. Our

squash patch was pretty large, and planted with a view

to feeding cows.

For two or three monhts we were able to have a half

bushel or three pecks of tomatoes boiled with about the

same quantity of squashes each day, and given to four

cows. The results were remarkable. The quantity of

butter exceeded the usual average for that number of

cows; but what was the most striking result, and that

which we had not anticipated, was the beautiful yellow

collor, and delicious flavor imparted to the butter by the

tomatoes.

—

So. Ca. Agriculturist.

THE SHADOWS OF CHILDJHOOD.

God bless the little children! We like their bright

eyes, their happy faces, their winning ways, their rosy

dreams! Nothing seems to weigh down their buoyant

spirits long: misfortune may fall to their lot, but the

shadows it casts upon their iife-path are fleeting as the

clouds that come and go in an April sky. Their future

may, perchance, appear dark to others, but to their fear-

less gaze it looms up brilliant and beautiful as the walls

of a fdirj’’ palace. There is no tear which a mother’s

gentle hand cannot wipe a.way, no wound that a mother’s

kiss cannot heal, no anguish which the sweet murmuring
of her soft, low voice cannot soothe. The warm gener-

ous impulses of their nature have not been fettered and

cramped by the cold formalities of the world
;
they have

not yet learned to veil a hollow heart with false smiles, or

hide the basest purpose beneath honeyed words. Neither

are they constantly on the alert to search out our faults

and foibles with Argus eyes; on the contrary, they exer-

cise that blessed charity which “thinketh no evil.”

—

Ex-
change paper.

Simplicity of English Dress.—In the families of

many of the nobility and gentry of England, possessing

an annual income which, of itself, would be an ample

fortune, there is greater economy of dress, and more sim-

plicity in the furnishing of the dwelling, than there is in

many of the homes of our citizens, who are barely able

to supply the wants of the families by the closest atten-

tion to their business. A friend of ours, who sojourned,

not long since, several months in the vicinity of some of

the wealthy landed aristocracy of England, whose ample

rent would have warronted a high style of fashion, was
surprised at tlie simplicity of manners practiced. Ser-

vants were more numerous than with us, but the ladies

made more account of one silk dress than would be

thought here of a dozen. They were generally clothed in

good substantial stufls, and a display of fine clothing and

jewelry was reserved for great occasions. The furniture

of the mansions, instead of being turned out of doors

every few years for new and fashionable styles, was
the same which the ancestors of the families for sev-

eral generations had possessed—substaniial and in excel-

lent preservation, but plain, and without any preiensi()n-s

to elegance. Even the carpets on many suits of parloi>

had been on the floors for fifty years, and were expected

to do service for another half a century. With us how
different is the state of things! We are wasting an

amount of wealth in this country on show and fashion,

which, if rightly applied, would renovate the condition of

the whole population of the world, and christianize, civi-

lize and educate mankind

—

Cflendar.

COTTON AND CORN IN 3IISSISSIPPI.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have planted over

one-sixth of my cotton crop, and fear I should not have

stopped. This is the first time I have had to do so,— this

my 27th crop. 1 will plant over my entire crop of corn,

found upon careful examination on the 25ih that so much
is killed, that it is unwise to trust to the living. My corn

had been harrowed, thinned to a stand, and all plowed
out.

I learn from sevei’al, that the “ plowing up” and “plant-

ing” are the words now generally used by planters when
talking about their crops. Some have plowed up and
planted over all cotton, others are at, some more and

others less, of their corn. Cotton seed are very scarce

and in demand.
Having kept a daily record for these 27 years, I can, af-

ter looking back, speak more definitely than many of my
brethren. Ice, with the thermometer at 31 degrees on the

24th April, stands “solitary and alone,” “ without a rival”

for the coldest mean so late. I remember, that in 1816,

in June, about the 16th, I think, we had a killing frost.

At that period of my boyhood, I was required by my sys-

tematic father to keep notes of passing events, and my
memory is drawn back to that occurrence, though I am
not positive as to the day.

What will corn and meat be worth in 1858 7 Planters

of the South, what say ye 7 Everybody here is planting

every acre of cotton possible.

Yours, truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwards^ Miss., April, 1857.

COTTON THKE.SHEK8.

Editors Southern Cultivator—To your Texas cor-

respondent, “J. W. Speight,” I would say that some ten or

fifteen years past. Cotton Threshers were very common in

Alabama, particularly the southern portion of that State.

A resident of Mobile by the name of Livingston, (I do

not recollect his first name) patented a Thresher and

made and sold a great many, and my impression is, sent

a good many to Texas. About five years ago I met Mr.

Livingston in New Orleans, then on his way to Texas

and I think he then informed me that he was still selling

those machines. My impression is that they are general-

ly laid aside, planters relying on the late improvements

in the Cotton Gins. I have seen various patterns in oper-

ation. Livingston’s was the best and I think they were

of but little service. J. T. D.

Tiiomaston, Miss
,
1857.

Have you Water in your Stock Yard 7— If not, lis-

ten to advice, and if it is possible, introduce it— either set

a ram or windmill, or one of the self-acting wells, or lay

a pipe from a spring on the hill, or throw a dam across

the brook and lay a pipe from that—some how or other

manage to have flowing water and plenty of it, so as not

to drive your stock to the brook, or have to pump, or

turn a crank half a day to draw waterfor them. One has

no idea of the convenience till he has tried it. Sit down

and make an estin.ateof the time it takes in four months

to draw water for forty head of stock, or to lead or to

drive them an eighth of a mile to water, and our word for

it, the water will come in a pipe if there is any such thing.

I

So says the Homestead, and so say we,
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Best Cows for Mii-kebs.—W. H M — T[ is hard for

us to answer this question. In proper localities, and with

an abundance of suitalde food, some br mcL'rs of the Dur-

ham family are unequalled for qaantUii. The AyrsMres

and ALdemeys are famous in England for richness of

cream and fine quality of flutter. VVe have heard the

Rrahmisis and grade Rrahmui-s highly spoken of; but

as yet, they have scarcely had a fair trial in this country.

The Bernese cattle (from the Canton of Berne, in Switzer-

land) are noted diroughuut Europe as milkers, and we
obierved that hey created a great sensation at the late

French Exposition. For beauty, hardiness, adaptation

to the Sjut'i, good beef, and fair milking qualities, how-

ever, our own experience induces us to prefer the pure

bred Norik Detons
^
of the Patterson stock—such as main-

ly compose the the herd of Mr. Peters, of Atlanta, and

others which have heretofore been fully described in these

pages. We shall be glad to get the experience of out-

friends who have tried the improved breeds of cattle, in

various sections of the South.

CuRCFLio.— H. W. R,—Your communication will ap-

pear in our next number.

CosGRETS AND Ct-AY HousEs.—E S —Our clay negro

house is not yet finished or fully tested, but so far we are

entirely pleased with it. We used common red clay,

moderatrly tenacious, slightly wet up, sprinkled with cut

broomsedge or pine straw, and ureli mixed with a hoe, like

common lime mortar. A mud-mill, such as is used in

brickyards, would, of course, greatly facilitate the opera

tion. T'liere should not be much gravel in the clay, and

it should be packed into the boxing as dry as pos-

sible, and rammed down hard. [For modij of con

structing boxing, see May number, page 152,] If

the clay mortar is made thin, it will crack too much
in drying. Therefore use as little w^ater as pos.'^ible

and mix or “temper” the clay and straw well to-

gether. The door and window frames must be of three

inch pine, and as wide as the wall is thick, say, one

foot for a small building If these frames liave a

“ priming” co.U of paint before they are set into the wall,

they Will aosorb less moisture from the clay and werj

less. The “ plates” are the size of the wall, 12x3, ami

are laid flat on the top course of clay, bedded dovvn even

with a little thin mortar. The girders rest on thesi

plates in the u-Udl manner. The rafters must exieniai

leaA two iect beyomi the eaves, so that the vertical rain>

may be kept fnim the wail, and for architectural effect
^

also. We eschew outside ciiimneys— they are unsiglitly

abominations. Our chimneys, of brick, are all inside,

and each one gives us two good fireplaces. The partition

walls separating the different apartments or houses are

also of clay, one foot in thickness, and running up to the

roof. These inside walls will all be finished with one
good coat of “ brown (lime) mortar,” and neatly white-

washed. The outside will be “ flushed off” smooth with

fine clay mortar, and when that is thoroughly dry, so

there is no danger of cracking, a thin coating of mastic,

or common hydraulic lime cement, will make it imper-

vious to ail the rain that may beat or spatter against it.

Mr. Jas. F, Murphky, of tliis city, has been with us

from the beginning of our building operations, and tho-

roughly understands the process of erecting concrete and
ad(ibe houses. He mig’at be induced to go to your village,

if he could he assured of a remunerative contract. A
letter addressed to him (care of D. Redmond) will receive

attention.

Saw Mills.—A subscriber says :
“ Lumber is scarce

and hard to get here. 1 wish you would ascertain the

cheapest and best engine and saw mill to saw lumber, and
inform me through your columns,'’ &c. Will such of our

readers as have had the proper answer this

question I

Corn Mills for Meal.—E. S.— Felton's Mill might
answer your purpose. Address the agent, Dam.el Chaf-
fee, Augusta, Ga.

Reprints.—The demand for our paper has been such

that we have been obliged to reprint the January and

February numbers of present volume. This fact will ac-

count for the delay in forwarding setts, which will now be

filled up as soon as possible.

Illustrations.—We have, in preparation, an engraving

of“Fruitland Cottage,” and apian fora simple and cheap

Mill for grinding the Chinese Sugar Cane. We hope to

lie able to give both in our August number.

Concrete Houses.

—

In answer to several inquiries, we
would state that the May number of the Cullixator con-

tains all the necessary directions for constructing concrete

walls. Any person who reads these directions carefully

and follows them out, can erect a substantial and durable

house The earlier it is commenced the better, as the

walls should be thoroughly dry before the fall rains come

on. Those who desire a competent superintendent in the

erection of such a building or buildings, may address

Jas. F. Murphey, (care of D. Redmond,) as elsewhere

mentioned. Any intelligent bricklayer or mason, who
understands the use of the trowel and plumb-line, can

carry on the work successfully.

Hen Persuaders.

—

Tlie fepringfield Republican, in

speaking of a new invention fur a hen’s nest, whereby the

eggs drop through a trap door, and so deceive the hen

that she keeps on laying, is responsible for the following :

Blobbs met with a loss, however, with one of the per-

suaders. Blo!i!)s had a lovely young Sliarighai pullet of

Doundless ambition. Blolibs bought a persuader, and his

lovely Shanghai used it She went upon the nest in the

tiorning. Blolibs saw her go, and his heart hounded
w'ithin hi.m. Alas! he never saw her erme olt again !

—

.At night he visited the persuader. In the upper com-
partment was a handful of feathers, n few toe-nails and n

bill In the lower eonipartment were three dozen and

I

eleven eggs! Bioblis saw it all! Her delicate coiu'-titu-

ution had heen unfqual to the tfl’ort, and fired by young
ambition, she had laid herself away !
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OUR BOOK TABUE.

How TO Bshavk
;
A pocket Manual of Republican Eti-

quette and Guide to correct Personal Habits. Embrac-

ing' an exposition of the principles of good manners
;

useful hints on the care of the person, eating, drinking,

exercise, habits, dress, self-culture, and behavior at

home; the etiquette of salutations, introductions, recep-

tions, visits, dinners, evening parties, conversation,

letters, presents, weddings, funerals, the street, the

church, places of amusement, travelling, &c., witli

illustrative anecdotes, a chapter on love and courtship,

and rules of order for debating societies. Price, post

paid, paper, 30c
,
muslin, 50c. New’ York : Fowler

& Wells, 308 Rroadway.

We have no great opinion of works on Etiquette ge-

nerally, hut this seems to be an honest and earnest little

book, designed to aid the young people of our great re-

public in becoming true American ladies' and gentlemen

The author evidently diserves to make his readers some-

thing better than mere imitators of foreign manners, often

based on social conditions radically different from our own

— something, better tiian imitators of avy manners, in flict,

and has dwelt at greater length and with far more empha-

sis upon general principles than upon.special observances,

though the latter have their place in the work. It seems

to have been his first obiect to impress upon their minds

the fact, that good manners and good morals rest upon the

same basis, and that iustice and benevolence can no more

be satisfied without the one than wiihout the other.

Ttie work is essentially different from any other manua’

of etiquette, and will aid, we hope, in building up a truly

American and republican school of politeness, it may be

had, post-paid from the publishers on the terms above

stated.

, •

A NEW YORK COTTON CliiCUEAIl.

We w’ere yesterday handed a New York Cotton Circu-

lar sent out by the steamer Asia, from the house of T. J.

Stewart & Co., dated New York, JMay 27, from which

we make the following extract

:

The accounts from the cotton growing section have

been continuously favorable. There is no longer any

question about the probable issue ot the crop, as it now
bids fair to be the largest ever grown, after allowing for

allThe accidents to the planting w8)ich have been noted

From Mississippi and Alabama we have very good re-

ports of its progress. From Columbus, Ga., v/e have had-

very disheartening advices
;
these are evidently disappear

ing, as we find in a newspaper published at Montgomery,

Ala
,
the following extract of a letter from their correspon-

dent at that place, dated as far back as the 7th instar)t.

—

“ The recent rains have caused corn atid cotton to come

up in great abundan^-e, and to use a homely phrase, thoy

are now spreading themselves. Theip appears lobe ex-

cellent stands generally. loraof. ihe opinion that tnany

planter.s ai*e more scared than hortv'’ From Louisiana,

Florida and I’exas, the accounts are. .ctill more fayorableH

We learn that the Arkans'j.si and Red Rivers,are now ris-

ing. This will add maferiaily to the receipts at New Gi'-

leans. The fujiuie for the present crop will evidently be

between 3 ()(l0,0('0 and 3,1 00,(SOU bales.

Your obedient servant,

T. J. Stewart & Co,

Cotton Brokers, No. 140 Peail near Wall-st.

Wc fnnkly confe-s that we have rarely seen sm-h a

tissue of misrepresentations, (we are not sure that this
|

term is not strong enough) thrown together in so brief a
space. YVe have been reared and always lived in a cotton

growing State, and we have never seen such an unfavora-

ble season, nor have we met a man, whatever his age, ob-

servation or experience who ever saw a season thus far so

unpropitious for the growth of cotton as this. There is

no section of the cotton growing region in which the cot-

ton plant is not all of three weeks behind the average

seasons in growth and appearance. It will, therefore, re-

quire one of the most favorable seasons ever known, to

make even an average crop of cotton. These fiicts are

well known to every intelligent and well-informed man
in the Southern States, and yet Messrs Stewart & Co.

have the cool effrontery to assert, that “/Afe crop nov: bids

fair to be the largest ever hnoimi These men in their

anxiety to depress the price of cotton overleap them-

selves. If they knew anything of the growth of the cot-

ton plant they know better; and they must also know,
that such statements cannot deceive intelligent English-

men.— Chronicle tf* S'vntinel, May 3l.

Ou.R Sentiments.— In a late speech, Gen, Qu'tman

said : “It was remarked by the gentleman from Georgia

(Mr. Cohen) that ‘the world was in arms against us’ on

the subject of domestic slavery
;
but w-ith the cotton plant,

a fertile soil, and slave labor, we iiave but to be true to

ourselves to maintain our position, regardless of conse-

quences. And 1 say to you, gentlemen, that it is our duty

to maintain our equality at avy mid every hazovcU^

CUETIYATION OF COTTON.

The New Orleans Della say ^/.

—

The production of cot-

ton in the United States mcretised nine per cent, per an-

num, from 1845 to 1855, while the increase of demand was

sixteen per cent. If this ratio continues through another

ten years, there will bean annual deficit of nearly 500,000

bales. The United States produce more than three-fourths

of the wliole quantity obtained in the world. I'here are

400,000,000 acres of colioa lands in the United States, of

which only 28,000,000 are under cultivation. About

550,000 slaves are employed in cotton culture. Should

the demand for cotton continue to increase, the questions

will arise, how is the amount of available labor to be in-

creased, so as to supply the demand'? By what means

can the United Slates continue to keep the le:id of the

world in the production of cotton ? These are questions

to which we do not presume to give an answer at pre-

sent.

To Clean Wall Paper.— Soiled wall papers may be

made to look as well almost as new, in most cases, by the

following expedient

:

Take about two quarts of wheat bran, tie it in a bun-
dle in coarse fl tnnel., and rub it over the paper, h v.'ill

cleanse llie v/jiole paper of all description of dirt and

Sfiois better than any mean.s that can be used. Some use

oread, but dry bran i's'bij,iier,

Cp.ops and Wea'I'her in — i.'lie corn and cotton

crops' Hi this couiity, although rather !.)ac.k warti, look

wtil There is geni’rally a good .'itiitid, and will! a good

Season, which we thinlt is more tlian pro!>alile, tin re will

tie fine crops. Vegetiitinn not ^ufierihg in this vicinity

for want of rain
;
and some of our most experienced farm-

ers say that they are trore af aid ot too n.uch than too

little. There is now every appearance of vain.— Texas

Advocate, ‘May IG.
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EDUCATION IN RUKAE DISTRICTS.

In an able and interesting report, made by the Presi-

dent of the Virginia State Agricultural Society, Philip St.

George Cocke, Esq., we find the following earnest

appeal in behalf of popular education in the Old

Dominion ;

—

“ Seventy thousand of our adult population can neither

read nor write! And these, too, are ‘ bone of our bone,

and flesh of our flesh;’ they are Virginia’s sons and

daughters! In the name of humanity! in the name of all

that is generous, unselfish and noble in our nature ! in

the name of country, of Christianity and of God! will

the farmers of Virginia any longer permit the existence of

this deplorable state of ignorance. If my humble voice

could be heard beyond this assembly, I would say to the

farmers of Virginia, consider tha your children, aye, the

descendants of the richestt of your present number, will

inevitably in after generations be numbered amongst the

poor. Transport yourselves then, in imagination, but

thirty, forty, or fifty years into the future, and whilst you

yet live, make yourselves the tender and blest fathers of

the poor, and shed abroad your hearts and means until

every child within the limits of our broad Commonwealth
shall, at least, have the advantage of a Free School

education.”

We rejoice to see the leading minds in the noble

Mother of States so devoted to the cause of educating

the poor, who are unable to educate themselves. They

are often the descendants of the wealthiest families; and

in future, changes frotn affluence to poverty are likely to

be more frequent still, as the fatness of wealth with its

indulgencies, and the sharpness of want with its energies^

make rich men poor, and poor men rich, as rapidly as

the seasons change from Spring to Summer, Summer to

Autumn, and Autumn to Winter. But we prefer to let

the eloquent Virginian be heard in our editorial columns,

rather than our humble selves, in the matter under con-

sideration. He says

:

“ It is a very remarkable fact, that amongst all the

numerous and varied pursuits of man, the very one of

those pursuits which has the most intimate, the most
extended and often the most recondite connection with all

the laws of physical nature, with all science, with all art,

in short, with the whole range of knowledge—a pursuit,

too, upon which depends the subsistence and the very

existence of the human species— upon which is based the

well-being, the happiness, the progress and prosperity of

individuals, of States and of nations. It is remarkable,

I say, that the pursuit of agriculture should be the lad

and the least to benefitted and advanced by all the vast

progress that has been made in other departments of skill,

knowledge and industry. And why is this '? Fir.st, the

science and art of agriculture having their infinite con-

nections, near and remote, with all knowledge, the gene-

ral subject is more difficult to be understood and fully

known, as it is one of the most extensive and recondite

that can engage the human mind
;
and in the next place,

because throughout all history, and in every country, the

very men who are most engaged and interested in agri-

culture, have been precisely those who have been least

cultivated and improved by means of scholastic exercises

and education suited to their pursuits.”

The last remark above quoted hits the nail square on

the head. It is no reproach to farmers to lack mental

culture, when they had no fair opportunity to attend

school so as to acquire a good education. That fact,

however, is no good reason why they should not vote for

giving all coming generations a better chance to improve

the noble faculties of our common nature than they en-

joyed. Without some material increase of knowledge,

our future progress must be in desolating the land we

cultivate, not in making it more fruitful. But hear Mr.

Cocke :

“ In our Southern States, the entire class of proprietors

or cultivators of small landed property, the managers or

overseers having in a great measure the more immediate

supervision and control of the landed estates of wealthy

proprietors, are universally and utterly ignorant of every

abstract principle of physical or natural science.

“And it is reasonable to believe that the loss to Southern

agriculture each year, in consequence of this lamentable

state of ignorance, if such loss could be prevented, and

could the amount so saved for a single year be appropri-

ated and applied to educational purposes, that it would

itself be sufficient richly to endow as many Agricultural

Schools and Colleges as are required by our Southern

States. When we contemplate the vast amount of igno-

rance, the total want of education existing amongst the

mass of agricultural population of our State, we shall be

at no loss to conjecture that the pecuniary loss to Vir-

ginia from this cause is immense indeed.”

The writer of the above proposes to add three agricul-

tural professorships to the University of the State

;

which would be a valuable addition to its educational

force, although, in our humble judgment, to teach the

profession of agriculture properly, it should be divided

among not less than six professors, or the least number

employed to teach the profession of medicine in Colleges.

Some of the Agricultural Schools in Europe have thirteen

professors
;
but six in this country would do the work,

if duly qualified, in a worthy and effective manner. Pub-

lic opinion is growing up to demand the advantages

which schools devoted to the elevation of tillage and hus-

bandry as an enlightened calling may readily afford, and

place within the reach of all. Every friend of improve-

ment in agriculture and in those with whom it is a pro-

fession, should speak out on the question. If the president

of every agricultural society would take the high ground

occupied by the President of the Virginia Society, he

would be every where sustained by the Agricultural

Press, and our country would soon be in advance of all

other nations in both the science and the honors that

legitimately appertain to this the greatest interest of man-
kind. It has something substantial to build upon

;
some-

thing most enduring to uphold the wisdom and virtue

devoted to the supply of its manifold wants Its friends

should have/«t:f/i, and work accordingly. We have often

wished that we had an efficient Agricultural Society to do
what we once hoped tliat the United States Agricultural

Society would achieve. The writer labored more than

a year to get that institution organized at the seat of the

Federal Government. Our object was not shows of fat

oxen or babies, but to reach hundreds of thousands and
millions by cheap publications, and thus create that kind

of popular sentiment which supports every well-consi-

dered effort to increase our agricultural knowledge. To
make the human family think, and think to the consum-
mation of a good purpose, they need not a little plain

talking to in order to set their best thoughts in motion.

We know from personal experience that there is a re-

markat)le affinity between mental rust and rnsticliv A
little more rubbing and scrubbing of the intellect is need-

ful on many a plantation to keep it bright. We find an
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agricultural library valuable for its daily conversation,

its cheap and pleasant instruction, and the interest it

awakens in even the dullest routine of the isolated far-

mers life. As social companions, books conceived by

the best minds the world has ever produced, are alike

above all praise and all price. It would be an improve-

ment of our home philosophy if it made us think a little

more of the soul and less of the body, and not dwarf and
peril the former while we push the latter recklessly into

an untimely grave. L.

®articttltnral Itpitratnl.

STRAWBERRIES.—THEIR CUETURE.—BEST
Varieties, &c.

Editors Southern Cui.tivator—Whenever visitors

from the North happen to sojourn for a little while in the

Southern States, they are always admiring our beautiful

climate—a climate like that of Spain and Italy, so often

praised by poets. They cannot help thinking and say-

ing, that this is one of the favored garden-spots of the

earth; that this section ought to produce an abundance of

the finest fruits and vegetables. Yes, certainly it ought!

V/hy is it then, that fine fruits are so scarce with os'?

merely because most people think that it is too much trou-

ble, or can't be done.

It is true, such luxuries of life are not raised as easily

as weeds. But do we not often pay exorbitant prices for

other luxuries not half so good, nor so wholesome, while

the luxuries of a garden and orchard can so easily be had

by a little home industry and perseverance'?

Most persons are impatient of waiting; they must see

the results of their labor at once, and procrastinate the
planting of an orchard of fine Apples, Pears, &c., because
they will not wait three or four years for the fruit.

This excuse, however, will not answer for their neo'lect

in planting a Strawberry patch, which, when planted in
the autumn, will come into bearing in G months, and
never fails to yield a fair crop. Should it even happen,
that the early flowers are destroyed by late frosts, the
plants will bloom again, and yield a later crop.

In fact, there cannot be any excuse for not having a fine
supply of this delicious and wholesome berry, which
comes in so early as to open the fruit season.

In regard to the wholesome qualities of the Strawberry.
Iwill here quote the words of Mr. Loudon, the highest
authority in Horticulture; he says:

“ It consists almost entirely of matter soluble in the
stomach, and neither there nor when laid in heaps and
left to rot, does it undergo the acetous fermentation.

—

Hence, it is very nourishing, and may be safely eaten by
gouty and rheumatic persons."

Mr. Abercrombie, another high authority, says : “In
addition to Its flavor, the sub-laced juice has a cooling
quality, particularly acceptable in summer. Eaten either
alone, or with sugar and cream, there are few constitu-
tions with which Strawberries, even when taken in large
quantities, are found to disagree. Further, they have pro-
perties which render them, in most conditions of the ani
mal fi arne, positively salutary, and physicians concur in
placing them in their small catalogue of pleasant reme-
dies. 1 hey dissolve the tartarous incrustations of the
teeth. 1 hey promote perspiration. Persons afflicted

with the gout have found relief from using them very
largely

;
so have patients in caSes of the stone; and Hi>ff-

man states that he has known consumptive people cured
by them.”

We of the South h^e many advantages over the North
in raising this delicious fruit, and the directions for plant-

ing and cultivating the Strawberry heretofore given in the

Cultivator, by yourselves and correspondents, are so clear

and perfect that I shall not attempt to say anything in the

way of improving them. For those persons, however, who
are yet tyro’s in the business, I would say, that the Straw-

berry prefers a light sandy soil Hot stable manure should

not be applied, as it will cause the plant to run too much
into foliage and vine, without producing much fruit. Well

decomposed leaf-mould and wood ashes are the best man-
ures. A thorough subsoiling, two feet deep, will also

have a very beneficial influence, as it will enable the

plants to send their roots down where it is cool and moist,

and thus withstand the effects of our scorching summer’s

Bun.

If possible, the Strawberry patch should be located on
a spot where full control of water can be had, for copious

waterings during the bearing season will greatly increase

the produce.

There are different theories as to the mode of planting

a Strawberry patch, some persons preferring to plant

them in beds, and others to have them in rows, 30 inches

1 between the rows, and the plants 18 inches asunder in

the row. Either way will do.

The plants should be kept clear of weeds by stirring

the soil around them whenever needed. This is done

best with a pronged-hoe, and the soil should always be

drawn 1
/J
9 the plants, never from them. To put a ne-

gro to hoe a Strawberry patch, thrusting his weeding-hoe

unmercifully into the ground around the plants, thus in-

juring the roots, and afterwards scraping the soil away
from the plants, thus exposing the fine roots to the scorch-

ing sun is a barbarous way, and sure to kill any Straw-

berry plantation

The Strawberry, in its wild state, has always a. perfect

flower. By hybridizing and high culture many of the

new and fine varieties have become deficient in their

blossoms. There are two classes, which the Strawberry

cultivator must know, viz : 1st. Varieties which are

bisexual or hermaphrodite, with perfect flowers; these are

more or less productive; and 2d. Pistillate, or fe.male

blossoms, very productive The first kind is in our cata-

logues marked with H, while the latter is denoted P. In

arranging and setting out a Strawberry patch, at least

every twentieth row should consist of a Hermaphrodite

variety, thus securing an abundant crop, or if planted in

beds of 4 feet wide, every third or fourth bed may be

composed of hermaphrodite varieties— the balance of

.‘^ome well-tried Pistillate, like Hovey’s Seedling, McAvoy’s
Superior, &c.

Having had a great many varieties on trial, I will here

enumerate such as have proved to be the most desirable

in this latitude :

Crirnson Cone (P.)—Above medium size, oblong, deep

crimson; seeds deeply imbedded; juicy, and with a

sprighly and rather acid flavor. Very productive and of

a luxuriant growth. Comes in pretty late.

Ea.rly Orange (H )— Medium size,, roundish conical,

and of a bright orange scarlet color
;
pleasant suliactid fla-

vor, and unquestionably one of the hardiest and iiest va-

rieties for this latitude, where it will succeed with the

^lightest cultivation. Coming in very early, blooming

and ripening in .suertssion fora long time, it is an excel-

'ent market fruit, which bears carriage very well. It is a

much belter impregnator than the Early Sra.rleJ

,

whichj
•onsider an inferior variety in every respect. [The Enw-

'u O'-n.nge stands in the Fruitland Catalogue as “Orange

Prolific '"]

Htvey s Seedling (P.)—Very large and fine when pro-

perly cultivated. Its shape is broad-conical, of a bright

crimson color, which turns rather dark when fully ripe.
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The foliage is remarkably strong, leathery, and of a pe-

culiar dark green, glossy hue. This is a splendid variety

for family use, as well as for market. Very productive,

when impregnated with a hermaphrodite variety.

Jenvy Lind {H)—Ont of the earliest, rather large,

conical, light starlet, with a fine flavor. Very productive

for its sex, and an excellent early market fruit, though

more soft than the Eo,rly Oravge It is entirely super-

seding the Early Scarlet at the North.

Iowa (iJ)—A seedling from the West, quite early,

large, broad, and of a peculiar light orange color. The

flesh is quite firm and elastic, and on that account bears

carriage well.

Longvwrth's Prolific {H.)—Large, roundish, early
;
has

the quality of ripening many berries at once, which makes

it valuable as a market fruit, while its exquisite flavor

renders it desirable for family use. All the blossoms ex-

panding nearly at once, it is not to be recommended as an

irapregnator.

Lucy Fitch (P.)—Originated in Michigan, and takes it

name, I believe, after the lady in whose garden it first was

noticed. Berry medium size, round, orange scarlet, well

flavored, and produced in very large trusses or clusters.

Its flower is a remarkably small and delicate Pistillate. It

comes in by the middle of the season, is very productive,

and remarkable: for throwing out a great many runners at

the same time that it is bearing a heavy crop of fruit.

McAvoy's Sxipejior {P.)—Very large, equal in size to

Hovey's Seedling, roundish, glossy crimson, high flavored,

and very productive. It is an excellent fruit for family

use, and a near market, but being rather soft and tender,

it will not bear carriage so well as several other varieties.

In a strong soil, with plenty of impregnators, and when
well supplied with water, it will, like Hovey's Seedling,

throw up a succession of flowers, and yield fruit for a

long time in succession

Peabody's Haulbois (H)—This new Southern Seedling,

originated by Chas. A. Peabody, Esq
,
was for the first

time disseminated late this winter, and it would, there-

fore, not be fair, as yet, to judge of its quality. It is.

however, so far, promising well. The berry is large and

very highly flavored. Its foliage and growth are very

luxuriant, and although it probably will not be so pro-

ductive as the Pistillate varieties, it bids far to prove the

best Southern variety yet introduced.

Scott’s Seedling (H.)—Oblong, much pointed, beautiful

crimson, rich and melting; productive for its sex, a vig-

orous variety.

Walker’s Seedling {Hi)—Medium size, conical, very

dark crimson color when fully ripe. Its flavor is exceed-

ingly rich.

Victoria [Trollope’s'] (H.)—One of the very few Eng-
lish varieties that has proved any acquisition in the South.

Berries often of a monstrous size, broad conical, obtuse

pointed. Color light orange, seeds rather large. It is a

magnificent fruit, and yields a fair crop.

We have also Wilson’s Albany, Boyden’s Seedling, Gen-

esee Seedling, Hooker’s Seedling, and many more new va-

rieties in culiivation here, which, however, have not yet

been rested sufficiently to recommend them to the public.

In the North, and still more so in the West, the cultiva-

tion of the Strawberry is carried on profitably, and to a

great extent. Fifty bushels of Strawberries to the acre is

a fair arerage crop about Cincinnati, and by high cuhure

this yield may even be considerably increased.

Robkrt Nklson.

Fndtlamd. Nursery, Angnsta. Go
,
June, 1857.

The Oi,D Pear Tree —The New York Daily Times, of

May 1-3, says, the the Stuyvescent Pear tree, corner of

Thii'teenlh-st and Third avenue, is white with blossoms

Tlie Knickerbockers should mak-e a pilgrimage to see the

flee old relic in its glory.

PEARS ON TIIE HAW HTOCK.

Editors Southern Cui-tivator—Attention having

been much attracted of late to this delicious fruit, too long

neglected at the South, 1 would suggest to those who wish

to enjoy it without waiting too long, the use of the com-

mon red fruited Haw, so abundant in our wood.-s and old

fields as stock, to graft upon. From experience of sev-

eral years, I give it a decided preference over the Quince

or the Pear stock, for the following reasons:

1st. It throws out no troublesome suckers or runners,

which we all know to be a serious inconvenience to say

the least.

2d. A Pear grafted on the Haw will bear the 3d or 4th

year, and often the 2d year from the graft.

3d. The Haw will derive nourishment and thrive as

we all know, on any of our poor sandy soils, where the

Quince or Pear would starve and dwindle away, as they

require rich soil to grow and produce as they should.

4th. The Haw grows from the seed, which is easily

procured, if planted as soon as ripe, or any number of

healthy young trees can be taken up from the woods,

grafted and set out.

Lastly. It is a much stronger stock than the Quince.

I have for several years enjoyed delicious Pears grown

on the Haw, while the original imported parents on Quince

have scarcely proved themselves, indeed some of them

have not yet borne.

Some Pears will not do on Quince
;
whether this will

also be the case on the Haw, experience alone can teach.

So far, all that I have tried have done well.

I do not advise, of course, to reject either the Quince

or the Pear
;
on the contrary, I make use ofboth, and only

propose the Haw as a powerful auxilliary in rearing an

orchard.

A very dwarfish species of Haw, not more than two or

three feet high, will give true dwarf Pears, which will an-

swer for a small garden, or probably for a large box or

jar. In the same way will a Peach budded on the small

double-flowering Almond, so common in every flower

garden, never attain more than three or four feet in heighth

and sometimes much less, forming a perfect little tree, and

bearing large and beautiful fruit. I have tried it and suc-

ceeded perfectly.

[Our correspondent is an experienced Fruit Growers,

and his testimony should induce a further trial of the Haw

as a stock for the Pear. We have, already, the Italian

Dwarf Peach, which is very small, and w’orthy of a place

as a curiosity. The doubling-flowering Almond can be

made available as ‘‘A. C.” suggests, when it is desirable

to dwarf particular varieties —Eds.]

appee and pear beight.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As this will be a

year long to be remembered as one causing great destruc-

tion by blight, and as many of your readers will, no

doubt, like some explanation as to its cause and action,

I am induced me to give what practical knowledge I have

gained by close observation in the matter.

Blight is undoubttdly caused by an excess of potassa

(or soda) liberated by extreme cold during our past se-

vere winter, or by culture, or the coiosive action ftom

disengaged gases from decomposing vegetation. Itmat-

leis not which of the three causes affect this result, the

effect is one and the same.

Plants, under a certain condition, absorb a greater

quantity of alk.aline solutions than is essential for their

well doing— in oilier wurd.‘^, they carry into their circula-

tory system extraneous substance.*-:, and again a greater

quar.tuy of alkalies than their assimilations can absorb u>
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advantage in a given space of time, and this latter cause

is the result of the subject under discussion.

1 am aware that lam on virgin soil, and that my theory

is subject to criticism, but I am willing to stand the or

deal, and from practical experiments instated (not with

this view) am determined to hazzard and stand by and

defend my declaration.

NoW: we shall enquire in what manner does this ex-

cess of potassa or soda interfere with nascent ve2:etation 1

We say that by its excess protein is formed. Now, pro-

tein is the decomposition by potassa or soda of vegetable

albumen, and that, the disease once established, is true

contagion and actually exists, and amputation beyond its

utmost limits will not always remedy the disease, for the

same cause is or may still linger in the roots to create un-

der favorable influence the same condition.

I recognize but one form of blight, and that is termed

by Downing, Thomas and others “ Frozen Sap Blight or

Fire Blight.’’ All other forms I shall class under the

head of diseases, unless it be that the Scylotus pyri have

indeed the power of inoculation under peculiar circum-

stances, and which I very much doubt, although I do not

consider it impracticable.

Plants absorb during the early spring (and this spring

especially) certain ingredients, (and we are compelled to

the conclusion that it is potassa) which render them equal-

ly liable to damage from mild frosts, which produces the

same baneful effects as the heat produces to cause blight,

and all entertain no doubt whatever, as to its identity of

action, although their cause directly conflicts.

Pomona.
Columdus, Mus

,
May, 1857.

THE CURCUEIO.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A person in your
June number makes some inquiries in relation to the

Curculio and the season at which it deposits its eggs. T

was under the impression that all their eggs were deposit-

ed in the plums in the spring, till I had conclusive evi-

dence to the contrary. For 26 years the only plum trees

that I rely on for a crop, are planted in brick pavements
and have never had a plum in which an egg was deposit-

ed. In the open ground ray plums have only' escaped en-

tire destruction two years. When I have trees in the

open ground to test the quality of the fruit, I cover one or

more plums with a piece of fine gauze, to keep off the

Curculio. The first season I took the gauze off when the

fruit had attained its full size and began to color, to give it

more sun. I found every plum stung by the Curculio
within two or three days, and I have since left the gauze
on till the fruit was ripe. N. Longworth.

Cincinnati, O
, May, 1857.

LAUIiEE OIE V8. FEIE.S.—SOUPFERNONG
Wiue, &c.

Editors Southern OvhTwxtop.— Gentlemen— \ have
seen it stated several times, that “ Laurel Oil” is an ef-

fectual antidote to flies. Can you tell me on what au-

thority the statement is made 1 and what is your opinion
in regard to it 1 If true,^it is a matter of no small impor-
tance; for flies are certainly oue of the most tormenting
pests we have to endure, and anything which will !-anish

them from our houses, kitchens, &c., will deserve to be

Tanked as a I'lessing. 1 have seen it stated repeatedly,

that the meat market at Ghent was freed from this nui-

sance, by the application of laurel Oil to ihe walls, &c.

How would it do to coat the walls of houses (plaster walls''

withitl Would it not discolor and grease them ? If ii

is a daik oil (greenish yeilows according to the U 8. Dis-

pensatory) it would stain a whitewall But could it n<,i

fee bleached 1 The odor is said to be the anti fiy principle

—would the bleaching process destroy that I Again,
there are two oils obtained from the Laurel, a fixed and a

volatile oil. Which one is meant I If the latter, perhaps
it would not grease white plastered walls to any extent,

nor stain if it was bleached. Would it I Essential or

volatile oils seem to be much less "'/'ms?/ or unctuous, than

the fixed oils, and I suppose they are indeed so. Please

answer me in the next number of the Cultivator, if there

is time for it, as I am anxious to test the matter.

In your April number there is an article on Grapes,

Wine, &c., (page 160 ) signed “ J. L. M.” You do not

agree with him in rega.rd to the value of the Scuppernong
grape. I do, however, though only acquainted with (and

but partially so) one side of the question. I have never

seen the Catawba growing, but have drank the wine
(Longworth & Zimmerman’s) both still and sparkling’,

I

and also their brandy. The last I regard as very good,

but do not think so much of the wines. Wine is made
from the Scuppernong, in this and the adjoining district

of Williamsburg, by comparatively rude and unscientific

processes, which I much prefer to any Catawba I ever

drank. The usual mode of making is two, and some-

times three pounds sugar to the gallon of juice—put in

barrels and let it ferment and settle
;
and then it is

either allowed to stand, and used out of the barrel, or

else poured off into jugs and bottles. Made in this way,
it is rather a cordial or liquor than a wine, but still is a

delightful beverage. It has the grapy taste in perfection,,

and if bottling is not put off too long, it retains gas enough

to make it smoke when uncorked. If properly managed,
I believe a first rad-e Champagne can be made from the

Scuppernong. My faith is so strong in the yrofid to be

derived from it, that having but a few acres, I have de-

j

termined to devote half of it (4 acres) to this crop. But

I don’t know how to begin. The usual way is just to

plant them, and let them run on a canopy, which must be

extended every year, as they are never pruned. But I am
not willing to cultivate this way, and have made a small

beginning pretty much according to Mr. Axt's plan for the

Catawba. But I fear it may not answer, and I know no

one who can instruct me. “ J. L. M.” writes as if he un-

derstood the subject:—could you not get him to wipe an

i
extended article on the proper mode of culture for the

j

Scuppernong I—planting, pruning, training, dec.! I, for

one, would be very much gratified, and I dare say, many
of your readers w'ould find both profit and pleasure in it,

S. M. R.

Marion District, S. C
,
May, 1857.

[We have never used Laurel Oil for the purpose indi-

cated, and are not, therefore, qualified to give any opin-

ion of its efficacy. It possesses a very peculiar odor,

v/hich may be offensive to flies, and we advise a trial of

it. The Scuppernong must have plenty of space—say 20

to 40 feet for each vine, and some sort of rough canopy

j

or open scaffolding (8 or 10 feet high) to run on. The

j

main stem of the vine may be kept clear of side shoots or

branches, from the ground to the canopy, and what other

slight pruning is necessary, must be done in the autumn,

immediately after the grapes arc gathered.. Tliis treat-

ment applies peculiat ly to the Scuppernong, though we

scarcely consider any pruning absolutely essential The

fruit is gathered by spreadiiig sheets or large cloths be-

neatli the vines wl ere the giape-^ begin to ripen and sha-

king the latter with a forked stick. This process mutt be

rcjieafed from time to time, as the grapes advance. Su-

gar and alcohol, artificially added, always imjiair the

value of wine, and grape juice of the best quality never
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needs such addition. We shall be much pleased to hear

from our friend, “ J. L- M.” and others.

—

Eds.]

FUSTIC—“ VIRGINIA UUTEA.”

Editors Southkrn Cultivator : In your list of orna-

mental trees and shrubs, you have set down the Yel-

lowwood, or Fustic {yirgilia lutea), as belonging to the

latter class, and growing about ten feet high. That tree

grows moi'e luxuriantly in the vicinity of this city than

any where else in the United States, and, indeed, Mi-

chaux states that it is very seldom seen in other localities.

It is a tree often from twenty to thirty or forty feet high,

of a light green foliage, smooth bark, and has a long pen-

dent white flower, blooming generally about 10th of May,
and giving to our forests a beautiful appearance. The
wood is close-grained, and would make nice furniture

—

3he roots have been used to make snuff boxes and other

Itttle wooden toys. The bark dyes an indifferent yellow.

This tree, though growing without much symmetry, is a

beautiful ornament to a yard or park, and they are so

easily raised from the seed, that it is singular their culti-

Tation has not been generally introduced. The tree was
growing, a few years ago, in Paris, from seed taken from

this locality by Mr Michaux, and, I have been informed,

it does well in the latitude of Philadelphia and New York.

You can, if you desire, procure any quantity of seed in

the autumn. Very respectfully,

Nashville, Tenn., May, 1^57. J. M. L.

^EW NATIVE PEANTS.

Editors Southkrn Cultivator— It is not generally

known to Botanists that there exist in our woods two
species ot wild yellow Jessamin (Gelseniium Nitidum or

Sempervirens.
)

1 have mentioned this fact toseveralper

sons proficient in the science, wlio had never heard of it

previously, and I have in no instance seen it in Botanical

works The Jessamin of the lower part of the country is

a stronger vine, with large flowers, five cleft, with divi-

sions very round; stamens longer than the tube, and pis-

tils half the length of the ftamens. The Jessamine most

common in the up country is a less vigorous plant; flow-

ers small, five cleft, but more deeply in the other; divi-

sions spatuhite and reflexed. Stamens veiy short, and

pistil longer than the tube. J’his vine bears seeds in great

abundance. It will be perceived that the difft-rence be-

tween the two species is in the general size of the plant;

the size and shape of the flower, and the starnet.s of the

one being much longer than the pistil, while in the other

this is reversed. In olh.e.r respects, such as color, per-

fume, etc, they are ; imhar. This differenae is not and

cannot be caused by different locality or soil, for I have

found a few of the latter in the lower country, and aUo
some of the larger in the upper country in close proximi-

ty to the small variety. 1 therefore think I have suflicient

reasons to conclude that they are two distinct species.

There is another very great favorite at the South, for

which I lay similar cl.iims : the sweet scented Shrub (Ca-

the shrub is larger, with leaves obovaie (egg shaped, but

with the narrowest end towards the stem.) and more than

doiibiethe. size of those of the common shrub, which are

oblong. Flowers very long, very double, with the petals

ne O' the centre broader and of a redder brown that! the

common. 1 have a (cw at my side, measuring three-and a-

half inches in dicmef.er ^aot circumferetice). Perlume ex-

ceedingly rich, approaching more to that of the Banana

than of the Strawberry. The tree, over 8 feet high, is lit

erelly covered with these beautiful flowers, and the whole

neighborhood is peifumed with the snfell. It is one of

the first to put out flowers, and it remains in bloom for at

least two months, and often longer. I have seen this spe-

cies or variety only in one spot, a seedling probably of
some neighboring wild shrub of the common, or C. flori-

dus, and I have never met with any person who had seen

it any where else. This beautiful plant would be an or-

nament to any flower garden
;
and if it be new and unde-

scribed, as I believe it to be, I must request the privilege

of naming it Calycanthus Ravenelii, in honor of the much
esteamed and talented Botanist, H. W. Ravenel, of So. Ca.

A. C.

Woodward, S. C., May, 1857.

STANFORD’S WIED OAT GRASS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have received seve-

ral orders for seed of the above grass, and shall be able to

fill them, and also a few others about the middle of Jun^
and at^onaiderable reduced price. [See advertisement in

this paper.]

The above is decidedly the best and most profitable

grass, either for hay or for pasturage that has ever been

cultivated at the South
;
and 1 might say anywhere else.

It is a winter green, with pasturage four to six inches

high all winter, and is not injured by frost or snow—it

grows luxuriantly, either upon high or low ground, (I

have not yet tried it upon wet or swampy lands), it bears

the shade well for half the day I know, and would per-

haps bear more than that
;
and may be cut for five years

without removing, and requires no labor after the first

sowing; grows in tufts whether sown in drill or boadcast.

Last year I cut a space of seven feet scjuare of average

growth (upon high ground, and not manured) when in

bloom, dried it for hay, it produced nine and a half pounds

of well dried, excellent hay, equal to timothy. This is at

the rate of over 8000 pounds to the acre, which estimating

it at the present price of dried corn blades would be worth

.il80 per acre for feeding stock; but make the estimate at

half the quantity or hall the price, it would then produce

over forty dollars per acre, with no labor but to cut dry

and house or stack it. Can the Southern planter, with

cotton, rice, corn or tobacco or any other crop, realize as

much per acre even with four times the labor I The truth

is, the Southern planter is too apt to look to the probable

result in dollars and cents per acre, for the crops he

plants, without counting the real difference in labor that

must be devoted to each
;
a close examination of this mat-

ter would enable him to make his farm more profitable

and keep it in better condition.

I have heretofore sold and also distributed seed gratis to

many persons in the Southern and jVIiddle States, and

from several have had responses, admitting that the grass

is superior to any they ever met with. 1 would be pleased

to hear from every one the result of his trial of it, either

directly or through the Southern CuUivalor,

John R. Stanford.

Poniova Hall, near Clarhsville, Ga., May, 1856.

Other Folks’ Eyes.—We spend our income for paint

and paper, for a hundred trifles, 1 know not what, and not

for the things of man. Our expenses are almost all for

cotiformity. It is for cake we run in debt : ’tis not the

iniellSct nor the heart, nor beauty, nor worship that cojsts

so much. We dare not trust our wit for makitig our

houses pleasant to our friends, and so we buy ice creams.

He is accustomed to carpets, we have tiot suflicient char-

acter to put floor cloihes out of bis mind, so we pile the

floor with carpets. Let the house rather he the temple of

the fairies orLaceddemon,forniidaifle to al!,wnich none but

a Sparlasi may enter, or so much as behold.

—

Emmer-
SON.

lycanthus floriJus ) 1 have in my garden a magnificent

species of it, found in tiie woods, the parent of which is

still to be seen on the .spot where, this was taken from :
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BI.IND STAGGERS IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have noticed in

several of the back numbers of your valuable paper in-

quiries for the best mode of treating Blind Staggers.

I have a mode that has alvmys pi'oved suc'-essful in my
hands; but being unused to writing for the publiceye, and

the remedy a remarkably simple one, I have been deter-

red from giving it lest I might expose myself and it to the

criticisms of your numerous readers. However, hoping

some one may be disposed to try it, in the hour of extrem-

ity, and thus save a valuable horses, I lay aside all fear of

consequences and give it for what it is worth, only re-

questing a fair trial. It is simply the timelii application

of cold water to the occiput or back part of the head and

spine. If the animal can walk he should be placed in the

shade and a stream of cold water, say half an inch or less

in diameter, if the temperature be low, let fall from a

height of two feet on the back part of the head. Two or

three gallons is sufficient for an application, but should

be repeated as often as the symptoms recur. If the appli-

cation has not been made within a few hours of the at-

tack, the stream of water should be about half the above

named size, but continued much longer, or until there is a

marked improvement. The animal must be closely

watched, and the indications promptly met, bearing in

mind that any remedy is such only when properly

applied. At the same time apply wet cloths of several

thicknesses to the spine to be re-wet as often as they be-

come warm. Give injections of warm water, mixed with

soap suds and common table salt; take no blood
;
and if

the above plan is judiciously followed, will I insure nine

out of every ten horses, provided they were sound at the

period ofattack. It will certainly do no harm. Try it.

A. P. Hardee.
Wheelings Winn Parish, La., May, 1857.

AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED STATE.S.

There can be no subject more interesting either to peo-

ple or philosophers. The whole subsistence of mankind

depends upon it
;
and not only that, but all the relations

of business, of commerce, of industry and human happi-

ness arise solely from the development of agriculture.

The agricultural statistics taken in 1850 contain many in-

teresting developements. That year was not, however, of

itself, enough to determine all the problems relating to

American farming—for in any one year there are some

crops which partially fail There are some things, such

as the size and value of farms, and the proportion of im-

proved lands, which are determined with considerable ac-

curacy, although, of course, their proportions vary with

the growth of the country. The following table will show
the relation betv.?een the numoer of farms and the number
of people in the principal States of each section

:

States. Farms. Population. Ratio.

Maine 46,670 283,169 1 to 13

Massachusetts 34,069 994,514 1 to 30

New York 170,621 3,097,394 1 to 18

Pennsylvania 127,576 2,311,786 1 to 19

Virginia 76,013 1,421,661 1 to 1

9

North Carolina 57,963 866,039 1 to 15

Tennessee 1,002,017 1 to 15

Louisiana 13,422 517,762 1 to 40

Ohio 143,808 1,980,329 1 to 14

Indiana 93,896 988,416 1 to n
Illinois I. .. 76,208 851,470 1 to 11

Here we see the largest number of farms in proportion

to the inhabitants, is in the Northwest, and the smallest

numoer in Massachusetts and Louisiana. The reasons

for this are quite obvious. As a general principle, the

number of farms will be less where there is most of the

civic, or city and manufacturing population. On the

other hand, there will be the largest number of farms in

those States where the population is chiefly farming or

planting; but there is a modification to this in the laws
and customs subdividixig estates. Thus we see Louisiana

has the smallest number of farms, although it is a plant-

ing State. The reason is, that in Louisiana the culture of

sugar and cotton requires large plantations In Ohio

—

although one of the most purely agiicultural States

—

there is but little more than rwefarm to three voters, so

that, in fact, after allowing for the inhabitants of the tovvns^

not more than one-half the voters are freeholders.

Let us consider now the number of acres to a farm, and
the amount of improved land. Let us take one State

from each of the great sections as an example:
States. Farm Lands. Average.

Massachusetts 3,350,009 acres. 99 acres.

New York 19,109,084 acres. 113 acres.

Virginia 26,152,311 acres. 340 acres.

Tennessee 18,984,022 acres. 261 acres.

Ohio 17,997,493 acres. 125 acres.

Here we see that Virginia, with, relatively to Ohio a

small number or farms, has them of large size, and so-

Ohio, with a greater number of farms, has them of small-

er size; but this rule does not hold in Massachusetts,

where there is not only a smaller number of farms, but a

smaller average size. The reason is obvious—Massachu-
setts has a small surface, and an immense town popula-

tion.

The improved land in the above five States, with the

proportion to the population, is as follows ;

Improved Lands. Proper. Acres

Acres. to 1 person.

Massachusetts 2

New York 12,408,964 4
Ohio 5

Tennesssee 5,175,173 5

Virginia 10,360,165 7

If these States all produced the same average per acre^

it is plain that Virginia would raise the lurgest surplus

—

Ohio and Tennessee next. But this is far from being the

fact; and, in order to show which are the largest produ-

cing States, we will give the following table of average

productions per acre

:

Wheat. Corn. Oats. Potatoes.

New York, bushels .

.

12 27 25 100

Ohio, bushels 12 36 21 75

Tennessee bushels. .

.

21 19 120

Virginia bushels 7 18 13 75
It will be seen that Ohio is, in this table, far superior to

Virginia, and above Tennessee. When this is combined
with the results in the other table, we see at once what
the statistics of production also inform us, that Ohio is far

ahead in the production of surplus food for export.

We may close this view of agriculture with the relative

value of farms. Take, for example^ the following States;

Average Average Value

acre per farm value, per acre.

New York 113 S3,250 S3U 00

Pennsylvania 117 3,197 28 00

Virginia 340 7,021 21 00

North Carolina 369 1,192 3 25

Tennessee 261 1,345 5 00

Ohio 125 2,495 20 00

Indiana 136 1,453 11 00

This is a very instructive table. We may draw from

it, in connection with other well known faets, the follow-

ing practical instances:

First, That nearness to city markets, with every means
of communication, greatly enhances the value of farms,

as by comparing New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio with

the other States above.
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Secondly, 'I’hat the subdivision of lands adds to their

value.

Thirdly, That high cultivation, which subdivision and
large population gives as in Pennsylvania, adds to the

value

The various circumstances of the several States enable

us to see these things very well illustrated in the United

States. The true principle of agricultural prosperity can

here be well understood; and ii will be svell for the peo-

ple of the United States, if they shall understand that

solid prosperity of any nation depends physically on the

success of its agriculture —Railroad Record,

€JAME ys. SHANGHAI FOWHS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I notice an article in

•the May number of your incomparable Ordtivaior from

the pen of “Mrs. M. K J.” of my former residence, Tus-

cumbia, Alabama, on the subject of “Shang-high” chick-

ens. My wife has been raising such fowls for several

years, and always consults me when anything happens
to them. Several of hers are troubled with diseased feet at

the present time, and I am satisfied there are two causes

for It, viz : cold weather, their legs being so long that they

oannot cover their feet with their bodies; and Besides,

their bodies are very heavy and they have not wings suf-

ficient to support themselves in flying down from the

roost, if you have noticed their cairiage, ihey would

walk exactly like a boy does when he has a stone-bruise

on his foot.

As to the treatment, they are such trifling fowls that I

dislike to recommend any. The preveuiive treatment is

all that can be adopted. Have houses for them in cold

weaiher : and do not fix up any arrangement .for them to

get higfi off the ground on account of the inconvenience

they sufl'er when tliey fly down from the roost. I

have seen thein disabled from walking several minutes

on this account. But for the benefit of Airs. M. K J
,
and

all others who are unfortunately ui possession of such

bipeds (bhanghai chickens), let me recommend the very

sensible plan my wife is pursuing with them, blie is

feediiiii them tc> the negroes, and has sent to the neigh-

bort ood ofMrs. M.K. .J., for several pairs of Game Chic k-

ons lo raise in their stead, i have never yet seen the ad-

vantage of Shanghai chickens over tiie Game
;
in fact they

tire inienor in every respect.

I have planted half an acre of the seed of what is called

here the “China Humbug,” and if I can procure a mill I

will send in my experience after a while, it you think me
compeient to make a report of it.

I hope you may live as long as I do, so that I can al-

ways have the pleasure of reading the Southern CuUiva-

tor. Hespecifully, A. T, G.

Taylors Creek, Ark
,
May, 1857.

' -•

IMPROVEMENT OF EANO. .

Editors Southern Cci.tiyator.—There is a problem

in rny mind wf.ich I would like to have solved, and as edi-

tors are expected to know everything, to whom could I go

wnh more coufldeuce tiiau to tlietul But to llieproulem

Which has a firmer the inost time to do, to wear out

hisliudorio iupirove it"? '3'his problem was suggesteti

to my mind from reading an extracr of a speech, delivered

bef re the "Farmer's Club.” of Tsew Ibtrk. I'he speaker

said that no iVee man could ajjor^l |o cultivate his land in

such a manner as to ciiuse it lo deteriorate in v.due, nor

could he artord to grow '20 bu>!)eis ofcorn,per acre, when

by proper management he could make 40. And ag.ain

the .speak'-r remarki d, no man can aflord to keep up the

fencing on 100 acres of land when he could keen betier

fences on 50 acres and ma.lte rnore.oflT tjtf the 50 tii.m IflO.

Kow all this is emphaiicully true to the letter, and yet not

one-half of us believe it. I say we don’t believe it, be-

I

cause our actions prove the reverse. A faiih that don’t

prompt to action is no faith at all. If 1 had faith to be-

lieve that there was thirty thousand dollars for me in Jack-

son, Miss., I wo del go for it, as a matter course. And if

I believed that I could make more corn and cotton off of

60 acres with 4 hands by putting the work of ihe half of

120 on the 60 would I not do it instead of cultivating or

hufliering 120 acres.

I

Properly speaking no man h^s time to wear out his

j

land. To wear it out he must do more work to make less

I

than if he improved his land. Reflect a moment; do you

I
believe it. It is more trouble and expense to wear out two

i
plantations than to improve one— all the same size. This

j

fact can be proven, and then but few would believe it.

They think there is some humbug about this plant less to

j

make more money. Everything here is looked on with

1

su.‘<picion. If I should start out to-morrow with my hat

full of 20 dollar gold prices, I could not, to save me from

death, /^ive Ihem away. They would think that there was
s,ometrick in it— the money was counterfeit, and 1 wished

to get some advantage ofthern, some bewitchery or some-

thing. else. At any rate, I would return with my hat full

of gold.

What is Agricultural improvement 7 Is it to be found

in the theory of planting 25 acres to the hand and making

a “big crop” for 4 or 5 years, and wearing out your land

and being compelled lo clear the balance of your wood-

land that you had left for timber or move to anotlier

j

country 7 If •this is what Agricultural papers, society

1 fairs, writers and speakers call Agriculturul Improvement,

I

away with all of it! The country will be ruined soon

enough by politicians and abolitionists without your aid.

Good night.

I

A'^ours, &c., G. D. H.armon.

I

Vlica, Miss
,
April, 1857.

I

TO WHAT FREE EABOR READS.

In a paper r^^ad before tin Institute in the city of New
A’^oik, not long since, says the Alew f ‘rleans Delta, by D.

D Denting, on the “ Power of Cotton,” the following

statement occurs :

Twenty-five years ago, Patrick’s dollar would buy

twice the amount of necessaries that it can now. What

is the cause of this 7 The price of food has gone up, and

ilie value of white men has gone down.

In 183! the ratio of paupers in this State was 1 to 128.

In 184! the ratio of paupers in this State was 1 to 29.

In 185! the ratio of paupers in this State was 1 to 24.

In 1856 ib.e ratio of paupers in this State was 1 to 17.

In twenty five years the laboring class "bf New York

ha.s paid for tlie luxury of “Freedom” double price for

food, and an increased paupeiism of over one hundred

per cent. Dining all this time, the anti-slavery philoso-

phers of that State have not ceased to jubilate over the

more abundant wealth and prosperity of the Northern

States, compared with the relative devi lopment of the

Soulii. Very well
;
but they tail to show that the labor-

ing class o! the South w'as put on a lialf allowance of

food, .and tliat, a brilliant culioination of our prosperi-

ty, one in seventeen of tiiehi was thrown upon fculflie

charity as a pauper. They failed to show^ that the labor

of thb South could, e ver suffer d'esfi'tution, while the capi-

tal whirfi owned imb employed It could ccmimand .nibsis-

te'nce, Lastly., they failed to sliow that Fn e Labor may
not starve while capital is swiicming in boundless pictny

an ! luxury, and that the c.o-existeiiQe of the greatest ag-

gregate prosperiiy and theexirtine destituiiou among th»

iabonng class is an impos.silile eonditinn in n free State.

Difl'ert nt results flow necessarily from dilTcrent princi-

ples The principle of “ Freedom ’— such as vjc find it

in Eingland and the North—has a necessary tendency to
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monopoly on the one hand, and' to destitution on the

other; whereas^ the principle of slavery, as it operates in

the South, leads essentially to security of life and subsis-

tence, and to an equable diffusion of comforts amongst the

laboring class. 'I'he slaveholder owns his labor, and,

therefore, must, to promote his own interest, feed and

clothe it, and improve its skill and efficiency by securing

the highest individual develojiment of the laborer. But

the non-slavehoiding capitali.'t does not own hisown labor

though it is to his interest to absorb ail of its profits. The
more ab-Miiriani labor is, and the moie productive it is, the

less of its fruits is enjoyed by the laborer; and ifheshould

happen to form a part of a surplusage of labor, then he

is an industrial c.ypher on the negative side of the unit;

he counts lesslhan nothing, and consequently must receive

nothing—that is, he must starve! He is a dead weight;

let him be lopped oft’, it will not pay capital any longer to

keep the life in him. He has enjoyed “ Freedom;” vo-

ted for it, perhaps; perchar.re fought for it; pursued it

with a single devotion—idolized it; now let him be a

maityr for it

!

In Ireland, a few years ago, over half a million of vic-

tims |>erformed the tiuty of martyrdom for “Freedom,”
by perishing on the pnlilic highways. In England the

votaries performed the office less obtrusively, but the sac-

rifice in the aggregate was probably as large. In New
York city, we are told that thirty thousand unfortunate

sewing-women pendulate between starvation and shame.

And yet we carj|hear no end to the story of the diabolical

villainies of slavery, and the lender mercies and divine

beauties of “ Freedom.”

Such are some of the inevitable results of the industrial

chads, called “Freedom.” to establish the supremacy of

which fanatics and pretended philanthropists would de-

stroy the safe, orderly and beneficient labor system of the

South. It is a poor recommendation of a phyHcian’s pre-.

scription, that it has already poisoned his own family.

Funny Rat Trap.—

A

correspondent of the Genessee

Farmer relates the following funny way of catching

rats

:

I build my corn-crib on posts about eighteen inches

high, made rat-proof by putting abroad board or sheet

iron on the top of the posts. Make everything secuie

against rats except the granary, and have this rat proof

except at one of the back corners Here, where they will

like it best, make a nice hole with a spout five inches

long on the outside, where they can go in and out and eat

at pleasure. Then, if 1 think the rats are too numerous,

1 take n l^ag, after dark, and slip the mouth over the spout

on the outside of the granary. Then send “Sen” in at

the door with a light, and the rats and mice will all run

into the bag Tfien slip the bag oft' the spout and slap it

once or twice against the side of the granary. Turn out

the dead, and in an hour or two repeat the process. After

all are killed, stop up the hole till new recruits arrive,

which treat in the same wmv ”

IRON HOOPS FOil J3ALING COTTON.

Editors SouTHKRN Cultivator ; Can you, or any of

your subscriljers, inform me through the CidLivoIor, why
hoop iron cannot be substituted in the place of rope for

puiting up Cotton bales'! Hoop iron is cheaper than

rope, and is not so liable to break. And will make a

much neater package.

If rust on iron is the only objection, that could be

easily obviated by painting the hoop iron ptevious to

packing. Yours, &c..,

A Subscriber.

Merriwither County^ May^ 1857.

Fruit for Health.—The Ohio Farmer makes the fol-

lowing very thoughtful and seasonable remarks:

Filth, moisture and exposure to heated atmosphere, are

tlie causes of billious diseases. The best counteracting

agent is a free use of ripe, acid fruit. Experiment has

verified the theory, tiiat natural acids separate the bile

from the blood with great certainty and mildness. Fresh,

ripe, perfect, raw acid fruits are a reliable remedy. How
strongly the appetite, in fevers, often yearns for a pickle,

when nothing else can be relished, or eaten ! It is the in-

stinct of nature pointing to the remedy. The want of a

natural appetite is often the result of the bile not being

separated from the blood
;
and if the cause is not removed

fever is the result. Fruits are cooling, because the acid

stimulates the hver to greater activity in separating the

bile from the blood, by which the bowels become free,

the pores open, and health restored. The fruit should be
ripe, fresh, and perfect— used without sugar or —

m

ilsnoliiral state.

—

Warm Weather Drops.— In a late me'di cal journal al-

lusion is made to a prescription, of whicli Dr. -Horace

Green says: we are accustomed, while travelling in

summer, always to take a small phial of it with us; as

this medicine is quite sure to arrest, in children or adults,

the intestinal irritation which in the warm season is so

liable to follow a change of diet and the drinking of a dif-

ferent and perhaps a harder kind of water than that to

which we had been accustomed :

Tincture of camphor, an ounce and a half; tincture of

capsicum, half an ounce; compound spii it.s of lavender,,

one ounce, and laudanum one ounce. Mix, and take from

20 to 40 drops at a dose, (for an adult) according to cir-

cumstances, several times a day if necessary.

Substitute for Bean Polks.—How many gardens have

their appearance spoiled by unsightly bean poles, as the

old saying is “standing seven ways f)r Sunday.” I have a

way that looks better, and as for productiveness, there is

half difference in favor of my plan.

Set posts twenty feet apart, six fi-et high, and fasten No.

8 or 10 wire on the top. Plant under the wire in hills two

feet apart, leaving two plants in a hill to grow. Slick

with willow or any kind of sprouts, peeling the ends to

prevent growing. Tie them to the wire and cut off the

tops of the vines two or three inches above the wi es.

I'he rows should run north and south, and be four and a

half feet ajDart. C. H R
,

[in Moores’ Rural New Yorke'>-.

Slormvilley Dutchess Co
,
N Y.

COTTON CUIiTUKE IN ARKANSAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As you request of

some of your subscribers to give you their mode of

Cotton Culture, I submit this as the mode pursued here.

Beil up land as early as possible, open the row narrow,

straight and shallow; cover with a concave block suffi-

ciently heavy to press the earth on the seed. As .soon as

the cotton is up, run around with side harrows .ibout four

inches from the drill
;

alter going over in this way turn

back and run around the cotton again, going as cirse as

possible, say two inches
;

this wilt leave a very narrow-

drill; follow with lioes, chopping out to desired width;

when brought to a stand, put diit wiih a sweep or broad

shovel; continue the shovels during the whole season
;

no turning plow is used at all in the cultivation of the

crop I have not described the tools used, taking for

granted that they will be understood. The harrow in the

first cultivation is superior i.o the scraper, from the fact
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that it leaves the ground in better order. In rows that

are four and a half or five feet wide, two mules can be

worked to one broad shovel, cutting forty-two inches

wide, which is a great saving of labor,

Jas. H. Moon.
ArhanmSy May, 1857.

[Seethe article of “Dixit,” in present number.—

E

ds.J

A CHEAP SUGAR MICE

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the June number

of the Cultivator,! see a question by a planter, relating to

a wooden mill for crushing Sugar Cane. If intended for

a small scale and wishing to avoid expense, I believe I can

describe to you a certain machine which every farmer,

possessing some mechanical art, can manufacture. The

only thing to purchase would be three cam wheels and

three bolts.

Suppose three wooden cylinders either round or octagon

set in a frame and to which motion should be given by

connecting the three cam wheels on the top of that frame

and attaching a sweep to the projection of the bolt of the

middle cylinder. At the bottom of the cylinders there

should be a platform covered with tin to receive the Juice

which could be conducted to any point to suit the operator

The cylinders should be about 1 foot in diameter and 1

believe they would revolve fast enough with one horse to

suffice to crush the cane of several acres.

I have planted some cane and I am going to build a

wooden mill of the above description, I believe that it

will not cost me over ten dollars.

If you think that such an implement would meet the

demand of several people, who only want to experiment

before going into it extensively, I shall be very happy to

have added this hint to some advantage.

Yours respectfully, P. J, B.

May, 1856,

WHEAT GROWING NEAR THE TEXAS COAST.

That wheat can be successfully raised as well in the

-coast counties of Texas, as in the more elevated regions,

has been, within the last few years, satisfactorily demon-
strated. Judge Rose, of this county, has raised three suc-

cessive crops of wdieat, two of which—those of last year

and the year before—yielded well
;
and the third is now

on the ground, nearly ripe, and equal to any of the others

Good judges of this crop think it will yield about thirty

bushels to the acre. Judge Murphree, of DeWitt county,

as we are informed, has been equally successful in rais-

ing this desirable grain, Mr Williams, also, who resides

on this town tract, on the west side of the river, has three

acres of wheat, looking remarkably well, nearly ready to

harvest. It is well headed, well filled, and will produce

;25 or 30 bushels to the acre.

Wheat raised in the wheat-growing districts of the

North and West, is considered of very good quality when
it weighs 60 pounds to the bushel, and yet the wheat
raised in this vicinity weighs 70 pounds [1]

The black, stiff, hog-wallow prairie land seems better

adapted to wheat than any other. In such a soil it grows
thriftily, heads and fills well, never rusts nor blights, and

is a sure crop. Thus it would appear that the hog-wallow

prairies contiguous to the coast, that have been consider

ed as nearly Vi^orthless, are likely to prove the most valu-

able lands in the State. The soil is deep, rich and endu-

rable, and is w'ell adapted to the growth of all kinds of

hedging plants or trees. The cutting ants, that are so

troublesome upon sandy lands, are never found in this

kind of soil.

Texas flour will always command a good price, not only

because it will be a superior article, but because it will

come into market long before Western or Northern flour;

and when that indispensable article will be most likely to

De scarce.— Texas Advocate.

THOUGHTS ON A “ CHUNK.”

Editors Southern Cultivator—In oppostion to an

inward whispering, “ thou art too young to teach,” I

have resolved to trouble you v/ith a few thoughts suggest-

ed upon the observation ofa chunk in cultivated land. The

first idea that entered my mind was the necessity of close

observation; for instance thought I, this chunk has been

or will be a serious “ backsett” to my interest as a farm-

er; in the first place, there is an unbroken space around

It, which produces nothing but a bunch of noxious grass,

which seeds an acre of land, which preceding a wet sea-

son thoroughly sets a plantation, which followed by a bad
crop year, induces or compels the young farmer to sell the

old homestead and to seek a home in the wilderness, with

the companionship of wolves and bears; but again to my
chunk. The faithful plow-mule stands ten chances to one

of getting a painful rap for disturbing the equilibrium of

the negro’s mind by shearing around it. But I shall im-

mediately close for fear of being called by some a dealer

in small facts
;
but of such I would ask what circum-

stance could be more insignificant than the falling of an
apple from the tree, yet what has proved more significant.

With pleasure, I subscribe myself your friend and con-

stant reader, The Young Farmer.
Near Okolona, Miss., April 14, 1857.

Hogs.—Give swine occasionally a tablespoonful of a

mixture composed of three pounds of ashes and one of

salt, for each individual, mixed with his food. This is

an effectual remedy for the kidney worm. When these

animals are affected with cositiveness take copperas, pul-

verized, put it in a common hand-skillet and hold it over

a quick fire; it will soon boil. Stir it till well mixed and

remove it from the fire to cool. Pulverize it and give to

each hog a tablespoonful as often as the excrement voided

indicates cositiveness. It may be mixed with milk, mush

or any kind of food.

BEACK AND WHITE HOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator : Two of my neigh-

bors (gentlemen of undoubted veracity) recently informed

me that a number of their hogs, some black and some

white, were turned upon green wheat; the white hogs

all died, and the black ones were not injured ! Is this

rule universally truel If so, what is the philosophy of

it I Will some of your correspondents explain the mys-

tery, if the rule is universally truel Enquirer.

McDonough, Ga., May, 1857.

Dr. Eddy’s Patent Self-Feeding Stall for Horses.

—The above named patent was issued on the 6th ult. to

H. Eddy, of North Bridgewater, Mass. The inventor

proposes to accomplish, and so far as we can see, does

accomplish, the following objects: 1st, ahorse can be fed

without soiling his head or fotetop by hay seed or other

matter; he cannot breath upon his hay, or spoil it by con-

stant mouthing, and thus render it unpalatable. He can

receive it nofaster than he takes it and eats U. The stall is

abundantly ventilated, and the horse cannot waste a par-

ticle of his food.

—

Calado7iian,
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“EXCEIiSIOR” CORX AXD COB CRUSHER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have just had occular

demonstration of the fact that the “Excelsior,” introduced

into this country by Mr. Leavett, is the very best Corn

and Cob Crusher that I have ever seen any where. On
his recent visit to this country, Mr. L. brought with him

his silver plates, which the Excelsior took at various Ag-

ricultural Fairs, over the “Little Giant.” Planters in this

county who had the Little Giant, have laid it aside to

rest, and bought the “Excelsio.” The one I have (No, 1)

grinds a h bushel of meal about as line as “little hominy,”

or what we used to call, in Georgia, “grits,” at seven

revolutions, I grind with ease, with one mule, 12 to 15

bushels per hour. Ears of corn can be ground so fine as

for one-fourth of it to be fine meal.

Now, (or the benefit of the readers of the Cultivator, I

would say that if they want a Crusher in which there is

no humbug—one tliat must give satisfaction wherever it is

introduced—try the “Excelsior,” and my word for it, they

will say that they never saw anything in the way of a

Crusher to equal it. Manulactured by Elmers & Forkner,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Price only$2o.

Yours, &c., G. D, Harmon,

Utica, Miss., May, 1857.

BAROMETER FOR FARMERS.

Editors Southern Cultivators—I notice in the June

number an article on Barometers for Farmers, and send

you the following formula for making a simple Barome-

ter :

Put two drachms of pure Nitre and half a drachm of

Chloride of Ammonia reduced to powders, into two ounces
of pure Alcahol, and place this mixture in a glass tube

of about ten inches long and proportionate diameter, the

upper extremity of which must be covered with a piece of

skin or bladder pierced with small holes. It the weather
is to be fine the solid matters remain at the bottom of the

tube and the alcahol is transparent as usual. If rain is to

fall in a short time some of the solid particles rise and fall

in the alcahol, which becomes somewhat thick and
troubled.

When a storm, tempest or even a squall is about to

come on, all the solid matters rise from the bottom of the

tube and form a crust on the surface of the alcahol, which
appears in a state of fermentation. The appearances take

place twenty-four hours before the tempest ensues; and
the point of the horizoja from which it is to blow, is indi

cated by the particles gathering most on the side of the tube

opposite to that part whence the wind or storm is to come.

Yours truly, M.
Dahbnega, G<z,, JuZy, 1857,

Rat Proof Corn Crib —“ In framing let the sleepers

into the side sills so that the top of the sleepers and sills

will be level; joint your flooring, drive up tight, and nail

down fast, and you have a floor that will neither lose your

scattered corn, nor let in the rats and mice.

Neither stone nor brick for under-pinning

,

for the rats

will certainly undermine them, and your sills settle; but

use good blocks, two feet long, brought to a square at the

top the size of sill. Use these precautions, and I will

guarantee you a complete riddance from the rat tribe, if

you do not let them in at the door.”

Rice Milk.—Wash a pint of rice in two waters. Add
half a pound of good raisins, carefully picked and cleans-

ed, and boil well; pour off the water, and mix one quart

of milk with the rice by stirring. Put it again on the

fire, and allow it to boil again for five minntes, and mix
with it four tablespooufnls of brown sugar, and two eggs
beaten light, stirring well, and after the ingredients are

thoroughly mixed, boil for five minutes longer, and the

dish is ready to serve.

Situ crtiBemtttls.

2^W CROP TURNIP SEED.
UST recei^red irom the importers a full supply of the Large
White Flat, Large Globe. Norfolk, Hauover, iluta Baga, and

the Yellow Aberdeen TURNIP SEED, for sale wholesale and re-
tail. W. H. HAINES, Augusta.
1!!^Orders from the country attended to with dispatch.
July57—tf

EVER'S' MAN HIS OWN ARCHITECT.

The way to build a country house is to get RICH’S AMERI-
CAN ARCHITFCT. Price $6. Published by

C. M. SAXTON & CO., 140 Fulton-st., New York.
RURAL ARCHITECTURE by L. F. Allen. Embracing Out

Buildings as well as Cottages and Farm House. Price $1 50. At
SAXTON’S. 140 Pulton st.

LA.Y OUT YOUR GROUNDS by DOWNING’S LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING. Price S3 50. Published by

C. M. SAXTON & CO., 140 Fulton-st
, N. Y.

POL^LTRY—Look out for your Chickens
;
and the best way to

do that is told plainly in the AMERICAN POULTRY YARD,
Price Si Published by SAXTON & Co., 140 Fulton-st.. N. Y.
Put up good Green-Houses thi« summer, and get ready for win-

ter. LEUCHAR’S HOW TO BUILD gives full directions. Price
$1 25. To be found at SAXTON & CO.’S,

140 Fulton-st., New York.
Sent free of Postage on receipt of price. July57—It

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

T he RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, Ga.,) con-
tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, atl2f cents

per yard—finding every material except the Wool. The exten-
sive and constantly increasing patronage the Factory has enjoy-
ed for years past, assure the proprietors that the article of Winter
Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed by
any cloth made North or South.
Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

us to keep up the standard of the Goods, but to secure an early
delivery of the same.
Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunity and secure a first rate article at a moderate cost have
only to send us the Wool washed clean in cold water (if sent dirty

one-half a cent per yard extra will be charged for washing.) Bur-
ry Wool is not objectionable—the Buits are removed by machin-
ery.

The name of the owner should be marked on aU packages sent,

us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia, Alabama or

South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,
(and owner’s name also,) will be regularly and promptly received,

and the cloth when made, returned to the points directed. Each
parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instructions to

June57—6t W f. SCHLEY, Presideot, Augusta. Ga.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE^

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst, and until further

notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad will run
as follows :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5 00 a. m and 12 15 P. JL

Arrive in Macon *'• 2 15 P. M “ 100 a.m.
Leave Macon “ ...1145 a.m. “

9 30 p. M.

Anive in Savannah “ ....10 45 p.m. “
7 20 a.m.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12 15 P. M. and 9 30 P M.

Arriv.> in Augusta 8 45 P. M, “ 5 30 a m.

Leave Augusta 6 00 a m. “ 4 00 p.m.
Arrive in Savannah 130P M. “ 10 45 P.M.

BETWEENMACON AND AUGUSTA
jL,eaves Macon 11 45 a. M. and 9 30 P. M.

Arri^’e in Augusta 8 45 P.M. “ 5 30 a. M.

Leave Augusta 6 00 a m. “ 4 30 p.m.
Arrive in Macon 2 15 P M “ 100 a M,

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE & EATONTON
Leave Savannah 5 00 a m.

Arrive in MiiledgeviUe 2 45 P. M.

Leave Macon 1145 a m.

Arrive in Eatonton 5 00 P m.
W. M. WADLEY, Gen’l Superintendant.

Savannah, Ga,, Oct., 12, 18-55. July56—-tf
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO

Sucre !
!—Pure Seed ! ! !

T he subscribers take gj’eat pic sure in informing the Planters,
Farmers and Gardeners of th3 South, that they have secured

from the most reliable sources aliu ited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties of which may be briefly

summed up as follow's :

1st. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from
400 to 500 gallons of fine syrup, equal to the best New Orleans

;
and

from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeply plowed
and highly manured, it will yield from thirty to fifty thousand
pounds of superior fodder to the acre.

3d. It sirrpasses all other plants for soiling (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the great abundance of suga,ry juice w’hich
it contains

;
and is gi’eedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian ilillet, growing
<otf freely and rapidly, after each cutting.

5th. It stands drouth much better than common corn, retaining
its green color andjuiciness even after the seed matures-

6th. The seed is excellent for human fjod, when ground into

meal, and fattens domestic anim.als very speedily. From twenty-
five to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so certain and prolific a crop that planters m.ay be sure

of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant anywhere South of Mary-
land and North of Mexico. If planted early in the Southern States

the seed will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which has been very carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, will be offered in cloth packages, each
containing enough to plant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivation, which is perfectly simple.

These packages vrill be forw-arded per mail, FREE OF POST-

AGE, to any address, on receipt of $1.30 for each package. When
not sent by mail, we will furnish the packages at $1 each.

may57—tf PLUMBS LEITaER., Augusta, Ga.

Fruit and ornamental trees, including
EVERDBEENS, the fitu-st collection in the Union. 1,700

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also parcels of8000 Seeds, post-paid,

fcr $1 25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Potatoes, the mo6t valu-

able of Esculents—the only ones for sale < f Ameiican growth, at

at $3 per dozen—$5 per 20—$20 per lOO. Osier Willows—8 fin st

kinds—$2 to $5 per 1000 Lawton Blackberry $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes, Gooseberries, Baspberries and Currants at

lowest rates. Linnaeus and Victoi'ia hhubarb $9 per 100. Arbor
Vitje, sm-'ll for Hedges, and large sizes. All Evergreens of small
sizes for Nurserses. All the new native Grapes Tr. e and 8brub.
Yegetable, Fiower and Evegreen Tree Seeds. Eaith .Almonds. Y el-

low and Honey, Locust and Osage < 'range Seeds. Strawberries

—

•20 splendid market varieties— $1 to $2 per 100
Priced Caialogues of every Department sent to applicants who

enclose stamps. W. K. PRINCE <fe CO.
Flushing. N. Y. May.57ft

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED
Warehouse.

0 2.51 Pearl street (between Fulton and John streets), New
York.

Tredwell & Jones, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

all kinds of AGniCnL i URAL and HORTICULTURAL IM
PLEM.ENTS and MACHINERY fiir Plantation use, invite the
attenti n ( f Lealeis ai.d Planti rs to their large assortment of

Implements ext ressly adapted for the south—compris ng upwards
of OsE Hundred and r ifty d trerent styles of PLOs it-;H8 and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting ad kinds of Plantation
Machinery.

fertiliser^!, field and GARDEN SEEDS.
Any Implements, Castings or VI achinery manufactured to order,

at s\ori notice, in a .superior manner. May57—tf

THOROUGH-BRED NORTH DEVON CATTLE
At Public Auction.

T he Subscriber intends holding his first Public Sale ofNORTH
DEVON C 'M’TLB. oil v\ ednesday, the 17th Day of June,

1857, at his Residence, four mi es North of the Rhineheck Station
on the Hudsm e iver lliilroad The animals to be sold ivillnumber
between 20 and 25 head—males and females, irom calves to full

grown—all of which have been either bred or imported by hinife f

a d have perfect Herl Book pedigrees. Asa lot, he bfeieves he
may say v/itti truth, they «re fully equal to any ever yet offered to

the farmers of the United states. Amongst the number will be
the imported Bull NjlAY Boy (.70- and the imported i ows, Nonpa-
REir.LE (924) amd Moss Lose (.904) ;

also, a number of very upe.
rior Calves of an .age suitable to be removed South the com n
at!turn n.

Catalogues, containing fu’l pedigree and all necessary infor-

mation, are now ready, and will be sent to a 1 desi- ing ihem —
Arra- gemeuts m -y be made by which animals for the South wil
be kept until autumn. B. P. John.son, Ksq., Secretary New 'fork
State Agricultural Society, Albany, and Samlford Howard, Fsq .

of toe B'ostxn Cultivator, .v^ass have kind y consented to act as
agents in ihe purchase of animals f r such persons as are unable to

atto' d the sal« themselves.
There will be no bidding in, but all the animals bid upon wil> be

sold
;
and no ammai on the catalogue will be disposed of until the

.auction. . C. S. WAINWIUGHT,
May57 “ The Meadows,” near Rhineheck, N. Y

,

NEW NORTHERN CHINESE SUGAR CANE
Seed.

( Sorghum Saccharatum.

)

JUST RECEIVED a large quantity, PURE AND GENDINI. from
the Original Source, aed for sale at $1 per lb., and in packets,

prep aid by mail, at 25 and 50 cents each. Two pourds are re-

quired to seed an acre. J. M. ”"H<)RBUhN & CC.,
15 John street, New York.

Vegetable, Flower, Field, Fruit and Tree SEEDS, of the most
approved sorts and best qualities, at wholesale or retail.

May57

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

T HESub'cri'ersoff^r the lollowing seasonable SEEDS, the
irrowth of last year and ol unsurpassed quail ies Dealers

and others -equiricg large quantities, will be served at prices
c.msiderahly be’ow the rates quoted.
Best quality Red T p TURNIP per lb. .$0 75
Bed Top Strap Leaf Turaip 0 75
Large White English G obe Turnip 0 ,''0

Large White English Norfolk Turnip 0 .50

Long White Tankard Turnip i' 75
Yellow Stone Turnip 0 75
YeUow ' berdeen Turnin 0 75
Best American Improved Ruta Baga Turnip 0 75
Imported Improved Ruta Baga Turnip 0 50
Imported Purple Top Ruta Baga Tm-nip 0 .50

A nd 12 other fine varieties of Turnics, from 50c. to 0 75
Early Scarlet Horn CARROT.....^ 1 00
Improved f.ong Orange Carrot 1 00
Long White Carrot. ...... 0 75
White Sugar BEET 0 50
Yellow Beet c 0 50
Long Red Mangel Wurzel Beet 0 50
Fine mixed kRc.NCH GRASS Sred for Lawns, .per hush. . 5 00
And other Mixtures.or Lawns, at $3 and 4 00

Also, the finest qualities of Red, White Dutch, Lucerne and
other Clovers

;
Timothy, Red Top Blue Grass

;
English and

Italian Ray Grasses
;
Orchard

;
Sweet Scented Vermel ; The

Fescues, and other Grasses, with a large and complete assortment
of VE iET'BLE, FLOWER and FIELD Seeds of the best
qualities at reasonable rates.

J. M. THORUURN & CO.
15 Jonn street. New York.

Catalogues on application. May57—2t

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ITUATED on the east side of Flint River. 10 miles below Al-
bany, the river forming the Western boundary, containing

1,346 acres (mor-e or less) first quality PINE LAND. Between 500
and 600 acres are in cultivation, all of which is fresh, none of it hav-
ing been cultivated more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will

comprise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvements
are a good Gin House, Overseer’s Hou«e, C ihs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the tte proprietor is hisreasen for wishing to

sell. Apply to S. H. HARRIS, on the Plantation, or
E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.

I^^Possossion given 1st January next.
Albany, Ga., March 27, 1857. May57—4t*

IMPORTED GARDEN SEED, FRESH.

I
N anticipat’on of late F ests, I have ordered and receive i addi-

tional Supplies of ah V irieties ofFRESH GARDEN SEED,
suitable for ihe present season.

Orders by mail, or otaerwise, promptly attended to.

Y^M. HAINF.S,
May57—tf

^
Aunis a, Ga.

STANFORD’S WILD OAT GRASS.

r
AM prepared to furnish SEED of the above Grass the present
year, it wil be carefully put up and marked, and sent to the

depot of Georgia Railroad at Athens, or to an Express Company
there, free of charge to Athens, at $20 per bushel. The quan-
tity of seed to the acre, shoii d be two bushels. But half as
much wil answer for those who wish to raise ther own seed liere-

after. JOHN R STANFORD.
,

Clarksvile, Ga., Maj^ 13th, 1857. June57—3t

“FRUITLAND NURSBRT,” AUGUSTA, GA
Fruits and Flowers for tlie South !

''f'HE Subscriber has ately issued a NEW CATALOGUE OP
1 FBUirS FOR THE SOUTH in which al the BEST and
most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN varietiis (suitable tn our
climate) are fully described; with special directions for the trans-
planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c. Also, a
selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful
ROSES, EVERGREEN'S, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treati.se

for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn
meut ol their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, FRKE OF

roSTAGF., by addressing D. REDMOND, Augu.sta, Ga.
Dec56—tf

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR If 56,

Bound volumes of the sou ' HEN CULTIVATOR for 185^
may now ke obtained at this office Price, $1,50. Or we will

send it by mail, post-paid at $1,80. Address,

WM. S. JONE3, Augusta, Ga.
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j, AT TEN CENTS A PAPER,
Double Stock Gilliflowers,

FLOWER SEEDS FOR THE SOUTH.

Having experienced the great difficulty in obtaining reliable

Flower Seed.s suitaHe to the South, 1 have raised a small
quantity, wffiich I am now offering to the public. I would particu-

larly draw the attention of the Ladies to the unsurpas -ed collec-

tions of DOUBLE STOCK GILLIFLOWERS, TEN WEEKS
STOCKS, CARNATIONS, GERMAN ASTERS, WALLFLOW-
ER, HOLLYHOCKS, and many others :

Delphiniiim Ajacis.
Dianthus chinensis.

Double Balsams,
Elicrysium lucidum,
Papaver somniferum.

“ mackanthuio,
Emilea flammea,
Gompherena globosa,
Heris speciosa,
Ipomea Quamoclit,
Lovatera trimestris,

“ Murselli,
Phlox Dmmraondi,
Portulacca Thellusoni,
Poterium Long visorba,
Reseda odorata,
Salpiglosis variabilis,

Scabiosa atropuuxjunea.

Ten Weeks Stocks,
Imperial Stocks,
Autumnal Stock,
Caraations,
Wailllower,

Dianthus imperialis plenissima
Rhodonthe Mauglesii,
Heliotropium peruviamim,
Pharbitis limbata,
Polyganum lenetifolium.

AT FIVE CENTS PER PAPER.
Adonis oestivalis,

Ageratum coeruleiun,
Amaranthus tricolor,

Althea rosea,
“ chinensis,

Ammobium alatum.
Antirrhinum majus.
Aster ch'ueiisis,

Calendula crista galli,

Calliopsis bicolor,

Catanouche bicolor,

Ce osea cristata,

Celosia indica,

Centourea cyanus.

Gilia tricolor,

Senecia elegans,
Tagetes erecta,

“ patula,
Verbena Melindris,
Viola odorata,
Zinnea elegans,
Xeranthemums annuum
Gnaphalium foetidum.

I^^^Orders; enclosing the money and athr e cent postage stamp
for every dollars worth of seed sent to PLU3IB & LEITNER,
Augusta, Ga., or to the subscriber, will meet with prompt atten-

tion, ROBERT NELSON.
Feb57—tf

EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare andbeautiful EVERGREENS Trees and Shrubs
of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from the sn‘'>scriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Cedar,
Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway Spruce, Silver

Fir, White Pine, Balsam Fir, Silver Cedar, Irish, English and
Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chinese Arbor
Vitas; Cedar of Lebanon, MagnoPa Grandifiora, “Mock Orange,”
Pittospomm, <fcc., &c . ;

in short all the most desirable Eve’-green
Trees and Shrubs that fl utrish in this latitude, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and TREES, of many varities can also be supplied in

quan ity. (See Dps Tiptive Catalogue sent per mail.) Ad-
di’tss [Dec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and Best.

T’TUE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses aM others

T? in speed and durability, simplicity and strength as well as
economy. That part of the Mill mos- liable to wear being separ-
ate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a small ex
pense.
The above 3Iill has received the first premium at the State Fairs

of New Pork, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various .States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILT, performs its work better and
nearly twice as fast as any other Coun or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are invited to examine the Mill and compare its ad-

vantages. JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.
March—tf

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM willing tp> dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOWN EWES, in lamb; also, four fine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity

to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I VI ill sell a Buck and three Ewes for -S LOO, if applied fo'- prior to

the 1st of J tnuary next. RICHARD PKTERS,
Deeofi—tf Atlanta, Ga.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.
OR SALE, a few pair of three to four months old, at $20 per

pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any
other—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
ctxtaneouserruptions and disease of the lunys, to which hogs are

so liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address
XovS.'l—tf R- PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

F

CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA!

THE GREAT FORAGE PLANT AND RENOVATOR OF SOUTHERN LANDS ! !

T HIS very remarkable new Field Pea is by far the most valuable and productive variety ever introduced. It is well adapted to

poor land, yielding at least three or four times as much as any of the common varieties, and producing a growth of vii e almost

incredible. It grows in clusters of from 12 to 20 pods, each pod contai ting 10 to t2 peas, and is of course far more ea-s.’Zy gathered than

anj^ other. The vine never becomes bard, but 's soft and nutriiiuu^ from the blossom to the I’oot. It is greadily eaten by stock, and
the Peas are unsurpassed /ur tlte table in delicacy au-’ richness of flavor.

We subjoin the following extracts—tke first from Ex Governor Drew, of Arkansas, and the remainder from several well known citi-

zens of South Bend, in the same State ;

Fort Smith, Ark., December 20, 1856.

Dear Sir :—The evidences afforded me while at your bouse by an examination of the quantity ot > ine and peas gathered trom one
and a half acres of giound, is beyond^anything in the way uf a great yield I have ever known.

I think I am within boimds when I say theyield, in pea and vine, is at least live times greater than any other pea—clover, or grass for

hay. And the waste peas were eq'ual to anj' oiher full pea crop
;
and from the quantity of waste vines remaining on the ground, I think

it will prove a tine manure and supporter of the soil.

Your son, Mr Wm. F. Douglass, has done well in making arrangements for the extended eultnre of this invaluable Pea in the older

States, wffierc it will doubtless do more in re-instating the old, wmrn-out lands than guano or any other application to the soil, while, at

the same time, the yield is likely to be as great on such lands as on the rich bottoms of Arkansa.s.

) Respectfully your ob’t. serv’t., THOS. S. DREW.
To Robert H. Douglass, Esq.
Dr. Goree, of Arkansas, estimated the yield in Peas or Hay at ^[jive times that of any other Field P’ a he had. ever seen planted

f

W. IL

Lee, E.sq
,
say he “has never seen anything to eciual it,” and that it should “snpersede the use of every oth r,” and the following certifi-

cate settles the question of its vahie for Hay ;

“We, the undersigned, saw “that pea-vine,” and think, after the peas were gathered, that the vine won’d have made as mnch hay as

g, stout man could carry
; it covered a space of ten or twelve feet in diameter, and lay from one foot to eighteen inches deep.”

^ WJI. C. MEEKS,
B. W. LEE.

South Pend, Arh., Sept
,
1856.

Col. J. B. L. Marshall, As.sistant Engineer on the Little Rock and Napoleon Rail Road, says
: j r ^ j-

“If the Souih:^rn Farmers will give it a 'air tri.al, they will find it to be the greet, est Pen both for table use andforfeeding stock, now
know’ll. They fatten hog.s faster than anything I have ever tried O ' the IV acres Mr. Douglass had in cultivation last year, there was
at least four times as much vitie as I ever saw o'> any piece ofground of the same size," &c., &c.
For further particulars, see Circulars furnished grat s by the Afients.

-n v.Wenre prepared to send out a limited qnam ity t.i thasePoas, put up in cloth packages to go by mad They will be forwarded, /rce of
to any address on receipt of .$1.30, or otherwise at $1 eacli. CuiTent funds and postage stamps wi 1 be a satistact(/ry remit-

tance. Onr names will be print'd on all packages of the seed.
,

. -tv
Any one not perfectly satisfied with the Pea will hav'e liis money retunaed. Address (with plain dire ’tions for mailing)

^ plumb & LEn XER, Augusta. Georgia.

Dealers in Seeds and country merchants can be supplied, to a limited extent, at the usual discoimt, if their orders are forwarded

mm ediaiely. '
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB

MiU, Improved.

(PATEiNTED MAY 16, la54.)

Manufactured of tiie best materials by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & Co., under the immediate supervision

of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, GENERAL
AGENTS, AUGUSTA, Ga.

1
''HE attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

, called to this MILL, as combining in a remarkable degree,
portability and power, s mplicity of construction and arrangement,
durability, and lightness of draught.

In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being
only necessary to fasten them dcwn to a floor or platform, and for

this purpose the rec(uisite screws and a printed card of directions
will accompany each mill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
Cora and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from being over-heated, ovei’-feeding and drinking,
and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone

;
and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made

the trial, that a saving of at least one fourth is made by feeding
Com and Cob Meal.

Caution.—The Little Giant has always taken the firstpremium
wherever exhibited

;
and we challenge the patentees, manufac-

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce PROOFS of its ever
having been equalled at airy trial conducted by disinterested per-

sons and on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the
celebrity which it has gained during the twm years of its existence,
that several imitations and c ounterfeits have recently made their

appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant’s thunder, they may
be able to follow in its footsteps and share its fame. These mills

are guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according
to the directions, and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill,

which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill, which
has ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.

The smallest size. No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to
ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold at $50. No. 3 re-

quires two hoi-ses, will grind fifteen bushels per horn', and sells

for $60.
We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our posse.=sion official written and printed
testimonials which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others

:

TESTIMON-fALS.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 185.5.

Ihavebeenninning oneof SCOTT’8 LITTLL GIANT COSN
AND COBS MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per-

forms to mj'^ entire sati'^faction. It was warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour, But I have ground over thirty-five bushels in an
hour and a half, or equal to twenty-three and a half bushels per

hour. In feeding thirty horses, I save at least one hundred bushels

of Corn per month, it new requiring only two hundred bushels of

Com with the Cob, where I formerly fed three hundred. I con-

sider it decidedly the best kind of crusher ever got up and if I

could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

I. D. MATHEWS.
Proprietor of Ike Augusta Omnibuses.

Augusta, Ga., April 20 18.57.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gent.—After having used the

LITTLE GIANT constantly lor two years, I cheerfully confirm
every statement made in my certificate of the 3d of April 18.55.

I. D. MATHEWS
Beech Island, S. C., April l, 1857.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean, Augusta Ga.—-Gent.—I have

years, and have fed my stock entirely on Cora and Cob Meal. I
had a No. 3 LITTLE GIANT in constant use for the last two
have never worked my horses and mules harder than during this
time, and they ha-, e never been in better condition than they are
now. Two horses will grind fifteen bushels per hoirr easily, and
I feel confident that I save fully 30 per cent, by using the mill.

—

I am acquainted with several kinds of crushers, but consider the
LITTLE GIANT far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully. THOMA.S S. MILLER.

Messrs. Carmichael &; Bean—Gent.—^T^^'e are using the
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COBB MILLS, which we bought
from you, and hereby recommend them to Planters and Stock
Feeders as the most simple and durable the most easily propelled
and best crushers we have ever seen, and by the use of which we
believe a saviog of one-third is made.

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia county, Ga.
(Dr Crawford has two mills in use.)

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield district, S. C.
(Mr. Rambo has three mills at different places.

J. PRINTUP, Warren county, Ga.
JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke county, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock county, Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe county, Ga.

(Mr. Barrow has two mills.)

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmo’- d county, Ga.
GOODE BRY AN, Richmond county, Ga.
WM, J. MIvSj Richmond county, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, .lefferson countv, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK. Hall county, Ga.
JAMEvS M HARK IS, HancocK. county, Ga.
A. H COLLINS. Columbia county, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burl<e county, Ga.

(Mr. Schley is using two mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TORHYE, Lexington, Miss. may57—tf

FELTON’S SEEF»SHAKPENTNG
PORTABLE GRIST M I_L L

,

PATENTED JANUARY 2, 1855,

PATENT

PORTABLE GEAIH HILL.
TROYjN. y.

OR Grinding all kinds of Grain, including Corn and Cob, and
'adapted to the LTse of Planters, by Horse Power.

This is one of the most valuable inven ions of the day. Poses-
sing all the qualifications requisite to make it available to the
Planter, it is destined to supply a want that has long been felt by
that portion of the community. It occupies a space of on'y two
feet by three, and weighs about 300 lbs It is very simple in con-
struction,—the grinding surfaces are of the most durable character

and are Nelf-Sharpening, requiring no skill to keep in order, and
should they ever wear out, can be replaced at a trifling cost,

—and the price comes within the reach of every Planter and
Farmer.

li is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with one-horse power,
and from six to eight bushels with two horse power : it grinds suf-

ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature.

The perfe>.tkg of this mill is the result of along series of ex-
periments which have been attended with great expense, but
the success of the enterprize is most complete. Numerous testi-

monials in its favor have been received, and will be cheerfully
exhibited to all.

All orders for Mills, Communications, A^c
,
will be promptly

attended to, and should be addressed to the Agent,
D. CHAFFEE,

May57tf Augusta, Ga.

LAST CHANCE!
CHINESE SUGAR CANE AND PROLIFIC

PEA !WE have still a few packages of the genuine seed of the CHI-
NESE SUGAR CANE left. It may be safely planted for a

syrup or seed crop, any time before ihe 1st of July, in this lati-

tude. The CHINESE PROLIFIC PEA will also produce an
abundance of seed for next year, if planted soon. Price of these
seeds, $1 00, or$l 30 per package

;
when sent per mail, p^tpaid.

Address, with plain directions, PLUMB & LEITNER,
June57—tf Augusta, Ga
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

T he undersigned have now in store and offer for sale the follow-

ing CORN AND COB MILLS :

LEAVITT’S “YOUNO AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:

1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob
;
also, grind line Meal.

‘2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob :

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 21- Minutes. 10.

“Little Giant” 41 “ 15.

“Maynor’s Champion 5 “ 20.

“Colburn’s Mill” 71 “ 32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong and durable, its gi'inding partslast-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Cora and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

PLANTATION AND GARDEN
Fertilizers.

i’ I 'HE Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-
X traded MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the
most incredulous then- value as a restorer of fertility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-

periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond their anticipa-
tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at li
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In baiTcls of about 200 lbs., ajt 1^
cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2i cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel
Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of aboirt 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using
the above fertilizers will be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desning it. D. C. LOWBER,
August56—ly 98 Magazine st., New Orleans.

LANDS IN SOUTH WBSTEPJ.'T GEORGIA
For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
containing fram 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 aci'es unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.
The whoie of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot

be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.
The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany

. y 1st

Sept, next; thus giving easy access to all of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated iu Georgia or Alabama,
wit’nin ten miles of a railroad, wiU be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. lOtk. I856. Nov56—tf

GARDENING- FOR THE SOUTH
The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any specie pay •

ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,
May56— tf Athens, Ga.

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Pf'^HE subscriber respectfully calls the attet tion of outhern
J- Planters and Meclnnics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-
GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. The}' are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gin.s, plantation saw mills, or C(n-n mills, umping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, a d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with pleasure upon the intro-
duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-
ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost o running a 6 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
21- Horse Power $375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1.100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent by mail to
any person requesting it. Address,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres weU set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, w-ater and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; -20 MARES, in foal by “Mebraska a fine .stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tien will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & O’nio Road leaves Memphis at
o’clock, A. M., and returns at o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memubis. Tenn,

PURE DEVONS AND GRADE DEVONS
For g- ale.

TAOR sale the thorough-bred North Dovo“ BULL CALF
U ^‘Soatherncr,” 5 months old, of fine ionn and proportion. Sire
Keokuk (prize bull), and dam, “Lively Dame both Herd Book
animals of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) 5 months old, sired by
the above Bull (S’ eokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur-
ham Cows. For terms, Ac., address
J une57—tf D REDMOND, Augusta Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEAVE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M..

Leave Atlanta daily at 8. 50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH'
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Camming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. P. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9 20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4 .30 A M.

WITH ATLANTA AND La ORANGE RA ILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3 30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7 55 A. M. and 5 35 P. M.

WHTH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC BAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.

Arriving at “ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.
GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

July mh, 1855. Aug55—tf
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For the information of the public, and to protect them

against fi-aud and loss, we subjoin a list of the Wild Cat

Banks in Georgia, not one of which we deem worthy ot

confidence or credit. Let the people, therefore, beware of

the bills of these Banks ;

Mkrciunts' Bank, of Macon.
Interior Bank, Griilin.

LaGkangk Bank, LaGrange.

Bank of Greensboro’, Giecnsboro’.

Southern Bank, Bainbridge.

Cherokee Insurance & Banking Company, Dakoh.

Pi.ANTERs- & Mechanics' Bank, Dalton.

Nokth-'Western Bank, Rnr^old.

BROKE.
Manufacturers’ & Mechanics’ Bank, Columbus.

CONTiilNT.S ©F JUliY NUMBEll.

1857 ! 1857!
SODTIIEEN CULTiyiTOE,

A MONTHFY^ JOURKAF,
DEAmTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTIBULTURE, STOCK

EREEOI-'.G, rout.TRY, BEE.S. GENERAL
FARM ECONOMY &C.

DADIIEL LE E. M 1> »' KBDMOND, Editors.

The Fifteenth voinnie coniinences in Januaiy,.
1857.

*1' T-

ONF COPY, one year $1 I TWENTY FIVECOPIES. .S20
SIX COPIES “ 5

1
ONE HUxNDKED COPIES- 75

always in advance. No paper sent unless tbe cash
accoriipanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post, Office Stamps
received at par.

Bemittances, by mail (post-paid) Avili be at the Publisher’s risk.

Address WM. .S. .TONES, Aug-usta, <Ta.
in^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSoBD

BEBS, Avill be fiirusihed AA-iVh the paper at L'lnb prices.

Plaiitixtion Ecosiostay a.Rd Misceillany.

Work fir the M mtn Page 201

Agricultural Colleges “ ‘203

Mauure Making “ ‘20.5

Blind Staggers in Horses, Ac “ 20r>

Level Culture once more !
“ 206

The Gorton Gill—its history, &c “ 207

Diversitied Agriciilturr—Household Management. “ 209

The Laivs of Trade—No faiuire of the great Producing
poAvcr.s of the Sugar Lauds of Louis.ana “ 210

Hives and Hiving Bee — fb'e China Berry “ 210

Backward I'^eason in Southwestern Georgia, &c 211

Sheep Itaising in the South “ 21i

Hogs and P.orle Making - “ 212
Descripiion of a Sugar Mill “ 2l2

Badng Cotton Avirh Iron Hoops, &c “ 2Lt

The 'Scarcity of Sugar “ 212
Farming 111 tcTests ill East FJorida “ 213

Clearing Swamp Lauds “ 214

Botary Diggers. Subsoiling, &c., &.C ^
“

Feeding Milch Cows on Tomatoes “ 2Lo

Shadows of Childlmod “ 215

Sim licity of Engli.sh Dress
“ 2l5

Cotton and Col'll ill Mississippi “ 215
Cotton Thresher.':, &.c “ 2i5
Stanford's Wild Oat Grass “ 215

Other Folk.s’ Eyes “ 215
Blind Staggers in Horses “ 223
Agriculture of the UnitedStates “ 223

Game ns. Shanghai Fowls “ 224

Improvement of Land “ 2,^14'

To what Free Labor leads “ 224

Funny Bat Trap '. “ 225
Iron Hoops for Baling Cotton “ 225
Fruit, for Healtn ...

“ 225
Warm Weather Drops “ i2:^5

I' ubstitnto for Bean Poles “ 225
Cotton Culture in Arkansas “ 225
A cheap sugar Mill “ 226
Wheat Growing nea,r the Texas Coast “ ‘v26

Thoughts on a 'Chunk” “ 226
Hogs “ 2.6
Black and Wi-i'e Hogs “ 226
Dr. Eddy’s Self Feeding Stalls for Horses “ 2l6
Exceksior i 'orn and Cob Crusher “ 227
Barometi r for Farmers 227
Bat Proof Corn Crib “ 227
Bice Milk “ 227

Editorial.
Answers to Correspondents P^ge216
Beprinfs 216
Illustrations. “ 2i6
Ci-ucrete Houses, &c “ 21*^

Onr Boo'k, Table “ 2 7

A New York Cotton Circular “ 2-7
Our Sentiments “ 2Y
Cuiinre ot Cotton “ 217

Eduation in Bural Districts “ 2i8

Horticultural Department.
Strawberries—tbeir Culture, best Varieties, &c Page2!9
Pears on the haw Stock .... “ 220
Apple and Pear B.ight “ 220
T e Cureniio “ 22

1

Lanrei Oil—Flies—Scuppernong Wine, &c “ 22 i

Fustic

—

' Vir^ilia Lutca." “ 222
New Na;ive Plants '• 222

SHUEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MEBINO BUCK,
one year old Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BIJGKS, of the Webb stock.
JuneSe-tf BICHABD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SORGHO SACCHAROMETBRS.
I
'^HE Snbscr.ber has a uumbtfr- of these instiumeut.s—invented

. and eachone pro', ed by him.seif—which will be furnished to

ai,y who may de.sire this indispensable guide to the inexperienced
in S5 HUP MAKING.
Full directions accompany the instruments. Price $3, and 10

postage stamps when scut by mail
ROBERT BATTEYk M. D.

July57

—

3t Rome, Georgia.

*WILLIS’ IMPROVED BTTJMP' MACAINK
PATENTED MARCH-6, 1855.

Fa'rmers, Mechanics Hoad Bidldcrs, SpecvlaUirs 'and aVprogressive
me-tt your atttehtion is coAled to this Valuable Patei.t.

M Y STUMP MACHINE has great po'vver. It has no equal.

—

it is simiilelu its construction, easily w.orked, and not liabie to
get out of repair. Its common weight is about 1500 lbs. It is ea-
sily born from place to place, and can be loaded in three minutes,
and unloaded, set, up, and a 1 'sty stump drawn, all wuhin fifteen
minute.s. Once fastened, it will pull ah aero and a ha.f of stumps
Vvutbout ch. ugii.g anchorage. A yoke of c' tile or one strong
horse, is sufficient to work it With such a team, if necessary, a
power of from three to five hundred tons can be made to bear up-
on a single stump !

One man can work it, though two work it to better advantage.

—

The time required to exti'.act stumps from six inches to four feet in

diameter, -will vary fi’om two to ten niinute.s. With this Machine,
standing trees may be taken out, large rocks removed ooin tlieir

bed-i; and it is thebe.st Machine ever invented not only for pull-

ing stumus, but for moving buildings, and < iher ht avy bodies. All
the iron usrd, is wrought, of peculiar quality, imported, sustaining
57 tons to the inch.

The price of these ITachines varies accordingdo weight and size.

I will furnrsh the. Machine at 1113:' IManufactory, together with an
individual right to work it, f.rr $200. I -reside at O ange, Ma.ssa-
chusetts, where I manufacture 1 his article, on a iarge scale, and
hold rayscT rcad3' to furnish it, or sell rights to use it, in any State
or Town in the L'nion, now unsold, on terms most rea.sonahle.

This p tent begins to be appreciated
;
all who -wish to brhigso

good a thing into use, and theretiy make a “pile of moiKyv” should
come to Orange, see thte inventor, see tliewoi kings of the Machine
with their own eyes, and if not perfectly satisfied respecting its

merits, all ihe'r expenses shall be cheerfullv paid.

June.57— tf WH.LIAM W. WILLIS.

“FRUITLAHD I^URSER-Y,” AUGUSTA, GA.
IMPORTANT NEW ARRANGEMENT.

T
' HE Subscriber takes gn at pleasure in informing his customers
and the Fruit Growers of the South geuerally, that he has

recently made an arrangement with the w’dl kn< wn P-niiok gist,

Louis B. Berckmans, Esq,, now of New Jersey, by whicti he will
have lull acce.-s to ail the gia ts and I uds of that gemlemans col-
lections of Pears, which unathci' mauy hundred of the best named,
varieties, and more than twenty themsand i.cw beediings of great
promise. In addition to this unrivalled collection or Peai.®, the-
specimen or hards of M. Berckmans contain sll the best and
rare-t variety of other ftuit knt wn in Etui pe and An iri( a. from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
.ject to multiply varieiies, but to select, with the greatest care, the
very best for extensive propagation.

^ limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected by M.
Berckmans, wid be o'ffered from my Nursery Ihc coming fall,^and
all the Icadb g varieties of Sontliern Fruit, Ro-c.s, Ornamental
Trees Strawlierry Plants, Grape Vines, d c., &c., can then be fur-
nished in qnaritit3', at utr moeler ate prices.

I''nJl Descriprive and ITi^ '^.atrlcgups, sent postpaid to all
appl. cants. Address, x. ''Ed.VIOND, Augusta, Ga-

A{)ril57

—

tf

LA-WSOH WATERMSLLON BBLD.

A FEW packag s of genuine “Law.':on” W ATER.M FLEON
SEED, at 16 and 20 cents eacn If per mail, 16 or 32 cents

may be sent to cover postage. A ddress
AprU57—tf PLUMB & LEITNEB, Augusta, Qa.
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—AUGUST.

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton— your plows, cultivators, and sweeps,

going briskly among your cotton, to destroy the weeds,

encourage a large growth, and prevent the failing of the

forms. Towards the latter part of the month, begin your

preparations for picking, and as soon as the bolls begin

to open freely, set the hands at work, gathering. Have

all seed cotton hauled in wagons from distant fields to

the gin-house, and do not require your negroes to waste

their time and strength
.
in carrying heavy baskets. If

you wish to weigh the picking of each hand, it can be

done by the overseer, before it is put into the wagons, or

each “hand” can mark his basket and have it weighed

at noon and night, at the gin-house.

Corn—A\\ early planted corn is already laid by, in

most sections
j
but very late fields may yet receive an-

other careful surface working, laying it by level, mellow,

and free from weeds.

Cutting up Corn Stalks for Fodder.—In our last num-

ber we furnished some objections to the very common

practice of pulling fodder, and advised the substitution

of drilled corn, which we have long found to be an ex-

cellent and economical article, both for “soiling,” (oc

feeding green,) and winter hay. We will oflfer another

hint for the consideration of our readers. It is, to cut up

their corn stalks at the ground, as soon as the ears begin

to glaze, or get hard; set up in shocks every twenty or

thirty hills thus cut, and when the whole is perfectly dry,

haul under cover or carefully stack up
;
shuck or strip otf

the ears at your leisure, and save all the stalks, blades

and shucks for the winter feeding of stock. This hint is

especially intended for small planters—those who aim

only to raise sufficient corn for their own use, and who
desire to make the most^it, and to save all that is worth

saving. Our objections .against fodder pulling, (as before

stated,) are that it is d slow and laborious process, and

that the yield and weight of the grain is lessened by pre-

maturely depriving the plant of its leaves. If fodder is

pulled before the grain h.ecome glazed, vou certaiolv in-

jure the grain
;
and if you do not pull until the ears are

fulljr ripe, the fodder is nearly worthless. The proper

plan is to cut up your corn as directed, just when the

grain is passing from the doughy state to the hard kernel.

At tiiis period ofits growth, the plant has elaborated suffi-

cient sap to mature the grain perfectly after it is cut, and
the surplus starch, gum and saccharine matter which it

contains will be preserved in the stalk and ieaves, instead

of being changed to hard and worthless woody fibre, as

when the plant is allowed to become perfectly dead ripe.

Another advantage in thus cutting up corn is, that as

soon as it is hauled off, the ground is ready for the plow,

and after it has received a good manuring you can pro-

ceed immediately with the sowing of your winter oats,

rye, barley, clover, etc., etc. Let those who have scanty

crops try it, even on a small scale, and they will need no

urging to continue it hereafter.

Feeding Corn Stalk Fodder.—\n order to use corn

with proper economy, every farmer and planter should

have the “ Little Giant,” or a similar mill, for grind-

ing both corn and cob. To this should also be added a

Feed Cutter, suitable for cutting hay, sheaf oats, corn

shucks, etc,, etc. With this latter imphement, the corn

stalk fodder, shucks, oats, hay, and other “roughness,^’

be finely cut up, and when mixed with a proper

portion of corn and cob meal, slightly moistened, (with

an occasional sprinkle of salt,) you have an excellent and

cheap provender for all kinds of farm stock. Roots, such

as Turnips, Smet Potatoes, etc., when plenty, may be

added to the foregoing from time to time, and they will

be found to give increased relish and improved health to

your animals.

Ruta Baga, Red Top, Early Flat Dutch,

Yellow Aberdeen, Norfolk, Globe, and otlier Turnips,

should be sown from the 1st to the 25th of this month.

The ground should be repeatedly plowed very deep, and

pulverized as fine as possible. A deep, rather light and

fertile sandy loam is best for this crop, and such soil ought

to be plowed at least ten or fifteen inches, and thoroughly

harrov/ed. Sow in drills from two to three feet apart,

plants standing in the drill from six to twelve inch es.
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Stable manure, (ten or fifteen loads to the acre,) vvoods-

jnould, ashes and broken bones, equal parts, (six or eight

loads to the acre,) or three hundred pounds of guano,

acallered broadcast and plowed in, will give you a good

£j!op. Shoutd you wish to manure in the drill, open a

^ide and deep furrow with a long shovel plow, scatter

your mars®re thickly along this drill, throw a fiat, broad

bed on the manure with a turning plow, and after raking

the surfece smooth and even, drill in the seed as above

directed. From one to one and a half pounds of seed,

mixed with sand and carefully sown, will be sufficient for

tin acre. [A friend recommends the sowing of the

seed kte in the after noon, leaving the drill open

And the seed exposed to the action of the dew until

daybreak, next morning, when they must be covered, and

the ground rolled cr pressed down firmly on them. This

plan well worthy of a trial in dry wei^iher.] If

you hnvt. plenty of leached ashes, you may top-dress the

ground witli ten or fifreen bushels per acre, after sowing,
j

k win be well, also, to dust the plants when they first

oornc up, with a mixture of ashes, soot, plaster and salt,

(a bushei to the acre,) to prevent the att-acks of the fiy,

(VnUoue this until they get into the rough leaf, when

ihey may be considered out of danger. When the plants

are well up, clear out all grass and weeds wuh the hoe,

thin them to a stand of from six to twelve inches

according to the size of the variety. After thin-

siTtg,, work them out from time to time, until the tops

the ground, when you may lay them by.

Sweet Potatoes.—Keep the earth fresh and loose around

plants, and the rows entirely free from weeds, until

mnes take complete possession of the patch. Lose

m> dma now in cutting and setting out vines for the pro-

(iaeiioii of next year’s seed.

Maya%d Fodder.—Cut and carefully save drilled corn

fodder (as directed in July number, page 201); also, make
ail Ike Hay you possibly can from Crab (or Crop) Grass,

Crowfoot, Fea Vines, tops of Ground Peas, Bermuda
^^cass, Chinese Sugar Cane blades. Millet, etc., etc.

I>iicfvmigi Mauling Muck. Woodland Pastures^ Siraw-

Beds. tic.—The dry weather of this month will be

Sjiand favorable to the ditching and draining of low, wet
clearing up of swamps, cutting underbrush, dig-

and embanking fish-ponds, preparing Strawberry

l^lches, clearing the undargrewth of forests for wmods
Pastures, hauling of muck to the compost heap, destruc-

rioa, by campost fermenting or burning, of noxious wmeds,
etc.

THE GAEDEN.
All plaats of the Cauliflower, Brocoli, or Cabbage

‘^jraily, may be set out the latter part of this month for

and winter use. This month may be considered the

^second spring in the South. All work done in the

should now be repeated, and will, in most cases,

fsavmsh us with excellent vegetables until frost. Continue

&& transplant Celery. Full crops of the dififerent kinds of

Tumlps shouM be sown during the month, as directed

above. Sow sesds of Beets, Salsify, Carrots, etc,, for

winter use—shading the ground, by a slight brush

from the hot sun. Radishes, Spinach, Lettuce,

*46.3 may be sown, and Snap Beans and English Peas

jm&y be planted, and the drills, as soon as filled up, cov-

aisd with a pretty heavy mulching, at least one inch

saw-dust or well rotted leaves are very good for

St;- the young plants will easily come up through the

aaulsfiiing. Plant, also. Melons and Cucumbers for man-
and pLcMes, Keep down all weeds—use the hoe,

«'ater freely. Plant a second or fall crop of Irish

and Peas, mulching both heavily with leaves.

Parpife Egg Plant, Tomato, and Lima Bean, may be

planted for a late crop, and will come yet, with “ favora-

ble seasons.” Keep your Stawberry beds clean, open aad

mellow, now, if you desire to increase your plants, and

encourage the growth of runners by an occasional water-

ing. If you do not want runners^ cut them oflf and turn

them und'.,'.', to g’ve back their substance to the bearing^

plants. Give these occasionally a. light top-dressing of

Jeached ashes just before a shower, or water them with a

very weak solution of potash. Gather all your ripe gar-

den seeds. It is a mistaken notion that we cannot save

our own garden seeds; we can and ought to do it.

THE ORCHARD AND THE NURSERY.
Gather up all fallen and defective fruit and feed to the

hogs. Save stones of the Peach to produce new varieties

and for seedling stocks. Let the Peaches, from which you
obtain seeds for planting, h& fully ripe, if you are endeav-

oring to re-produce them or originate new varieties.

Bury the Peaeh .stones at once, or plant them immediate-

ly, in drills, where you want them to grow. This is the

best way. They will come up next April. Try a few

hundreds or thousands yearly, and yeu will, from time to

time, be rewarded with valuable Southern seedlings, espe-

cially suited to our own soil and climate. Budding of all

stone-fruits may still be continued by those who have the

proper stocks. Insert the bud on the north side of the

stock, early in the morning, or just before nightfall, ceas-

ing operations in the heat sfAic day. Now is, also, the.

time to make cuttings of Evergreens.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Collect seeds of all Annuals, and preserve them care-

fully, Bud Oranges and Lemons. Propagate Aloes and
the Cacti, (or Cactus,) by slips. Sow bulbous rooted

flower seeds to obtain new varieties. Stake your Dahlias

and thin out your flowers, if too profuse. Clip Box edg-

ings in moist weather. Cut and roll Grass plats and
lawns. Clean up walks, put on fresh gravel, and roll

smoothly. Water your potted Annuals and other plants

daily, in hot weather. Sow Tulip and other bulb seed.

Gather all valuable seed as soon a.s ripe, and save for

future use. Use water frequently, as heretofore directed.

IMPROVEMENT OF LAND.

Mr. G. D. Harmon has a short, but quite suggestive

article on the improvement of land in our last issue,

which prompts us to take up the subject at the point

where he has left it and discuss it at greater length. He

asks, “What is agricultural improvement'? Is it to be

found in the theory of planting 25 acres to the hand and

working a ‘big crop’ for 4 or 5 years, wearing out your

land, and being compelled to clear the balance of your

woodland that you had left for timber, or move to another

country'?”

Ofcourse, this practice is the reverse of what Mr. H.

regards as agricultural imprevement. He does not define

the meaning of the terms as he understands them; but we

infer that he would at least keep land as productive as it

was in its best estate as a virgin soil. In that case the

improvement would consist in the subdueing and culti-

vation, and in adding, from time to time, so much of the

elements of fertility as would keep the supply in the soil

equal in amount to all that nature originally furnished.

In this way there would be no diminution of the raw ma-

terial for making annual crops, and the perpetual fresh-

ness of Nature would extend her choicest blessings to the

wise and just cultivator.

Something like this ought to be the popular and com-
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mon standard of tillage operations—the normal condition

of American agriculture. Every man might say then

that his land, no matter how long it had been under the

plow, was as rich in all the elements that lorm grain and

cotton, hay and vegetables, as a kind Providence had made

it He could affirm that he had not aoused th>^ trust

which God had placed in his hands for the greatest good

of the human family. As an accountable oemg he daic

not leave the arable land of his State any worse lor pro-

ducim^ cheap bread, and cheap clothing man he iound it

for as he did not create the frubfuiness of the soil lie cu -

tivates, he had no moral right to destroy H. Pso .udi

right can possibly exist, any more than one ha.s a

S!h to burn a city ffir personal gain, or otherwise wrong
|

wun tr

mankind fov hia l>nvate Ue.ma., Tl.e cerfun
;

.h,.

immorality of irapairin? Iho natural capacity ol and to

support society in social inteUectual and physical tr jl-

belns is a fact too litlle considered hy tne puol.c r uc.

an injury to the soil of a whole coininenl or rslai.o, would

inevitably not merely iinporerish its uihabiBiils. but pre-

vent their possible progress in arts and scrr nces, n, ear, -

ing, and above all, in the d.seharge oi religious dm; . 1

is the positive debasement of man as a moral and soc ul

heini? ultimately, by desolating the land in which he

lives—hardening his heart as the sun burns and petrifies

the naked clay of a barren field-that makes the practice

much to be deplored. The worst fea-
of land-killing so *

ture in the evil is the fact that its consequences are so lit-

tle appreciated by the people at large. ey seem o

lieve that to restore to millions of acres of mipov.nshed

land all the ingredients removed, and foolish y wasted by

the mismanagement of half a century, is tne labor of only

a few years. A graver mistake was never conceived.

Something may be done to imparl permanent unprove-

menttoan impoverished farm in a few years
;
but one

must be peculiarly favored with great resources m potash

bones, gypsum, salt, lime, &c., to give to several hundred

acres a full supply of these earthy elements of crops.

Such wholesale command of phosphates, sulphates, chlor-

ides, and nitrates, no farmer now possesses for the im-

provement of land. Hence, the prodigious waste ofthese

substances in all cities, drawn primarily fi'om the soil,

and transported thither to feed and clothe their inhabitants,

is a wrong of fearful magnitude. Perfect restitution of

these int^redients which are not supplied by moving

water, nor by the atmosphere, to agricultural plants, is^

the tribe theory to prevent the partial or complete tailure oi

wheat, or other valuable products of agriculture. But

how is this perfect restitution to be made '? We answer, in

a variety of ways.

1st. By reducing its necessity to the minvmvm, in not

going over more surface with the plow than can be

dlled in the most thorough manner. Tliis practice gives

the meiximum of crops with the least dara^e to the land,

t 2nd. As much of the produce of the soil in every field

should be left to decay where it grew as possible, that its

vegetable mould be not exhausted
;
for this mould has

much to do in nature’s economy in drawing alkalies from

their union with flint sand and clay. The want of mould

in long- cultivated soils, and on galled places, tends to per-

petuate their sterility. Make full restitution, and the

primitive fertility, whatever that may have been, will be

attained. In decomposing leaves, weeds and grass, not

a little mineral matter is supplies to the soil.

3d. Planters should keep more and better live stock

make more and better manure, and thus have the good

sense to feed the land that feeds them. The dung of fat-

tening hogs may be distributed over pea and oat fields

while gaUiering their food
;
and in this way plenty of

good meat may be produced at the smallest expense,

while the soil is enriched by elements drawn from the

subsoil and atmosphere. It will pay on naturally poor

land at the South, in iho long run, to adapt it by artificial

means to the growth of clover
;
so valuable is this remark^

able plant both for keeping stock and improving the soil.

At all events, the cow-pea is sot an adequate substitute,

and particularly fails in the spring, when young clover k
flush and most nutritious for cows giving milk, sows rear^

ing pigs, and mules, horses and oxen worldng oa lltft

farm. To keep stock ilic three montlts tielore the native

grasses of the South are grown enough lo give cattle full

bellies in u few Itours, is the most iiuiible-some part of

stock raising in this country. Pracilc;.! men will agree

willt us on tins point; and lo them one who h:\s raised

iOO buslicls of clean clover st,ed a year, and bi cn familiar

with the plant all ins life, m^.y suggest ,,t h-i t a irial of

age crop, haviai: in view the impiovemciu equally

of farms and of domestic animahs.

Wc have freqnetnly traced tlic long iap-root of clover

overdo inches into the gi’f'u mi, showing that A is able id

di'iuv potash, lime, phosphoiic and sniphuric acids front

the deep .subsoil. Its numerous leaves are broader than

tiiose of lucerne, and we rcgaril it as a belter forage plant,

although not so durable, and we fear less hardy at the

South. Both of these plants are deserving of more atten-

tion than they receive for keeping stock and making ma-
nure. If one’s land is so poor that he cannot well have

large fields of clover, let him try small fields
;
making them

rich by cow pens, or by ashes and leaves, if other means
are not at hand. Strong limestone soils are best for

clover, lucerne, peas, and, we believe, for all other legumes,

as well as for wheat. So far as one’s land lacks the earthy

elements of wheat and clover, and they are the same in

both plants, he should try to add them to the ground that

needs them. If he had an unlimited quantity of cotton

seed he might soon have rich clover and wheat land
;
for

the seeds of our great staple plant take from the soil the

precise elements needed to form wheat and corn, clover

and peas. We are disposed to exalt cotton seed as a fertik

izer, because for two years we have found it, the cheapest

manure that could be purchased in Georgia
;
and we feel

confident that the tap-root of the cotton plant is not permit-

ted by any system of one mule plovnng to descend half

deep enough into the earth.

Let it go down into fresh pasture—into virgin ground
that never before yielded phosphates to nourish the germ
of a cotton seed nor the germs of corn. If you had a clear

idea how these germs grow, how the seeds of plants form

the flesh and bones of animals, and how rootlets spread

out, and diffuse themselves through all permeable soil to

imbibe the elements of seeds, you would certainly be wil-

ling to plow a little deeper, and harro%v a little more with
good harrows, than you now do,

4th. It appears to be a principle, or law of our Creator,

that land shall not be improved by tillage, from genera^

tion to generation, any faster than the Mind ofthe owner
is improved.

Ifa different law prevailed,every State In this Confederacy

would not now show so many signs ofdamage done to cul-

tivated land, and prove the necessity of studying agricul-

ture as a science. Cultivators have onlyvague, dark and
unsatisfactory notions as to the precise things that form a

crop of grain, or one of cotton, or of potatoes. To their

minds, fertility is an agricultural abstraction, and the im-

provement of land its first cousin. To expel this half

clouded moonshine from the human understanding-, and

let in the vivifying sunshine of true know ledge, let u® for

a moment consider first principles in farm economy. It

is impossible that a crop which is something can be made
from nothing

y

unless God were to create new matter for

that purpose. To have a kernel of corn, or a seed of

wheat or cotton always the same in its germ and elements

of nutrition, whether for the growth of the germ,
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growth of a pig or a child, it makes no difference, the

• seed needs during its own growth such things, and such

things only as are peculiarly adapted to support equally

the germ ofthe plant and the germ, (only more developed)
ofan animal. Now, land that abounds in the things (which

are well known) that make the seeds of, our cotton and

wheat plants, is rich land. Like water and carbon, some

of these things are abundant in nature, and can be bought

cheap; while others, like ammonia, potash and phosphoric

acid, are more difficult to be hud and are therefore expen-

sive. Every farmer should be familiar with these sub-

stances as he is familiar with corn and wheat. Phos-

phoric acid combined with potash, lime and magnesia,

forms some 94 per cent, of the earthy part of both wheat

and cotton seed
;
each contains the elements of ammonia,

and both furnish excellent manure solely because both

have taken it out of the ground. To take manure out of

the earth in the sliape of grain, and secondarily, in the

form of meat, and waste both, is not farming, but simply

killing land. Farming implies themaking of full and per-

fect restitution to the earth that yields either grass for

stock, grain for bread, or cotton and tobacco for market.

Good farming implies more than this. It demands the

increase in the soil of the elements of fertility till its com-

mon average crops shall be 70 bushels (14 barrels) of

corn, and 30 bushels of wheat per acre. To own such

land in an old healt.hy and well settled district, with ex-

cellent schools, churches, society, roads, railways, and all

other benefits of advanced and refined civilization, is an

object of'the first importance. So far as the South lacks these

advantages, it is the duty of all to labor for their attain-

ment. It is better for us to v/ear out than rust out—to

change things for the better, rather than let things change

our children and the community from bad to worse. So-

ciety cannot stand still
;

it will either improve or deterior-

ate, like the land we cultivate. A great deal that appears

gold on the outside is only galvanized with the precious

metal, having base copper under the thinest possible

covering. Families that unwillingly allow their tastes to

be corrupted by the glitter and tinsil of fash equipage,

furniture and dress, cannot possibly enjoy life anywhere.

Their lives are in rebellion against both good sense and

•nature, and are likely to end in shame. If less money

were used for show and sheer dissipation, there would be

less occasion to over tax the soil, and more means for its

skilful improvement. Planters, their wives, daughters

and sons, should take more interest and pride in the

noble duty ofenriching land, so that it will yield them a

better income, support fine ffit cattle horses, hogs, sheep

and poultry, and be the subject of praise in the whole

county. Learn to enjoy wisely what yon have, rather

than become mere bca.sts of burden in trying to get more

Make home pleasant in every respect, and the homestead

.a model of plantation neatness, thrift and contentment

Let Order be a law unto all, that no jar shall disturb the

harmony, no neglect lessen the industty of the laborers;

but that all shall move forward with ease and cheerfulness

to the accomplishment of the work before them. Raise

an abundance of garden vegetables and preserve them as

long as possible, that the consumption of bacon may not

be an unwelcome, drain on the purse. All things con-

sidered, the cheapest, and perhaps the best meat a farmer

can have for his own table is good lamb, for lambs and

sheep almost rear vhemselves without care or trouble to

their owner. Fat pickled mutton put up in barrels is ex-

cellent six monihs in a year, and costs but little. Kids

are well worth raising for their flesh, and th%ir parents

are at once healthy, hardy, prolific, and able to defend

themselves from the attacks of vicious dogs.

These remarks are made from a conviction that more
attention should be paid to live stock, and domestic econo-

my generally, to render the improvement of land easy

and natural. Both plants and animals are endowed with

a certain power ofaccumulating their appropriate aliment,

as well as with the power of multiplying their respective

species. This cumulative function is less understood than

that of procreation, although a part ofone system of organic

life. Its duty is to aid plants and animals in the task of

.seeking and providing food for their offspring. If the se-

cretion of milk in all mammiferous females is one expres-

sion of nature’s care for the young, the holding of rain

water and the secretions of acids by which mosses ex-

tract potash, lime and phosphates from granite rocks, a»d
ultimately form a rich mould, are no less proofs of the

Creator’s care in providing food for the sprouting germs
of plants of a higher order than mosses. We have fre-

quently employed cryptogamic plants to extract fertil-

izers from rocks to be used in experiments in grov/ing

wheat on artificial soils. Old field pines accumulate both

organic and inorganic matter quite radidly where they

have a luxuriant development. This function is curious

and instructive in its relations to the improvement of land.

Pines have long taproots, and longer surface roots, with

which to drink in abundance a most diluted aliment. Their

carbon and water, and nitrogen, in the shape of ammonia
or nitric acid, are derived from the atmosphere. Keep
some plant or plants, evergrowing on the land you would
enrich, but let the soil have the debris of such vegetable

structures. L.

THAT CHINESE PROEIFIC PEA.

Editors Southern Cultivator-I havebeen a subscriber

to your useful and welcome monthly visitor for several

years, but have never suffered my name to appear within

its pages, and should you think this unworthy, you are at

liberty to throw it over among the rubbish.

Long since I learned the duty of supporting the sink-

ing character of my fellow man. Seeing that my esteem-

ed friend. Douglass, has had his assailed, even to stretch-

ing to long yarns (as a correspondent said in last Au-
gust number) I feel disposed to come up from the vault of

obscurity to vindicate it, and I am not alcne here. My
faithful conductor, Mr. Quinby, U. S. Marshal, after ex-

amining “that Pea” which was given me by Mr. Douglass,

and growing in my farm, said he could do the same. He
was perfecly carried av/aj'' with astonishment while be-

holding the thick clusters of peas, and the rich, thick foli-

age.

I have been a pea raiser thirty-five years, and profess

some knowledge in growth, variety, importance to land

as well as stock, and durability of seed and am forced to

to the belief that the China Pea is superior. “I speak that

I know, and testify what I have seen.” They are grow-

ing thick on the ground where they v/ere planted last year,

and if such a winter as the past would not destroy them,

we have nothing to fear. I have sowed peas among my
ATheat in the fall and oats in spring to advantage, and

were I living on poor land now I should certainly sow
the China Pea as an improver to land if not for hay, v/hich

I know to be superior to any other hay I have ever raised,

all things considered.

In conclusion I would advise my old native North

Carolinans to begin with this Pea to improve their land,

it being much cheaper and I think better than digging

marl, or buying guano.

A word more. I have suffered m'y stock hogs to run

on peas all my life and never lost one thereby. True,

they need attention in the summer. If they get very poor

it is difficult to recover them. If they take the staggers,

split the skin over the brain and fill in with fine salt—it

cures for me. If desired, more anon,

S. J. Jones,

Plum BayoU) Jefferson Co., Ark., May, 1857.
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AGRICULTUKAIi LECTURES IN GEORGIA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Some time since—in

March or about 1st of April—1 made a request of the

planters of Georgia, and not having seen it, as yet, in

print, I try again to renew it, and earnestly ask of you

either its publication or such a notice as will bring the mat-

ter before the citizens of Georgia.

It is known to every reader of the CultivatGr, that Dr.

Terrel, a benefactor, made a donation to the University,

and that Dr. Daniel Lee, one of the Editors, was invited

to take the Chair, and that he has done so.

That Dr. Lee is eminently qualified to enlighten the

planters of Georgia, as well as the residue of us South, is

fully shown through the columns of the Culiivaior, yet,

being invited to the Professorship by the intelligent Board

of Trustees, is no small recommendation to public confi-

dence.

Dr. Lee is engaged only a portion of this time as Pro-

fessor, and if he is w’illing and you, the people would call

him out, he certainly can do far more general good.

I would propose that he be invited to deliver lectures

through the length and breadth of the State, at every

county site at least, as also at any point w'here an Agri-

cultural Society is in being. The State should appropri-

ate a sufiicient amount to pay expenses of travel, board,

chemical apparatus, and a fair salary for services, which

in addition to present salary, would enable Dr. Lee to

live, not from his private nreans, but at the cost of those he

seiwes. The laborer being “ worthy of his hire.”

It seems to me that Georgia is losing a great advantage

which could be secured at a trifling cost.

The advantage I refer to is, noc alone the information

that Dr. Lee could give, but also in collecting of much
material to aid him in making his lectures in the Univer-

sity more adapted to the wants and use of every portion

of the State
;
in stimulating many citizens to an exertion,

or an increased one; to the constituting ofmany Agricul-

tural Societies and Clubs; and collecting many valuable

specimens for developing the agriculture of the State.

Really it seems to me that Dr. Lee could vastly increase

his usefulness to the cause by such a course, and ! am
surprised that the matter has not long since been broach-

ed. Last May, v/hen passing through Georgia, I nam.ed

this to a few as I journeyed, and the objector has yet to be

met.

We of the South can be profited by an intelligent agent

taking a tour through the entire South, examining the

tools, seed, frame buildings, mode of culture, stock and a

thousand things, to be reported through State publications,

so that the infomiation would be public property. Give

the means of procuring a small supply of such seed as he

would deem advisaole to try, as well as drawing of im-

provements, frame buildings, &c.

It might be extended to a trip acro.^:s the water and there

to collect such information as would benefit the agricul-

turist.

One or two labor-saving implements alone would pay

all the cost to the State of Georgia, even if no other good

be done. It appears to me that ihegreat. the leading Agri-

cultural State, might do all this. What is three or five

thousand dollars per year to Georgia, in comparison with

the great gam I Send Dr. Lee acioss the water and pub-

lish his reports, adding only 50 cents a vol. on cost of pub-

lication, and agriculturists will pay all cost. A little pub-

lic spirit on the part of the Georgia Society, will add to

her means and utility. Georgians will please pardon any

apparent meddling You, my fellow citizens are doing

great things, 1 only hope to aid by every suggestion

M. W.P.
Alississippi, 1857.

Remarks.—

D

r. Philips has our best thanks for the

above friendly suggestions. The high price ofcorn, bacon,

and other provisions, as well as their general scarcity at

the South, would seem to indicate a serious defect in our

present farm economy. Plain, practical lectures, point-

ing out these defects, and stating how they may be reme-

dies, addressed to agriculturists assembled at courts,

could hardly fail of leading many to adopt abetter system

of husbandry. Explanations may be given where one

talks face to face, and thus remove objections and difficul-

ties, which in writing for the press is comparatively im-

practicable. Men like to ask questions, and bring par-

ticular facts in their personal experience to the consider-

ation of some one v/ho has studied and read more on the

subject than they have
;
and a social visit and lecture from

one entitled to their confidence would often enable them

to make important improvements. They may have valu-

able resources for enriching all their arable lands, but are

in doubt how best to use the fertilizers at their command.

In a word, careful investigation is needed for the advance-

ment of the truly vital interest of the South. We will not

here undertake to indicateLow sadly this Interest must

suffer, if much longer neglected. Deeply have we pon-

dered that system of tillage and plantation economy

which prevails generally, and its future influence on the

destinies of the Planting States. It is a momentous theme,

lightly as many consider it: for the soil we now scourge

v.’ill one day refuse us both bread and meat, unless we

treat it better. A general reform is our only hope to save

the “Sunny South” from positive ruin. To promote a

change for the better, the w’riter will visit many counties

before the close of the present year, and appeal to the

people in behalf of that domestic policy which will make,

if adopted, the South the garden of America. God has

given us all needful elements
;
and we have only to use

i.hem wisely to achieve noble and honorable results. Some-

thing must be done
;
and if the humble writer can awaken

no sympathy, and shall fail in his labors, he could hardly

tail in a better cause. L.

NEGRO HOUSES-—SUNDAY LABOR, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—“Their houses are

too often left to the negroes themselves, to build in their

own time, perhaps at night, or during the Sabbath, which

"•asily explains their careless manner of construction.”

This extract is taken from the article of Dr. John M.
burner, in the June number of the Southern Cultivator,

iud I very much regret that a Southern man will use such

unguarded expressions in a Southern agricultural journal,

md at a time, too, when the “ negvo-worshippers at the

Xorth ” are tryirsg to move heaven and earth against the

South, and will take every advantage possible, fair or un-

tair. If ihe above extract should, perchance, meet the eye

)f Greeley, Beecher&Co., what a lamentable howl would

J3 raised for the poor “gentlemen of color” in the South,

vho were compelled build their own houses at night, or

on the Sabbath !— thus being deprived not only of sleep,

nut, also, of rest and worship on the Sabbath ! !
“ Bleed-

mg Kansas” would, for the time, be forgotten, and all

ves turned to the “down- trodden Africans” of the South.

V'hnt holy horror would convulse their black (republican)

hearts!

out is the extract referred to founded in factl Pardon

me if I should say, in all candor and gooS feeling, 1 think
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not. Dr. Turner speaks of the subject as though it was a

pretty general thing. He goes on to describe the ugly ap-

pearance and uncomfortable condition of negro houses,

and traces the cause to night and Sabbath workings Now,

if Dr. Turner is coiTect in his statement, it is passingly

strange to me that, after managing negroes for the last

twelve years and being in ten Southern States, not a single

such case has come under my notice. And I rejoice to

know that I have never lived in a country where the peo-
1 certain crop, for two reasons. In the hrst place, to sow

or weeds the last ot May. It was very unfortunate for

such farmers that Adam’s transgression put him out of

the Garden of Eden, and entailed on such persons the

losing of a few drops of sweat, to sustain animal life.

Such people, in every age, have been thp corn buyers of

our country
;
and if they are not able to buy, we have to-

i give it to them, or keep our cribs locked.

I have but very little confidence in sowing Peas for a-

pie were so utterly lost to moral and religious feeling as

to permit even, much less compel^ their negroes to con-

'

struct their own houses at night or on the Sabbath
;
and

God forbid I ever should. I regret that it has been the

misfortune of Dr. Turner to have lived where so little re-

gard was payed to the Sabbath, as well as humanity.

We are doing more against the institution of negro sub-

ordination at the South, than our enemies at the North!

Suppose the abolitionists had charged upon us that we
made our negroes build their own houses at night and on

the Sabbath, where is the Southern man that would not

have looked upon the charge as a slander 1—who would

have admitted it 1

But I leave the subject, hoping that no such expression

as is contained in the extract above, may ever again fall

from the lips, or slip from the pen, of a Southern man.

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.

Utica, Miss., Jam, 18.57.

them with Corn it has to be done after die corn is laid

by, which makes them too late; and, in the second place,

if it sets in wet, about the time they aie sowed, they are

choked up by the grass and weeds, and the crop is lost, i^

they had time to mature.

I will now give you the most successfui mode ef naising,

the Garden Pea, I have ever tried. IJo vt . he garden made
rich with well decomposed manure, with spading

deep, will keep them from firing; lay olF two rows, par-

allel, one foot apart, leaving a space or i'mr feet betwees.-

the next two rows, to be layed off ihe suuie distance.;:

open shallow, and sow very thick, ami cover them about

three-lourths of an inch deep, and then cover each row
with boards or plank, until they sprout

;
then remove the

beards
;
this prevents the ground from baking, and causes

them to come up much better, and grow off more vigor-

ous, This covering with boards or plank will be found

very advantageous for all forward vegetables,

t In conclusion, 3Iessrs, Editors, as Agriculture is th&

j
great engine that propels every occupation of our country

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing all pretty all looking up to it as children to a parent for their

much have dropped o(F from the Pea question, and their daily subsistence I, therefore, hope I will not be Iran-

FIELD PEAS AND THEIR EULTIKE.

cultivation, rapidly increasing in the South is presumptive

evidence that the small portion of poison mixed with the

large quantity of nutrimeut they contaia is not consider-

ed dangerous to stock. I have, therefore, concluded to

give your readers a short piece setting forth the most

successful mode of planting and cultivating the whole

Pea family—Garden Peas included. To secure full crops

of either, they should invariably be planted thick
;
and

I want no better evidence of the farmer or gardener not

understanding his business in Pea raising than to see

them scatter^ about, one or two in a place. The same
number ofvines will not bear as well thin as they will

thick. They want company to make them prosper, and

v/ill dwindle into insignificance as soon by themselves as

a social man would to confine him to a hermit’s ceil.

I planted a Marrow-fat Pea this year, that stood as

thick on the ground as Blackberries on a bush, and raised

them from six to eight feet high; and the best crops of the

Cow Pea I have ever raised would have averaged from

twelve to fifteen Peas in a hill, and they covered, at ma-
turity, the whole ground, and corn also. This is what I

call Pea raising to make a sufficiency to fatten all your
stock, and manure your land, also. What is better than

to have your corn fields shaded by the rich pea vine

during the heat of summer, and in the winter let the vines

return to the earth as food for another crop 7 It must be
admitted, by all experienced planters, that they answer a

double purpose
;
because they have a tendency to im-

prove our land, whilst they are furnishing a wholesome
food for, man and beast; not only so, you make full

crops of Corn on the same land.

The most successful time for planting the Cow Pea,

(which I consider the best of all field peas that I have

ever tried,) is about the 25th of May, and to give them
one plowing and hoeing, which the Corn also gets in

laying it by, this, with a few showers ofrain, makes you a

full crop of Peas. But, says one, my Corn is not clean

enough by that time to plant Peas. I admit this is the

case with many, and there is no better evidence of a sor-

ry fhrmer than to see his Corn choked up by the grass

scending my limits in saying something about the man-
agement of railroads before I close.

I left my residence, last spring, accompanied by my
wife, and went east as far as Maryland, and was much
pleased in taking a view of many well conducted farms-

and gardens on ray route
,
and i, also, had the pleasure

of passing through the handsome city of Augusta, from

which point Daniel Lee sends forth to the great South his

many lessons of wisdom, and would have been delighted

to take him and his co-laborer by the hand, but the cars

said, No! Still my enjoyment would have been greatly

increased had I not seen in the Empire State of the South

a strange species of aristocracy sticking out, much to the

annoyance of the ladies. Women, Messrs. Editors, are

very fond of attention—some of fops, some of gentlemen,

and others of their husbands, and waiting girls and the

etiquette of the present age, combined with the great

privilege of living under a democratie government, gives

them their choice of attendance, as weU as their mode of

travelling
;

still on the train from Augusta to V/est Point

that privilege was denied my wife by the conductors of

the cars, who actually sent her waiting girl out of their-

first-class car, as they call it, to a second class one, in-

tended, I suppose, for rowdies, whilst every fop was per-

mitted to crowd into their No. 1 car, unmolested by the

conductors, and much to the annoyance of the ladies;

and a person would suppose, from the dignified mein
assumed by the conductors in passing the Empire State

of the South, they had received a mission, from James
Buchanan, to some foreign court, instead of the employ-
ment of conducting the “ iron horse ” from point to point,

I hope that the proprietors of that line through Georgia

will see the necessity of making a change before they are

injured by such foolish regulations. If one car was re »

served for the ladies and attendants, white and black, and
kept as private as a ladies’ saloon on a steamboat, it

would be much more agreeable, particularly to those not
using musk. *

Most truly, yours, E, Jinkins,

Hme Pen^ Mississippi^ June 1857,
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RECLAIMING SWAxMPS-REPLA" TO “J.W.OL.”

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in the July

•number of tlie Cultivator, that the above rhetorical
j

gentleman is doing his utmost to persuade his friends and
'^‘the public in general,” to desist from the “modern ruin-

>ous practice,” of reclaiming their lowlands and stagnant

pools. W ell, what would he have them do in lieu thereof]

Why, of course, continue to scratch their old sand-hills— j

that were worn out before he was born—and let their most
i

fertile lands remain in a condition dead to all profit, to
1

send forth a poisonous malaria to generate fevers and !

deadly diseases, to sweep in “ Doctor’s fees,” the
|

scanty earnings of the gullied, poverty-stricken highlands! !

“J. W. 01.” has imposed upon himself a hard task indeed,
|

and his C'Scrts to stay the ponderous wheels of the car of

agricultural progress will have about as much effect as

those of the rain'.s did, who vainly endeavored to stop the

swinging of a hickory maul by butting against it, until

he knocked out his own brains w'ithout scratching his

formidable adversary.

But it seems that “ Ol” has the advantage of many, as

he professes to base his argument upon bonafide “ expe-
rience.” I will admit that experience is good, for it is an
old adage, that “even fools can learn in such a school.”

I do not apply this to the gentleman by any means, but
there are diffr.rent kinds of “ experience,” viz: thorough
and partial. L presume that “ Ol’s” is emphatically of

the latter kind: in a “nut shell.” Necessity, years ago,

<irove our farmers into the swamps, and what is the re-
j

suit ] Why, a great portion of our earthly domain, once
considered useless, has been beautilied and purified, and
made luxuriant in the richest fruit, to cheer our hearts and
gladden our eyes, and stay the spirit’s flight to its eternal

liorne. This ditching process is carried on in every highly
civilized agricultural country on earth—and I say let it

speed on in North America from the v/ilds of the moun-
tain’s top to the ocean’s verge, from the Atlantic's wave
to the rock-ribbed shore of the Pacific, until our low-
grounds shall wave in one general harvest, and starvation
be forever driven from our land !

But what is “ Ol.’s” herculean argument against ditch-

ing, &c. ] "Why, to use his language, some of his neigh-
bors “ have been broken totally and absolutely forever,”

by it ! ! It seems that they are not only smashed for time,
but all eternity, for he not only uses the term “ forever,”

but thunders it out with emphasis
;

if this be the case,

they are bankrupts indeed, both spiritual and temporal.
Now, I knov/ his neighbors, w’ith the exception of those
poor unfortunate creatures that “ have been broken totally

and absolutely icrever”—I know nothing about them
;

though there is no kind of business that men deficient in

judgment will not sometimes manage to disadvantage,
and also forget that “ large ships may venture more, but
little boats should keep near shore.”

His neighbors, as a general rule, do not regret the capi-
tal that they have expended in reclaiming their swamp
lands, and the work goes bravely on. They take far more
pleasure in gathering from fiorty to seventy-jive bushels of
good solid, heavy corn per acre, than tripping over a gul-

lied plantation after a few bushels of “nubbins.” Though it

be true that highland ponds at present are somewhat “pre-
carious,” it is also true that if we would use a little sandy
soU for admixture, in most ofcases, we would soon have a
foundation that would stand the drouth and weather the
storm. Of course, farmers will learn more about this after

a little more experience. As for the swamps of the run-
ning streams in “Ol.s” neighborhood, I never knew one
of them when fairly tried, to prove in the least deficient.

That highland pond that he has reference to is more cer-

tain where sand has washed in, but it generally produces
well all over, unless the seasons prove such as to injurs

the uj^and cpops of tire neighborhood.

I have had strange feelings creep over me, while stand-

ing in that very pond, upon the margin of the “ Alliga-

tor’s Play Yard,” and looking upon the fine corn and cot-

ton growing in the monster’s hall, and blooming around
his very throne, that was once shut in by deep waters
and dark woods. All praise to the “Irish ditcher”—“may
he live a thousand years and his shadow never grow less,”

for,

The ’Gator’s thunder is heard no more.

The bullfrogs too, have ceased their roar,

Croaking toads, ten thousend strong

Have fled away in dread alarm.

Com, hay and rice, now have the rule,

Where lately lay a stagnant pool

;

Chills and fevers, sickness, death.

Are now dethroned by bright-eyed health.

O, let t he glorious work go on.

In every swamp and highland pond.

Until that same old Irish nation”

Proves its value to all creodion.

Jefferson Comity, Ga. Davy Crocket.

IRON HOOPS FOR BINDING COTTON.

Editors Southern Cultivator

—

We find in the July

No. of this paper two articles upon the subject above in-

troduced, One over the signature of “ Dixit,” denounc-

ing their use—the other, “A Subscriber,” recommending
their adoption.

As the subject is full of interest to the cotton planter,

we propose to submit a little testimony and a few thoughts

of our own in its favor, thereby answering the call of “ A
Subscriber,” and the objections urged by “ Dixit.”

The testimoney is from the “ Vicksburg Wliigfi a copy

of which is herewith enclosed for publication, on the late

invention ©f D. McComb, of Memphis, Tenn., which sets

forth most of the advantages claimed for it.

It is known as “ D, McComb’s Iron Tie of Hook and

Clasp,” and the right to sell the same throughout this

State, South Carolina, Florida, &c,, is owned by a com-

pany in this place, who are now preparing them for sale-

for the growing crop.

A few specimen bales has been distributed over a por-

tion of the above territory, and some on exhibition at the

warehouses here, and are the admiration of all v/ho see

them.

A circular will soon be issued by this Company with

,

certificates from most of the press owners in New Orleans,

Mobile and Savannah, saying they will receive them on

the same terms as rope banded cotton. Also certificates

from sea Captains or owners of vessels. Insurance Com-
panies, Cotton Brokers, &c,, &c., recommending their

genera! adoption by planters.

It is not to be presumed that the price of iron will be

greatly augmented, as suggested by “ Dixit,” by this ad-

ditional demand, since there has been no material change

in the price of the article for many years, nothwithstand-

ing the heavy and increasing demand for Rail Roads only.

The ties being painted with an anti-corosive substance

when prepared for sale, cannot rust, and will still be valu-

able as hoop iron, even after getting into spinners’ hands.

If they are universally adopted, rope will be neglected

—hence Kentucky bagging will be greatly reduced in

price, and perhaps will supply the “India” altogether,

which for the last few years has been very light and infe-

rior.

We approve of “ Dixit’s” suggestion as to the weight of

hales, 4.50 to 500 lbs. By adopting the former weight and
“ Iron Tie,” we doubt if Captains of vesBcls would have

them compressed, while planters would save much in the

item ofmending.

Colmibus, Ga., August 1857. A Planter.
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A New Invention.—Some years since, hoop-iron was

proposed as a substitute for rope in baling cotton, and, to

some extent, it was brought into use
;
but in consequence

of the difficulty in adjusting the rivets and the time lost in

securing them, most persons abandoned the use of iron

and returned to the rope. We were shown yesterday a

new invention for fastening the bands, which obviates all

objections, and can can be done by any one who has eyes

and hands, in an instant—much sooner than a rope can be

tied. The fastening is made by bending over each end of

the strap, so as to form two hooks, and when one is placed

over the other, a sliding clasp is placed over them which

confines them immovably. This simple contrivance is

the invention of David McComb, of cotton press celebri-

ty, and by a telegraphic dispatch received yesterday from

Washington, we learn that he has obtained a patent for it.

The advantages of using hoop iron lor baling cotton

are, with Mr. McCombs fastenings, obvious enough.

First, time is saved, as the straps can be put in andfast-

ened more rapidly than ropes can be tied.

Second, the straps will hold the bale to within two in-

ches of the size that the press makes it, while ropes stretch

incontinently.

Third, in compression for shipment, the straps can be

more readily reclasped than ropes can be tied, and they

will hold the compressed bale to its size, while with the

rope-ties it expands twenty-five to thirty per cent, after it

leaves the press. This will make a gain of space to ship-

pers that is important. To illustrate—A ship that has

stowage for 4,000 bales, tied withiwpes, can make room

for 5,000 bales with iron straps.

Fourth, the weight of the straps to each bale is abou t

eight and one half to nine pounds, and can be furnished

this year already painted, with hooks and clasps, at about

two cents per pound less than rope
;
of itself a very con-

1

siderable item to the planting interest. I

Finally, the iron hoops are a protection against fire, for

though it may burn some on the outside, a bale of cotton

cannor readily burn up until the ties are broken and the

air allowed to get to the mass of cotton.

ROCK IN CONCRETE WALES,

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the May number

is an article by “D. R.,” upon the subject of Concrete or

Artificial Rock Houses. Please inform me if the large

rock should be square edged or will they do ofany shape

or form 1 Is the large rock of material advantage other

than to expedite or more rapidly advance the building

up of the wall % W. -

Gainestown, Ala., May, 1857.

[The heavy rocks may be ofany form—the more angular

and irregular, the better; as such shapes “bind” more

closely. The large rock serve a two-fold purpose
;
they

make a more solid and firm wall, and greatly ex-

pedite the v/ork. “All sorts” of good hard rock, of

every shape and size, may be used, taking care to pour

the mortar and work it in closely around them. Such a

wall, when properly made, hardens with age and defies

the ravages of time.—D. R.]

Preserved Carrots.

—

Editors Southern Cultivator—
Take one pound of carrots, one pound sugar, and four

lemons. Boil the carrots separately, and cut them in small

pieces ofan inch long, and a quarter of an inch thick
;
pare

the lemons very thin, and boil the peelsthoroughly, and cut

them like the carrots
;
boil your syrup, and pour over the

carrots, and put in the juice of the lemons; boil the syrup

over next day until quite thick, and after you have flavor-

ed it with the essence of lemon, pour it over the carrots

^gain, R, N,

From Dwight’s Journal of Music.

THE PREACHING OP THE TREES.,

PROM THE GERMAN OF GRUEN.

At midnight hour, when silence reigns.

Through all the woodland spaces.

Begin the bushes and the trees

To wave and whisper in the breeze.

All talking in their places.

The Rosebush flames with looks of joy
And perfume breathes in glowing:

“ A Rose’s life is quickly past

!

Then let me while my time shall last,

Be richly, gaily, blowing !”

The Aspen whispers, “ Sunken day

!

Not me thy glare deceiveth

!

Thy sunbeam is a deadly dart.

That quivers in the Rose’s heart—
My shuddering soul it grieve th I”"

The slender Poplar speaks, and seems
To stretch her green arms higher

;

Up yonder, life’s pure river flows.

So sweetly murmurs
,
brightly flows.

To that I still aspire !”

The Willow looks to earth Rnd speaks

:

“ My arm to enfold thee yearneth;

I let my hair float down to thee

:

Entwine therein thy flowers for me.
As mother her child adorneth !”

And next the wealthy Plum-tree sighs

:

“Alas! my treasures crush me

!

This load with which my shoulders grean..

Take off—it is not mine alone

;

By robbing, you refresh me 1”

The Fir-tree speaks in cheerful mood

:

“ A blossom bore I never;

But steadiness is all my store

;

In summer’s heat, in winter’s roar,

I keep my green forever!”

The proud and lofty Oak-tree speaks
;

“ God’s thunder-bolts confound me !

And yet no storm can bow me down.
Strength is my stem and strength my crown 5

Ye weak ones gather round me !”

The Ivy vine kept close to him.

Her tendrils round him flinging:

“ He who no strength has of his own.
Or loves not well to stand alone.

May to a friend be clinging.”

Much else, now half forgot, they saidj

And still to me came creeping.

Low whispered words, upon the air,

While by the grave alone stood there
The Cypress mutely weeping.

O might they reach one human heart,

These tender accents creeping.

What wonder if they do not reach %

The trees by starlight only preach,

When we must needs be sleeping,

“ Think of It.”—Do not live in dark rooms, Lighfi

fades the carpet, but it feeds the flower. No living animaZ
or vegetable can enjoy health in darkness. Light is almost
as necessary as air, and a brown tan is far preferable^,

even as matter of beauty, to a sickly paleness of com-
plexion. Mark this advice, all ye young ladies who are
fond of living in “dark parlors.’*
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SORGHO SACCHAR0:>1ETERS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I take the liberty of

sending you, by mail, one ofmy Sorgho Saccharometers,

the object ofwhich is to determine with ease and certainty

the proper degree of concentration for the Sorgho (or

Chinese Sugar Cane) Syrup,

The juice is placed in the kettle, clarified according to

directions, (or in the usual way), and boiled until the

operator thinks it nearly done. The saccharometer is to

be immersed, for a few minutes, in a pan of warm water,

and then placed in the syrup. The fire is to be moder-

ated until active boiling ceases for a moment, and the sur-

face cleared of scum, when the depth of the instrument

may be observed upon the stem. If it sinks greatly be-

low the syrup mark, remove it
;
boil on for a while

longer, and repeat the test. When the stem shall not

sink more than, say, one inch below the syrup mark,

allow the instrument to remain, and by a gentle fire sim-

mer the syrup until the precise point is reached. On the

other hand : if the boiling shall have been carried too far,

slowly add water, (or juice, as you may prefer,) until the

instrument shows a proper density. It will be borne in

mind that the saccharometer sinks too low in a thin

syrup, and rises too high in one too thick.

The advantages of the instrument are : 1st, The cer-

tainty of its indications. Being unaffected by weather;

and every one having been tested and proved as to its

correctness.

2d, Ease and facility in its application : used, as it is,

in the kettle, and while the syrup is nearly boiling hot—
thus requiring little or no interruption in the evaporating

process.

3d, Its simplicity, having but one point of graduation.

It would seem that a boy, of twelve years of age, could

use it with as much certainty, as to the result, as I could

myself.

I think you will agree with me in the opinion that my
instrument greatly simplifies the process of syrup boiling,

and enables every farmer to carry on the operation with

ease and certainty as to its results.

Should an opportunity offer, I would be pleased to have

you test the instrument during the syrup season.

Respectfully, Robert Battey.
RomCy Ga.i Jxine, 1857.

[We thanik Dr. Battey for the very ingenious, though

simple, instrument, which he has sent us, and would re-

commend it to the attention of all who may desire to make

syrup from the Chinese cane the present season. It will

save a world of trouble and disappointment. Dr. B. has

been identified with the Sorgho and its products from its

first introduction among us, and the public are much in-

debted to his reseaixhes for valuable information.

—

Eds.]

OSIER OR BASKET-WIEEOW IN TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My object in ad-

dressing you is to elicit information in regard to the Osier

Willow.

I wish to know if it was planted upon land liable to oc-

casional overflow what injury would ensue 1 For I think

we have the greatest willow fields in the world upon our

Red river; provided, an occasional overflow will not in-

jure it. The common willow is indigenous, and flour-

ishes rernarKably well— the soil being entirely alluvial,

and producing, when in a stale ol cultivation, enormous

crops of corn and cotton. vVould the osier willow be

likely to do as well as the common willow in an over-

flowed condition 1

If you think the lands I speak of would be favorable to

the cultivation, then upon your opinion I will base my

future operations, and would enjoin upon you to secure
for me some of the cuttings, to be shipped in time for

planting next winter.

It may be that I have not been concise enough in the
description of our lands, and, also, from ray entire ignor-
ance of the plant and its cultivation, there is much infor-

mation I may not have asked for
;
which may readily

suggest itself to your mind; for such information and
for information upon the points above referred to, I would
very respectfully ask your opinion. While I would at

the same time ask pardon for trespassing upon your time,

but I think you will excuse me when I say you are the
only acquaintance 1 have that can inform me.
Our acquaintance is limited, but to me, in one respect,

very pleasant, viz ; through the Cultivator.

Allow me to subscribe myself,
'

A Friend,
P. S.—What is the machine for peeling worth 1—and

where can it be procured ?

Boston
i
Bowie County, Texas, May, 1857.

[The lands of our subscriber are exactly the thing for

the growth of the Osier, and if he will cultivate the best

Basket and Hoop Pole varieties, he can undoubtedly sell

them to a great profit in New Orleans. The Basket vari-

eties may be cut the first year, but the larger kinds for

Hoop Poles must be allowed to stand two years to attain

the proper size. We believe that forty thousand of these

hoop poles may be cut from an acre of good, rich, bottom

land, every two years, and the culture and management

(which has been heretofore (Jescribed in the Cultivatox^

is very simple. We will ascertain the price of Mr.

Colby’s Peeling Machine, and will write our friend.

—

Editors.]

PORTABEE SAW MIEES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—“A Subscriber,” ia

the July No. of the Cultivator, wishes to know some-

thing about the cheapest and best Portable Saw Mill.

There was a Yankee here at the time of “ Old Buck’s”

inauguration that could have “fixed him out” exactly.

He had a Mill of his own make put up, on the common,
near the Capitol, which he worked with two horses

;
and

when I saw the Mill at work, he had on a log 18 inches

thick and about 16 feet long, and the two horses sawed it

through at the rate of one foot per minute, timed by my
watch,* and he said that after he was done sawing all

the timber in a neighborhood, the same two horses could

haul the whole concern, complete, to any other neighbor-

hood at one load. The price for the Mill complete was
S‘300. Respectfully, &c., M. Garrett.

Washington, D. C. June, 1857.

Striped Bugs.—“ Dr. Hull, of Newburg, raised a large

crop of melons by the following process : ‘ Bugs were
completely expelled by watering the plants daily with a

strong decoction of quassia, made by pouring four gal-

lons of boiling water on four pounds of quassia, in a bar-

rel, and, after twelve hours, filling the barrel with water.

The intolerable squash or pumpkin bug was thoroughly

driven off by a decoction of double strength, containing a

pound of glue to ten gallons, to make it adhere. The re-

sult was, a product of sixteen hundred superb melons, on

less than one-sixth of an acre of ground.’ ”

—

Horticidtu-

rist.

* I think four horses could nearly have doubled the

task in the same time.
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SOUTHERN COUNTRY HOUSES.
“ FRUITLAND THE RESIDENCE OF D. REDMOND, NEAR AUGUSTA, GA.

The most obvious requirements of a Southern country

house, are: ample space; convenient arrangement of
rooms; shade^ and ventilation. To these should be added,

if possible, a reasonable share of architeetural style—an

outward appearance in keeping and harmony with the

interior and surrounding scenery. Mainly agreeing with

Bacon, however, that houses are built to live in, not to

look atf we are inclined to prefer the comfortable and
convenient, in all cases, to the merely showy or orna-

mental. It was, therefore, after a very careful study of

the requirements of our climate, and a familiarity with the

various popular works on architecture, that the writer

adopted the plan here given, which he trusts will be

found to possess some commendable features, and to ad-

mit of such modifications as will adapt it to the tastes

and necessities of others.
:

The site of this house is a dry and gravelly knoll, in

ihe orchard, at “ Fruitland.” It is on the dividing ridge

between Rae’s Creek and the Savannah River, and from

the peculiar formation of the locality, commands a very

beautiful prospect of the city of Augusta, the opposite

hills of South Carolina, and tho surrouuding country, for

many miles. The walls are of concrete, or artificial

rock—a material which possesses many and striking ad-

vantages ever the perishoMe and combustible v/ood gener-

ally used for outside walls, and, if properly put up, is

superior to brick in many respects. The general method

of constructing concrete walls, and much other informa-

tion of value, nriay be found in an excellent little volume
entitled “A Home for All,'' published by Messrs. Fowler
& Wells, 308 Broadway, New York, And the particu-

lar method which we adopted will be found detailed belov/.

By reference to the elevation and accompanying plans,

it will be seen that the house is a nearly square structure

of two-stories, fifty by fifty-five feet, entirely surround-

ed and shielded from sun and storm, by an atnple veran-

dah, ten feet wide. The lower stoiy, or basement, con-

tains the dining-room, pantry, store-rooic, ofiice, bathing-

room, fruit-room, and ice-house—in short, all the u:oi±~

ing-rooms, or apartments for everts day practical use •

while the second-story contains the libr isy, parlor, bed-

rooms, closets, etc. Two large halls, uYy-tliree by ten

feet, run directly through the building, securing perfect

ventilation, especially to the second-story, wlitre transom-

lights, over each door and opposite the outer windows,
admit the freest possible circulation of pure air. The
basement Soor is I’aised several inches above the surface,

filled in v/ith pounded rock and gravel, and laid in cement,
which adheres firmly to the walls, thus affording perfect

security against fire, dampness, and the depredations of
rats and other vermin. By •a very simple arrangement,
the stairs leading from the basement to the second floor,

and thence to the observatory or cupola, are removed
from their usual position in the halls, '-aving the latter

entirely free and unobstructed. All i-d’.L f d' tails are

cufficienfly obvious in the plan. The lower division

walls, separating the hail from the d.':ur,g room, office,

etc., are boilt of concrete, one foot thic’t, but ;
'1 the par-

titions, above and below, are lathed and
j
lasteied. Two

insulc chimneys give us six good fire-pf'. es and flues for

stove-pipes, thus confining all the her-t ' ere it i.s want-
ed, and avoiding the unsightliness ct ! , v.-'hon, \ s.
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MODE OF BUILDING A CONCRETE HOUSE.
[The followini:: description of the method of construct-

ing Concrete WhIIs, is repeated, with a few slight altera-

tions, from our May number.]

1st. Locatio.v, &c.—Select, if possible, a high and dry

situation, and get all heavy materials, such as rock,

sand, lime, gravel, &c., on the spot as early in the season

as possible
;
say by the first or middle of May, in order

that you may avail yourself of the long, warm days of

summer, for successfully carrying on your operations.

2d. Materi a f.s,—The proper materials are Lime, Sand,

coarse and fine Gravel, large and small Rock, and Water.

The lime may be from any good, pure limstone, that will

slack readily and ^‘set'^ or harden thoroughly, when dry;*

the sand should be sharp, and as free from clay, loam, and

other earthy matter as possible
;
and the Gravel and

Rock may be of any size, from that of a boy’s marble, up

B m SS

repeatedly, until it is solid and compact. A layer of hy-

draulic cement mortar, two inches thick, spread evenly

over the bottom of the trenches thus compacted, gives

you a solid foundation to start on, as soon as it "sets,” or

becomes hard. Ifyou intend carrying up inside divisioa

walls of concrete, the foundation for these should be laid

in the same way. Good hydraulic cement will take at

least three parts of sharp sand
;
but it must be used as

soon as mixed, or it will and become useless.

4th. Frame and Boxing.—Cut common 3x4 scantling

two feet longer than you wish your highest story to be

;

set up a double row with the lower end resting firmly

upon the edge of the hardened cement in the bottom of

of the trench; range them true and “plumb” them
;

let-

ting them stand three or four inches farther apart than

you desire your wall to be in thickness
;
then nail cleafe

across, above and below, to keep them in place, addij^'

also “stays” or “braces,” driven slantingly into the ground,

I

[BASEMENT, OR LOWER STORY.

Description.— VI., Hall, 53x10 feet. D. R., Dining Room, 21x18. P,, Pantry, 18x12, adjoining the Dining Room

S. R
,
Store Ro-irn, 18x18, next to Pantry. O., Office. B., Bath Room. D., Dairy, 18x9, for milk, ice, &c. F. R.,

Fruit Room, I8\T1, for the ripening of Pears, keeping of winter fruits, &c. When not used for the intended purpose,

the latter room may serve as a general lumber room, or a servant’s bed-room ]

to 18 inches or 1^.70 feet square, according to the thick-

ness of your w.-iis.

3d. Focndatio::.—Having fixed on your Plan, lay

off the funndat : on

,

and commence by digging a trench

two feet wide and two feet deep, the area or full size of

your outer walls. With a heavy piece of hard wood,

squared or rounded at the lower end, pound or ram

down the earth in the bottom of this trench, going over it

*The Lime used by us is of a peculiar quality, known
as “Plydrauiic Lime ,”—not the Cement, which is, also,

often called “ Hydiaulic” It may be obtained from the

quarry of Rev C. W. Howard, Kingston, Cass county,
j

Ga. But goo3 Common Lime will answer, where the
j

Hydraulic ' c rmot be had.
'

and nailed to the scantling at the upper end. Your skele-

ton or frame-work of scantling, being all set up and

“stayed” firm and “plumb,” proceed to arrange your “box-

ing” for holding the concrete, and keeping the walls

shape. This is done by cutting sound inch or I 2 mck
plank of 10 inches or a foot wide, so to fit inside of the

two rows of scantling and form two sides of a box. Move-

able pieces, the thickness of the wall are dropped in be-

tween, at intervals, to keep the box of the proper width,

and wedges driven in between the boxing and the scant-

ing, on the outside, prevent spreading by the pressure

of the concrete. Wooden “clamps,” to slip down, here and

there, over the upper edges of the boxing, will also be

found very serviceable.

5th. Mixing Coxc.rete. Layinc vp, &:c.—It will be
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well to have at least four large mortar beds, one on each

side ofthe house, made of strong plank, in the usual way.
These should be surrounded by casks of water (oil casks

cut in two, are excellent)
;
piles of rock, sand, gravel, &c

,

—the lime of course, to be kept under cover, and used as

wanted. Slack up your lime until it forms a thin, smoothe
creamy mass, then add four or five parts of clean, sharp

sand, stirring and mixing constantly, and using water

enough to bring the whole, when thoroughly mingled,

to the consistency of a thick batter. Into this “batter,”

mix coarse and fine gravel (that has previously been
screened and well dampened) until the mass is thick

enough to be lifted on a common shovel, [The proper

and careful mixing of the sand with the lime, and the

gravel with the mortar afterwards, is very important, and
should only be entrusted to your most careful hands.]

Having one or two “beds,” full of this mixture, you are

ready to begin your wall. Wheel the mortar to the foun-

dation in common rail-road wheelbarrows, letting the

as before, and so on, until your boxing all around is full.

You have now 10 inches or a foot of wall, all around, built

;

and if the lime is good and the weather dry, it will be
hard enough in 24 hours, to raise your boxing another

tier. This is readily done by knocking out the wedges
between the plank and the scantling, raising up the plank
and sustaining it in place by “cleats” nailed on the scant-

ling. In raising the boxing, begin at the point where
you commenced laying up the day previous, as that por-

tion of the wall will, of course, be the hardest. It is not

necessary to raise all the boxing at once, or go entirely

around the wall in a day. A foot or yard of the wall can
be completed at a time, if advisable; but if the complete

round can be made, so much the better. Planks to cover

up with, in case of a sudden shower, or when a storm is

apprehended, should be provided, and placed within

reach,

6th. General Details, Floors, Windows, Doors, &€v
—We prefer a cement floor for the basement, on many ac-

^ Description.—H., Kali, 53x10 feet. L., Library, 21x18. B.R., B. R
,
B. B., three Bed-Rooms, respectively 18x15^

18x14; and 18x11. P., Parlor, 21x18. P, B. R., Parlor Bed-Room, 18x15. c, c, c, Closets ]

common hands shovel it into the bottom of the trenches,

while the superintendant or “boss” workman spreads it

evenly with his trowel. When the bottom layer of mor-

tar, 3 inches thick, is laid in, wheel large and small rock

(previously sprinkled with water) to the wall, and press

it into the soft mortar at every available point, leaving a

small space between each piece of rock, and working the

soft mortar against the plank boxing, to preserve a

smoothe surface on the wall. When you can press no

more rock into the mortar, pour another layer of the lat-

ter over and through the rock, then add a layer of rock

counts; but those who desire a wooden floor, should

leave air-holes in the cuter walls, under the lower floor,

six inches above the surface. This may be easily done,

by inserting wedge-shaped blocks or pins through the ,

wall, to be knocked out afterwards. When you are ready

to lay the floors, level up your walls and run one course

of brick all around, the thickness of the wall, for the-

ends of the flooring-joists to rest on— flllit g in around

these ends with concrete, when they are fixed in their

proper places. The door and wundow frames should be

made of 3-inch yellow pine, the full thickness or wudth of
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the walls, and may be set up and built around, like those

in a brick house, as the wall progresses. A piece of com-

mon inch plank, “cut in” all around them, to prevent the

actual contact of the damp mortar, will keep them, in a

great measure, from warping. Where base-boards are

needed, blocks of scantling may be built in flush with the

inner surface of the wall, at the proper distances apart.

We cannot think of any other particulars in which a con-

crete house differs from one built of brick
;
and we need

not, therefore, enter into more minute details, at present.

7th. Advantages, Comparative Cost, &c.—A house

of this description is admirably adapted to our Southern

climate. Being a non-conductor, it is cool in summer
and warm in winter—the walls do not absorb moisture

from the atmosphere, like a brick house—with a cement

floor, it is proof against every description of vermin

—

—it is not near as liable to burn and decay as a wooden
house, its walls becoming harder and harder, with age,

until it is almost a solid mass of rock
;
and it possesses an

enduring and permanent character, superior in many re-

repects, to either wood or brick. Its most striking advan-

tages over brick are, that it can be built in many locations

where brick cannot be readily obtained —that it costs

much less than brick, in almost all cases—and that the

erection of the walls only needs the superintendance of one

good mechanic, (mason or bricklayer) all the heavy labor

being done by common field hands. The walls of our

dwelling at “Fruitland,” enclose an area of over 50 feet

square—they are 20 feet high; 18 inches thick in the

basement [9 ft ] and 12 inches in the upper story [11 ft.]

with two lower partition walls, 9 feet high, 1 foot thick,

and 52 feet long each. Lime cost 50 cents per bushel at

the Railroad, and we hauled it nearly 3 miles
;
the large

rock was quarried and hauled from Rae’s Creek, a mile

off; the water for making mortar, hauled in a cask, over

a quarter of a mile; the process of putting up such walls

was entirely new to our workman and ourselves
;
and

yet, in the face of all these difllculties, we completed

the w'alls at one-third less expense than any brick con-

tractor in Augusta would undertake to do them for. We
can safely say, therefore, that, wherever lime is not worth

more than 20 or 25 cents per bushel, and rock, sand and
water are convenient, a house of this description can be

built nearly as cheap as wood, and at halfthe cost of brick
;

and, we think it possesses sufficient advantages to induce

a more extended trial in various sections of the country.

D. R.

BEES—TANSY TAKES AWAA" THEIR PUG-
iiacity.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing an, article in

the July number of your valuable periodical upon Bees,

I deem it not altogether mal o.propos to communicate a

fact which may be of benefit and interest to Bee raisers,

respecting the mode of preventing being stung by them in

hiving, etc.

This aristocratic insect is certainly worthy of man’s

study, and its peculiarities worth bringing to the notice

of every intelligent individual. The article alluded to is

a communication from Mr. McGehee
;
which is well-writ-

ten and informing, yet I wish to improve upon his method

by adopting a different plan to keep from being stung,

notwithstanding Mr. McGehee is not “ stung more than

once in 20 hives.”

There is a perennial plant cultivated in our gardens,

and in some places naturalized, though indigenous to Eu-

rope, called TAmY—Tanaceium -possessing

valuable medicinal properties; aside from which it haa,

I presume, from its strong peculiar odor and warm, bitter,

aromatic taste, the power of effectually preventing Bees

from slinging. The plant is taken green and rubbed up-

on parts exposed, i e., the face and hands, and I presume

that a strong decoction of the dried leaves would answer
the same purpose.

I’ve been told that Fennel

—

Feoniculnm—will also pre-

vent bees from stinging parts upon which it is rubbed,

but have never seen it tested.

This may be old to you, to Mr. McGehee and to others,

but be assured it is my wish, in bringing to your notice,

to be of benefit to Bee raisers, and should it prove worthy
of insertion! shall be much gratified.

Respectfully yours, Goodwin Nixon, M. D.

Lowndesboro, Ala., June, 1857.

A PROPOSITION TO TEST THE GRASSESo

Editors Southern Cultivator

—

1 have now on trial

a few of the grasses and am so well pleased that I am in-

clined to make a very full trial, and make the proposal.

If Southern planters who have grass that they deem
worthy of introducing to their brother planters, will fur-

nish me seed of a small parcel of each, say enough for a

fair stand on one-eigth to one-fourth of an acre, I will put

land in good condition and sow down in October next. I

ask this fkvor not alone for myself, but that I may benefit the

cause. I have been so kindly favored by the spirited

planters North and South, that I feel I have only to name
this. I also ask ofNorthern and Western farmers, or seed-

men to supply me with all the varieties known to the

trade, so that I may have a full trial. It will be a trifling

cost, and the expense of trial not much, but far exceeding

cost of seed. I have written off to New York and Boston

to know if I can get some 30 varities known well in Eu-

rope, and many at the North and East, but none used in

the South.

I have a lot on which I shall test for the second year all

the varities of the Pea that I have been able to get, which

will be cultivated, and a good preparation for the Grasses

in October.
^

""ThTmasT^planters South believe they are called to

kill grass, and any one who presumes to advocate grass

culture is regarded as either decidedly soft or an enemy.

But when we see the scarcity, no doubt, scarcity of meat,

and the high price of leather; we should now be willing

to use some exertion to supply the demand. Not only

this, but I contend it is bad policy to rely upon the corn

field for all food.

1 have, this year, cut Lucerne, sent me under name of

Alfalfa, already three times, this 19lh June; each cutting

when in bloom and an average of 18 inches high. This

grass (clover) I have had in cultivation occasionally for

nearly twenty years, and know that on rich, deep land it

will pay better than any other crop I know of, it being so

early in the Spring. Burmuda, perhaps, suits all lands

best, though it is slow to start in the Spring, if cold.

The South, to be true to itself, ought not to rely upon

the staple crops of Tobacco, Rice, Cotton and Sugar, but

so vary their husbandry as to be able to supply necessary

w'ants, and thus keep in check the disposition to speculate

upon necessaries.

\yould it not be a worthy object for each Agricultural

Society to offer premiums for Grasses, largest product,

and for the most nutricious? It seems to me that such ob-

jects come under the watchful care ofall such Associations.

The cost is too much for an individual, and besides there

should be enough public spirit to induce action and not

expect the burden to rest on one.

I have now in cultivation seme ten varieties and may

be able to give some slight hint ere tne close of the year.

I beg the aid of all, and will hope to make it advanta-

geous. Address
M. W. Philips, Edv:a,rd.s, ATiss.

Will Agricultural iournals please notice. Editors ifiei.d-

ly hereto can secure the experiment.
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KICE HUELilNG MACHINES.

A New York City exchange paper says; "A Patent

Bice Huller, the invention of a Mr. Barnes, has recently

been placed in the mills of Messrs. White and Bundle, at

Brewster’s Station, Putnam county, in this State. A cor-

respondent, v.friting to us from that place, speaks highly

of this newly invented huller. He says : It can be adapt-

ed to other grain than rice—as buckwheat, rye, wheat,

oats, etc, The Huller is capable of turning out from

Iwenty-five to thirty bushels of grain per hour. It can be

driven with less than two horse-power, and makes at or-

dinary speed over two hundred revolutions per minute,

deoring it thoroughly of all smut or taint—the great de-

gideratum having been gained in it of working from point

to point, and from the largest diameter. The best proof

ihat can be given of the sucftsss of this invention is, that

the mill now running the machine monopolizes the busi-

l^ess within a section of twenty miles of its locality, the

adjoining mills being closed. 1 he manner of running the

Huller is simple, and can be understood by a child. The
hopper is replenished as in a coffee mill, and as it passes

downward the grain is separated from chaff, bran, etc.,

apd utonca made ready for the stones, free from any for-

eign substance whatever. The grain, when bolted, far

surpasses in whiteness and purity any that is hulled by

other processes. The flour is several shades whiter than

any our correspondent has ever seen, the rye being as

white as wheaten flour. Although this machine is work-

ing without the modern improvements usually found in

mills (the one in which it is being about one hundred

years old,) it has proved itself superior to every other

aow in use. Upon inquiry, the owners of the mill in-

formed our correspondent that it saved above any other

smutter from three to five pounds of flour per bushel.

This is an important saving. We are given to understand

^hat the attention of millers throughout the country is

already attracted to this useful invention of Mr. Barnes,

who has associated with him in their manufacture Col.

Sraeltzer, of this city, and that rights to the value of one

hundred thousand dollars have already been disposed of.

The machine was patented in 1855, but has not been

practically tested until within the past year. The cause

<of agricultural invention will undoubtedly be much bene-

Itted by the general adoption of this useful invention.”

A CHEAP AND GOOD ROOFING.

The editor of the Valley Parmer gwts us the following,

which strikes us being well worthy of a trial:

The cheapest roofthat we are acquainted with, and one

lhat we prefer to shingles, particularly as many shin-

gles are now made, is covered with cloth. We know
iVom an experience of more than fifteen years, that when
properly made they are not only cheap but good.

For the foundation for the cloth a substantial covering

©f boards should be laid, giving the roof any desired

pitch, sufficient to run off the water. Cloth known under

the name of bwrla.ps, which is made of hemp, is the best

for this purpose. It is woven from one to six yards wide,

and is much used for oil floor cloths. That which is one

yard and a quarter wide, is usually bought for about four-

teen cents per yard, but the widest is the best for roofing.

It^sjiould be spread lightly over the roof, and lapped at the

seams, and welt tacked down with small pieces of cloth

ander the heads of the tacks
;
a few should also be put

In the middle, to secure it from the wind, until painted and

inished. It should now receive a thick coat of paint

;

spruce yellow, or what is termed mineral or fire-proof

paint, costing but afev/ cents per pound, with linseed oil,

makes a cheap, substantial paint. After the first coat of

paint is laid on, small wood strips, half an inch square,

running up and down the roof, should be nailed on twelve

or sixteen inches apart. Slim nails, with small neat heads,

should be selected for the wood strips. Then one or more

coats of paint should be applied. If the house is strong

and the boards for the roof are well laid on, such a roof

will out last the common shingle roof.

We have for some time intended giving a plan for build-

ing not only a cheap but good, substantial house, that

will be warm in winter and cool in summer, with this

kind of roof. We will take the subject up at a future

time.

DRAINING DOW EANDS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—

B

eing a subscriber

and an attentive reader of your valuable paper, during

this year, I take the liberty of addressing you this, desir-

ing information as to the reclaiming of low lands,

I have a very extensive bottom on a large creek
;
on

one side there are pretty high banks, but on the other the

bank is not more than three feet high—the consequence

is, that whenever tke stream gets swollen above that

height, the bottom is flooded, and thereby rendered value-

less. If I could keep the water off it, it would be good

for fifty bushels of corn per acre. Now I had thought

that if I could build an embankment, or levee, some five

or six feet high, I could keep the water off. On this sub-

ject I want information. Will you be so good, or, per-

haps, some one of your numerous correspondents who

have had some experience in such things, could, enlighten

me in regard to it
;
or it may be you have published some-

thing on this subject previous to this year; at any rate, I

would like an article on this subject in your paper.

I wish to know how to construct an embankment. In

the first place : Would it answer the purpose ?—and if so,

how should it be made 1—whether there should be any

timbers used 1—what distance from the natural bank of

the stream should there be a ditch or ditches made to ob-

tain the dirtl and where I—what should be the height

and breadth of the embankment relatively I at what

time of year made, and how to prevent it from being

washed away during the constrnction '?—and, how to pre-

vent this afterwards, etc,, etc.

I would like the above queries answered, and anything

which would be necessary in the way of instruction in

relation to making the embankment, particularly as re-

gards the cost—whether it would pay or not.

Very respectfully, yours, J. M. Strong.

White Hall, N. C., June, 1857.

[Send to C. M. Saxton & Co., 140 Fulton street, New

York, and get a little book called “ Munn’s Practica

Land Drainer”—price 75 cents. It contains precisely the
|

information you desire, and much more of value. Let our

subscribers, also, give Mr. Strong all the information in

their power,.

—

Editors.]

A Beautiful Extract.—There lies in the depths of

every heart that dream of our youth, and the chastened

wish of manhood, which neither cares nor honors can

ever extinguish, the hope of one day resting from the pur-

suits which absorb us, of interposing between our old age

and the tomb, some tranquil interval of reflection, when
with feelings not subdued but softened, with passion not

exhausted but mellowed, we may look calmly on the past

without regret, and on the future without apprehension.

But in the tumult of the world, this vision forever recedes

as we approach it; the passions which have agitated out-

life disturb our latest hours; and we go down to the tomb

like the sun in the ocean, with no gentle and gradual

source which gave it, but sullen in its beamless descent,

with all its fiery glow, long after it has lost its i,>ower anJ

its splendor.
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THE CUT WOR3I—BERMUDA GRASS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—

I

see a great com-

plaint throughout the planting States on account of the cut

worms. The way I prevent their ravages in this latitude

is this : I break up the land deep, using a turning plow,

commencing after the first, second, or third killing frosts,

and turn all land over by the first of February, the freez-

ing somehow destroys the worms in the ground before

they mature; but I suppose this preventative would not

answer in a latitude where the weather ss not cold

enough to freeze the ground.

How is the Bermuda grass propagated, and how and

when planted ?—and ofwhom can it be obtained, and at

what price! Any information on this subject will be

thankfully received and cheerfully reciprocated.

Jasper, Tenn., June, 1857. W. T,

[Tlie Bermuda grass is propagated by clumps of sod

containing the roots, or by the roots themselves. It may
be obtained anywhere in middle Georgia, and we do not

think it has ever been made an article of trade. Write to

Colonel John Cunningha?.!, Greensboro’, Ga. Tiie fall

or early spring is a good time to set these sods or roots.

Let the ground be manured, deeply broken up, and well

pulverized
;
and after the grass once gets started, it will

need no further attention. It is excellent both for pas-

turage and hay, but cotton planters are generally afraid

of its inroads and give it no quarter. It is hot very diffi-

cult to control or destroy however, when properly man-

aged.—

E

ditors.]

AGRICUETURAE STATE FAIRS, FOR 1857.

Georgia, Atlanta, Oct. 20, 24.

Alabama, Montgomery, Oct. 27. 30.

South Carolina, Columbia, Nov. 10, 13.

Kentucky, Henderson, October 12, 10.

East Tennessee, Knoxville, October 20, 23.

West Tennessee, Jackson, October 27, 30.

Yirginia, October 28, 31.

Ohio, Cincinnati, Sept. 15, 18

Canada East, Montreal, September IG, 18.

Illinois, Peoria, September 21, 26.

Pennsylvania, , Sept, 20, to Oct. 2.

Vermont, Montpelier, Sept. 30, to Oct. 2.

Wisconsin, Janesville, Sept. 29, to Oct. 2.

Indiana. Indianapolis, October 4, 10.

New York, Buffalo, October 6, 9.

Iowa, Muscatine, October 6, 9.

United States, Louisville. Ky., Septnnber 1, G.

Michigan, Detroit September
New Hampshire, Concord, October 7, 9.

Connecticut, Bridgeport, October 13, IG.

Massachusetts, Boston, October 20, 24.

Maryland, Baltimore; October 21, 25.

The Two Sexes,—

W

hen a rakish youth goes astray,

friends gather round him in order to restore him to the

path of virtue. Gentleness and kindness are lavished

upon him to win him back again to innocence and peace.
No one would suspect that he had ever sinned. But
when a poor confiding girl is betrayed, she receives the

brand of society, and is henceforth driven from the ways
of virtue. The betrayer is honored, respected and.es-.

teemed, but his ruined, heart-broken victim knows there

is no peace for her this side of the grave. Society has no
helping hand for her, no smile of peace, no voice of for-

giveness. These are earthly moralities : they are un-
knov/n in heaven. There is deep wrong in tiiem, and
fearfal are the consequences.

THE EMPIRE OF COTTOt^,

Cotton is the great “ if,”—the potent peace maker ami
peace keeper. The Day Book truly says ;

‘‘ We believe

no one conversant with the culture of cotton is ignorartf:

of the fact that it cannot flourish to any extent in tropical

climates annually subjected' to the vicissitudes ofwhat are

called the dry and rainy reasons. In certain localities,

indeed, the want of rain may be partially supplied by
artificial irrigation

;
but we know of no expedient tCc

guard against excessive rains, which are, in fact, more
fatal to cotton than long continued drouth. Though
cotton is cultivated to some extent in Egypt, Hindostaa,

and various districts in Asia and Africa, hy means of k-
rigation, it would require a large portion of credulity tc

believe that three or four millions of bales could be fur-

nished for exportation annually, by the aid of artificial

irrigation alone. A great portion of this process must,

necessarily be applied to the production of food, which k
an article of the first necessity; and in addition to this

the industiy of Asiatics would be but a poor dependence
for a certain, regular and permanent supply of that, the

interruption of which would be attended by such seriout

consequences. With respect to Algeria, the same obsts'-

cles present themselves, in the climate, w'here the dry and
rainy seasons alternate, and where, in addition to this, the

projected cotton growing x’egion is exposed cominually to

the devastations of a race of barbarians whom neither de -

feat can discourage nor chastisement reclaim.

“The cotton growing region of the United States k
peculiar both in soil and climate. Though the former k
rather liglit, it is rich, most especially in the first years b.

cultivation, and though the latter is warm, it is never
scorched into temporary barrenness by excessive heat ©r
long continued drouth. There is no rainy or dry sest'-

sons lasting for months, but heat and moisture are diffused

j
in harmonious proportion from the time of planting to

1
that of gathering. Luring this whole period, with ocefi:-

I

sional exceptions, there comes neither a drouth nor a.

j

deluge, and hence the planter opn calculate on his crop c^'

!

cotton with as much certainty as any other product com-

j

bining with these advantages the species of labor employ-
ed. We believe there is no other region of the earth that

j

can, by any possibility, be broughtinto successful compe-
tition with a portion of the Southern States, in the pro-

duction of what is now the great staple of the world.’'

As far as human experience goes, all this is true; and.

the cotton planter may rest assured, within at least hie

day and generation, that no harm can come to hes fields

unless it be the worm and bad seasons, and his own im-
I providence. \^fith a decent degree of thrift this Southern

I

country ought to be within five years the tt'eallhiest oa

j

(he surface of the earth.

—

Alabama Plant^er,

I

A Cotton Glv. —We witnessed yesterday tk*

I
performance of a new Sea Island Cotton Gin, which hag.

just been perfected and patented by James B. Mell, Esq.,

a native of this city. The advantage claimed by him are-

1st, A freedom from clogging, which we saw fully tested,

by throwing several handfulls of the ginned cotton info

the rollers, when it passed through without causing tha

slightest difficulty. 2d, Having cast-steet rollers no time

is lost in putting in new ones, as they will last ten years

and not cost a cent for repairs. 3d, This gin will do

nearly double the work of an ordinary gin. Mr. Mell k
positive that he can gin six hundred pounds per day
4th, The cotton comes from the gin just as it went in,

minus the seed—the staple not injured a particle.

A good gin is much wanted by the planters of lon^

staple cotton, and we think Mr. Mell has supplied it.

We can see nothing to prevent its success, and as the cosi

v/ill probably not exceed SI 50, it will be in the power o'

every planter to get one,

—

Savannali Republican,
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BURTON’S SUGAR MILL.

We regret to state that the draft cf a cheap Sugar Mill,

intended for this number, never reached the engraver

—

having been lost in the mails between here and New
York. We have written to Mr. Burton for another

drawing, and will endeavor to give it in our September

number, which will go to press about the 15th August.

FRUITS THAT NEVER FAIL!

An Alabama subscriber, (T. P. L.) who appears some-

what discouraged at the failure of his efforts to raise regu-

lar crops of the more tender stone fruits, such as the Peach,

Nectarine, &c., asks us if “there is no way to prevent the

ravages of late spring frosts and save our fine fruits—so

indispensably necessary to health and comfort, in such a

climate as ours V’ He also requests us to give, from our

own experience, at “Fruitland,” a list of “such varieties of

fruit as may be relied upon, generally, to escape the frosts

without any protection, or great trouble on the part of the

The following new advertisements will be found of

special interest to many of our readers

;

New Work—Sorgho and Iraphee,

Illustrated Family Journals.

Valuable Farm for Sale in Cherokee Georgia,

Southern Planters ’ encourage Manufactures.

Grape Culture !—Vineyards !
!—Wine ! !

!

Fresh Turnip Seed,

Augusta Seed Store.

Mississippi Fruit Trees,

Saxton & Co.’s New Agricultural Books.

Plantation in South-Western Georgia.

First Class Family Journals.

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
t

The Fair of the “Southern Central Agricultural Socie-

ty,” of Georgia, will be held at Atlanta^ from the 20th to

the 24th of October.

The South Carolina Society holds its Fair at Columbia,

from the 10th to the 13th of November.
The Alabama State Society’s Fair will be held at

Montgomery, from the 27th to the 30th of October.

The Fair of the East Tennessee Society will be held at

Knoxville, from the 20th to the 23d. of October and that

of West Tennessee, at Jackson, from the 27th to the 30th

of the same month.

We have no positive information from North Carolina,

Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas or Texas

—

though, we believe that Fairs are announced in several of

these States. We trust they will all be well attended, and

that a progressive and improving spirit may everywhere
be manifested.

SEEDS BY MAIL.

We have many complaints of the no eption of

seeds, which we know have been carefully mailed, and

we have been aFno little trouble and expense in duplica-

ting and paying postage on packages thus lost or stolen.

Congress should nass a law authorizing the sending per

mail of all new and valuable seeds, grafts, &c., in pack-

ages of not over one pound, at the rate of bound books

and pamphlets, (one cent per oz., prepaid) and protecting

such packages like letters. We hope to enlist the inter-

est of a distinguished member of the next Congress in

this reform, and trust our agricultural and horticultural

friends everywhere will agitate the subject earnestly.

grower.”

It affords us particular pleasure to reply to the inquiries

of our friend, for it has long been our earnest wish and de-

sire that every man, woman and child in the country

should have a constant and unfailing supply of the very

best fresh and preserved fruits of our climate
;
and it is

our firm conviction that if ripe fruits were universally

made a regular article offood instead of being regarded as

a luxury of somewhat doubtful safety, many of the dis-

eases and ailments of “suffering humanity” would be en-

tirely unknown. Were this the proper time and place, it

would be an easy task to point out many of our errors in

dieting, and to prove the great blessing of a constant sup-

ply of ripe and healthy Fruit, especially during our long

and sultry summers; but as no person of ordinary intelli-

gence will deny the importance of carefully cultivating

the finest Fruits, we proceed to answer the queries of our

subscriber

;

1. We do not know of Q.r\y practicable method of pro-

tecting large orchards from the effects of late frosts
;
but we

do know how all our readere can have almost a constant

succession of Fruit from the first of April until the last of

the following March, and we intend fully to avail ourselves

of that knowledge hereafter. In the raising of Peaches,

Apricots, Nectarines and Plums, it must be borne in

mind that an elevated locality and a northern or north-

vjestern aspect are most favorable. Something may, also,

be done in gardens, or on a small scale, by raising a dense

smoke from piles of damp and half rotten wood during

the nights when frost is anticipated; but when there is a

constant succession offrosts for weeks, and where there are a

large surface to be protected, this method will, generally,

be found altogether impracticable. We have much
stronger hopes from the theory of a pomological friend,

who advises the pruning or shortening-in of the Peach
and its congeners, just before the blossoms begin to ex-

pand, wdth a view of retarding their blooming, (which it

will often do, for at least 10 or 15 day-s)
;
but as this me-

thod has not been fully tested, it cannot yet rank among
the sure remedies. It shall be carefully tried, and re-

ported upon hereaftei. Conceding, then, that the Fruits

we have mentioned, are quite liable to the blighting effects
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of frost, and that, at present, there is no practicable or

“paying” method of protecting them, we proceed to enu-

merate the fruits that, with proper attention, may b« said

never to fail, in this ricinity.

1st. The Strawberry.—This delicious fruit begins to

ripen with us early in April, and has, frequently, given us

a constant supply of fruit until the 20th of July, without

artijiciat watering. With a soil of the proper depth and

culture, mulching, manuring with leaf-mould, ashes, &c.,

and a regular supply of water—all of which are essential

to the perfection of this fruit—we have no doubt that the

whole period of fruiting may easily and profitably be ex-

tended from 3 to 5 months. Longer than that, the ef-

fort to “force” them would not “pay”—and it is probable

that the appetite, ever “studious of change and fond of

novelty,” would prefer the other fruits, each of which

Nature seems to have adapted to its own particular sea-

son. Very few people, however, in the South have yet

been surfeited on the Strawberry—and, as our climate is

highly favorable to its production, we hope to see its cul-

ture everywhere extended. The reader v/ill find an ex-

cellent article on the choice of varieties, modes of culture,

&c., in our July number, page 219. The earlier blossoms

of the Strawberry are often killed by the frost, but it in-

variably blooms again and produces an abundance of

fruit.

2d. The Fig.—This delicious and healthy fruit—of

which we have many varieties—grows almost spontane-

ously everywhere
;
though a rich and somewhat moist

soil is best adapted to its perfect development. Three
crops a year are produced here, under favorable circum-

stances—though two crops are as many as we can safely

count on. As a breakfast dish, ripe and luscious Figs are

unrivalled—being more light, digestible and v/holesome

than almost any other fruit. The)^, also, make a very rich

and delicate preserve^ and the.'-e is no good reason why
the whole TJnion may not in time be supplied from the

Southern States with dried Figs, equal to those of

Smyrna. There is another most deheious confection,

known as “Turkish Fig Paste,” which is said to be

manufactured at Constantinople. It is, apparently

,

made
by boiling down ripe Figs in a syrup of v/hite sugar,

straining the mass to free it from the seeds, &c., flavoring

it slightly with spices or lemon, and adding isinglass or

gelatine to give it the proper cqpsistency. It is, while soft,

poured into little square moulds, allowed to cool and har-

den, then sprinkled with a fine powder of sugar and flour,

and packed in fancy pasteboard boxes, holding from 4 to

6 pounds.' It is sold by the New York confectioners at

50 cents per lb., retail
;
or 35 cents per lb., by the box. It

will keep any length of time, to all appearance; and we
should think any of our skillful housewives could make it

with little difficulty, by procuring a sample box and ex-

amining the article carefully. The demand, at 25 or 30
cents per pound would, we doubt not, make it a very

profitable article of commerce. Who, among our lady

readers, will exhibit samples of Southern “Fig Paste” at

the coming Fairs of Georgia, Alabama, or South Caro-

lina 1 The Cultivator v/ill give a premium of Ten Dol-

lars (S 10) for the best box shown, and the privilege of

publishing the recipe for making. Fig trees are not en-

tirely hardy here—they need a slight protection of pine

tops or similar shelter, while young, succulent and ten-

der—severe winters often nip them quite sharply, but

their recuperative power is astonishing: as some varieties,

(the Alicante, for instance) even when killed to the ground,

tln'ow out n.ew shoots in spring and bear fruit upon these

young shoots the same year. We have never known
anything like an entire failure of the Fig crop.

3rd. The Apple.

—

This most valuable fruit has been,

heretofore, undeservedly neglected. We find it adapted

to almost eveiy variety of soil, except a dry and barren

sand, and at Fruilland’* we Tiever have failed of a crop.

It is easy to have an uninterrupted succession of Apples

from the first week in June until the following spring

—

nearly the whole year—by commencing with the Red
Astraclian, Julian, &c., and ending with the Carter, Cul-

lasaga, Nickajack, Shockley, Yellow Crank, etc. The
finer varieties of early apples, such as Red Astrachan,

Early Harvest, &c., may (when Peaches fail,) be shipped

at good prices to the Northern cities
;
and the fall and win-

ter varieties always command high rates in our own mar-

kets. We need hardly repeat the necessity of always se-

lecting our native Southern varieties for fall and winter

use. All, or nearly all the European and Northern late

Apples ripen here in summer or early autumn, and are

worthless for keeping purposes. New varieties of the

Apple may be produced from the seed, but the readiest

method of propagating well known and approved kinds,

is by grafting and budding into healthy seedling stocks.

Thrifty grafts of one year old, are large enough to trans-

plant into the orchard or fruit garden
;
but two year old

trees, prbperly trained, with stocky trunks and low heads,

are better. The Apple should supersede the Peach,

largely, wherever the latter is peculiarly liable to be killed

by spring frosts. It possesses many advantages over the

Peach, in its hardiness, greater duration and longer keep-

ing qualities
;
and in all its products, such as dried fruit,

cider, vinegar, &c., &c., it may be made an article of ex-

tensive use and commercial importance.

4th. The Pear, when properly grown and ripened, is

unquestionably the king of all fruits; but comparatively

few persons in the South have ever eaten in full perfection

a Bartlett, a White Doyenne, a Scckle, a Duchesse, or a

Winter Nelis. This fruit is more tender than the Apple,

but less so than the Peach, Apricot, &c. It seems perfect-

ly adapted t© all parts of the South, but requires more

deep and careful culture, mulching, manuring, &c., &c.,

than careless people are willing to bestow upon it.

—

It should be planted largely by all who are prepared to

give it proper treatment; as the marvelous prices which

it commands in the large cities (from Si to S6 per dozen,

for the best winter varieties) will justify a very liberal out-

lay ofmoney and labor in its production. We shall have

much more to say on this fruit, when the great experi-

mental Pear orchard of our friend and neighbor, Mr.

Berckmans, gets fairly in operation. It may be proper

to state that there is sometimes a tendency on the part of

both the Apple and the Pear to fail upon alternate years,

independentof the frost. This is generally the result of ex-

haustion by over-bearing in the regular seasons, and may
be prevented and a crop secured every year, by thinning

the fruit, proper culture and liberal manuring.

5th. The Grape.—We are disposed to rank this fruit

as the easiest ofpropagation, the surest and most profitable

in all we have yet mentioned, and to recommend it most

strongly to the attention of all persons who wish to enter

into the business of Fruit Growing. The Grape will grow

and produce well, in the South, in almost any soil which

has been properly prepared. This preparaiion consists

in thoroughly loosening and disintegrating the soil by

trenching with the spade, (or plow and spade,) to tiie

depth of at least two feet, though even twice that depth

would be better; and if the land is naturally very poor,

incorporating the proper quantity of manure with the

soil, during the process of trenching. As a general rule,

however, it is not necessary, in common vineyard culture,

to apply ftny m.anure until the second or third year, when

the vines begin to bear fruit. The Grape is propagated

by cuttings, which may be easily and cheaply obtained

—

the hardy native varieties as Seuppervony f Catawba,

*The Scuppernong must be raised by layering— it does

not strike well from the cutting.
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Isabella, &c., scarcely ever fail, and from what we have
seen of the productiveness of the vineyards of Mr. Axt
and others, we are convinced that, for the purpose of

Northern shipment alone, the raising of Grapes can be
made most remunerative by all persons who are within

the proper (rmlroad) distance of Norfolk, Charleston or

Savannah. The Catawba Grape ripens here, ordinarily,

about the 20th of August, just after o\xv Peach season is

over, and before the Peaches of the North come in. It

(the Catawba) can be shipped to Baltimore, Philadelphia,

New York or Boston packed in open (slatted) boxes be-

tween layers of its own leaves, and will bear the carriage

as well if not better than Peaches, as we know by ex-

periment. Arriving in the great cities during the sultry

and feverish “dog days,” what could be more healthful or

attractive than heavy and blushing clusters of Grapes,
fully and perfectly ripened under our ardent Southern sun,

and what (but the high price) could prevent rich and
poor from alike partaking of such luxuries As to the

price, we have sufficiently reliable data to base our calcu-

lations upon. The Isabellas and Catawbas of Dr. Under-
hill, of Croton Point, N. Y., which come into market
from 4 to 7 weeks after ours ripen, are sold by that gentle-

man to dealers, at SI 5 per hundred weight, or 15 cts. per

pound
;
and retailed at probably double this rate. The

finer varieties of Grapes, raised under glass, sell readily

at from 50 cents to SI per pound, and the supply has
never yet equalled the demand. From these facts, we
will assume the price ef our Southern Grapes delivered to

New York dealers, to be 20 cents per pound
;
and had we

a large capital to invest in any one horticultural project ex-

clusively, we should (with the certainty of an unlimited
demand, at such a price,) put every dollar of it into a Ca-
tawba vineyard.

Of the making of Wine from the Grape, we will not dis-

course at present; that is an after-consideration, involv-

ing a greater outlay of money and a deeper knowledge
than most of us yet possess. That it wull, in a compara-
tively short time, be a most extensive and profitable busi-

ness, replacing in some measure the production of Cotton,

especially on our old and wmrn hill sides, we have not the

slightest doubt. Our object note is to induce our readers

whose tastes incline in that direction, to plant vineyards
properly, and with full confidence that either in the form of

Grapes or grape juice, the productions of their skill and
labor are sure of bringing them a golden reward, and of

conferring a blessing upon the country. R.

muu SIDE DITCHING-.-A PROPO.SITION.

Every man wffio has reflected a moment on the subject,

feels the Mxg&r\\. necessity of adopting some system of hill-

side ditching which will prevent the washing and gullying

ofour lands
;
but comparatively few people understand the

best method of laying off and running the ditches, guard-

drains, &c. We have often thought that if a corps of

young men were to qualify themselves regularly as Engi-

neers of Hill-Side Ditching, and travel through the coun-
j

try, stopping wherever their services were engaged, and

charging a fixed sum per day for locating and superin-

tending the making of Ditches, they could find re.munera-

ting employment and confer a great benefit on the coun-

try. In the absence of such a corps of Engineers, how-

ever, and w'ith a view of making a beginning in the good

work, we lately ventured to address our correspondent, Zdi*

G. D. Harmon, (now of Utica, iMiss.) on the subject, sug-

gesting that he should make a trial of the enierprize the
\

•sorning fail. Below we publish the reply of Mr. Harmon,
|

-from which itwi'l be seen that he is ready to undertake the
j

work as soon as sufficient inducement is offered him. We
do not know precisely what suggestion to make respect-

ing terms, &c., but would merely propose the following

plan for the present, viz : to open a. book at our office, in

which to enter the names of such ffentlemen in Georgia

as wish to secure the services of Mr. Harmon, and to

transmit these names to Mr H. by the last of October.

He can then decide upon the propriety of engaging in

this new business, state his terms through the Cultivator,

bring on his compass and leveling instrument, and enter

upon his “mission.” We need not speak of the qualifica-

tions of Mr. H. for the work. He is well known to all our

readers as an earnest, practical and intelligent man, who
thoroughly understands the subject, and who is fully ca-

pable of teaching our planters to so.ve their lo.nds from de-

terioration and ruin. He has a wide field of labor and
usefulness before him, and we hope that very many of

our readers in Georgia will avail themselves of his knowl-

edge and skill.

Mr. D. Redmond—Dear Sir: Your very kind and com-
plimentary letter of 11th inst. is before me, and I am at a

loss to know how to answer you as to becoming a “ mis-

sionary” in the cause of the salvation of the gullied hills

of our “ Sunny South.” I w’ould not hesitate one mo-
ment if I knew that my services would be appreciated and
rewarded. I received, some time since, a letter from Mr.
B. of Georgia, on this same subject. He wished to know
what would induce me to return to Georgia and follow

Hill-Side Ditching, t^c. I wrote him that I could not tell

until 1 knew the state of the public mind on the subject.

He wrote me again that he had addressed me through the

Cultivator, and J could have an opportunity of feeling

the public pulse in my reply. I have been looking for

the article in print, but have not seen it.*

I believe with you, that I could be of more service to

my country to engage in the business in question than in

any other v/ay, provided my country would be of some
service to me.

But would I be sustained! My prospects in my line

of business are very flattering. I have no less than four

propositions for next year, and I must have some encour-

agement before I can get the consent of my mind to yield

up my business and engage in something else. I will say'to

you then, that if I should get sufficient encouragement be-

tween now and the first of November to induce me to be-

lieve that I could do well at the business referred to, bet-

ter than to follow ray present avocation— I will engage in

it heart and mind, to continue it as long as I can handle a

compass and level, and there is a gully to be found, and
my services rewarded. You are at liberty, therefore, to

introduce the subject in any way you may think best.

And in conclusion permit me to say that the very act

of yours shows that your heart is deeply in love with

your country’s interest.

Your’s &-C., G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., June 24, 1857,

Gentlemen desiritig the services of Mr. Harmon,

will send their names and Post Offices to the Editors of

the Cultivator as soon as possible,

V/ill our friends of the “ Cotton Planicr &, Soil" re-

publish this article, requesting their Georgia subscribers

who wish to engage Mr. H., to address us ! We claim

thefi,rst efforts of Mr. Harmon for the washed and gullied

old fields of our own State, promising, as soon as all these

are properly horizontalized, to loan him to our Ala-

bama and Carolina neighbors.

—

Ed.s.

*We will give it hereafter.'

—

Eds,
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THE CIIEIVIISTKY OF TILLAGE.

There are so many qualifying, and modifying circum-

stances connected with the Chemistry of Tillage that the

subject needs to be discussed with caution not to mis-

inform nor mislead the practical culttvator. It is safe, how-

ever, to state, as a general rule, that no chemical action

will take place in the soil, nor elsewhere, between

two or more solid bodies. One at least must be dis-

solved, in order to give its particles perfect freedom ot mo-

tion, that they come fully into contact with the atoms in

the body with which a chemical union is to be consum-

mated.

The first, and not the least efrcct of tillage is to increase

the solubility of earthy minerals and vegetable mould,

which are an indispensable part of the food of plants. In

the attainment of the disintegration a»d solution of solids,

the atmosphere greatly assists the implements of tillage;

its gaseous atoms have that perfect freedom of motion

which enable oxygen and carbonic acid to permeate all

the earth stirred with the plow, and attack all substances

subject to the chsmical influence of either. A bag of

thoroughly pressed cotton burns on the surface only, but

so soon as the ropes are severed, and the cotton expands

so as to let in air throught the mass, the most obvious

and remarkable chemical action (combustion) ensues. A
sudden change in the physical condition of the cotton has

a wonderful effect on the combination of oxygen in the at-

mosphere with the carbon in its fibres. Less in degree

and vehcmance but similar in character, is the chemical

union of this powerful elements with both minerals and

organic bodies in soils when pulverised into fine particles.

Oxygen can be made to burn iron with greater intensity

than fine charcoal, or gun-powder. Plantinum sponge

also illustrates the power of mere mechanical comminu-

tion of a metal to condense vital air, and intensify its chemi-

cal properties. Tillage being purely mechanicid in the first

instance, it is valuable, with but few exceptions, in the

ratio in which it pidverizes and thoroughly comminutes

the solids operated upon. Insoluble mould, and insoluble

silicates and phosphates, aided in a large degree by the

carbonic acid eliminated from mould, are rendered avail-

able food for growing crops, which, without tillage, no

plant grown by the cultivator could appropriate. In case

vegetable mould is deficient in quantity, as it is apt to be on

all old, or long cultivated fields, there often arises a doubt

as to how deep one had best plow to command the best

returns for his land and for labor 7

It is to throw light on such difficult problem in tillage

as this that chemistry, and chemical philosophy are use-

ful to farmers, and planters. While a special prescrip-

tion adapted to each field, v/ith its peculiar circumstances,

is out of the question, from any analysis of its soil, ex-

cept in extreme cases, yet sound principles in cultivation

can have no other basis than a scientific knowledge of the

elements of fertility, of their affinities, solubility, and

other properties and functions, which adapt them to the

wants of organic beings

Taking wheat as the best expression of fruitfulness,

and studying its earthy part drawn from the soil, we find

about 80 per cent, of it, (the ash of the seed) to be phos-

phoric acid and potash, but in what^ state of chemical

combinations we will not now enquire. Tiie same sys-

tem of tillage that will best supply the acid and alkali

named to the valuable seeds of the wheat plant, will serve

a similar purpose for tlie seed of the cotton plant, corn plant,

and for all other crops. Now, chemistry tells us in what
1

forms and places both potash and pho.sphoric acid exist

in soils whether in an available, or in an unavailable, con-

dition. Phosphoric acid locked up in masses like gran-

ite, in hard and large crystals of apatite^ or in combination

combination with iron or alumina, is unavailable because

insoluble in water. Potash forms an insoluble salt with

silicic acid, (flint) and in this condition it abounds in most

primitive rocks
;
but water charged with carbonic acid

decomposes this salt, and then dissolves both the carbon-

ate of potash and the new silicate which has a large

amount of alkaline base. If all the salts of potash were

as soluble in rain water as most of them are, this alkali

would soon be so far washed out of the soil that very few

plants of any kind would grow therein. Silica, or as it

is commonly called by chemists, silicic acid, appears to

be nature’s favorite for keeping potash, soda, and mag-
nesia stored up in the subsoil to avoid the utter and hope-

less destruction of forests and grasses by the hand of man
or by other means. It is quite impracticable to remove

all the phosphates and alkalies from an acre of ground
;

although it may be so impoverished as to cost three times

more to renovate it than to buy another acre as good as

that was in the beginning.

As the writer conceives, the oniy progress made in the

present century in the art of tillage is limited to deeper

plowing, and thereby drawing more on the subsoiliot the

raw material of agricultural plants. Where fields are

plowed no deeper than they were fifty years ago, we do

aot see that they yield better crops now than they did

then, whether old or new. Where more manure is ap-

plied, that ofcourse indicates a gain; but confining our-

selves to tillage alone, the improvement has been mainly

if not exclusively, in stirring more earth, rather than in

hiving a wise adjustment of mould to minerals, and the

more perfect commixture of both in the mass. Carbonic

acid, as shown by chemical experience, being so valuable

to dissolve both silicates and phosphates in the soil, and

being, moreover, furnished so largely by vegetable mould,

the wise cultivator will adapt both his tillage and his

crops to the increase rather than decrease of mould in all

his upland. Whoever neglects this is a bad planter
;
or

he is killing the goose that lays his golden eggs.

Good mould is more valuable than poor stable manure:

and it has the additional advantage of being formed over

an indefinite surface where it is needed, whereas manure

has to be handled and spread by the labor of man and

beast.

There may be some difference in cultivating renovating

plants to enrich a soil, and staple crops for market; but

the difference is slight. In either case, a large growth is

desired, though one can better wait for the chemical re-

sults of thorough tillage in fallow crops than in grain or

cotton culture. Few men can know the true value of

their subsoil before they test it by years of deep and

thorough agriculture. Two years ago, some of our land

that appeared too poor to cultivate at all without manure,

did better last year, and promises a fair profit this season.

It needs more organic matter before its latent mineral re-

sources can be fairly tested. Possibly we may be better

able a few years hence than at present, to say what plant.%

are best to grow and plow in to be incorporated with a

lifeless surface soil, or subsoil, for in many instances both

are the same in character and composition. As bare cul-

tivation adds no element to the soil, to improve a farm by

tillage alone—drawing fertiiizersfrom the atmosphere and

the deep subsoil— is a somewhat slow proce.ss. Much de-

pends on the strength of the subsoil for agricultural pur-

poses. It may contain more lime than it readily yields

either to rainwater or acids : but which deep tillage will

bring out after a few years. We have noticed with inter-

est the increase snail-shells in a field which lias bee»

only four years under the plow. Lime is not wholly ab-
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sent'where these land mollusks abounds; for their shells,

ike those ofthe oyster, are mostly the carbonate of lime.

Instead ofselling off the farm every element of fruitfulness

which one may develop in crops by good cultivation, the

true policy is to husband the resources ofarable land, and
Isell air and water as far as practicable. Ninety-nine parts

in one hundred of a bale of cotton are convertible into

water and air. The injury done to the soil by its exten-

sive production, where the seed is used as manure, ac-

crues more from shallow plowing and washing the sur-

face than from the value of the primary ingredients extract-

ed from the earth and exported. Land should be so tilled

as not to wash, but retain all the fertilizing salts that raise

up in the water which evaporates on the surface of the

ground during every twelve months, so far as these salts

are not consumed by plants. Deep tillage greatly facili-

tates the ascent of water charged with all the elements of

plants, as it equally encourages their roots to descend far

into the earth, and thus command her best powers of nu-
trition. By pursuing this practice cf opening up the

subsoil from year to year, it is soon filled with decaying
roots, and these actually manure it—dissolving and decom-
pounding the most refractory minerals ever found in

plants. The chemistry of Tillage teaches the cultivator

to manure the subsoil while raising crops for market
through that part of them which he leaves to rot in the

field. It is far better to have corn and cotton stalks, straw
and leaves decay under the ground than above, it. The
deeper you cover them with the plow the better in

the long run, where the permanent fruitfulness of the soil

is an object. Let mould (or manure) be perfectly incor-

ported with clay and sand, if you would bring out the

higest powers of each. L.

A WORD OF EXPLANATION.

The article headed “Education in Rural Districts,” pub-

lished in the July number of the Cultivator, was written

for a previous paper, but arriving at the office too late for

insertion, it was laid by for future use, and its existence

entirely forgotten by the writer, who resides something

more than 100 miles from Augusta. This lapse of the

memory compels us to apologize for using a part of the

same matter again in another editorial under the heading

“Agricultural Colleges,” which appears in the same num-

ber.

During our long connection with the press, our memory
has never failed so badly before; and were it convenient

to see proof sheets of what we write, or were we at the

time less absorbed in collecting facts and making re-

searches in connection with our public lectures, such a

blunder could not have been perpetrated. L.

The Cabbage Worm.—Mr. E, D, Hewitt, of East

Randolph, Columbia county, Wisconsin, in a letter to the

Commissioner of Patents, remarks that he observed in the

Patent Office Report for 1855 that the cabbage worm eat
^

the cotton plant wlien small. The way in which hetreat-

ed his cabbage was, to sow in the spring two and a half

bushels of salt to the acre before planting it, In all instan-

ces, after such treatment, the worm disappeared. In his

opinion, salt v/ould not kill cabbage, and if one teaspoon-

ful of salt was put into the cabbage before it matured, it

would head much better, and would not be affected by the

bugs and lice. In conclusion, he hoped that some of the

cotton planters would try a similar experiment.

“Excelsior”—“Young America.”—The Corn and

Cob Crusher described by G. D. Harmon, Esq., in our

July number, page 227, is better known by the name of

Young America'^ than that of Excelsior^'’ which Mr.

H. uses by mistake.

Sugar Mills.—Mr. Glaze, of Columbia, S. C.. writes

the Farmer & Planter as follows ;

“ As to the Sugar Mills, we are getting up three pat-

terns. One will cost, all complete, S75 ;
one, ^125; and

the large size, $169. I think of putting up a small size,

with rollers of 6 or 8 inches, which will do for small plant-

ers, at about $40.

latlitElttttiil Itfaitmeul.
— ~

FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH—APPLES, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Since the spirit for

raising fine fruits has been awakened amongst us, new
varieties are constantly comJng into notice, many of them

being found in remote and out of the way corners of the

country. We have long been used to look to the moun-

tainous sections of the South for fine apples, not suppos-

ing they Would thrive in the low-country
;
but last au-

tumn I Went down to Laurens county, Georgia, and

paid a visit to the orchards of Mr. S. Yopp, who formany
years has devoted his attention to the cultivation of fine

fruits. It is Mr. Yopp’s principle to make as much as

possible within his own premises, and to buy as little as

possible, and I never met with a man that comes so near

up to it as Mr. Yopp, for, with the exception of tea, cof-

fee and sugar, I think that everything is home-made, from

shoes and clothes for white and black ones, to wine and

molasses. It was on the 20th of September, and I found

an abundance of splendid peaches, apples and plums, the

latter, however, being rather on the decline. I will de-

scribe a few of his Apples.

Yopp's Favorite—This variety, being at the time in full

perfection, I sent it to the Fruit Committee, at Athens,

which, in the Feburary No. of the Cultivator, reported

so favorably on it, that it wmuld be useless to say any-

thing more about it in the way of recommendation. I

consider it the finest Southern apple, in its season; which,

unfortunately, does not extend much beyond the month oi

September.

Blacksliear.—l cannot say where it originated, as Mr.

Yopp had received the grafts from Col. Blackshear, from

whom this fruit has taken its name. If I am not very

much mistaken, Col Blackshear lived at that time in Tel-

fair County, still farther to the south. The tree is of vig-

orous and upright growth, and a good bearer. Fruit very

large, often measuring 14 or 15 inches in circumference;

rather flat. Skin dull, milky white, with a few faint red

stripes, and dotted with dark colored spots. Flesh white,

crisp, very juicy, and with a rich vinous flavor. Fit for

use during October and November.

Laurens Greening—Aho\e. medium size, nearly globu-

lar. Skin dark glossy green; flesh greenish white, crisp,

subacid and highly flavored, somewhat resembling the

Rhode Island Greening. Fit for eating during November

and December.

Dea7i Crab.—This is a very pleasant eating Apple
;
its

chief value, however, consisting in yielding an excellent

cider. Fruit below medium size, globular; skin deep

yellow, considerabl^covered with red streaks and splash-

es. It is an immen^ bearer, but will only last until the

latter part of October.

On the same journey T also found an excellent peach,

a seedling from Houston County, Ga., and bearing for the

first time. Its name is—
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Osceola .—It is a little above medium size, nearly round;

skin dark cream-colored, with a deep red cheek. Flesh

orange colored, very juicy, with an exceedingly sweet

and rich aroma, resembling that of a Jefferson Plum.

Most of the Autumn Peaches are a little deficient in

sweetness. This, however, is as delicious as any Peach

in July and August
;
ripe the last part of September

;

freestone. Robert Nelson.

Fruitland Nursery, Augusta, Ga
,
July, 1857.

PEARS ON QUINCE- THEIR ADAPTABIEITY
to the South.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see some statements

in the Cotton Planter and Soil, (the January number,) in

regard to Dwarf Pears, and from the author’s remarks con-

clude he is not well informed in regard to them, or the

charges he institutes against nurserymen. I defend the

cause, not to satisfy the writer, but for the benefit of those

who may be misled by his remarks.

He says they are “ the hobby of the nurserymen.”

Now, I transplanted some three hundred Dwarf Pears

two years since, and was anxious to procure them at the

South and accordingly wrote to a good many nursery-

men, but found I could not procure them of the age and
size I desired, (three years old.) I then sent my order,

with a check accompanying it, to a well known firm on
Long Island, N. Y., and the check was returned to me,
with the information that they had disposed of all the

trees of that age they had grown, and that one man had
taken between two and three thousand. My check was
again returned, and they imported them for me. What
necessity is there for any such remark as ‘'hobby,” when
the demand fully equals the capacity of the energetic ex-

ertion of the grower to keep pace with it 1

He says, again, that the “ Quince may do for the North,
but will not suit the South.” We shall now make ex-

tracts for the satisfaction of all who desire the Dwarf, and
compare the adaptability of the two climates from well

authenticated sources.

M. J. De Jonghe; of Brussels, says :
“ On the Quince,

the wood of a variety of Pear, may acquire a different

tinge, but the form of the fruit is generally the same.
Occasionally, however, the fruit of some varities worked
on the Quince become larger, is produced in greater abun-
dance, and acquires a richer flavor than that grown on
the seedling tree.”

Mr, L. E. Berckmans, a Belgian gentleman, one who
has been familiar during the greater portion of this life

with pomology, and enjoyed the advantages of the best

lore, in this respect, that the v/orld has ever furnished,

remarks; {Honey's Magazine, November 185G,) “Let
the Quince be slandered, it will remain one of our best

friends. \ our profits in fruit raising are mostly derived
from Quince stocks. The best fruits of your splendid ex-

hibitions are from Quince stock.s. Mr. M. P. Wilder’s best

fruits are on the Quince stocks
;
so are Messrs. Charles

Downing’s, Ellwanger and Barry’s, Dr. Grant’s, Mr.
Reid’s, and my own.”

Mr. P. Barry, in his Fruit Garden, page 19T, says:
“There are some dwart standards on the Quince in our
grounds here, and in gardens in this city, that are now

'

eight years old, and about seven to eight feet high, with
trunks from two to three feet, heads four to five feet hio-h,

and three or four in width, that have borne regular and
heavy crops for the last four or five yeai's, without any
other care than thinning out superfluous wood.”

Mr. J. J. Thomas, in the American Fruit Culturist,

page 197, says: “ The varieties of the Pear do not grow
with equal facility upon the Quince. A few, as Duchesse
d’Angouleme, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Beu'-re Did,
are so much improved in quality that their cultivation on
pear stocks is wholly discontinued by skillful fruit grow'-

ers. * it: * * * a general rule, double-worked
trees do not flourish for a great length of time. Single-

worked have done well for thirty or forty years, under
favorable influences.”

Col. John C. Jenkins, of Mississippi, says, (Agricul-

tural Patent Office Report, page 249,) “ I cultivate over

one hundred varieties of the Pear, The greater number
are dwarfed on the Quince. On this stock trees six or

seven years from the bud have grown from twelve to

twenty feet in height, and have a diameter in trunk of

six to eight inches. ***** Beurre Diel—on
quince and standard. My trees, on quince stocks, seven

years from the bud, are large and vigorous growers, bear

heavy crops, trees this year thinned out, with one hun-
dred and fifty specimens on each tree, fruit attains a much
larger size here than at the North—some of my specimens-

weighing from one to one pound and a half, and few less

than a pound.”

We have here arrayed such evidence in regard to

Dwarf Pears as our present limited facilities will admit

—

they are all, however, from good authority, and from
parties of extensive information in this particular.

We shall now call the attention of our friend of the

Cotton, Planter and Soil, to a comparative statement of
trees on Quince, at the North and the South :

Mr. Barry resides in the Genesee valley, in the north-

western portion of the State of New York. This Genesee
country is almost fabled for its fertile lands. The place

on which their nurseries are situated has a rich black

loam of about twelve inches, and receives such culture as

we seldom dream of, and never execute here. Dr. Jen-
kins was on the Mississippi river, near Vicksburg, and
his soil is about eighteen inches in depth, but, wm pre-

sume, he never gave his the thorough cultivation which
Mr. B. alludes to, and we shall place them on an equal

footing. Now comes the deciding question, whether the

Quince will stand or fall, and whether it flourishes to a
greater advantage at the North or South'? Mr. Barrjr

says his trees on quince are eight years old, and seven tD

eight feet high. Dr. Jenkins says his, on the same stock,,

are six to seven years old, and are from twelve to twenty

feet high. Thus giving the South, trees on same stocks

and from one to two years younger with same advan-

tages, double the size of the Northern ones. Dr. J. says he
had to thin out his specimens to one hundred and fifty,

and they weighed from one to one pound and a half each,

which would give, at fair estimate, two hundred pounds
of Pears on his dwarf of seven years old. Does this look

like a catch-penny affair'? If so, we would beg to be

caught with a good many of them near some ofour cities,

especially when they are worth what they have been in

New York city during the past winter.

And now, in conclusion, I will make the following

query: Do any of your nurseries have a surplus lot of

Pear trees left over? Does not the demand generally

equal and sometimes exceed the stock on hand 1 Does it

not cost every cent as much to produce a dwarf pear on

a true Angers stock, and give you as much labor, time,

and care, as it does to produce one on its own root, and

if so, why should it be christened “ hobby of the nursery-

men %
” Pomona.

Mississipjn
,
April, 1857.

P. S.—My quotations from the Cotton Planter and
Soil are from memory. I subscribe for it, but have not

the January number yet, but rny meaning will, in the main,

concur, if not verbatim.

[Remarks.—The demand lor Dwarf Pear trees, both

North and South, has thus for exceeded the supply
;
and

we would say further, that two conditions are alone neces-

sary to the perfect success of the Dwarf Pear in the South,

viz: 1st. Select the proper ra/'ic/igs—such as knovm
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do well on the Quince; 2d. Plant, prune, and cultivate

properly and thoroughly. The connection of the Pear and

'Quince should, in planting, be set six inches below the

surface—the ground must be thoroughly trenched and

manured—the trees mulched for the first few years, and

pruned properly, and nature will do the rest. We should

desire no better investment than forty or fifty acres of

selected Dwarf Pear trees, within easy reach of the

Charleston or Savannah steamers. There are fortunes to

be made in the shipping of Pears, Apples, Peaches,

drapes, &c., from the South to the North, and if we live,

we intend to have a still deeper interest in the enterprise

than vre have at present.—D. R.j

FRUITS OF THE SEASON—PROPER 3IETHOD
of Pruning, &c.

Editors Southern CuLTivATOR—The severe frosts of

the past spring have left us a few apples only, among all

the fruits subject to injury by their too frequent visita-

tions. Fortunately, however, we have Strawberries,

Raspberries, Blackberries, and above all, Grapes, which

ask no favors of frosts, but reward the careful cultivator

with an abundance every year without exception. These,

then, we ought to cherish and rely upon as fast and en-

during friends. [See, also, article headed “ Fruits that

Never Fail I” in another column.

—

Eds.]

Pears.—We had two series of frosts last spring, both

of which were destructive. The first on the 2nd and 3rd

of March—the second on the 6th, 7th, and 8th of April.

The first killed nearly all the Pears on some trees, and

many on others. The trees were then just ready to flow-

er. On the 13th March we had frost, and ice formed on the

trees all day, but killed nothing. Afterwards some of the

pear trees, especially the Bartlett, brought out fine crops

of fruit as large as green peas, when the second killing

frost came and swept them clean.

Plums, Apricots and Nectarines, all are gone.

Peaches show here and there a mourner. The firs! of

the two frosts killed almost all of those having small flow-

ers; while, of these having large flowers, there was still

left a fair crop. These were swept away by the second
hard frost. Such, on my grounds, w'as the difference be-

tween the large flowering and small flowering peaches.
During my experience of eight years, 1 have noticed that

the Noblesse, having large flowers, has invariably escaped
frosts better than any otlier of the improved, or known
varieties of the peach. None of these, except the Noblesse,
DOW exhibits a single peach. Among my seedlings there

are several trees of the large flowering kind that have a few
peaches on them

;
while there is not one on the small

flowering kind. This fact seems to me to be v/orthy of fur-

ther notice. It is owing to the opening of the small flow-

ers earlier than the large ones'! But what makes them
open earlier'?

Cherries.—Eight years ago I procured from Mr. Down-
ing’s nursery on theldudson, twenty varieties of this fruit.

The trees al! grew vigot'ously, but many of them were
injured by the sun killing one side of their trunks: and

j

none have been of any service. Now and then.a few in-

:

dividuais ripen by way of provocation to “mental curs-

1

ing’—nothing more. Whether to let them live on, incurn-

!

benng the ground, or to cut tliein down at once and cast!

them into outer darkness—that is the question. In pre-

1

:sence of these unwelcome facts, the common Pflorello

thrives and bears in this vicinity generally, very fan

crops of very fair fruit, and has done so from the first

settlement of the country. They have been propagated

by planting their seeds
;
and on pretty dilligent search I

have found some trees much better than others and weft

worthy of being disseminated by grafting. None of these

have more than a few solitary cherries on them this year.

The last heavy frosts were too much for them.

But there is still another variety here that ought to be

brought to more general public notice, which somebody
has christened “The DeKalb.” On the 1st of the present

month I saw several of these trees, all bearing very fair

crops of fine ripe cherries. They are of medium size
;

roundish; bright red, inclining to dark when quite ripe

;

flavor pleasant, subacid
;
fruit stalk from one to one and

three-fourth inches, set in a rather deep cordate cavity,

and clinging to the seed quite firmly
;

fruit occasionally

in pairs. I learned from Mr. Robinson, a professed po-

mologist and close observer, that this tree flowers some
ten days later than the common Morello, which accounts

for its having a fair crop of fruit, while the latter has none.

These I have since examined at other places about here,

and the few specimens which I found were still green and
not more than half grown. So are there now a few
stinted unripe individuals on my May Duke trees, from

which I infer that the DeKalb is earlier than the May
Duke. I am told that the origin of this valuable Cherry
is unknown, though it has been cultivated about here and
propagated by seed for nearly thirty years past. Some
have supposed it to be the Kentish

;
but if a tree of that

variety shown to me by Mr. Robinson be genuine, the De
Kalb is certainly not that. The DeKalb has large reni-

form glands, and its new wood is light colored, while the

Kentish has small globose glands and dark brown nev/

wood, and the leaves of the latter are larger than those of

the former. Farthermore, the one solitary specimen of

fruit on the Kentish, a young tree, was still green. The
probability is that the DeKalb is a seedling ot unknown
origin.*

Pruning .

—

In your paper have lately appeared three

systems of pruning, each, in some measure, distinct from

the others. The first is that of S. T. Jones, which forces

the tree to bend out in every direction, like the petals of a

flower, leaving the center hollow. The second is that of

Prof Mapcs, giving the top of the tree a round form with-

out the hollow centre. This is the plan described by
Downing. Both let the tree send out several branches

low down, and shorten back the terminal shoots annually,

The third is by G M. Kern, and consists in forcing the

tree to preserve a center shaft all the way up, and send

out laterals from that, which also must have their center

shafts with laterals—the whole to be shortened in and
kept low. This appeared in your May number, and. in

my opinion, is the best of the three. I had adopted, to

some extent, this plan a year ago, having become dissatis-

fied with the others.

I have pruned my own trees with my own hands for

eight years, following, as nearly as a novice could, the

directions of Downing; and I shall follow them no longer.

He does not advocate the center shaft, but cautions against

too much training, and says that “every fruit tree *

should be allowed to take its natural form, the whole ef-

forts of the pruner going no farther than to take out all

weak and crowded branches.” This ill-defined advice

led me far into error. 1 let too many limbs grow out from

near the bottom, trying to keep the top well open by tak-

*The Cherry known as “DeKalb,” i.s most prol.ah'.y

the “Glass Morello,” of Europe, or the Flemish, &<: . of

Downing. (See “Fruits and Fruit Trees,” pp. Uux ' It

is a good and sure bearer, of tolerable quaUty r.nd dc"

serves extensive cultivation.—

F

.ds
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ing out the weak and crowded branches. But from the

several branches diverging low down I had numerous
crossing laterals, in spite of all efforts to the contrary,

whereas, if the center shaft had been kept up strong, and

laterals trained from it according to Kern’s plan, crossing

laterals would have been prevented, and the tree would
have been well balanced en all sides. The center shaft,

with a low top and shortening in, I believe the true plan.

The open center plan forces out on all sides separate

branches like leaning trees, with the weight of wood and
fruit all on one side. So does Downing’s plan in a less

degree. Consequently the limbs under a moderate load

either bend to the ground or split off
;
and I have often

been under the necessity of raising my peaches from the

ground and supporting them with rails, as we support

raspberries and blackberries. The vagueness of Down-
ing’s directions led me into an error which he, with his

experience, would have avoided. I shortened in thoroughly

and kept my trees well down, but let them grow too much
according to nature, as any new beginner would with

such a guide. But my hard master—experience—has
taught me a lesson.

The book says that by cutting off half or two- thirds,

annually, of the preceding year’s growth, the top may be

kept low, the tree in full vigor and its life prolonged to

thirty years. I did so, but one-third of every year’s

growth being left, the tree went up higher and higher

every year of course, though with less rapidity than it

would have done had it not been shortened back. I per-

mitted young shoots to start out low down, but they would
not avail themselves of the permission, sure to grow one
year and die. In the meantime the vigorous shoots were
up at the top, I cut off large branches, a foot or two
above the fork, but they would not produce new heads.

The remaining branches took the sap and grew higher and
higher. In my wrath I cut down some entirely, and be-

gan to doubt the policy of trying to make peach trees

thrive and bear well and remain young for thirty years.
’

And my doubts were strengthened last year by many of

my old trees, of approved sorts, bearing worthless fruit,

far inferior to the produce of tneir younger days. In the

meantime. I kept young trees coming on, and was encour-
aged in doing so by seeing last year that before the Fruit
Grower’s Association of \Vestern New York, the question
was propounded for consideration whether it is “a good
practice to renew peach trees by heading them down.”
Notwithstanding my ill-success. I incline to think that it

is. This year I have cut back 'old trees variously, leaving
some with a single bare stump and others with more or
less top, and their progress towards immortal youth is

very flattering. I shall continue my experiments, and if

you do not wish to be troubled with any more long yarns
you can burn this at the stake.

Now let me add one more word. Notwithstanding the
above, I have liad excellent fruit, and professed Fruit Cul-
turists have looked at ray trees and expressed their aston-
ishment how I made them grow so finely.

i

L Wiindsor Smith.
I

Atlanta.^ Go,., June, 1857.
I

BI LiBOUS FLiOWER.S FOll THE .SOUTil.
|

Editors Southerx Cultivator—Tn some former nurn-
|

hers of your valuable periodical I gave a list of Ornament-

al Trees and Shrubs, suited to our Southern climate. But

our gardens should also comprise the most beautiful gifts of
nature, pleasing to the eye by brilliant colors and singu
lar forms, or filling the atmosphere with delicious fla-

grance.

True, Floriculture is but of limited interest and utility,

compared to Horticulture
;

still, nothing contributes more i

to the beauty of a residence, or the lo'-efiness of an ham-

'

ble cottage, than a well laid out, and nicely kept flower-

garden.

In fact, the love of flowers is natural to mankind. In

the civilized world they have become indispensable to all

important features of our life. The bride, as well as the

corpse
;
the returning hero, as well as the youth of both

sexes, when assembling at a party; happy childhood and
tottering, feeble old age, are all adorned with flowers

;
to

all they are the most beautiful and suitable emblems oh

our feelings. Even the savage, in the joy of his heart,,

surrounds his brow with the wild flowers of his forest.

Men, however, are not always satisfied with these gifts

of Providence in their natural state. By skill, persever-

ance and high culture, they have improved their natural

beauties wonderfully. Who would recognize the superb
“ La Reine^'^ or the magnificent “ Souvenir de la Malraai-

saw,” in the little single wild rose of our woods 1

There is a class of flowers, which, in many respects, are

so well suited to our Southern gardens, that I think it

proper to say a few words about them. I mean the Bulbs.

I will therefore begin by speaking of one of the first

and loveliest beauties of our gardens, surpassed by none.

It blooms with us in February and March, and perfumes

the whole garden

:

THE HYACINTH—(hYACINTKUS ORIENTALIS.)

Is a native of the Levant, where it grows on low, sandy

places, and is but a small and single flower. It v/as first

introduced and cultivated by the Dutch, as early as the

beginning- of the sixteenth century. About the early part

of the eighteenth century, the first double varieties sprung

up, and created quite an excitement, for as much as .£200,

or S990, is known to have been paid for one root, while a

similar vaviet]?- may now be had for a dime.

The cultivation of this and other bulbs is still carried on

in Holland, particularly abemt Haarlem, which place has

become v^orH-renovmed. Hundreds of acres are there

planted v.fith bulbs, which grow in higher perfection there

than any v/here else, and the bulbs ofHaarlem form a very

considerable article of commerce.

Upwards of two thousand varieties of Hyacinths have

been enumerated in catalogues, but, at present, a great

many kinds have been rejected, and not much more than

.four ’Hundred varieties are at present in cultivation.

According to the rules laid down for the beauty of a

first-rate Hyacinth, the stem should, be strong, tall, and

erect, supporting numerous large bells (often filty or more)

suspended horizontally, and the uppermost flower per-

fectly erect, that the whole may form a regular pyramid.

The colors should be clear and bright, and the fragrance

delightful. Single hyacinths are as highly esteemed as

double ones, and often more perfect and fragrant. In fact,

many single kinds are better than double ones. Ever} -

body, however, novv desires the double varieties, imagin-

ing that the quality of being double consists in having-

more bells, which is not the case
;
very often it also hap-

pens that single varieties are much more apt to bloom per-

fectly than double ones.

It is a very common complaint, that hyacinths are de-

teriorating, and, in fact, by bad treatment they will do

so the very first year
;
and how could it be expected oth-

eru'ise from the way in which they are treated % Flow-

many persons can, and will, take the trouble which must

be bestov/ed on them, in order to raise them in their full

perfection I

I will here give the conditions and rules for llieir pro-

per treatment The situation should be rather I'ow, for

the hyacinth is fond of dampness all the time. The soil

should be sandy, and a bluisli-grey, or rather blackish

sand, rather a little greasy to the feeling, is preferable. In

preparing the hyacinth bed it should be excavated

two feet deep (30 inches is better.) On the bottom of this

excavated bed is put a layer of v:cV. nAied co-w manure.
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•six inches thick, upon which is spread a layer of rotten

leaves about the same thickness; pine leaves should be

avoided, the leaves of chesnut, sweet-gum andihiekory

being preferable to oak leaves. The compost, which I

will describe hereafter, must then be filled in and made
firm by trampling, and the bed must be filled to withinssix

inches below the general surface. About two inches offine

pure sand is now spread over the compost, and the bulbs

placed on it at proper distance
;
another layer of sand is

spread over the bulbs that they may be perfectly sur-

rounded with sand, and no rich earth come in immediate

contact with them. The balance of the bed may then be

filled up with any sandy soil in such a quantity that the

top of the bulb may be from four to five inches below the

surface of the bed.

The best compost for hyacinths is made of: Two parts

of grey sand, two parts of rotted cow dung, two parts of

well rotted leaves. It should all be thrown into a heap

which should be turned over once a month for twelve

months before it is to be used.

The best time for planting is, during the month of No
vember, unless it should be desirable to force them into

early blooming
;

if so, they may be planted in September

and early part of October, but for that purpose particular

kinds must be selected, as some do not force well. It is

a*emarkable, that yellow hyacinths will not stand forcing.

Early in the Spring, as soon as they begin to sprout,

the soil should be stirred around them a couple inches

deep, and they should receive a good mulching, either of

rotten leaves or sawdust, and a sprinkling of salt. This

latter will generally be dissolved by rain, dew and water-

ings, and produce an atmosphere which, when inhaled

by the leaves, will have a beneficial influence on the bloom-

ing the following year.

I would here mention the peculiarity with all bulbs,

and hyacinths in particular, that their perfect bloawAng al-

ways depends upon their foliage having been developed as

much as possible the year previously.

The bulbs must be left in the ground undisturbed antil

all the leaves are perfectly withered, when they should

be taken up, and, for about a week or ten days, left to

dry on an airy, shady place, after which they must be

packed away in boxes, filled with dry sand : otherwise

they will dry up too much in our hot climate.

When in bloom, it will not hurt them to cat off the

flower, but care must be taken never to injure the foliage.

In planting the bulbs, all the offsets around them, if

any be there, must be taken off carefully, as they other-

wise will act as suckers, and injure the blooming quality

very considerably.

These offsets are planted on beds by themselves, and
in all respects treated like the full grown bulbs, only they

are not planted quite so deep. They will the first and
second year bloom but weakly, but v/hen having been

treated in the usual way for four years, they are to be con-

sidered full grown bulbs.

New varieties are raised from seed, but the process is

entirely too slow and troublesome for an amateur, as such

seedlings will not bloom before the fifth or even sixth year.

The Dutch Florists have also other methods of propa-

gating the Hyacinth, which, though very ingenious, it vrill

be useless to describe in this abridged article

Wherever beds are prepared for Hyacinths no trees

must be found w'ithin ten yards at least,

I pve.sume most amateurs will admit that the process,

described above, is a rather troublesome affair, and not

wonder at the high price of bulbs. They will also see

how much the common ill-treatment of the Hyacinth foils

short of the treatment which this noble flower deserves.

It is often surprising to most persons that the first

blooming is so fine, while the flower becomes inferior the

following year. The explanation is very easy : the first

year the purchaser receives the benefit of the care be-

stowed on the bulbs by the Florist’s hand the year pre-

viously
;
the second year he gets the result of his own.

Robert Nelson.

FruUland Nursery, Augusta, Ga., July, 1857.

Green Corn for the Table in Winter.—It is now
generally known that this most delicious vegetakle may
be enjoyed in the same perfection in winter as in sum-

mer. Many troublesome methods are employed dy dili-

gent house- keepers for putting up vegetables in summer
for winter use. The result is more or less successful in

preserving the corn in sufficient flavor to remind us of

this favorite esculent of the summer.
Several years ago we learned a way by which farmers

and gardeners can provide a supply of green corH for

winter use with no more trouble than is given to any

other portion of the corn crop, All that is required is t«

plant a field of corn, so late that it will be in the perfect

roasting state about the time of the first frost. Cut up
this corn and shock it in the field when the frost is ex-

pected. Let it remain there, and take the corn from the

stalks every day for use. It will be as sweet, tender and

well flavored after Christmas as any corn ever is in July

or August. We have tried this experiment for six years

in succession, and have failed but once. The failure was
last season. We planted at the time indicated by the suc-

cess of previous years—that is the first or second week
in July—upon ground from which a crop of clover had

already been taken. But the season proved to be so fine

and the growth so rapid that the corn was matured and

unfit for the table long before the time to cut it up with

safety. This disappointment might be avoided by plant-

ing a first and second time. The first farmer who will

act upon this suggestion will not only provide a delight-

ful vegetable for his family, but may secure a large pro-

fit by supplying the market-gardeners with it through

the winter.

—

Exchange.

Tree Labels.—It has always appeared to me that la-

beling trees after they were transplanted, involved a great

deal of useless trouble, besides often endangering their

growth by the pressure of the wires by which they were

fastened to the trees. I have adopted the practice of ma-

king a little plan or map of my grounds, indicating by

figures the position of each tree, shrub and plant. In the

way I have indicated , a surer and never failing record may
be preserved of any and every kind of shrubs, trees and

plants.— Cor. Country Gentleman.

The New Orleans Picayune has been presented with an

apple grown in that city—“ the first New Orleans apple,”

it says, “ we ever saw.” It grew on a tree four feet high.

Pea Nuts or Ground Peas.—The Commissioner of

Patents has received from Mr. Daniel Shaw, ofLillington

Hall, North Carolina, an interesting description of the

cultivation of this nut, which has been successfully raised

for several years. The crop of last year (185G) amounted

to over one thousand bushels, worth Si -25. As
soon as the frost is out of the ground the land is broken

up, and about the middle of April laid off with the plow

thirty-three inches each way
;
two or three peas are then

dropped in the crosses thus made. The plants are kept

clean with hoes and plows until the vines cover the ground;

but no dirt is put on the vines. In October they are dug

with a rake or plow. Hogs are then turned into the field,

and they soon fatten upon the peas left upon the ground.

When the vines are left upon the land for the hogs

to feed upon, there is no crop that improves the land so

much.
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CEMENT CISTERNS FOR SYRUP.

In view of the extensive experiments with Chinese

Sugar Cane, the present season, and the probable scarcity

of good syrup bari'els, a friend suggests the making of

cement cisterns in the ground, for storing away Syrup

until barrels or casks can be provided. We think the

suggestion worthy of adoption, wherever the quantity of

Syrup and the distance from market renders it necessary,

and would state that the following process will be found

simple, efficient and economical:

First, dig a hole in the ground, of the requii’ed size, in

clayey soil, and then, with a brush, coat over the sides

freely with a thin cream of hydraulic cement and water.

After this soaks in, make a mixture of one part of hydrau

lie cement to two parts of good, clean, sharp sand, (with

the proper quantity of water to make a thick mortar,)

and apply from 1 to 2 inches, with a trowel, to the bottom

and sides of the cistern, carrying the cement up within

18 inches of the surface, when a course or two of brick

may be laid on the cement wall, v/hen dry and hard. Ch
this brick, timbers and thick flooring are laid across and

covered with earth, leaving a convenient trap-door open

ing of at least a foot square. The whole should then be

covered with a tight-roofed shed, to keep the rains from

soaking through. Such cisterns may easily be kept as

tight and sweet as a barrel, and the uniform temperature

of the earth will greatly aid in preserving the syrup. This

is no new experiment. It has been successfully tried in

Cuba, and, as the cisterns will do for rain water after

wards, they may be adopted where barrels are scarce

and syrup abundant.

Bathing.—Once a week is often enough for a decent

white man to wash himselfall over, and whether in sum-
mer or winter, that ought to be done with soap, warm
water and a hog’s hair brush, in a room showing at

least 70 degrees Fahrenheit. Baths should be taken early

in the morning, for it is then that the system possesses the

power of reaction in the highest degree. Any kind of

bath is dangerous soon after a meal or fatiguing exercise.

No man or"woman should take a bath at the close of the

day unless by the advice of a family physician. Many a

man in attempting to cheat the doctor out of a fee has
cheated himself out of his life; aye, it is done every day.

The best, safest, cheapest and mure universally accessible

mode of keeping the surface of the body clean, besides

the once a week washing with soap, warm water, and
hog’s hair brush, is as follows :

As soon as you get out of bed in the morning, wash
your face, hands, neck aud breast; then, in the same ba-

sin of water, put your feet at once for about a minute,
rubbing them briskly all the time

;
then with the towel,

which has been dampened by wiping the face, feet, &c,,
wipe the whole body well, fast and hard, mouth shut,

breast projecting. Let the whole thing be done within
five minutes.

At night when you go to bed, and whenever you
get out of the bed at night, or when you find yourself
wakeful or restless, spend from two to five minutes in rub-
bing your whole body with your hands, as far as you can
reach in every direction. This has a tendency to pre-
serve that softness and mobility of skin which too fre-

quent washing of the skin will always destroy.

That precautions are necessary in connection with the
bath room is impressively signified in the death of an
Ainerican lady of refinement and position, lately, after
taking a bath soon after dinner; of Surgeon Hume, while
alone in a warm bath

;
and ot an eminent New Yorker,

under similar circumstances, all within a year.—Hall’s
Journal of Health,

POULTRY CHOLERA—SNAKE BITES, iVc.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the article I offer-

ed you for your useful work, by the last mail, I omitted

to state that, in the remedy for the fatal disease which has

destroyed multitudes of Poultry along the seaboard, that

after giving them Cayenne mixed in their food, and bleed-

ing them under each pinion, if it does not relieve, we give

them a teaspoonfull of the carbonate of ammonia three

times a day, dissolved in whisky, which is one of the

best remedies I have ever tried for Snake bite; by giving

a tablespoonfull three times a day, applying a bottle of

hot water pressed firmly on the wound, in the absence of

a cupping-glass, as the poison can be seen ascending

through the water, then apply a pallet of lint, well satu-

rated with the tincture of ammonia; which has saved

many of our most valuable hounds, and would be equally

efficacious among our people bitten by rattlesnakes.

When you reflect on the millions expended annually foe

poultry, any remedy suggested, through your interesting

work, of practical effect, will be of intrinsic value to arrest

the fatal disease to which they have been subject for two
years past along the seaboard.

I send you two branches of a orange tree with two
oranges and two blossoms, as most of our Orangeries

have been ruined by the severe winter.

Referring you to my article, by last mail, I would re-

mark that our cotton began to form for blossoming about

the first week in June
;
and our corn is now tasseling.

We have had fine rains, while I observe in some places

the crops are dying for want of rain.

Yours, respectfully, W. W.
West Point, {St. Simon’s Island^') Jnne^ 1857.

Gout in Fowls.

—

Editors Southern Cultivator .

—

In
the May number of the Southern Cultivator, a lady wishes
to know what is a cure for the gout (as it is called with
us,) that is so prevalent among Asiatic Fowls

;
but only

when the cock is over three years old and useless
;
then

they ought not to be allowed to run with healthy fowls.

I would recommend their being banished from the Poultry

Yard, and their place supplied with young cocks.

S. H.
Lynchburg, Texas, June, 1857.

AGRICULTURAL CLUBS IN TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Some of the citizens

of Jackson county, Texas, have lately organized an Agri-

cultural Club, which is entitled, I think, to a passing no-

tice in your columns. Many of the cultivators of the soil

in this county are men of fine abilities, and much public

spirit; and there is no doubt that their movement will

result in something useful to themselves and their coun-

try, and, perhaps, it may indirectly, in the end, prove of

some little importance to the State. The rules of the Club

are briefly as follows ;

They meet once in two weeks, at the house of one of the

members ot the Club.

The forenoon is spent in examining the crop, garden,

orchard, farming utensils, etc., etc., and discussing, as

they pass along, the merits or defects of whatever they

may be invited to inspect.

After dinner, the Club is in session for two or three

hours, and some question or questions are discussed, in

an easy, conversational manner, in relation to some agri-

cultural matter upon which some member desires inlor-

mation.

The fine for absence is fifty cents, and when a member
has paid two fines the secretary is authorized to take the

money he has paid, and order a good agricultural paper

to his address. (I think some of the fines will reach the

office of the Southern Cultivator.

)
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The Club will institute new regulations as experience

may direct.

Their meetings have, so far, been profitable and satis-

factory. I hope Goliad, Victoria, and other neighboring

counties, may follow the example of Jackson county.

They should endeavor to improve upon the plan noticed

in this article, and the citizens of this county will gladly

adopt their improvements. The tillers of the soil can aid

each other immensely in these associations. There are

too many lights among them that are ‘‘hid under a

bushel.”

These associations may produce much sociability, as

well as profit, amongst the farming community. It costs

but little, and even if it cost much, the information that

each would obtain from all the other members of the club,

and by personal observation in examining all of his

neighbors’ crops, farming utensils, gardens, orchards, etc.,

in company with intelligent and observing farmers, would

amply repay him.

Can you inform this Club, through your paper, how
they can obtain the results of a correct chemical analysis

of specimens of our different soils in this State—for in-

stance, stiff hog-wallow prairie,” “sand prairie,” “bot-

tom prairie,” “post-oak soil,” etc.'] How much of each

specimen would it be necessary to send ?- V/liat would

be the cost of analy.zing ? D. D.

Texana, Jackson ConrJy, Texas, June, 1857.

[Our correspondent sends us the outline of a very ex-

cellent organization, and one calculated to effect much

good in any agricultural community. We hope to see

similar clubs formed in every neighborhood throughout

the planting States. The different samples cf the soil

alluded to, may be put up separately in tight tin cases,

numbered or labelled, and the whole enclosed in one box

and sent, per express, to Prof. Daniel Lee, Athens, Ga.

We do not know the exact cost of making the analysis,

font our senior will charge no more than the cost of the

chemicals used, and a reasonable compensation for time

and labor.

—

Ed.]

c;hess, or. “ cheat crops in jones
CoEiHty——Vineyards, &e.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Although I have been
a subscriber to the Cultivator for the last twelve or four-

teen years, I have never yet troubled the editors with
communications, and if it does not trespass too much up-

on your time and patience, I should be much obliged if

you would tell me what the enclosed is. It was found
growing in a neighbor’s field, where he had sown wheat
two years in succession, and incre’ases rapidly, and ap-
pears hard to get rid of. Is it what the Northern farmer
calls chess, or cheat 1—or is it simply a species of grass'?

The stalk resembles wheat very much, but does not grow
i 0 large.

Our grain crops are very fine, particularly wheat—in

fact, the best I ever saw. Corn is generally small, but of

a good healthy color, and with “seasons” will make an
abundant supply. Cotton very sorry, and all of three

weeks behind last year.

I have commenced a Vineyard, and am going to have
fifty acres in vines another year

;
provided, I can get a

suitable man to superintend them. I can easily make
three hundred gallons Scuppernong wine per acre, but
Low much Catawba I don’t know, as I have never seen
the matter tested. My father has had a vineyard for a
number of years, and sells all his wine very readily.

With great respect, yours, etc., B.
Clinton^ Ga.,^June^ 1857.

[The heads sent us were the veritable chess, and “noth-

ing else,” It is a pest to the wheat field, and of no value

for anything, that we are aware of. We have had several

samples of it sent us by various persons, who supposed it

to be some new “ Rescue” or other grass, and anticipated

valuable results from it. We believe strongly i« vineyards

everywliore in the South; and hope to see them dotting

every hill-side ere long. Thousands of acres of land, now
lying idle, may easily be made to produce a crop of

grapes, worth ten times that of either corn or cotton; and
either in the form of fruit or wine, the products of the

vineyard always meet with the readiest sale.

—

Eds.]

FARMING NORTH AND SOUTH.

A VERY intelligent and practical Pennsylvania farmer,

who has purchased and is about to remove to a large farm

in Southern Virginia, writes one of the editors as follows.

His remarks are suggestive, and the deductions to be

drawn from them plain and forcible. We, of the South,

have, certainly, many great advantages over our Northern

neighbors, and it is our own fault if we do not avail our-

selves to the best advantage, and surpass them in all agri-

cultural results

:

Editors Southern Cultivator—My brother-in-iaw

and myself have purchased about two thousand acres of

land in Southern Virginia, near the North Carolina line,

and it has given me a much better idea of Southern farm-

ing than I ever had before. I see the great necessity of a
few practical working men to be scattered over the South-

ern States to show these old planters how to im'prove their

land, crops, etc. I have been almost tempted to write a

few articles on farming at the North and South, for your
paper, but being well aware that I had not the practice

with the pen that many of your able correspondents have
had, I felt as if I had better let it rest for some one more
capable than myself to undertake the task. I have, also,

found that if I tell them in Virginia and North Carolina

what our success is at the North at farming, they cannot

believe us until they come and see us
;
or some one of

their own friends, that has seen our manner of farming,

will certify to the correctness of the statements we make
^

What would they think if you were to tell them that you
could raise, at the North, three tons of hay, forty bushels

of wheat, one hundred bushels of corn, seventy-five bush-

els of oats, four hundred bushels of potatoes, and other

crops in proportion, per acre, on good land, when well

cultivated '? I presume they would think you could never

do so at the South. But I believe it can be done, if the

season is favorable in many cases
;
but it will take time

and labor to do it
;
and it can never be accomplished un-

til the planter or farmer himself knows how to cultivate

and improve the soil, as we cannot hire overseers to take

interest enough to improve the soil as the owner would
himself. I have frequently seen in Virginia and North
Carolina plantations that would not produce five dollars

per acre for the cleared land
;
provided, you sold all off

the farm. At the North, I have had my place to produce

over fifty dollars per acre yearly, which is quite a con-

trast.

I hope to be able to give you some little information

how we succeed, from time to time, with our Northern
farming at the South, as we have began cultivating mixed
crops, such as oats, corn, wheat, buckwheat, rye, broom-

corn, etc., and commenced to seed down a portion of our

land to grass for the use of our cattle, hogs, etc.

Yours, very truly, A. C,

Bucks County, Pa
,
June, 1857.

I

To prove to our readers that our correspondent is not
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one of those who “preach” but do not “practice,” we

subjoin the following brief sketch of his farm— truly a

model one—from the Pennsylvania Fan?? Journal

:

When approaching the form, it requires but a casual

glance to perceive at once, that everything is marked
with the air and appearance of the progressive farmer,

from the very entrance gate c^nd lane, to every part of the

extensive form buildings. This becomes the more appa-

rent however, -when we are shown the means employed

to conduct the very systematic arrangement that is

necessary to produce the result so desirable. Barns of

beautiful design, and particularly arranged for conve-

nience and comfort, contribute greatly to harmonize with

the other essential requisites of a well-managed farm.

The ventillator on the apex of the main barn, permits the

confined air and noxious effluvia evolved from the horse

and cattle stables, to pass oft’ without detriment to the

animals, thus preserving a constant state of healthful

respiration, highly conducive to their natural wants.

In proximity to the barn, may be seen the gigantic

arms and wings of the self-regulating wind mill, rearing

itself high in the air, and absorbing the power of the

breeze to aid in alleviating the labors of the practical form-

er, as well to afford him a perpetual supply of fresh water

for his homestead and his stock. The threshing machine
of improved pattern, is convenient to prepare his wheat
and oats for the market, while the farmer’s portable grain

mill, is frequently in use, supplying all the necessary

wants of the farm. Winter fuel is abundantly supplied by
the aid of a power saw, thus avoiding the tedious and
laborious process of sawing by hand. Spring, that genial

season of bland invitations to the -thrifty husbandman,
finds him prepared with the latest improved tools to be-

guile the earth to yield her richest treasures. The im-

proved plow, harrow, roller, limespreader, cultivator, etc.,

is now used with marked success, and when the ardent

smiles of summer, warns him the “ harvest is ripe,” the

stalwart arm is no longer needed to bow the grain and

make the sheaves, but the sleek, well-fed horses from the

barn, drive the reaper and mower with untiring zeal.

But from this interesting theme our attention is directed to

view the numerous stock of cattle, horses, swine, and
poultry. These, also, bear evidence of a peculiar judg-

ment, and plainly indicate the experience required to ob-

tain a practical knowledge of these animals, best adapted

to the wants of the thrifty farmer. Indeed, it was a strik-

ing fact, that all the stock from the symmetrical and beau-

tiful form of the deep-milking, butter-producing cow of

the dairy, to the improved porker, whose thrifty condition

plainly acknowledged the source from which it derived,

in part, its happy existence, had been selected with much
care and attention, in order to conduce to the prosperity

of the owner, etc.

RECLAIMING AN OLD FIELD—DEEP PLOW-
ing) <&;c.

A correspondent of the East Tennesseean^ writing from

Laurel Spring, under date of May 18, says

:

Mr. Swan : Permit me to relate the following experi-

ment in subsoiling, as related to me by a Mr. Lonis, who
resides a few miles west of Knoxville, and spends a por-

tion of his time and capital in supplying this vicinity in

goods and groceries, on easier and better terms than we
have had before. Mr. Lonis had an old field of 25 acres,

the surface soil completely exhausted, he plowed and sub-

soiled twice and reached the depth of fifteen inches, and
seeded in wheat, and says it now looks more vigorous,

and bids foirer for a heavy yield per acre than he ever had
on the best portions of his well-cultivated form. I for one
feel thankful to him or any other gentleman for trying to blot

outsttch stains, as (old fields) in a Christian and reading

community. An exhausted and worn-out field, witJi a lime-

stone base and clay surface, if it has depth of soil, cannot
be worn out, for if the clay, which rests upon the rock
should be 50 feet, it will be more productive near the bot-

tom on exposure than the top. I could cite you to hun-
dreds of cases to prove this fact without chemical ana-
ly.sis. Look at the earth thrown from mines, wells, deep
cut races, &c., after one winter’s frost, it will give you a

nev/ species of herbs of luxurious growth. This is one
point in regard to the true philosophy of deep or subsoil

plowing, and yet there is another important point gained
by deep cultivation. In an extreme cold winter, like the

past, where wheat has been sown on shallow plowed
lands it is much winter-killed for want of depth of root.

I yesterday passed through a field of wheat, sown in corn,

the last plowing of the corn was thrown hardly to the

hill, and gave a deep loose bed near the bill. Now this-

wheat looks as if it had been drilled in rows 4 feet apart,

all the centre being winter-killed, it could not get depth
of root. Yours respectfully, Calvin Post.

RENOVATING OLD LANDS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Please give the cheap-

est mode of renovating a poor sandy soil by turning un-

der green crops, in your next No., for tlie information of
your subscribers that cultivate poor sandy land. How
would the following process do for improvement, in the

absence of manures, such as guano, poudrette, &c., to be
applied, viz : on stubble land, or land that has lain idle

this year ? To sow and turn under peas with the green

vegetable matter that is growing upon it in the fall
;
sow-

ing it down with wheat for next year’s crop. Or sowing

it down with rye, to be turned under next spring for plant-

ing a corn crop. Will such a course, aided by such ma-
nure as can be raised on a small farm, and a regular rota-

tion of coni, wheat and peas, improve the soil and make
it productive ? I find by experience that scattering pine

straw, leaves, &-c., over the land and burning it off previ-

ous to sowing wheat, or planting corn, has a very marked
effect in improving the crop, and, when conveniently ob-

tained, to haul into the field, v/ill pay well on light sandy
soils. My method for wheat is to scatter in the morn-

ing as much as can be plowed in the next day. After

sunset I burn it off, it becomes cold by morning, and the

dew damps it sufficiently to stick the ashes to the ground

and prevent the wind from blowing them away next day
while being plowed in. And for corn, I open a deep fur-

row, and fill it full from end to end, burn offand turn two
furrows on the ashes as soon as they become cool enough

for a horse to walk,sthen either drill or check, planting

the corn on the ashes, thus covered up. In the absence of

manure this is a good method on light sandy soils. Would
such soils be benefitted by subsoiling'? Would portions

of sandy soils around swamps and in hollows that are of a

close, loamy quality, with a subsoil inclining to clay,

and that sometimes, or in some places seems to be dead

and unproductive, be improved by subsoiling'? Would
portions of low sandy land, inclining to be moist, with

(in some spots) large portions of the oxide of iron, be

benefitted by subsoiling
;
the application of lime, or gyp-

sum; and what quantity per acre"? Would any of the

above qualities of land be benefitted by sowing down with

grass and pastured '? And what kind would suit the dif-

ferent soils best'? Yours, most respectfully,

Sawyer^s MiUs, S. C., June, 1857. S. D.

[The course indicated by our subscriber, viz ; manuring

and deepening the soil, lies at the bottom of all agricul-

tural improvement, and if he follows out faithfully the

different plans he suggests he cannot fail to be remunera-

ted by a vast increase of product from his lands, There
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are few, if any, lands which are not benefitted by sub-

soiling—plaster or gypsum is an excellent top dressing

for growing crops of Peas, Clover, &c., and lime aids

greatly in decomposing green manures and preparing

them to feed other plants.

—

Eds.]

Propagation op Fish.—An interesting report on the

artificial propagation of Fish, made to the Massachusetts

Legislature, by the Commissioners appointed last year,

embodies a great number of useful facts. The conclu-

sions of the report are as follows :

That the artificial propagation of fish is not only prac-

ticable, but may be made very profitable; and that fresh

waters may thus be made to produce a vast amount of ex-

cellent food
;
that a small outlay of capital and a moder-

ate degree of skill, aided by such information as can be

derived from books that any man can procure, will enable

the proprietors of small streams and ponds to stock their

own waters; that in I’espeet to the larger streams and

ponds a combination ofindividualsmay be necessary, with

such legislation as is adapted to each particular case, and

guarding the rights of all persons interested in the wa-

ters—especially when they have been applied to mechani-

cal purposes.”

What will give a Horse an Appetite.—Editors

Southern Cultivator—I have noticed a good deal said

about the diseases ofhorses—Blind Staggers, Botts, &c.

—

in the Cultivator. Now if you, or any of your subscri-

bers, can tell what will give a horse an appetite, I hope

they will be good enough to make it known through

vour valuable Cultivator. I hear a great many farmers

complaining, saying their horses would not eat. Mine

has beeift so for the last month that they will scarcely eat

any corn. If you can give any information it will be

thankfully received. Yours, &c., E. A. M.
Providence^ N. C., 1857.

iitcertistmettls.

KEW WORK!--.NOW IN PRESS ! I

SORGHO AND IMPHEE.
THE CHINESE AND AFRICAN SUGAR CANES.

A COMPLETE Treatise upon their Origin, Varietie'^, Culture
and Uses, their Value as a Forage crop, and full Directions

for Making Sugar, Molasses, Alcohol, Sparkling and Stid Wnies,
Beer, Cider, Vinegar, Paper, Starch and Dye-Stuffs.

FULLY illustrate® WTTH DRAWTNGS OF APPROVED
MACHINERY

;

With an Appendix by LEONAPm Wray. of Caffraria; and a Des-
scriijtion of his Patented process for Crystalising the Juice of the
Imphee

;
with the latest American Experiments, including those

of 1857 tu the South. J3y Henry S. Olcott. To which are
added Translations of valuable French Pamphlets received from
the Hon. Jno. Y. Mason, American Minister to Paris.

Price One Dollar,
Sent by mail post-paid. Orders taken immediately. Those first

received will be first filled.

C. M. SAXTON & CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

Aug57—2t • 140 Pulton St., New York.

Think of Living.” New Volumes.

OUR ILLUSTRATED FAMILY JOURNALS.
IFE ILLUSTRATED

;
a First Class Pictorial Family Paper,

devoted to News, Literature, Science, the Arts
; to Enter-

tainment, Improvement, and Progress. A large, handsome quarto.
Published weekly at $2 a year. for half a year,
New Volumes of the following Journals begin with the Jnly

numbers

:

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL
;
devoted to Hydropathy, its

Philosophy and Practice
;
Physiology, Anatomy, and the Laws of

Life and Health. llus-trated. Monthly, $ i a year.
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL gives Practical Instruc-

tions to Learners, with Directions for the Cultivation and Improve-
ment of Mankind. Illustrated. #1 a year.
For Three Dollars, all three Journals will he sent a year. Ad-

•aress FOWLER & WELLS,
Aug57~2t 308 Broadway, New York.

VALUABLE FARM FOR SALE IN CHERO-
kee Georgia.

fFHE subscriber wishing to get to retired situations offers his

JL FARM for sale, situated on the Western and Atlantic R. R. at

Catoosa Passenger Depot a.t equal distance from Catoosa Springs
and the flourishing town of Ringgold,
The Farm contaios 450 acres of good land; two hundred in a

high state of cultivation
;
a good two-story Dwelling well finished,

with six comfortable rooms : fire place in each ; a good double
Barn 64 by 32 feet, with a good horse power for a thresher and
other machinery

;
large and commodious frame Stables and Cribs,

&c. The Farm is v.mll calculated for a grazing farm, having
water in all the fields and lote, a fine bold ruimmg spring conveni-
ent to the house, of never-faUing limestone water, with several
other good springs on the place. Also, a most desirable Apple
Orchard; in fact one of the most desirable situations in all North-
western Georgia.
Terms.

—

O e-half in hand
;
balance in one and two yeai’s, with

interest from date.

Persons desirous to purchase would do Avell to call on, or ad-
dress me soon. Possession given first of January.

R. A. RAMSEY.
Ringgold, Oa., July, 1857. Aug57—3V

SOUTHERN PLANTERS!
Encourage your own Manufactures, tvhich are now lan-

guishing for want of your support.

I
TAKE this method of informing Planters that I am still manu-
facturing at Belleville Factory, Augusta. Georgia, a first rate

article ot NEGRO CLOTH, made of strong, double well twisted
cotton waxp and pure wool ill ling, which I warrant as a faithful
article, and to wear longer than any Northern goods
Being one of the pioneers in manufacturing in Georgia, I have

hadtostrnggle against a fierce competition from the Massachusetts
manufacturers—for their skill could pmt a good face ou an inferior
article, v/hichthey could s^il nominaiiy cheaper than I could a faith-

ful article. Hence, merchants as well as planters, refused to en-
courage Southern enterprise, because Northern goods wdre offered
at a few cents per jwd less, OAmrlooking the A-ast differcnce'in'the
quality ofthe material used. Is not now the time for planters to
encourage Southern manufactures, and make us independent of
the North, especiaJly when goods are offered at a reasonable price,
and of a qualitj'^ that Avill give satisfaction.

All orders will be filled in their turn, and forwarded as directed
;

on receipt of the goods, an order on your factor, or your note pay-
able 1st of J'anuary, Avili be satisfaciory. At the pi’ices;menticned
beloAv, the goods will be delivered in Augusta and' fprjwardM as
directed. ‘

J
'

Extra Heavy Twills 42 cents, 30 in-shei^Avide; 1

Heavy Plain 32 “ 30 .
v ?

;

Wool will betaken in exchange for goods, at 20 cents;i^r.j^nnd
for unwashed, free of buiTrs

;
or 30 cents for clean Avashbd-klthe

wool to be delivered in Augusta. Ifthere are burs in it. the weiglitt

of burs deducted. I will pay freight on the avooI and deduct it'

when settling for it. It can be sent to S. H. Oliver, my agent at
Augusta, and the goods will be foi’Avarded promptly on receipt of
the Avool. GEORGE SCHLEY.
Aug57—tf ^
GRAPE CULTURE—VINEYARDS—WINE !

T'HE subscriber will receive and fill orders for Cuttings and
Rooted Vines of the Catawba Gh'ape, from one dozen to thous-

ands. He will furnish either Southern Cuttings and Vines from
the Vineyards of Mr. CHARLES Axt, and his OAvn Nursery, or
Western Cnttibgs and Vines from Cincinnati, at reduced rate.

The Isabella, Warren, Scuppernong, and other hardy Grapes, also

supplied; in addition to a choice collection of the finest Foreign
vai’ieties, such as Black Hamburg Muscat of Alexandria, Cannon
Hall Muscat, Black Morocco, Syrian, SfC., SfC. Early orders soli-

cited.

Full and complete Descriptive Catalogues of Fruit Trees,
Vines, Poses, Shrubs, Evergreens, &c., with hints on culture,

sent /ree o/^osta,^e to all applicants. Address:
D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga,

“Fmitland Nursery,” August, 1857—tf

FRESH TURNIP SEED.

The subscribers have obtained from unf^oixbted sources fresh
seeds of the following Amrieties of the TURNIP :

Skirving’s Ruta Baga.
Large English Norfolk,

Large White Globe,
Large Flat Dutch,

Large Red Top.
J^p^Put up neatly in 1 Ih. and J 16. papers; and the trade’supplied

on reasonable terms. PLUMB &. LEITNER,
Aug57— 3t Augusta, Ga.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE. ^

(Nearly opposite United States and Globe Ifotd».)

The subscriber has received his regular supply -.of • Turnip and
other SEEDS for the season, which are fresh and genuine

;

Purple Top Ruta Baga Turnip,
Large English .Norfolk Turnip, . ^ .

*

Large G1 be Turnip, -
,

Early -Plat Dutch Turnip, J
‘

Red Top Flat Turnip.-
'

Yellow Aberdeen Turnip.
Aug57-lt J. B. SERVICE.
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C. M. SAXTON & CO., AGRICULTURAL
Bock Publishers,

O. 140 Fulton street, New York, have recently purchased the
_Li plates and right to print the following Standard WORKS.
AVe invite orders for the same upon our usual terms;
Dadd’s Anatomy and Physiology of the Horse, plain, $2 ;

color-
ed pJates $4. With Anatomical and Questional Illustrations, con-
taining, also, a series of Examinations on Equine Anatomy and
Philosophy, w^tth illustrations in reference to D'sseetion, and the
mode ofmaking Anatomical Preparations; to which is added a
Glossary of Veterinary Techicaiities, Toxicological Chart, and
Dictionary of "Veterinary Science.
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 61. Containing Practical Obser-

vations on fm Causes, Nature and Treatment of Diseases and
Lameness of Horses. With illustrations.

Waring’s Elements of Agriculture, 75 cents. A book for young
fanners, with Questions for the use of schools.
Hyde’s Chinese Sugar Cane, 25 cents. Containing its History,

Mode of Culture, Manufacture of the Sugar. &,c.; with Reports of
its success in different parts of the United States.

Cole’s American Fruit Book, 50 cents. Containing Directions
for Raising, Propagating and Managing Fririt Trees, Shi’ubs and
Plants; with a Descriptiou of the best varieties of Fruit, including
new and valuable kinds.

Cole’s American A"eterinarian, 50 cents. Contaming Diseases of

Domestic Anin^ls, them Causes. Symptoms and Remedies
;
with

Rules for Restoring and Preserving Health by good management,
also for Training and Breeding.
Scheuck’s Gardener’s Text Book, .50 cents. Contaming Direc-

tions for the Formation and Management of the Kitchen Garden,
the Culture and Use of A"egetables, Fruits and Medical Herbs.
Leucharson Hot Houses, ccc

,
$1.25. A Practical Treatise on

the Construction. Keating and A"entilation of Hot Houses, includ-

ing Conservatories, Green Houses, Graperies, S:.c., with Directions
for their management, in regard to Light, Heat, Air, &;c.; illustrated

with numerous Engravings.
Breck’s Bookof Fiowmrs, $1. In which are Described all the

various Hardy Herbaceous Perennials, Annuals, Shrubs, Plants
and Evergreen Trees, with Directions for tbeii' Cultivation.

Field’s Pear Culture, 60 cents. The Pear Gardener
;
or a Trea-

tise on the Propagation and Cultivation of the Pear Tree, with
^Instructions for its Management, from the Seedling to the Bearing
Trees. By Thomas W. Field. Ang57—It

MISSISSIPPI FRUIT TRE^ ^

ri'^HE undersigned offers for sale, at Columbus, Mississippi, a
JL good assortment of APPLES, including the best ea,rly medi-
um and late winter varieties, from all parts of the U nion. PEARS,
a choice collection, consisting of over eighty different varieties, a
heavy assortment of Dwarfs of bearing age and size. PEACHES,
over two thousand trees ripening in succession, from Jime until

October. PL UMS, a good assortment, including seven varieties
;

also, PRUNES, for diwiug. APRICOTS and NECTARINES,
about one hundred and fifty varieties. GRAPES, a few very
choice vines of good size, consisting of Isabella, Malaga, Catawba
and Mustang, a Texas native.

All orders for the above, amounting to over fifty dollars,

from adjqiniug counties, will be delivered in Starkville, Macon,
Crawforflvill^, and Aberdeen, free of charge for trauspoi'tation.

August,TS57— JAMES JONES, Jr.

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ituated on the east side of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-

bany, the river forming the AVestem boundary, containing

1,346 acres (more or less) first quality PINE LAND, lletween 500
^nd 600 acres are in cultivation, all ofwhich is fresh, none of it hav-
ing been cultivated more than 4 years. Thii-ty or fortj’ acres wfiU

comprise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvements
are a good Gin House, Overseer’s House, C ibs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the the proprietor is his reason for wishing to

seU. Apply to S. H. HARRIS, on the Plantation, or

E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.
F^p^Possession given Isi J anuary next.
Albany. Ga,, March 27, 1857.

” Aug57—5t*

NSV/ CROP TURNIP SSED.

JUST received from the importers a full supply of the Large
White Flat, Large Globe. Norfolk, Hanover, Ruta Baga, and

the Yellow Aberdeen TURNIP SEED, for sale wholesale and re-

tail. W. H. HAINES, Augusta.
Orders from the counti’y attended to with dispatch.

July57—3t

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY JOURNALS

]
TFE illustrated : A Ilrs^-Class Pictorial Paper, week-

-J ly $2 a year
;
$1 for half a year WATER CURE

JOURNAL: Devoted to the La w-s of Life and Health. $1 a vear
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL: Devoted to the Improve-

ment of Mankind. $1 a year. The three Journal -s sent 1 year for

$3. Address FOAVLER ck WELLS,
Aug57 2t No. 308 Broadway, New Vork.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCBI,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.
June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga,

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

T he RICHAIOND factory (Richmond county, Ga.,) con-
tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, at 121 cents

per yard—finding every material except the AVool. The exten-
sive and constantly increasing patronage the Factory has enjoy-
ed for years past, assure the proprietors that the article of Winter
Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed by
any cloth made North or South.
Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

ns to keep up the standard of the Goods, but to secure an early
delivery of the same.
Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunitj"- and secure a first rate article at a modei’ate cost have
only to send us the AVool washed clean in cold w.iter (if sent dirty
one-half a cent per yard extra will be charged for washing.) Bur-
ry AA’^ool is not objectionable—the Suits are removed by machin-
ery.

The name of the owner should be marked on all packages sent
us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia, Alabama or
South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,
(and owner’s name also,) will be regularly and pi'omptly received,
and the cloth when made, retumed to the points dii-ected. Each
parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instructions to

June.57—6t W 1. SCHLEY, President, Augusta, Ga.

‘FRUITLAI'TD NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
LAIPORTANT NEAV ARRANGEMENT.

T he Subscriber takes great pleasure in informing his customers
and the Fruit Grov.urs of the South generally, that he has

,recently made an arrangement with the u ell known Pomologist,
Louis E. BercKIIANS, Esq., now of New .leiTcy, by which he will
have full access to all the graffs and buds of tliat gentlemans col-

lections of Pears, which number 7?nz?i?/ of the best named
varieties, and more than twenty thousand new seedlings of great
promi.-e. In addiLiou to this unrivalled collection or Pears, the
specimen or hards of AI. Bercxiiaxs contain all the best and
rarest variety of other fiuit known in Europe and America, from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
ject to multiply varieiies, but to select, with the gi’eatest care, the
vernj best for extensive propagation.
A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected by AL

Perckmans, will be offered from my Nm’sery the coming fall, and
all the leading varieties of Sonthern Fruit, Roses, Ornamental
Trees, Strawberry Plants, Grape A'ines, drc., &c., can then be fur-
nish^ in quantity, very moderate prices.

^gi^Full Descriptive and Pri^.^ Catalogues, sent postpaid to all

applicants. Addi'ess, REDMOND, Augu.sta, Ga.
April57—tf

Fruit and ornamental trees, including
EVERGREENS, the fine.st collection in the Union. 1,700

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also, parcels of 8000 Seeds, post-paid,

fer $1.25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Potatoes, the most valu-
able of Esculents—the only ones for sale of American growth, at
at $3 per dozen—$5 per 20—$20 per 100. Osier Willows—8 fin' st

kinds—$2 to $5 per 1000. Lawton Blackbtny $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes, Gooseberries, P.aspberries and Cnrrants at
lowest rates. Linnsens and Victoria Rhubarb $11 per 100. Arbor
Vitas, small for Hedges, and large sizes. All Evergreens of small
sizes for Nurserses. All the new native Grapes. Tree and Shrub,
Vegetable, Flower and Evegreen Tree Seeds. E-arth Almonds. Yel-
low- and Honey, Locust and Osage Orange Seeds. Strawbernes

—

20 splendid market varieties— $1 to $2 per 100
Priced Catalogues of every Department sent to applicants who

enclose stamps. W. R. PRINCE & CO.
Flushing, N. Y. AIaj’57ft

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED
Waiehouse.

NO. 251 Pearl street (between Fulton and John streets), New
York.

Tredwell &. Jones, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

all kinds of AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL HL
PLEMENTS and AIACHINERY for Plantation use, invite the

attention of Dealers and Planters to their large assortment of

Iraplements expressly adapted for the South—comprising upwa^-ds

of One Hundred and different styles of PLOI GHS and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting all kinds of Plaatation

Machinery.
FERTILISERS, FIELD and GARDEN SEEDS.

Any Implements, Castings or Machinery manufactured to order,

at short notice, in a superior manner. May57—tf

SORGHO SACCHAROMBTERS.

The Subscriber has a number of these instruments—invented

and each one proved by himself—which will be fuinished to

any who may desffe this indispensable guide to the inexperienced

in SYRUP MAKING. . ^ ^
Full directions accompany the instruments. Price So, and 10

postage stamps when sent by mail ^ ^^ ® ^ ROBERT BATTEY, M, D.

July57—3t Rome, Georgia.

S'^UTHLRN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,
OUND volumes of the SOU IHEN CUL3TVATOR for 1856.

raav now e obtained at this ofSce Price, $1,.50. Or we will

send it by mail, post-paid at $1,80. Address,
^ ^ ‘ 5. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

B
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CORN AND COB 3Nm.LS.

he undersigned have now in store and offer for sale the follow-

JL ing CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill

:

1st. That it will crush Cora and Cob
;
also, gi'ind tine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can ca.sily be replaced at a
»mall cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of tine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
.5th. That it has taken tlie premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions niadei by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-
ing half of a bushel of Cora and Cob t

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 10.

“Little Giant” ..-.4l “
15.

“Maynor’s Champion.. . 20.

“Colburn’s Mill” 32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong and durable, its gi'inding parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Com and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

FLOTATION AND GARDEN
Fertilizers.

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the following concen-
tratedMANURES, a single trial of which wiU prove to the

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out
soils and theii- adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials fromjgentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond their anticipa-
tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at li
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., ai li
cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2i- cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night SoU, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1-75 per barrel
Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels ofabout 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by mail or othei*wise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and c&ections for using
the above fertilizers will be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desiring it. D. G. LOWBER,
August56— 98 Magazine st. New Orleans.

LANDS IN SODTBe”WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

VThe whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.
The Railroad from Macon wiU be completed to Albany by 1st

Sept, next ; thus giving easy access to aU of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten mUes of a raUroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. IQih, 1856. Nov56—tf

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by maU (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage Stamps, or in the bills of any specie pay*
ag Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

May56- tf Athens, Ga,’

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subscriber respectfully calls the attention of ^‘outhem
Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN- *

GiNES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negi-o of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation saw mUls. or corn mills, pumping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road. They
require no brick-work to set them up, but tliey are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kei)t at work in the subscriber’s warehou.se every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, ai d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with plea.sure upon the intro-

duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-
ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost or running a 6, 8, or Id
hor.se Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses;

PRICES.
21- Horse Power $375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1.100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will he sent bymaii to
any person requesting it. Addre.ss,

. D. C. LOWBER.
Feb.57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE,

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

; 300 acres in ciiltivation, the remainder finely
timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth ofmilk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sen the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I wiU sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it wiU, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, infoal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 yeai’s old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will caU on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at li
o’clock, A. M., and returns at li o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memphis, Tenn!

YOUNG AMERICA CORNAND COB MILL,
The Cheapest and best.

WE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses all others
in speed and durability, simplicity and strength as well as

economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being sepa-
rate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a sn^

The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Pairs
of New York, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and
nearly twice as fast as any other Com or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are iayited to examine the Mill and compare its ad-

vantages. JOHN & THOS. A.
March—tf
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIAIJT CORN AND COB
Mill Improved.

(PATENTED MAY 16, 1854.)

Manfactured of the best materials by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & CO., under the immediate supervision !

of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL Sc BEAN GENERAL
AGENTS, AUGUSTA, GA.

HE attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

X called to this MUjL, as combining in a remarkable degree,
portability and power, simplicity of construction and arrango
ment, durability, and lightness of draught.
In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required,- it being

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for
this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions
will accompany each miU.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
Corn and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less
liable to injury from being over-heated, over-feeding and drinking,
and will always keep in better condition than wnen fed on Com
alone

; and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made
the trial, that a saving of at least one-fonrth is made by feeding
Com and Cob Meal.
Caution.

—

The Little Ciant has always taken the first premium
wherever exhibited

; and we challenge the patentees, manufac-
turers and agents of all other mills, to produce proofs of its ever
having been equalled at any trial conducted by disinterested per-
sons and on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the
celebrity which it has gained duiing the two years of its existence,
that several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their
appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant’s thunder, they may
be able to foUow in its footsteps and share its fame. These mills

<5 are guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according
to the directions and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill,

which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill, which
has ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.
The smallest size. No. 1, wiU grind five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to

ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold at $50. No. 3 re
quires two horses, will grind fifteen bushels per hour, and sells for

$60.
We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our possession -official written and printed
testimonials which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the, superiority of the Little Giant
over all others r

TESTEMONIAL-S.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one ef SCOTT’S LITTLE GIil.NT CORN
And cob MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per
forms to my entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour. But I have ground over thtr‘7-five bushels in an
hour and a half, ot equal to twenty-three and half bushels per
hour. In feeding thirty horses I save at least one hundred bushels
of Corn per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of
Com with the Cob, where I formerly ted three hundred. Icon
Eider it decidedly the best kind of crusher ever got up and if I
could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

I. D. M ATHEWS,
Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

Augusta, Ga., AprU 20, 1857.
Messrs. CAR>ncHAEL & Bean—Gents.—After having used the

Little Giant constantly for two years, I cheerfully confirm every
statement made inmy certificate of the 3u of April, 1855.

L D. MATHEWS.
Beech Island, S. C.. Anri! l, 1857.

, Messrs. Carmichael & Bean, Augusta, Ga,—Gents.—I have

had a No. 3 Little Giant in constant use for the last two years,

and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob Meal. I have
never worked my horses and mules harder than during this time,

and they have never been in better condition than they are now.
Two horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, and I fe^l

confident that I save fully 30 per cent by using the mill. I am ac-
quainted with several kmds of crushers, but considtr the Little

Giaui far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.
Messrs. Carmichael Sc Bean—Gents —We are using the Little

Giant Com and Cob Mills, which we beught from you, and here-
by recommend them to Planters and Stock Feeders as the most
si .pie and durable, the mo.st easily propelled, and best crushers
we hav( ever seen, and by the use of which we believe a saving
of one-third is made.
NATHAN CRA'vYFORD, Columbia county, Ga.

(Dr. Crawford has two mUisinuse.
A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield District, S. G.

(Mr. Rambo has three mills at different places )

J. PRINTUP, Warren county, Ga.
JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke county, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock county, Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe county, Ga.

(3Ir Barrow has two mills.)

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmond county, G a.

GOODE BRYAN, Richrdond county, Ga.
WM. .1 MIMS, Hichraond county, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, Jeffeisou county, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Kail county, Ga.
JAMBS M. HARPKS, Hancock county, Ga.
A. H. COLLINS, Columbia coimty, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burke county. Ga.

(Mr. Schley is u.':iug two mills.)

PORTER FLEAHNG, Augusta, Ga.
JAMBS TORRYB, Lexmg '. cn, Miss

.

May57—tf

FELTON’S SELF-SHARPENING
PORTABLE GRIST MILL.

PATENTED JANUARY 2, 1855.

PATENT

POSTABLE GEAIH
TROYjN. Y.

For grinding all kinds of Grain, including Corn and Cob, ani
and adapted to the use of Planters, by Horse Power.

This is one of the most valuable inventions of the day. Posses-

sing all the qualifications requisite to make it available to the

Planter, it is destined to supply a want that has long been felt by
that portion of the community. It occupies a space of only two
feet by three, and weighs about 300 lbs. It is very simple in con-

struction,—the grinding surfaces are of the most durable charac-

ter, and are Seif-Sharpening, requiring no skfil to keep in order,

and should they ever wear out, can be replaced at a trifling cost,

—and the price comes within the reach of every Planter and
Farmer.

It is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with one horse power,
and from six to eight bushels with two horse power

;
it grinds suf-

ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature
The perfecting of this mfil is the resr.lt of a long series of ex-

periments which have been attended with great expense, but the

success of the enterprise is most complete. Numerous testimo-

nials, in its favor have been received and will be cheerfully ex-

hibited to all.

All orders for Mills, Communications, &c., will be promptly at-

tended to, and should be addressed to the Agent.
May57—tf D. CHAFFEE, Augusta, Ga.

FRUITIiAND NUEB2RT,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Emits and EloTvers for the

THE Subscriber has lately issued a NEW CATALOGUE OF
FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH in which uU the BEST and

most desirableNATIVE and FOREIGN vaneties (suitable to our

climate) are fully described ;
with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &.c. Also, a

selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn,

ment of their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mad, FREE Of

POSTAGE, bv addres.'iing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga
D0C-564tf
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EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare and beautiful EVERGREENS, Trees and Shrubs
of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from the subscriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Ce-
dar, Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway Spruce,
Silver Fir, White Pine, Balsam Fir Silver, Cedar, Irish, English
and Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chinese
Arbor Vitse; Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Grandiflora, “Mock
Orange,” Pittosporum, &c

, &c. ;
in short all the most desirable

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs thai flourish in this latitude. DECI-
DU'jUS SHRUBS and TREES, of many varieties can also be
supplied in quantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue sent gratis per
mail.) Address, rDec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga .

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM willing to dispose of a few very fine yeaHing SOUTHDOWN EWES, in lamb

;
also, four fine yearling BUCKS, not

related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial ofthis celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I will sell a Buck and three Ewes for $100, if applied for prior
to the 1st of January next. RICHARD PETERS,

Dec56—tf Atlanta Ga.

STANFORD’S WILD OAT GRASS.
I
AM prepared to furnish SEED of the above Grass the present
year, it wil be carefully put up and marked, and sent to the

depot of Georgia Railroad at Athens, or to an Express Company
there, free of charge to Athens, at $20 per bushel. The quan-
tity of seed to the acre, should be two bushels. But half as
muchwE answer for those who wish to raise tber own seed here-
after. JOHN R. STANFORD,
_Clarksvile, Ga., May 13th, 1857. .June57—3t

SORGHO SACCHAROMETBRS.
The Subscriber has a number of these instruments—invented

and each one proved by himself—which will be furnished to
any who may desire this indispensable guide to the inexperienced
in SYRUP MAKING.
Full directions accompany the instruments. Price $3, and 10

postage stamps when sent by mail.

, , _ BOBERT BATTEY, M. D.,
July57—3t Rome, e^eorgaa.
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PURE DEVONS AND GRADE DEVON^
For Sale.

For sale the thorougb-bred North Devon BULL CALF
Southerner 5 months old, of fine form and proportion. Sire

ifieo/cziA (prize boil), and dam, “Lively- Dame;” bclii Herd Book
animals of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) 5 months old, sired by
the above Bull (Keokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur-
ham Cows. For tei-ms, (kc., address
June57—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.
PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M..
Leave Atlanta, daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH'

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at

A. M. and leavmg at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. P. IL
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leavmg Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4 .30 A M.
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3 . 30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.
WITH V/ESTBRN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A JM. and 6 P. M.
Arrivingiat

“ " 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.
GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

Jxdy 1855. Aug55—tf

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, mst.. and until further

notice, the Passenger Trams on the Central Railroad willruii

as follows

:

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Dally at.... 5 00 a. M and 12 15 P. M.
Arrive in Macon “ 2 15 P M “ 1 00 A. M.
Leave Macon “ ...1145 a.m. “ 9 30 p M.
Arrive in Savannah “ 45 P. M. “ 7 20 A. M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12 15 P, M. and 9 30 P M.
Arrive in Augusta 8 45 p. M, “ 5 30 a M.
Leave Augusta 6 00 a m. “ 4 00?. M.
Arrive in Savannah 1 30 P. M. “ 10 45 P. m:.

BETWEENMACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leaves Macon 11 45 a. M. and 9 30 p. M.
Arrive in Augusta 8 45 P. M. “ 5 30 a. M.
Leave Augusta 6 00 a M. “ 4 30 p. M.
Arrive in Macon 2 15 p M “ 1 00 a. M,

BETWEEN SAVANNAH,MILLEDGEVILLE& EATONTOH
Leave Savannah 5 00 a m.
Arrive in MilledgeviUe 2 45 r. m.
Leave Macon 11 45 a, m.
Arrive in Eatonton 5 00 p m.

W. M. WADLEY, Gen’l Supormtendant.
Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 1855. Jnly56—tf

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a few pair of three to tour m jnths old, at $20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior t anjr

other—they cannot he made to take the mange and are free from
cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lunars, to which hogs are

so liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Addreea
NoY55—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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plantation ©ranninij antt

WORK FOR THE 3IONTH—SEPTEMBER.

THE PLANTATION.
As soon as Cotton begins to open fi’eely, it must be

gathered without delay. Avoid picking immediately af-

ter a shower, lest the lint should be dirty. See that your

Gin and Press are in complete order, and send no cotton

to market that has not received the most careful handling

throughout.

Cow Peo.s shoald be gathered and put away during the

-brief intervals of leisure from cotton picking. The vines

of late planted Peas may also be cut when the pod is just

forming, and cured for hay. Carefull)^ save seed of the

Chinese Prolific Pea and other valuable sorts.

Corn may be cut up and saved as directed in our last

number, page 233.

Winter Oats, Rye, Barley, Clover and Lucerne may
be sown the latter part of this month.

Turnips fox a fall crop, must now be sown, without de-

lay. Kuta Baga, Yellow Aberdeen, Norfolk, Early Flat

Dutch, Globe, and Strap Leaf Red Top Turnips, are all

valuable varieties—the two first being the best for stock

.and keeping. See directions for sowing Turnips, in our

fast.

Bay.—In addition to the Corn-stalk and unpidled fod-

der spoken of in our last (page 233), Sweet Potato vines

and the tops of Pinders make a tolerable rough forage, if

cut and eured before they begin to wither. All Crab,

(or Crop) Grass, Crowfoot and other grasses must be cut

when in blossom, and carefully cured, with as little ex-

posure to the sun as possible, to be of any value for hay.

The dried up and withered grass often p^xlled for hay late

in the season, is almost utterly valueless.

Wet land may now be drained, woodlands prepared for

pasturage, weeds and brush grubbed up, &c., &c., as di-

. reeled heretofore.

Winter Foro,ge.—As a green crop, try Wheat, sown
thick in three foot drills, on deeply plowed and rich land

It will ^ive your animals green food nearly all winter,

iaearing repeated cuttings.

THE GARDEN.
Turnips, of all kinds, if not already sown, must be put

in v/ithoiu delay. (See diiections in August number, in

regard to this and other gardening operations.)

STRAWBERRY BEDS
May now be prepared and the plants set out any time

during the fall or winter. A cool moist soil, rich in veget-

able matter, suits this fruit best, in our sultry climate.

Spade or trench-plow the ground as deeply as possible,

turning under a plentiful supply of swamp muck, decom-
posed leaves, wood ashes, pulverized charcoal, and a little

well rotted stable manure. Harrow or rake the surface

unril it is perfectly fine and even, and set your plants in

3 foot rows, 1 foot to 18 inches in the row. When the

plants are well rooted, cover the entire surface of the

ground with par ially decomposed forest leaves, only per-

mitting the plants to be exposed. By this method, with

an occasional wateiing next summer, in dry weather (and

the proper selection of varieties) this delicious and healthy

fruit may be raised abundantly from 3 to 5 month in the

year, for family use and for market. It can be safely

transported 300 miles per railroad, and has even been
sent from Georgia to New York, in excellent condition.

It is, in all respects, one of our most attractive and profit-

able fruit crops, and we hope it will receive increased at-

tention hereafter. Some of the choicest varieties are

Eaily Prolific, Hovey's Seedling, MeAvon's Superior,

Longvjorth's Prolific, Walker's Seedling, Peabody's Haut-

bnis, Crimson Cone, Wilson's Albany, Lucy Filch. Mc-
Avoy's Extra Red, the Crescent Seedimg, Black Prince,

Iowa, Jenny Lind, Scott's Seedling, Trollope's Victoria,

Boyden's Seedling, Smythe's, and other varieties, are also

valuable for amateurs.

THR FRUIT ORCHARD.
Nev) land, elevated and not too rich, is most suitable for

Orchards, and to those who have neither the time or

means to grub up and entirely clear the ground before

planting, we suggest the following plan for speedily re-

placing a forest with a productive Peach or Apple orch-

ard : Cut ofi all w ood and brush very clean, early m the

fall, burning to ashes all the logs that you cannot remove,

and leaving all stumps very low. Then stake off your

land the proper istances, and dig hols six ieet across and

two feet deep, throwing the surface mould on one side and

the subsoil on the other. Rake into the botiom of the

hole a bushel or more of the surrounding loose, top soil,

leaves, &c-— fill up to the proper height wiih the surface

soil first thrown out, and plant your tree carefully, heap-

ing up the, subsoil slightly about the trunk and over the

roots, to allow for the natural setiling of the earth. Your

tree being now planted and fumished with a .supply of

food in the hole, immediately within its reach, the afler-cuK
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ture may be as follows : The first spring, early, plow and

cross-plow the young orchard with long rooters, keeping

beyond the holes in v^^bich the trees are planted, and care-

fully avoiding all injury to the trunk or branches. Sow Cow

Peas, broadcast in the open spaces betvveen the trees, and

keep the earth loose and mellow about the roots with a

pronged hoe. If mulching material can be obtained, apply

it thickly after the first hoeing, as far as the roots of the trees

extend. This will obviate the necessity of any further

working for the season. When the Peas ripen, pick and

save them, turning the vines under and sowing another

crop, to be gathered m the same manner. These repeated

plowings and cross-plowings, with the abundant supply

of nutritive matter furnished by the decomposing Pea

vines, and an occasional dressing of ashes, will in-

sure the most vigorousand healthy growth of the

trees, and force them into early and prolific bearing. Other

low crops, such as Sweet Potatoes and Pindars, may after-

wards be grown profitably in the orchard, and the vines

returned to the soil as above recommended. We confi-

dently recommend a trial of this plan to those who desire

the quickest and most satisfactory return for their labor in

PTuit Raising, and who have no old land elevated enough,

or otherwise suitable. November and December are the

best months for planting trees. Particular directions for

planting Trees, Grape Vines, &c., in our next.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Milk is produced

from the females of all warm-blooded animals which are

enumerated among the manumaliee
;
milk contains every

element of nutrition necessary to animal existence; and

man can subsist, with unimpaired health and strength,

if limited to this food alone, and from time immemorial

milk has been recognized as an article of food.

There is said to be a tree on the coast of Venezuela,

called the Palo de Vaca, or Cow Tree, the sap of which

much resembles milk. Baron Von Humboldt and Bonp-

land say they drank considerable quantities of it, and des-

cribe it as thick, glutinous, perfectly bland, destitute of

acrimony, and possessing an agreeable and balmy smell

This vegetable milk forms a principle part of food with the

negroes and poor people, who work on the plantations

They take it along with their bread, made from the root of

the Capova, {^jamipha manchoV) or Indian Corn, {^Zoey

Meyz), and grow sensibly fatter during the season in

which the milk is obtained in its greatest abundance. .

To the east of Caraccus, in the valley of Concagua, it

is known by the name of Arbol d) Seche, or the Milk Tree,

and the inhabitants make cheese from it. In the Valley

of Caucus the milk, by solar inspissation, is converted in-

to a black gum, highly prized for its medicinal virtues, and

sold at the high price of one dollar an ounce, or one doub-

loon per pound. Such is the accounts given by those

celebrated travellers—Humboldt and Bonpland.

But what I would call the reader’s attention to is, the

article which was our first food
;
that which nature has so

superabundantly provided for all young animals, and what

has become, to us, one of the true luxuries of life—good

milk.

From a table, by M. Pareira, we find that the milk of

the ewe is richer than any other in the total of its contents.

That woman’s milk gives the greatest per cent, of butter,

and the mare’s milk contains the most sugar ofmilk; but

slightly exceeding, however, woman’s in this respect.

Nature, seeing the wants of the young animals, has

placed within its reach, and by instinct has guided it to

such food as is most congenial to their health, strength

and rapid growth. And the first milk, or “boastings,” are

particularly adapted to their wants, as the young animal
|

will take only a very small quantity at first—it is of so

strong a character that this little will effectuate the desired

purpose. It is well known that this first milk or beestings

contains a great quantity of casein. With most of our cowe
the boastings contain about 15 parts casein, while in ordin-

ary state it gives only about 3 to 5 1-2. As the quantity di-

minishes in the farrow cow, the qualities improve within,

certain limits.

My attention was called, some time since, to an article-,

in one of the leading agricultural journals, asserting that

the boastings of the cow v;ere, in a degree, poisonous,,

and that by feeding the breeding sow with them they

would produce abortion. There can be no doubt that a
moderate quantity of this milk would be beneficial to the

sow, and even of material service to the whole stock—act-

ing as a laxative to them. But the idea of one’s giving

the pregnant sow a full gorge of beastings is extremely re-

diculous, and only an unskillful manager would do so.

Experience teaches many a planter wise lessons, which

could be found in the agricultural journals of the day at

half the cost.

Being in conversation v/ith a friend the other day. he gave

the me following bit of experience that happened to him :

—

He had a valuable cow
;
gave her, after calving, all the

beastings that he could get from her—this being the ad-

vice of some moon cow doctor. His cow soon after died;

he opened and examined her, and found the milk had gone

into the fourth stomach, and but little else in there
;
the

folds of the stomach so closely stuck together that nothing

could pass, and it was his opinion that the milk given

and that only, caused the death of the cow. He was right

in his opinion, and he paid dearly for it at that. In the

first place, he had no right to give her the beastings, and

the next, he ought not to have meddled with her unless she

showed some signs of sickness.

There seems to be a prevailing opinion throughout a

good portion of the Southern country that the milk of the

cow, for the first three or four weeks following the drop-

ping of the calf, is not fit for use, and that one using such

will be liable to sickness. At the period of yeaning the

dam does not get sick—is not prostrated—unless by some

mismanagement Her udder does not get out of order un-

less the milk is suffered to remain too long. This milk

has been a long time collecting and, of course is very rich

—contains a large quantity of casein. But when this

milk is once drav/n out thoroughly and effectually, there

is no cause of sickness, then the milk comes naturally

and is as good as ever, which will be in two or three

days—four at the utmost—if the cow is healthy.

The dairy farmer is well aware of this fact. The first

is drawn out and disposed of among the hogs
;
the second

milking is sent to market. The calf is either killed or

sent off to be brought up by hand—never allowed to suck

at all. We can find m.any instances that would go to

verify this fact. There are many families who use the

milk of the cow in the morning for breakfast, when she

drops her calf before supper of the same day. Why is it

that they are not sick 1 if the assertion is true that the

milk is poisonous at this time. It is true that this treat-

ment ofcows does not increase the quantity of her milk

from year to year, and is the only objection to the general

adoption of this plan.

When we take the young cow with her first calf, and
with some pains and feed if need be, keep up her supply

of milk all the year round, until one or two weeks before

the time for her to drop her next calf, we are more than re-

paid for this extra trouble, in the supply of milk the en-

suing years, and the cow will not fail, unless by the gross-

est neglect on the part of the milker. As lor the truth of

this I will refer to any unprejudiced dairy farmer.

The question may be asked. Why is the milk of one

cow richer than that of another I This much depends
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rdpon the feed— 1 might say all. Suppose we take one of

the native, scrub cows, that run in the woods and get no-

thing during the summer months but coarse, half dried

grass, bitter twigs and leaves for food, we will find her

cmilk little in quantity and very poor in quality, and by

testing it in the cream guage it does not give more than

one-thirty-second for cream, and that very lightly colored

which makes very blue and unsavory butter.

Now, if we take this same cow and fi-ed her green corn

•or millet, with an allowance of two quarts of meal daily,

-we will find the quantity of milk much increased, and

'Upon testing this, the cream will rise from three to five-

eighths by the guage and be of a deep yellow cast and

very rich. Again, take this same cow and let her daily

feed be four quarts of linseed meal, or oil cake, with as

iinuch hay or fodder as she wants, we will find the quan

<lity of milk double, and often times four-fold that it was
when the cow was fed on green corn and meal. While

'this milk is thin, blue and having a flat taste, by filling

die cream guage do not give morelhan one-sixteenth for

toream. 4

These observations have come under my own eye with-

in the past year, and I have taken much pains to learn

diese facts.

It is well known that some cows give richer milk than

others on nearly the same feed and under the same treat-

>ineni. I can atcrioute it only to the superior breed ofani-

-mals, or the preponderancy that such cows have towards

fheir better ancestors. D .

Sumter^ C ,
July, 1857.

We commend this article to the especial perusal

of all readers who take an interest in the subject. It is

from the pen of one of the most profound Naturalists of

our countiy

:

A SUCCESSFUIi METHOD OF RAISING DUCKS.

BY EXPERIMENTER.

Believing it to be the duty of every individual to con-

'tribute for the benefit of society, any information he may
possess, ho wever small, and on subjects ever sohumtde;
and having for several years pist been in the habit of

seeking recreation during those hours which were not de-

woted to seveier studies and laliors, in a variety of experi-

mieiiis on suLjecis of Natural History, I propose giving

you the result ot smne experiinerits in raising Ducks, which

-were carried on during a nuinoer of years, and which
finally eventuaied in complete success. It is sometimes

beneficial to examme ihe can.?es of our failures, and it af-

fords me fdcasure at this momeni in retracing the steps by
which, afier many disappointments, 1 graaually accom-
pli'.hed the objtc.ts to which my inquiries and experiments

were directed. As an account of the process by which I

arrived m th se successful results may not be uninterest-

ing ii> those of your readers who devote iliemselves to ru-

ral puisuits, and who pride ihemseives on having a well

stoeke.d p Milo y-yaru, I hope it may be no lax upon their

time ami p.iiif m-.e, it I go snmewhat into detail.

During many years 1 was struck wirh the general want
•ofsuc-ps-, which attended the rai.-ing of this species of

poultry Not one->ixth of tne young were ever raised;

they ajipeaivd to be subje -t to innumerable diseases.

Tho^e thaf escip-ci were, stunted in their growth and did

not arrive at full size till they were many months old

The gene.ial co;n;^ liini among fai mers and pUnier.s was,

that this, ihe most valnable of our poultry, was a puny
bird h li d 10 r ii.sr- and subject to many diseases They
could r.i.v- i .vls and even turkeys, but there was no cer-

tainty wiiri legmd to the DucK Desirous of investigating

the. l•..nl-.eso^ a Ihilore in raising a bird whieh in i's wild

stale is ver}' hardy, which, although exposed to all the vi-

cissitudes of the weather, raises large broods of young, I

procured several Ducks, determined to pursue my experi-

ments in various ways till I should either be successful or

be satisfied that in a state of domestication, there existed

obstacles to their successful rearing which no foresight or

care could prevent. At first I adopted the usual mode of

giving them access to as great a body of water as I could

provide for them in the yard. I, therefore, had an arti-

ficial pond made near their coops, to which they could

resort as often as they choose: where they amused them-

selves at all hours of the day, in dabbling around the

edges of the pool and in swimming and diving in the

water; but they did not grow; they were subject to

cramps and fits, and one after another died, until I began

to think that water was not their proper element. I varied

their food; gave them rice flour, corn, grist, boiled pota-

toes, hominy, bran, and many kinds of vegetable food, but

with the same results; and of a hundred young that were
hatched, I scarcely raised a dozen. I then began to mix
with their food various medicinal herbs, believing that this

might correct some deleterious properties of their food,

but it was to no avail. I next procured the different varie-

ties of ducks for breed, thinking that perhaps one kind

might lie better suited to the climate and to the confine-

ment of the poultry- yard than another; but I was soon

convinced that my want of success was not owing to my
breed of ducks Several years passed away and left me
pretty much where I began, and I was almost ready to

abandon any farther attempts at raising the duck.

The thought at last occured to me that in the food with

with which we usually fed this species of poultry, we de-

parted widely from nature, and that alt hough the old ducks

in their wild state fed on rice and the seeds of various

grasses that are found along the edges of the rivers, brooks

and ponds, yet that at the spring of the year when the

young wild ducks are hatched there are few seeds ripe,

and it is questionable whether at that early age they feed

at all upon grain or seeds. There appears in the digestive

organs of these young birds something unsuited to

this kind of food
;

it passes through them without afford-

ing much nourishment. I had ascertained by dissection

that their gizzards were filled not with vegetable tood, but

with the fragments of small craw-fish, worms and various

aquatic insects, as well as the spawn of fishes
;
and I de-

termined in the following year to try the effects of animal

food. In due time my youmg ducks were hatched, beef

was given then at first, after having been chopped very

fine; this they devoured greedily and eat it in preference

to all kinds of vegetable food. The effect upt n their

health and growth was immediate and surprising. They
appeared to grow faster than any other poultry : in a few

weeks they were out of danger, and in a few months fit

for the table As beef was expensive, I tried cheaper

kinds of foods, such as the haslets of animals, crabs,

fi'hes, etc. The result was equally favorable. I was
now satisfied that in the article of food the end is attained

by simply following nature and giving the young ducks

animal tood But although my experiment was thus far

favorable, I found that many of my young ducks died after

having been suffered 10 go in the dews and water; and

that after many showers of rain they become thoroughly

wet, and that when showers were succeeded by hoi suns

they were subject to a disease of some apoplectic charac-

t r, or a coup de soLeil whicli killed numbers Here 1 was

much puzzled I had succeeded in one instance by f«fl-

l.twing nature but I found that I could not carry my theory

through, and that water aflected the doineslicale.d duck

very bifferenily from what it bid the same bird in its wild

state. 'J'tie fact was not unknown to me that the down of

young wild ducks is almost impervious to water; they

are exftosed to dews and rains, they dive to the lioitom of

pools and streams, and live in the water; yet they always
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keep diy. An oleagenous substance is spread over their

feathers, from which the water glides oiF instantaneously

and leaves the birds dry during all weathers. Not so

with the young of the domesticated duck. Owing either

to the confinement of numbers in a small space, where

their down becomes ruffled and displaced, or to their not

being able to procure that kind of food which in the wild

state is favorable to the secretion of that peculiar oil which

is found contained in the glands of birds, and which serves

lo lubricate their feathers and protect them from the wet,

the down of the young tame duck soon becomes thorough

]y wet and when this is once the case it is subject to vari-

ous diseases and is difficult to raise. To accommodate the

young duck to that artificial state into which it has been

thrown by domestication, I found it necessary lo adopt

some mode by which during the first few weeks of its life

(the only time in which it requires much care) it might be

preserved from the effects of that element, which in its na-

tive state is almost its only residence and furnishes its sub-

sistence.

A little reflection enabled me to guard against the incon

venienccs and dangers which result from this state of do

lication. I had my coops built pretty large and tighly

shingled, so as to be impervious to water. The young
du^'ks were not let out in the morning dews till the sun

had uti' I >he grass, and the vessels in which their water

was placed were railed over so that they could drink by
inserting their bills between those little railings, but were

prevented from getting into the water. After following

these simple directions with regard to their food and shel-

ter, 1 found that, by a little attention of a servant, I could

supply my table with ducks the whole year round—that I

seldom lost one in twenty and that they were free from

all diseases. I raised from 100 to 300 ducks per year,

and now found that they were the easiest of all poultry to

raise. I communicated the result of my experiments to

my friends. Those of them who had the disposition, the

patience and industry, followed my directions, and in

every instance met with the same success; 1 have their

assurance, that they can raise ducks in any numbers, and

some ofthem have for the last two or three years supplied

our markets with from three to five hundred ducks of the

largest size and finest flavor.

After having carried my readers through this, perhaps

to them, tedious detail of experiments which cost me much
time and attention, but for which I was more than repaid

by the successful result, 1 shall now proceed to give, under

different heads, such simple directions as will enable our

planters and farmers to supply their tables with this kind

ofpoultry, which might bean object to those who are in

Ihe habit of supplying markets,

1st. Tlie Species and Varieties of Duels best adapted to

the purpose of Breed'>ng.—The only two species of ducks
that are raised in this country are what are commonly
called the English Duck and the Muscovy Duck. The
English Duck is a descendant of the wild duck that visits

us every winter in such numbers, called Mallard_
;
{Anas

Boschas), is found also in Europe, and breeds in England,

although not the largest, it is certainly among the finest

flavored ducks in the world. The flavor of the famous
Canvass Back Duck {Anas Vallisneria) that is found so

numerous in the Chesapeake, and more recently in the

Santee and at the mouth of the Savannah River, is, no

doubt, superior to it, but it is supposed that this is owing
lo the peculiar kind of root on which that bird feeds, be

lieved to be the Vallisneria Americana, and that were it

fed on common food its flavor would not be superior. The
English Duck, which is so common in our yards, has from

its long domestication, run into a number of varieiits

which diflTer so much from each other as to appear like

d»fferent species
;
they are of differeat sizes, of a variety

colors and some are tufted. The variety to which 1

have usually given the preference, goes by the common,

name of Madagascar Duck, is distinguished by its being

of the largest size, having a pretty long neck and almost

invariably a light streak above the eyes, and usually a

small streak extending from the lower part of the upper

mandible to below the eye. The Muscovy Duck {Ana,s-

is another duck more recently introduced, but

v/hich is now very common and is well deseiving a place

in our poultry-yards. It was formerly, by mo.st writers,

considered as coming from the Eastern Continent*; but is

now well ascertained to be a native of South America..

This duck, in our Southern climate, is, perhaps, more
hardy than the other; sets more steady on its eggs, and
lays in the spring and fall. A mongrel breed between this,

species and the English Duck is easily produced, and has

become very common; but these, though they are good

layers, are unable to propagate their species. There are

other species of ducks which the curious in these matters

have partially succeeded in domesticating. 1 once saw a

fine flock of the Gad wall Duck {Anas Stnpcra) which an

individualin the upper part of the State of New York had

succeeded in raising from docks which he had captured-

and which bred freely in his yard, and made no attempts

at flying away. Our beautiful Summer Duck {Anas

Sponsa) breeds freely in some parts of France and in the-

Zoological Garden, in England. But it is very probable

that the two species above mentioned are as well adapted

to our purposes as any other, and lhatformany ytars they

will be the only ones which will be generally kept in our

poultry-yards. One drake will answer for five or six

clucks; where iTiongrels are to be bred, place in separate,

yard one Muscovy Drake to four English Ducks.

2nd. T%e best mode ofprocuring an abundance of Eggsi
—When ducks are raised' in the country and have access

to rice-fields, ditches, ponds and the.borders of rivers, they

find food best suited to them and generally lay early and.

freely
;
but where they are necessarily kept in yards and

do not possess the above advantages, it will be necessary

to adapt their food to their situation. A mixture of any
kind of animal food with their rice-flour, corn meal or

grist, given them regularly and plentifully three times a

day, will enable you to procure a great abundance of

eggs; where this is neglected your flnglish Ducks will-

lay but sparingly. I have observed that animalfood is not

so necessary to the Muscovy Duck, but that they gener-

ally lay freely on being fed on grain alone.

3rd. Setting and Hatching the Eggs—T\iQ English,

Duck, although a good layer, is very careless about hatch-

ing its eggs until late in the season, 1 have invariably-

used the common hen for that purpose, and when the

young ducks are removed as soon as they are dry, their

foster parent will set again on other eggs, and I have thus

known a single fowl to bring out three and even four

broods of young ducks in succession. In that case she

should be repaid for her faiihfulness by being richly fed,.

The young ducklings in this climate leave the shell on
the twenty-sixth day; the Muscovy sets a few days long-

er. A fowl of a tolerable size will cover from thirteen to

fifteen eggs After the eggs have been four or five days
under the hen, you may in the evening examine the eggs
by the light of a candle or lamp—place the eggs longitu-

dinally between the fore finger and thumb—if the egg is

likely to hatch it well be of a dark color, with streaks of

red frequently perceptible and the cavity on the thick end
will be somewhat enlarged and transparent, Ifit is a clear

egg, it will be wholly transparent, and it ought to be re-

moved at once, and if it has not been too long kept in the

nest it is still fit for use.

In this way when several hens have been set nearly at

the same time, it will frequently be practicable to remove
a sufficient number of clear eggs, so as to place a fresh

setting of eggs under one or more of them. 'Ibe Muscovy
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Duck sets faithfully and may as well be permitted to hatch

her own young,

4th, Method of Destroying Foxnl Dice .—The insects

which infest the setting hens may be easily destroyed by

thoroughly sprinkling the nest and wetting the fowl even

to the skin with a strong decoction, made by pouring ho:

water on a good handful of common leaf tobacco, mixeC

when cold with a table spoonfbl of spirits of turpentine,

and double the quantity of gunpovvder. It will be well

also occassionally to take away their old nest and make a

,^ew one of fresh hay or straw,

5th, Duck Coops^ Food and manner of Rearing the

Yuti/ig,— Let your coop be made pretty large, say three

or four feet in length and three in depth; let it be well

shingled so as to exclude all water, and have a good piten

towards the front
;

let it be light on three sides and barred

in front with a slide below the lower bar, so as to retain

the ducks in unfavorable weather, A space of 10 or 12

feet square, formed of common boards set up edgewist

will, when you have not much room in youryard, suffice

for fifty ducks. Keep making coops in proportion as

your ducks increase in numbers, and endeavor to keep the

different sizes separate, the first urood, early in the

spring, requires for a few days the warmth of the hen’s

body and she should not be made to take care of more

than twenty or thirty
;
a little later in the season the

young that are then hatched do not require the services oi

their foster mother, and may, from the beginning, be placed

in a coop by themselves to the number of fifty Young
Muscovy Ducks may be treated in the same way, and

they and the mongrels and English Ducks may ail be in-

discriminately reared together. As soon as your young

ducks are hatched, let them be placed together for a few

hours in a basket containing some warm inside lining, and

when they have sufficient strength, place them with the

hen in the coops; feed them with meat or animal

food of any kind chopped fine with a common chop-

ping knife; for convenience I have usually had it

boiled; a little rice-flour or corn meal may be mixed with

it, and the latter maybe increased it you have but little

meat; let this be continued for three weeks, and they

are out of danger and can be raised on any kind of fond
;

still it is to 6e observed that ducks will, in all cases, thrive

better on animal food, and where this can be conveniently

obtained, it may as well be given them. Those planters

who live near our seacoast, by running a tight board fence

across any small branch of salt water, and placing in the

centre a fish trap made of laths, can easily procure a suf

ficient quantity of fishes and crabs to feed all their young

poultry, A man with a cast-net could in half an hour do

the same, I have known persons in the interior of the

country substitute squirrels, rabbits and evfn venisnti

;

and one gentleman fed his young ducks on the fltsh of al-

ligators, thus rendering that which was a nuisance suo-

servient to his profit. When your young ducks begin to

be tolerably feathered on the sides, w’hich will be in fivt^

or six weeks, they may then be turned into the common
poultry-yard, always bearing in mind that those which
are best fed and obtain most animal food thiive the fast-

est,

I have not treated of diseases to which ducks are sub-

ject, since by the above treatment I have generally found

them healthy. As this is along essay and may be too

great a tax on your readers to peruse, I would give in a

single line the substance of my direcions f'»r the success-

ful tearing of young ducks;

—

Give them, animal fuod^ and
keep them, dry.

Charleston, July 29th, 1857,

Editors Southern Cultivator— Gentlemen— In an-

swer to your inquiries in respect to iny mode of raising

Pucks, 1 have had the above copietl, and send it to you

with a few notes in reference to my views on the above,

alter the test of many years:

It is now about 30 years since my early experiments;,

were made an l 24 years since they were first published.

I do not see anything of importance in the above article tc

correct. It has been frequently republished in our various

agricultural journals, and I have not heard of any want of

success among those who adopted this mode. It w^as

translated into the French and Gentian languages and cir-

culated in tracts among the poulterers in France and Ger-

many, and the markets of their cities are supplied with-’

many ducks raised by this process. I have this

-

mode without the intermission of a single year with ViWJ-

form succe.ss. The number of ducks to be raised annually
for (he use nf my family 1 limited to 100. Some seasons
when the poultry-yaid was left altogether to servants, I

fell a little short of that number, but generally went beyond
it. The present season I gave half an hour of each day to

the poultry-yard, wdiich was to me an amusement and re-

creaiion. I commenced in January with 7 English Ducks-
-nd 2 Drakes. Tfie cheapest food I could obtain in these

dear times was rice-flour. Wheat bran or corn meal wilf

uo equally weil. A small quantity of the lights of animals
nbrained from the butchers was mixed with their food.

They began to lay early and some 50 eggs were lost by
the frost. Alter having about eighty young English
Ducks hatched, I concluded to encourage my old stock to

present me with hybrids ( mongrels as they are here called)

[ removed the English Drakes; divided the Ducks into 2
parcels and gave to each group a Muscovy Drake that

had been reared the previous season in the yard without
associating with any of his own species. From this con-
nexion only about two thirds of the eggs are impregnated.
But the birds are much larger and finer and very hardy.
The Mallard, of which our English Duck is a de-cendant,,

breeds far to the north
;
the Muscovy, on the other hands

comes from the tropics. The descendants from these op-
posite constitutions v/ould, as I supposed, be better adapt-

ed to our climate than either of the originals. This I have
found by long experience to be the case. This season there

were raised in my yard 150 ducks; a large majority are

hybrids: I have not lost a single duck, except by an ac-

cidental injury. The early broods were full grown in the

I itier end of May, and we had the first pair on the 30th
of that month, and have had them on ihe table every week
since. An English Duck when well fed will lay about
50 eggs during the season. Mine exceeded that number
this year 1 gave away about 100 eggs and 50 young
ducks, and my poultry-yard is stilt stocked with ducks
from the large mongrel drakes nearly the size of a goose to^

those of three days old.

An important matter in raising ducks is to hatch the

eggs. My hatching establishment is separated from the

c'Mnmon pouhry -yard. The nests are in moveable boxes,

which are taken out and scoured as each young brood is

Hatched By this means I am exempted from troublesome

insects. My out buildings are raised above the ground
ai)d with good cats I am not annoyed by either rats or

mice,

I this year made an experiment in producing hybrids

between the English Drake and Muscovy Duck. The
eggs proved as prolific as those of the opposite cross, but

the young, after two months old, are so small compared

with the other, that 1 cannot advise this plan.

Yours truly, B.

P. S.—The earliest hatchings should be kept for the

next year’s stock. They are always the largest. Ducks
of a year old are the best layers.

All su’ scrip ims lo ii e Sout iern Cvdlivalof

gi I with the January number.
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“FREE” SOCIETY—EIFE IN NEW YORK.

That immaculate Black Republican sheet, the New
York Tribune, gives us the following graphic and attrac-

tive picture of the present condition of that city ;

Sixteen murders have been perpetrated in this city since

the 1st of April, about which lime Mayor Wood began to

develop his programme of violent resistance to the laws,

and the whole army of grog-sellers bid defiance to any
legal interferance with their desolating traffic. There

have been at least twice sixteen attempts to murder, be-

sides violent assaults and rum-hole fights without prece-

dent. Ten thousand hardened and hopeless female out-

casts .swarm the street at night, two thousand children

under the guise of pedlars, from the age of ten to sixteen,

penetrate every public building, store and office in the

city to beg, steal, spy for burglars, and on their own ac-

count to practice those vices which cannot be named in

respectable language; five thousand great and small

gamblers prey upon the credulous and infatuated, stand-

ing all day at the doors of their dens in Broadway, as well

known in person and profession as the Mayor himself;

ten thousand lazy, drunken, thieving, short boys, swill

boys, killers, roughs and rowdies of other names, lounge

on the rum-cursed corners of the street, making day dis-

gusting, night hideous, and travel dangerous to all who
can be suspected of having respectabifity or money

;
thou-

sands of emigrant swindlers, mock auctioneers, lottery

dealers, policy backers, pick-pockets, hall thieves, burg-

lars, wharf rats, area-sneaks, pimps and vampyres, prac-

tice their knaveries as openly and with as little fear of

punishment as though they were engaged in the most
virtuous and legitimate of human pursuits.

The swell-mob of London, flying from the argus-eyes

®f a real police, and the unendurable felons of San Fran-

cisco, expatriated by the bullets and the hemp ofthe Vigil-

ance Committee, are received here with open arras, parade

our streets under, not only the toleration, but the protec-

tion and personal friendship of the police, carry our pri-

mary elections, and flil high places on our nominating
committees. On every hand we have vice and crime and
splendor; crime, vice, ruin and beggary. Here, in the

most fashionable faubourgh, is the Crockford’s of New
York; there, between the palatial residences of a million-

aire and a divine, is the “maison de joie” of a woman
whose dress is the most brilliant, whose equipage the

most costly, whose appearance the most stunning, of any
of the gay butterflies, virtuous or vicious, whose beauty
and wealth add glitter to the opera or sunshine in the pro-

menade. Within a bow-shot of these palaces is the other

side ofthe world; for brocade, rags; for diamonds, dirt;

for Johan nisberger, whiskey; for millionaires, beggars;

for divines, devils; for Aspasias, drabs; with here and
Jhere some poor, starving wretch, painfully enacting the

“Song of the Shirt,” her besieged virtue glimmering in

ihe misery of this tangible hell, like the fabled jewel in a

dung-hill And, over all we have a set of men called

julers, wiangiing like hungry dogs for the public purse:
lying and cheating for advancement; plotting to over-

Ihrow all law, that they may rob the people; and, in their

influence upon our vast criminal population, recklessly

flaring their incendiary torches in our moral powder house.

How TO Kill Ants.—For the benefit of those persons
whose premises are infested with ants, we can inform
them, on very good authority, that, by putting a piece of

theCianuret of Potash, about the size of a hazle-nut, into

the mouth of the hole, they will in a short time be rid of

these trouble.^.) me pests, as it speedily kills them. This
pxpparaiion ran usually be obtained at the Druggists, and,
as it is the base Prusic Acid, too much caution cannot be
taken to guard against accidents.

STANFORD’S WIED OAT GRASS—RESCUE, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The July number of

the Cultivator lies before me to-night, open at page 222,

on which John R Stanford asks “to hear of the result” of

trial from all who have sown that Wild Oat Grass. Bting
one of the favored who received a package “gratis,” I

cheerfully respond, which, by the way, I intended to do,

but waited until our hot weather had “come and gone.”

Understand, I never saw the grass before this year, there-

fore, I only give you what I know.

On the 2tith of November lastl sowed the seed on land

only prepared by the plow, it was rough covered with my
foot, when some ofthe clods were broken. Land medium
quality, upland, oak and hickory original growth, cleared

in 1828 or 1829.

I have now gathered a few seed
;

seed stalks 2 to 3

feet high. The seed stalk dry for a few inches only, rich

green foliage, blades of grass in many instances 6 inches

long. It has withstood one of the coldest winters and
springs I have ever known, with a luxuriance of growth

more allied to oats, rye and barley, &c., than of the grass-

es generally. There is now as rich, green, luxuriant foli-

age as at any prior day. I have had too little to experiment

with; other than to let it alone. No care or attention ex-

cept to pull up weeds in and about it once, about 40 days

ago. No fancy culture.

The Rescue, I allude to merely to show the difference.

I bought a bushel ofthe seed Land plowed and harrow-

ed, seed sown and brushed in. I have gathered about half

bushel of seed—to try again—and if there are any green

blades I cannot see with the aid of the Brazdian pebble

glasses. I mean the grass is as dead as my oats, rye or

barley that is cut.

Phinn Grass, sent me from New Hampshire, is now as

green as it was two months ago, pretty tufts rather longer

than the Wild Oats, and close to the earth
;
only fit thus

far as a grazing grass. Not a seed stalk yet.

These two grasses—Wild Oats and Phinn—with my
success this year with Clover, Blue, Timothy, Red Top
Alfalfa (Lucerne or Chilian Clover, identically the same),

have given me so much satisfaction that I have determined

to appropriate 6 acres of land to a trial of as many grasses

as I can procure. By staking off, or laying off into beds |

of an acre each I can try 48 varieties. I will prepare it

handsomely and only ask for seed enough for i of an

acre of all varieties known. Thorburn, of New York,

writes me and sends a catalogue describing 22 varieties,

besides the clovers. My object is to test the varieties that

will endure winter and summer, fora year or years.

I have received from Mr. K. Park, of Oakland, Texas,

two varieties of the Musquit—Aromatic and Millet, or

Wheat Musquit.

Preparing land, labelling each parcel of land shall be

done with all the care I am capable of, and 1 only ask to

be put in possession of the seed I am, at the same lime,

willing, and really prefer it, to contribute all my seed and

S5, if any one will undertake the experiment who is more

able and competent.

Hoping that this may stimulate our folks to an exer-

tion, I am, as heretofore,

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwards Depot, Miss., July, 1857.

How TO GET A House out of a Whiskey Barrel.

—

Put

the barrel in a secure place, near a spring of good water,

on the road to a grog-shop. When you want a dram,

take the price of it in your hand and start to the grog-

shop
;
go as far as the spring, drop the money through

the bung-hole, take a good drink of v.iater and return

home. Repeat this operation till the barrel isfttll, knock
out the head, and you have the price of a splendid brick

building.
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INQUIRIES.

1st. Wine from Berries.

—

Editors Soxdliern Odtiva-

iPY—When we cork up, air tight, immediately after strain-

ing, it bursts the bottles.

"\Vhen we let it stand till done fermenting it turns to

vinegar. What is the matter 'I We have in both cases

followed the recipe books.

2nd. Wild Pot.^toes are abundant here and perfectly

hardy, very prolific and very large; old roots are bitter

and stringy. Some young roots taste finely. There are

worse esculents. Better than artichokes for hogs. Who
will try to improve them by cultivation '? I will furnish

seed to any careful cu’tivator who will undertake the

work.

We, in Tennessee, fail almost entirely to keep seed

Sweet Potatoes through the winter. We gave five dollars

a bushel last spring for seed brought from the South. It

is time to get a hardy substitute.

3rd. Catalogues.—Will all the Tennessee and Georgia

Nurserymen and Seedsmen who read this send me their

Catalogues^ B. W. lvIcDonnald.

McLemorcsville, Tcnn., 18.57.

THE ORIGIN OF THE “BIEE BUG,” OR CORN
Borer, and niotle of Destroying tiie same.

' Editors Southern Cultivator—I wish togiveto your

many interested readers my present and past experi-

ence upon the above very distructive bug to the young

corn. Your verj^ many respected readers, as well as my-

self and many others, have experienced the great incon-

venience of securing a stand of corn in the spring of the

year, from what is generally called the (but very errone-

ous) Bud Worm, for instead of it being a bud worm, it is

a “ Bug.” For a better discription of the insect Bill Bug,

or Corn Borer, I cannot give than to refer your many rea-

ders to the description given by Senator Evans, of South

Carolina, in the Patent Office Report for 1854, plate 4,

page 67, where he says : “The insect, Bill Bug, or Corn

Borer {Spenophorus) is from four to six tenths of an

inch in length, and of a redish brown or redish black cgjor.

The head is furnished with a long trunk or bill, hencefits

common ^lame.” It is very destructive to corn in many
parts of the South and Southwest, and was brought for

examination by Senator Evans, where he states it is very

injurious to the crops on the Peedee River. He says:!

“The perfect insect cuts into the stalk of the corn either

below or just at the surface of the ground where it de-

posits its egg. After changing into a grub the insect re-

mains in the stalk, devouring the substance until trans-

formed into the pupa state, which occurs in the same

cavity in the stalk occupied by the grub. It makes its

appearance the following spring in the perfect state, again

to deposit ius eggs at the loot of the young corn plants.

These insects destroy the main stem or shoot, causing

suckers to spring up which usually produce no grain, or

if any, of very inferior quality to that of the general yield.

Swamp lands or low grounds are the places most gener-

ally attacked.”

I have given your readers a very correct description by
Senator Evans, of South Carolina, of the Bill Bug, but I

entirely differ with our worthy Senator as to the generation

of the Bill Bug, or when the egg is deposited, for the Sena-

tor says, in the latter clause of the same report, “At the

same time the wild plants they infest should be discovered

and also be desiroyed.” Then it seems he had some notion

that he was not entirely correct concerning germining state.

My experience is, that they do infest a wild plant, and

that plant is the common Carrot or Rag Weed that is so

common to our Southern plantations and which v/holly

destroys our grass pastures after the small grain is gather-

ed off.

These bugs destroy the young corn by boring their

long bill into it, just below the surface, for the purpose of

sustaining life, as the young corn is at that time about the

first vegetation up and being very full of juice, it affords

them fine succor. They continue to sap it until its life is

exhausted. They continue to destroy it in this way until

about the first of June, when they leave corn and com-
mence depositing their eggs in the very tender stems of

the Rag Weeds which have grown up at this time from

six to ten inches high. They bore into the lender stem of

the Rag Weed with their long bill and there deposit a

small yellow egg about the size of a small mustard seed

and in the course of some two weeks or less time it is

hatcl'.ed into a small grub. It then lives on juicy portions

of the weed and continues to grow and finally passes into

three different formations before it beconies tlie perfect

bug. But I will not go into the minuiicB of the thing at

t^hs time.

During the time they are depositing their eggs in the

stem of the Rag Weeds near the top they can be seen

at all times of the day from the time iliey commence until

past; and whilst depo.siting the egijs they feed on the

young tender leaves of the Rag WeudtS,' anffithe very- mo-
ment they are interrupted they tumble off on the ground

as sullen as an opossum.

My mode of destroying the bug is to destroy first the

Rag Weed
;
and as the time ol year is near 'at hand to

commence opperations I send you this communication, for

I regard it one of vital interest to the planting com-
munity in the Southern States, and I hope this commdni-
cation will enlist many friends in behalf of destroying this

great enemy, not only by saving themselves the trouble

and vexation of replanting the corn crop so often, but of

having our stubble fields covered over v/ith with fine lux-

uriant Crab Grass, which is generally covered with this

obnoious weed. I commence about the middle of August
to turn these weeds under with a very large two or three

horse plow, which very effectually destroys them before

seeding time
;
and in my cultivated lands I suffer no Rag

Weeds to go to seed
;
and in this way I can effectually

destroy them. A very good way is to cut them down on
your stubble lands with grass blades—I tried both last

summer and did well. But I prefer turning the weeds

under with a large plow, say Prouty & Means’ No. 22.

But on a large plantation where there is a great many
hands plowing- and cutting, both would prove advantage-

ous.

I very much hope that this imperfect communication

will enlist a goodly number ofyour intelligent readers in

this great work, for I regard it a matter of more vital

interest to the planter than anything that now could be set

on foot. Saluda Planter,

Good Plows.— W/iy should you have a good Plow ?

—

1. Because you will do your work so much easier. You
may save 25 per cent, in the strength of your team by us-

ing the best plow.

2. Your work will be done so much better. The same

per centage may be saved in the doing of the work, and

in the crop succeeding. How much better, then, to get the

best.

Whai are the qualities of a good Plow ?—1. Easy

draft.

2. Easy management with the hand.

3. Even depth of furrow,

4. Facility of gauge to plow deep or shallow.

5. Sharp coulter and point, to cleave the turf and soil

6. Freedom from liability to be clogged.

7. Turning the turfcompletely over, and hiding all the

grass.

The way to learn these qualities, is practice and obser-

vation, aided by the opinions ofgood judges.— FarvH'^

er.
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A GOOD AND CHEAP SUGAR MILL.

Editors Southern Cutivator

—

By the request of one

of your subscribers, I send you a draught of a Cane Mill,

accompanied by a plan to build. It is the simplest, easi-

est to make, and the steadiest of any mill in use in this

•country. I have one put up on the same plan, of my own
snake,(except the rollers, which are cast.) It is decidedly

an improvement on the old way of putting them on a

platform. Put the posts in the earth deep, and they are

as immovable as the mud-sills of a tnill-house. Aftar they

are once framed, two good hands caih put them up or take

them down in ten minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAUGHT.

1. 1. are posts, five feet tv/o inches above the ground,

10 by 14 inches, let in the ground 3 or 4 feet. Two feet above

the ground, make a mortice four inches deep and ten in-

ches wide, running up the post fourteen inches, then cut

out to one side five inches v/ide, so that the bed piece and

jower-collar beam may be adjusted without disturbing the

posts afier they are once set in the ground. 13 1-2 in

'Ches above the 14 inch mortice, cut a tenon on the end of

;Post iOby 4 inches; bore a 1 1-4 inch auger hole 4 3-4

• inches from shoulder in the middle of the tenon and your

posts ar€ finished.

2, is bed piece, 4 by 20 inches, 6 feet eight inches long,

tenon cut to fit mortice in the posts
;
cut a wide trench on

«ach edge of the top side of the bed p'ece, a little longer

than the width of the rollers, deeper at one end than the

other, so as to collect and convey off the juice as it falls

from the mill, connect them by a trench at the lower end,

then cut a lip to empty juice in tub c.

3 is the lower collar beam, 6 feet 8 inches long, 5 by 1

0

inch., tenon cut to fit mortice in post, three round morti-

ces cut 14 inches from centre to centre, somewhat oblong,

for the reception of the necks of the rollers, trim off the

lop side rounding to prevent the juice from running down
Ihe neck of the rollers. It is necessary to keep them dry.

a, a, are mortices cut on the top side for the keys that

work against the neck of the rollers
;
they are 4 by 4 in-

xhes, 10 inches long, cut hollowing at one end to fit the

taeck more closely, b, b, are tightening keys, 3 by 2 in-

ches, tapered to one end, 2 by 1 inch, 12 inches long;

before you begin to grind, tack a piece of tin over the

bottom keys to keep them dry.

4,

4, 4, The rollers turned round, a little full in the mid-

dle. They are 18 inches long and 14 inches in diameter,

with necks 5 inches long and 5 inches in diameter, ex-

cept the upper neck of the middle roller, which is 22
inches long, and 6 inches diameter. Cut a groove near the

edge of the lower end of the rollers to prevent the juice from
running down the necks. Cut a groove 4 inches from top
edge of the rollers f of an inch deep and 2 inches wide to

receive cogs, which are U by 2 inches and 4 inches long
;

give them equal space on the outer surface
;

let them into

the rollers 3 inches make them out seasoned hickory; of
drive them in. tight, then saw them off 1 j inches from the

bottom of the groove; trim the ends rounding.

5. Is top collar beam, 5 by 10 inches and 9| feet long

;

cut mortices to receive tenons on the end of the post, ob-

long mortices to correspond with those in the lower col-

lar beam for the necks of the rollers
;
also keys for the same.

6. Is gimlet handle, 5 by 8 inches, 9 feet long; mortice cut

in the middle 6 by 4 inches, to receive tenon, on the neck
of the middle roller. Cut open, sloping mortices at each

end to receive the levers.

7. 7, Levers 4 by 4 inches, tapered to 4 by 3 inches
and 16 feet long; put them together with ^ inch iron bolts,

with good taps,

b, b, are mortices for the tightening keys to work in,

against the ends of the others.

Having all timber ready, begin to put them together.

First set the posts firmly in the ground, 6 feet apart, per-

pendicular; see that one is not lower than the other; ram
them well, then put in the bed piece

;
next the lower col-

lar beam
;
now set up the rollers

;
next the lop collar

beam
;
pin it down well next the gimlet handle; wedge

it well about the neck of the rollei
;
and lastly put up the

levers; put in the iron bolts and sciew them tight
;
wedge

down both ends of the lower collar beam. Now if your
mill is plumb and true, you are ready ..to begin to grind.
Tighten the keys a little at a time, until it is tight enough,
and then keep it so. Grind out a boiling as soon as pos-
sible

;
put it in the boilers

;
start it off with a moderate fire

;

skim off v,7hat rises to the top
;
continue to boil it until it

flakes off of tfie cooler pretty largely
;
then it is syrup. If

you wantto make sugar, boil it until the foam looks like

it rises from the sides of the boiler and makes to the mid-
dle,and you are sure to have some sugar. Black gum makes
an excellent roller. The timbers for the frame sliould be
sawed. With all the timbers at the place, such a mill can
be put up for 6 or 8 dollars. Sidney Burton.

Glasgow, Ga., 1857.
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HILL SIDE DITCHING—LEVEL ROWS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Dear Sirs—I have

just been re-reading in your January number, Col. Can-

non’s letter on the subject of Level Rows, &c., which has

suggested an ine^uiry, inasmuch as I feel somewhat in-

terested in the subject, living as I do in a country which

is equally susceptible, with any I have ever known, of
|

v/ashing away. If he runs his rows on a dead level what

becomes of the waterl Now, in this country, our subsoil

is altogether impervious to water, and it is certain that

water will go somewhere, and if we do not provide the

means of its escape it generally takes care of itself and

makes a break across rows: while by running hillside

ditches with slight falls and each row below on a parallel

so as to carry off its own water, only allowing the short

rows to empty into the next lower hill side ditch, we have

had better success than in any other way in filling up old

gullies and preventing new ones being formed. He also

compares the fall of hill side ditches with that of the vari-

ous rivers. He has certainly never thought that the

volume of water in a given channel has as much influence

on its velocity as the nature of the channel itself. And in

this connexion I will add that we only want in our hill

side ditches enough fall to carry off the water which

usually falls without taking away of the soil, and this

can only be determined by the nature of the soil and the

inclination of the hill, W. H. R.

Madison Co., Miss., July, 1857.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE IN TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My brother gave me
a few seed of the Sorgho Sucre, which were planted on the

20th of February last; they came up only tolerable well;

part ofit, when about 6 inches high, was cut down on the

12th of March by frost. On the 5th of April another

planting was made of Sorgho from New York, which
came up sparingly and overtook the first planting, or that

which was spared by the frosts of the 12th, 13th and 14th

of March
;
and when I received the bag of Sorgho from

you the 8th of June a portion of the seed were sufficiently

ripe to plant another crop, but I was deterred owing to the

drouth. Up to that time there had been but two or three

tolerably good rains from the time it was planted, and a

slight rain since—no really soaking rains. It has grown
8 or 9 feet high and the blades are but just now showing
the effects of the extended drouth. Judging from the

stalks T have, the yield would be 30 or 40 bushels an acre,

while Corn along side of it is entirely burnt up, not

yielding 5 bushels to the acre. Before planting the seed,

the ground being so thoroughly dry on the surface and
near it had to be well soaked with water to induce the

seed to vegetate.

A gentleman having a farm twenty miles from this

says he has about an acre of ground planted with the

Sorgho Sucre; he thinks the produce will be 50 bushels

to the acre. About three weeks since, there was a good
rain on it (the first since it was planted), but not until after

it w’as well seeded. This, I think, would be a good yield

in a more favorable season
;

but, considering the great

drouth, is an astonishing yield. I do net hear ofany per-

son making sugar from t.be Chinese Cane about here.

Very respectfully, F. B.

Lava/^a, Texas, July, 1857.

To BE Thought About.—Can a farmer find any better

investment for his money, above what is required for the

support and education of his family, than to e.r.pend it upon
ids farm, '\n i\\Q improvement of his stock, in planting

trees, in draining, enriching, improving and ornamenting
the place he has chosen as the scene of his labors,,and the

•enter of his comforts 1—Rural New Yorker.

WINE PROSPECTS IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

A gentlemen of our neighboring State, who is deeply

interested in the culture of the Grape, writes us as follows,

under date of August 3d :

Gentlemen— I have but a very sad account to give you-

of my grape crop
;
we are tpld that summer rains are a-

“blessing from Heaven;” il so, I am particularly favored,

for we have had innumerable “blessings” showered upon
our valley. In May we had 15 days of rain

;
in June we

had 18, and in July 21, and in August, so far, every day
and all day. We have not had one day of warm weather,

the thermometer never having risen to 90, and seldom to-

86 degrees; and, strange to say, some of my neighbors,

4 or 5 miles off, were, last week, suffering for want of rain;:

and a grist mill not more than a mile and a half off could

not grind for want of water, while everything here is mud
and fungus. The consequence is, I am overrun with grass

and my grapes have rotted four times as much as they

ever have done
;
that is to say, all the oldest vines. My

Catawbas, which are young, are sound, and so

are young Isabellas, It is very fortunate the frost des-

troyed our other fruit, else they might have rotted alsol

My vintage this season will be very trifling, and with so

much water I fear the quality cannot be of the best.

[Since the foregoing was' written, the weather has been

more favorable, and prospects are better.]

CRYSTALIZATION OF THE CHINESE CANE-

The following letters were recently transmitted from the

Hon. John Y. Mason, U. S. Minister at the Court of

France:

Legation of the United States, )

Paris, I3th May, 1857. >

Gentlemen ;-^((Hur esteemed favor of the 28th of March
last was receivSiPEnd submitted to M. Alexandre Vatte-

mare, the indefati^\)le friend of international exchanges,

especially with our ^country.

He has addressed to me a letter, and placed in my hands

eight pamphlets, which I send to you. I hope that you

will find that they contain all the information which you
desire. I cannot add to it. With best wishes for your

complete success in your laudable efforts to introduce

into the United States a plant which will add to the valu-

able products of the country,

I am, very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

J. Y. Mason,
Messrs. Hodges, Mockbee & Co,, Philadelphia.

Paris, April 20th, 1857.

His Ezcellency
,
John Y. Mason, U. S. Minister—

Dear Sir;—Immediately on the receipt of your favor

containing inquiries relative to the Sorgho Sugar plant and

the possibility of crystalizing its sugar, I called on the

gentleman here who could give me the best informa-

iiou upon this subject. I enclose a copy of a letter 1 re-

ceived last night from IM. Louis Vilmorin, one of the most

learned (theoretically and practically) agriculturists

Europe, who has made a particular study of the Sorgho

plant, and is the best authority, I think, upon which we
may reiy. To his letter M. Vilmorin has added the ac-

companying eight pamphlets relative to the cultivation

and extraction of alcohol, sugar, &c., which were publish-

ed at Paris, Marseilles, Toulon, and also at Constantine

in Algiers, in 1855, I856and 1857. I trust that these will

an.swer your purpose. Should you want furdier explana-

tions I will be most happy to procure them for you. Yet

1 think that these will be sufficient to prove that Sorgho

1
Sugar Cane can be crystalized, and that the Sorgho in its
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Other products also is destined to render immense services

to mankind.

Placing myself at your disposal for any information

tending to the spread of useful knowledge and internation-

al courtesy, I have the honor to be your Excellency’s

Very humble and obedient servant,

Alexandre Vattemare.

[Translation.]

Paris, 20th April, 1857.

To Mr. Alexandre Vattemare—
Sir :—The crdstilization of the sugar of the Sorgho, it

seems, should be easily obtained in all cases where the

cane can be sufficiently ripened
;
and, as the proportion

of the sugar is an unfailing index of ripeness, it follows

that we could always be sure of obtaining a good crystal-

lization of juices whose density exceed 1.075, whilst

weaker ones could not yield satisfactory results after con-

centration. 1 attribute this peculiarity to the fact that the

sugar is preceded in the juice by a gummy principle,

which seems to be transformed at a later date, for its pro-

portion diminishes in exact correspondence with the in-

crease of the sugar.

The uncrystallizable sugar, or glucose, undergoes the

same changes
;
that is to say, it is more abundant before

than after the complete maturity
;
but its action seems less

unfavorable to the progress of crystallization. The gum-
my principle obstructs in two ways; for, besides being a

serious obstacle to the commencement of crystallization,

it afterwards renders it almost a matter of impossibility to

purge the crystals if obtained. However, as I observed,

this difficulty only presents itself in the employ of unripe

canes
;

for, as soon as the juices obtain a density of 1.080

and more, they contain little else than crystallizable sugar

and their treatment presents no difficulty. The lime em-

ployed, even to a slight excess, is not as detrimental, it

seems to me in practice, as theory would perhaps indicate.

Perhaps a slight fermentation, which is inevitable, may
disengage enough carbonic acid to destroy the uncrystal-

lizable compound formed by its union with the sugar.

The fact is that the best crystallizations obtained have

been had in these experiments in which I feared to have

used too much lime. I should remark that heretofore my
operations have been but on a small scale, and it is neces

sary to be very prudent before applying the experiments

of the labratory to practical operations
;
but at all events

it seems to me, after all these trials, that the crystallization

will not meet with serious obstacles wherever the plant at-

tains a complete maturity. Vilmorin.

EXHAUSTION OF HAND.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The following ideas

are from my agricultural diary; and if they contain any
errors I should take it very kindly to have them pointed

out; it being my great desire to induce an article from

the pen of the Senior Editor on the same subject:

All soils are formed from the decomposition of rocks

either p'im.ary or secondary. Vegetation derives two
classes of elements from all the productive soils, distin-

guished by chemists by the terms of organic and inorganic;

the former of which are derived from the atmosphere,

and such decomposing animal and vegetable substances

as may be present, the latter are formed in the primary

rocks, being the mineral substances of which they are

composed.

By the decomposition and disintegration of the primary

rocks, sords are formed
;
or, more properly speaking, by

the transformation of such rocks the materials are sup-

plied for the formation of the secondary rocks; wliich, in

their turn are decomposed, the elements of which form the

basis of most of our soils.

These inorganic elements consist of potash, soda, lime.

magnesia, manganese, iron, silica, and alumina. Now
these elements are distributed with great regularity in the

primary rocks; as for instance, in analyzing the felspars,

the micas, &c., we find the alkalies, iron and alumina, al-

ways present. So that soils derived from this class of

rocks are capable of supplying plants with a requisite

amount of either.

Not so with the soils derived from the secondary rocks.

For here we find some of those elements predominating

to such an extent as almost to exclude the others
;
for ex-

ample, in soils derived from standstones there is too great

an excess of silica for them to be productive. In clay

soils we find an excess of alumina, and even lime, that

great ingredient of our prarie soils, can be in excess.

—

The orgamc elements are only four, viz: oxygen, hydro-

gen, nitrogen and carbon, all of which are formed in the

atmosphere. Sulphur and phosphorus are also essential

to the grov/th of plants, and are generally distributed in

soils; the former in great abundance, the latter more

sparingly.

The failing of our lands may be owing to one of three

causes or to all combined. First, the inorganic elements

being sparingly present in soils may become exhausted by

cultivation. Secondly, there may be a deficiency of the

organic elements to produce the necessary change in the

inorganic elements so as to adapt them to the wants of

plants
;
and, lastly, there may be a requisite amount of both

the above-mentioned elements, but the sulphur and phos-

phorus wanting, which case would be equally fatal to the

yield of abundant and heavy crops.

Now, the absence or exhaustion of any of these ele-

ments may be supplied by a judicious system ofmanuring,

hitherto little practiced in this country.

A description of the best mode ofmaking and applying

manures on a farm, by an experienced farmer, through the

medium of your journal, would certainly be appreciated by

the most of your numerous reaaders.

Respectfully, J. C. R.

Cub Castle, Okolona, Miss., 1857.

Remarks.—The views expressed by “J. C. R.” are

sound so far as they go
;

he fails, however, to notice

Chlorine as an element of plants, and overlooks all Terti-

ary and recent strata of rocks as supplying the earthy

constituents of soils. Primary and Secondary rocks are

covered in a large part of Asia, Europe and America with

more recent deposits. In the British Provinces, north of

the United States, and in the Northern and middle States,

the so-called Drift formation covers much of the earth,

and of course, soils are derived in a large degree from this

extensive deposition. In many districts, however, as in

Western New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan,

the debris of rocks older, and more or less underlying the

Drift (or Diluvion, of old authors,) is mingled with the

latter in the loose earth at the surface of the ground. In

the Southern Atlantic and Gulf States, where the Drift

is wanting, Tertiary rocks, which, according to Hitch-

cock, are some 2,000 feet in thickness are pretty exten-

sively developed from Georgia to Texas. They abound

in fossils, and are well adapted, as a general rule, to the

production of rich soils. Lyell gives an interesting des-

cription of this system, which he divides into the Eocene,

Miocene, Upper and Lower Pliocene.

In that part of Georgia where the writer resides, there

is neither Drift nor any Tertiary deposit; the soil is formed

of rocks in situ, which are partly granie, and partly of the

early debris of granite. As a common feature, such soils
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are thin, hungry, and poor—more so than the Drift soils that

cover the granites ofNew England and northern New York

Having studied both rocks and soils in the Northern and

Southern States, and in the vicinity of Washington, where

the writer spent four years, remarks on agricultural geo-

logogy might be extended to any length; but to many
rea<lers, the theme may not be interesting, and we should

approach it in its relations to cotton, corn, or wheat- cul-

ture before unscientific readers will see the point of the

discussion. If one of these were to ask the reason why
Alabama has drawn labor and capital enough to make it

the banner State in the production of our great staple, al-

though much younger than Georgia and the Carolinas,

the true answer would be that the great attraction was in

the strata from which her soils are mainly formed. The
rocks and alluvial deposits of Alabama share largely in

the remains of animals, and in all the earthy elements that

support life
;
and, therefore, it is but natural that the State

should early become the greatest producer of cotton in the

sunny South. Some districts may lack water, and suffer

from periodical drouths
;
but these facts do not show any

defects in the other constituents of fertility. Indeed, with

a fair supply of water, there is not a little land m the

planting States whose crops would be doubled.

Artesian wells, reservoirs, canals, dams, ditches, and

other appliances for irrigation may soon be as common
here as in Southern Europe. The reasons why some

soils are nominally exhausted sooner than others are vari-

ous. The physical condition of the land, and the amount
of rain water that passes through it have as m.uch to do

with the removal of all soluble fertilizing atoms, whether

organic or inorganic, as the removal of annual crops. Too
little attention is paid to getting tilled earth in the best

attainable state to hold the food of plants about their roots.

If full of hard lumps, or over-charged with coarse sand, an

excess of dry air in summer below the surface, operates

most injuriously at one time, while at another, a flood of

water literally washes off the available food of growing

crops. Much of the time we have too little rain
;
but

w'hen it does come two or three inches fall in one or ..two

hours, serious damage is done by the suddenness of

the shower, rather than by the quantity of water that falls

in the aggregate. L.

RAISING WATER FOR IRRIGATION.

Dr. Daniel Lee—Dear Sir—Please allow me to

seek from you information upon the subject of irrigation,

by elevating water by machinery, which is of great im-

portance to me and to this entire section of country. Our
fields are now entirely bare of any kind of vegetation, and

a good crop has not been made here for three years, en-

tirely for want of rain. The Spanish Jesuits wlio erected

the Indian missions here and over Mexico, constructed ir-

rigating dams and ditches upon this stream, the San An-
tonio River, and these irrigable lands are now producing
the only corn in the country. The question, then, has
become quite common among those in the vicinity of a

permanent stream : How can I irrigate my land 7 Know-
ing you to possess the information, and believing you
willing to communicate to those for whose benefitand im-

provement you have so nobly spent your life, I venture to

inquire. What is the cheapest and most efficient wheel,
pump or other machine for efrvating water from 20 to 35
feet, when propelled by a water power of 6 feet fall, and
an unlimited supply of water 7 Can a machine capable of

elevating one ton or more per minute be driven by a band
from the pofver wheel 7

I am anxious to know your opinion of the pumps des-

cribed by B P. Johnson, Secretary New York Agricultur-

al Society, in Transactions for !851, appendix pp 66 and
67, and particularly the one called Appold’s Centrifugal

Pump. Can either of litem be obtained! What is the

probable price for one of the capacity I have mentioned t

and what kind of wheel and searing would be best for

the locality described 7 What average amount of water

may be elevated one foot per hour by a moderately sized

Wind Mill in a prairie country where there is almost con-

stantly a considerable breeze! Can you refer me to a

machinist who can furnish me with accurate specifications

and estimates of this class ofmachinery 7 Such as is not

bulky we can best purchase North, as lumber is here

worth S60 per thousand and labor correspondingly dear.

Your attention to the above queries, so far as may be

convenient, will confer a very great benefit upon us.

Please mention what kind of machine the Cornish Engine
is, referred to by you in July number, 1855, of the Southern

Cultivator. Very respectfully,

A. E. Edgeworth.
San Antonio^ Texas

^
July, 1857.

P. S.—In the same article you say that “no pains will

be spared to illustrate all the principles of this new
science (Ag’l. Engineering) in your next course of lec-

tures From whom can they be obtained 7”

Although the above letter was written with no appar-

ent expectation that it would be published, yet the subject

matter is of so much interest to our readers, and to call

out all possible information for the benefit of our corres-

pondent, it is inserted in the Cultivator. If Mr. Edge-

worth has at his command a water-power of six feet fall,

permanent thoughout the year, with an abundance of

water, he may do almost what he pleases in the way of

irrigating the land in the vicinity. He asks if a ton of

water per minute can be elevated from 20 to 35 feet 7

Let us see ;—Six tons falling six feet in ten seconds or one-

sixth of a minute, would exactly balance, or equal one ton

falling 36 feet in 60 seconds. In mechanics, however,

about one-third loss by friction of machinery ^should be

allowed
;
therefore, as two is the third of six, and added

thereto make eight, eight tons of water falling 6 feet, as

indicated, should elevate one ton 36 feet. Something like

this result is attainable in practice. A broad pitch-

back wheel some ten feet in diameter, having buckets of

large capacity for holding v/ater let into them a little above

the centre of the wheel, would drive an endless chain

armed with buckets, and working on two pulleys, one in

the water below to be raised, and the other at the height

it has to be elevated. All chain pumps are made on this

principle, in which flat pieces of metal rising in a tube,

lift the water in place ofproper buckets. This tube might

be made one or two feet square, and fitted on the inside

with well ironed plank, whose four corners should be sup-

ported by four chains descending from the central ones,

to lift the column of water as the chains passed up and
over a broad pulley. Two central chains would probably

be sufficient. In common chain pumps, only one is used;

and we may add, that all the water elevated from wells

at the water stations on the Georgia Railroad, to fill loco-

motive tenders, is raised by chain pumps worked by
hdrse power. Of course your water-power will work
force-pumps, if you prefer them to buckets ofany kind.

We liave not at hand a copy of the Transactions of the

New York Siate St'cieiy for 1851, and cannot, therefore,

give any information in referei,ce to the pump named.

Wind mills having generally given place to steam pow-
er where they were formerly in use, we have paid little

attention to their recent improvements, Messrs. Fowler
& Wells, of the city ofNew York have had, and probably
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;Still have, the selling of a mill called the “Vermont Wind
Mill,” which is so geared that when the wind blows too

hard, and gives more motion than is desired, the sails are

taken in, till at a high speed, nothing but the bare frame

is exposed to the motive power. We never saw this mill,

but all who have speak in its favor. One that will per-

form the work of two horses is sold at ^fl50. Write to

Fowler & Wells on the subject. We have not yet seen

the “Cornish Engine” for raising water by steam; nor

have we published any course of lectures delivered in the

University or elsewhere. Lectures that have to be an-

nually repeated at one institution would lose in interest,

locally, ifin print, L.

THE RAISING OF CEOVER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I wish to commence
raising Clover, and as I am entirely ignorant of the mode
of so doing, I will thank some of your correspondents to

answer the following questions :

How and when to prepare the ground '? How and

when to sow the seed 1 What quantity of seed per acrel

At what age to commence grazing ill and at what time

of the year? How often to plow up and re-seed? with

any other information necessary for one ignorant on the

subject to know. My soil is rich black prairie.

I shall feel under grert obligations for the information

desired. Your obedient servant,

William H. Smith,

Woodlawn, Noxubee Co., Miss., 1857.

Although the above is addressed to our “correspon-

dents,” yet, lest no one should give the desired information,

we venture a few suggestions on the culture of Clover.

If your soil is not deficient in lime salts, you are not

likely to meet any serious difficulty except hot, dry

weather. To provide as well as you may against this dis-

advantage, plow your land deep in September, or early in

October, with a view to seed early in November, if not

before, with winter wheat. Let the tillage be thorough

as well as deep, to secure a premium crop of this cereal

;

and sow five or six quarts of clean clover seed per acre

after a season in the last of January or the first of Febru-

ary, broadcast on the wheat, and roll the land sown light-

ly to compress the earth about the seed. At the North,

clover seed is generally sown in March on wheat and

snow—an element not likely to lie long on the ground in

the State of Mississippi. No rolling or harrowing of the

seed is there often required, or practiced. Clover being a

biennial plant, it will stand where it suits at least two

years; and if seed ripens and shatters, it will flourish

much longer.

Be governed by its growth, or abundance, in feeding

;

when small and feeble, keep all stock from it. It will

yield two crops of excellent hay in a year. For breeding

sows, working cattle of whatever kind, and cows giving

milk, we know nothing that equals it, South. For some

weeks after clover seed germinates, the young plants need

protection from the sun even in the Northern Slates, and

still more at the South
;
and for this purpose, on good

land adapted to wheat, it is the favorite plant to act as

shade and a nurse to young clover. After the wheat is

harvested, the clover will take care of itself except in se-

vere drouths, which are apt to kill it and some oiner valu-

able crops. After clover covers the ground well, and has

sent its long tap-roots a foot or two into it, few plants

stand dry weaiher better than this. According to Bous-
siNGAULT, the roots ofclover equal one- third of the whole
in weight and substance of the plant; and this is onerea-

son why it so enriches land. Save your own seed, and
be careful to have it clean, and re-seed once in three or

four years, with wheat, rye, barley or oats.

Agricultural authors describe nearly twenty varieties

of the trifolrum, and botanists 150 species. It belongs to

the Lotus division of the 'popilio'oaceons legumes. L,

THE CROPS, WEATHER, &c.

Texas Items.—The Ma.rshall Republican says there

was never a better prospect for an abundant yield of

wheat, corn and cotton in that section.

The Richmond Reporter gives a glowing description of

a cotton field of thirty acres in full bloom.

The Neuces Valley farmers complain of the drouth, but

crops are in a forward and promising state.

The Columbia Democrat says the great staple is rapidly

developing in that section. The boils are large, healthy,

and full of promise.

The Victoria Advocate is jubilant over the prospects of a

rich crop of apples and pears in that section. The fruit

is nearly grown. The Advocate adds :
—“From what we

have seen and been able to learn of delicious fruits in

Texas, we have no doubt that this climate is peculiarly

adapted to the production of Pears
;
and that apples, of

the right kind and with proper attention, may be also suc-

cessfully cultivated here.”

Crops.—A visit to South-western and Cherokee Georgia

confirmed our previous opinion of the crops of the State.

The cotton in every section is very small and backward,

and though in a healthy and gro.wing condition, yet un-

der the most faxorable state oi circumstances to be hoped

for, must fail to produce an average crop. The wheat crop

already harvested, is one of the largest ever made on the

same land, and is said to be of a very superior quality, A
most abundant yield of corn may be expected, the crops

of that grain in every section, with but few exceptions,

being in a most promising condition.

—

Sav. Georgian 22^^

Jnly.

Crops, Weather, &c.—Our advices from different

parts of the State are, on the whole, favorable to the

growing crops. Corn and Cotton, except in some neigh-

borhoods where the rather protracted drouih has prevail-

ed, are satisfactory to the planters. Recent rains, in this

section, have revived the Corn very much, and the set-

ting cars will be filled. Cotton is late, but promises very

fairly. We may hazard the prediction that full three-

quarters of a full crop will be made in this State, which

will not be the case in other States.— Tallahassee Flori-

dian Journal, July 25.

Crops.—A portion of some Cotton fields have been

ruinously inundated by the recent heavy rains. Some of

our planting friends are dreadfully in the grass. Some
have prospects of an average yield. In some fields the

Cotton and Corn look as well as could reasonably be de-

sired
;
in others both are very unpromising.

On last Saturday the heaviest rain within the memory
of our oldest citizens, fell at this place. From 5 o’clock,

A. M., till noon, it fell to the depth of seven inches on a

level.— Grenada {Miss.) Republican, July 4.

Crops in South Carolina.

—

Owing to the lateness of

the spring, says the Kinpstree Star, the Cotton crop is at

least one month behind time.

We have had several fine rains lately, says the Lancas-

ter Ledger, which, in conjunction with the warm weather^

has improved the crops.

We are almost daily refreshed with rains, says the
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Chester' Standard, the general impression now is,

that we will make plenty of food for both man and beast.

Very few complaints are heard, says the Darlington

Friend, since the abundant rains.

The Corn crop, says the Abbeville Independent Press,

generally, is very flourishing, and promises an abundant

harvest; the Cotton is healthy, but very backward.

We are happy to be able to report a very decided im-

portant improvement in the crops in this District, says

the Fcarfield Herald.

The Crops.—The Corn crops in Madison, Yazoo, and

Holmes, from what we observed, are indeed promising.

The late rains w& have had, ha.s greatly benefitted them.

The Cotton crop, though, is far behind, and will un-

doubtedly be small. The Cotton of Holmes, from what

we could observe, is doing better than that of either Mad-

isyn or Yazoo.

—

Lexington {Miss.) Advertiser, July 24.

Tire weather is ivei—the streets are wet—nothing

is dry but onr exchanges, and thxy are very dry.

We never did see so m.uch and so heavy rain, if it can be

called rain. It don’t rain— it pours— it runs right cut.

The moon is a wet moon. Her horns don’t turn up

enough to hold water. It comes down from the clouds

in sheets, and it comes down in right smart showers,

without any clouds at all. We must be getting the rain

intended for the w'hole State. Evidently the middle and

western counties have not had their share. There is no

red water in the Cape Fear.

We don’t want our sand hill to float off, as we think it

will, unless the rain “ holds up,” therefore do we anxious-

ly desire its holding up. There is a medium in all things.

A quart among one isn’t much, but a gallon or so might

make a man somewhat tight.

The grass g'-ows very well. It is also said to be a good
" season ” for young ducks.— Wilmington {N. C.) Daily

Journal, July 24.

The rains have been so abundant that all the de-

mands of the growing crops have been answered. V/^
fear the Cotton has been already injured, especially on

low lands. The country is generally healthy.

—

Albany
{Ga.) Patriot, July 30.

We have been favored recently with fine showers,

which have rep'eniahed our cisterns, revived vegetation,

and infused throughout our community a general confi-

dence in the wisdom of an over ruling Providence.

The Wheat crop of this county, which is already har-

vested, was fine. Corn and Cotton look well, and with-

out some sudden di.saster, they will produce good yields.

Tha former crop may now be considered safe.— Victoria

{Texas) Advocate, July 18.

Or.D Time R.^int.-?.—It seems that we have once more
struck up with the good old times and the good old fash-

ioned rains that used to refresh the earth and cause it pro-

duce abundantly. There is no want for rain in all this

section of country—as far as we can learn the ground is

thoroughly wet—and the prospect is novv for good Corn
crops, notwithstanding the disadvantages and drawbacks
of the early part of the season,

well, and even with a late fall and the most favorable cir-

cumstances attending its growth and maturity, a short
crop generally, in this section, must be anticipated.—
jWewnan{Ga.) Banner, July 3J.

The Crops.—The planters from every section of the

Southwest, with the exception cf a few localities, incon-
siderable in extent, concur irt the opinion, that the Corn
and Cotton crops, of 1857, will exceed largely that of last

year. The quantity of Wheat raised this year in Ten-
nessee and •IMi.'^sissippi is more than double that of 1856.—Memphis Eagle.

In the northern portion of Louisiana the Corn and
Colton crops look flourishing and promising. Two or

three seasonable rains will insure an abundant yield.

The Cane crop is doing remarkably well.

The Jejferson Herald, speaks of partial rains in Eastern
Texas. With good seasons, that paper says, heavy crops
will be mads in that section.

In portions of Mississippi the crops are said to be doing
finely. The Yazoo Banner looks forward to a maximum
yield of both Cotton and Corn.

In Missouri, the Corn, Hemp, Oat, and Clover crops,
are more promising than four v/eeks ago, owing to the

.%!! of late rates.

From Middle Tennessee our accounts represent the

grain crops in a flourishing condition. The people are

rejoicing over the promise of abundant harvests.

In North Carolina, the Charlotte Whig reports that the

farmers in that vicinity have begun to harvest their Wheat,
and there is a prospect of a very large yield.

The newspapers report that the crops in Ohio, Illinois,

and Indiana, are late, but very promising.

Grand Times in East Tennessee.—The editor of the

Knoxville Register is happy over the accounts lately re-

ceived in regard to the crops. Hear him ;

“ ‘Hard times’ will have to surrender now. Never in

the history of East Tennessee have our farmers gathered

such a harvest as they have been blessed with this season.

Wherever we see a farmer we see a cheerful countenance.

The Wheat crop in quality and quantity, is by flir the best

ever grown in this part of the State. The Oat crop seems
to be nearly as good; and Corn, although small for the

time of year, nevertheless has a good color, and, with a
fair season, will yield abundantly. This is truly the far-

mer’s ‘year ofjubilee.’
”

Cotton and Corn.—A correspondent writing to the

Montgomery {Ala.) AIoAl, under date of Butler County,
July 24, says: “The terrible complaints of sorry crops,

which have been rung for some weeks past, are turning

out to be ‘much ado about nothing,’ except in some locali-

ties in this county, where they have had no rain, the

crops, both of Cotton and Corn are doing ‘indifferently

well ;’ but generally the farmer will reap a generous re-

turn for his year’s labor. I heard an intelligent planter

say, yesterdiy, that he had seen Cotton with a crop of

bolls and blooms that would make one thousand pounds
per acre, and that he never saw a finer weed. Wherever
the rains have been general, the crops were never better.

This county will send more Cotton to market this year

than ever before. Since last Monday copious showers
have refreshed perishing vegetation, and, as the bro.kers

say, everything looks buoyant.”

Crops.—Promise a fair yield, up to this time. Th«
rain which we have had during the last three days has

rather helped than hurt them.

—

Red River American^

July 25.

The Crops and the Rains.—We fear some considera-

ble injury to the Corn crops of this section, from the ex-

cessive rains with which we have been visited during the

last few weeks. We hear a good deal of complaint from

Duplin, and Onslow.— WiLCotton is not doing so I portions of New Hanover
mington {N. C.) July 31.

Cotton and Sugar Cane.— A friend on Flint River,

Dooly county, Georgia, writes us July 24th;

“The prospect for the cotton crop is poor— five-eighths

of a crop is all that we can now with safety expect to

make Now, after a two months drouth, we have an ex-

cess of rain.

“I have a fair crop of Chinese Sugar Cane, about tea

acres. 1 selected six diffcient Kinds of soil to plant it cii,

and succeeded best on light gray sandy soil, somewLa^t

i manured.”
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APIARY, OR BEE-HOUSE OF BIR. LATASTE.
Editors Southern Cultivator—In answer to the nu-

merous inquiries from distant friends, I respectfully pre-

sent a cut of my Apiary.

The centre building is twelve feet long, five wide and

six in height. The two wings are of the same width, but

five feet in height and twenty long; which will give you

a house of sufficient length to accommodate nineteen hives

:

five under the centre building, and seven under each of

the wings. The house must face the south
,
be made ot

good lightwood posts, and weather-boarded at the two

ends and on the back. A strip is to be nailed to the back

posts, with another running parallel, secured to short ones,

which gives you a support for the hive stands. I com
menced by placing my hives on a stand of one plank, but

experience has taught me that each hive should stand on

a separate bench, as the bees are thereby prevented from

passing from one hive to another—a practice that would

eventually operate to the injury of the Apiary. The hives

should stand at least two feet from the ground. To car-

ry on your work in systematic order your hives must be

numbered so that every operation may be noted in a book

kept for that purpose.

I hope bee keepers will at once provide such a house

for their bees. It can be cheaply made, and its advan-

tages are so apparent that a single glance ought to satisfy

all who are not wilfully blind (in which category I in-

clude all those who contend that bees flourish better when
exposed to the heat ofsummer and chills of winter than

when they are protected from all the disasters caused by
a want of such protection) that the true policy is to keep

bees under a good shelter. The cedars seen in front of

the house are the very things for the bees to settle on.

They almost invariably cluster on the lower limbs, but

sometimes they choose the body of the tree, in which case

they may be easily brushed down with a few feathers.

Amateurs may ornament these houses so as to make
them present quite a handsome appearance; but whether

plainly or richly made, let them be well finished, so thai

there may be as few cracks as possible, as these only

serve for spider-holes and harbors for other insects, whose

pesence about the Apiary may well be dispensed

with.

I will take this occa=;ion to make one or two remarks

to my friend, Mr. McGehee, who seems to be still in doubt

as to Whether bees gather honey frorh flowers or not. I

thought the questions 1 propounded to him, and which he

has not answered, should have been conclusive enough,

but as he thinks differently, I will pursue the suhject'a little

further. In the first place, then, I would like to be in-

formed whether Mr. McGehee believes that bees deposit

the identical substance taken in the body. Anticipating

an affirmative answer, I would ask him to account for the

fact that in localities where the white clover abounds, a&

in Herkimer County, New York, for instance, the honey
is much whiter than where the bee has to depend ois

buckwheat and other inferior flowers. It is a well sub-

stantiated fact that the honey from the sawfoin is superior

to all other, at least such is the information I have derived

from those who have seen it. These facts must prove my
side of the question, unless Mr. McG., can show that

•honey dew is different in different sections. But Mr^
McGehee says that his idea is not of recent date. As well

might he express a doubt as to the rotundity of the earth,,

or the attraction of gravitation, and afterwards support his

doubt by pleading that such doubts existed in former

times. In the ancient poets we read of the kmg bee^ in

Shak.speare the same; many bee- keepers of the present day
maintain the same position, yet every intelligent apairian

knows that the hive is governed by a queen.

1 must say that the experiment of Dr. Bevan, to which
Mr. McGehee calls my attention, is anything but satisfac-

tory, and hardly think that he would be willing to rest

the establishment of a great principle on so simple a trial.

In the first place it was not fair to confine the bees in a

tight room with the expectation of proving much. Then,
again, perhaps the flowers furnished the bees were not

such as they would have chosen had they been left free to

make their selection. But, says Bevan, as soon as honey
was placed in the room, they went to work finely. Yes,

1 would say to Mr. McGehee, that if he will place plenty

of honey about his hives, he will find that his bees will go
no farther to get their supply. Bees are very industrious,

but they rather make their load at one place, in prefer-

ence to flying from flower to flow er. I presume Mr. Mc-
Gehee has noticed this when robbing his hives.

Mr. McGehee desires me to answer this question, “If

flowers give or yield any honey, why is it that bees do not

swarm during the greatest flowering season, but wait till

after the greatest flock of flowers is over before they com-

mence swarming” In answer, I would say that with me
bees commence swarming early in April and continue till

late in May, during which time we have a rich profusion

of flowers; and from the time that peach blossoms open

till the last flower has bowed its head S© the elxilling winds
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of winter, the busy bee may be seen among them; and

v/i!l -Mr. McGebee tell me that they are gathering bee-

bread all this time'? The thing is imppssible !

I have been thus particular, because I respect the

opinions of this gentleman, and think that if he will con-

sider the matter a little closer, he will find that he is in

error on the point we have been discussing.

Respectfully, Y. La Taste.
Cedar Green, near Aiigaista, Ga., Juhj, 1857.

SUG-4R FKO-4I THE CHINESE CANE.

Messrs. Hedges, Free & Co., of Philadelphia, who
have taken much pains in the.getting up of proper Mills,

Boilers, &c., give us directions for Sugar making

through the American Agriculturist. It is probable that

the crystalization of Sorgho Syrup will only be attempted

the present year by a few of the large growers, but it is

well that all others interested should know the process,

which is set forth by these gentlemen as follows :

The cane must be allo%ved to mature fully, not attempt-

ing to work it until the seed is fully out of the milk, and
as some of the tillers will be rather later than others it

w'ill no doubt be better to throw them out for fodder than
jeopardize the rest. The leaves should be striped off be-

fore cutting, and. the top cut off with the seed some two-
and-a-half or three feet down, as there is not much sac-

charine juice in the upper end. Then, if your apparatus
is ready, cut, and grind as fast as you can cut, and boil

as fast as you grind, since the less time the stalks or cut

cane is exposed the better. The juice, if concentrated by
the usual process will pass through two selves—first, No.
8 and then No. 16 set over a large tin funnel immediately
under the mill, (which will be set about three feet from
the ground upon three posts firmly bedded in the ground
about three feet.) This funnel is contracted to a pipe of
two inches diameter, and running under the ground past
the horses’ track, and entering a tank either lined with
tin or painted thoroughly, and varnished so as to be im-
pervious to the juice and easily washed clean, when left

idle for even one hour. The juice is raised by tin buckets
or a tin or copper pump from this to a clarifier. This may
be of sheet iron. No. 8, and about twelve inches deep and
large enough to fill your first kettle, and set higher wuth
draw-off pipe and sfop-cock entering at the bottom. This
clarifiei is set so thai the heat is applied under it after

leaving the range of boilers, and may be shut off by a
damper, into another side flue, while you discharge this

pan. The heat being applied slowly, a thick scum rises

and when near boiling you change dampers and draw off

until the juice besi'ns to show sediment or scum, then
clean the pan and fill again, and so on. Now in this first

kettle you add lime well slacked and sifted, until your
juice will not change the coler of litmus paper, (which
can be got at any good drug store quite che aply.) While
the juice is acid, it will change it to a reddish hue, and if

thus boiled will neither granulate nor keep sweet as mo-
lasses With our two horse mill of rollers seventeen
inches long, we use three boilers holding 60, 40 and 20 !

gallons, with the latter immedirtely over the fire and set

with flaring walls or jambs, rising above each about 6, 8
and 10 inches, and completely cemented with water lime.

The last or 20 gallon boiler shou'd be higher than the 40
and that above the 60. so th.at the scum will run through
the gap into the next kettle behind successively. The
scum should aho be thrown back whenever accumulated
into the hindmost kettle. If you have no experience in

testing the syrup in the “battery,'’ a thermometer made for

that purpose, can be obtained in most large cities for a dol-

lar or so. It requires to be graduated up to 250°, as about
240'^ Fahrenheit is considered the proper point. Should

the heat rise above this, you must open your fire doors

and throw over the fire, an armful of begasse fi'om the mill,

and then discharge the syrup as quickly as possible and
refill frono the next kettle, thus continuing successively.

The coolers into which )''Ou discharge may be of good
clear white pine without paint inside, and 12 inches deep

and large enough to hold 4 charges, and then left to cool

and granulate, or if you make molasses only, you will use

barrels, staves ofoak and heads ofpine or cypress thorough-

ly made.

In regard to crystalizing the sorgho sugar, we, to-day,

[July 16] went with Col. Peters, to the sugar refinery of

Messrs. Eastwick & Bros., 73 Vine-st., of this city, carry-

ing with us some sugar made from the Sorgho, by Col.

Peters in Georgia, and by Mr. Wray in France. These
specimens were subjected to the severest chemical test,

and examined under a powerful microscope, and both

proved to be true crystalizable sugar and not glucose. As
the examiners are perhaps not surpassed for accuracy in

this countiy—not even in Boston—we deem these experi-

ments highly satisfactory. They promise a public report

of the examination soon. Yours, &c.,

Hedges, Free & Co.

KEEPING CORN GREEN FOR WINTER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing in your last

number a plan by which to keep corn in its green state

during the winter, it calls to mind a plan I adopted in the

year 1851
,
which is as follows:—My corn was planted

on the 15th July, and consequently was very late. On
the day that we had a killing frost at night I had my
corn, which was planted on a very rich piece of bottom

land, cut down to the ground with a weeding hoe, and
with the fodder all left on the stalks, and then hauled up
and carefully stacked around my stable loft, about 12 or 15

inches deep. In that situation it remained during a large

portion of the winter, and occasionally we had a delici-

ous dish of good, well flavored roasting ears, and the

fodder served for the stock.

If you think this worth anything you car. use it as best

it suits you
;

if not, put it with the other rubbish.

Very respectfully, Daniel Harrist.

Mount Hickory, Ala., Aug., 1857.

Improvement of Sandy Land.— Editors. Southern

Cultivator—What would be the effect of five bushels of

lime sown broadcast to the acre on sandy land that will

not produce, with the most careful cultivation, one 500
pound bale of cotton from four acres

;
or sown in the drill

one- half ashes mixed with the lime? If that amount is

too small, what number of bushels would produce a third

or half more cotton ? Please answer in the next number
of your valuable paper. A Constant Reader.

It is impossible to give a reliable answer to questions

like the above. Agriculture is not an exact science
;
and

its most important truths are reached by experiments.

Try ashes and lime—ten bushels of good ashes and five of

lime per acre. L.

A writer in Hunt’s Magazine suggests a new plan of
extinguishing fires, worthy, certainly, of trial. It is sim-

ply saturating the water of the fire engbie with common,
salt and potash, both very cheap articles, and both acting

together to impregnate the wood so that the flame cannot

spread any further
;

i. e. the muriatic arid flies off, and
the soda remains as upon a glazed surface.

The suggester of this idea even goes on to say that

many a fire, which is within reach, miorht be stopped with-

out any enitine, by discharging fine'y powdered clay,

lime or chalk, through a tube on the blaze.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Machine for Cutting Down Trees.—K.—V/e have
received from Eveleth & Bissell, 33 Pine street, New
York, a circular giving a cut of this new machine, and we
extract from it the following statements:

This machine will easily do the work offrom 4 to 8
first-rate wood-choppers, thereby saving much time, labor,

and hire of hands. A 2 foot tree can be felled in from 8 to

12 minutes. The larger the tree the more time is saved,
proportionately. It will work equally well on hard or
softwood. It will save several feet of the most valuable
part of each tree, as it will cut within 5 inches of the ground
The tree is cut “square off,” so that no re-butting is re-

quired to fit the log for the saw-mill. Almost nothing is

lost by chips, as the cutter takes out a section of little

more than half an inch in thickness. The stump is left

flat, which hastens its decay. It will girdle trees, if de-
sired, more quickly and satisfactorily than by any other
method. Price of Machines 2 feet in diameter, S60; 3 feet

in diameter, $90
;
4 feet in diameter, $120

;
5 feet in di-

ameter, $150. The price of machines of still larger size
will be in the same proportion, according to the actual
cost of construction. Full directions for use will accom-
pany each machine.” This is all the information we pos-
sess on the subject.

Osage Orage Trees.—P. A.—Yes. The Madura or
Osage Orange, is a beautiful ornamental tree, of an elegant,
drooping habit, and a shiny, glossj^ green foliage. The
editor of The Horticulturist speaks of one of these trees
now growing on the grounds of the late Dr. Edmondson,
near Baltimore, as follows: “ One of the most extraordi-
nary things in these grounds, and one of the most beauti-
ful we ever saw, was an Osage Orange tree, about twen-
ty-four years old. Its leading shoot had been destroyed,
and it had become recumbent to surprising degree. By
pacing the circumference over which it had spread itself,

we found it covered the space of one hundred and sixty-

five feet! It is highly ornamental, in this condition, and
was full of fruit. The limbs laid about with a profusion
that was positively beautiful and wonderful,” etc. The
wood of the Osage Orange is close-grained, tough, elastic,

and very valuable, and it ought to rank high as an orna-
mental tree. It is dioecious or sexu il in its blossoms

—

bearing the male blossoms on one tree and the female
blossoms on another. These trees should be contiguous
in order to raise good seed.

Strawberries.—Mrs. A. L. C.—See July numherfor an
article on this subject, “Wilson’s Albany Seeding” is

undoubtedly one of the most valuable new varieties,

though not fully tested here yet.

Keeping Chinese Sugar Cane.—C. N. H.—A cool

cellar ofnearly equable temperature, or a dry pit covered

with two or three feet of earth, and a plank “ shelter,”

would probably enable you to keep your cane for a con-

siderable time. Strip all the leaves off—cut off the tops,

or seed heads, with a foot of the stalk, pile them so the

air will circulate through them, and do not put too many
in a mass when you pack them away. We believe the

natives of Caffraria simply bury their cane in the earth,

and use it as fast as needed. The new work on Sorgho

and Imphee, by Messrs. Olcott, Wray, and others, will,

we doubt not, give us valuable information on all points

connected with these plants.

Mad Dog.—H.—Kill the animal at once, no matter

how valuable. Hydrophobia is too horrible a malady to

risk—there is no “ certain ” cure for it. Snake bites can

be cured, but the same remedies do not apply in both

cases. The symptoms you describe are not certain indi-

cations that the dog is rabid
j
but he should be kept

chained and watched closely.

Concrete Houses —- J. K. L.—If you have, conve-

nient, plenty of large and small rock, and, as you say,

“lime for the burning,” get a skillful mason or brick-

layer, and build your house. It can easily be finished (the

v/alls) in a month or six weeks, with a good set of hands.

See May and August numbers. We are more and more
pleased with our concrete house. It is delightfully eool

and pleasant, during these sultry days.

Keeping Potatoes.—Wm. W.—It is often impossible,

almost, to keep the Irish Potatoe from sprouting and
spoiling, but a correspondent of the New York Times
says: “The method of the old sea captain should be
known everywhere, by farmers, housekeepers, and ven-

ders of vegetables generally. It is by destroying the ger-

minating principle in the potatoes. This he effected by
simply boiling them five minutes, after which they kept

for months, and may be boiled as wanted. Might not

other vegetables, and even some fruits, (say apples,) be

treated the same way, and thus be preserved better than

nowl”

Chinese Sugar Cane Seed begins to ripen at the top

of the head or bunch, and is fully ripe and fit to cut when
the lower short panicles fill out and turn black.

Sugar Mills.—L. B.—A very good little Mill may be
obtained from L Hopkins & Co., of this city, for $50.

See mode of making Sugar elsewhere in present number
—also extracts from a letter of M. Vilmorin, of France.

Rescue Grass Seed.—P. A. C.—You can obtain this

seed from Jacob Ott, ofBiloxi, Miss
,
at $20 per bushel.

See notice of Dr. Philips, in present number..

Planting Trees Close.—L. Z.—We consider fifteen

feet each way amply sufficient for Peach trees, and twen-

ty feet for Apples or standard Pears. Dwarf Pears and
Apples may be planted eight or ten feet apart. At 15

feet apart an acre will contain one hundred and ninety-

two trees; at 10 feet, four hundred and thirty-five trees,

and at 8 feet, six hundred and eighty trees. We deem
it an advantage that the trees should shade the ground

entirely, and if your orchard is properly prepared, and
cultivated right, for the first two or three years, it will

never need a turning-plow afterwards. When the

branches begin to intetlock, a semi annual stirring up of

the soil around each tree, with a German pronged-hoe,

tsuch as the vine-dressers of Ohio use,) will be all-suffi-

cient. The Georgia Citizen, in acknowledging the re-

ceipt of some fine Peaches, from Charles Collins, Esq.,

gives us another evidence of the advantage of close plant-

ing as follows: “Mr. Collins’ trees standing dose to

each other were somewhat protected from the severe late

frost of last Spring, and therefore, he is one of ihe very

few, in this section, who is able to show such fine spcci-
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mens of fruit. We understand, also, that his Grapery

gives promise of a liberal yield of well matured frnit, in a

short time.”

GEORGIA WENE.

We are indebted to Mr. Charles Axt, of Crawford-

ville, Gd., for a box of his “ Still Catawba Wine,” of the

vintage of 1856, It is put up very neatly, in strong

“ Hock ” bottles, made to order; is well corked and wax-

ed, has a tastefully engraved label, and was packed in a

manner that indicates a thorough acquaintance with the

business.- V/e vuention these details to show that the

Georgia Wines of Mr. Axt are now fairly in the market,

and that a new era in our agricultural industry is inau-

gurated. Hitherto we have had very little Wine made

in Georgia, though syrups and cordials of grape juice,

sugar and whisky, were not uncommon. These were

innocently supposed to be wines, and drank as such, with

sufficient relish; but their day is now over. No person of

the least discrimination can fail to notice the immense

difference between such mixtures and the pure juice of

the grape, as it comes to us in the “Still Catawba” of

Mr. Axt. In speaking of the quality of this Wine, we
do not, of course, pretended to any nice connoisseurship

;

our taste being uncultivated and purely natural. We
judge of Wine mainly by its after-effects. We rarely find

any of the “imported Wines” (so called) that we can

drink over night without paying the penality of a head-

ache, nauseated stomach, and disordered nerves, the next

morning. From pure wine, however, there is no danger

of any such unpleasant “reminders.” It exhilerates and

strengthens, but does not confuse
;
and when taken at

proper times and in moderate quantities, cannot but be

beneficial to most constitutions. The Wine of Mr. Axt
has a fine “ boquet,” a beautiful color, a pleasant flavor,

and a remarkable “body” for its age. In the latter respect,

it far surpasses the Ohio Wines of the same class
,
and

we shall be much mistaken if it does not speedily achieve

a high reputation, wherever it is known.

WINE PRERIU3IS AT EOUISVIEEE FAIR.

A Committee of the U. S. Agricultural Society state that

the coming Exhibition, (which opens on the 1st day of

the present month) is designed to represent fully the pre-

sent state of American Agriculture, and in addition to

the display of Stock, Implements and Machinery, will in-

clude Farm Produce and substances immediately derived

therefrom. Among them, American Wines will occupy a

prominent place, and the Committee solicit deposits of the

best samples from all parts of the Union. The Wine-

growing interest of the country is steadily increasing,

and every consideration demands that its importance

should be strikingly manifested at our National Fair.

A cool and extensive Wine cellar has been prepared

upon the grounds, for the sat'e keeping of contributions of

Wines, in which they will be stored under the charge of a

•areful superintendent until ihe time for their exhibition

Below will be found a List of the Premiums offered for

Wi nes. Communications and packages should be ad-

dressed to L. A. Whiteley, Assistant Secretary, United

Stales Agricultural Society, Louisville, Ky.

CLASS IX—NATIVE WINES.

For the best dry Catawba, 1856 Diploma.

For the second best do. 1856 OO
For the best do. (older) Diploma,

For the second best do. do ^5 00^

For the best W^'ine from the Herbemont Grape, . Diploma.

For the second best do, do. .. $>5 OD
For the best Wine from the Schuylkill or Cape. . Diploma.

For the second best from do, do, .. $5 00

For the best Wine from the Isabella Grape Diploma.

For the second best from do. $5 OO

For the best Wine from any other Grape .Diploma.

For the second best from do. do $5 OO
For the best Sparkling Catawba Wine Diploma,

For the second best do. do $5 OO

For the best Wine from any other Grape Diploma.

For the second best do. do. $5 OO

OUR BOOK TABLE.

The Horticulturist, for August, is a number of more

than average merit. Its leading articles are : A Trip to

Cuba and the Southern States, No. 3, with cuts; Fruk

Cu[ture—the Orchard House; Visits to Country Places;

The Leaf cutting Bee; Memoir of Andre Michaux; Shrubs

with Ornamental Berries; Influence of the Stock upon

the Graft; How to make Strawberry Beds
;
Garden Vege-

tables; Random Notes, &c.; Foreign Notices; Editor’s

Table; Calendar of Operations, &c., &c. Also, ten beau-

tiful illustrations. Terms—plain edition $2 per year^

colored edition, $5 per year. Every lover lover of Fruity

Flowers and Vegetables, should have it. Address : Roa-

ERT Pearsall Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

How to do Business.—A Pocket Manual of Practica)

Affairs. l2mo., pp. 156. Price, paper 30 cents, mus-
lin .50 cents. New York: Fowler & Wells, pub-

lishers, “

With this volume the popular series of the publishers

“Handbooks for Home Improvement” is brought to a

close. The author has made free use of the suggestions

and rules of experienced writers on the subject, and col-

lected in a brief space the pith and essence of the time-

honored precepts which, from Franklin to Freeman Hunt,

have been held up as the guides to business success. His

standard of mercantile morality is elevated, and he pre-

sents his wise and wholesome inculcations in a plain, off-

hand,common-sense manner, going at once to the heart of

his subject, without the least circumlocution. The vol-

ume forms an excellent finish to the series, which, as a

whole deserves a permanent place in every library.

“ How to Write,” “ How to Talk,” “ How to Behave,”

and “ How to do Business,” same size, price, and pub-

lishers. $1 pays for the four w'orks in paper, and $1,75

in muslin, separate. $1.50 complete in one large volume.

Since writing the above, we have also had an opportun-

ity of tasting- the Wines of our friends, McDonald, and

Caradeuc, of South Carolina, about which we shall have

much to say hereafter.

Russell’s M.igazine, sustains itself vigorously, and is,

in all respects, a first-class Southern periodical. The

I

leadintr papers of the July number are ; “Cursed Money ;”
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“ Estcourt “The R.hapsody of a Southern Winter

Night

“

Don Emanuel Gregorio “ What is Poetry

^‘A few Thoughts on Southern Civilization;” “My
Neighbor’s Rooster;” “ Departure of Youth ;” “ The Ini-

tials “Thoughts on Coal—and Its Future Importance;’’

^‘Retirement;” Editors’ Table; Literary Notices, &c.,

&c. Every Southern family, of taste and intelligence,

should subscribe for this Magazine, at once. Terms

—

S3.00 per annum. Address: ^‘Russeirs Magazine^''

Charleston, S. C,

Ethel Somers; or. The Fate of the Union. By a Geor-

gian. H. D. Norrell, Augusta, Ga. 1857.

This work presents a very able defence of Southern

Institutions, and contains many graphic and natural pic-

tures from Southern life. The author deserves well of

his countrymen, and we hope to see “ Ethel Somers ” on

every book-shelf and centre-table in the Sunny South.

If there are any who lack arguments to baffle the Aboli-

tionists, they will find them clearly and forcibly set forth

in this work. It may be ordered from the publisher, (H.

D. Norrell,) and all booksellers.

Received, also. List of Premiums, for the Second Ex-

hibition of the Kentucky State Agricultural Society, to be

held at Henderson, Ky., from the 13th to the 17th of Oc-

tober. Premiuvis amd Regulations, for the Eight Annual
Fair of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture, to be held at

Cincinnati, Ohio, from the 15th to the 18th of September.

De

B

ow's RsviE^v, for August— an excellent number.
The '^Florida Farm Journal, a neat and well conduct-

ed Agricultural monthly, of 16 pages, published by Gil-

Lis & Reynolls, Palatka, Fla., at 50 cents per annum.
How to Get a Patent—an excellent and most useful little

pamphlet, for Inventors, &c. It can be obtained, per

miil, from Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway, New
Y'ork, for four letter stamps, or 12^ cents.

Mdscadine Champagne.—We are indebted to some

unknown friend for a bottle of very pleasant sparkling

Wine, made from the common Muscadine or Bullace.

The generous donor will place us under further obligation

by sending his name, with the recipe for making the

Wine, and permission to publish it.

CHINESE PllOEIFIC PEA Mil. FEEMING’S
Crop.

To-day (August 8th) we had the pleasure of riding

over the Chinese Pea crop of our neighbor, Mr. .Iames P

Fleming, and were delighted with the splendid prospect

which his fields present. Most of his Peas were planted

on poor uplands, dropping from one to three Peas in a

hill, at the distance of four feet each way. They came

up weak, delicate, and unprt'mising, but, with the first

really warm weather of summer, they started to grow off

vigoroudy and now present a sight such as is seldom

seen. In many places the vines have spread and inter-

locked covering !he Ujlmle ground
,
and presenting a dense

mass of vegetation from eighteen inch''S to two feet deep,

by actual ni'^asurem' nt. As yet they show little sign of

forming pods, and it is, therefore, reasonable to suppose

that the next Lwo months will greatly develope their

growth. This Pea bids fair to be of the greatest value for

stock, and as a renovator of our poor, worn-out lands.

We shall watch its farther growth and bearing properties

with interest, and solicit, for publication, the experience

of all who have given it a fair trial.

NEW ADVEFTISE3IENTS.

Read the following new’ advertisements in present

number

;

Brahmin Cattle.

Washburti’s Patent Agricultural Iraplementp,

Hyacinth’s, Tulips, &c.

To Seedsmen, Planters, &c..

Fruits and Flowers for the South,

Gloaming Nursery.

Grapes for the South.

Devon and Alderney Cattle for sale.

Situation Wanted.
Patent Rights for the South, &c.

Cashmere Goats.

A GREAT COFFEE POT I

Coffee is the daily drink of millions of people in the

United States, and yet how seldom do we get a really

good cup of this unrivalled beverage I To make it right,

get the best Mocha or Old Government Java
;
roast it

quickly, and watch it carefully until every kernel is of a

clear light brown (not black)
;
grind it a little coarser

than common grits or grist, and make it, according to di-

rections, in “ Hall’s Patent Improved Condensing Coffee

Pot.” This Coffee Pot may be obtained from S. S. Jones

& Co., of this city.

Negroes and Cotton.—The New Orleans Delta esti-

mates the number of Slaves at the South at over three and

a half millions, and their aggregate valucj at present

prices, at fully sixteen hundred millions of dollars. The

Cotton plantations in the South it estimates at abouteighty

thousand, and the aggregate value of the annual product,

at the present prices of cotton, is fully one hundred and

twenty-five millions of dollars. There are over fifteen

thousand Tobacco plantations, and their annual products

may be valued at fourteen millions of dollars. There are

two thousand six hundred Sugar plantations, the products

of which average annually more than twelve millions-

Thereare five'hundred and fifty-oneRice plantations, which

yield an annual revenue of four millions of dollars.

New Cabbage.—The Winningstadt Cabbage is a new

variety, the seeds of which have been recently distributed

from the Patent Office at Washington. The Lewisburg

(Pa.) Chronicle thus speaks of it

:

“This is a new variety of Cabbage. It is a very early

kind, with small heads of a sugar-loaf form, and very

compact and solid, and of course heavy forits size or bulk

—so compact that no worm or other insects can get be-

tween its leaves, and hence its interior, which is of sur-

passing whiteness, is always nice and clean, possessing

a richness of flavor equal if not superior to any variety of

the cabbage yet known in these parts.”

Sea Island Cotton—A subscriber, writing from Sa-

vannah, under da'e of August 10, says;

Excessive rains for six weeks have rendered the crops

of Sea Island Cotton on the coast of Georgia very precari-

ous, if not unpromising, Corn crops abundant.
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Shade Trees around Dwellings.—The trees near

houses are beautiful, but they never should be so closely

planted as to exclude the bright sunshine, and thus cause

dampness in the dwellings. When trees spread out their

broad arms, and prevent“01d Sol” from sending his cheer-

ing rays into every room in the house, their branches

should be thoroughly pruned, or every intermediate tree

cut down.

Dr. Hall, in his Journal of Health, says respecting

light :
“ No room without the glorious sunshine is fit for

any living creature—man or beast. The glorious sun-

shine, the free and boundless gift of a beneficent Creator,

is the source of all buoyant, healthful life.”

iatticEitEwl ItpadintEt.

PEARS ON THE QUINCE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the demand for

these trees at the present time is very great and annually

on the increase, and as some prejudice has been promul-

gated at the North against them, 1 have concluded it might

not be amiss to contribute my mite of experience. I do

not know the number of varieties I now have under cul-

tivation—probably about two hundred, more or less—many
of which have been in bearing for several years past, giv-

ing me perfect satisfaction in every respect. I prefer the

low pyramid form to any other, and have trees 6 to 8

years from the bud which are now twenty feet high, and
6 to 8 feet across the limbs near the base; all are thrifty

and healthy, and it is not unusual for them to make shoots

of from 4 to 6 feet in a single season.

I would take great pleasure in exhibiting my trees to

those who have any doubts or scruples as to their suc-

ceeding well at the South, and have the vanity to think I

can show as fine and thrifty a lot as can be found any-

where and on any species of stock. I have but three un-

healthy trees on ray premises, one of which is a White
Doyenne, one Vicar of Winkfield and the other an English

Jargonelle, these were all weakly when I procured them
from the North some years since, being attacked with the

blight the second year after transplanting, but which I

have thus far prevented from dying and ultimately hope
to cure.

The Pear at the South, worked on the Quince, grows
more rapidly and lager than at the North, and will flourish

equally as well on high as well as low land provided it

is generously manured and cultivated. From present ap-

pearances we have no hesitation in saying, that many
varieties will, in the course of a very few years, attain the

height of twenty five to thirty feet and stocky in propor-

tion.

Some varieties are much more rapid in their growth
than others, even from the time of budding or grafting,

whilst some others again start slow and feebly, and after a

year or two grow off vigorously. For standard orchard

trees, we prefer them worked on the pear stock, for the rea-

son alone that they will, in time, make larger trees and be
longer lived, as it is well known that the longevity of the

Pear is exceeded by few if any trees. To those who in-

tend cultivating but few trees, and wish to have them in

bearing early, we would recommend those worked on
Quince stocks. In years gone by, we feared they would
prove more liable to the disease known as blight than
those worked on the Pear stock. Experience has taught

us our fears were groundless, for we have not lost a tree

with that disease in five years past.

J. Van Buren.
ClarksviUe^ Ga., 1857.

THE CURCUEIO—ITS HABITS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—With all due deffi-

dence, I must differ from the opinion set forth in your an-

swer to my queries on the subject of the Curculio. By re-

ferring to your remarks in the June number, 1 think you
will acknowledge that they remain unanswered.

You will perceive that I take it for granted that the

worm of the Curculio, like that of other insects, has a cer-

tain definite time for passing through the various stages of
its transformations. Is this a fact or notl For, on this

depends the pertinency of the query That the worm
does arrive at maturity during the maturity of the fruit,

every one who has ever eaten a Plum, Nectarine or Peach,

infested by this pest, can testify. There he lies revelling

in his brown, mushy bed near the nut, and there are the

freshly perforated holes in the flesh of the fruit, through

which others have cut their way out.

We know that the Curculio fly punctures the young
fruit and deposits its egg's soon after the dropping of the

flower. If (as I have supposed above) the periods of
growth and transformation are common to all, then all the

eggs which were deposited at the same time, should also

arrive at maturity together. But we know that the late

Peaches have worms also at their time of ripening.

Hence, these two horns of the dilemma present them-
selves.

If the Curculio worm has certain stages to pass through

and a certain time to effect these changes, then when the

eggs which were deposited on the Early Tillotson reach

their maturity by the middle of June, the eggs which were
at the same time deposited on the October Peach, should be

also full grown and cutting their way out
;
but this is not

the case; for the October Peach by the middle of June is

as hard as a hickory nut, and it is not until four months
later that this Peach ripens. And if, to meet this difficulty,

we suppose that the worm after cutting out of the June-

Peach passes through its chrysalis state, becomes a fly and
deposits its eggs again, is not the October Peach then too

old and hard I

But again, on the other hand, if the time of growth of
the Curculio worm coincides always with the time of the

fruit in which it is deposited (which time varies as much
as 4 or 5 month), then it presents an anomaly and follows

a law different from other insects, which have a stated

and definite time for their transformation
;
and this is the

other horn of the dilemm.a.

In my 2nd query the misprint of a word destroys its

significance. I asked what becomes of the Curculio when
“all the fruit is destroyed”—not “stem fruit.”

Nor can I agree with you that “the Curculio very sel-

dom attacks Peaches.” My experience has taught me
differently. They seem to prefer the smooth skin fruits,

but in the absence of these, will take very readily to the

Peach.

1 am very free to confess, Messrs. Editors, my ignor-

ance of the habits of the Curculio, nor am I aware of any
source of information from which we may obtain a mi-

nute and accurate account. Those who treat of this in-

sect do not give us its full history (as far as I have seen).

What is the lime occupied in its various stages of growth

—as worm, pupa and perfect fly I Does it attain its full

growth as w’orm during the green state of the fruit 1 How
long and where does it pass its pupa state I Dots it pro-

duce more than one brood in a season I In what state,

and where does it pass the winter months'? If it pro-

duces more than one brood, can it puncture and deposit its

eggs on the half grown fruit'? In those seasons when
from late frosts all the fruit is destroyed, (as it was several

years ago when we had that memorable snow storm on
the 15th April) how do they propagate and coniinue their

existence'?

These things are necessary to be known from reliable
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and accurate data, before we can obtain a fu!! knowledge

of its history, and be enabled then to use the proper means
for destroying or lessening this pest to our fruil orchard.

IwautRER.

N. B. -Whilst upon this subject, I would ask for infor-

mation of the habits of the Peach Borer, j^geria exitiosa,

say. At what season here in our latitude, it deposits its

eggs'? Where it passes the pupa slate'? and other facts

connected with its habits which may enlighten us as to

the most effectual mode of destroying them. With the ex-

tension of orchard culture, these are becoming important

and interesting questions to us
;
and we invite informa-

tion from all who are able to give it.

B. 0MARKS.—The different species of insects arc almost as

mumerous as the plants upon which they feed, and Ento-

mology has not yet been studied to such an extent as it

deserves. Even Dr. Harris, who is acknowledged to

be the very best American authority, treats of the Curcu-

iio only in general terms, and wm can scarce be expected

to satisfactorily answer questions which are problems, not

yet solved by any professional Entnviologist.

Our correspondent says that the Curcuiio is also found

in the late October peaches
;
but does he actually know it

to be the true Curcuiio'?

Our esteemed friend, “Inquirer.” is known to us as a

-•scientific and close observer, whose habits of investigation

and opportunities are such as eminently fit him for study-

ing the nature of the Curcuiio in ail its transformations.

May we not hope, that he, for the benefit of all lovers of

fruit, will undertake the work, and publish the results'?

We shall also, be happy to open our columns to all who

possess information on this or kindred subjects. Down-
iXG’s works, Barry’s “Fruit Garden,” White’s “Garden-

ing for the South,” &c., contain much that has a bearing

upon the question, but notiiing that may be considered

specific or satisfactory, especially to the orchardist or

fruit-grov/eron a large scale. See Patent Office reports for

1854, pp. 81, 8.3, for articles on the Curcuiio and Peach

£orer. A really good and practical treatise on the Insects

injurious to cultivated plants, and the best method of

destroying or guarding again.st them, is yet to be written.

Who will undertake the task'?

—

Eds.

THE GRAPE CUETERE.

“ Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging, and v/hoso-

ever is deceived thereby is not wise.” Nevertheless, the

moderate use of wune is not prohibifed in scripture—and
It is generally conceded that the inhabitants of wane coun-
tries are more temperate than those who live in the higher

latitudes; in Ru-isia, for instance, men eat tallow and
swallow pure brandy ! It is probable that in less than a

quarter of a century from this time, wine will supercede

in a great measure, the use of ardent spirits in this

country.

The first thing to be observed in establishing a Vine-

yard is to select tlie best possible locality on the premises

for ihnl purpose. The crown of a hill siauting gradbaiiy

to the Semh and inclining E?st, is the best position
;

.avoiding, if possible, due East, North or West—protec-

tion bv trees or building on the cold sides, if out of the

range of shading the vineyard, is desirable. In middle
jand lower Georgia, .all these precaufious are not so essen-

j

tial as in higher iaiitudes and altitudes.

As to soil, if it be somewhat sioay it is no objection.;

very stiff clay is not as well adapted to the vine as mu-
lato or good grey land. One acre ofground is as much as

anyl one aught to undertake to cultivate at first, particu-

larly if the German plan is to be adopted, -and this ap-

pears from the success in Ohio, to be the best mode cf cul-

tivating the vine.

When the ground is cleared of stumps and roots let it

be close plowed with a long scooter or coulter, and suf-

fered to remain several weeks
;

after a rain plovv it again

with a large turning plow as deep as possible—then let

the ground remain two weelfs, or till a good rain occurs.

Then lay off the ground by a line in rows funning due

South and North, fivefeet apart, cross these lines due East

and West four feet wide and plant the vines or cuttings at

the intersection of the rows, which will be four feet by
five. This mode, however, is not considered to be as

perfect and durable as spading the ground throughout the'

entire plat; the spading may he performed in this way ;

after the ground has been prepared as above stated by the

plow, commence spading at the first narrow row, ‘spade

all the ground from the first to the second line, throwing

all the surface soil on one side, and the subsoil on the

other, until the spading reaches to the depth of three

feet ;
then throw the surface soil at the bottom of the ditch

and the subsoil on the top—and thus proceed from row
to row until all the ground is dug through. This is a

tedious and expensive operation, but it has been found

from experience that.it gives more permanency to the

vines, and renders them less liable to disease, and less af-

fected by the vicissitudes of heat, cold and moisture—and
doubtless, vines thus set, and properly cultivated, will

live a century. By the old careless cultivation they have

been known to live thirty-five to forty years.

After the land has been well spaded as above stated, it

must be laid off into lines running due North and South

five feet apart, and from East to West, lines four feet apart.

If any stones have been dug out of the ground they

should be piled across the hill sides where the greatest

descent occurs, so as to prevent the land from washing.

The ground must then be staked off at the intersectioa of

the lines (4 by 5) and planted with one or two cuttings

(2 is preferable) on the south side of every stake. 4'he pro-

per way to insert the cuttings in the ground is to procure a

hickory pole five feet long and about two aud a half in-

ches in diameter, sharpen it at the smaller and lower end,

and bore a hole at 2 feet from the losver end, and drive a

strong pin into it—or if the pole has a branch at the pro-

per distance, cut it off and leave four inches of it to the

stem—with this pole make holes in the ground by push-

ing it in with the foot applied to the pin or branch
;
then

insert the cutting about eighteen or twenty inches in to

the ground in a position nearly perpendicular, leaving only

one eye out of the ground—hold tlie cutting by the left

hand, and with the other, pour into the hole manure pre-

viously prepared and press it with a stick or the hand
gently to the cutting—deep planting insures in a measure

success in taking root The cuttings should be moderate-

ly watered soon af er they are planted—if both cuttings

live one of them must be removed the following or the

third year to fill missing places in the vineyartl. Select

a piece of grouiid 1 5 by 50 feet or more^ (a level o r rather

moi.jt spot is desirable) and set it with grape cu'iings in

rows three feet apart and eighteen inches in the drill as a

nursery to supply deficiencies in the vineyard. Cuttings

from young vigorous vines of three to five years old are

preferable to older ones, and those cuttings having short

joints are better than those that have long orics
;
the nur-

sery should be planted the year previous to setting out the.

vineyard.

Vines with a smooth hark, such as Muscadine and
Scuppernopg, should be ’trimn>ed early in the fall, soom

alter the dropping of the leaf, say from the middle to the
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end of November. Vines having rough bark, as for in-

stance, the Vv'arren, Devereux, Catawba, &c., may be

trimmed during the months of December, January and

not later than the first week of February.

Cuttings may be set out in December, January or Feb

ruary—early pianiino: is generally more successful—cut-

tings set cut late in November will frequently take, while

those set out in February, if the weu'ther should prove

dry, will not live.

Every grape has its special locality, the Catawba flour-

ishes and is generally cultivated in Ohio, because it is

hardy and stands that climate, but we have a superior
|

grape in Georgia, the Warren, which produces a wine
j

allied to Madeira, and v.muld be Madeira if treated as such;

it is devoid of the mild flavor which attaches to the Ca-
|

tawba and Muscadine—even the old English grape, so
|

called, is a better flavored grape than the Catawba, and

makes a good wine. But the most reliable grape to culti-

vate in Georgia is tiie Scuppernong, because it is free

from the dry rot and other diseases, and the birds do not

prey upon it as they do upon the more delicate thin shin-

ed grapes. The Scuppernong is a great runner and

bearer, consequently it is not adapted to the narrow rows

and low staked mode of cultivation—to grow it to advan-

tage, it must have extensive arbors to run upon, and then

it produces most abundantly. The Scuppernong rriakes

a still, light, pleasant wine, and most excellent cham-

pagne.

The Warren, Devereux, Isabella, Black Florida, Ca-

tawba, and the old English w'hite or violet are all well

suited to the close drill and low staked mode of cultiva-

lion, such as is practised in Ohio.

Cuttings should be carefully selected and cut from 19

to 20 inches long, tied in bundles containing 50 each,

with the ends intended to be inserted in the ground desig-

nated, and all placed in the same direction, they may be

kept in a cellar with the ends on fresh earth until a favor-

able opportunity presents itself for planting, which should

be done two or three days after a rain, when ths ground
is moderately moist.

The most approved manure for grape vines is a compost

of lime and salt. Take one bushel of salt, dissolveit into

a barrel of water—then take one barrel or cask of strong,

fresh lime and slacl^t with the salt water—work it well

into a paste, let it lie ten days under shelter— then take

rich earth from the woods—corners of fences or yards, or

peat, and mix it with the slacked lime, adding water oc-

casionally if needed, continue to spade and mix it, till the

mass is equal to three cords—put it under shelter for six

weeks, when it will be fit for use.

When cuttings or riues are planted, a spade full of this

manure may be added round each stake, and if the ground

is clayey, spread broad cast 25 or 30 cart loads of fine

sand taken from the nearest creek, then plow the ground

the last of Apt il, the wide way up and down hill, and

plow it the narrow way across the hill, about the middle

of June; after that, hoe the tveeds and grass in July and

stir the ground occasionally around the vines carefully,

to keep them clean, and avoid disturbing them, this is all

sufficient for the first summer’s work.

In very dry springs and summers, grape cuttings and
young transplanted vines require frequent watering—

a

well or spring, or rivulet, in the vicinity of the vineyard,

will be found very convenient.

TO BE CONTINUED.

r ..S'-? n der%viUe Georgian.

A Man StuNg to Dea ru bv Be.'ls —

W

e learn through

a letter, that on Tue.sday evening, while a farmer named
Hays, residing near Knoxville, in Frederick county, Md.,

was about to hive a swarm, of bees, a great portion ofj

them swarmed upon his head, and stung him in such a
|

terrible manner that he died on the foilowiug day.

—

Ex.
|

FRUIT IN PORK COUNTY, TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—-In this county veiy

few of the fruits are cultivated, and yet I am perfectly sat-

isfied from what I have seen that they might be, with

very little expense, both abundant and profitable. Of the

Grape we have several varieties growing wild. I can only

describe them, as they have never been (as I know of)

domesticated, named nor clas.sified.

Then, first, we have a variety that seems to be partial to

high pine woods, growing 12 or 15 feet in length, climb-

ing upon little bushes or brushwood, and so metimes trailing

upon the ground. The leaf resembles the Catawba. The

fruit is borne in clusters, are large, transparent and de-

licious.

We have another variety, resembling, so far as the vine

is concerned, the Scuppernong. It delights in rich valley-

lands, running upon the tallest trees, sometimes leaping

upon others near, tangling the tops for a considerable dis-

tance. The fruit is about the color and size of the Musca-

dine. The hull of this grape contains an acrid juice, im-

parting to the mouth, on chewing it, at first, a very as-

tringent sensation, and finally, if persisted in, an unplea-

sanrexcoriation. But this difficulty is obviated by re-

moving the hull, which yields readily to gentle pressure

with* the finger and thumb. The hull being removed, the

fruit is very fine, and from a few small scale experiments,

it is proven that they will make a good and well flavored

wine.

As to the first variety, or pine woods transparent grape,

ifit was properly cultivated, would it not extend and bear

fruit more abundantly'? Would not the second variety,

or acrid hulled Grape, yield to cultivation ? Would not

the genial influence of the vineyard remove its acrimony

and induce it to yield kindly its luxurious burthen to the

faithful husbandman ? I have seen, of the last variety,^

several bushels to a single vine. I have selected a few of

both varieties, as well as the Scuppernong, which is com-

ing into notice in this county, and intend trying my luck

upon a small scale, without any knowledge or example

set me here, relying mainly, if not entirely, upon the in-

formation obtained from reading the Southern CuUivotor.

In fact, I am young in Agriculture as well as Horticul-

ture and Pomology. I have a small fitrm eligibly situated

for an orchard, nursery or vineyard, and have an abun-

dance of Peaches, planted without discrimination or

knowledge, and a considerable number of Figs, Plums,

&c. If r possessed the requisite knowledge, mine might,

in a few years, be made the most inviting spot in the El-

dorado of the West. But I will not despise the day of

small things, and hope that by reading the CuUivatoi'

closely in due lime I may have at least a passable farm

and orchard.

Again. I see in the July number, under the caption of

“Pears on the Haw Stock”— the, perfect success of “A. C.”

We have several varieties ol Haws here, one of winch is

very large, (5 of an inch in diameter), it ripens in Ma)q

and even as carly as the middle of April someiinies. The

fruit abounds in acid juice, makes excellent tarts and pre-

serves. It grows principally around highland ponds that

o'ry up in summfr. Would this variety do to graft tlie

Pear upon ? What paiUcular varieties of the Pear does

your judgment suggest as the most suitable for this region

of country, being generally high, dry and moderately

sandyq variously intersper.sed with hill au-d dale, with

here and there a small b.pdy of Llaci:, stiff liaieston«

pr.' iric ?

Can the Pear, in a suitable form for raising, be sent by

mad? Living as I do in an inland country, witn no

navigation near me, only during th* rainy season bi win-

ter, how would be my best chance to pro ure fiuiis,

flowers, &c., fi-om Fi uiilund Ntus^ ry ? How lung will

grafts, buds, &c., live after cutting before being grafted?
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One of my neighbors here who recently moved from Ala-

bama brought with him several grafts of Apples and

English Mulberries. The grafts were eight weeks from

the cutting, to being put into stocks in this county. They
were brought in a common jug tightly corked. The stocks

used were the common Mulberry of this county. Two
of his English Mulberries lived, but his Apples all died.

Had he grafted his Apples upon the Wild Haw-Thorn, they

might have lived ifthey had not been kept too long, for I

have heard of several succeessful experiments with the

Apple grafts and Haw Thorn stocks.

I sowed a small quantity of wheat this year, (the Sum-
mer’s Wheat from South Carolina)

;
owing to unavoidable

circumstances I sowed too late, 11th March, but notwith-

standing this and many other disadvantages, it made
a very fair turn out. I will sow my next in December
One of my neighbors is just done harvesting, and from 8

acres of black, stiff prairie land he gathered two hundred

bushels of wheat, being 25 bushels per acre. His entire

crop will be sold, I am informed, at ^2 per bushel, to be

sown for seed next season.

Oats, Rye and Barley, as well as Millet is raised here

profitably. I have no doubt but that many good farmers

have been deterred from moving to this section of the

country heretofore from the fear that they could not raise

the small grains to advantage. The above experiment of

Mr. Copeland of 25 bushels per acre settles this difficulty,

and we most cordially invite them to come on, and to

bring with them young men of enterprise and energy, and
if they have the cash they may bring it along loo, in order

that they may not be caught without a coat in time of a

‘‘norther,” as your subscriber was. J. W.
Livingston^ Texas^ July, 1857.

[Our friend, “A. C,” must answer the queries respect-

ing the Haw, as we have no experience with that stock.

Pear Grafts can safely be sent per mail in the winter, and

fruit trees, vines, flowering shrubs, roses, &c., &c., also,

when your waters are navigable. We shall be glad to re-

ceive roots of the vines, haws, &c., mentioned, and will

give (per mail) our correspondent special directions lor

sending.

—

Eds.J

WINE.

The following views relate to a subject of much interest

to our people, and proceed from a writer of great sagacity

and practical sense

:

To the Editors of the Enquirer —“On the subject of

the successful culture of the grape much yet remains to be

learned in our country. Its importanceis greatly enhanc-

ed, of late, by lepeated failures in the vintages of Europe,

where the opinion is becoming prevalent, among all class-

es, that the vitality of the vine itself is affected.

“It is surmised that two thousand years of propagation

from cuttings is too long a period to expect the original

vitality of the virgin vine to maintain its beautiful vigor.

So impressed are some of the Courts of the continent with

the importance of this question to the commerce of their

Kingdoms that they are corresponding with vine-growers

of Cincinnati, asking for specimens of American wines

and cuttings of our native vines. They wish to test the

American grape on European soils, not knowing but their

own vineyards must be renewed from the virgin grapes of

Iv'orth Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas and Texas.

“As Cincinnati is the successful seat of vine growing

in the United States, the public naturally look to her for

instru=ciion upon tlie subject. The many successful crops

pro'luced around this city attest that the seasons are ot

sufficient length to allow the grape to mature. But the

many failures of late admonish the vine dressers that

there is some unascertained cause of blight that robs them
of the fruits of their labors.

“ This point needs investigation. The Catawba and
Isabella grapes, not yet twenty years from the virgin vines

of the mountains of North Carolina, do not escape the in-

fection. Some other cause than that of exhausted vitality

must be operating upon them. What is it I The geolo-

gical basis of the Cincinnati soils is marlite and limestone

—the soils, consequently, being highly impregnated with

lime. Some of the most observant of the owners of vine-

yards at this city are of opinion that sandy lands will be
found the most reliable for grape culture, and are anxious

to have the qustion fully tested.

“ The questions involved are more varied and impor-

tant than the mere difference between limestone and sand-

stone lands. There is more to be learned than the causes

of blight upon the grapes, producing mildew and the rot.

T’he fine flavor of the best Eui’opean wines, it is admitted,

has not yet been attained for those of America. Until this is

acquired our native wines cannot compete with the foreign

unless, as is feared, the foreign wines shall utterly fail,

and leave to us the monopoly of the markets of the world.

This dreaded catastrope to the foreign vineyards should

be an additional stimulus to our vine-growers to ascertain

the secret of improving the flavor of their wines.

“ It is a fact well known to European travellers, who
have investigated the subject, that two adjacent vineyards

and even different portions ofthe same vineyard, produce

wines widely different in their flavor and commercial

value. Some other cause than climate and seas on must
produce such a result. What is that cause 1 Why should

the same variety of grape produce a wine so widely dif-

ferent when growing at one side of afield from that which
it would produce if planted on the other side'? Why
should two branches cut from the same vine, or two cut-

tings from the same branch, when planted but a few rods

apart, produce wines flavored so differently that the pro-

duct of the one will be sought in all markets, while the

other will sell in none, or at very reduced prices '?

“ The answer to these questions is obvious. As the

difference is not produced by climate and season, it must

be caused by the difference in the soils. Considerable

inquiry has been made upon this point. But to the ques-

tion. What class of rocks constitute the basis of the soil

producing the choicest wines “? No other answer gen-

erally has been obtained than that the vines are planted

upon slates. None, however, can tell whether it is ial-

cose slate, chlorite slate, argillaceous slate or wica slate. If

the slate upon which the best wines are produced be eith-

er of the two first named, then the soil derived from it will

include from thirty to more than forty percent, oimagne-

sia

;

if it be the argillaceous siate, the soils will have about

twelve per cent, of soda; and if mica slate, they will

have from five to eleven per cent, oipotash.'^

“ The importance of a thorough investigation ofthe
geological basis of the vineyards of Europe by a compe-

tent geologist, who shall visit them for that purpose, will

be understood when it is stated that the mountain regions

of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas

and Texas have extensive ranges ofthe slate above named.

*Tlie analysis of these slates arc given in the books, in

per cents of one hundred parts of each, thus: Argillace-

ous slate —Silica 56 11, alumina 17 21, soda 12.48, lime

2.16, magnesia 0.20, peroxyd of iron 6.96, water 4.58.

Chlorite slaU— Silica 31.54, alumina 5.44, magnesia 41 54,

peroxyd or iron 10. 18, water 9.32. TaZe-—(the Talcose

slate r\oi given)— Silica 62 80, alumina 0 60, magnesia

3 1 92, protoxyd of iron 1.10, water 1.92. Zl/Zcc (common)
—Silica 46.10, alumina 31.60, potash 8.39, protoxyd of

'ron 8.65, oxyd of magnesia 1.40, fluoric acid 1.12, water

1 .00 .
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It is ti'Lie that ten or twenty year’s experimenting by Am-
erican wine-growers would test the question, and siiovv

which of the slute-roclt formations contain the magic ele-

ments necessary to the production of the choicest wines.

But who will risk the trouble and expense of the experi-

ments'? And why should such delay be made when a

single year might supply ample data to guide the vine-

grower to a correct solution of the question'?

“ The experiments already made in grape culture in

Tennessee, North Carolina and Georgia, within the last

few years, have been attended with very encouraging suc-

cess
;
but, so far as known, the fine flavored varieties of

wine have not yet been produced. Lei it once be under-

stood that the territory above named includes all the va-

rieties of soils known to the vineyards ofEurope, and soon

our mountains would swarm with vine-dressers, and the

hills be made to flow down with wine.”

PROLIFIC CUCUMBER VINE—CROPS, &:c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—-We to-day were

shown a Cucumber Vine, growing in the garden of A. J.

Nichols, Esq., of this village, the product of which is be-

yond anything we ever saw or heard of. Mr. Nichols in-

formed us he had taken seventy cucumbers from it, and

that it now has two hundred and twenty-five still on it.

We counted on the end of one branch, two feet in length,

18 cucumbers
;
on another, eighteen inches in length, 12.

The vine is still vigorous and fresh, and shows not the

least symptom of decay, and, we have little doubt, will

produce 500 or more specimens of fruit. The vine is

simply trained on a bush some 4 or 5 feet in height. Mr.
Nichols will keep an account of the number of cucumbers
the vine produces during the season, which will be com-
municated to you at the close of the season.

Wheat and Oat crops first-rate; Corn looks fine and
promises to be unusually good; rains abundant. The
only regret we now have is the entire loss of our fruit,

with the exception of a few Apples.

J. VanBuren.
Clarksville^ Ga., Angnst, 1857.

WINE AT THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your correspondent

‘B of Clinton, Georgia, is behind the age in your region.

He says he “can make 300 gallons of wine from an acre.”

Explain this. Mr. Axt, of the same climate, and I presume

in the same region, guarantees an average crop between
2000 and 2500 gallons to the acre. Here we deem 350 to

400 gallons a full average crop. The most I have ever

known raised here, on an acre, was 1000 gallons and
was sold for SI,250. But I would advise “B.” to lay the

Scuppernong aside, from what its extensive grower, Mr.
Weller, published. He put 3 pounds of sugar to the gal-

lon of “must,” or less sugar and some spirits, and then

made what he called a Hock Wine, which is a hard dry

wine. To make a fine wine of the character of Hock, the

Catawba requires no sugar. One and a half pounds of

crushed loaf sugar to the gallon put to the ‘ must” of the

Catawba, makes a sweet wine, to suit sweet ladies and
gentlemen, not drinkers of Hock Wine. The hills of the

northern part of your State and of South Carolina should

be valuable for wine, even where of no value for any other

crop. Yours truly, ' N Longworth.
Cincinnatti, Ohio, Avg

,
1857.

N B —The last pressing, about one-fifth, should be put

in a separate cask, and about 2 pounds of sugar put to the

gallon It makes a valuable sweet wine, and the first four-

fifth is greatly benefited by it. Or if a sweet wine is not

wanted, put 1 pound ofsugartothe gallon.

HEALTHFULNES.S OF FRUIT.

There is no doubt, (says the Spirit of the Press,) but

that the free use of fruit is highly conducive to health, and

indeed almost indispensable to it. Much of the sickness

in the Western country is occasioned by the want of it.

ft is the scarcity of good fruit that creates such a demand

for physic at the West. The various fevers and bilious

disorders prevalent in the summer season are m.ore owing

to the want of it than any other cause. And not until fruit

is generall)^ cultivated, and used as an article of diet, shall

we be rid of these disorders, which are sapping the life-

fountains of our farmers annually.

Nature, in this as in all other respects, has bountifully

supplied us with varieties, which, if properly cared for,

will enable us to enjoy a succession throughout the year.

But fruit is not only a necessary of life— it is one of its

great luxuries. What is more enticing to the palate than

luscious fruit'? And as an article of diet nothing equals

it. It is easily raised, costs but little, promotes health,

and is loved by every one. Most people content them-

selves by cultivating two or three varieties. This should

not be so. Fruit is more needed throughout the summer

season than almost any other part of the year. The farm-

er cannot take a step which will add more to his own
joys, and those of his own family, than by having such a

succession as will furnish him with fruit the entire year.

1

A CHEAP LUXURY.

The last few years of extraordinary productiveness and

high prices have enabled every farmer, of proper skill and

industry, to make something more than enough to furnish

him with the mere neceesaries of life—'the eating, drink-

ing, and clothing—and he should devote a portion of his

time and earnings to furnish himself and family with some

of its cunijorts and luxuries. Don’t start, prudent and

economical farmer! We are not going to advise you to

get an enamelled carriage, with a coat of arma—or a five

hundred dollar piano, or a hundred dollar shawl, for your

wife. The luxury we suggest, though the gratification

derived therefrom, is almost incalculable, will cost com-

paratively nothing. It is, that you shall properly beautify

and adorn your hovic. And to do this you do not stand

in absolute need of anything hut what nature has given

you, in plenty, at y»ur very doors—Trees, Grass, and

Flowers.

Do not object that you have not a fine, large house. It

matters not whether you live in a mansion, a cottage, or

a cabin. Nature’s embellishments harmonize with and

beautify any object they may surround. Nature does

not work in the artistic straight jacket style of adapta-

tion. Therefore, during the coming .season, make your

home beautiful by .surrounding it wdth shade trees, a nice

srass-plat, and a few flower-beds. To do this, you need

no costly or tender exotics. Jf you have a taste for them,

and money to spend for them, we will not object. But

the flouri.shing and hardy plants of our own soil are quite

as beautiful, if not as novel, and require much less care

and trouble

We have not room to give you particular directions as

to what and how you should plant. Clear off as large a

plat of ground for a yard as you can conveniently spare

—you need not fear that your American utilitariani.sm

will suffer you to devote too much to the purp('«e It

must be kept clear of chips, brush, straw, or other litter.

Set out whatever kind of trees you like, so that they grow

rapidly, have a large spreading top, a dense foliage, and
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are free from vermin. The CataJpa, Locust, Elm, Maple,

Sycamore, Mulberry, and many others will do, and look

well. If the grass on your plat does not grow spontane-

ously, sow the seed of the blue grass. The selection and

cultivation of flowers you may leave to your wife or

daughters, only do not forget to help them prepare the

beds—we warrant they will attend to the rest.

We repeat then, treat yourself to the luxury of a beau-

tiful home, from henceforward. It will promote both

health and cheerfulness. The Garden of Eden contained

but little more than trees, grass, and flowers; and with

but a little trouble and expense, every man may have a

small paradise of his own.— Valley Farmer.

CATAWBA BKANDY IN ALABAMA.

A late number of the Montgomery Journal acknowledges

the receipt of some rare specimens of Alabama wine and

brandy by courtesy of Dr. Ulrich, made at his Catawba

vineyard in the northern part of Tallapoosa county. They

have been tried, says the Journal, by good judges, who

pronounce them superb, and equal, if not superior, to the

produce ofany vineyards foreign or domestic.

Dr, Ulrich’s Catawba is well known, but the brandy,

only a pipe of which v/as distilled this season, has been

tested only by few persons. It is the product of the pure

grape, without any mixture with other substance. It is

of a light sparkling amber color, and though but six

months in cask, has the fine aroma and “gout” of the old

varieties of choicest brands. In addition to the enjoyment

of its fine exhilarating flavor, one drinking has the satisfac-

tion of knowing that it is Alabama brandy, and a pure

article, and not, as is now the brandy of commerce, a dele-

terious compound.
The Doctor now has his cellars finished, excavated

from the solid rock, after the practice on the Rhine, and

will be able to preserve and ripen his wines to any length

of time. He will this season, from new and extensive

vineyards which now commence bearing, be able to make
a large quantity of wine, and supply that market with the

best, varieties.

It has only been about five years since the Doctor

commenced his improvements and the cultivation of the

Catawba. He was raised in the midst of the wine-grow-

ing regions of Germany, and has in his employ experienced

vinedressers; and being a man of indomitable energy

and enterprise, we look for great perfection in his products

at no very distant day. The Doctor is no mere speculator

in cuttings .— Columbus Sun.

WANT OF APPETITE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In compliance with

the request of “E. A.|M.,” made in the August number of

the Cultivator, I send you a prescription which I never

knew fail to restore a horse to his usual appetite.

Give the horse one button of Nux Vomica, grated in

hominy or bran every other day, until five buttons are

taken
;
then omit them four or five days. During this

time give daily some poplar bark, beat up as fine as pos-

sible, in bran. If this cannot be had hickory ashes make
a good substitute. Repeat the Nux Vomica, as directed

above, if the appetite has not returned. The horse should

be curried and well rubbed three times every day in order

to give a healthy action to the skin and hair. Also, he

should be fed daily on corn, that was put in soak the

night before. The water should be changed daily. 1

would advise, as a preventive to this disease, that every

plaHter have twelve or more poplar poles placed in his lot

in the spring season, in reacii of the horses and Mules

and Vv hen the bark is gnawed off have them removed,

and more put in the lot. Keep your horse troughs sup-

plied with hickory ashes during the summer months,

and give very little salt during the plowing season. A
strict adherence to these rules will insure every planter a

healthy stock of horses and mules on his farm.

Yours, &c., A Subscriber.

Jefferson Co., Ga., August. 1857.

“A Reader ” sends us the following as an “ ex-

tract,” but does not mention his source, which, of course,

leaves us unable to give the proper credit.—Eds,

THE KIND OF EDUCATION BEST SUITED
to Young Fainiers.

They greatly err who think it unnecessary to educate a

son that is destined to be a farmer or mechanic. The

man of education takes his stand and position in society

above the illiterate and uninformed, be he never so honest

and upright in his conduct. The young man who is sen-

sible of the deficiencies of his education feels cramped and

embarrassed in the presence of those who have had superi-

or advantages. Whereas, if he is capable of appreciating

and enjoying the conversation and society of men of intel-

ligence and learning, he will naturally seek that class and

still go on improving. I repeat it, that man errs who rises

early, toils all day and is so tired at night that he has no

pleasant word or look for his wife and children, who
grudgingly doles out a pitiful sixpence for the daily wants

of his family in order to add farm to farm, and field to field

while his sons are growing up around him with minds

untaught, talents unimproved, and unappreciated. Far

better give them more learning and less land. Fit them

to be useful and intelligent members of society and let

them stand upon their own feet. They are then prepared

for it, and to their latest day they will bless your memory.

Every farmer should be taught the sciences of Natural

Philosophy, Natural History, Mathematics and Chemis-

try. Not with a view of transforming them into Philoso-

phers, but of communicating to them the important know-

ledge of the nature of those phenomena which daily pre-

sent themselves to their observation. Such information

would make them more successful farmers, as well as

more intelligent men. The advantages which farmers

would derive from studying those sciences will be best

understood by pointing out their nature. First it is evi-

('ent that most farming operations are much effected by

external influences. The state of the weather, for instance,

regulates every field operation, and local influences modi-

fy the climate very materially. Now, it should be desired

by the farmer to become acquainted with the causes which

g ve vise to those influences, and these can only be known

by comprehending the laws of Nature which govern every

natural phenomenon. The various clas.-^es of phenomena

occur in the earth, air, water and heavens. The laws

which regulate them, being unerring in their operation,

admit of absolute demonstration, and the science which

affords the demonstration is called Mathematics.

Ap'ain, ever}^ object, animate, or inanimate, that is pa-

tent to the senses possesses an individual identity, so that

no two objects can be confounded together. The science

which makes us acquainted with the marks for identify-

ing individuals is termed Natural History. Farther, every

object animate or inanimate, cognizable by the sense, is a

compound body made up of certain elements. Chemistry

is the science which makes us acquainted with the nature

and combinations of those elements. AVe thus see how
applicable those sciences are to the phenomena around

us, and their utility to the farmer will be the more appar-

ent, the more minutely each of them is investigated.

Mathematics are either abstract or demonstrative. Ab-

stract Maihemarics “treat of propositions which are int-

tnutable, absolute truth,” not liable to be affected by sub-

sequent discoveries, “but remains the unchangable pro-
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perty of the mind in all its acquirements.” Demonstra-

tive Mathematics are also strict, but are interwoven with

physical considerations, that is : subjects that exist inde-

pendently of the minds or conceptions of them or of the

human will
;

or, in other words still, considerations in ac-

cordance with Nature. Mathematics thus constitute the

essential means of demonstrating the strictness of those

laws which govern natural phenomena. Mathematics

must, therefore, be studied before those Jaws can be un-

derstood.

Their study tends to expand the mind, to enlarge its ca-

pacity for general principles, and to improve its reason-

ing powers. Of the branches into which Natural Philo-

sophy is divided, that whif^h is most useful to farmers is

Mechanics, which is defined to be “the sciences of the

laws of matter and motion, so far as is necessary to the

construction of machines, which acting under those laws,

answer some purpose in the business of life.” Without Me-
chanics as thus defined, farmers may learn to work any
machine which answers their purpose; but it is only by

that science they can possibly understand the principles

upon which any machine is constructed, nor can any ma-

chine be possibly constructed in defiance of those prin-

ciples.

Both machinists and farmers ought to be versed in me-

chanical science, or the one cannot make and the other

guide any machine as it ought to be. The principles of

mechanics are treated of separately under the name of

Dynamics, v,?hich is the science of force and motion.

Pneumatics is the branch of natural Philosophy which is

next to mechanic in being the naost useful to the farmer

to know. Natural History comprehends several branches

of study. Meteorology consists of the observation of the

opparent phenomena of the atmosphere. Hydrography
ds the science of the watery part of the globe. It teaches

the origin and nature of springs and marshes, the effects

of lakes, marshes and rivers, on the vegetation in their

vicinity.

Geology is knowledge of the substances which compose
the crust of the earth. It explains the nature and origin

of soils and subsoils. A knowledge of Geology might

supply useful hints for draining land, planting trees, &c.

Zoology, which treats of the habits of all animals, cannot

fail to be a source of great interest to every fanner who
rears stock. The science which bears directly on agricul-

ture, and with which every farmer should make himself

acquainted is Chemistry; that science which is cognizant

of all the changes in the constitution of matter, whether

effected by heat, moisture, or other means. A science so

universally applicable cannot fiil to arrest popular atten-

tion. Many farmers will assert it to be far beyond the

reach of their means, and others beyond their station, to

bestow on their sons so learned an education as that im-

plied in the acquirement of the sciences just enumerated

No farmer who is above want shonld grudge his sons an

education that will fit them to adorn the profession they

intend to follow. It cannot be denied that a knowledge

-of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy greatly elevates

the mind. Those farmers who have acquired those

sciences must be sensible of their tendency to do this, and

they will, therefore, wish their sons to enjoy the same.

No right-judging man who has unfortunately in his

youth been debarred from these opportunities should

wish to cramp his sons down to the rule, that I never

’learned them and have made a living without them and so

can you.

I repeat it, a good education is the best legacy a parent

can leave a child. Were industrious farmers as eager to

improve their sons mind’s by superior education, as they

are to amass fortunes for them, they would display more
wisdom in their choice. They time occupied in the ac-

quisition of these sciences is not lost when compared

with the advantages they may bestow. Part of three

years will accomplish ail amply, and in this way :—The
first year to be devoted to Mathematics, the second to Na-
tural Philosophy, and the third to Natural History and
Chemistry and along with these principal subjects, some-
time in both years should be devoted to Geography, Eng-
lish Grammar and composition, book-keeping and a know-
ledge of cash transactions. Reader.

MUTTON vs. PORK.

Physicians recommend mutton as the most wholesome
meat, the easiest digested and best suited to invalids;

while pork, as every body knows, is the most unwhole-
some flesh eaten. In England mutton is a favorite dish,

and we apprehend it is to this, rather than to roast beef,

that the Englishman owes his robust health and rosy com-
plexion. Our people eat too much pork and too little

mutton. And yet, as a contemporary remarks, “mutton
can be produced, pound for pound, at less than half the

price of pork; yields more nourishment when eaten, and
keeping sheep does not exhaust a farm to the extent feed-

ing hogs does. Sheep can be kept through the winter on
hay and turnips, ©r mangle wurtzel, or sugar beet, while
hogs will not do without, at least, some corn. We would
like to see in the papers fewer accounts of big pigs and
mors about fat sheep.

"We clip the above from the Portland Ti-anscript. We
like the plea for more mutton, and better mutton, that

more may be eaten
;
but don’t attempt to build up one

interest at the expense of another. Give us the mutton

and the pork also, and the more of both, if good, the better.

We must have pork, hams, lard and lard oil. The pork

may be made where the mutton cannot so well, and vice

versa. The pigs, if they are worth raising, will live on

the sugar beet, the parsnip and carrot, and although they

eat not the hay, they will the grass; and the Transcript

will find very little first class mutton where corn, or some

equivalent equally substantial, has not been fed. We say,

let us hear more about “the big pigs,” the best pigs, and

and more about the best sheep and “the fat sheep.”

—

Ex.

SOUTHERN ABSENTEEISM.

In the course of an excellent article on the subject, after

citing what the curse of Absenteeism has done for many

other sections, the New Orleans Delta holds the following

language

:

“The South, like the countries we have cited, has suf-

fered immensely from what we called, the other day, the

summer hegira. Is it a fair outlay of the gains which

winter thrift and industry reaps fVom Southern planters

and permanent citizens, to swell the repletion of the pock-

ets of Northern men! Is it high-toned, chivalrous and

just, thus to abandon yearly this land of beauty and of

hospitality, to build up and strengthen the hands of the

Goliah of Abolitionism'? The late Secretary of State,

when informed ofthe decapitation of some of the old office

holders under the new regime, declared his aversion to

pillaging his own camp. But what shall we say of those

Southerners who deliberately pillage their own homes

every summer'?
“ The idea ofgoing to the North for pleasure '? is it not,

dear reader, the ne pbw ultra of ridiculousness and folly '?

Pleasure among those who practice robbery, as vile and

heartless as the brigands who were wont to startle the

guests of “mine host of Terrecina "?
” Dare you carry a

body servant among the people whom you so liberally

patronize 1 0 ! unthinking and prodigal absentee ! can
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you sit down at the table of the St. Nicholas, the Metro-

politan, the Astor House, or the New York Hotel, without

being stared at as a Southern ‘slaveocrat,’ or annoyed by
the fanatical vermin that infest every railway car, steamer

and public resort'? Of if happily these annoyances are

not experienced—freedom from them being chiefly the

result of silence and exclusiveness—does not the convic-

tion force itself upon the mind of every sensitive visitor

that they are in Philistia, and must, therefore, conform to

a line of policy hostile to the manly nature of Southern

men 1
”

The Next Tobacco Crop.—We take the following ex-

tract from the Clarksville (Tennessee) Weeldy Chronicle,

ofthe 12th ult. After some remarks about corn, wheat, etc.,

the Chronicle says :

“ Tobacco is Ihe crop about here however, and it ab-

sorbs nearly every other interest in our agriculture. A
montli ago the chances were pretty well balanced be-

tween a crop and no crop of this delectable weed. The
early plants were mostly destroyed in the beds by frost,

and it became evident that to re-sow woidd put the

planting at so late a date as to render liie curing of

a fair average crop impossible. First it was said thai

there were no plants left, and no more seed
;
but it was

soon found that there was a large quantity of plants left,

and plenty of seed. Then ‘the sun was drying up all the

young plants,’ but right on the heels of this lamentation

came copious but gentle rains, and the plants thrived ele-

gantly. Then ‘there was no time to set out tobacco’

—

‘none could be planted before July, and that was too late,

everybody knew !
” Well, notwithstanding all these mel-

ancholy forebodings, there is an abundance of fine plants

in the country, the seasons having been highly propitious,

and though it is now but the 12th of June, a good crop

has already been set out, and in the next week the largest

crop ever planted in this section will have been set out,

of good, thrifty plants, and M^ith ordinarily favorable sea-

sons, to the time of maturity, there will be in this and the

surrounding country, a larger crop of tobacco than was
ever made before. Such is our honest conviction, based

on intelligence from all directions of the tobacco growing
sections.”

SHOEING HORSES.

Clinching Horse Shoe Nails.—As I once passed

through this town, one of my horses’ shoes became loose,

and I went to the shop of a smith named Lovelace, to get

it fastened. The shoe was nearly new, and had become
loose in consequence of the nails having drawn out of the

hoof, although they had been clinched in the manner uni-

versally practised. The smith remarked that all the other

shoes were loose, and would soon drop off, when I re-

quested him to take them off and replace them; and then

did 1 perceive the different mode which he adopted for

fixing them, which I will here detail. As fast as he drove
the nails he merely bent the points down to the hoof,

without, as is customary, twisting them with the pinc-

ers; these he then drove home, clinching them with a hea-

vy pair of pincers, which were not made very sharp, and
after this had been very carefully done, he twisted off

the nails as close as possible to the hoof, the pincers being

dull, the nail would hold so as to get a perfect twdst round
before it separated. These twists were then beaten close

to the hoofand filed smooth, but not too deep or with the

view to rasp off the twist of the nails.

“ Oh ! ho !” said I, “ 1 have learned a lesson in horse

shoeing.”

“ Yes,” said he, “ and a valuable one; if I v/ere ever to

loose a single shoe in a long day’s hunt, I should have to

shut up my shop
;
my business is to shoe the horses be-

longing to the hunt, and the loss of a shoe would be the

probable ruin of a horse, worth perhaps, a thousand

pounds
;
but I never am fearful of such an accident.”

“ Sir^ply because you drive home and clinch the nails

•before you twist them off,” said I.

“ Yes,” replied he, “ by which I secure a rivet as well

as a clinch.”

The thing wa.s as clear as the light of day, awd T have

several times endeavored to make our shoeing smiths un-

derstand it, but they cannot see the advantage it would

be to themselves, and guess therefore, it v’ould never doin

these parts; but if rny brother farmers cannot see hov/ it

works with half an eye,^ and have not the resolution to

get it put in practice, they ought to see the shoes drop

from the feet of their horses daily, as J once vvas accus-

tomed to do. Now, let any one take up an old horse shoe

at any one of the smiths’ shops on the road, and examine

the clinch of the nails which have been drawn out of the

hoof, and he will soon perceive how the thing operates.

In short, if the nails are driven home before twisting off,

and the rivet formed by the ticist be not afterwarus re-

j

moved by the rasp, I should be glad to be told how the

shoe is to come off at all, unless by first cutting out the

twist.

—

Ponniers’s Cabinet, England..

FEMAEE HEALTH AND BEALTA'.

The Baltimore Weeldy Sun, in an article on “Health

and Beauty in Women,” speaks as follows

:

“Why is it that the beauty of our females fades so soon '?

Or, to get at once to the real issue, for beauty is only per-

manent where there is health, why is it that our women,

as compared with the women of other temperate climates

are so delicate and fragile ?

“The answer may be made in a few words—it is be-

cause they neglect air and exercise. Weakness, lassitude

and fading complexion as inevitably follow indolence and

confinement as the wilting of a plant results from its de-

privation of light. It is a law of our existence that we
must take daily exercise if we would continue healthy.

It is a fact in philosophy that vitality cannot exist with-

out air and light. All the refinements of civilization, all

the resources of science, have failed to supply a substi-

tute for fresh air and exercise. The poor and the rich

stand on the same platform in reference to this necessity

of our nature. The lady in silks and satins can buy no

cosmetic which is so efficacious as the sunshine and the

breeze which is poured out at the very door-step of her

more humble sister.

“On this point we could, if necessary, accumulate vol-

umes of testimony. The best physicians have long been

agreed that the principal causes of consumption among

American women who are comparatively well oft, are

their indolent habits and their aversion to walking in the

open air. It is also well known to be a fact that the

Indians of Massachusetts had been exempt from dis-

ease of the lungs, although their Anglo-Saxon successors

died at the rate of forty-seven to the hundred; and he at-

tributed this exemption on the part of their aborigines, from

that terrible disorder, to their living almost entirely in the

open air. The equally celebrated Dr. Morton subsequent-

ly confimed this opinion. Dr. Physick, of Philadelphia,

one of the most distinguished men this country ever pro-

duced, actually cured himself of an incipient pulmonary

complaint by activity and exposure to the open air. The

experience of the New Zealanders confirms this of our

American Indians, for since the introduction ofEuropean

habits into New Zealand, the natives— among w^hom con-

sumption was formerly unknown—have died of it by thou-

sands,

“What is true of consumption is true of diseases in

general. The best preventive against diseases—the medi-

cine which is worth a thousand panaceas—is exercise and

fresh air, or rather exercise in firesh air.”
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ahntistraeitts.

BRAHMIN CATTLE.

I
"WISH to place a portion of my Herd of Grade Brahmin Cattle

with a responsible Stock. Breeder, of Texas, or Florida, on such
terms as may be mutually satisfactory.

They are of large size, rapid growth, and for oxen in a hot
cliamate they are superior to anv other breed in the world.

Sept57—2t RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta. Ga.

TO SEEDSMAN, PLANTERS, &c.

T HORBURN’S preliminary wholesale priced
LIST of Vegetable and Agricultural SEEDS, DUTCH BUL-

BOU'-; ROOTS, DOUBLE DAHLIAS. &c., for the fall of 1857, is

just published, and will be mailed to dealers and others requiring
seeds in quantities, by enclosing a .stamp for return postage.
This year’s seeds, so far as harvested, are of prime quality, gene-

rally abundant, and prices correspondingly moderate.
J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

Sept57—3t Seedsmen, &c., 15 John street, New York.

WASHBURN’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL
Implements

Are unqnestionably the greatest advance in the adaptation of
labor-saving Machinery to the production of Cot'on that has

been made since the invention of the Saw Gin.
The COTTON and CuRN PLANTER performs the entire ope-

ration of planting with one hand and one mule ten acres a day. It
reduces he ridge, ms matterhow rourh or clody, to a smoothe oval
surface

;
opens Tie drill to any desirable depih, equally in soft or

hard ground
;
deposits the seed in any d-siraole quantity, all the

seed taking posiTon in line at the same depth a"d, therefore, com-
ing up at the same time; closes the drill and slightly compresses
the surface, leaving it free from clods, not liable t > he uncovered
or covered deeper by hard rams, and securing a perfect stand in
the drie t weather.
The combined SCRAPER and HILLER is a double-acting ma-

chine, doing the work on both sides > f a row at once. When used
as a Scraper, operated by one hand and two mu’es, it bars off and
scrapes both sides of a row at the rate of ten acres a day in tbe
most perfect manner, so as not to cover up cotton when it is just
out of the ground.

It enables one hand and two mu’es to perform what now requires
four hands four implements and four males. The same machine,
when used as a Hil'er, moulds both sides of a row at once, gradu-
ating to anv desirable depth, the dirt placed around the young
plants, so that ail are dirt d (not covered up) and the surface of
the row i- ft free from clods.
The opeiation of moulding young com and cotton with this ma-

chine is performed with ease to the hand and team at the rate of
ten acres a day. Both mach res are made of iron and well sea-
soned white oak timber in the most durable manner, and will last
indeffinitely. All necessary repairs can be done on the plantation
by an ordinary blacksmith and carpenter.
The whole crop of corn and cotton can be planted, scraped,

moulded by the use of these machines with two-thirds the force
now required, and the work better done than by any other method.
Our m >de of business is to receive the Draft cf ihe planter on his

Merchant (or any one whom he may authorize to pay his Draft,)
payable on the first of January, February or March, and we will
deliver tbe machines in time for use. Should the money be drawn
and the machines not delivered in time for u.se we wdl reined it

immediately on notice. Freight and forwarding charge must be
paid by rhe consignee, or they cannot be delivered.
These who desire to use them next .season .should order immedi-

bura’s newly invented Cotton Planter, and Scraper, I take great
pleasure in pronouncing them perfect and complete machines, for
the work they are intended to perform

; having extensively patron-
ized them myself, 1 confidently recommend them to the use of all

planters, believing tbej' will insure and maintain a certain stand of
cotton. i ours very respectfully,

CHARLES J. FORE.
The undersigned have seen Dr. Washburn’s Agricultural Imple-

ments in operation, and are satisfied that for speed and perfection
of work, thev surpass anything wm hav'e ever seen.

PLANTERS. OVERSEERS.
Joseph Andrews, D. H. Howson,
James J. B. White, J B. Garrott,
George W. Woodberry, Wm. L. Clark,
E. B. Rundell, Jno. T. Judkins,
A. G. Bennett, H. G. Ceeter.

It has been repeatedly said of the Planter that there is neither
room nor need for further improvement. But we shall improve on
those made hereafter in .several mechanical points, which wid ren-
der mor>» attainable and still more perfect the complete result.

Finding the Chopper unimportant, we have discontinued it. and
combined the Scraper and Hiller into one machine This will
cheapen the price of the set, save transportation, and make a more ’

convenient as well as better Scraper. With the combined Scra-
per and Hil er,cottGn may be scraped close to the drill, as soon as it

is out ofthe ground, without being covered up, thus facilitating the
rapid forwarding of a late planting, or preventing the establish-
ment of an earlj” stand of grass on laud that has been in corn.
These improvements render Washburn’s Planter, and Combined

Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-saving implements ever
ofl’ered to the cotton planter. The work of each, whether planting,
scraping, or hilling, is done by one hand at the rate of ten acres a
diy^ in an efficient and imifo'-m manner, surpassing in every ele-

ment of pei fection similar work done by any other means They
unquestionably pay for themselves in one year, while they last
many years. The fo lowing is some of the testimony which the
trial of these machines has elicited It will be observed that some
of the names are the same which were given last year. The rea-
son of this is that their first opinions were formed on witnessing a
mere experiment in onr own fields, or where they might suppose
the most favorable cii-cumstanees had been secured for exhibiiing
to advactage.
Now they testify positively of their own extensive use

Monterey, Yazoo County, April l, 1857.
I am planting with three of Washburn’s Plautei’S aod am satis-

fied they do the best planting I ever saw. J. M. DEMENT,
Overseer for A. M. Payne.

April 1st, 1857.
I have tried Washburn’s Planter and am satisfied with the work

and recommend it to the planting commimity.
D. McOURRY,

Overseer for Col. J. D. Stewart.

April 1st 1857.
I have tried Washburn’s Cotton Planter, and find it all that it is

represented to be. N B STREET,
Overseer for Joseph Andrews.

IVANHOE PLANTATION, April 13th, 1857.
Having used one of Dr. A. W. Washburn’s patent Planters, I feel

no hesitation in saying that he same works beautifully, so much so
that in my cpini.#n, he has left no room for fu. tber improvement ia
the way of an implement with which to plant cotton.

S. GROVES CHAMBERS,
Overseer for Geo. S. Yerger.

Yazoo County, May 3, 1857.
Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir ;—1 have secured a perf ct stand

ofcotron under most unfavorable circum.-tances, bv using your
Planter JAMES P. Ci’RlLEY.

ate|y, a.s none wi 1 be made except to order, and the supnly of ma-
terial collccte'l for the season’s manufacture will depend on the
number of orders.

Several orders filled to be filled last season for want of materials
owing to the lateness of their receipt.
The price of the Planter is $50, the Combined Scraper and Hill-

er, $50 c.a h on delivery.
For Machines and County Rights, address

A. W. WASHBURN & CO.,
Yazoo City, Miss.

Testimonials.
On Friday last we visited Mr. James P. Sessions farm near Jack-

son, for the purpose of examining the agricultural implements, pa-
tented by Dr. A. W. Washburn, as well as to see them operated in
the field by Col James J B. White. We are highly gratified and
pleased with each. The planter is unexceptionable, and performs
its work wTh great speed and perfection.
We confidently recommend them to the patronage of aU planters,

believing that they are, as heretofore re, resented by many planters
And overseers, truly labor-saving machines.
George S. Yeiger, J. M. Moore,
Madison McAfee, G W. Russell,
J. A. Horn, Oliver Barrett,
C. A. Moore, Howell Hob-i,
J. R. Harris, R. IS. Eubank,
T. Graves, Jami s P Sessions.

“ Good Intent Plantation " Dear Creek,
\

Issaquena Co., M.ss: Sei t. 3'), 18ob. j
To Col. James J B White :—Dear Sir—Having minutely ex-

amined, and furt ler witnessed the operation of Dr. A. W. Wash-

Yazoo County, ApniS, 1857.
Dr A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir ;— i have witnessed a thorough

trial ofyour Cotton Planter. It performs admirably, and cannot
fail to give universal sati faction. Very respectfully,

W. PARKER SCOTi', Ep acopal Minister.

Wyoming plantation, May 28, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Bir ;—Having thorough y tested
your Planters, boi.h on the Hid sid.,8 and level lands, I feel no hesi-

tancy in pronouncing tnem the best implements of the kind I

ever seen, cud would recommend them to every planter who de-
sires to secure a perfect stand. Kespectfullv,

J. W. THOMSON.
Dr Washburn—Dear Sir :—I have in operation on my plantation

(which is Ir.l -land with circled low.s about 3^ to 4 f -ei wide) one
of your Cotton Planters, and am fully satisfi d w.th its perform-
ance. It does the work, in n y opinion, perfectly.

C BOWMAN.
Extract ofa letter /r.wt Mr. W. Monroe Quin.

Quin’s Station, N. o. & J. R R
,

7

P.ke Co., Miss. April 27, 1=57. j

Dr. Washburn tf Co.:—I have planted my whole crop with your
Cotton Planter, and upon the whole, I row think that it is as nigh
perfect as eat be m de. and to a practical planter, is bou' d to give
perfect satisfaction and work a refoi-mation am^mg Soutfiern agri-

cul'urists, as tJ* ell as (I hope) to pay you wdl for ymur i vention.

With tny best wishes forth • further improvement and wide exten-
sion of vhat I consider cow the best Agri' ultural Implements of
the age, allow me to remain, Yours, W. M. QUIN.

Yazoo County June, 1857.

I have used Dr. Washburn’s Planter for planting, and his Hiller
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for moulding cotton, in managing Dr. Woodberry’s crop, and think
too much cannot be said in theu’iavor.

THOMAS VANCLEAVE.
INCHUCA, near Yazoo City. June 10, 1857.

A. W. fVashburn Sc Co:—I have planted considerably over one
hundred acre.s of cotton with Washburn’s Patent Planter

;
and

have obtained a perfectly healthy stand under most unfavorable
circumstances. I have also used the Hiller, which I'after I had
braced tile plows) speedily relieved me from the danger of being
injured by grass, by enabling me to mould from eight to ten acres
a day with one hand, doing the work in the most perfect manner.
It works easily tc the hand and team, effectively and with the most
beautiful uniformity. In shoit, the Planter and Hiller are unex-
ceptionable and invaluable. 1 would not be without them iufutm’e
were the price doubled, G. W. WOlJDBEilRY,

Yazoo County, Miss,, June 20, 1857.
A. W. Washburn Sf Co.—Gentlemen :—I nave planted ihe entire

crop under my management, coim, cotton, and some Osage Grange
for hedging, with Washburn’s Patent Cotton Planters. I have
scraped and hilled it with his Scraper and Hillei’, and have experi-
enced no difficulty in obtaining the most perfect uniform and heal-
thy stands 1 ever saw. I have had no lice or any other disease com-
toion to young cotton.

I have no hesitation in pronouncing Washburn’s Planters, and
Combined Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-saving imple-
ments for the field ever offered to the p'anter.
They work easily to the hand Riid. tcsui, S-UCi d-O tliG work

thoroughly, and with a degree of uniformity and exactness, un-
equalled by a,ny other method, and unimaginable by one who has
not seen them work. They are very 'durable and easily kept in
repau’, and, in my opinion, will pav for themselves in one year.

M. S. IEGRAM.
St. PllANClsvlLLr., La., April 28, 1857.

Dr. A.- W. Washiur7i—De&v Sir

I

have used the Cotton Plan-
ter, purchased of you, and my neighbors as well as myself are very
much pleased with its performance. I shall want two more for
next seasO'.(, and tr ink there will be a demand for them in this
Parish as soon as they become known. H. H. CONNELL.

Yazoo County, Juno 24, 1857.
A. W. Washbuun Sf Co.—Gentlemen I have used Dr. Wash-

burii’s Plainer, and Scraper and Hiller this season, with unparral-
led success. They are capable of securing a more perfect stand,
while they do the work better than by any other means I have ever
known. The Planter being already sufficiently perfect, the com-
bination of the Sci aper and Hiller into one machine, by reducing
the cost and facilities, and improving effect, has left no room for
further improvement.

I shall use them more extensively next season, and shall want
some more machines. Yours truly,

S^P^—tf JAS. P. O’HEILLY.

HYACINTH.S, TULIPS, DOUBLE
Dahlias, &c.

The Subscribers offer this season a more extensive assortment
than usual of Dutch BULBOUS ROOTS, imported from the

best ffower nurseries of Europe, in the finest condition, and all first
class Bulbs embracing eveiy desirable variety of Double and
oiug’le HyaciathSj adapted for house and out-door flowering

;
Early

and Late, Double acd Single Tulips ol every shade aud hue
;
Poly-

anthus Narcissus
;
Roman Narcissus for eaily winter winter b'oom-

ing; Single Narcissus
; Double and Single Johnquills

;
Crocus’ of

all sorts including some very fine new named seedling varieties
Crown Imperials; Fritillarias

; Gladiolus; Iris;Iiias; Lilies’
Arums

; Colchicums, with numerous other sorts of approved tested
value.

113^Catalogues of the above, with descriptions and directions
for planting and manuring, will be mailed to applicants enclosing
a stamp. °

hyacinth GLASSES, FANCY CROCUS POTS, &c.
J. M. THORBURN & CO.

3t 15 jonu street, New York.

GRAPES FOR THU SOUTH ! f !rpHE subscriber offers for sale several thousand rooted Vines and^ A f following varieties of Native SouthernGRAl ES, ail ofwhich have been proved to be fully adapted to the
climate, and excellent both for Wine and the Table:

^abe la, Black July, Burgundy, (so called),
arren, Catawba Scuppemong.

P^ant largely for Wine making, will

A It? or cuttings on very liberal terms.A plain, practical Treatise on the Culture of the 'fine in the open
South Carolina and Georgia, willbe freely mailed to all purchasers of vines

; or to other applicantswJO enclose a postage stamp. y,. REDMOND,
Augusta, Ga.

GLOAMIKG jNDR&ERY-CLAJ V̂ILx.E:
Habersham County, Ga

The Subscriber again offers to the pubHc a fine and thrifty^owth of Southern raised FRUIT TREES, consisting of Am
ORNAMENTAL SHRUB-BEKY. The collection and variety of Southern Seedlings is themrgest and most select in the South, many of which are new and^ry superior and cot heretofore offered tor sale by any Nursery-

prices, information on planting and

ttT ftti
&c., sent gratis, on application, by mailor otherwise. [Sept57-3tJ ’

J. Wu BUREN.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS FOR THESOUTH ! f

“Fruitland Nursery,” Augusta, Ga
I

SHALL offer, the comming fall, for orchard and garden plant-
ing, an unrivalled colllection of

Apple-s, Apricots, Almonds, Peaches, Cherries,
plums, Nectaries,

P£AK!S :

Grapes, Pomegranates, Strawberries, Figs, Rasp-
berries, Bico-ckberrics, Hedge Plants,

Roses, Evergi-eens, &c.. See.
In ^ort, everything ue^v, desirable and adapted to our climate.
I^^^Descriptive and Priced Catalogues mailed /ree of posto.ge

to all applicants. A Supplemeutal Catalogue (containing many
new and rare Fruits found in no other collection) will be Lsued
early in September and freely mailed as above. November Decem-
ber and January are the best months for transplanting. All orders
and letters containhig remittances acknowledged by return maiL

D. REDMOND.
Sept57—tf Augusta, Ga.

SITUATION WANTED.
A YOUNG gardener, unmarried, wishes to obtain a situation in

the South, either in a nursery, or to take charge of a private
Garden. Greenhouse, etc. He has been regularly brought up to
that business, and familiar with the climate of the South, having
been employed there for the last 9 years. He has good recommen-
dations.

Persons wishing to employ him wiil; lease address
ROBERT NELSON, Augusta, Ga., or
W. K. NELSON, care of vVm. Reid,

Sept57—2t E'i='abethtown N. J.

PLANTATION AND COUNTRY RESIDENCE
For .Sale.

ri^HE Subscriber offers for sale bis PLANTATION AND
J. COUNTRY RESIDENCE. The Tract contains 1260 awes,
most of which is fine productive land. The soil is what is called
sandy, with a clay.fouDo’ation—consists of red and grey lands, and
is well adapted to the cultiue of Cotton. There is upon the tract a.
body of Pine Land, finely timbered, and an abundance of stock
water is afforded from never-failing streams. The place is well
adapted to the business of stock raising. There are on the prem ses
a large framed Dw elling House, with ten rooms

;
all necessasi out-

houses; a new Barn and Stables
;
new Negr Cabins, with brick

chimneys, sufficient in number to accommodate from thirty to forty
negroes, and a good Gin House and Screw. There are fine Peach,
and Apple Orchards on the premises, with other varieties of fruit.
The location is in the county of Autauga, 14 miles from the city of
Montgomery, 2 miles from the flourishing manufactoring town of
Prattville, and 4 miles from the AJabima River. The situation is
elevated and beautiful, aud cannot be excelled for good health

;
and

the water is unsurpassed. There are fine mills in the vicinity, and
the neighborhood affords the best of society.
The subscriber wishes to sell becausehis profession compells him

to reside off the premises, and they are too valuable and desir-
rable to be converted into a mere negro quarter.
A good bargain will be given, and terms made easy. Address;

THOMAS J. JUDGE,
_ „ . ,

Montgomerv, Ala.
P. S.—A valuable stock of CATTLE, &c., would be disposed of

vrith the premises, if desired. Sept57—4t

PATENT RIGHTS FOR THE SOUTH
HE undersigned is desirous of introducing in this sec'ion of

_L country, every Patented andother useful invention, either ofa
Manufactural, Chemical or Agricultural nature, and believing it
may be beneficial to Southern interests, solicits the AGENCY for
the sale of Patent Rights as above stated, of every de» liption.
Either State, County, City or Individual Rights, for the States of
Georgia, Carolina, Alabama and Tennesse. The location being
central, will affo.rd facilities of extending the sale of every useful
invention, throughout the Southern States. Address

WM HAINES, Augusta, Ga.
P. S.—Satisfactory reference given if desired. Sept57—It

DEVON AND ALDERNEY CATTLE^ FOR
Sale.

I
OFFiiRforsale the following thorough-bred DEVON CAT-
TLE, viz

:

DEVONS.
3 Heifers, in calf to my buU “Springfield.” (See Davy’s DevoE

Herd Book, 2nd vol.)

1 Heifer in calf to same bull.
2 Belter Calves and 3 Bull Calves, from same bnU.
Ail these animals are out of Patterson cows, by Patterson bulls.
Also,^ Bull “Springfield.” (See Davy’s Devon Herd Book.>

Springfield gained the first prize at the Atlanta Fair, 1855, as a 2
year old.

. ALDERNEY.
Alderney Bull. 1 year old, out of an imported cow, and sired on

the Isle of Jersey, by a 1st prize bull.
l ean lumish undoubted pedigrees with all the above animals,

and will deliver them at the Railroad Depot, at Athens, Ga., fre^
of cost to the purchaser. Address GEO, H, WARING,

Sept57—tf Clarksville, Ga.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,^OUND volumes of the SOUl HEN CULTIVATOR for 1856.
may now be obtained at this office. Price, #1,50. Or we will

send it by maU, post-paid at #1,80. Address,
WM. B. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
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MISSISSIPPI FRUIT TREES.
ri'^HE undersigned offers for sale, at Columbus, Mississippi, a

JL good assortment of APPLES, including the best early medi-

um and Lite winter varieties, from all parts of the Union. PEAKS,
a choice collection, consisting of over eighty different varieties, a

heavy assortment of Dwarfs of bearing age and size. PEACHES,
over two thousand trees 7'ipening in succession, from June until

October. PLUMS, a good assortment, including seven varieties
;

also, PRUNES, for drying. APRICOTS and NECTARINES,
about one hundred and lifty varieties. GRAPES, a few very
choice vines of good size, consisting of Isabella, Malaga, Catawba
and Mustang, a Texas native.

All orders for the above, amounting to over fifty dollars,

from adjoming counties, tvill be delivered in Starkville, Macon,
Cratvfordville, and Aberdeen, free of charge for transportation.

August, 1857—3* JAMES JONES, jR.

’ SOUTHERN PLANTERS!
^

Encourage your own Manufactures, which are now lan-

guishing for want of your support.

I
TAKE this method of informing Planters that I am still manu-
facturing at Belleville Factory. Augu.sta Georgia, a first rate

article ofNEGRO CLOTH, made of strong, double, well twisted

cotton watp, and pure wool filling
;
which I warrant as a faithful

article, and to wear longer than any Northern goods
Being One of the pioneers in manufacturing in Georgia. I have

had to struggle against a fierce competition from the Mas.sachusetts
manufacturers—-for them skill could put a good face on an inferior

article which they could sell nominally ebeap^rtb-an leonld afadh-
fiil article. lienee, merchants us well as planters, refused to en-
courage Souiheru enterprise, because Northern goods were offered

at a few cents per yard less, overlooking the vast difference in the
quality ofthe material used. Is not now the time tor planters to

encourage Southern manufactures, and make us independent of

the North, especially w'heu goods are offered at a reasonable price,

and of a quality that will give satisfaction.

All orders will be filled in their turn, and forwarded as dmected
;

on receipt of the goods, an order on yonr factor, or your note pay-
able 1st of January, will be satisfaciory. At the prices mentioned
below, the goods will be delivered in Augusta and forwarded as
directed.

Extra Heavy Twills 42 cents, 30 inches wide.
Heavy Plain 32 “ 30 “

WOOL will be taken in exchange for goods, at 20 cents per lb.

for unwa-shed, free of bun-rs
;
or 30 cents for clean washed—the

wool to be delivered in Augusta. Ifthere are burs in it. the weight
of burs deducted. I will pay freight on the wool and deduct it

when settling for it. It can be sent to S. H. Oliver, my agent at
Augusta, and the goods will be forwarded promptly on receipt of
the wool. • GEORGE SCHLEZ.
Aug57— 4t

GRAPE CULTURE--VHSTEYARDS—WINS !

The subscriber will receive and fill orders for Cuttings and
Rooted Vines of the Catatcha Crape, from one dozen to thous-

ands. He will furnish either Southern Cuttings and Vines from
the Vineyard.s of Mr. CHARLES AXT, and his own Nursery, or
Western Cuttings and Vines from Cincinnati, at a, reduced rats

The Isabella, Warren, Scuppernong, and other hai’dy Grapes, also
supplied; in additiou to a choice collection of the finest Foreign
varieties, such as Black Hambvrg, Muscat of Alexandria, Cannon
Hall Muscat, Black Morocco, Syrian, &fC., ifC, Early orders soli-

cited.

Full and complete Descriptive Catalogues of Frait Trees,
Vines, Roses, Shrubs, Evergreens, &c., with hints on culture,

sent/rec ofpostage to all applicants. Address :

D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
“Fruitland Nursery,” August, 1857— tf

“ Think of Living.” New Volumes.

OUR ILLUSTRATED FAMILY JOURNALS.

Life illustrated
;
a First Class Pictorial Family Paper,

devoted to News, Literature, Science, the Arts
;
to Enter-

tainment, Improvement, $uid Progress. A large, handsome quarto,
published weekly at $2 a year, $1 for half a year.
New Volumes of the following Jornmals begin with the Jnly

numbers

:

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL
; devoted to Hydropathy, its

Philosophy and Practice; Physiology, Anatomy, and the Laws of
Life and Health. llustrated. Monthly, $i a year.
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL gives Practical Instruc-

tions to Learners, with Directions for the Cultivation and Improve-
ment of Mankind. Illustrated. Slayear.
For Three Dollars, all three Journals will be sent a year. Ad-

dress FOWLER & WELLS,
Aug57—2t 308 Broadway, New York,

FRESH TURNIP SEED.

The subscribers have obtained from undoubted sources fresh
seeds of the following varieties of the TURNIP:
Skirving’s Rata Baga,

Large English Norfolk,
Large White Globe,

Large Flat Dutch,
Large Red Top.

^p“Put up neatly in 1 Us. aad^ IS. papers; and the trade sur plied

on reasonable terms, PLUMB & LEITNER.
Aog57—3t Augusta, Ga.

NEW WORK!—NOW IN PRESS I I

SORGHO AND IMPHEE.
THE CHINESE AND AFRICA-N SUGAR CANES.

A COMPLETE Treatise upon their Origiu, Varietie^^, Culture
and Uses, their Value as a I'orage crop, and full Diri-ctious

for Making Sugar, Molasses, Alcohol, Sparkling and Still Wnies,
Beer, Cider, Vinegar, Paper, Starch and Dye-Stuffs.

FULLY ILUUSTRATEB WITH DRAWINGS OF APPROVED
MACHINERY

;

With an Appendix by Leonard Wray. ofCaffraria; and a Des-
scriptiou of his Patented process for Civstalisiiig the Juice of the
Iraphee

;
with the latest American Experiments, including those

of 1857 in the South. By Henry S. Oi.COTT. To which are
?dded Trauslatio-js of valuable Fi'ench Pamphlets received from
the Hon. Jno. Y. Mason, American Minister to Paris.

Pi’ice One Dollar,
Sent by mail post-paid. Orders taken immediately. Those first

received wiU be first filled.

C. M. SAXTON & CO.,
Agricu'tnral Book Publishers,

Aug57—2t 140 Fulton st., New York.

VALUA,BLS FARM FOR SALE IN CHBRO-
kee Georgia.

^FHE subscriber wishing to get to retired situations offers his

X FARM for sale, situated on the Western and Atlantic R. R. at
Catoosa Passenger Depot at equal distance from Catoosa Spring.s
•and thG-iiom-ishmgtown of I’djggold,

'J'he Farm contaius 450 acres of good land; two hundred in a
high state of cultivation

;
a good two-story Dwelling well finished,

with six comfortable rooms : fire place in each
; a good double

Barn 64 by 32 feet with a good horse power for a thresher and
other machinery

;
large and commodious frame Stables and Cribs,

(fee. The Farm is v'cll calculated for a grazing farm, having
water in all the fields and lots, a tine bold running spring con^'eni-

eut to the house, of never-failing limestone water, with several
other good springs on the place. Also, a most desirable Apple
Orchard: in fact one of the most desirable situations in all North-
western Georgia.
TER3IS.—O j e-half in hand

;
balance in one and two years, with

interest from date.

Persons desirous to purchase would do well to call on, or ad-
dress me soon. Possession given first of January.

R. A. RAMSEY.
Ringgold, Ga., July, 1857. Aug57—3t*

~PLANT^lbN IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ITLIATED on the east side of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-
bany, the river forming the Western boundary, containing

1,346 acres (more or less) first quality PINE LAND. Between .500

and 600 acres are in cultivation, all of which is fresh, none of it hav-
ing been cultivated more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will

comprise all the waste lan.i on the plantation. The improvements
are a good Gin House, Overseer’s House, Ci ibs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health cf the the proprietor is his reason tor wishing to

sell. Apply to S. H. HARRIS, on the Plantation, or
E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.

f^^Possession given 1st January next.
Albany, Ga., March 27, 1857. Aiig57—5t*

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.
i^^HE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, Ga.,)con-
X tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, at 1 2=V cents
per yard—finding every material except the Wool. The exten-
sive and censtantiy increasing patronage the Factory has enjoy-
ed for years past, assure the proprietors that the article of Winter
Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed bji

any cloth made North or South.
Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

us to keep up the standard of the- Goods, but to secure an early
delivery of the same.
Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunity and secure a first rate article at a moderate cost have
only to send us the Wool washed clean in cold water (if sent dirty

one-half a cent per yard extra wUl be charged for washing.) Bur-
ry Wool is not objectionable—the Burrs are removed by machin-
ery.

The name of the owner should be marked on all packages sent

us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia. Alabama or

South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,

(and owner’s name also,) will be regularly and promptly received,

and the cloth when made, returned to the points directed. Each
parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instmetions to

June57—6t W [. SCHLEY, President, Augusta, Ga.

SORGHC SACCHAROMETERS.

The Subscriber has a number of these instruments—invented

and each one proved by him-self—which will be furnished to

anywho may desire this indispensable guide to the inexperieuced

in SYRUP fllAKING. ^ ^

Full directions accompany the instruments. Price $3, and 10

oostage stamps when sent by mail
ROBERT BATTEY, M. D.

July57—3t Rome, Georgia,
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

T he undersigned liave now In store and oger for sale the follow-

ing CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:

1st. That it will crush Com and Cob
;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant’

and “Star MUls,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition

at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob

;

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 10.

“Little Giant” ....4i
“

15.

“Maynor’s Champion.. .

“Colburn’s Mill”
....5 20.

--. 7^
“

32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS,
containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
'be surpassed for certainty of crorps and durability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany . y 1st

Sept, next
;
thus giving easy access to all of the above named

lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
•within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Alhavy, Ga., Oct. lOfA. 1856. Nov56—tf

'“FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
IMPORTANT NEW ARRANGEMENT.

HE Subscriber takes great pleasure in informing his customers
JL and the Fruit Growers of the South generally, that he has
recently made an arrangement with the well known Pomologist,
Louis E. Berckkans, Esq., now of New .Jersey, by whicb be will

bave full access to all the grafts and buds of that gentlemans col-

lections of Pears, which number many Jcundred of the best named
varieties, and more than twenty thousand new seedlings of gi-eat

promise. In addition to this unrivalled collection or Pears, the
specimen orchards of M. Berckmans contain all the best and
rarest variety of other fruit known in Europe and America, from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
ject to multiply varietie.s“ but to select, with the greatest care, the
very best for extensive propagation.
A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected by M.

Berckmans, will be offered fi’om my Nursery the coming fall, and
all the leading varieties of Southern Fruit, Roses, Ornamental
Trees. Strawberry Plants, Grape Vines, i-c., &c., can then be fur-
nished in quantity, at very moderate prices.
^^^Full Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, sent postpaid to all

applicants. Addi-ess, D. REDMOND, Augu.sta, Ga.
AprilST—tf

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED
Warehouse.

NO: 251 Pearl street (between Fulton and John streets), New
York.

Treuwell <fe Jones, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers ii

all kinds of AGRIC'^LTURAL and HORTICULTUxtAL I^'

PLEMENTS and MACHINERY for Piaatation use, incite the
attention of I)ealeis and Plant' rs to their large assortmpnt 'C

Implements exvressly adapted for the .'^outh—comprismg upwa* ds

of One Hundred and f ifty d fferent styles of PLOUGHvS and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting a 1 kinds of Piantatioi
Machinery.

FERTILISERS, FIELD and GARDEN .SEEDS.
Any Implements, Castngs or Machinery manufactured to order,

at short notice, in a superior maimer. May57—tf

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subscriber respectfully calls the attention of Southern
Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-

GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation sawmills, or com mills,

i
umping

water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking

feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, a d all are invited to call and Inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with pleasure upon the intro-

duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-

ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost o: running a 6 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

P RICES.
2^ Horse Power 8375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1.100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent by mail to

any person requesting it. Address,
D. C. LOWBER,

reb57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & OhioRaikoad, and also on the Mem-

phis and SommeiwiUe Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 a cres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dv/elling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now seUing from my dairy
85 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min BuU; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at li
o’clock, A. M., and returns at 1^ o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memphis, TennJ

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and best.

WE offer for sale the a^ove MILL, which surpas.<5os al' others
in speed and ourrbiiity. simplicity and stren th a.« well as

economy. That part of the Mill mo.st, liable to wear iti-'n sepa-

rate from the main body, can at any time be rtmov ed at a mall
expense.
The pbove Uli’l has rs ceived the first premium at t’ <

' rate Fairs
^ N.w Y'rk Ohio, Michigan, North ( arolina and Tein-s-ee as

aiso.9t a large number of Coruiy Fairs in varior,« -tp?'

The yOTiNO AMERH 'A MILL t trforms ts w rk I f ^ r and
imariy twice as fast as any oth< r Cor T or C< n £' r f ‘'Mill jet
ffe.red ft) the public.

Planters are invited to cxam'xs the Mill »i d cor i ; > i*8 ad-

vaniaiies. JOHN & T H08 A P* NES.
March

—

tf
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SCOTT’S LITTLzS GIAIv^T CORIT AND COB !

Mill Improved.
j

(PATi-XTEB :siAy: lO, 1C04.)
I

Manfactured of the best materials by SCOTT, MOCK- i

BEE c£ CO., under the immediate supervision
j

of the Patentee.
;

CARMICHAEL & BEAJJT GENERAL

had a No. 3 Little Oiaut in constant use for the last two years,

and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob Meal. 1 have
never worked my horses and mules harder than during this time,

and they have never been in better condition than they are n<^ w.
Two h irses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, and I fetl

confident that I save fully 30 per cent by using the mill. 1 am ac-

quainted with several kinds of crushers, but consid. r the Little
Giant far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLEE.
Jlegsrs. CARiMiCH.tEl. & BF.AX--Gents —W e are using the Little

Giant Corn and Cob Mills which we bought from you, and here-
by recommend them to Planters and Stock Feeders as the most
simple and dm-able, the most easily propebed, and best crushers
we have ever seen, and by the use of which we believe a saving
of one-third is made.
NATHAN CRAWFOED, Columbia county, Ga.

(Dr. Crawford has two mills in use.

A. J. RAM BO, Edgefield District, S. C. _
. (Mr. P.ambo has three mills at different places.)

J. PRINTUP, Warren county. Ga.
JOHN B. WHITs-READ, Burke county, Ga.
T J. SMITH, Hancock county. Ga.
DAVID C. BAItP.OW, Oglethorpe county, Ga.

(Mr Barrov/ has two mills.)

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmond county, Ga.
GOODE BRYAN. Richmond county, Ga.
WM. J MIMS, Hichmond comity, Ga.
Y. A. H.A.TCHER, J efierson coiintv, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK. Hall county, Ga.
JAMES .AT HARRIS. Tigr^co-V couutv, Ga.
A H COLLINS, Columbia- county. Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burke county Ga.

(Mr. Sehiey is using two mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TORRYE, Lexington. Miss. May57—tf

AGENTS, AUGUSTA, GA.

The attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

called to this MILL, as combining in a remarkable degree,

portability and power, simplicity of construction and arraugo
ment, durability, and lightness of draught.

In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being
only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions

will accompany each milk
It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on

Corn and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from being over heated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone ; an.i tu addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made
the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding
Com and Cob Meal.
Cautiox —The Little Giant has always taken the first premium

wherever exhibited
;
and we challenge the patentees, manufac-

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce proofs of its ever
having been equalled at any trial conducted by disinterested per-

sons and on fair terms. . It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the
celebrity which it has gained during the two years of its existence,

that several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their

appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant’s thunder, they may
be able to follow in its footsteps and .'hare its fame. These mills

are guararteed against defects or breakage, when used according
to the directions and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill,

which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No 3 Mill, which
has ground fifteen thousand bushel-s are still doing good service.

The smallest size. No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a
Aaall horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attachii-g the horse. No. 2 wiU grind ircm eight *to

ten bushels per hour with «yne horse, and is sold at $50. No 3 re
quires two horses, will grind fifteen bushels per hour, and sells for

$60.
We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we Lave in our possession official written and printed
testimonials which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others

:

TESTIMONIALS.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855
I have been running one ef SCOTT S LITTLE GIANT CORN

AND COB MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per
forms to my entire satisfaction. It was wairanted to grind twenty
bushels per hour. But 1 have ground over thirty- five bushels in an
hour and a half, Or equal to twentj -three and half bushels per
hour. In feeding thirty horses I save at least one hundred bushels
of Com per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of
Com with the Cob, where I formerly fei three hundred. Icon
Bidet it decidedly the best kind of emsher ever got up and if I
eoold not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

L D. M » THEWS,
Proprietor of the Auffusta OmnibiLses.

Augusta, Ga., April 20, 1817.

Messrs. Carsiichael <fe Bean—uents.—After having used the
little Giant constantly for two years, I checifuUy confirm eveiy
Statement made in my certificate of the 3d of April, 1855.

L D. MATHEWS.
Beech Island, S. C.. April 1, 1857.

L Messrs. Carmichael & Bean, Augusta, Ga—Gents.—I have

FELTON’S SELF-SHARPEMNG
PORTABLE GRIST MILL.

PATENTED JANUARY 2, 1855.

PATENT

PORTABLE GRAIK MILL.
lEOYjN, Y.

OR grinding all kinds of Grain, including Com and Cob, and
and adapted to the use of Planters, by Horse Power.

This is one of the most valuable inventions of the day. Posses-
sing all the qualifications requis-te to make it available to the
Planter, it is destin* d to supply a want that has h ng been felt by
that portion of tbe community. It occupies a space of only two
leet by three, and weighs about 300 lbs. It is very simple in con-
stmetion,—the finding surfaces are of the most durable charac-
ter, and are Seif-Sharpeniug, requiring no skill to keep 'n order,

and should they ever wear out, can be replaced at a tr;fling cost,

— and the price comes within the reach or every Planter and
Farmer.

It is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with one horse powder,

and from six to eight bushels with two horse power; it grinds suf-

ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature
The perfecting of this mlT is the result of a long series of ex-

periments which have been attended with great expense, but the

success of the enterprise is most complete. Numerous testimo-

nials, in its favor have been received and will be cheerfully ex-

hibited to all.

All orders for Mills, Communications, &c., will be promptly at-

tended to, and should be addressed to the Agent.
Mav57—tf D. CHAFFEE, Augusta, Ga.

FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fruits and Flowers for the South !

T he Subscriber has lately issued a NEW CATALOGUE OF
FRUITS FOPv THE SOUTH, in which all the BEST and

most desirableNATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (suitabletoour

climate) are fully described ;
with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shmbs, Vines, &c. Also, a

selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise

for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn
• ment of their homes.

This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, FREE OF
POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

Dec56—tf
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CASHMERE GOATS.

I
HAVE on sale the following GRADE CASHMERE
GOATS :

4 Yearling Bucks, 15 16 Cashmere price, each, $100 00

4 “ 7-8 “ “ 75 00

6 February Buck Kids, 7-8 Cashmere “ 75 00

8 “ 3-4 “ “ 50 00

Also, 50 common EWE GOATS of large size, with kidby apure
breed Cashmere Buck. Price $10 each, in lots not less than ten.

Sep57—2t
,
RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta Ga.

NEW BRUNSWICK NURSERIES.

Edwin ALLEN invites attention to his large stock of FRUIT
TREES, cousis ing of Apple, Pear, (Standard an! Dwarf)

Cherry, Peach. Plum, Apricot and Nectarine. Also, GRAPE
VINES, and the smaller fruits, tos-ether with ASPARAGUS
PLANTS, Linnaeus and Victoria RHUBARB, and every article

usually found at .such establishments. These are healthy and of
the most beautiful growth The lifting and packing beie is done
by experienced hands and in the best manuer.

51^=’A new Catalogue of the establishment is now ready and wiU
be senx to all applicants.

New Brunswick, New Jersey, Sept., 1857—2t*

SOUTH DO'Vra SHEER

I
AM willing to dispose of a few very fine yearlinar SOUTH
DOWN EWES, in lamb

;
also four fine yearling BUCKS, not

related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a email flock of undoubted puritv.

I wiP seP a Buck and three Ewes for $190, if applied for prior

to the 1st of January next.
,

RICHARD PETERS,
Dec56—tf At auta Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO PTTCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOU TH

DOWN BUCKS of the Webb stocK'fit
June56—tf EICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga

1857! 1857!
SOUTHERNCULTIVATOR,

A MONTHLY JOURNAL.,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
FARM ECOVOMY &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., an_. D B BDMOND, Editors.

The Pifneentli volume commences in January,
1857 .

TEUMiN: .

ONE COPY, one year $1 I TWENTY-FIVE COPIES..$20
SIX COPIES, “ 5

I
r»NE HUNDRED COPIES.. 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompamies the order. ’

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post-Office stamps
received at par.

Remittance, by mail (postpaid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

Address W3I. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
I^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

BERS, will befurnishfd wiA the pa per at club prices ,

PURE DEVONS AND GRADE DEVONS
For Sale.

For sale the thorough-bred North Devon BULL CALF
Southerner,

"

5 months old, of fine ierm and proportion. Sire
Keohuli (prize bull), and dam, “Lively Dame both Herd Book
animals of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) 5 months old, sired by
the above Bull (Keokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur-
ham Cows. For terms, Ac., address
June57—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta Ga.

EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rare and beautiful E \7HJRGRKENS, Trees and Shrubs
of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from the subscriber. The ccllections embraces the Deodar Ce-
dar, Cryptomeria Japonica, Oriental Cypress, Norway Spruce,
Silver Fir. White Pine, Balsam Fir Silver, Cedar, Irish, English
a.rd Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chinese
Arbor Vitse; Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Grand.flora, “Mock
Orange,’’ Pittosporum, &c

,
&c. ; in short all the most desirable

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs tba' flourish in this latitude. DBCI-
DU' »US SHRUBS and TRGES, of many varieties can also be
supplied in quantity. (Nee Descriptive Catalogue sent gratis per
mail.) Address, fDec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga,

SORGHO SACCHAROMETERS.
~

The Subscriber has a number of these instruments—invented
and each one proved by himself—which will be furnished to

any who ma3
’^ desire this indispensable guide to the inexperienced

in SYRUP MAKING.
Pull directions accompany the instruments. Price $3, and 10

postage stamps when sent by mail.

Jy57-3t ROBERT BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Gai

NEW CROP TURNIP SEED.

JUST received from the importers a full supply of the Large
White Plat, Large Globe. Norfolk, Hanover, Ruta Baga, and

the Yellow Aberdeen TURNIP SEED, for sale wholesale and re-

tail. W. H. HAINES, Augnsta.
^^Orders from the country attended to with dispatch.

July57—3t

Fruit and ornamental trees, mcindii«
EVEKCREENS, the finest collection in the Union. 1,700'

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also, parcels of 8600 Seeds, post-paid,
fer $1 25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Poiatoe.s, the most valu-
able of Esculents—the only ones for sale c>f American growth, at
at $3 per dozen—$5 per 20—$20 per 100. Osier Willows—8 finest

kinds—$2 to $5 per 1000, Lawton Blackberry $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes, Gooseberries, Raspberries and Currants at
lowest rates. Linnasus and Victoria Rhubarb $9 per 100. Arbor
Vita;, small for Hedges, and large sizes. All Evei greens of small
sizes for Nurserses. All the new native Grapes. Tree and Rbmb,
Vegetable, Flower and Fvegreen Tree Seeds. Earth Almonds. Yel-
low and Honey, Locust and Osage Oi-ange Seeds. Strawberries

—

20 splendid market varieties— $1 to $2 per 100.

Priced Catalogues of every Department sent to applicants who
enclose stamps. W. R. PRINCE & CO.
Flushing, N. Y. May57ft

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a few pair of three to Tour mmths old. at $20 per
pair For Loi Hogs, I consider this breed superior X> any

other— they cannot be made to take t’ae matige, and are free from
cutaneous eruptions and disease of thelunirs, to which bog.a are
so liable when confined iu dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf R PETER-i. Atlanta. Ga.

GARDENING FOR THiT^UTH
The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

a ny person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of an v specie pay;
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

May56- tf Athens, Ga,
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—OCTOBER.
THE PLANTATION.

Cotton Picking will soon require nearly the entire force

of the plantation. Push itfnrv/ard vigorously, and endea-

vor to get your crop ginned, packed alid ready for market

liefore the coming on of winter rains and had roads. Let

every operation con.nected v/ith the putting up cf Cotton

be performed in the most careful manner, as the market

value is often materially influenced by seemingly slight

defects in management. The skillful handling and pro-

per putting up, even of inferior grades, will be found to

pay,” especially this year of short crops.

C'urii.— Gather your Corn and put away securely in

airy, tight- roofed and well locked cribs. Do not be ton

lavish of it in feeding—do not waste a gmin, or fling it

•out carelessly to your stock, even if you have an abund-

ance Husband it carefully—feed generously and plenti-

fully, but not thpughilessly or wastefully. In this connec-

tion, we cannot too strongly urge the economy of using

machines like the “ Li'tle Giant,” “ Young America,” and

Ruwk’s Mill for cracking boih corn and cob. Feed cut-

ters for cough forage, will also be found economical.

Coin Peas .—Gather and store away all these as soon a.s

possible. Sack your seed peas, and keep in a dry, airy

place Gather, also, os fast as ripe, the seed of the Chi-

nese Prolific Pea. It promises to be one of our greatest

forage plants and is bearing enormous quantities of pods.

Sioeet. Potatoes.—TW\s crop may be dug the latter par,

-lOf this month, or as soon as the vines are wilted by the

first frost. A contemporary gives us the following indi-

cation of the ripeness or maturity of the Sweet, Potato:—

“ Pull sever il potatoes from diflVrent part? of your patc.h,

break them and give them time to dry, and if the fresh

broken part dry over pt rfrctiy white, the potato is ripe

and should be dug But if of a darkish hue, the potato is

not ripe and should be left to ripen. If dug when ripe

Ibey Will keep, if not, they will rot.” Put up your Pota-

toes in small “banks” (25 to 50 bushels) and reject all cut

or bruised roots. See, also, that they are perfectly drf
before banking. Let the foundation of the banks be 12 or

18 inches higher than the surrounding surface, on an ele-

vation, where water will not settle or stand.

Egfptian and other Winter Oats^ Rije, Barley, Clover^

Lucerne and other h.ardy grasses should be sown at once.

Plow deep, pulverize finely and manure heavily for ail

these crops, if you desire proper remuneration for your

labor.

Hay —Many varieties of native grasses may yet be
worth gathering, to eke out winter supplies. But do not
rtllow the grass to dry up and become worthless, before

gathering. The proper time to cut is while it is in blos-

som. Pindar and S'.oeet Potato vines are good fodder,

when properly cured and slowed away. They should be
cut up before feeding out.

'Parn.ips — It is late for field crops of Turnips; but, if

your early sowings have failed, try apa.in nnw We have
known good crops made after the first of October Bring
your growing Turnips to a proper stand, and keep the
ground clean and open.

Pumpkins should lie gathered as soon as ripe, and stor-

ed on well aired scaffolds nr tiers of rails, one above the

oiher, so far apart that tho layers of pumpkins cannot
much or rest upon each other Put up in thi.s way, with
a slight coveritig or protec.tion from the frost, they will

Keep nearly all winter. There should be a whaler tight

roof over the scaffolds, and straw may be used as proiec-

uon from frost Placed in a heap or rile, pumpkins soon
decay and become wonhless Before feeding to your
stock tney should be boiled up, with a spiinkling of meal
or loan.

Hedges xhe Osage Orange, Cherokee and Macartney
Rose, Locust, Evergreen Tfu)rn, {Crafeegus Py>a-
nintha) PyihSrf/ 'ponica, .(^c

,
&c

, may be set our. the lat-

ter part of this month, or as soon as the leaves of decidu-

ous trees fall.

THE GARDEN.
Sow Cabbage, Turnips, Parswips, Tjettuce, Carrots^

li'/.d/ishes, Slc., dpc Prepare a bed in such a way that it

can be pioieotrtl again t frost. The safest way of doing
!t, if? by excavating it I foot below thegcneral surfice.and

surrounding it with planks. On such a bed transplant

your young cabbages, ami protect them in cold weaihsP
for Spring u.se. Haul {ilenty of manure on your garden,

have if well spaded, burying under all enriching animal or

vegetable maiter. Traitspl-inf BrocoU, i'obboges, Ceteny^

''CoUards," &c. If your Cauliflower and BrocoU bav®
>\ot yet made hirads tiy the latter part of this month, tak®

them up, and. transplant them under a shed, where
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can be protected, that they may head. Work and manure

your Asparagus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal

top dressing of salt before spring. Do not suffer weeds to

cumber your garden and exhaust the soil, but turn them

under, as soon as possible, and you will find the soil much
improved by next Spring. Save all old bones, soap-suds,

dead leaves, decaying vegetables, &c., &c., and make up
into compost heaps for future use. Plow and subsoil

your ground for the planting of your Orchards, directions

for which will be found in an article on another page of

this number. November, December and January are the

best months for planting trees, vines, «fec.

STRAWBERRY BEDS
The best soil for this delicious fruit is a sandy or even a

gravelly loam, moist and rich in vegetable manure. An ex-

cellent compost for an acre of ground would be 60 bush-

els of leaf mould from the woods, 20 bushels of leached

ashes, 5 bushels lime and 3 or 4 quarts of salt. Mix
thoroughly, let it stand 2 or 3 days, scatter broadcast

and plow in. Then harrow or rake the surface, making it

fine, and set your plants in rows 3 feet apart, and 1 foot

to 18 inches in the row. After the plants become well

rooted, cover the whole ground with partly decomposed
leaves from the forest, leaving nothing exposed but the

stems and fruit stalks of the plants.

FARMING NORTH AND SOUTH.

Edftors Southern Cultivator—That “Pennsylvania

fermer,” on page 258, present volume, should not “hide

his light under a bushel,” We want just such men as

“A. C ,” to give us his helping hand, and I doubt but that

he will do his adopted country more service by his pen
than will the commander of the army and navy of the

United States, though he also is from Pensylvania. That
closing remark is worth more to me than an article be-

ginning at the fliood and twisti g in Roman Agriculture

and Varro and Cato and Collumella and Choctaw and
Billy Bowlegs thrown in, viz :

“ commenced to seed

down a portion of our land to grass, for the use of our cat-

tle, hogs, &c.” That is the text from which our people

should be lectured, if we are ever to hold up our heads

Some folks think the South must rely upon the democratic

party, another thinks all politicians are alike, and we
must rely upon religious people

;
but my humble

opinion is, the strength lies in the masses, and theit

strength in providing for home.

If the South, to a man, will “seed down a portion ofour
land to grass,” and let it be a fair portion, I am willing to

let politicians, and new school or old school, negro chil-

dren and white children mixed in school policy, each and
all go their own way to kingdom-come, and not fear for

our blessed land. Give us the means to live within our-

selves, and, with cotton bales as a bulwark, we are safe.

This can only be done by the policy of “A. C.” Call

him out and let us all listeu to his teachings, and profit

therefrom. We have had hints from our own folks on
that subject until our ears have become used thereto. Give
us the light.

Oh ! for the day when locks to corn houses and steel-

yards to the meat house will be unknown
;
then we will

have mutton and wool, horses and mules—in lependance!

Yours, &c..

An Old South Carolinian.
August, 1857.

Unhsaltht Houses —No fact is better established than

this, viz :—That dwellings so located as not to have the

direct rays of the sun, on either side, are not to be com-
pared to those on which the light is freely admitted. There
i » a great deal more sickness in shaded houses than in
^ose about which light and air circulate.

PORTABLE SAW-MIL.E.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My letter in the Au-

gust number of the Cultivator, in answer to a correspon-

dent in the July number, on the subject of Portable Saw-
Mills, has brought me a “shower” of letters of inquicy

from all quarters of the “Sunny South.”

1 am delighted to see this spirit of indust y and enter-

prise manifested, and if persisted in, it will show to the

world that the people of that beautiful “Land of Promise’''

are waking up to their interest and determined to work oub
their own salvation, the croakings of Horace Greely &r

Co. to the contrary notwithstanding.

For the benefit of all whom it may concern (for I find:

it impossible to answereach separately) I take this method,

of answering through your valuable and widely cii culat-

ing journal, that upon inquiry at tlie Patent office, the

Saw Mill spoken of was patented by and belongs to a

Mr. John A. Taplin, of Fishkill, Dutchess county, New
York; who will, no aoubt, be happy to give all satisfac-

tory information to all correspondents who may honor

him with their address.

The gentleman who has charge of that branch of busi-

ness, at the Patent office, says that the saw a Saw- Mill at

work at Glennville, Barbour county, Alabama, about 10

years ago, which was worked by 3 horses and sawed 800
feet of lumber per day. It was called the Wood-Pecker
Saw-Mill, was an Alabama invention, and hailed front

Mobile. Very respectfully, M. Garrett.

Washington, D. C., August, 1857.

DITCHING Hllil, SIDE—MR. HARMON»S
Terras.

Editors Southern Cutivator—That there maybe no-

mistake as to the terms upon which I will engage in the

business of Hill Side Ditching and Horizonializiog, T
deem it proper to state now, and request you to publish

it in your October number, that my price for locating

the ditches and guide rows is two dollars per acre, with

two hands furnished me to assist me in managing the

compass and level, and sticking down the pins—myself
and horse boarded while at the work. I will superintend

the construction of a few ditches on each place, and give

such instructions to the overseer or manager of the farm

as may be necessary to enable htm to open the balance of

them without any mistake whatever. Any man can, af-

ter seeing 2 or 3 ditches made, open the others just like it.

The maine, vital point, is their location—the location of

the guide rows. I prefer this arrangement to charging a

fixed sum per day, from the fact that if I should, per-

chance; stay longer in a field than my employer thought!

ought, he would not charge me with killing time for his

money. Ifl engage in the business in question, I intend^

to leave no field until I am satisfied that the ground work
of its salvation is laid—the occupant having nothing to

do but to follow my ins' ructions, and those ugly gullies

in Georgia which yawn to the traveller’s view, and spoil

the beauty of the landscape, will be numbered with the

things that were.

In conclusion, permit me to say to those who contem-

plate employing me next year to ditch and horizontalize

their plantations, that they must ail be patient. J cannot

perform the operation on everybody’s place at the same
time. And here lies the only difficulty in ray way. I

fear that all would want that work done at the same timCg

and that I should be idle too much ofmy time. I advise

those who want my services to sow down the most bro-

ken land this fall in wheat or oats or other gram, leav ng
the surface as level as may be. I can then operate in the

spring (and winter) until they have to plant, and return

after harvest and grade their stubble land, then after the

crop is off I could operate again
}
and thus be busy R
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;go<yJ pnrt of the time. I will say to my South Carolina

and Alabama friends who have addressed me on the sub-

ject, that if 1 can steal time from Georgia, 1 will atteud to

their calls with pleasure. Yours, &c.,

G. D. jHjrmon.

Utica, Miss., Aug., 1857.

[The of Mr. Harmon are, all things considered,

very fair and liberal, and we hope his proposition will be

numerously responded to. We h ive several names on our

book now, and hope our friends will fill up a sufficient list

as soon as possible. A thorough system of land saving,

Joy hill side ditching, would, if extensively practiced, add

-niiliions to the wealth of our country, in a few years, and

prevent the removal of a vast amount of capital and ener

^y from the older planting States. We trust Mr. Harmon

will be war'.nly encouraged, and that this enterprise will

anduce an army of young and vigorous men, also, to qualify

themselves for the glorious work to which he proposes to

devote himsidf— F.os So r['i.T]

KAiSI>’G CniCKE?i'S AND TURKEYS.

Editors Southkrn Cultivator—

I

have been induced

to give you my experience in Poultry raising for tlie last

few years, and my success. In 18.'}4 I lost most of my
turl.evs and chickens from what is called cholera, ray old

fowls fiarticuhn ly in lH55and ’5b I was more successful,

and this year I have had no sickness nor loss from gapes,

or anything, except some few from lice. Iscaid'myben

house vviih greasy water, roost pules and nests, where

there are none setting, and every brood that is hatched 1

grease the mother with the top of the pot, or any sofi

grease, all over the breast and neck underneath the wings

and on the upper side of the wings, all in between the

]arj{* quifis, unnl they are quite wet. Tlie next day the

young chicks will took as i* they had been in the water,

but u will not hurt them at all. In ihefourch week, grease

the little ones a ring as low on ihe neck as you can, and

.grease the head and under the v,/ings but little, for if you

do It weakens them
;
and your work is done. Any com-

m n family can jai-e three or four hundred if they will

pursue iriv plan I want this to have as wide a circnlaiio'>

a.a fur it is quite a loss lo a family after raisint;

the fowl.-, 10 huve them swefit olf tty choleraina few days.

Cnppi ras put m the trough where they drink, twice a

Wtek, keeps riiein heibhy A piece the size of a small

hiekor^ nut to onejtalion of water Now, everyone who
read', try my plan, and th< re wdl be no want of chickens

or nu keysm the State, or any place where this course is

pursue I. I .im a i t liable per.son, and write the plain truth,

and iiuiliing but what 1 Know fiom experience.

Very res[)ccttully. youis,

\N Old Housekeeper.
Madis'/ri, Ga

,
A i/g /<.<>/-, 1857

P. S —1 feed young uirkifs with cold corn-bread, and
pl.ite', of buttermilk ao s •• vuiri their reach.

So'P FOR Kill, -G dirt .s - . i a ,,.n — S S Green of

E isi C onbridge, iia m > ie an experiment with this article

H*^ hus in hi' gaidttii a wbice asn irre, winch wa.s full of

Ih'-se w.oiins, .so fa».,l lu mir iruii ami ornamental trees.

He '•uvered eveiy pi ice on the tree which appeared lo be

wi'Un e.l fiy them, wiih com, non hard s->ap, nicely rutibed

iniu 1 hfc ploce wlier‘ ihe oorei 'Cemed to liave entered.

Jhiiing the rams of this ‘V* eK. ihe soap dissolved and pen-

etr,!-'d to the worm',, which f -rced them out by scores,

Calls ng ihe r dt- itn rrunK this the best remedy yet

dis m-ered foi de-troMUiC loe'C nuisances to gardetiB and
j

•ore bards.

—

Ex-diaage.
\

A NOVEETY—THE HOP TREE.

The accompanying representation is taken from a da-

guerreotype of a tree of of this kind growing upon the

grounds of Edward N. Shelton, President of the Manufac-

turers’ Bank, Birmingham, Conn,, and is said to be a per-

fect likeness of this tree.

This species of the hop has long been known and culti-

vated as an ornamental shade tree, but its utility and su-

periority over the common hop has not, until recently,

been known and acknowledged. It bears the hops in

prolihe. clusters, they are of greater strength and greater

fldvor
;
and the tree in every respect combines utility with

ornament.

We extract from the report of the Agricultural Division

of the Patent Office:

Hops.—Mr. A. B Hull, of Georgetown, Conn., has fur-

nished this office with an interesting report of the condi-

tion and progress of Agriculture in Fairfield county, and
in coi^nection mentions the cultivation of a hop tree by
Mr Henry C. Williams. Mr W. does not claim to have
first discovered it, as it has long been cultivated in that

vincity as an ornamentul tree, but claims to be the first to

discover its utility. All who have ever used this hop are

said to pi-onounce it superior to the common variety, a
much lessquanlity answering all the purposes of this ar-

ticle. This tree is said to be hardy, and adapted to any
&oil or location, and deserves to supersede (as at no dis-

tant day i willj the unsightly hop-poles to be seen iu

many gardens.

A specimen accompanied the report. It appears to be
of a very fine quality.

Further information can be had of H. C. Williams,

Wilton, Conn., or A. S. Batterson, 160 Reade street, New
York.

All subscripiions to me Smldern Cultivator be^

gin with the January number.
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ENLARGING THE CULTIVATOR—A PROPO-

eition—Manures—Hill Side Ditching^ &;c*

Editors Southern Cultivator—We have had a glo-

rious “season” to-day—rained nearly all day. Cotton

and corn look remarkably well—cotton rather too late

—

no blooms yet that I have heard of, but full of squares,

short pointed, and well limbed.

There will be a heavy crop of corn made in this coun

try. This “season” will make all early planted corn.

I notice that you propose to enlarge and improve the

C'uUivator, provided its circulation is increased so as to

enable you to do so. The CuUivaior siiould be the fire-

side companion of every Southern planter and gardener.

It has dene more to improve Southern Agriculture than any
other Journal in the United Spates, and deserves the ever-

lasting groMude of every lover of his country, ] propose,

therefore, to be one of 5,000 of your subscribers, who
will send you one new subscriber, at least, and as many
more as we can. Send them il we have to pay the dol-

lar ourselves—one dollar is worth only 100 cents to each

of us, whilst it would be worth $5*000 to you
;
and the

Cuitiva/or enlaiged and improved would refund our

dimes tenfold.

Please respond to this proposition, one and all,

I notice in your July No. your Blakely correspondent,

C.” intends to adopt a system of manure making,

&c. The object is a laudable one. I am glad to see an

increased interest manifested on this subject throughout

the land, and hope such interest may continue to grow
warmer and warmer, until the last red hill of the South

shall be graced with a luxuriant crop of cotton, corn, or

wheat upon its bosom.

But permit me to say to “J. C.” that this desirable ob-

ject cannot be acct mpiished unless the system adopted is

such as to differ very materially from the plan ordinarily

pursued in this country (I mean the South).

If you had an inexhaustible pile of manure all ready

for the field laying at your barn yard, it would not pay to

haul il to the field most distant from the lot, in the planta-

tion. It is just as easy to make the compost in the field

or near it, where it is needed, as it is to make it at tho

barn. In every field that you pasture, have a stuck lot

built on the highest point, into which haul leaves, corn

stalks, &c., in which never (ail to pen your stock every

night, until the vegetable matter is composted, then move
your lot to another point, and so on.

When your compost is made, rake it up in large bulks

and plow the lots, and with the loose plowed earth cover

your manure piles. Let them remain there until you
wish to use them, and you will find that you have a fine

lot of composi that can be carted out at very little expense
This is ihe only plan, in my opinion, by whic h a plan-

tation may be manured by the “wholesale,” Manure
may be made in ihe horse lot and barn yard for the fields

which surround them.

Now, the above will not pay, unless the manure can be

retaiuea in the soil, and on the identical spot Vr’here it is

puh

It is a hopeless job to undertake to improve land, if the

manure is fieroiitted with ihe soil to wash off. A proper

system of hill side dimhing end horizontal culture must
accompany any system of composiing to insure success.

This is a fact as applied to hills that no one will deny.

In conclusion, permit me to thank Col H J. Cannon,
for seBiimenls expressed in bis last. Let us do all we can

to save our country from ruin. Col C. has done much
good since he itajk the field f'oi level culture. It is the only

system that is worth anything in my estimaii(»n. Good
Sight. G. D. iiAUMON,

Viiea, Miss., 1857.

[We heartily thank our h^end, Haemon, for his liberal

proposition respecting the CuUivaior, and will say that

if it is responded to in the right spirit, prior to the first of

December, we will, next year, give our readers a jourral

as large and handsome, as it is admitted to !)e useful and

practical ,

—

Eds.

HABITS AND PRIVILEGES OF SEA JSLAN3)»
Piantersj.

Editors Southern Cultivator—On reviewing the

back numbers of your interesting journal, I have been^

surprised to observe how seldom £\ny con inunication ap-

pears from Sea Island Planters. Why this is so, I find

difficulty in conjecturing It cannot surely be that from-

their contiguity to the sea they have become so salted that

there remains nothing /mA. in them. As we do not be-

heve or admit this, we will set about “guessing” some-

other reasons. Doubtless, atmcspiuric influence during

a portion of the year occasions ranch of the inactivity and

supineness of our region. The samedisposition we know
belongs, in part, to almost every locality durwg the warra

months of ihe year; but no where so strikingly as on the

sea coast. There the climate is peculiarly stimulative during

certain hours, with corresponding opposite effects at other

hours. Indulged with the delightful “sea breeze” for

most of the dayy while the nights are usually warm and

still, the system experiences a degree of languor for want
of refreshing and invigorating repose whicti indisposes to

any exertion, especially any of a mental character. But

this climatic effect, however correctly staled, and how'eveF

general in its application, is almost exceptional to the class

of whom we write, or at least exerts over them so slight

an influence that it can be easily overcome. Judging from-

appearances, young planters seem but little affected by it

and we must “guess” some other reason for their delin-

quency.

We guess, then, that idleness and love of pleasure de-

ter many from improving themselves, more than aught

eLe. To fbe proof; and first, we hold that every man, if

be, be a man, will w’ish to improve in whatever occupation

he engages, both for the attainment of success, and from,

self-respect. And again we hold that no set of men en-

joy greater privileges for the accomplishment of those

ends than Sea Island Planters. To none other is granted

so much immunity from toil, and so much leisure for the

improve ment of their minds. Their interests are concen-

trated within a small area of space, and by observing sys-

tem, as every oneshould whoexf'ects to accomplish much,

in life, but a small portion of each day is requisite for the

performance of out door duties.

How, then, should the greater and remaining portion of

his time be employed 1 Much of it certainly lor the im-

provement of his mind, his god-like nature. L it so

spent] By some we know it is. But is it not so by the

majority", tor it is equally obligatory on all ? Alas! would

that we were able to leply affirmatively, but truth de-

mands the negative. Laziness characterizes most, in de-

fiance of the advantages surrounding them. And is not

this the bane of Southern life, that which brings more just

reproai b on us, as a people, than all else besides. Nui^-

lurtd in idleness and luxury, how apt we are to pursue the

tracks made lor us, and thus perpetuate habits which

should be abolished.

How sad to behold vonng planters content to do so little,,

Many of them liave enjoyed opporiuniiies of education,

which should have fitted them for much usefulness, and

while, in Academic or College halls, they gave great en-

couragement for the future. But alas ! what' bece mes of

iho.-e hopes and picmises when they are possessed of

iheir ‘ plantation and niggers !” Do they, l>etore becoming

plantei.-^, take a bath at the “fountain of Lethe,” that the

memory of foimer things might no longer disturb theia^
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that without interruption they may etijoy their "oftiuvi

cunt dignitaie.” What a miserable translation do many
mike practically of this familiar latin phrase.

Let us visit one or our “summer residences/’ take a peep

into the every day life of our young planters, and notice

bow their time, is occupied. Our first impression will be

that they are very industrious men, judging from the

punctuality observed for leaving the village each morning

to attend to business, their fast travellers causing but little

delay on tlie read Their places are visited; “the driver”

summoned to answer familiar queries, “the nurse” comes

and makes her report in favor of the sick, and against,

“de doctor,” who “curns more dan's any ’casion for.” the

field, if not too far distam, is visited that the cotton may
know it is closely watched, and behave accordingly

;
then

the sulkey wheels are again in motion, and by mict-day or

sooner the planter is where he was a few hours eailier,

tAe day's business ended.

Now has arrived the glorious opportunity of leisure

time—priceless time—the employment of which is to tell i

for futurity'. How is it engaged, cnmi di^rnuiakl Let us

see— here are two or three of tho.se who have returned,

whither are they going so merrily 1 With unweared and

elastic steps they proceed fill arriving at the door they en-

ter—the Billiard Room. Ochers follow soon and atid dis-

cover “the. same attractive spot.” But some we notice in a

different direction, and with eager hope and earnest e.x

peetdtion we notice whither they tend. Ah ! v/e see the

fishing and the sail-boat await their coming.

But this is only natural we say; we all need recreation,

and young men wdl resort to these amuse'nents only oc-

casionally; they have too much self respect, too much re-

gard for the fleeting hours of time, too much affection for

their families to be constantly or often engaged in this

manner.

Now, if this were only so, how much could then be

hoped for of these educated, privileged young men. How
truly would they then enjoy their “leisure with dignity

”

How soon would the billiard room be supplanted by the

reading room, and the ashing boat yield to some more en-

nobling pursuit. Then would Southern Literature and

AgTiculiural Improvement be sustained and encouraged.

Then would the Mouth at once gain the position belong-

ing to her, and inspire her enemies with the fear and re-

spect which her transcendent advantages and htr unequal

ed lalent can command
The young men of our country should start from their

slumbers as from a bed of poppies, ere their drow siness

issue in the sleep of death. Let them realize the powers

Within them, and use them profitably. There are files

within and around them calling for all their wakeful ener-

giee.

Wore than all
;

there is a record book open on high,

wherein are wriiten “the detd.s done in the body,” and in

that book, at the last day, will be found an account oi

many, many miss[ieni opportunities. I'hen, token too

lafe, loiU be knrnon the xaLue of time. M.
Johns Island. 1 8.b7.

BAGGETT BAU PLOW AND 8CliAPER vs. THE
Yost Scraper.

EniTORB 80UTHKRN Cultivator— It is with much plea

sure that I take pen in hand to inform you of a great im

provement made in the romhinalion of the. Bar-Plow urn'

Scraper, so that the work ol baring off and scraping of

one side of a row can be done pei thcl'y at one and at ih«

same lime liy one hand and one horse. 'Phis' imfiiovfmi n

Wus made by Col Win. J Baggett, of Lawrence coumy,

and is simply ah wltachmenl te ihe old 'Piiylur or any othe>

bar scraper. This improvenienl will be goo<l news tolh-

planters tcnerally , for they will now have to throw away
their old bar scraper, as they would have to do, if they

bought the Yost Scraper. The Yost Scraper is a good

thing and does good work in the hands of an experienced

plowman, but they cannot be so indiscriminately used as

the Baggett Scraper, and the reasons apparent to rr.e from

a view of the model I took a few days ago in the hands
of a friend of mine, and a partner of the Col’s, in this

enterprise The advantages that the Baggett Scraper pos-

sesses over the Yost Scraper are as follovvs :

The Baggett Scraper having a bar under it makes that

part of it the cortroling part of the implement upon
which it is made to turn to the rigl.t or to the left or to

make both implements take more; or less dirt simultane-

ously as desired. With the Yost Snapn- the bar plow df

of that implement go\ ti ns it, and the p.lowman has to

watch botli plow and scraper 'i'he bar being u'.dcr the

plow and the scraf»er being attached to an upright to the

left and on a continuation of the beam : ehind the bar plow
makes the implemeL.t somewhat hnid to control, and as

the governing power is ni.der the bar plow the scraper

i must necessary take tl.e d’lt when the hanoi s are de-

pressed while the f'lnw -eaves if,uiid when elevating them
the plow must take the dirt, wli’.le the scraper leaves it,

and so on viso, versa, making a zig-z.ag uneven farrow.

Not so with tile B&gget Scraper, the controlling power of

it it is the bar, under the scraper, the plov/ being placed

before it on the right of the beam, and attached to an up-

right iron bar which runs through a cuff which can be

tightened or loosened at plea.sure, allowing the plow to be

moved up or down, so as to adjust it to cut ar^y depth that

may be. required. It is also braced forward by a rod with

which the plow is made adjuitable fore and aft. The
scraper is also made adjustable, by which it can be moved
laterally to the right or 10 the left, and is, take it altogether,

a very simple combination by which the work is done
more easily and performs the work perfectly with one
horse and one hand, which under the old regime requires

two
Col, Baggett has applied for a patent for this combina-

tion, and intends sending you an engraving of the same
as soon as it can be obtained, in order that you may, io

the form of an advertisement, place it more properly be-

fore your readers. Very respectfully,

Francis Marschal^,

New Orleans, Avg . ,
1 857.

THE GRAPE CULTURE.

(^Continued from our last, page 284.)

In the fall, after the first killing frost, manure the vine-

yard broadcast with 20 loads of the compost above stated,

plow (he ground in the narrow rows and let it lie. In

November the dead cuttings may be replaced by young
vines from the nursery, if they are two years old, other-

wise it will be safer to defer it till the next year. About
(he last of January or first of February, trim down the

young vines to within one eye or bud of the ground. This
bud foims 'he head or crown of the vine.

Prepare substantial stakes of fat lightwoed, heart pine,

post oiik, or other durable wood, six feet long, two
nches .'•quare, point them at one end, then take up the

t'-mporary stakes and drive the new posts about eigh-

tr< n inches into the grond—when the vines are grown
long enough, ‘le them slightly to the posts with some soft

substance as silk grass or ravels of guniiy bagging. Re-

move tfie earth five or six inches deep round the stem and
cut off the surface roots some two 01 three or more around
the sides of the stem, and return the earth hi the stem.

uiing the summer, the vineyard must be carefully hoed
iwi'^e, ruiioff the shoois at the fool of the stem, so as tfl)

iive vigor to the main twigs or branches; this concludes

the second year’s cultivation.

Imhe third year, the vines must undergo the sameop€=
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ration of trimming down to the lowest bud Some prefer

to delay manuring until this time, but if the soil is thin,

it is best to apply it the first or second year. Sometime.®

two spurs are allowed to grow this year, but all experience

leaches that it is best to leave but one, as the roots will

take better hold and the stalk will be more vigorous. If

the missing places in the vineyard are still vacant, replace

them now by young, vigorous vines from the nursery, or

if taken from the duplicates in the vineyard, care must

be had to avoid injuring the remaining plants in the

hills.

During the third year, the ends of the vines may be

pinched off about the latter end of August, so as to ripen

the wood and give it strength to bear fruit the next year.

Plow the vineyard once and hoe it twice.

The fourth year, if the vines have been well cultivated,

they will commence bearing. They should now be trim-

med to the third bud; nothing should be planted in the vine

yard after the first year, as the vines require all the nour-

ishment the soil is capable to give them—avoid working

the vineyard in wet v^eathei' or between showers, select

settled weather—and don’t walk much through the vine-

yard, in taking a view of it walk around it, except when

it is necessary to work in it. The vines mast be tied to

the stakes carefully and early in the morning on the noith

eide i2 inches from the ground—and as they grow bend

them carefully and tie them about two-thirds up the stalk

and Irom thence bend them from the second tie to the south

in a bow down to within one-third of the stake from the

gryund, and tie them at that point. One spur must now

be left on the opposite side of the stalk to grow for the

next year, leaving two eyes. If it is intended to have two

stakes and two bows, the wide row should be laid off

across the hill side five and a half feet apart and the nar-

row rows up and down the hill four feet apart, so as to

leave room for plowing, as in this case the vines must be

bowed north and south, thereby receiving the full rays of

the sun.

There is another mode of training the vines upon trel-

lisees. Prepare posts 7 feet long 22 or three inches square

mark a line at 2 feet from the foot intended to be set in the

ground, saw a notch three inches wide, one and a half

inches deep, two feet above the mark which is to go to

the edge of the ground, and another similar notch about

twoarid a half or three feel above rhe lower one, then insert

the posts 2 feet in the ground, at 8 feet distant from each

other., then pin sawed slats 3 by U inches, 16 feet long

across three of the postsand so continue till the entire line

is finished. The rows should be 6 feet apart—north and

south—the vines should be trained to the trellis north and

south, they should be planted 4 feet apart in the drill, i e

two vines between every post. Many suckers will pu'

out about the head of the vine which must be rubbed off

except two, these must be cut down to one eye, to be

iept in reserve to lake the place of the two bearing

branches. Wheu these show symptoms of decline, they

-may be cut down and the new ones suffered to grow and

take'Uieir place. In this way the vineyard can be kept

up with .strong vigorous vines for a long period of years

The fScuppernong may be cultivated to advantage on

trellises—on an extensive scale to make wine for sale—but

for domestic use half a dozen vines on scaffolding will

yield an abundant supply for table use and for wine On

a farm in North Carolina, there is one solitary Scupper-

aiong vine, which yields grapes enough for eating aud pre

serving, besides making a barrel of wine annually !

SUMMRH TRIMMING.

The most important part of the grape culture is to give

frequent attention to the trimming of the vines in summrr

Complete directions cannot be given without occular de-

monstration, and then the vintner must exer-ise hts own

judgmentand profit by experience as tohow thelaborshould

be most advantageously performed to preserve the vines

in a healthy state, and at the same time, to cause them to

bear good and abundant fruit. The American mind is in-

ventive enough and with a little experience easily com-
prehends the best mode of doing things, at the same time

on the outset of a new undertaking, if information can be
|

had on reasonable terms, it is wise to avail ourselves of it. I

The British at one time sent men to Holland to learn how
i

to manufacture fine white linen and superfine broad wool-
j

len cloth; subsequently ihe British improved on the

knowledge they had received from the Netherlands, and
finally supplanted them in the manufacture of these ar-

ticles so as to undersel them at home and abroad. "We

may now likewise learn from the Germans (withont go-

ing to Germany) how to cultivate the vine and make good
wine. A good vintner might be employed to attend three

vineyards or more in the same vicinity—and by dividing

his wages into three or more parts, the expense to each

would be moderate. As to allowing any one the sum of

$760 to attend a vineyard of one acre and the employer
to do all the laborious part of it. is preposterous, and
ought not to be submitted to by any planter or farmer.

A compilation and extracts will now be given from tlie

best W'orks extant on the cultivation of the vine, and the

manufacture of wine.

Reemelin, ofOhio,recommendS; “Ist to secure each sum-
mer a proper amount of mature bearing wood for the next

and subsequent years, and by thus concentrating upon
particular parts of the vine all its fructifying powers, pre-

serve it in a healthy and vigorous condition.”

“2d. To impiove the quality of the fruit, whether intend-

ed for the table or for the making of wine.’'

“Each spur intended for a thigh fa thigh is the branch
or limb intended to grow for bearing) should not be less

than 6 nor more than 10 inches long when trimmed,
leaving at least 2 and not more than 3 joints and buds up-

on it. The head will he well formed and of good size, and
care will have been taken to get the thighs to grow out of

the sides of the head rather than its centre. From the

buds on each thigh will, during the summer, grow shoots.

The two uppermost should be carefully tied up to the

Stakes. The lowermost bud or any which may grow out

of the head, should, after two leaves have been formed
upon them, be pinched off above and beyond the two
leaves. Upon these shoots and joints, little twigs or lat-

teral branches will grow in the early part of summer.
I'hesemust be removed by hand just above the first small

leaf The leaves at the junctiou of the latterals should be

carefully preserved. This tends to ripen the branch into

good sound bearing wood, for if these latterals were not

removed, it would weaken the intended bearing wood the

next season ”

“In the fall ofthe fourth year there will be two branches

upon each spur or thigh for bearing wood. One such
would be enough, but two are trained, first, to have a spare

one in case of accident or loss, and for a spur for the sea-

.son foihtwing, and second, to leave sufficient wood and
(eaves upon the vine, so as not to restrain its growth too

much. It is not desirable to have the bearing wood too

rank which would be the case ifthe vine were trimmed loo

close during summer. There are also, both upon the head
and thighs, small shoots with one bud each, which are

led there so as to keep the joint alive for future use, and
to prevent its closing by becoming gnarled over.”

The next point is how to trim the vines during the win-
ter and spring following The rule is to cut the thriftiest

^nd if po.>sible the upper branch, down to from 5 to 8
imds or joints for the bows, and if the lower branch rem un,

to trim it down, leaving one bud or joint for spurs, and to

'lit all the remaining branches away, close to the thigh,

not injuring, however, the bud, which may be upon tho

(high itselfor upon the head.
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HOW TO BEND THE BOWS.

'‘This requires much practice and skill, or else much
damage will be done by breaking the branches. The
bows should be formed before the buds swell, or else

many of them will be stripped ofFbyevena careful work-

man—the great point being to have them round as possi-

ble, and all breaks and sharp bends should be carefully

avoided. Morning is the best time, because the vines

then bend easy. In the afternoon they are dryer, and

hence more apt to break. Taking the end of the vine in one

hand and the part immediately following the thigh, in the

other, and while passing the vine round with one hand,

pressing it into form by following it out from joint to joint

with the thumb of the other hand, and then tying the end

with a willow or some soft substance, avoid tying too

tight."

ON TRIMMING GENERALLY.

This important labor, whether for young or old vines,

should be done early— if possible before the first of March,

at any rate before the sap begins to flow; (in Hancock
county and farther south, it should be done early in Feb-

ruary or before) because through late trimmings much
sap is lost, and in consequence thereof the vine is apt to

become sickly and decay.” (As previously stated, the

smooth bark vines such as Scuppernong, Muscadine, &c.,

&,c., must be trimmed early in the fall, soon after the fall-

ing of the leaf) “It would be well if our vintners would

use all the pleasant days through the winter for this pur-

pose
;
but trimming too early is not to be recommended "

“Before trimming, it is proper to remove the earth from

around the head, so as to expose, for 3 or 4 inches, the

stem. This is necessary, so that the trimmer may, by
examining the thickness of the stem, have a safe guide as

to the quantity of bearing wood to be left to the vine. The
surface roots growing annually out of the head, are now
cut away, so as to leave the head nice and clean ofweeds,
sprouts and roots. It is improper to go down to the third

joint on the stem below the head, and cutting olF the

loots."

As a general rule, vines having a tendency to generate

much wood, as our American vines have—should be left

with more bearing wood—and the better or heavier the

soil, the greater quantity ot wood the vines will bear. In

light warm soils, the vines should be loaded lightly with
bearing wood.

“Vines up to the sixth year should be trimmed close

—

old vines should be dealt with very gently. Then they

may give little, but good wine. Frosted vines or such

as have been injured by hail, or other accidents, must be

trimmed back, so as to provide for new growth in every

hajured part."

“Vines intended for two bows must, of necessity, have
two stakes about 2 feet apart, and such vines have two
thighs. At the end of the thighs are the bows which were
the chief bearing wood of the season previous. At the

first joint above the thigh is the bearing wood, this was
left to be trimmed down to 6 or 8 joints or buds, and to

form from it the bow or chief bearing wood for the ensu-

aummer. Below the thighs there are generally two spurs

left which should be trimmed down to one joint, or bud,

80 as to have an extra spur ready if, accidentally, it should

be needed for renovating the vine with new bearing wood.
There are also two ground shoots, one of these must be

cut away, the other had better be trimmed down to 3 or 4

joints so as to have it ready in case either of the thighs

should be broken off Such a ground shoot should also

be trained, wherever sound judgment prognosticates Uie

probable future unfitness ofexisting thighs."

ON SUMMER TRIMMING ESPECIALLY.

“This labor requires much skill, judgment and experi-

fac«. Errors in winter trimming, may now be remedied

by an expert summer trimmer, by promoting, at the pro-

per places, those shoots which the vine stands in need of

Errors in summer trimming are harder to remedy, for ob-

vious reasons. Whoever, therefore, attempts trimming iri

summer should fully understand, for the two operations

are intimately connected. In summer timming, the vine-

dresser must have regard for the trim which is to follow

itie succeeding winter. One important point is to know
where, that is, at what part of the vine to leave the shoot

untrimmed, and which shoots to trim away. Some retain

simply the thriftiest branches, regardless of the place they

grow upon, which is a great error. If the bows are pro-

perly fastened to the stakes, tlie shoots 'twl to be trimmed
will stand immediately upon or near the stake. A shoot

will also be retained upon each spur. For a vigorous vine

three shoots may be left, two upon each of the bows and
one upon each spur—also trim one out of the head, the

object of the latter being to be pi epare<l for renovating the

thighs. Should there be grapes upon any of the shoots

to be trimmed, then they should be so pinched oif as to

leave one leaf at least, it not two, beyond the otter grepe.

In fact, no shoot should be entirely brtiken off—one or two
leaves should always be retaitied. To keep ilie vine in

good bearing order, it is absolutely necessary so to trim

or dress the vine in summer, as to enable the winter trim-

mer to renovate constantly, and to replace entirely the

thighs every 4 to 6 years. No thigh should be older than

five years. Hence the lowest shoots are retained upon
the bows, and hence, too, one shoot is retained upon each
of the spurs, these being intended for gradual renovation,

while the ground shoots, are intended for entirely new
thighs. When this labor is to be performed cannot be in-

dicated by general rule. As soon as the shoots are 12 or

14 inches long, it it time to mm them, and dress and fas-

ten them up
;
most generally the proper time is the latter

part of May, or early in June.”—[Sandersville Georgian,

TO BE CONTINUED.

OVERSEERS’ RULES.

The following rules were laid down by a good orer-

seer in Jackson Parish, La., and published in the

Read them

:

1. Before going to bed, I will think over what I have

to do the next day, and note it down upon my slate, in

order that it mav be recollected on the morrow.

2. I shall rise early, and never let the negroes catch me
in bed ofa morning, but see that they are all put regularly

to their work.

3. After rising I shall not idle about, but go directly at

the business ofmy employer. I shall see that the negroes

are at their work; that the horses have been fed, the cat-

tle attended to, &c. If any of the negroes have been re-

ported as sick, 1 shall at once see that proper medicineand

attendance are given.

4. Wherever the negroes are working, I shall consider

it my du'y to be frequently with ihem, in order that I

may see how they get along. I shall not content my-
self with doing this once a day, but I shall do so repeat-

edly, observing every time what they are doing and how
they do it. I shall never permit them to do any work

wrong if it takes the whole day to do it right.

5. Negroes —I .shall see that the negroes are regularly

fed, and that they keep themselves clean. Once a week
at least, I shall go into each of their houses, and see that

they have been swept out and cleaned. I shall examine

their blankets, &c ,
and see that they have been well

aired; that everything has been attended to which con-

duces to their comfort and happiness.

6. Horses.—1 shall consider it my business to see that

the horses are properly fed and rubbed
;

their stable is

well iiliered. When harnessed and at work, 1 shaU see
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that their harness fits, and does not gall them, recollect-

ing that these animals, though dumb, can feel as well as

myseh'.

7. Cattle .—I shall daily see that the cattle have been

penned, that they have good water to drink; and I shall

at once see how 1 can best procure a pasture for them I

shall let the cattle minder know that he is watched and

held responsible for these things

8 MLcJi Cows .— I shall comrive to procure these the

best pastures, if possiole. I shall feed them night and

morning, and shall so man ige it as always to have some-

thing for thdm to eat when penned.

9, Hoitse.’i, Pences, — I shall endeavor never to let

these get out of order. The moment I discover any of

them oat of repair I shall have them attended to, never

forgetting that “a stitch in time saves nine.’’

i‘0. Carts, Wagons, tf-c.— 1 shall observe the same rules

about these as about the horses, &c
,
and shall never put

off attendmg them until I may want to use them, when J

shall not have time to do so,

1 1. Tune .—i will always recollect that my time is not

my own, but tny employer’s, and I shall consider any

neglect of his business, as so much unjustly taken out of

bis pocket.

12. Visits — If any one calls to see me I shall entertain

him poli-ely
;
but 1 shall never forget to attend to business

en that account. “Business first, and amusements after-

wards” shall be my motto. If any of my friends are dis-

pleased at this rule, the sooner they cease to be friends

She better.

Heavy V/heat in Texas —The Southern CuUivaior

for July has been received, and as usual is full of interest-

ing matter to Southern farmers.

This number in copying an article from the Advocate

in relation to the weight of the wheat raised in this coun-

ty, seems to express a doubt as to the correctness of our

figures. This is not to be wondered at, 8S wheat weigh-

ing 60 lbs. to the bushel is called good in any part of the

United States. We can assure the Editors of the CuLtiva-

ior.) however, that the merchants of this town have recenl-

3y caretuliy measured specimens of this wheat fiorn dif-

ferent farmers, in sealed half oushels, and have found it to

weigh some as high as 70 and none less than 65 lbs. to

the bushel. From 25 to HO bushels to the acre was the

yield, although the season has been unusually unfavor-

able — Texas Advocate, July 18.

I Will the inform us whether the wheat was

*^struck” or “heaped,” in measuring 1 If the former, Tex-

as is certainly emided t<' the pHlrn for heavy wheat.

—

Eds.J

liANBCCAFS WITii itEI^ATIOI^
to Rural Houiea.

Editors Southern Cultjvatoh—A beautiful landscape

involving JNbiure in its greatest subfenity, is the cynosure

o/ an artists’ dreams, and its truthful portraiture the

xilumatum of his most fxalied ambition. Hence the ap-

preeiaiing admirer of unadorned nature is. in ail instances,

pmpxtgnuied, somewhat, with th^^ genius that inspired the

iinasler limners in the creation of those works which per-

petuate their morialuy.

America, with its multifarious climate and territory,

presents more landscapesque eflfecls of an interesting

, «haracier ihan any other q'torter of the globe. France
becomes voluble over iheKhine; iisfeudal reminiscences

and vine elad slopes. America, with equal energy, ratioci-

asales of the ron»antic Hudson, guarded by the hovering

spitits ot departed Knickerbockers. The former made
cheerful with the growing vint ige, and historically remi-

3jiseent of ye a^ictente limes when lordly bibbers of Bur-

gundy wines, sallied from impregnable castles, followed

by a numerous train of lusty vassals, all to put a lance be-

twixt a neighbor’s ribs. Those peaceful liills bespotted

with the vestiges of a bygone architecture—crumbled

ruins, impt'sing facades, spacious halls that once resound-

ed with boistrous mirth, echoed by broad jokes and the

“wassail bowl,” once resonant of clanging armor, clash-

ing battle axes and the shrill neighing of excited war
steeds, are amongst the beauties that emulate our transat-

lantic friends to prate so long and loudly of their inland

water. The coat-buttons of a renowned warrior, who has

shed his cret/n-g of clay, become invested with an extrinsic

value exceeding many times their intrinsic worth. So

with the beauty of the extolled Rhine Panegyrised beyond
reason, rapture exhibited, interest excited while viewing

meaningless piles Not be.HUtiful from its landscape, but

surpassingly so witli the odor of historic associations as a

medium of retrospection. We look not upon the Rhine as

it is, but as it was.

Not so with tiio Hudson—although the Rip Van Winkle
legends lend a charm that gdds somewhat the glow that

sparkle on her waters, and dissports. fitfully over the hills

whose feet she leaves The magnificent, joyous Hudson,
typical of that home beyond the tomb. Thy bosom a ve-

hicle of commerce
;
thy barks luxuriant of scenery, and to

the husbandman’s toil, a gra'.efui reciurocant ofthy pleasing

fulness. Thou solace to saddened and disappointed

hearts. Thou Mecca to which artists resort to worship,

to be instructed in the great secrets ©flight and shadow,
to witness the sombre tints, and deepening shades of the

labarynth, and the sunlight dancing on the velvet sward.

Thou alembic, refining gioss natures and exorcising that

malevolence which embirters life’s pilg'-image. Thou Jor-

dan to the indwellers of cities. Man becomes old and
passes away, but time to thee brings no senescence.

Cosy cottages nestle in thy valleys, enshrouded by creep-

ing vines, and emboson Qj by patriarchal tree.s. Happy
they who have wrung from the nervous hand of specula-

tion, dollars enough toreiire amid scenes that exhume
those latent feelings of love, which the perplexities oflrade

had banished into professlonel obscurity.

It was on the bunks of the Hudson ihatFowning drank
inspiration from nature’s chalice, and perfected his lastc

for the art of landscape gardening Nature admits ofn •

conventionalities; she is trammelled by no formal rules;

she exacts no geomeiry, and is only desecrated by the

efforts of many professional gentlemen, whose ski!! scarce

extends further than the use of their mattocks and theodo

lites

The budding proclivity of the better informed for rural

homes in this country should be fostered and developed

by superior minds, lovers of nature, men whose ambitions

aspire to nobler rewards than evanescent praise from the

rabble, or of that other incentive, pecuniai-y emolument.

Just think of majestic trees, educated like soldiers—drili-

ed in platoons on a well shorn lawn, and then again

scampering in true Indian file, down straight avenues;

trimmed to a nicety; not one pendulous branch allowed

to grace the visia Out upon the v.anilals who mar our

homes—empurics who war with God’s exquisite works foj

gold !

All beauty becomes monotonous and palls upon our ap-

preciation unless attended by profuse variety. Hence,

in improving the exterior of our homes, all the conducing

causes of beauty, in landscape effects, should be brought

into requisition, amongst which may be enumerated

veiley, hill and slope The chasm, with its apparently un-

fathomable ard startling abyss; the rivulet that mtanders

quietly across the iawn, leaps the rocks beneath theshadu

of o’er-aichtng trees and finally melts aw’ay into ih«

the graat bosom of a placid lake; thegiantoak, wiihgiiiinti

wide spreading arms protecting lesser vegetation ensr ona*

beneath its umbrage; graceful ennife*® swaying with the

breeze that makej their foliage murmur; predaceous
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branches, kissing the emerald turf; vistas down sinuous

paths, terminating beyond the reach of vision; sequester-

ed patches of lawn, wandering like a bayou, into the in-

i'
tricacies of surrounding trees, forming mirrors upon

which their huge shadows are reflected
;
hillocks and

I

mounds reposing, perdu, and breaking with invigorating

i

freshness upon our ailmiration, at some sudJen change

,
in the scene. Such comprise but a tithe of the features

I essential to the pi*oduction of picturesque Lindscape.
' A home environed by such cheerful views—Nature in

pristine lovliness—must exert a healthful and humanizing

,
influence upon the participants, refining and purifying

!

our crudities, rebuking our violent passions and suspend-

i ing, for a time, the incubus of despondency, which past

: misdoings inflict upon us To the youthful it engenders

j

virtue; to the aged a quiet solace to smooth the asperities

i

which beset declining years.

It matters not what a man’s occupation or pleasures

consist ni; all, I have discovered, long tor that dolec far

derived from country homes; but few, however,

have any adequate conception of the method by which

their beautiful dreams may be realized. Their minds are

haunted with images that float ssveetly and soothingly

through leisure hours
;
but, lacking practical oppreciation,

no tangible consequences result.

The conventionat manner ofimproving rural residences

has become so firmly afiilidted upon the community, that

the efforts of a few indiniduals are entirely ineffectual to

extirpate prejudice, or substitute happier examples. Es-

tablished precedents are so numerous, and professional

artists so dogmatic in orthordox gardening, that nothing

short of a revolution in the art of landscape making will

denude the face of Nature of the excresences, which lat-

terly have become so fruitful. The gi cat principle of art

is to kid.e art.

For the information ofthe uninitiated we give an instance

ofprofessional operating, which will apply in the majority

of cases.

“J. Fitgammon Snobs,” a three months fledgling from

"chain dragging” and an architect’s bureau, becomes preg-

nant with irrepressible greatness and aspiration for fame;

impelled by inextinguishable ardor, he essays his genius

in subduing and ameliorating the absurdities of nature in

the surroundings of a gentleman’s mansion. The proprie-

tor, innocent ofthe mysne art, meekly becomes a victim,

lured by the illustrious patronymic of the aforementioned

"Snobs,” together with a prodigal disbursement of techni-

calities quite beyond his erudition.

Now commences the subtleties of science in the elabor-

ate use of drawing pencils. Faralellograrns, angles, octa-

gonals, and circles, leap like magic from the skillful ma-
ncevering of the recondite "J. Fitzgammon Snobs.” The
eccentric man reduces a mound to the most abje<-t pros-

trateness; next in turn a valley is, by some engineering

process, cunningly deprived of its undulation. Nature
thus tutored, is rendered deferential and assumes a placid

deportment. The view of a railroad is obstructed by a

group of trees—very beautitul trees— but a view of the

railroad is of paramount impoitancc,andin vain we plead

"woodman spare the t-ees;” "Snobs’' wields his tomahawk
and wealthy proprietor pays. 1 Ire eye ro«m 3 over the

monotonou.s expanse, cuiiou>ly interseett-d with the science
taught in works on geometry, 'i'iie reader must not sup-
pose there is no vegetation amid this py.*'ote<'hnic success.

there is a long row of ihal cliarnnng trex—
alt. the way from. Nepai~M five dollars the plant— Y’ciepr

Pid.-k:i'$‘perriginatus, as the beauty of the tree is maiul)
derived froin its interesting name Pickleid^ perrig hiatus

is du|)licated on conspicuous labels and suspend id from
every individual tree. A few more sclerotic sii'ijec'.s of a

simil.tr character, bu.-hels of gras.s seed and loads of gravel

completes the tout cnsevible.

"J. Fitzgamon Snobs” renders his bill, the sum of which
agregates S25t>0.

"Belightful view,” says Snobs (prospect u juver.ile sa-

harra).

"Charming,” replies proprietor.

"That circle,” continues Fitzgammon, "perfoims the

graceful curve of the parabola.”

No reply—apparently in dubiety about that paralxila.

"From the eminence upon which we are perched the

eye drinks in the surrounding country,” (including the

railroad )

Proprietor rolls his optics in the direction indicated,

seemingly enraptured with the gaze.

"In the distance” continues Snobs, "the blue hi![.s are

seen blending with bluer skies.”

Proprietor sighs.

"My dear sir, you are delighted. You can’t consistent-

ly be otherwise. You are a true lover of nauire
;
you are

pleased
;
you appreciate my efforts

;
1 read it in your ap-

proving smiles. ! iiave assembled in your domain all the'

beauties of my coquettish profession. The effect, -sir, is all

that could be desired
;
expression, sir—ornate exp'.-ession

—harmonious design, indiviauality are skillfully and ar-

(isticully consummated,; an elysiurn wrencaed from the

grasp ot barbarous, incongruous Nature.”

"J. Fitzgammon Snobs,” having delivered himself of

his stereotyped exordium, extends his professiorrJ digits

and therein clasps a check for $2500,

Downing, conscious of the charlatanry in the shape of

gardeners infesting our country, carved out for himself a

path hitherto untrodden by any of his predecessors, or

contemporaries. Hence, he was assailed by the malicious

quacks, whose ignorance he exposed. His good taiste,

consonant to the laws of nature; his wonderful creative

powers, eventuallyfwon the favorable opinion of educated

people, from which time his abilities rapidly expanded

into practical results, and not a fev/ homes now luxuriate

in the charming pictures of his exuberant fancy. Qn
wdiom has his mantle been shedl A thousand mournfa!

''Choes sadly respond ; On whom In vain we listen
;
ce

name is articulated. On whom 1 on whom t is the sor-

rowing cadence to our inquiries. Vandalism is once more

in the ascendant. "Heathen pagodas,” nlagrred like

French brjonterie, engulphed by trees clipped to represent

monsters, find numerous devotees to enshrine living monu-
ments of uncultivated and mongrel proclivities Study-

Nature, study Art, as developed by Titian, Cciregio,

Raphael, Angelo, and more recently Landseer, Vernet,

Johonnet and Foster Study Nature as it comes from the

hands of the Creator, who now and then ditfuses a modi-

cum of his own spirit into mortal tenements. Visit the

Falls of Niagara
;

tlie White Mountains; the Hudson,

Lake George
;
the Potomac, and a thousand other heaven-

blest localities and learn landscape gardening from the

great designer of Paradise. C. Rbaoles.

Columbia, S. C , Ans ,
18.57.

Arr-ARATus for Sugar T-Ianufacture.—An EliigiisK

inventor has brought forward a new sugar pan, the im-

[irovement in which consists in introducing into the body

of ihe vacuum pan a serie.s of vertical lubes, tlirougb.

which steam is admitted to facilitate the evaporation and

•rystalizaiion. Toe tubes are enclosed witlun a cylin-

drical casing; and between the sides ofthe pan a vacant

^pace is left. This arrangements causes an upward cur-

.ent of the solution in the pan at the centie ot the series

if tubes, whilst a gentle descending current hs produced

letween the cylinder and the pan. by which compound
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WATER PROOF CJLOTHING FOR |NEGROES.

As the Cotton picking season is approaching, vve give

another method of rendering negro clothing proof against

dews and showers

;

Take one pound of wheat bran and one ounce of glue,

and boil them in three gallons of v/ater in a tin vessel

for half an hour. Now lift the vessel from the fire, and

set aside for ten minutes
;
during this period the bran will

fall to the bottom, leaving a clear liquor above, which is

to be poured oflf, and the bran thrown away
;
one pound

of bar soap cut to small pieces is to be dissolved in it.

The liquor may be put on the fire in the tin pan, and
stirred until all the soap is dissolved. In another vessel

one pound of alum is dissolved in half a gallon of water;

this is added to the soap-bran liquor while it is boiling,

and all is well stirred; this forms the water-proofiing li-

quor. It is used while cool. The textile fabric to be

rendered water proof is immersed in it, and pressed be-

tween the hands until it is perfectly saturated. It is now
wrung, to squeeze out as much of the free liquor as possi-

ble; then shaken or stretched, and, hung up to dry in a

warm room, or in a dry atmosphere out doors. When
dry, the fabric or cloth, so treated will repel rain and

moisture, but allow the air or perspiration to pass through

it.

The alum, gluten, gelatine and soap unite together, and
form an insoluble compound, which coats every fibre of

the textile fabric, and when dry, repels water like the na-

tural oil in the feathers of a duck. There are various sub-

stances which are soluble in water singly, but when com-
bined form insoluble compounds, and vice versa. Alum,
soap and gelatine are soluble in water singly, but form

insoluble compounds when united chemically. Oil is in-

soluble in water singly, buf combined with caustic .soda

OT potash it forms a soluble soap. Such are some of the

Bseful curiosities of chemistry —Scientific American,

GIVE A HORSE AN APPETITE.??

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the July number
ofthe Southern Cultivator, “E. G. M.” requests informa-

tion as to “What will give a horse an appetite.” Let him
give the horse a teaspoonful of powdered Nux Vomica
every night, mixed with his food, for three nights, and
then omit giving the medicine for three nights. When, if

the horse has not recovered his appetite the dose of a tea-

spoonful should be repeated for three nights, which will

usually be found sufficient.

I have tested this in many cases, both with my ov/n
animals and those of friends, and have never known it to

fail. Had I time I would detail seme instances of its ef
ficacy; but I have not, and, therefore, must leave it to him
io test the medicine for himself, assuring him, however,
that I have never known any other than beneficial results

to follow its administration. Yours, &c., L.

Aiken, S. C., August, 18.57.

An Agricultural Society up in Vermont, offers the
following premium A beautiful silk dress (the color and
quality to be optional with the fair recipient) to the ma-
ker of the best loaf of bread—the competitors to be un-
married ladies, and the committee of judges to consist of

bachelors and widowers. It is generally thought that bach-
elors in search of good house-keepers v/ill be on hand at

that agricultural fair.

A great deal ofdiscomfort arises from sensitiveness

of what other people may say of you or your actions.

Many unhappy persons seem to imagine that they are al-

ways in an amphitheatre, with the assembled world as

spectators; wherea.s they are playing to empty benches
all the while.

EAWN GRASS FOR THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—You will confer upon
me a personal favor, and no doubt upon others of your

readers, if you will give, in your paper, the information

you have in relation to the best Lawn grass for the South,

the mode of preparing the land, sowing seed, &c.

I have several acres old field, high and dry, with clay

subsoil, in front of my house which I wish to set in grass

of some sort suited to our climate. The only instance I

know of complete success in our Distrist in making a

beautiful plot has been with the little white Clover. Most
other grasses, you are aware, die out under our hot sum-
mer’s sun. I have some objection, here, to the clover and
would be glad to get a grass that I could rely upon for the

purpose. The Orchard Grass succeeds with us under the

shade, but not when exposed to the sun. It is, however,

not veiy suitable for a lawn—it grows too high.

If you think the subject would be of interest to your

readers I would be pleased to see an article in year jour-

nal which would give us your best information It is very

probable that it has already been treated of in your

columns; but I have not access to any of the preceding

volumes. Very respectfully, A. C. G.

Newberry, S. C., August, 1857..

The Lawn grasses of cool and humid England are little

adapted to the hot and dry climate of the Southern States.

Southern grown Blue Grass seed is, perhaps, the best

single seed
;
but duly set, and mown, Bermuda makes

as green a lawn as any Southern grass known to the

writer. Will not some of our readers, long familiar with

both annual and perennial grasses at the South give the

public a few suggestions on this interesting subject 1

L.

COTTON CROP IN CHOCTAW COUNTY, MIS8.

Editors Southern Cultivator—We have recently

had very cool nights for the season, which have caused

our cotton to take almost a perfect stand-still, even where it

had commenced growing previous to the cool nights. The
average is about half leg high, some smaller and some
larger. At the corresponding time last year there was
cotton in this neighborhood from waist to shoulder high.

There is but few blooms in the county and they will not

be common in all parts of the field in less than ten dayg

or two weeks. In short the prospect is gloomy for a cot-

ton crop.

Corn looks well. Wheat and Oats are very good.

Yours truly, Lobl
Choctaw County, Miss , July, 1857.

Bitten by a Scorpions — While unpacking a cask of

bananas in Boston a few days ago, a man named Meade
was bitten on the finger by a scorpion concealed among
the fruit. Remedies vvere promptly applied and it was
thought the wound v/ould not prove dangerous.

—

Exch.

Scorpions don’t bite, they sting like a bee—and their

sting is nearly as severe and dangerous as that of a honey

bee. Scorpions are numerous in Texas, and their sling is

scarcely noticed.— Texas Advocate.

Labor and Education.—A school has been opened
at Whinteyville, Conn., to give ymung men a practical

education. Connected with the school is a large factory,

filled with machinery, for the manufacture of toys This
branch has been selected as it comprises the largest vari-

ety of trades. Each pupil will be required to devote five

hours each day to the mechanical department, and to

keep a day-book and ledger of his work and its results.
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YOUNG AMERICA CRUSHER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have just received

a letter from Mr. W. Henry Steel, of New Prospect, Miss
,

who says that he is a constant reader of your invaluable

journal, and requests me to inform him through that medi-

um, as to what sort of “running gear” and “house” he

will need for the “Excelsior,” or “Young America” Crush-

er, of which I gave notice in the July number of the CuLti-

wator.

Permit me, therefore, to say to Mr. S., and all others

who may wish to be informed on this subject, that no
running gear is needed for “Young America” but a single

tree, and no house but the canopy of heaven. He may
build a house over it as not, just as he may prefer.

After he gets the one he has ordered, he can have it in

operation in three hours, being only necessary to get two
sills 8 feet long and 10 inches square, these to be let into

the ground lengthwise, about 4 inches to hold them fast,

and 3 feet apart, and across these let in two pieces of tim-

ber 3 feet long and 6 inches square; fasten them there by
wedges, and fasten the feet of the Crusher on these with

the bolts he gets with the mill; put on the shaft winch is

furnished him, and he is ready for crushing 12 to 15

bushels per hour with one mule. I refer Mr. Steel to the

drawing of “Young America” to be found in the (Suitlvo.-

tor. He will there see the v;hole of the mill in operation

without any sheller. S25 covers the whole expense.

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., July, 1857.

IROxN HOOPS FOR BAEING COTTON.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Having noticed in

the July number of the Soxdhern CvUivator an article on

the use of iron hoops for packing Cotton, I beg permis

sion, as one interested in all agricultural innovations, to

state, in a concise form, my ideas on the subject.

I have thought ever since the subject began to be moot-

ed that hoops would be a good substitute for ropes. It is

known by all that rope stretches a great deal, and the

knot slips some, consequently the bale occupies more
space than when in press, and is, therefore, more un-

wieldy. The hoops would not stretch and, of course, the

bale would remain the same size. If it should be said by any
one that the magnitude of the bale is no objection, then,

if iron hoops are to be used, there is no necessity for run-

ning the press down so far, and the bale would be no
larger than it would be the old way, after the ropes and
knots had stretched; we would, therefore, save both team

and machinery
;
besides, the bale would look much neater

and would command a better price.

But let us examine the objections of “Dixit” to iron

hoops. He says, “ the cotton presses in our seaport towns
will throw away the hoops, and make the planter pay for

ropes, they not being prepared for that kind of business ”

There is no nece.ssity to throw away the hoops, whether

they remain on the bale until it arrives at the factory or

not, but they could be returned, ana used again and again

—using every year the hoops of the preceding year; the

farmer having to pay for hoops only a little more than the

cost of returning, etc. “But they would be removed,”
ipse dixit, “ because the people in our seaport towns are

not prepared for this kind of business.” Years ago,

when cotton seed were picked, and with the lingers, the

same objection could have been urged against gins; that

is, it would require so much machinery that the people

were not prepared for it. I conceive that that cannot be

urged as a legitimate objection.

Let us bind over coiton as suits ourselves, and our sea-

port towns will accomodate their machinery to our cotton.

The second objection that “ Dixit” urges is, that the price

cf hoop iron would be greatly enhanced if it were to

come into general use. He had in mind, I suppose, when

he made that objection, the principle of political econo-

my that the higher the demand the higher the price; but

it is generally forgotten when that argument is urged, that

the greater the demand, the greater the supply. More
attention will be turned toward it—more labor will be

given It—better machinery will be invented—there can
be a better division of labor, and, consequently, the arti-

cle will be cheaper.

There is one other objection urged by “ Dixit ” which
I conceive is equally futile. That is, that we should con-

tinue to use the rope, because it is a production of our

own Southern States. The true patriot and political econ-

omist knows now that it is best to use the article that is

the cheapest and suits him best, even though it be a for-

eign production
;
and il a certain home production is not

wormy of support, let it fail, and then the labor engaged
in that vocation will be turned to some other home pro-

duction that can be used without a sacrifice. But in the

present case the South would not lose any patronage
;

“ our own Southern Slates” are rich in iron ore, that

would be brought forward—our resources would be de-

veloped— It would cause capital to flow in among us

—

manufactories would spring up, and we would see that

failing to patronize our rope makers, instead of being a

CURSE, would be a blessing!

“ Qui Novis Rebus STUDEt,”

DITCHING SWAMPS AND PONDS—AGAIN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in the August
number of the Cultivator, a gentleman writing over the

signature of “Davy Crockett,” in favor of reclaiming low
lands, endeavoring to make an application of ’gators,

toads and poetry, to disprove my objections against the

same.

The reasons that I offered against reclaiming low
lands, I learned in the school of experience—a school

well calculated to impart light to the mind of “ Crocket,”

and all of similar views and limited experience in the

culture and ditching of low lands He says, “ I have had
strange feelings to creep over me while standing in the

Alligator’s play-yard and looking upon the fine corn and
cotton growing in the monster’s hall, and blooming

around his very throne—that was once shut in by deep

waters and dark woods.” I have had “ strange feelings

to creep over me,” in crossing that pond during a drouth

in summer, when all moisture had departed, and hardly

a vestige of corn or coiton to be seen, and on the slight-

est agitation of its surface, there would then arise a fine

dust, diffusing itself over me, every particle of which in-

flicting a wound more malignant than the bite of a red-

bug. I want “Davy Crockett,” when he feels like writ-

ing again about reclaiming high land, craw-fish ponds,

and dispossessing ’gators and toads of their long cherish-

ed homes, “ assigned to them by the God of Nature,” to

take his hoe and go into one of these ponds, that he gfets

so poetical on, now and then, and chop a couple of hours,

some warm, suii-shiney day, when the dust is flying

freely, and after grappling awhile with that itchy element,

if he don’t repudiate pond lands and renounce the practi-

cability of reclaiming such hereafter, there is no truth in

my experience.

I will close by saying, that “Crockett” will confer a

favor upon the farmers of this section that have pond lands

to manage, by shedding a few rays ot light upon the best

measures to adopt to stay the ravages of the bud-worm,

that has too often succeeded in thwarting every effort of

the farmer in securing a stand, and greatly diminishing

in value our pond lands, and causing the farmer to realize

about one-fifth of “ Crockett’s” seventy-five bushels of

solid corn, when the seasons “ happen to hit right.” one

time out of a hundred. J. W. Ol,

Jejfer.'on County, Go,., September, 1857.
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COTTON AND SUGAIl CANE IN LOUISIANA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It has been raining

here ever since the 2ist of July, and some days in tor-

rents, with the exception of some live or six days during

the time. Cotton promised well generally, until this

rainy spell, and I feel safe in saying that the cotton crop

is injured fully one-third, it no more. We have the never

failing indication of the cotton-caierpiliar, which is the

butterfly or cotton moth, and 1 am satisfied they will be

here in abundance during the month of September; 'and.

perhaps, by the last of the month the cotton will be destroy-

ed by them at all events, the injury will be serious—the

crop reduced to one-half. Sugar Cane is fine, ai least, the

plant cane—the stubble was almost entirely destroyed by
the cold of last winter. Corn crops are, generally very

good through this district of country.

Most respectfully, yours, R. S.

Bmjo'jj CMcot, Louisiana^ Avgust, J957.,_

RICE, CORN AND CHINESE CANE.

Editors Southern Coltivator—The Bice and Corn
crops in the Ogechee district of our county, (Chatham,)

are pr mising abundant harvests. The Chinese Sugar

Cane exceeds our most sanguine exptctations, so far

—

both as to quality and quantity of syiup; and all persons

who have a good iron mill must succeed
;
and yet many

who may experiment with the ordinary wooden mills

will most probably make a failure, as the wooden rollers

will not crush the cane thoroughly, without passing it

through more than once, and that would be rather a tedi-

ous process. Respectfully, yours, T, R. T.

Savannah, Georgia, Anaust., 1857.

t&OUT IN FOWES-»-FROG OINT.RENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I see in one of your
late numbers of of the Cultivator an inquiry made by one
of your lady readers as to what will cure the gout that is

so prevalent among our fowls'? I had a fine Bramah
rooster .that had become almost helpless with this disease

and I applied the following remedy, and, to my surprise,

in a few weeks he had regained his former beauty and
activity, and is now in apparent good healtn. The warts
or scales, are entirely removed from his feet.

The recipe is as lollows : Take one pound of lard, and
seven common frogs, put them into the lard whole, and
simmer until they are peifectly cri.sped; then drain off the

dregs, add two table spoonfulls of strong lye soap, and
one bottle of Perry Davis’ Pain Killer, stir the whole well

together, and then annoint the feet and legs of the diseased
fowls fiom three to four times a week, letting them run at

large with the other poultry.

1 hope some of your readers will try this remedy, and
see if it prove successful with them. Mine is the only
case, that has ever come under my observation I invent-

ed and tried the experiment of my own accord, though 1

had previously learned that frog oil was good for diseases

among animats. '"iS. F. Adair.
Cass County, Gpo‘'gia, Avgust, 1857.

Exercise FOR Women.— Working m the garden, with

thick shoes, substantial mits, and a sun bonnet, rather

than the p'-esent fashion, is a health-giving and beaiuy

creating employment for women. Think of this, ye mo-

thers and daugliters. Riding on horseb.ack is an exercse

in which ail women in the country, and as many as pos-

sible in the ci'y, should be adepts, and if-these two things

are not more attended to among us than they htive been,

then the dny.s in which American women will be regard-

ed as peculiarly beautiful are waning.

AECOHOE AND BRANDT FROM THE
Chineee Cane.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I arn aware that you
take a great interest in the development of the capabilities

of the new plant, the Sorgho, and, therefore, hasten to give

you the results of a small experiment, 1 have made, as to

Its capabiliry for making good alcohol, now so extensive-

ly consunried in the manutactuie of camphene, spirit gas,

•and varnishes.

j obtained from Mr. H. S. Olcott (who, with myself, has

taken great interest in the Sorgho, and is about to publish,

an extensive work upon its cuiiivation and uses,) a small

quantity of its syrup— part of a sample sent to him by
Vlr. Peters, of Atlanta. It was made last year, and had

been fermenting in a demijohn ever since, so that a large

proportion of iis finest flavor was gone. After duly fer-

menting and distilling the syrup, I have obtained not only

first class marketable alcohol, but very good brandy, for

which, imagining it to be French Cognac, one of our

largest dealers offered me one dollar and a half per gallon

;

.ind T have no hesitation in saying that had the syrup

oeen fresh, and in a fit state for the purpose, 1 could have

made from it a brandy worth twice ihat sum.

Now that the matter of the alcoholic capabilities of the,

Ararrican plant are settled, it remains with the farmer to

decide, whether he will sell his syrup, at a reduced figure,

as syrup, or, by changing it into alcohol, which is pro-

duced at proof, gallon for gallon, get double the price.

Everything was against the production of even a pas-

sable spirit from the syrup I used. The quantity being

small was against the fermentation, while the previous

acidify tended to give a flavor to the brandy it would not

otherwise have had
;
yet such was the result stated, grati-

fying, no doubt, to you as a friend of improvement, and

encouraging lo tho.se who have gone into the culture of

Sorgho, as an experiment,

Mr. Olcott has gone South, to the Louisville Fair, and

takes with him a sample of the brandy and alcohol made,

which you will probably see. Meanwhile, I am, dear

sir, your obedient servant, John W. Reid,

New York, No. 11 Old Slip, August, 1857.

[We saw both the alcohol and brandy alluded to Mr.

Reid, and consider them excellent of their kind. See the

new work of Mr. Olcott, for a great deal of valuable in-

formation on the Sorgho and its products ]

ARKANSAS—RESOURCES AND DEVELOP-
ments.

An intelligent gentleman, settled in ArkansRS when

sull a territory, and well acquainted with its history and

resources, has furnished to the Memphis Bulletin a most

interesting account of that growing and prosperous Stale.

Beginning with the northeastern portion, he describes it

as one of the best corn, grass, and stock-growung regions,

in all the Southern country—though, owing to the want

of market facilities, it has lately attracted but little atten-

tion. It was, also, particularly unfortunate in its early

settlers —Ishmaels, of old, without means or loi'e or civil-

ized life, the wilderness is their home; they scorn the

ify and multitude
;
neither have they houses or lands;

wherever night or chance overtakes them, they pitch

their tents and herd their flocks; and when the railro.ad

starts, they will start also, to go whither it cannot come,

.o strong IS iheir love for semi-eivilized hfo—so great

heir aversion to improvenient of whatever kind.

Northwest Arkansas is mountainous, the river rallevB

r.irrow raiely more twoorthree hundred yards wide. The
soil, however, is fertile. Admirably adapted to pisiuragei
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and general tillage, it makes the most beautilUl and pro-

ductive farms in the southwest, where peace, and joy,

and contentment d well. On high land, too, or more pro-

perly the hills, are fertile and well watered fields, good

for raisins: wheat and other amall grains, as well as for

general tillage and pasturage. This part of Arkansas Iras

the advantage in health
;

its waters are clear, pure, and

cool, and valuable minerals—marble, slate and lead—
abound. White river and its forks water this whole re

gion
;
made n ivigabie, as they easily might be, they

would soon develonethc ine.xhausti'ole resources of this por-

tion of the State. The cotton growing region of Arkansas

is south of the base line.

It is true, cotton is raised a.s high up as Jacksonport,

on White River, but the southern par^ of the State is

ju.stly considered as the region adapted to cotton And
for the production of* this great scapie the lands of the

Mississippi, White, Arkansas, Ouachita, and Red Rivers,

are not surpas.sed. Their richness and produciireness

are too well known for me to attempt to say anything

more in their favor. These streams are rendered naviga

ble, in the spring of the year, by rains and the melting of

the snows in the mountains above, and not undl then the

greatest part of the cotton goes to market. But in order

that they may ship their cotton as soon as it is ready,

they are building a railroad irom Fulton (on Red River)

to Gaines’ Landing, (on the Mississippi.) And to re-

move a like diffi unity, (to which the Arkansas river is

subject,) they have been talking of a toad from Little

Rock to Napoleon, at the mouth of Arkansas. -

The writer adds that there are a vast number of cotton

lands in Ark msas not yet brought into cultivation What
is wanted m'lre than anything else, at present time, is

the enterprising and.all- pervading spirit of the age, to in-

fuse those inestimable virtues, industry and energy.

And in this connectmn, the writer alludes more
particularly <o the raiiroa.^s already in progress, or

in contemplation in Arkansas the “ Fulion and
Gaines’ Landing” road; Little Rock and Najxilfcon road;
“ Cairo and Fulton ” “ Memphis and Little Rock ” road

;

“ Iron Mount.ain ” road, etc., the importance of all which
to the sections through which they pass is incalculable

-^Enterprising men, also, are now at their head, whose
character, if any evidence but their imperative necessity

were needed, would be a sufficient guarantee of their

speedy completion.

The growth of Arkansas, for a long time after it be-

came a Slate even, was very slow; it is now, however,
making ample amends for the dilatoriness of days happi

'ly, gone by. The last two years, the wealth and
population of many counties have nearly doubled. At
one lind office alone, that at.Baiesville, no less than two
hundred and sixty thousand acres have been entered the

last twelve montlis, and, for the mo^t part, by indu.striou'

enterpri.sing ami permanent citizens Other portions of

the Sidle, also, are .settling up with equal rapidity A
few years, and Arkansas will be one of the wealthiest

and most populous Stales of the Federal Union.

How TO Use Faurrs.—To derive from the employment
fruits and berries all that healthful and nutritive cfTect

which belongs'to their nature, we shouM,

1st U<e fiuiis iluu are ripe, fipsh, perfect and raw,

2nd. They should be used in ifieir natural state, with-

out sugar, cioam, milk, or any other item of food or

drink

3rd. Fruity have tfi; ;r best elTeot \vh< n used in the

‘early part of the di-iy ; hence v.’e do not advise their use

at a l iter hour thim the middle of tiic forenoon.
^

„

To d' rive more decided mtdional tflc' t, fruits should

be largely ca'eil soon afiei; ri-.ing in fti“ morning, and

about midway between breakiast and dinner.

MAKE YOUR OWN WINE.

Surely ! it is time for us to make our own wine. The

government of Portugal has recently discovered a great

fraud in the wine trade, and arrested large quantities of a
drugged mixture in Oporto

This compound had been manufactured in England, and,
in a concentrated form, sent to Oporto, whence it v/as to

be re-shipped again to England under the seal of the Por-

tuguese authorities as “genuine Port Wine !” It proved
to be a mixture of alcohol, syrup, logwood, iron, essence

of tar and other equally fine constitucuts
;
the balance of

the beverage, a little wine and a lar^e quantity of water-

was to be added to it in Oporto.

About three thousand hogsheads of this “ genuine
Old Port” had already arrived in London, where it, un-
doubtedly, will gladden many a heart

!

Does this need any comment I

Our soil and climate in the Southern States are so con-
genial to the Grape, that this beautiful fruit and profitable

crop cannot be too highly recommended for general culti-

vation

Foreign vine-dressers have tried to throw a mysterious

veil over the cultivation of the grape. They, like ail other

illiterate persons, think themselves in possessian of a

great secret. The successful aud profitable cuhivation of

the grape, however, is almost as plain and easy as the

r.iising of corn and cotton, and any man ofgood common-
sense can easily do it, though, of course, as in all other

pursuits in life, greater skill will insure greater success.

I do not believe that ‘3000 gallons can be raised to the

acre
;
but let us come down to a sober calculation, and I

would say that 400 gallons to the acre may, with a cer-

tainty, be calculated on as an average crop annually dur-

ing ten years. Will not such a crop, at a dollar per gal-

lon, pay the vine grower I Robert Nelson,
FruxUand Nursery, Aus[usla, Ga

,
Sept, 1857.

SAVING SWEET POTATOES.

Editors Southern Cultivator.—I wiU give you my
plan of putting up Sweet Potatoes, and I have not tailed

tosatfe them well in winter, spring and summer. I com-
mence to dig after the first frost kills the leaves

;
dig care-

fully and haul, so as to bruise them as little as possible.

Commence your banks, make them in circles of 7, 8 or 9

feet in diameter, laying straw in the bed so as keep them
from the dirt, and alter the potatoes have been put in—say

50, 60 or 70 bushels—cover the bank over with straw so

that the potatoes cannot be seen, then use corn stalks, in

the place of boards or bark as a covering as thick as they

can be placed up and down, so as not let any dirt into the

straw
;

throv/ on your dirt three inches thick, leaving a

s nail place for the air at top through the stalks, then cover

iht-m well with boards, so that they will not be leaked on,

and you will have few if any rotten potatoes.

Respectfully, David,

Bwrke Cauntu, Ga., August, 1857.

[The implement alluded to by our correspondent in his

private note, is probably “ Knox’s Horse Hoe.” It may

be ordered through Messrs. Carmichael & Bean of this

city. Price S'8 or ^9 — l'T.s
]

High Pr ces for Ni.GROr.s.— Oector Davis, auctioneer,

of this city, sold three nude setvmtsat his auction room,

on Saturday last fi>r the verv fine average of SL320.

Neither ot the three could be called No. 1, but ordinary

tann hands These sales are a fair indication of th< esti-

mate whicii is now jilaceil on this species of property,

i he country peonle shall bf regularly advised of the slave

sal^s, no mattei v/ho may be aispka&ed.— 'The Si^xilk

luchvuind.
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OSIBR WlliliOW FOR COTTON BASKETS. REMARKABEE ENGLISH DEVELOPMENTS^

Editors Southern Cuitivator—I wish to know your

opinion about the Osier Willow you have growing

—

whether it will do for making baskets for picking cotton

in ? Basket timber is very scarce in this county, and 1

would like to get something that I could raise for that pur-

pose. Please let me hear from you.

Respectfully, B. M. H.
Bastrop, Texas, August, 1857.

P. S.—Can the cuttings be sent per express 1

[The Viminalis, Red Belgian and Purple Welsh Osiers

^11 make excellent cotton baskets. They may be used

without peeling. They will grow freely from cuttings al-

most anywhere, but moist land is the best. The cuttings

-can be sent you safely per express via New Orleans, in

November,—Eds. So. Cult,

WHEAT GROWING IN ROTATION.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the press of other

business, and the excitement of elections, I have got far

behind in reading the Cultivator, and do not know what
has been published and what not, but if you have not al

ready given your opinions, I would be glad to see them
in the Cultivator, on a system of Wheat raising that is

getting to be very common in this region. I aliude to the

practice of growing Wheat successively on the same
land three, lour, and in some instances, six years. What
surprises me very much is, that those who practice it, re-

port, almost without exception, that the crop is better every
year, even when they commenced on thin land. If these

results continue, we shall certainly have a very respecta-

ble Wheat growing country after a while, as 20 bushels
per acre is common this year—many claiming 25 to 30,
and some 40 bushels. At this rate I can see no stopping
point, unless this continual cropping makes the land too

rich for Wheat, and we have to fall back on Corn to

check its fertility!

Respectfully, East Tennessee,
Loudon, Venn., Aug. 1857.

Good cultivation often increases the fertility of land for

a number of crops in succession
;
but as tillage really

adds little or nothing to the soil, in time it unavoidably

impoverishes it to a greater or less degree, unless either

water, some animal by its droppings, or man, impart fer-

tilizing atoms to the land under cultivation. We rejoice

to see Wheat culture extending at the South. It will, we
trust, inaugurate a wise system of rotation of crops—

a

practice too little thought of by Cotton, Corn and Sugar
planters. The soils on which Wheat, Cotton, Sugar cane

or Maize may be best grown in annual succession on the

same field, are exceptions—not the rule, in good agricul-

ture. Care must be had not to draw general principles

from isolated and exceptional cases, L.

Selling by Weight.—The following table shows the

weight of a bushel of produce as established by a law

passed by the Legislature of the State of New York, April

16, 1857:

Indian Corn
Wheat
Beans
Peas

Clover seed

.

Potatoes . . .

.

56 pounds
60

,G2 »

.60

,60 “

.GO

Rye 56 pounds.

Flaxseed 55 “

Barley 48 “

Buckwheat 48 “

Timothy seed . .44

Oats 32 “

The demand for cotton and the prospective if not pre-

sent, inadequate supply of it, are, as oui readers know, at-

tracting a vast deal ofattention in England. It is appar-

ently very obvious to every intelligent Englishman, first,

that it is not certain that the demand can be furnished

without increased culture within countries wherein its

growth is uncertain; and secondly, they know that itr

cannot be furnished within the United Stales, to the full

demand, without additional lahor.

These conclusions are evidently beginning to produce as

moral reaction and moral compromise among the far-sight-

ed men of England. Tropical products, they are begin-

ning to argue, (not exactly syllogistically but inferentiaf-

ly,) are essential to British welfare. They cannot be pro-

duced in abundance except by coerced labor; theretore,.

we must wink at the slave system in some form.

This is not exactly the form of the argument, but the

reflections which now begin to have a hearingin England

lead inevitably to this stout conclusion Only one event

is necessary to put it in form, and that is the inefficiency

of the efforts now being made to stimulate the growth ci

cotton without the United States.

On the whole, the opinion of England is evidently un-

dergoing a marked change on the subject of slavery
;
and

it will surprise no one to see it inaugurated in some form

by the people of that country v.?iihin a few years. Their

necessities demand it. The staple products of the civilized

world are too closely interknit with slavery to allow a

great manufacturing people to withstand the temptations

which it offers .—Mobile Tribune.

Refined Cotton Seed Oil.—A new article called “Re-
fined Cotton Seed Oil,” has been introduced into the market,

for burning and machinery purpose. It is a handsome
oil, and sells at ^1 to SkOS per gallon, bleached at $1.10,

and the crude article at 60 to 70 cents. Cotton makes an
immense quantity of seed, the only use for which hereto-

fore, has been as manure. There has been talk for sev-

eral years past of crushing it for oil, but the general opin-

ion has been that it did not contain oil enough to make a

paying business. Recently two mills have been put in-

to operation for this purpose, one at New Orleans, and
the other at Providence. The public have not yet been

informed whether the oil is good enough, or abundantly

sufficient to make the crushing of this seed a profitable

business. Some sanguine calculators at the South have,

in times past, estimated that this seed would produce the

planter, when it came to be used for oil, half as much as-

cotton itself.—Boston Traveller.

Tomato Preserves.—Take the round yellow variety

as soon as ripe
;
scald and peel

;
then to seven pounds of

tomatoes add seven pounds of white sugar, and let them
stand over night; take the tomatoes out of the sugar,

and boil the syrup, removing the scum; put in the to-

matoes, and boil gently fifteen or twenty minutes; re-

move the fruit again, and boil until the syrup thickens.

On cooling, put the fruit into jars, pour the syrup over it,

and add a few slices of lemon to each jar, and you wil!

have something to please the taste of the most fastidious.

Antidote to Mosquitoes.—The following letter v/as

addressed to a London paper :

“ Sir: Allow me to hand you the following recipe as a

certain preventive to attack of mosquitoes, blat k flies,

&c.: glycerine 4 oz
,
oil of spearmint 22 drachms, v-il of

turpentine 4 drachms. The face, neck, hand -, in fa. all

parts exposed, to be rubbed with the rnixtine. 1’}.!
-; w is

given me by' an eminent American physician previous

going into the State of Maine on a hunting e.^pedii:,.*!

never knew it used without perfect success.
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DITCHING HILL SIDES—MR. HARDWICK’S LEVEL.

Tke legs of the Level, 2, 3, and 3, 4, are eight feet long,

and one inch thick, and three broad. The cross bars are

the same width and thickness, All of these pieces are let

into each other, and secured by wooden screws The stride

of the level from the leg 2 to the leg 4 is just twelve feet.

I

The crossbars, 8, 10 and 9, 11, as you will see by measure-

I ment, go on the side pieces, or legs of the instrument, one-

third from the crown. The light bar 7 represents the box

into which the spirit level is placed, and should be only

large enough to receive it, so that it may not rock in the

box when carried, and is screwed on to the bars 8, 10, 9

i
and 1 !

.

I

How to put the box on, so as to have the true level, is

i: the question. Then observe the following rule :—Screw

I one end ot box to crossbar 9 and 11, with a hand vice

clamp
;
the other end to cross bar 8 and 10, and take the

!
instrument to a slight hill side, and put the legs on the

ground, as nearly the same level as your eyes dictate,

and observe where the bubble in the tube stands
;
then

reverse the legs, and place each exactly where the other

stood, and the bubble in thetubewill indicate whether the

end held by the vice should be moved up or down. After

AVIRE FENCES AT THE WEST.

A correspondent of the Trcdune, writing from Sterling,

Illinois, says

:

There have been, the past year, a great many miles of

wire fence built in this county, and I have no doubt there

will be double the amount built the coming season.

There has been sold in the Chicago market alone, this

season, over 500 tons of fence-wire, and in this town over

50 tons already, and twice this amount could have been

sold if there were any in market. We use No. 9 wire,

and set the posts 30 feet apart, and every 40 rods set an
anchor post firmly braced

;
attach the wire to the anchor-

post and run out the 40 rods, placing them on the ground

close to the foot ot the posts, so that they may not get

tangled. Hitch the lower wire to the hind axletree of the

wagon and start ahead. If the wire breaks, back up,

twist together and start again, and keep doing so until

you have broken it wherever there is a flaw or it is crack-

ed, as it is better to break it now than have the cattle do

1
it after it is in the fence; and then it is doubtful whether

!

one team can pull a good quality of No 9 annealed wire

;

apart, but it will stretch in 40 rods 4 or 5 feet, and con-

tract when the team has done drawing. Now your wire

is ready to put into the fence, and you raise it up to the

[

desired height on the post and drive a staple to hold it

there, biu do not drive the staple quite up to the wire, as

you want It to slide through pretty freeiy. When your

staples are nil driven and you come to the anchor-post,
' the best and most economical way of tightening is by

men n,s of si wooden pin. Bore all inch hole through

repeated shiftings of the feet and moving the end of tha

box, you may get the bubble to stand at the same place

with the legs shifted
;
then you may be certain that you

have the true lever. Then the box should be made fast

by a screw, as the first end was.

Now, to get a grade for cutting inclined ditches, I would
recommend a more simple and easy method of getting the

grade than that laid down in my first number to Mr. How-
ard, It is simply this: The true level having been ob-

tained in the way above described, take your level and
place it on the ground, moving one leg up or down until

the bubble stands in the centre
;
then take a block as thick

as you want your fall, say 3^ inches in 12 feet, and put k
under one foot of the level; then raise one end of the

spirit level in the box, until the bubble stands at the level

point; then, with the point of a knife, make a mark OQ
the end of the level at the top edge of the box, and then

saw in with a tenant saw,say one inch,and slip in a piece

of tin, long enough to reach the bottom of the saw cut and
reach over the edge of the box—and you are prepared fof

.ditching. R. S. H.

[Cotton Planter SoU.

your post, and square said hole in a few inches. Make a

pin with a square on one end, the other end to fitnearlyi

when driven into the hole Tn the post; put the round^
part of the pin in the post, attach your wire to it by means

of a small gimblet-hole, and then with a wooden crank

that you can use for all your fence, turn up said wire un-

til it is not only tight but you may stretch it a foot of 18

inches
;
and when the square of the pin is right with tht

mortise in the post, drive the pin into the post and taka

off your crank and your wire is fast.

There are miles of such feace in our county where th«

wire is drawn just like a violin string, that has stood

through the violent cold the past winter with not a wire

broken.

The staples are usually made here with a simple ma-

chine by which any farmer can make 1 ,000 per hour out

of the same v/ire, and they will drive into the hardest oak

posts without a hole.

Cement for Iron.—The following recipe for cementing

cracked iron, stoves, ware, etc., we can commend from

our own experience: “Take iron turnings or borings

one pound
;

sal-ammoniac, two ounces; flour of sul-

phur, one ounce. Rub well together in a mortar, and

keep for use. When wanted, take one part of the above

and twenty parts of iron borings, pounded and sifted, as

before, mix in a mortar, and pour hi water enough to give

it the proper consistency. Apply it between the parts

wirh a blunt caulking iron, or other convenient tool.”—

Exchange.
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€1)? iutttlifra Cnitiurint.

AUGUSTA, GA:

have only one variety of the Itnphee growing— the “ Vim-

bis chv-a-'pay We imported the seed direct from Erlurt,

in Germany. It was planted very late, but by “ forcing”

it a little, we shall probably be able to test the canes, and

get a portion of the seed to ripen. Our readers may look

for a f^ull report on the Imphee in our next number.

SOUTHERN AGRICUIiTURAL. FAIRS.

The Fair of the “Southern Central Agricultural Socie-

ty,” of Georgia, will beheld at Atlanta., from the tiOth to

the 24th of < 'ctober.

The South Carolina Society holds its Fair at Colvmbia,

from the 10th to the 1 3th of JNovember.

The Alabama State Society’s Fair wall be held at

Montgomery

,

from the 27th to the 3(!th of October.

The Fair of the East Tennessee So‘/iet)>' wdll be held at

Knoxville, from the 20ih to the 23d. of October and that

of West I'ennessee, at Jackson, from the 27thto the 30th

of the same month.

TOIi. XV., NO. 10 - ...OCTOBER, 1857.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONOENTS.

Hogs — L. H —Write to our correspondent. Dr. M. W,
Philips, Edwards, Miss. We understand that he has fine

samples of the Berkshire, Stiff tlk, Lincoln, Chester, Fls-

sex, &c
,
and think it probable he wdl dispose of some of

them. He can ship to you via New Orleans and Galves-

ton.

Alcohol from Sokgho.— W. K.—See communication
of Mr. Reid, in present number. It is probably now too

late for your experiment, but save all your seed—plant a

large field next year, and give it a fair trial. We can send

you a copy of the new work of Mr. Olcott, for .®l
,
pre-

paid, as soon as published This work contains full direc-

tions for woiking up the Chinese Sugar Cane into all pos-

siblo forms
;
and no one who plants this cane should be

without it.

Lightning Rods.—S.— Copper is said to be eight times

a better conductor than iron
;
but when properly applied,

the latter, has never failed ofaffording protection.

Concrete Walls.—E T.—Read carefully our articles

in May and September numbers.

Miner’s Bee-Keeper’s Manual.—G S —This work
can be obtained from A. O Moore, 140 Fulton street,

New York City, for ^1, post-paid. We forwardtd your
order and money.

Forman’s Plow' —L. N. H.—We prefer the Washing-
ton Plow No. 2, (Rich’s Iron Beam) and two good mules
for breaking up land. Forman’s and Wariick’s plows
have many good qualities, and admit of various changes
of point and share, but neither of them are quite equal

to Cooper’s Patent. This last may be had from G. W.
Cooper, Ogeechce, Scriven county, Ga., and the Washing-
ton Plow may be ordered from Treadwell & Jones,
Pear! street, New York.

Portable Saw' Another Subscriber^ See

letter ofMr Garrett, in present number.

Osier Willows FOR Cotton Easki.ts.—C. F. LkG —
The price of the cuttings you desire, will be from S5 t<

SlOper thousand —.see also, article in present number
We will publish the ana'y^is as soon as w'e can procure a

reliable one. We do not know' of any remedy to preveiu

sand frnrn rising in the bottom of wells, except filling ii

with loose reck.

Imphee and Chinese Cane.—B R. Jr.—We cannot

at present, enlighten you as to t!ie “ comparative merits'

of the Sorgho and Imphee. We are awaiting the expen
jnents of Gov. Hammond, of South Carolina, with the la

ier, and shall publish the results as soon as obtained. Wt

AGRICULTURAL BaOK PUBLISHING.'

The old and highly esteemed firm of C. M. Saxton &
Co., of 149 Fulton street, New York, wms recently dis-

solved by the withdrawal of the senior partner, C. M.

Saxton, Esq. Mr. S. was, for many years, a pioneer ia

the publication of Agricultural Books, and since the days

of “ Saxton & Miles,” has done his country .the highest

possible service, by the wide dissemination of standard

wmrks on Agricultural science and general rural econ-

omy. All his business operations have been conducted

on the most liberal and enlightened scale,—he has made

troops of warm personal friends, and carries with him^

into his retirement, the best w’ishes of all who have ever

known, or had business transactions wdth him.

To those who feel an interest in the advancement of

Agricultural improvement, it is pleasant to know that the

mantle of Mr, Saxton has fallen on most worthy shoul-

ders. The business will be continued at the old stand,

and in the old spirit of enterprise and liberality, by A. O.

Moore, Esq., who has been actively associated with Mr.

Saxton for several years past, ai.d w'ho fully understands

and will labor to supply the w'ams of readin.g and think-

ing American A.griculturists. Young, earnest, enthusi-

astic—feeling a deep interest in rural life, and being ac-

tively engaged in rural impi'ovement—Mr. Moore can-

not fail of increasing the already high reputation of his

establishment; and we commend him most cordially to-

the friendship and support of the farmers and planters of

the South.

“ GRAPE GROWING AND WINE MAKING
Made Ea.sy.

The attention of all our leaaers, who desire to partici-

pate in the pleasures and profits of Vineyard culture in

the South, is called to the excellent treatise of A. DeCar-

adeuc, Esq
,
in the present number. Like very man^y

0 hers, we have heretofore been deterred from entering

1 irgely into the Culture of the Vine, by fear ol the expense

and diificulty attending it. We have been taught to look

Upon the, production of good Wine in ihe South, ns ex-

ceedingly proiJeniatical. No one doubted the capacity of

jur sunny cinne for the growth of the grape; ‘ but”—
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the making of good wine afierwuriis— there lay the diffi-

culty ! Well, that difficulty has vanished—the mystery

is solved—“granite laboratories” and deep cellars are

perhaps, well enough in their way, but by no means in-

dispensable
;
and hereafter, any man may plant his Vine-

yard with the same certainly of being able to make a

largely paying crop of good wine, that he would feel of

making bread from nis corn or wheat field.

We have recently made two visits to the vineyards of

Dr. McDonnald, and our correspondent, Mr. DhCara-

DEUC. We have inquired minutely into their systems of

planting and culture—we have examined their soils, loca-

tions and aspects—have eaten their grapes, and drank

their wines, of various flavors and qualities—but all pure,

invigorating, and vastly superior to the foreign trash for

which we pay so dearly. We have, (so far as our brief

time would permit,) familiarized ourselves with their pro-

cesses for making these wines, and with all the advan-

tages and disadvantages of the business: and the result

is, a deliberate conviction that the Fitld Cidlure of ihe

Grape, as practised by these gentlemen, is one of the

surest and 'most remunerative branches of rural industry,

and destined in a very few years to become of gre.it and

significant importance to the Suuth, There a.e thousands

of acres of uplands all around us, too poor for either

cotton or corn, that will pay from $200 to $500 per acre

in wine, the third or faunhyear frum planting, and which,

if properly managed, naay be made to clear expenses

from the very outset. Much of this land can be pur-

chased for a mere iiifle, (five to ten dollars per acre
)
and

if it will pay even two hundred dollars per acre in wine,

after the third year, what other field crop now cultivated

in the South can begin to compare with it '? The experi-

ence of the vintners in Ohio, shows an average yield of

four hundred gallons to the acre, and that we can safely

count on equaling this, need not be doubted.

In fact, the testimony of both the gentlemen above

alluded to, (who have had sixteen years experience,) as

well as the recent successes of Mr. Axt, and many others,

justifies us in claiming for the Culture of the Grape far

more attention than it has ever yet received in the South,

and of earnestly urging it upon the notice of our subscri-

bers.

We can fully endorse, from cur own knowledge, all the
|

statements of Mr. DhCARADECC, and commend his article

to the special attention of our readers. We do not claim

perfection for his system— nor does Mr C. himself—but

we do contend that it is the cheapest, easiest, and surest
j

way of profitably cultivating the Vine yet offered to the
j

public.
j

The somewhat el.aborate treatise on the culture of the
I

grape, (commenced in our last number,) by an esteemed
'

corre.spondent in Hancock county ^ Georgia, will also be
j

foun 1 10 cofitain many very valuaole suggestions
;
and

and v/e shall take p!e.J3ure in oilen returning to tins sub-

ject hereafter.

To CiiuRESPOxoRMTS.— VVe oave, as usual, many vain-

1

able anicles left over, for which we will .find room as i

soon as possible. I

3ia

SUGAR FROM TPE CKINESE CA>E !

We were shown yesterday by Dr. Lee, Profes.>or of Ag-
ricultural Chemistry in Franklin College, the result of

some experiments of his with the Chinese Sugar Cane.

The syrup he matic was light colored, thak and very

sweet, and the finest specimen we have seen. Dr Lee's-

chemical knowledge has enabled him to correct the error

made by the chemists in Boston, and he has demonstrated

that the saccharine matter ol the Sorgho can be crystalized

into cane sugar. The granular forms were distinctly .seen

and tasted in a specimen of the sugar we examined, which,

had been manufactured from the juices of cane growing
on the day the experiment was made.

The observation and experience hundreds who have

cultiv.ued small quantities of the Chinese Sugar Cane
this year, abundantly prove that syrup of a superior

quality can f-e made with but little trouole and expense,,

and Dr. Lee has demonstrated that sugar can al'O be

manufactured from it—let the South then prepare for an

extensive cultivation of the plant.

—

Augusta Constitur-

UenaList of Sept, dtk, 1857

Having succeeded in our first attempt to make good

cane-sugar from the juice of the S.vguni Saccka.raLum, we

hope to be able in our next issue to give some reliable data

in reference to the value of the Chinese and African canes

for producing sugar and syrup in a large way. Ex-Gov^

Hammond and Col. Peter.s have, together, crops of iliese

plants that promise to turn out some sixty thousand gal-

lons of good syrup, or the equivalent in sugar. The Cul-

tivator goes io pvess Gar\y (lOth September) and our ex-

periments and researches to ascertain the best ways and

means of defecation, filtering and clarif3'ing, which opera-

tions are indispensable to the production of first ra'e syrup

and sugar, are as yet incomplete. In a tew days we shall-

have fully tested Mr. Wray’s patented process, and some
notions of our own on the subject. In the meantime, we
commend Dr. Evans’ Sugar Maker’s Manual, which may
be had of Messrs. Richards & Son, Booksellers in Au-
gusta, to such as wish to study the art in question.

u
• ^ • —

.

EUSCIOUS GRAPE.S.

Henry Lyons, Esq
,
of Columbia, S. C., v/ill accept

our thanks for samples of each of the following varieties

of foreign Grapes :— Black Hamburg, Golden Chasselas,

White Fiontignac, Purple Damascus, Muscat of Alexan-

dria. These grapes were of surpassing richness and deli-

cacy,and were grown under glass, but without any artjficia.1

iieat.

We are also deeply indebted to onr kind friends, Dr.

McDonnald and A. dg Caradecc, E<q
,
of Woodward,

S. C
,
for very lioeral supplies of Black July, Isabeila, Ca-

tawba, Burgundy, VVarren and Scuppernong Grapes,

grown at their Vineyards near Woodward. A com-
munication from Mi. DL Caradkuc may be found el e-

where in tliis number, which details a system of Grape

Culture and Wine Making so simple and easy that every

man who possesses land in the South should feel' encour-

aged to “sit under hi own vine” and partake of the fruit

thereof.

Mew Cotton.—Our ueignoor, Capi T. W. E Beali*

of Columbia, Co., send.s us a sample of Upland Cotton of

very superior fineness and gre.it lengih ofstaple It would,

we think, rank “No. 1” anywhere, and ffi Capt B ’s entire

crop works up to this sample, it caimot fidl to cemmaad
a good price.
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OUR BOOK TABUE.

lUusirated Family Gymnasium ”
is a capital

little work, just published. It is by R. T. Trall, M. D.,

author of “ i'he Hydropathic Encyclopedia,” and other

useful books on health, exercise, &c. Price SI 25. Ad-

-Jress: Fowler & Wklls, 308 Broadway,New YorkCity.

“Fusseirs Magazine"ffov September, is a very good

number. The leading articles are:—The Nature and

Claims of Paradox; Estcourt; Our Town in Summer;

European Correspondence
;
A few thoughts in Southern

Civilization, &c,, &c. Terms: S3 per year. Address

—

^'Russell's Magazine" Charleston, S C.

^*The Harticulkirisl" for September contains—Pear

Culture; Rhododendrons; The American Plane-Tree;

Legends of Trees
;
New Tea Rose; Garden Vegetables;

Strawberries; The Atmosphere; Foreign Notices; Edi-

tor’s Table; Calendar of Operations, &c, &c., and beautiful

illustrations. Terms—$2 per year (colored edition, $5)
Address: Robert Pearsall Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

We should be pleased to notice many other works on
our table, but time and space are lacking.

Chinese Prolipic Pea,— ihegrowth of this new plant

continues to excite the wonder of everybody, and all who

feel an interest in the subject are cordially invited to

visit the plantation of Mr. Jas. P. Fleming, on the Sand

Hills, 4 miles from this city, and judge of its value for

themselves. The luxuriance of the vine and vast quantity

of blossoms and pods which it bears, almost surpasses be-

lief, and more than justifies all that has been claimed for it

heretofore.
— ^ »

Agricultural Fairs, &c.—Do not forget that the Fair

of out Georgia Society takes place at Atlanta^ from the

vOth to 24 th of October.

We are under particular obligations to the Officers of

the several State and County Societies for invitations to

attend their exhibitions
;
and regret that distance and

want of time will prevent us from availing ourselves of

iheir kindness.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE—SYRUP, «&c.

The newspapers from all parts of the South are full of

details of successful experiments in the making of syrup

from this cane, and wonderful accounts of the enormous

yield of seed, fodder, &c. We have not room for a tithe

of these articles nor can we publish half of the private

letters we have received on this subject during the past

two months. The following si mining up of the testimony

(from the Edgefield Advertiser,) seems to “tell the whole

story,” however, and we give place to it;

“If a iudgrnent can be formed by any number of trials,

and if hundieds of our best citizens have not been deceived

in the experiments they ha ve witnessed and made, we are

certainly, at last possessed of the means of obtaining

first-rate sugar, molasses and s^-rup, fifty per cent

•cheaper than these articles have ever been procured

in the markets before. A supply of them can be manu-
factured by ever farmer

; and lie will scarcely miss the

labor expended therein from his other business. The se-

cret is found. The children of the South may begin a

grand jubilee, in anticipation of sweet lips, sweet mouths,

and molasses and sugar candy a plenty.”

larticEltEial StfattmtEl.

GRAPE GROWING AND WINE MAKING
Made Easy.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Agreeably to your

request, I now hand you a few remarks about our method

of planting out and taking care of a Vineyard. I say,

“ our method,” for I claim it as peculiar to Dr. McDon-

nold and myself; and we have adopted it, not through

ignorance of more complicated and more costly methods,

but, first, on account of its simplicity and chea,pness, and

then, having well succeeded, why should we alter our

course 1 I do not pretend to say it is tlie best, nor do I

wish to deter any so disposed to go to the expense of

trenching their lands three feet in depth
;
but there are

very many farmers who have not the means to incur such

expenses, who wish to plant out an acre or two of vines,

but are literally frightened out of it, not only by the mys-

tery and difficulties which have, heretofore, been con-

nected with the business, but, also, by fear of the money
which is to come out of their pockets before they receive

any returns. First, so many hundred dollars for trench-

ing, and grubbing, and manuring; then so many more

for vines
;
then so many more to learn how to stick the

cuttings into the ground; and then so many more to

learn how to prune
;
then to learn how to make the wine,

how to keep it, etc
;
and. to crown it all, so many thous-

ands for a cellar. And, if it so happens, he is able and

willing to stand all this, a hundred to one, he is frightened

half out of his senses, and gives up in despair of ever

being able to unravel the mystery, and master the awful

science of Wine making, especially if he happens to hear

of “granite laboratories” being built for the express pur-

pose of imparting instruction lor a remuneration !

preparation of the land.

I prefer new land,—such as would bring from four to

six bushels of corn to the acre; select, if possible, a piece

on easterly, southeasterly, or northeasterly exposure, and

on a hill side, if you have such
;

if you have not, kvel

land will do, provided it be not too retentive of moisture.

Sandy soil is the best, although dry clay hill sides will

answer very well. Clear the land and break it up with

plows, as for corn
;
but all trees must, of course, be cut

down and removed. Now get a parcel of small stakes,

from three to four feet long, and proceed to mark out the

rows
;

if the land be level let the rows be straight; but if

on a hill side, lay them off horizontally, or level without

regard to straigntness
;
this is in order to prevent the

washingaway of the soil, (see one of the late numbers of

the Cnitivatar for a simple leveling instrument.) I make
my rows eight or nine feet apart. 1 prefer that distance

on account of driving carts between to haul stakes, or

manure, when it becomes nece.ssary, or in vintage time.

Having staked off the rows to your satisfiichon, proceed

to open the trenches or ditches; let them be about two

feet wide, and from fourteen to eighteen inches deep; large

plows, followed t)y long shovels, will very quickly do

the work in sandy soil. The next thing is to plant; this

can be done, in our Southern climate, from the middle of

November to the end of March. 1 prefer rooted plants;

others give the preference to cuttings; the first will save

you one year, and you can plant them deeper, which is a

great object. Make yourself a wooden compass, with an

opening of four feet six inches at the points, and mark
out the distance for your vines in the bottom of the

trenches; drop the vines in their places, and proceed to

plant them. T\vo men, with short-handled hoes, will

plant a great many in a day
;
one deepens the hole to let
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the roots go some inches deeper than the bottom of the

ditch; the other places the vine upright and holds it until

the first has put earth around it. Ifyou have other hands

let them follow with hoes and refill the trench, so that the

top eye of the vine will be about on a level with the sur-
|

face. Put a short stake to each vine, to mark its place

There is nothing more to do until the spring grass will

call your plows and hoes into use; then work then:, as
j

you would corn or cotton. You may plant two rows of

corn or peas betv/een the rows, and they will not inter-
'

fere with the vines in the least i

FIRST PRUNING. ’
i

In the winter, at any time between the 1st of Decern- !

ber and the 1.5th of March, take a sharp knife, remove
j

every branch except one, and cut that down above the

second or third eye of the last growth
;
break the land

j

with a half-shovel plow as for corn, passing the nearest '

furrow about twelve inches from the vines. Give them a
|

stake about four feet long; they will, in the spring, shoot
|

out ncany suckers, and put out eyes where they have no

business
;
cut out the suckers with a long handled chis-

sel, and rub off all the eyes excepting the two or three

you left in pruning
;
these, as they grow up, should be

fastened to the stakes, with bits of soft string, bark, or any
thing else you may have at hand. Keep the land culti-

j

rated with plow and hoe, and plant peas between.
|

SECOND PRUNING. I

The second winter's pruning is a repetition of the first, !

but you must replace the small stakes by good lasting
j

wood, from six to eight (eet long. There will be some fruit.
|

The summer’s work is the same as above.

THIRD PRUNING.

The third winter's pruning is different : remove all

branches or canes, save the two strongest
;
of these, cut

the highest about eighteen inches long, and the other

about three inches—the longest is intended for fruit
;
the

latter, which is called “spur,” is to make wood f®r next

year. Towards spring, bend this long branch horizon-

tally^ and fasten the end of it strongly to a short stake,

placed at a sufficient distance. In the West this cane is

made to form a complete circle by fastening the end of it

to the foot of the vine; this is called “arching.” The
object of arching is to moderate and regulate the flow of

the sap, in order that it may fill all the eyes on the cane,

for if the cane were left perpendicular, the sap would
pass the lowest eyes, and rush upv/ards into the top.

But, in my opinion, arching overdoes the business, and
the sap, whose tendency is always upwards, will most
generally stop at the eyes on the upper part of the arch, and
develope them strongly

;
and those below will put out

very weakly, or not at all. While, when the cane is laid

horizontally, they all get their share much more equally

divided. The vine should also be strongly fastened to the.

large stake. All wdio plant vines must plant out O.sier

Willow, w’hose twigs are superior to any otliers for tying,

although I have made use of the young twigs of Black
Gum, or of the Wild Willow, and of the bark of young
Hickory.

During this summer, the vines wdl throw out strong

branches, which must be fastened to the stakes as they
grow, until they reach the top, when they may be left to

hang over. Plow and hoe as usual
;

plow deep in win-
ter and in summer make use of a scraper. After tliis,

the v/inter pruning is always, more or le.ss,a repetition of

this last
;
one spur, and one or two bearing canes, accord

ing to the strength of the vine. In pruning let the cut be

clean and close, leaving no small ends of dead wood,
which will surely injure the old stem Among old vines,

a small-toothed butcher-saw will greatly assist the ope-

ration.

I do not approve of summer pruning; vines and fruit

i

1

require all the shelter they can muster to preserve them

from our burning sun. Persons engaged in the grape

culture should not lose sight of the object of pruning
;

it

is to moderate and equalize the production of fruit, thereby

improving its quality, and sparing the health and life of the

vine. We are often told that this or that person has a vine,,

which is never pruned, climlis to the summit of high trees,,

bears abundantly, is very old, etc. A single vine is very dif-

ferent from twelve hundred to the acre!—and in many
parts of Italy, where they have adopted the tree culture,

the quality of the wine, which formerly ranked high, has-

completely been destroyed. I never wish to see my
vines average more than from twelve to fifteen bunches

each. Qu.iLiTY is better than quantity.

The Catawba seems to have usurped the most promi-

nent place among the natives. At the West it is by far

the greatest favorite
;
perhaps, there others do not succeed

as well. At the South, most persons are following in the

wake of our Western brethren, and have taken it for

granted that none others are worth cultivating, and con-

demn without a trial, or even without knowing them.

The Catawba is certainly a beautiful looking grape, and

a great bearer; but its honied and wild musky flavor,

( which is unfortunately too strongly retained in the wine,)

is a very serious objection for a palate accustomed to e

more delicate fruit or beverage. The “ boquet,” or per-

fume, of wine is a precious quality, but this has “ toe

much of the good thing.”

Foreign grapes must be discarded for wine making..

After a fair trial, we, like many others, have come to the

conclusion that they cannot stand our climate.

Of all the natives that have come within my reach, I

give a decided preference to the Warren and the Isabella,

both great bearers, but, like the Catawba, subject to the

rot The former makes a delicate wine of the color of

Madeira, but not so strong; the latter, a light beautiful

colored Claret, very similar to Bordeaux wines. I, also,

like what we here call the Burgundy and Black July,

(both misnamed,)—the first being the best table grape we
have in this country, and making a delightful Madeira

colored wine; the Black July makes a very dark, rich,

red wine, not unlike Port. These two vines are not^

great bearers, but their fruit does not rot.

MAKING WINE.

My process for making wine is different from that fol-

lowed in the West and in Georgia. The grapes being

gathered, and all unsound or green berries removed, they

are thrown into large tubs, or half barrels, and thoroughly

crushed with the hand
;
the contents are tlien emptied

into large vats, (hogsheads.) which are filled to within

fourteen inches of the top; cover these with homespuri

and boards, to keep out gnats and flies. In a very short

time fermentation commences; the mass swells and rises

to the top, and should be pressed down, with a wooden
paddle, two or three times per day. The next morning

the clear juice is drawn from a fascet, near the bottom,

and poured into a barrel; when no more juice comes out,

the mass in the vat is t.hen carried to the press and what
liquid remains in it is squeezed out; this is n.^ually very

thick, and is put into another barrel, as it is of inferior

quality. Be sure that your barrels are filled to within

three inches of the bung; ivss than that would leave wo
much air in contact with the wine, and would cause it

to sour
;
more than that would cause it to overflow* in the

fermentation which for a few days will be very brisk;

when this has subsided, fill tiie barrels to one inch ot the

iiung, with w’ine reserved for that purpose, and close the

bungs tightly. Be very eareful that the barrel, tubs, vats,

etc
,
be all perfectly clean and sweet, as the slightest de-

gree of uncleanliness would be fatal to the wine.

There now remains nothing to do until the next wunter,

w*hen the wine is drawn into other barrels in order to clari-
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fy it. The dark Claret is allowed to ferment on the skins

for four or five days, in order to extract all the color
;

it is

then treated as the others.

Another item, believed by many to be positively indis-

pensable, and the cost of which is very considerable, is a

cellar. Till now our wine-cellars have been but very

slight board-houses on the surface, and we have lost no

wine from acidity, except where we could trace it to

deakase, or some other cause. And in order still more
to cheapen and simplify the business, and rtmove ail

mystery from it, 1 have taught my negroes to go through

the entire process, from the planting and pruning to the

boitling of the wine. They are fully as intelligent as the

peasantry of Europe, and much more to be depended

upon. Here we have another decided advantage over the

Western folks, who are dependent upon the caprices of

foreign laborers, and many are the airs they put on when
they come to this country !

By following the above directions, which I have en-

*dftavored to give in such a manner as to be wiihin the

understanding of all, and making use of a little judgment
in modifying them according to circumstances, the most

inexpeiienced farmer can set himself out a vineyard,

and skill will come with experience. I wdsh to see as

many as possible engage in tlie business, as the more we
are. the better it wiU be for all, and centuries will elapse

before it ceases to pay. We iiope, ere long, to see a

Southern Society of Wine Grower.s, with its center at

Augusta, offering to the world pure and luscious wines,

of all hue.s and of all flavors.

I should state that Dr. Me Donnald’s mode of planting

vines is more simple than mine. Re makes no ditches,

but only holes, about sixteen inches in diameter and eigh-

teen deep, and plants the cuttings in these. His vines

are remarkably fine, as all who see them can testify.

Ditches recp-iire more labor at first, but then there is the

advantage of having that part of your land broken which
^the plow cannot altc-rvvards reach. A. C.

Woodivard^ S. C., S’^plemher, i857.

PLANTING OllCHAllDt-i—SPECIAL. DIREC-
tions.

Thr season for planting orchards is now approaching,

and though it may to some persons seem a very easy mat-

ter, still, others may perhaps be benefiited by a few le-

marks.

It is a very prevailing opinion that poor, worn-out,

land, unfit for any other crop, is quite good enough for

•fruit trees 1 his may be true to some extent, provided

the spot is properly situated, and can be thoroughly pte-

,

pared

The situation should always, if possible, be dry, ele-

vated and fully exposed to all winds; a very gentle slope

being always preferable to a dead level. A good iouam,

or tnixture of clay and sand is suitable for most kinds of

fruit, and if ituerspersed with some small rocks or slate,

and containing a little lime, so much ihe better.

Good liuit IS not merely a luxury, but it is the ,gr' aie>t,

Lhe must delightful and wholesome luxury with which
Providence h s blessed mankind But we cannot expect

ifully to 'iijoy tliese luxuries vvithout labor and skill; and
the more care we be^tCsV on our 0/chards, the better they

will repMV us.
j

'i he fir-t step towards it i', iherefi.re, to prepare the soil
{

propel ly and thuiougldy, and the- best v/ay uf doing it is

by snbsoihng tlm vcliole gr, mud, intended for an orenanf,
j

IM or iiOincne deep Should tlii.^>, however, nqmre more I

work ih.ni corivenienily couM be devoted, i would pro-!

pose to mark out iiie rows fnr the trees at the prfijier ois-

ly as it can be done. This will greatly facilitate the sub-

sequent digging of the holes, and though not so efficient

as a thorough subsoiiing of the whole ground,will be found
very beneficial.

Next procure young, thrifty trees, from a reliable nurs-

ery, and in preference from those which have a soil and
clirnaie as similar as possible to that in which the trees

are intended to grow.

Every peison is, of course, desirous of having his or-

chard come into bearing, and, therefore, the error Js often

commiited of planting large trees. I call it an error, lor

the main secret to insure the prosperity of an orchard is.

io have tne soil well prepiared, and trees properly culti-

vated and attended to.

It is a fact wei! known to all distinguished Orchardists

that ‘‘maiden trees,” (that is, trees of one or two years of

age, without a head) are by far the most preferable ones
;

this principle is now generally admitted to be as correct as

the deep w orking of the soil (a few years ago even so ut-

terly ridiculed.) is now considered to be the true basis for

all improvements in farming and planting.

M. ny persons may think it absurd to speak of ma-
nuring trees

;
but rely upon it, first rate and luscious

fruit can never be expected from starved trees
;

if we do
not treat our trees properly, they will be sure to disap-

poiiitus; therefore, unless the soil be very good, which
IS seldom the case on elevated spots, the trees will need
some manure in (he holes, previously to being planted.

f*ost horticultural works say: “do not apply any animal
manure to ihe trees; use leaf-mould.” This is very much
die same principle as feeding a horse on fodder, without
allowing him any corn. My experience is different

;
I

have very little use for leaf mould, e:tcept as a constituest

in compost. I never plant a fruit nee without giving it

two or three shovelsful of rich animal manure, and 1 have

always seen the most betitficial results, 'ilie manure
should be put at the bottom of the hole, and thoroughly

incorporated with the soil before the tree is planted.

bhould it happen, on the arrival of the trees, that they

are in a very dry condition, bury them completely, top

and all, in moist sandy soil for 3 or 4 days, after which
they will look plump and fresh again : plant them as usu-

al, and prune them very severely. In fiict, in planting a

tree, it never can be prunned too severely, the more the

better, even ifpruned back to the very naked stem, and
even that cut down to two feet above ground. The best

time for planting an orchard in the Somh is as early in

the autumn as possible after the first killing frost, say in

November and December. Duiing our mild winters

the roots will then have time to become established, and
the tree will be ready to start when spring sets in.

Persons are often careless in scattering the trees around
over the ground whde they are digging the holes. This
habit is very injurious to the trees, for ti eir rootlets are

very apt to dry up when exposed, even fi-r a short time,

to dry winds or frost
;

it is, therifbre, a good plan to keep
the roots covered up in some way till the very moment
wdieii they are to be planted.

In most cases too much distance is allowed between the

trees f)r our Soutijern climate. .Fifieen feet is sufficient

fi,r Peaches, Apples and Standard Pears
;

fen feet will

am^sver for Dwart Pears, for it is important that they

should shade the ground as soon as po.ssible.

The frequent stirring and cultivating the soil in an
orchar.l, 1 .S a matter oi great iinponunce and benefit to the

young trtes. Nubotly can expect vigorous and {irnduc-

ti'.'e trees, wltluau workingthe soil between them Crops
mali gram, however, corn and grass, shoul i never be

orchard
;
wiiiie such crops as shide ihe

cultivated, at least until the trees are

8u.-h crof)S as wat^ r-inelons, nut-

lueg-meions; liish potatoes, sweet
[ otatoes, peas, turnips.

of

suile ed in an
tance',ai;d with a good tuisi.ing jdovv followed by u su )-

j

gtonnd ^hould b

God plow or bi'il-tongue, to work th- rows, in which the
1
coming into bearma :

trees are to be planted, at least four Get wide, and as deep- i
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and others of a similar cl)oracter, may be raised with

^reat advantage; not, however, on tlm land-butchering

sysiem, to rob the soil of its last particle of strength
;
they

should be manured and cultivated in such a way as to

benefit the trees.

Mtilchivff, or covering the ground for several feet

around each tree, will be found to be of great advantage

to the trees, not only preventing weeds from exhausting

the soil, but keeping the ground cool and moist. Any
kind of coarse litter, pine straw, or even saw-dust, will

answer,

In^conclusion, I would say a few words in regard to

orders sent to a nursery. The stlling season in a nursery

is a very busy tinie; in fact, none but a nurseryman can

imagine how much work there is to be done during timt

time. It is, therefore, very desirable that ail orders should

be written in such a way as to facilitate the filing of tkem.

It is very common in most nurseries that orders wiiich

are wriaen in a confused way, or mixed up with the con-

tents of the letter, arc laid aside and must give way for

others that are distinct and plain. In making out an or-

der the purchaser should make up his mind whicli varie-

ties he wants, or if iie leaves the selection to the nursery-

man, merely siate the number of trees. Such a list should

never be mixed up with the contents of the accompany-

ing letter, but noted on a separate piece of paper, and en-

closed in the letter. It is ilien an easy matter for the pro-

prietor of a nursery to hand such a list over to his fore-

man and have the order filed at once. It should also be

mentioned in the order whether the purchaser wishes the

articles sent by “Express,” by “Freight train,'' or any
other conveyance. Robert Nelson.

FruilLand, Augusta, Ga., Sept., 1857.

PROTECTION OF FKCIT TREES FROM FROST.

Editors Southern Cultsv-ator—In the Cidtivator for

August you state, in reply to some inquiries from “T. P.

L.j” of Alabama, that you do not know of any practicable

method of protecting large orchards from the effects of late

frost. 1 write this to say that I believe there is a perfect-

ly practicable, easy and certain method of doing so. My
belief is founded on actual experience of the success of the

method the past spring. The experiment was purely ac-

cidental and on a very' limited scale, yet not on that ae

count the less satisfactory atid conclusive.

In my orchard there was a peach tree with a broken

limb— it may have been broken more than half off—the

under side of the bark and wood remained unbroken. It

did not bloom nor the buds swell until long after the other

buds had blossomed and been killed. There was a fuil

crop offruit on it. growing to perfection. lam sorry to

have to add that the cows got into the orchard and .stripp-

ed the limb ofevery thing
;
in consequence of which 1 am

not able to speak as to the quality of the fruii that will be

matured under such circumstances. I notice, however,

that the broken part of the limb has healed up, so as ai

‘this lime to be evidently p?.ssing as much sap as any

place else. From this single inchimt a mind less deduc-

tive than Newton'-s may draw valuable com lusions. !i

gives us this plain, broad hint: that by retarding the flow

of sap for two or thiee weeks vve may keep the ouds trom

swelhngi.mt.il all danger from late frost is past, uud that

the flow of sap may be thus retarded witii perfl et ease

and certainty by judiciously removing the bark from a

portion, of the limb or tree.

Sections oftlie bark iniiiht Itc removed from the under

side of each principal limb logo h iff round flie litob or

more as experience shall prove suiHcient; or sections of

say an inch square of the ba''l< miglii be taken from the

body of the tree just bf low the limbs, all around tl.e Imdy,

leaving about as much bark between the sections vs is re>

moved. This will retard the flow of the sap indefinitely,

according to iho amount of bark removed, until the weatlr-

er gels warm and all danger of the frost is past, when the

increased warmth will cause a more vigorous flow of sap
which will atonco develofte the bloom and the peach, and
at the .same time heal up the wounded places so rapidly,

i have no doubt, as to mature the fruit as perfectly as if

no wound had been made.

Another advantage of this method would be, tb.at in

case there came no killing host evety tree would produce

ptirt of its fruit as early as usual, .and another part some
lime later; thus doubling the length of the fruit season

of every tree.

I apprehend the actual damage done to the trees by this

method vyould not be gieat, if it even amounted to an
objection at all. I speak of peach trees. Every one
knows how hardy and recuperative they are—how rapid-

ly they recover from the most ruinous disasters But as

in case of line and costly fruit trees this method of wound-
ing might be more objectionable, I will suggest another

method for the readers of the Cnltivator to try. It is to

wrap a cord around the tree as high up as can be done for

the limbs; wrap the tree thus for two or three inches or

more, and wrap it as tightly as the cord can be drawn so

as to produce the greatest practicable amount of pressure

around the tree— periiaps the effect might be increased by
using a gum elastic or wet raw hide ligature; and if the

tree should be old and the bark coarse, the bard outside

bark might he removed, so as to give more full effect to

the pressure. It seems to me that by some such means
the flow of the sap to the buds might be materially retard-

ed, until all danger of frost be past, and then the ligature

might be removed and the sap let loose upon the extremi-

ties of the tree, when a most rapid and vigorous produc-

tion of buds, blos.soms and fruit would ensue.

Vf . Deii.amborg,

Ashley Coimty, Ark
,
August, 1857.

STH.lWBERRIE.'^i—I.ETTF.R FROM MU. I.ONG-
worta.

EniroRs Southern Cultivator—A writer in your paper

says, “a pure staminate strawberry plant is never seen in

its wild sta'e ” That “it is by hybridizing and high culture

this change is produced.” In their wild state pure stamr<-

natesand pistillates abound. Hermaphrodites are sca-ce.

If any wild starainates are w’anting, ibey can be ^'oi-nd

abundanton the farm of one ofoiir leading Horticulturi-ts,

Robert Buchanan In my days of boyhood they annoyed

me greatly when going in the meadows to gather fruit.

Though we in tliai day were as wise as they still are in

F.urope, where thy liold all the tribe are perfect in both

male and female organs, and bear fruit. 'Your correspon-

dent speaks of the Iowa as a seedling of the West,

ft is abundant in its wild state in Iowa, and was first

brought lierc by D ivid T Disney. In that day it was

valuable, Ibr it was one of the best, nearing hei maplirodites

'hat we then had. Your corrc.spondent does tiot rank the

'ize i.f McAvoy.s Superior, m-cording to its charactn- here.

Pile aAorage si/.c of the fniu isf.'om \ lo i larger, than ihc

Pi.stillale with v/lueh he ranks it.

Yours truly,
.

N Longworth.

P S.—Your corre pO'id; iit has Bnyi.ffii’s .Seeel'ug and

Wilson’s Albany Seedling on trial From one season’s ex-

perievme, and having seen it in fruit tv/o seasons in thegar-

uenofMr Boyrlcu, 1 rmk his os vi-ry superinr. and its

'iz“, bearing and quality such as to had us to raise seed-

lings yearly. Wiis.m s I had in bearing this sju ing From

iis biaiing ibis year it ap.pears to have the rare character

ifheirii: perfeef in borti .red' and female organs, and te

l.ear a full crop of fruit of good size.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug., IS57.
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CUJLTURE OF ROSES.

“How must I plant my Roses'? what kirn* of manure

must I give them 1 and how must I prune them '?” These

and similar questions are so frequenily asked, that iqmay

perhaps be acceptable to the ladies to see a few words

about it.

The soil can never be too rich nor too deeply worked

for Roses, and will, in nearly all cases, require a heavy

manuring. The thorough preparation of the ground is,

therefore, indispensable to insure perfect success. This

can easily be done where a whole new bed is to be planted

in roses. Spread a good layer of manure (cow manure
in preference) and work it in by trenching the bed two
feet deep, taking care lo mix and tkoroughly ivxorporate

the manure with the soil; that done, the roses can be

planted without any further trouble, and will do well.

It is, however, too often the case that roses are to be

planted in beds already crowded with other shrubs, and
under such circumstances it is often very difficult to make
them thrive. The only way of insuring success is by
digging a large hole for each rose, say three feet W’ide by
twenty inches deep. In the bottom of this hole fill in

four or five good shovelsful of cow manure, mix it

thoroughly with the soil, and on tjie top of it place a layer

0 ) three or four inches of earth, previous to planting the

shrub, so that the manure may be within the reach of the

roots, whenever they start. 'Then fill the balance of the

soil around the plant, give it a bucket of water, in

order to settle the earth, and the operation is done.

If the ro.ses, are already growing, but weak, and want-
ing strength and new life, dig a trench around the bush
about ten inches deep, and at the least one foot from the

stem At the bottom of this trench place some stimulat-

ing manure. Night soil or Poudrette is the most power-
fil, and two shovelsful for each rose is sufficient. In want
of these manures, hen manure will answer. Fill the

trench up level with the surface, and water it pie tifully

that the strength of the manure may draw down to the

roots. Where even this should be inconvenient, prepare
a liquid manure made ofguano or hen manure, five or six

quarts dissolvea in a barrel of rain water, as frequently

described in the Cvitivator. An application of such a

watering will soon show a beneficial effect.

If the rose bush is old and unsight y, with long and
straggling branches, cut the whole bush down to within
four inches ot the surface. This severe process ought to

be dune in January or February, and the result will be
astonishing.

The pruning ofa rose does not require much art nor
skill. During the winter season cut down freely, and,
wherever it suits, without disfiguring the form of the
shrub, take the branches off near the ground, by which
new strong sprouts wilUpring up again. All the branches
may also be shortened, so as to give the bush a neat
shape.

V' lienever a rose has been blooming freely during the

spring, It will rest for a while, and this is the time to give

it a summer pruning, precisely in the same way, though
not so severely. Robkrt Nklson.
PruitUuul Nursery Augusta, Ga., Sept., 1857.

IRISH POTATOES—HOW TO RAISE AND
How to iteep.

In the June number of the American Cotton Planter

and Soil of ike South we find a communication from Mo-

bile, under the signature ot “Au Revoir,” in which the

writer professes to have found out a secret in regard to

the cul’ure and keeping of Irish potatoes, which we trans-

far to our columns for the benefit of those engaged in their

cultivation. The w’riter says

:

I have found out a valuable secret in the cultivaticm of

the Irish Potato in our section,worth knowing. The great

trouble has been to preserve the Irish Potato any time af-

ter our warm weather commences Well, I have ascer-

tained from experiments that we must plant our Irish Po-

tatoes in the early part of December and give them time

to mature before our warm season commences. There is

then no difficulty about keeping them until the January

after. But, if planted in February or March, the warm
weather kills the vines before the potato has sufficiently

matured, which causes them to decay in the ground, if

not immediately dug; and if not used soon after being

taken from ihe ground they decay. The consequence is,

we have potatoes here but a few weeks. Now 1 have no
difficulty in keeping potatoes, planted in December, all

summer. My potatoes w'ere as large as your fist, the vines

not having been once killed the whole winter. I have

ascertained that the killing of the vine by frost is no seri-

ous injury to the crop, if planted properly.

I am this year planted a new variety, that I procured

from a friend in Connecticut wffiile visiting there last fall.

This variety was produced by my friend from the seed of

the potato. He had been plantiag them for three years,

and had never seen a decayed one among them, and he

does not usually commence using them until July or Au-
gus, when other varieties a|e all gone or are to old for use.

They are a superior variety in point of yield and flavor.

I hey very much resemble the Mercer in the mealy charac-

ter. The skin is of'a purple and white color, very white

meat, and they cook mealy and light.

To Kill Insects on Fruit Trees.—M. Tessier has

sent a communication to the Imperial Horticultural So-

ciety of Paris, stating that the ammoniacal water of gas

works will destroy the insects which are so destructive to

our fruits. In the neighborhood of cities, this is worth

rial. The v/ater of the gas works should be diluted with

three-fourths its own quantity, and sprinkled over the

leaves and branches. Trenches should be dug in proper

directions, to receive the water as it falls, and this will

destroy the insects below the surface of the ground.

Refinement and Horticulture.—In allusion tc the

refining influence of Horticultural pursuits, a Kentucky

correspondent says ;

“ There is something ennobling and refining in these

pursuits that is not to be met with in the ordinary voca-

tions of men, and I do not know what stronger proofs of

the truth of this assertion are necessary than that it was
the first art (that of ‘dressing and keeping a garden’) that

our race learned. I believe that refinement and the science

of Florticulture are twin sisters, and go hand in hand ”

Splitting Rocks Without Blasting.—It is stated

that French inventors have taken out a patent in England

for splitting rocks by the generation of heat without caus-

ing an explosion. They use a substance composed of

lOO parts of sulphur by weight, 100 of saltpetre, 50 of

saw-dust, .50 of horse manure, and 10 of common salt.

Ihe saltpetre and common salt are dissolved in hot wa-
ter, to which four parts of molasses are added, and the

whole ingredients stirred until they are thoroughly in-

corporated together in one mass, which is then dreid by a

gentle heat in a room or by exposure to the sun, and is

fit tor use. It is tain, ed in the holes bored for bhisling

rock in the same manner as powder, and is ignited by a

fusee. It does nor. cause an explosion upward like gun-

pov»^der, but generates a great heat, whicli splits the rock.
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TAlNNINti I.EATHEW—THE QUICK PROCESS

.At a recent meeting of the New York Mechanics’ In-

stitute, the subject of Tanning was called up for discus-

sion by the chairman, (Professor Mapes,) after which he

announced a new and centrifugal apparatus by which he

had been enabled to force the tannic acid through every

part of the raw hide by means of centrifugal force, exhib-

ited in a rapidly revolving perforated cylinder resembling

the sugar machines.

By the prevailing modes it requires about seventy days

to tan completely the average of raw hides, while by the

improved process, Professor Mapes said that he had suc-

ceeded in tanning a calf skin thoroughly in less than fif-

teen minutes. The process he used was to place the

hide around inside of the cylinder, holding it there by

means of the centrifugal force, resulting from a very high

velocity, and then passing a stream of tan liquor into the

centre, which was then carried by the centrifugal force

against the hide, and passed through under the intense

pressure, after which it escaped through the perforated

cylinder into a surrounding vat, and was returned to per-

form the same journey over again until the tannic acid

was exhausted.

It was stated that the process of tanning was almost in-

stantaneous when the minutest particles of alum, gelatine

and fibrin, were brought in contact with the tannic liquor.

Mr. Schultz stated that he had experimented with the

hydrostatic column in the tanning of calf skins, and

found that the process produced the most positive results

—the raw hide being thoroughly tanned in about fifteen

minutes—the height ofthe column being about twenty-five

feet.

Mr. Schultz also stated that the work of decomposition

usually commenced in the raw hide immediately after

being sweated and placed in the tan liquor, and that often

in the months of July and August this process went on

60 vapidly that the entire interior of the hides would be-

come a putrid pulp mass, like scab or pus, which could

be readily removed by cutting through the thin tanned

surface thus making a sack of the hide and destroying its

commercial value. The new process would reduce the

entire lime required in working hides from seventy to

about fifteen days, with the positive certainty that the

process of decomposition would be checked before any

serious injury could accrue.

The conversation was frequently interrupted by ques-

tions calling for specific information. In an.swer to one

as to the cause of increase of weight in the tanned leather

over the raw hide, the one being about double the weight

of the other in certain instances. Professor Mapes stated

that it was due to the absorption of the extractive matter

of the tan bark, and was not due to the action of the tannic

acid, which was the only tanning agent— the extractive

matter having no such property.

Some very interesting facts were given about the pecu-

liar fo.-ni of the texture of the skins of different animal.s,

and about the uses of tannic acid in the p ocesses of veg-

etation. It v/as stated that the flavor of the strawberry
|

existed only in the outer skin of the fruit, and that

tannic acid was the principal agent necessary to produce

flavor in all kinds of fruit.

Egyptian Wheat.— EdiV rs Cid.liva'or~Vd\]]

SIMPLE FOOD AND DRINK.

Next in importance to air and exercise, comes the selec-

tion of diet and drink. And in this matter the practical

adoption of one common-sense maxim would do almost

all that needs to be done. The maxim is this;—In cases

where one oftwo courses involves danger and risk, and
another is perfectly safe, always choose the path of safety.

We have seen that the great mass of this nation is fast

hastening to disease and deterioration, and that individual

misery and domestic unhappiness are widely increasing

as the result. We have seen that owing to needless varie-

ties, to stimulating food and drinks, and to the use of

condiments, excess in loading the digestive organs is one

great cause of this extensive suffering.

Now there is a rich variety and abundance of simple,

healthful food and drinks that are fitted for the perfect de-

velopment and nutrition of the body, and involve litile lia-

bility to perversion and excess. And when all stimulat-

ing food, drinks, and condiments are relinquished, and a

simple diet maintained, a healthful appetite returns, which
is a safe guide to the proper amount to be taken, provided

always that enough pure air and exercise are secured

Moreover, I have found by my own experience and

have learned from others, that after living for several

months on simple food, there is an increa.sed susceptibil-

liiy ot taste and a keener relish for the delicate flavors

that simple food offers. Does any one remember the delici-

ous relish of childhood for a bit ofgood breadl This same
relish will again return when solicted aright. Let a per

son for several weeks try tlie experiment of drinking only

water, eating nothing but bread and butter, potatoes,

baked fruit and milk, and at tlie same time exercise abun-

dantly in the fresh air, and if their experience corresponds

with that of most I have known who have tried the ex-

periment, they will say, “Never did food of the richest

variety and composition furnish such an exquisite relish!”

The more a person will limit a meal to a few articles,

and these of the simplest kind, the more will they regain

the appetite and relish of early life.

Now the course here suggested is perfectly safe, is

equally productive of enjoyment, and is in obedience to

the laws of health, which are the laws of God. The con>-

mon course pursued in this land of abundance and gor-

mandizing is certainly one of risk and danger to the deli-

cate and deteriorated constitutions of the adult and ri.sing

generation. Is not here the place to practice the Christian

‘daily duty of seff-deniaH’ And if the strong and
healthy feel no need of it themselves, is there not a duty

set forth for them in this inspired command, “We that are

strong ought to bear with the infirmities of the weak, and
not to please ourselves! ”— Calkarinc Beecher’s Letters on

Health.

FLEAS : I—FLEAS \ \ I

Edito.us Southkh.n Cugtiyator— Fleas being very an-

noying and tioublesome insects, and imving tried various

means to exterminate them from dogs and ffrm yards,

without mucii rflcct, I would thank you, or some one of

your numerous cotre.-^poodents, tf) give a remedy tliat

will effeciually exterminate them trom dogs end farm

yards, without injuring the dogs and yards. T liave tried

spirits of turpentine and lard mixed, without any effect;

walnut leaves, and, aho, lard and oil of amber, in com-

you, or some your subscribers, please inform me, through

your journal, of the proper use of Egyptian Wheat, and

what kind of soil suits it bes^? 1 have never .^eeti any-

thing said about it in the Cultivator. Information vvill

greatly oblige yours, truly, C. W. W.
Po'itcholoulas Station^ La.., Avgust, IS.37.

bination, with mueh apparent good But still, l am in-

clined to iielieve that there is somethinir, if we knew’ what
it was, that wn)Uld drive them from ofl’ of dogs and out of

j

yard.-s. I hope that you, or some one rd’yeur numerous
readers, will give us the infurmaiicn so much desired.

A .Sle.scriiiek.

Piue Forest Hill, APssissippi, Avgust, 1S.j7.
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A ‘'Member” of the Newberry Agricultural So-

ciety makes the following suggestions in the “ Mirror

AGRICULTURAL PREMIUMS, ifcc.

Mr. Editor:—We would suggest to the members of

the Society the propriety of changing tlie mode ofreward-

ing the successful exhibitor at the annual fairs of the So-

ciety. The plan of the Society in distributing Cups, as

premiurnsj to the successful competitor, might, we think,

be changed much to the oenefit of such members and to

the Society at large It is much easier to suggest a change

than 10 propose a better plan. Whether the plan we
would propose is better or not we would leave otliers to

judge.

We would propose that instead of the usual premium of

Cups, &c., that Agricultural Works, Journals rare and
Valuable Seeds to the value of the premium, be distributed

to each successful competitor. Let the member make
choice of which he vviii receive, whether journals or seed,

or both. The member entitled to a premium of j5 would

be eiiutled to receive several different journals as he mtgiit

prefer, or he might receive pat tin rate seeds.

Vfere a plan ct this kind adopted, it would accord more
with the design of the Society, and promote a more gen-

eral diffusion of Agrictiltural knowledge. The silver evp

can impart no new ideas, nor will it answer for an im-

piemeni of husbandry— better have a new plo w or a corn

sheller. In the plan proposed, the member will be able to

read and redect, and we might say to compare notes with

others, and thus derive new ideas of cultivation and farm

management. He would also be able to experiment and

receive all advantage from tlie introduction of rare and
valuable seeds.

When a member receives seed, he should be required

to report at the next meeting of tne Society as to the mode
oi cultivation, their value, &c. In this way the various

see Is could be introduced, (heir value tested, and the farm-

er saved from a too frequent knowledge of the fact that

he has been “ taken in and donefor" by designing seeds-

men.

When a lady is the recipient of a premium, let her re-

ceive such plants and seeds of rare flowers as will enable

her to adorn and beautify the homestead.

We have thus given a rough outline of the plan we
would substitute instead of the one now pursued by the

Society. It is hoped these thoughts will draw furtJr ex-

pressions of opinions from other members of the Society,

and if the proposed plan meets with favor, let it be adopt-

ed. A Member.

Killing the Weevil, ifcc,—The French papers con-

tain the following statemerit, winch may be important to

seme of our readers.

“Marshal Yaiilant comnmnic.-^.ttd to the Academy a

paper iiy M Diiyere, on the curious and importain tiict

thai ante^theties (the substances, such as ether, chloro-

form, &c
,
which are used to stupify patients previous to

undergoing surgical operations) have the power of de-

stroying all kinds of insects injurious to the preservation

of coi'ii. E.^periments on a large s<-aifc were made at Al-

giers by order of the Minister of War; and M Doyere
states as the result, that two grarnsries of chloro'orm per

metrical quiniai of wheat are sufficient to destroy every

in.'.ect in the silos (corn nits liermedcally closed commni)

both in Algieria and Italy) in the ccurse of four or

flve days. Five grarnmt s suiphuret of carbon will eficci

the same in twenty foui' houis, Not only the insects,

but even the larvse inside ihcgiains are completely extir-

pated
;
and me com, after b ing shoveled tour or live

tunes in the open air, dues not retain a (race of the oper-

ation. Cattle will eat the barley thus treated even wiii>e

stdl infected with the odor, and without any injurious ef-

fect It is well known that corn lying in heaps produces

a considerable development of caloric, to prevent the bad

effects of which it must be shoveled two or tliree times a

dry. M. Doyere has remarked that corn treated with anae-

sthetics does not evince the same tendency •, he is ri'^ver-

theless ofopinion that his experiments are not sufficient

to establish this as positive fact, and, therefore, recom-

mends that farther trials be made.”

Blind Staggers in Horses.—A friend in Terrell coun-

ty, sends us the foUbwing remedy for blind staggers:

“ Take a double, handful of onions, mash them up, and

with one quart of water boil down to a piht, squeeze the

juice from them and strain it; when about milk warm
drench your horse well. Bathe his head freely with strong

camphor; then lake an empty barrel, set it on end, and
put about one peck of live coals— oak or cob—throw

upon them some green pine tops, which will make a large

smoke—hold youi horse’s head over the barrel and smoke
him well—then, to a tough stick the si.ze of a gun
rod, tie a cotton or linen rag fast—dip this in water to

soften it, and run it up his nostrils as far as it will go v;ith-

out injury— twist it around in the nostril, and a quantity

of bloody matter will run out. Affer this, suioke hts

head in the manner above mentioned, a short time You
may repeat the above remedy next day, and if it does not

cure in nine cases out of ten, I am badly deceived, if at-

tended to in time. Yours, W. W.”

Neglect of Agriculture.—increased attention to ag-

ricultural pursuits is very generally recommended as a

remedy for the stagnation in trade, so often complained of

in different parts of the country. The Boston 7'ravdler

says

:

The complaints of the present season are not caused sc

much by the deficiency of business as by the redundancy

of traders, and the over supply ofmanufactured articles fur-

nished by the improved machinery which has been

brought into operation within u few years. These are al-

together disproportionate to the agricultural products of

the country.

We cannot look for any substantial and permanent re-

action, till larger amounts of capital and a much greater

number of energetic young men are withdrawn from other

pursuits and concentrated upon agriculture.

The general depression in commerce and manufactures

at the present time, and the active demand and high pri-

ces for almost all great agricultural staples, offers on excel-

lent opportunity for the profitable transfer of a large

amount of capital and labor to the cultivation of tlie soil.

New York Champagne.—There arc at the present

time thirteen champ Jgne manufacturing establishments in

New York. They convert, says a NeV York paper, still

wines into spaTkiing ones
;
for no process has yet been

discovered for producing an anificia! wine which pos-

sesses the flavor and other qualities of the product of the

gtape. These manufacturers use for their purpose a light-

Frencli, ani scmetimes, if .sparkling Flock is to be pro-

duced, a German wine.

The wine, after being prepared by precipitating all sub-

siunces which would, when enarged with carbonic acid,

be deposited in tiie bottle, is sulqected to a high pressure

of carbonic acid by machinery, such as is used for (he

maouf ictare of soda water, and afler being well agitated

ui comact with the gas, is bottled under pressure with a

very ii gernous n'aehine.
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Cohn and Hogs — From carefully conducted experi-

ments by ditFerent persons, it has been ascertained that

one bushel of corn will make a little over 10| pounds of
j

pork—gross. Taliing this result as a basis, the following

deductions are made, which all our farmers would do well

Id lay by for convenient reference. That

When corn costs cents per bushel, pork costs 1

ents per pound.

When corn costs 17c. per bushel, perk costs 2 cents per

pound.

When corn costs 25 cents per bushel, pork costs 3 cents

pound.

W’hen corn costs 33 cents per bushel, pork costs 4:06015

per pound.

When corn costs 50 cents per bushel, pork costs 5 cents

per pound.

The following statements show what the* farmer re-

alizes for his corn when soli in the form of pork:

W’hen pt^rk sells for 3 cents per pound, it brings 25c

per bushel in corn.

When porN sells for 4 cents per pound, it brings 33c.

per bushel in corn.

When pork sells for 5 cents per pound, it brings 45c-

per bushel in corn.
j

Cheap Paint for Holses, &c.—A correspondent of

Ihe Ohio Farmer ffives an account of his method of mak-

ing che.ap paint, as follows:

] make a thin sizing of glue and flour, to give one coat

This applied 1 next sift through a coarse strainer a quan-

tity of water lime; this done, I next mix it with oil and

white lead. 1 nis mixture I applied as the first coat upon

the s:zi)sig. When suffiidently dry. a second coat was pur

on, of oil and lead. My last and flaishing coat was with

oil and zinc. A purer white, ora better coat of surface

paint, it would he diflicnlt to find. The main body of ihe

house is 2.”S by 32 feet; the. back kitchen is about 20 feet

square, and one story high The amount of materia! used

was 4 lbs. 2:lue, 80 cents
;
3 lbs. flour, 8 cts.; 75 lbs. wiiite

lead, $7,50; 125 lbs zinc, S 12,50; 6 1-2 gallons oil,

$7.31 total amount of material, $28,20.

I have open thus particular, for the p'urpose of showing

the economy of using oil. If I iiad not first used the sizing

ihe oil wou'd have struck into the wood, without serurinij

Ihe wished for benefit; then the water lime and lead

when dry, make a bard, solid surfacAi. and becemes acorn

pete preparation to receive the final finish cf lead or zinc,

as the choice maybe; and which, in rny opinion, when
finished as p-iiiiting should be will prove far more dura

ble than oil and lead applmd direc»ly to the surface.

Plaster.—This is a siimuiant ta all soils ; it nct.s more

readily and perceptibly on those lhat have been well man-

«r*"d than upon those barren of animal mattpr. Its nature

36 to ahsoro both from the earth and air, and give to th

grow mg plant The use of plaster on land plowed only

four inches deep, will oe very apparent the first year, the

second less so, and the third still le,s.s. The deepening by

plowing two inches yearly, and spreading animal oi

other manures, will keep the plaster in action.— Okii>

Farvier.

Gardening for CeiLDHf.N.—Cmidren’s gardens are

now the fashion in Germany, and have bern suc--essfullv

introduced into London A practical guide, to the Eng-

lish Kitchen Garden has been issued by ihe -‘Counc 1 of

E'lucaiion,” ari.l a monthly jourtial was c.om.^nenced m
>lay hst by Mr. 5'nd Mrs. Ronge, who h.ave estublishe-'

an institution tor the training of teachers, young ladies and

.purses Their form of education is intrudneed into iht

weareby tamiUes in an.stoc aiic qu>:rters Nothing coul:

promise belter both for yomh and HxjTlicu.\lwTUt,

Sun- Flower Ci lture.—Lieut. Maury has been recom-

mending, in the Rural yp.w Yorker, the culture of the

sunflower, as a preventive of the fever and ague. He
tninks that the broad, r.ch leaves of this plant might ab-

sorb from the air or soil, the poisonous elements which
produce this disease. His recommendation is based on
an experiment tried in 1856, at the .National Observatory,

Washington. The spot was a sickly one, fever and ague
especially, prevailed. Last year he planted with sun-

flower seed, a belt of soil about forLy-five feet wide, around
the Observatory, and on the side towards the marsh, and
about one hundred and fifty, or two hundred yards from

the building; the plants grew finely'. The ague prevailed

all around; the people at the President’s house were at-

tacked, but the Observatory men escaped. This is worth
thinking of, but as Lieur. M. states, this fact does not es-

tablish a theory.— Ohio Farmer.

Fodder or HaY Caps.—There is no time to be lost in

procuring these indispensable articles. Any man who
saves hay or fodder should have a lot of these extempora-

neous shelters. Coarse cotton sheeting, a yard and a

and fit with loops of short twine at the corners, and four

[

plugs or sticks a foot long to fasten them on to the hay

or fodder cocks, in case of a shower or storm. Then

there is no hurrying or over-exertion to get a load of hay

or fjdder into the barn before the shower overtakes you.

What a glorious thing is occupation for the human
heart Those who are always busy seldom yield them-

selves up to fencied or real sorrows. When grief sits

down, folds ils hands, and mournfully feeds upon its own
tears, weaving the dim shadows that a little exertion might

sweep aw'ay, into a funeral pall, the strong spirit is shorn

of its might, and sorrow becomes our master. When
troubles fall upon you dark and heavy, struggle not with

the waves— wrestle net with the torrent
;
but seek by oc-

cupation to divert the dark waters that threaten to over-

whelm you, into a thousand channels which the duties of

lit'e alwmvs present. Before you dream of it, tho.-e wa-

ters w'lll fertilize the present, and give birth to fresh flow-

ers that may brighten the future— flowers that will be-

come pure and holy in the sunshine which penetrates to

ihe path of duty, in spite of every obstacle. Griet is no-

thing but a selfish feeling, and most selfish is the man who
yields himself to, the indulgence of -.iny passion which
nrings no joy to his fe'l(>w-r*-f>amrps.

For the Bite of a Mad Hug.—A subscriber, in Canal

•1?, for wl'.CoP. personal re.epectrbility '.re car rea" most

cheerful testimony, sends us the following recipe for the

bile of a mad dog, of the efficacy of which he speaks in

strong terms, adding that “the patient will find it ex-

tremely difficult to eat these cakes without fluid to take

with them, but under no circumstances should food or

drink be telten at the time, or within six hours after, how-

ever thirsty the patient may be.”

Recipefor ihe Bite of a Mad Dog .—Take oyster shells,

liurn to a bme, pulverize, and sift through a piece of

gauze; take two heaped tablespo m, fulls of the silted lime,

^nd mix with eggs, to the consistency o» batter or cream;

tiy this in a pan with a piece of fresh butler or some
sweet oil.

This cake to be eaten in the morning, and nothing of

»ood or drink to be taker, for six hours afterwards.

Thiee such cakes as above to be eaten on three alternate

mornings, f.>r an adult; lo be diminished for a child ac-

cording to age.

—

N, Y Adv.
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Steam Plow.—The experiment of the steam plow is in

in a fair way of being tested. One was tried recently at

Francisvilie, Indiana. The soil was quite wet, and alto-

gether unfavorable for the trial, but the Lafayette Courier

understands from a gentleman who was present that the

practability of the invention was satisfactorily demon-

strated. A number of plows were attached, and the soil

opened to the depth of eight or ten inches. From the ex-

periments made, it was thought that two men could plow
30 acres a day with the steam plow.

Burning the Dead.—-The Paris Academy of Medicine

has set the papers to writing and the people to thinking

earnestly of the return to the practice of burning the dead.

They say that in the summer time the Parisian hospitals

are crowded with the victims of pestilence engendered by
the foul air of the grave yards in the neighborhood. The
vicinity of the cemeteries is a constant source of mortali-

Watermelon Preserves.—Cut a watermelon in two
and take out the soft inside

;
then pare or scrape the

green rind from the firm white portion of the melon, and
cut it into such shapes as you choose Put the soft part

of the melon, with all its liquid, into a preserving kettle in

which there are two teaspoonfuls of water, and let it boil

for a few moments; strain it, and add three quarters of a

pound of white sugar for each pound of melon you are to

preserve; put it over the fire, and stir it until diss<»lved
;

then put in the melon, and boil until clear throughout

;

flavor with green ginger root or with lemon, adding the

inside of a couple of lemons to the liquid when the soft

part of the melon is boiled; when the melon is transparent

take it up with a skimmer and spread it on flat dishes to

cool. Let the syrup boil until thick
;
pour it into a pitch-

er to cool and settle. Put the preserves into jars
;
pour

the syrup over, and seal next day.

ih citistmeiitH.
ty. Their putrid emanations filling the air, and the poi-

son they emit impregnating the water, are held chargea-
ble for the many new and frightful diseases of the throat

and lungs, which baffle all medical skill,

- * I,. I I

,

SaiaeBtit (BccEoniq nnli ^ccipts.

To Drive AWAY Rats,—Some years since a correspon-
dent of the Boston Cultivator recommended potash for

this purpose. The rats troubled him very much, so that

he felt justified in resorting to extreme measures to effect

their expulsion from his premises. He pounded up pot
ash and strewed it around their holes, and rubbed some
under the boards and on the sides where they come
thrugh. The next night he heard a squealing among
them, which he supposed was from the caustic nature of
the potash that got among their hair, or on their bare feet.

They disappeared, and for a long time he was exempt
Irora any further annoyance.

To MAKS Pure Wine of Apples,—Take pure cider
made f«-om sound ripe apples as it runs from the press

;

put sixty pounds of common brown sugar into fifteen

gallons of the cider, and let it dissolve
;
then put the mix-

ture into a clean barrel, and fill the barrel up to within
two gallons of being full with clean cider; put the cask
into a cool place, leaving the bung out for 48 hours

;
then

put in the bung, with a small vent until fermentation
wholly ceases, and bung up tight; and in one year the
wine will be fit for use. This wine requires no racking;
the longer it stands upon the “lees” the better.

A Cheap Paint.—A correspondent of the Country
Gentleman gives the following receipt

:

New Ailvertisemenrs on Ijast Page.

SOUTHERN PLANTERS!
Encourage your own Manufactures, which are now iao-

guishing for want of your support.

I
TAKE this method of mforming Planters that I am still manu-
facturing at Belleville Factory, Augusta, Georgia, a first, rate

article ofNEGRO CLOTH, made of strong, double, well twisted
cotton warp, and pure wool filling

;
which I warrant as a fai^ul

article, and to wear longer than any Northern goods
Being one of the pioneers in manufacturing in Georgia, I have

had to struggle against a fierce competition from the Massachusetts
manufacturers—for their skill couid put a good face on an inferior
artie'e, which they could sell nominally cheaper than I coulda faith-
ful article. Hence, merchants as well as planters, refused to en-
courage Southern enterprise, because Northern goods were offered
at a few cents per yard less, overlooking the vast difference in the
quality ofthe material used. Is not now the time for planters to
encourage Southern manufactures, and make us independent of
the North, especially when goods are offered at a reasonable price^
and of a quality that will give satisfaction.

All orders will be filled in their turn, and forwarded as directed

;

on receipt of the goods, an order on yonr factor, or your note pay-
able Ist of January, will be satisfaciory. At the prices mentioned
below, the goods will be delivered in Augusta and forwarded as
directed.

Extra Heavy Twills 42 cents, 30 inches wide.
Heavy Plain 32 “ 30
WOOL will be taken in exchange for goods, at 20 cents per Ib,

for unwashed, free of burrrs
;
or 30 cents for clean washed—the

wool to be delivered in Augusta. Ifthere are burs in it, the weight
of burs deducted. I will pay freight on the wool and deduct it

when settling for it. It can be sent to S. H. Oliver, my agent at
Augusta, and the goods will be forwarded promptly on receipt of
the wool. GEORGE fcCHLEY.
Aug57—4t

BRAHMIN CATTLE.

I
WISH to place a portion ofmy Herd of Grade Brahmin Cattle
with a responsible Stock Breeder, of Texas, or Florida, on such

terms as may be mutually satisfactory.

They are of large size, rapid growth, and for oxen in a hot
cliamate they are superior to anv other breed in theworld.

Sept57—2t RICH VRD PETERS. Atlanta. Ga.

“If any of your readers wish to use a very cheap and
substantial paintj of a drab color without lustre, let them
mix water-lime with skimmed milk, to a proper thick-
to apply with a brush, and it is ready to use. It is too
cheap almost to estimate, and any one can put it on who
can use a paint brush. It will adhere well to wood,
whether smooth or rough—to brick, stone or mortar,
where oil paint has not been used, in which case it will

cleave to some extent, and forms a very hard substance,
as durable us the best oil paint.”

Quince and Apple Jelly —Cut small and core an
^ual weight of tart apples and quinces. Put the quinces
in a preserving kettle, with water to cover them, and boil

till soft; add the apples, still keep water to cover them,
and boil till the whole is nearly a pulp. Put the whole
into a jelly bag, and strain without pressing.

VALUABLE FARM FOR SALE IN CHERO>
kee Georgia.

^PHE subscriber wishing to get to retired situations offers hie
X FARM for sale, situated on the Western and Atlantic R. R. at
Catoosa Passenger Depot at equal distance from Catoosa Springs
and the flourishing town of Ringgold,
The Farm contains 450 acres of good land; two hundred in &

high state of cultivation
; a goo'i two-story Dwelling well finished,,

with six comfortable rooms : fire place in each ; a good double
Barn 64 by 32 feet with a good horse power for a thresher and
other machinery

;
large and commodious frame Stables and Cribs^

&c. The Farm is well ca culated for a grazing farm, having
water in all the fields and lots, a fine bold running spring con^’eni-
eat to the house, of never-failing limestone water, with several
other good springs on the place. Also, a most desurable Apple
Orchard: in fact one of the most desirable situations in all North
western Georgia.
Terms.—O' e-half in hand

;
balance in one and two years, with,

interest from date.
Persons desirous to purchase would do well to call on, or ad"

dress me sooa Possession given first of January.
R. A. RAMSBT.

Binggold, Ga., July, 1857. Aug57—
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FRESH TURNIP SEED.

The subscribers have obtainerl from imf’cnbted sources fresh

seeds of the following varieties of the TURNIP : ,

rSki:wing's Rata Baga.
Large English Norfolk,

Large White Globe,
Large Flat Dutch,

Large Red Top.
E^Put up neatlv in 1 lb. and lb. papers; and the trade supplied

onTeasonable terms. PLUilB & LEITNER.
Aug57— 3t Augusta, Ga.

TO SEEDSMAN, PLANTERS, &c.

THORBURN’S PRELIMINARY WHOLESALE PRICED
LIST of Vegetable and Agricultural SEEDS, DUTCH BUL-

BOUS ROOTS, DOUBLE DAHLIAS. &.C., for the fail of 1857, is

iust published, and will be mailed to dealers and others requiring

seed-sin quantities, by enclosing a stamp for return postage.

This year’s seeds, so far as harvested, are of prime quality, gene-
rally abundant, and prices correspondinglv moderate.

J. M. THORBURN CO.,
Sept57—3t Seedsmen, ice., 15 John street, New York.

WASHBURN’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL
Implements

Are unqnestionably the greatest advance in the adaptation of
labor-saving Machinery to the production of Cot' on that has

been made since the invention of the Saw Gin.

The COTTON and CORN PLANTER peiTorius the entire ope-
ration yfplantii;g with cue hand and one mule ten acres a d-iy. ft

reduces he ridge, na matterhow r- -u?h or clody, to a, smeothe oval
surface

;
opens the drill to any fesirahle dep’h, eqnally in solt or

hard ground
;
deposits the seed in any d sira le quantity, all the

seed taking position in line at the same depth a’-’d, therefore, com-
ing up at the same time ; closes the drill and ligntly compresses
the surface, Jeaving it free from clods, not liable to be uncovered
or covered deeper by hard rains, and securing a pertect stand in

the drie t weather.
The combined SCRAPER and HILLER is a double-acting ma-

chine, doing the work on both sides vf a row at once. When used
as a Scraper, operated by one band and two mu’es, it bars off and
scrapes both sides of a row at the rate of ten acres a day in the
most perfect manner, so as not to cover up cotton when it is just
out of the ground.

It enables one hand and two mu'es to perform what now requires
four hand-i, four implements and four mules. The same machine, -

when used as a HiLer, moulds both sides of a row at once, gradu-
ating to any desirable depth, the dirt placed around the young
plants, so that all are dut d (not covered up) and the surface of
the row left free f/om clods.

The operation of moulding young com and cotton with this ma-
chine is performed with ease to the hand and team at the rate of
ten acres a day. Both machines are made of iron and well sea-
soned white oak timber in the most durable manner, ^nd will last
indefhnitely. Ail necessary repairs can be done on the plantation
by an ordinary blacksmith and carpenter.
The whole crop of com and cotton can be planted, scraped,

moulded by the use of these machines with two-thirds the force I

now required, and the work better done than by any other methed.
Our mode of business is to receive the Draft of the planter on his

Merchant (or any one whom he may authorize to pay his Draft,)
payable on the ffrstof January, February or March, and we will
deliver the machines in time for use. Should the money be drawn
and the machines not delivered in time for use we will refned it

immediately on notice. Freight and forwarding charge must be
paid by the consignee, or they cannot be delivered.

Those who desire to use them nezt season should order immedi-
ately, as none will he made except to order, and the supply of ma-
terial collected for the season’s manufacture will depend on the
number of orders. i

Several orders failed to be filled last season for want of materials
owing to the lateness of their receipt.

Th« price of the Planter is $50, the Combined Scraper and HiU-
er, #50, cash on delivery.

Per Machines and County Rights, address
A. W. WASHBURN & CO.,

Yazoo City, Miss.

Testimonials.
OaRriday last we visited Mr. JamesP. Sessions farm near Jack-

son, for the purpose of examining the agricultural implements, pa-
tented by Dr. A. W. 'VYashbm'n, as well as to see them operated in
the field by Col James J B. White. We are highly gratified and
pleased with each. The planter is unexceptionable, and performs
its work w’th great speed and perfection.

We confidently recommend them to the patronage of all planters,
believing that they are, as heretofore represented by many planters
and overseers, truly labor-saving machines.
George S. Yerger, J. M. Moore,
Madison McAfee, G W. Rnssell,

J. A. Horn, Oliver Barrett,

C. A. Moore, Howell Hobs,
J. R. Harris, R N. Eubank,
T. Graves, James P Sessions.

“ Good Intent Plantation.” Dear Creek, >

Issaquena Co., Miss;. Sept. 30, 1850. j
To Col. James J. B. White ;—Dear Sir—Having minutely cx-

and farther witnessed the operation of Dr. A. W. Wash-

bum’s newly invented Cotton Planter, and Scraper, I take erea
pleasure in pronouncing them perfect and complete machines, for
the work they are intended to perform

;
having extensively patron-

ized them myself, 1 confidently recommend them to th^ use of all
planters, believing they will insure and maintain a certain stand of
cotton. ours very respectiullv,

CHARLES J. FORE.
The undersigned have seen Dr Wa.«hbnra’s Agricultural Imple-

ments in operation, and are satisfied that for speed and perfection
of work, they surpass anything we have ever seen.

PLANTERS. ' OVERSEERS.
Joseph Andrews, D. H. Howson,
James J. B. White, J B. Garrott,
George Wh Woodberr;', Wm L. Clark,
E. B, Rundell, ’ Jno. T. Judkins,
A. G. Bennett, H. G. i eeier

It has been repeatedly said of the Planter that there is neither
room nor need for further improvement. But weshail improve on
tho.se made hereafter in several mech.anical points, which will ren-
der more attainable and still more psifect the complete result.
Finding the Chopper unimportant, we have discontinued it. and

combined the Scraper and Hiller into one machine This will
cheapen the price ot the set, save transportation, and make a more
convenient as well as better Scraper. WTth the combined Scra-
per and Hil er, cotton may be scraped close to the drill, as soon ’is it

is out of the ground, without being co ered up, thus facilitating the
rapid forwarding of a late planting, oP preventing the e -tablish-
ment of an early stand of grass on l.and that ha& been in corn.
These improvements render Washburn’s Planter, and Combined

Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-.saving implements ever
offered to the cotton planter The work of each, whether planting,
scraping, or hilling, is done by one hand at the rate of ten acres a
day in an efficient and uniunm v anuer, surpa.-suig in every eie-
meutof peifection -nrailarwork done by any other means They
unquestionably pay for themselves in one year, while they last
many years. The fo'lowiug is some of the testimony w'hich the
ti’ial of these machines has elicited It will be observed that some
of the names are the same wh’ch were given la.st year. The rea-
son of this is that their first opinions were formed on witnessing a
mere experiorieut tu our own fields, or where they might suppose
the most tavorable cireumstanees had been secured for exhibiting
to advantage.
Now they testify positively of their own extensive use

Monterey, Yazoo County, April 1, 1857.
I am planting with three of AYashbuvn’s Planters and am satis-

fied they do the best planting I ever .saw. J. M. DEMENT,
Overseer for A M. Payne.

April 1st, 1857.
I have tried Washburn’s Planter and am satisfied wdth the work

and recommend it to the planting community.
D. McCURRY,

Overseer for Col. J. D. Stewart,

April 1st 1857.
I have tried Washburn’s Cotton Planter, and find tall that iti3

represented to be. N B STREET,
Overseer for Joseph Andrews.

IVANHOE PLANTATION, April 13th, 1857.
Having used one of Dr. A. W. Washbum’s p.stent Planters, 1 feel

no hesitation in saying thax he same works beautifully, so muen so
that, in my opinion, he has left no room for further improvement in
the way of an implement with which to plant cotton.

S. GROVES CHAMBERS,
Overseer for Geo. S. Yerger.

Yazoo County, May 3, J857.
Dr. A. W. Waskhurn—Dear Sir :—j. Lave secured a perf ct stand

of cotton under most unfavorable circumctances, b^ using your
Planter. JAMES P. O’RILEV.

Yazoo County, Apm 2, 1857
Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir ;— » have witnessed a thorough

trial of your Cotton Planter. It performs admirably, and cannot
tail to give universal satEfaction. Very respectfuny,

W. PARKER SCOT!, Ep scoi^al Minister.

WYOiUNG Plantation, May 28, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir:—Baviug thorough y tested
your Planters, both on the Eid sides and level lends i feel no hevi-
tancy in pronouncing them the best implements of the kmd J h&«’-e

ever seen, and would recommend them to everj planter who de-
sires to secure a perfect stand. Respectfully,

J W. THOMSON.
Dr. Washburn—Dear Sir ;—I have in operation cn my plantation

(which is hil'-Jand with circled rows about 3^ to 4 f- e- wif e) one
of your Cotton Planters, and am mlly satisfi-. d with its pi-iform-
ance. It does the work, in n y opinio o, perfectly.

C. BOWMAN.
Extract ofa letter from Mr. W. Menroe (fidn.

Quin’s Station, N. t). & J. R. R
\

Pike Co., Miss. April 27, 1857. 5

Dr. Washburn ^ Co.;—I have planted my whole crop with your
Cotton Planter, and upon the whoJe, 1 i ow ihmk thai it is as nigh
peifect as can be m Me. and. to a practical planter, is boui c! to gi\ e
perfect satisfaction and w-ork a reformation am< Lg Sonthern agri-
culturists, as well as (I hope) to pay you well for your inventW
With my best wishes for the fnrther in provemenl and wide exten-
sion ot what J consider now the best Agricultural Implen ents of
the age, allow me to remain, Fours, W. M. QUIN.

Yazoo County, June, ib57.

I have ased Dr. Washbum’s Planter for planting, and his Hiller
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for moulding cottr n, in managing Dr. Woodberry’s crop, and think
too much cannot be said in th(;;r favor.

THOMAS VANCLEAVE.
INCHUCA, near Yazoo C it,y June 10, 1857.

A. TF. tFa^hhurn <V Co :—I have planted considerably ove one
hundred acres of cotton with Washburn’s Patent Planter; and
have obtained a perfectly healthy stand under most unfavorable
circumstances. I have also used the Hiller, which (after I had
braced the plow,s) speedily relieved me from the danger of being
injured by grass, by enabling me to mould from eight to ten acres
a day with one hand, doing the work in the most perfect manner.
It works easily to the hand and team, effectively and with the most
beautiful uniformity. In short, the Planter and Hillc-r are uiiex-
cepCirnable and invaluable. I would not he without them iu future
were the price doublc'd.. G. W. WOODBbREY.

Yazoo. County, Mis.s., Juue20, 1657.
A. TF. Washburn 4* Co.—Gentlemen :—1 Lave planted ihe entire

crop under my management, com, cotton, and some Osage G auge
for hedging, with Washburn's Patent Cotton Planters. I have
scraped and hilled it with his Scraper and Hiller, ami h.rve experi- I

enced no difficulty in obtaining the mo.st perfect uniform and heal-
j

thy st,inds I ever saw. I have had no lice or any other disease com- i

mon to young cotton.

I have no hesPatmn in pronouncing Washburn's Planters, and
Combined Scr.aperand Hiller the most vTJuablc labor-saving imple-
ments for the field e-vor offered to the p'anter.
They work easily the hand and team, and do the work

thoroughly, and v,-ith a degree of un formity and e.xactncss, un-
eqaalled by any other method, and ununagin.able by one who has
not seen them work. They are very durable and'ea.-ily kept in
repair, smd, in my opinion, will pay for themseives in nne vear. I

M. 18. IMGRAM.
!

St. Fuanckvxli.e, lia., April 28, 1857.
Dr. A. W. Washlnuni—De ar Sir :—I have used the Cotton Plau-

PRUITS AND FLOWERS FOR THESOUTH !
f

1
“Pruitland Nursery,” Augusta, Ga,

I
SHALL offer, the comming fall, for orchard and garden plant-
ing, an unriv ailed colllection of

Apples, Apricots, Almonds, Peaclics, Cherries,
plums. Nectaries,

PEAK8

:

Grapes, Pomegranates, 8trawl>errie.s, Fijgs, Sasp->
herrit s, ISleackberries, Hedge Plants,

Itoses, Evergreens, «fcc., &c.
In short, everything neug desirable and adapted to our climate.
It^Descriptive and P)-iC' d Catalogues mailed free of postage

to all ,app'ieants. A Supplemental Catalogue (containing many
new and rare Fruits fou,nd in no other collection) will be nsued

f early in September and /rcc/y mailed as above. November Decern-

1
ber ,aud Janvary are the best mouths for transplanting. All orders

i and letters containing remittances acknowledged by return mail
Address -. D. REDMOND.

Sept.57—tf Augusta, Ga.

SITUATION WANTE^
A YOUNG gardener, unmaiTied. wishes to obtain a situation in

the >St uih, either in a nursery, or to take ct.arge of a private
Gftrden, Greenhouse, etc. He has been regularly brought up to
that busir.ess, and familiar with the climate rf the South, having
been employed there for the la.st 9 yeais. He has good recommen-
dations.

Persons wishing to employ him will . lease address
ROBERT NELSON, Augusta, Ga., or
W. K. NELSON, care of w’m. Reid,

8ept£7—2t lilisabetliTov n N. J.

FL/lNTATIOK AND c70UN^Y RESIDi^
For Sale.

ter, purciiased of you, and my neighbors as well as myself are very
much pleased with its perfora anee. I shall want two more for
nextseaso

,
and t’ ink there will be a demand for them in this

Parish as soon as they become known. H. H. CONNELL.
Yazoo OoufXTY, Juno 24, 1857.

A. W. WashhuJn Co.—Gentlemen :—I have used Dr. Wash-
bum’s Plauier, and Scraper and Hiller this season, with uaparral-
led succe6.s. They are capable of securing a more perfect stand,
while they do the work better than by any other meaue I have ever
known. The Planter being already sufficiently perfect, the com-
bination ©f the Scraper and Hiller into one machine, by reducing
the cost and facilities, and improving effect, has left no room for
further improvement.

I shall use them more extensive’y next season, and shall want
some more machines. Yours truly,

Sept57—tf JAS. P. O’REILLY.

HYACINTHS^ TULIPS, DOraLE
DahliaB, &c.

The Subscribers offer this season a more extensive assortment
than usual of Dutch BULBOUS ROOTS, imnorted from the

best flower nurseries of Europe, in the finest condition, and all first

class Bulbs embracing every desirai'le variety of Double and
Single Hyacinths, adapted for house and out-door flowering

; Early
and Late, Double and Single Tniips ol every shade and hue

; Poly-
anthus Narcissus

;
Roman Narcissus for early winter winter b’o<rm-

ing; Single Narcissus
;
Double and Single Jobuquibs

; Crocus’ of
all sorts including some very fine new i>amed seedling varieties

;

Crown Imperials; Fritillarias
;

Gladiolus; Iris; I'ias; Lilies;
Arums

;
Colchicums, w ith numerous other sorts of approved tested

value.
g^’^Catalogues of the above, with descriptions and directions

for piaffing and manuring, will be maiUd to applicants enclosing
a stamp.
HYACINTH GLASSES, FANCY CROCUS POTS, Sec.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Sept57—^St 15 JoCn street, New York.

GRAPES FOR THE SOUTH » ! !

T he subscriber offers for sale several thousand rooted Vines and
Cuttings of the following varieties of Native •‘“outhem

GRAPES, ah cfwhicbhave been proved to be fullyadapted to the
cluuate. and excellent both for Wineand the Table:

Isabela, Black July, Burgundy, (.so caUed),
Warren, Catawba Scupoemoug.

5f^Gentlemen wishing to plant largely for Wine making, will
be supplied with rooted vines or cuttings on very liberal terms.
A plain, practical Treatise on the Culture of the Vine in the open
air, as successfully practiced in South Carolina and Georgia will
be freely mailed to all purchasers of vines; o- to oi>^er applicants
w ho enclose a postage stamp. d. REDMONi*
Sept57—tf ^ ugueta,’ Ga.

GLOAMING lTURSmY---CLAjO^VaL. E,
Habersham County, Ga.

The Subscriber again offers to the public a fine and thrifty
growth of Southern raised PRUlT TREES, consisting of Ap-

ples Pears, Peaches, NecUrio PS and ORNAMENTAL SHRUB-
BERY. The collection ard v.iriety of Sonihern Seedlings is the
largest and mi St select in the South many of wtuch are new and
very superior aod not. heretofore oftered for sale by any Nursery-
man.

Catalogues containing prices, information on pla.nting and
routes for traosportaLon, &c, sent gratis, ©a application, by mail
oro.tha.wise, [Sept57-- J. VaN BURtN.

rj''nE .Subscriber offers for sale his PLANTATION AND-
J. COUNTRY RESIDENCE. The Tract contains 1260 acres,
most of w hich is fine productive land. The soil is what is called
sandy, with a clay fotindation—consist.? of red and gi’C}' lands, and
is well adapted to the culture of Cottou. There is upon the tract a
body of Pine Land, finely timbered, and an abundance of stock
water is afforded from never-failing streams. The place is well
adapted to the business of .«tock raising. There are on the prem sea
a latge framed Dwelling House, with ten rooms

;
all necessar' out-

houses
;
a new Bam and Stables

;
new Negr Cabins, with brick

chimneys, sufficient in number to accommodate from thirty to forty
negroes and a good Gin House and Screw. There are fine Peach
and Apple Orchards on the premises, with other varieties of fruit.
The location is in the county of Autauga, 14 miles from the city of
Montd ornery, 2 miles from the flourishing manufactoriug town of
Prattville, and 4 miles from the Alabama River. The situati m is
elevated and beautiful, and cannot be excelled for good health

; and
the water is unsurpassed. There are fine mills m the vicinity, and
the neighborhood affords the best of society.

The subscriber vrishesto sell because his profession compellshim
to reside off the premises, and they are ti o valuable and desir-
rable to be converted into a mere negro quarter.
A good bargain will be given, and terms made easy. Address t

THOMAS J. JUDGE,
Monttomtry, Ala.

P. S.—A valuable stock of CATTLE, &c., would be disposed of
with the premises, if desired. Sept57—4t

GRAPE CULTURE—VINEYARDS—WINE ?

'^I'HE subscriber will receive and fill orders for Cuttings and
X Rooted Vines of the Catawba Grape fi-om one dozen to thous-
ands. Ho will furnish either Southern Cuttings and Vines from
the Vineyard.? of Mr. Charles Axt, and his own Nursery, or
Western Outtiegs .and Vines from Circionati, at a reduced rate.

Tiio IdohelLa, F/arrcn, Scuppernong, and ether h.ardy Grapes, also
supplied; in aodition to a chok e collection of the finest Foreign,
varieties, such as Black Hamburg Muscat of Alexandria. Camum
Hall Muscat, Block Morocco, Syrian, 6fC., S(C. Early orders soli=

cited.

Full and complete Descriptive Catalogues of Fruit Trees,,
Vine.?, Boses, Shrubs Evergreens, &c., vnth hints on cultur^
sent free ofpostage lo all applica' ts. Address :

D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
“Fruitla-d Nursery," August, 1857—tf

DEVON AND ALDERNEY CATTLE FOR
Sale.

I
OFFER for sale the following thorough-bred DEVON CAT»
TLB, viz

:

BEVONS.
3 Heifers, in calfto my bull “iSpringfield,” (See Davy’sDevos

Herd Book, 2nd vol.)

1 Heifer in calf to same bull.

2 Weiff^r Calves and 3 Bull Calves, from same bnll.

All these animals are out of Patterson cows, by Patterson bulls.
Also, Bull “Springfield.” (8ee Davy’s Devon Herd Biok.)

Springfielu gained the first prize at the Atlanta Fair, 1855, as a 2
year old.

ALDERNEY.
1 Alderney Bull. 1 year old, out oi au imported cow, and sired on

the Isleof Jensey, by a l,st prize bull.

I can 'umi.sh undoubted pedigrees with all the above animals^
and will deliver them at the Railroad Depot, at Athens, Ga., free
of cost to he purchaser. Address GEO. H. W AKING.

Sept37—tf Clarksville, G«<
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT COKl^ AND COB
iMill Improved-

(.PAi'Ji.-.TEJI MAY it), 1854.)

Manfactured of the best materials by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & CO., uT*der toe immediate supervision

of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN GENERAL
AGENTS, AUGUSTA, GA.

T ee attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully

called to this BlILL, as combining in a remarkable degree,

portability and power, simp icity of construction and aiTango

ment, durability, and lightness of draught.

Jn setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platfonn and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed cru’d of directions

will accompany each mflL
It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on

Com and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and ajre less

liable to injury from bcin over heated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone

;
and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made

the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding

Com and Cob Meal.
Caution—The Little Giant has always taken the first premium

wherever exhibited ;
and we challenge the patentees, manufac.-

tnrers and agents of all ocner mills, to produce proofs of its ever
having been equalled at any trial conducted by disinterested per-

sons and on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the

celebrity which it has gained during the two years of its existence,

that several imitations and coimterfeits have recently made their

appearance wita the vain hope that by as.suming high-sounding

names and stealine some of the Little Giant’s thunder, they may
be able to follow in its footsteps and hare its fame. These mills

are gua- arteed against defects or breakage, when used according

to the directions aad as evidence of their durability, a No 2 Mill,

which hfcs ground nine thousand bushels, and a No 3 Mill, which
has gTaun 1 fi teen thousand bushels, are still doiug good service.

The smallest size, No. I, will gnud five bushehs per hour with a
small L-oise, and Isoifereciat the low price of $35, all complete
and ready forartachi g the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight tn

ten bush'als per hour with one horse, and is sold at $50. No 3 re

quires two horses, will gifind fiiteen bushels per hour, and seds for

$60
We append a few of the many certificates wh'ch we have re-

ceived. and we nave in our possess ou otfi ’.ial written and printed

tesrtimoniaU which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others

:

TESTIMONIALS.

Augusta. Ga., Aprils, 1855

I have been running one of SCOT 1 S LITTl.E GIANT CORN
AND CdB MILLS. No 4, lor the last five weeks, and it per

forms to my eatiresati'faction. It was warranted to grind twenty
fcushoJs per hour. But X haveground o ver thirty-five bushels in an
hour and a halt, oi equal to twent> -three and half bnshe'e per

hour. In feeding thirty horses I save at least one hundred bushels

of Com per m-mth, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of

Corn wih the Cob, where I formerly fe I three hnidred. Icon
eider it Decidedly the best kind of crusher ever got up and if I

eoold not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hu.idivd dollars.

I. D M THKWs,
Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

AUGUSTA. Ga., April 2U, fa 7.

Messrs Carmichael & Be 4N—dents.—After havhig used the

Little G’antcoio't iutly for two yems I checifully confirm e.eiy

statement made in my certificate of the 3d of April, 1F55.

I. D. MATHEWS.
Beech Tsla.nd. S. C.. April l, i857.

^
Meests. CarmichaeIi & Blan, Augusta, Ga.—Genu:.—i have

had a No. 3 Little Giant in constant use for the last two yea s,

and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob Meal, lhave
never worked my hor.ses and mules harder than during this time,

and they have never been in better condition than they are now.
Two horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, ai d I feel

coufidect that I save full} 30 per cent by using the mill. I a ac-

quainted with several kinds of ermhers, bnt consider the Little
I Giant far supei ior to any I have ever seen,

j

Yours respet-tfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.
Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gents —We are using the Little

Giant Cora .aud Gob Mill.s which we bought from yen, ana here-

by recommend them to Planters and Stock Feeders as the mot
simple and durable, the most ea.sily propeUed, and best crushers

i we havi ever seen, .and by the use of which we believe a saving

i of oue-tbird is made.
I NATHAN CiiAYYFORQ, Columbia connty, Ga.
I (Dr. Craw ford has two mills in use.

j

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield Distiict. 8. G.

(-Mr. Rambo ha.s three mills at different places.)

I

J. PRINT UP, Warren county, Ca.
1 JOHN E WBITEHEA D, Burice county, Ga.

j
T J SMITH, Kaucock county, G.’..

, DAVID C. BARROVr, Oglethorpe county, Ga.
(>ir Barrow has two mills.)-

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WM. .T. EVE, Richmond county, Ga.
GOODE ERYAN. Richmond county, Ga.
WM. J. MIMS, Richmond county, Ga.
V. A... HATCHER. Jefferson county, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Hall county, Ga.

I J AME.S M. n.kllRTS, Kanco.k count-, Ga.

j

A H COLLINS, Colninbia county, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Bmke county Go.

(Mr. Sch ey is using two mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta. Ga.
JAMES TORRYE, Lexington, Miss. May.57—tf

FELTON’S SELF-SHARPENING
PORTABLE GRIST MILL.

PATENTED JANUARY 2, 11:55.

PATENT

P0EL\3LE GEADI MUX.
TROy,N. Y.

T^OR gtrinding all kinds of Grain, inc’udwg Com and Cob, an^
A and adapt«^d torheuse of Planters, by Horse P»wer.
This is one of the mo t valuable in\ entious of the tiay Poss s-

sing all the qualifications requis te to mahe it available to tne
P auter, it is d st-n- d to supply a want that has Li'g been felt by
that pertioD of the community It oc< npies a space of only two
feet bv three, and we-ghs about 300 lbs. Itisvei'y simp’e in con-

struction,—the grinding surfaces are of the most durable cha-ao-

tei, and are Seii-Sharpenin-r, requ ring no skill to keen n oraer,

and .-ih.iuid th^y ever wear out, can be replaced at a tr flinir cost,

— and the price comes v/ithin the reach ot every Planter and
Parmer.

It is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or H orse Pow^r, ai d is

capable of giindmg three bushels per In-ur with on.; horse power,

and from six to eight bushels with two horse pow'er
;

it grinds suf-

ficentiy fine for family use, and does n.-t heat the meal—a most
valuable feaiure
The perfect,n? of this mi 1 is the result of a long series of ex-

perimenhs w hich have, been attended with great exp use. but the

success of the enterprise i- most complete. Numenus test mo-

nials, in its favor have been rtceived and will be chetrful'y ex-

hi ited to ail.

All orders for Mil’s. Communieations. &c., will be prompt'y at-

tended to, and should be adaressed to the Agent.

Mav57 —tf D. CH A FFRE, Anensla, Ga.

FRUITLAND rrUP.SBR'!^’^ AUGUSTA, GA-
FnritH and Flowers for the South !

HE Subscriber has atoiy issued a NEW CATALOGUE OP
J FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH in which al the BEST and

most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN \ arieth8 (snitahle to our

climate) are fully described; with special directions for the trau.s»

planting and managemenl of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c Al.so. a

selected list and description rjf the rarest and most boar.titul

ROSES, EVERG REENS, etc., etc.; forn.iiig a familiar treatise

for amateurs .and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn

ment of their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, free oF

POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Angubt;
,
^a.

Dec56—tf
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

Tl"^ HE iindersigned liave now in store and offer for sale tlie follow-

X ing COKN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:

1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob
;
also, grind fine Meal.

‘2nd. That the enth-e grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
^mall cost.

3rd. Thad it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant’

^d “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions m.ade by ea.ch of the Mills on exhibition

at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob

:

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 2k Minutes. 10.

“Little Giant” 41 “ 15.

“Maynor’s Champion 5 “ 20.

“Colburn’s Mill” 7^ “ 32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the

•simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding partslast-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crasher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for sale six improvedPLANTATIONS,
containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.
Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty

and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands -were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany -y 1st

Sept, next
;
thus giving easy access to all of the above named

lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a railroad, wiU be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Aloany, Ga., Oct. \Qth. 1856. Nov56—tf

^‘FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
IMPORTANT NEW ARRANGEMENT.

T he Subscriber takes gi’eat pleasure in informing his customers
and the Fruit Growers of the South generally, that he has

recently made an an’angement with the well known Pomologist,
LOUIS E. Berckmans, Esq., now of New .Tersey, by which he will

have full access to all the grafts and buds of that gentlemans col-

lections of Pears, which number 9fta7?y Atmdred of the best named
varieties, and more than twenty thousand new seedlings of great
promise. In addition to this unrivalled collection or Pea’-s, the
specimen orchards of M. Berckmans contain all the best and
rarest variety of other fruit known in Europe and America, from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
ject to multiply varieties, but to select, with the greatest care, the
very best for extensive propagation.
A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected ’oy M.

Berckmans, will be offered from my Nursery the coming fa,]l, and
all the leading varieties of Southern Fruit, Roses, Ornamental
Trees Strawberry Plants, Grape Vines, dfc., &c., can then be fur-

nished in quantity, at very moderate prices.

I^^Full Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, postpaid to all

applicants. Addi’ess, D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
April57—tf

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED
Warehouse.

NO. ‘251 Pearl street (between Pulton and John streets), New
York.

TredwelL & Jones, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

all kinds of AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL IM
PLEMENTS and MACHINERY for Plantation use, invite the
attention of Dealers and Planters to their large assortment of

Implements exeressly adapted for the South—comprising upwards
of One Hundred and VIFTY different styles of PLOUGHS and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting ad kinds of Plantation

Machinery.
FERTILISERS, FIELD and GARDEN SEEDS.

Any Implements, Castings or Machinery manufactured to order,

at short notice, in a superior manner. May57—tf

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subscriber respectfully calls the attention of Southern
Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-

GINES, of which be has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their constraction that any negro of ordinai-y capacity
can be taught to ran one in a day. For driving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation saw mills, or com mills,

: umping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordin.ary road. They
recjuire no brick-work to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put m operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, a d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with pleasure upon the intro-
duction of these Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-
nhig cotton and grinding corn, as the cost of running a 6. 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

P RICES.
21 Horse Power $375
4 do. do .500

6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1,100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars wiU be sent by mail to
any person requesting it. Address,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.
V" VnSH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
X Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-
phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cnltivaticn, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story fi’amed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres -weU set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I v/ill sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I wUl seU the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. AU near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to exanune the premises or get further informa-
tian will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it wUl be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at IJ
o’clock, A. M., and returns at li o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
jTme56—tf Memphis, Tenni

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and best.

WE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses all others
in speed and durability, simplicity and streusth as well as

economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being sepa-
rate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a small
expense
The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fairs

of New York Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and
neaUy twice as fast as any other Corn or Com and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are invited to examine the Mill and compare its ad*
vantages. JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.

March—tf
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IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

The RICHMOND Fx^CTORY (Richmond county, Ga.,) con-

tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, atl2i cents

per yard—finding eveiy material except the Wool. The exten-

sive and constantly increa.«ing patronage the Factory has enjoy-

ed for years past, assure the proprietors that the article of W^'inter

Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed by

any cloth made North or South.

Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

us to keep up the standard of the Goods, but to secure an early

delivery of the same.
Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunity and secure a first rate article at a moderate cost have

only to send us the W'ool washed clean in cold water (if sent dirty

one-half a cent per yard extra will be charged for washing.) Bur-

ry Wool is not objectionable—the Burrs are removed by machin-

The name of the ov/ner should be marked on all packages sent

us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia, Alabama or

South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,

(and owner’s name also,) will be regularly and promptly received,

aad the cloth when made, returned to the points directed. Each

parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instructions to

June57—6t W 1. SCHLEY, President, Augu.sta, Ga.

MISSISSIPPI FRUIT TREES.
fpHE undersigned offers for sale, at Columbus, Missi8.sippi, a

X good assortment of APPLES, including the best early medi-

um and late winter varieties, from all parts of the Union. PEARS,
a choice collection, consisting of over eighty different varieties,

heavy assortment of Dwarfs of bearing age and size. PEACHES,
over two thous.and trees ripening in succession, from June until

October. PI.UMS, a good assortment, including seven varieties
;

also, PRUNES, for drying. APRICOTS and NECTARINES,
about one hundred and fifty varieties GRAPES, a few very

choice vines of good size, consisting of Isabella, Malaga, Catawba
and Mustang, a Texas native.

All orders for the above, amounting to over fifty dollars,

from adjoining counties, will be delivered in Starkville, Macon,

Crawfordville, and Aberdeen, free of charge for transportation.

August, 1857—3’" JAMES JONES JR.

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ituated on the east side of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-

bany, the river forming the Western boundary, containing

1,346 acres (more or less) first quality PINE LAND. Between 500

and 600 acres are in cultivation, all ofwhich is fresh, none of it hav-

ing been cultivated more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will

comprise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvements
are a good Gin House, Overseer’s House, C ibs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the the proprietor is his reason tor wishing to

»elL Apply to S. H. HARRIS, on the Plantation, or

E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.

E^Possession given Ist January next.

Albany, Ga., March 27, i85L Aug57—5t*

Fruit and ornamental trees, including

EVERGREENS, the finest collection in the Union. 1,700

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also, parcels of8000 Seeds, post-paid,

fer $1.25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Potatoes, the most valu-

able of Esculents—the onlv ones for sale of American growth, at

at^ per dozen—$5 per 20—$20 per 100. Osier Willows—8 finest

kinda—$2 to $5 per 1000. Lawton Blackbeivy $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes, Gooseberries, Raspberries and Cnivants at

lowest rates. Linnseus and Victoria Rhubarb $9 per 100. Arbor
Vit», small for Hedges, and large sizes. AH Evergreens of small

sizes for Nurserses. All the new native Grapes. Tree and .Shrub

Vegetable, Flower and .Kvegreeu Tree Seeds. Earth Almonds. Y ei-

low and Honey, Locust and Osage Orange Seeds. Strawberries

—

20 splendid market varieties— $1 to $2 per 100

Priced Catalogues of every Department sent to applicants who
enclose stamps. W. R. PRINCE & CO.
Flashing, N. Y. May57ft

' "^ACK ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a few pair of three to tour m inths old, at $20 per

pair For Lot Hogs. I consider this breed superior t anj’

other— they cannot be made to rake the mange, and are free from

cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are

ao liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf H PETES'^, Atlanta, Ga.

PURE D^ONsTaND grade DEVONS
For &ale.

For sale the thorough-bred North Dover BULL CALF
"Southerner," 5 months old, of fine form and proportion. Sire

Keokuk (prize bull), and dam, “Lively Dame ;’’ both Herd Book
animaLs of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) 5 months old, sired by

the above BuU (Keokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur
ham Cows. For terms, Ac., address

June57—tf D REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,

Bound volumes of the SOU ) HEN CULTIVATOR for 1856

may now be obtained at this office Price, $1,50. Or we will

aeod it toy mail, post-paid at $1,80. Address,
^

W31. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

CASHMERE GOATS.

I
HAVE on sale the following GRADE CASHMERE
GOATS *

4 Yearling Bucks, 15 16 Cashmere price, each, $100 00

4 “ 7-8 “ - -
‘ 75 00

6 FebniaiT Buck Kids, 7-8 Cashmere ... “ 75 00

8 “ 3 4 “ “ 50 00

Also, 50 common EWE GOATS of large size, with kid by a pure

breed Cashmere Buck. Price $10 each, in lots not less than ten.

Sep57—2t RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta Ga.

NEW BRUNSWICK NURSERIES.

1
7DWIN ALLEN invites attention to his large stock of FRUIT
Li TREES, consis'ing of Apple, Pear, (Standard and Dwarf)

Cherry, Peach Plum, Apricot and Nectarine. Also, GRAPE
VHNES, and the smaller fruits, together with ASPARAGUS
PLANTS, Linnieus and Victoria RHUBARB, and every article

usually found at such e3tabli.shments. These are healthy and of

the most beautiful growth The lifting and packing here is done

by experienced hands and in the best manner
|;^=’A new Catalogue of the establishment is now ready and will

be sent to all applicants.

New Brunswick, New Jersey, Sept., 1857—21*

EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South,

4 FEW rar« and beautiful EVERGREENS, Trees and Shnibs-

of the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained

from the subscriber. The collections embraces the Deodar Ce
dar, Cryptomeria Japonica. Oriental Cypress, Norway Spruce,

Silver Fir. V7hite Pine, Balsam Fir Silver, Cedar, Iri.sh, English

ard Pyramidal Yew, Swedish Juniper, American and Chinese

Arbor Vitjfi: Cedar of Lebanon, Magnolia Grandiflora, “ Mock
Orange,’’ Pittospoiiim, dre . &c. ; in short all the most desirable

Evergreen Trees and Shr ubs tha'^ flourish in this latitude. DECI-
DU' 'US SHRUBS and TREES, of many varieties can also be

supplied in quantity. (See Descriptive Catalogue seat gratis per

maU.) Address, fDec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

SHMP FOR SALE.
^

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS. Atlanta, Ga

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.
PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEAVE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M..

Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH'

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 19

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Gumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. P. M,
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4 .30 A M.

WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4 .45 P. M.

Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.

Arriving at
" 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.
GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

July 14tk, 1855. Aug55—tf

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst., and until ffirther

notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad wiU run

a* ^'“1^0'^^

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savamiah Daily at 5 00 a. M. and 12 15 P. M.

Arrive in Macon “ 2 15 P M “ 1 00 A. M,

Leave Macon “ ...1145 a.m. “ 9 30 P M.

Arrive in Savannah “ ••-19 45 ^ M. 7 20 a. M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12 15 P. M. and 9 30 P. M,

ArriVv’. in Augusta 8 45 P. M, “ 5 30 a M.

Leave Augusta 6 00 a M. 4 00 P. M.

Arrive in Savannah I 30 P. M 10 45 P. M.

BETWEENMACON AND AUGUSTA
Leaves Macon 11 45 a. M. and 9 30 P. M.

Arri e in Augusta 8 45 P.M. “ 5 30 a. M,

Leave Augusta 6 00 a M. 4 30 p.m.

Arrive in Macon.... 2 15 P M 100 a N,

BETWEEN SAV aNNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE&EATONTOK
Ltav e fcavannah 5 00 A M.

Arrive in Miiledgeville 2 45 P. M.

Leave Macon

.

Arrive in Eatonton 5 00 P M.

W. M. WADLEY, Gen’l Supenntendant.

Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 1855. July56-tf
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GKAPE VINES AT IONA.

1 .ELAWRE, Concord, Union "Village Early Hudson, Hartf rd
J * Pronli -, Raabes’s L’aia, Raabe, El ingburg, Rebecca, Herbe-
mo t, Garriguos Arkausa •, York M ide ra, Cl'li'ton, Emily, Minor,
Ca awba Dirna, To Kalon. Conbj-’s August. Marnoii, Bian-'',

3.^ymaii. Briuckle, Mnuiitaio, Isabella, and Hydes El za,.

A ISO, Strawberry, McGowan, Charter Oak, and N rihern Mus-
cadi e.

f‘ A gen ral assortment of R.A.SPBERRY PLANTS, including
Brinckle’s Orange, whh-h is best of a I Raspberr es in cultivation

f m the market or garden. Asma 1 lot of Myatt’s Linnseus RHU-
BARK P.\N superi )T.

All of the above plants are offered smgly by dr zan, or to the
trade Address C W. GRANT.

Oct57—if Iona, near Peekskill,,Westchestei Co., N. Y.

RUM^OM NE'RSERISS.

25 000 *
growth and approved

30 000 OS .AGE AWGR PLANTS for Hedging.
.6,000 ASP \RAGUS RO' 'TS
A. so, STRAW BERRY PLAN^os Basket WILL'^W (Sziic

Sdix) ' UTTINGS, &c. ASHER K ^ NOE & SON,
Octu7—3t Near Red Bank, Monmouth co., N. Y.

1857! 18571
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A IIONTHJ.Y JOl’RNAl.,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE HORTICULTURE, STOOK

BREEDING, PO'JLTKY, EEE.S, GENERAL
FARM ECO'-O.MY &r.

DANIEL LEE, M. Hf:-DMOND, Editors.

Tlie Fifteenth volume cummeAAces in January,
18^ 7 .

ONE COPY, one year $1 1 TWENTY-FIVE COFIFS.^
SIX COPIES, * o

I
oNEHUNDRiiiDCOPIES.. 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent ‘oiiiess the cash,
accompanies the order
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Pist-Ofbi'e stampa

j

received at par.

Remittance, by mail (post paid) will b“ at the Publisher’s risk. \

Address "WM. S. JONE8, Aai^nsta, Ga.
I^^Persons who will pct as AGENTS, and ootem SUB-iCRI- !

BERS, will befurnish-d wi h the paper at club prices

AMSHICAN FARMBR’a ENCYCLOPEDIA

t
j^"’-TBRACING all the recent discoveries in AgricuJtnral Chem-
J istry, and the use of Mmex’al, V getableand An.ma Manurea.

With Descripiions and F giu’es of A uerican Insects bijurious to
Vegetation. Being a comp'iete guide for the cult.vatlon of every
variety of garden and field crous. ILurtrated Dy numeroub en-
graving? of Gr.iases, Gi'aias, Animals, Irrpiements, Insects, &.c.

By Gouveruftur Emerson, of Peunsy'van'.a, upon the. basis of
Johnson’s Farmer’s Encyc-opedia, Price $4. Sent free of Post-
age upon receipt of prite. No Farmer sh ubl bf without it Pu^
lished by C M. SAXTON & 00 ,

Oet57~ It Agr’J Book Publishers, 140 Fulto'i st, N. Y.

SORGHO SUGAR, SYRUP AND BRANDY
HE Undersigned is prepared to supply Sugar MACHINRKT

1 and DISTILLERY" Apparatus of themost improved Jescrip-
t'on, accomo.nnied with instnictions for Sugar or Symp boiling and
Dstlleiy it" required CORN MILLS ot all sizes, Sugar and Sy-
rup PAN --, and DlS I'lLLElUES for sole by

JOHNW UEID,
Machinist, Coppersm th snd Brassfounder,

Oct57—It 11 Old Slip, New York.

ESSEX PIGS FOR SALE.
'"I"' HE Subscriber now offers for sale a numbei of Spring PIGS
JL cf this r opula- breed, singly or in pan-, well Sited *0 bread
logetber They wore s’red by t'le Engli-h first prize Boar%
“Chelmsfi-r'’-” and ‘Brum ” which were imported iaa- autumn. aJt

a Cofc of ove .$400, The pigs areareiy superior lot, and willaf-

ford a new or«s8 on those descend- d f -om previous importat oos,

Ad^ATSdS C S WAINWRIGHT,
Cct57—2$ The Meadows, Rhinobeck, New "Yexlk

FOR SALS.

Having detemiined to remove We.«t, I offer for sale my RE-
SIDENCB in the immediate vicinity of Columbus, and my

PLAN I ATION in Russell county, Ala.
The former is a handsome andc >mm dious building, containing

ten rooms, besi-Je-s basement, store and ironing rooms. The
outbuildings are well arranged for comfort and conveu en<-e. At-
tached to the resideai-e are twenty acres of land, in fine cultivation,
wifn a p' sition on the main road, sufficient for one or more build-
ing lots. The healthfulness of the locality is ansurpassed.
My Planta tion is 15 miles w-est of Columbus, on Uchee .Creek,

and 5 miles from the Mobile &. Girard Railroad, and containa
2,6C0 acres. My success in m.aking cotton is tne best crit.'r-

iou of irs claim-i upon the purchaser. Being susceptible of .subdi-
vision into three o four farms, some of wh eh have improvements,
I w'ili sell all together or in separate settlements to .suit purchasers.
If desirable, I will sell the growing crop with the land, arranging

j

fi r the overseer to remain with the hands to gather the crop under I

the direction of the purchaser.
Ill .ny absence, any one washing to see my house and lot, can ap-

i

ply to my neighbors, Mr. Wm. A. Redd, A. C. Flcwelien, or 'V, r. \

Jones. J. R. JONES.
1

Columbus, Ga., .Tune 9, 1857.—oct57—tf
[

VINEYARDS IN THE SCUTHM
|

ROOTED VINES and CUTTINGS of the CATAWBA—the
j

grea,t Wine Grape of the South—wiil be furnished by the nb-
i

siTiber, from Vineyards under his own d rectioii at M ntgr.mery,
Ala., DsTten, Atlanta, Crawfordsville, Washington and Augnsta,
Ga . and Abbeville, S.C. Toinsni-e freshoes- and save transpor-
taiiou, applicants will be furn shed trom Vineyards ueareai to
them in all practicable cases. These Vines and Cuttings will be
rea-iy for delivery by the 1st of January, 1858, andas the supply is

1 mited, e.arly apulicat'ons are advisable.

Jt'y^Puvchasers w-ll • e fii nished with fall printed directions
for plant

i g. cultivating and pruning - he vines until they come into
fall bearing—these directions w 11 be s.-. plam and explicit hatany
per on c in be sure of success. My Wine lias stood the test of tne
best judges

;
it is now in market, and will rest on its own merits.

Address: C liARLES AXT,
|

Oct57—tf Crawfordville, Ga.
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—NOVEMBER.

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton.—The picking, ginning and baling of the crop

should be entirely finished by the middle of this month,

in order that the planter, his negroes and animals, may

have a little respite and “breathing space” before the la-

bors of the the next crop come on. There is no branch

of agriculture that requires so much unremitting and con-

tinuous hard work as the making of a good Cotton crop,

and the wise and humane planter should avail himself of

all the leisure he can obtain, between crops, for relaxa-

tion, and the carrying on of various necessary plantaton

improvements, too often entirely neglected. So long as

Cotton is cultivated to the almost total exclusion of every

thing else, we cannot hope for any high degree of rural

improvement in the South
;
but surely, with the advant-

ages of climate and labor which we possess, we can all

do much more than we have yet done to improve our lands

and beautify our homes. Let us at least, make the effort

;

and do everything that is possible for the advancement of

our most favored region.

In the preparation of Cotton for market, it will be well

to heed our previous suggestions in regard to careful gin-

ning and handling; as the price will depend as much

upon this as upon the natural quality, or length and fine-

ness of the staple.

Siceet Potatoes.—Cut oflf the vines as soon as the frost

nips them severely
;
then dig, and carefully bank or house

as soon as possible.

Sviall Grain, such as Barley, Rye, Black Winter and

Egyptian Oats, Wheat, broadcast for a field crop, and

Wheat in the drill, for winter and early spring “soiling”

or feeding green—all these must now be sown as soon

as possible. Hardy Winter Grasses, such as Clover,

Lucerne, “ Stanford’s Wild,” the Tall Oat Grass,

Guinea Grass, (so called,) &c., &c., must, also, be put in

the ground at once. Manure heavily, plow very deep,

pulverize finely, and roll in your seed with a heavy

roller, if you wish to be remunerated f t your time and

labor.

Hedges of the Osage Orange, Ila'iiey Loc.vst, Spanish

Bayonet, White Macartney and Cherokee Rose, Fortune's

Yellow Rose, Pomegranate, Jvjube Tree, Japan Quince,

^^Mock Orange," Pyracaniha, American Holly, Cedar,

Arbor Vitce, Enonymus Japonica, Privet, &c., &c,, for

defence and ornament, should be set out the present

month and during tha winter. They add greatly to the

beauty and value of the homestead, and the Osage Orange,

Honey Locust, &c., form the surest protection to our gar-

dens, orchards and pleasure grounds.

THE ORCHARD, GARDEN AND NURSERY.
Fruit Trees, oia\\ the choicest varieties of Southern

growth, should be planted now, as soon as the ground is

well moistened by the early fall rains. If you delay unti^

spring, you will be too much hurried with other work to

give this important matter the proper attention, and it

may not be done at all. Prepare the soil for Vineyards,

and plant your Grapes
;
7ww is the best time to set them

out. Remember I that all trees (except some Ever-

greens of the fir tribe) succeed best in the South, when

planted in fall or early winter—that by planting now, you

gain a year in the bearing of your Fruit trees, and that,

if you will take the proper pains at first, there is little to

do afterwards—plant more trees, they “will grow while

you’re sleeping!”

Full directions for the transplanting and management

of Fruit and Ornamental Trees were given last month,

and may be found in the Nursery Catalogues of Fuit and

Ornamental Trees for the South.

Sow Cabbages, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots,

Radishes, &c., &c. If you sowed Cabbage seed last

month, and now have plants with four or five leaves, lift

them carefully and plant them out 2 inches apart on a

bed, which you can cover over during severe firost. They

will be the earliest and best for setting out early in the

spring. Haul plenty of manure on your garden, have it

well spaded, burying under all enriching animal or veget-

able matter. Transplant Brocoli, Cabbages, Celery, Col-

lards," &c. Dress and manure your Asparagus beds, not

forgetting to give them a liberal top-dressing of salt before

spring—dig the manure in with a fork, which will do less
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injury to the roots than a spade. Save all old bones, soap

suds, dead leaves, decayed vegetables, &c., and make

up into compost heaps for future use. Plow and subsoil

your gi ound for the planting of young orchards, and pro-

vide a supply of roots and stocks for the propagation of

all new and desirable varieties of Fruit adapted to our

Southern climate. Recollect, that all manure should be

worked In deeply, fresh stable manure in particular.

Clean out all trash in the fence corners and other places;

put it in heaps, well mixed with stable manure, and have

the compost ready for spring use.

All Flower bulbs, as Hyacinths, Tulips, Amaryllis,

Gladiolus, Peonias and others, should now be planted.

THE STRAWBERRY PATCH.
The best soil for this delicious fruit is a sandy or even

a gravelly loam, moist, and rich in vegetable matter. An
excellent compost for an acre of ground would be 60

bushels ofleaf-mould from the woods, 20 bushels of leached

ttsbea, .O bushels lime, and 3 or 4 quarts of salt. (Tliis

same proportion may be observed for any given quantity

of land,) Mix thoroughly, let it stand two or three days,

scatter broadcast, and plow in. Then harrow or rake the

surface, making it fine, and set your plants in rows 3 feet

apart, and I foot or 15 inches in the row. Or, if planting

for market, on a large scale, set your plapts in 3 rows one

foot apart, and leave a 2 foot alley between every strip of

PislUlales.

CD

this kind—said alley to be kept clean and open with the

horse-hoe. After the plants have become well rooted,

cover the whole with partly decomposed leaves from the

forest, or even chopped up pine or broom straw, leaving

nothing exposed but the leaves and fruit-stalks of the

plants. Many choice varieties have been heretofore men-

tioned, but we will briefly recapitulate : Pistillates, (or

female blossom,) Havey^s Seedling, McAvoy's ExVra Red,

Crescent Seedling, Black Prince, McAvoy's Superioi',

Crimson Cone. Staminate, or Hermaphrodite, (male,

or “perfect” blossom,): Longwortk's Prolific, Boston

Pine, Walker's Seedling, Early Scarlet. Many new

varieties as : Bayden's Seedling, Jenny Lind, Lucy Pitchy

Peabody's New Hautbois, Scott's Seedling, Trollope's Vic-

toria, Iowa and others, have proved quite valuable the

present season. The Early Orange, is the earliest, exceed-

ingly prolific, and a never failing bearer.

We have abandoned the planting of Pistillate plants

among Staminates, for the reason that they grow so ram-

pantly that they soon mix up with, overrun, and crowd

out the bearing plants. A proper admixture of Stamin-

ates (orimpregnators) being absolutely essential, however,

we re-publish the following diagrams, which set forth the

proper system of planting, to secure the largest crops, ditA

keep the different varieties entirely separate and dis-

tinct:

Staminates, or Hermaphrodites. Pistillates.

K- )>%)(

a- % if %

if if % if

if if if -if

if if if if

if if if if

’I

CD

if if if if if if

******
******
******
******
******

No. 2. No. 3,

It will be seen that Nos. I and 3, containing Pistillate

plants, are fertilized or impregnated by the Staminate

plants in the narrow centre bed. No. 2, fiom which they

are separated by alleys 0 feet wide—these alleys to be

Hnvv TO Manurr Trees iv Ckass' La.n’d.—Very few

persons manure trees growing in sod or grass land, in a

judicial or economical m inner. The general pract'ce is

todigthe manure in, within a (bameter of six f:et, .having

the body for the cfbttre. The tree takes i(s food from the

young rootlet.^, whose mouihs extend just as far on every

side as the branches of the trc"
;
hence, this manure ap-

plied close to the body of the tree, is not where the vooi^

can take itnp; and of course but little < f itsvalue is ali-

eorbed Ity the tree. If you doubt it, just try the experi-

iftcet on two trees. Serve the one as above named, and

kept scrupulously free from all runners, espttially those

thrown off by the .Staminate plants in the centre. The beds

may be made of any required size. The stars represent

the plants in 3 foot rows, 12 or 15 inches apartin the row,

'he oilier, as follows, viz:— xMark a circle nrnund the tree

havin'^ for (he outer line the exact radius fonvied hy the

oVeidianging branches; dig on ihe inner side of this circle

!i, trencli two feet wide, and one foot (ieep; mix well rot-

ted manure half and half with the best*of the stiil, or the

earth dug ('ut of llie trench, and fill the Irerich with it;

tnen replace the turf, and w heel away the refuse or extra

earth; rake clean and smooth; you will have a gc'od

growth of free; your fiuit larger and more fair, and no un-

jghtly or unnatural hoilock or mound around tho body
of the tree.

—

Ohio F'armer.
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DYING OF YOUNG COTTON—ITS CAUSE AND
Prevention.

Editors Southern Cultivator—During the last spring

there was an unusually extensive and loud complaint

among plantersof the “dying off” of young Cotton To

such an extreme degree did this alarming fatality prevail

that it was designated and extensively commented upon

as “the cotton disease, the cotton epidemic,” &c. At one

period,so late that cotton planted afterward could not pro-

mise more than half a crop, and when seed had become

extremely scarce, the whole country seemed trembling

ander the impending danger of a lost crop. From every

direction came accounts of portions of crop.s plowed up

and planted with corn, and other portions so deficient as

scarcely to be worth cultivating. In such a crisis, without

any clear convictions of the nature of the cause, or how

to avoid a repetition of the same disastrous result, should

they plow up and plant over, it is not astonishing that

planters should feel extreme anxiety. The result was, that

replanting, without plowing up, was practiced more ex-

tensively, and to a later period than was ever before done

Feeling this subject to be one of great and growing im-

portance, and having had no occasion to plant over or

replant a single seed of cotton for the last three years, !

feel authorized to invite the attention of f.lanters to my

views on the cause and prevention of this calamity. Thf

dying off of young cotton in bunches, though a common

Bpring complaint, does not appear to have awakened

sufficient investigation to have led to the general adoption

of any well defined and philosophic views nfits cause, r r

to have discovered any successful plan of preveniion No

season of planting and scraping passes wi hnut givint-

lise to the frequent observation of rdaniers in the c< m-

mon phrase, “My cotton is dying off in hunehes:” or, “I

planted a plenty of seed—it came up and looked we!

for a few days, but it is dying off I fear 1 shall nm

get a stand without a good deal of replanting” When

cotton seed are so cheap and so many are p’anled io the

acre, why is there so mu< h need of replanting?

Corn, of which the seed is so valuable as to lead to the

use of a much smaller quantity to the acre, though pianier'

with less care, if it comes up. does not die afterward It

we enquire ofthe intelligent pDnter, or the prac-ir-n) over-

seer what is the cause of this common annual fualiiy.

which has this season threatened the wotII with a de

ficient supply of 'hetp clothing, the frequent reply i.<^

“Colton is harder to get a stand of than .orn, it will <lu

offafter it comes up ” Tn the kingdom of eommen c.nnd ii

those political kingdoms where commerce builds tit*

throne, cotmn is the “power behind the throne greater thai

the throne itself.” It is the prop sought for the archimedim

lever, to turn the world It is at this moment the fulcruni

on which hangs, tremblingly, the great balance of bii

man destiny. Yet, at the very threshliold of its life, lurK>

a fatality, with cause obscure, unascertained, liut capable

Under peculiar circumstances, ofidightiag. in embryo, thi

otherwise well founded hopes of the husbandman, an*

eensibly diminishing the prosperity and comfurt of indt-

Viduals and nations.

But the question recurs: What is the cause of this an

Uual diffi-ulty in securing a stand of cotton after it is up

Here, as in most cases of ignorance, it is common to evade

personal responsibility by accusing the weather, or smue

accidental or providential circumstance, over which ih

complainant has no control Not dreaming that his pc

tuniary interest can be materially affected by any of ihi

great natural laws that lie, unknown to him, at the foun-

dation of his business, and not troubling himself to ascer-

tain the relation which his arbitrary operations sustain to

the fixed laws, which maintain a constant harmony be-

tween “seed time and h.arvcst,” the planter finds himself

frequently di.sappointed in anticipated results, and sagely

charges his di.'appointment to the weather, or, perhaps,

to chance.

The dying off ofyoung cotton is titiributcd by different

ppr.sons, and by the same person at different limes, to the

following opposite coniiitions : Cold weather ; cnl ) nights

and warm days; hot, dry weather; hard healing rains;

h ird ground
;

loo.se ground, not settled by tain before

planting
;
bad seed from being slightly heated, drc. Shade

of philosophy preserve us ! What an array c.f opjtosiie

conditions to be the. cause ofone unif<)rm effcci.

Dissatisfied with such nnrpa'onahle opiniooN. king .<go,

J began to seekfor a more unifoii'i arifect’d'’ in! h-v-

ing found one as invarialdc as the malady, I accepted it

as the cause 1 have caught the cotton infu deide,

zraihli delicto, and can identify boib princip land acceS'

snry, and d* monstrate, their dcgr<>es of participation.

Though I have never before attempted todrag this incorri-

gible ilestroyer l^cfote a public tribunal, ! have never fail-

ed on .‘suitable private occasions to demonstrate the truth

of my suspicions in the field.

The only secret and implacable slayer of young cotton

is the seed. And the planter himself is the only culpable

iccessory. Frost may kill young cotton, but it does it

openly and unsparingly— not liy the single plant or in

bunches. Cut-worms and other insects may destroy it,

hut their operations are visible and quite limited. That

'he seed having been partially heUed cannot be the cause

is evinced by their germination

The heat alluded to is that evolved by incipient deenm-

oosifion, which cannot be develojird without the carbon*

iceous and nitrogenous products having, in obedience to

chemical affiniries, undergone a rha ige destructive of the

vitality of the germ, or incompatible with the peculiar m'de-

cular arrangement necessary to furnish the first particleof

mtriment di'inandf'd by the germ, to sustain and carry

firward its vita' effort to produce a new plant. If a se*d

lOSNCSsesihe vitality, in combin Hion with the, elements of

nutrition, essential to incipient life, necessary to complete

he process of germination, evolving a new and living ba-

• ug— comjileie in all i's organs— it, is the most substantial

evidence ofii.s heahhines.s and freelomfrom any materi-

1 injurv previous to its germinaMon. How, then, is the

eaih of ihe young [ilant, r-ftcr it is several days old, pro-

!u ed by the seed, if they are sound ?

Tbe maioriry of -eid-: arc -ha-'sed by B'danivts i nder

twogerifrai heads, c?!ied Monocofyierlons arul Dicolyle-

uns. The former have only one eotyled'mor lobe, the

latter have two m each seed. These cotyledons or seed

iol’es, are destined to be developed by the process of g* r-

iiinanon into the first one or two leaves, respectively, of

I he new [)lant. ealled sometimes the seed leaves.

Com IS a Mon acotvIftdnnoMs and cotton a Dicotyledon-

ous plant. In the monocotyledons, the whole seed re-

mains in the grtnind and developes and supp*'rf8 the

young plant, until the, root and ihe stem are sufficiently

idvanced to perform their respective functions, and oon-

Ntitute an independant plant.

The root starts immediately downwards and begins to

branch in search ofsuch clemr nis a.s it r« quires, while the

-.lem makes its way upward by the gradual elongation of

I mere point, turning now this way. now that, to elude

tliRiruciion, till it, almoNf irresihti'dy, penetrates the sur-

r’lce m the pursuit of light, heat and air. Such are th®

ercals, and the gras.«es which the Ornni‘!fienl Providf nee

las thus enabled to overcome the Hifficidties incident 10

germination and healthy coming up, to ensure the never-
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failing production of food for nrutn and beast. In cotton,

v/hich is a Dicotyledonous plant, the two coiyledons

oi’ lobes nicely rolled up in the seed, by the absorption of

heat and moisture, expand and crack the pericarp or hull,

when the radicle issues, and whatever be the position of

the' seed, starts 'immediately downward forcing its way
deeply into the ground by the contintml elongation of a

point, and producing what is called the tap-root. . Hav-
ing obtained some hold in the ground, and needing the

further action of light and air to develop the cotyledons

info’ leaves, it begins to exert a lifting power upon the seed

which first cracks the ground, and finally forces its way
to the surface; when, by the further development and un-

folding of the cotyledons, k bursts and throws off the hull;

tlitis completing the proces.s of gerra’ination and coming
up in a heaithy manner. The point of a imung plant

called the neck, or dividing point between the root and
the stem, being the vital centre from which the germ first

began to develop into a new being, is so peculiarly sensi-

nve that an injury infilcted at that point is always fatal.

Now, itso happens that a pungent morbific agent, peculiar

to the cotton seed, is always present at t!)i.s sensitive point

during the first stage of gtrmiiiation, which, if not le-

move.d froni contact with the. neck, never fails to poi.son

—

strangle and kill the plant. The short woolly fuz or lint,

which adheres so tenaciously to the cotton seed, is the

most dangerous enemy v;ith which the young plantjfraught

with the w ealth of argosies and the fate of nations, has to

contend.

It proves fatal in two v/ays, by its irritative acrimoni-

ous effect in contact with the neck, and by being inciden-

tally made to act the part of a ligature. When the radicle

escapes from a seed which is imbedded, as many must be,

standing on its larger end, or nearly so, it passes down
between the hull and the lint, which, being strengthened

by the adhering earth, forms a ligature of sufficient

strength to bury itself in the growing bark, girdling and
cutting off the incipierk circulation in the delicate, recent-

ly organized texture which it embraces, and destroying

the plant. Plants affected by this morbid condition to an

extent which precludes the possibility of recovery, will,

nevertheless, sometimes live till they are one or two feet

high, and then break off at the point where the injury

was inflicted, exhibiting the appearance of having never

circulated the sap through the bark between the root and

the top.

The process of germination in the cotton seed, when
unobstructed, affords a natural, simple and sure preven-

tive of the destruction threatened by its peculiar organi-

zation in the vital motive-power, generated by the growth

of the stem before the cotyledons have acquired sufficient

development, to burst open the hull and escape. This

lifting power, if allowed to act under favorable circum-

stances, is sufficient to prevent the adhesion of the huh to

the neck of the plant, which is the sole cause of the fatality

attending young cotton, Plants killed in this way exhibit

a swelling just above where the hull was attacked, with a

black, dead,shrivelled appearance; or a ring, looking as if

a thread had been tied around it, and frequently some
fibres of the lint may be found imbedded in the depres-

sion
;
while below, the root is dead, without the appear-

ance ofhaving grownin proportion to the tap root. Some-

times, when killed by the ligature, the root continues alive

and presents a sw’-elied appearance just below the ring,

as well as above.

In making examinations to verify this theory, too much
reliance must not be placed on the appearance of stalks

that are entirely dead and dry
;
as the rapii^ity of decay

may have obliterated all traces of the cause of death. Ob-

servations should begin with plants that appear to be but

slightly affected, just manifesting the impression of the

cause, by a slight droo'piness or “looking sick.” Care-
|

fully remove the dirt from around the plants down below
]

the point where the seed was deposited, and in most
cases a hull will be found girdling the neck with a fibrous

ligatnre; or pressing its pungent acrimonious fuz against

its side, where it produces a yellow or brownish spot,

more or less extensive, the sure index of disease. If the

morbid condition produced by partial contact is not too

extensive, genial weather and good culture will sometimes
enable the injured plant to recover; but it produces a

weakly plant, especially liable to the attack of lice. Push
on the examination toother plants that are nearly but not

quite dead, and the same circumstances and conditions

will be found prevailing to a greater extent, so that now
the impending death may be clearly traced to its true

cause.

The dying victim is .still able to identify the assassin.

Interrogate him and he will reply, “I have been strangu-

lated by this vile ligature around the vital point at which
my life began ;” or “my young and delicate skin, at a vital

point, whence decay is easily and rapidly propagated, has

been poisoned—corroded—ulcerated by this pungent hull

which I have been unable to cast off.” Finding this con-

dition the invariable antecedent of the death of young cot-

ton, let ns inquire if either of the circumstances common-
ly alledged as the cause, sustains a similar relation. Is

cold weather, or cold nights and warm days, an invariable

antecedent of this dying off ofyoung cotton? A moment’s
reflection will compell every observing planters to say
“no.”

Are either of these conditions sufficient to kill cotton

in bunches ? No
;
for if so they would kill rows or fields

at the same time. Is hard ground, or loose unsettled

ground an immediate antecedent? No; for these oppo-
sites exist in the same field at the same time, and cotton

dies in both alike. But as the principal is identified, and
the foul deed proven upon him could not have been ac-

complished alone, let us inquire v>7ho was accessoiy be-

fore the fact. Unquestionably the planter, who does not

plant so as to aid and not obstruct the normal accomplish-

ment of the germinating process, is the culpable accessory

to the death of his cotton.

Planting too deep, or when the ground is too wet, leav-

ing the surface of the ridge where the cotton is to come
up covered with clods, or in such shape that dirt can be

washed on to it by rain, is in common practice, and sure

to obstruct the healthy coming up, by preventing the re-

moval of the hull from the neck of the young plant. But
it is said that the period and circumstances, attending the

dying off of cotton this season, when compared with other

seasons, have been exactly reversed. Generally the early

planting suffers most. But this season the latest planting

died most extensively, after the ground had become warm,
and moist, genial weather prevailed, which should have

made the seed come up quickly and grow off healthily.

In what respect, then, did the late planting of this year

(lifler from the late planting, and correspond with the

early planting of other years ?

The backwardness of the spring had somewhat delayed

the beginning of cotton planting, which was still further

retarded by the unprecedented April freeze, which caused

the planting over of almost the entire coni crop. Some

cotton, earliest up, and killed by frost, had to be planted

over, and some land that had been long bedded, required

to be freshened up. These things forced an unusual quan-

tity of work into the period of cotton planting. An unusu-

al quantity of rain with occasional light frosts, leading

planters to fear a late killing frost; intimidated and ren-

dered them unsettled as to the propriety of pushing for-

ward the planting to completion. Thus, up to the last

week of April, an unusual quantity of cotton remained un-

planted.

Planters now began to grow desperate, and decided that

whenever a mule could be got to the field without miring,

the seed must go into the ground whether they ever came
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•out or not. Owing to the softness ofthe ground it wasal-

most impossible to open a shallow drill, and thus the seed

were imbedded too deep. The woolly coat of the seed

easily conibuiing with the plastic soil, the hull v/as left ad-

hering to the neck of the plant, setting at defiance the

natural operation of the germinal law. The result was

what every one acquainted with the case must hare been

led tc expeci—the dying of the plants from the time they

were a few days old, till every one seriously affected had

disappeared.

Heie,tl;ei!. were the same circumstances and conditions

preceding a t\J attending the death of cotton at the late

period or this season, which usually precede and attend

the early platiting, and which may be summed up in the

few words—planting too deep in ground too wet.

This cause is sufficient for the effect, and no other cause

can be shown to account for all the facts and circum-

stances. But in the present case it is one thing to discover

the cause and quite another and more difficult to devise a

remedy or pit vantive. How is this calamity to be pre-

vented 1 Ofj'y by proper planting. By planting so as to

afford every seed tJie fullest opportunity of fulfilling the

important ger.ninal law above explained. As the woolly

coat of the seed is u great obstacle to this, and the chief

morbific agent, the removal of it becomes^a desideratum.

In the absence of any available method of denuding the

hull, it will answer the purpose to roll the seed well be-

fore planting. This, I know, is objected to as trouble-

some, but those who have practiced it for 3/ears find the

trouble not at all commensurate with the beneficial results.

Rolling has been somewhat extensively used as a means

of making the seed distribute more readily, but its effect

in preventing the adhesion of the hull is far more import-

ant. Seed intended for planting should be ginned as clean

as possible, and rolled smooth by sprinkling them with

water and rolling on a smooth hard surface of ground,

till the woolly coat becomes solid. The addition of a little

slaked lime, or dry ashes, facilitates the operation and

affords a slight stimulant to the process of germination.

But the most important element, indeed the sine qua non,

of good planting, is to deposit the seed in a straight thin

line, at the least depth that will secure sufficient moisture

to swell and burst them; in a drill of such shape as to af-

ford a tolerably firm line of dirt just beneath the seed, and

open or yield easily upward, covering with finel57^ pulver-

ized earth, slightly compressed so as to retain the mois-

ture which rises from below in contact with the seed.

These difficult conditions and the important result, can be

much more perfectlj^ accomplished by a combination of

mechanical devices than by hand. The mechanic is the

divinity of raodeim progress, too long ignored by the cot-

ton planter. Of all the industrial pursuits, none are so

destitute of time-saving and labor-perfecting aids as that

of cotton planting. To keep pace with other branches of

agriculture, every operation from the planting to the press-

ing, must be performed by machines, capable in the hands

of the common laborer of substituting his uncultivated

and deficient intellect, doing more and better work, and
accomplishing a larger and more reliable result than can

be obtained by the old, tedious, unaided and uncertain

means. Cotton is supposed to be, while young, a very

delicate plant, and much is said about its liability to dis-

ease and disaster. But there is no seed more sure to

vegetate, and no plant easier and more sure to live and

thrive, when a judicious culture follows the fulfillment of

its germinal laws, supplying the elements of its growth in

constant harmony with its natural demands.

A. W. Washburn, M. D.

Yozoo CUy, Miss., September, 1857.

All subscriptions to the Southern Cultivator begin

with the January number.

COMPOST HEAPS—MANURES, &c.

Dr. Daniel Lee—Dear Sir :—The very pleasant ac-

quaintance and conversation with you which accident

procured me, on the steam cars, induces me to address
you at present, and at the same time to acknowledge
gratefully the great pleasure and instruction derived from
intercourse with you on that occasion. It will not perhaps
be so agreeable a reminiscence, when you are told that

it is the cause of your being troubled with the present

communication; which, yet you will, perhaps, not con-
sider a trouble, when it is considered as an opportunity of

conveying useful information that is greatly desired and
may be a great benefit to all.

My present object is to request of you, through your
paper, to give some plain, very practical plan for the ap-
plication of urine or night-soil, especially of urine and
human urine to the manuring of the soil. Liebig and others

state that the urine of one human being for a year is suf-

ficient to manure richly an acre of ground. Now I could

manure in this way, if there were any practical method of
accomplishment, at least forty acres, with perhaps 20 or

30 more from other sources, which would be amply suf-

ficient, if the manure were efficient in producing good
crops, to keep up and improve my lands.

Now, the desideranda in the use of this manure is to de-

odorise without destrojnng efficiency, for the ammonia is

not generated (as I understand) until the urine putrifies

when it ought to be fixed, while the deodorising ingredi-

ents such as charcoal, powdered sulphate of lime, sulphur-

ic acid, sulphate of iron, &e., it might seem woul i pre-

vent putrefactian. Again, there is difficulty in properly dis-

tributing it over the land. Pray inform me whether there are

any cheap instruments for drilling seed and manure, es-

pecially guano, both at the same time, or the manure
separately, if necessary. Mr. John Kettleweil, of Balti-

more, advertises manufactured guano, which is composed
by chemical mixture (he says) of Peruvian guano and
best phosphated guanoes

;
I would send you his adver-

tisement if I did not suppose you already in possession.

Can you recommend his mixture I Or can you suggest

any other mixture with the Peruvian guano, which will

supply the phosphates in which it is deficient, preventing

at the same time the waste of ammonia in which it is re-

dundant and liable from its volatility to waste 1

As a practical answer to these questions will be of pub-
lic utility, therefore, in accordance with the object of your
journal, I trust you will not feel burthened in making a
response to the questions.

I remain, with much respect and esteem, yours,

W. E. Bailey.

Robertville, S. C., 1857.

Answer to the above.—As it might be difficult to pro-

cure an apparatus for distributing liquid manure, whether

from persons or cattle, we suggest to our friend and others

to pour all chamber ley, soap suds, and slops from the

kitchen not fed to hogs, upon a compost heap that will ab-

sorb all the liquid and retain all the ammonia and other

fertilizing gasses that may be evolved. The body of the

compost ma}?- be decayed forest leaves, rotten chips, com-

mon mould, or even good loam or clay—all of which are

excellent absorbents, and prepare night-soil for immedi-

i

ate use, when properly incorporated therewith. By dig-

ging out a basin and claying its sides in, none of its urine

or other liquids will ever be lost by the leaching of the

mass.

As to guano, it is doubtless best for every cultivator to

mix his guano rather than buy any “manipulated” article.

Our knowledge of the Peruvian and Mexican guano leads
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«s to recommend the use of one ton of the xMexican to half

ft ton of the Peruvian as better price and composition con*

sidered, than either separate. The Mexican gives the

necessary phosphates and some potash and ammonia,

while the Peruvian is rich in ammonia, and not wholly

destitute of bone earth and alkalies. Our cities abound in

elements of the best guano, which are now thrown away

as a nuisance
;
but which ought to be returned to the

soil whence they were taken. Public opinion needs en-

Kghtenment on this interesting subject. Let all fecal mat-

lers in villages and cities be viewed in a proper light,

and the improvement of land by feeding and clothing the

denizens of towns would no longer bring discredit on

American agriculture. Every animal that eats food drawn

from the earth should, in some way, make adequate resti-

tution to the soil that supports him, L.

BEES AND HONEY.

Iditors Southern Cultivator—I am much pleased

with the cut of Mr. V. LaTaste’s Apiary, in your Sept

number, and I hope some people will be induced to lay

aside their old slovenly, unprofitable and bee-destroying

•ourse of neglect, and adopt one worth of the astonishing

ingenuity and returning profits of the Honey Bee.

I really supposed I had answered Mr LaTaste’s inter-

yogatory, but he thinks not, and he again puts other inter-

logatories, which might equally (if answered,) prove un-

satisfactory; beseems to think his questions ought to

have satisfied me of ray error; but questions do not usu-

ally embody strong arguments, or facts: and as 1 iliink,

Ihe spirit of controversy has entered bis remarks, I must

here, define what I meant, when T promised to answer

any questions on bee raising; which was, to give infor-

mation to those who in good faith desired ii : and believ-

ing that a set controversy would do no good, 1 respect-

fully decline it. But ! would say, to fiiend LaTaste, that if

he should ever come out West, give me a call
;
and we will

finish our controversy between ourselves; when 1 have

no doubt, he will get a sound, but very welcome and hos-

pitable drubbing. Now having declined controversy, 1 will

add a few remarks, as a farther explanation of former re-

marks. Bees do positively collect poilen from flow> rs,as

long as flowers last, to feed their young on
;

this J know,

from close observation. They also raise large num*>ers of

young bees, at all seasons of the year, while flowers last

:

But in March, (by far the greatest blooming monih iii the

year,) is the main month for bees to raise about thiee-fo! i

their usual number, preparatory for swarming; and dur-

ing this month, the hives generally become ligiuer
;

this

J know, from foquent weighing; yet (he weight of liees

are much increased; and I regard this, as clear proof, that

bees collect but little, “ if any ’’ honey from fli)vsmi.s

Again, I know by repeated weighing, at the lime hives

generally become grown, when flowers are scarce, com
pared to March, that bees then collect honey rapidly, and

then bees pay less attention to flowers
;
which two facts

again prove, that bees collect but little, “ if any ” honey
from flowers. Again; last March, the great flowering

month, bees were so imroverished of honey, that many
hives died in April, in this region.

Honey Dew, being the perspiration of leaves, gives va-

lied taste to honey, according to soil, climate and variety

®f vegetation. All sweets in the honey stomach of the bee,

andergo a change and are emitted in the cell, improved

to honey, but not divested emirely of their oiigin-

al quality: so says every author I have read on the sub

Ject. t M. T. McGehee.
Mount Elha^ Ark.^ SeptS657.

THE PHIEOSOPHY OF SUBURBAN COTTAGB^
Homes.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The Suburban Cot
has its indiosyncracies— its ethics, its philosophical affilia-

tions, as well as that more abstruse study of human na-

ture—with its metaphysical bambooos, upon which mod-
ern savans float to exalted sand-bars.

Man is essentially a seeker after happiness. Most men
pursue the Ignis fatuus, in the fashion consonant to their

individual conceptions, which are materially controlled

by the prejudices of early education.

Immense wealth is the cynosure of one man’s ambition.

Profound knowledge, surpassing erudition, a subtlety in

the mysterious alchemy of this soul, engrosses the mind
of another. A reckless disregard of the conventionalities

of society and a passion for pernicious vices, find occu-

pation and a premature grave for a third— to travel the

earth to its most obscure “ corners ”—to revel in 'he lux-

urious tropics,— to ascend the highest mountains, and ex-

plore the deepest chasm— to converse with nation,

and revisit home, tottering with accumulated )ears— fros-

ted o’er with the chilling touch of time, consuiaates the

terreslial career of a fourth. All have accomplished the

goal of their aspirations. Still that uliima thdc of happi-

ness is unatiained. The grey twilight of the eve of life

gathers and thickens around us; gloomy clouds portentioua

of mystery, intercept the nebulae of our waning star»

The skeleton of the garneler of life is dimly seen in the

distance, speeding his desolating course — memory is

busy with the past, scenes, events, long forgotten—almost

obliterated—are exhumed, and stand arrayed against the

present
;
brightest amongst these latent remnisences is the

home of '‘hildhood. The talisman protecting our virtues

correcting our moral divi rgencies, soothing hours of ad-

versity, and now, sweetly lulling us in the grvat last re-

pose. We again enjoy our cottajde home in the country—

>

iirtt f glimpse of Paradise—with its neat front yard, its

single tree rising cool and refreshing from a gnarled trunk,

oloreri morning-glories bursting into life and love-

liness from the womb of nigiit, dispensing beamy for

few fleeting tiours, th«n w'ithering and transniigrafing into

the etnhryos of prospective morning-glories, to reappear ia

replenished iinr.s Roses rampant, scathing walls, peeping

ii.!{) collage windows, twinim; round veranda pillars,

flauniing in the prolific of bloom, redolent of

niiar of roses; happy, exuberant ros«s. irrevo.-alily inter-

lacing the cotliige home v, idi riur pure thoughts and pleas-

ant memories
;
and herein lies the philosopiiy. I’hemaa

wl'io builds for himself and house hold gods, a tasteful

house, and perpeai (tc.^ on his ground
j
lot, luscious fruits,

flowing fli wars and lowing heids, possesses eb of happi-

ness ttia- earth can offer, and entaibs on his children, rem-

niscetices that will jirove safe guiding stars in all theifr

future jiiigrimage.

1'he idiosyncraeif s of rural architecture comprise po-

lity of design, adaptiott to individual n quirtments, and
••onvejiience lor subsequent purposes. Consonance and
fidelity to contiguou.s scenery, general expiess-ion, as an
. ri ot beauty and taste. To inamtiiin llifc individuality of
these various St quisites, and not disparage the harmony
necessary to peitVcl enmpieteness, solicits more ability

than is bequeathed to the majoriiy of so ca led arehilecls,

A very beatiiitn! metropolitan building would appear ex-

ceedingly awkw'ard transferred to tlie country. Thecity
edifice needs no other exinnal ernbellisiimeni than is ex-

hibited on its fagade. Au contraire, the ruial domicile

would be in unpardonable taste if denied ornamentation

ot its side and rear elevuiiojts. What is understood by
decoration, is not the multiplying of brat kt ts and cor-

nices and sucli ephemera, but orn.ite effects and palpal>Ia

expression secured by bold projectitins, broken and pictu-

resque sky line^ artistic distribution of light and shade
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and strongly defined angles. These are the supposed

minor and apparently lost sight of details, which develope

startling beauty, and add permanent elegance to the com-

position.

The architect who has mastered the science of the five

orders, not infrequently becomes so indued with their for-

mal requirements, as to be incapable of making desirable

departures to secure that utile et dulce and unity of ex-

pression, which peculiar situations imperatively demand,

and wittiout which, domestic architecture is extremely un-

satisfactory.

Architectural qvAd nuncs ignore the humble cottage,

and bestow their machiavelian talents on the more preten-

tious villa. Their enterprises in humble dwellings are

sporadic, and when attempted, are of that quasi descrip-

tion, involving the eccentricities of a feudal hybrid or a

stunted church. The rural habitation will not submit to

too much taiming and drilling and citified etiquette. It

should partake of the romance and poetry of the landscape.

It should in fact, be genius loci of its neighborhood.

The Swiss Co'tage with its umbrageous roof, its endless

veranda ics simple decorations and grotesque finials,

looks bc Mpiest suspended from a mountain side.

Grecian architecture, for which a great partiality exists,

is decidedly unfit for domestic purposes, and only seems

to be in proper character, reposing in some quiet back
street of a city, there to afford shelter to the pedantic gen-

tleman, who instills classics into reluctant urchins. Gre-

cian architecture is too stiff to associate with trees. Its

staid pillars, unbroken shadows, its heavy frowning en-

tablature, looks uncongenial, uninviting, and seems as it

would instinctively recoil from the caressing embrace of

scandent vegetation. People whose prejudices for rural

houses in the Grecian style, are imperishable, should study

art-consistency, and enliven their abodes with that fossil

gardening, OiS hortus siccus, literally dry garden.

The Tudor Gothic, bold, picturesque, expressive of pu-

rity, generously consents to abide on the lawn, smiling on
the trees, and attempting to appear as much like a vast

pendulous evergreen, as the dignity of its duties will

permit.

The “ Old English Cottage” dwellings, are apt illustra-

tions of that poetic expression, which artists so frequently

render in their landscape efforts—giving zest to a picture,

implicating the house of man, with the milder romance of

nature— but which, in technical phraseology, is styled ru

ral adaptation. The old Enslish, is a conglomerate of the

pointed style of Henry VH, and the Tudor Gothic of hss

successor. Al hough mongrel and heterodox, it is not

chaotic. It is so unpretending, so nnuchalani, so cosy,

and withal, has a ptomiscuousness unexampled by more
classic details Bcdbre the cot, m-.y hap several huge elms
riot in a profuseness of branches and foliage, .and shade,

brqueathed in refreshing installments. Every convenient
crotch and bough is appropriated by those “sovereign
equatiers,” known as rooks; clamorous noisy ihirigs, bui

for which, they do expiation in the shape of savory, rook
pies. Auxiliary to the great fostering .elins, are minor
ehru 13 and trees of the ornamental and fruit bearing spe-

cies, mi;cellanet)u>ly inter.spersed, foranng laiiyrinths and
Eeqnesiering the cottagers from the bu-y woil iwiihoor
Tne cot itself, is altogether ovei wheimed with a drapery
Of ivy and other rnniimg vines, embracing each o lier

quite lovingly An one! wii dow bHirs f .r a pissing no-

tice, and a furtive doorway, wi h roef d (lorc.fi. f siooned
vidi roses an! clematis, iv/odtsily asserts ns cl .bn to a

moiety oi* ad. niraiiou Perched a! Tt and looking down
upon the fiirtive doorway, and enj -ying tne sm rounding
pros[)ect, is that irievitab'e appen :age, the dormer win-
dow

;
a ni 1 0 w, hazy light is melted over the s<-ene, sofuy

blending presi nt joys vviih future fdiss. Pi)ilosci[diy !

the ueme of thy tearhing is here, for what other atinbute

of earih so kearly approximates our conceptions of the

ULTIVATOR.
world beyond the tomb, to mortality a perennial fount of

delight. Witness the philosophy of the old English Cot-

tage Home, in the buxsom gleesome little ones, whose
voices cheerily ring out on the bracing atmosphere,

whose gushing laughter reverberates in the contiguous

maze, as the disport in the game of “ hide and seek.*

Happy children make amiable adults. If this be not the

philosopher’s stone, that mythical knov/ledge, it is certainly

a happy substitute.

C. Reagles.

Columbia, S. C., Sept. 1857.

HILL SIDE DITCHING—NEW LEVELING IN-
strument.

Editors Southern Cultivator—T send you herewith,

a copy of the “ Hinds County Gazette,” containing aK
editorial article, announcing the invention by myself of

an instrument, the object whereof, is therein set forth. I

hope to have it ready for sale by the first of January next.

That it will fully meet the wants of the planters, wh#
so much desire to attain a perfect system of “ grade ditch-

ing and horizontal culture,” I hesitate not to affirm. Itia

simple in construction—not liable to get out of order

—

easily and quickly adjusted for work, and certain in its ope-

ration.

To obtain an instrument which will insure accuracy and

facility in its operation, is quite a desideratum, as any
one will testify, who has experimented with the “ rafter

level,” as it is called.

My instrument is of convenient size for handling, being

not larger than a Surveyor’s compass—can be taken to

pieces and packed for transportation, can not wear out, and
is not costly—thus making it within the reach of all.

So soon as the “ level ” can be got ready for sale, due
notice shall be given, with place, price, &c., &c.

Jos. Gray.

Raymond, Miss., Sept. 1857.

“The Grade and Horizontal Level.”

As the citizens of all this region are abundantly aware,

the greatest difficulty with which our farmers and planters

have to contend, is the constant “ 'washing ” to which their

lands are subject from the moment they are put in cultiva-

tion. Scarcely a plantation in Hinds county, probably, is

entirely exempt from this annoying and perplexing fault;

and, certainly, we have seen immense fields so completely

riddled with “washes,” as to be abandoned as utterly

worthless. In many instances, even tlie most careful and

scientific management has failed to secure broad acres

from this destruction—a destruction not unlike that which

a waits the sandbar when its front is presented tothedash-

ing, floods of the great Father of Waters.

This natural charactei istic of our genial soil, is a source

of immenee injuiy and serious loss tliioughout the upland

region of Mississippi, to the State as well as to individu-

als, and nutribtrless have been tlie experimenfs, and great

the mechanic d and scienlifi • research, to discover a practi-

cal and certain remedy. We now have tlie pleasure to

annonn e, that an old citizen of Hinds county—and an

eniitn ntly jar-ictical and clear-headed man— lias after

nu nberless experiments, and ilmrcugh te.sts. invented an

instrument whicli is pronounced, by iiio.se whose opinions

on such subjects are cnrided to the mmust consiifeiation,

the rery tkmg wmeh will put it in the pa wer of every tnaa

n It nn*y to i-ecureliis land Irom tiie “ w.ishing " piocess,

Uui also plac.e- it in sitcll comlitlon as to ju-lily him in ap-

(il'ying TO it, when it may become somewhat r xliausted,

any of the friibzers of the day, with the, a.s.surance (hat

ih.y will remain where tin y ire placid, and iience amply

repay him for his outlay and labor.

The n. me of the ins rument to which weallude. is“7V/^

Grade and Horizontal Level," recently invented by
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Joseph Gray, Esq., of this village. It is designed, mainly

^

for the use of the planter, to enable him to adjust his “side

hill ditches ” on any desired grade, and to lay off his rows
on a “ true level,” (as many think they should be). We
are unprepared, at present, to go into a minute description

of the invention, but we feel authorized to say, that it is

the intention of Mr. Gray to get the instrument before

the public at as early a day as possible. But little delay,

we presume, will ensue, as Mr. Gray informs us that a

model of the instrument has already been deposited with

the Commissioner of Patents at Washington City. A
beautiful drawing of the instrument, by Munn & Co.,

New York, has been procured by the inventor, and may
be seen by any one who wishes to examine it, by inquiry

at the Raymond post office. The instrument may be re-

garded as one of the most important inventions of the

day, and cannot fail to be well received by the public, as

it has already met the decided approval of many expe-

rienced planters, as well as that of civil engineers and
scientific men who have critically examined the drawing.

—Hinds Co. {Miss.,) Gazette, Sept. 23.

BERMUDA GRASS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the August num-

ber of your paper, there are some inquiries made by “W. J.”

of Jasper, Tennessee, respecting Bermuda Grass. He can-

not have been a reader of the Cultivator for many years,

©r he would have seen enough on that subject to hava
convinced him, that he had better let it alone. He does

not say for what purpose he wants it; if for a grazing lot,

I know of nothing better, but before he gets it, I would
advise him to consult his neighbors on the subject, see if

any of them know any thing about it; if they know as

much as I do, they will tell him of the dagger he is get-

ting into, or if he wishes it for a grazing lot, I advise him
to prepare his land as you have directed, and then build a
stonewall around it; dig down for a foundation, and
then put his wall in lime mortar

;
this is to make sure that

the grass shall go no further. There would then be dan-

ger, if he suffered cows to be on his lot, as they might
carry some on other grounds when let out. This they
could do by having some of the runners stuck between
their toes or hoofs. And furthermore, I know of my
own knowledge, that joints of the runners will pass
through a cow and then take root and grow. I see that

you refer W. J. to Col. Cunningham of Greensboro. I

presume, that if you knew as much about this

grass as Col. Cunningham and many others that I could

name, that you would change your word, and say it is

difficult to destroy and not easy controled. I have seen
thousands of acres of this grass, but never have seen one
acre tall enough to make hay to any advantage. You
speak of its beeing propagated by clumps of sod contain-

ing roots
;
this would do, but a much more convenient and

cheaper plan, is to take only the runners, trim all the
roots off, cut those runners in short pieces—they may be
sent by mail many thousand of miles—then bury them
in moist earth and they will soon begin to show signs of

vitality. It is the runners of this grass that we dread, as

to the roots, it is no more than other grass, only every
joint of the runners, if it touches the ground, will take

root, which is the way it spreads. The joints are fi om
1 to 3 or 4 inches apart, according to the strength of the

land and the seasons or moisture
;
in good land, and good

seasons it will spread about three feet or more in one sea-

son. I consider it so hard to destroy, that if I were to

have a bit of land dug up where there is a thick stand of

it,and so thoroughly pulverised as to pass it through a sieve,

I should expect to see some make its appearance shortly

after. It will make but little difference what time of the

year those runners are gathered and transported : as soon
as received, bury them, and possession of the land is all

the right wanted
;
gullies will be stopped, and branches

turned, &c., &c. I write this in part for the benefit of a

brother I have in Virginia, as I have lately understood that

he is wanting to get some to make a trial of it as grazing

grass. I could say a great deal more on this subject. We
all admit it is a good grass for grazing and preserving land,

there is no chance of washing those runners : they do not

run under the land, but on the surface, taking root at

every joint, and thrives much the best on land recently

cultivated. I could tell that I have more than a 150 acres

in this grass under fence for pasturage
;
and I could tell

that at some times I have all my hands employed, clean-

ing off spots in other fields that we cannot afford to give

up. It appears some times that we have got those spots

entirely clear, but after a while, there is a plenty ready for

another cleaning. Yours respectfully,

.loHN FaRP.AR.

Atlanta, Ga., Sept., 1857.

P. S. After saying this much, respecting the dificulty

of destroying this grass, I am ready to admit it can be

done, but at such an expense or outlay of labor, that but

few will try it, and if tried at all, it v.till het m small spots.

It must be covered by something besides earth, and that

so close and thick as to exclude all light and air.

THE GRAPE CUL.TURE.

{Concludedfrom our last, page 301.)

WINE MAKING.

Most of the wine made in- Georgia hitherto has been

made in small quantities and for domestic use, after the

plan of Herbemont, of South Carolina. Grapes should

be gathered in dry weather if possible, and after the dew
is off the ground. There is a considerable difference in

the quality of the wine in favor of their being gathered

dry. Grapes should be perfectly ripe before they are

gathered (they should be gathered in buckets)
;
but as

some kinds do not ripen evenly, all the green berries

should be picked off and laid by for vinegar. It is the

practice of some to pick the ripe berries and mash them

in a trough or barrels, and throw the entire contents into

a stand to ferment
;
on a large scale, however, it is best

to throw the bunches into the troughs (after the unripe

and faulty berries are removed) and mash them gently

with a pestle, and then put them in the press and squeeze

out the juice and put it into stands or vats, the tops of

which must be covered with a cloth to prevent flies and

insects from getting into the must. Pressing the grapes

on the comb or bunch imparts to some wine a peculiar

and agreeable flavor. After the must has been twenty-

four hours or less in the vat, and when a cone is forming

in the centre, then draw out the must, and to each gallon

of must, add (to Warren or Devereux) about one and a

half pounds of sugar; to Scuppernong, Catawba, Isabella

and Muscadine, two pounds of sugar—good Muscovado

or clarified sugar will do for the red wines, and crushed or

loaf for the white. Then fill the casks or demijohns to

within three inches of the bung hole, so that when the

violent fermentation occurs the scum may notflow over ;

after the violent ebulition is over, say on the second or

third day, fill the casks to near the bung so as to bring

the scum to the top that it may be removed with the

handle of a spoon. Continue then to fill the cask to the

brim, and keep a cloth over the bung to keep off insects*

When the fermentation ceases, which will be in three

weeks or more, put on the bung loosely and examine the

wine occasionally and if the fermentation recurs, then fill

up the casks with old wine, and so continue every few

days till the wine becomes perfectly still. Then bung up
the casks tight and let it remain till the next spring, when
if any evidence of fermentation is observed, fill up the

casks with old wine
j
bung up tight and let it remain lo
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mellow, or it may be drawn into bottles; or re-drawn into

casks or demijohns and kept for two years, and then bot-

tled for use.

MASHING.

There is a different process for making wine practiced

in Ohio than the foregoing, which may not suit our climate

in all its particulars. It is here subjoined, according to

Reemelin

:

“The practice most recommended is to mash the berries

upon the stems effectually, and any method which ac-

complishes this without too much bruising the comb or

crushing the kernel, may be adopted. The more expe-

ditiously this is done, and the sooner the grapes can be

got to the press without unnecessary exposure to the at-

mosphere, the better. (Approved.)

PRESSING.

H “A.fter the grapes are mashed,they should be transferred

as soon as possible to the wine press. The sap or juice

which first flows from the grapes makes the best wine,

and that which is last expressed is somewhat inferior. In

this country, the manufacture of wine is so much in its in-

fancy, that very few persons attempt to preserve the nice

distinction in the quality ofwines which prevails ia Europe

and the wine is generally thrown promiscuously into the

cask. (True.) Cleanliness and dispatch in mashing and

pressing cannot be too strongly enjoined. Grapes should

be mashed and pressed the same day they are gathered,

and the juice transferred to the cellar as soon as possible,

and not later than the evening. The casks and vats should

be all clean and prepared before operations are com-
menced. The size of these should be equal to the quan-

tity of wine expected to be made. The larger the quan-

tity fermenting in one body, the steadier is the fermenta-

tion and tiie better the wine. A wine house and a cellar

underneath, is desirable in every vineyard of a size suf-

ficient to justify the expense. (All very good.)

treatment op the wine.

“The young wine fresh from the press is filled into the

casks in the cellar. These casks should be placed upon

scantling or scaffolding, and not upon the ground in the

cellar, (This is a necessary precaution.) They should

be filled only three-fourths full. The wine will soon com-

mence fermentation, generally within the next twenty-

four hours. Tlie mass bubbles, as the cider does, during

fermentation, and if the casks were entirely filled, much
of it would run over. It ejects carbonic acid, and also

many of the finer aromatic essences escape.

“Many devices have been tiied to retain these latter.

The process adopted in making champagne is for the pur-

pose of securing this great dissideratum, and thus the

greater part of the carbonic acid and these finer escences

are retained.’’

In this climate, even with the advantage ofproper wine
houses and cellars, it is very doubtful whether filling a

cask, (with wine to ferment,) only three-fourths full,

would produce good wine; it certainly would make ex-

1

cellent vinegar. Herbemont strongly recommends that •

the casks or vessels containing the must, should be kept
j

full during the process of fermentation, having ascertained
|

from experience, that any considerable vacuum in the

cask would cause the wine to run into the acetous state

To preserve the fine qualities of the wine while in a state

of fermentation is all-important, but some of these essences

will escape under any treatment
;

it i^ best, therefore, to

avoid extremes. To fill the cask then just full enough to

retain all the bubbles and scum within the cask during

the earlier part of the fermentation, and keeping the bung

hole covered with a cloth v. ith a moderate weight over it,

and subsequently gradually to fill up the cask, and final-

ly to remove the scum when the fermentation begins to

subside. This is probably the safest course, but experi-

ments can be made on the Ohio plan, to ascertain if it will
succeed in our climate.

Reemelin’s directions continued:

—

“The securing the finer essences of the wine, may be at-

tained sufficiently for our purpose by a simple contri-

vance

—

“A tube of block tin having two arms is inserted into the
bung an inch or more, with the shorter arm immersed ia
a crock of water, resting on the cask. As soon as the
fermentation shall have fairly commenced, the carbonic
acid will escape through the water. As the fermentation
and its consequent pressure subsides, much of the carbonic
acid and many of the aromas, so essential to fine flavored

wine, are retained. Great advantage is also gained there-

by in rendering it less necessary to keep watch over the
fermentation, and to close the cask as soon as the fernsen-

tation shall have ceased; the external atmosphere being at

all times excluded, the oxygen of air cannot penetrate to

the fermenting mass. (But by this mode, the scum and
trash on the top of the wine remains there, till the wine is

drawn out ! and besides, should the water be drank out of
the crock by rats, or the crock by accident be knocked
off the cask, in that case the air would rush into the cask
and the wine would become sour.) When this plan is

not adopted, the bung must not be fastened during the
fermentation, as this would cause the cask to burst. As
soon as the fermentation is over drive in the bung tightly.

(What follows is similar to the Herbemont mode, witk
slight variations, which are approved.) After the more
violent fermentation is passed, fill the casks brimfull, and
for four weeks re-fill at least once a week, and afterwards
till late in the spring, re- fill once a month. In Europe,
where wine is a chief element in the food of families, one
cask is kept for daily use, and from this the other casks
are replenished. In any cask that cannot be kept full,

the vacant space should be burned out with brimstone, as
hereafter described, at least once a month. The object of
this being to keep it perfectly sweet.

Empty wine casks should be thus burnt out once ia

each quarter of a year, especially just before filling or ii*-

mediately after emptying them. Before burning, the casks
should be thoroughly washed out. Tha brimstone wifi

not burning unless the casks are nearly clean.

PREPARING THE BRIMSTONE.

Put common brimstone in a pot over a slow fire,mekU
slow, or it may ignite. When melted, draw through it

strips of stout paper, an inch wide and a foot long, and
hold them in the air a few minutes till the brimstone har-

dens.

To burn out a cask, take out the bung, and after set-

ting fire to one of these strips, quickly insert it into the

cask, and drive the bung home upon it, so as to hold it

suspended while it burns. Then dip a sponge in good
brandy, fastened to a wire, and insert into the cask as
with the brimstone slip.

In March or April draw off the wine into other casks.

.About the time that the grape vine is in bloom, the wine
undergoes another fermentation in the cellar again form-

ing small lees. Wine becomes generally clear a lew weeks
after it is put into the casks in the fall, some persons thea

draw it olt. (It is preferable to do this in the spring) This
gives the wane a milder taste, but at the expense of

strength. Our wines being naturally strong, this may be

done without injury. Wine may be drawn into bottles

in the fall when one year old, but it will improve more by-

letting it remain in the casks two or three years. It is

observed that in the fitregoing process theie is neitha:

sugar nor brandy used in making the wine—every effort

then should be made thus to produce it; if it can be done

in our climate
;
and it may succeed when we come to have

(as they have in wine countries) cellars from 15 to 20 feet

deep, and arched with brick or stone. Hence, their wines
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are preserved from the extremes of cold in winter and heat

m summer.
CHAMPAGNE,

While the wine is in a state of fermentation, about the

fifteenth or seventeenth day after it is put in the stand

—

and all things being ready, bottles, velvet corks compress-

ed and fitted to each bottle, twine and wire cut to the pro-

per length, then put a wine glass full of what in France

is called “liqueur,” (composed of rock sugar candy and

good old wine well refined,) into each bottle, and having

a sizeable funnel covered with flannel to strain the wine,

•ne person pours the wine and fills the bottles to within

Iwo inches of the mouth—then another person takes the

bottles and puts on the corks and after two or three dozen,

•r a sufficient quantity of bottles are filled, the corks

Bust be driven in tight, leaving about half an inch of the

eorks out, then tie on the twine and wire to the corks.

The bottles may be cemented the next day, covering the

cork all over—then lay the bottles on their sides in a cool

cellar. By this mode, champaigne for domestic use is

made; it will be fit for use about Christmas, and will

leeptill spring, and sometimes for twelve months.

Champagne intended for export, or keeping a long time

is manufactured by a very different process, which is tedi-

•us and expensive, and requiring much knowledge and

practice as follows

:

Wine intended for champagne, after going through the

fermentation is bunged up tight and fined to as great a

degree of brightness as can be obtained, and so kept till

the following spring. In the month of March, about the

time the grape vines begin to put out, bottle the wine, and

when in bottles a second fermentation is induced by put-

ting into each bottle a glass of what is called in France

•‘Mqueur,” (composed of rock sugar candy and good old

wine, either red or white, as may be desired to produce

pink or white champagne. This liqueur is produced by
putting into a bottle one-fourth candy and three fourths

wine, when the candy is dissolved, strain the wine so as

H have it perfectly bright.) This second fermentation pro

duces a fresh deposit of sediment or lees, however bright

ike wine may be when bottled. In this process the great-

est attention is necessary, and the bottles are closely

watched, the temperature ofthe weather being carefully re-

gulated, to promote or check fermentation
;
yet thousands

•f bottles explode, so that at least ten per cent, is charged

sa a cost of manufacture
;
in seasons of great and sudden

tieat, 20 or 25 per cent, are broken.

When the wine, after clouding with fermentation, be-

gins to deposit a sediment, bottles are placed, with the

uecks downward, in long beds or shelves, having holes

•bliquely cut in them so that the bottoms are merely
vaised. Every day a man lifts the ends to each bottle

sad after a slight vibration, replaces it and little more up-

right in the hole
;
thus detaching the sediment from the

side, and letting it pass towards the neck of the bottle

This is done for some time, until the bottle is placed quite

Upright, and the sediment is entirely deposited in the neck
•f the bottle, which is then ready for disgorging. In this

process, a man holds the bottle stendily, with the mouth
downwards, before a recess prepared for the operation

;

•nts the wire when the internal force drives out the cork,

and with it the foul sediment. Another cork is ready to

replace that blown out, the bottle is filled from the same
previously purified wine, and again stacked A second

disgorgement is always necessary, and sometimes a third

If the original wine is made without sugar, then loaf

sugar must be added at the last operation suitable to 'the

teste. It may lie observed, that in the last operation tlv

eork should be well compressed, before they are driven

into the botiles, then tied, wired and cemenied or sealed

Chan)pagne must be manufactured in cellars properl\

aoade for the purpose. Any grape will rnalte champaj-ni
but the Scuppernung is preferred to any other.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AS TO MANURES.

Throughout the granite region of middle Georgia, and
other similar geological formations—salt and lime in the

proportions previously indicated should be incorporated

into compost manures for the vine. In lower Georgia^

including the tertiary formation of the Pliocene, older and
newer Miocene and Eocene periods, neither salt nor lime

are needful to enter into the composition of manures.

In the upper or northern section of Georgia where the

blue lime stone occurs, there is no need of lime entering

into a compost manure—salt may be useful. Stable ma-
nure, well decomposed, having been kept under shelter

and pulverized, may be added in small quantities say ten

percent, and applied on cold damp localities. Guano is

considered altogether too forcing for the vine. D. P.

Mount Zion^ Ga., 1857.

SAIiT—ITS USES AND MANUFACTURE.

Dr. Lee,—Dear Sir :—I address you, as one of the Edi-

tors of the Southern Cultivator, to be sure and bring be-

fore you the subject matter of this letter.

I take DeBow s Review, and in that, (like your valuable

periodical,) I find many pieces, worth the year’s subscrip-

tion. In the August number, I find in the second article &

Salt, its Uses and Manufacture, cfc., by Wtw.

C. Dennis of Florida, which 1 consider very important to

our people.

Now, if half that is said, in that piece, is true: and I

must think it is
;
for I have long since been dissatisfied

with the use of the great bulk of Liverpool salt, as im-

ported, and in use with us, having with my greatest pains

failed in saving sweet bacon, <^c., <^c., with it.

Therefore, will you not make copious extracts from it^

in your next Cultivator

;

if you do not publish the whole

;

that our people may open their eyes, as to the important

article of salt., they are using. Thus bring the attention

of some of Chstrleston, South Carolina, or Augusta Mer-
chants, to the necessity of importing, or supplying those

who wish to make the change with some of those salts^

which the author of that piece recommends. Let him
give the assurance, he has that pure Solar Salt, so much
recommended.

I do not know that you could do your agricultural and

farming friends, a better service, than thvowingthe lights,

about good and bad salt, in saving their bacon, beef, but-

ter, &c., &c., before them. It strikes me, this is peculiarly

befitting the pages of your journal.

Yours truly, John Cunningham.

Greensboro, Ga., Aug., 1857.

Salt being an article of universal consumption, it de-

serves our best attention
;
and without copying the. length-

ened paper referred to by our esteemed correspondent, we

will endeavor to place its material facts before the reader®

of the Cultivator.

The author of the essay in question, is, apparently, en-

gaged in the production of salt by solar evaporation at

Key West, and labors to make oat a strong case against

the use of bo-iled salt for curing meat, salting butter, and

other domestic purposes. According to the authorities

quoted, there is consumed in the United States twenty-

one million bushels of salt a year, of which, seventee*

mil'ions are boiled, and four millions made by solar evapo-

ration As a genera) thing, there can be no douht, that

FInridfi and West India salt, which is madeliy S‘i! ir fteat,

is purer and hetler than Liverpool, New York, e.r Virginia

salt made in boilers or pans; but there i.s good leason for

believing that, when properly manufactured, the latter

kind is unobjectionable.
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As white sugar is purer than brown, there has grown
up a mistaken notion, that salt is to be judged by the

same standard, and its purity estimated by its ickiteness,

particulary for table use. This error in the public judg-

ment compels the producers of table salt, and sometimes

that put up in banels, to whiten their staple by the free

use of Z:7/ic, where nature fails to supply lime in the brine.

"So soon as a more enlightened puolic sentiment shall de

mand a purer article of salt for table use, and for salting

butter and meat, manufacturers will at once meet the wants
of the community. But so long as the latter demands a

salt as white as recently slaked, pure lime, in place of the

diaphanous crystals of chloride of sodium, this morbid

taste must and will be greatifisd, no matter what damage
accrues to consumers. Dear bought experience has

taught many dairymen in New York, and house keepers

everywhere, that some knowledge of common salt is very

useful, by which to judge of its purity
;
and this applies

-as well to sea-salt evaporated by the sun, as to that boiled

from natural brine. Lime, magnesia and sulphuric acid

are the most common foreign elements in salt. Sulphu-

ric acid combined with soda, forms glauber salts; with
magnesia, it forms epsom salts; ’^oth of which part with

their water of crystallization, and form a white dry pow-
der. if long kept in a dry atmosphere. Salt that has any
considerable amount of either, or that has parted W’ith

its chlorine, fjioresces. Sulphuric acid combined with
dime, fo' ms gypsum—a salt that abounds in the salines at

the Onondaga Salt Works.

When the base of lime, called calcium^ and that of

magnesia, called mo^^nesium, combine with chlorine,

salts are formed, which give to common salt an undue at-

traction for water, and cause it often to deliquesce, or dis-

solve in a humid atmosphere. By washing salt in a per-

fectly saturated solution of the same mineral, so that it

can dissolve no more chloride of sodium, it is easy to re-

move all th.e naore soluble salts of lime and magnesia from
any salt one wishes to apply to his meat, or butter. Gyp-
sum being o.ily sparingly soluble in water, always falls as

a preciptute in strong brine, and remains as a powder when
the’pickle is poured oft. It is on this account that lime is

used to separate sulphuric acid from brine in the manufac-
ture of sciit, in some places. Copperas is sometimes
troublesome, which is the sulphate of iron

;
alum may

-also be present, which is a sulphate of alumina and pot-

ash. The chemistry of salt-making and that of salt in

preserving animal substances, ought to be as familiar to

intelligent Americans as bacon and eggs; but some how
popular understanding is slow to appreciate the value

of this kind of informa ion. There lies before us nearly

one hundred analyses of different varieties of common
^It, which, appear not to have fallen under the observation

•f the writer in D-.Bow’s A^fter stating’correctly

the n.'!U)ril strength of the brine at Syracuse and Salina,

he says; I have .no means of knowing the strength of!

the brj.ne in the Salt Basin of Kan i wha, but think it is

generally stronger th n that of New York:

—

Tlio.mas Spencer, Esq
,
in a commufiication from Kana-

wha, to tiiL Superiiiie;ide it of the New York Salt Works,
in 1817, s lys the brine in the firmer, is on an a erage

32 |ie c^ i;t of s .-ration; while that of the New York
I

.salines. CIS ihf' w: i'cr kn o.vs, is 73 pm cent. In 1853, j

Piof J-;r?es Hali. St t- Geologist, vi died the va1iy of the i

Kan^a wh-i
, cii;.! g ive an inicres ing aicount of its SaltJ

Works, 'i ‘r y '‘(./it- in- d at th.g ' .nc. f o n one and a q^i.tr-
’

ter, to three itod si?:!y eight per ce .' of chloride of cal d !

urn; w'.g hne saro .i's o tauvjd from S liviile, near;

Abingdon, Y \ ,
made oy : rlifici.il heo, were fntn' on'

an-ilysis pure.' t.i-n any uae samples of salt produced I y
•

solar evrip;'r.tt;;;n.
j

In I'new s at Ktnawh.a no ll.iie is now used lo clari !

ty the Oitiio; the sua annualiy produced ^nearly three;

million bushels) gives much better satisfaction than it for-

merly did. Mr Dennis (the writer in the Review) travels

some distance into the past history of salt making near
Liverpool, when he copies five pages of an elaborate phi-

lippic writer by Dr. Mitchell, of New York, in 1803,do-
precating the use of Liverpool salt in this country. It is

more to the purpose when he quotes Dr. Brownrigo, of
England, to the effect that salt is in some degree decom-
posed at a boiling heat, its chlorine being volitilized, and
driven off, leaving the soda to combine with carbonic acid

in the atmosphere, if no stronger acid be present. So far

as this result is attained in boiling, it is unquestionably in-

jurious; but as salt seldom effloresces, or otherwise in-

dicates an excess of soda, the evil, we apprehend, is not

so common as the presence of lime and magnesia. Knapp
says : “Of all these salts, chloride of magnesium is that

which has the greatest influence on the produce, both on
account of its deliquescence in the air, and its highly sa-

line taste. For, whilst chloride of sodium never attracts

moisture from the air, it is well known how rapidly or-

dinary salt becomes wet in damp weather; this is sti^

more evident when the salt has to be removed to a distance

and is proportionally more rapid when it contains a large

quantity of the chloride of magHesium.”

The above remarks are copied from high authority, that

the unscientific reader may know that the more his

salt attracts dampness the impurer it is; although a salt of

magnesia is less injurious than one of lime in curing meat.

If salt IS decomposed in boiling, or in the act of crystali-

zation, as stated in DeBow’s Review, on the authority of

Dr. Brownrigg, it is remarkable that the learned author

of Chemical Technology should omit to mention so int-

portant a fact, in discussing the subject. Nor do we find

in* the standard works of Rose and Fresenios any mea-
tion of this property in common salt. Chlorine may b«
separated to a small degree by moderate heat

;
but if e»-

tirely expelled, nothing could be easier than to produce

any desirable amount of pure soda by simply heating sak
in iron pans and thus expelling the acid or chlorine with
which it is chemically combined. Heat requires the as-

sistance of other agencies in order to produce soda fr«»
co.mmon salt.

The preservation of meat, butter and other animal soh-

stances by the use of salt, and the like phenomena witness-

ed when salt is used to pickle beans, cucumbers aad
other vegetables, deserve our best consideration. Whea a

failure is made in any of these operations, the fault is

quite as apt to lay in the ignorance or defective judgraent

of the manipulator, as in the salt used by him. So much
depends on the temperature of the atmosphere, and on the

quality and condition of the article to be preserved, that

no uniform rule can be safely laid down to guide th®

housekeeper. He should carefully study the principle$

involved, and act accordingly. Over-salted beef is nearly

worthless; w’-hile under-salted will soon become tainted

and spoil In warm weather, cut it into slices as for steaks,

rub over w’ithdry salt in moderate quantity, and dry as

speedily as possible, when it is wished to preserve it for

future consumption. Salt operates to contract all the cells

and tubes on the surface of meat, and thus exclude fion*

the flesh ali atmospljeric air
;

i.-'-r can chemical changes

witi.in the meat occur as readily when the ga.ses formed

c -nnot escape. If this insulation w’ere perfect, it would be

pr .cticible to keep meat quite fresh exeent on its surGre.

B. ; as it is not, drying is needed to .'.ri.p'ete the curing.

•’o avoid the depredations of flies atid other insects, w®
keep pork and beef under brm.e as much as possiale.

This w.Y of preserving requires one to unuer&tand

the ar: of keep' t'g brine pure and s^weet. This olqect is

:^red!(y pronvncc' by having a deep dry well, irt our

Sou.hci o eli.viate, or a cod cellar. 'w'hicli answx-rs every

p rpo e ii: the Noniiern States. Btf 're a batrel of pork

or Lcei !s fairly cuted in brine, 'he latter should either b«
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#nce or twice changed, or well scalded, skimmed, and
settled, to remove all impurities. This last practice Mr.
Dennis condemns,but whether with good reason wedoubt,

as at present informed. We have heard old and experi-

enced packers say that scalded and purified old brine was
better than that made from salt before it has been used.

We have tried both practices and never saw any appreci-

able difference in the result. By too much re-salting, a

large share oflean meat may be dissolved, and separated

as gelatin and fibrine. Cheese is often nearly ruined by
an excess of salt; and butter some times fares no better.

Poor feed for cows, and a warm and damp climate are

tbe main obstacles in the way of producing first-rate but-

ter and cheese at the Suth. Milk, cream and butter should

be kept as cool as the coldest spring or well water will

make them, in all hot weather. Salt ought to be thorough-

ly worked into butter with a butter ladle, at the rate of an
ounce of salt to a pound of butter

;
while the milk, or fine

particles ofcured, should be worked out. When packed
down to keep, both butter and meat should be as much
excluded from the air as possible. A stone jar filled with
butter, and that covered with thick stout paper saturated

with beeswax, or suet, and tied down tight, will keep but-

ter in a cool place, if it was properly manufactured. We
are greatly in favor of dry wells deep enough to be used
by the aid of a windlass, in place of many steps, and the

labor of going down into a deep hole in the ground. The
mean temperature of the earth is not reached in this lati-

tude above 28 or 30 feet. We keep milk at 63 degrees,
and find it cool and delicious to drink, yield cream or
make butter; although we have as yet no well expressly
for the purpose. With a trifle of surface salt, fresh meat
may be kept a week at 63 degrees without the smallest
injury. Our well for the supply of water is large, and
nearly 60 feet in depth, and answers in place of a dry
well till the latter can be conveniently arranged.

^

There are many readers of the Cultivator who can fur-

nish more valuable instructions for curing hams, and other
lueon than the writer

;
and they will greatly promote

aeund domestic economy by giving the public the benefit
of their experience. L,

PLOWS—GRASSES,

Dr. M. W. Philips :

I see you speak in exalted terms of the “Brinley Plow.”
Kease inform up where said plow is to be had

,
and at

what price.

As you are experimenting with the Grasses, I would
call your attention to a winter grass in the possession
•fDr. Taylor, of Montgomery, Ala. The Dr. says, it

was brought from North Carolina many years since. It

has no seed, but propagates from the roots like shallots,

consequently has to be taken up and divided in order to

spread it. It remains green both summer and winter, as
Ibng as it is kept grazed or mowed down. If there is no
established name for this grass, I propose to call it the

"Taylor Grass.”

As the Dr’s, plantation is near Mount Meigs, he or Col
Carter could conveniently send you a few bunches for ex-

periment. It is not for sale. Yours,

J. L. Moultrie.
Union Spring, Ala., Sept., 1857.

The Right Spirit,—Editors So^ithern Cultivator— I

have just read the proposition of Mr. G. D. Harmon, to

enlarge the Ciillivatcr-, it fully meets my approbation,

and you may put me down for one of the 5,000, or two if

liecessary. I will try and see what I can do towards get-

ling new subscribers. Yours, &c.,

R. G. Hewlett,
Oxford, Miss,, Sept., 1857.

BRANDY FROM THE CHINESE CANE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In compliance with

your request, I send you an account of a small, but inter-

esting experiment I have just made in distilling the juice

of the Sorghum. On the 10th and HthSeptember, I ground

75 gallons ofjuice, which was put to ferment in two or-

dinary molasses barrels, of which the heads had been
knocked out. The weather was extremely suHry—the

thermometer rising to 90® in the middle of the day. On
the 12th the fermentation was very brisk; on 14th and
15th it seemed to be at its height

;
on 17th it had subsided,

I then drew the wine into a large close barrel, which was
afterwards hermetically closed. The juice underwent a

slight fermentation in this, for about 24 hours, when all

was again quiet. On the 22d I commenced distilling.

The wine had a fine vinous smell, but its taste was some-
what sour; this is not the result of acetic fermentation,,

but is probably the natural taste of the wine. The 75
gallons gave 121 gallons of low wines at 30® of Gay-Lus-
sac's Alcometer (the meaning of this is that the low wines
contained 30 per cent, of pure Alcohol.) On the 24th I

redistilled these low wines, and I give you the result

;

The 1st half gal. (testedby G.L’s alcom.) showed 78 per c't. Alcohol
“ 2d “ “ “ “

3d
“ 4th
” 5th
“ 6th
“ 7th
“ 8th
“ 9th
“ loth
“ 11th
“ 12th

Total, 6 gallons
;
showing 63 per cent, of Alcohol.

I will here state that proof brandy in England contains

only 50 per cent, of alcohol; this, therefore, having 13

per cent, more alcohol. The ordinary brandy of com-
merce seldom contains more than 40 or 45 per cent., and
common whiskey, although much more fiery to the taste,

shows, by the same instrument, only 35 per cent, of alco-

hol. By adding a gallon of water to these six gallons at

63® we would have seven gallons of ordinary proof bran-

dy. I am unable to say what it will be worth per gallon^

but even at Si these results will prove more profitable than

molasses at 50 cents.

Seventy- five gallons juice, at 7 gallons for 1 of molasses,

will give nearly 11 gallons, which, at 50 cents, would
make S5 50; while the brandy, at SL would be S7.

But surely it would bring at least S2, which would
then give a large surplus in favor of the brandy. Thus,

when 1 acre of Sorgho would yield 200 gallons of syrup

worth SlOO, it would give us in brandy 1*27 gallons,

worth S254.
Allow me, through your columns, to refer to an article in

the Oct. number of the Cultivator, by John W. Reid, and
to one by the same gentleman in Mr. Olcotrs late v/ork

on the Sorgho, in both of which he affirms that the Sorgho

syrup when fermented will yielA gallon for galUm ofalco-

hol
;
that is, 1 gallon of syrup will yield you 1 gallon of

alcohol. Surely there must be a mistake there
;

for syrup
must contain a certain proportion of water and of coloring

substance which remain in the still after the alcohol has

been extracted
;
and how 1 gallon can furnish 1 gallon in

bulk inspirits, besides a half gallon of residue, or literally

become H gallons, I cannot understand. Will that gentle-

man please explain! A. C.

Woodward, S. C., Sept., 1857.

Remarks.—With the above, we received a bottle of very

excellent and stroug Brandy, or rather Gin, for which

friend Caradeuc has our thanks. He is entitled to much

praise for the very able manner in which he has conduct-

ed this and many other experiments in rural economy
;

m “

77
72
67Jr “

59
55 “

40
‘'

40
25
25 and less.
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and his communications being strictly 'practical^ are al-

ways of great value to our readers. Alcohol will probably

be one of the most profitable product of the Sorgho
;
but we

sincerely hope that it will be manufactured entirely for me-

chanical uses, as there is sufficient “blue ruin” in the

world already !

—

Eds.

SORGHO EXPERIMENTS IN SOUTH CARO-
lliia.

A correspondent at Ridgeway, S. C., writes us under

date of Sept. 8, as follows :

Editors Southern Cultivator—Tiie three copies of

your pamphlet were duly received, and I have found them

of service to me when experimenting with the cane. I

have procured a Saccharonieter from Dr. Battey, but thank

you for your kindness in informing me where they could

be obtained.

I have not been able to make more than 1 Gth of syrup

tested by the saccharometer
;

it is true, I can get 1 gallon

of syrup from 5 or even 4 gallons of the juice, but it is not

of a proper consistency. The syrup made by the sacchar-

ometer is of the consistency of honey, five or six months

old and resembles it as to color. As you may take an in-

terest in this new candidate for public favor, I now give

you the results of several experiments I have made. I

use an iron cast mill, and two sugar kettles, each capable

of holding 150 gallons; they are properly fixed or set in

furnaces. The several kettles so arranged that I can shut

offthe heat at pleasure.

I first expressed 54 gallons of juice, ffiom cane the

heads of which were perfectly green, and had to boil for

eight hours, and got 4^ gallons saccharometer tested

syrup. I then expressed the juice from cane that grew on

not quite l-4tli of an acre. The cane was matured; that

is, the lower seed of the head had passed from the milk to

the dough state; and boiled 7 hours and made 29^ gal-

lons of syrup, tested with the instrument. I then express-

ed the juice from matured cane that grew on not quite

half an acre and got 49 gallons and 3 quarts of syrup,

tested as the other. The. ground was not very rich;

would have made 10 or 12 bushels cf corn to the acre.

This last was boiled 7 hours and the proportion of syrup

to juice varied from l-6th to l-7th.

I have three acres of the cane growing on a very poor

piece of land, which resembles a cane brake more than any
thing else that I can think of, to compare it to, which will

be ready for the mill next week
;

it will yield at least 30 or

35 bushels of seed to the acre.

My hogs are fattening on the bagass, and my negroes

are delighted with “home made molasses,” as they call it.

I am, very respectfully, your ob’t. servand,

H. C. D.

P. S.—T do not use lime or anything else to correct

acidity or clarify the syrup, but skim very freely.

TREATMENT OF HORSES—CISTERNS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have often felt the

desire to contribute to your varied and agreeable columns,

deeming it a simple act of duty to soio a little where I have
gathered a good deal. All agricultural topics are so sug-

gestive, however, that I have doubted my ability to con-

dense a communication to the proper “specific gravity” of

a newspaper article, a pneumatic process in which some
of your correspondents are certainly proficient, and if you
should think the following worthy of the space which it

may occupy, I will feel encouraged to try again :

“How do you keep your horses so sleek T’

A question frequently propounded to the undersigned,

which he hopes herein satisfactorily to answer.

No people are more keenly alive to the value of a good

and abundant xoater than we of the South, yet a simple

sketch of our practice in this particular would be a trench-

ant satire on our whole economy.

One farmer, for months in the year is satisfied to hmd his

water in barrels, for miles.

Another for the whole of his natural life hauls hh
eighty feet perpendicularly.

A third expends a small fortune on an Artesian well,

which, completed, leaves the water one hundred feet be-

low him—furnishing a deal of hard work to the penny-
worth of hard v;ater.

Another, suggests an anecdote. A friend of ours,

on a visit to one ofthe most worthy of the old school gentry,

overheard, at his departure, the following between his

host and the stable boy:

“Ned, did you give Mr. C.’s horse plenty to eat?”

“No fir, not so mighty much to eai^ but I gin ’em plenty,

to drink

P

The fact that the lane from stable to water was a very

pretty quarter stretch, and that the “little Baileys” of the

stables are rather fond of equitation, readily accounted for

the liberal treatment of C.’s horse, as well perhaps as for

the shaggy (not to spell it with a “b”) appearance of his

entertainers.

Another, perhaps, sleeps in peace with a “B-r-a-n-c-h

in his lot,” said bianch consisting of a sand bed with (or

without) a film of water on top.

Representatives from each of the above have had occa-

sion to ask the doctor how he keeps his horses so sleek.

Simply, my good neighbors, by giving them, in the

cheo.pest manner, the most abundant supply of the very

best water.

“Ah! to be sure, that is a fine bold spring of yours.”

Yes
;

but I don’t give my horses ice water.

“Prefer a tceZ/, perhaps?”

No sir—well water is too expensive.

“How then?”

I use a cistern for my stock. And just here it binds.

There seems to be a general antipathy to cisterns. Per-

haps it arises from a lack of intellectual suppleness, a kind

ofepidemic mental rheumatism prevalent in the rural dis-

tricts, a want of that digestive capacity, which can suck

success even from a failure, and find “experience” among
the fragments of a humbug.
Or it may be owing to the vague idea of enormous ex-

pense which attaches to such structures. We have heard

of the gigantic reservoirs of the East, where an acrid cli-

mate and dense population compel the storage of a supply

for years—a climate where the “dew drop” is still the

crown jewel of poetry, and the “broken cistern” the last

symbol of wretchedness
;
where the Satrap still boasts of

Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, and where

“ The lude and savage man of Inde,

At the first opening of the gorgeous East,

Bows down his vassal head”

in adoration of the Ganges.

Such structures would be folly here. I venture the as-

sertion that a cistern which will contain two month’s sup-

ply, and having adequate water sheds, will overfiow ten

times where it will fail once. And now let us compute

the cost

:

If you have a clay soil, you have only to finish your

cistern
;
the walls were laid at the foundation of the earth.

If you have sand, the lessened labor of excavation will

overpay for brick.

To cement it, engage the best plasterer and lend him

two smart boys. He will have it like a parlor in a few

hours. Object to his bill, and your foreman will pay it.

So fiir, cheap enough. You will want a “cover.” Inch

plank, battened, are sufficient; and if you have located

your work under a shed, or will throw a shed over, and

enclose the sides, you have what you always have coveted
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—a tool room, with a good plank floor, where your imple-

ments will never be lost in the dust.

Now for gutters and conductors. Two cents a running

foot, pitched and painted (better than tin) paying their

cost a hundred fold by the absence of drip in the first

shower.*

This leaves you in debt to your own handiwork.

Square the account by the best pump which can be had

for money, and then wait for rain. And my good neigh-

bors, when you he<ir the soft dsstillment go rippling along

your gutters and plashing musically below, and when it

returns gurgling at your (ouch, and your trough is full, and

when the “dress circle” ot your horse lot, petrified by what

they suppose to be a “mirage,” finally delegate your favor-

ite filly to examine the phenomenon,and she,gatheringcon-

fidence from your presence, plunges in her muzzle up to

the eyes, and passes her silken foretop backwards and

forwards under the very spout, yon will have a con-

sciousness which you would not readily part with, coupled

with the clearest possible title to a sleek (or in other words)

a kecdthy horse,

I should add to the above requisites, a couple or so of

perforated zinc plates arranged at your exits and entrances,

to keep out rats, frogs and other “small deer,”

A cheap contrivance of my own for a filtering cistern,

I may give hereafter.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

M. D.

Columbus, Ga., Sept., 1857.

MEMOK-ANDUIHS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the September num-
ber, article, “The Grape Culture,” “ The Warren, which
produces a wine allied to Madeira, and would be a Ma-
deira if treated as such

;
is devoid of the wild flavor which

attaches to the Catawba and Muscadine,” You have it, is

“devoid of the mild flavor which attaches to Catawba and
Muscadine.” There is no u'ild flavor, to the Warren grape,

it has a rich wine flavor and very mild.

Dwarf Psars—Pears may be dwarfed not only on

Quince and Hawthorn, but both the Pear and Apple may
be dwarfed on each other. Graft Pear on Apple stock

of tile size of half, three-fourths, or an inch in diametre,

six or twelve inches above the ground. Graft Apple or

Pear in the same way. If the gratfs are inserted at or

below the surface of the ground near the roots, such grafts

will in time, attain a tolerable large size; and if the grafts

put out roofs, they will grow to be targe trees. I have

dwarf bearing Pear trees on Apple, Quince and Thorn,
and Dwarf Apple trees on Pear and Crab stocks.

D. P.

Mount ZUm, Ga., Sept. 1857

MUSOAJ5INE ©R BUIi^LACE WINE,

Editors Southern Cditivator—I have been reading

the Cultivator, (or many years, and have been much bene-

fited by it I have learned many things of incalculable

value to me as a farmer, by reading the hints of men of

practical experience. I was born in the first settlements

of Middle Geotgia, and have grown old vvith the country

I am a witness to the rise and piogress and present situa-

tion of the farming intrest of the country, for I plowed the

soil when 1 was only eight years old, and have been farm-

ing ever since. Yet 1 am lecmrung something every month
by reading (he CnUivafor, and J would advise every far-

mer who does not believe he knows everything, to send

his dollar immediately and take the Suu'kcrn CvUivatoi

,

*We suppose the gutters to be of wood, but our corres

pondent will oblige us and our readers by a detailed des-

cription of these and the filtering cistern alluded to.

—

Eds.

for he will learn a dollar’s worth from every monthly issue.

Those who have a few Muscadines on their spring branch

or creek bottoms, may learn a dollar’s worth if you will

publish the following recipe:

Take one bushel of ripe Muscadines, mash them as

you would peaches, when you wish to make brandy,

place them in a tub, covered tight, let them stand until

they ferment and settle, then press with a cider press.

Hicok's Keystone Cider Mill and Wine Press, is the best

thing you can get, but a common cider press will do.

Line the press with thin bleached shirting. One bushel

of fruit will make three gallons of wine; to this, you must
add six pounds of clear brown sugar; after a few days
strain and settle or put it in a clean cask, and stop tight,

and you w’ill have a pure wine without using any dis-

tilled spirits. J. D.

Ebenezer, Ga., Sept. 1857.

SYRUP MAKING FROM THE SORGHO.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having read an ar-

ticle in your paper, by Dr. R. Battey, on making Syrup
from the Chinese Sugar Cane, I have concluded to give

you some of my ideas on the subject; if they are worth
anything, I would be glad if you would give them a place

in your paper.

Dr. B, says, in the first place, that a proper set of rol-

lers and kettles should be provided, and properly set up.

The kettles being properly set up, is an important item.

The largest kettle should be set nearest the chimney, then

the next in size and so on to the last, which of course will

be at the end of the furnace, and should always be the

finishing kettle. In setting up this kettle, the brick work
should join the kettle an inch or two below half the

depth of the kettle; this will obviate the necessity of

moderating the fire, and thereby save time, which is an
important item in syrup making. Experience has taught

me, that the sooner juice can be boiled to syrup, the

brighter color it has. In boiling, the heat should be suf-

ficient to keep it up to the rim of the kettle all the time,

until it becomes concentrated to a certain degree, then the

more heat is applied, the faster it shrinks down in the ket-

tle, and when boiled sufficiently, it stands a little below

half the depth of the kettle. If the fire can reach the

kettle above it, it will be sure to scorch it, unless it has

been moderated, hence the necessity of having the brick

to join the kettle below half its depth. Now in regard

to the proper degree of concentration to which it should

be brought:

The plan adopted by Gov. Hammond and Mr. Peters, is

not the one in use here, nor is it based upon the judg-

ment of the eye alone. It is generally known by all whs
have seen syrup made, that when it becomes concentra-

ted to a certain degree, it will not boil over
;
the steam

does not escape so freely as before, and it begins to shoot

up in bubbles; these increase in number until they rise up
ail over the surface

;
a great many of them burst and

shoot up eight or ten inciies, but as the syrup thickens

they begin to cease bursting, and if boiled long enough,

will finally cease. To make good syrup from the Chinese

Cane, it should be taken off just before they cease burs-

ting. The bubbles make a peculiar sound about the time

they cease bursting, so that one can soon learn when to

make a strike, without even look'ng into the kettle. Old

sugar makers say, that the reason why this is a never-

failing test, is because the water in the syrup causes the

ba!>bh-s to i)ur,-.t, and us soon as they cease bursting it has

all evaporated, and then the syrup becomes sugar. It re-

quires as much boiling to make good syrup from the Chi-

nese Cane, as to make sugar from the other. I v/ould say

to all those who are not fond of acids, to use lime in ma-
king it. Respcctiidly yours, Florida.

EiOrida, S plcmbcr, 1857.
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CHINESE CANE—ITS PRODUCTS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I will give you an ac-

count of my Chinese sugar cane. I planted 2 sacks last

spring, and I have just finished working it up; the result

is 130 gallons of good bright syrup; 10 gallons of wine;

40 gallons of taffy, and 50 gallons vinegar; some very

fine sugar—notable to say how much, as I have not got

the molasses extracted from it. I have not measured my
seed, though I think I shall have 50 or 60 bushels.

I planted the seed on 1^ acres of light sandy land,

which would not have made more than 500 lbs of seed

cotton per acre. I would like to be a systematic farmer,

if I could, and I am trying to get in that line. I am a fruit

grower to some extent, and I have as good a selection of

fruits as there is in the South. I have a young orchard of

about one thousand trees, which furnishes a succession

©f fruit from May until the first of December. I am pre-

paring to plant 1 or 2 acres of vineyard this fall, and I

have a good selection of grapes, viz : Catawba, Isabella,

Scuppernong, Blue Grape, Mustang and the Tennessee

Black Grape, which last variety I prize above all for table

use. I have not tested it for wine, though I think it will

make an excellent wine, as it is the sweetest grape that 1

ever have tasted.

• I think I shall be able to procure you five or six new
subscribers for the Cultivator, for the next volume, for I

wish to see it enlarged. In answer to a subscriber of

Pine Forrest, Mississippi, I will give you a plan of a

Flea Trap, that I think will take them all : Get some green

pine poles and skin the outside bark off, and lay them
where the fleas are most numerous, and you will catch and

fasten them all.

I expect to be a subscriber for the Cultivator os long as

I can raise a dollar. Yours with respect,

F. T. Cook.
Weh-adkee, Ala., Oct, 1857.

REMEDY FOR BUTS IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice that some-
thing has been said in some ofthe back numbers ofthe
Southern Cultivator about Bots in Horses, Remedies, &c.
I will not pretend to go into details about the bots, but

will simply give my remedy. One that is just as good for

Cholic as for Bots and never knew it to fail in either case.

Take one pint of water and make it quite sweet with mo-
lasses, and then add to it one ounce of chloroform, keep-

ing the bottle well corked to prevent evaporation, and
drench the horse. If for Bots the horse will be well in five

minutes—the Bot is killed the moment the chloroform

enters the stomach. The very worst case of cholic it will

cure equally as quick. It is the first and only thing that

I have ever tried that would kill the Bot, without injuring

the horse in the least.

To satisfy you that it will kill the Bot, in one half hour
after you have given the above drench, give a sufficient

quantity of castor oil to purge the horse well, and you will

find that every one that he discharges will be dead and
never will come to life again. If you can procure a live

Bot, touch it with one drop of chloroform and it v/ili kill

instantly.

The horse will appear a little stupid from the effects of

the chloroform and will not be fit for use under some three

or four Hours after being drenched.

I have given chloroform in whiskey, but find it most
loo strong a drench. 1 much prefer giving it in molasses
and water— it answers every purpose The horse is

more easily and rno.-e snfely drenched with it. I have
never yet had to repeat the dose, chough in a very bad
case of cholic it might be necessary; if S'>, I would a )-

vise you to repeal it in thirty minutes after giving the

first. L. E. L.

Marsho.ll, Texas, Aug., 1857.

BAGGETT SCRAPER, vs. YOST SCRAPER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The objectofmy com-

munication in August last, speaking of the two scrapers

above mentioned, was to call the attention of the planters

to the fact that they would not now by the introduction of

the Baggett Scrapers have to throw away their Taylor or

Bar Scraper, as they would have to do if they purchased

the Yost Scraper, but to impress upon their minds the (act

that all those who had a Taylor or Bar Scraper could

have the same so improved by attaching a plow to it ©n
the same stock, that the two may be worked together in

baring off and scraping cotton at cne and the same time

with perfect success; thus saving to the planter five or six

dollars for every Taylor or Bar Scraper that they may
own. This, to the planters who now have Bar Scrapers is

no unimportant item. I should not have alluded to this

subject again, but your types made me say what I did not

intend to say, which was to the effect that in purchasing

the Bagget Scraper the planter “would now have to throw

away their Taylor or other Bar Scraper,” which wron^
quotation destroyed in part the object of my communica-
tion. The object of this is merely to correct the above

error which was not the only one that occurred in said

communication. Respectfully,

Francis Marschalx.
New Orleans. Sept, 1857.

CURATIVE PROPERTIES OF SUGAR CANE
Vapor.

Dr. Cartwright, of New Orleans, has published in the

Boston Medical Journal, an article describing the cures

effected upon persons afflicted with consumption and bron-

chitis, by inhaling the vapor arising from boiling cane

juice. It appears that chemical investigation has discov-

ered two very different properties in sugar, the freshly-cut

cane juice destroying cold blooded animals as quick as

lightning. From witnessing this remarkable property of

killing so rapidly, the doctor seems to infer that it would

cure equally as effectually, and he tried the experiment on

a consumptive Frenchman, by making him inhale the va-

por of boiling cane juice. The man got well. The doc-

tor, in a fit of medical enthusiasm ascribed it to the vapor,

and he wishes the world to know the good effects of this

remedy. It has long been observed by overseers of sugar

plantations, that weakly or sickly persons soon get robust

and strong when set to skimming the pans during the

boilling of cane juice. The fragrant cane juice is per-

fectly respirable, and penetrates into the smallest bron-

chital tubes, and produces beneficial effects. If there is

anything in the discovery, the fact ought to be extensively

circulated, for consumption is the greatest of all tlie de-

stroyers of the human race.

[We suppose, of course, that the vapor of the Chinese

Cane also “ carries healing on its wings,” and shall, there-

fore, have to add to the other good qualities of the Sorgho,

that cf an important remedial agent in consumption-

Truly! the “ half has not been told,” respecting this

wonderful plant!

—

Eds]

“ YOUNG AMERICA ” URUSHER—PRICE, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In my article, giving

noiice of the “ Young America” Crusher, (as E.xctLior.)

[ made a mistake in fi-;ures. The price is S65, instead

'if ;5>‘25, as slate 1 by me. My aiteniion has been called to

ihe fact by the General Agent, writing from Magnolia,

MUcis>ippi. i regret the occ urrence, as it may have mis-

led som-c. Yours &c.,

G. D. Harmon.

;

Utica, Miss., S' pi., 1857.
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SUSPENDED BANKS AT PAR
Thg Proprietor of the Soviliern CvMivato'r will take the

bills of the following suspended Banks AT PAR, for any

indebtedness to this office, or for subscriptions to the

Sovihem Cultivator and Chronicle tf* Sentinel

:

Georgia Railroad Bank.

Union Bank, Augusta.

Bank of the State op South Carolina.

Bank op South Carolina.

Southwestern Railroad Bank.

Peoples Bank, Charleston.

Bank op Hamburg.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Corn and Cob Mills.—J. H. McQ.—We cannot

undertake to determine the merits of the different ma-
chines mentioned—each has its advocates and admirers

—

probably eitlm- the “Little Giant” or “Young America”

would accomplish all you desire.

Cooking Stove.—B. G. McK.—The “best cooking

stove” we know of, is “Mott’s Patent Invincible Range” —
Tubular Oven, sold by S. S. Jones & Co., of this city,

with all the necessary cooking fixtures, at S50- We
have had one in use for several months, and we have yet

to hear the first complaint of its performance.

Soap Making.—Mary S.—Have you tried the “Saponi-

fier” or concentrated Ley'? It is sold here by all the

Druggists, and 25 cents worth of it, with 4 pounds of meat
skins or other coarse grease, makes 15 gallons of good
soft soap. It will, also, make “hard” soap, by the ad-

dition of salt and rosin, or salt alone. Full directions ac-

company each package of the Ley. It is a good article,

and worth trying.

Constitution, &c., for Agricultural Societies.—J.

J.—The article you desire will be found on page 112, last

volume, (April number, 1856.) We fortunately, have one

spare copy, which we send you.

Bale op Wool.—E. T. M —Your letter was enclosed

to the Agent of “Richmond Factory,” as requested.

Portable One Horse V/haet Thresher.—W. A. T.—
Any subscriber possessing information respecting a ma-
chine of this kind, willplease address; W. A. Tomlinson,

Turalinsonville, Scott Co
,
Ark. We have none of the

Large V/iute Rye desired by this correspondent.

I
Concrete Walls as Fences, &c.—E. T.— Walls of

Concrete 4 or 5 feet high, if capped with flat stones or ce-

I
ment, would answer admirably to enclose cemeteries,

&c. There can be no doubt of their durability.

“The Young Farmer,” near Okolona^ Miss., will oblige

us by sending his proper name and full address to the

Editors.

I^^Many other inquiries, &c., will receive attention in

our next.

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS !

One more number, completes the Fifteenth Volume of

this journal, and we desire to commence our Sixteenth

Year with a much larger list than we have ever had be-

fore. Will not our friends exert themselves for US'? Will

not each subscriber, in renewing his own subscription,

send us at least one additional name 7 If this is done—as

it may easily be— it will make the publication of our pa-

per in a slight degree remunerative, and greatly increase

our ability to render it yractically useful. If Southern

Farmers and Planters were properly alive to their own
interests, each Agricultural Journal in the Cotton Grow-

ing States would have a thousand subscribers, where it

now counts but a hundred ! Let each of our old subscri-

bers, however, resolve to send us one new name with his

own, by the first or middle of December, and we will be

content for the present.

SORGHO AND IMPHEE.

The merits of the Sorgho are already pretty conclusive-

ly established
;
and we had expected to present some facts

respecting the Imphee, in this number
;
but as no definite

results have been communicated to us by the gentlemen

engaged in its cultivation, we will leave the matter open

for future discussion. Thus far, it does not appear that

the ordinary efforts to make sugar have been very suc-

cessful with either plant
;
though syrup of a good quality

has been made from the Sorgho, by almost everybody.

We are not at all surprised at this—we never supposed

that every man who raised the cane could make sugar,

any more than that every Cotton planter could, or ought,

to make his own shirting. “ Every man to his trade,”

and no mixing up of Agriculture and Manufactures, say

we. Both Sorgho and Imphee, undoubtedly, contain su-

gar
;
but whether they will yield it in sufficient quantities

to justify every man in making his own supply, is a

question for the Chemists and Sugar Makers to determine,

after careful experiment. Let the people be content

with syrup, fodder and seed, for the present—in gaining

these, they h ive accompli.shed much to be thankful for.

The “ Sugar, Alcohol, Wine, Beer, Cider, Vinegar,

Starch, Dye-stuffs,"'’ <^c., will, doubtless, all be

forthcoming in due season !

Landscape Gardening.—The attention of all who de-

sire to improve their Flower Gardens and Grounds, is

directed to the advertisement of Mr. Nelson, in present

number. In all that pertains to Floral Embellishment

and Rural Improvement, generally, Mr. N. has no su-

perior in the South
;
and those who can do so, should avail

themselves of the opportunity which he now offers.
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A Rkasonablb Request.— We are often in re-

ceipts of such polite requests as the following, most of

which, we are reluctantly obliged to decline. We pre-

sent a literal transcript, merely suppressing signature and

Post Office

:

“Mr. R- D, Esq., Dear Sir: You will pleas

Send me by the next mail, one of your Chronometers, as I

have some three acres of Chineas Sugar cane that I wish

to make in to syrup, and understand your Chronometers

will tell the presise time to boil it &c.

Yours truly

N. B. If you have any Charge to make, send me the

amount and I will remit the same to you, fourth with.”

Odr friend forgot to enclose a postage stamp for our re-

ply, but thinking a Saccharometer might be the instru-

ment he desired, we immediately referred him to Dr.

Robt. Battev of Rome, Ga., and we hope that, ere this,

he has discovered the “presise” time to boil his Cane

Juice, and is luxuriating in its luscious sweets.

Rheumatism.—Will our correspondent, “A. T. L ,”

whose article on Rheumatism appeared in the Cultivator

for November, 1854, be kind enough to send his full ad-

dress to the Editors of this Journal I

Palma Chisti.—A correspondent wishes information

in reference to the cultivation of the Palma Christi plant,

and manufacture of Castor Oil from its seeds. Any infor-

mation on the subject will be very acceptable to the Cul-

tivaior^ for’publi cation.

A Camel Load—The government camels now at work

in Texas, carry 600 pounds of corn at a load, and travel

three and a half miles an hour without difficulty. Their

great value is not so much on account of greater strength

than the horse, but on account of their ability to make the

joruada del muerto or “journey of death ” across some of

the desert plains of Western Texas

Mississippi Fair.—The Annual Fair of the Mississippi

State Agricultural Society, will be held at Jackson, on the

4th and 5th of the present month, (November^.

Agricultural Society in Jackson Co., Texas.—Some

of the prominent citizens of Jackson have formed a very

pleasant association, which, from a knowledg^^of those en-

gaged in it we predict is destined to become permanenr

and useful. It is a kind of social agricultural society,

well calculated to promote the best farming interests of

the country, and also to foster social and friendly feeling

amongst its members, inducing them to “dwell together

i« unity.” ^

That our soil and climate are capable of results in the

way of agriculture, that have not been attained, there can

be no doubt; and all efforts calculated to develope un-

known facts, and to add to the productiveness of the soil,

should be encouraged.— Terns 'po'per.

Fruit in Louisiana.—A correspondent, “ J. P. H.,”

writes from New Orleans, under date of August 11th:

“ My Peaches and Pears, this season, are abundant and

of great excellence; some of my Bartlett Pears, I should

think, will weigh a pound.”

THE VAEUE OF THE CHINA TREE.

This beautiful shade tree, under whose wide spreading

branches the Southern people spend so much of their lei-

sure time in the hot summer, is (says the Port Gibson

Herald) truly to them one of the greatest blessings of Pro-

vidence. There is an inviting and welcome look about

its refreshing shade, and we hold that man is a misan-

thrope indeed who loves not the China tree. But the

China tree while it is such a friend to man, is an unrelent-

ing foe to insects and vermin.

Man has no terror about him to the bold little ant in

his “wild hunt” after something to eat, and in his little

pleasure excursions, but in neither his hunting nor plea-

sure trips, nor in his aspirations for the higher life, will he

climb the China tree. And the caterpillar refuses to grace

it with its handsome turnout of butterflies. The tree frog

leaps from it as it would from the little urchin armed with

a stick for its destruction
;
and those ear splitting little

tormentors, the locust and the catydid, are said to refuse

to make melody in its branches.

This repulsiveness about the China tree to insects and

vermin, has led some observing and thoughtful persons

to experiment with it. Its branches hung about fresh

meat will keep off flies. A tea made of its roots is said to

be death to garden worms. The skipper fly will not

trouble meat which has been smoked with the berry or

wood of the tree. Fleas and bed -bgs refuse to keep com-

pany with its leaves. In fact the China tree needs only

the application of the inventive genius of a live Yankee to

draw from it some balm for most of “ills that flesh is heir

to.” Truly the China tree is a great tree—the pride of

the South, as well as of China.

Chinese Sugar Cane.—The editor of the St. Louis Daiy

Intelligencer was shown specimens of sugar manufactured

at Belcher’s sugar refinery in that city, from Chinese sugar-

cane grown this year in the neighborhood. The sugar is

brown, and pretty well granulated, being very similar in

taste to the Louisiana sugar. The editor of the Austin

(Texas) Gazette, has seen a sample of sugar made from

Chinese cane by Mr. Studor, near Austin, which he de-

scribes as being of fine grain and color, and such as would

command the highest price in New Orleans.

Rot in the Grape.—An experienced Grape Grower, of

Hancock Co
,
Ga., writes us as follows:

“Grapes have not yielded very abundantly, as they

svere nipped in the Spring after putting out. The Isabella

and the Warren, were infested with tlie rot. I applied

a solution of sulphur water two or three times, and then

a solution of lime water, which finally arrested the pro-

gress of the disease.” D. P.

Merit and Position.—The difference between a man
of merit and a man of position, is this: the latter is the

man of his clay, the former is the man after his day.

There wtis a king in England when Shakespeare lived

there, and doubtless every child in the realm knew his

name familiarly
;
but how many knew the name of tlie

poor play-writer'? But now almost every child that

speaks the English language knows of Shakespeare and

his writings. How many of them knows of Jnmes and his

writings'? Very few. Thus the man of high position

died with his position and his day; but the man of merit

only began to live when he died.
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OUR BOOK TABL.E.

Sorgho and Imphee—The Chinese and African Sugar
Canes.—

A

complete treatise upon their Origin, Varie-

ties, Culture, and Uses; their value as a Forage Crop

;

and directions for making Sugar, Molasses, Alcohol,

Sparkling and Still Wines, Beer, Cider, Vinegar, Pa-

per, Starch, and Dye-Stuffs
;

fully Illustrated with

Drawings of Approved Machinery. With an Appen-
dix by Leonard Wray, Esq., of Caffraria, and a Descrip-

tion of his Patented Process for Crystallizing the Juice

•f the Imphee; with the latest American Experiments,

including those of 1857, in the South. By Henry S.

Olcott. To which are added Translations of valuable

French Pamphlets received from the Hon. John Y. Ma-
son, American Minister at Paris. Price One Dollar.

Sent by mail, post paid. Published by A. O. Moore,
(Successor of C. M. Saxton & Co.) 140 Fulton St., New
York.

Nothing could be more opportune than the appearance

of this work, now, when the whole country is so deeply

interested in the production of cheap, home-made Syrup

and Sugar, Mr Olcott has performed his task in a very

able manner, and his book contains a complete account of

these valuable plants (Sorgho and Imphee,) and their pro-

ducts, up to the present time. Every one who cultivates,

or desires to cultivate either plant named should procure
a copy. As the best evidence of its value, we present,

entire, the Table of Contents:

Chapter i.— Origin and Subsequent History of the

Chinese Sugar Cane.—The Cane in China—Accounts of

Jesuit Missionaries—Extract from Japanese Works— Its

Exhibition at the Great Fair at Moscow—Introduction

into Europe—The appearance of Mr. Wray’s Imphee

—

Precarious position of the Sorgho—To whom is most Hon-
or due—Sale of 800 Seeds to Vilmorin Adrieux & Co.

—

Various Experiments—Attempt of Pietro Arduino in 1786
— Mr. Leonard Wray—Introduction of the Sorgho into

America—Sugar made by Professor Avequin, of Louisi-

ana—How Patent Office Seeds should be used.

Chapter ii.

—

Description of the Plant.—The Confu-
sion among Agricultural Writers— Appearance of the

Plant— Height, &c.—Comparative Growth of the Sorgho
and other similar Plants— Weight of the Stalk—Progres-

sive Growth—Pulling out the Tufts—Ripening—Prostra-

tion by Wind Storms.

Chapter tii.

—

Soils Required— Culture—Manuring.—
Should Hilling be Practiced?—Deep Culture-Sub-soil Plow
—Soaking Seed—Covering Lightly—Manures—Hybridi-
zation—Cultivation—Curing Fodder-Saving Seed-Strip-
ping—Stacking.

Chapter iv.— Value as a Forage Crop— Testimony of
Cultivators.—Sowing for Fodder— Rattooning—Cutting
Fodder—Testimony of D. Jay Browne, Esq —Testimony
©f Author—Testimony of Mr. Gratz, of Kentucky—Mr.
Wray’s Remarks at the Farmers’ Club—Count Beaure-
gard’s Exper ence—Testimony of G, de Lacoste—Of Gov.
Gardner, of Mass —Experience of C. L. Flint, of Mass.
—The Sorgho in Texas this Year— Ability to withstand
Drouth—Curing— Its Nutritive Qualities—Size of Stalks

in North Africa—Testimony of Doctor Turrel, and La-
cosfe— Coloring the Bones of Chickens—Yield per Acre
of Seed and Forage—Should not be allowed to Grow more
than one Year.

Chapter v .—Sugar ayid Sugar-MnJdng—A West In-

dian Sugar PIa ntation— Outting— Crushing—Bulling
— .Ap(>.aratus Required, Fully Illustrated—A West Ir>dian

Steam Mill —Cattle Mill— Horse Mills—Steam Trains—
Ordinary Trains—Vacuum Pan— Bascule Pan— Making
a Siiial! Crop of Sugar—The Cause for Present Pligh

Piices—I'he “ African Apprentice” System.

Chapter vi.

—

Syrup—Best Method of Making it.—
Experience of American Growers—The Seed obtained as

well as Syrup—Apparatus Necessary—M, d’lvernoig'

Syrup made without a Mill—Iron Rollers better than
Wooden Rollers—Amount of Saccharine Matter Varies in

different Cases—Necessity of Cleanliness and System

—

Col. Peters obtains 468 Gallons on an Acre.

Chapter vii.

—

Alcoholic Products.—Most approved
method of making Sorgho Alcohols—The French Ex-
periments—Brandies—Wine— Sparkling Wine—Beer

—

Cider—The French Government Patronage—Enthusiasm
of Dr. Turrel—Distillery—Apparatus Illustrated witfe

numerous Engravings.

Chapter viii.

—

Paper— Vinegar—Starch—Di/e-Stuffs— Cerosie, or Wax.—The Quality of Vinegar—D. Jay
Browne’s Testimony—Count Moignerie’s Process De-
scribed—Dr. Sicard’s Experiments and his Method of

Vinegar Making—The Value of the Starch—Pearling and
Hulling the Seeds—The Flour—Author’s Experiments in

making the Dye-Siuffs—Coloring Ribbons—Dr. Sicard’s

Samples of Colors—Chemical Treatment to Procure the

Tints—Pigments—Cerosie or Vegetable Wax—Making
Candles in China—Author’s Experiments — Monsieur
Hardy’s Calculations—Corn Stalk Paper— Duret’s Speci-

mens—Dr. Sicard’s Specimens—Process of Paper Mak-
ing.

Chapter ix.

—

Mr. Wray^s Process foi- Making Excel-

lent Sugar from the. Imphee., Sorgho, Sugar Maple, Bed,
and Ordinary Sugar Cane, Described.

PART II.

The Imphee.

—

By Ijconard Wray, Esq —Discovery of

the Plant in Caffraria—Previous Attempt to Make Sugar

Unsuccessful— Botonical Position of the Imphee—The
Different Varieties—Their Description and Yields of Su-

gar—Cultivation—Manuring—The Imphee Compared to

the Sugar Beet and Sugar Cane.

Appendix.—

C

orrespondence with the American Minis-

ter at Paris—Letters of Vilmorin and Vattemare, of Paris

— Article by Mr Browne on Crystallizing the Juice of the

Sorgho—Analysis and Chemical Researches by Dr.

Charles T. Jackson, of Boston—French Analysis of Sor-

gho Stalks, Seed and Soil— Paper by Dr. A. A. Hayes, of

Boston—Mr. Wray’s Letter to Author—History of the

Sorgho in the Southern States, by D. Redmond, Editor of

the Southern Cultivator—Author’s Translations of Pam-
phlets of F. Bourdais—Count Beauregard—Dr. Turrel

—

Paul Madinier—Duret—Louis Vilmorin—The Reports to

the French Minister of War, by Henry and Dr. Turrel

—

The Sorgho at the South.

1^” The Publisher has sent us a few copies, which we

will send per mail, post paid, at Si 00
;
or they may be

obtained from nearly all Booksellers,

Report of Commissioner or Patents fob the Year
1857. Agriculture.

This volume is one of the very best and most attrac-

tive, that the Patent Office has yet issued. It contains a

great number of articles on the Agriculture of the countr)!^,

and is profusely illustrated with Draft Horses; Sheep

j

Peabody’s new Strawberry; Mice; Rats; Squirrels;

Eagles; Hawks; Owls; Birds, of various kinds; Tod
Houses, Tool Closets

;
Lime Burning; Draining; Graft-

ing; Grape Planting; Wine Making, &c
,

&c. Upo»

the whole, a very interesting and useful volume. Send

to your Representative or Senator, and gel a copy.

Downing’s Fruit and Fruit Trees of America.

Charles Downing, Esq
,
has politely sent me a copy

of this new work, revised and corrected
;

for which he
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has my sincere thanks. This is now the best work ex-

tant for the Amateur and professional Pomologist. Tt is

a perfect vade imcuvi of the present time, on this interest-

ing department of science, and I do not hesitate to recom-

mend it to the craft, as well as to hope that the author

may reap golden opinions for his enterprtze and perse-

verance in thus getting up this work, so necessary to all

Pomologists. J. Van Buren.

We have received the second and closing number of

Dr. Trall’s lUustraJyr.d Family Gymnasium, containing

the most approved methods of applying gymnastic, calis-

tlienic, kinesipathic and vocal exercises to the develop-

ment of the bodily organs, the invigoration of their func-

tions, the preservation of health, and the cure of diseases

and deformities. Price, complete in two numbers. Si 25,

Sent by mail, postage prepaid, by Fowler & Wells,

publishers, 30S Broadway New York.

The HoRTtcGi.TCRisT, for October, has illustrations of

two Southern Apples, {Red June and Maverick's Sweet,)
|

and a great amount of interesting matter relating to Po-

mology, Gardening, &c. All tasteful cultivators— the la-

dies, especially—should subscribe for it: Terms—S2 00

per annum, in advance. Address. Richard Pearsall

Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

“ The Planter <& Mechanic,” of Jackson, Mississippi,

comes to us for September, “ enlarged and improved.”

Terms, SLSO per annum. J. J. Williams, publisher.

latticEltttial lejjaitment.

REPORT UPON GRAPES
#/ the Coy>nhiU£e Ad Interim of the PomuLogical Society

of Georgia,

As several varieties of Grapes, some well known to all

&uit growers, others imperfectly so, and some entirely

sew, have been, from time to time, submitted to the

Committee, it has been thought best to report upon this

fruit by itself; and in so doing, notice in detail, all the na-

tive varieties known to us, now cultivated. We shall

strive to do this so lullythat any one under tlie impression

he has a new Grape can probably ascertain from these

descriptions if his fruit has already passed under the eye

of the Committee
;
and if it has, determine for himself its

name; or if new, he can send it for them to report upon

ists qualities and value.

So far as .we know, our cultivated native Grapes all be-

fong to three species: Is. Vitis rotundifolia (Vulpina of

Gray). 2d. Viiis aestivalis. 3d. Vitis labrusca. The
fic|^f these species includes the ‘•Muscadine and Scup-

pSrong,'’ the second the smaller fruited juicy ‘-Summer

Grapes,” and the third the common “Fox Grapes.”

1. Vitis rotundifolia. (
Vulpina, of Gray) — .Stem moder-

ately large, perfectly smooth, even in the oldest vines.

Leaves smallseldom over three or four inches ac'ross, thin,
j

.smooth, shining on both side.S; most so beneath, rounded

erdate, not liobed, acuminate, very coarsely tod'.hed, teeth

generally y.lternalely larger and smaller; axtilEC of the

cerves bene.ith sometimes furni.'hed with a suidli tuft of

pubescence. Panicles srriali, densely dowered, blossoms

later than (he other .species. Berries large, 2 to | inch in

diameter, black, purple or light green, without liloorn,

with a ihiik, tough skin, musky. Branchlets minutely

warty. (Scuppernnng, Bullace or aiusctidine. Bull Grape,

Southern Fox Grape )

Individual plants of this species often produce male

or staminate flowers only; but upon examination of

many vines this season, wild and cultivated, while in blos-

som, none were found pistillate only. So far as ob-

served, all the bearing vines of the species had hermaphro-

dite or perfect flowers. The species is doubtless polygam-

ous. All the blossoms observed were also six petalled

and hexandrous. Of this species the only cultivated vari-

ety is the

Scuppernong, a native of North Carolina, now v/idely

cultivated. It is not dicecious, as stated by Downing and

other authors, but with perfect flowers. The tendrils are

green. Bunches very small, having generally two to four

and occasionally up to nine berries, loosely set, large (| to |

inch in diameter,) round. Skin thick, light green with

minute brownish dots. Flesh somewh.at pulpy, juicy, of

a honied sweetness, rich and luscious, of a somewhat
musky flavor and scent. Berries ripen gradually and
drop from the bunch when mature. The vine does not

readily strike from cuttings. There are said to be seed-

lings of this Grape with black and purple fruit, equal in

quality, to the Scuppernong itself. For ordinary culture,

as it never rots, and is said to produce a good wine, this

is probably the best single variety— single vines covering

an immense area of trellis and producing sometimes over

twenty-five bushels. Quality very good. Fruit from E.

Bancroft, Esq,, Athens.

II. Vitis cestivalis .—Stem climbing, lofty. Leaves

rounded, heart shaped, sublobately angled, sometimes dis-

tinctly three or five lobed, with rounded sinuses
;
acumi-

j

nate, irregularly toothed or .serrate with the teeth mucron-

ate, alternate ones often smaller; above, smooth or some-

what arachnoid (cobwebby), especially in their younger

state; beneath, more or less downy with loose cobwebby
hairs, hoary' or fuscous (sometimes subglabrous) the

youngest ones always more densely villous
;
leaves gen-

erally arnoothish green above: Fertile panicles, compound,
oblong. Blossoms open after those of Y. labrusca and

before those of V. rotundifolia. Berrries small, i to about

I inch in diameter, round, rather closely' set, usually black

or dark purple, with a bloom; generally pleasant. Varie-

ties of this species display unu.sual diversity in form of

leaf, but the cobwebby instead of wooly and velvety down
of the leaves and young shoots, the general resemblance

of the bunch and berry in size and its usual freedom front

mi’skiness and pulp render it generally quite easy to refer

them to Vitis aestivalis. It affords already varieties whick
if inferior in size of berry are quite superior in flavor and
excellence, more worthy of cultivation for the table, and
quite as much so for wine, as those derived from Vitis la-

brusca. It is also the most promising source from which

to seek superior new varieties from seed. Tiie wild

species is called the “Summer Grape,” the cultivated vari-

etiesare as follows. First, those with leaves usually three

or five lobed :

1. Devereaux .—The only specimens we have .seen were

from Peters, Hardt 0 & Cu., of Atlanta, from which and
from ihtee small vines set ouf this .‘jcason, our deseriptioft

IS derived, aided 03/ notes from Dr Baldwin, of Mont-

gomery, Alabama It was tuund in the woods ovpa:

forty years isince by Sam lel .M. Devereaux, and first

cultivated by himseir and his neighbors, near Sparta,

in this State. A.s Devereaux .k(?pt tiie stage house,

j.asseuger.s soon disgeminatid it, lieing .strudv wttli the

wonderful [iroducfiveiitss of the vine. It .seems quite, dis^

• met in foliage. Vouii^er leaves .“^ub three Inued —older

ones di.stmci'iy lobeil, The
3
ouu^' ieavfs and shoots aro

light green (not brnv.-nisii as in Ibe Warren) Leaves

moderately ilowriy. di.stinctly araxhiinid, hoary in.Ntead of

fuscous Bunches qui'e long, nhose sent, ovt r 0 inehrs)

ry much shouldered, compact. Bernes srvall Skin

thin, black, covered with blue bloom. Flesh iree froia
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pulp, and abounding in juice of a color as dark red as that

of the pokeberry, of a brisk excellent flavor. Quality

very good, a prodigious bearer, hence, like the Warren,
considerably liable to rot. (This is not the Devereaux of

“Gardening for the South,” which is the true Lenoir).

Ripens about the middle of August. The color of the

juice is deeper than that of any other grape known.

2. Ohio .—Leaves large, three-iobed, deeply cut. Young
shoots, tendrils and leaves green, no shade of red in them.

Somewhat hoary beneath. Shoots long-jointed, strong.

Bunches shouldered, large, long, loose, tapering. Berries

small round. Skin thin, dark purple with a blue bloom

;

without pulp, tender, melting and sweet. Very good, but

too small a fruit to be very desirable. Ripens just before

the Warren. Origin unknown. Fruit from Richard Peters,

Esq., Atlanta.

3. Elsingburgh .—From a town near which it was
found in New Jersey, it takes its name. Mature leaf, dark

green, five-lobed, deeply cut, but less so than the Warren.

Leaf ^alks and tendrils more red than usual, terminal

leaves brownish, with but little cobwebby down beneath,

and more above, nerves of older leaves considerably

downy. Bunches shouldered, rather large, loose. Berries

quite small. Skin thin, black, with a blue bloom, free

from pulp, melting, sweet and pleasant. Ripens nearly

as early as Lenoir Distinguished from the Ohio by the

leaves being five instead of three-iobed, and by the brown-

ish shade of young shoots, leaves and tendrils, which, in

the Ohio, are green. Fruit from Dr. Ward.*
4. Camay's.—This vine, evidently a native, was one of

those in the garden of James Camak, Esq., at his decease

some 10 years since. Resembling considerably the Warren
and being somewhat shaded and overgrown, its distinct

character, until the present season, was unrecognized. Its

origin being unknown, we have named it after the ener-

getic pioneer in horticulture, in whose collection it was
found. Leaves three or five-lobed, deeply cut. Bunches
shouldered, long (7 to 9 inches), loose, tapering. Berries

rather small (i to ^ inch in diameter) round. Skin thin,

light brownish red, with a light bloom. Flesh tender,

melting, free from pulp, very sweet and excellent. Qual-

ity best. Differs from Warren not only in color of the ber-

ly, which is much lighter, but in ripening more evenly,

and in the general shape and character of the bunch on

which the berries are so loosely arranged that they will

probably not be liable to rot. The vine, too, is evidently

less rampant in growth. Fruit from Dr. James Camak,
of Athens, Ga.

5. Warren.^ (Warrenton, Herbemont’s Madeira) — It is

pretty well established that this vine was first cultivated

by Mr. Neal, a farmer of Warren county, of this State, liv-

ing four miles from Warrenton, at least as early as the

year 1800. In the early settlement of the county, he found

the vine in the woods near his own residence and trans-

planted it. Its productiveness and unequalled flavor at-

tracted attention, and soon it became cultivated in War-
renton, and under the name of Warren and Warrenton
spread over the State, where it is now more cultivated than

any other grape. In 1805, the late Prof. J. Jackson, for-

merly of this place, found it growing under the name of

Warrenton (from whence the cuttings were procured) at

the farm of a Mr. MeWhattyin Jefferson county, and

when he settled near him, Mr. Jackson procured cuttings

from Mr. MeWhatty’s vine and commenced its cultivation
I

himself. In 1811 or 1812, Mr. Jackson carried cuttings to

a relative in Laurens county, where the well known vine

grower, Mr. T. McCall, of Dublin, first saw it in bearing.

Obtaining it, he planted a vineyard about 1816 and in

*We are not quite certain that our Elsingburg is the

true variety. Dr. C. W. Grant, of Newburgh, N. Y.
,
(ex-

cellent authority) thinks it distinct from that at the North.
1

1819 or 1820, Prof. Jackson spent a day with Mr. McCall
and drank with him his Madeira, made from this grape.

About a year later Prof Jackson sent to his brother in

this place (Athens) rooted plants, from which most of

those now cultivated here were derived. We believe the

Herbemont identical with this vine, as vines in Clarks-

ville, Georgia, from Herbemont, also one obtained by Mr.

Camak from Herbemont himself, while living, which is

still in bearing, prove nothing distinct from the Warren. As
the latter name indicates the origin of the vine, and as un-

der this name or Warrenton, it was widely cultivated at

least twenty-five years before known to Herbemont, and

as it is still known as Warren by nine-tenths of those who
raise it, the name Herbemont should be dropped. Vine

rather short jointed for the species, though the most vigor-

ous grower we have
;
leaves five-lobed, very deeply cut,

youngest ones moderately downy beneath, with a slight

brownish tint; half grown ones very little arachnoid of a

light yellowish green; full grown leaves dark green

above, with nerves densely villous, making the leaf be-

neath a little hoary. Bunches medium to large size (the

best weighing about 12 ounces), shouldered. Berries

round, f to 5 inch or over in diameter, rather closely set.

Skin thin, very dark purple, with light bloom. If not

very closely pruned, the grapes on the same bunch do

not color evenly, varying from light to dark purple. Flesh

tender, melting, entirely free from pulp, very sweet and

pleasant juice, of unusual specific gravity. Quality best,

for table or wine, an enormous bearer, quite subject to rot,

but even then more fruit ripens than of almost any other

grape. Generally allowed to overbear.

II.—Varieties of Vitis aestivalis, with leaves sublo-

bately angled or sub-lobed, not generally with fully de-

veloped lobes.

6.

Lenoir.—(Sumpter, Thurmond, Early Black July,

Sherry and Devereaux of “Gardening tor the South.”)

This grape which has every characteristic of a native, is not

named from its color, but was discovered growing in his

hedge row, many years since, by a gentleman named Le-

noir, in Sumpter district, S. C. He at once brought it in-

to cultivation himself and distributed cuttings to his

neighbors
;
and we learn from our informant, Col. A. G.

Summer, it is still in that section more cultivated than

any other grape. As this variety, in leaf, fruit and time

of maturing is decidedly one of the most distinct, and

easily recognized of those in cultivation, it is evident that

the grape known in Ohio as Lenoir, which “differs from

Herbemont (Warren) only in being of more vigorous

growth, wood light colored with a light b'ue cast,” is

doubtless the Warren itself, a more vigorous grower than

which would be hard to find. Col. Summer, who has

known the Lenoir for years, and that, too, in the place

where it originated, pronounces the grape, long cultivated

here under the erroneous name of Devereaux, to be, in

leaf and fruit, identical with the Lenoir, and since seeing

the latter we coincide with him that it certainly agrees in

every particular with the grape known as Lenoir, in the

Nurseries throughout the State. The leaf of LenoirJ^f
but medium size, and the most entire of the culti^Rd

varieties of this species, being merely indented, seldom

even sub-lobed. Young leaves but moderately downy,

with a slightly brownish tint. The down of the terminal

leaf is not fuscous. Older leaves have a yellowish cast

beneath, smoothish when quite mature and nearly free

from the cobwebby down. Bunches rather small (about

six inches long), shouldered making them some three

inches broad at the base. Berries averaging about four-

tenths but sometimes half an inch in diameter and pretty

even in size, rather compact or crowded on the bunch.

Skin thin, black, covered with a blue bloom. Flesh

sweet, juicy, with a brisk agreeable flavor. A good bear-

er, and we have never known it to rot. Quality very

good
;
the birds would say “best,” as they take it in pre-
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ference to any other grape. Ripe early in August. Vine

resembles Long’s more than any other; but by the les.*:

downy character and the yellowish tint of the older leaves,

and the brownish cast of the younger ones in Lenoir, the

two are easily distinguished, even in rows of cuttings.

In fruit, bunches of Lenoir average not two-thirds the

weight of Long’s. Berries smaller, of darker color and

ripen three weeks sooner. Fruit from Peters, Harden &
Co.; Dr. Camak, and Dr. Ward.

7. Long’s .—The parent vine was found over thirty

years since, by Col. James Long in the woods of his

plantation, near Danielsville, Ga. He removed the vine

to his garden, and by himself and family it has been since

retained as an esteemed variety, not subject to rot, and of

great fruitlulness. A sparkling wine of good quality has

been made from it. Vine of vigorous growth. Leaf, in

shape much like Lenoir, but more apt to be deeply indent-

ed, sometimes sub-three-lobed, of large size, thick
;
young

leaves at first very hoary with down, which, in the very

youngest is a little fuscous; color of the leaf itselfa clear

green, with no shade of brown or red. Older leaves al-

always more cobwebby than any other cultivated variety,

giving a whitish appearance beneath quite distinct from

the yellowish shade of Lenoir, Bunches somewhat
shouldered, very compact, of medium to large size, good

ones weighing about 12 ounces. Berries average larger

than Lenoir, tlie best being a little over half an inch in

diameter. Skin thin, very dark purple, with a blue

bloom. Flesh tender, very little pulpy, sweet and vinous.

Quality, good. Ripens last of August or early in

September. Fruit from Dr. C. W. Long.

8. Lram5, (Old House Grape.)—This grape came ori-

ginally fo this place from Iverson L. Harris, Esq., of Mil-

ledgeville, whose father, eating the fruit from a vine upon
a tree near a deserted house, procured cuttings the next

winter and brought it into cultivation. Hence, it is some-

times called the “Old House Grape.” Vine quite vigor-

ous, leaves large, sublobately angled or sub-three-lobed

near the apex, which makes it quite distinct
;
more deeply

cut than the two preceding, being sometimes three lobed.

The leaf has a yellowish shade, moderately downy, less so

than Long’s and down less cobwebby
;

old leaves rather

smooth. Bunches medium, shouldered, compact, a little

larger than Lenoir. Berries round, three quarters to half

an inch in diameter, averaging nearly as large as Long’s

and Warren. Skin rather thick for the species, black,

covered with a blue bloom. Flesh little pulpy, sweet,

sweet, juicy and agreeable. Quality, very good. A valu-

able variety, not subject to rot. Middle of August. Fruit

from Dr Camak.

9. Xort.on’s Virginia .—Leaf sublobately angled, sub-

lobed, and sometimes (but not generally like Warren, &c.)

fully three or five lobed. Green of the young leaves has

a yellowish shade. Young shoots and terminal leaf above
and young leaves beneath with a fuscous (changing to

hoary) cobwebby tomentum. Nerves strongly marked,
reddish beneath. Older leaves nearly free from down.
Bunches long, occasionally shouldered, somewhat com-
pact. Berries pretty uniform, in size about four or five-

fifths of an inch in diameter. Skin thin, nearly or quite

black, with a blue bloom. Flesh quite pulpy, vinous and
harsh; not even “good” Not worth cultivating. Said

to be a hybrid between Bland and Miller’s Burgundy,
but is totally unlike either. As LeConte observes,*

“Although among some families of plants hybrids occur

naturally or may be found artificially, yet it is difficult to

understand how this ever can be case in the genus Vitis,

In forming a hybrid it is necessary to emasculate the

flower which we wish to produce fruit, and to impregnate

*See Proceedings Acad Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, Febru-
ary, 1853.

its pistil w’ith the pollen ofsome other species
;
this is im-

possible in the present instance on account of the minute-

ness of the flower and the parts of fructification.” Nor is

this all. He might have added another difficulty. The
petals are caducous and cohere together at their tips, form-

ing a little cap which, in the act of falling off whole^

draws over from one side or other almost invariably the

pollen from its own stamens upon the pistil. The chances

then are that an operator on so minute a flower in the act

of removing this cap, and then the stamens, would have

already fertilized the pistils before applying the pollen of

species or variety selected. We would not, however, as-

sert that hybridization, naturally or artificially, is abso-

lutely and in every case impossible, but nearly so; and

such being the fact in general, Norton’s Seedling gives as

little evidence of being a special exception as any variety

we know, being totally different fiom its reputed parents,

and agreeing sufficiently well in character with the species

sestivalis. Fruit from Dr. Ward.
Doubtless the Delaware, as well as other varieties not

yet known to the Committee, pertain to Vitis sestivalis,

but the foregoing are all that have, as yet, come under our

observation.

Hon. Mark A. Cooper, President—Dear Sir:—The
Committee Ad Interim of the Pomological Society beg

leave to submit the foregoing report on the Grape. They
hope by a further report upon the varieties of Vitis labrus-

ca, the coming month, to close up the subject for this sea-

son. Wm. N, White.

Athens, Ga., Sept., 1857.

BULBOUS FLOWERS FOR THE SOUTH.

Dielytra Spectabilis .—This is unquestionably one of the

greatest acquisitions to our flower gardens, that has been

added to them for the last twenty years. It is a perennial

plant, introduced from China about a dozen years ago. It

belongs to the natural family Fumariaccoc, and several

species of this tribe are indigenous to North America
;

the

Dulijtra formosa, for instance, is found on the mountains of

North Carolina. The Chinese species {Dielytra specta-

bilis), however, far surpasses all the others others i»

beauty and gracefulness; it is a charming flower, which
surprises the beholder of it every spring.

The root is a fleshy tuber, somewhat resembling a piece

of fresh ginger. By the beginning of April it developes

its very delicate and peculiar foliage, followed by several

half transparent flower stalks, about 2 feet high, graceful-

ly bent, and producing the pink-colored, heart-shaped

flowers, of the size of a lozenge, in one-sided, drooping

sprays. The corolla itself is pearly white, set, as it w’ere^

in frosty silver.

Most of this tribe w’ill, in their natural state, be found in

such localities where they can enjoy the early morning

sun in the spring, and be shaded by bushes against the

hot noon sun. This species, however, will stand the full

exposure better than the other species, but could it be

planted at the north side of a building, or on the shade-

bed, (ah'eady so often described,) so much the better; if

this cannot be done conveniently, it should receive a

heavy mulching with litter, during the hottest part of the

summer. A deep and rich black soil suits this plant best

and it will soon form a strong bunch. Specimens have

been known which measured thirty feet in circumference^

with two hundred spikes of flowers
;

this was, however,

!
on a spot which had been filled up four feet deep, with

very rich soil, and such specimens are but seldom to be

met wirh.

During the latter part of the summer the foliage dies off

to appear again by next spring in renewed beauty. This

plant will do equally as well in the greenhouse as in the

open garden. Iftaken up in October and planted in a box
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or large pot, it will bloom in the house in January and
February. It must, however, be observed that it should
have but very little water while in a dormant state, as it

otherwise may be apt to rot; but whenever sprouting,

water must be applied liberally. It is propagated like

DahUas—by taking young sprouts off in the spring, and
planting them in sandy soil.

Gladiolus .—The name is derived from the Latin word
Gladium, a sword, in allusion to the shape of the leaves.

But three species of this large tribe are indigenous to

Europe, all the others are native.s of the Cape of Good
Hope. It is now exactly a hundred years since the first

kinds, as : Gs. cunonia, Iritis, recurous and involvivs, were
introduced into the European gardens, from Africa. By
hybridizing and proper cultivation the varieties have in-

creased, not only in number, but in brilliancy and beauty.
They are so easily raised, and so perfectly adapted to our
Southern gardens, where they are perfectly proof against
our scorching sun, that they only need to be known to be
fully appreciated.

I will here enumerate some of the best

:

Gladiolus Byzatitmus, is one of the earliest blooming
sorts, of a deep crimson color, blooming in May

;
from one

to two feet high.

Gladiolus cardinalis, brilliant scarlet, spotted with
white; blooms in May. One to two feet high.

Gladiolus jioribundus has light pink-colored flowers,

striped with deep purple, and, unlike most othei species,

which, as a general rule, have all their flowers turning to

one side, this is distichous, or has its flowers arranged
in two rows, one opposite the other. Blooms in June.
Three feet high.

Gladiolics gandavensis,di most magnificent flower, the

stem often rising G feet high, and crowded with large

flowers of a bright scat let and yellow color. Blooms in

June.

Gladiolus ramosvs is a beautiful distichous species of a
lively rose color, the lower petals striped wi:h white. It

blooms later than the other species, and if the ground is

rich, and sufficiently supplied with water it will keep on
blooming until frost. New hybrid varieties of this latter

species are:

Anna Paulowna, pure white.

Belvedere, orange, striped with white.

Formosis simus, snifroti, striped with white,

dark carmine, striped with blue.

Prince Albert, light rose color, striped white.

Queeu Victoria, scarlet, striped with white.

^ Many new varieties have just been introduced, and we
will speak of them at some future time when their value
lias been fully te.sted by our e.xperience.

The bulb of the Gladiolus is flat, rather button-shaped.

It will last in the ground for several years, not requirinji:

any care but to be kept clfear of weeds. But as a new'

bulb is formed every year on the top of the old one, tliey

should at once be planned pretty deep, say six inches be-

low the sui face, as they otherwise in a few years will

work themselves out of tlie grnnd. The best pl.an how-
ever, is, to traiisplinl' them, every autumn, us soon as the

leaves ate perfectly vvitiitred.

The Gladwhis, like almost ah baibs, prefer a deep, rich,

sandy soil. I'.heyare, however, so easily cultivated, that

-they will be satisfied with almost any good ’soil soil.

Rt'BURT Nelson.

.Fridlland Nursery,'' A-vgvsta.^ Ga
,
1857.

SouTKEurc Trees Br.si

—

m a Prenmin-! Address be-

fore ti;c State Agricultural Society of Kentucky, Mr. R.

J. SpuKR, remarked:

“ I caaiiot forbear,a word of remark in regard to the in-

tro.ducti.in of fruit tree-s. especially the Apple. It lias of

late beer, our fa-hion to procure large quantities of youtjg

apple trees from the Northern nurseries to plant upon our

farms; we soon perceive that, with all our care of cultiva-

tion, they have not the luxuriant growth of our Native

Trees, and after years of careful attention to them we will

find when they come into bearing that we are disappointed

in their quality, not from imposition practised upon us by
the nurserymen, but from the fact that an apple which had
proved in the North to be a good winter variety whea
brought to our climate is only a fall fruit. Life is to«

short to remedy such disappointments.'’

A FEW WORD.S ON HORTICULTURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Much of the beauty

of our ornamental grounds is lost by too thick planting.

The single specimen,perhaps, of a Deodar, which we dibble

in with our fingers, the dozens of little Hollies or wild Ol-

ives, (Cernsws Caroliniensis, the evergreen glory of the

world,) which we have captured in the swamp and brought

home in a handkerchief, see.m so lost in the expanse around

them, that they are invariably either placed in a bed al-

ready crowded, or surrounded by a greater crowd in a

new location. Thus the whole place, however watched

and tended,” soon runs into a wilderness, beautiful pev-

haps in many aspects, bat altogether objectionable as re-

gards the chief end of planting.

Nature has stamped an “ expression ” on the surface of

the earth, and our practice lias resulted in defeating and
concealing it. Each human face, has somewhere in its

lines, its distinctive claim to original beauty ; some expres-

sion which can attract; but when all its lines aredrawa
by pain or passion, this natural charm is lost. So with

our gardens. The gently rolling surface, the curving

walks, the glossy leaf and gorgeous blossom, may all ex-

ist, but if they liave been so planted that the whole affair

has grown into a single clump, it is at last only a garden

in convulsions— the expression is lost.

Bad as this effect is on “ ground,” the evil to the plant

is greater. Our climate demands for all its vegetable chil-

dren, ample room and verge enough. Deprived of this,

they lose not only their expression, but their very char-

acter—a sad loss to anything.

The thicket in Middle Georgia, is a modern institution.

Never shone the sun on a lovelier region than it was
when bequeathed to us, swept and garnished, tilled and

planted by the simple agences of the Indian hunting fires.

The thicket has followed civilization. Our Republican

Pioneers unseated the forest Monarchs and the “ Young
America ” of saplings sprung up like weeds.

For beauty or fruit, we must have space. From the

Corn-stalk to the Black jack the rule holds. Who looks

lor beauty in a Black-jack 1 W’hy cumbers it tlie ground?

Cast it into the fire ! and a capital fire it makes. But

take the Black-jack in its youih, and give it room to de-

velop ilselr'and no Pear tree in.tlie Jardin des Plantes—no

'figure i,ii Geometry will surpass it in the accurate outline

of its c- me
A ‘-'belt” has its uses and its beauty. Ti can veil a de-

fect, if not exalt a chartn. Nothitig i.s easier to generate,

or hatder to locate.

A chimp is pi;oper, a,nd most lovely in itp place, ^and

iw.hen vve shall acknowledge that a single plant of aifine

sMriety, e. tlie Pittosporum, I'airiy treated, Composes a

finer clamp than two dozen in the same area, we may
upproximaie pei’iection in this particular

“ .Masses.” And who will comp.u'e the mass of a

single fu!t-b(jsoatcd Luxeniho(,!rg, to the tangled thickets

of yellow le-ives and strickcii buds, winch go under the

name |

Let us not, then, be afraid to show how nature has formed
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our surface, to trust our nurslings to her generous bosom
;

let us trust a little more to the teachings of our native soil

and climate, and a great deal less to the wheedlings of our

foreign barrow-knights, and we will soon infuse into our

horticulture, the all important spirit of the Art—Simplicity

and Grace. M. D.

Columbus, Ga., Oct., 1858. ,

P. S. One of your correspondents asks for information

in resard to Pears on Hawthorn.

I can answer that I have Pears on Quince, budded in

June last, and have just seen the same varieties, budded

at the same time on “ Haw," and that the growth is equal,

and the fruit-buds promising. The growth from the bud

in June, till ^he last of August, varies from three to six

feet.

PLANT ORCHARDS, NOW.

A Correspondent of the Country Gentleman thus la-

ments his neglect to plant Fruit Trees properly and at

an early day:

“There is scarcely an individual who has not at

some unlucky moment thoughtlessly dropped a word or

performed an act which has given him painful reflections

for years. In vain has he wished it recalled. Fruitless

has been his endeavors to heal the breach. The act w’as

performed, and its effect is doing its painful work. The
individual could only sigh his regret that his indiscretion

could never be amended.

The writer of this article has committed an error w^hich

has given him bitter regret. Unlike the adage which
says, “misery likes company," he would commit his im-

prudence to the wmild, that others may shun his miscalcu-

lation, and avoid his remorse.

Like many young farmers, I commenced with limited

means. In debt for my land—buildings to be erected, and
so many ways for my small funds, that I deferred to plant

an orchard. In my strife for gain, years passed quickly,

and often was I advised to make preparation for fruit,

which I ever determined to do
;
but there is always more

to be done on a new farm than beginners usually have
means to immediately accomplish. And when I should
have had bearing tree®, I came to the conclusion to plant

an orchard. Selecting, therefore, a piece of ground, which
I esteemed fit for nothing else, in my haste I dug small

holes, bending the roots to conform to their scanty place.

The work was speedily done, and I flattered myself that

I should soon reap a rich rev/ard
;

for I began now to be

in a hurry to enjoy the pleasures of fruit. But how sad

was my disappointment—how keen my mortification,

when 1 found that some of my tiecs perished the first sea-

son, and some lingered along for several years, and ap-

parently died very hard. A few, however, after some
years, began to make a feeble growth. It is well known
4hat farmers have a great pride in raising good crops, and
when a failure through miscalulation occurs, they are very
sensitive of shame. As a person would reluctantly visit

a room where his fillies were vividly pictured before his

face on the wail, so 1 avoided the parcel of ground con-
taining my [badly planted] trees.

I'hus has the best part of my life been deprived of the

wholesome enjoyment of fruit, in the .season when the

evenings are long, and when fatigued by reading, have I

perfectly longed for apj-les, but they were not. Still the

denying so great a privilege cannot be compared to the

sensitive feelings, (know'n only to parents) when rny

children woul 1 look so wishfully at their mates while
they enjoyed the luxury ofwhicii my chihiren were denied.

Then would I reproach myself for the stnpid neglect,

which not only deprived myself but my children of the

plea.sure which our Creator designed v/e mi»ht have, al-

though wusely appointed to be obtained by labor and care

Dollars and dollars have I paid for a scanty supply, while

some of my neighbors are realizing from a single tree $10
per season

;
and as one acre would contain 50 trees, this

would give, at the above rate, S‘500 [per acre] a year.

I would advise every farme^ by the consideration oi

both comfort and wealth, to take care for fruit. S. B.”

PROLIFIC CUCUMBER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In my article in a

late number of the Cultivator, describing a cucumber
vine, growing in the garden of A. J. Nichols, Esq., of

Clarksville, I promised to report progress from time to

time if found worthy of further notice. As the story of

this wonderful vine is growing on my hands to such an
enormous size, I find it necessary to deal it out to you by
piece meal, for fear you will be not able to bear it, were I

to communicate all at one time.

Up to this time, Sept. 3d, said vine, {a single vine,') has

produced 700 fine sized cucumbers, with a fair pros-

pect of lOO more at least, and perhaps more
;
beat it who

can

'

Some 30 or 40 of the first it bore, were permitted to

grow to ordinary size for table use, 2 were permitted to

ripen for seed, and the balance were saved for pickles,

avaraging from 3 to 4 inches in length. Mr. Nichols kept

a daily record of the product for the entire month of Au-
gust, but what it bore in July, was only kept in the ag-

gregate without regard to date. If you would like to have

the daily yield, I will send it in my next.

What I have related above, can be verrified by any
number almost, of reputable witnesses in the village.

This is no Morus Multicaulis speculation, but the sober

truth. Mr. Nichols has no seed for sale, but will give all

he has away, reserving a few for planting next year him-

self.

Herein, is a few enclosed from him to yourself. I have

frequently examined this vine, and have seen 11 cucuns-

bers on a length of 2 inches of it, and have seen 7 cucum-

bers growing in a cluster form the axil of a single leaf, in

truth, from the axil of nearly every leaf, grew from 2 to 7

cucumbers.

This must be a new variety, as Mr. Nichols had a

number of other vines from the same lot or paper of seeds,

but none of them were at all remarkable, this single vine
' has producea more than 30 or perhaps 50 of the others

have done.

The calculation was as follows: It was planted in a

rather low moist portion of the garden, on a made soil of

some two feet in depth, where a corn crib stood for some
years, no manure was used, the vine was trained on a

bush some six feet in height, and about the same in di-

ameter, the ground was watered in the evening during the

dry weather, when it became dry; but during the rainy

weather it received no other attention than to spread and

conduct the vine about over the bush.

The present size of the stem near the ground is about

Is inches in diameter. I forgo^to mention: that the leaver

on the lower part of the vine were pulled off from day to

day, as they commenced dying, so that it is now nearly

naked, with the exceptioa of the ends, which are vigor-

ous and still producing abundantly,

J. Van Buren.

Clarksville, Ga., September, 1857.

Recipe for Mending Brore.n China.—Take a very

thick solution of gum arable in water, and stir into it

plaster of Paris until the mixture becomes a viscous

paste. -Apply itwith a brush to the fractured edges, and

stick them together. In three days the article cannot

attain be broken in the same place. The whiteness of the

cement renders it doubly valuable.
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COTTON CROP OF THE UNITED STATES.

StaUment and total amount for the year ending 31«i August, 1857.

NEW ORLEANS.
Bales.

Export— V—
To Foreign ports I,293“l7
Co as twise 223,204
Stock 1st Sept. 1857 .... 7,321

1,524,242
Deduct

—

Received from Mobile,
Montgonery, &c 60,036

Received from Florida, 4,708

Received from Texas. . 17,503

Stock 1st Sept. 1856 .... 6,995

89,242

MOBILE.
Exportto Forin Ports.. 814,989

Coastwise 174,055

Consumed in Mobile &c 2,246
'Burnt at Mobile 12,700

Stock 1st Sept. 1857. .. . 4,504

508,494
Deduct

—

Rec’d from N. Orleans
Ship't to Boston, ret’d
Stock 1st Sept. 1856. . .

.

10
302

5,005

1,317

TEXAS.
Export to Foreign Ports 20,W7
Coastwise 68
Stock 1st Sept. 1857. .. . 962

Deduct

—

Stock Ist Sept. 1856....

90,505

623

30,;

FLORIDA.
Export

—

To For. Ports—Up’ds..
Coastwise—Up’ds

S. Islands.. 20,365
Burnt at Apala(;hico]a. 2,472
Stock 1st Sept. 1857. .. . 56

Deduct

—

Stock Sept. 1st 1856. . .

.

136,418

74

GEORGIA.
Export

—

To For. Ports—Up’ds..
S.l...

Coastwise—Up’ds 158,791
S. 1 10,028

Stock in SaFannah, 1st

Sept. 1857
Stock in Augusta, Ist

Sept. 1857

152,228

6,611

1
,

2,747

Deduct

—

E ec’d fm Florida—S. I.

Stock in Savannah, Ist

Sept. 1856
Stock in Augusta, 1st

Sept, 1856

332,331

6,889

1,550

1,781

10,220

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Export from Charleston.

To For. Ports—Up’ds.., 212,604
S. 1 16,581

Coastwise—Up’ds 162,541
S.l 6,908

Burnt at Charleston... 461
Stock in Charleston 1st

Sept. 1857 5,644

4(f4,739

Export from George-
town, S, C., to Coast-
wise Ports 9,500

D 9duct

—

Rec’d fra Florida—S. I.

Rec’d from Key West
and Nassau, N. P.,

(wrecked)—Up’s.. .

.

B.ec’dfm Sav’d—S. I..

Up’ds

.

Stock in Charleston, ist

Sept. 1856

414,239

8,307

431

1,589
3.437

NORTH CAROLINA.
Export—Coastwise .... 27,147

27,147

1,661,433

116,078

136,344

322,111

397,331

144,404

1,232,644

454,595

80,737

136,597

389,445 378,694

Total,

Export

—

To P'oreign Ports....
Coastwise
Manufactured
Stock, Ist Sept., 1857.

Bales.

200
5,454

18,541

420

24,615

842
, Deduct

—

Stock, Ist Sept., 1856.

Received at N. Y., from Mem-
phis, Nashville, &c., Teun..

Rec’d at Philadelphia Pm Tenn
“ at Baltimore from Tenn.

.

Total Crop.

23,773

2,022
1,236

1,496

2939,519

1366.
I

1855.

20,458

2,086
7,938
4,191

3,527,845

31,0W)

1,061

3,10*
3,500

2,847,339

Decrease from Crop of 1856 hales 588,326
Increase over Crop of 1855 92,182
Increase over Crop of 1854 9,490

Crop of Wales IlCropef Wales.
1

1856—7. ...2,939,519 1844—5... ...2,394 503
1855—6

.

...3,527,845 1843—4... ...2,030,409
1854—5. ...2,847,339 1842—3... ...2,378,875
1853—4. ...2,930 027 1841—2... ...1,683.574
1852—3. . . .3,262 882 1840—1... ...1,634.945
1851—2. . . .2,355,257 1839-40... ...2 177.835
1849-50. ...2,096,’06 1838—9... ...1,360,532
1848—9. ...2 728 596 1837—8 . .

.

...1.801,497
1847—8. ...2,347 634 1836—7... ...1,422,930
1846—7. ...1.778,651 1835—6... ...1,360,725
1845—6. ...2 100,537 1834—5... ...1,254,328

495,976

27,1471 26,098

499,272

26,139

EXPORTS TO FOREIGN PORTS, FROM SEPT. 1, 1856, TO
august 31, 1857.

FROM 1

To Gr’t
1

1

Britain.
1

To
France

1

To N. I Other
1
Eu’pelF’nP’s 1

TotaL

New Orleans, .b’ls 749,485 258,163 156,450 129,619 1,293,717
Mobile 211,281 84,840 16,570 2,348 314,989
Texas 9,792 4,428 6,687 20,907
Florida 29,125 1,764 w.

.

30,889
Savannah 138,694 R504 5,976 10,665 158,830
Charleston 138,876 40;821 28,296 21,192 229,185
North Carolina...
Virginia *'260 "200

Baltimore .

Philadelphia ”820 ’
S20

New York 145,984 2i,’601 28,600
'

SOS 196,993
Boston 4,663 1,455 6,118

Grand Total.... 1,428,870 413,257 245,798 164,632 2,252,657
Total last year.. 1,921,386 480,637 304,005 248,578 2,954,606

Decrease I 492,516 67,280 58,207
1
83,946 701,949

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GROWTH.
Crop of Bales.
1833-^.... 1,205,394
1832—3. ...1,070.438
1831—2.... 987,477
830— 1.... 1,0^,848
1829-30.... 976,845
1828- 9.... 870,415
1827—8.... 727,593
1826—7.... 957,261
1825—6.... 720,027
lf<24—5.... 569,249
1823—4.... 509,156

Crop of Sea Island Cotton.—The Crop of this Staple the past
vear (included in the General Statement) was as follows :—Flori-

da, 20,365 bales
;
Georgia, 9,764

;
and South Carolina. 15,185

—

total, 45,314 bales, against 44 512 in 1855-6
; 40,841 in 1854-5

;
and

39,686 in 1853-4.

CONSUMPTION.
Total crop o the U. States, as before

stated
Add—
Stocks on hand at the Commencement

of the Year, 1st Sept., 1856
In the Southern Ports
In the Northern Ports

Makes a supoly of...
Deduct therefrom—

The Export to h’oreign Ports 2,252,657

Loss, Foreign included 1,1G1

Stocks on hand ^'ept. 1, ’57

;

In the Southern Ports 23,589

In the Northern Ports 25,678
49,258

Burnt at N. Y ork and Baltimore I 798

bales.
I

20,014

44,157

12,939,519

64,171

3,003,690

2251 496

Taken for home use .bales. . 702,138

QUANTITY’ CONSUMED BY AND IN THE HANDS OF
MANUFACTURERS NORTH OF VIRGINIA.

Year. Ba es |Year. Bales,
j
Ye

1840—1.-297,288 1832—3-194 412
18 9-40. .295,193 1831—2.173,800
1838—9. .276,018 1831—1.182 142
1«37—8 .246,063 829-30 . 126 512
1836—7

. .222.540! 1828—
1

1827—8.120 593
1 804—5 . .216,888 i

1826—7 . 1 03 483
183, L . 196,413 1 1856—7 - 702, 138

Bales.
I

Y’ear Bales
1855—6.652,7391 1847—8 . .531,772

185^—5 . 93 584 1 816—7 .. 427,967

1853—4.610.571 1845—6. .422,597

18,5:.'—3. 671. 009
1

844—5 . .389,006

•9.104,853 1851—2.603 0291 1843—4. .346,744

1850—1 .404,108i 1842—3 . .:i2>,lv9

1849-50.487.7691 1541—2. .207,850

1848—9.518,0391
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We give below our ’’sual Table of the amount of Cotton

consumed the past year in the States South and West of Virginia,

and not included in the Receipts at the Ports. Thus

—

1850. 1851. 1852. 1853.

North Carolina.... bales 20,000 13,000 15,000 20 000

South Carolina 15,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Georgia 27,000 13,000 22,000 20,010

Alabama 6,000 4.000 5,000 5,000

Tennessee 12 000 8,000 7,000 5 000

On the Ohio, &c 27,500 12,000 16,000 30,000

Total to Sept. 1...bales 107,500 60,000 75,030 90,000

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

North Carolina ...bales 20,000 18,500 22,000 25,000

South Carolina 12.000 10,500 15.000 17,000

Georgia 23,000 20 500 26,000 23,000

Alabama 6,000 5,500 6,500 5,003

Tennessee 6,000 4,000 7.000 9,000

On the Ohio, &c 38,000 26,000 42,000 38,000

Total to Sept. 1... bales 105,000 85,000 117,500 117,000

To which, if we add, (for the past year,) the Stocks in the interi

or Towns Ist instant, (say 2000 bales,) the quantity now detained
in the interior, (say 5000 bales,) and that lost on its way to mar-
ket the past year, to the Crop as given above, received at the

Shipping Ports, the aggregate will show, as near as may be, the
amount raised in the United States the past season—say, in round
numbers, 3,014 000 bales, (after deducting 100 bales new crop re-

ceived this year to Ist inst., and some 50,000 bales rtetained in the
interior September 1st, 1856, which came forward the past season
and is already added to the Receipts at the Ports,) against

1856 bales.. 3,335,000
1855 3.178,000

1854

3,000,000

1855

3,360,000

1852 3,100,000

1851 bales.. 2 450 000
1 50 2,212,000
1849 2,840 000
1848 2,357,000

The whole Consumption of the United States the past year
to September 1, 1857, was 840,000 bales against 788,000 bales the
year before.

The quantity of new Cotton received at the Shipping Ports to

1st September was-
1857

—in
1850

1856 1,800 1849 575
1855 34,079 1848 .3,000
1854 1,890 1847
18.53 716 1846
1852 1845
1851

GOUT IN FOWIiS &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Every planter should

contribute his mite, (not the genius Acarus^ but the mite

the widow threw in, which was commended as of .more

value than the oblations of the rich
;
and sustain the South-

ern Cultivator with his practical, not theoretic mind.

I observe in one of your numbers, a correspondent is

inquisitive to know a remedy for that formidable and oft-

times fatal disease, the gout in fowls, A valuable game-
cock afforded one of my little sons an admirable subject

for experiment.

He made a salve of tar, soap and sugar, incised the

protuberance, or tumor, crosswise, and bound the foot

tightly by passing the bandage round each toe. In a few
days it was removed, and a dark, hard mucus, of a faetid

odor was extracted; and one would not imagine how such

an obdurate tumor could occupy so limited a space just

at the junction of the toes with the shank, or tibia, I be-

lieve the books call it.

Turner’s Cerate was applied after a bath of soap and
water, and now, the gouty game is assuming a bright,

new plumage, as he had been nearly plucked and bereft

of that chanticleer glory, and feeding freely on chopped
peppers and homony, and I believe, if sulphur was added,

it will be more efficacious still, to effect a perfect cure.

We have also suffered heavy losses of poultry
;
no age,

or kind, being exempt. They eject from their mouths,

by a sudden jerk, an acetous fluid, fall back and expire

;

others sit in profound repose until they extend their

wings, turn over and die.

We have found cayenne, mixed with grist or homony,
and bleeding under both wings an excellent remedy;
and I have been recommended to secure a small bag of

Asafoeitda in the poultry yard trough, with an ample sup-

ply of fresh water, as a preventive, it being a highly

fetid gum, stimulant and antispasmodic
;
it is worth a trial,

when this vindictive enemy invades our extensive poultry-

yard enclosed by a tabby wall and tabby floor, to keep

out the rats, and correct a bad atmosphere.

The oat patch you recommended, is an admirable aux-

iliary, where some 90 or 100 young tuikies luxuriate every

fine day, with their coops arranged under the grapery in

a cool shade.

I observe your Concrete Cottage, at Fruitland, is of

similar materials as our Tabby; substituting shells for

stones in the proportion of three parts of shells, to one of

lime, sand, or gravel
;
well mixed to a mortar, pounded

into a two side^ box or mould board, secured by movable

pins, to regulate the thickness and length required for the

walls.

Of this material we are now constructing a row of ne-

gro houses, v/ith a Tabby Chapel at the head, and an
avenue of native oaks on each side ; as it is well known
that when the country was in a state of nature, its sa-

lubrity was perhaps unsurpassed by any climate under

the canopy of Heaven
;
and not until its surface was ex-

posed to the intense rays of a Southern Sun, by the axe,

plough and hoe, that its inhabitants were subject to en-

demics, as epidemics were little known. To restore our

dwellings to as near a state of nature as a dense shade

surrounding them, would certainly promote health
;
which

has been tested here from 1818 to the present time.

When the roving savage paddled from isle to isle, which
stretch along our beautiful sea coast

;
luxuriating on finer

oysters than can now be found
;
casting the bivalves in

massive mounds around their wigwams
;
the Knistereaux

of the Algonquius, and perhaps the Isicus of the Latins

;

they scarcely ever dreamed, if at all—their visions of the

future never suggested the idea, that more thrifty and ad-

ventitious peace would supercede them, and apply these

very shells they threw away as useless, in constructing

durable, cheap buildings, and paving roads, rendering them
equal to plank roads. Yet such are the facts, and these

testaceous molusks, collected for centuries by the Indians^

are now affording us valuable materials in extensive de-

posits on this island.

My son has lately introduced a plow of his own plan,

made in Savannah
;
that may be a valuable acquisation in

breaking and mellowing your hard-pan clay soil in the up
country.

Blade 6 inches long by 4 wide, coulter 10 or 12 inches

long, with a back-brace 3 inches, turned up 1 inch to be

let into the beam
;
made of bar iron about i or 1 inch

thick, which any Blacksmith can make and jobbing Car-

penter stock.

I cannot close this article better than in the didactic

language of the great Jewish Lawgiver, in his Meshalim.
“ My son, keep thy Father’s commandment, and forsake

not the law of thy Mother : Bind them continually upon
their heart, and tie them about thy neck. Where thou

goest, it shall lead thee
;
when thou sleepest, it shall keep

thee
;
and when thou wakest, it shall talk with thee. Go

to the Ant, thou sluggard
;
consider her way’s and be

wise ! !
” A Planter.

Glynn Co., June, 1857.

A Thousand Fold.—We have just been informed, on
the authority of a citizen of Monroe county, whose word
is entitled to implicit credit, that he was shown a bunch
of wheat containing seventy stalks. On each stalk there

was an average of fifteen grains to each head, making in

all the enormous yield of one thousand and fifty grains of

wheat from a single grain.

Nor is this to be regarded as an isolated case. The
crop in the country is represented as being as good as it

is possible for the land to make it. We congratulate

ourselves, therefore, on the prospect of cheap bread foi

another year .—Forsyth Journal, June 20.
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Sh ertistments.

GRAPE CULTURE AND WINE.

PERSONS desirous rf x^lantiug vineyards are respectfully in-

formed that the undersigned are prepared to enter into Con-
tracts at such rates as ought to induce every Planter and Farmer
to experiment with a few acres

;
being convinced from observa-

tion of experiments already made that Northern Georgia, Ala-

bama, and East Tenno.Ssee, are better adapted to the Grape than
any portions of ihe United States, the Great Valley of the Ohio not

excepted.
The cultivation of the Grape, and the making of Wine has been

our occupation from early childhood, our parents having extensive

vineyards of their own in Germany. This gives us a practical ex-

perience, vrhich amhorises us to say that satisfaction in all cases

will be guaranteed, and succc.ss warranted.
We re.spectfu!ly refer the public to H. W Massengale. Chatta-

nooga, Tenn.; X. G. IVJcFarland, Rossville, Walker county Ga.;

Isaac B. Nichols, Opelika, Catoosa county, Ga., and W. F. W.
Fischer, Dalton, Ga.; Mr. FUscher’s Viuejard was planted by us,

and being on the Railroad, we invite persons to call and examine
for themselves.

We have for sale, as well as to plant, a large quantity of

Catawba CUT''JTNGS, aud upwards of 40,000 Rooted VINES,
which will mature one year earlier than the cuttings. We solicit

a share of public patronage, and will deliver either rooted

vines or cuttings, during the jdanting season, at Chattanooga or

Knoxville, Tenn.; Dalton, Rome, Atlanta or Augusta, Ga.
CHARLES PHILLIPPI,
JOHN SCHMITT.

Rossville, Walker Co., Ga., Nov., 1857. Nov57—3t

SAUL’S NURSERY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Fruit trees, evergreens, dutch bulbous
ROOTS, &c. The proprietor respectfully calls the atten-

tion of Nurserymen, Planters, Sec., to the following nursery stock,

which are remarkably fine this season, and lov/ in price :

20,000

Dwarf Pears, choicest varieties native and European,
those best suited to the Quince stock—very fine trees.

15 000 Peach Trees, standard kinds—splendid trees—Apples
Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Quince, Grape Vines, Strawberries,
Raspberries, Blackberries. &c.

20,000

Currants, Red and White Dutch, Red and White Grape,
Victoria, Black Naples, Sec.—strong plants.

20,000

Gooseberries—the large English varieties—strong.

500,000

Norway Spruce, 4 to 6 and 6 to 8 inches, transplanted,

stocky and well rooted.

20,000

Chinese Arbor Vitae—two year seedlings.

15,00

Silver Maple Seedings.
Dutch Bulbous Roots—an extensive collection—^received direct

from Holland about middle September, and from houses with
which I am acquainted.
Garden and Flower Seeds in great variety, with all articles per-

taining to the nursery and seed trade, of best quality aud cheap.

Catalogues can be had on application.

JOHN SAUL,
Nov—3t Washington City, D. C.

WASHINGTON NURSERY—CCLUMBUS,
Mississippi.

C. TUCKER, Flor St and Nurseryman, Columbus, Miss.,

• has constantly on hand a. large and.splendid assortment of
Apples, Peai-s, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Almonds, Figs, Pecans, Grapes, Raspberries, Ounants, Strawber-
ries.

Rare Evergreens, Roses, Vines, Trees, Shrubs, &c., BiUbous
Rods, and Gieenhouse Plants of the most beautiful and choice
descriptions.

All plants ordered will be carefully packed in moss. Cata-
logues sent where desired. Nov57—5t

" LANDSCAPE GAMENING.
ri"^ HE subscriber will devote a por ion of h s time, the coming
_L winter to LANDSCAPE GaRDFNING, L-YIN f OUT
GROUNDS, PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TKEE-^, SHi Up-
ELRY, Sec. Vc When the distance is not too gr< at. he w li su-
peri' tend ai operations m persoi/

;
and -will furni.'^li plans to rem te

applicants w ho wdll describe their grounds and state clearly their
desires. Address ROBERT NELSON,

Nov57-tf ' Augusta, Ga.

CROWDER COTTON SEED.
1 OOA bushels, in sacks of 2-} bu-hels, at $2 per sack.

X viO Vy This is a longlim ed coitonotfu 1 medium size, mak-
ing r. g.t.arly from early till late, ann shedding less than any other
variety. Al.-o i0( 0 Imshels OLIVE, same pi ice.

Orders, inclosing cash or Cojuvuission Merchant’s authority to
draw, will be promptly filled. Addp ss

Dll A W. WASHBURN
N'^v.57—.5'* Y->z"n « "i v, TlTias

NEWMAN’S THORIvLEBS BLACKBERRY.
I
?Ntl.Y rooted PLANTS of this valnaMe mw variety will tie

sent out this leason at. $4 per doz.; $10 per fiity
; $18 peU

hundred, and $130 per thousand. Address
A. A. BENSFL,

Milton, Ulster Goa ty, N. Y.,

Nov57—U* Sole Agent for sale of plants.

TO COTTON PLANTERS.

The Subscriber has thoroughly tried at Macon and Coinmbtis,
Georgia, his wrought Iron CO ( TON SCREW, where two of

them are now standing and will remain until October fo inspection.

I believe it is the cheapest, by halt, ever offered for the purpose of
pressing cotton or hay, as the frame, screw-pin. and levers at e ail

of wrought-iron. It should be attached to the gin house, and bavo
it put up through the floor, as the ordinary press—the levers being
only five feet in length— to have the widt i of the house and 18 or
20 feet in length, the lint could then ue placed all around tbo
screw. Then a man can take five hands and pack as many five

hundred pound bales in one day, with as little labor to the hand, aa
the same five and two more, with a horse, can on the wood-.screw
in the same time. Three hands can put up one and take it down,
and it can be carried at one load with four mules to any point. A«
this is for the publ'c eye,I will give the amount of timber necessary
for comnleting one :

1 piece 17 feet ’ong 41 by 9.

6 17 2 by 9.

2 17 4 by 6.

18 tl 9 2 by 12.

3 16 2 by 4.

5 “ 10 1 by 10.

1

' This to be of
1 14 6 by 16. -! tough timber

—

L pine or oak.

2 a 13 2 by 12.

2 14 l4^ by 9.

2 10 1 by 5.

1 5i 9 by 23.

Thi.s makes a box near nine feet deep with bed and follower, and
all other fixtures. Ifurnisb the iron a' d the work done on it at
Macon and put th above lumber to it at the place where it is want-
ed, the purchaser, furnishing the lumber aud paying the freight

from Macon, t an have one of the handiest and cheapest Cotton
Screws now known, its dm ability considered, as it is given up Uy
all f-ho have seen it, lo be a 1 fetime investment. 1 can pack 500
pound-swith three hands

—

take five hands and there is no hard
work done. Fr ce $150 this year.

I expect, if life lasts, to have one at the next State Fair, and
w( ukl be glad to see one of every other pattern of [iressos now
in use there, and let the wor’d judge for itself. 1 then txj.>e t to

sell the right in any size territory that may be desire. 1 on rtason-

able teru s. v/ith a working model within the limits of such coun-

ty or counties, and all the information neces.'^ary for putting them
up aud working them. Add.css JAMES MASbEY.
No\57—.f TLomasville, Ga.

eOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM wiling to d spose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOWN E w LS, in lamb

;
a.'so four fine year.ing BUCKS, not

related to theEwt^s.
Persons wisbii'g to make trial of this celebra'ed v.arie ty of North-

ern ELeep would do wen to avail ttiemse, ves of this oppoiluuity
to oUtab) a siua i tl ck cf nndt ubteo pur’tv.

1 wik sen a Buck aiid three Ewes for $1<'0, if applied for prior

to the 1st 'f January next. lliCllAKD PF.'I l.R.'s,

Dec. (I—tf • At at ta Ga.

SO'GTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,
1 >OUND volumes of the SOU ‘ HEN CULTIVATOR for 1856.

.1 > may now t e obtained at tins office i’nce, $1,50. Or we will
send it by mail, post-paid at $1,80. Address,

WM. s. JONE3, Augusta, Gsv
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NEW TREATISE ON LAND SURVEYING.
Jusr Published

By E. C. & J. BIDDLE, Philadelphia. A TREATISE ON
SURVEYING, in which the theory and practice are fally ex-

plained. Preceded b}' a short Treatise on Logarithms, and also

by a compendious sy.stem of Plain Trigonometry. The whole il-

lustrated by numerous example.=. By Samuel Alsop, author of a
"Treatise on Algebra,” &c. In the above named v/ork, the author
has given definite and precise directions for practice, and has em-
braced in it everything which aa extensive business in Land Pur-

veying would be likely to require.

The work will be mailed at $1 75 per copy, including postage.

Nov—3t

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

T he RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond conntv, Ga.,) con-
tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, atl2i^ cents

per yard—finding every material except the Wool. The exten-
sive and constantly increasing patronage the Factory has enjoy-

ed for years past, assure the proprietors that the article of Winter
Clothing for Negroes made by them, has not been surpassed by
any cloth made North or South.
Recent extensive improvements and additions not only enable

us to keep up the standard of the Goods, bnt to secure an .early

delivery of the same.
Planters or others, who may desire to avail themselves of this

opportunity and secure a first rate article at a moderate cc.-^t have
only to send ua the Wool washed clean in cold water

:
(if sent dirty

oae'-half a cent per yard extra will be charged for washing.) Bur-
ry Wool is not objectionable—the Buns are removed by machin-
er>'.

The name of the owner should be marked on all packages sent
us. Wool sent by any of the Railroads in Georgia, Alabama or

South Carolina, to the Augusta Depot, marked Richmond Factory,
(and owneFs name also.) will be regularly and promptly received,

and the cloth when made, returned to the points directed. Each
parcel is made up in the turn received, hence an early delivery is

always desirable. All instnictions to

June57—fit Vf I. SCHLEY, President, Augusta, Ga.

GRAPE VINES AT IONA,

Delaware, Concord, Union Village, Early Hudson, Hartford
Prolific, Raabes’s Clara, Saabe, El . ingburg, Rebecca, Herbe-

mont, Garrigues, Arkansas, York Madeira, Clinton, Emily, Minor,
Catawba, Diana, To Kalon, Canby’s August. Marion, Bland,
Lyman, Brinckle, Mountain, Isabella, and Hyde’s Eliza.

Also, Strawberry, McGowan, Charter Oak, and Northern Mus-
cadine.

A general assortment of RASPBERRY PLANTS, including
Brinckle’s Orange, which is the best of a. I Ra.spberries in cultiva-

tion for the market or garden. A small lot of Myatt’s Linnsue
RHUBARB PLANTS, superior.

All of the above plants are offered singly, by the dozen, or to the
trade. Address C W. GRANT.

Oct57—tf Iona, near Peekskill, Westchester Co., N. Y.

Fruit and orna^iental trees, including
EVERDREENS, the finest collection in the Union. 1,700

lbs. Chinese Sugar Cane, and also, parcels of 8000 Seeds, post-paid,

fer $1 25. Chinese Imperial Rice White Potatoes, the most valu-
able of Esculents—the only ones for sale of American growth, at

at $3 per dozen—S5 per 20—S20 per lOO. Osier Willows—8 fin st

kinds— to $5 per 1000. Lawton Blackberry $18 per 100—$2
per doz. Grapes. Gmseberries, Raspberries and Cnrrants at

lowest rates. T on lus and Victoria Khubarb $0 per 100. Arbor
Vitje. sm'^ll for He ;ges, and large sizes. Ail Evergreens of small
sizes for Nurse. sei. All the new native Grapes TrLe and Shrub,
Vegetable, Fiow e.’ and Evegreen Tree Seeds. Earth Almo.-.ds. Yel-
low and Honey. Locust and Osage ('range Seeds. Strawberries

—

20 splendid mark^-t varieties— Si to $2 per 1(X).

Priced Catalogues of every Department sent to applicants who
enclose stamps. W. R. PRINCE & CO.

Fiushiug, N Y. Mav57ft

VINEYARDS IN THE SOUTH ! !

ROOTED VINES and CUTTINGS ot the CA'l'AWBA—the
great Wine Grape of the South— will be furnished by the ub-

icriber. from Vineyards under his own d rection at M»utg‘:mery,
Ala., Dilton. Atlanta, Crawfordsville, Washington and Augusta,
Ga . and Abbevil e, S. C. To insure freshness and save transpor-

tation, applicants will be furn shed trom Vineyards nearest to

them, in all practicable cases. These Vines and Cuttings will be
ready for delivery by the 1st of January, 1858, and as the supply is

limited, early applications are advisable.
gZ^^Purcha-sers wdl be fu nished with full printed directions

for plant i' g. cultivating and pruning fhe vines until they come into

full bearing—these directions w 11 be so pla n and explicit i hat any
person can be sure of success. My Wine has stood the test of the
best judges

; it is now in market, and will rest on its own merits.

Address; CHARLES AXT,
Oct57—tf Crawfordville, Ga.

* ^ACK ESSExIhOGS.

For sale, a few pair of three to four months old. at $20 per
pair For Lot Hogs, I consider this bre- d sup^riur to any

other— they cannot be made to take the mange ana are free from
cuiaueoxis eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which bogs are

00 liable when conffaed ia dry pens in a ? outbem climate. Address
Roy55—tf R. PETERd, Atla&u, Ga,

I

FOR SALE.
I TTAVING determined to remove West, I offer for .sale my RE-
XI SIDENCE in the immediate vicinity of Columbus, and my
PLAN TATION in Russell county, Ala.
The former is a handsome and comm- dious building, contaming

ten rooms, besides basement, store and ironing rooms. The
outbuildings are well arranged for comfort and convenience. At-
tached to the residence are twenty acres of land, in fine cultivation^
with a position on the main road, sufficient for one or more build-
ing lots. The healthfulness of the locality is unsurpassed.
My Plantation is 15 miles w’cst of Columbus, on Uchee Creek,

and 5 miles from the Mobile & Girard Railroad, .and contains
2,600 acres. My success in making cotton is the best criter-

ion of its claims upon the. purchaser. Being susceptible of subdi-
vision into three or four farms, some of which have improvements,
I will sell all together or in separate settlements to suit purchasers.

I

If desirable, I will sell the growing crop with the land, arranging
for the overseer to remain with the hands to gather the crop under

I the direction of the pui’chaser.

I

In my absence, any one wishing to see my house and lot, can ap-

I

ply to my neighbors, Mr. Wm. A. Redd, A. C. FIcwellen, or W. E.
Jones. J. R. JONES.
Columbus, Ga., June 9, 1857.—oct57—tf

SOUTHERN PLANTERS!
i Encourage your own Manufactures, which are now lan-

I gnishing for want of your support,

j

X TAKE this method of informing Planters that I am still manu-
I
X facturing at Belleville Factory, Au.gusta, Georgia, a first rate
article ofNEGRO CLOTH, made of strong, double, well twisted
cotton warp, and pure wool filling

;
which I warrant as a faithful

article, and to wear longer than any Northern goods
Being one of the pioneers in manufactariug in Georgia, I have

had to struggle against aSbree competition from the Massachusetts
manufacturers—for their skill could put a good face on an tnfi rior

artie'e. which they could sell nominally cheaper than I could a faith-

ful article. Hence, merchants as ell as planters, refused to en-
courage Southern enterprise, because Northern goods were offered
at a few cents per yard less, overlooking the vast difference in the
quality ofthe material used. Is not now the time for planters to

encourage Southern manufactures, and make ns independent of
the North, especially when goods are offered at a reasonable price,

and of a quality that will give satisfaction.

All orders will be filled in their turn, and forwarded as directed
;

on receipt of the goods, an order on yonr factor, or your note pay-
able 1st of January, will be satisfac ory. At the prices mentioned
below, the goods will be delivered in Augusta and forwarded as
directed.

Extra Heavy Twills 42 cents, 30 inches wide.
Heavy Plain 32 “ 30
WOOL will be taken in exchange for goods, at 20 cents per Ibj

for unwashed, free of bnrrrs or 30 cents for clean washed—the
wool to be delivered in Augusta. Ifthere are burs in it. the weight
of burs deducted. I vvill pay freight on the wool and deduct it

when settling for it. It can be sent to S. H. Oliver, ray agent at

Augusta, and the goods will be forwarded nromptlv on receipt of
the wool. (iEORGlE 8CHLEY.
Aug.57— 4t ^

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

SITUATED on the ea.st side of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-
bany, the river forming the Western 1 ouudary, containing

1,346 Pares (more or less) first quality PINE LAND. Between 500
and 600 acres are in cuitivation, all of which is fresh, none of it hav-
ng been cuitivatefi more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will
comprise all the waste land on the. plantation. The improvements
a: e a good Gin House, Overseer’s House, C ibs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the Ue proprietor is hisrea.son lor wishing to

sell. Apply to S. H. H ARRIS, on the Plantation, or
E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, FJa.

p^Pos'ession given 1st January next.
Albany, Ga., March 27, 1857. Aug.57—5t*

EVERGREENS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
for the South.

A FEW rar^and beautiful EVERGREENS, Trees and Shruba
qf the proper size for transplanting may now be obt>.lned

from the subscuber. The col'ections embrares the Deodar Ce-
dar, Cryptomeria Japouica. Oriental (lypress, Norway Suruce,
Silver Pir White Pine, Balsam Fir Silver, Cedar, Irish, English
ar d Pyramidal Yew, Swedi.^h .lumper, American and Chinese
Arbor Vitas: Cedar of tvcbanon. Magnolia Grand'flora, "Mock
Orange,’’ Pirtosperum, &c , Ac.: in short all the most desirable
Evergreen Trees and .Shrubs tha fi rnHsh in this latitude. DECl-
DU 'US SHRUBS and TREES, of many var.eties can also bo
supplied in quantity, (.''ee Descriptive Catalog- e sett gratis per
mail.) Address, fDec56—tf] D. REDMOND, Am-nsta, Ga,.

RUMSOM NURSERIES.

25.000
PEACH TREES, of fine growth and approved
varieties.

lOnOOO.SAGE OBANGE PLANTS for Hedging.
5.000 ASPARAGUS ROOTS.
Also, STRAWBERRY PLANTS. Basket WILLf'W (SiUx

fleZiz; CUTTINGS, &c. ASHER HANCE & SON.
Oct57—3t Near Red Bank, Monmouth co., K Y.
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
Mill Improved.

(PATENTED MAY It), 1B54.)

Manfactwred of the best materials by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & CO., under the immediate supervision

of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN GENERAL
AGENTS, AUGUSTA, GA.

The attention of Planters and Stock Feeders is respectfully
called to this MILL, as combining in a remarkable degree,

portability and power, simplicity of construction and arrange
ment, durability, and lightness of draught.
In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions
will accompany each miU.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
<!3orn and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from beino over heated, over-feeding and drinking,
and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone

;
and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made

the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding
Com and Cob Meal.
Caution.—The Little Giant has always taken the first premium

wherever exhibited
;
and we challenge the patentees, manufac-

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce proofs of its ever
having been equalled at any trial conducted by disinterested per-
sons a'nd on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, and such the
celebrity which it has gained during the two years of its existence,
that several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their
appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant’s thunder, they may
be able to follow in its footsteps and -bare its fame. These mills
are guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according
to the directions and as evidence of their durability, a No, 2 Mill,
which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill, which
has ground fitteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.
The smallest size, No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is ottered at the low price of -$35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to
ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold at $.50. No 3 re
quires two horses, will grind fifteen Imshels per hour, and sells for
$60.

We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-
ceived, and we have in our possession official written and printed
testimonials which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others

:

TESTIMONIALS.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855
I have been nrnning one of SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN

AND COB MILLS, No 4, for the last five weeks, and it per
forms to my entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour. But I have ground over thirty-five bushels in an
hoar and a half, oi equal to twenty -three and half bushels per
hoar. In feeding thirty horses I save at least one hundred bushels
of Corn per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of
Corn with the Cob, where I formerly fel three hundred. Icon
sider it decidedly the best kind of crusher ever got up and if I
could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

I. D M THEWS,
Proprietor of the Augusta. Omnibuses.

Augusta, Ga., Aprfl 20, 8’ 7.

Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gents.—After having used the
Little Giant con.stantly for two years. I cheerfully confirm every
statement made in my certificate of the 3d of April, 1855.

I. D. MATHEWS.
Beech Island, S. C.. April 1, 1857.

^ Messrs. Carmichael Bean, Augusta, Ga.—Gents.—I have

had a No. 3 Little Giant in constant use for the last two years,

and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob Meal. I have
never worked my horses and mules harder than during this time,

and they have never been in better condition than they are now.
Two horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easil}-, and I feel

confident that I save fully SO per cent by using the mill. I am ac-

quainted with several kinds of crushers, but consider the Little

Giant far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yeurs respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.
Messrs. Carmichael <fc Bean—Gents —We are using the Little

Giant Corn and Cob Mills, which we bought from you, and here
by recommend them to Planters and Stock Feeders as the most
simple and durable, the most easily pi’opelled, and best crushers
we have ever seen, and by the use. of w'hich we believe a saving
of one-third is made.
NATHAN CEA’WFORD, Columbia county, Ga.

(Dr. Crawford has two mills in use.

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield District, S. C.

(Mr. Rambo has three mills at different places.)

J. PRINTUP, Warren countv, Ga.
JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke county, Ga.
T J. SMITH, Hancock county, Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe county, Ga.

(Mr Barrow has two mills.)

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.
WM. J. EVE. Richmond county, Ga.
GOODE BRYAN. Richmond county, Ga.
WM. J. MIMS, Hichmond county, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, Jefferson county, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Hall county, Ga.
JAMES M. HARRIS, Hancock countv. Ga,
A. H. COLLINS, Columbia county, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burke county, Ga.

(Mr. Schiev is using tw'o mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga."

JAMES TORRYE, Lexington, Miss. May57—tf

BELTON’S SELF-SHARPENING
PORTABLE GRIST MILL.

patented JANUARY 2, 1855.

PATENT

FOETABLE GRAIN lOLLe
TROYjN. T.

For grinding all kinds of Grain, including Corn and Cob, and
and adapted to the use of Planters, by Horse Power.

This is one of the most valuable inventions of the day. Posses-
sing all the qualifications requisite to make it available to the
Planter, it is dest ned to supply a want that has Icng been felt by
that portion of the community. It occupies a space of only two
feet bv three, and weighs about 300 lbs. It is very simple in con-
struction,—the grinding surfaces are of the most durable charac-
ter, and are Seif-Sharpening, requiring no skill to keep in order,

and should they ever wear out, can be replaced at a trifling cost,

—and the price comes within the reach or every Planter and
Farmer.

It is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with one horse power,
and from six to eight bushels with two horse power

;
it grinds suf-

ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
va uable feature
The perfecting of this miT is the result of a long series of ex-

periments which have been attended with great expense, but the
success of the enterprise is most complete. Numerous testimo-

nials, in its favor have been received and will be cheerfully ex-

hi ited to all.

All orders for Mills, Communications, &c., will be promptly at-

tended to, and should be addressed to the Agent,
May57—tf D. CHAFFEE, Augusta, Ga.

FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
Fruits and Flowers for the South I

ffIHE Subscriber has 'ately issued a NEW CATALOGUE OF
X FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH, in which aU the BEST and
most desirable NATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (suitable to our
climate) are fully described

;
with special dh’ections for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c. Also, a
selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful
ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc., etc.; forming a familiar treatise
for amateurs and those who desire to add to the comfort and adorn
ment of their homes.
This Catalogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, FREE OF

POSTAGE, by addressing D. REDMOND, Augustr., Ga.
Deco6—tf
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CORN AND COB MILLS.

The undersigned Iiave now in store and ofper for sale the follow-

ing CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEAVITT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young Ainenca” claim for this Mill;

1st. That it will crash Coi’u and Cob
;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant’

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition

at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultirral Society for 1855, in grmd-
ing half of a bushel of Corn and Cob :

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 10.

“Little Giant” ....44- 15.

“Mavnor’s Champion.. . ....5 “
20.

“Colburn’s Mill” ....7^
“

32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong and durable, its grinding parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Com and Cob Crasher in ixse.

Noy56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA
For Sale.

T he Subscriber offers for sale six improvedPLANTATIONS,
containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 35,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.
The Railroad from Macon will be completed to Albany 'ey 1st

Sept, next
;
thus giving easy access to all of the above named

lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. 10th. 1856. Nov56—tf

‘^FRUITLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.
IMPORTANT NEW ARRANGEMENT.

The Subscriber takes great pleasure in informing his customers
and the Fruit Growers of the South generally, that he has

recently made an arrangement with the well known Pomologist,
Louis E. Berckmans, Esq., now of New Jersey, by which he will
have full access to all the grafts and buds of that gentlemans col-

lections of Pears, which wany hundred of the best named
varieties, and more than twenty thousand new seedlings of great
promise. In addition to this unrivalled collection or Pears, the
specimen orchards of M. Berckbians contain all the best and
rarest variety of other fruit known in Euroije and America, from
which we shall cull every thing of special merit. It is not our ob-
ject to multiply varieties, but to select, with the gi'eatest care, the
very best for extensive propagation.
A limited number of the choicest Pear trees, selected by M.

Berckmans, will be offered from my Nursery the coming fall, and
all the leading varieties of Southern Fruit, Roses, Ornamental
Trees, Strawberry Plants, Grape Vines, &c., &c., can then be fur-
mshed in quantity, at very moderate prices.

^^Full Descriptive and Priced Catalogues, sent postpaid to all

applicants. Address, D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
April57—tf

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND SEED

NJO. 251 Pearl street
York.

Warehouse.
(between Fulton and John streets), New

Tredvvell <fe Jones, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in
all kinds of AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL IM.
ELEMENTS and MACHINERY for Plantation use, invite the
attention of Dealers and Planters to their large assortment of
Implements expressly adapted for the South—comprising upwards
of One Hundred and Fifty different styles of PLOUGHS and
Plough Castings, and patterns for Casting all kinds of Plantation
Machmery.

Fertilisers, field and garden seeds.
Any Implements, Castings or Machinery manufactured to order,

at short notice, in a superior manner. ‘ May57—tf

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subscriber respectfully calls the attention of ‘''outhern

Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-
GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. li’ov di’iving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation saw mills, or corn mills, pumping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses will
readily move them place to place over any ordinary road. They
require no brick-rvork to set them up, but they are all ready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a sraoke-iiipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, ard all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with pd ensure upon the intro-

duction of these Engines, to take the ])lace of horse-power in gm-
ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost or lunuing a 6, 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
21- Horse Power $375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1,100

A pamphlet containing fuller piarticulars will be sent by mail to
any person requesting it. Address,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb.57—ly 98 Magane St., New Orleans.

STOC^; FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis <fc Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negi’o Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres weU set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together -with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Faim and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
party familiar wuth Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West Termessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together wuth my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at
o’clock, A. M., and returns at o’clock, P. M.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memphis, Tenn*

YOUNG AMERICA CORN AND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and. best.

WE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses all other.s

in speed and durability, simplicitv and strength as well as
economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being sepa-

rate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a small
expense.
The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fairs

of New York, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various States.

The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and
nearly twice as fast as any other Corn or Cora and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.

Planters are invited to examine the Mill and compare its ad-

vantages. JOHN & TH03. A. BONES.
March- tf
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PURE DEVONS AND GRADE DEVONS

For Sale.

For sale the thorougk-bred North Devoo BULL CALF
“ Soutkei-Tier," 5 months old, of fine form and proportion. Sire

Keokuk (prize bull), and dam, “Lively Dame both Herd Book
animals of undoubted pedigree.

Also, a pair of CALVES (heifer and bull) 5 months old, sired by
the above Bull (Keokuk) and from excellent Short Horn or Dur-
ham Cows. For terms, Ac., address

June57—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga,

TO SEEDSMAN, PLANTERS, &c.

THORBURN’S preliminary wholesale priced
LIST of Vegetable and Agricultural SEEDS, DUTCH BUL-

BOUS ROOTS, DOUBLE DAHLIAS, &c., for the fall of 1857, is

tust published, and will be mailed to dealers and others requiring

seeds iu qua 'titles, by enclosing a stamp for return postage.

This year’s seeds, so far as harvested, are of prime quality, gene-
rally abundant, and prices correspondingly moderate.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
Sept57—3t Saedamen, &c., 15 John street, New York.

WASHBURN’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL
Implements

Are unqnestionably the greatest advance in the adaptation of
labor-saving Machinery to toe production of Cotton that ha.s

been made since the invention of the Saw (Jin.

The COTTON and CORN PLANTER performs the entire ope-

ration of planting with one hand and one mule ten acres a day. It

reduces he ridg' ,
na matter how rou rh or c.lody, to a smoothe oval

surface ;
opens the drill to any f e.siral)le depth, equally in sott or

hard ground
;
deposits the seed m any d sira’^le quantity, all the

seed taking position in line at the same depth and, therefore, com-
ing np at the same time

;
closes the drill and ligntly compres.?es

the surface, caving it free fr >m clods, not liable to be uncovered
or c vered deeper hard rains, and securing a perfect stand in

the drie t weather
The combined SCRAPER and HRiLER is a double-acting ma-

chine, doing the work on both sides ef a row at,puce. When used
as a Scraper, operated by one hand and two mu’es, it bars off and
scrapes both siues of a row at the rate of ten acres a day in the
most perfect manner, so as not to cover np cotton when it is just

cut of the ground.
It enables one hand and two mu’es to perform what now requires

four hands, four implements and four mnles. The same machine,
when intd as a Hiller, mou ds both sides of a row at once, gradu-

ating to any desirab e depth, the dirt placed around the yourg
plan's, so that a 1 are dirt d (not covered up) and the surface of

the row left free from clods.

The operation of moulding young com and c;Uon with this ma-
chine iff performed w ih ease to the band and te,ain at the rate of

ten acres a day. Both maeh nes are made of iron and well sea-

soned wlute oak timber m the mo-t durable manner, ond wdl last

Ip. n ffiriit-‘ly. All necessary repa rs can be done on the plantation

by an ordinary blacksmith and carpenter.

The whole crop of corn and cotton can be planted, scraped,

mould' d by the use of these machines with fwo-th'rds the force

now required, ai d the work bett r done 'ban by any o her method.
Oar m ide of businesc is to receive the Draft f rhe planter on his

Merchant (or any one whom he may aiithorize to pay his Dra't,;

pay able on the fir.-t of January, F bruary or Marm, and we will

ddiivt-.r the macli nes in lime for use. ^hou]d tbe money be drawn
and tiiemaehints not de icered in time for u e we will reluid it

iuimeoiately on notice. Freight and forwarding charge must be
pad by he co sigut-e. or t ey cannot be delivered.

Those who desire to use them nerst’season shou d order immedi-
ate y, as none w ill Ue made except io order, and the supply of ma-
terial i-ollcitei for .ue sea on’s manufacture, will de,.end on the
number of oiders.

Ke veral or.iers f li’ed to he fiiVd last season for want of materials
©wi"g o fie lateness of their receipt.

The price of the Piaiiter is $50, the Combined Scraper and Hill-

er, Sod ea-h on delivery.

For Machines and Oounty Rights, address
A. W. WASHBURN & CO

,

Yazoo City, Miss.

Testimonials.

On Friday last we visited Mr. James P. Sessions farm near Jack-
son, for the purpo.so of examining the agricultural implements, pa-

tented by Dr. A. W. Washburn, as well as to sec them operated in

the field by Col James J B White. We are highly gratified and
pleased with each. The planter is unexceptionable, and performs

its work wbb great speed and perfection.

We confidently recommend them to the patronage of all planters,

believing that they are, as heretofore represented by many planters

and overseers, truly labor-saving machines
Oeorge S. Yerger, J. M. Moore,

Madison McAfee, G W. Russell,

J. A. Horn, Oliver Barrett,

C. A. Moore, Howell Hobs,

J. R. Harris, R. N. Eubank,

T. Graves, James P. Sessions.

*' Good Intknt Plantation” Dear Creek, ?

Issaquena Co., Miss:, Sept. 30, Iftjfi. i

To Col. James J B White -.—Dear Sir—Having minutely cx-

ftmined, and further witnessed the operation of Dr. A. W. Wash-

burn’s newly invented Cotton Planter, and Scraper, I take grea
pleasure in pronouncing them perfect and complete machines, fof
the work they are intended to perfoinn

;
having extensively patron-

ized them myself, 1 confidently recommend them to the use of all
planters, believing they will insure and inaintaia a certain stand of
cotton. Yours very respectfully,

CHARLES J. FORE.
The undersigned have seen Dr. Washburn’s Agricultural Imple-

ments in operation, and are satisfied that for .speed and perfection
of work, they surpass anything we have ever seen.

PLANTERS. OVERSEERS.
Joseph Andrews, D. H. Howson,
James J. B. White, J. B. Garrott,
George W. Woodberry, Wm. L. Clark,
E. B. Rundell, .Tno. T. Judkins,
A. G. Bennett, H. G. Geeter.

It has been repeatedl)^ said of the Planter that there is neither
room nor need for further improvement. But we shall improve on
those made hereafter in several mechanical points, which will ren-
der more attainable and still more perfect the complete result
Finding the Chopper unimportant, w’e have discontinued it. and

combined the Scraper and Hiller into one machine This will
cheapen the price of the set, save transportation, and make a more^
convenient as well as better Scraper. With the combined Scra-
per and Hil'er,cotton may be scraped close to the drill, as soon as it

is out of the ground, without being covered up, thus facilitating the
raxjid forwarding of a late planting, or preventing the establish-
ment of an early stand of grass on land that has been in com.
These improvements render Washburn’s Planter, and Combined

Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-.saving implements ever
offered to the cotton planter. The work of each, whether planting,
scraping, or hilling, is done by one hand at the rate of ten acres a
day in an efficient and uniform manner, surpassing in every ele-

ment of perfection similar work done by any other means They
unquestion-ably pay for themselves in one year, while they last

many years. The following is some of the testimony which the
trial of these machines has elicited. It will be observed that some
of the names are the same which were given last year. The rea-
son of this is that their first opimons were formed on witnessing a
mere experiment in our own fields, or where they might suppose
the most favorable circumstanees had been secured for exhibiting
to advantage.
Now they testify positively of their own extensive use.

Monterey, Yazoo County, April i, 1857.
I am planting with three of Washburn’s Planters and am satis-

fied they do the best planting I ever saw. J. M. DEMENT,
Overseer for A M. Payne.

April 1st, 1857.

I have tried Washburn’s Planter and am satisfied with the work
and recommend it to the planting community.

D. McCURRY,
Overseer for Col. J. D. Stewart.

April 1st 1857.

I have tried Washburn’s Cotton Planter, and find tall that it is

represenfld to be. N B. STREET,
Overseer for Joseph Andrews.

IVANHoE Plantation. April 13tb, 1&57.

Having used one of Dr. A. W. Washburn’s patent Planters, 1 feel

no hesitation in saying that 'he same works beautifully, so much so
that in my opinion, he has left no room for further improvement in

the way of an implement with which to plant cotton.

S. GROVES CHAMBERS,
Overseer for Geo. S. Yerger.

Yazoo County, May 3, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Wasklntm—Dear Sir:—1 have secured a perf ct stand
ofcotron under most unfavorable circumstances, by using your
Planter. JAMES P. O’RILEY,

Yazoo County, April 2, 1857
Dr. A. W. Washhurn—Dear Sir :— t have witnessed a thorough

trial of your Cotton Pianter. I; peiform.s admirably, and caanot
fail to give universal satisfaction. Very respcctfuby,

W. PARKER SCOTi , Ep scopal Minister.

WYOMING PLANTATION, May 28, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir:—Having Ifaf rough y tested
your Planters, both on the Hid sid s and level lands, J feel no hesi-

tancy in pronouncing them the best implements of the kind I ha'"©

ever seen, and would recommend them to every planter who de-
sires to seem-e a perfect stand. Respectfully.

J. W. THOMSON.
Dr. Washburn—Dear Sir :—I have in operation on my plantatiom

(which is hil'-land With circled rows about 3^^ to 4 f ei wide) on©
of your Cotton Planters, and am fully satisfi- d w.th its perform-
ance. It does the work, in mv opinion, perfectly.

C. BOWMAN.
Extract ofa letter from Mr. W. Monroe Quin,

Quin’s Station, N. o. & J. H. R,, )

Pike Co., Misis. AprU 27, 1857. 5

Dr. Washburn 4" Co.:—I have planted my whole crop with your
Cotton Planter, and upon the whole, I now think that it is as nigh
perfect as can be made, and, to a practical planter, is bound to give
perfect satisfaction, and work a reformation among Southern agri-

culturists, as well as (I hope) to pay yon well for your invention.

With my best wishes for the further in provement and exten-

sion of what I consider now the best Agikuitural IiniJppwnta of

the age, allow me to remain, V ours, W. IN.

Yazoo County, Ju^, 1857.

1 hare used Dr. Washburn’s Planter for planting, and his HUlei
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for moulding cotton, in managing Dr. Woodbeny’s crop, and think

txK) much cannot be said in theirfavor.

THOMAS VANCLEAVE.
IKCHUC A, near Yazoo City June 10, 1857.

A. W. Washburn d- Co.:—I have planted cousiderably over one

hundred acres of cotton with V7ashbum’s Patent Planter; and 1

have obtained a perfectly healthy stand under most unfavorable
eircumstances. I have also used the Hiller, which (after I had

j

braced the plows) speedily relieved me from the danger of being

injured by grass, by enabling me to mould from eight to ten acres

a day with one hand, doing the work in the most perfect manner.

It works easily to the hand and team, eifectively and with the most
beautiful uniformity. In short, the Planter and Hiller are unex-

ceptionable and invaluable. I would not be without them in future

were the price doubled. G. W. WOODBERKY.
Yazoo. County, Mis.s., June 20, 1857.

A. W. Washburn Co.—Gentlemen ;—I have planted the entire

crop under my management, corn, cotton, and some Osage Orange
for hedging, with Washburn's Patent Cotton Planters. I have
scraped and hilled it with his Scraper and Hiller, and have experi-

enced no difficulty in obtaining the most perfect uniform and heal-

thy stands I ever saw. I have had no lice or any other disease com-
mon to young cotton.

I have no hesitation in pronouncing Washburn’s Planters, and
Combined Scraper and Hillerthe most valuable labor-saving imple-

ments for the field ever offered to the p’anter.

They work easily to the band and team, and do the work
thoroughly, and with a degree of uniformity and exactness, un-

equalled by any other method, and unimaginable by one who has

not seen them work. They are very durable and easily kept in

repair, and, in my opinion, will nay for themselves in one year.

M. S. INGRAM.
St. Francisville, La., April 28, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir ;—I have used the Cotton Plan-

ter, purchased of you, and my neighbors as well as myself are very
much pleased w-ith its performance. I shall want two more for

next seaso ,
and f ink there will be a demand for them in this

Parish as soon as they become known. H. H. CONNELL.
Yazoo County, Juno 24, 1857.

A. W. WashJbvun 4- Co.—Gentlemen;—I have used Dr. Wash-
bum’s Planter, and Scraper and Hiller this season, with nnparral-

led snccess. They are capable of securing a more perfect stand,

while they do the work better than by any other means I have ever
known. The Planter being already sufficiently perfect, the com-
bination of the Scraper and Hiller into one machine, by reducing
the cost and facilities, and improving effect, has left no room for

further improvement.
I shall use them more extensive’y next season, and shall want

ome more machines. Yours truly,

Sept57—tf J.AS. P. O’REILLY.

GRAPES FOR THE SOUTH ! ! 1

The subscriber offers for sale several thousand rooted Vines and
Cuttings of the following varieties of Native Southern

GRAPES, all of which have been proved to be fully adapted to the
elimate, and excellent both for Wine and the Table:

Isabela, Black July, Burgundy, (so called),

AVarren, Catawba Scuppemong.
Gentlemen wishing to plant largely for Wine making, will

be supplied with rooted vines or cuttings on very liberal terms.
A plain, practical Treatise on the Culture of the -Vine in the open
air, as successfully practiced in South Carolina and Georgia will

be freely mailed to ail purchasers ef vines; or to of^er applicants
who enclose a postage stamp. D. REDMONi>,
Sept57

—

tf ugusta, Ga.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, DOUBLE
Dahlias, 6kc.

The Subscribers offer ihisse-ison a mo’-e extensive assortment
than usual of Dutch BULBOUS ROOTS, imi orted from the

best flower nurseries of Europe, in the finest condition, and all first

class Bulbs embracing every desira’ le variety of Double and
Single Hyacimhs, adapted for hrnse and out-door flowering; Early
and Late, Daub ea- d Single T riip.sol every -hade and hue ; Poly-
anthus Ma'cissus ; K man Narcissu.s for ea'^'ly w nter winter b'oom-
Ing; .‘Single Narci-ssns

; Doub'e and Single Johnqn i s
;
Crocus’ of

alt sorts ir clud ng some very ti.ie new rained seeding var-et'es;
Crown Imperials; Frriil'arias

; Gladiolus; Tris; l iia.s; l ilies;

Arums
;
Cokhicuras, with numerous other sorts of approved tested

value.
(^^Cataloguesoi’thc above, with descriptions and directions

for p!a ting and manur i'g, will be maiLd to applicants enclosing
a stamp.
HYACINTH GLASSES F A NCY CROr;U=! "'OTS &c.

J. M. THt RBl'RN & CO.
Sep‘57—3t 15 Jo: n .-itreet. New York.

GLOAIVnNG NURSERY— CLAPKSVaL-
Eab:r£hain Ccunty, Ga.

TH^ ‘Subscriber again offers to the tniblic a fine .snd thrifty

grrwth of .‘^onU ern raised FHUlT TREES, consi.st lie of Ap-
ples Pears, Peaches, Ne< tari"fs a d ORN A M E ' T A l • SMKIMI-
P.cHY. The coUectinn a’ d varimty of Southern Se -dlirgsis the
largest and in st select in the outh i-inpy of w ich a'C new aid
very supplier and not heretofore offered lor sale by any Nursery-
man.

Catslngues coptsining prices, information O'' pUnt-ng and
routes for tra.isportat.on &c. seer gratis, on app icn^'o- by mail
Air otherwise. [Sept57— J. VAN BUREN.

GRAPE CULTURE—VINEYARDS—WINE !

The sub.scriber will receive and fill orders for Ciatings and
Rooted Vine.c of the CataKba Grape, from one dozen to thons-

ands._ He wii;furni.sh either Southern Cuttings and Vines from
the Vineyards of Mr. Chaui.es .\ XT, and his own Nursery-, or
Western 'Cuttir gs and Vines from Cincinnati, at a. reduced rate.
The Isabella, Warren, Scuppcmo?ig, and other hardy Grapes, also
supplied; in addition to a choice collection of the finest Foreign
va>-ittie8, such as Black Hamburg. Muscat of Alexandria, Camion
Hall Muscat, Black Morocco, Syrian, 6(C., ifc. Earlv orders soli-
cited.

Fall and complete Descriptive Catalogues of Frait Trees
Vines, Roses, Shrubs, Evergreens, &c., with hints on culture,
sent free ofpostage to all applicant.?. A ddress :

D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
“Fruitland Nursery,” August, 1857—tf

DEVON AND ALDERN.EY CATTLE FOR
Sale.

I
OFFER for sale the following thorough-bred DEV’ON CAT-
TLE, viz

:

DEVONS.
3 Heifers, in calf to my bull “Springfield.” (See Davy’s Devon

Herd Book, 2nd vol.)
^

1 Heifer in calf to san.e bull
2 Heifer Calves and .3 Bull Calves, fmm same bnll.
All these animals? 'e out of Patterson cows, by Patterson bulls.
Also, Bull “Springfield.” (8ee Davy’s Devon Herd Book.)

Springfield gained the fir.^t prize at the Atlanta Fair, 1855, as a 2
year old.

A ? DERNEY.
1 Alderney BuF 1 year ( i i, out of an imported cow, and sired on

the Isle of Jersey, oy a 1st prize ouii.

I can lumish undoubted ‘pedigrees with all the above animals,
and will deliver them at the Railroad Depot, at Athens, Ga., free
of cost to the purcha.ier. Address GEO. H. WARINGl,

Sept57—tf Clarksville, Ga,

FRUITS AND FLOWERS FOR THESOUThT

!

“Fruitland Nursery,” Augusta, Ga.

I
SHALL offer, the comming fall, for orchard and garden plant-
ing, an unrivalled coUlection of

Apples, Apricots, Almonds, Peaches, Cherries,
plums. Nectaries,

PEARS

!

Grapes, Pomegranates, Strawberries*, Figs, Rasp-
berries, Blcackberries, Hedge Plants,

Roses, Evergreens, &c., tfcc.
In short, everything new, desirable arid adapted to our climate.
^^"Descriptive and Priced Catalogues mailed free of postage

to all applicants. A Supplemental Catalogue (containing many-
new and rare Fruits found in no other collection) will be i-^sned
early in September and freely mailed as above. November Decein-
ber and January are the best months for transplanting. All order*
and letters containing remittances ackno-wledged by return mad.
Address D. REDMOND.

SeptJ'/ tf Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH
^

work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) toX any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any specie pay*
;ng Banks. Addi’ess * WM. N. WHITE,

May5fi- tf Athens. C a,

SHEEP 'for sals.
*

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CHA.NGE OF SCHEDULn.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst
,
and until further

notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Kaili oad will rua
as foLows

:

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5 00 a. .u and 12 15 P. M.
Anive in Macon “ 2 15 P 5I “

1 00 a. M.
Leave Macon “ ...1145 a m. “ 9 : 0 p m.
Arrive i"' Savannah “ ...10 4' P Al. “ 7 20 a. M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGU.STA.
Leave Savannah 12 15 P. M. and 9 30 p, AL
Arriv.*. in Augusta 8 45 p. At, “ 5 30 a AL
Leave Aiigiisra G 00 a m. “ 4 00 r. »l
Arrive in 'avannah I 30 P At “ 10 45P. AL

BE 1 WE N .MACON A ND AUGUSTA
r caves Macon 1 1 45 a M. and 9 30 P. AC
Arri e in Augusta 845 p. .M. “ 530 a. AL
Leave Aupiisfa GoOa M. “ 4 30 P. AL
Arriv*^ in Macon 2 15 P Al “

j (X) a Af,

BETWEEN SAV • NNAH,A’ILLEDGEVILLE & EA'I (iNTOH
L> a e .-avannah 5 (K) a m.
Arrive in Mi lerigeville 2 45 P. M.
Leave Macon 1 : 45 a m.
Arrive in Eatont m 5 00 P alW .Nf WA.DLEY, Geu'i Supermtendani.

Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 1855. _ July56—tf
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Plantation Economy and Miscellany.
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ESSEX PIGS FOR SALE.

The Subscriber now offers for sale a number of Spring PIGS
of this popular breed, singly or in pairs, well fitted to breed

together. They were sired by the English first prize Boars,
“Chelmsford” and “Brum,” which were imported last autumn, at
a cost of over $400. The pigs are a very superior lot, and will af-
ford a new cross on those descended from previous importations

Addi’ess C. S. WAINWRIGHT,
Oct57—2t The Meadows, Rhinebeck, New York.
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S^^’Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI.
BERS, win be furnished with the paper at club prices.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M..
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M,
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH’
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. M. and leaving at 2..30P. M.
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Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A M.

WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daUy at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving^at “ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July Uth, 1855. Ang55—tf

FRUITS, FLOWERS AND SHRUBS FOR THE SOUTH!
1857 FRUITLAND NURSERY, AUGUSTA, GA. 1857-8.

THE SUBSCRIBER offers for Fall and Winter planting, choice TREES of the following kinds, all of whick
have been proved to be well adapted to the South

:

APPLES—a complete succession, ripening from June until December, and keeping throughout the winter
and

! “ostly Southern Seedlings, and many new and rare. Price, 25 cents each—$20 per hundred.PEACHES—the choicest collection ever offered in the South—affording a succession of fmit from June till
November, and including many Southern varieties found in no other collection. Price, 25 cents—$20 per hun-
dred.

• .c
^.^^-^^^tSTANDARDS and DWARFS—a selection of the best for this climate, including many very

superiOT v^ieties from the noted collection of Louis E. Berckmans, Esq. Price, 50 cents—$40 per hundred.
strong, rooted pl^ts of Catawba, Isabella, Warren, Pauline, Lenoir, Scuppemong, and other native varieties forVmey^s and out door Arbws

;
also many of the fine foreign varieties, such as Black Hamburg, Cannon Hall Muscat, Black Mo-

rocco, White 1 okay, Syrian, (ffiampa^e, &c., &c. Vines and cuttings by the quantity, on reasonable terms. For prices, &c., see
Catafo^m. (A ‘‘T^atise on Grape Cnltoe” mailed/ree to aU applicants.)

D varieties, including Hovey’s Seedling, McAvoy’s, Longworth’s, Jenny Lind
Peabody s new Haut^^.Wilsra’s Albany Ear y Prolific, &c.,-fonningL nnrivaUed assortment.

ALMONDS, RASPBERRIES, BLACK-
WALNUTS, «&e., &:c., many of the choicest varieties, for which see Catalogue,

and most beautiful varieties, grown mostly on theirown roots.
choice kinds, such as Deodar Cedar, Cryptomeria Japonica, Irish and Swedish Junipers, Wnymonth

Pine, Norway Spruce, &c., &c. Also, a large collection of the Cape Jasmine, “Wild Olive,” Euonymus Japonica, English Laurel,
and other favorite Shrubs andplants for the Southern garden.

, j r ^

defensive and ornamental, including Osage Orange, Honey Locust, White Macartney, Cherokee, and

Cuttings, for basket making, several varieties, &c., See.
Lahelmg, packing and shipping, very carefully attended to.
new and very complete Descriptive and priced Catalogue for 1857-’58, now ready, and will be mailed, postagefru, to allajp-

plkants. Address; [Noy57j D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
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WORK FOR THE 3IONTH—DECEMBER.

THE PLANTATION.

Coito/i Picking ought to be finished, early this month,

and the balance of the crop packed and sent forward to

market, so that the planter, and his hands may have a little

leisure before commencirlg the next year’s labors. Cotton

planting, necessarily laborious, is made much more so by

the “never ending, still beginning'’ system of most our

planters. Let our readers, who are particularly interest-

ed, begin the reform at once.

Corn land of last year, intended for the same crop next

year, should be broken up thoroughly and deeply; and if

stiff, bedded up and exposed to the ameliorating influence

of the winter’s rain and frost. Plow across the furrows of

last year, and subsoil, if possible. Land cannot be made

too deep and rich for corn— it is a gross and exacting feed-

er, Clear up, also, some good new, fresh land for the

coming corn crop.

Wheod, Rye, Oat,s and Barley, may also be sown yet,

but the sooner the better. Note what has been heretofore

said about “thorough preparation of the soil,” and put

your seed in right. Manure heavily, plow deep, and pul-

verize as fine as possible.

plenty of manure on yo-ur garden, plow it under deeply;

or, better still, have it well spaded, burying under all ani-

mal or vegetable matter. Cover up the Globe Artichoke

with litter and pine boughs. Dress and manure your

Aspara,gus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal top-

dressing of salt before spring. Save all old bones, soap-

suds, dead leaves, decaying vegetables, &c., &c., and

make up into compost heaps for future use. Plant choice

Fruit Trees, selecting varieties which are known to be

adapted to the South, and begin pruning your fruit trees

and grape vines. Our Southern Nurserymen have paid

especial attention to the propagation of choice varieties,

and will probably be able to supply all orders.

Straicberry Beds, for spring bearing, may also still be.

planted, according to directions given last month.

THE NUESEEY AND OECHAED.
Propagate all the choicest and best varieties ot Souihern

Fruits. The Quince, the Fig, the Grape and the Pome-,

granate grow readily from cuttings, when planted in moist

shady ground. Now is the best time for plar^ting Orch-

ards.

Look over your bearing Peach trees, and where the exu-

dation of gum betrays the presence of the borer, apply

boiling water, as the best remedy for destroying him- We
have poured as much as 14 gallons ofboiling v/at.ev around

the stems of small peach trees, after which they gre.n} heau^

hfidly.

f^DBVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEMENT OP SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE,

^Li^V. AUGUSTA, GA.. DECEMBER, 1857.
~

NO. 12.

Fruit Trees ofall kinds should be set out during Decem-

ber and January, if possible. For directions, see articles

in previous numbers, and for the proper selection of trees

consult the Catalogues of the various Southern Nursery-

men, whose advertisements will be found in our pages.

One good Southern seedling fruit tree, worked on a native

Southern stock, is worth half a dozen of dwarfish, slow-

See list of

growing foreign trees.

Hedges of all kinds should nov) be planted

plants and directions in November number.

With the closing year, close up all accounts
;
open new

books, and make a fresh start with the new year which is

approaching.

Sow Cabbages, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots,

Radishes, Onions (black seed), Parsley, &c., &c. Haul

Grasshoppers and Locusts.—Is it too late to arrest the

misuse ofthese words in the United StatesI The seven-

teen year insects, and the dog-day fly, of rjrnilar appear-

ance, are not locusts, as they are commiapjy called. They
are harvest flies, or cicadas. The grasshopper be-

longs to a tribe of insects that fly, chiefly by night, of

which the katydid is a familiar example. The insects

which are in America called graiS'dioppers are in reality

locusts, as their ravages in the F" ar West^would prove to

any man acquainted with Bu'he antiquities. Grasshoppers

have four joints in their feet, aMd the females have piercers,

or swords; locusts have three joints in their feet, and the

females no swords; .hey fly much better than grasshop-

pers, having narro'w wing-covers and larger wings. The
Californians, the creatures in Utah, the men in Kansas,

the farmers in the old States, are trouble with locusts.

Grasshopper s are rarely destructive, being found in large

numbers only in moist meadows. They unjustly, ir.

Americ^,, bear the blame of what the locusts do, H.
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HOGS—CHINESE SUGAR CANE, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been a sub-

scriber to your excellent paper for several years. While

I am sending you my subscription for 1858, I desire to

ask a little information of you or one of your correspon-

dents, relative to the Chinese Sugar Cane. I have an

abundance of the seed, and calculate on plandng a por-

tion next year for green food for my hogs. I have under-

stood recently that the Chinese Sugar Cane, like the Pea,

generates disease. This is the point I desire instruction

on : Is the Chinese Sugar Cane wholesome food for hogs I

If you deem the above of general importance sufficient

to give it a notice in the Cultivator, please answer,

I have the pleasure of subscribing myself your well wish-

er, S. McR.
Louisville, Westou Co., Miss., Nov., 1757.

[We have no doubt of the wholesomeness and great

economy of the Chinese Cane, as a green food for hogs

and all other domestic animals, and intend planting it very

largely next year for successional green or “soiling” crops,

for all our stock. See the very conclusive letter of our

friend, G. D. Harmon, elsewhere on this subject.

—

Eds.]

CHINESE SUGAR CANE FOR HOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In order to test the

value of Chinese Sugar Cane as food for hogs, I made the

following experiment

:

In September I weighed two shoats and put them in

separate pens. No. 1 weighed, when put up, 76 pounds.

It was fed on what corn it would eat and slops from the

kitchen. No. 2 weighed 73 pounds, and was fed exclu-

sively on Chinese Sugar Cane, seed and all.

They were fed something over three weeks, and again

weighed. No. 1, or the shoat fed on Corn, weighed 115

pounds, having gained 39 pounds. No. 2, or the shoat

fed on the Sugar Cane, weighed 110 pounds, having gain-

ed 37 pounds.

This result shows that Chinese Sugar Cane is very

near equal to Corn, as food for hogs. And take acre for

acre, and Sugar Cane is very far superior to Corn, from

the fact that it will produce at least five times as much.
In other words, 5 acres of Sugar Cane is equal as food

for hogs, to 25 acres of Corn, Yours, &c.;

G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss.^ Oct., 1857.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE AND mPHEE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Below you will find

the translation of a highly interesting letter which I lately

received from Mr, Vilmorin, of Paris. This gentleman’s

name and ^putation are so well known to Agriculturists,

Horticulturist!^, and to scientific persons all over the world,

that it is usele^to comment upon him. His house is the

first in the world,'<n its line

:

\ Paris, June 27th, 1857.

The Sorgho SucreVith black seed, (or Kao-Lang) from

China, has been expe^mented upon in France since four

years, and all leads us t^ believe that this plant is destined

to a great future, as mucK for the manufacture of sugar as

for that of alcohol. Of all the different kinds which have
been tried, it is the richest in sugar (with one single ex-

ception), and the easiest cultivated.

The several Caffraria (or African) Sorghos imported by
Mr, L. Wray, differ from the Chinese Sorgho by the

color of their seed, and their principal vegetative charac-

teristics—their stems or stalks are generally larger and
their leaves broader and nearer on the stalks and the bark

is thinner, which, in some cases is an advantage, but this

renders them more difficult to preserve or keep any length

of time. Finally, and this is the most important point in

alt the experiments which I have made upon them, they

have always proved themselves much less rich in sugar

than the Chinese Sorgho. The most careful analysis

which I have made of them, upon stalks raised in the

South of France, compared to that of Chinese Sorgho,

grown under the unfavorable climate of Pans, has given

me for result more than double the quantity of sugar for

the C.hinese; that is to say ; where the Imphee or African

Sorgho would give five pounds of sugar, the Chinese Sor-

gho would give eleven.

I have considered the introduction into France of the

Imphees and of some other new varieties imported by the

“Societe d’Acclimatation,” as a great misfortune : for now
the efforts of experimenters will be scattered without profit

upon plants which seem to me infinitely inferior in their

general qualities to the Chinese Sorgho, and it would be

,

a great misfortune that the same thing slmuhl liappen in

America, and that the Chinese Sorgho, or the Kao-Lang,

should be mistaken for or mixed with the different kinds

of Imphee or Guinea Corn, which all coiUain some sugar,

butin quantities too small to be profitably cultivated.

The “Sorgho Sucre,” the seed of which has been distri-

buted with much liberality since 3 years by the Patent

Office, is of Chinese origin, and can be known by its seed

which is “dark purplish,” while that of the Imphee is

brown and a little more angular, and the seed of the

Dourah is reniform and bi-lobed, and generally of a paler

color.

The only plant which has, so far, shown itself richer in

sugar than the Sorgho Sucre, in my experiments, is a

plant ofthe section of the Dourahs (that is with pendant

ears or shoots) which I received from San Francisco, un-

der a name evidently incorrect. But before recommending,

it, I must stu^ it and learn more of it.

We have tried but three of the A merican Grapes

—

the

Scuppernong, the Catawba and the Isabella—the last is the

only one which has found favor with us, as the peculiar

flavor ofthe two others is unpleasant to our French pal-

ates. [Signed] Louis Vilmorin.

I think the above letter well worth publishing, and

should you differ please return it, that I might have it pub-

lished elsewhere.

Thus it seems that the Imphee, which has been very forcL

bly brought, and kept before the public eye, turns out to be

far inferior to the ordinary Sorgho, and is placed in the same

rank as to its qualities for sugar, with the common Guinea

Corn, so well known to every body ;
and the very gentle-

man, the most scientific in that line probably in Europe,,

whose name was brought in support of it, very plainly

condemns it. We would call upon the gentlemen who

have been induced to plant the Imphee (only three, we

believe, had seed furnished them) to make fair trials of its

qualities and to give us the result; for, as Mr. Vilmorin

observes, it were a thousand pities that an inferior plant

should supercede, or get mixed with that most valuable

Chinese variety. Should the Editors wish to see the

original letter, some parts of which I have not published,

I will enclose it to them. A. C.

South Carolina, July, 1857.

SORGHO AND BIPHEE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In addition to the

translation of a letter, dated from Paris, and which I sent

you for publication, will you please insert the following

extracts from another letter from the same gentleman,

dated October 8th, 1857, which has just been received.

A. C.
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jS^r.—On my return home from ajourney into Switzer-

land, I found the several varieties of Sorgho which I have

under cultivation, nearly ripe and ready for the experi-

ments I had determined to make upon them. These com-

prise a greater number of varieties than were tried upon

last year. I have postponed writing, in order to give you

the results for the crop of 1857.

Generally speaking, the juice is a little less rich in sugar

than it was last year, but the proportions between the dif-

ferent species remain the same. The richest juice in sugar

is that of a small species of the group H. Cernuns, which

I have received from San Francisco, under the name of

Egyptian Corn. But its small sixe and the dryness ofits

marrow will more than counterbalance its sweetness, and

render it unfit for profitable culture
;
and besides it loses

much of its quality when the seeds approach maturity.

The true Sorgho Sucre, Kaoleang of China, comes next;

its stems are high, juicy, with thick rind, which preserves

the juice from niouldiness or from the ‘h'ed rot.” Some
plants of this species already show improvement in the

.quantity of sugar, by the seed having been selected from

the richest plants of the previous season.

The Imphees of !Mr. Wray, are vigorous and of beauti-

ful growth, but the leaves take too great a share of the

vegetation
;
the stems are brittle, the rind is thin and easi-

ly torn or split by the action of wind or transportation,

and mouldiness and "red rot” are very injurious to them.

The density, and the saccharine richness of thejuice are

also very weak.

In this experiment as well as in former ones, the Chi-

nese Sorgho has invariably proved itself far superior.

The farther South we go the more does the proportion

of sugar increase in the Sorgho. Under the climate of

Paris it yields from 13 to 14 per cent, of sugar; in the

South of France, 16 to 18; and in Algeria from 20 to 21,

Here the Imphee gives 5 to 6 ;
in the South, near Bor-

deaux, it gave 7 ;
while the Sorgho gave 16. I have not

yet heard from Algeria as to the Imphee, but from what I

have seen of this plant, I suppose it will attain its fullma-

turity only in equatorial regions.

In a small pamphlet which I published in 1854, on the

Sorgho (and of which I send you a number,) I remarked

that the Chinese Sorgho, by its habits, seemed to be the

very plant for the production ofsugar and alcohol, so much
needed between the Southern limit of the profitable cul-

ture of the Beet, and the Northern limit of the Sugar Cane.

This is not the case v/ith the Imphee, which will acquire

sufficient sweetness only v/here the Sugar Cane thrives,

I consider it a great misfortune that this latter plant

should have been introduced among us
;
and, of the two

plants, that of which newspapers will speak most, will be

the most planted, and .should the experiments on the one

be unfavorable, very few will be tempted to renew them
upon the other, and thus the extensive culture of the truly

valuable Sorgho might be much retarded. This at least

Jias been the case here. Louis Vilmorin.

THE SPIRIT OF AUTU3IN.

Our brother, H.iRRis, of the Ohio Cultivator, is happy

in the association of a gifted daughter of New England,

who is known to the public as " Cultivator Ma.ryP This

lady has been spending some time among her native hills,

and we present from her last letter to our Ohio namesake,

the following sweet, pensive, and beautiful picture of the

Northern Indian Summer, It is a “prose poem”—a rare

specimen of “word painting,” which we commend to the

.enjoyment of all appreciative readers

:

Opposite my window stretches a long, broad orchard,

bounded by a rude stone wall. The apple trees are bend-

ing with their burden of ripe fruit. The corn is ready

to be gathered, and the shocks are rustling in the wind,
Down the hill, by the old farm-house, lies a pile of golden

pumpkins, and against the fence stands a rack with its

string of quartered apples drying in the sunlight.

The glory of the harvest time is here. The richness

and brilliance of summer, its ardent heat and gay verdure

have softly changed and melted into the pensiveness of

autumn.

W e rode into the country yesterday. By the side of

the Merrimac, up among the hills, through long, shady
lanes, and by the gorgeous forests. A soft, beautiful haze
hung over the hills and woods, and some of the fervency

of summer still lingered in the autumn breeze. A strange,

sweet spirit enters your heart when your vision takes

in such silent beauty, for your buried dear ones come be-

fore you with all that was gentle and lovely in their

characters.

Your better self triumphs over your grosser nature, and
all the beautiful thoughts and hopes that you have cherish-

ed in your heart as too frail and sacred to be defined to a
mortal friend, develope beneath this strange influence,

just as music awakes a rapture within, that language can

never express

!

The boughs of the elms and maples bent above us, and
their leaves, crimson, orange, and tenderly streaked with

green, drifted down upon us as silently as the angels drop

blessings down upon this anxious world !

Death does not seem so stern a thing amid this gradual,

beautiful decay. Why should it I The promise of the

spring-time is fulfilled, and faithful nature glows with the

consciousness of its perfect trust. Just as heavens gleams

in the last look of the righteous, so she puts on her beauti-

ful robes, ere she gathers them up, and lays down in her

shroud for a season of rest.

INTERESTING ARTICLE ON MULES,

BY B. MUNROE, WOODFIELD CITY, KENTUC KY.

Mr. Editor :—Supposing that little is known among
the generality ofyour readers as to the extent of the mule

business in this State, I concluded it would not be uninter-

esting te them to learn concerning it, and something of the

character of the beast itself, as I take it for granted they

have not had an opportunity of learning all his phreno-

logical developments or temperament.

The mule trade is one of the largest of Kentucky,and af-

fords one of her chief sources ofrevenue. The increasing

demand for them in the South among the sugar

and cotton planters (which is owing, no doubt, to the great

number of farms annually being opened in that section,)

affords a very easy solution for the eagernesss and extent

to which stock-growers launch into the trade, for it is a

heavy business, I’equiring a great deal of capital. The
mule is fed from weaning time, (which is generally at the

age of five or six months,) to the full extent of its capacity

to eat, and that, too, on oats and corn, together with hay

and fodder. In lieu of the long food, soiling is usually

adopted in the summer, as they are kept confined in a

pound or paddock, containing an acre or two of ground,

which is usually partially shaded, in herds of one hundred

or one hundred and fifty. In this way they are kept un-

til the fall after they are two years old, receiving a sort of

forcing hot-house treatment. At this age they are taken

to the Southern market, not always by the feeder, but more

generally by the speculator or “trader;” there they are

sold to the planter entirely unbroken. The planters are

too cautious to to buy a broke mule, lest it should prove

to be an antiquated, broken down beast, fattened up, and

sold for a young one—as it is more difficult to judge of

their ages than that of a horse. The external marks of

time and service are not generally so apparent upon them.

But it is a small job to break a mule. It is only necessary
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have u steady horse to work them, with a second hand to

drive them an hour or two to keep him up, after which, he
is ‘Considered ready for any service that the farmer may
require of him. He may kick once or twice, but is un-
like the spirited horse, who when he commences is apt to

kick himself out of the harness before he stops.

There v/cre in this county, in the year 1855, 2,000
mules; in 185G there were 2,888; the number in the

county at present I have no means of ascertaining, but
sujipose it is at least as great perhaps, as any previous
year. The probabilities arc that all of these, or as many,
were fed in this county each year. The counties imme-
diately around, no doubt, fed equally as many, some no
doubt more. The counties of Bourbon, Fayette, Clark
and Jassamine, ore engaged quite as extensively in the
trade as lliis.

Besides the great number ofmules fed annually in these

counties, we supply New Orleans, New York and other
cities with an immense amount of beef, mutton and ba-

con. These facts being considered, you may readily

imagine that we must of necessity be a grain grown peo-
ple. Such is the fact. Yet so extensive is the mule busi-

ness, and so great are the profits upon feeding, that those
engaged in the trade can afford to give 40 cents per bushel
for corn—at least they say so—and cannot get it for any
less.

In this portion of Kentucky, a lot of mules is almost con-
sidered a legal tender

;
no man is afraid to buy mules at

a little less than he thinks they are worth if he has any-
thing to feed them on, for he knows that some buyer will
come along in a few days and pay him a small profit on
the first cost and the grain they have eaten. It is not un-
usual for a farmer to borrow money out of banks on four
or six months’ time, to pay for a lot of mules to eat up his
surplus ofprovender, knowing that it is more profitable to

do so than to sell the surplus at home.
As a consequence of this great mania, if it might be so

called, and which has now existed for several years, good
horses have become comparatively scarce, saddle and har-
ness horses commanding the most exhorbitant prices, the
sports of the turf were in a perfectly collapsed state, the
best stallions were poorly patronized, and mares of finest
formj the purest strain and most brilliant escutcheon, were
basely "prostituted to the forced and ignoble embraces of
the assinine ravisher.”

Tije average price of weanlings is about ^i;75. No, 1,

from S'BO tc S90, and extra, often as high as S120. A lot

will often change hands as often as a dozen times before
ready for market. Yearlings will average I suppose about
SlOO, owing in a great extent, however, to their quality.
At two years old they will bring S125 or |il80; if they
are average select lots, more. A neighbor of mine is feed-
ing a lot of one hundred, for which, I am told, he has re-

fused SlG5 around, But this is an extra lot, no doubt
the best lot in Kentucky. The same gentleman gave, a
short time ago, $;I100 for at wo year old to work to his
sulkey, and is working to his wagon on his farm four, for

which. I am told, he paid ij}i200 each. i\nother gentleman
of this county sold, a short time ago, a two year old mare
mule for iflilOO, But these are fancy prices for fancy
mules; there is a small and, Inferior class of animals that

are considered a sort ofdead he.8d.s, and which the feeder

won’t buy if offered alone, and these, are ones usually found
in service on the farms.

Until forced by the scarcity and higli price of horses,
ihe Kentuckians would not use mules. ,But within the
last few years they have become common on the farm,
pulling plow and wagon, and occasionally ^ clever, pair
is seen in the carriage

;
some of them are p£f?tty glib

goers for an hour or two, when they get lazy, they
will then take the lash "like a mule.”

Persons who have tried them on their farms are better

pleased with them they say, than they thought they v/onld

be. They never get sick, rarely ever get lame, will do as
much work as a horse which will cost twice as much
money, and at the same time will subsist on less and more
inferior food; for a mule will work very well on wheat
straw and corn shucks, whereas the horse must have grain
as well as a good allowance of long food. They are bet-

ter for our servants to handle, as they can stand neglect
and violent treatment better than the horsf, and a blemish
such as the loss of an eye, does not impair his value as
much as that of the horse.

As to their temperament and peculiarities, it is useless
to say much; the world knows pretty much what they
are. He is not so apt to run as the horse, but more apt
to kick, viz: until broken. He is fond ofcompany, is de-
cidedly gregarious, and his attachments are quite as strong
when once formed as those of the horse. It is almost im-
possible to confine one away from an as.sociate. He will

climb over the fence if practictible, like a dog, or if more
practible creep through a crack, or worm himself under it

like a pig. An acquaintance of mine told me that he was
once in the habit of working a pair together, but on one
occasion wishing to use but one, he confined the other in

a close stable, where as he thouglit he won hi be compell-
ed to remain. But on his return, he found to l)i>- astonish-
ment, that the perverse beast had ascended into the hay
loft, which enterprising fetit it had accompiislied by first

getting into the trough, thence through tlie hole left to

throw the hay into the manger. The circumstance forcib-

ly reminded him of the fact that the

"Best laid schemes of mice and men.
Aft gang agree.”

And at the same time convinced him that if perseverance
will not overcome all things, it will at least surmount a

great many seemingly unsurmoun table obstacles.

—

Avieri-

can Veterinary Journal.

TO THE PEANTERS.

Tiik Banks of Savannah and Augusta, and tlieir Agen-
cies in this city, have evinced a willingness to do their

part towards putting the wheels of trade in motion. That
is to say, they are now in condition, and are ready to

furnish money to pay to Planters for their cotton
;
and it

is now the duty of Planters to come forward, meet buyers
and sell at least a portion of their crop, and let it be sent

forward to the markets of the world. Do not lose sight

of the fact that 10 or 12 cents is a good price for cotton.

At this price, the present light crop will put into circula-

tion a large sum. The sale of one thousand bales of cot-

ton per week in this market for the next eight weeks,
would produce a wonderful, and very agreeable change
in the business of this city and the surrounding country.

Do not let the late quotations for cotton in Liverpool in-

duce you to hold back your crops. Prices will probably

rapidly decline in Europe on receipt of the news of our
financial embarrassments. We shall not be surprised to

hear in less twenty days, that the Bank of England has

suspended, to keep its specie from leaving its vaults for

this country. These are our views. We wish them to

pass for just what they are worth, and no more .—Macon
Jour, (p Messenger

.

Cotton.—The cotton crop is about to prove consider-

able larger than was anticipated a month ago. Indeed
we have heard it surmised that it may not, after all, fall

much short of an average yield. If so, it may well be that

the price will not rise much, if any, above tho present

notch, which we believe is 12 1-2 cents per pound. Should
this supposition be well founded, it will at once occur to

our planters that the best policy is to sell immediately.
They will, at 12 1-2 cents per pound, reap an ample return

for their labor; and the crop, at that price, will make
money abundant, perhaps relieve the whole country firom
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the pressure under which it now groans. If so good an

end is to result from selling, and no gain (in the way of

advanced prices) is likely to accrue to the planter l)y de-

lay, we suggest that it is the {joint of patriotism, as w(;ll

as prudence, to put the crop in circulation, if we may so

speak, at the earliest possible day ,—Edgcjidd AdverLuer.

THE .‘REASON—AETE.MN WOODS, Ac.

A New York correspondent of the Soiwnoi JrcUUi.gen-

cer thus describes the gorgeous yet melancholy loveliness

of the Northern forests in autumn :

“After a few days of stormy v/ea;her our Indian summer

seems fairly to have set in. A more poetic {jeri than

mine might fail to give you any just idea of the gorgeous

beauty of the shrubs and fore.st trees in the suburbs of the

city. I'his is especially the case on Staten bAand, .some

seven niile.s down the bay. I have spent a day or two

there each October at the residence of a friend, but it

seeni.j as though the splendor and variety of the autumnal

tints this season exceed those of any former year, i'tc

haps it is—for we have my.sterious syrnfjalhies—-that with

one s advance in life h; i feelingu assnnilate more with the

‘mellow autumn,' and lie is more susceptible of those sad

and tender sentiments that are ever evoked by the falling

of the leaf. Be that a.s it may, it seems to me that never

was creation’s a.spect so transcendcntly gorgeous as now.

There is no color too delicate, no shade too deep, no hue

too bright for Nature’s laboratory; and. in all these, in

every-varying intensity, is the surrounding foliage touch-

ed and decorated by the ‘hand of God'—crimson, and

gold, and sombre brown, and deepening purple, and de-

licate primro.se, and deep orange, and brilliant vermilion

—rail blended yet distinct, commingled yet seperate, and

gleaming with a gloriou.s sunlight and a cloudless cerulean

sky. With such accomplishments it scarcely evokes a

sigh to exclaim, ‘We all do fade as a leaf.’ Let me ex-

press the hope for yourselves, your readers, and your cor-

respondent, that when the cold hand of death touches us,

like a frost the leaves, and we silently fall to the waiting

earth, it may be physically and morally, around and with-

in amid such glory and grandeur.
’

And our lively and genial brother, Simkins, of the

Edgf^fidd Advertiser (the spiciest and most readable pa-

per in the “rural di-stricts” of the Palmetto State I)
cha.ruc-

teristically remarks

:

“The Weather—Winter Coming.—Bright, bracing

autumnal weather is with us. The early frosts have fall-

en, and the atrnosphe'e Ls pure and bland. The zephyrs

are now of the Boreas family. They have banished their

sisters of the ‘sweet South,’, but are yet not unlike them

in the pleasure-bringing qualities, of freshne.ss and balmi-

ness. But soon they will go up into wintry v/inds. Soon,

they will bring upon us the icy coldne.ss of the North.

Soon the face of nature v/ill he deadened by their benumb-

ing influences. Soon the good mother earth v/ill be clad

in gray, with ides pendent from her .stiffened tresses, and

blue no.ses snorting her praises on all sides,

“Chop the logs. Pile up the wood. Chink the cracks

And shut the door behind you. For winter is at hand.”

Liqcid Manure.—Manure water is a great assistance,

judiciously applied, to plants in pots, particularly to in-

crease the size and coloring of flowers, if given when the

flower buds are swelling and before they expand. An
excellent manure water for this purpose is made by mix-

ing one ounce of guano and two ounces of super-phos-

phate of lime in four gallons of water, previously stirring

it well, and using it when it has become clear. This is

quite strong enough, and should be given alternately with

pure v/ater.

It is contemplated, as we are informed, to get up Agri-
cultural Clubs throughout our JJisiiict, adjunctive to tlie

District Society, 'I'his is an admirable idea and we hope
will be earned out, 'I'here is already such a Cluh in exis-

tence in Beech Island. 'J'he members meet monthly,
when tliey discuss agricultural tr./pics, throw out agricul-

tural suggestions, and cat a good agriculturul* dinner,

—

W'hy should not the various other neighhorhoods of our
large and intelligent I '’istrict do likewise Tliciearethc
neighhorhoods of Liijerty Hill, the Dark Corricr, Red
Hill, the Pine House, the Ridge, Mt, Willihg, C<jl< ma.n’s,

Cambridge, Red Bank, Horn’.s (Jreek, fSlephcui/ theek,

and others, in all of which it would be entin ly {n acticable

to form such Clubs. .Much good as '.veil as {jieasurc

would result from theirfoim.ition, e.specially if iliey should
all regard theni-selvt-s parts of tfie f.»'eueia! Di-trict .Society

and, as such, send up rmjniidy repons to the Central

.Secretaries, either for publication in this paper, or to be

read at the quarterly rneetingi of f'ue District iSocieiieK to

be held at this jjlace. VVill not our npiriicd and thorough-

going plaijicrs and fanners take liold of inis idea and act

upon it forthwith ? Nothing could be more servicable to

the condition of our people whether in an agricultural, a

social, or an intellectual point of view,

—

i'ldg^Jktd Adxer-

tiser.

liOTTrt AND (OEfC J N IIDifSES—TERM PS,
Sweet <S(^c.

E-orroR.s Southern Cultivator— Upv/ards of thirty

years ago, an old Dutchman told me, that if I would give

roy horse a table-spoonfull of powdered Alum once every

three months, that he would never die with the Grubs or

Bolts, i have followed his directions, and it has not failed

yet. For the CoVic, I bleed largely, and then give Alum
and put Asafreitda on the bridle-bits, and give him some
inwardly. If that fails, I try other remedies.

I sowed turnip seed one full, and in a few days they

came up finely, and in a few days more, they were eaten

up by insects af some kind, I proceeded immediately to

re-sow the same piece of ground, and as soon as I was
done sowing, I took a few bushels of lime and sprinkled

it over the ground until it was white as snow. The tur-

nips came up in the midst of this lime and did finely; not

one was eaten by the insects.

Raise a piece of ground circularly, larger or smaller, ac-

cording to quantity you wish to put up, cover this with

cornstalk.s, and then dig your potatoes and place them on

the stalks, sun them or not, as you please, that makes no

difference. After you get piled there as many as you wish,

then cover them with cornstalks. Cut your stalks a

proper length, so that v/Hen you stand them up by the

pile they may ju.st reach the top, and after you have cov-

ered them with stalks, then cover them six inches with

dry dirt and then build a square rail pen around them as

high as a man can, throw up strav/ or shucks and fill the

pen completely and then cover with boards as you gener-

ally cover shucks. In this climate, this is the best way
that I know to save them. You may think that they will

sweat and spoil. They will certainly keep good.

Stutters,

Polk County, Go,., Sept. 1 S.o7,

Specie tor Guano,—.Since the suspension of the banks
there has been considerable excitement among the pur-

chasers of guano, on account of the demand made by im-

porters for specie funds in payment for guano purchased

before the excitement. Several parties who had bought

to arrive, on the demand for specie funds, have thrown
up their contracts and refuse to receive—the difference be-

tv/een specie fund.s and current funds here making the

price about -SOb per ton,

—

Atex. G’c',,
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BILIi BUG OR CORN BORER.

Editors Southkrn Cultivator—In the September

number of the Cultivator there is an article from a Saluda

Planter on a subject of much importance to all the low

land corn planters on the sea board (I say sea board, not

having ever heard any complaints from the upper parts of

the State, and do not know if they are common except in

the region of country bordering the sea coast.) I allude

to what he calls the Bill Bug, or Corn Borer. This in-

sect, which, he says, has been erroneously called the Bud
Worm, is the same, no doubt, so much deprecated by corn

planters in this region. The Agricultural Society of this

county has been offering, for several years past, a premi-

um of $75 for the discovery of a preventive for the ravages

of this enemy of the corn plant. Your correspondent re-

commends the destruction ofthe Rag Weed as being a

preventive. Not knowing that plant by the name he

gives it, will he or some other person acquainted with it,

describe it more particularly, and give, also, its botanical

name^ and, also, whether the fly or bugs, after leaving

the young corn, do not infest other plants, and what ones'?

Any information that will lead to the discovery of a

remedy for the destruction of this insect would be confer-

ring on corn planters in this part of the country an incal-

culable benefit. A Liberty Planter.

Liberty County, Go,., Sept
,
1857.

The Prospect of Prices.—The commercial editor of

the Fayetteville Observer, appends the following remarks

to a late report, which we give for the consideration of all

interested, and in reply to inquiries that are heard in all

directions

:

Cotton .—We are often asked, when shall we sell our

Cotton 1 It is travelling out of the v/ay for a reporter to

offer his opinion as to the future
;
but if it is worth nothing

it shall cost you nothing. Well, when is the time '? I say

now. Whyl Because Europe Vwmnts her supply now;
and when she gets that the price will go down, for this

reason, the United States have now on hand goods enough
for a whole year, and hence the first rise you will see

in this country will be on cotton goods, (for cotton is now
above the price of goods.) Again, the panic in this coun-

try will require time to have its cure; consequently

manufacturers cannot go on now losing money as formerly

for the reason that they have not got it, and capitalists will

not furnish it if they know they cannot get their money
back will interest. There is another viev/ to look at.

—

England needs all the gold she has, hence she will not

part with it unless she gets the worth of it. The panic in

this country has already had the effect of putting up in-

terest by the Bank of England, and cotton will feel it first.

Taking these things altogether, my honest impression is,

that the planter will get his best prices between this and
the 1st of February, 1858.

WORK FOR WET WEATHER.

A correspondent of the Neioberry {S. C.) Mirror, gives

us the following hints:

As the ordering of the seasons belongs not to man, it

is his privilege and his duty to turn such to the best ad-
vantage, and every true farmer will turn wet days to per-
i^aps more profit than the most balmy day of the season.

What should be done on such days, should always be
determined beforehand. The farmer is never thrifty who
can plan not more than one day ahead. The tools and
other implements of the farm will frequently get out of
repair. These should always be collected at the shop or

Work house on wet days, and then and there put in thor-

ough repair. By this, there is not only good tools on tha
farm, but the time which would be lost on better days is

thus saved

Attention should be given to the gear and harness de-

partment. These should always be overhauled on wet
days, and a stitch put in here and a link mended there.

In this, there is not only a saving of time, but in it there

is also policy, for there is nothing that will perhaps so

soon spoil the qualities of a horse or mule as defective

harness.

But repairs are not the only thing to be attended to,

proper material should always be in store and new im-

plements made. The smith shop might also be kept in

full blast. Those are a few' of the things that may with

profit occupy the wet days on every farm. That there are

others, every skillful farmer will easily perceive, and when
one sees what needs be done, let him not put off till an-

other day.

After the rains have passed, there is a part or perhaps

several days during which the ground is unfit for tillage.

Those must not be lost. On those days much might be

done to reduce the price of Guano, if the farmer would
consult his interest. Let the horse and cow lot be well

supplied with oak leaves or pine straw and let the opera-

tion be repeated as frequently as such days recur, and
each spring the farmer v/ill have a cheaper and in the end

a more durable manure than the famous Guano. After

rain, the hill-side and other ditches will require and
should have more or less attention. No well regulated

farm can be without some ©f each kind of ditches. The
hill-side ditches will do more harm than good if not kept

in proper order for carrying off the surplus w^ater.

The gates and fences should not fail to com e in for a

share on those days. Different seasons of the year may
and will suggest other and different employments for the

farmer. The great object is always to have your plans

well digested and something “ laid up for a rainy day.”

R
Home Place, March, 13.

BRIEEING VS. BROADCAST SEEDING.

A Saratoga farmer, in the Country Gentleman, gives

the following testimony on this subject:

In the spring of 1858, the first sowing was a piece of

spring wheat. Not knowing anything about the drilling

system, I sowed part with the drill and part broadcast in

the same field and on the same day. That put in with a

drill was more than a quarter better than that sown broad-

cast, both in straw and grain. I tried my oats in the same
manner

;
they were also better v/here they were drilled.

I have sowed all my grain since with the drill, being satis-

fied that it is the only proper method of putting grain in-

to the ground. My neighbor, in sowing his buckwheat,

had part sown with the drill and part broadcast, and when
harvested the drilled was about half better

;
it was all

well filled, while the broadcast was hardly filled, both put

in the same field. I think it is better on other accounts

than broadcasting. It saves a quarter of seed
;
besides it

cultivates the land and leaves it in a good condition for the

crops, better than can be done with the harrow, and I am
satisfied it is a paying machine. I have also a thresher

and mov/er, and think they a.re good machines, but my
drill pays me the most of any. It takes less time and
seed, and betters the crop, and in dry seasons they are in-

dispensable. Knowing what I do about the drill, I think

farmers cannot afford to sow broadcast, if they obtain a

drill. I would like to have others give their experience

on the same subject.

To Stop Horses Frothing at the Mouth.—I have
completely stopped frothing at the mouth by washing my
horse’s mouth out with the following mixture :— Six

drachms ofalum dissolved in a quart ofsage tea, put it in a

wine bottle, as you would refresh a race horse, after a race

each time you go out.

—

Cor. London Field.
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TRAINING AGRICULTURISTS. AMERICAN WINES.

Wb have ofte'^ been asked the question : Why should The American grape crop is becoming something of

the agriculturist know more than other people'? They i an institution in our country. In the Great West, especi-

certainly should, for in our country they have more to do ! ally in Ohio and Missouri, thousands of acres are set apart

than other classes
;
a greater multiplicity of pursuits are ! for the cultivation of the vine, and large quantities of

here crowded into the planter’s calling than in aity other
j
wine are now manufactured annually. It has been de-

occupation. They have to make more use of the powers
,
monstrated by numermous experiments that our native

or laws of nature than others. They are forced to use
I
grapes produce wines fully as good as the best imported

the elements as tools. They are practical chemists,
|

from abroad, and so well aware are the people of Ohio

whether aware ofit or not
;
for they make use of the vari- '

arrd Missouri of this fact, that most of them prefer their

ous substances which nature gives them, which they com- i own to the best imported brands. No crop, we have

bine, separate, modify and change, to simples and com-
|

been informed, yields a more profitable reiurn for the

pounds. The plantation is at one and the same time, a
i care and labor expended upon it than the grape,

laboratory and a workshop
;
and in proportion as they i One acre produces about four hundred gallons of juice,

operate in such a way as to afford the several elements of
j

and the wine sells at a iiigh price, the demand for it being

which the substances are composed, and upon whichthey i greater than the supply. Xbisvoi y circumstance, how-

are operating, to disunite or combine, so will be the mea-
j
ever, has led to its adulteraticn in some ca.scs, as liquids

sure of their success. They depend upon the vegetable i have been sold for the pure native juice of the grape

world for subsistence— their labor is among and upon the
j
which were but mixtures oflogwood, caramel, and a little

plants ofthe earth, and they should know the proper name
and nature of eveiy tree, herb and plant. They have to

contend with insects and iinimals— they should know the

habits and nature of these more intimately than any other

class ofpeopie—they have to till the earth, and put its

soil into a proper condition to produce a good crop. They
have to change its natural state to adapt it to the various

purposes and crops—then, why’’ should they’’ not know
more and better respecting the ingredients of their soils,

and the various mineral and fosil substances which they

may wish to appropriate to their uses'? They have to

“discern the face of the sky,” watch the changes of the

atmosphere, and regulate their movem.ents in accordance

with those changes, temperature, and all the climatic fluc-

tuations. Why, then, should they not know as much, or

more, of the composition of the air, or atmosphere, and

the science of meteorology, than any other people'? They
must use all the various tools and implement of labor—they

must take advantage of the principles of mechanics, and

the application of mathematics to practical life. Is there

any good reason why they should not know as much, or

even more than others, respecting mechanical science or

natural philosophy '? In this country they have to con-

tribute largely to the support and formation ofthe govern-

ment, and upon them depends the selection of the rulers

and law-makers. Why, then, should they not understand

the fundamental principles of national law, political science

and political economy 'I They have to administer to the

sickness of animals under ther charge, heal wounds and

restore health. Why, then, should they not perfectly un-

derstand comparative anatomy, at least—and, also, physi-

ology, as well as the symptoms and treatment of diseases '?

Indeed, so wide is the field of the agriculturist, so exten-

sive his labors, sjp numerous the objects with which he is

connected, so various the operations he has to perform

;

that we verily believe he should be the best educated and

best informed man upon the earth. Can a man conquer,

or make himselfperfectly familiar with every science, and

anything'? By no means; yet, nevertheless, he should

have his mind so well stored with the general principles

of all the sciences, that he can be guided by them when it

becomes necessary to learn more minutely, and to know
-when he employs a man devoted particularly to any one

branch, whether he is competent to the task, and will dis-

charge his duty to him with fidelity and precision.

A. G. Summer.

To Cure Warts on Cows’ Teats.—Neat’s foot oil,

beef gall, spirits turpentine, and old brandy
;
equal parts

of each. Shake well before using. Apply once a day.

! native wine to impart its psculier aroma to the whole. It

is greatly to be regretted that any wine manufacturer

All subscriptions to the Southern Cv.ltivoXor begin

with the January number.

should do such a thing; but for ail this, there are a num-

ber of Ohio brands much prized by those who have quaffed

the juice of the grape in Sunny France, on the banks of

the Rhine and JDouro. The brands of Mr. Yeatman, of

Cincinnati, and some others, have a very high reputation

in the market.

The soil and the climate of several of our States are very

favorable for the cultivation of the grape, and we think

that not many years hence the importation of foreign

wines will cease entirely.

In Missouri, a whole county is chiefly devoted to the

raising of grapes, -with the sole view of manufacturing

them into wine;' ’^vhile a company has been formed there

with a large capital, to manufacture, bottle, store and sell

it. The wine made in Missouri is quite equal to the best

in Ohio. The vineyards around Cincinnati are extend-

ing every year; one horticulturist alone, as we learn Irom

a cotemporary, sold one million of cuttings the present

year.

Whenever a plentiful supply of good pure native wine

is obtained, it will supersede distilled and malted liquors

beverages which are now too commonly used—Sden-

tijic American.

MACHINE FOR SPINNING SPANTSHs OR LONG
Moss.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My son being a sub-

scriber to your paper, and living on the same place with

me, I have read it regularly since he has taken it. Sup-

posing you to be more extensively acquainted with the

latest improvement in domesiic economy of every kind

than any other to whom 1 could address a letter of inquiry,

I take the liberty of troubling you with this to inquire if

you know of any machine that will spin the Long Moss

used in making matresses into a very loose twisted rope

;

the single strand of which may be varied from 1-2 to 2 1-2

inches in diameter. The reason of my making this in-

quiry is, that I have made an improvement in the mak-

ing of matresses, by weaving such ropes as above des-

cribed as filling upon a strong twine warp, (See Scientific

American, du\y 25th, 1857,) and I find the spinning by

hand to be a slow process, as it takes two spinners to

keep the loom going when making a square yard of the

fabric in ten minutes. What I wish is, a machine that

will spin as fast as two hands, with one horse power, and

one hand to attend it. I have been making these matress-

es about two years; they can be platted with wool with

great facility, and are superceding every other kind of

bed where they are known.

If there is no such machine in existence, 1 will give a

bonus of SlOO; and the exclusive right to make and sell
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matresses in the State in which any man lives who will
invent one that will perform the work well, provided he
does not live in Mississippi, Louisiana, or Texas. In that
case, he can choose another State.

With due respect, &c., W. P. Ford.
Cheneyville, Parish of Rapides, La., Oct, 1857.

WHITE EUPIN—MECHANICS AND AGRICUE-
ture, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—For some time I have
been thinking of experimenting with the White Lupin as
a renovator upon our flat lands, but cannot get the seed.
Be kind enough to inform me where I can get the seed
and also its price. The White Lupin and Spurry are quite
popular on the continent of Europe as reclaimers of land.
I do believe that the Lupin, in particular, would be of
great advantage to us, as our soils are more or less ferru-
ginous. This plant delights in penetrating a close, com-
pact subsoil with its long loots, and forcing from it the
inorganic elements that our crops need so much.

It seems to me that the mechanical department is too
much neglected by our agricultural periodicals. I have
read a great deal about the making of cotton in the differ-

ent journals, but have not seen the first line upon gin-
ning of cotton.

What proportion ought there to be between the band-
wheel and cog-wheel to attain the greatest amount of
speed 1 What ought to be the length and width of the
band to correspond with the whirl upon the gin and band
wheel '? And then the materials ofthe cogs, their thick-
ness and distance apart are ali matters of great import-
ence to the speed of a gin.

There is, too, the screw equally indispensable to the
farmer as the running gear, and not a word have I seen
about its construction. What species of wood is the most
durable for the pin and taps? and what ought to be the
width of the threads on the pin so as to cause the screw
to descend with the greatest haste and at the least expense
of horse power ?

While your Philips, your Harmon and other Agricul-
tural High Priests are giving forth their experienced ut-
terances, upon the culture of cotton, let us also have a few
plain articles upon the principles involved in the struc-
ture of screws and running gear

;
for I know of no labor

ofthe farm that is heavier upon the horse than the gin-
ning of our cotton. pMt Carmel, Abbeville DisL, S. C., Oct, 185?!

[Any person having seed of the White Lupin will con-

fer a favor by making the fact known through our columns

;

which are also open to all who wish to communicate in-

formation of general interest on Agricultural implements,

machinery, &c.

—

Eds,]

THE PROPER PREPARATION OF COTTON
for Market.

The greatest economy in the gathering and preparing
any crop which is produced, is essential to insure the

proper profits to the planter. He may have fine lands,

propitious seasons, and all the incidents to successful pro-

duction, but if the most careful attention is not bestowed
upon the gathering of his staples, he is no better off in the

end than he who tills poor lands, and carefully husbands
and protects its products. From the moment a crop is

matured it demands, therefore, strict attention, and no

labor is better paid than its preservation and protection

from depredation. If all the cotton which is produced

was saved and properly brought to market, it would

swell the production to a degree unthought of by those

who do not look strictly into details. If this, which is not

regarded by the larger producers of cotton as essential, is

a fact, how much is lost to the planters by the careless and
bungling manner in which the staple crops are prepared
for market? We do not hazard a great deal in saying,
that from this alone plan' ers suffer more than from even
short prices, and all other depressing causes combined.
Nor do we assert anything but truth when we say, that
these lessons to the planters of South Carolina v/ould pay
their taxes more than four times over.

The careful picking and ginning of cotton is most es-
sential. Nothing pays better than attention to these two
operations. A good cotton gin should be secured, and
attention paid to the manner in which the ginning is per-
formed. The condition of the cotton should be perfect.
If it has been properly sunned before put in bulk, and se-
curely housed against the effects ofdamp, it will be in such
order that the lint will be thrown from the brush wheel in
a feathery, fleecy state. If the gin is in proper condition
the staple will not knap, nor will the fibre be cut by the
saws. Knapped cottons, and that which is cut by the
saws, always sell for less than even dirty cottons, which
are well ginned, from the fact that the manufacturers
have the proper machines for cleaning it of ihe dirt and
leaf left in it; but when the fibre is once destroyed, its

value is in the like manner impaired This exemption
from injury can only be properly secured by having both
the cotton and gin in perfect order. An overseer should
not only be a capable judge of these things, but he should
be able to remedy any defects which may occur in the
working of the machinery of the motive power which
drives the gin, as well as the gin itself. The Georgia and
Alabama cottons are prefarred in our shipping markets,
not on account of the superiority of their staple, but mere-
ly because they are well ginned. In packing cotton, six
ropes should be used to each bale

;
for ifone should break

here are always a sufficient number left to secure thet
bale from bursting. The rope, too, is seldom an expense
to the planter, as it usually brings as much as it costs, and
hence he can afford to apply it without stint. If six ropes
are used, the sowing of the bales on the side with twine
can be dispensed with; for with close packing the bag-
ging will meet, and even if it does not, there can be no
wastage at the sides. From the mode in which cottons
are packed in the screw boxes in layers, the wastage
oraly occurs in the top, bottom and ends. The heads of
the bales should be securely and properly sewed up with
twine in the best manner, After the bale is turned out,

avoid the common custom of exposing it to the v/eather.

If it is worth gathering, picking and packing for market,

it certainly is worth protecting from the weather. If

these particulars are strictly attended to, the cotton crop

would bring the producer from one to two cents per

pound more than it does when prepared in a careless and
indifferent manner .—South Carolina Agriculturist.

CORN STARK CUTTER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Believing it to be the

duty of every farmer of our country to contribute his mite

for the benefit of his fellow man and to impart all informa-

tion that would be of service to the cause of agriculture, I

thei’efore send yon a description of a Roller and Cutter

that I constructed last fall for the purpose of preparing

land that was foul for the plow. This Cutter, for corn

stalks or weeds of any kind, acts like a charm. I

have never tried it on cotton stalks, but believe it will act

if your land has not too many stumps or loose rock. The
Stalk Cutter is 8 feet in length— that is the Roller. I select-

ed a straight black walnut 18 inches in diameter; knocked
off bumps and bark with a foot adze

;
banded each end

with iron, as you would wagon hubs, to keep them from

sun cracking; I then placed a gudgeon of 1 1-2 inch iron

round
;

squared 6 inches with beards cut on it where

it goes into the end of the Roller, leaving 4 inches out of
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Roller of the round iron Next, I make a frame of 4 inch

[scantling for the Roller to revolve in, to be securely framed

[with mortice and tennons well pinned on Roller. I next

[put a tongue in, either for oxen or horses. Let your frame

irest on the gudgeons
;
confine your gudgeons by staples

Ito their proper places.

i

Your Roller being complete, you will procure common

;

steel, such as we lay plows with in this country, say 2 1-2

(inches in breadth by 1-8 in thickness; have one edge

hammered out sharp and then tempered, ground sharp on

ia stone or filed. This knife should be 7 feet in length.

I

You must, for an 18 inch roller, have 8 knives of this kind.

I

You place them at equal distances apart, lengthwise your

i
roller. You next confine your knife on roller, and in order

! to do that I take iron 1 by 1-2 inch, cut off 6 inches in

length; double it and you have 1 inch square; one end

open to receive the knife
;

let this straddle the back of

your knife, say 1 1-2 inches, securely riveted with one

I good rivet
;
that will give you 4 1-2 shank to go into roll-

er; place 1 at each end and on the middle; commence

with knife No. 1 ;
mark where your shanks come with 1

inch augur
;
bore for shanks, and so on, with No. 2; and

if you should cut arabitin roller for the back of the knife

to rest in, all the better.

Such is a rough sketch of my Corn Stalk Cutter, and

it works finely in our prairie land
;
so much so that all of

our farmers are having them made, and at the same time

have solicited me to apply for a patent : but believing I

was too far Southwest, and fearful of coming in contact

with some worthy invention from the land of “Wooden

Nutmegs” if I should go as far as Washington, therefore, I

have declined applying for a patent, and authorise you if

you see proper and can understand what I have attempted

to describe to you, you can place it in ship-shape and give

it to your numerous readers.

Your obedient and humble servant,

J. H. SiNGLETON.

Wa,xahachie, Ellis Co
,
Sept., 1857.

BERMUDA GRASS-=AGRICUETURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It is stated in a form-

er number of your gladdening journal that Bermuda Grass

“is not very difficult to control or destroy, when properly

managed.”

It is not my wish cr intention to discredit a statement

from authority which is oracular among planters and men
of scientific attainment and research in the great cause of

agriculture, but I am disposed to doubt any one’s ability to

eradicoAe Bermuda Grass, by no matter what sort of

management, without very great trouble, labor and im-

mense difficulty. Ithas been the curse ofthe richest plan-

ting lands in this county, and is dreaded as much as the

famed grass which an Irishman declared took root so

deeply that it clinched on “ ’tother side the world.”

It is truly a disadvantage to any cotton country, though

one of the best grasses we have for hogs and sheep

Cows get poor upon it, and horses have to work hard to

gratify their appetites
;

besides in tilling soil on which it

has become matted this valuable animal has to labor very

hard and soon becomes poor and lean of look.

It was said that salt, cliloride cf sodium, would kill Ber-

muda
;
as it will almost any other grass, but such is not

the case, •

A friend of mine emptied the brine out of a number of

pickle pork barrels upon a small square of grass, and in a

few days was disposed to think he had found the long-

sought secret, but to his astonishment, the grass came

out again very luxuriantly and grew off rapidly. A gentle

man claims to have killed the grass by plowing it up

thoroughly in mid- winter, and this seems the most ration-

al theory that has ever been started
;

for the roots cannot

stand a freeze when they are exposed.

I’ve been watching the experiment of a very intelligent

planter near me who, I am disposed to think, will suc-

ceed in thoroughly destroying the grass, but only after a

large expenditure of labor, time and trouble. If his ex-

periment succeeds it will be clearly demonstrated that the

Bermuda Grass can be killed, but not easily or without

difficulty.

A planter, if he has the land to spare, should, by all

means, have a pasture, and there is no grass which suc-

ceeds better for pasturage, because tough and hardy, than

Bermuda; though at the same time lie should avoid most

scrupulously, getting the grass on any land which is re-

served for planting purposes.
^

Another thing about this grass, is its possessing seed.

The most of persons deny that it has seed, but my atten-

tion was called to this fact by a gentleman whose practi-

cal experience, gained in a prolonged battle with the

grass would be prized,if given to the planting community,

more particularly that part which are now cultivating

soil platted and matted by its endless number of roots.

The seed germinate like that of other grasses in the spring,

though this grass, when from the seed, is easily killed un-

til it has jointed, being, at first, young and tender.

Dr. P.,of Edwards, Miss., perhaps could give some-

thing valuable on the destruction of the Bermuda Grass,

and any information, of a practicable plan which would

thoroughly eradicate this much hated and truly hateful

grass, would be appreciated and prized by all who have

to work lands upon which it is growing. Horses carry

sprigs of it in their shoes all day and wherever the joints

which have eyes somewhat similar to the old sugar cane,

fall, they most surely live and spread over the soil.

It is also conveyed on waggon wheels for miles and

planted out to the annoyance of men who dread it worse

than poor lands and gullied hills, since Mr. Harmon’s oc-

cuoation bids fair to become almost a science. Success

to *him and Bermuda grass destroyers. Men making the

destruction and thorough eradication of this abomina-

tion an employment, would find handsome remuneration.

It is notorious that we, as a people, in Alabama, do not

pay sufficient attention to forage for stock—that we feed

and rely too much upon corn and fodder, but heaven de-

liver us from Bermuda Grass.

It would gratify much those sufferers who are working

in Bermuda patches to see the subject of its eradication

discussed in your excellent monthly.^ Perhaps ah':!’ be-

coming familiar with the subject, it may not be so dreadful

as we suppose and, perhaps, with the pen alone some in-

telligent planter (and there are scores of such) might be

the rernote cause of much good and a great deal of satis-

faction to those who are unfortunate, or consider them-

selves so, in possessing lands “ run aw'ay ” with Ber-

muda Grass.

The cultivation of mother earth is rapidly becoming a

science; and what is there more independent, more de-

pended upon, more beautiful, more occupying and inform-

ing than bringing forth the smiles, in luxuriant harvests,

ofour kind relenting parent I Men may disappoint us,

and they certainly wdll, wmmen may deceive us, but

mother earth is ever fond to her children. If we are

abundant in our affection to the good darne,.sheis not for-

getful in her returns and gives to her working sons the

influence of the world and the wealth and strength of na-:

tions.

In order to advance Agriculture, we should support out

agricultural periodicals, and it is to be devoutly hoped that

the men of this great couutjy will sustain these noble ef-

forts in the noblest of causes. Interloper,

Loirndcs Co., Alo.., Oct., 1857.

I *We wdll give an article on the destruction of Bermuda

and other troublesome grasses, in our January number.

—

1
Eds.
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DeBOW’S REVIEW ON THE COTTON CROP.

In a long article, DeBow has reviewed the last 32 years,

making the following deduction :

Average latest spring frost, March 23.

Average earliest fall frost, October 26.

Average time between latest and earliest frost, 7 months

and 4 days.

Average date of first bloom, June 5,

And for 1857 as follows:

Latest spring frost, April 23. Earliest fall frost, aver-

age October 20, Growing season 6 months and 3 days.

First bloom, June 25.

He says : Before I proceed to show what I would con-

sider a small average or large crop for 1857, 1 will call at-

tention to some facts. As a general rule, the magnitude

of the crop depends upon a long or short period between

the spring and fall frosts. In 1839, the spring opened on

the 6th of March, seventeen days earlier than the average

and the growing season continued twelve days later than

the average fall frost, giving for the growing season eight

months 1 day, and a crop of 2,177,000 bales—an increase

800.000 bales over the year immediately preceding. The
crop of 1840, besides the influence of a short season of

six months and twenty-four days, was diminished by an

overflow to the Misssissippi, and reached only 1,635,000

bales. The crop of 1842 was very large, and it will be

observed that the season commenced on the 22d February

and continued until the 26th of October, a period of eight

months and four days, yielding 2,378,000 bales—an in-

crease of more than 700,000 bales over the previous year.

The crop ot 1848 was an unusually short one of 1,779,000

bales, resulting from ashort growing season of six months

and five days, and a general visitation of the army worm.

The crop of 1848 is again a short one of 2,097,000, show-

ing a deficit of more than 600,000 bales from the previous

crop
;
the growing season was only 6 months 22 days,

and there was an overflow in Red River during the sum-

mer.

The crop of 1 855 was an unusually large one on a

growing season of a few days short of7 months, but it will

observed that the whole season was remarkably favor-

able, and that at lease 260,000 bales of the previous crop

Was received, which had been kept back by low water in

the rivers in Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas.

The crop of 1856 has been variously estimated, but taking

the present deficit at all the ports, and the probable

amount to come forward, it will probably not exceed

2.950.000 bales—and I believe this figure has been gener-

ally adopted—I shall take it as a basis of calculation.

Taking the average of the last five crops as the basis

of our calculation, without regard to the late spring frost

of the present season, the result will be as follows

;

1852 crop in bales 3,262,900

1853 crop in bales 2,930,090

1854 crop in bales 2,847,300

1855 crop in bales 3,587,800

1856 crop in bales . . estimated 2.950,000

Average of above 3,123,600

Add 5 per ct. incr’se in cultivation. 156,200

3,179,800

But if the fall frost should take place at the average

date, 28th October, the growing season will only be six

months and three days, one month short of the average,

and we can only expect a proportionally short crop.

1857 average crop in bales 3.279,800

Deduct 14 per ct. for 1 month short

of avei'age growing season 559,000

Leaving for the actual only 2,820,000

From the above, I conclude that even if the fall frost

should be protracted to the lOih of November, the latest

period for the last thirty-two years, the growing crop can-
not exceed 3,275,000 bales, which would be much short of
the commercial wants of the world, and if the fall frost

comes at the average period of the 26th of October, or as
often occurs before that time, the crop will not exceed
2,830,000.

Georgia Wine.—We accepted the invitation, a day or

two since, of our esteemed friend, John L Wynne, of
Wilkes county, to test some of his Still Catawba Wine,
i\ie pure juice of the grape, of the vintage of 1856, and we
take pleasure in saying, much as we had heard of the

excellence of his wine, it far exceeded our most sanguine
expectation. It was indeed a most excellent, in fact a
very superior article

;
and in this opinion we were sus-

tained by gentlemen, in the acuteness and acuracy of
whose tastes, we have more confidence than our own.
We had an opportunity of comparing it with a bottle of

'•'•LtongwortKs Still Cataiobo., of the vintage of 1852, with
which it was pronounced fully equal if not superior.

Those who desire to taste a good article (the pure juice
ot the grape,) of Georgia made Wine, can do so by call-

ing at the store of Lamback & Cooper.—Augusta, Chron.,
Oct. 16.

Fractions of an Acre for Experiment.— It is often

very desirable to the farmer to measure off from a lot of
land fractions of one acre, for the purpose of making a
series of experiments upon different modes of planting,

cultivating or manuring. To facilitate this we give be-
low the measurement of a side of a square, containing the

following fractional parts of an acre. A reference to this

table will save some perhaps tedious calculotion :

Feet square.
1-16 of an acre contains about 52 1-8

1-8 “ “ 731-8
1-4 “ “ 1041-4
1-3 “ “ 1211-2
1-2 “ “ 1471-2
1 acre “ “ 200
2 acres “ “ 418

We cannot but suggests to our readers the importance
and advantage of combining with the usual duties of the

farm such experiments as may easily be conducted with-
out any interruption of the work, and yet will often lead

to the most decisive results. If one is to plant an acre of
potatoes, for instance, devide it into quarters, and each
quarter into eighths, if needed, and plant one part with
small seed, another with large, another with cut and
another whole; manure one part in the hill, another out-

side. On one quarter try salt to prevent the rot, on
another lime, another ashes, &c. No man can do this

without soon increasing his knowledge of agriculture, and
soon after his wealth.— Granite Stale Farmer.

Happy Farmers.—When the commercial horizon is

shrouded in gloom; when suspension and ruin are impend-
ing over those who but recently awakened feelings of

envy and discontent in the breast of the farmer, by their

show of wealth—their gilded equipages, and troops of ser-

vants—their enjoyments of all the luxuries of life

—

then
can the honest tiller of mother earth raise his head with
pride which unscathed integrity alone can give, and thank
his stars that he is not a “merchant prince.” Times like

these are well calculated to demonstrate the vanity of

“getting rich in a hurry.” While the gilded fortunes in

anticipation by speculators, have vanished as the mist be-

fore the morning sun, the steady but slow gains of the

farmer are secure. There is now plenty in all the rural

districts, while depression and want are staring the com-
mercial and manufacturing wotld in the fs<ee.—Excha/ngc
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“MAD ITCH.’?

Editors Southern Cultivator—Ifyou or any of your

subscribers can inform me how to cure and what to use

as a preventive for a disease I have among my cattle, it

will be thankfully received. When I discovered the first

symptoms of the disease, the cattle taken, were rubbing

their heads very severely
;
so much so, that it was not

long before the hair was rubbed off. They appeared to be

in the greatest agony, and the disease appeared to be

principally confined to the head. Some term it “Mad
Itch,” perhaps it may be. Please let me know if there is

any known remedy for it, as all that I did had no effect. I

used tar, sulphur and salt as a preventive with those that

had not taken it
;

there has not been another case of the

disease since I used the above remedy, though I do not

know that it is a preventive. Respectfully,

A Sqbscriber.

Lamar, Miss., Oct., 1857.

SNUFF “DIPPING.”

Senator Bullock, of Ala., editor of the Spirit of the

South, thus sets his condemnation on the filthy habit of

“dipping

“This most disgusting and ruinous practice has become
alarmingly prevalent. The quantity sold in this county,

[Barbour, Ala ] exceeds five thousand pounds, and no

doubt the consumption is equally great in other counties.

The snuff bottle passes round not less frequently than

the whiskey bottle among topers—and the one form of dis-

sipation is about as offensive and ruinous as the other—in

feet whiskey has the advantage. What can be more re-

volting to good taste than to see a lady comforting herself

with a huge mop, ponderous with maccaboy—grinding

the villainous mass, mop and all, until it become tasteless

and juiceless.

“Young ladies and old, married and single indulge, and
what is passing strange, but few conceal it. There is a

painful amount of ignorance as to the deadly ravages it

makes upon the health. It finds a beginning in occasional

dipping to cleanse the teeth, and such supposed harmless

use begets a fondness for it as a stimalant, and nothing

can be more certain than that in the end, you become pos-

sessed of an irresistible craving for it, which must be

gratified at all hazards—nervous system wrecked— di-

gestion and appetite destroyed—gums and lips hardened,

bloodless and juiceless— skin rough and colorless— the

snuff dipper stands before you a skeleton, eating nothing,

enjoying nothing, all the time crying for more snuff

Ladies, let us beseech you to avoid it as you would the

most deadly poison. Never use it for any purpose. Sub-

stitute charcoal in cleaning the teeth— it is far preferable,

not only as a cleanser, but it keeps the breath pure, and
should any escape into the stomach it acts admirably as a

disinfecting agent and benefits digestion. But banish

snuff at all events, and you will never regret the resolu-

tion.”

A Calculation to Look at.—Suppose a man drinks

four glasses of liquor a day, at five cents a glass, in a

week he spends $1 40, and in a year S72 80. This will

buy the following articles:—Four barrels of flour, say

S24 ;
four pairs of boots, say Sl5

;
forty pounds of butter,

SlO; two hundred pounds of beef, S8; a new hat, S4; a

a new satin vest, S>4 ;
a bonnet for wife, $5; sugar plums

for the children, $1 80. Total S7’2 80.—Exchange.

We have a number of gentlemen in our town who will

average ten glasses per day : and for which they pay ten

cents per glass. That would be S>1 per day, $1 per week,

or S3G5 per year; and would buy him a neat little cottage

for himself and family, and a suit of clothes to boot.—
Brandon RepnbUcan

CURE FOR SWOLiUEN FEET IN CHICKENS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in the May
number of the Southern Cultivator some inquiries made
by Mrs. M. K. J., as to the cause and cure for Swollen
Feet Chickens. I do not know the cause, but will give

the cure. Have their feet and legs well tarred up to their

knee joints, and repeat it in some four or five days after-

wards. You will find that all the rough scaly substance

about their feet and legs will peel off, all the swelling be

reduced and leave them a beautiful white. Apply the tar

alone—mix nothing with it. L. E. L.

Marshall, Texas, Aug., 1857.

Native Cotton.—The following is an extract from a

letter published in the Tallahassee Floridian and Journal,

and dated the 14th of Sept., at Fort Myers, Fla.:

While on a scout near this place, on the Collooshatchee

river, a few days, since, I found a large quantity of wild

cotton. This cotton is growing in a low marshy ham-
mock, near the river

;
when first discovered I could hardly

believe the fact, but upon examination I found it to be cot-

ton in its crude and uncultivated state. This cotton has

the appearance of Nankeen cotton, but I think this is

caused by the red bug, which seems to have the same ef-

fect on the bolls as rust on the stem. The leaf of this

cotton is very much like the Sea Island in shape, but

from the feeling of the leaf and shape of the bolls one

would suppose it to be upland. This cotton grows very

high, and seems to be mostly barren, but this 1 think, is

owing to the thickness of the growth. This cotton is so

well adapted to the climate and soil that it grows all the

winter; it may seem unreasonable to you, sir, but I am
confident that I saw some stalks that are at least four or

five years old. It is found mostly in the vicinity of the

river. I went with Col. Rogers and others, who are well

acquainted with the cotton plant, to look at this cotton,

and they all pronounce it cotton growing naturally in an

uncultivated soil.”

A Good Word for the Ladies.—Some of the papers

are lecturing women upon extravagance in dress, and ad-

vising them to retrench, especially during the present

financial difficulty. Doubtless there are many cases of

unwarrantable extravagance in this way
;
but do people

ever consider that two or three glasses of brandy and half

a dozen regalias indulged in daily by a man, to say no-

thing of 5 and S‘l0 dinners, amount to more in a year than

would be required to dress a woman up to the full require-

ments of fashion 1 Much of this talk about the extrava-

gance of women is nonsense. They are almost universal-

ly careful, and many a trader would to-day have been

sale and sound, if he had listened to the prudent counsels

of his wife, rather than the reckless promptings of his own
ambition. It is natural for men to endeavor to shift the

responsibility of their folly to other shoulders, but it is

rather too much to charge a commercial revulsion like this

upon one’s wife and daughter.— Tribune.

Look out for Manure.—No manure is so well worth

the saving in October and November, as the new fallen

leaves of the season. According to Payen, they contain

nearly theee times as much nitrogen as ordinary barn-

yard manure
;
and every gardener who has strewn and

covered them in his trenches late in the fall or in Decem-

ber, must have noticed the next seasou how black and

moist the soil is that adheres to the thrifty young beets

that he pulls. No vegetable substance yields its woody
fibre and becomes soluble quicker than leaves, and from

this very cause they are soon dried up, scattered to the

winds and wasted if not now gathered and trenched in or

composted before the advent of severe winter.

—

Exch.
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SUSPENDED BANKS AT PAR
The Proprietor of the Southern Cultivator will take the

bills o^ ‘the following suspended Banks AT PAR, for any

ted ness to this office, or for subscriptions to the

'Southern Cultivator and Chronicle Sentinel :

Georgia Railroad Bank.

Union Bank, Augusta.

Bank of the State of South Carolina.

Bank op South Carolina.

Southwestern Railroad Bank.

Peoples Bank, Charleston.

Bank op Hamburg.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Sago Palm and Palmetto.—W.—Neither of those

beautiful plants are cultivated to any extent in the Nur-

series, nor will they stand the v/inter as high as latitude

35®. Fine hedges of the “Spanish Bayonet” (Yucca
gloriosa) are, we believe, conninon in Florida, and the

plant is easily propagated by pieces of the stem, or from

the seed. A hedge of mingled “Spanish Bayonet” and

Cherokee or White Macartney Rose would certainly

prove a “terror to evil doers,” and effectually protect

your fruit garden.

Ovster Shell Lime.—H. P.—The shells of these

luscious “bivalves” decompose very slowly—too much so

to be available for agricultural purposes, unless burned
into lime, which may be done by heaping them over a

brisk fire of wood—the ashes of which, with the shell

lime, may be advantageously applied to your land.

Magnolia Seed.—T. W. M.—This seed should be
gathered as soon as ripe (in September or October) and
planted at once in pots. Nothing could make a grander

avenue than two parallel rows of this “pride ofthe South-

ern woods”— the Magnolia grandifiora! It is a great

mistake to suppose it will “not grow well on dry upland.”

The very finest Magnolia tree we ever saw, stands in dry,

elevated soil, in the yard of Mr. Wright, of Beech Island,

S. C. The small Magnolia, or “Bay” (M. glauca) of our

swamps, though not equal in grandeur and majesty to

its lovelier namesake, is, if possible, more beautiful, and
deserves a prominent place in every tasteful collection of

ornamental shrubbery. Owing to the difficulty oitravs-

planting from low alluvial soils, it should, in all cases, be

raised from seed. Wili not some competent person give

us an article on the Neglected Native Shrubs and Trees of

the So%Uh?

Gold Fish.—Piscator.—These may be obtained in

New York at from S‘l 50 per dozen upward, according to

size. They will live and thrive, in this climate, in any
pure and clear pond or “spring branch”—but, from their

striking appearance, are quite liable to be preyed upon by
larger fish, water snakes, &c. Ours were swept away
by a freshet, and we have not yet replaced them. The
Bream can be obtained, in this city, we presume, from Col.

John Hill, whose pond, at the foot of the Sand Hills, is

abundantly stocked with them.

Agricultural Fairs.—L. M. C.—You are too late.

All the Fairs are over for this season, and we think

your invention has already been worked out by a Western

mechanic. See Patent Office Report.

Fruit Trees.—A. F. R.—See the various advertise-

ments, and give the preference to the best and most re-

liable Nursery near you. iVhid? is the time to plant. Re-

member ! that for you, on'e good Southern raised tree is

worth two froin^'-'a different climate. Northern winter

Apples are of no value here—you should procure such

fine Southern kinds as the Carter, Shockley, Nickajack,

Equinetely, Cullasaga, &c., &c., The Peach you allude

to is the Chinese Cling, disseminated by Henry Lyons,

Esq., of Columbia, S. C. The Honey Peach is also one of

Mr. Lyons’ Peaches, from China, and will not be sent out

until next year. We can give you no other information

respecting the “Flat Peach of China” than is furnished

by the last edition of Downing’s “Fruits and Fruit Trees,”

which see.

White Strawberry.—G. D. L.—We do not know of

a really good white Strawberry for the South. We have

tried the common White Wood, the Bicton Pine, &c
,
but

our success has not been very flattering. The kinds

which succeed best, with the proper mode of planting,

&c., will be found in our November number, page 330.

We have heard ofa fine white seedling Strawberry in South

Carolina, which we will endeavor to obtain this winter

for trial.

Ogeechee Limes.— S. A. H.—The “Ogeechee Lime”

(so called) is the Sour Tupelo (Nyssa cayitata) of natur-

alists. It is found on the Ogeechee River, and south-

ward as far as Louisiana. It is dioecious, i. e., the male

and female flowers are borne on separate trees. The fruit

is of a light red color
;
oval shaped

;
somewhat more than

an inch long, and five-eighths ofan inch in diameter, near

the stem. It is thick skinned and very acid, and is used

to make preserves, which are highly esteemed. Michaux

says : “An agreeable acidulous beverage might be made

from it.” We are not aware that any effort has been

made to cultivate this tree, and shall be obliged to any of

our correspondents who will send us some of the fresh

fruit (which is now, November 15th,) fully ripe, or some

of the seed from fruit of this year.

Southern Apples.—P.—You are quite mistaken re-

specting the comparitive merits of Northern and Southern

Apples. We have now at least 20 Native Southern Apples

(fall and winter) that are far superior (especially for our

climate) to any Northern or foreign kinds. By procuring

the proper varieties and cultivating them right, you can

have an abundance of this wholesome and delicious fruit

from June until the following April and May. That is,

the earlier kinds (Red June, Julian, &c.) ripen in June i

and the winter varieties (such as Shockley, Cullasaga,

Nickajack, Equineteley, Carter, &c.) will ripen in the

house, in succession from October until May. See the

Descriptive Catalogues of Southern Nurserymen

—

see,

also, the new edition of Downing’s “Fruit and Fruit

Trees;” and the back volumes and numbers of this jour-

nal. We have figured and described many of the best
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native Southern Apples, introduced by jNIr. Van Bl'REn,

Dr. Baldwin, Host. Nelson, Rev. J. L. Moultrie, and

others, and shall devote increased attention to the subject.

The Apple, with us, seldom, if ever, fails of producing a

crop.

Robert Nelson, A. M.—H. L. M.—This gentleman is

at Yazoo City, Miss., and all letters intended for him per-

sonally, should be addressed to that place.

ENLARGING THE CULTIVATOR.

Editors Southern Cultivator In your October

number, page 300, Mr. G. D. Harmon proposes to be “one

of 5000 ofyour subscribers, who will send you one new
subscriber, at least, and as many more as we can.” You
annex remarks to his proposal, “that if it is respond-

ed to in the right spirit, prior to the first of December, you

will, the next year, give your readers a journal as large

and handsome as it is admitted to be useful and practical.”

As a subscriber, I respond to the proposition, and en-

•close you one dollar, paid me by A. H. W,, for the back

numbers of the present volume, and this subscriber wish-

es to be continued for the next year. This is equivalent

to two subscribers. I expect by the 1st of December to

send you two or three more gold dollars for new subscri-

bers, and another dollar for this subscriber for the next

year.

Washlngtony Texas, Oct., 1857.

[We have received the gold dollar enclosed, and will

forward numbers for present volume to A. H. W., as di-

rected. If all or even half oi our subscribers were as

generous and as devoted to “the cause” as B***, and Mr.

Harmon, it would be an easy matter for us to enlarge our

journal; but the responses to Mr. Harmon’s proposition

are so few, and the “times” so stringent, that we must be

content to retain our accustomed form and size for the pre-

sent. We trust, however, that this circumstance will not

prevent our friends from making all due effort to extend

our circulation, which has never yet (be it modestly

spoken !) reached the half of what its merits, and the ag-

ricultural interests of the country entitle it to.

—

Eds.]

NEW ADVERTISE3IENTS.

A Card to Southern Fruit Growers.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Plants, &c.

Dutch Bulbous Roots.

Co-Partnership Notice.

Pomona Hall Nursery.

The Double-Acting Circle-Adjusting Plow.

Augusta Nursery.

Southern Machine Depot.

Downing Hill Nursery.

Grass Seed.

Imported Garden Seed.

Peabody’s Prolific Corn, &c.

Close of the Volume.—The present number closes

our Fifteenth Volume. We pledge ourselves to the con-

tinuation of our best efforts for the advancement of agri-

culture and horticulture in the South, and confidently rely

upon the generous and appreciative support of the public.

All subscriptions should be renewed at once, and as many

new names added to our lists as possible.

The Index to present Volume, accompanies this num-

ber and will be found very complete. It may be detached

from the centre of the sheer, and put in its proper place,

at the beginning of the volume.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

A Treatise on Surveying; in which the Theory and

Practice are fully explained. Preceded by a short Trea-

tise on Logarithms : and also by a Compendious Sys-

tem of Plane Trigonometry. The whole illustrated by

numerous examples. By Samuel Alsop, author of a

“Treatise on Algebra,” etc. Philadelphia: E. C. & J.

Biddle, No. 508 Union street. 1857.

This is one of the most elaborate and perfect works on

Surveying that has yet fallen under our notice, and can-

not but be of very great service, not only to those who

practice that art as a profession, but also to the farmer,

planter, land-owner and student. The contents of Chap-

ter Four will especially interest agriculturists, as that

chapter explains the easiest and simplest method of as-

certaining the contents of particular fields or portions of

enclosures. The work is a large and well printed octavo

of over 400 pages, and it can be obtained per mail, free of

postage, at $l 75, by addressing E. C. & J. Biddle,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Illustrated Annual Register of Rural Affairs, for

1858. With 130 engravings Number Four. Al-

bany, N. Y. Luther Tucker & Son, publishers.

John J. Thomas, Editor.

This is a very neat duodecimo volume of nearly 150

pages, containing practical hints and suggestions on

Country Dwelling.*:, Laying out Grounds, What Fruits to

Choose, Domestic Animals, Fruit Culture, Farm Build-

ings and Implements, School Houses, Butter and Cheese

Making, Rustic Seats and Structures, Rural and Domestic

Economy, Weights and Measures, &c., &c. It is richly

worth five times the price asked for it, and may be ob-

tained, free of postage, by enclosing 27 cents in stamps to

Luther Tucker & Son, Albany, New York.

The American Water Cure, and The Phrenological

Almanacs, besides muchfspecial information on the sub-

jects to which they are devoted, contain no inconsider-

able amount of entertaining miscellaneous reading, with

the usual Calendars, &c., for 1858. Price 6 cents each,

or 25 copies for S' 1. Address: Fowler & Wells, 308

Broadway, New York City.

An Essay on the Preservation of Health. By Good-
WYN Nixon, M. D., of Lowndes, Ala. 18.57.

This is a somewhat “quaint and curious” pamphlet,

which, as the author frankly avows, was “ written to

while away time.” The style is lively, piquant and con-'

versation d; and while we do not consider ourselves com-

petent to pronounce upon the correctness of all the author’s

conclusions, there is one from which we have no desire

to dissent, viz: that “Good ripe fruit is a means of obvi-

ating disease. It cools ike blood, and robs it of the germs of

fever and inflammation
;

it opens the bowels, and lulls the

excitement of the system. After a winter of meat and

bread, how anxiously we hail the advent of summer, with

its luscious iruits ! and what delight it gives our organs

of taste, so long inured to the stale di.shes of winter ! ’Tis

not unlike passing through some parching Sahara, and

coming to an oasis, where our cars are ravished with the

euphony ofgushing waters.”

We are under obligations to the author for a copy of

the work, for which he has our thanks.
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THE ATLANTA FAIR.

Owing to the “pressure of the times” and several

other causes, the attendance of the people at the late Fair

in Atlanta, was quite meagre. A well informed officer of

the Society writes us

:

“The late Fair was the best, in Horses, Mules, Field

Crops, Machinery and Manufactures, and Fine Arts, that

we have ever had. The Ladies’ Hall and Household de-

partment and Fruits were very poor and the people were
absent.”

The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year:

L. B. Mercer, of Terrill, President.

James Camak, of Clarke, Secretary.

Lewis Tumlin, ofCass,

J. H. Hayden, of Fulton,
|

T. P. Jones, of Green,

J. S, Linton, of Clarke,

Bichard, Peters, of Fulton,

Jno, H. Newton, of Clarke,

Geo. P. Harrison, of Chatham,
j

C. J. Munnerlyn, of Decatur,
j

T. J. Smith, of Hancock,
|

Wm. M. Brown, of Marion. J

I

]

f* Executive Committee.

Downing’s “Fruits.”—We are in receipt of a copy of

this indispensable work, just as we go to press. We
thank the generous donor, (Charles Downing, Esq.,)

and will give the work a more extended notice hereafter.

Grape Report.—The continuation of the Report on

Grapes, by the Committee ad interim of the Georgia Po-

mological Society, will appear in our January number.

Want of Taste.—In a recent number of Hovey's

Magazine^ the remark is made, that “few complete and

thoroughly made gardens and grounds are to be found.

We see everywhere in the rapid increase of wealth and

population in our suburban towns, ^ne buildings, erected

almost by magic, in the highest style of architectural art,

and finished without regard to expense. These costly

dwellings, as well as those of more humble pretensions,

meet our eyes in every direction, and would command our

highest admiration, but for one defect. They are want-
ing in the elegant surrounding which should belong to

every suburban residence
;

the lawn, the ornamental
grounds, the fruit garden, or even the little parterre, have
been entirely neglected, and they stand bleak and alone,

an ostentatious display of wealth without taste, on the

one hand, or the appearance of a depleted purse without

the means of doing anything more, on the other.”

High Price for Negroes.—The Memphis Bulletin of

the 4th inst., records the following ;
—“At a sale of the

property of William Holman, deceased, of Overton county,

on the 21st ultimo, twelve negroes were sold for twelve

thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven dollars—aver-

aging $1,078 08 1-8 each. Five of them were under 7

years of age.”

Poisoned Hay.—A farmer in Ashtabula, Ohio, com-

plains that he has lost seven head of cattle, by their eat-

ing poisoned hay. It appears that the poison is in the

form of ergot, a smutty excresence which grows on the

June grass. It grows as it does on rye, in the shape of a

diseased and enlarged seed, of dark color, varying from

the size a wheat grain to threefourths of an inch long.

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the present is the

commencement of the season for planting Fruit Trees, and
as we have had some experience in that important part of

the art and mystery of Pomology, we think the following

remarks may prove of some service to those who purpose

to plant a few trees
;
and we do really think every planter

and farmer in every Southern State should, at least, plant

as many as ten trees in each year of his life henceforth.

Trees can now be procured as cheap and good from South-

ern Nurseries as they can at the North
;
yet we think we

speak within facts when we say that there is every year

one thousand trees planted there where there is one tree

planted at the South. This should not be so
;
for we have

greater need of it in our extended and hot summers, for

the promotion of health and pleasure than they have, and

we have a more genial climate for its production, as well

as superior varieties.

Why this apathy we cannot imagine, for we have yet to

find the first person who is not fond of good fruit. It

cannot be the expense, for we doubt whether every man
who owns a farm or plantation, is afraid or grudges to

pay out five dollars for a dozen trees including the cost of

transportation. The Apple, the Pear, and Peach are true

cosmopolites
;
are at home from Maine to Louisiana

;

while the Plum, the Apricot and the Nectarine are grown
with ease in many localities. A few years since, it was
supposed fruit could not be raised at the South. This idea

has now become obsolete or dissipated by experience. A
large portion of our Southern farmers never saw or tasted

a specimen of our first class fruits in their lives, and this

is the principle cause of their neglect of this delightful

branch of Horticulture. Could we have the pleasure, of

cramming one Belle Lucrative Pear into the mouth of

every planter in the State of Georgia, next summer, we
opine there would be such a demand for that tree next fall

that every nursery in the United States would be exhaust-

ed of that variety.

The same would be the case with other fruits, were a
dose or two administered

;
some may agree that “where

ignorance is bliss ’tis folly to be wise;” it is rarely the

case, however, when once the spell is broken, that the vic-

tim is willing to return to his former State
;
we never

knew an instance where one commenced to have and en-

joy good fruit that he was willing to be content with what

he had
;
but, on the contrary, the pleasure it afforded, but

incited a desire for more and better varieties
;
the enjoy-

ment but created a desire for farther enjoyment. One of

the first blessings conferred by the Creator upon man,

was to eat of the fruit of the trees of the Garden of Eden,

but from its scarcity and the apparent neglect of its culti-

vation at the South, one would be led to suppose every

planter supposed his wife and daughters would follow the

example of our mother. Eve, or that every tree concealed

that arch enemy, the serpent

!

To such we would say, have no prohibited trees there,

but tell them to eat from the best and most pleasant to the

I taste and eye
;

if you but follow our advice we will be

accountable for the consequences, with the exception of a

slight colic occasionally from over-dosing with unripe

specimens. We once had the pleasure of giving a few

Seckle Pears to a young lady, who declared, on eating

them, that “the skin of them was too good to be thrown

away.”

Ifany have boys or negroes who are predisposed to rob

orchards or fruit trees, we would say it is but the incipi-

ent stage of Pomological taste, and ought to be encouraged

by furnishing them with as many trees as they will plant

and cultivate. Our word for it, as soon as their trees be-
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gin to bear, the desire for their neighbors’ fruit will cease,

and a watchiul care and honest pride will be exercised over

their own. J. Van Buren.

Clarksville^ Ga.., Oct., 1857.

PROPER SIZE OF FRUIT TREES FOR TRANS-
Planting.

At a recent meeting of the “Fruit Growers’ Association

ofWestern New York,” one of the questions propounded,

was

^^Whatageis best for planting Apple and Pear trees

from Nurseries to Orchards, to insure success

The members present proceeded to discuss this ques-

tion as follows:

age is best? For the Fear, Cherry and Plum, iwo years

was oM enough, and ifpersons wished a model cychard,

trees of one year old would he better.

These are the opinions of some of the most inteDigent

and experienced Fruit Growers in America, and should be

considered conclusive. They have more force and signi-

ficance in the South than at the North, where young trees

are ofmuch slower growth. The passion for “iig treesf
and the neglect of trees (big and little) after planting, are

!

among the principal causes of the failures and dissappoint-

j

ments which often attend amateur efforts at orcharding.

—

j

Eds.

I

TREE P.^OXY

—

(P.EOyiA MOUTAX)

T. C. Maxwell said that when he commenced the nurs-

,

ery business, having no extra .‘sized apple trees (as they

were at that time in great demand,) he procured some, and !

they were planted in his neighborhood, with the small

ones from his own nursery. The result was such as to

convince himself and his customers that it was folly to

plant large trees.
j

C. P. Bissell, of Rochester, five years since, at a good '

deal of trouble and expense, removed some large cherry

trees to his grounds, and was so successful that he had
!

been induced to try others, but had given it up as a bad ^

job, and hereafter all he would seek would be a young '

healthy tree.

Mr. Berckmans said the French rule was, that a tree :

should make all its wood on the spot where it grows, and ‘

hence a tree is generally cut down to the ground after :

transplanting. When iMr. B. came to this country, he

brought a ship load of pear trees, the best of his own and .

Van Mons’ collections. The wood was injured on the I

voyage, and on transplanting he cut down to the sound '

wood, many to the ground. Those that were apparently i

uninjured were planted without much cutting; but they
!

lingered for years and most of them finally died. Those >

that he cut down are now beautiful pyramids, requiring
;

no care, and producing beautiful crops.
!

Mr. Fish once sold a collection of trees to a lady in
;

Pennsylvania. While delayed at Corning, the mice got
j

into the bundle and gnawed the bark off several of the
j

trees, some six inches above the roots. He cut them down
i

and made the lady a present of them. The present year, i

being in the neighborhood, he called to see the trees, and !

those that had been cut down were the finest of the lot.

Mr. Ainsworth said that when he commenced the nur-

sery business he could not persuade people to buy his

small trees. One of his neighbors w^enton a journey with

his team in search of “fine, large” trees, and returned

heavily laden with about filty apple trees In two years

after there w’as hardly a tree living. He then bought

small trees, and now has a fine young orchard. Nine

years ago, two of his neighbors, one NIr. Wilbur, and the

-other being unsuccessful he would not name, determined

to plant cherry trees. Mr. W. sent toElwanger & Barry’s

and bought two years old trees, planted them, and they

are now as beautiful trees as man ever looked upon. The :

other, on seeing the trees, made up his mind that he

would find better trees than that, and succeeded in finding
i

some big ones two or three inches through. They are!

alive now, but little larger than when first planted. The
philosophy of the thing is this : when a large tree is taken

up, so many of the roots are broken off that the tree starves

before new roots are formed to furnish it sustenance.
j

Nlr. Barry w’asglad to hear this question discussed. No i

doubt thousands of trees are destroyed by being removed
|

too large. A young tree is checked but little by removal, i

and soon commences its growth. It would be well to be

definate in our discussions. The question w’as: lUAo/

Editors Soctherx Cultivator—In a former Dumber
of the Southern Cultivator, I mentioned the Tree Pseony

{Pceonia Aloutan papaveracecC). The herbaceous species,

however, are equally as beautiful, perhaps even compris-

ing a greater variety of shades, from pure white to deep
red. Every person who spent some spring in the gardens at

the North could not help admiring the gorgeous, deep red

Paenies. Even in our Sout.hern mountains they are doing

pretty well
;
but south of that mountainous ridge which

runs through the upper part of South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama and Mississippi, their cultivation has repeatedly

been tried and given up again
;
they are always killed by

hot sun and carelessness. I have, however, for many
years, succeeded perfectly in the cultivaiion of them, and
by no other means than a little care and a proper choice

of the varieties, as some kinds will stand our climate and
bloom better than others. But any person who cannot

give them a suitable situation, or is unwilling to devote a

little extra attention to this magnificent flower, had better

not meddle with them. It must always be borne in mind
that they are natives of cool, shady places, such as are

found OH the north side of mountains. If treated accord-

to this lesson of nature, success is certain.

The herbaceous Paenies will grow in almost any soil,

preferring, however, a rich and deeply worked ground,

say subsoiled two feet deep. The next thing is, to find a

cool, shady locality. The north side of a building, so

close to it even as to stand almost under the drip of the

roof, where the sun never will shine on them, is an excel-

lent place, and there they will need very little, if any, at-

tention. If such a locality cannot be found, they may be

planted on the “shadebed.’' This has been described in

some earlier number of this periodical, but it may be pro-

per to repeat it here. It is nothing but a scaffold raised

over a bed, at least six feet high, that a person may walk
and work conveniently under it. The sides should be

open to admit the airfreely, but the top should be covered,

either with baguing or something still more open, as, for

instance, a kind of trellis or canes, tied together in such

a way as to form a blind, and sufficiently open, say with

intervals of a inch, merely to break the direct rays of the

scorching sun. This is all that is needed to insure suc-

cess

The different kinds of Pteony are natives of very differ-

ent climates, as Siberia, England, Spain, Levant, Candia,

Switzerland and China. The latter stand our climate

best, and many new varieties have recently originated.

Some of the finest of them are

;

Festiva, yellowish white, with crimson centre.

Papuverifolia, creamy white, pink centre.

Recvcsii atropuipurea, dark pui jjle.

Tcmafvlia, scarlet

and many other varieties, all very double. These varie-

ties, however, are, as yet. quite scarce, while the older

varieties, as the deep red, and the purple ones are preUy”

plentiful. Robert Nei.so.s.
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GRAPE CULTURE AND WINE MAKING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—On reading the ex-

cellent Essay ofmy friend and neighbor, “A. C.,” in the

October number, on the Culture of the Grape and Wine

Making in this section, I doubted whether what is pecu-

liar to myself in the culture and manufacture might not be

understood fully without some farther elucidation of the

system so pursued. The culture of the vine and its re-

sults being deemed by many as difficult, and requiring

peculiar tact, I think it may be useful to aid in dispersing

the mists which hitherto rendered obscure this matter to

the public gaze.

It is not my intention to enter at large into the subject,

but to confine my remarks to my own peculiarities as ad_

ditional information.

In the first place, I prefer new sandy land, porous soil,

and the clay remote from the surface—the pine logs to be

hauled off the land and the pine tops and oaks to be burn-

ed of a rainy day, so that the leaves on the surface may
not be all consumed. The land is then to be laid off (with

stakes) by the plow at eight feet apart, and if the land is

somewhat level (which I prefer) it is to be crossed at right

angles the other way, 4, 5, or 6 feet distance, with the

plow. The field then being laid off say 8 by 4 feet in the

row, the 8 feet rows are to be ridged up with a half shovel

plow by a furrow on each side—where the 4 feet rows
cross this ridge, the top soil, for 18 inches square, is to be
drawn to one side with the hoe and a hole made 18 inches

deep and square by digging out with a steel spade and
hoe, the subsoil to be scattered broadcast afterwards. The
field being thus prepared, fill up the holes with top soil

around it and raise it some inches higher than the land.

All now is ready for planting—if with cuttings (which in

favorable seasons do as well as roots) insert three cuttings

into each hole so filled, the top bud of each cutting being
just above the ground. The buds on the surface ought to

approach and the lower ends of the cuttings be remote,
one from the other. The object is, that in case all the

cuttings should grow you can remove two of them with-
out disturbing the main plant. Your land is now planted,

and you will then break it as deeply as may be both ways
with a long bull tongue plow and strong mule. The field

is thus prepared, planted and broken up G or 8 inches
deep. I recommend one spring and one summer plowing
with the half shovel plow—the first off and the second to

the vines, keeping the bushes down with the hoe and
around the vines clean—all grubs and oak roots to be al-

lowed to lie on the land, as their gradual decay keeps the

soil in good heart and retains mo'sture.

Should your field be a hill side, one which has an east-

ern or southern aspect should be preferred, and it can be
laid off by stakes and with the plow only one way, that

is: horizontally, to prevent the soil from being washed
away by floods of rain.

1 will not say anything of the after cultivation, prun-
ing or feeding of the plants, but will describe some peculi-

arities in the wine making as practiced with me. The
grapes, when fully lipe and the dew has dried off in the

morning, are gathered, housed and all defective and half

ripe berries being removed, are mashed in a half barrel

with an oak pestle, so as to break the skins but not the

seeds. This broken mass and the juice are emptied into

thfi vat, where they are allowed to ferment from half a day
to d or 4 days. The stems and seeds will rise to the top

and must be pressed down in the vat three times a day,

otherwise the top part may become acid and injure the

wine. I ought to have mentioned that the vat as well as

the mash tub ought to be previously well cleansed, made
water-tight and dried inside, before used and then a sul-

phur match should have been burned in the mash tub and
in the vat—the sulphur match is made as in Europe, i. e.,

by dipping strips of strong paper in melted sulphur so as

to have a coat on both sides. The vat should, during the

ignition, be covered with cloth, folded 3 or 4 times to ex-

clude the air. The object of this is to destroy any acidity

in the vat and barrels,and to consume as much of the oxy-

gen gas as possible before the fermentation commences.

The barrels are prepared in the same way, and as the

must or fermenting juice drawn from the vat is poured

into the barrel the sulphurous fumes ascend and pass off.

This consumes the oxygen of the common air in the emp-
ty barrels by combining with it during combustion.

The must, or fermenting juice being drawn off, the mass
ofstems and seeds are to be removed to the press and all

the juice which runs from the first moderate pressure is to

be added to the must in the barrel so as to nearly fill it.

The second pressure ought to be kept by itself as of in-

ferior quality.

This is the process pursued here, and is somewhat dif-

ferent from that described in the valuable paper alluded to;

otherwise describing the system common to Mr. Caradeuc

and to me in our several vineyards.

It may not be amiss to say something on deep arched

cellars, since Mr. Longworth has expressed the opinion

that wine could not be made at the South without deep

arched cellars or large additions of alcohol to the must

—

with due respect, the fact is otherwise. The first wine
made in this section, 9 or 11 years ago, was made in my
barn. Vinegar was intended—wine was made and used

as such. My wine house is a framed board house, hav-

ing a cellar beneath ten feet deep. It has been used for

several years. One part of the wine crop is in this house
where the thermometer rises to 96, and the other part in

the cellai-. The result is the same, and alcohol is not

thought of.

In this relation, I may add that Mr. Buchanan, in his

valuable Treatise on the Culture of the Grape and Wine
Making, Cincinnati edition, 1855, p. 30, speaks of sulphur

fumigations as a malter of course

It was my intention to suggest that porous sandy soil,

remote from clay and new level land was to be preferred

to clay soils and hill sides—the level land having the rays

of the sun playing on its surface in regulated heat and
light from early dawn to the close of day—that sulphur

fumigations are useful, and that sound wines can be made
at the South without being fortified with alcohol, and that

the necessity for a deep arched cellar to keep out the heat

at the South is^ a n^th, though it may be required at the

North to secure regular fermentation without check from

the external cold.

James C. W. McDonnald, M. D.

Woodtcoj'd, S. C., Oct., 1857.

P. S.—For a description of kirids of Grape Vines so

cultivated and the quality of the fruits, see the Southern

Cultivator for Cctober, 1855, pp. 18 and 19.

Rebecca Grape.—The editor of the Boston Cultivator,.

thus speaks of this fine new native Grape:

We have received from Mr. Brocksbank, of Hudson, N.

y., a box of the Rebecca Grape. The bunches are very

close and heavy, and the berries are perfectly ripened,

showing the character of the variety fairly. These speci-

mens confirm our previous impressions, that the Rebecca
is decidedly the best grape growm in the open air that we
ever tasted. We are sustained in this opinion by thor-

ough connoisseurs. When we consider that this variety is

perfectly hardy, and that it is sure to ripen in this latitude

—being a week or ten days earlier than the Isabella— it

must be admitted that it is a valuable acquisition.
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THE VINTAGE IN THE WEST—EETTER FROM
R. Buchanan, Esq.

•Editors Southern Cultivator—Inmost parts of the

Ohio Valley the vintage this year will be light. First the

mildew, and then the rot destroyed over 3 Iths of the

bunches of Grapes that set on the vines. So that the crop

will scarcely average more than 75 gallons to the acre in

this valley. A few vineyards, in peculiarly favorable

portions, have good crops, but the majority are almost a

failure. My own Vineyard of 8 acres, yields only 850

gallons. Had the fruit remained on the vines, a single

acre would have produced as much. In 1853, I made
847 gallons to the acre, and my prospects this year, up
to the 2d July, were equally as good. In Missouri, I am
happy to say, the crop has been unusually fine; on some
vineyards enormous. Altogether, a better crop than ever

produced before, in that State.

In Illinois it is also good.

My friends in Tennessee complain of late frosts in the

spring, and the rot in summer, cutting off more than half

of their grapes; and in some parts of Georgia the vine-

yards were injured by late frosts.

I have heard nothing of late ot Mr. Axt’s estimate of

1000 gallons to the acre for the third year (from the cut-

tings) and 2,000 to 2,500 gallons for the fourth and suc-

ceding years, being realized. I fear he was too sanguine

in his calculations. The reports from my correspondents

in Georgia were much below these estimates, but they

were still so favorable as to lead me to believe that for

grape culture, it was a better region than ours.

^me statements have lately been published by the

ultra-temperance men, that grape culture for wine-making

was about to be abandoned in the United States
;

that it

was not remunerative unless the wines were greatly adul-

terated
;
and that large sums had been lost in attempts to

succeed. Nothing can be more silly, or farther from the

truth than such groundless assertions.

The Grape, like other crops, is subject to casualities,

but my own experience thus far, prove it be more reliable

than even the apple—the hardiest of all our fruits. With
rme, it has never yet failed to pay more than expenses;

even this year, the worst we have ever had, it will pay a

few hundred dollars
;
and in good years it pays enormous-

ly on the investment. Others, who manage with more
economy than I do, can report still better. The largely

increased sales of cuttings and roots, every year, satisfies

me that this cultivation is rapidly spreading, and cannot

now go back. R. Buchanan.
Cincinnati^ Ohio, Oct. 1857.

VINEYARDS—COST OF POSTS—YIEED PER
Acre, «fec.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In one of the Colum-

bus papers I read an article entitled “Grape Growing and

Wine Making Made Easy,” which was copied into that

paper from the Sonthern Cultivator

.

I was really de-

lighted to see it, for I have been for the last year collecting

all the information on the field culture of the Grape pos-

sible, with a view to entering into the business largely. I

was very sorry that Mr. A. DeCaradeuc did not give an

estimate of cost per acre of his mode of preparation. The

posts alone, as you will readily perceive, will be an item of

no little expense. The rows ought not to be more than

seven feet apart, and the vines not more than five feet in

the row. Taking these figures as correct there will be 30

rows to the acre and 42 canes to the row. 42 by 30— 12G0.

One post is necessary to each cane. Whether these post

be obtained at the saw mill or are hewed out by hand,

they will cost not less than twenty-five cents a piece de-

livered on the ground
;

4—1260—S315. Thus you per-

ceive it will cost S3 15 per acre for posts.

I have already subscribed for several Agricultural jour-

nals and expect next year to become a subscriber for yours.

Therefore, as one interested, I hope you will furnish

through the columns of the Southern Cultivator all the

information you can obtain. The subject is one growing
in interest daily,and is destined, I think, to increase large-

ly the wealth of this country.

I am preparing to set out twenty acres in vines this

coming winter. My land, I think, is admirably adapted

to the growth of the vine. It is a sandy soil, high and dry,

and from 10 to 40 feet to clay.

Can you tell me the average yield per acre of any of the

Georgia or South Carolina vineyards
;
the cost of prepar-

ation and cultivation up to the first crop, and the number
of acres tended per hand I

You will find ;$'l enclosed for the Southern C^dtivator.

Please send me the back numbers of this year.

Yours, most respectfully,

Jas, R, Rogers.

Hardaway
,
Ma., Oct., 1857,

[We are pleased at the- interest which our correspondent

feels in this .subject, InU we think he over-estimates the

cost of the posts, espc. i dly to farmers or planters who

own extensive forest.-^— the saplings or “thinnings” of

which may he used for that purpose. Three acres of

ground laid off in three foot drills and sown in China

Berries,* thinning the plants to one foot apart in the drill,

will give, in three years, from thirty to forty thousand ex-

cellent and durable stakes. The land, during the three

years, .will only need to be kept as clean as a corn field.

Many will consider this “too much trouble”—but success

in vine culture, as in anythingelse, is only to be purchased

by forethought and industry. Slight, tempotary stakes,

costing little or nothing, will answer for the first year or

two, and if the China Berries are sowm in rich ground

when the cuttings or vines are planted, the stakes will be

ready when needed. We shall be glad to hear further

from all the gentlemen who are engaged in this most im-

portant enterprise—the success of which (when properly

managed) we are gaining more and more faith in, day by

day.

—

Eds.]

Isabella Grape—Its Origin, &c.— General J. G. Swift,

of Geneva, New York, in a letter to the National Intelli-

gencer, gives the following as the origin of the Isabella

Grape

:

“It originated at Goose Creek, near Charleston, South

Carolina, and is a hybrid of the native fox and the Bur-

gundy of the Hugenots. George B. Smith of North

Carolina brought the grape vine to Smithville in 1809,

and Mrs. Gibbs took a cutting from Governor Smith’s

garden to Brooklyn Heights in 1817. In 1819 1 purchased

the Gibbs place, on Brooklyn Heights, of George Gibbs,

Esq., who came from Bladen county. North Carolina
;

Col George Gibbs was from Newport, Rhode Island. In

1820, from the first well grown vine in my garden, I gave

cuttings to William Prince, of Flushing, who, in compli-

ment to Mrs. Switt, proposed to name the grape ‘Louisa.’

Mrs. Swift objected, saying Mrs. Gibbs’ ‘Isabella’ was
the more entitled to the name

;
and thus the name. Mr.

Seaton may remember that in 1822 I gave him and Mr.

Calhoun, Secretary of War, plants of the Isabella. As
to the hybrid character of the plant, the two faces of the

leaves show the upper to be Burgundy and the lower

Fox.

*“Pride of India”— Azederoxh.
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FRUITS, FLOWERS AND SHRUBS FOR THE SOUTH!
1857-8. PRUITLAND NURSERY, AUGUSTA, GA. 1857-8.

THE SUBSCRIBER offers for Fall an<l Winter planting, choice TREES of the following kinds, all of whichhave been proved to be well adapted to the South :

au oi wmcn
APPUES—a complete succession, ripening from June until December, and keeping throughout the winter

^ Southern Seedlings, and many new and rare. Price, 25 cents each—820 per hundi-ed.PUAUiiEs me choicest collection ever offered in the South—atfording a succession of fruit fi-om June till
’ Southern varieties found in no other collection. Price, 25 cents—$20 per hun-dred.

PEARS STANDARDS and DWARPS—a selection of the best for this climate, including
P.otinn nr T.nmc kl R/irr»l7'vv-^r,v^r. rr>r,^ rn i

^ ®mperiOT J^mties from the noted collection of Louis E. Berckmans, Esq. Price, 50 cents-840 per hundred.

per

;

many very

GRAPES-strong, rooted plants of CatawbaVRalTeilaTwarrra,” Pauline," Lenolr,'Sppe^^^^ native varieties for^ foreign varieties, such as Black Hamburg, Cannon Hall Muscat Black Mo
Vines and cuttings by the quantity, on reasonable terms. For prices &c seeCatalogue. (A lieatise on Grape Culture inailed/ree to all applicants.)

^

feTRAWBERlilES—a selection from 30 or 40 varieties, including Hovev's Seodlino' TVTcAvnv’o T nno'XA-nvtu^^ t* ^
&C.,-forming an uiiri7alleS^^^^

Longnoitb.., Jenny Lmd

BERMES^POMEllRAlSrES P'IGS, ALMONDS, RASPBERRIES, BEACK-
ROSW til thin

&c., &c., many of the choicest varieties, for which see Catalogue.
WTO

finest and rao.-:t beautiful varieties, grown mostly on their own roots.
®

JiVliltU.KRRNfe—many choice kinds, such as Deodar Cedar, Cryptomeria Japomca, Irish and Swedish Junipers Wevmouth

ForwfSowi^feJ'
defensive aud ornamental, including Osage Orange, Honey Locust, White Macartney, Cherokee, and

OSIER WILLOW Cuttings, for basket making, several varieties &c
j!^= Labeling, packing and shipping, very carefully attended to." " ^ complete Descriptive aud priced Catalogue for 1857-’58, now ready, and will be mailed, postagefree to all ap-

t^ovSTj D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

&c.

piicants . Address ;

THE DOUBLE-ACTING CIRCLE-ADJUSTING PLOW.
shares, from one to twelve inches in breadth, de^'p or shallowX In plov^ng in small pain, breaking, bedding and listing, one hand, two mules and three shares prepares three to fonr^ nnro=day. (In stiff la^nds two shares, two mules and one hand, saves the labor of one hand.) After thorough preparaHononrh.n^ Jfhone mule does the '^ork of two

;
running the Scooter and Shovel for Corn (if desired), and the Plow andScrape? for Cotton orjf preferred; thereby adding at least 50 per cent, to the planting interest.

oc apei loi cotton, or Sweeps,
I offm'jvery liberal inducements in the Rights of Counties and States. Address C. B. MACRUDER

Thomasville, Ga.

DOWNING HILL NURSERY, ATLANTA,
Georgia.

The subscribers offer for sale an extensive collection ofFRUIT
TREES GRAPE VINES, ORNAMENTAL TREES and

SHRUBS, grown and adapted to the Southern climate.
Apples—two hundred varieties ripening from June to December

including all ot the best Southern Seedlings, a number of the latter
keeping in this climate until April. Price 25 cents each or $20 per
hundred.
Peaches—one hundred and fifty varieties, the largest and best

collection in the South, including foreign and native varieties
ripening in succession from the 1st of June to the 25th of Novem-
ber. Price 25 cts. each, or $20 per hundred.
Pears one hundred of the best foreign and native varieties,

Dwarfs on Angers, Quince Standards on Pear roots. Price 50
cents, or $40 per hundred.
Grapes—ten thousand twb'year old Vines of the celebrated Ca-

tawba, for vineyards, at $100 per thousand; Catawba cuttings
from our own and Charles Axt Southern Vineyards in any quan-
.tity, at $15 per thousand. Also, the following hardy varieties
well suited to this climate . Blande Madeira, Clinton, Diana,
Devereux, Isabella, Lenoir, Ohio, Sherry, Tokay, Tokalon War-
ren and Scuppernong.

’

A large collection of the best Cherries, Plums, Nectarines,
Apricots, Figs, Mulberries, Strawberries, Pomegranates, Quinces,
Blackberries, Gooseberries, &c., &c.

Catalogues sent by mail to all applicants free of charge
PETERS, HARDEN & CO.,

Dec57—3t Atlanta, Ga.

GRASS SEED.

Red and White Clover, Blue Red Top, Orchard, Timothy and
Luc me GRASS SEED, just received and for sale by

Dec57-tf WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.

SOUTHERN MACHINERY DEPOT
PORTABLE STEAM engines, from 2^ to 15 horse powerSTATIONARY STEAM ENGINES, from 15 to loTors
[
ower.
PLANTATION SAWMILLS, to make from 3,000 to 10 00

feet of lumber per day. ’

CORN MILLS, from 14 inches to 36 inches, made of best Frenc
solid Burr Stones.
DRAINING PUMPS, to throw from 700 to 17 000 gallons cwater per minute ’

WELL PUMPS, to lift and force water from wells 100 fee
deep.
Rubber and Leather BELTING.
HOSE.
Iron and Lead PIPE.
Carpenters,’ Blind, Sash and CarriageMakers LABOR-SAnN(MACHINERY.
TINNERS’ TOOLS.
Circular, Sash and Mulay SAWS.
Solid French BurrMILL STONES, &c.
For prices and particulars, a pamphlet will be sent to auv on

desiring it.
•'

,
D. C.LOWBER & CO.,

Dec5/—ly 98 Mrgaziue street, New Orleans.

IMPORTED GARDEN SEED.
A FULL and extensive assortment of the best English GAlDEN SEEDS have just arrived, and are for sale, wholesa
or retail, by LDec57-tf] WM. HAINES. Augusta. Ga.

PEABODY’S PROLIFIC CORN, &c.

A SUPPLY of Peabody’s Prolific CORN, the Chinese Proli
PEA and the Chinese SUGAR CANE SEED, all warrai

cd genuine, just received and for sale, at lowest cash prices by
Dec57—tf WM. HAINES, Augusta, G‘a.
Orders from the Country solicited.
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A CARD
To Southern Fruit Growers.

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,
Plants, 8cc.

Having, as we believe, one of the largest Fruit Tree Nurser-

ies in the South, and being anxiously desirous to do all we
can to protect the Southern Tree Planter from that loss and dis-

appointment which always has attended the efforts to introduce

and acclimate Northern Trees and Plants to this hot and arid cli-

mate, we beg leave most respectfully to call the attention of the

Soirthem public to the follow ing statement of our extensive estab-

lishment and its operations

:

Although the Swasey Nurseries have been established but about
seven years, yet so greatly has the demand for our pi-o ducts in-

creased during that time, that we have found it impossible to sup-

ply it, notwithstanding our grounds, which were very limited at

first, now comprise over sixty closely planted acres ! This fact is

a gratifying evidence to us that our efforts to improve the Pomolo-

gy of the South, by the introduction and dissemination of choice

varieties of fruits, have been duly appreciated by those for whose
good we have labored.
We began our career in the Fruit line as Orchardists, and when

wo began to look about us for some large, complete and reliable

SonthemNursery from which to draw our supply of Trees, we
were sadly disappointed in our search'—there was no “institution”

of this kind “among us.” We then began to order specimen trees

from Ohio, Kentucky, New' York, etc., and to propagate our trees.

We soon found, how'ever, that little reliance could be placed in

Northern varieties, for as the specimen trees came into bearing,

not more than one in ten w'ere worth the ground they occupied,

although w-e had tahen especial pains to select the most choice and
approved sort ! This expuesive lesson in the school of experi-

ence taught us that the only hope of the Southern Fruit Grower
lay in native varieties, or those which had proved themselves
adapted to this climate. Since the adoption of th>s principle as our
rule of action, our efforts have been h'ghly satisfactory and suc-

cessful—so much so, in fact, that out of the nearly tw'o thousand
different varieties of the Apple, Pea.r, Peach, &c., ifcc., now con-

tained in our extensive Specimen Orchards, we have hundreds
that produce fruit far superior to anything that we have ever seen
in the fruit growing districts of the North

!

We have been censured by some of our cotemporaries for culti-

vating too many varieties. It is true, we make it a point to pro-

cure and propagate a few specimens of every new' and' promising
variety of fruit that we see announced, whether in the South, the
North or in Europe

;
aodwe do this in order to give amateui-s and

others who wish to experiment in their pai'ticular locality, an op-

portunity to do so without sending to the North or to Eui'ope for

their specimen trees. But we wish it distinctly understood that

while we think it our duty, as Nurserymen, to send out to our
customers everything they may want as an experiment, we never
send them an article on our own recommendation and responsibil-

ity, that we do not know, from actual experience, will give them
entire satisfaction. And here we wish to remark that unless om-
customers are well posted in fruit matters, and know exactly
what varieties of fruit will succeed well in their locality, they
should, in all cases, leave the selection entirely to us—merely stat-

ing in their orders onwhat kind of soil they intend to plant their

trees, and the proportion of early, medium, and late ripening they
want. As such orders are always put up under the personal super-
vision of Dr H. A. Swasey, (who is our General Local Superin-
tendent, though not pecuniarily interested in our establishment,)
purchasers may confidently rely on getting such a selection as can-
not fail to suit them. In addition to the extent and completeness
of our assortment, our Trees and Plants have another and very
important claim upon the favorable consideration of purchasers, in

the fact that they are raised without the aid of stimulating manures
on good level upland which for manj' years has been occupied as a
cotton field—thus enabling them to grow' off with health and vigor
when transplanted to other localities. This is a decided advantage
over those trees that are raised in rich bottom lands, or under the
stimulating influenoes of Guano.

Space will not permit us to go into a detailed consideration of
the various species of Fmits—suffice it to say that we have aimed
at making our establishment in every respect, a first class one

;
and

hence, those w'ho are in w'ant of a fine and reliable article of
Southern Eaised Fruit Trees, <fcc., of any kind or description,
would do well to give us a call before sending their orders else-

where. Our stock of Apples, Pears and Peaches, is very large
and well grown, and embrace everything that has really proved
itself w'orthy of cultivation in the South

;
while our stock of Nec-

tarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries, Quinces, Figs Almoitds,Grapes,
\Valnuts, (Eng.) Che.stnut, (Span.,) Filberts, Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, and in fact, everything usually kept in the largest Northern
Nurseries, is very full and complete.
Our facilities for .shipping our Trees, &c., to any part of the

South is unsurpassed, and we pack in such a manner as to render
our bundles capable of sustaining .a month’s voyage without injury,

where proper care is taken in their transportation. For Trees or
Catalogue.s, apple to C. B. StyASEY <fc CO.,
Dec57—2t Yazoo City, Miss.

C B. SWASEY &CO., beg leave to call the attention of all those

• who contemplate planting Fruit Trees, &c., the coming Fall
and Winter, to their extensive Nursery Establishment which is

believed to contain at this time a larger and more complete assort-

ment of Southern Raised Fruit and Ornament TREES, PLANTS,
<fcc., than can be found anjwvhere else in the Union. Their stock
of Apples and Peaches have been propagated with direct reference
to their adaptability to this climate. Those in want of a No. 1 ar-

ticle of Fruit, ofSouthern growth, would do well to “give us a call

before purchasing elsewhere.”
For further particulars see our “Card to Southern Fruit Grow-

ers,” in this number.
For Catalogues or Trees, address

C. B. SWASEY & CO.,
Dec57—2t Yazoo, City, Miss.

DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.

WE are in receipt of our second mammoth and unrivalled col-

lection of DUTCH BULBS, consisting in part of Double
and Single Hyacinths, of the latest introduction

;
Double and Single

Tulips ol every shade and hue
;
Polyanthus Narcissus

;
Early Ro-

man Narcissus
;
Double and Single Jonquills

;
Crocus

;
Iris

;

Japan and other Lilies, &c., &c. All of which may be planted be-
tween now and the first of January.
Also the following collection ofBULBOUS ROOTS, w-hich may

be sent in paper parcels by express or otherw'ise as directed.

6 Fine named Hyacinths for pots or glasses

,

1

Polyanthus Norcissu.s

2

Double Tulips
7 Mixed Crocus

$1 50

.A.SSORTMENTS OF
6 Fine Doub’e and Single named Hyacinths.
6 Fine Singb" and Double Tulips

12 Fine Mixed Crocus

3

Double Narcissus
3 Mixed Iris

2 Polyanthus Narcissus
ASSORTMENTS OF

12 Double and Single named Hyacinths
25 Mized Crocus
12 Double and Single named Tulips
3 Polyanthus Narcissus
6 Double Narcissus
6 Mixed Iris

3 Crown Imperials
2 Bulbocodium Vernums
1 Pancratium Maritimum

ASSORTMENTS OF
100 Varieties, Double and Single Fine named Hyacinths. . .$15 00
100 Double and Single Fine named Hyacinths, in 50 sorts.. 13 50
100 “ “ “ in 25 sorts.. 12 00
12 Our very best named Hyacinths for pots or open ground 5 00
12 Extra Fine named Hyacinths for pots or open ground .

.

$5 50

3 00
12 First Rate named Hyacinths, for glasses or earth 2 00
12 Mixed, Double, or single Hyacinths, for open ground. . 1 00
50 Varieties, Fine named Early Tulips, for pots or open

ground 4 00
.50 Varieties, Fine named Late Tulips, for open ground 5 00
50 “ “ Double Tulips, for pots or open

ground 4 00
l^p^Catalogues of the above, with descriptions and directions

for planting and manuring, will be maiLd to applicants enclosing
a stamp. JAMES M. THORBURN & CO.,
Dec57—tf 15 John street. New York.

AUGUSTA NURSERIT.
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED

ROSES AND SOUTHERN RAISED
FRUIT TREES.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of Roses
• that he has now a superb collection of new and rare varie-

ties, which he will be happy to supply such as may desire them.
His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of any Nursery
at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a larger
size. He has also made recent additions to his stock of FRUIT
TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the following varieties :

Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums,
Cherries, Soft Shell Almonds, English Walnuts, and Hazel.nuts.

Also GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy fiowering and Orna-
mental Shrubs. Orders from the country will be promply attend-
ed to, and Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed.

Fresh Osage Orange Seed on hand.
Catalogues ofRoses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis, to ail

post paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE, Augusta, Ga.
Dec57—tf

SOUTH DOWH SHEEP.

I
AM willing to dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOWN EWES, in lamb

;
also, four fine yearling BUCKS, not

related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial ofthis celebrated variety of North-

ern Sheep would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I will sell a Buck and three Ewes for SlOO, if applied for prior
tothelstof January next. RICHARD PETERS,

Dec56—tf Atlanta, Ga.

CROWDER COTTON SEED.

1 AAA BUSHELS, in sacks of 24 bushels, at $2 per sack.

JLHVlU/ This is a long limbed cotton of full medium size, mak-
ing regularly from early till late, and shedding less than any other
variety. Also lOGO bushels OLIVE, same price.

Orders, inclosing cash or Commission Mei'chant’s authority U>

draw, will be promptlv filled. Address
DR. A. W . WASHBURN,

Nov-57—5V Yazoo City, Miss.
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CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

The Co-Partnership between the undersigned, heretofore ex-

isting under the name and style of JAMES M. THORBURN
&, CO., is this day dissolved mutual consent. All debts due to

said firm are required to be paid to, and all outstanding obligations

are assumed by the new firm, this day formed, under the same
name and style.

WM. H. ELPHINSTONE, )GRANT THORBURN, .jR., S General Partners.
FRD’K. W. BRUGGERHOF, )
JAMES M. THORBURN, Special Partner.

New York, October, 1st. 1857.

The undersigned have this dav formed a Co-Partnership under
the name and style of JAMES M. THORBURN & CO ,

for

the transaction of the SEED, PLANT and NURSERY BUSI-
NESS, at the old stand, No. 15 John street.

JAMES M. THORBURN,
GRANT THORBURN, jR.,

FRED’K. W. BRUGGERHOF.
New York, October 1st, 1857. Dec57-lt

POMONA HALL NURSERY—CLARKS-
ville, Georgia.

^j"'HE subscriber offers for sale a large collection of your g FRUIT
1 TREES, consisting of Pears, either grafted on the Quince or

Pear stock
;
Apples, both Standard and Dwarf

;
Cherries, on the

Mazzard or Mahaleb
;
Peache.s, Nectarines Plums and Apricots.

Among which will be found nearly every old or new variety that

has proved to be valuable at the North or South, and particularly
at the South acd includmg the splendid Southern Seedling Ap-
ples and Peaches that have been discovered in the last few years,
most of which have been tested in his own orchard.
A descriptive and priced Catalogue, together with directions for

planting, if required, will be sent free of postage to all applicants.
All orders will be promptly attended to, and can be forwarded by

Railroad from Athens to nearly any poi»-t.

JOHN R. STANFORD, Clarksyille, Ga.
Dec57—tf

GRAPE CULTHFiS AND WINE.

PERSONS desirous cf planting vineyards are respectfully in-

formed that the undersigned are prepared to enter into Con-
tracts at such rates as ought to induce every Planter and Farmer
to experiment with a few acres

;
being convinced from observa-

tion of experiments already made that Northern Georgia, Ala-
bama, and East Tennessee, are better adapted to the Grape than
any portions of the United States, the Great Valley of the Ohio not
excepted.
The cultivation of the Grape, and the making of "Wine has been

our occupation from early childhood, our parents having extensive
vineyards of their own in Germany. This gives us a practical ex-

perience, which authorises us to say that satisfaction in all cases
will be guaranteed, and success warranted.
We respectfully refer the public to H. W. Massengale. Chatta-

nooga, Tenn.; X. G. McFarland, Rossville, Walker county, Ga.;
Isaac B. Nichols, Opelika, Catoosa county, Ga., and W. F. W.
Fischer, Dalton, Ga.; Mr. Fischer’s Vineyard was planted by us,

and being on the Railroad, we invite persons to call and examine
for themselves.

We have for sale, as well as to plant, a large quantity of

Catawba CUTTINGS, and upwards of 40,000 Rooted VINES,
which will mature one year earlier than the cuttings. We solicit

a share of public patronage, and will deliver either rooted
vines or cuttings, during the planting season, at Chattanooga or

Knoxville, Tenn.; Dalton, R :)me, Atlanta or Augusta, Ga.
CHARLES PHILLIPPI,
JOHN SCHMITT.

Rossville, Walker Co., Ga., Nov., 3857. Nov57—3t

SAUL’S NURSERY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Fruit trees, evergreens, dutch bulbous
ROOTS, (fee. The proprietor respectfully calls the atten-

tion of Nurserymen, Planters, (fee., to the following nursery stock,

which are remarkably fine this season, and low in price :

20,000 Dwarf Pears, choicest varieties native and European,
those best suited to the Quince stock—very fine trees.

15,000 Peach Trees, standard kinds—splendid trees—Apples
Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Quince, Grape Vines, Strawberries,
Raspberries, Blackberries, (fee.

20,000 Currants, Red and White Dutch, Red and White Grape,
Victoria, Black Naples, (fee.—strong plants.

20,000 Gooseberries—rthe large English varieties—strong.

500,000 Norway Spruce, 4 to 6 and 6 to 8 inches, transplanted,
stocky and well rooted.

20,000

Chinese Arbor Vitse—two year seedlings.

15,000 Silver Maple Seedings.
Dutch Bulbous Roots—an extensive collection

—

received direct

from Holland about middle September, and from houses with
which I am acquainted.
Garden and Flower Seeds in great variety, with all articles per-

taining to the nursery and seed trade, of best quality and cheap.

Catalogues can be had on application.
JOHN SAUL,

Nov—3t Washington City, D. C.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1856,

Bound volumes of the SOUTHEN CULTIVATOR for 1856.

may now he obtained at this office. Price, $1,50. Or we will

send it by inaii. post-paid at $1,80. Address,

WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

TO COTTON PLANTERS.

The Subscriber has thoroughly tried at Macon and Columbus,
Georgia, his wrought Iron COTTON SCREW, where two of

them are now standing and will remain until October for inspection.

I believe it is the cheapest, by half, ever offered for the purpose of
pressing cotton or hay, as the frame, screw-pin, and levers are all
of wrought-iron. It should be attached to the gin-house, and have
it put up through the floor, as the ordinary press—the levers being
only five feet in length— to have the widt.i of the house and 18 or
20 feet in length, the lint could then ne placed all around the
screw. Then a man can take five hands and pack as many five

hundred pound bales in 0}n; day, with as little labor to the hand, as
the same five and tv^ o more, with a horse, can on the wood-screw
in the same time. Three hands can put up one and take it down,
and it can be carried at one load with four mules to any point. As
this is for the pubbe ej’e,! will give the amount of timber necessary
for comuleting one

1 piece 17 feet long
17 “

41 by 9.

6 2 by 9.

2 “ 17 4 by 6.

18 9 2 by 12.

3 “ 16 2 by 4.

5 “ ' 10 1 by 10.

1 14 C) by IG.

2 “ 13 2 by 12.

2 14 11 by 9.

2 10 1 by 5.

1 51 9 by 23.

f This to be of
by IG. •( tough timber

—

( pine or oak.

This makes a box near nine feet deep with bed and follower, and
all other fixtures. Ifm’nishthe iren and the work done on it at

Macon and put th3 above lumber to it at the place whore it is want-
ed, the purchaser, furnishing the lumber and paying the freight

from Macon, can have one of the handiest and cheapest Cotton
Screws now known, its durability considered, as it is given up by
all who have seen it to be a lifetime investment. I can pack 500
pounds with three hands—take five hands and there is no hard
work done. Price $150 this year.

I expect, if life lasts, to have one at the next State Fail’, and
would be glad to see one of every other pattern of presses now
in use there, and let the world judge for itself. I then expect to

sell the right in any size territory that may be desmed on reason-

able terms, with a working model, within the limits of such coun-

ty or counties, and all the infoi’mation necessary for putting them
up and working them. Address JAMES MASSEY.
NOV57

—

tf Thomasville, Ga.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
HE subscriber will devote a portion of his time, the coming
wmter to LANDSCAPE GARDENING, LAYING OUT

GROUNDS, PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUB-
BERY, (fee. (fee. When the distance is not too great, he wili su-

perintend all operations in person
;
and will furnish plans to remote

applicants who will describe their grounds and state clearly their

desires. Addi’ess ROBERT NELSON,
Nov57-tf Augusta, Ga.

NEWMAN’S THORNLESS BLACKBERRY.

I
I^NELY rooted PLANTS of this valuable new variety will be

sent out this season at $4 per doz.; $10 per fifty; $18 per
hundi’ed, and $130 per thousand. Address

A. A. BENSEL,
Milton, Ulster, County, N. Y.,

Noy57—it* Sole Agent for sale of plants.
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WASHBURN’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL
Implements

Are unquestionably the gi'eatest advance in the adaptation of

labor-saving Machinery to the production of Cot! on that has

been made since the im-ention of the Saw Gin.

The COTTON and CORN PLANTER performs the entire ope-

ration ofplanting with one hand and one mule ten acres a day. It

reduces ihe ridge, n® matter how roueh or clodjr, to a smoothe oval

surface ;
opens ihe drill to auj^ desirable depth, equally in soil or

hard ground; deposits the seed in any desira'-le quautity, all the

seed taking position in line at the same depth and, therefore, com-

ing up at the same time
;
closes the drill and eligatl.y compresses

the surface, 'leaving it tree from ciods, not liable to be uncovered

or covered deeper by hard rains, and securing a perfect ^tand in

the driest weather.
The combined SCRAPER and HILLER is a double-acting ma-

chine, doing the work on both sides < f a low aionce When used
as a Scraper, operated by one hand and two mules, it bars off and
scrapes both sides of a row at the rate of ten acres a. day in the

most perfect manner, so as not to cover up cotton when it is just

out of the ground.
It enables one hand and two mules to perform what now requi"os

four hancl.s, four implements and four mules. The same machu'e,

when used a,s a Hiller, mottids both .sides of a rotv at once, gradu-

ating to any desirable depth, the dirt placed around the youog
plants, so that all are dirted (not covered up) and the surface of

the row left free from clods.

The operation of moulding young corn and cotton with this ma-
chine is performed with ease to the hand and team at the rate of

ten acres a clay. Both machines are made of iron and well sea-

soned white oak timber in the most durable manner, and will last

indeffinitely. All necessary repairs can be done on the plantation

by an ordinaiy blacksmith and carpenter.

The whole crop of corn and cotton can be planted, scraped,

moulded by the use of these machines with two-thirds the force

now required, and the work better done than by any other methed.
Our mode ofbusiness is to receiv^e the Draft of the planter on his

Merchant (or any one whom he may authorize to pay his Draft,)

payable on the first of January, February or March, and we will

delh-er the machines in time for use. Should the money be drawn
and the machines not delivered in time for use we will .I'efund it

immediately on notice. Freight and forwarding charge must be
paid by the consignee, or they cannot be delivered.

Those who desire to use them next season should order immedi-
ately, as none will he made except to order, and the supply of ma-
terial collected for the season’s manufacture will depeiil on the
number of orders.

Several orders failed to be filled last season for want of materials
owing to the lateness of their receipt.

The price of the Planter is $50, the Combined Scraper and Hill-

er, $50, cash on delivery.

For Machines and County Rights, address
A. W. WASHBURN & CO.,

Yazoo City, Miss.

Testimonials.

On Friday last we visited Mr. James P. Sessions farm near Jack-
son, for the purpose of examining the agricultural implements, pa-

tented by Dr. A. W. Washburn, as well as to see them operated in

the field by Col. Janies J. B. White. We are highly gratified and
pleased with each. The planter is unexceptionable, and performs
its work with great speed and perfection.

We confidently recommend them to the patronage of all planters,

believing that they are, as heretofore represented by many planters
and overseers, tnily labor-saving machines.

;

George S. Yerger, J. M . Moore,
j

Madison McAfee, G. W. Russell,
]

J. A. Horn, Oliver Barrett,

C. A. Moore, Howell Hobs,
J.R. Harris, R. N. Eubank,

!

T. Graves, James P. Sessions.
I

“ Good Intent Plantation,.” Dear Creek, ? !

Issaquena Co., Miss:, Sept. 30, 1856. >
|

To Col. James J. B. White

:

—Dear Sir—Having minutely ex-

amined, and further witnessed the operation of Dr. A. VA Wash-
bui’n’s newly invented Cotton Planter, and Scraper, I take grea
pleasure in pronouncing them perfect and complete machines, for

the work they are intended to perform
;
having extensively patron-

ized them myself, I confidently recommend them to the use of all

planters, believifig they will insure and maintain a certain stand of

cotton . Yours very respectfully

,

CHARLES J. FORE.
The undersigned have seen Dr. Washburn’s Agricultural Imple-

ments in operation, and are satisfied that for speed and perfection

of work, they surpass anything we have ev’^er seen.

PLANTERS. OVERSEERS.
Joseph Andrews, D. PI. Howson,
James J. B. White, J. B. Garrott,

George W. Woodberry, Wm. L. Clark,

E. B. Rundell, ” Jno. T. Judkins,
A. G. Bennett, H. G. Geeter.

It has been repeatedly said of the Planter that there is neither

room nor need for fui’ther improvement. But we shall improve on
those made hereafter in several mechanical points, which will ren-

der more attainable and still more perfect the complete result.

Finding the Chopper unimportant, we have discontinued it, and
combined the Scraper and Hiller into one machine. This will

cheapen the price of the set, save transportation, and make a more
convenient as well as better Scraper. With the combined Scra-

per and Hiller, cotton may he scraped close to the drill, as soon as if

is out of the ground, without being covered up, thus facilitating the
rapid forwarding of a late planting, or preventing the establish-'

ment of an early stand of grass on land that has been in corn.

These improvements render Washburn’s Planter, and Combined
Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-saving implements ever
offered to the cotton planter. The work of each, whether planting,
scraping, or hilling, is done by one hand at the rate of ten acres a
day in an efficient and uniform manner, surpassing in every ele-

ment of perfection similar work done by any other means. They
unquestionably pay for themselves in one year, wliile they last

many j'cars. The following is some of the testimony which the
trial of these machines has elicited. It will be observed that some
of the names are the same which were given last year. The rea-

son of this is that their first opinions were formed on witnessing a
mere experiment in our own fields, or where they might suppose
the most favorable circumstances had been secured for exhibiting
to advantage.
Now they testify positively of tbeir own extensive use.

Monterey, Yazoo County, April 1, 1857.
I am planting with three of Washburn’s Planters and am satis-

fied they do the best planting I ever .saw. J. M. DEMENT,
Overseer for A. M. Payne.

April 1st, 1857.
I have tried Washbui’ii’s Planter and am satisfied with the work

and recommend it to the planting community.
D. McCURRY,

Overseer for Col. J. D. Stewart.

April 1st. 1857,

I have tried Washburn’s Cotton Planter, and find it all that it is

represented to be. ’N. B. STREET,
Overseer for Joseph Andi-ews.

Ivanhob Plantation, April 13th, 1857.

Having used one of Dr. A. W. Washburn’s patent Planters, I feel

no hesitation in saying that the same works beantifnlly, so much so

that, in my opinion, he has left no room for further improvement in

the way of an implement with which to plant cotton.

S. GROVES CHAMBERS,
Overseer for Geo. S. Yerger.

Yazoo County, May 3, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir:—lhave secured a perfect stand
of cotton under most unfavorable circumstances, by using youi’

Planter. JAMES P. O’RILEY,
Yazoo County, Aprils, 1857

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir :—i have witnessed a thorough
trial of youi’ Cotton Planter. It performs admirably, and cannot
fail to give universal satisfaction. Very respectfully,

VvA PARKER SCOTT; Ep scopal Minister.

Wyoming Plantation, May 28, 1857.

Dr. A. W. Washburn—Dear Sir :

—

Having thoroughly tested
your Planters, both on the Hill sides and level lands, I feel no hesi-

tancy in pronouncing them the best implements of the kind I ha-^e

ever seen, and would recommend them to every planter who de-

sires to secure a perfect stand.. Respectfully,

J. W. THOMSON.
Dr. Washburn—Dear Sir

:

—I have in operation on my plantation

(which is hill -land with circled rows about 31 to 4 feet wide) one
of your Cotton Planters, and am fully satisfied with its perform-
ance. It does the work, in my opinion, perfectly.

C. BOWMAN.
Extract of a letter from Mr. W. Monroe Q^ain.

Quin’s Station, N. O. & J. R. R., >

Pike Co., Miss., April 27, 1857. j
Dr. Washburn 4" Co,:—I have planted my whole crop with your

Cotton Planter, and upon the whole, I now think that it is as nigh
perfect as can be made, and, to a practical planter, is bound to give

perfect satisfaction, and work a reformation among Southern agri-

culturists, as well as (I hope) to pay you well for your invention.

With my best wishes for the further improvement and wide exten-

sion of what I consider now the best Agricnltui-al Implements of

the age, allow me to remain, Yours, W. M. QUIN.
Yazoo County, June, 18-57.

I have used Dr. Washburn’s Planter for planting, and his Hiller

for moulding cotton, in managing Dr. Woodberry’s crop, and think

too much cannot he said in their favoi-.

THOMAS VANCLEAVE.
INCHUCA, near Yazoo City, June 10, 1857.

A. W. Washburn <V Co.:—I have planted considerably over one
hundred acres of cotton with Washburn’s Patent Planter

;
and

have obtained a perfectly healthy stand under most unfavorable

circumstances. I have also used the Hiller, which (after I had
braced the plows) speedily relieved me from the danger of being

injured by grass, by enabling me to mould from eight to ten acres

a day with one hand, doing the work in the most perfect manner.
It woi'ks easily to the hand and team, effectively and with the most
beautiful uniformity. In short, the Planter and Hiller are unex-
ceptionable and invaluable. I wmildnot be without them in future

were the price doubled. G. W. WOODBERRY.
Yazoo, County, Miss., June 20, 1857.

A. W. Washburn 6f Co.—Gentlemen :
—I have planted the entire

crop under ray management, corn, cotton, and some Osage Orange
for hedging, with Washburn’s Patent Cotton Planters. I have
scraped and hilled it with his Scraper and Hiller, and have experi-

enced no difficulty in obtaining the most perfect uniform and heal-

thy stands I ever saw. I have had no lice or any other disease com-
mon to young cotton.

J have no hesitation in pronouncing Washburn’s Planters, and
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Combined Scraper and Hiller the most valuable labor-saving imple-

ments for the field ever offered to the planter.

They work easily to the hand and team, and do the work
thoroughly, and with a degree of uniformity and exactness, un-
equalled by any other metkod, and unimaginable by one who has
not seen them work. They are very durable and easily kept in

repair, and, in my opinion, will pay for themselves in one year.
M. S. INGRAM.

St. Francisville, La., April 28, 1857.

Dt. a. W. Washburn—Dear Sir :—I have used the Cotton Plan-
ter, purchased of you, and my neighbors as well as myself are very
much pleased with its performance. I shall want two more for

next season, and tbink there wiU be a demand for them in this

Parish as soon as they become known. H. H. CONNELL.
Yazoo County, Juno 24, 1857.

A. W. Washbzun Co.—Gentlemen;—I have used Dr. Wash-
burn’s Planter, and Scraper and Hiller this season, with unparral-
led success. They are capable of securing a more perfect stand,

while they do the work better than by any other means I have ever
known. The Planter being already sufficiently peiffect, the com-
bination of the Scraper and Hiller into one machine, by reducing
the cost and facilities, and improving effect, has left no room for

further improvement.
I shall use them more extensively next season, and shall want

some more machines. Yours truly,

Sept57—tf JAS. P. O’REILLY.

NEW TREATISE ON LAND SURVEYING.
Just Publish etl

By E. C. & J. BIDDLE, Philadelphia. A TREATISE ON
SURVEYING, in which the theory and practice are fully ex-

plained. Preceded a short Treatise on Logarithms, and also

by a compendious system of Plain Trigonometry. The whole il-

lustrated by numerous examples. By Samuel Alsop, author of a
“Treatise on Algebra,” &c. In the above named work, the author
has given definite and precise directions for practice, and has em-
braced init everything which an extensive business in Land Sur-
veying would be likely to require.
The work will be mailed at $1 75 per copy, including postage.

Nov—3t

WASHINGTON NURSERY--COLUMBUS,
Mississippi.

W C. TUCKER, Florist and Nui’seryman, Columbus, Miss.,

• has constantly on hand a large and splendid assortment of

Apples, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Almonds, Figs, Pecans, Grapes, Raspberries, Currants, Strawber-
ries.

Rare Evergreens, Roses, Vines, Trees, Shrubs, See., Bulbous
Roots, and Greenhouse Plants of the most beautiful and choice
descriptions.

J^p^All plants ordered will be carefully packed in moss. Cata-
lo^es sent where desired. " Nov37—5t

CORN AND COB MILLS.

ri'^ HE undersmnect have now in store and offer for sale the follow-

JL ing CORN AND COB MILLS

:

LEA^nTT’S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION.”

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill:
1st. That it will crash Corn and Cob

;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. That the enthe grinding surface can easily be replaced at a
small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the premium over both the “Little Giant’

and “Star Mills,” at the Ohio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricultural Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bushel of Coi-n and Cob : .

Time. Revolutions.
“Young America” 2i Minutes. 10.

“Little Giant” 4^ “ 15.

“Ma.ynor’s Champion 5 “ 20.

“Colburn’s Mill” 7^- “ 32.

The Manufacturers of “Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in construction, strong amd durable, its grinding partslast-

ing, (not being made on the coffee miU principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

YOUNG AMERICA CORNAND COB MILL.
The Cheapest and best.

WE offer for sale the above MILL, which surpasses all others
in speed and durability, simplicity and strength as well as

economy. That part of the Mill most liable to wear being sepa-
rate from the main body, can at any time be removed at a smaU
expense.
The above Mill has received the first premium at the State Fairs

of New York, Ohio, Michigan, North Carolina and Tennessee, as
also at a large number of County Fairs in various States.
The YOUNG AMERICA MILL performs its work better and

nearly twice as fast as any other Corn or Corn and Cob Mill yet
offered to the public.
Planters are invited to examine the Mill and compare its ad-

vantages. JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.
March— tf

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

The subsci'iber respectfully calls the attention of Southern
Planters and Mechanics to the PORTABLE STEAM EN-

GINES, of which he has the Agency in New Orleans. They are
so simple in their construction that any negro of ordinary capacity
can be taught to run one in a day. For ch'iving light machinery,
running cotton gins, plantation sawmills, or corn mills, lumping
water, steaming food, etc., they cannot be excelled. A striking
feature of these engines is that they cost less than would mules or
horses, to do the same amount of work. A pair of horses wUl
readily move them place to place over any ordinary roacL They
require no brick-work to set them up, but they are allready to be
put in operation, with the exception of a smoke-pipe or chimney.
One is kept at work in the subscriber’s warehouse every day be-
tween 9 and 3 o’clock, ai d all are invited to call and inspect it.

The Planter, especially, should look with pleasure upon the intro-

duction ofthese Engines, to take the place of horse-power in gin-

ning cotton and grinding corn, as the cost o: running a 6, 8, or 10
horse Engine is much less per day than the expense of feeding the
same number of horses:

PRICES.
21- Horse Power $375
4 do. do 500
6 do. do 700
8 do. do 900
10 do. do 1,100

A pamphlet containing fuller particulars will be sent by mail to

any person requesting it. Addi’ess,

D. C. LOWBER,
Feb57—ly 98 Magazine St., New Orleans.

GRAPES FOR THE SOUTH ! ! !

T he subscriber offers for sale several thousand rooted Vines and
Cuttings of the following varieties of Native Southern

GRAPES, all ofwhich have been proved to be fully adapted to the
climate, and excellent both for Wine and the Table:

Isabella, Black July, Pauline,
Warren, Catawba Scuppemong.

^“Gentlemen wishing to plant largely for Wine making, will

be suppliedwith rooted vines or cuttings on very liberal terms.

A plain, practical Treatise on the Culture of the Vine in the open
air, as successfully practiced in South Carolina and Georgia, will

be freely m.ailed to all purchasers of vines; or to oUer applicants

who enclose a postage stamp. D. REDMOND,
Sept.57—t-f Augusta, Ga.

OTMSOM NURSERIES.
~

25 000
growth and approved

10,000 OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS for Hedging.
5,000 ASPARAGUS ROOTS.
Also, STRAWBERRY PLANTS, Basket WILLOW (Saliz

Helix) CUTTINGS, &c. ASHER HANCE & SON,
Oct57—3t Near Red Bank, Monmc uth co., N. Y.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a few pair of three to four months old, at $20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any

other— they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which bogs are
so liable when confined in dry pecs in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
Mill Improved.

(PATENTED MAY 16, 1854.)

Manfactured of Iho best materials by SCOTT, MOOK-
BSiJ & GO., iTjader the immediate supervision

of the Patentee.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN GENERAL
AGB24TS, AUGUSTA, GA.

I had a No. 3 Little G-iant in constant use for the last two years,

I

and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob Meal. I have
: never worked my horses and mules harder than during this time,

I

and they have never been in better condition than they ai-e now.
i
Two horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, and I feel
confident that I save fully 30 per cent by using the mill. I am ac-

i quainted with several kinds of crushers, but consider the Little

I
Giant far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.
! Messrs. Carmichael & Bean—Gents —We are using the Little
Giant Corn and Cob Mills, v.’hich we bought from you, aud here

I

by recommend them to Planters and Stock Feeders as the most
simple and durable, the most easily propelled, and best crushers
we havf ever seen, and by the use of which wc believe a saving

. of one-third is made.
NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia county, Ga.

(Dr. (ilrawford hastwo mills in use.
A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield District, S. C.

(Mr. Rambo has three mills at different places.)
J. PRINTUP, Warren county, Ga.

, JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke county, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock county, Ga.
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe countj*, Ga.

(Mr Barrow has two mill.®.

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta, Ga.

I

WM. J. EVE, Richmond county, Ga.
GOODE BRYAN, Richmond countjL Ga.
WM. J MIMS, Richmond county, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, Jefferson county, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Gall county, Ga.
JAMES M. KARRIS, Hancock county, Ga.
A. H. COLLINS, Columbia county, Ga.

, HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burke county, Ga.
(Mr. Schley is using two mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TQRRYE, Lexington, Miss.

.
May57—tf

FELTON’S SELF-SHARPENING

The attention of Planters aud Stock Feeders is respectfully
called to this MILL, as combining in a remarkable degree,

portability and power, simplicity of construction and arrango
znent, durability, and lightness of draught.
In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is requu’ed, it being

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for
this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions
will accompany each mill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
|Com and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less
[

liable to injury from being over heated, over-feeding and drinking, !

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Com !

alone
;
and in addition to this, it is conceded by ail who have made

j

the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding '

Corn and Cob Meal.
j

Caution.—The Little Giant has always taken the first premium
1

wherever exhibited
;
and we challenge the patentees, manufac- i

turers and agents of all other mills, to produce proofs of its ever !

Laving been equalled at any trial conducted by disinterested per-
sons aud on fair terms. It is the product of genius, experience
and perseverance, and such has been its success, a,nd such the
celebrity which it has gained during the two years of its existence,
that several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their
appearance with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant's thunder, they may
be able to follow in its footsteps and share its fame. These mills i

are guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according
}

to the directions and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill,
which has ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill, which
has ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.
The smallest size, No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is ottered at tbe low price of $35, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind tfom eight to

'

ten bushels per hour with one horse, and is sold at .$50. No 3 re
quires two horses, wiU grind fifteen bushels per hour, and sells for

$60.
We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our possession official written and printed
testimonials which we will gladly exhibit to persons wanting
mills, showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant
over all others :

TESTIMONIALS. i

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855
{

I have been running one of SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN
AND COB MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per
forms to my entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour. But I have ground over thirty-five bushels in an
hour and a half, oi equal to twenty-three and half bushels per
hour. In feeding thirty horses I save at least one hundred bushels

|

of Com per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels of
jCom with the Cob, where I formerly fel three hundred. Icon I

aider it decidedly the best kind of crusher ever got up and if I
could not replace mine, I would not sell it for five hundred dollars.

L D. M\THEWS,
Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

Augusta, Ga., April 20, 1857.

Messrs. Carotchael & Bean—Gents.—After having used the
Little Giant constantly for two years, I cheerfully confirm every
statement made in my certificate of the 3d of April, 1855.

I. D. MATHEWS.
Beech Island, S. C.. April 1, 1857.

Messrs. Carmichael t Bean, Augusta, Ga.—Gents,—I have

PORTABLE GRIST MILL.
patented JANUARY 2, 18-55.

PATENT

PORTABLE GEAIN MILL*
TEOYjN. Y,

For grinding all kinds of Grain, including Corn and Cob, and
and adapted to the use of Planters, by Horse Power.

This is one of the most valuable inventions of the day. Posses-
sing all the qualifications requisite to make it available to the
Planter, it is destined to supply a want that has long been felt by
that portion of the community. It occupies a space of only two
feet by three, and weighs about 300 lbs. It is very simple in con-
struction,—the grinding surfaces are of the most durable charac-
ter, and are Seif-Sharpening, requiring no skiU to keep in order,
and should they ever wear out, can be replaced at a trifling cost,

—and the price comes within the reach oi every Planter and
Farmer.

It is adapted to Steam, Water, Wind or Horse Power, and is

capable of grinding three bushels per hour with one horse power,
and from six to eight bushels with two horse pow’er ; it grinds suf-

ficiently fine for family use, and does not heat the meal—a most
valuable feature
The perfecting of this miU is the result of a long series of ex-

periments which have been attended with great expense, but the
success of the enterprise is most complete. Numerous testimo-
nials, in its favor have been received and will be cheerfully ex-
hibited to all.

All orders for Mills, Communications, &c., will be promptly at-

tended to, and should be addressed to the Agent,
May57—tf D. CHAFFEE, Augusta, Ga.

PLANTATION IN SOUTH-WESTERN
Georgia For Sale,

S
ITUATED on the east side of Flint River, 10 miles below Al-
bany, the river forming the Western boundary, containing

1,346 acres (more or less) fii’st quality PINE LAND. I5etween 500
and 600 acres are in cultivation, all of which is fresh, none of it hav-
ing been cultivated more than 4 years. Thirty or forty acres will

compi'ise all the waste land on the plantation. The improvements
are a good Gin House, Overseer’s House, Cribs, Negro Houses, etc.

The ill health of the the proprietor is his reason tor wishing to

sell. Apply to S. H. HARRIS, on the Plantation, or
E. B. BALLOU, Quincy, Fla.

^^Possession given 1st January next.

Albany, Ga., March 27, 1857. Aug57—5t*
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DEVON AND ALDERNEY CATTLE FOR
Sale.

I
OFFER for sale the following thorough-bred DEVON CAT-
TLE, viz ;

DEVONS.
3 Heifers, in calfto my bull “Springfield.” (Sec Davy’s Devon

Herd Book, 2nd vol.)

1 Heifer in calf to same bull.

2 Heifer Calves and 3 Bull Calves, from same bull.

All these animals? re out of Patterson cows, by Patterson bulls.

Also, Bull “Springfield.” (See Davy’s Devon Herd Book.)
Springfield gained the first prize at the Atlanta Fair, 1855, as a 2
year old.

ALDERNEY.
1 Alderney Bull, 1 year old, out of an imported cow, and sired on

the Isle of Jersey, by a 1st prize bull.

I can turnish undoubted pedigrees with all the above animals,
and will deliver them at the Railroad Dejiot, at Athens, Ga., free

of cost to the purchaser. Address GEO. H. WARING,
Sept57—tf Clarksville, Ga.

FOR SALE.

HAVING determined to remove West, I offer for sale my RE-
SIDENCE in the immediate vicinity of Columbus, and my

PLANTATION in Russell county, Ala.
The former is a handsome and commodious building, containing

ten rooms, besides basement, store and ironing rooms. The
outbuildings are well arranged for comfort and convenience. At-
tached to the residence aro twenty acres of land, in fine cultivation,
with a position on the main road, sufficient for one or more build-
ing lots. The healthfulness of the locality is nnsurj)assod.
My Plantation is 15 miles west of Columbus, on Uchee Ci'eek,

and 5 miles from the Mobile & Girard Railroad, and contains
2,600 acres. My success in making cotton is the best criter-

ion of its claims upon the purchaser. Being susceptible of subdi-
vision into three or four farms, some of which have improvements,
I will sell all together or in separate settlements to suit purchasers.
If desirable, I will sell the growing crop with the land, arranging
for the overseer to remain with the hands to gather the crop under
the direction of the purchaser.
In my absence, any one wishing to see my house and lot, can ap-

ply to my neighbors, Mr. Wm. A. Redd, A. C. Flcwellen, or W. E.
Jones. J. R. JONES.
Columbus, Ga., June 9, 1857.—oct57—tf

CATAWBA GRAPA CUTTINGS.

The undersigned can supply 50,000 CUTTINGS of the genuine
Catawba Grape. They will be securely packed and placed

on the Railroad at Washington. Ga., to anv address, at $12 per
thousand. Address JOHN L. WYNN,
Dec57—tf Mallerysville, Ga.

1858! 1858!

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,
A MOP(THI,Y JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D REDMOND, Editors.

The Sixteenth volume commences in January,
1858.

TERMS

:

ONE COPY, one year $1 I TWENTY-FIVE COPIES -.$20
SIX COPIES, “ 5

I
ONE HUNDRED COPIES.. 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post-Office stamps

received at par.

Remittance, by mail (post paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

ADVERTI.SEMENTS
Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of 10

lines, each insertion
;
One square per annum,

TEN DOLLARS.
Address AVM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

(E^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will befurnished with the paper at club prices.

VINEYARDS IN THE SOUTH ! !

OOTED VINES and CUTTINGS of the CATAWBA—the
groat Wine Grape of the South—will be furnished by the sub-

scj’iber, from Vineyards under bis own direction at Montgomery,
Ala., Dalton, Atlanta, Crawfordsville, Washington and Augusta,
Ga . and Abbeville, S. C. To insure freshness and save transpor-
tation, applicants will be furnished from Vineyards nearest to
them, in all practicable cases. These Vines and Cuttings will be
ready for delivery by the 1st of January, 1858, and as the supply is

limited, early applications are advisable.
|t^=’Purchasers will be furnished with full printed directions

for planting, cultivating and pruning the vines until they come into
full bearing—these directions will be so plain and explicit that any
per.eon can be sure of success. My Wine has stood the test of the
best judges

;
it is now in market, and will rest on its own merits.

Address ; CHARLES AXT,
Oct57—tf Crawfordville, Ga.

GRAPE VINES AT IONA.

Delaware, Concm-d, Union Village, Early Hudson, Hartford
Prolific, Raabes’s Clara, Raabe, Elsingburg, Rebecca, Herbe-

mont, Garrigues, Arkansas, York Madeira, Clinton, Emily, Minor,
Catawba, Diana, To Kalon, Canby’s August, Marion, Bland,
Lyman, Brinckle, Mountain, Isabella, and Hyde’s Eliza.

Also, Strawberry, McCowan, Charter Oak, and Northern Mus-
cadine.
A general assortment of RASPBERRY PLANTS, including

Brinckle’s Orange, which is the best of all Raspberrie.s in cultiva-

tion for the market or garden. A small lot of Myatt’s Linnaeus
RHUBARB PLANTS, superior.

All of the above plants are offered singly, by the dozen, or to the
trade. Address C. W. GRANT,

Oct57—tf Iona, near Peekskill, Westchester Co., N. Y.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cnltivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good tyvo-

story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Hoixse.s, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The idace can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day ofJuly it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min BuU; 20 MARES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at li
o’clock, A. M., and returns .at 1^ o’clock, P. M.
June56-tf JAMES R. FERGTJSON, Memphis, Teno,
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